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PERFECT

PROJECTION

Brighter projection is achieved on the Animatophone by
Victor's direct optical system. All elements permanently
aligned at the factory . . . nothing to get out of order.

THE ANIMATOPHONE
MASTERPIECE OF I6MM CRAFTSMANSHIP!

Spira-draft Lamp House means longer lamp life . .
means brighter image for a longer time . . . means
fewer lamp replacements. Standard, pre-focused lamps obtainable anywhere, at no extra cost.
Other exclusive features — for brighter illumination — are: Coated Projection Lens, Conza
Condenser Lens, Special Shutter Design ^fl^^ and Instant
Accessibility to entire optical system for ^^^9 cleaning.
Can you afford to use other than the finest l6mm equipment?
ANIMATOGRAPH
CORPORATION
VICTOR
Heme Office and Factory: Dovenporf, Iowa
New York 118) MeGraw HUI BIdg.. 330 W. 42nd Street
Chicago 111 188 W. Randolph
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Own these fast-action laugh hits!
Sure-fire fun and merriment every time
you

comedies

show

these

on your home

exciting
movie

/

N/^^

^\\

cartoon

screen!

"THE PRIZE PACKAGE!"
A four-legged surprise and a big jolt for
Farmer Al Falfa! Panic on the farm! Furious fun! Al run ragged! "Police! Police!"
The surprise is terrific! Laugh-laden fast
action climoxl
"THE RUNT!"
Al Falfa is cook! Pigs come for chow! Runt
the Grunter raises rumpus! Hilarious excitement with pork butcher! Runt rescues
pigs! Al Falfa feasts runt! Squealing comedy!

"JAIL BIRDS!"
Jail-bird Mouse has cot friend! Hilarious
escape from cell! Bloodhounds! Polecats!
Mouse and cat in side-splitting
chose! Race back to jail! "Please
lock us up!"

"LION HUNT!"
Mischievous Mouse! Sleeping lion!
Surprised mouse! Close shove! Lion
hunters! Excitement in jungle! Lion
in gog-filled trouble! A mousemade howling climax!

m *\w w • New 1946 Deluxe Castle Films' Catalog
describing more than 130 thrilling home movies! Just off
the press! Send coupon now.

Send Costle
Film'j inHome
Movies
indicated
the
5ize ond"The
length
Rur.fchecked.
"Tht Prize Pickaie"

8 mm.
50 Feet
$1.75

Complete

100 Feet

16 mm.
Complete

Complete

J2.75

$8.75

$17.50

S5.S0

^ouna

"Jill Birds"
"Lion Nunt"

30 Reckliller Plaza
New Ytrk 20

Ship C. D. 0. □

-Zone-

-State.

HM-I

Senil Castle Films' FREE De Luxe Catalof □
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ENTERTAINMENT
For

8mm.

and

1 6mm.

FILMS

Projector

Owners

Here are low cost films you can buy out-right for your personal film library; for
home, school, church and club entertainment.

AVIATION

COMEDIES

100 Ft. 16mm
50 Ft. 8mm.
„

8mm. and 16mm. Silent
100 Ft. 16mm.
50 Ft. 8mm.

$2.50
1.25

Charlie, the Nurse Maid
346-A
Charlie Takes Time Out
347-A
Charlie Spills the Beans
348-A
Charlie in Sour Dough
349-A
¥■ ¥ ¥
1 reel— 16mm.
$10.00
1 reel— 8mm.
5.00
Dough and Dynamite
His Trysting Places
Caught in a Cabaret
His Prehistoric Past

200 Ft. 16mm
100 Ft. 8mm.

777-C
778-C
779-C
780-C

461-B
471-B
447-B

400 Ft. 16mm
$12.00
200 Ft. 8mm.
6.00
Primitive Indians of the Painted
Desert
448-C
Wild Animals of the Colorado
Desert
449-C
Wild Life on the Desert of Our
Southwest
450-C
Navajo Night Witch
451 -C

HOLLYWOOD

FILM

Parachute Jumpers (**)
629-A
Formation Flying (*)
630-A
Three Stunting Planes
631 -A
The Crazy Flyer
632-A
R. A. F. Bombers (***)
633-A
Training The R. A. F. ( * ** ) .634-A
Bombing The Enemy (*)
63 5- A
Smoke Stunts
636-A
Upside Down in the Air
637-A
Forty Years of Aviation 638-A
War Birds
639-A
Hollywood Stunt Pilots
640-A
¥ ¥ ¥
200 Ft. 16mm
$6.00
100 Ft. 8mm.
3.00
Navy Flyers ( ■ )
627-B
Aerial Stunt Circus
642-B
In the Air with the R. A. F
628-B
¥ ¥ ¥
400 Ft. 16mm.
312.00
200 Ft. 8mm.
^ 6.00

$G.00
3.00

Wild Pig Kills Rattlesnake
The Navajo
Nature's Master Builder —
The Trap-Door Spider
■¥ ¥

COMEDIES

$3.00
1.50

Dare Devils of the Air
457-C
Wings Over the Navy
625-C
Parachute jumpers
626-C
The March of Aviation
641 -C
* — "Navy Flyers" and "Bombing the Enemy"
are edited from "Wings Over the Navy—
625C.
♦* — 'Parachute Jumpers" 100 Ft. 16mm. edited
from 626-C, 400 Ft. 16mm.
**• — "R. A F. Bombers" and "Training the
R. A. F." have been combined to make
"In the Air with the R. A. F."
★
★ *
1 Reel Sound
$25.00
Wings Over the Navy
Parachute Jumpers
March of Aviation

ENTERPRISES,

2095-C
2096-C
2097-C

inc., 6060

8mm. and 16mm. Silent
360 Ft. 16mm.
180 Ft. 8mm

$8.75
3.75

Dizzy
with BillySights
Dooley and Vera Steadman .753-M
Sea
754-M
With Legs
Meal Burns
Are
Scotchmen
Tight
755-M
With Jack Duffy and Eddie Barry
For
Sake
With Sadie's
Jimmie Adams
and Mollie Malone756-M
Stage
Struck
757-M
With Eddy
Barry Susie
and Billy Engle
Hold Frances
'er Cowboy
With
Lee and Bobby Vernon 758-M
Crazy
Doings
With Billy Dooley and Vera Steadman 759-M
Court
Plaster
760-M
WHh Neal
Burns
Hold Still
761-M
With Jack Duffy and Ann Cornwall
Swiss Movement
762-M
With Jimmy Adams and Doris Dawson
Reckless Rosie
763-M
With Frances Lee, Eddie Barry and Billy Engle
SplashBobby
Yourself
With
Vernon, Eddie Baker, Billy 764-M
Engle and Frances Lee
¥ ¥ ¥
100 Ft. 16min.
50 Ft. 8mm.

$2.50
1.25

Hold That Bull ( Bobby Vernon I 315-A
Rough and Ready
(Jimmy Adams)
319-A
Quick Exit (Billy Engle) 320-A
Sour Notes (Neal Burns) 321 -A
Dynamite (Billy Dooley) 322-A
The Life Saver (Billy Dooley ) -.323-A
Pin Feathers (Jack Duffy) 324-A
Heading for Trouble
Kiss(Jack
The Duffy,
Canvas Bobby Vernon ) ..327-A
(Billy Dooley)
1091-A
Riding the Coat
(U/alter Hiers)
1092-A
Crossed
Call the Wires
Cops (Walter Hiers) ..1094-A
(Bobby Vernon)

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

1098-A

Cal.
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MOVIES
G-E

and similar cameras employed in professional use. The head swivels on a
single ball bearing. The handle locks
tilt and pan movement simultaneously
with a quarter turn of the handle grip.
Also offered is a Junior model of the
same tripod and head which retains the
same structural design throughout.

Reflector

PHOTOFLOODS

• Dissolver works off winding key shaft.

Plus
Taxes
AT YOUR G-E DEALER'S

1 Plenty of light for snapshots
and movies . . . black and
white and color. As many as
three General Electric R-2's may
be used on one circuit.

Carries its own
2 Compact.
reflector. That makes for
greater portability.
3 Fits Into any lamp socket. That
means greater versatility,
greater flexibility in use .(Can be
used in regular lighting equipment.)

Automatic Dissolve
Ch\'ners of Cine-Specials may now
accomplish the smooth lap-dissolves
with their camera that characterizes
the work of professionals with the Yolo
automatic dissolve device offered by
Joseph Yolo, Los Angeles, Calif. The
Yolo device operates from the camera's
winding key shaft. By merely flicking
a small lever, the camera's shutter is
made to automatically open or close
to produce fades and lap-dissolves. Device isreadily attached by the purchaser.
There are two models: B, which comes
with a special dural metal base for the
Cine-Special tapped to take both standard 35mm. and 1 6mm. camera tripods
and which sells for $89.50, (Shelf at
front of base allows the further addition of accessories such as standard
finder, sunshade, etc.), and, modci
A which is more compact, but minus
|lhe camera base, and selling for $49.50.
Mechanism of both models is the same
precision-made movement encased in
chrome finish casj.

4 Top reflector efficiency always.
Dust can't get at the G-E R-2
reflector to cause loss of light
This means more light in the
picture area.
NOW

AVAILABLE!
Plenty

G-E

of

Projection

Lamps

Get the lamp you need and a "Spare"
for emergencies. See your dealer.
G-E PHOTO LAMPS
GENERAL
@ ELECTRIC
BUY VICTORY BONDS AND HOLD THEM

• Cantilever design features Carnco tripod.
Cameo Tripod and Head
A new model tripod head, sturdier
and with larger bearing surfaces, is announced by Camera Accessories Co.,
346 So. Flower St., Los Angeles, Calif.,
as an adjunct to their Senior model tripod. The senior model, boasting advanced all-metal structural design, is
adaptable for use with the Cine-Special

Splicing Guide
Inventions, Inc., makers of Weld-All
film cement, has prepared an interesting booklet dealing with the proper
method for splicing film. The booklet
is available without charge to anyone
writingdress for
it. The manufacturer's
adis: Inventions,
Inc., 431 South
Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.

• Redesigned

G-E meter; moistureproof.

New G-E Meter
An improved, splashproof, exposure
meter, identified as Type DW-58,
adapted for the correct exposure readings for the camera, in the darkroom,
and for balancing light in the studio,
has been announced by the General
Electric's Meter and Instrument Division, West Lynn, Massachusetts. By
utilizing a new compact, internal-pivot
element, the weight of the new^ meter
is reduced approximately 22 per cent
with a gain in over-all sturdiness.
Although slightly more streamlined,
the meter in external appearance looks
about the same as the prewar model.
However, the case has been completely
redesigned, rendering the meter dust
and moistureproof and having the zero
set on the front. The directional hood
has also been redesigned and is now finished with a special nonreflecting surface on the inside for greater accuracy
in measurement.
Salvages Film
Egon A. Dittman, P. O. Box 734,
Berkeley i, California,
offers aon service
• Continued
Page S

i

give you ihe finest in home movies,
Revere has funiieled years of experience
into the prochirtion of one type of cine
equipment — 8 mm. cameras and
projectors. Revere has paced new optical
developments and uhra precision
craftsmanship, achieving greater depth,
richer brilliancy and contrast . . .
smooth, dependable performance.
Revere 8 mm. Cameras and Projectors
are now available in limited quantity at
your favorite dealer. See them!

REVERE

CAMERA

COMPANY,

CHICAGO

16, ILLIt

Manufacturers of 8 mm, Movie Equipment . . . Exclusively

^^ursuit of tJ^^ppiness ^ooh forward

a

I G

+^

T
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JOIN

IN

Joyou*
With These New
16 MM

Sound Films

Remember the days when everyone
got together for one of those good oldfashioned song-fests ... at the church
bazaar . . . the school dance . . .
around the piano at home?
Today, just as in days gone by,
everyone loves group singing with the
ever-popular, never out-of-date 1 6mm.
sound films . . . All of your old-time
favorites now on the screen for use in
the home, church, school or any other
gathering.

New

of salvaging over- or under-exposed
film. Amateurs who have valued shots
that were badly exposed in filming can
send them to Dittman for correction.
His equipment, made of stainless steel,
permits the operator to observe film
during the entire correction operation.
Drying is electrical and dustproof. Each
film is carefully checked after the intensifying orreduction process by splicing back two, frames of the film, previously detached, as a means of comparison.

If the line marked "Dull" is placed opposite line marked "Winter," the lens
diaphragm will be wide open at F2.8.
Conversely, if the line marked "Bright"
is placed opposite the indentation for
"Summer" the lens diaphragm will be
at its smallest opening.
Weston

All films now available in color and will soon
be obtainable in black and white.
S/)or/s Color
A PARADE OF AQUATIC
CHAMPIONS
libniiii. SoutiJ film — /// Color i
Available for the first time! The only film
showing past and present swimming and
diving champions in action - - also glimpses
of your favorite Hollywood aquatic stars.
An excellent film with a universal appeal - a sure-fire hif with all sports fans.
1 1 reel — in nuiiii/es/
All films in 16mm. sound — At your nearest
film library for rental or sale.
These are only a few of the Post Pictures
available for the home, school, church or any
other gathering You'll find these and other
favorites all
Pictures'
catalogue listed
Write for inyourPost FREE
copy newtoday.
WRITE

DEPT. 14

POST PICTURES CORP.
723 Seventh Ave.. New York 19, N.Y.

Meter Slimmed

Full-range response to the entire color
s{>ectrum is attained in a thinner, more
compact design in the new Weston
Master II photoelectric exposure meter,
just announced by the Weston Electrical Instrument Corp. Thin enough to
fit the vest pocket without bulging,
the ruggedness and shock resistance of
the instrument has been greatly increased.

SONG BOOK of the SCREEN" Subjects
Rininniy, Time: } minutci each)
END OF A PERFECT DAY
JINGLE BELLS
HOME ON THE RANGE
HOME SWEET HOME
AMERICA (MY COUNTRY TIS OF THEE)
OLD BLACK JOE
HYMNALOGUES
'5 5 Siibjec/s — > mhiiitn each)
BLEST BE THE TIE
I LOVE TO TELL THE STORY
I NEED THEE EVERY HOUR
IN THE GARDEN
JESUS LOVER OF MY SOUL
JESUS SAVIOUR PILOT ME
JUST AS I AM
O COME, ALL YE FAITHFUL
WHAT A FRIEND
SOFTLY AND TENDERLY
and 25 other well-known hymns.

• Calibrated for bright, haiy, dull light.

• Ampro's "Premier 10."

Extremely sensitive to low light levels, the meter spans a brightness range

New Amprosound
In the van of new postwar cin2
equipment is Ampro's new "Premier- lo"
model of their famous line of Amprosound projectors. Highlights are extreme
light weight brought about by more
extensive use of aluminum castings, and
the increase of film capacity to 2000
feet. Improved cooling system affords
efficient projection with either 750 or
1000 watt lamps. A super two inch
f 1.6 lens is standard equipment, although acoated lens of the same specifications may be had at small additional
cost. Price complete is S422.00 F.O.B.
Chicago.
Lens Innovation
A new one-half inch f 2.8 lens for
the Bell and Howell 8mm. Companion
Movie Camera has been designed for the
amateur cine-photographer who doesn't
care to be bothered with a light meter
and F stops.
In addition to the standard F stops
another scale has been added. The stationary ring is calibrated into two divisions, "Winter" and "Summer." The
movable ring is divided by three lines
marked, "Bright," "Hazy," "Dull." An
fT^ampl? of its operation is as follows:

e Weston's "Master II" — slimmer.
from I 10 to 1600 candles per square
foot. Its restricted viewing angle enables the photographer to isolate individual objects, colors or color groups
for selective brightness measurement.
While its response is attuned to the
most critical demands of modern color
cquall>'
to be exposure
it is saidproper
photography,
precise
in indicating
and brightness-range limits for fine
black-and-white photography.
Recording Discs
RecorDisc Corpn., 39 s Broadway,
New York City, announces their entire
• Continued on Page 'O
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Enterprise

TOUCHOOWM

aTHRIUS

OF

/945

The most sensational football plays— spectacular passing, clever blocking, winning
touchdowns— from the best games of the '45
season! Gridiron greats in action in the most
thrilling football film ever seen on your
screen. One complete reel!
Army— Navy
Purdue— Ohio State

Michigan— Ohio State
Cah'fornia- U. C. L. A.

Notre Dame— Illinois
Navy— Duke

Available in 5 Standard Sizes. 8mm. 16mm. Silent-Sound. I

OFFICIAL

FILMS
OFFICIAL FILMS, INC. 25 West 45th St. New York 19. N.Y. L.

Alabama— Tennessee
Pennsylvania— Coliunbia

Please send the following OFFICIAL FILMS
in size checked, to
Name
•Short
•Short
Address..
City
.State.
{Subject to change)
Feat. 16mm
* (Short is condensed version)
8mm 8mm
NEWS REVIEW OF 1945
TOUCHDOWN THRILLS OF 1945
$5.50 $2.75
$1.75 □ Send Complete
□ Ship C.O.D. □ Ramittance Enclotad

16mm
Fool.

16mm
Sound

$8.75 $17.50
Catalog

10

HOME MOVIK
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• Continued from Page S

The
HOLLYWOOD
CINEMETER

"Gives

All The Answers!"

The Cinemeter is a sliderule type exposure guide giving correct lens opening to use
for all films under all types of
light conditions, both interior
and exterior.
Also lists shutter speeds of
all popular cine cameras; gives
latest Weston and G.E. film
speeds; gives instantly the
compensation necessary for
shutters faster or slower than

New

. . .

range of bond, steel and aluminum base
discs for home recordings are now available and being supplied dealers through
the United States. RecorDiscs are engineered to exacting studio standards,
affording brilliant and consistent reproduction quality over a wide frequency range. Discs are available in
6/2, 8 and 10 inch diameters. The bond
base discs are priced at loc, 20c and 30c
respectively; The steel base, 20c, 30c
and 40c; and the aluminum base, 25c,
35c and 45c.
New Maurer Camera
The J. A. Maurer Co., 117 E. 24th
St., New York, announces that full
production is now underway on its new
1 6mm. professional camera. New camera will carry considerable reduction
in price over previous model, according
to company. Design and construction
changes include gear-driven film feed
and take-up, magazines of 200, 400 and
1200 feet capacities, improved and enlarged viewfinder, and a great reduction in overall weight. Interesting is
plan of company to distribute cameras
directly through established photographic dealers, permitting interested parties to inspect cameras first hand instead
of getting facts from catalogs.

the usual 1 30 sec, and exposures at speeds above and
below normal.
Also included is a title exposure scale; a depth of field
scale for standard 8 and
16mm. camera lenses; and
formulas for figuring shim
thickness and auxiliary lenses.
Order

50c
Postpaid
USE COUPON

BELOW

HOME MOVIES MAGAZINE.
6060 Sunset Blvd..
Hollywood 28, California
Gentlemen:
I enclose 50c for which please send
me one of the new HOLLYWOOD
CINEMETERS.
Name
Address
City

Zone

State

1 6mm. and 8mm. cameras. This attachment, in use before the regular
camera lens, produces the result of a
wide angle lens. It is instantly removale. Camera Specialty Company also
announces it has been appointed
wholesaleshort
distributor
Pictoreels,"
musical
subects infor
i6mm.

• Double-coated cine camera lens.
Bolex Camera Lens
Now available for the Bolex H-16
i6mra. camera is the new PaillardKern Switar one inch f 1.4 lens which
is double coated and features a special
automatic lock stop insuring accurate
setting of diaphragm at various f/
stops. An ingenious depth of field scale
operates automatically as diaphragm
stops are set, and one cannot set the
diaphragm without reading this depth
of field scale. The focusing scale runs
from I Yz feet to infinity. Price is
$157.50 from American Bolex Company, 521 Fifth Ave., New York City
17, N. Y.
Ansco Color Film

Today

PRICE

FOR JANUARY

Arel Pan Head
Suitable for cine or still cameras is
a brand new cast aluminum and brass
tilt-pan head just introduced by Arel
Photo Supply Co., 4916 Shaw St., St.
Louis, Mo. Rigidly constructed and
precision machined, it offers smooth
panorama action and a wide tilting angle. Locking is positive for both actions.
The head plate is 2 '74" wide, adequate
to support even the largest cameras. A
generous 10 5^4" handle affords balanced
control of panning movement. Selling
price is $7.95.
Cine Extenar
The Camera Specialty Company, 50
West 29th St., New York City, announces it is now in a position to
supply the Cine-Extenar lens attachment for most of the popular makes of

Ansco's 1 6mm. Color Film, perfected
during the war and one of the first of
the company's new color products to
be converted for a peacetime role, became available generally December i .
Carl W. Priesing, General Sales Manager of Ansco, in announcing release of
the new 1 6mm. Color Film pointed out
that production now permits sale of the
product torestricted
allbasis.Ansco dealers on an unThis is the first time that the film
has been available from coast to coast.
Its sale was permitted in communities
along the Eastern Seaboard last year
when manufacturing operations reached
a point slightly greater than the demands of the armed forces. The product
was immediately accepted by i6mm.
amateur photographers, sales figures indicated.
At present only loo-foot lengths of
the daylight type film will be available,
Mr. Priesing said. However, after the
first of the year other length rolls, together with the tungsten type film, will
be on the market, he pointed out.
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SOMETHING

MOVIE

FILM

DEVELOPING

PIUS FEDERAL
EXCISE TAX
PROCESS

YOUR

OWH

MOVIES

The new Morse G-3 Daylight Tank is the unit movie fans have been looking for. Processes movie or miniature camera film. After loading in dark
room, all developing operations are performed safely and quickly in full
daylight. Tested and proved in tough military service, where over 6,000
Morse G-3 Daylight Tanks
Army Air Forces.

were used by the

1

Processes 16 or 35 mm.
or reversal process.

movie films for negative

2

Acid-proof molded black plastic tank and cover —
metal parts of stainless steel.

3

Stainless
100 feet
A quick
one size

steel film reels that accommodate up to
of 16 mm., 35 mm. or Double 8 mm. film.
twist of top flange of reel changes from
to the other.

4

Positive film lock keeps film on reels.

5

Light-tight developing tank and cover. Cover has
light-proof funnel opening to introduce processing
solutions and water. Tank equipped with drain and
attached drain plug, to draw off solutions after use.

6

All operations may be made in bright light after
loading and securing cover.

7

Agitation automatically supplied by movement
film through solution.
SEE YOUR

THE

DEALER

35 MM

of
OR

WRITE

FOR

COMPANY

^^x^^^^lNSTRUMINT
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• The Wollensak lenses you've been waiting
for are now at your dealer's. And — they're
better than ever — because each Wollensak
lens is specially treated with WOCOTE*,
Wollensak's anti-reflecting hard coating.
You'll appreciate the sharper, more
brilliant images made possible by lens
coating. You'll welcome the dependable results you get with your
Wollensak lenses. Your dealer
has a moderate supply of these
fine new lenses in all popular
focal lengths, a more limited
supply in the longer focal
lengths. Order yours now.
'^WOCOTE lens cleaner and
WOCOTE lens cleaning tissues are also available at
your
dealer's.
They're
specially
designed
to
keep coated lenses
clean; ask for them
when you order
your new Wollensak lenses.
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ONE of the constant and perplexing
problems confronting many movie
amateurs is what to do with short
sequences of shots that in themselves
are newsworthy or narrative in content,
yet because of their brevity are usually
passed up when a program of movies
are shown of an evening.
The most logical thing to do, it would
seem, would be to devise a continuity
entailing, perhaps, shooting additional
footage for tie-in shots, then edit the
odd sequences together with the new
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material to form a complete story. But
then, there is always that elusive idea
for the continuity that intrudes to delay action on the matter. Procrastination
continues and the otherwise good and
interesting footage usually remains
shelved indefinitely.
Oddly enough, few amateurs take
advantage of one of the simplest and
most logical of continuity ideas for
knitting together odds and ends of
footage — that of having a person write
a letter to another and let the odd shot

• John Kibar used the Idea of his son
writing a letter to a pal, reminiscing on
a summer visit, as the basis for a continuity made up of random shots filmed
during a summer vacation. These Included
sequences of shots of the boys fishing,
attending a thrill carnival and watching
a motorcycle
contest. Reproduced hill
here areclimbing
frame enlargements
from
Kibar's
Smm.
Kodachrome
picture
"Dear Jim."

sequences depict what they are writing
about- Old hat? Perhaps. But after all,
new ideas are invariably old ones cleverly disguised in new dress. The letter
writing continuity idea can appear new,
too, when embellished with good photography and thoughful editing.
A
case
point is "Dearpicture
Jim," filmed
a loo
foot 8mm.in Kodachrome
by
JohnKeystone
Kibar ofcamera
Racine, isWise.
8mm.
alwaysKibar's
busy
Continued
on Page es-44
recording activities• of
the family,
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twenty-five thousand feet of Kodachrome
mile trip.film in the thirteen thousand
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MERICA'S "last frontier" is really
a new frontier for the photographer
— fabulously rich in new and interesting material for the camera. Moreoxer, it is now accessible to the motorist
— or will be when he gets the tires he
needs or a new car to replace the old.
For travel to Alaska is still a rugged
undertaking, even after completion of
the must
new, through
car
be fit. highways. And one's
Of all the filming trips I have made
to the far corners of this hemisphere,
my last trip by jeep up over the Alaska
Highway, round and about Alaska, and
back, was the most exciting, although
i: resulted in securing the least motion
picture footage per mile traveled- Yet
there were spots, especially in certain
mountain passes and lakes along the
way and particularly in the glacial regions of southern Alaska, where we
exposed movie film at a rate which I
have never equalled before or since.
Reduced to pure mathematics, we shot

• Top — Marvelous fishing is offered by numerous lakes and
streams made accessible by Alaska Highway, presenting a fine
subject on which to concentrate one's filming.
• Above — This is the terrain through which army road builders
labored to drive an automobile highway into the heart of
Alaska. The project offers endless opportunity for interesting
documentary motion pictures.
O Right — A bevy of Alaskan native girls willingly posed for the
author, were intensely Interested In his jeep. Everywhere the
natives are friendly, gladly cooperate in making pictures.

The new trans-Canada Highway
westward, over its most recently completed section through the province of
(Ontario, offers some scenery quite worth
while filming. Beyond, in Manitoba
province, the same type of prairie
scenery familiar in the United States
is about all that is to be seen. When
last I covered this territory, plans called
for making several documentary films
besides the lecture film itself. We therefore had to conjure up ways to get
some interesting footage out of this
monotonously flat prairie.
First we asked, "What is the keynote
of this prairie?" The answer was self
evident: "Great distances " "How could
we best portray the idea of great distances on film?" Again the answer bcc.ime quite obvious: "Distance is annihilated through speed — continuous
and never ending speed." So we figured
out ways of indicating this idea on
motion picture film.
Instead of panoraming across a wheat
field for instance, we shot from our
vehicle as we moved along. We shot
straight ahead showing the road unrolling before us. We shot off the side
of the vehicle. We got a shot of the
vehicle approaching us from a position
in the middle of the road. We got a
shot of the vehicle passing through a
field of golden wheat- When the shadows lengthened we got an unusual shot
from the vehicle of its own shadow
running along beside us. Then we obtained ashot of a train approaching,
backgrounded by a marvelous sunset,
which we followed into the darkness.
This indicated close of the day. A quick
repetition or variations of the same
indicated day following day, and finally
(with not too much footage) we arrive
in western Canada in the foothills of
the Canadian Rockies where the real
shooting begins.
There are so many interesting side
trips in western Canada in the near

vicinity of Edmonton, where the road
north to Alaska begins, that one might
be tempted to spend too much time
here without allowing for the enormous
distances yet to be covered on the long
trek into the Yukon territory and
Alaska. There is Banff, Lake Louise,
Jasper National Park, game preserves,
in fact a full summer of good movie
shooting here. One should plan to arrive
at Calgary the first week in July and
attend its famous rodeo affording a full
week of cowboys and Indians in colorful
garb, riding, broncho busting, bull-dozing and competing in exciting chuckwagon racesAlthough the military Alaska Highway actually begins at Dawson Creek,
five hundred miles north of Edmonton,
for the tourist of the future the Alaska
drive starts at Edmonton. Here the city
of Edmonton has erected that now
famous and most photographed of signs
that indicates the start of the Alaska
Highway. Of course you will want to
get a shot of it with the city of Edmonton nicely visible across the river in
the background.
From Edmonton it is a distance of
five hundred miles of various kinds of
roads, mostly gravel surfaced, to
Dawson Creek where U. S. army engineers began their famous break
through sixteen miles of wilderness in
those war-torn days of 1942. This first
five hundred miles is through so-called
rolling "bush country," not too interesting for the camera, with only here
and there a small village. Occasionally
the wilderness is broken by an occasional homestead with its log or frame
• Colli hiiiiil on Page }2

• Top — The picturesque harbor of
Valdei, Alaska, offers grand
opportunity for a colorful docunnentary film with its rustic dwellings and weatherbeaten fishing
boats.
• In Matanuska Valley, vegetables
grow to prodigous siie, as evidenced by this head of cauliflower
— larger than that of the man.
Here flowers grow tall as houses,
celery stocks weigh five to ten
pounds each, and potatoes the
size of cantaloupes are harvested.
What interesting subjects for any
movie camera!
• The picturesque river boats
are worthy of a special filming
project. These travel the broken
coastline, putting in at remote
villages to deliver mail, provisions, and occasionally an item
ordered months earlier from a
Sears-Roebuck catalog.
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• The above frame enlargements show what happens when dust accumulates on film surface. Some of It lodges
in projector gate and scratches film as it passes through. Also, scratching occurs when diit/ films are rewound
without cleaning. Dust particles are ground between the tightly wound layers of film, scratching the emulsion.
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f f I T'S raining!" said Bob.
I "No, but it certainly looks as' if
it were in that scene," said Jim.
Such were the remarks I heard recently while watching a reel of home
movies screened. The film had been
made by an amateur who had not progressed far enough to learn to take
care of his films properly. In fact he
didn't even store them in cans! He
loved to show his pictures, and such
things as dust, oil, scratches, etc., did
not exist in his world. Little wonder
then that his films had picked up
enough dust and scratches to make
them appear on the screen as though
it were raining when they were filmed!
One of the first lessons that a newcomer in our Cine Club learns is to
keep his films scrupulously clean. This
fact was emphasized recently when wc

For
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of the club gathered to see a film projected for the first time. It had just
been returned from the processing laboratory, and when only a few feet had
run off, one of our more recently educated members piped up, "It's dirty."
Sure enough, there were some specks of
dust now and then, but nothing comto the average
run of beginners'
films. pared
However,
the outspoken
observer
displayed consciousness of a bad condition which had been pointed out to him

• Pictured below is a simple gadget made
by author for cleaning films. Four spools
covered with soft fabric are mounted with
small bolts on a base of plywood. Two of
the spool? are
carbontetrachloride.
The moistened
film passeswithunder
and
over the spools, as it is being rewound,
and the fabric removes accumulated dirt.
Below spools is a footage counter used in
measuring bulk camera film.

only a couple of months before when
first he showed his films to the club.
Clean films are a must, and the
earlier the beginning amateur realizes
how imperative it is to take proper care
of them, the better will be his pleasure
in years to come. I wish that the importance of clean films had been impressed on me earlier. Now, with many
of my films having a record of ten
years of accumulated wear from many
showings, I realize that had I been more
careful, yes, even fussy, some would
be in more screenable condition today.
We who shoot reversal film — and
99 vc of all amateurs do — have only the
one film; no negative from which a
fresh new duplicate screening print may
be made when the old one wears out.
The film we start out with in the camera is the one we must use for projection. If you wish to see what condition
your film may be in several years from
now, unless you are careful, inspect
some of the year-old prints available
from some of the film libraries. When
you project it, forget for a moment
the subject matter or the story. You
will see the dirt, scratches, oil, finger
marks, etc., as the picture unfolds on
the screen. Also listen carefully to the
sound of the projector hitting bad
• Continued on Page 46

"SKI SLOPE SUMMIT" on opposite
page is a snow scerie appropriate
for a title background for your winter sports film. Your title text may
be handlettered or block letters can
be arranged over the photo and the
combination filmed with your camera
at a distance of thirty inches.
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• Annually, Murl Deusing shows to Milwaukee
audiences several thousand feet of interesting wild
life film photographed by hinnself, as part of his
job as curator of education !n iha Milwaukee public
museurr

Backyard

Um

Hnnter

"No Tires, No Movies," Murl Deusing Thought
When Rationing Set In; But He Found Even
More
Bountiful
Wildlife
Subjects
For His
Camera Within His Garden Gates
S
IOGIC of the maxim "It's an ill
wind, etc.," proved itself again
when the thin tires of war rationing restricted filming activities of Murl
Deusing to his back yard. There to his
great surprise he found a broad new
field for his movie making, almost endless in subject material and interest, and
equalling in scope the wildlife camera
studies sought heretofore in multi-mile
safaris into neighboring forests and
hills.
Murl Deusing is curator of education
at the A^Iilwaukee Public Museum, a
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position that might well be the envy
of any movie amateur, for part of his
work consists of making movies in conjunction with his lecture work at the
museum. Each summer it has been his
enviable lot to load wife and kiddies
into the family car and hie into the
hills for further camera studies of wildlife, giving the family an enjoyable
vacation to boot.
When gasoline and tire rationing set
in, it put temporary end to this program, but not to Deusing's eagerness
to make movies of wildlife subjects.

• Fig. I— Enlargement from 16mm. frame showing
dragonfly nymph emerging from chrysalis as filmed
by Murl Deusing.

The animal and insect life of his garden
now became the object of his camera
lens and a new filming project began
taking form, soon to emerge as an exciting 16mm. Kodachrome film entitled
"Big Game Hunting In The Backyard."
Deusing convinced his children what
a thrilling adventure it would be to
make this film, and they scoured the
yard then the neighborhood for Caterpillars, cocoons and nymphs. In nearby
streams they found interesting underwater life which they brought home
to the family aquarium. All summer
long they gathered other insect life and
the proper leaves and smaller insects
for the "bug actors" to feed upon
Deusing set up two No. i photofloods
near the aquarium and began to shoot
the underwater activity through glass.
He tried to get shots of a dragonfly
nympth crawling out of the water on
to a twig, but as soon as the nymph
felt the heat of the lamps, it crawled
back into the water. Then Deusing
waited until another nymph crawled
up the twig and began to fasten itself
down, but when the hghts were turned
on, it, too, immediately crawled back
into the water.
Eventually one of the nymphs
crawled up and dug its hind legs into
the twig, there to stay. This afforded
Deusing the opportunity to get some
vigibegan the
footage,
good lant
wait untilandthethen
dragonfly
emerged
was eight o'clock
nymph. soThis
fromthetheevening;
various members of
in
the family took turns watching for
some sign of movement. Finally, at one
in the morning, the one on watch spied
some movement and summoned Deusto his camera and reing whocordedjumped
the event, while the rest of the
family, now aroused, gathered around
to watch the rare spectacle

• Fig. 2— Here emergence of the dragonfly Is complete and It is ready to spread its
wings and fly away. Heat from photofloods discouraged nymph and delayed emergence
cycle several hours.

• Fig. giving
3 — This hispetfilmraccoon
posed for sequences
Deusinq's
camera
one ofobligingly
its most interesting

It required but a few minutes for
the dragonfly to emerge from its chrysalis as far as is shown in Fig. i. It then
required about half an hour for the
body to fill out and dry, and another
45 minutes for the wings to expand
and dry. The whole cycle consumed
about 90 minutes. In Fig. 2, which also
is a frame enlargement from this film,
the emergence of the dragon fly is
complete and it is ready to fly away.
Later the children found several Cecropia moth caterpillars in the neighborhood- They brought them home, fed
them the proper leaves, and finally the
moths grew to 3" in length. All their
horns, knobs and protuberances are depicted on the screen in sharp brilliant
color. The film shows the complete
process of spinning the cocoon and,
later, the brilliant-hued moth emerging.
Figure 6 shows a closeup of a small
soft-shell turtle that was found in a
stream and brought to the family aquarium. The Deusings soon discovered that
the turtle was eating everything in the
aquarium incJuding some crayfish, so
the turtle was moved into the laundry
tub in the basement. Later the turtle
was returned to the aquarium, and Deusing filmed a sequence picturing the
crayfish being devoured by the turtle.
At one time the Deusings had a
school of rock bass in the aquarium
which provided more fare for the camera- Each fish was about eight inches
long. With the aid of his telephoto lens,
Deusing was able to get some nice
closeups such as that shown in Fig. 5.
Another time, while visiting a farm
near Milwaukee, Deusing came across a
pet racoon that had been taught to
drink out of a doll's bottle fitted with
a rubber nipple. This pet provided opportunity to get some good closeups, one
of which is shown in Fig. }.
For real closeup work, Deusing uses
extension tubes with his 4 inch telephoto
lens. With all his extension tubes joined
together, his 4 inch lens is extended
about seven inches from the camera.
The weight is so great that it is necessary to block up the end of the lens.
• Coiiliuiicil on Paffc 43

• Fig. 4 — Deusing used his telephoto plus extension tubes to get this sharp
ultra-closeup of a Cecropia moth caterpillar.

• Fig. 5— Again telephoto and extension tubes were employed to get closeups such
as this of small fish in the Deusing family aquarium.

Another ainteresting
sequence
in Deusing's
"Big ofSame"
was the filming
battle
to• Fig.
death6— between
small turtle
and crayfish
— the result
patientpicture
and careful
which Deusing insists is necessary to photographing subjects of this kind.
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SOCALLED "dream cameras" result, not from inadequacy
nor inefficiency of the original basic camera, but from
desire of the owner to provide certain refinements or conveniences suiting his own personal needs. In the past, many
"dream" cameras have been described in the pages of Home
Movies. Usually these were modest cine cameras improved
with windbacks, dissolving devices, improved full-vision
viewfinders and other professional-like features.
The Cine-Kodak Special i6mm- camera has been designed
to afford the whole range of such effects. With its multiplicity of features, changing or modifying this camera might
be open to serious question. But several years experience
with the modified Special pictured here has shown that the
added features have greatly enhanced the photographic
flexibility and convenience of this fine camera. Furthermore,
the camera presents a finished appearance and the modifications are not beyond the ability of the amateur possessing
metal working tools.
The Cine Special modifications pictured here include a four
lens turret, a telescopic view finder with matching finder
objective lenses mounted on the turret, and a telescopic magnifier for viewing through the ground glass.
In order to provide a wide range of photographic angular
view, the following four lenses are mounted on the turret:
a ^-inch f 2 8 Hugo Meyer wide angle, a i-inch f 1.9
Kodak, a 2-inch f 3.5 Taylor Hobson Cooke medium telephoto, and a 3 ^4 -inch f 3.3 Taylor Hobson Cooke telephoto
for distant telephoto shots. All these lenses may be left
permanently on the turret as the telephoto lenses do not
intrude on the scope of the wide angle lens.
The diagram and photographs illustrate design and construction of the turret. It consists essentially of two basic
parts: a turret head, which is attached to the body of the

• Fig. 2 — Diagram showing construction and mounting details of the turret
which replaces the usual two-lens turret of the Special.

• Fig. I— Author's
camerafinder
showing
four-lensImprovements
turret and telescope
viewfinder
with matching
objectives.
also inc
l
u
d
e
a
tubular
magnifier
for
the
camera's
reflex
finder not shown
in photo.

camera with the regular Eastman screws, and the turret
proper. As shown in the diagram the turret is provided with
a cylindrical hub that affords a bearing in the turret headA shouldered screw holds the turret in place. The four
lenses are mounted on the turret by means of the standard
"C" mount screw threads. The regular f 1.9 Kodak lens is
modified to the "C" mount design. The threads in the turret
are indexed so that all lenses have their focusing and stop
scales facing at a convenient angle when the lens is in front
of the camera aperture.
Indexing of the lens in alignment with the aperture is
accomplished by means of a positive locking button mounted
in the turret head and engaging suitably milled slots in the
turret. This button and slots may be observed in Figs, i
and 5- The turret cannot be rotated until the button is
depressed. Once unlocked, the turret revolves freely with
little friction. A compression spring inside the hollow button
causes it to snap into the turret slot when the lens is in
alignment.
Embodied in the turret head are the regular Cine Special
reflex finder parts: ground glass, mirror and mirror actuating mechanism. None of these parts has been modified and
the reflex finder operates exactly as in the original camera.
As will be seen in the photographs, the turret head, which
is 4^/4 inches in diameter, covers the regular exposure button
and the aperture cover button. This necessitated substituting
an exposure button extension as shown- A milled slot in the
turret head allows movement of this extended exposure
button. A small sliding member attached to the aperture cover button positions.
allows this button to be moved to the "open" or
"closed"
As is shown in the photographs, a telescopic view finder
is used. This consists of view finder objective lenses mounted
on the turret and a finder optical tube mounted on the door
of the camera. The angles of view of the four objective
lenses correspond to that of the photographic lenses. This

• Fig. 3 — Optical diagram of the telescopic viewflndor which
mounts on left side of camera, does not interfere with opening
or closing of camera door. Finder corrects for parallax by
adjusting finder aperture in turret head.

• Fig. 4— Optical diagram of the magnifying tube for the
camera's reflex finder. As shown, light enters camera lens
Lground
and isglass
reflected
by 4S^'toprism
G. Thisupward
is reflected
prismto Pform
and image
observed,on
magnified, from end of tube.

arrangement of finder is similiar to that used on several
amateur and professional motion picture cameras. This type
of finder has two chief advantages: first, the matching
objective and photographic lenses are simultaneously indexed
so "what you see you get" and, second, this telescopic finder
presents a magnified view of the telephoto shots which is
vastly superior to the small de-magnified view presented by
most finders masked down to correspond with the telephoto
lens field.
Fig. 3 shows an optical diagram of this finder. As shown,
two achromatic lenses in the objective form an image of
the object at the aperture A. This inverted image is erected
and relayed by the erector lenses B to form an image at the
focus of the eyepiece lenses C. The objective lenses are the
same as those supplied for the Bell and Howell magazine
cameras. The erector lenses are 8omm. focal length achromatic lenses and are 12mm. in diameter. The eyepiece lenses
are 40mm. focal length achromatic lenses and are 15mm.
in diameter.
The finder tube is of aluminum and is attached to the
door by means of two screws. The door may be opened and
closed in the normal manner. The forward end of the finder

tube fits closely against the turret head to exclude extraneous light from the finder. The lenses are positioned in the
tube by means of piston ring-like retainers. This positioning
arrangement allows the erector lenses to be moved along the
tube until the proper focus is obtained. Positions of the
lenses shown in the diagram are approximate.
TTie finder is arranged to correct for the parallax distance
between the finder and the photographic lens by having
the view finder aperture in a movable slide mounted in the
turret head. In correcting for parallax the subject is first
centered using the reflex finder. The view finder aperture
is then adjusted until the subject is centered in the view
finder.
The reflex image magnifying telescope on top of camera,
as seen in Fig. 6, is mounted by means of two screws. This
arrangement provides a highly magnified view of the ground
glass. The eyepiece of this telescope is locatd conveniently
just above the eyepiece of the view finder. As identical eyepiece lenses are used in both telescopes there is a minimum of
optical disturbance to the eye in changing from the reflex
image magnifying telescope to the view finder. A slot in the
telescope tube allows the normal use of the Cine Special
masks. An extension slide, shown in the photograph, permits
the insertion of the masks.
Fig. 4 is an optical schematic diagram of the magnifying
telescope and the reflex finder. As shown
in thison layout,
• Con tinned
Page
• Fig. 5— Front view of turret showing arrangement of lenses.
Note that telephoto and wide angle lenses are placed opposite
each other to gain maximum spacing, resulting in no obstruction to wide angle by the telephoto.
• Fig. 6— Side view of camera showing indexing slots in side
of turret plate, also the telescopic viewfinder and the tubular
magnifier on top of camera. Note how these accessories enhance appearance of the camera.

• Shooting a novel credit title for a
recent educational film on dental hygiene
is movie hobbyist Franklin Meyer, who is
clinic services technician for the Milwaukee health department.
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THE need for good visual educationa
material is apparent in every field of
teaching, be it apprentice training in
industry, educational material for good
classroom teaching or practical demonstration of good health practices. The
value of motion picture films as an adjunct in the presentation of any such
material cannot be overestimated.

For years the dental staff of the Milwaukee Health Department have been
using school-made movies to help bring
messages of dental health to the children attending the elementary public
and parochial schools of the city. The
source of these specialized dental educational films has always been limited
and after a few years it became necessary to repeat the same films. Although
repetition is the essence of good elementary school teaching, it becomes
necessary for teachers to change the
material for each new presentation. Un-

e Assisted by Dr. Lester Gerlach, dentil
director of Milwaukee health department,
teachers Marion Dunker and Selma Tonn
rehearse children for a scene in on-? of
teacher-produced dental hygiene nnovies.
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like industrial training films which are
used for adult education and can be repeated from time to time, health education films for school use must have new
ideas and material continually added and
combined with the old for the making
of these films.

With this in mind, the dental staff
of the Milwaukee Health Department
embarked on a new venture. Project
teaching in the elementary school classrooms was becoming more popular each
semester. These projects represented
geography, art, arithmetic, dramatics,
etc., and included any or all of the academic courses taught. After careful
consideration and planning, a principal
of one of the schools was contacted
and asked if he would be interested in
a similar project for dental hygiene
education. Under his enthusiastic guidance, two teachers worked out a project in dental health in the form of a
play. The technical dental material was
furnished by our staff and the story
and construction of the play prepared
by the students with the help of the
teacher. Scenery, art work, costumes
and acting were done by the students
under the direction of the teachers.
When completed, the playlet and
story were previewed by the dental
staff. A suitable scenario was written
by the dental director and the play
adapted to movie-making. Complete
stories about dental health were built
around suchdreams,
backgrounds
boys' club
activities,
cartoonas caricatures
and Mother Goose rhymes, and movies
were then made of them in different
schools over a period of the last six
years. One film was patterned after
a play written by the nutritionist of
the Milwaukee Health Department and
entitled, "The Teeth Have a Convention." After each film was completed,
suitable titles were chosen by the teachers and dental staff.
They were
then50
• Continued
on Page
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• Fig. I— Arrow points to Argon gas lamp ingeniously used as the
recording medium by which sound is recorded on film by sound
projector. On this page Julian Thompson tells how to synchronize
camera with a similar projector hookup to lecord lip-synchroniied
sound

IN the March 1945 issue of Home Movies I described .1
method for sound-on-film recording with a sound projector, developed in collaboration with Bruce Lee. Since
then we have made some improvements and in particular
have developed a very simple method for synchronizing a
camera with the projector-recorder. While it lacks the elegance of synchronous motor drives for camera and recorder
it also avoids their expense and makes possible, even with
a spring-driven camera, short scenes which are perfectly
lip-synchronized.
Since i6mm. sound projectors are not as a rule driven by
a synchronous motor, such a motor on the camera would
be of no particular help; in fact, a camera so operated would
be quite impossible to synchronize. No electrical governor
used in such service can be depended upon to hold the re-
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corder in exact step with a synchronous motor. With the
system described here, it must be possible to make minute
adjustments in the speed of the camera during its operation
to keep it in step with the recorder. It is not advisable to
adjust the speed of the recorder, for any variations in
speed which would pass unnoticed in the photographed
image will make intolerable changes of pitch in the recorded
sound.
The synchronizer as described herein has been successfully
applied to the combination of an Ampro sound projector,
as the recorder, and a Bolex H-16 camera. There should be
no difficulty in modifying it to fit any cine camera having
a hand-crank shaft and an easily adjustable speed (f.p.s.)
control.
Three units must be constructed for the synchronizer:
(i) a stroboscope disc to mount on the camera, (2) an
extension handle for the camera speed control knob and (})
a contactor to mount on the recorder to supply an electrical
impulse for each frame of film which passes through.
The stroboscope unit shown in Fig. 2 has a brass base
plate which screws onto the side of the camera in place of
the frame counter or name plate. A short bearing sleeve
soldered onto this plate carries a shaft which is slotted at
the inner end to engage the hand-crank shaft. On the outer
end of this shaft is fastened a one and three-eighths inch
disc of clear celluloid with a pattern of eight evenly spaced
spokes drawn upon it with black india ink. The spokes and
the spaces between them are made the same width. A miniature bayonet-type lamp socket also mounted on the base
plate holds a two-volt dial lamp back of the stroboscope
disc. Foot-long leads from this socket terminate in a jack
similar to that used on the loud-speaker of the recording
The number of black and clear segments in the stroboscope
projector.
depends upon the camera and sound projector to be used. To
determine the number of segments •mathematically,
CoiitiiiiieJ on Piigc the
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pe unit which is attached to
« Fig 2— The illuminatedof strobosco
keeping its f.p.s. speed constant witn
a meansprojector.
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recording
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that camera
wiring hookup between stroboscope
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• Fig
the sound recording projector. A 4 volt dryA
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• Small Insect: become monsters on ttie screen when filmed with your camera
augmented by lens extension tube, lens shim or auxiliary lens.
movie
IFYOU are jaded with ordinary
filmthe
making, why not turn to
ing of little things at close range?
New thrills are in store for the movie
amateur who films flowers, insects,
small animals and tiny models in vivid,
frame-filling closeups. Ultra closeups
may be photographed with almost any
cine camera fitted with proper attachments. The technique of filming such
closeup shots involves three factors
which, if afforded by your camera and
insure certain success alequipment,
most from the start. First is necessity
of obtaining sharp focus at a distance
less than permitted by regular camera
lens. Next, there must be a means for
determining exact camera field. And,
finally, there must be a means for
checking lens focus.
Even though he may not be interested
in shooting bugs, ants, spiders, and other
tiny creatures, the amateur can im-

prove his everyday movie making with
ultra closeups. Normally, the minimum
distance at which movie cameras focus
about four feet. At this dissharplytance is
aviolet would hardly appear on
the screen as a "closeup." Imagine the
interest in an "Easter Parade" movie if
little daughter, in her pretty Easter
dress, strolls in the flower garden and
plucks a tiny violet, then there is projected aviolet which covers half the
screen.
This can be done by either of two
methods: by using an auxiliary lens or
an extension tube. If your camera is so
made that the lens barrel screws into
it, the extension tube method is the
better of the two.
There are machine shops that frequently advertise in Home Movies which
make extension tubes to order, when
provided with necessary information
about camera and lens they are to fit.

Extension tubes function same as
shims, are actually "giant" shims by
which camera lens is brought closer to
object to be filmed and held firmly in
place. Ready made extension tubes are
available for Eastman Cine Kodaks and
for other makes of cameras by some
accessory manufacturers. Use of extension tubes, as with shims, requires that
same system for full field visual focusing be employed, as camera viewfinder
does not function in ultra closeup filming. With magazine cameras, the visual
focuser provided by the manufacturer
may be used for this purpose. Use of
extension tubes with any demountable
cine camera lens will enable one to secure microscopic closeups with fidelity
not possible otherwise except with expensive equipment.
The first problem to be solved in
shooting with an extension tube is at
what distance from the subject the cam-

£Xr£/\/S/0/\/ TUBE

LENS

lens is readily demountable,
• Extension tubes may be used where camera
i e equipped with screw base. Such tubes are easily made on a lathe.
are available
tubesmanufacturers
Rea'dymade
. for some Cine Kodaks; for other cameras
by accessories
24
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objects are brought into
• By extending lens with shims, close
Shims are thin rings cut from metal or plastic of
sharp focus.
thicknesses which fit over lens threads, firmly extending lens
various
toward object the prescribed distance.
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era is in focus. The distance of the lens
from the film determines the proper
distance from lens to subject — the further the lens from the film the closer
the lens to the subject. This distance
must be determined accurately, as at
these short distances there is little
depth of focusWith a great deal of technical
knowledge about ones camera, which
the average amateur doesn't have, and
a higher mathematical education, which
he probably has forgotten, the unknown
distance from lens to object may be
figured out by artithmetic or algebra.
But for practical purposes the surest
and best method is to get this distance
by visual focusing. Necessary equipment
for getting this visual focus is three
items: first, a titler or a rack for holding camera at varying distances from
the object to be focused on — probably
a title card with fine guide lines scribed
upon it to make critical focusing easier.
The other two items are: a short section of film, with emulsion removed and
one side frosted with fine sandpaper
or emery cloth and a dental mirror. A
small piece of mirror attached to a wire
can be made to substitute for this. The
sanded film serves as a "ground glass"
focusing screen. Insert the film in the
camera, sanded side toward lens; open
diaphram and open camera shutter. If
camera can be hand cranked, opening
the shutter is quite simple; if not, operate camera until it is practically run
down, then work starting button,
watching shutter, until it stops with
shutter in open positionAs it is difficult, even impossible
with some cameras, to observe the
ground glass image directly, use of the
small mirror, previously mentioned, is
necessary. A piece of broken mirror no
larger than a dime may be glued to
the end of a soft-wire, which may be
bent so the mirror can be held in the
camera in proper position to reflect the
image on the "ground glass."
To inspect the ground glass image,
turn out all lights except those focused

HOLOSR
SNAPS 0^'£R LENS
LENS

on the title card. Move the camera
toward card until the image is in critical focus, then measure accurately the
distance from the diaphragm setting
ring on the lens barrel to the card.
Make a note of this distance as a permanent record for future use.
If your lens is in a focusing mount,
be sure to set it at either the minimum
or maximum distance, and use this setting when shooting closeups with the
extension tube in place.
When "working in the field" carry,
with your other equipment, a rule for
measuring short distances. The familiar
six-foot folding rule is convenient for
this- It is almost impossible to measure
accurately in close places with a rule.
In such cases simply pick up a twig or
grass stem and, measuring it with the
rule, break a section the exact length,
as previously determined, then set the
camera by this length of twig.
In procuring extension tubes, it is
advisable to get two: say, one one-quarter inch long and another three-eighths
of an inch long. Combining the two
makes one five-eighths inch in length.
Focusing distance should be measured
for each of these.
Another device which may be employed to obtain ultra-closeups is the
familiar auxiliary or supplemental lens
invariably used in photographing titles.
An auxiliary lens, placed before the
camera lens, as when making titles,
shortens focus for small object filming,
too. Size of field depends upon focusing
distance of auxiliary lens- One can film
as close as 3" to an object using a 13
diopter lens which covers a field of
iV4"x78"! Size of field depends upon
size of object. Select auxiliary lens accordingly. Mount auxiliary before lens,
using any one of the simple methods
pictured in the diagram. Auxiliary lenses
are obtainable from optical houses.
Lenses from inexpensive dime-store
reading glasses also may be used. They
come labeled showing focusing power or diopter size. Camera should then
be mounted on simple frame fitted
with wire field-area guide to insure
centering and focusing of object to
be photographed.
Shims constitute the third means
of adjusting the regular camera lens
in order to enable it to photograph
sharply objects at close distancesShimming out the lens will enable
camera to focus closer than limitations indicated on focusing ring. By
moving lens out,
close objects
• Continued
on Page areJ2

AUX/L/ARY l£/VS
ADHfSIVe TAPE
• An auxiliary or supplemental lens may be placed in front
of any camera lens to shorten focus for ultra-closeup filming. Sketched above are two methods for quickly attaching
auxiliary to camera lens.

• At right are frame enlargements from a priie-winning 8mm.
motion picture filmed entirely
with aid of auxiliary lens and a
typewriter
titler. Use centering
of titler made
possible accurate
and
focusing of camera on small
objects.

are both in reverse. Printing on positive
with the film emulsions facing, will
produce a screening print with both
scene and title reading properly left to
Calif.
right. — Richard J. Couan, Los Angeles,

Readymade

Reflector

An efficient light reflector for use
in throwing sunlight into dark areas
and for lightening shadows in faces in
outdoor filming is a bright metal-covered gas range top protector pad available from most dime stores. These pads
are about i6"x2o" in size and about
3/32" thick. The bright metal surface
is slightly corrugated which makes an
ideal reflecting surface, breaking up
the reflected light and diffusing it.
This item is probably the best readymade reflector available to the movie
amateur today, and at unusual low cost.
— George Daly, Venice, Calif.
Blackboard

Title Centerer
A simple guide for centering title
cards in the frames of small typewriter
titlers may be made from a panel of
clear celluloid and attached to the titler,
as shown in diagram below.
Guide lines are drawn on panel of
celluloid with India ink according to
the pattern shown, and these aid in adjusting the title card up or down or
sideways in the card holder to insure
proper centering.
The celluloid guide should itself l>e
accurately centered with the title card

Gf/Of LINE PfilTEftN
FOn CFLLULOIV PffNEL
CELLULOID GUIDE
TITLE
HOLTIEP

DKOPS OOIVV
our or Hf^NGE
FOR FILMING-

TITLER
AOHESIVE TAPE
HIN&£

holder, then fixed in place at base of
the titler with a flexible hinge made of
a strip of adhesive or Scotch tape, -ptrmitting the guide to be lowered out of
the way when the title is to be photoMich. graphed.— Harold Champion, Detroit,

Titles

The large size children's blackboards
afford a quick and easy means for making home movie titles. They also offer
the advantage of large area which makes
both composition and filming of the
title relatively easy. Usually no auxiliary lens is required to photograph such
title and the large letters used in the

Snpeiimposeil Titles
After one's film is returned from the
processors, there is often a desire for
a title superimposed over a particular
scene. This can be done if the film is
black and white, using positive film
to make a duplicate of the scene. Place
the scene to be copied or "duped" on
camera takeup reel together with a similar strip of positive film and with emulsion sides of each in contact with one another. Run the two films through the
camera with the lens removed and the
camera pointed towards clear northern
sky, or, if artificial light is used, with
opal glass between light source and
camera.
Next remove both films from camera
and replace the positive in the camera,
making sure beginning of the scene is
threaded into the film gate first. The
next step is to superimpose, on this
duplicate print of the scene, the text of
the title. This involves use of white
letters over a black background.
Filming the title must be done with
aid of a mirror reflecting the title into
the lens so that, when observing title
through viewfinder, the words will be
reversed from right to left but not upside down. Thus will be produced a
negative on which the picture and title

title text are easier to make than when
lettering small title cards.
The above photo shows a typical
blackboard utilized for title making.
It may be set up out of doors and the
titles photographed in daylight the same
day the pictures are photographed, thus
making it possible to shoot titles and
pictures on the one roll of film.
For Kodachrome film, colored chalk
crayons may be used to impart color
to the title and several colors may be
used to add novelty and decoration. —
Frank W. Collins, Buffalo, N. Y.
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before shooting the scene. The more intense light reflected by the mirror will
serve as a "directional beam" to show
when the reflected light is centered on
the scene or object. — ]olm Erhardt,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Centering Titles
Probably the most accurate method
of centering camera on title board is
to observe the field covered by the lens
through the lens. This can be done with
all cine cameras that have a pressure
plate in the film • gate
that onmay
Continued
Page be52

Timely Title Tip
A novel title for winter movies can
be made as shown in sketch above. Cut
out letters for your main title from
cardboard and tack them on a stick that
is long enough to permit handling from
beyond camera range. Bury stick and
letters in the snow and brush the surface to present the appearance of a
smooth bank of snow. Set up camera
and focus upon position of the title.
Start camera, then have assistant turn
end of stick so that title letters slowly
rise from the snow. Care should be ex-

ercised to keep stick concealed as much
as possible.
The title letters should be painted
red, of course, to give the most appropriate and maximum contrast for color
film. — 71. /. Manners, Diiluth, Minn.

IMA6f Of TITLC
REFLECTED IN
DENTAL MIRROR

FROSTED FILM

Directing Light Reflectors
Amateurs who use rigid light reflectors to throw sunlight into dark
areas of a scene from great distances
can center the reflected light more accurately byholding a small mirror in
center of reflector while adjusting it

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli^

Dual -purpose Storage Cabinet
an odd cupboard door, long in storage
signed to hold copies of magazines, data
in the garage. The rest of the cabinet
books, etc., and may be removed in
was designed around this door.
case that the space is needed when storIn building it, I used ^"xii" pine
ing larger equipment in the lower comboards. These were cut to the dimenpartment. Ordinarily the bottom space
sions shown in accompanying drawing
is used for camera, tripod and other
so that the cupboard door fitted in items having to do with the taking of
nicely. The back was covered with a pictures. The upper shelf is used for
panel of plywood. The upper shelf is film, projector and items of equipment
stationary and held in place with long involved in screening pictures.
It will be noted that top panel of
wood screws. The lower shelf rests on
• Continued on Page 52
two pieces % xi xii

in
PROJECTQ-R STfIND
AND

de■^A roomy cabinet which may be used
exclusively for storing cine equipment
and films is the great need of the typical movie amateur often compelled to
keep films in bureau drawers and the
projector on a clothes closet shelf.
Pictured here is a simple cabinet that
not only affords ample room for films
and equipment but serves as a portable
and substantial stand for the projector
when screening pictures. Oddly enough,
its construction began with finding of
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Shooting his way into
Lahr becomes involved
chase, becomes lassooed
sheriff. Sale price of

The People's Choice, is an amusing
situation comedy produced by Planet
Pictures, Hollywood, in i6mm. full
color. The story concerns one Abner
Snell, a lad with brawn but a paucity
of grey matter, who aspires to the hand
of Alice Tinkerton and to be elected
councilman of his home town. This he
hopes to do via radio, but when he
tries for an audition, he is suddenly
stricken by laryngitis. His resulting
high pitched voice is mistaken by radio
listeners as that of a woman singer and
he is acclaimed a new radio sensation.
Ensuing complications guarantee a
laugh a minute.

No More West, just released by Official Films, New York, brings the inimitable comedian, Bert Lahr, to home
movie screens. A two-reel i6mm.
sound subject. No More West is packed
with songs and humor and the rib-tickling antics of Lahr as a would-be cowboy who has a wild and hilarious time
in a New York City shooting gallery,
and finally realizes his ambition when
he escapes from a nagging wife and
goes out west. Bert sings his way to
Poison Gulch and other wide open
spaces to the tune of "I Love The Wild,
Wild West" as- only Lahr can sing it.

Clubs,
for

Ideal Pictures Corporation 28 E.
Eighth Street, Chicago 5, Illinois, announces its exclusive release in i6mm.
of three excellent musical subjects, presenting the National Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Dr. Frederick
Feher, in:
First Movement (Allegro) of Beethoven's Violin Concerto in D Major,
with Grisha Goluboff as soloist. Length,
3 reels. Second Movement {Andante)
of Schubert's Symphony No. 8 in B
Minor. Length, i reel. Slavinka Ton~
poem, composed by Dr. Feher, in which
the orchestra is supported by the National Philharmonic Chorus. This subject is divided into two parts, each 2
reels in length.
★

Schools

Home

and

Movie

Churches
Projectors

town, cowboy
in a bad-man
and made town
subject $37.50.

Pardon My Rhythm, produced b y
Universal Pictures, now available in
1 6mm. sound, features Gloria Jean,
Patric Knowles, Evelyn Ankers and
Bob Crosby and his band. The story
concerns a managerial miss who guides
a teen age band featuring a red hot
drummer to a radio championship. There
are comedy and entertainment highlights galore, making this a top entertainment film for all types of audiences.
Subject will be available for showing
before approved non-theatrical audiences after January i, 1946 from
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library,
1 801 Larchmont Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Rental rate is $17.50.

★

FILMS

★

Three Little Bruins — Castle Films'
latest release. Three Little Bruins Make
Mischief, features the three furred rascals of an earlier release. This time we
find them on a rampage with a farm
for a setting for their escapades. Fun
starts when they discover lemon pies
cooling on a window sill of the farmhouse. Like real comedians, they know
what to do with them, too. They make
other mischief in the pantry and in
the kitchen, then scamper off just in
time to avoid the consequences. Not a
cartoon but a motion picture of real
bears, it's available in both 8mm. and
1 6mm. silent, and a special i6mm. sound
version.

Rasslin' Match is one of two new
Amos 'n Andy animated cartoons released this month by Official Films,
Inc., New York. Andy, would-be wrestling champion, meets Bull Moose the
challenger. Amos and the King Fish
are there cheering for Andy who takes
quite a beating. Length is 400 feet.
The Lion Tainer, second of the series,
involves Andy as an animal trainer. The
guaranteed lovable lion decides to assert
himself as king of the jungle, proving
to Andy that he is no Clyde Beatty!
• Continued on Page j i

Cine-Kodak

is bacic

$tart

your

NEW

Rim

!

HOME

CINE-KODAK FILMS . . . full-color
Kodachrome and black-and-white —
magazine and roll— 8mm. and 16mm.
Get out your Cine-Kodak today. Start — NOW
— to bring vour movie record up-to-date. Enjoy again the fun of getting outdoors to make all
the movies you want . . . the thrill of seeing
them on your home movie screen.
And remember, the family film diary's only
half a diary without indoor movies. Inexpensive
Photofloods, sold wherever Cine-Kodak Film is
sold, will give vou all the light you need for
marvelous nighttime movies, in color or blackand-white, right in your own home.

MOVIE

record

now

Free — a brand new home movie booklet . . . Ask
your Cine-Kodak dealer for a copv of "Time to
Make Movies Again". . . newest thing Kodak
has published on home movie making. Or write
for it to . . . Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N. Y.

CINE-KODAK
... the film that
first made home
movies possible
— then popular
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Jack
Joins
Heads

McCoskey,

SSC,

Colonial

Films

Live Action

Unit

For 16mm.

Productions

★ JACK McCOSKEY, SSC, has joined
newly organized Colonial Film Productions in Hollywood, as production head
of company's live action unit. Adding
another name to the long and impressive list of 1 6mm. film producers
operating on the west coast, Colonial
Film Productions will specialize in program films for television.
Charles B. Brown, head of Colonial,
was formerly advertising director of
RCA in Camden, X. J., where he supervised and produced all RCA's television
programs over station WNBT, New
York City. It was here he discovered
the great need for a capable organization
to produce top flight commercial and
entertainment pictures for telecasts.
Brown's executive assistant will be
Colin McDonald, well known musician
and composer. While in the army, McDonald produced and directed the army
show "Wizard of Ord," also wrote the
musical score. Production of all Colon-

ir SAID to be the first time a major
Hollywood feature production was given its premiere in i6mm. was the initial
screening of Paramount Picture's production, "Duffy's Tavern," in Chicago,
November 6th, for midwest exhibitors
and members of the press and radio.
The success of the showing did much
to break down skepticism regarding the
theatrical qualities of i6mm., especially
among those to whom i6mm. films
were something to read about but never
SQ

• McCoskey (left) is vice president of Society of Sixteen Cinematographers; is
rated one of the best in l&nnm. field.
ial's films will be under McDonald's
direct supervision.
McCoskey's unit will handle all production, except the animated cartoon
and puppet films, and at present is engaged in shooting a series of films for

seen. Paramount, as do most other major
producers, makes a limited number of
1 6mm. prints of all their feature productions. This began with the requests
of stars for prints of their films for use
in their home theatres. Later, i6mm.
prints were made for overseas showing
to men in service. Quite logically, this
developed better and better i6mm.
prints, until today, the average audience
cannot tell the difference between a
1 6mm. and a 35mm. film on the screen,

RCA-Victor consisting of travelogues
of the west which are being televised
over station WXBT. Also in production
is a weekly film entitled "This Week In
Hollywood," a short
subject on
picturing
• ConfitiiieJ
Page 50

providing the projection equipment is
tops and in top operating condition.
In an effort to insure the best possible
showing of the film, Wendell AlcHenry
of McHenry Educational Films, Chicago, tested various i6mm. sound projectors. Bell & Howell's Filmosound 179
^as selected because of its brilliant
illumination, top sound quality, ease of
operation, and fidelity of reproduction.
Two Filmosounds were used to effect
a quick, efficient changeover of reels
so that the continuity of the full length
feature was not interrupted in the least.
The premiere was held in a supper
club, not designed for showing movies,
which presented difficulties in sound
reproduction. Two standard Filmosound
loudspeakers, placed a few feet above
floor level, solved the problem readily.
Many of the leading motion picture
exhibitors present were highly enthusiastic over the excellent results, which
some believed to be possible only with
35mm. professional projectors. They
were also of the opinion that i6mm.
film would be used more and more by
the large movie producers.
Members of the press and radio, for
whom Paramount presented the Preview, unanimously proclaimed the premiere a great success. Now that the
precedent has been established, it is felt
that many more top-flight Hollywood
productions will be previewed on i6mm.
film.

r

Closeups

JOSEPH YOLO, whose novel automatic
dissolve device for the Cine-Special
camera is being introduced on the market this month, is currently shooting
a 1 6mm. silent film in color for Acra
Instruments, Hollywood, demonstrating
the process of coating camera lenses.
Film will be made available for free
loan to amateur movie clubs as an educational medium intended to enlighten
movie amateurs on the modern application of lens coating as applied to amateur movie equipment.
★
DICK LEWIS, short subjects editor for
Planet Pictures, and Paul Burkett of
Lockheed Aircraft are currently editing an eleven minute short subject
which they co-produced and photographed entitled "Young America
Rides." Film depicts equesterian activities against a background of horse
shows, rodeos, breakfast rides, and exhibitions of trick riding with the object of interesting more youngsters in
the sport of riding.
★
MITCHELL Camera Company, manufacturers ofthe standard 35mm. sound
cameras used in the Hollywood studios,
announces the "Mitchell 16," their new
professional i6mm. camera. Production
at present is limited, with marketable
quantities of camera not expected until
mid- 1 946.
★
LEN ROOS, well known cinematographer in both the 35mm. and i6mm. field,
has designed and is preparing to market
a new i6mm. splicer for professional
use.
★
RAN MILLER, of Visual Training Films,
has gone to Detroit, Mich., where he
will work on industrial productions.
*
KAY ALLEN, who shot i6mm. film for
industries throughout the nation before
and during the war, has been signed as
chief cinematographer for Bel-Air Motion Pictures, recently organized in
Hollywood.
★
PAN-AMERICAN World Airways have
plans afoot to provide i6mm. movie
shows for patrons of their airliners.
Company believes movies would relieve
passengers from monotony, also afford
company opportunity to advertise at• Conthiued on Page 53

• Ed Drews, Hollywood movie maker, returned recently from Mexico where he
filmed his first professional assignment for Planet Pictures. Bill Childs (right)
accompanied him as assistant comeraman.

Films

For

Dortez

Ifimni.

Short

Trail

Subject

ED DREWS, Hollywood movie maker, has been dubbed "The
Modern Cortez." On a month's roving assignment for Planet
Pictures' short subjects department, Drews retraced the trail of
Cortez, early Spanish conqueror, obtaining valuable historical
facts in addition to accumulating colorful i6mm. footage which
will be released soon as an educational travelogue by Planet.
There's an interesting story behind Drews filming adventure.
Having lived in Mexico, where he was associated with Pan
American Airways' public relations department, he not only
knows Mexico well but speaks the language fluently. While
living there, Drews became attracted to amateur movies, ultimately purchased an 8mm. camera. Having taken up the hobby
of photography earlier, beginning with a Brownie snapshot camera, Drews soon developed into an avid movie maker.
Later he moved to Hollywood and subsequently was employed

I

as film inspector in Eastman Kodak's Hollywood processing
plant. The first time Drews screened his Mexican films, he was
told the subject matter had commercial possibilities if only it
were in i6mm. This sparked his ambition which was fanned
into action, as his days of inspecting films wore on and he had
opportunity to study the quality of work being accomplished
by other i6mm. filmers, both amateur and professional.
He determined to spend his next vacation in Mexico, this
time with a i6mm. camera, and to bring back film which he
could trade for dollars in the fast growing i6mm. commercial
motion picture industry. A chance meeting with Jack Seaman
of Planet Pictures did the rest. Drews was invited to exhibit his
8mm. films, thus to prove his photographic ability, and the
Mexico filming assignment followed.
Come November last, Drews in company with Bill Childs,
a brother photo hobbyist, set out for Mexico by bus, proceeded
to Vera Cruz, said to be the spot where Cortez, the conqueror,
landed and set out in his conquest of Mexico. Determined to
avoid the by now commonplace locales for movie making, frequented bythe tourist and the uninitiated professional, Drews
followed a historical line. An outstanding guide to Mexico for
the traveler is a little book entitled "The Cortez Trail," which
treats Mexico from the time of the conqueror up to the present
day, and locates and describes many landmarks of the conquest
ContinuedMexico
on Pagethat
39
still standing. It was this trail of Cortez's •through
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Filming Along The
Continued from Page 1 5

Alaska

and invariably sod-roofed home. Those
interested in photographing pioneer
types and Hfe will find plenty of material for his camera along the roads
in this vicinity.
At Dawson Creek the better militarybuilt Alaska Highway begins. It is
wide, two or three car width, quite
level, with easy grades and gentle
curves and capable of supporting steady
high speed travel. Here one can "do"
miles pretty fast and that is what is
wanted most of the time. Thirty miles

^

WHERE
ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I
Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North
CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK
Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue
HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
716 N. La. Brea Ave.
Castle's
1529 Vine Inc.
Street
LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.
LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street
Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)
I. T. & T. of the West
3123 West 8th St. (5)
OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (2one II)
I. T. & T. of the West
4247 Piedmont Ave. (II)
SAN LUIS OEISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1221 G St.. N. W.
I. T. & T. of Washington
915 12th St. N.W. (I)
GEORGIA
ATLANTA
I. T. & T. of the South
756 W. Peachtree St. NW
IDAHO
BOISE
Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.
ILLINOIS
BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.
Bolotin Camera Exchange
729 W. Roosevelt Road (7)
Films Incorporated
64 E. lake Street
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
19 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)
Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

Highway

from Dawson Creek is the largest steel
structure on the whole route, a cantilever bridge 1,250 feet long, spanning
the mighty Peace River. Here and there
the filmer will want to stop to photograph an unusual stand of majestically
towering white birches through which
the road passes, but there are no real
mountains until a third of the route
has been covered, when the highway
approaches the Canadian Rockies.
A good deal of the scenery here is
highly forested, much of it dark spruce,
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ILLINOIS — Continued
CHICAGO—
I. T. & T.(Continued)
of Illinois
100 W. Monroe St. (3)
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)
OAK PARK
Midland Film Exchange
P.O. Box 429
LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS
I. T. & T. of New Orleans
815 Poydros St.
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (I)
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Boylston
Elder's Film
LibraryHM
739
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte. Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens
I. T. & T. of New England
115 Newbury St. (16)
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little BIdg.
Wholesome Film Service. Inc.
20 Melrose Street
BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.
CPUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's
5-7
Revere Road " Rent-A-Reel" Service
MICHIGAN
DETROIT
Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
Howard
Film
86 S. 6th St. Distributors
(2)
MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
I. T. & T. of Missouri
3326 Olive St.
NEW JERSEY
ROSELLE PARK
Union County Fi m Service
128 Chestnut St.
NEW YORK
ALBANY
Hallenbeck
Riley
562
Broadway& (7)
BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,
7508 T^-'rd Aver-ue (9)

all of which makes for much shadow
and darkness of subject. A general
meter reading of such scenes is likely
to be misleading, resulting in underexposure. There is always a great danger of underexposure in filming forested
scenes. Here one should follow the rule
of averaging the reading between the
darkest and lightest areas of a scene.
Those not accustomed to the rugged
out-of-doors may hesitate to begin this
long, lonely trip over the Alaska Highway by car. It is wild country and lots
of it. It holds unusual appeal for those
who like to camp out, fish, and be close
to primitive nature; but there are few
roadhouses for overnight
stopping
along
• Continued
on Page
34
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New York City — Continued
NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Commonwealth
729 - 7th Ave. Pictures Corp.
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)
Haber
& Fink,St. Inc.
12-14 Warren
The New York I. T. T. Co., Inc.
25 W. 45th St. (19)
King 3rd
ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZoneService
10)
Medo Photo
Supply
15 West 47th St.
& Camera
55Mogull's
W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)Exchange. Inc.
National Cinema Service
69
Nu Dey
Art Street
Films, Inc.
145 West 45th Street
SOS Cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St. (18)
OHIO
CLEVELAND
CIneshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road
Keller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue
DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Hepburn Ave.
OREGON
PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN
James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.
TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA 2
Grady
Young
108 W. 8th St. Co.,
NASHVILLE
E. K. Churchwell Film Exchange
510 Deaderick St.
(3)
TEXAS
DALLAS
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
3021/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)
I. T. & T. o the South
3021/2 S. Harwood St. (I)
VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON WEST
2
Elmer B. Simoson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screeni; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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A TOY figure that may be animated is a necessary prop for
this movie idea. He is the gremlin that plagues the golfer for
eighteen holes, causing the ball to miss the cup, roll back into
a sand trap or veer off into the rough. The golfer is down on his
luck. After each stroke, the gremlin appears to get in his dirty
work at point where ball lands. The gremlin is introduced each
time by means of stop motion photography and animated the
same way, then removed just before the golfer reaches the ball —
this by double exposure and a fadeout. Later, gremlin has change
of heart and decides to aid the unlucky player, pushing his ball
into the cup, etc., to make him the ultimate winner in a four-

IN THIS story, mother comes rushing into the house from garage
or barn. Excited, she faints in daughter's arms. Daughter then
goes to garage, exits quickly all excited. She faints in father's
arms as she enters the house. Father summons the family doctor
by telephone who administers first aid to the fainted, then father
and doctor go to garage to determine the trouble. Just as they
are about to enter, little brother emerges with his arms full of
tiny puppies. Of course this story calls for a litter of puppies,
which suggests keeping this movie idea in mind for the day
when your's or your neighbor's dog becomes a mother.

THE "TURNABOUT" idea is the basis for this little movie plot in
which hubby trades places with his wife for a day. She leaves
him at home to do the housework while she visits friends and
plays bridge. At the bridge table wife brags about her husband's
fine qualities as she visualizes him washing the dishes, vacuuming the rugs, doing the laundry and preparing dinner. At end
of the game she leaves her friends, anticipating that dinner will
be ready upon reaching home. AH this is depicted in flashbacks
and with titles. But upon reaching home, wifey finds the house
in disorder, the dishes unwashed and dinner unprepared. Exploring further, she finds hubby fast asleep on the davenport, with
several empty beer bottles scattered about on the floor.

KIDS LIKE to make pin money doing odd jobs, etc. This suggests
a movie depicting the ambitions of the average youngster selling
home made soft drinks at a curbside pop stand, mowing lawns,
delivering newspapers — and later — shoveling snow and carrying
bundles at Christmas time. Other similar tasks can be pictured
in like manner. At intervals, show the child putting away the
money thus earned in his bank. Later, when in need of Christmas
spending money, the bank is broken and the cash extracted.
Brothers and sisters can be shown planning to make a touch, with
the smart child eluding them and completing his Christmas
shopping.
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Ampro 1 5mm. sound projector,
excellent
$250.00
Ampro XC Special with 30 watt
amplifier, 1200 watt lamp. ..
Brand new Bell Howell straight 8
camera with 2.5 Taylor Hobson Cooke lens, and six films
and case
Revere 8mm. turret model with
2.5 lens and telephoto
Revere 8mm. turret with 1 .9 lens
and telephoto
Revere model 88. new with 2.5
lens, case, filters
Brand new 8mm. Bolex H-8 with
1.9 lens and case

the highway as yet. A movie record of
a trip by car through these northern
wilds could be one of the most inter-

49.50

of treats
to one's
stay-at-home
friends. estingBut
it should
be well
planned.
There is not the usual run of human
interest material that might be found on
a trip over the Pan American Highway
far to the south. One should attempt
to capture on film the spirit of adventure, camping out, fishing, and wild
animal life.
Camping is usually done at night on
such a trip. How can one bring the
cozy warmth of a night around a campfire into one's films? This can be done
even in color with a few simple preparations. Carry along several low voltage
but high wattage electric light bulbs
which use the current from the car
battery, such as are used in trouble
lamps. The extension cords for these
should have spring clips which permit
them to be quickly attached to the
storage battery terminals.
Plenty of extension cord is advisable
so that one lamp can be placed behind
the campfire without the electric cord
being seen. The cord can be covered
with leaves, sticks or grass. The lamp
behind the fire should be well concealed

85.00
99.00
65.00
275.00

All metal projection stand
Movie or still camera, metal gun
stock

stone 26.07
17.95
2.85

8mm. steel reels for

2.50

400' 16mm. humidors and
steel reels for

3.95

Fine leather gadget bag to hold
camera with many extras
Univex 8mm. camera with 5.6 lens
Univex 8mm. camera with 3.5 lens
Titler for Bell Howell 70-DA

6.95
5.95
12.50
15.00

10

Alignment guage for 70-DA
Univex 8mm. film per roll including developing
1 Vz inch F 3.5 telephoto for B&H
double S
1 inch 1.5 Schneider for 8mm. or
16mm. cameras

. . .

595.00

Brand new Morton Telephoto lens,
coated, to fit your Eastman,
B&H, Revere. Perfex, or Key-

10 400'

Alaska Highway
• Coii/iniieJ from Page }2

behind sticks and partly in a depression
in the ground so as not to be in direct
line with the camera lens. Another lamp
or two should be placed beside the
camera. The headlights of the automobile can be used to augment these.
Lights should be balanced so that only
enough illumination comes from the
front to eliminate deep shadows. The
main source of light should appear to
come from the campfire- Instead of
using artificial light or type B Kodachrome, as might be expected, a very
pleasing effect will follow if daylight
Kodachrome is used, heightening the
red glow effect of the camp fire.
Another exciting subject to film on
an outdoors trip like this is a fishing
experience. Of course, all along the
Alaska Highway excellent fishing
abounds in the scores of lakes and
streams. There are all kinds of fresh
water fish: trout of many kinds, but
particularly the large lake trout which
sometimes run up to twenty and more
pounds, also bass, pike, and most of all,
grayling. All kinds of bait are used,
natural and artificial, including flies,
plugs and spinners, depending upon the
type of fishing. We found lake trout
best caught by trolling a spinner behind aboat; grayling, on artificial flies.
Boats will be found for hire at roadhouses along the shores or near the lakesIn shooting a movie sequence of fish-

17.50
1 55
35.00
75.00

12 compartment 16mm. chest for
400' reels
3.95
New 2 '74x3 '/4 Arnold enlarger. 59.50
All aluminum reflectors with cord
and clamp, 10"
2.95
Same in 13 inch
3.95
New General Electric exposure
meter for still or movie use.... 23.75
Brand new RCA 16mm. sound
projector .
437.00
Brand new DeVry 16mm. sound
projector
435.00
IF YOU WANT NEW EQUIPMENT YOU
WILL FIND OUR ALLOWANCES FOR
YOUR PRESENT STILL CAMERA OR
MOVIE OUTFIT THE BEST IN THE
COUNTRY. WRITE TODAY
Send for new catalog
Authorized Bell d Howell factory service station

Nqtional ex*cha
ng1
Established in
86 South 6th Street
Minneapolis 2, Minnesota
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• From among the films submitted
for review by readers each month,
the editors select the best and award
its Home Movies' certificate for the
Movie of the Month. A special illustrated review of the film also appears
in the magazine. All films submitted
to the editors for review and criticism
FEBRUARY '45: No award.
MARCH '45: "A Ma|or Invest. ment," produced by Ralph E. Richards, San jose, Calif. An 8mm. Kodachrome picture 80 feet in length.
APRIL '45: "Day Dreaming," produced by Mrs. Edith Kerwin, Jamesburg, New jersey. A 16mm. black
and white picture, 175 feet in length.
MAY '45: No award.
JUNE '45: "Worth Scouting For,"
produced by Al Morton, Salt Lake
City, Utah. An 8mm. Kodachrome
picture, 400 feet in length.
JULY '45: "Old France in Modern
Quebec," produced by Elmer Albin-

tlte

yiiontk

between January 1st and September
30th, are automatically entered in
the annual contest, subject to a second review prior to final judging.
Films receiving Movie of the Month
certificates during the past twelve
months are:
son. Minneapolis, Minn. A 16mm.
Kodachrome picture. 1100 feet in
length.
AUGUST '45: "Fellow on a Furlough," produced by George Burnwood, Philadelphia, Penna. A 16mm.
color picture 350 feet in length.
SEPTEMBER '45: "Ski Time in the
Rockies," produced by Norman
Shultz, Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm.
Kodachrome picture 400 feet
in length.
OCTOBER '45: No award.
NOVEMBER '45: No award.
DECEMBER '45: No award.
JANUARY '45: No award.

T

ing one should not wait until it is all
over and then photograph the fisherman
with their catch of dormant fish. Again
it should all be planned beforehand:
open with several shots of preparations,
closeups of the tackle and fixing the
tackle, etc., but above all be ready with
the movie camera when action really
takes place. Get a shot of someone
actually catching a fish, closeups of
facial expressions, closeups of landing
the fish. Do this several times and when
the film is edited, do not be afraid to
cut the best closeup of a struggling fish
into the best shot of someone playing
the fish. It does not have to be the same
fish. In attempting to supply entertainment with an interesting film, the
chances of filming one whole fishcatching sequence perfectly from beginning to end are rather slim- So shoot
a number of scenes of such action and
edit the best of each together into one
sequence. Finish off an exciting fishing
sequence like this logically with scenes
of cooking and eating the catch by
the campfire.
There is wild animal life to be seen
on a trip over the Alaska Highway.
Bears are frequently encountered. We
saw moose, caribou, a timber wolf and,
once, two herds of Rocky Mountain
sheep crossed the highway right ahead
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MASTER TITLEER
and Accessories.
Professional Titles, Tricks and Ultra
Close Shots. Rear Projection Superimposed Titles — permits duplicating
scenes, combining scenes for montage
shots. Makes scroll, flip-flop, push
thru, turn around, and other professional titles. Simple to use. Most complete titling equipment made for all
8 16mm. cameras. See your Dealer or
write, giving make and model of
camera.
Hollywood TITLINER
Precision Made — Precision
Tested
The TITLINER assures accurate alignment of titles, and ultra close shots at
all times. Simply goes on end of camera lens — is final check of alignment
before shooting. Saves its cost with
one roll of film. No tests to make —
no fussing. Use with any make titler.
See your Dealer or write giving make
and model of camera and lens used.
For all 8 and 16mm. cameras. Pat.
applied for.
Prices: Master Titleer, $9.75; Professional Attachment. $5.50; Titlite Unit, $5.50;
Title Accessory Kit, B Cr W, $2.15; Title Color Kit, $2.15; Titliner, $5.00; Plus
Federal Excise Tax.
HOLLYWOOD
3227 V2 South Figueroa Street

Cute

PRODUCTS
Los Angeles 7, Calif.
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of our jeep, affording fine opportunty
to film them. But such opportunities
are unfortunately rare. Here the wild
animals do not make willing and cor
ee
operative models- To get good wild
on
pi
mm
16
Hollywood's
animal shots generally takes a higher
degree of skill and patience and a greater
expenditure of time than the average
amateur is willing to put into it.
Ve secured some extraordinary wild
animal footage in our films but it was
made off the highway, for the most
part, and often shots of just one animal
alone have cost more than a week's
toil. Needless to say, good wild ainmal
shots are always secured at considerable
distance with aid of a telephoto lens.
The amateur should continually have
his camera ready and accessible for any
opportunity that might occur to photograph wildlife. Generally there is no
time to measure light and set the lensstop and focus. It is a good habit, when
passing through likely country, to always have the camera in readiness- Observe the light constantly and change
the lens opening for any light change
and have it set for universal focus.
On a detour up into the gold country
of the Klondike, we got on to a movie
trick which might be worth while passing along, were visiting on a gold
dredge and filming a sequence of its
operations. One shot we wished a great
deal was to be taken from the top of
the dredge looking out over the arms
i^'l6mm full color
in front and between which, at the
bottom, an endless chain of steel buckets
^"jEEP-HERDIRSVcJc.:.«^
brought up the gravel dredgings from
the creek bottom. It was \tr\ dark
"BSTOUR TO DANGER" ond°<i«"'"'*
e
anc
rom
looking
down there at those buckets,
edy ng the pmes.
h,gh comamo
emerging dripping from the water and
it was, of course. ver\' light looking
over the top of the boom arms to the
horizon and showing the nature of the
country and stream we were dredging.
"HOBO'S UOY" . Hobo. rt>e dog. 1"^^
The
problem was how to get a continuo form.
d!ceshUlodyHend.o life on
ous shot of the countn," and stream bed
and then swing down into the darkness
ors write
of those buckets emerging from the
For full list of distribut
stream. So we hit upon changing the
INC.
,
ES
UR
CT
PI
PLANET
d
or
ev
ul
Bo
lens
opening as we swung the camera
5746 sunset CaUforn.o
,
down
from light to dark- My partner,
28
d
oo
yw
Holl
standing beside me, grasped the lens
barrel as I started the shot and then
as I steadily depressed the camera to
film the darker area below, he opened
the lens in a steady movement. Of
course, we practiced it several times
SILENT
FILMS
before actually beginning the shot,
^ s^»s c • Na"a^ion * Special Errecn )
LET w con\ert \our 16 mm picture lo a sound film after having determined exactly how
of the higtiest qiulin. Skilled technicsj staff, and
much twist had to be given the lens
fmes< sound
and educational
studio fa- until we ended up with the darker
dliiies
to ser»crecording
indtistriaLe<juipm«n
amateur at>d
film producers. VCrite TELEFILM, Inc. Dgx. HM I shot. The experiment worked success, 6039 Holl)-»t>od Blvd, Holh-»w)d 28. Calif,
fully and is responsible for one of the
for prices and literature.
most interesting shots in my lecture
out SEIVICE IS USED BT : ^
M<9. Co.
• Loctfmd tmth Corp.
film. Sometime I want to experiment
Deo^lei Aii^tft Co. • Food Utckmciy O—r^ ^
U. S. Nml Photo SerUco Dept. • Wa F< Ra»ood rj
with
changing the focus of the lens
• Staodorri 09 Co. o< CaH. J *
in the same manner on an approachTELEFILM
ing subect.
There are also many opportunities for
HOLLYWOOD
human interest shots to be had in one's

journey north over the Alaska Highway.
In and about the occasional trading
post, trapper's home or Indian village,
there are trappers and Indians only too
happy to cooperate with the photographer. A visit from a stranger in these
remote parts is always welcome- The
Indians are a little shy, especially the
womenfolk. Gifts of cigarettes and
candy help a lot. The Indians have a
number of crafts and activities that
make interesting filming: curing skins,
making mocassins and curing the winter's supply of fish.
At Whitehorse a trip down the Lewes
River to Lake LeBerge and on down
to Dawson in the Klondike offers the
unusual experience of traveling through
the north country' by waterway, with
the continually unfolding of new and
colorful scenery-. A very good vantage point for filming is the deck of a
slow and steadily moving stern wheeler.
The perspectives of foreground and
background chasing around each other
that results from filming from a moving position always adds to a production;
but, like panoramas, this should not be
over-done.
There is no perceptible change in
scenery- as one crosses the line from
the Yukon Territory into Alaska, so
by this time one is likely to be hun^'ing
along to see the places to go in Alaska.
Fairbanks, Alaska, is the northern
terminus of the new Alaska Highway,
but not the farthest distance north one
can drive- The so-called Elliott Highway leads still farther north to Circle,
Alaska, on the Yukon River, 162 miles
north of Fairbanks and the farthest
p>oint north one can drive by car, in this
hemisphere. It is called Circle because
it lays within a short distance of the
Arctic Circle. A lateral road leads off
the highway near here to Circle Hot
Springs, an Alaskan pleasure resort
noted, as is suggested by its name, for
the hot springs found here.
And here, right in the vicinity of the
Arctic Circle, one can see and photothat darkness
grow to this
gargantuangraph
size. vegetables
Vith little
far
north in the summer time, the resulting
long hours of sunhght together with
the fertile warm soil cause cabbages to
grow to thirty pounds, stalks of celer\'
to giant size, potatoes twice the size as
we ordinarily know them and lettuce
heads that are larger than ordinary
cabbage heads.
But the really photogenic part of
the country- is to the south. A drive over
Alaska's Richardson Highway to the
coast takes one into vicinity of the
largest group of snowcapjjed peaks and
living glaciers found anywhere in the
world- Here, too. is the famous Matanuska Valley, a Shangri La in the north
country where in 1955, two-hundred
families migrated from marginal lands
in our west and. like our Pilgrim

J
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NEW
ENGINEERED

TRADE
FRICTION

/

FRICTION PAN HEAD
Independent adjustment for ony comero weight.
9an
and
180° Tilt Gives
as in smoothest
Professional360°
Models
DUALOCK HANDLE LOCKS
BOTH PLANES in a Single motion,
and chonges
hand
control. easily for right or left

lade of aluminum alloy 24 ST . . . all parts
machined — NO CASTINGS . , . heat-treated
steel at points of greatest stress . . . bearing
play take-ups throughout . . . folds compactly
. . . weighs only 5 pounds'. . . minimum friction
and wear . . . surprisingly rigid ... all still cameras
up to 8 X 10 View ... all cine cameras up to
Cine Kodak Special . . . weather resistant ...
easily accessible camera screw.
FULLY GUAHANTEiD AGAINST MECHANICAL FAILURE OR IMPERFECTIONS
AWARDEP U. S. NAVY
CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

ACCMATOOL

CO.. INC. • 102 W. 101 ST. ■ NEW

YORK 25, N. Y.
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PROCESS
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Processing home movie film is far more fascinating than
uioiAToar ioiiioN

developing snapshots. It's extremely simple, too; and if you're
a real amateur, eventually you'll want to process your movie
films. Here's the book that tells you how; gives all formulas,
plus for building your own processing equipment. It's a
dependable guide and only —

$^.00

When planning a movie of
your vacation, or want to
heighten interest in your last
vacation film v/ith a good running gag, this booklet offers
50
p ro f e s sideas
i onally-conceived
cor.tinuity
that any
ama*eur movie maker can use,
Peptete with interesting and
humorous story plots, Ideas
for running gags, plus several
timely art title backgrounds.

iifl JJea^ ior
Vmi'm

Films

25c

That gadget you've been wanting — sunshade, filter holder,
fading device, camera dolly, etc. — you can easily build
yourself. If you can use simple tools you can make any
of the gadgets illustrated and described in this fascinating
book of Home Movie Gadgets. Making one gadget will
more than repay the book's price of $1.00
50 JJeai [or
HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunset Blv..
Hollywood, 28,Calif.
GENTLEMEN: Kindly send me the following books,
postage prepaid for which payment is enclosed:
□ How To Reverse Movie Film .
Price $1.00
□ Home Movie Gadgets ....
Price $1.00
□ Fifty Ideas For Vacation Films . . Price 25c
□ Fifty Ideas For Filming Children . Price 25c
NAME
ZONE

and
professional-like. It's
the best
25c
investment

ADDRESS
CITY

V\\mu Chililren

Movies of kiddies
will be better if you follow the filming ideas
contained in this 32-page
booklet. Contains 50
separate ideas on how to
film children — how to
make home movies of
your kiddies appealing

STATE

you can
make '.

HOME MOVIES FOR JANUARY
fathers, built themselves homes in the
wilderness.
The great experiment turned out very
happily. Nearly all these farmers who
stayed have become quite prosperous.
Starting from scratch, some with whom
I talked are grossing as high as tenthousand dollars a year. Potatoes yield
as high as two hundred bushels to the
acre, and all kinds of truck garden
vegetables yield in proportion.
Here, not the least important crop
has been the baby crop- The community
of two-hundred families was averaging
about a baby a week. This Matanuska
Valley offers a complete film story in
itself. Surprises awaiting the cine cameraist include sweet-peas growing
twice as high as a man, pansies as large
as the palm of one's hand, poppies, delphiniums and all our other garden variety of flowers growing to fantastic
sizes of colorful bloom in this land of
the future, America's last frontier.
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Films Cortez Trail
Continued from Page } i
Drews followed with his camera.
Drews and Childs covered a total of
7000 miles, much of it by air. Busses
and taxis were their chief mode of land
transportation. They set up base of operations inMexico City, each day working out from the city according to
plans drawn up the previous evening.
One thing brought vividly to Drews'
attention while inspecting processed
movie films for Eastman Kodak, was
the great number of Kodachrome films
marked by deep shadows in faces of
people, induced by slight under-exposure and lack of compensation for deep
shadows. Remembering the dark features of the Mexican natives he was to
film, Drews was determined to avoid
deep shadows in his closeups, especially
in view of fact his films ultimately
would be duplicated. Drews rigged up a
novel and compact little light reflector
in the form of a small window shade
with one surface painted silver. This
was unrolled and held close to a subject
by his assistant, Childs, whenever
Drews shot a closeup, reflecting light
toward shaded side of subject's face.
Drews' Kodachrome footage is to be
edited by Planet Pictures, making two
single 800-foot subjects in color and
sound. The first, "The Cortez Trail,"
is scheduled for release about January
1st, with the second, "The Two Mexico's" following ten days later.

DOUBLE
Yes, you DOUBLE the angle ot
•your 16 and 8mm Movie lens with
the CINE-EXTENAR, This lens fits
over most of the regular lenses
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Ask Your Local Dealer . . . or Write Today to —
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WEST
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ST.
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IM.Y.
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AUTOMATIC
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crank for
MODEL A — Precision made; polished
chrome finish
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MODEL
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JOSEPH YOLO
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Lip-synchronized
• Continued from Page 2}

A New Derelopment in Film
Processing Gives You
BETTER
MOVIES
By means of a revolutionary new technique
Bigelow processing corrects for under and oter
exposure to an extent hitherto considered impos ible— at lower cost than regular film.
Bigelou Film, by correcting contrast as well
as exposure, acts as a "fill-in" light would, to
keep the shadows from clogging up while still
keeping details in the highlights. Result: For
the first time, the amateur can make professional-looking movies without expensive lights
and reflectors.
Three types available:
Outdoor: A semi-orthochromatic film for
outdoor use.
Du-All: Fully panchromatic, recommended
as the ideal all-weather film. Shoots at F/ 16 in
Sunlight, is sufficiently fast to permit movies
indoors at night with fotofloods, even with
cameras equipped with an F/3.5 lens.
Indoor: If the kids squint and act unnatural
when you turn on the fotofloods, use ordinary
room light and Bigelow Indoor Film.
Weston
25 ft. 100 ft.
R'tinq
8-8nnm. 14mm.
Outdoor
] 8-3-100 1 $1.50 1 $2.95
1 $2.35 1 $5 5J
Du-All
1 24.16
Indoor .
|
1 $2.35 1 $5 50
Prices of the above film include processing.
California buyers please Include sales tax.
— 24-HoUR Pr ocEssiNG Service —
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE
The snap and sparkle you associate with professional motion NEW
picturesCOMPENSATED
are yours when you use

4449 regent St.
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Sound

following method is suggested:
Let N equal the number of frames
exposed by camera at one turn of the
hand crankLet n equal the number of frames
projected by one turn of the projector
threading knob.
Then N n = number of black segments in disc.
If, as in the case described:
N = 8 frames
n = I frame
N n = % '\ — 8 black segments.
Now suppose we were to use the
single frame shaft:
N = I frame
n = I frame
N/n = I I = I black segment;
i.e., the disc would be half black and
half clear.
Some early cameras exposed seven
frames per revolution of the main
sprocket or hand crank shaft; also, with
some projectors, the threading knob is
on the secondary cam shaft which makes
Two revolutions for each frame of
film that passes the gate- To apply the
formula to this situation —
N = 7 frames
w — Vi frame
N n = 14 black segments for the
strobo disc.
The extension handle for the camera
speed control knob is a ring just large
enough to fit over the knob, with a
four-inch handle of small copper tubing attached. Such an extension on the
camera speed-adjusting knob is necessary because the speed adjustments
which must be made are very minute.
The contactor for the projector-recorder was made by substituting a radio
knob with bakelite hub for the projector threading knob. A spring brass
strip mounted on a suitable insulating
support (we used a fiber terminal strip)
makes momentary contact with the setscrew of the knob at each revolution,,
as shown in Fig. 3. The circuit thus
completed through the projector frame
includes a battery of six volts and a
switch and terminates in another jack
like the one on the stroboscope unit.
The comparatively high battery voltage is necessary if the two-volt lamp
is to flash brightly enough. Since the
contact remains only a brief interval,
the "average" voltage thus applied to
the lamp is very much less than the
actual battery voltage. In use, the contactor and stroboscope units are connected by using the speaker cord supplied with the projector, which allows
the camera and recorder to be operated
as much as fifty feet apart. A diagram
of the connections is shown in Fig. 3.
To record a scene requiring lip syn-

. . .

chronization the recorder is set up in an
adjoining room which must be darkened
and made light-tight because of the
raw film used in the projector for recording the sound. The microphone may
be suspended from overhead, just out
of camera range, or it may be placed
within the scene on a desk stand in
front of the speaker. A telephoto lens
will make it possible to operate the
camera far enough away from the microphone toeliminate its noise from the
sound track. With a telephoto lens, even
close-ups can be made without the use
of a camera blimp, especially if the
camera is in another room and the pictures are taken through an open door.
In any event the camera must be
supported on a rigid tripod since the
cameraman will be fully occupied in
watching the stroboscope and maintaining synchronization. The dialog
should be carefully rehearsed to make
sure it is complete in about five seconds
less than the time the spring will drive
the camera, and the action checked to
insure that it will remain within camera range.
When all is in readiness, the recorder
is started and the switch in the synchronizer circuit closed. The steady
flashing of the stroboscope lamp is signal for the cameraman to start the
camera, which has been previously set
to as nearly the correct speed as possible.
Quickly adjusting the camera speed to
"freeze" the pattern on the rotating
stroboscope disc the cameraman calls
"Action!" One of the actors facing
the camera claps his hands smartly together before his face to provide recording of a combination visual and
sound synchronizing signal, and as soon
as his hands return to their normal
position the rehearsed action and dialog
begins.
During the take, if the camera gains
speed, the pattern on the stroboscope
disc will apparently revolve slowly in
a clockwise direction. It should not be
allowed to drift more than the distance
between successive spokes and must be
made to drift back to its original position, or not more than one spoke in the
opposite direction. The important thing
is that these one-spoke drifts must not
be allowed to accumulate in the same
direction. If the variation is held between these limits of plus or minus one
frame, the results are indistinguishable
from perfect synchronism.
While it is of course simpler to use
synchronous motors to drive both camera and recording unit, it is believed
that the method described here gives
the average movie amateur a chance to
experiment with synchronized recording
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of sound on film at a minimum of expense.
To those who have attempted or who
contemplate attempting sound on film
recording with a projector, we would
like to give a word of caution and suggest some means of improving quality
and simplifying some steps in the procedure.
It should be emphasized that the argon recording lamp, shown in Fig. i,
must be operated in a circuit with sufficient D. C. voltage to keep the lamp
lighted at all times. This was referred
to as "polarizing voltage" in the previous article, and is most easily obtained
by connecting the lamp directly into
the plate circuit of the output tube of
the projector amplifier. The need for
this polarizing voltage will be clear
when it is remembered that a gas glow
lamp, unlike an incandescent, has a
definite extinction potential below
which it passes no current and gives out
no light.
If the voltage applied to the lamp
falls below this critical value, the intensity of the light, instead of being
nearly proportional to the instantaneous
voltage supplied by the microphone,
drops abruptly to zero. This results in
extreme distortion. If the lamp were
connected to an output transformer
with no polarizing voltage, even though
the A. C. voltage supplied were sufficient to light the lamp, it would be
completely extinguished each half cycle.
Similar distortion would thus be present and no satisfactory reproduction
could be obtained. Whatever arrangement is used, it can always be checked
by allowing the light from the argon
lamp to fall directly upon the photocell of the projector sound system. If
good quality sound is not heard in the
speaker, as a result, good sound on film
recordings cannot be made.
Instead of wrapping the argon lamp
in black tape to exclude extraneous light
from reaching the raw film, it may be
dipped in Probus photographic enamel.
This provides an extra dividend of convenience, for although the enamel is
black in any ordinary thickness, the
thin layer obtained by dipping transmits
considerable deep red light. Thus one
can check the operation of the glow
lamp continuously. If the lamp flickers,
overmodulation is indicated and best results will be had by adjusting the volume just below the point where flickering begins. If only a small slit-window is scratched in the coating, and
the underside of the slit assembly is
painted a dead black, no additional precaution against stray light is needed.
In the case of the projector used in
these experiments, a worth-while improvement inquality was obtained by
removing the intermittent shuttle entirely so that there were no oscillating
parts; only smoothly rotating shafts and

^
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Because of their excellence in performance
in all branches of photography, in war or
peace, the demand for them has tremendously increased.
It will still take quite some time to fill
our heavy backlog of orders, for so many
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war-depleted stock for prompt shipment
to the dealers all over.
To assure yourself of the earliest possible
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gears. Although this can be done in
I about five minutes with a screwdriver
; and small wrench, it is not advised for
I the uninitiated unless one has some
I experience working with finely fitted
j machinery. Undue force applied to the
shuttle in removing or replacing it can
result in noisy operation or jumpy pictures. The improvement that this adjustment brings is due to the removal
of one more cause of film flutter, which
is never entirely removed even by a
rotary stabilizer.
If, in projecting the finished picture,
one elects to use the very ingenious and
practical dual film system described
b)' Carleton in the June, 1945, Home
Movies, the sound track negative can
be used for reproduction. This repreomy. sents just about the ultimate in econIf it is desired to make a combined
print it should be remembered that
smcc the picture negative runs through
the camera emulsion side forward, a
contact print will run through the projector emulsion side to the rear. When
using the Ampro projector for recording, the sound negative must be run
through with the emulsion side to the
rear. This would make it impossible to
make a contact print on another film
Backyard Game
• C'.on/iiiiicil frovt Page 19

to be run also emulsion side to the rear.
This difficulty can be overcome by
running the sound recording film upward through the mechanism while
recording. Since the upper sprocket then
becomes the one pulling the film past
the recording beam, there must be no
slack between the sound drum and the
upper sprocket. By leaving the projection lens in the forward position, the
fil m can be threaded snugly enough
that the pressure pad is pushed part
way in and its spring holds the necessary tension in the film. Film so recorded will play correctly when run
through the machine in the normal
direction with the emulsion side to the
rectly.
front and consequently will print corIn recent work, regular positive film
has been used without hypersensitization, developing it in D-ii developer
with improved results. It should develop four or five minutes to produce the
proper contrast, and if the film darkens too much in that time, it is suggested that the recording light slit be
made narrower. This will improve the
high frequency response which, for
practical purposes, is limited by the slitwidth necessary to produce correct exposure.

Hunter

The area taken in with this lens setup
is about the size of a pea. Deusing has
used this combination to photograph
the delicate sections of a butterfly's
wings.
To aid in his outdoor shooting of
wildlife, especially of birds in flight,
Deusing has built a gunstock mount
for his camera so that he can hold and
aim the camera the same as a rifle. The
gunstock was made of heavy birch. It
i; about 2 inches wide, heavy enough
to balance his Cine Special. The camera release is operated in the usual way,
since one hand must be held near the
front end of the camera to steady it.
Deusing has used this gunstock most1\' for obtaining slow motion telephoto
shots of birds in flight because, when
walking along in the field or woods,
he must aim and st.irt shooting immediately ifhe is to catch the swift flight
of the birds.
Whenever Deusing goes on a trip
alone or with his family, he constantly
takes shots of everything interesting
encountered. The scenes are saved and
later edited in with his yearly movieDcusing's first wildlife movie, which
took about three years to make, was
completed around 1936. It was called
"Field with Birds" and was a story
about the Herring Gull which took hiip
up up into Green Bay, Wisconsin, and
to Hat Island. One year he and his wife

were planning to spend several days on
the island to photograph the gulls. They
hired a guide to take them over and
gave him instructions to return and
pick them up in two days- After the
boat left, Deusing broke his leg while
carrying a case of canned goods. So for
two days Deusing and his wife just sat
and watched the waves until the guide
returned and picked them up again.
That ended filming for the year.
His next
"Wild by
Wings,"
which
the film
familywashelped
locatingin
birds and nests in a tamarack swamp.
The next film, "Bright Feathers," featured the Deusing children in beautiful
wooded Door County in upper Wisconsin in search for birds of unusually
brilliant hue.
Later, Deusing made "Northwoods
Adventure" which showed the constructive forestry work done by the
Civilian Conservation Corps- A highlight is a sequence of scenes of CCC
boys fighting an actual forest fire. The
Forest Service gave Deusing unlimited
use of all facilities of the CCC camp
for two weeks in order that he might
get the needed material for his film.
During the war his well-known film
"Backyard Safari" was made which
again features the Deusing children, this
time starting out from home in quest
of more adventures with nature. In this
story the children find a wasp building
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a mud nest on a barn rafter. To film
this, Deusing had to pile boxes and place
a stepladder beneath the rafters so that
he could get his camera close enough
to picture the wasps setting the mud
in place to form the nest. For lighting,
Deusing employed a mirror to reflect
sunlight on the nest. The children aided
further by scouring the neighborhood
and locating the spot near a stream
where the wasps were getting the soft
mud for the nest- After the wasp lays its
eggs, it gathers one insect after another
and pushes it into the nest. After the
nest is sealed and the eggs hatch, the
grubs thus have something to live on,
an interesting fact brought out in Deusing's film.
One for
sequence
Safari"
called
a lot in
of "Backyard
patience. Deusing
had found a snake that was momentarily
due to give birth to young. Not long
after, dozens of tiny snakes were born.
Emerging in transparent sacs or bubbles.

they wiggle vigorously until they burst
the bubble-like sac. On the screen, one
can observe each tiny snake opening its
mouth for its first breath of air after
breaking out of its egg sac — a remarkable piece of closeup photography.
The pictures made by Deusing are
museum property. They are shown in
conjunction with lectures to groups
visiting the museum — grade school
children during the days, and adult
groups during the evening- The films
are also shown upon request to other
organized groups outside of the museum
such as noon luncheon gatherings and
social organizations.
Asked what his movie making plans
would be next summer, should tires for
his automobile continue hard to get,
Deusing replied: "That is no longer a
worry. I discovered last summer that
I have only just begun to scratch the
surface of possibilities for filming nature and wildlife here close to home."

Odd Shot Continuity
• Continued from Page 1 j
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pecially of his young son, Bill. Bill
has grown to the age where he likes
to go fishing, attend carnivals, the
circus and automobile races, and invariably his pal, Jim, accompanies himSuch boyish interests have been followed by John Kibar and his camera —
not their whole activity, of course, but
perhaps three of four shots of the boys
fishing; shots of them watching a thrill
carnival, plus other shots of carnival
events, etc. Like other cinefans, Kibar
soon found he had several sequences of
shots like these, too brief to form a
complete reel on a given subject, yet
far too valuable as a family record to
be ignored
home
movies.when screening the family's
Kibar makes no pretense that the
premise of "Dear Jim"
writingwith
letteroriginal
was
him, but he saw in
the idea just the very continuity thread
he needed on which to string the various
unrelated shots he had made of Bill
and Jim. Having decided upon this
means of breathing new interest into
his old footage, all that was necessary
was to get into action with the camera
again and film a few tie-in-shots — shots
of Bill ostensibly months later writing
a letter to Jim, and one or two scenes
to tie up the fishing sequence into a
thorough-going continuity. This, plus
some skillful editing.
"Dear Jim" begins with a closeup
of Bill seated before the family writing
desk, getting out paper and pen and
starting to write. As he begins the first
sentence the camera moves in for a
"Dear Jim:
closeup
of the letter:
Remember last summer?"

Following insert of the letter the
sequence of scenes of the boys fishing
was cut in. We see the boys, followed
by their dog and with fishing poles
flung over their shoulders, walking
through a green meadow on the way to
the old fishing hole. These scenes are
not the conventional pot shots of the
snapshooter, but carefully composed
from various camera angles. The camera
was set low for two of the shots, then
the boys were photographed walking
away from the camera instead of coming
toward it — an obvious maneuver to
avoid monotony.
At the fishing pond where the boys
have come to fish, we see them bait
their lines, then toss them into the
water expectantly. Several shots are
nostalgic studies of small lads at leisure,
and although we are not shown the
results of their fishing, there is little
doubt that they have enjoyed themselves.
There is a flashback at this point
to Bill as he continues writing, then an
insert of the letter showing Bill's hand
completing the word —
"And - - "
This is followed by another interestearlieris
of Bill's and
ing sequence
activities.
Introducing
this Jim's
sequence
a closeup of a sign announcing: "Bob
King's Devil Riders." These are a troupe
of uniformed and pad-protected auto
and motorcycle drivers who perform a
series of daredevil stunts including
driving motorcycles and automobiles
through a flaming board fence, hurdling
with automobiles and staging collisions
between old automobiles in the infield
arena of a fairgrounds.
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At the end of this sequence, another
insert of Bill's letter introduces the
next sequence, thus:
"And till' nimorcy-lc r.ucs?"
Then follows an exciting sequence
of shots showing motorcycle riders
competing in the hill climb. Kibar has
covered the event well from all angles
and has some breath-taking shots despite the fact he had but one lens to
use, the Keystone's regular half-inch
{/i.j. The sequence is skillfully edited
with occasional flashbacks to th? bovs
watching the event as well as of the
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is at the same optical distance from the
photographic lens as is the film. Thus
both the field and focus are shown. Instead of viewing the ground glass
directly, as with the regular Cine Speial, the right angle prism, P, reflects the
image along the horizontal telescope
tube. The image on the ground glass is
relayed by the erecting lenses, R, to the
focus of the eyepiece lenses, S. Here
may be seen a properly oriented and
highly magnified view of the field and
focus of the photographic lens. The
erector and eyepiece lenses are the same
xi used in the finder. The prism is a Vz
inch X |/2 inch right angle type. The
lenses are retained in the tube in the
same manner as in the finder.
While all the components of these
modifications were
very accurately
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machined and assembled, careful photographic tests were made to check the
tocal calibration of the photographic
lenses. Indoor tests consisted of photographing printed letters at a measured
distance of lo feet. The letters were
lighted so as to require a lens setting of
f 4 (to reduce the depth of field and
thus make the focusing test more critical). Fine grain black and white film
was used. With the camera running,
each lens was tested by slowly rotating
the focusing ring from point of infinity
to <j feet or less. Thus the exposed film
contained a few frames where the definition was the best obtainable with the
lens. Shots were then taken with the
lenses at exactly lo feet, 9 feet, and
I I feet. Using the best definition as a
guide, if the 10 foot setting produced
equal results and superior to either the
9 foot or the i i foot settings, it was
assumed that the lens was mounted at
the proper focal distance from the film.
Outdoor tests consisted of shooting sign
boards and examining the results for
definition.
The modifications which have been
described can be sincerely proposed to
any Cine Kodak Special owner equipped
with a home workshop, metal working
tools and some patience. The improved
camera presents a cleancut, workmanlike
appearance and the modifications easily
justify the time and expense involved
in their making in the increased latitude
of the camera and the better photographic results that have followed from
their use.

Longer Life for Films . . .
• C t/ii/iiiiiiJ from I'd^i- lb

Lewis
classic production
has been brought
life InCarroll's
a charming
featuringto
JOAN BENNETT as ALICE.
8nnm, $4.20— lAmm. Silent $4.75
16mm Sound $12.00
RICHLY ILLUSTRATED FREE
1 SEND FOR THE BOOKLET
OF
I

POPULARLY PRICED
Don't Miss The Merry Comedy
"CAMPING"
100 ft. 14mm. with
Silent Victor
$3.50 Moore
IT S A REAL TREAT

'45 West

I

in Canada Sold by
Arrow Films, 43 Victoria Street
Toronto I, Ont.
FILMS OF MERIT

splices, torn sprocket holes, etc. You
may then realize that "there, but for
the luck of forethought and care, is my
film." Perhaps I have painted too black
a picture, yet it is better to realize the
dire possibilities now rather than when
it is too late.
To prevent my present and future
films from getting into such condition
I made a gadget ■which is very simply
constructed and yet serves it's purpose
admirably. It is primarily a film cleaning device which fits the editing board
described in the December issue of
Home Movies. With this device it becomes a simple matter to clean my
films each time they are rewound. In
fact, I almost never rewind on the
projector but wait to do so on the editing board. This is good practice since
one can examine each film for possible
damage. Also, rewinding is done more
leisurely and carefully this way than
would be done on the projector.
The photo of this cleaning gadget
shows method of use. The film is
threaded under and over the spools
which have been covered with a soft

Dramatize Your Treasured Snapshots
The smoothly woven binding, gayly colored, lends
a country air to a sophisticated album. Black paper
mounts, plastic binding rings. A fine gift for a
friend or yourself. At Stores — Slie 5 x 7 " $1.75;
8 X 10" $2.50:
1 1 X 14" of
$3.50.Amfiles for Reels
Free Catalog
Slides, Negatives, etc.
AMBERG FILE A INDEX CO.

FINE MACHINE

WORK

We design and build photographic
equipment, manufacture Three Lens
Turrets, Backwinds and Frame Counters, Footage Counters, Alignment
Cages, Titling Equipment, Printers, Optical Flats, Special lenses and prisms.
Lens Flanges.
Repair service on cameras, lenses and
sound projectors.
MocVAN
MFG.
CO.
3829 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego 5, Calif.

More
Action
Film
OUTDOOR
At Less
Cost.
i6n,n, AMBERTINT

USE
Safety
Fine
Grain
Reversible
Film
Ample
Outdoor
FILM Speed

$3. SOlncludes macliinc Drocessing. Day-$2.25
light spools, ready to load & shoot.
inn"ff '""1"
hiiyers include salfS
tax. sn
HOLLYWOODLAND
STUDIOS
"The West's Greatest Film Order House
"
Southgate
California
lOO.ft.
CutRoll,
Home
Movie Costs
$2.50
WE HAVE 8mm. -16mm. FILM!
16mm. Reversible Outdoor Film
Rating
b Westton
"'--^«
25-ft.
Double
8mm.
Reversible
^5 ^i^s^^^
Outdoor Film ^.5?

^ )

Same day processing included
BETTER FILMS
742 New Lots Ave. Brooklyn. N. Y. CL. 7-1822
Hi-Fidelity
16mm. Variable Density
Sound-on-Film Recording
Studio Time Available
Sync Recording on Location
LEWIS SOUND FILMS
71 W. 45th St. New York 19, N. Y.
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HOME MOVIES FOR jANUARY
lintless cloth. Two spools arc kept dry
and two are moistened occasionally with
a drop or two of carbon-tetrachloride
on the cloth — this for black and white
films only. Both surfaces of the film are
cleaned by this method. The fabric
spool coverings are changed frequently
so that the dirt removed from films will
not accumulate to scratch others.
Construction of this cleaning device
was relatively simple. From a piece of
hard tempered presdwood I cut a base
4y8"x4'/2"; a front panel i,y^"y.aj/^"
and a rear panel the same size as the
front. Four strips of wood — two
4^"x%"x)^" and two for the sides
A'Vms'^Va'^Vv," — provide the stock to
form the case. A short length of V-i"
wood dowel is cut into four i" long
pieces. These are press-fitted in four
!4" holes in the base at the back of the
device, (not shown in photo) and provide storage for four spare spools covered with clean cloth ready for use.
The spools used were salvaged from
my wife's sewing machine and are
i'/4"xi" dia. The strips of cloth are
held in place on each spool by two
rubber bands.
Stove bolts I V2" X V^" (#20 thread)
hold the spools in place. The front piece
of presdwood was drilled and tapped to
receive these bolts in a line from
top at I Vs" intervals. Ends of the bolts
were drilled and tapped to receive 6/32
machine screws which, with a washer,
keeps the spools from slipping off. This
is not entirely necessary since the regular '/4" nut with a washer will also
serve.
The lower part of the device is a
footage counter used to measure film.
Since I do my own processing, I buy
bulk film in 400 ft. rolls and use this
counter to measure off 50 or 100 foot
lengths as desired. The film goes
around a sprocket which rotates a small
gear. This in turn revolves a large gear
attached to shaft of a Veeder counter
that indicates the number of feet passing through. Also within the case is a
clapper which makes an audible click
every time a foot of film has passed
through the sprocket. This is a boon
when measuring pan film which must
be wound in total darkness.
BE KIND TO FILMS
Home Movies' editors have prepared a booklet "How To Operate
A Sound Projector" aimed to acquaint the novice with rudiments of
threading and operating 16mm.
sound projectors. A limited number
oi these booklets are being distributed without charge to readers
of HOME MOVIES. For your copy,
send a stamped, addressed envelope to Ver Halen Publications, 6060
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 2, Calif.

Makes

Titling

Easy

For

You!

CONTAINS elementary instructions and advice for beginners, advanced tips for experts — all you need to know about composing, photographing, developing and editing titles for home movies. Generously
illustrated with photographs and diagrams. Not a step overlooked. Aho
contains complete diagrams for building your own titler.
Mailed

Postpaid

for

$«fOO

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28. Calif.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find One Dollar for which please send
prepaid one copy of new revised edition of HOW TO TITLE
HOME MOVIES.
NAME
ADDRESS
Zone
CITY
No
STATE
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COME AUTUMN is another interesting
picture from that beehive center of
movie amateurs, Salt Lake City, this
time from the camera of Al Londema.
Running 90 feet in 8mm. Kodachrome,
Telefilm's New
here is an autumnal picture that well
EDITING REWIND FLANGE
may have been inspired by the immortal
This practical new device, which speeds editing is lines of George Cooper:
used and recommended by leading Hollywood 16 mm
one day,
"Come
little leaves," said the wind
editors and producers . . . Sides are of heavy gauge,
dear plastic. Engraved footage scale on inside surface
indicates amount of film on spool . . . Outer side has
"Come over the meadow with me and
specially constructed locking device allowing removal
of film by means of a simple lock. Core takes standard
lab pack spools, fits a standard 16 or 35 mm. rewind.
This is another scenic film of the
Ideal for winding shore lengths of film imo coils beautiful coloring of autumn foliage
quickly and without endangering emulsion surfaces
for which the mountain trails of the
It is the latest, finest 16 mm. improvement for both
professionals and amateurs. May be purchased complete Wasatch mountains, back of Salt Lake
or the face side with spool may be purchased separately. City, areplay."
world famous.
For early delivery place your order now.
Mr. Londema has done a swell job
photographically. His compositions are
TELEFILM
STUDIOS
obviously the result of painstaking and
HOLLYWOOD
16mm. HEADQUARTERS
of patiently waiting for the sun to be
6039 Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 28. California "just right." Normally a subject devoid of action, Londema's "Come Autumn" has the wind rustling the
leaves, frequently a woman wandering
through the woods, ind occasionally an
automobile passing on the highway to
'''L/M
lend action to otherwise static scenes.
W/ORL
D
But even the gorgeous coloring seems
to lend action, too.
It is Londema's titling, perhaps, that
makes this picture st.ind out from other',
of its kind. The text is thoughtful, inspiring and carefully photographed —
superimposed over live action scenes
relating to subject of the picture. Here,
indeed, is an outstanding example of
how to put a static subject entertainingly on motion picture film.
Londema says the picture was filmed
during the latter part of September and
The basic magazine of the 16mm. film early October, 1945, requiring three
Sundays to shoot. Camera used was a
industry
Bell & Howell "Companion" equipped
Every month — Late 16mm. releases
with an f'2.5 lens, backwind, and a
are reviewed by the editorial staff;
wide-angle lens attachment. A tripod
what's doing among the associations;
was used on all shots and exposures
the film booking guide; and nontheatrical films currently in producwere guaged with a Dejur light meter.
tion— these and other features are
Home Movies has awarded this film
found regularly in —
a 3-Star merit leader.
FILM
WORLD
NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS, 100 feet
8mm. Kodachrome, is the culmination
Subscription Price
$3 per year
Write today for free sample copy to
6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Cal.

of more than eighteen month's patient
filming by Charles Clary and Dick
Hcmmingway of Glendale, California.
Tedious animation of figures which
entailed repeated tests, changes of light-
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•k EVERY filmer of amateur movies, whether
a subscriber or not, Is invited to submit his
films to the editors for review and helpful
criticism. This free service applies to any
type of picture whether it be your first
mcv;e or a pretentious photoplay effort.
Aim of this service is to help you make better pictures.

ing, etc., involved numerous delays and
retakes, but the result is worth the
trouble.
The picture opens on the interior of
Santa Claus' workshop. Santa is busy
filling his bag with toys, which he
carefully selects from the array of dolls,
toys, etc., arranged on shelves about
the room. Santa then departs to distribute his gifts. Arriving at one home,
he brushes the frost from a window
pane, revealing a mother with babe in
arms, reading a Christmas story.
The camera doUys in to a closeup of
the story book, centering eventually on
a picture of a fireplace. There is a dissolve here to shot of a real fireplace,
although a tiny one, built in miniature.
The camera pulls back to show the
rest of the miniature set, a living room
complete in every detail with handmade living room furniture, a Christmas tree in the corner, and stockings
hung over the fireplace.
Santa — now a tiny figurine — enters
the room with his bag of toys. All action now is by animation. Santa places
gifts around the tree, then goes over
tc fireplace and fills the stockings
hanging there. After he exits, four tiny
dolls enter the room, spy the array of
gifts, and dance in a circle in the middle of the room. Finally they all sit
down and open their gifts, the camer.;
fading out on the scene at this point
and fading in again on the scene of the
mother and child, the latter now fast
mother's
in itscloses
asleep
Mother
herarms.
story book as
Santa, now watching from the window,
smiles and nods "good night" then turns
and walks away — the scene dissolving
to the end title at this point.
The animation sequences are exceptionally well done. The lighting is adequate and exposure is uniform throughout. Clary and Hemingway used a Bo-

HOME MOVIES FOR JANUARY
lex H-8 camera on tripod. The miniature sets were dressed by Mrs. Clary
with furniture which she designed and
upholstered herself.
Excellent continuity and titling plus
fine photography earned for this picture
a 3 -Star merit leader award by Home
Movies editors.

Now available to all home movie-makers— the new
Bell & Howell lens-cleaning fluid, Filmo OPTI-KLEEN.
Especially developed for cleaning coated lens surfaces,
yet equally efficient on all noncoated surfaces. Ask your
B&H dealer for
FILMO

A DAY TO REMEMBER, 300 feet 16mm. Ansco Color, was filmed by
Joseph Wallikas, Binghamton, New
York. Receiving honorable mention in
Home Movies' 194J annual contest, the
film was improved by re-editing by
Wallikas and again submitted to Home
MovFEs' editors for review.
This scenario picture begins with a
little girl, about 12, writing a lengthy
note. A closeup of it shows it to be addressed toher mother, stating that she
is running away from home. As the
child re-reads the note, the scene dissolves into action showing the reason
for her decision.
Tht mother is a war worker who
leaves home early each day, thus obliging her daughter to remain home and
do the house work. After mother leaves,
girl get out her schedule of daily chores
and reluctantly begins her tasks. Her
first duty is to wash the dishes. In
reaching for soap powder on shelf
above sink, she drops the box, spills
powder on kitchen floor. And as she
attempts to lift teakettle from stove,
the dishtowel used to protect her hands
catches fire from the hot stove. After
drying a stack of dishes, they slip from
her grasp and crash to the floor. She
leaves the mess and goes into the bedroom to make up the beds.
Here she tears a sheet caught on a
bedpost and when she attempts to shake
out the pillows, the ticking of one
bursts, spreading feathers all over the
room. With this, the little girl bursts
into tears and flings herself on the bed
for a big cry.
There's a flashback to the note here
and then back to the girl. It is at this
point that she decides to run away from
home. Taking a large kerchief, she
bundles up some of her clothing and
starts to leave, but emotion gets the
better of her and she sits down on a
chair crying, finally falling asleep.
Her mother returns from work, finds
the note, observes the untidy condition
of the house, then the sleeping girl, and
her expression shows that she understands. Quietly the mother cleans up
the spilled soap powder, the broken
dishes, the scattered feathers and makes
the bed. When her daughter awakens,
mother consoles the girl by telling her
the war is ended and that her daddy
soon will be home. The two embrace
and the picture ends.
The photography is very well done
with good lighting of interiors a noteworthy feature. Good
editing and

CLEANS

OPTI-KLEEN

.i v

COATED
LENSES
{and noncoated surfaces, too)

For splicing both nitrate and
acetate film, B&H laboratories have developed a new
combination film cement.
Quick-setting, it forms a
splice of unusual strength.
Does not deteriorate in the
bottle. Ask for the new
Bell& Howell coated lenses
reduce reflection, provide
improved picture definition.

Order from your B&H dealer or from Bell & Howell
Company,? 125 McCormick
Road, Chicago 45.

PRECISION-MADE BY

X £'

SINCE 1907 THE URGEST MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT FOR MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS OF HOILTWOOD AND THE WORLD

Be among the first to own these items so many
photo fans have been expectantly waiting for.
Some available for immediate delivery, others very shortly.
^^==
such as ===i==z=^=z=
Bolex H 16— Kern F 1.4 Coated and Frame Counter
401.25
Eodascope F S 10 N Sound Projector
323.50
Ampro Premier 10
422.00
Bell & Howell 156 G Sound Projector
437.67
Bolex L8 Kern F 2.8 and Case
144.47
Cine Magazine F 1.9 and Case
145.98
Cine Special F 1.9
428.00
G. E. DW 48 and Case
26.75
Bolex H 8— Frame Counter, F 1.9
267.00
Victor 40B Sound Projector
425.00
When in Long Island — visit our Branch in Hempstead
249 Fulton Avenue
Tel. Hempstead 2020
Call — write or telephone
AREMAC
1 East 43rcl St. - New

CAMERA
York 1 7, N. Y. ■ TeLMU

CO.
2-8684

World

In Color Productions
presents
Herbert C. Lanks'

"ALASKA
HIGHWAY
One of the most beautiful
home movies ever"
produced.
Available In Kodachrome or blackwhite.
8mm., 50 ft. BW
$ 1.75
14mm.. 100 tt. BW
J.50
8mm., 50 ft. Kodachrome 4.50
16mm., 100 ft. Kodachrome 13.00
Our complete brochure of Kodachrome travel
subjects by famous photographers, Kodachrome
glamour subjects featuring the Blue Book
Models of Hollywood, cine camera film and
other available cine items will be mailed postpaid upon receipt of 25c. For different cine
entertainment always ask for World in Color
subjects at your dealers or direct from
WORLD
IN COLOR
PRODUCTIONS
Elmira, N. Y.
108 W. Church St.

WELD-ALL

FILM CEMENT
FOR. 8MM • I6MM • 3SMM
* WON'T DRY our
• iOiV/NFL/IMMAB/urY
IDrutejtrt'HOW TO USE MLM CEMENT
9Tvi>e/nLtLorn/i,9Tic.
431 SO DEARBORN ST • CHICAGO 5
Kodachrome— Excellent SOUND!
400 ft. "Yosemite"
% 45.00
800 ft. "Yosemite"
130.00
400 ft. "The Blooming Desert"
45.00
400 ft. (Silent) "Blooming Desert," with titles 55.0D
400 ft. (Silent) "Yosemite"
55.00
I believe you'll say these are among the best Kodachrome films you've ever seen.
GUY D. HASELTON
7934 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 44. C^ii*.
TITLE LETTERS
Buy from mfgr. and save. Used by amateur and
professional. No fancy package, just 225 pieces
of perfect cast letters, numbers and figures,
soft white, give proper shadowing. Complete
with Instructions for vertical set-up. Guaranieed.
}3.?5 set delivered.
CALIF. PAT. LETTER SUPPLY
48231/2 Oakwood Ave. Hollywood 4, Calif.
16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities
BEKNDT-MAURER RECORDER
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
m-A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54
WILL BUY FOR CASH OR SWAP OR
EXCHANCE
8-14 AND SOUND
FILMS SHORTS AND
FEATURES. WRITE AT ONCE WHAT YOU HAVE
—OUR ANSWER IMMEDIATELY
Complete Rental Library
IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
p. O. 8oi 53?
Brockton 45, Mass.

titling support the interesting continuity that wouM have been more appealing with less restrained effort on part
of players. The film as a whole, however, easily deserves the 3 -Star merit
leader awarded it by Homf Moviis.
Equipment used was a model B CineChecking Toothaches
C.nitfhmril front Piiiir 22

Ansco camera with a NX'ollensak f/1.5
lens in focusing mount; four No. 2
photofloods in metal reflectors and a
tripod. No exposure meter was used,
exposures being previously determined
by shooting a test roll of film.

With

made and inserted as the final step in
completing the films.
The movies are i6mm. silent films in
Kodachrome. Their popularity has
steadily increased. The principals, supervisory staff members and the teachers
are all very enthusiastic about the value
of their use in teaching dental health
in the classroom.
After each film was completed, a
premiere showing was held in the school
in which it was made. Invitations were
extended to the parents of the children
who participated, to the teachers, school
advisory and supervisory staff and
other school principals. Requests of other principals and teachers in the city
to make movies of this kind in their
schools are always received after the
initial showing of a completed film.
Following these premieres, each film
becomes a part of the regular movie
program with showings in each school
of the city.
It is surprising to note the sharp
improvement in the condition of the
teeth of the children in a school following the completion of a movie. Actual
participation on the part of the children and local interest in these particular
schools have been added stimuli in the
dental health movement in the city of
Milwaukee.

Films

. . .

The shortage of film during the war
has temporarily handicapped this undertaking, but the dental staff is again
venturing forth in the field of movien.aking. Our next project is classroom
planning and making of puppet shows
about dental health for movie-taking.
Talk ie movies are not essential in this
work because a suitable lecture accompanies each movie shown by the staff
members.
EDITOR'S NOTE— Dr. Gcrlacii. wc believe,
has been altogether too modest in describing
the fine work done by his staff among students
of Milwaukee's public schools. Milwaukee's
citizen's however, are keenly aware of it. The
Milwaukee Journal, in a recent issue, had this
to say: "The collective toothache 'ouch' from
Milwaukee's school children is neither as loud
nor as long as it used to be . . . Eager to tell
the story of the value of proper teeth care.
Dr. Gerlach collaborated with teachers in writing scenarios for five movie films, all of which
were produced with school children in the chief
roles acting before a camera operated by Franklin N. Meyers of the health department staff
. . . The five films each telling a story that
children can understand, are 'Polly's Tooth
Troubles,' "Little Danny's Surprise,' 'Teeth Have
A Convention,' 'Poor Mother In A Shoe,' and
'The Dream
That the
Maderounds
Bobbyof Smile.'
All of the
films
have made
the schools.
"Dr. Gerlach is making his own postwar
plans for the schools. He expects to ask for
more help to expand his high school program
so that every boy and girl who graduates will
have sound teeth to help them bite their nichf
in the world."

McCoskey loins Colonial
Continued from Pat^e }o

Productions

the doings in Hollywood in the radio
and motion picture studios.
McCoskey 's pet project, though, is a
special periodical newsreel release which
will enlist the assistance of semi-professional and professional i6mm. cinematographers from coast to coast. Capable cameramen are being invited to
submit qualifications in order to obtain
remunerative assignments that will link
them with Colonial's
proposed
staff are
of
contributor
cameramen.
Wanted

the "ASC" of the i6mm. motion picture field, recently supervised photography on several productions for Planet
Pictures. Previously, he was wi th
Twenty-Century Fox studios. His cinematographic experience embraces all
phases of professional camera work, including animation, special effects and
trick photography.

free-lance i6mm. cinematographers
capable of supplying well-photographed
and properly handled news events.
Plans of Colonial also call for using such
cameramen for other than newsreel coverage, too, details of which will be given
those who apply.

FILMORAPH
and Instantaneous Permanent
CIRCULAR
PLAYBACK UNIT . Lengthy Recordingi
FREE
McCoskey, who is vice president of
^ Clear, Powerful- Eliminates Titles. 1
Society of Sixteen Cinematographers,
Miles Reproducer Co.. Inc., 812 B'way, N.Y.3,HM-I

.

Deserting the big 3 5mm. cameras long
ago, McCoskey is rated one of the top
1 6mm. cinematographers in the fieic
today. Having helped many i6mm.
cameramen break into the professional
field, his project for contributing newsreel cameramen is considered an unusual
opportunity for ambitious i6mm. film-
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TURRET SI
Converts B & H "Companions" and "Sportsters"
into versatile turret models.
Better Perspective! Close-ups! Candid and Action Shots!
Take a lip from Hollywood . . . inject professional
variety into your movies with the new Perico Demountable Turret, allowing a quick twist of-lhewrist change from lens to lens. No alteration to
camera; no factory installation . . . simply snap
the turret in place. Fits threaded 8mm lenses.
Finest aircraft aluminum alloy Beautiful satin
finish. See it at your dealers ... if he does not
have it in stock, order direct.

22.93
Plus Tax
Sold on 5-Day
Money-Back
Guarantee
PERRY CORP.. CAMERA
Miracle On Main Street, 9 reels
1 6mm. sound, was produced by Columbia Pictures and features Margo and
Walter Abel. Set in the picturesque
background of the Mexican quarter of
Los Angeles, the story concerns Margo
a dancer, married but childless, who
finds an abandoned baby in a church
on Christmas eve. What follows is a
drama of heart throbs and romance
underscored with poignant realism making for universal entertainment. Distribution isby Commonwealth Pictures
Corp., New York City.

DIVISION. 3900 ELM ST.. DALLAS. TEXAS

FRESH
MOVIE
FILM
"l^Htl^'^^s^icir
DUPLICATING
BULK FILM FOR HOME PROCESSING
Copies made from any 8m m. or t6mm.
Regular Sunerpanex
No. 24 Superpanex
No. 64
films - 4 cents per foot.
Weston 8 Weston 24 Weston 64
ENLARGING
100' Itmm.
$1.35
$3.60 $3.95
100' Double 8mm.
1.95
3.85 4.95
16mm. copies made from 8mm. films 8 cents per foot.
ICC Single 8mm.
I.IO
2.05 2.40
Processing price not included.
REDUCING
Laboratory Processing
8mm. copies m-de from 16mm. films 100' 16mm. (pan or ortho) $1.00
6 cents per foot.
25' Double 8mm. (pan or ortho) .50
tvlinimum order $2.00
REVERSAL CHEMICALS
To meet the need for good results in the reSuperior Universal Titter
versal of motion
picture outfilm,of the
CINEexperience
Ct-IEMS Complete and simple instructions for the
have been
compounded
of professionals especially for amateur use. Just construction of a titler that will fit any
mix as specified in the directions accompanying
8mm. or 16mm. camera. A special lens
each complete set.
included brings within camera ran<;e a
1/2 Gallon Set CINE CHEMS - $1.35
5" X 4" title field Postpaid $1.00
1 Gallon Set CINE CHEMS • $2.10
ro-tage extra
FREE with purchase of $1.00 or more from this ad
SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
an 8mm. or 16mm. black and white title "Cinema
Ramblings" — ad must accompany order. Write
Home Processing Headquarters
today for catalog on complete line of 8mm. and
188 West Randolph St., Dept. 145
16mm. film, titles, and accessories for home
processing.
Chicago 1, III.

PROFCSSIONAL
TITLES
North Star, the epic war film produced by Sam Goldwyn and featuring
Anne Baxter, Dana Andrews, Walter
Houston and Ann Harding, is now
available in i6mm. This is an epic film
of the little people of a peaceful Russian
village overrun by ruthless invaders, and
the final triumph of right and humanity. Life magazine declared it the movie
of the year. Magazine Digest gave it
their Movie of the Year citation. Eleven
reels in length, it is available from Bell
& Howell Filmosound Libraries, 1801
Larchmont Ave., Chicago. Rental rate
is $20.00.
The Gladiator, starring Joe E. Brown,
is now available in 16mm. sound from
Nu-Art Films, Inc., i} West 45th St.,
New York City 19, N. Y. Release data
and rental rates may be obtained by
writing the distributor direct.

J MUSICAL

MINIATURES

Introductory Offer
Glamourize your movies, l-lave professional
titles tell your story. Our expert staff designs
each title especially for you. Beautiful Kodachrome, clear BSW, 8mm. and 16mm. titles
made with the finest film, most modern developing methods and fine staff of artists
guarantee each title.
8mm. 16mm.
Scenic Color Background $1.45 $1.65
Scenic BSW Background 1.15 1.35
Plain B&W Card Type
1.00 1.20
Titles made of Kodak or Ansco films only.
Look through your movies today and see what
titles you need. Then explain in brief: Words
to be used in your title. Whether 8 or 16mm.
Type of film wanted, and type of background
(Plain or scenic) Save shipping charges by
enclosing Iv^oney order. Personal Check, or
Currency with your order

Brand New, 100 foot 16mm. Sound
Musical Features by leading bands
and orchestras, our price
only
$5.00
Brand New, 400 foot 16mm. Sound
Films featuring Musicals, Cartoons,
Sports, Nature, our
price only
$15.00
SEND FOR OUR FREE (H) LIST TODAY

HOLLYWOOD CINE CO.
Wilshire BIdg.
3950 W. Sixth St., Los Angeles 5. Calif.

ABBE

Nationwide Opportunities, sound
substantial career waiting, Phrt»-^graphers needed by newspar-'i,
advertisers, in business industry, science. Resident or
home
courses. gives
Start
now. study
Free catalog
details.N. Y. INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept.
New 114,
York I 1,W. N.33Y.St.

FILMS

t

Ne
York Ave.
City
503w Fifth
VA-6-1355

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
ONE

REEL COMEDIES

BOB HOPE, JOE E. BROWN, BING
LSS.ON. JACK BENNY
CROS
D BYOT, HEALR JO
STAR
AN
ount
List Price $20 Each — Dealer Disc
COMEDY 16MHOUSE
M SOUND
130«
W. I
46th N
St.
New York 19, N. Y.
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FILM WITH
PROCESSING
INCLUDED

BULK FILM IT
PROCESS
YOURSELF

Pan- Panchromatic chromatic
Ortho
Weston 6
Weston 24 Weston 64
100 ft. Single 8— $1.15 $2.35 $2.40
100 ft. Double 8— $1.95 $3.85 $3.?5
100 ft. limm.
—$1.85 $3.80 $3.90
Since the above prices do not include developing, why not get one of our low cost developing sets and develop your own movies! The set
consists of developing rack, tray, safelight and
set of prepared developing powders, together
with a simple step by step instruction sheet.
30 ft. single 8 set $4.20; 33 ft. Double 8 or
16mm. set $5.95. Show your movies two hours
after they are taken.
The FoUoiihig Prices Include Processing
Pan- Pan.
Ortho chromatic chromatic
Weston 6
Weston 24 Weston 64
25 ft. Double 8 $1.35
$1.89
$1.99
100 ft. limm. $2.50
$4.85
$4.95
A Post Card from you will bring our big bargain
Circular.
FROMADER GENERA CO.
Davenport 7, Iowa
"FILL
IN MOVIES"
A new and novel idea for
use of planned stock shots

<■

>
18 Subjects now available, complete
with professional scripts of suggested
scenes adapting to your own.
Write for listing and details
KING COLE SOUND SERVICE, Inc.
340 3rd Ave.
New York 10, N. Y.
Again "MOGULL'S" Allows the
HIGHEST EXCHANGE PRICES
on your 8mm. and 16mm. Home Movie Films
towards the purchase of new subjects of your
choice. Choose from the latest CASTLE, OFFICIAL, PICTOREEL and other Standard subjects.
For your used — Allowance Reg. Price You Pay
8mm. 180-200'
8.75
$5.50
$3.50
3.75
$2.00
16mm. 340-400'
5.00
SOUND
8.00
17.50
16mm. 360-400'
9.50
Color Prorata — Immediate Delivery — Prepaid
MOGULL'S ^'^eVha^n^^e"*
Libraries"
68"One
West of48thAmerica's
St. (Dept.Leading
FH)FilmNew
York 19
PORTABLE SOUND!
New and Used 16mm. & 35mm.
'Portables — Everything in Theatre
..u Home Movie Equipment. Send for our
hundreds of
listingsavings.
various.argain
items atCatalog
tremendous
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
449 W. 42nd St. Dept. F New York 18, N. Y.

CINEMATOGRAPHY
PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION
AT HOME
The movip industry needs trained men.
buj^inpss.
educatHollj-wood
tnnal. freeterhnique.
Jance film
production
taught at home. Illustrated manuals.
Personal supervision. Enthusiastically
endorsed by amateurs and professionals.
For an interesting well paid career in
ni'iiiun iiirttii*-. Write for FREE catalog.
MOTION PICTURE INSTITUTE
of the U.S.A., Inc.
|;4.I26 S. Woodward Birmingham 2, Mich.

Filming Little Tlungs
• C.nitliiiunI from Paf^c >s

Big . . .

brought into sharp focus. Shims arc
thin rings cut from metal of various
thicknesses. Lens is unscrewed from
camera, the shim placed over the
threads, and the lens again mounted on
camera. Shim holds lens firmly extended to prescribed distance. Lens shims
may be purchased or made by the filmcr. To determine thickness of shim use
following formulaD X F
equals S
D — F
D: distance from lens; F: focal length
of lens; S: Shim thickness. This applies
to regular camera lenses only — i" for
1 6mm. ind '/i" for 8mm.
After the problem of setting the lens
for ultra-closeup photography is solved,
there remains two other problems to
be settled — neither of which is difficult. These are centering the object
with the camera lens, and placing the

Experimental Cine
* Continued from Pii>>c 27

object at the correct distance to be in
sharp focus. The method for insuring
the latter when extension tubes are employed, has already been described. But
where an auxiliary lens or shims are
used, the camera can be mounted upon
a titler or a frame of similar design
made to serve the dual purpose of insuring proper focus as well as accurate
centering of subject. The object to be
photographed is merely kept within the
area of the title — the titler, with camera
mounted upon it, being hand held so
that title card holder frames the object- In lieu of a titler, a plain board
may be provided with a wire frame at
one end and a threaded screw for
mounting the camera at the other. Distance between wire frame and camera
kns, of course, is pre-determined so
that objects framed by the wire at the
established distance appear in sharp
focus.

Workshop

opened wide enough to permit placing a
small mirror behind it.
As shown in the sketch above, a
small dental mirror may be employed
for this purpose. Attach unloaded camera to title board and place a title card
or alignment card in the frame. Open
the camera door with camera in place
on titler, but not threaded with film.
Insert a short piece of frosted film behind the aperture. (You can "frost" a
piece of film by removing the emulsion
then roughing one surface with fine
sandpaper.)
Turn on the floodlights, open lens
wide, and image of title as seen by lens
will be reflected upside-down on frosted
film, thence to small mirror. If not
perfectly centered, the title card or
camera may be shifted until alignment
is achieved. Camera position should
then be permanently marked for future
use. Thread film in camera and shoot
titles. — Gale Daiis, Honolulu, Hawaii.

. . .

Set up projector and screen in a
darkened room. The screen should be of
the glass beaded type. Set up camera
focused on the screen at a distance of
three or four feet — the distance necessary to take in the full picture area.
Project the scene to be used as title
background at 24 f.p.s. and photograph
it with the camera turning at 16 f.p.s.
The difference in speeds will practically
eliminate flicker and the bugaboo of
varying density that would occur if
camera and projector operated at same
The title text may then be superspeed.
imposed bywinding back film in camera and re-exposing it on the title composed of white letters arranged on a
black background.
Using a 750 watt projector as described above and with the camera lens
set at f/ 1.4 excellent results have been
obtainedcisco, —Calif.Darwin Wilson, San Fran-

Action Backgrounds
Many filmers have among their reels
of miscellaneous scenic shots, scenes
which would make beautiful action
backgrounds for titles. These scenes
may be used for this very purpose with
the title text superimposed — e v e n
though the background scene was
filmed months earlier. The scene can
be re-photographed with the camera
then the title text superimposed over it
by double exposure. Here is how to do
it:

Storage Cabinet
• Continued from Page 2~

. . .

cabinet extends out beyond one side,
about three inches; also that there is
a secondar\' panel above it. This latter
panel is hinged to the first and is adjustable upand down, by means of a
thumb screw (shown in drawing) perm.itting tilting projector up or down in
focusing it on the screen.
It will be noted, too, that rear side

HOME MOVIES FOR JANUARY
of cabinet extends clear down to the
floor and that swivel casters are used
only at the front. This arrangement affords more rigidity to the cabinet as a
projection stand than when four casters
are used. The extended top, incidentally, also serves as a handle to lift the
cabinet at this end when moving it
about.
Proposed improvements are a small
pilot light to illuminate interior of cabinet, and a switching panel to control,
simultaneously, room lights and the
power leads to projector. — Harold J.
Fraulob, San Bernardino, Calif.
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION, ETC.. REQUIRED BY
THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24,
1912. AND MARCH 3, 1933
Of HOME MOVIES, published monthly at Los
Angeles. California for October I. 1945.
State of California, County of Los Angeles, ss:
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
C. J. Ver Halen. Jr., who. having been duly
sworn
to law,
and says
that
he isaccording
the owner
of deposes
the HOME
MOVIES
and that the following is, to the best of
his l<nowledge and belief, a true statement
of the ownership, management (and if a doily
paper, the circulation), etc.. of the aforesaid
publication for the date shown in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24.
1912. as amended by the Act of March 3, 1933,
embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and
Regulations,
printed on the reverse of this form,
to
wit:
1. Thatlisher,theeditor,names
and addresses
of thebusiness
pubmanaging
editor, and
managers are: Publisher, Chas. J. Ver Halen,
9014 Larke Ellen Circle, Los Angeles 35, Calif.;
Editor, Arthur E. Gavin, 2230 E. Glenoaks Blvd.,
Glendale 6, Calif., and owner, Chas J. Ver
Halen, Jr., 9024 Larke Ellen Circle, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
2. That
the owner
is (if owned
corporation, its name
and address
must by
be astated
and
also immediately thereunder the names and
addresses of stockholders owning or holding one
per cent or more of total amount of stock.
If not owned by a corporation, the names and
addresses of the individual owners must be
given. If owned by a firm, company, or other
unincorporated concern, its name and address,
as well as those of each individual member,
must be given.) (Partnership). C. J. Ver Halen.
Sr.. 9014 Larke Ellen Circle. Los Angeles, Calif.;
C. J. Ver Halen, Jr., 9024 Larke Ellen Circle,
Los Angees. Calif.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding
I per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: (If there are
none, so state.) None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and
security holders, if any, contain not only list
of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company but
also, in cases where the stockholder or security
holder appears upon the books of the company
as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee Is acting, is given; also
that the said two paragraphs contain statemens
full knowledge
and
belief embracing
as to the affiant's
circumstances
and conditions
under which stockholders and security holders
who do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe
that any
otherinterest
person, direct
association,
or corporation has any
or indirect
In the
said sock, bonds, or other securities than as
so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of each
Issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the malls or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the twelve months preceding the
date shown above is (This information is required from dally publications only.)
C. J. VER HALEN, JR.
(Signature of editor, publisher,
business manager, or owner)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 19th
day of October, 1945.
(SEAL)
G. T. EVANS, JR.
(My commission expires Aug. 8, 1949)
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tractions of lands serviced by their
planes, thus making a bid for passengers' future trade. No decision has been
made as yet as to whether special projectionists will be employed or if hostess or steward of each craft will be
trained to conduct screenings.
★
JOSEPH DEPHOURE, commercial film
producer of Boston, has joined Gene
Lester Productions, Los Angeles, where
he will produce a film on the manufacture of nylon hosiery for Mission
Hosiery Mills of that city.
★
TELEFILM motion picture control features the 1946 meeting of Santa Anita's
famed race track at Arcadia, California. Joseph Thomas, president of Telefilm, completed the arrangements with
Santa Anita's management and now has
1 6mm. cinematographers in six towers
around the track recording each race
event from start to finish. System originated last year at Hollywood Park.
★
PAUL HOEFFLER has returned to Beverly Hills from a trip through six northwest states where he gathered material
for educational films for Simmel-Meservcy, producers of i6mm. audio-visual
education pictures.
★
COLONIAL Film Productions, 11 520
West Washington Blvd., Culver City,
California, are currently seeking the
services of capable i6mm. cameramen
to represent them in every state of the
union in the gathering of spot news
pictures as well as filming material for
16mm. short subjects and educational
releases.

MONEY

FOR YOUR

IDEAS!

DON'T keep those good ideas to
yourself. Share them with your
brother cinebugs! If you have built
a novel and worthwhile gadget for
your camera, projector or titler, tell
others about it. If you have developed a new or novel trick or found
a new shortcut in filming, titling,
editing or processing home movies,
pass it on to other movie makers
through HOME MOVIES.
If your idea is published, you
will be paid $1.00 to $3.00. An extraordinary idea will net you $5,001
Simply write us a letter telling
about your idea and if possible,
illustrate it with a simple sketch
or a photograph. Submit as many
ideas as you wish. Ideas not published will be held for possible use
in later issues of Home Movies.

Em,

}/piEA0SFORCAM
On bended knee I

beg of you to send
me your
used ca-and with a
mera equipment
loving gesture I'll send you
a nice generous check
for same. Think it
over . . . act today.
President

179 W. MADISON
CHICAGO
2. ILLST.
Distinctive TITLES
and
EDITING
For theExpert
Amateur and
Professional
I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and
- Kodachome
PriceWhite
List on- Request
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.
TITLE CENTERING GUIDES
1 0c each
AVAILABLE
for every
makethese
and simple,
model
8mm.
and limm.
cine popular
camera are
easy-to-use title centering guides that assure
quick, accurate centering of camera with title
board — regardless of size of title.
BE SURE TO SPECIFY MAKE AND MODEL OF
CAMERA WHEN ORDERING!
HOME MOVIES
6040 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 28, Calif.

OLD TIME MOVIES
340 W. 29th Street
New York I
SOUND — 8mm., 16mm., 35mm.
SOLD, EXCHANGED
E\cliisiie Prin/s — Comedies, Melodramas,
Ne ws reels — Famous St a rs
MIIIIIMIIIIIIMtllllllllllllllllllllllNIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND FEATURE PROGRAMS
COMPLETE $495
8 and 16mm. Silent and Sound Films for Sale
SEND STAMP FOR FREE LISTS
NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 DFY ST.
New York City 7, N. Y.
itiiriiMMMiMlMMlliriititiiiiiiiinitiiiiiilMitiiiilHitpiMlitiiiiiiiriiilririlMiriniiiiillllllllll
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I Headquarters In New Ertgland
I For Castle Films, Nu-Art Films, Official
I Films, Pictoreels, Soundies, New
I
Hymnal Soundies
j Sales, Rentals, Exchanges — Bargain Lists Free
I
FRANK LANE AND CO.
I
5 Little BIdg., Boston, Mass.
I
"We Buy Your films for Cash"
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CLISSIFIED
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
In unconditional! guaran• BASS SAYS: Cine
teed values
equipment.
& H. 121 Magazine.
B.
USED 16mm. CAMERAS:
H. Filnno 70A, Cooke
Cooke :2.7 lens, $67.50. B. & B.
& H. 70A Spider
F:3.5 lens and case, $82.50.
wide
%" Tnoplan
foe, with
F:3.5 F:4.5.
with 1"6" Cooke
Turret, F-2.8
case, $157.50.
Dallmeyer
angle
F:l.8 coated lens, with
Victor 5 Turret, I" Cooke
super speed, latest,
B. & H. Filmo.
case, $197.50. F:l.5
lens, coated, with case, $200.00.
I" Wollensak
F:2.7 focusing
Wollensak
17mm.
70DA,
B & H.
mt.
F:l.5 lens. foe. and
lens coated, I" Wollensak
finder
coated, 4" Cooke F;4.5 lens, positive
crank
fit+ed,
motor
synchronous
electric
obiectives,
rewind and case, $645.00. _
New Bolex H-8 and H-16 cameras in stock. New
mt.
L-8 Palm size Bolex with Kern F:2.8 lens, foe. proG8-I6
$144.45. New Bolexcase,
with suede case, bulb,
$331.00.
and
2 lenses DELIVERY
jector, 750 watt
\7mm.
RARE LENSES: IMMEDIATE
F:2.7 lens, coated .$52.47.
Wollensak fixed focus foe.
Kine
I
$72.50.
A mt.,
50mm. Xenon F:2 lens,
■ Dallmeyer
I Cine
$87.50.
mt.,
foe.
lens.
F:l.5
Plasmat
Kodak
F-0 99 lens, foe. A mt., $97.50. 102mm.
Anastlgmat F:2.7 lens, chemically coated,F:4 choice
lens
5
Dogmar
Goerz
W2"
$111.50.
of adapter,mount
foeuser $120.00.
with Goerz reflex
focusing
choice
with
coated,
lens,
F:l.6
Kodak
Cine
50mm.
Sonnar F:l.4. fits
adapter,
of
Movikon
8 or $124.95.
16, foce I"mt.,Zeiss
$125.00.
new
for Filmo proiectors, Filmo
RARE ITEMS: Lenses extreme
wide angle
models. New 15mm.
chenniprojectors,
F:2.l projection lens for 16mm.
cally coated,lens,$34.45.
11/2" w'de
^"g'%/']""i..'^r
,
$24.85. 3
coated,
chemically
projection
t-U.i
4
$36.M';
coated,
projection lens,
chemically coated, $35.55.
lens, chemically
projection
finder for MagaH. Direct focusing
SPECIAL B & each,
fmder
$20.55. Kodak focusing
zine cameras,
finders in
objective
H.
&
B.
$20.40.
Mag.
for Cine
' $1 1 . 15, incl.
15mm.6" $8.80,
stock:
Tax.4 Cine Extenar
Fed. Tax.
incl. Fed.
$11.70 Incl.
Fed. Tax.
for 8mm. B. & H., Revere,
wide angle attachments $27.50
plus $2.45 Fed. Tax.
and Keystone lenses,
complete, 400 ft. capaNew B. & H. Editing lotoutfit,
$3.03.
of Bala 8mm. slitters,Editors,
city $50.40. Another
complete
Another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr.
and case,
including Deluxe Splicer, rewinds
Craig Jr
aluminum base, with cement, $19.75.
$3.95. Slightly used
or 16mm.,
for 8mm. case.
Splicers
Revere proiector
$4.50.
,,-,cfi
rewinds, each Jl/.bU.
2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm. New
B. & H 8mnn.
Dummy with brake, $3.50.
Titler for Aristocrat model only, complete at ii^-i^|3.8b
Bass 1600 ft. reels —
16mm.
16mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans - ■■- »3.30
16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels
16mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans
if l^
and trade
We buyfor 'em.
makes.Complete
all 'em.
equipment,
Cine 'em
new sell
stocks
COMPANY DEPT. 179 W. Madison
BASS CAMERA
Chicago 2. III.
Street,

• BRAND new, latest style 16mm. soundused,proiector,
cheap.
also one slightly
factory
Reading.; Penna.
BOX 875,guaranteed

arner and
• 8MM. and 16mm. Keystone, Stewart-W
adjusted. Sperepaired and machine
other makes cleaned, Experime
work.
ntal
cial qadqets .built.
ERASER CAMERA SERVICE, 406
Free estimates
Broad
Street. Weymouth 88, Mass.

cameras. Turret
• LENSES adapted to 8, 16, 35mm. $25.00
Bolex, service. 'nstajled
(5) for your
filter slides
STEVfcNb
Bolex
ed
Authoriz
discount.
Dealer
ENGINEERING, 2604 Military, Los Angeles 34,
Calif.
Eastman Cine-Kodak camera
• CAMERA spools;
size 50c each.
lOO ft. 16mm.
aluminum,SERVICE,
spools CINEMA
507 So. Oak Park Ave.,
RITTER
Oak Park, III.
photo
• CAMERAS, enlargers, movie projectors,
delivered prices. Big free catalog.
Lowest
Supplies
CAMERA, 1822 Center Ave., Pgh. {19;,
CAVALIER
Pa.
• USE Furnished
"Cinetltler"—
the titlerequipped
built like for
a precision
lathe.
completely
scrolls,
zooms, flop ups, flop downs, turnarounds, etc.
Change quickly from vertical to horizontal easle.
Write for folder. H. FILIPAK, P. O. Box 132,
Holyoke, Mass.
• WE buy. trade, exchange 8-l6mm. cameras,
projectors, tripods, lenses, splicers, rewinds, measuring machines; 16mm. film and disc recorders. Send
for circular on Camart tripod for professional
needs. CAMERA MART, 70 West 45th St., New
York.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,
lOth of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy
6060 Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood 28,toCalifornia.
WANTED
• WANTED — Used eaulpment. Bargain list on request. PETERS, 41-B South 4th St.. Allentown, Pa.
• COLLECTOR wants old time movies: 16mm. and
35mm. negatives and positive prints regardless of
age or condition RENEE HOFFMAN, 789 St. Marks
Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.
• I PURCHASE good used 16mm. silent films.
Write your proposition. ROBERT SALMON, 3558
So. Nth East, Salt Lake City, Utah.
• WANTED 16mm. silent films of interest. Will
pay good price. R. LAU, Box 1258 Honolulu, Hawaii.
FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• SENSATIONAL full color movie subiects! 8mm.,
16mm. Big catalog, 25c. Special — projection length
sample
sceneswidth.
(Kodachrome)
Hula,"
$1.00. Specify
Irlscope ,kits,"Walkikl
$5.00. WORLD
IN COLOR PRODUCTIONS, Box 392, Elmira, N. Y.
• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought,
sold, exchanged.
Bargains always.
SendWaterbury.
for exchange plan. MULTIPRISES,
Box 1125,
Conn.
• I BUY,jectors,swap
sell 16mm.
and pronew or orused.
BILLS sound
FILM films
SERVICE,
Box
231, Calwa City, Calif.
• "A CHILD home
Is Bornmovie
By Caesarean
Delivery."
outstanding
production.
ProjectTheIt
yourself free. Send postal card today. PREFERRED
FILM PRODUCERS, Hamilton 14, Ohio.
• USED Castle film subjects, 8mm. and 16mm.
silent and
sound;In complete
subjects
Castle
subjects
stoclc at aH
times. only.
Send New
for
lists. ALVES PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE. 14
Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.
• 8-l6mm. silent-sound films. Big discounts. Sales
67c ingup;3000 rentals
35c up. Exchanges.
Catalogue
listfilms, accessories,
transparencies.
Outdoor
film: 100 ft. $2.50; 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free
developing. REED, 312 75th St.. Brooklyn 9, N. Y.
• HOME movie rentals, sales, exchanges; 8-l6mm.
and sound. Latest releases — money saving rates.
Details for stamp. MIDLAND FILM EXCHANGE,
Box 429, Oak Park, III.
• SOUND shows $2.00 per day; 16 and 8mm. films
for
sale. Catalogs
Lewlsburg,
Penna. available. JENKINS AUDIFILMS,
• 8MM-I6MM. films, silent and sound — sold,
rented, exchanged. Film and equipment catalog
free. WILLIAM RICHARDSON, Wyoming, Penna.
• WILLIEas HOWARD
In "The plots
Smart toWay,"
Howard,
Prof. Ginsbalrge,
kill his(Willie
wife
"the
smart
way"
but
gets
danced
off
his
feet
into
wheel chair.) Two reels, 16mm. sound musicala
comedy — complete In can $37.50. Sent C.O.D., or
wonderful surprise gift included for remittance with
order.
Haven, CHARLIE
Penna. POORMAN, Dept. HM, Schuylkill

TITLE CENTERING

GUIDES

10c each
AVAILABLE for every popular make and model
8mm. and 14mm. c;ne camera (except Revere,
Perfex and Bolex L-8) are these simple, easyto-use title centering guides that assure quick,
accurate centering of camera with title board —
regardless of size of title.
BE SURE TO SPECIFY MAKE AND MODEL OF
CAMERA WHEN ORDERING!
HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 28, Calif.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• 35MM, sound film for sale: features, westerns,
serials, one and two reel slapstick comedies and
novelties, or will trade for 16mm. sound film and
machines. Send stamps for bargain lists. Also 16mm.
soundern andcomplete
central,MUTUAL
northsouthern programs
states for asrented
low asin $6.75.
THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc., Springfield, III.
• Steichen — "Master of The Camera," an intimate
glimpse of Steichen's masterful technique photographing$21.50.
glamorous silent
model $15.00.
in hisIRVING
studio' BROWN400 feet
16mm. sound,
ING. HM 70 West 45th St., New York
• NICKELODEONS— Chaplin, Pickford, Arbuckle,
Mable Normand, Lionel Barrymore. Free catalog,
hilarious comedies, mellerdramas, exclusive releases.
Complete 16mm. silent, sound; 8mm. sold. (Exchange
old timeIRVING
!6mm.. MEGINNIS,
35mm. from 340
$1.00West
per 29th;
reelinquire
first.)
New York
I.
• MOVIES: over 150 names and addresses where
toReading,
obtain Pa.free, silent, sound, color films. Box 875,
• NEW and used Victor, Eastman, Ampro, Holmes
sound and silent projectors, films, projection lamps,
Griswold
and Craig splicers, rewinders, reels,
York
cameraCity.films. ZENITH, 308 West 44th St. New
• 100 FT. 35mm. sound film $1.50; 200 ft. $2.50;
300 ft. $3.50; 400 ft. $4.25; 500 ft. $5.00; 100 ft.
16mm. sound film $2.00; 200 ft. $3.50; 300 ft $4.50.
No lists. Cash with order. MUTUAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO., Inc., Springfield, III.
• BIG discounts — Unusual subjects! 16mm. sound
and silent films bought, sold, exchanged. Free
bargain
lists. SHERWOOD
Ave , Brooklyn
13, N. Y. PICTURES 789 St. Marks
CAMERA FILM
• EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 16mm. positive film, $4.00
each, limit 3 rolls per order. Will ship C.O.D.
or will prepay cash with order. FILMCRAFT, 4038
Broadway. Kansas City. Mo.
• REPERFORATION of any brand 16mm. B & W
or color film for use in 8mm. cameras. Perforations
guaranteed. $2.00 per 100 ft roll. Film slit for
single 8mm. cameras (no color) 50f additional.
Send
all films4038insured,
marked
FILMCRAFT.
Broadway.
Kansas"reperforate."
City, Mo. to
FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS,
Box 539, Brockton, Mass.
• CASTLE — Official sound films exchanged, $3.00
per reel. Mail films, check and selection to WEST
PARK landFILM
II, Ohio.EXCHANGE, 3488 Tuttle Ave., ClevePHOTO FINISHING
• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size, 30c.
Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.
THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46, Southgate, Calif.
MISCELLANEOUS
• EVERY
or girl POSTAMPS.
stamp collector
these
WAR BOY
INSIGNIA
25c forwill50 want
with
album signia.
explaining
Combat
Unit
using
each$1.00.
In200 different stamps with 4 albums,
POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO.. 6060 Sunset Blvd..
Hollywood, Calif.
• TITLE CENTERING GUIDES lOc each. Available
for every popular make and model 8mm. and I6mm.
cine camera (except Perfex and Bolex L-8) are these
simple, easy-to-use title centering guides that assure
Quick, accurate centering of camera with title
board — regardless of size of title. Be sure to
Calif.
specify
and 6060
modelSunset
of camera
ordering!
HOME make
MOVIES,
Blvd., when
Hollywood
28,
FOR EXCHANGE, MISC.
• SHOTGUNS. TARGET PISTOLS AND RIFLES,
accepted in trade on cameras, projectors, screens,
editors, and everything photographic. If you have
equipment of this type to trade in, or if you wish
to tradenewin merchandise,
your present soon
photographic
equipment
toward
to be received,
you
will find our present allowances more than liberal.
Write, describing your equipment and we will quote
our
allowances by return mail. NATIONAL CAMERA
Minn.
EXCHANGE, 86 South 6th Street, Minneapolis 2,

Like a duck takes to water, so do movie makers, who know their equipment, take to BOLEX, the world's finest 8mm and l6mm motion
picture cameras. One has but to handle BOLEX Model H cameras, in
comparison with others, to sense the superiority of design, appearance,
precise construction, versatility and performance for which BOLEX
cameras have become famous. BOLEX proudly boasts of an ancestry
of precision instrument makers who, for over one hundred and thirty
years, have been known around the world for the high quality of their
products, viz., E. PAILLARD & CO., of Ste. Croix and Yverdon, Switzerland. Critical amateurs and those who KNOW recommend the ultimate
in the beginning for new-comers in the movie field. BOLEX is the ultimate . . . the most advanced and most versatile movie camera made.
Write for our new 1946 catalogue, just off the press, for complete de- j
script/on of all BOLEX equipment. Just a postal saying "send me your
catalogue" with your name and address, is all that is necessary. Those
who contemplate buying movie cameras owe it to themselves to get a
complete demonstration and to acquire full details of BOLEX. Write
for our new catalogue today.

KiRN'PA

I L LARD

SWITAR producing
r* r/L4
Double-coated,
brilliant LENS
movies
even if filmed against the light, automatic
depth of field scale, locking diaphragm
stops, excellent definition . . . even at full
aperture. These are only some of the features that make this lens the finest yet
produced for 16mm movies.

H-a

H.f6

L. S

BOLEX MODEL
L-8
TTie
ideal
small,
double-eight
of
25'
film
capacity
for the sportsman and the ladies. This beautiful
little eight with its genuine leather covering and
chrome plated trim is precision built, just as are iti
namesakes, the H-16 and H-8. BOLEX. L-8 is in
the
of all "pocket-size"
withvanguard
Kern-Paillard,
12'/2mm. Yvar,eights.
f/2.8Equipped
lens in
micrometer focusing mount. Each L-8 outfit consists
of the camera and lens, genuine suede leather "zipper" carryingred
caseandand gold
leather
carrying box.
strap.Complete
Packed
in a sturdy,
cardboard
delails in new 1946 catalogue — free on request.

AMERICAN

BOLEX

CO.

521 RFTH AVL« NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

IMPROVED and refined, as are all
Bell & Howell Filmos, the 8mm
Companion is more than ever the ideal
personal camera for making fine movies at low cost.
Bright-Hazy-Dull markings on
coated* lens make setting quick, easy.
Standard calibrations are also on lens
for those who prefer F-stop settings.
Other features include manual footage
dial, four operating speeds, built-in
exposure guide, adjustable viewfinder
masks for extra lenses, and handsome
brown finish.
Companion

action shots have real

theater quality — in full color or in
sparkling black-and-white. You just
sight, press a button, and what you see,
youSee
get.the new Filmo Companion
your B&H

8 at

dealer's today.

speed,ch better
for more light, great,er '/2-in
F 2.8,
LENS
*NEW
tion. ED
Use either Bright-HazydefiniCOAT
Dull or standard calibrations; interchange instaAtly with your choice
of many special-purpose lenses.

How

to Complete Your Home

Fill out your programs with films from
the B&H Filmosound Library. Choose
from thousands — late Hollywood hits,
travelogs, sports, cartoons, newsreels.

Movie Shows

educational subjects. Send coupon for
complete information. Bell & Howell
Company, Chicago; New York; Hollywood; Washington, D. C; London.

OPTI-ONICS — products combining fhe sciences of OPTIcs • electrONics • mechanlCS

BUILT-IN EXPOSURE GUIDE
easy to use, gives direct readings
for color movies, covers every outdoor subject and lighting condition.
BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
7125 McCormick Road. Chicago 45
Please send information on ( } Filmo Companion
8; ( ) Filmo 8mm Projectors; { ) Filmo 16mm
Cameras; ( ) Filmo 16mm Projectors; ( ) Filmosound; () Filmosound Library.
Name .
Address
City

THIS
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feature articles
Lenses, Titling, Process!

with

Victor

Spira-draft
The Animaiophone —
16mm inSound
^rojecfor—
first
the fid/d

exclusive
Lamp

house

During projection, lamps get hot ... icry hot. But in
the Animatophone this condition is anticipated and alleviated
with Victor's exclusive Spira-draft lamp house. In the Animatophone the coolest air is forced in a spiralized, all-over,
fast-moving stream through a multiple wall to dissipate heat
more efficiently.
Result . . . longer lamp life, clearer pictures. And remember,
on the VICTOR, the lamp has a standard base, obtainable
anywhere, at no extra cost.
Here's another outstanding feature that gives the ^^ictor
Animatophone its leading position in the i6mm. industry.

Heme Office and factory: Davenport, Iowa
New York (18) McGraw-Hill BIdg.. 330 W. 42nd St.— Chicago (1) 188 W. Randolph
vlAKERS
OF
ItMM
EQUIPMENT
SINCE
1923

Glorious

in

R

true

ICH color . . . living color . . . and
true color!

That's what you can expect with the
superb new Ansco Color Film, now
generally available in 16mm size.
For Ansco Color Film reproduces colors
with a remarkable accuracy never before
seen in color photography. There is no
harshness — no color exaggeration. Prop-

ask

for

Movies

colors!

erly exposed motion pictures on Ansco
Color Film closely resemble the glowing
natural beauty of the original subject.
But that's not all. Ansco Color Film has
a wider exposure latitude than might be
expected in a reversible color process. It
doesn't approach the latitude of blackand-white film, of course, but it is sufficient to protect you against disappoint-

Ansco

Color

ment due to minor exposure errors.
Ansco Color Film is at your dealer's in
50 and 100-foot 16mm spools. There's a
new thrilling experience in store for you
when you see your first movies made
with the new Ansco Color Film!
Ansco, Binghomton, New York. A
Division of General Aniline & Film
Corporation.

16 mm

film
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REVERE

limffedquanrifiei of Revere
8 mm, zam^rai and projectors are now available
at your favorite dealer.
See them soon I

.^t^^^^^^'^^^^

ADDS

TO

YOUR

PLEASU

the feel of crunching snow is exhilarating to
an outdoor enthusiast — winter scenes are inspirations tothe camera fan. Each has his hobby. . . but both
agree that fine equipment adds to their pleasure. To
the Revere owner, it s the ultra-fast, ultra-fine lenses
. . . the uniform, dependable operation of his Revere
camera and projector that brings monies at their best!
REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CH ICAGO 16, ILLINOIS
Manujacturers of 8mm Movie Equipment . . . Exclusively

I G

-H

T

Inlews
Home

ot What's
Movie
Equipment

E\]
.
. .
And Accessories

a suring fre dom of use at all ?n''les and
a range of lighting from diffused to
sharp for contrasting shadows.
Other features are Fresnel heatrcsistcnt lens, positive locking knob,
ability to use either 300 or 500 watt
bulbs, and approved heavy-duty snap
sv.'itch in cable. Model Y-} i with Fresnel 1ns only retails for S22.50; model
V-32 with Fresnel lens and telescopic
mount sells for S3 5.00.

Make

Sl4/ie

get it !
you
"Snow shots can fool you," says
Eaton Cromwell, expert travel photographer, "but not when you use
a G-E exposure meter. Simply decide whether you want snowy texture or shadow detail — then believe
your
Let G-E!"
the new G-E meter help you.
Easy to use. Proved accuracy. Improved light cell. Sturdier. 22%
lighter. Don't wait! See your photo
dealer and get a G-E meter now.
General Electric Company, Schenectady 5,N. Y.

•IoGlass
Thj Substitute
Polaroid Corpn., Cambridge,
Mass.,
hav: developed a method for
e r-iti ar.y 8mm. c.imsra lens.
manufacturing lenses, prisms and other
optical elements of plastic instead of
Coated Telsphcto Lens
glass. The n;w material was first used
Arel Photo Supply, 4916 Shaw Blvd.,
in
an experiment aerial camera lens and
St. Louis, Mo., offer a unique telephoto
proved to b; 10 times more efficient
lens for 8mm. cameras functioning on
than a fast f 2 lens made of glass, acthe same principle as the wide angle atcorcing to the Polaroid company.
tachment lens in that it is joined to
che regular camera lens instead of replacing it. This results in a considerable
reduction in price over standard telephotos — the Arel retailing for $26.07
including tax.
The lens will fit model 20 and 25
8mm. Cine Kodaks, also the Revere, Keystone, Bell & Howell, Perfex and Univex
8mm. cameras. It is also adaptable for
use with
lYz" onf 3-5
or i"
f 3-5
lenses
suchany
as used
i6mm.
cameras.
When used in conjunction with above
knses, the object is said to be brought
3 times closer to the camera. The Telephoto lens becomes the same speed as
the regular camera lens, requiring no
recalibration of f/ values when the
attachment is in use.
Replete with new features.

3 meters in one . ..
for better pictures,
for darkroom, and
for balancing light
including
Federal tax
• Affords adjustable spotlighting.

GENERAL

m

ELECTRIC
606.162M.6336

Photospot
National Instrument Corpn., 4001
Bellaire Blvd., Houston, Texas, introduce this month the 'Photospot,' a
sturdy, streamlined and easily maneuverable spothght for all types of photogcontrol i^rndle
.An adjustable
affords raphy focusing
and tilting of light,

New Sound Projector
National Industries, Inc., 1268 N.
Pulaski Road, Chicago, is now in production on the Natco i6mm. sound
motion picture projector. The Natco
was especially designed as a sound projector, with appropriate provisions to
show silent films.
The functioning highlights of the
Natco are the direct sound scanning
and independent floating stabilizers,
which give the highest quality sound
reproduction; the ventilating system
which provides absolute cool operation
even with a 1000 watt lamp, thereby
increasing film life: i>pd a preciiin designed m-r:*_anism si'hich assures picl_»e steadiness on the screen. A triple
• Continued on Page 66
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8 mm.

MOVIE
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CARTOONS

ANIMATED

ft

umn.

SHOWS!

Buy 'em! Own 'em yourself! Build a film library of laugh films with
these low-cost professionally produced animated cartoons!

OSWALD

DOG TEAM RACE"
The Duck's Birthday
Doctor Oswald
Sniffs and Sniffles
The Fairyland Express

100 Ft. 16 mm.

RABBIT

"REMOTE CONTROL
6-A
9-A
1 0-A
1 1 -A

Adventures in Dreamland
C-Man Oswald
Bo Peep's Sheep '.
Oswald the Hunter

"GOOFY GOPHER'
12-A
13-A
M-A
17-A

50 Ft. 8 mm.

- $3.00

MEAXY,

The Radio Bug
Oswald the Bug Charmer
The Magic Wand
Remote Control

MINY

&

- $1.50

MOE

"AUTO RACE"
"MIDNIGHT SPOOKS"
S"
"HOUSE OF TRICK
Free Air
1201 -A Beauty and the Beast
1208-A Red Hot Tires
Beauty Shop
1202-A Ship Wrecked
1209-A The Auto Race
Christmas Cheer
1205-A High and Dizzy
121 0-A Midnight Spooks
The Golf Robot
1206-A Pickled Herring
121 1-A House of Tricks
100 Ft. 16 mm.

- $3.00

HOLLYWOOD
FILM

ENTERPRISES
INC.

6060 Sunset Blvd.

- Hollywood 28, California

1 8-A
19-A
21 -A
23-A

50 Ft. 8 mm.
.HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
mo Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.
'Please ship the following films as indicated:
, Remittance Enclosedn
Ship CCD. □
Name
' Address
Zone
, City
No
□ Send Free Catalog

1212-A
1213-A
1214-A
1215-A

- $1.50
SUBJECT
NUMBER

AMOUNT
REMITTED

1
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PLUS FEDERAL
EXCISE TAX
PROCESS

YOUR

OWN

MOVIES

The new Morse G-3 Daylight Tank is the unit movie fans have been looking for. Processes movie or miniature camera film. After loading in dark
room, all developing operations are performed safely and quickly in full
daylight. Tested and proved in tough military service, where over 6,000
Morse G-3 Daylight Tanks
Army Air Forces.

were used by the

1

Processes 16 or 35 mm.
or reversal process.

movie films for negative

2

Acid-proof molded black plastic tank and cover —
metal parts of stainless steel.

3

Stainless
100 feet
A quick
one size

4

Positive film lock keeps film on reels.

5

Light-tight developing tank and cover. Cover has
light-proof funnel opening to introduce processing
solutions and water. Tank equipped with drain and
attached drain plug, to draw oflF solutions after use.

6

All operations may be made in bright light after
loading and securing cover.

7

Agitation automatically supplied by movement
film through solution.

steel film reels that accommodate up to
of 16 mm., 35 mm. or Double 8 mm. film.
twist of top flange of reel changes from
to the other.

SEE YOUR

TH

E

DEALER

of
OR

WRITE

ST.

ILLUSTRATED

COMPANY

^ij:^^^£:/:^INSTRUMENT
23 CLINTON
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•
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FUN-THRILLS-SUSPENSEFor

every

8 mm—

16 mm

Pro/ecfor

Owner!

CASTLE
i

FILMS'

Here is one of the funniest anima
pictures ever filmed! The camera follows the natural antics of three little
bear cubs as they romp through a
morning of hilarious activity. They
go swimming and try to catch fish,
have adventures with the farm cows,
horses and geese, and wind up with
a devastating raid on the kitchen!
It is sheer delight and side-splitting

comedy to see them steal the fresh
baked pies, scatter sugar and fiour
over the premises, raid the dairy in
search of milk, and indulge in scores
of mischievous tricks that only three
bear cubs could think up! This moyie
charms children and adults alike . . .
you will never tire of showing it to
your family and friends! Place your
order NOW!

New 1 946 De Luxe Home Movies Catalog describing 130 thrilling
films you can own. Send coupon now!
8 mm*

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20

FIELD BUILDING
CHICAGO 3

RUSS BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO 4

□ 50 ft . . . 5.50
$1.75
□ 180 ft . . .
16 mm.
2.75
□ lOOft . . . 8.75
□ 3B0ft . . .
□ Sound, 350 ft . 17.50

1
FORM
ORDER
Send Castle
Films' "Three little Bruins Make
Mischief" in the size and length indicated.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE HM-2
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New

. . .

claw shuttle movement allows film to
feed through the projector even when
two consecutive sprocket hol''s are defective. Film damage caused by film
weave is completely eliminated due to
the position of the sprocket teeth in relation to the picture frame. All lamps
are readily accessible for changing and
the fil m gate components are quickly
removable for easy cleaning, without
tools. The Natco is equipp>ed with a
coated 2 inch Fl. 6 lens, has a 12 inch
permanent magnet speaker and an amplifier with a power output of 18 watts.
It handles up to 2000 foot reels and
there are no belts to fuss with or arms
to attach. Rewinding is done by the
simple operation of turning the rewind
switch without changing the reels.
Standard equipment includes a 1 5 foot
power cable, 50 foot speaker cable,
extra exciter lamp, fuses, 1600 foot
reel, lens tissue, lubricating oil, and a
set of Allan wrenches. The projector
carries a two-year guarantee against
defective material and workmanship.

al
S7th Annu
ARADE
ROSE P

construction.
•,n G\orious
chrome
UNVIA Koda
^LSO

the .FIRST

MEWS
PIAHET
odachrome
in 16IAIA K
ready'.
" St edition now

• Makes any bulb a photo lamp
Colortran
Grover Photo Products, 542 N. Kilkea Dr., Los Angeles, are marketing the
Colortran converter, a step-up transformer that allows use of ordinary
houselighting bulbs for color photography. It is especiall)- constructed to
carry a load of eight to twelve 150
watt lamps with very slight voltage
drop, well within the tolerance of color
film, ^'hen operated with one or two
r^o watt standard bulbs, the effective
filament temperature will be correct
tor color photography with tungsten
type color film. List price is S 19.95.

e Menkes titling easy.
I
I
I
I.
I

PLANET PICTURES, INC.
5746 Sunset Blvd., Hollyweed 28, Calif.
I am interested in obtaining □ Rose
Parade □ Planet News for showings.
Also
send me fullfeatures
list of other
Planetplease
entertainment
and
short subjects, plus names of distribu-

□. ame
I tors N
(
Firm or
Affiliation
I
I Address-StateCit>SBM fli I

RENT

16mm.

Sound

films

50c per reel
Large selecHon of features and shorts.
New prints; free catalog.
•
UNION

COUNTY
FILM
SERVICE
1 30 Chestnut Street
Roselle Park, New {ersey

Master Titleer
Hollywood Cine Products, 3227 !/2
So. Figueroa, Los Angeles, have resumed
production of the Master Titleer, a
typewriter type titler for 8mm. and
1 6mm. cameras. Refinements include
accessories for making professional-like
titles with trick effects, rear-projection
superimposed titles, scroll and flopover
tiles, etc. Basic Titleer retails for $7.75.
New is a novel alignment accessor^'
called the "Titliner" (pronounced title
Hner) which sells for $5.00.
Ansco Color Film
The long awaited Ansco Color film
for cine cameras is now generally available from photo dealers throughout the
U.S. in 100 foot i6rrun. rolls of the
davlight type. Same film for 8mm.
cameras is not yet available. However,
Ansco advises that production is being
stepped up and other lengths and sizes
as well as the tungsten type will soon
be available.
At present, all Ansco Color film is
at the company's main
being processed
laboratory
at Binghamton, New York.

• Has reflector built in.
Reflector Photofloods
General Electric Company has stepthe R-2 G-E
ped up production
reflector
photoflood toof meet demand of
still and movie photographers who find
this particular bulb most advantageous
for indoor photography because it is
the only photoflood lamp that can be
used without a reflector.
Having its own reflector built within
the bulb, the lamp offers greater portability and as many as three R-2"s may
be used on one lighting circuit. The
manufacturer also points out that inasmuch as dust cannot get at the R-2
reflector to cause loss of light, this
• Continued on Page 6i
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Removable

NOW

Accloimed
every
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the

picture

finest
taking

for
use

The friction type head which is unconditionally guaranteed for 5 years, gives super-smooth 360° pan and 80°
tilt action. It is removable, can be ecisily mounted on
our "Hi-Hat" low-base adaptor or Baby "Professional
Junior" Tripod base. The large pin and truimion assures
long, dependable service. A "T" level is attached. The
top-plate can be set for 16mm. E. K. Cine Special, with
or without motor; 35mm. DeVry and B & H Eyemo (with
motor), and with or without alignment gauge.
The standard size tripod base is sturdy. "Spread-leg"
design affords utmost rigidity and quick, positive height
adjustments. Complete tripod weighs 14 lbs. Low height
at normal leg spread, 42". Extended height 72". All
workmanship and materials eire the finest.

Adaptability: here are illustrated (1) the friction type removabl
"Professional Junior" tripod head that may be affixed to (2) th
Standard Tripod Legs Base and (3) the new all-metal "Babyj
tripod and (4) the "Hi-Hat" by simply fastening the finger-gri;
head fastening nut that is shown under it. Note the positive
locking, fluted, height-adjustment knobs and tie-down rings c
the Standard Tripod Base which is standing on a Triangle.
Now Available to Camera Owners and Dealers

"Professional Junior"* Tripods, Baby Tripods, Developing Kits, "HiHats" mentand
Gauges
by Camera
Co. areShiftover
used by Alignment
the U. S. Navy,
Armymade
Air Bases,
Signal EquipCorps,
Office of Strategic Services and other Government Agencies — also
by many leading Newsreel companies and 16mm. and 35mm.
motion picture producers.
The new "Professlona
Junior"(or Baby
Tripod, shown
ready
the removable
head
weighs S'/j
Algminum,
with ""i Dural fade
legsof having
spurs. Extended height — 21 inches,
depressed
— i& Quality
inches. It'sthroughout.
compact
and sturdy.

FRANK

C. ZUCKER
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TIME LAPSE
Photography
NOW
for amateurs
MADE EASY WITH THE NEW
C I N E - M AT I C
(automatic single frame release)
No longer Is it necessary to sit up night and day
while making single frame movies of flowers opening. Now, the Cine-Matic does It for you AUTOMATICAL Y. This device turns, on your photo lights,
releases a single frame and then turns off the
lights, repeating at regular intervals according to
the speed you desire. (Intervals between exposures
adjustable from 10 seconds to 8 minutes).
For plant study, your camera, equipped with
Cine-Matic could be left In operation 24 hours a
day
2 weeks,no using
just 30
ft. ofto 8mm.
and for
requiring
attention
except
wind film
the
camera every two days.
Other Uses— ANIMATED TITLES
ANIMATED PUPPET CARTOONS
MAGIC EFFECTS
MICROFILM COPYING
On ton
pushcameras
butsucS as Univex,
Cinemaster etc.
no single button
frame
release
is necessary.
No camera alterations — mounts on your tripod.
When ordering give make and model of your
camera. Orders shipped COV within tO days. Subtract 25% from the following prices until Feb. 15,
I94&. Regular prices thereafter.
Cine-Matic for PUSH button cameras $45
Cine-Matic for cameras with SLIDING
single frame release buttons
$48
CINE-MATIC
ens So. Main Street
Los Angeles 3, Calif.
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News of What's
• Continued from Page 66

New

. .

means more light in the picture area.
Lamp sells for 8jc at dealers.
Suitcase 16mm. Projector
A suitcase-size portable i6mm. sound
projector is being marketed by Technical Service Industries, Detroit, Michigan. Opening up and expanding like an
accordion, it projects i6mm. sound pictures on a self-contained screen.
Designed especially for demonstrators'
and salesman's use the unit weighs but
thirty pounds. Overall size when closed
is 12" wide, 18" high and 24" long.
The self-contained screen which is 11"X 14" may be removed to permit projecting pictures on a larger screen.
Victor Enlarges Plant
To increase production in accordance
with the stepped-up demand for its
1 6mm. sound motion picture projectors
and allied equipment, Victor Animatograph Corp., Davenport, Iowa, has
moved its general offices from the
manufacturing
business district, plant
S. G. to
Rose,Davenport's
executive
vice-president of the company, advises.
Tremendous growth in the audiovisual field, Rose explained, made the
move imperative, adding that it enables
the company to expand production space,
install more machinery and increase
personnel.

MOVIE
FILTER

SHADE
KITS

"The Kit That Fits"
Fits ALL Movie Cameras
Handy way to better pictures. Kit includes
polished all-aluminum movie lens shade and two
filters you need — one Kodachrome Haze and
one Type A Daylight — in attractive leather
pouch.
Complete Kit
• MOVIE SHADE
$ A 7 5
•TWO FILTERS
4
• LEATHER POUCH
List Tax
16c Excise
Specify Camera When Ordering from Your
Dealer or Direct
MILLER OUTCALT
CO.
167 S. Alexandria
Los Angeles 4, Calif
■waniuiwiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiinitiminiiiiiui

• Takes magazine film.
New Auto Load Camera
Bell & Howell Company, Chicago,
announces a new and improved B & H
Auto Load i6mm. magazine camera will
soon be ready for sale by Filmo dealers.
One of the new features is "effortless"
film threading through use of standard
1 6mm. film magazines which permit
interchange of magazines at any time
before film is fully exposed. A viewfinder of the "positive" type, fully enclosed within the camera, is standard
equipment.
Planet Distributors
Three new agencies have been formed
to distribute Planet Pictures, Inc.'s 16mm. productions, according to Jack
Seaman, president of the firm which is
located in Hollywood.
L. C. Neufer, Cleveland, O., will

operate under the firm name of Planet
Pictures of Ohio, releasing productions
in that state and parts of Kentucky.
In Michigan Charles P. Nathanson
and Louis J. Cohen will distribute under the name of Planet Pictures of
Michigan with offices in Detroit.
Sakumoto Photo Supply of Honolulu
will act as agent for the firm in Hawaii.
Bolex Tripod
The "Tru-Uan" tripod and head announced in an advertisement in Home
Movies last month by Accmatool Co.,
Inc., has been purchased by the American Bolex Company and will henceforth be marketed by them under new
trademark "Ambol Tru-Pan" tripod.
The company is emphasizing fact that
all parts of tripod are machined aluminum alloy and that no castings are
employed. Other features are friction
pan head affording smooth 360° pan
and 180° tilt action; dual lock handle
locks both planes in a single motion;
triple hinge construction fortifies stability; and spikes and rubber tips in
legs are reversible.
Film Protector
Protex Film Co., 723 Seventh Ave.,
New York City, offer a new chemical
which
'Protex'
application
they
state istrademarked
applicable to
home movie
films as a protecting coating that endures against scratches and abrasions
for a number of years. Product is
available through photographic dealers
throughout the U. S.
New Maurer Camera
The J. A. Maurer Co., 117 E. 24th
St., New York, announces that full
production is now underway on its new
1 6mm. professional camera. New earners will carry considerable reduction
in price over previous model, according
to company. Design and construction
changes include gear-driven film feed
and take-up magazines of 200, 400 and
1200 feet capacities, improved and enlarged viewfinder. Interesting is the
plan of company to distribute cameras
directly through established photographic dealers, permitting interested partics to inspect cameras first hand.
New Slide Mount
A new slide mount, said to eliminate
use of glue, hot iron or water when
mounting photographic slides is featured byCraftsmen's Guild, Hollywood,
Calif.
To operate the product, known as
Easymount, film is inserted and held in
place until removal is desired. The
mount can be used repeatedly, it is said,
because film can be removed without
tearing the mount apart.
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AMBOL

TRU-PAN
BYfAMERICAN

TRIPOD
BOLEX COMPANY

PRECISION

ENGINEERED!

A SMOOTH WORKING FRICTION HEAD that
will not loosen up or wear out
WEIGHS ONLY
rock steady

FIVE POUNDS

— absolutely

REVOLUTIONARY IN TRIPOD DESIGNc —
quarter turn of grip locks firmly or unlocks easily pan-tilt head
STRENGTH ENOUGH TO SUPPORT 200 LBS.
telescopic aluminum legs designed so
there is no "play" at ioint»whatsoever

SPRINGS AND SPLIT BUSHING in
sliding leg members prevents
wobble and assures smooth, precise operation
LARGE, MILLED LOCKING LEG
GRIPS permit certain and instant
lock with grip that cannot be
pulled apart
REVERSIBLE STEEL POINT OR RUBBER FEET holds stand firmly on
any surface
FOLDS INTO SMALL, EASILY PORTABLE PACKAGE so light this tripod
will be with you when you want
it . . . you will carry the AMBOL
because of its lightness and because you will be proud^f it

The AMBOL TRU-PAN TRIPOD is new in design and
precise in operation. It is fully machined and precision built. Only machining can give the precision required for smooth operation in a pan-tilt
head. There is not one die<ast part in the AMBOL
TRU-PAN. Its smooth operation is amazing. One
inspection at your Dealer's will make you the
owner of one of these, the finest low or medium
priced tripods ever made.
Operates efficiently with all cameras, "still" or
movie, weighing from a few ounces to many
pounds. No camera too light and none too heavy
for the AMBOL TRU-PAN. Special attachment for
press cameras. Fully guaranteed. Price, $43.10 including excise tax. Ask your Dealer to demonstrate. Ifnot yet in his stock when you call, please
write us for literature and give us the Dealer's name.
« EXCLUSIVE WORLD WIDE DISTRIBUTOR

321 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 17,
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the movies
You'll hear this pleasant proposal in more
and more homes, now that Universal's
"500" projector is available again. It adds
to the fun of showing home movies by
cutting down on the work. So simple and
easy to operate! And so satisfying, the
way it sparkles up color films, and sharpens up black-and-whites.
Star performer in your living-room theatre
Universal soo-watt
8MM.
PROJECTOR
As war came on, the Universal "500" was
gaining wide recognition as a fine precision instrument— smooth nmning, silent,
dependable — with controls centralized
for simphcity of operation. Improvements
bom of our war work in precision optics
make the Universal "500" a more brilliant performer than ever. Be sure to examine itcarefully before choosing your
new projector.
NOW IN PRODUCTION! . . CHECK YOUR DEALER
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FOR MANY OTHER IMPORT.\NT DEVELOPMENTS

IN PHOTO AND HOME MOVIE EQUIPMENT
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In Hollywood
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O A lens
turret, such twoas extra
that onlenses
the inFilmo
"Aristocrat"
above,
accommodates
addition
to the
regular lens. However, most single lens cameras also afford
interchange
of
wide
angle
and
telephoto
lenses
with
the
regular camera lens.

Movie
Available

Mk
Again

Are

With

Telephoto

Angle Lenses That Broaden
Your Picture Making.
u

I

HIGH on the list of wanted accesories of almost every movie amateur in this postwar era is additional lens equipment — meaning, of
course, a wide-angle or a telephoto lens,
or both. After progressing in his cinematography from ordinary snapshooting
to purposeful and more serious filming, the average amateur recognizes the
need for lens equipment that will give

The

And

Mu

Wide

Scope

Of

N
greater scope to his picture making.
Now this urge for additional lenses
does not necessarily mean the amateur
must also trade in his camera for a turret model to accommodate the extra
lenses, although this would be a logical
step. Any camera in which the lens is
readily demountable, i.e., screws in and
out of the camera case, etc., affords
interchange and use of wide-angle and

inm

telephoto lenses with the standard camera lens.
This means that to use a telephoto,
for example, it is only necessary to remove the standard lens and mount the
telephoto in its place. Most all cine
cameras provide masking or guide lines
on the viewfinder corresponding to the
fields of view of standard telephotos.
When purchasing a wide-angle or
telephoto lens, it is not uncommon for
the amateur to reveal a limited knowledge of what such lenses can do for
him. Often the urge to possess such
lenses stems from the fact another
amateur displayed his collection of
• Continued on Page io8
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• Telephoto lenses are available for both 8mm. and 16mm. cameras in a variety of focal lengths to suit every need. Most of new lenses feature coating.

• Taxi driver Paul Martellini of Providence,
Rhode Island, would rather show movies than drive
a cab;
entertains
aboutweek.15,000 youngsters with
his
outdoor
shows each

• Seventeen year old daughter Verna helps her
dad hitch up the trailer for an evening show.
Later she supervises the refreshment stand that
aids in defraying costs of the free movie shows.
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'Santa Claus With Movies' Is What They
Call This Man Who
Wouldn't Let His
Job Interfere With
His Hobby
B

I

H

ies "for free" sevG amov
SHOWIN
eral nights
week is not a way to
get rich fast, but Paul Martellini
never intended that it should be a
profitable undertaking. This, despite the
fact when his job interferred with his
hobby, Martellini gave up his job.
It all started several years ago when
Martellini, a Providence, Rhode Island,
taxi driver, family man and father of
four children acquired a i6mm. projector and began giving free shows
summer evenings for the kids in his
neighborhood. Stretching a sheet across
the back of a house, Martellini screened
pictures to audiences comprising kids
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• A reception committee of youngsters
greets Martellini as he pulls up to a
public playground with his projection
•guipment
where for
a showing
of free movies is scheduled
the evening.

I
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of all ages and numbering in the hundreds. When attendance
reached beyond a thousand, the poUce department cooperated
by blocking off traffic on Martellini's street.
The silent films comprising his programs eventually gave
way to sound when Martellini purchased a Filmosound projector. As his neighborhood audiences grew in size, his philanthropic showmanship activities gained renown. Soon
requests for his services came from numerous sources and
this called for expansion of the Martellini showman facilities.
The family trailer was pressed into service for transporting
projection equipment and films and to serve as projection
booth. A portable screen standard was constructed of pipe,
across which was stretched a lo-foot canvas screen for outdoor showings of sound films in Providence parks, playgrounds or vacant lots.
The seating is never a problem at Martellini's shows.
Often gathering before dusk to insure the most advantageous
spot from which to view the films, kids and their dads and
mothers with nursing babies form the crowd that squat and
sprawl on the lawn or field to watch heavy drama unfold
on the huge screen set up before them.
In time, the "free movie man" decided to take off three
nights a week from his work in order to take his show to
other parts of the city. And when Martellini gave up hacking entirely last summer in order to stage six shows a week,
Mrs. Martellini began to worry about the family income.
So to defray expenses and bring in something for the
family to live on Mrs. Martellini and two daughters joined
forces with the "free movie man" and arranged to dispense
ice cream and popcorn from the trailer. This generally brings
in ten dollars a night.
The local press, notably the Providence Sunday News has
been generous in its publicity of Martellini's enterprise, once
devoting a full page in its rotogravure section to photos anc
description of the venture. Needless to say, this brought
additional patronage to the shows plus demands for showings of free movies in practically every near-by community.
Many who visit the shows wonder why Martellini doesn't
capitalize on the venture, charge admissions. But they are
among the few who fail to recognize in this free movie
man a heavy ingrain of abundant generosity. Once a poor
kid himself, Martellini had a tough time of it while a
youngster. He remembers how he appreciated his infrequent visits to a movie when a boy. Now he wants every
kid in Providence to see movies without paying a nickel and
strangely enough, no theatre tycoon within the state of
Rhode Island has uttered a word in protest, as some might
think they would. Thus far, the soft drink and popcorn
concession supports cost of the films, the rental fee of which
often runs to $55 a week.
Martellini's enterprise doesn't depend
upon promotional or advertising films
for sustenance. This hobbyist-exhibitor
rents special features and reissues that
do not conflict with regular movie
house programs. He sets out about six
o'clock each evening during summer
months and through the week covers a
circuit of citv parks and playgrounds.
Municipal authorities encourage the free
shows as a deterrent to juvenile delinquency.
During the winter months. Martellini
goes back to cab driving, but he takes
a night off occasionally to give shows
for youngsters in Rhode Island orphanages and shut-ins in state homes.
Come spring and balmy evenings, the i
Martellinis with movies, and ice cream
and popcorn on the sidelines will be
active again in Providence's city parks
— giving shows "for free."
73

• The sun cannot set too fast for these youngsters who have gathered
early at scene of the show and eagerly help Martellini set up the screen

• The free movie audiences include mother, dad anc
babies as well as the older youngsters and teen-ag

• That iscitiiens
of Providence
are responsive
to Martellini's
free sprm
project
evidenced
by this typical
crowd virhich
squats and
before the huge screen to watch heavy drama unfold.
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But could the camera
Just what we saw

cati

At half past fourThe second blue egg hate
POSITIVE
A
For

Transmitted
More
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IN making titles on positive film,
whether they be merely explanatory
or main titles, one of the primary
requisites is good contrast. A title with
good solid blacks and transparent whites
makes for easier reading and more professional appearance on the screen.
In order that this may be a reality
there are several ordinary darkroom
steps that must not be overlooked. Use
of a high contrast developer such as
the Eastman D-ii or D-9 is a necessity.
A good intermediate step is to use an
acetic acid stop bath that will insure
freedom from development fog and fixing bath contamination. And finally,
thorough but not prolonged fixation is
essential. Excessive fixation has the
unwanted property of partial reduction
of the image. After proper fixation,
washing in clean running water should

"SNOW FLOWERS" on opposite
page is a photo of Avalanche Liilies
blooming on the edge of a snow field
in Paradise Valley, Rainier National
Park — an exceptional background
shot for home movie titles. Shoot
at a distance of thirty inches with
title composed of bJock letters

TITLES
Light
II ia n t

Method
Titles

follow for not less than fifteen minutes.
A half an hour wash is even better.
The laboratory procedure checked
off, let's go over the camera that is
to be used in shooting the titles. In the
method about to be described here the
lens of the camera need not be a fast
one. It should, however, be in a focusing mount or be fitted with an auxiliary
lens to enable focusing closely and
sharply on the title board. Focusing is
not critical due to the small relative
ing.
aperture at which the lens will be workFor the following title method the
use of block letters is recommended.
Unless the letters have the adhesive
back, the title will have to be set up
with the camera pointing down at it
from above. The complete set up would
be as follows:
First, a clear glass panel with the title
letters set up. In back of that, about
four to five inches, a piece of opal or
ground glass (opal glass preferred)
larger than the title glass, due to the
increasing field of the lens at greater
distances. Behind this, at a distance of
at least three feet, a photoflood in
reflector is placed shining directly at
• CoHtinued on Page io2

• Typical of the contrast to be obtained by the
reflected light method of title making are the
three titles above with their dense backgrounds
and clearly defined lettering. Below is diagrann of
titlermade.
setup by which the refleeted-light titles
are

GLfiSS
TITLEOPdL G-LftSS

PHOTOFLOODS
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• EAST
The isv^ayan ofexcellent
life in America's
populous —centers
subject formore
a lecture
film that could prove interesting to citizons in
other parts of the country.

• If you
live in an
unusuallytheinteresting
part of things
the country,
there'sinterest,
nnoney orto the
be
made
in movies
depicting
scenic wonders,
of unusual
unusual occupations and customs of that region.

• WEST — Native Indian crafts, industry and life
offer endless material for the motion picture
camera. Lecturers have barely scratched the surface
on these subjects.
OPPORTIITIES

mmi

nmm

There's Subject Matter
Films Right In Your Own

ONE of the profitable activities being
explored by serious r6mm. cameraists is the making of lecture films.
Booking agents currently have more
i6nim. film lecturers on the road than
ever before. If you live in one of the
larger cities you are undoubtedly
familiar with the success of such eminent lecturers as Burton Holmes, Sam
Campbell, Herbert C. Lanks and others.
Lecture films — actually documentaries of unusually interesting places and
people — are in a distinct class by themselves as motion picture entertainment.
Fed up with much of the dramatic stuff
presented in theatres, the public has
found a new interest in factual films
presented with off-stage commentary
by the lecturer.
Not all lecture films picture the
wonders of far off Mexico or Rio de
Janerio. More and more they are telling
citizens about their own country — very
often about the very state in which they
76
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For Lecture
Home Town!

live. And it is in this type of lecture
film that i6mm. filmers are taking
special interest.
When we marvel at the unique sights
and customs unfolding on the screen
from a film made in Guatemala, it is
because the scenes are new and novel
to us. Similarly, scenes of Hollywood
or of Yosemite or the Grand Canyon
are of special interest to the man or
woman in Seattle or New Orleans who
may never have seen them before. And
similarly, pictures of your town or
city could be of interest to an audience
in a city or town a hundred miles
distant.
If you have what it takes to stand
up before a large audience and describe
interestingly the scenes and activities
you show in your films, then you, too,
may possibly find a profitable career
on the lecture platform. The novice
lecturer will find many opportunities
to get started by furnishing programs

• NORTH— The northwest with its large scale
agricultural and cattle raising industry, its rodeos,
its distinctive rugged way of life, leaves nothing
to be desired for the movie maker.

• SOUTH— A cotton picking contest is just one
of the many highlights that can be included in a
documentary lecture film of the southern states.
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• NATURAL PHENOMENA such as the caves at
Carlsbad, New Mexico or Luray, Virginia afford an
unusual subject for lecture filnDS with a scientific
angle.

• INDUSTRY, too, offers endless material for
lecture tionalfilms
on specialized
subjects, for educaand scientific
uses.

for civic and luncheon clubs, service
organizations and schools, etc.. In the
larger cities, department stores favor
the lecturer with films as preferred
entertainment for daily auditorium
programs.
The first requisite, of course, is an
interesting and informative film. For
this it is unnecessry to travel to distant
lands. One's very city and state invariably affords endless material for
a lecture film that awaits only skillful
filming by the imaginative cinematographer.
The way of life of a big city — how
its citizens live, play and work — can become the basis of an interesting lecture
film, particularly at this time when
every American is travel conscious and
looks hopefully forward to a new car
or at least new tires that will enable
him to see more of his country, at least
from the highway.
Those who live in the great southwest
have endless material to work with —
natural phenomena of great interest
such as The Grand Canyon, Yosemite
and Yellowstone, Bryce and Zion, not
to mention the native Indians of Arizona
and New Mexico.
In the northwest, too, there is much
yet to be shown through the lenses of
the cine camera and projector — magnificent virgin country of the Rockies,
huge water development projects, large
scale agricultural projects, cattle raising, and for excitement, the rodeos of
Cheyenne and Pendleton.

The south is rich in pictorial material
about which many in distant states
know little except that which has been
presented in books and periodicals. The
historic south — Williamsburg, Virginia;
life on the Mississippi; New Orleans; the
cotton industry — each a subject in itself
worthy of a lecture reel.
It is not enough to simply skim the
surface with one's camera, so to speak,
shooting what any tourist may see in
a drive along the highway. No, the lecture filmer must go behind the scenes
and ferret out subject matter of extraordinary interest if his film is to be considered worthy of attracting and holding
the interest of lecture audiences.
Experienced lecture filmers make it
a point to highlight their films with
sequences of unusual interest, possibly
spotting two or more such sequences in
each film. Every locale offers something
of exceptional interest if the cameraman
will m:ake it a point to explore, inquire

• Today, people everywhere are
eager for knowledge of what is happening where, to whom and why.
Lecture films, more than any other
medium, fill this need as evidenced
by the increasing
growth of
lecture
audiences
in the united
States.

• HUMOR is an essential element in any
lecture film. Watch for opportunities to
catch with your camera unusual shots that
will bring laughter from the audience.

and "smoke it out." Obviously this
cannot be done on a quick trip into
an unfamiliar city, town or country.
One must have the leisure to stay awhile,
get acquainted with the inhabitants and
thus, from friendships acquired, gain
information pointing to the out-of-theordinary
subject material he seeks to
film.
Lecture films should appeal to audiences of all ages and for this reason the
cameraman should watch for those
things of general interest to everyone.
Humorous incidents should be spotted
throughout the film that will create
laughs and afford the lecturer opportunity to get off a few "gag" remarks.
A buxom lady in slacks astride a bicycle; a piglet feeding from a nursing
bottle; a housewife haggling with a
curbstone peddler •— Continued
such scenes
on Pagecon107

9 Fig. I— View of interval timer enclosed in cabinet with camera mounted
on tame ready for shooting. Receptacle outlets above observation port
are for plugging in leads to photofloods.

Tiine

Lapse

• Fig. 2— Interval timer with cover removed showing simple parts with
which is was constructed: a cake tin, tin can, needle valve and assortment
of nuts, bolts, etc.

Cinematography

Waterpower

With

An Easy-to-build Interval Timer For The
Photography Of Condensed Action Such As
Blossoming Of Flowers; Growth Of Plants
H

U

DO YOU know that with your cine
camera it is possible to make those
startHng movies that show the opening and closing of flowers, the growth
of plants, and the sprouting of seeds,
etc., in a matter of a few seconds on
your movie screen? The simple apparatus
necessary to operate camera and lights at
intervals during the growth period of the
flowers, etc., you may build yourself.
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Far too few movie amateurs have
attempted this fascinating field of
cinematography under the impression
that complicated and expensive gadgets
and accessories are needed. But if
you have ever witnessed on a movie
screen the beauty of a rose progressively
opening from a tight bud to a full blown
flower in a matter of seconds — a period
of growth normally occupying hours

or even a full day — you will not rest
until you, too, have accomplished a
similar cinematic feat.
Serious movie makers in search of
educational topics to film would do
well to explore this interesting field.
There are far to few films available
at present in color that show, as no
other medium can, how a grain of corn
or a bean sends forth, through the
soil, tiny shoots that ultimately become
roots and plants; Vow a plant progresses
from a tiny twin-leaved shoot to a
multi-leaved plant; how buds progress
to full flower; how certain flowers open
with the sunrise and close again at
sunset.
To film a cycle of such action it is
necessary to expose one frame at a time
at intervals anywhere from a few minutes to an hour over a period of several
hours, often overnight. Obviously it
would be impractical for the cameraman to stand by his camera during the
growth cycle and make the exposures
manually. Instead, automatic time-lapse
devices or interval timers are employed

•mr
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to turn on the photofloods momentarily
and actuate the camera for a single
frame exposure.
Unlike the complicated electrical
time-lapse controls that have been built
and used successfully by several amateurs, the one built and which is pictured here employs the simple medium
of water to motivate the apparatus in
its periodic interval movement. Generally speaking, such apparatus is easier
for the average amateur to construct
than that completely electrically operated.
The principle of its construction and
operation may be observed in the diagram. Roughly this consists of a cylinder
which fills slowly with water, fed from
a drip-spout, and which, when filled
to overflowing, tips to empty its contents. This movement of the cylinder
causes two things to occur: ( i ) it
actuates a mercury switch thus lighting
a group of photoflood lights momentarily illuminating the subject or scene to
be photographed and, (2) it draws a small
cable connected to the camera starting
button, thus setting the camera in
motion for a single frame exposure.
After the exposure is made, the empty
cylinder returns to normal position until
it is again filled with water and repeats
the action, the photofloods being extinguished automatically as the cylinder
returns to be refilled.
The complete time-lapse unit is housed
in a wooden cabinet as shown in Fig. i.
Construction begins with an ordinary
cake tin which becomes the reservoir
into which the water is emptied from
the cylinder. An outlet is provided at
one end of the tin. This is a small copper
tube to which is attached a length of
rubber tubing which carries the water
off to a convenient drain.
The cylinder is an ordinary 8 oz. tin
can mounted on an axle resting on top
of the cake tin as shown. Ears are
soldered to the cake tin to receive the
axle and same is secured in place with
nuts at either side. A short length of
brass rod is soldered to bottom of can,
bent and threaded at the end to accomodate ay^" ^20 nut. Over this rod are
placed a number of iron washers which
provide a means of counterbalancing
the empty can. In other words, this
counterweight serves to return the
empty can to filling position after
dumping its load of water. Not shown
in the diagram is a small spring attached
to a wire and fastened to the can. When
the can is full of water, this spring
serves to start the can on its emptying
stroke; and when the can is emptied,
the spring also aids the can in getting
up momentum to return to filling position.
The mercury switch is attached to
the can, in the manner shown in detail
in the diagram, so that tilting of the can
• Continued on Page 101
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• Fig. 2. — New type sound projector designed by author follows principle of wireless
record players in playing through home radio.

1

Sound
Of
B

The

EDWARD

Projeotor
Future?
SUTHERLAND

Understandably, much wartime thinking among both movie amateurs and manufacturers went into planning postwar cine equipment. From among the amateurs
comes Edward P. Sutherland, formerly of the Army Pictorial Service, with a
suggestion for a 16mm. sound projector based upon the principle of the wireless
record player — requires no wires between instrument and loudspeaker. Sutherland's
description of his proposed projector follows. — ED. NOTE.
SINCE the 1 6mm. motion picture field is expanding by leaps and
bounds, serious consideration has been given to the postwar design
of sound projectors. Manufacturers presently are aiming to develop
projectors to comply with high quality standards set forth in joint
Army-Navy specifications. Consequently, picture and sound quality
• continued
on page 98
plus ruggedness and reliability inevitably will result
from industry's
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• Fig. weight
I— Wiring
diagran^
of author's
suggested amplifying system designed to lessen
overall
of the
projector
unit.
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than if we have 7J0 watts to brighten
our screen. Therefore since conditions
vary so widely it is imperative that we
work out a processing system wherein
uniform results are obtained. Even for
processing positive or ortho film, developing byinspection leaves much to
be desired. Thus to improve our processing we should emulate the still enthusiast who makes test trips to insure
print perfection.
The simplicity of the system is apparent. Merely cut off six inches from
the end of the film to be processed. Cut
this up into four short lengths and put
each strip through the complete process,
allowing different timing for the first
developer. Develop strip number one,
say, four minutes; then give number two
six minutes; for strip three allow eight
minutes, and finally give strip four
ten minutes. When all four have been

• The four test strips, when sandwitched between glass, may be examined more
advantageously. The one showing best contrast, etc., is selected and the roll
of film from which it was clipped is given the same reversal treatment, insuring
a successfully processed film.

TEST-STRIPS
OF

UP

PROCESSED

HOME

A Little Extra Time And Four
Film Can Make A Whale Of A
In Reversal Results For The
B

H

U

Ir is common practice for the photographic hobbyist bent on making an
enlargement of a prized negative, to
first make what is known as a test strip,
i.e., exposing portions of the negative
on a sheet of the enlarging paper in steps
of varying time intervals. Upon developing the test strip, the hobbyist
may determine the correct time for
exposing the full negative in order to
make the desired enlargement, by observing quality of the various exposures.
Now if it is advisable to make test
strips before enlarging one picture,
isn't it rather absured for the reversal
film processor not to make test strips
before processing a roll of four thousand
pictures?
When one reads books or articles on
processing movie films, one finds they
usually state: "develop in first developer
until the highlights in the negative
image are as black on the back of the
film as they are on the front." This is
sound advice but useless for pan film
which must be handled in total darkness
and consequently requires time and temperature development.
The temperature is comparatively
easy to control but establishing the correct time for the conditions at hand is
80
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Strips Of
Difference
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another matter. If we use an open reel
revolving at say 12 R.P.M. it is one
thing, whereas if we develop on a rack
in a tank we require another time formula. If our projector has a 300 watt
lamp we need a print with less density

fully processed, lay out each one alongside the other while still wet, preferably
on a piece of glass, for minute inspection. By holding the four strips over an
opal glass it will be possible to select
the strip which is most nearly perfect.
If the print desired is half way between
number two and three, we know that
seven minutes should then be the correct time for processing the whole roll.
One may think that it takes too long
to process the test strips and then have
to spend an hour processing the roll.
But isn't ir worth the extra time that
will insure results that are loo^c every
time we process? Actually it takes only
twenty minutes or less to put the strip
through the test, since it is possible to
take a series of short cuts. Here is the
An electric clock, a paper punch,
procedure:
glass stirring rod, thermometer, graduate, two pieces of glass, opal and
• C.ontiniit J on Page 96

• An ordinary glass graduate may be used for processing the test strips and, of course, an electric
clock or darkroom timer with a sweep second-hand is a handy item to have for timing the development,
steps.

• Unless sequences are completed the same day, there is danger of
a costume switch marring the continuity. Here the heroine is dressed
in red —

Producing
Shooting
But
By
amateur's
as the
later
NER
SOO
ng increases,
e , miki
skill
in or
movi
there comes the desire to make a
serious movie with scenario, actors,
props and selected locations. Perhaps
it is only a little backyard comedy with
members of the family as players, or
it may be an ambitious photoplaylet requiring experienced talent. But in any
event, the same obstacle will confront
the producer and he must be prepared
to avoid them if iiis production is to run
smoothly and an entertaininj; picture
is to result.

The bcginnjrs' scenario movie should

The
A

L.

Pliotoplaylet

Scenario

If- Requires

A

J.

• But as she turns to enter her home (in the next scene, which was
filmed a week later) she is dressed in a blue and white striped dress!

Picture

Serious

Is Fun

Approach

WHITEMAN

be short and snappy, with more action
written into the script than actiii'^.
Amateurs are notably poor thespians;
so give them something to do rather
than opportunities to emote! Also the
cast should be kept to the minimum.
The fewer actors to direct, the fewer
the headaches. Players for your cast
should be selected for their enthusiasm
rather than for their ability to act. With
a little patience it is possible to teach
one to act the part called for in the
script, but to have a player fail to
show up after half the picture is filmed,
simply because he preferred a holiday

• Keep away from busy thoroughfares when on location. Cameramen
and players work better in the absence of a gallery of onlookers.
• Use reflectors, tripods and other equipment that will give your
picture all the class of a professional production. Reflectors are easy
to make, kill unwanted shadows in faces of players.

at the beach or to attend a ball game,
can only work hardship' on the whole
production staff. Players assigned a part
in a picture should have it impressed
upon them that the picture demands
priority on their spare time until it is
finished and the last scene is "in the
Often times, the too-ambitious movie
amateur will write into his script props
and locations that will prove difficult
to locate later, often resulting in rewriting the script if not re-shooting
some of the scenes. Sometimes the
• i'.oiil ill ind on I'lij^r 'JJ
can."
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tend from holes drilled in the collar
.ind bent to form the alignment frame.
Gadget is adaptable to any make or model
8mm. or i6mm. camera, the only change
necessary being in the diameter of the
wooden collar and of the hole to be
drilled to allow it to be slipped snugly
over camera
dena, Calif. lens. — Hugh Rortitr, PasaNovelty In Titles
A series of titles such as the credit
titles following the main title may be
presented in a novel animated manner,
where lap dissolves are not feasible, by
the method illustrated below. Using
any one of the several title cards which
have appeared in Home Movies, cut
out the center title area to form a
window. Letter the title text on a disc
of clear celluloid and fix the disc on
the titler so that it may be rotated to

T5
CKS
SHORTCUTS

HOMP Movies
PHIN T£t> JvOVt » STOP i
TITLS Cf*ftr> —

Editing Aid
Discarded typewriter ribbon boxes
may be utilized as receptacles for film
strips in the process of editing movies.
Sketch below shows how they may be
used in the construction of a simple
editing board. Additional material required is a piece of one-inch pine 8"
X 28", two angle pieces of same
material,
and another piece 4" x 28"
for
the base.
The wooden pieces are assembled as

rrpewRiTEn
filBBON Boxes

shown, then the typewriter ribbon boxes
(21 in all) tacked in three rows on the
slanting board. With some boxes, the
Uds are almost the same depth as the
box, making it possible to use both lid
and box. Boxes may be obtained from a
typewriter shop.
Coiled film sections, when placed in
each box, expand when fleased, clinging securely to rim, thus requiring no
snaps or hooks to keep them in place.

The boxes should be numbered from
I to 21. Use a short piece of adhesive
tape, ink in the number with a pen, and
place it in bottom of box. — Lloyd
Swansou, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ultra-closeup Centerer
For shooting small objects at close
range or for photographing small typewritten title cards, the gadget pictured
below will insure accuracy in aligning
object or title with the camera lens.
The wire frame, supported by a wooden
collar which slips over lens barrel, extends for a distance of eight inches
from the camera lens, guiding the camera to correct position before the title
or object to be filmed The necessary
5 diopeter supplemental lens is cemented
in place on front of the wooden collar,
as %hown. The four wire supports ex-

FRAME
Line
TITLE fIRER CUT
OUT OF TITLE CRRD^

TRf*NSPnRRNT
CELLULOID DISC
ROTATES
BEHINJ)
TITLE CRRV

'BRCK6R0UND SHEET
BEHIND THE CELLULOID DISC
bring each title within the title card
window, properly centered. Set up the
titler so that some action relative to
the picture is seen through the celluloid
thus providing a moving background
for each title, or use fixed background.
Successive titles may be brought into

DRILL HOLE TO FIT
LENS SNUGLY
CAMERA

fiUXILIAPY

LENS

CEMENTED in PLACE

position by revolving the celluloid disc,
stopping long enough at each title to
allow the required reading time. — Delmar L. Brawn, Portland, Ore.

Fading Contiol
Owners of the Bell & Howell single
lens 8mm. camera who utilize the lens
diaphragm for making fades, will find
this gadget handy in that it makes manipulation ofthe diaphragm smoother and
il l l l l l l l l l l l l
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also provides a guide to the diaphgram
openings that may be observed through
the viewfinder.
Gadget fits over lens barrel of camera
so that figures on the transparent celluloid disc, which correspond with the
f ' stops on the lens, may be observed
when looking through the viewfinder.
The figures show only in the lower
left hand corner of the finder aperture,
leaving scene clearly visible.
A piece of aluminum (A) J/g" thick
by I j/i6" in diameter and a piece of
cleardiameter
celluloidshould
(B) Ys"
thick by
in
be turned
to i^g"
size.
The celluloid disc should be fastened
to the aluminum collar with small
machine screws. A set screw (C) should
be placed as shown so that it will not
interfere with vision through finder
at any time. This screw secures gadget
to the lens.
The f stop figures may be imprinted
on the celluloid disc with pen and india
ink. — C. j. Lansing, Detroit, Mich.
Mounting Filters
Owners of turret cameras with lenses
of different sizes may simplify the
manipulation of filters, lens, shades,
caps, etc., by adding bushings (permanently) tothe smaller size lens barrel, increasing its outside diameter to
that of the largest lens, thus making

possible the use of interchangeable filters, etc., as per sketch below.
For example, my turret has two
lenses, a "one inch" with an original
outside diameter of 19/32 inch and a
"two inch" lens with an original outside diameter of 25/32 inch.
From a round bar of black plastic
I made two sun-shades each with an
outside diameter of 15/16 inch, but the
inside diameter of one shade is 19/32
in. to fit very tightly
onto onthe
• Continued
Page"one
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FILTER HOLDER
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SUN

FRONT
LENS
WIRE RETRINER
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Increasing Projector Wattage
of sheet aluminum or steel, mounted
the motor of a small electric fan, with
on one end of the motor, with the
blades and motor shell removed, and
box cover forming the third side of
fitted into a metal box approximately
the enclosure. The whole unit is mount4"x3
deep. The
is made
from '/>"
a tobacco
tin impellor
with 8 or
more
ed below the lamphouse of the projector
blades soldered in, as shown. A brass as shown, with an opening provided
or steel hub can easily be turned out on
in the top of the box and bottom of
the lamphouse.
.1 lathe, or the bushing from a discarded
radio volume control will work nicely.
Inasmuch
as the blistering of a
* C.ontitincd oil Piiffc /of
The raceway for the blower is made

The lamp wattage of older model
movie projectors can often be increased
by the addition of a home-made cooling
system such as that illustrated here.
Models without a built-in blower cannot
use more than a 200 watt bulb, of
course, but by adding a simple centrifugal fan, the home movie operator can
boost his lamp brilliance to 500, 750,
or even 1000 watts.
The blower illustrated was made from

Closeups

Elliot Cooley, who produced the i6mm.
sound film Golden Horizons for Ampco
Metal Co. of Milwaukee while in their
employ, has left that company to form
his own 1 6mm. industrial film producing company.
★
• Leo Caloia, one of the nation's top 14mm. movie makers, is just one of the
many whoandresponded
to Planet
newsreel
short subjects
releases.Pictures' invitation to contribute material for

COAITRIBITOR

HMIinOliyPHERS
■Ar IF THE mention of Planet Pictures Co., appears uncommonly
frequent in this department it is only because this infant organization, pioneering in the i6mm. professional field, is widening
the horizon of opportunity for the ambitious amateur and semiprofessional movie maker in both the making and exhibiting of
1 6mm. films.
A few months ago, this organization, in a paid announcement
in Home Movies, sought the services of serious i6mm. cameramen capable of contributing subject matter for Planet's newsreel
and short subjects releases. As may have been expected, cinefilmers from all parts of the Western hemisphere responded
with inquiries.
Not until the recent premiere of Planet's i6mm. newsreel,
"Planet Color News," was the success of this company's plan for
contributing cinematographers made known. With but one
exception, every subject included in the newsreel was filmed by
former amateur cameramen on assignment by Planet.
Leo Caloia of Los Angeles, whose many amateur films — some
of them prize winners — have been described in previous issues
of Home Movies, photographed two subjects: a rodeo and the
grand opening of Santa Claus Lane last December in Hollywood.
Caloia owns a i6mm. Bolex, frequently uses a Cine Special and
shoots Kodachromc exclusively.
Ed Drew, who recently returned from Mexico with i6mm.
color footage for two short subjects, shot an interesting sequence
of
famous
veteran of Canada's famous Black Watch regiment
for athe
newsreel.
Wm. E. Card of Philadelphia, responded to Planet's advertisement with i6mm. Kodachrom.e footage of the inaugural
flight of the transport that recently opened the intercontinental
air service to Europe. Planet liked the subject matter and the
exceptionally fine photography, bought the footage for its initial
newsreel.
Aaron Bramer of Hollywood who has earned quite a reputation
as a 1 6mm. cinematographer, turned in footage in color he made
at a recent air show. This subject appears under title of 'Barnstorming Pilot' in Planet's newsreel.
Bob Leach, of Beverly Hills, one of the first to experiment
with local 1 6mm. newsreels for theatres, together with movie
• Continued on Page 1 1 1
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Rilph E. Cray, credited with photographing the only complete i6mm. Kodachrome record of the birth and growth
of the spectacular Mexican volcano,
Paricutin, is preparing to market a reel
of selected footage of the volcano in
eruption and other scenes.
★
Toby Anguish has completed photography on Broken Melody a six reel
1 6mm. color drama for the sub-standard film field. Produced in Hollywood,
the production features Robert Dane
and Wendy Howard.
★
Richard Dix, film player, is latest addition to the fast growing circle of producers of 1 6mm. films in Hollywood.
Dix is reported to have purchased site
on Sunset boulevard for purpose of
erecting a modern studio for production
of 1 6mm. color films for educational
and industrial use.
★
Margaret Cussler and Mary deGive, New
York school teachers who filmed You
Can't Eat Tobacco two years ago as a
social science study film, have just completed their second production in i6mm.
color and sound, No/ By 600^5 Alone,
intended to emphasize the value of the
public Hbrary. Their next project will
take them into New Mexico and Arizona where they will gather material
for their third production revealing
the present day living conditions of
Indians of the southwest.
★
Allan Stensyold, president of Society of
Sixteen Cinematographers, is currently
producing and supervising photography
on a series of musical shorts in 16mm.
color and sound for Werner Janssen,
famed musical maestro.
*
Hal Mason, Los Angeles, now heading
his own producing company, has completed the editing of his first i6mm.
color-sound travelogue in a series of
six contracted for release. Initial production covers Yosemite, Shasta Dam,
• Continued on Page 1 1 o

• All dolled up with compact electric mctor and quick
demountable
long others
range telephoto
lens, this Cine-Special,
^
along with seven
similarly improved,
record horse
races as a check against fouls, illegal riding.
• Automatic processing equipment at rightrecord
develops
time andof
has race films ready for projection
six minutes.

Cinematic
* NO 16MM. camera has been adapted
to so many unique and widely different
uses than the Cine-Special. Proving its
durability and versatility in many phases
of the war and in war production industry, a new peace-time use of this
camera is in recording horse races as a
check against post-race claims of foul
or other inconsistencies.

Eyes

Check

The

Begun as an experiment at Hollywood Park, Calif., last summer, the
idea soon was accepted by other tracks
and today. Telefilm, Inc., of Hollywood,
has contracts for installation of the
motion picture recording system for a
score of tracks throughout the nation.
Each installation brings its own peculiar problems, resulting in the devel-

Ponies

opment of specialized equipment to
handle the job. Telefilm has adapted
the Cine-Special for the photography
with special lenses and mounts and a
motor drive, as shown in the photo
above. Eight such cameras are located
in six towers around the race track to
photograph closeup• Coiilhiiicd
action of onthePage
horses
11}

* A NAME destined to assume importance in the realm of 16mm. commercial
films is that of Alice Sumner Penha.
Until
filming
has beenrecently,
confinedMrs.
to Penha's
secret missions.
Now that the war is over, Mrs. Penha
is on her own, and the middle of January found her en route to Brazil to
produce a i6mm. Kodachrome film on
orchid culture to be followed by a
documentary of the famous Butatan
snake farm in the Brazilian city of
Sao Paulo, famous for the production of
snake venom for medicinal purposes.
After these two productions are completed, her plans call for a camera record
of the hazardous trip up the Rio San
Francisco which threads through the
heart of the Brazilian jungle. Then
if the Brazilian weather and climate
permits, Mrs. Penha will proceed into
the interior to document a diamond
mine.
Mrs. Penha, who was born in Pasadena, California, is known in geological
research circles as one of the few women
gemologists in the world. A member
• Coii/iitiied on Page 10}

Brazil-Round

On

Filming

Safari

• Alice Sumner Penha about to give final editing touches to a recent production under guidance 85of
Hubbard Hunt who will edit and prepare her Brazilian short subjects for connmercial release.
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Available soon — if your Bell & Howell dealer
does not already have it— is the finer, improved Filmo Diplomat, the most complete
l6mm

EVER

Illumination

Wholly gear-driven, with no chains or belts
inside or outside, the Diplomat is silent and
trouble-free in operation.

projector for silent movies.

A new

1000- watt lamp gives screen pic-

New

Coafed

And remember, the Diplomat is now built to
show sound as well as silent films. The sound
will not be heard, of course, but this feature

Lens

The Diplomat may now be obtained with a
coated lens if preferred. B&H

Variable Resistance and Voltmeter
Are Optional

tures new brilliance — not only in the home
but also for larger gatherings in the church,
club, school, or modest auditorium.

lens coating

reduces reflection, permits maximum

makes it possible to show many fine motion
pictures heretofore restricted to sound-onfilm projectors.

passage

See your Bell & Howell dealer today ... or

of light, and improves definition of screen

send the coupon for full information on the

pictures.
Standard equipment includes built-in pilot
light, easy-action tilt control, and radio interference eliminator.

new Filmo Diplomat. Bell & Howell
pany, Chicago; New
Washington,
I

Brighten Winter Evenings with Filmosound
Library Movies
For showing in your home, club, or church, B&H
Filmosound Library offers thousands of films you
can rent or buy. Sound or silent, they include late
Hollywood hits, newsreels, travel, sports, cartoons,
and hundreds of interesting educational subjects.
Make your living room a "theater" for long winter
evenings! Send the coupon for complete information on Filmosound Library.
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York;

Com-

Hollywood;

D. C; London.
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BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
7125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45
Please send ( ) full information on Diplomat Projector,
catalog of Filmosound Library * ( ) recreationaL
( ) educational films.
Same.
AJdress.
City.
.State.
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Castia Films, Inc., adds four new
animated cartoons to their list of available comedies this month, releasing for
the first time for home projectors the
Terrytoons, Farmer Al Falfa, and Mouse
Movies. The famous Al Falfa is seen in
I'ri.c Vacka-^c and Th:- Runt. The
Mouse Movie subjects are ]ail Birds and
The Lion Hunt. All subjects are available through photographic dealers in
two 8mm. editions and three i6mm.
editions including one in sound.
Paricutin is title of loo foot i6mm.
(silent) Kodachrome release offered by
Ralph E. Gray, eminent cinematographer of Alexico City. Subject offers rare
shots of the world's most modern volcano, affording an unusual study of how
a volcano begins and grows, with closeups of the hot molten lava moving forward to engul a tiny Mexican village.
Also shown are scenes of Mexican natives
gathering for a festival in the shadow
of the erupting volcano and spectacular
night shots. Film concludes with recent
shots of the volcano showing it in contrast with scenes of its early stages.
Further information may be had by
addressing Ralph E. Gray, Apartado
2747, Mexico, D. F.

American Antiquities is a new i6mm. Kodachrome release by Bell &
Howell Filmosound Libraries, Chicago,
picturing some of the colorful Monument Valley area of the southwest.
Beginning briefly at Mesa Verde, Colorado, and passing through the Navajo
National Monument, the greater part
of the subject is devoted to Monument
Valley, Rainbow Bridge, and the Navajo Indian shepherds living in this area.
Prints are available for outright sale at
S60.00 each, also available from Filmosound Library at a rental fee of S}.oo

The Rag Dog is a new animated cartoon subject released by Official Films,
Inc., New York. Plot involves three
l-ittens raiding the ice box at midnight
for milk. At peak of their antics, two
Scotties, Terry and Blackie appear to
send the kittens scampering. The kitlens plot revenge. Vt'hile the pups take
over at the ice box, the pussycat trio
disguise themselves in rag-dog costumes,
take the Scotties by surprise to teach
them a well deserved lesson. Subject is
available in 8mm. and i6mm. silent and
sound in five different lengths.

Appropriated — Eastern Film Libraries, 95 No. Main St., Waterbury, Conn.,
report the loss from their library of
two films: Flying Deuces, 8 reels, and
South Of Pago Pago, 1 1 reels. Films
were obtained by a party giving a Memphis, Tenn. address who failed to return
them. A reward of Sioo.oo will be
paid for information leading to whereabouts of the borrower and the unreturned prints, according to Commonwealth Pictures Corpn., owners of the
films.

Stage Door Canteen is a 14 reel
musical production in i6mm. sound
available from Commonwealth Pictures,
Corp., New York City. This is a simple,
poignant love story of an American
soldier about to leave for overseas duty,
and a beautiful young Broadway actress
who is a hostess at the canteen. Starstudded, c:lebrity-crowded, this is a
picture that opens the door of the
world's most famous service men's canteen. Among the 48 stars and 6 great
name bands featured are Benny Goodman, Xavier Cugat, Kay Kyser, Count
Basic, Freddie Martin and Guy Lombardo — making this one of the biggest
entertainment films ever to be offered
in 1 6mm.

The Two Mexico! is a new i6mm.
Kodachrome sound short subject released
by Planet Pictures, Hollywood, Calif.
As title suggests, Mexico is a country
of rare contrasts — a country with two
sides. Shown are modern buildings
flanked by ancient structures; beautiful
boulevards swarming with modern
American cars, yet there are hundreds
of Mexican towns isolated from one
another because of lack of roads; ten
per cent of the Mexican homes are
lavishly equipped with modern electrical

SOUND
and
SILENT

8mm
16mm
Produced by Hollywood Newsr«els, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
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Now — Hollywood

Newsreels

NOW

"SWIM

SUIT

bring you interesting, fascinating, entertaining films
for use in your home. Yes, at
last you can screen profession-

STARRING
REVUE"
FRANCES
VORNE
PHANCeS VOftNE. "THE SHAPE," featured in
SWIM SUIT REVUE." 5 ft. 6V2 in. tall, weight 126,
bust 36, waist 2V/i, hips "iVh.
tion as the ofl&cial morale booster of the
This beautiful introductory reel, available
in 8mm or I6mm sound or silent, stars British Army.
In this gorgeous home movie, Frances
Frances Vorne, "THE SHAPE." Selected
Vorne models ultra modern 1946 Swim
by
the
Associated
Press
as
the
"Pin-Up"
Suits including the alluring DIAPER style
girl of the year, featured in LIFE, TIME,
YANK and dozens of other magazines and and her own famous silk suit made from a
captured parachute. Full lengths, close-ups
selected by the British Ministry of Informaand fashionable poses.
Order This Reel Today!
"PiicUp" Stills of FRANCES
Special OfferVORNE
of Five
8 X 10 Glossy still
photographs
FRANCES VORNE,of
world's most beautiful pin-up girl, for
only
$1 . was
"THE
SHAPE"
selected by the Associated of
Press as
"PinUp" girl
year,
featured
intheLIFE.
TIME, YANK and
dozens zines.
of other
magaOfficial Morale
Builder for the British Army. Mail only
$1.00 today for this
gorgeous set of Five
8 X 10 Glossy Photos.
hollywood
new5;reel5( inc.
P.Dept.
O. BoxHM-23095
HollyMood, Calilornii

SEND

NO

MONEY
MAIL COUPON
TODAY!
Order
your SUIT
reel of
"SWIM
REVUE" now . . . Just
fill in and mail the
coupon and this introductory reel will be
sent by return mail.
MAIL THIS COUPON
NOW!

ally produced Newsreels on
your 8mm or l6mm projector.
A variety of fascinating reels
will be available: Special
Features,

Personalities,

Spot News,

Travelogues,

Beauty Contests and
many other fascinating subjects. Any one or all of these
subjects will add to the enjoyment of your Home Movie
Program. For your own pleasure . . . for the entertainment
of your guests . . . Hollywood
Newsreels are just the thing
you've been waiting for!

HOLLYWOOD NEWSREELS, INC.. Dept. HM2
Box 3095, Hollywood, California
Please
(Check rush
the introductory
leei you want)reel: "1946 SWIM SUIT REVUE.
n 8mm 50 Ft. $3.00 □ l6mm 100 Ft. $5.
□ I6mm 100 Ft. sound $7.50
□ Send CCD. I'll pay postman purchase price plus
postage.
□ I enclose $
- You pay all postage.
City
Name
Address
Zone

State

appliances, yet next door to mansions are
mud and wattle huts where the native
housewife uses the same methods and
implements as her early ancestors. Subject isavailable on a rental basis.
Post Pictures, New York City, announce the release of two "streamlined"
Hal Roach features in i6mm. sound.
These are Tanks A Million and Niagara
Falls screening for a little under 60
minutes each. Also just released are two
new films in the Scattergood Baines
series — Cinderella Swings It and Scattergood Rides High.

^

WHERE
ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I
Wilfred Naylor
l?07 Fifth Ave. North
CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK
BuenjGrand
Park Avenue
Photo Shop
877
HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
716 N. La. Brea Ave.
Castle's
ISW Vine Inc.
Street
LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2BI9 E. Anaheim St.
LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. eth Street
Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)
I. T. i T. of the West
3123 West 8th St. (5)
OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone 11)
I. T. & T. of the West
4247 Piedmont Ave. (II)
tAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
I03& Chorro Street
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1221 G St., N. W.
I. T. & T. of Washington
915 12th St. N.W. (1)
GEORGIA
ATLANTA
I. T. & T. of the South
756 W. Peachtree St. NW
DECATUR
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Bo< 223
IDAHO
BOISE
Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.
ILLINOIS
BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
• 825 Larchmont Ave.
Bolotin Camera Exchange
729 W. Roosevelt Road (7)
Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.
19 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)
Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

in Society, 7 reels 16mm. sound, was
produced by Universal Pictures, now is
available for showing before approved

SOUND

TO

RENT

/

OR

/^fM^

BUV

gmm

SILENT

^HU

ILLINOIS — Continued
CHICAGO— (Continued)
I. T. & T. of Illinois
100 W. Monroe St. (3)
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)
OAK PARK
Midland Film Exchange
P.O. Box 429
LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS
I. T. & T. of New Orleans
815 Poydros St.
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (I)
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Boylston
Elder's Film
LibraryMM
739
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens
I.115T. Newbury
& T. of New
England
St. (16)
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little BIdg.
Wholesome Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose Street
BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.
OUINCY
5-7 Revere Road " Rent-A-Reel" Service
Stanley-Winthrop's
MICHIGAN
DETROIT
Detroit Camera Shoo
325 State Street
ROYAL OAK
Hy-Wilde Camera Shoe
1029 S. Washington at Harrison Ave.
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
Howard
Film
86 S. 6th St. Distributors
(2)
MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
I. T. & T. of Missouri
3326 Olive St.
NEW JERSEY
ROSELLE PARK
Union County Film Service
128 Chestnut St.
NEW YORK
ALBANY
Ha
lien
beck
&
Riley
562 Broadway (7)
BROOKLYN
Reed i Reed Distributors Inc..
7508 Third Avenue (9)

non-theatrical audiences from Bell &
Howell Filmosound Library, Chicago.
Starring Abbott and Costello, supporting cast includes Marion Hutton, Kirby
Grant and Anne Gillis. Story concerns
a pair of plumbers who go high hat,
try to crash society. They go to sea in
a bath tub, ride a runaway couch down
busy streets, careen dizzily through city
streets on a fire truck and finally go
fox hunting astride a steer! Rental rate
is S20.00.
Other subjects to be released this
month are Moonlight and Cactus, and
Navajo Sand Painting, both i6mm.
sound.

/6mm

f\lMS

New York City — Continued
NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.
25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)
Haber
& Fink,St. Inc.
12-14 Warren
The New York I. T. T. Co.. Inc.
25 W. 45th St. (19)
King 3rd
ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZoneService
10)
Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.
& Camera
55Mogull's
W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)Exchange. Inc.
National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street
Nu Art Films, Inc.
145 West 45th Street
SOS cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St. (18)
OHIO
CLEVELAND
Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road
Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue
DAYTON
DaytonHepburn
Film (8-16)
2227
Ave. Rental LIb'a'iMs
OREGON
PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue
ALLENTOWN PENNSYLVANIA
James
Peters St.
41 SouthA. Fourth
TENNESSEE
CHAnANOOGA 2
Grady Young Co.,
108 W. 8th St.
MASHVILLE
E. K.Deaderlck
ChurchwellSt. Film
510
(3) Exchange
TEXAS
DALLAS
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
3021/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)
I. T. & T. o the South
302'/2 S. Harwood St. (I)
WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2
Elmer B. Simoson
816 W. Virginia St.

t Projector Operators Available
M.ny Dealer. Listed Abe«e Rent Projector, and Screen.; Al.o Have Competen
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FILM

WORLD
The

Non - Theatrical

16mm.

Film

M
agazine

FILM WORLD
16mm.

is t-he leading non-theatrical

Relies Upon

FILM

WORLD?

film magazine, covering the educational, church, industrial, medical and entertainment fields of 16mm. motion picture

production, distribution and exhibition.

ITS MAIN

objective is to lead the way to the

fullest coordination by

and

between

all

branches of the 16mm. industry. By so doing,
this industry will grow more rapidly, heaUhier,
powerful —

IF YOU

a vast enterprising unit.

are interested or are already active

in any phase of the 16mm.
WORLD

industry, FILM

is your trade magazine. Subscribe

today. The rate - - $3.00 per year (12 issues).
Or if you would like a sample copy, mail your
request today to ... .

FILM

WORLD

6060
Sunset Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD
CALIF.

A

Who

VER

HALEN

★ PRODUCERS Who pace the
very progress of the 1 6mm.
achievements know that their
own endeavors as well as those
of their competitors are carefully reported at all times. To
them it is the )6mm. bible.
★ INDUSTRIAL Concerns,
contractors, manufacturers of
every description — all depend
entirely upon Film World for
production guidance and their
possible distribution outlets
with a view to top efficiency.
★ DISTRIBUTORS Keep a
close eye on every issue for
ail possible new outlets which
may broaden their field of endeavor— and material that will
build up their library backlog
to keep pace with the demands.
★ SCHOOLS Are turning
more and more to the 16mm.
film as the appealing and efficient medium of education —
and depend almost entirely
upon Film World for the available and new subject material
and equipment
* CHURCHES Have long
since discovered the power of
16mm. films to quickly increase and hold attendance —
and now look to Film World
for almost every film phase of
religious development — and
projection.

PUBLICATION

7iL .

nUMt
Producing The
• Continued from Page Hi

''GOERZ
PRECISION

AMERICAN''
PHOTO-LENSES

An American Product Since 1899
46 YEARS

IN THE FRONTLINE

PHOTO-OPTICAL

OF

EQUIPMENT

Because of their excellence in performance
in all branches of photography, in war or
peace, the demand for them has tremendously increased.
It will still take quite some time to fill
our heavy backlog of orders, for so many
different types and sizes, and build up our
war-depleted stock for prompt shipment
to the dealers all over.
To assure yourself of the earliest possible
delivery we urge you to place NOW through
your dealer your order for the lens you
have selected. You will be repaid for your
patience manifold with the satisfaction derived from its use later.
REMEMBER:
For making first-class pictures a
"GOERZ AMERICAN"
lens will give you a lifetime of pleasure

Photoplaylet

simplest props are the most difficult to
locate when it comes time to arrange
the set and shoot. For this reason it is
advisable to check source of properties
well in advance and secure them, if
possible, several days before the shooting date. One ardent movie fan of my
acquaintance has written several ambitious movie scripts, none of which
have been filmed, although one or two
have been started. They were soon abandoned because of the difficulty in finding certain props or locations important
to the story.
Once the search for a sword delayed
production of one of our movies for
weeks. Eventually one was borrowed
from a local fraternal organization and
the picture completed. During the delay it was difficult to maintain th?
players' enthusiasm, and several indicated adesire to drop out of the cast.
Here, again, we learned the lesson of
having everything in readiness before
calling cast together and starting production.
An important member of any amateur production staff is a script clerk.
Now the script clerk never gets his
name in the credit titles, but his function isall important. It is he who keeps

MUVIb:»

t-UK l-tbKUAKT

.

track of what each player wears so that
the hero, who wore a white shirt and
plain tie in the shots made last Sunday,
does not appear on the set for the final
takes next week dressed in a figured
shirt and polka dot tie. Imagine the
audience's reaction to a sequence of
shots filmed on two different days in
which the heroine is shown walking
down the street wearing a solid red
dress, yet when she is about to enter her
house — the shot made a week later —
she is wearing a blue and white striped
dress! It has happened — even in Hollywood films.
In an amateur movie production, each
player should be responsible for his or
her own costume and accessories; but
every player needs to be checked against
error and forgetfulness and the script
clerk is the one to do it. Of course, the
script clerk has other responsibilities,
too, such as keeping track of script
changes and making notes of dialogue,
etc., as a guide to writing titles later.
Scene locations should be selected
with care. Where a normal street scene
is required, choose a location away
from the center of town, unless script
calls for a busy thoroughfare. Thus
when ready to shoot, there will be no

The c P. fiQgR7 AlVIERICAN
OPTICAL COMPANY
OFFICE AND FACTORY
317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.
HM-2
"FILL
IN MOVIES"
A new and novel idea for
use of planned stock shots
<■
■>
18 Subjects now available, complete
with professional scripts of suggested
scenes adapting to your own.
Write for listing and details
KING COLE SOUND SERVICE, Inc.
340 3rd Ave.
New York 10, N. Y.
Craig editing equipment, Da-Lite and Padiant
:creens, NuArt, Official, Pictorial, and World
in Color Films. We buy, sell, and trade all
types of used prints. F.ee catalogues on
[ equast.
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Box 223
Decatur, Georgia
^

PHOTOGRAPHY
Whether you are interested in photography foi
fun or as a career — get t!ie facts as to how
P ? America's
largest, best equipped school can qualify
ynu for success in leisure time thru success —
proveding. Freeheme
Also resident trainh
>fikstudy
civps cftnrses.
details.
S F
N. Y. INSTITLTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 114. 10 West
Xi St..lOlOt
New York 1. N. Y.
'Founded

M

ovie

of

• From among the films submitted
for review by readers each month,
the editors select the best and award
its Home Movies' certificate for the
Movie of the Month. A special illustrated review of the film also appears
in the magazine. All films submitted
to the editors for review and criticism
February '45; No award.
MARCH '45: "A Ma|or Investment," produced by Ralph E. Richards, San Jose, Calif. An 8mm. Kodachrome picture 80 feet in length.
APRIL '45: "Day Dreaming," produced by Mrs. Edith Kerwin, Jamesburg, New jersey. A )6mm. black
and white picture, 175 feet in length.
MAY '45: No award.

tke

jiiontfi

between January 1st and September
30th, are automatically entered in the
annual contest, subject to a second
review prior to final judging.
Films receiving Movie of the Month
certificates during the past twelve
months are:
Kodachrome picture, 1,100 feet in
length.
AUGUST '45: "Fellow on a Furlough," produced by George Burnwood. Philadelphia, Penna. A 16mm.
color picture 350 feet in length.
SEPTEMBER '45: "Ski Time in the
Rockies," produced by Norman Shultr,
Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm. Kodachrome picture 400 feet in length.

JUNE '45: "Worth Scout-ng For."
produced by Al Morton, Salt Lak?
City, Utah. An 8mm. Kodachrome
picture, 400 feet in length.

OCTOBER '45: No award.
NOVEMBER '45: No award.

JULY '45: "Old France in Mod-rn
Quebec," produced by Elm?r Albinson, Minneapolis, Minn. A ICmm.

JANUARY '45: No award.

DECEMBER '45: No award.
FEBRUARY '45: No award.
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PIUS
EXCISEFEDERAL
TAX

Liifht-tight stainU'ss steel i^rids
in the bottom of the Morse
light-ti^ht container fiermit soUttions to enter and drain freely.

This

Remarkable

Developed

New

Film

over the past several years by an

organization specializing in photo reconnaissance equipment for the Armed
film processing
never

before

photographer.

unit incorporates

available

features

to the commercial

See your dealer, or write for

illustrated folder.

THE

Forces. This

Processing

^
1 — Features
Daylight processing of
cut or roll film in standard
film hangers and reels.
2 — Capacity 12 to 16
standard 4x5 or 5x7 cut
film hangers — 4 to 8
standard roll film reels.
3 — No handling of film
between loading and
drying.
4 — tight-tight film container automatically self-

INSTRUMENT
23 CLINTON

ST.

System

filling and self-emptyingthrough light-tight grids in
base — no measuring or
pouring of solutions.
5 — Close fitting floating
covers provide long life
solution storage in processing tanks.
6 — Constructed throughout of black molded plastic
and stainless steel.
7 — Ideal for color film
processing.

COMPANY
•

HUDSON,

OHIO
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Now

Available

REVERE
8 MM.

MOVIE
AND

CAMERA

PROJECTOR
MODEL 88 CAMERA sQO BA
WITH F 2.5 LENS
OumO"

k^"'
Tat

What pleasure home movies can bring you as the years roll by!
And what fun they are to take with the Revere. With this compact
8mm. Camera, motion pictures, in color or black-and-white, are as
easy to take as snapshots and cost only 10c for an average scene.

With the Revere "85" Projector, you can enjoy the thrill of showing movies in color or black-and-white. Takes all standard 8mm.
films and gives you clear, brilliant movies
of theatre quality.
The
Revere
"85"
features such as:
ir

has

many

advanced

Easy 3 point threading

ir

Long liie 500-watt optical
System
ir 300 foot reel
if Enclosed fast power rewind
ir Double blower cooling
ir Rheostat speed control
ir Radio interference eliminator
ir Powerful AC-DC motor
ic Gear tilting control, light
shield and beam threading
light
WITH 500 WATT LAMP. F 1.6 LENS AND
DELUXE CASE

World's Largest Camera Store Built on Square Dealing
32nd

In one of our period pictures, we
prepared to shoot a scene that called for
an old Indian squaw to hobble down to
a stream for water. The story was laid
in the west before the coming of the
white man. The action was perfect and
everything went well until the middle
of the scene when a large truck suddenly
loomed up in the background, stopped
and proceeded to watch us work! Worst
part of it was none of us saw it— but
the camera did!
Again in this same picture, an Indian
brave walked down to the edge of a
lake. Of course, a man-made lake in a
park was all that was available to us
for the shot and the background view
was quite natural. In lining up the shot,
however, we failed to account for the
scope of the panning action which was
to conclude the shot, with the result
that, as the camera panned to follow the
Indian, it picked up the diving board
in the distance — a prop which instantly
spoiled the illusion of the old west in
this scene.
A large cast of players sometimes can
prove a problem in more ways than one.
When not occupied on the set, they have
the annoying habit of wandering away,
not to be available when their appearance
is required in a scene. A solution is to
give each player a post on the producMONEY

$89.50

110 West

interruptions by passersby or the curious
who invariably want to stand around
and watch, much to the embarrassment
of the players.
Where convenient, stage as many
scenes as possible close to home, even in
your own backyard. When going out in
the country for locations that are to resemble early days (before automobiles,
etc.) or the "wide prairie" as in a western epic, make sure that there are no
highways or road signs in the distance to
intrude
upon the scene to "give away"
the
location.

St., N. Y. 1, N. Y.

«

FOR YOUR

IDEAS!

DON'T keep those good ideas to
yourself. Share them with your
brother cinebugsl If you have built
a novel and worthwhile gadget for
your camera, projector or titler, tell
others about it. If you have developed a new or novel trick or found
a new shortcut in filming, titling,
editing or processing home movies,
pass it on to other movie makers
through HOME MOVIES.
If your idea is published, you
will be paid Sl.OG to $3.00. An extraordinary idea will net you S5.00!
Simply write us a letter telling
about your idea and if possible,
illustrate it with a simple sketch
or a photograph. Submit as many
ideas as you wish. Ideas not published will be held for possible use
in later issues of Home Movies.

ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION
Home

Movies
Magazine
12 MONTHS FOR $2.50 IN U. S.
In Canada, $3.50 — Foreign, $3.50
SPECIAL OFFER: 2 Years for $4.00 in the U. >.

HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

,
I

City
□ New

Stutm
□ Renewal
□ CM

2. Send to
Addrcis.

NO SUBSCRimONS ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YKAIt
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BARDWELL
COOL

• EFFICIENT

&

MSAIISTER

• OPTICALLY

CORRECT

Super developments in photography which have
been held in abeyance during the War, are now
being released for commercial use . . . and COLOR
photography is the thing. But ... if it's to be color,
it must be properly lighted; you'll need Bardwell &
McAlister Lights for good work.
B & M Lighting Equipment was originally designed for color as well as black and white. Our
engineers, in consultation with the ace camera men
of Hollywood, have evolved a complete line of
lights and accessories which meet every requirement of the Motion Picture Industry. War production has developed added improvements which
have made our spots better than ever.
B & M

Lights are efficient and

noiseless.

They
The Baby Keg-Lite;
500 or 750 Watt Spot
THE BABY KEG-LITE (shown
above) is a lightweight 500 or
750 Watt spot for use as a key
light, arid, for special lighting
jobs. Sturdily built, the design
assures low temperatures, urlifortn
heat expansion and elimination
of heat noises. All light ranges
between a 4 degree spot and 44
degree flood, controlled by a
small lever from front or back.
Fresnel type lens gives maximum
light pick-up. Stand exte'nds from
4'2" to 8' 6". Total weight 23
pounds.

operate at a low temperature and the optically correct lenses permit full illumination with a
smooth field which can be controlled for all requirements. They are the accepted standard for
excellence throughout the industry.
Place orders now
ties required.

for early delivery. No

priori-

Write for iiferafure descxihmq the Baby Keglite, The
Dinky-Inkie, The Junior Spot (1000-2000 Watts), The
Senior Spot (5000 Watts), the Single and Double
Broads, and their accessories
Write Dept. 26-26

Bardwell
BOX

&

Mcalister,

Inc.

Designers and Manufacturers
1310, HOLLYWOOD
28, CALIFORNIA
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KODACnnOHE
DUPLICAteS

★

★

*

Quality
Color

Prints
FOR

tion Staff — property man, stage hand,
assistant cameraman, etc. Then, too,
keeping all players thus occupied will
avoid that blunder of all blunders —
having one of them stumble into a scene
accidentally,
not know the camera is
turning.
Producing a serious picture is serious
business. It should be gone about in a
business-like manner. A shooting script
describing each scene and the action in
it should be carefully prepared in advance. The players should be chosen
from among friends, relatives and acquaintances who are fully in sympathy
with your project. One skeptic can have
a tremendous influence on the outcome

ot your picture, mas spoil it entirely.
Last but not least, don't try to complete the picture in a day. Allow plent\
if time for adequate rehearsal and for
the preparation of each player with appropriate costumes and makeup, when
such are necessary. Never resort to a
smear of burnt cork for a moustache in
place of a reasonable facsimile made of
hair simple because better make-up facilities are momentarily unavailable.
Nothing makes a picture more ludicrous
than makeshift makeup inexpertly apIn short, be serious about every phase
of your production and a serious albeit
plied.
entertaining
picture will result.

★ INDUSTRY
★ HOLLYWOOD

Test Strips Improve
• Continued from Page Ho

Quality

. . .

★ U.S. ARMY
★ U.S. NAVY
and YOU!

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.
6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28
Califo

Sparkling 8mn%.
movies with . . .

-H%mva.
Oqualll;
ES
Our
newest,
b&H filiD. Full ant 1- halo
backlog.
Productscomparable
criip, apark-to
ling moTies
the higher-priced
"standard"
brands.
Wettan
16-4.
3 rells double 8mm.14.50($1 por
each)
$4.60
per
six r("«
single
tsimeras. 8mm.
$1.70 forperUnlvex
two rolls
single 8mm.
lor
Univei
cameras. All films dalite loading, with processing free.
*{Kot recommended for use In Keystone cameras. Order
ESO-A. E. & F.)
(ESO-S is licenstd by the Eastman Kodak Comptny to sell and process double imm. film under
the Coors Patent 1,90^,442.)
PLUS...
Uur line of six other (jpes of films for 70ur double Imm.
and single 8mm. cameras. (Single 8mm. prices available
on request, or, as ll«ted in our Fall catalog. 1 All prices
Include processing and dalite-loading.
ESO-A roll!
Westond'juble
6-2. General
purposeeach.)
film. $3.«) per tJiree
8mm. ($1.20
ESO-B Weston 12-4 Outdoor film with anti-halo base.
$3.45 per three rolls double Smm. (tL25 e«cb.)
ESO.E \Vest«n 100-8U. Sui>er-3peed panchromatic film.
$7.00 per three rolls double 8mm. ($!.1S each.)
ESO-F Weston
24--.;0.
Speed8mm.panchromatic
three rolls
double
<$2.00 each.)film. $5.T0 pei
ESO-G Weston 6-2. Scarlet for titles and special effect
pictures.
($1.25 each.)$3.25 per three rolls double 8ram.
Please state make of camera uhen ordering
uneonditioMily
ESO-S PICTURES
OUR GUARANTEE:
iuarurlees
and willprice
replace
■urchaaed orthese
refundSmm.the films
full purthaM
if youanyare film
not
tally fteased with your results. You MUST be satisfied!

ESO-S
PICTURES
•QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE"
K«MM City. Mi<a»
M BrMdw

clear and finally a magnifying glass is
the total equipment required.
With the paper punch make slight
indentations on the edge of each test
strip so that they can be identified all
through the process — number one to
have one punch mark, number two a
couple of marks, etc. Adjust your first
developer, bleach, second developer and
a pan full of wash water to 65" F.,
then place the bottles of prepared solutions in a large pail of water of the same
temperature. This will hold all the
solutions
at 6s'
untilounces
you are
for
them. Pour
a few
of ready
the first
developer into a glass graduate and you
are set to begin.
Decide what time periods you are
going to use — say 4, 6 and 8 minutes
or whatever the devolper requires. Be
sure to bracket the recommended time
so you will have a choice of density;
that is some will be too light and some
too dark. Make out a slip of paper with
the time and number of each film strip
so there will be no confusion. Viz:
Dev-ilopmeni l-nmarse i"
Strip
Time
Solution M

4
3
2
1

10
8
6
4

min.
"
"
"

7:00 o'clock
7:02
7:04
7:06

off
7:10developer
pour
At seven o'clock or your starting time
drop strip number four into the developer and stir continuously. Next put
in strip number three at 7:02, etc. Then
at 7:10 pour off the developer and
wash at least one minute with four
changes of water, stirring vigorously
all the time. Then pour in bleach and
stir for three minutes or until all negative image has disappeared. Again
wash with four changes of water then
flash to the light. Pour in the second
developer and stir until the emulsion is
evenly black all over or for about five
minutes. Then wash film again. Thus

will be completed the reversal process
in a speedy manner.
Next take the strips while wet and
arrange them in order on the panel of
clear glass. Turn on the white light
and inspect. Select the one which best
suits your fancy or conditions and that
will give the correct developing time,
subject to any minor corrections as discussed below.
At this point you may say that it
is impossible to get identical results in
processing as in the test strips unless
conditions are identical, and you may be
right. So let us discuss the precautions
necessary to insure identical conditions
or that will allow for differences in
conditions. By taking a small portion
of the identical solutions to be used on
the loo-foot roll for the test strips, we
can eliminate any chances for error due
to solution difficulties. That is, there
can be no error in compounding the
small quantity of developer since the
same is used throughout. This likewise
applies to the age of the solutions.
Since the temperature of all solutions
d at 65' Farenheit and prois regulate
vided there is a means of holding them
at 65', we eliminate differences in rate
of development in both cases due to
temperature differential. But now we
come to two conditions which can affect the time of development, viz: rate
of stirring or agitation, and complete
or incomplete immersion. Likewise with
test strips, we dropped each one into
four ounces of developer — complete immersion— and stirred more or less continuously. Now if we use an open reel
revolving in a tray or shallow tank we
and continuou'>
complet
haveAlso
do not on.
we emay or may not
immersi
have continuous agitation depending

upon our method of turning the reel —
Adby hand crank or by motor drive.
are variations which can
these
mittedly
affect results.
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Start

Your
with

1946

these

PROCESS

Movie

informative

Making
hobby

Right

books!

YOUR

OWN

MOVIES!
*1 more fascinating than
Processing home movie film is far
developing snapshots. It's extremely simple, too; and if you're
a real amateur, eventually you'll want to process your movie
films. Here's the book that tells you how; gives all formulas,
plus for building your own processing equipment. It's a
dependable guide and only —
.00

When planning a nnovie of
your vacation, or want to
heighten interest in your last
vacation filnn with a good running gag, this booklet offers
50 professionally-conceived
continuity ideas that any
amateur movie maker can use.
Replete with Interesting and
humorous story plots, ideas
for running gags, plus several
timely art title backgrounds.

$1

30 JJea^ lor
Valuation Films

25c

50 JJeai io
tor
Filmins OhildreD

CLfVn
FOB ONNINCS
lOLAS FOAT>iaTIDtAIHUMOROUS
RUNMMCANOCACtI'NCU SCCN0
Tm.ti
CHtATl CONTiNUiT*
nonrcK
comtinuitv
mwioOf CHiiMIM
nru (KAwiNSS
Kft jMTviu
nta.. .uttm

Movies of kiddies
will be better if you follow the filming ideas
contained in this 32-page
booklet. Contains 50
separate ideas on how to
film children — how to
make home movies of
your kiddies appealing
and
professional-like. It's
the best
25c
investment you can
make !

That gadget you've been wanting — sunshade, filter holder,
fading device, camera dolly, etc. — you can easily build
yourself. If you can use simple tools you can make any
of the gadgets illustrated and described in this fascinating
book of Home Movie Gadgets. Making one gadget will
more than repay the book's price of $1.00
HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunset Blv.,
Hollywood. 28,Calif.
GENTLEMEN: Kindly send me the following books,
postage prepaid for which payment is enclosed:
□ How To Reverse Movie Film .
Price $1.00
□ Home Movie Gadgets ....
Price $1.00
□ Fifty Ideas For Vacation Films . . Price 25c
□ Fifty Ideas For Filming Children . Price 25c
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE
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SHOOT

THE

PICTURE

COMPLETE

with theNEW^^^^

f

CIHE-EXTENAR

LENS
16 & Siuni.

WIDp^Al«IGLE
Makes
Your
Lens

• • • a Wide

Angle

3Iovie
Lens

This practice of making test strips
need not take up valuable film footage
— that is, one need not cut into a valued
scene just to get a length of film on
which to make the tests. It is common
with most amateurs to come to the end
of a roll of film, during shooting, with
a few extra feet left unexposed. This
is the material to use for tests. Shoot
these last few feet purposely for the
test, making sure that exposure, fortified by an accurate meter reading in
advance, is right on the nose.
In the darkroom, this length of film
may be clipped from the spool, cut into
four separate strips, and the tests run
as previously described — a step, we reiterate, that will insure successful reversal of film for the home processor.

DOUBLE
Yes, you DOUBLE the angle of
your 16 and 8mm. Movie lens with
the CINE-EXTENAR. This lens fits
over most of the regular lenses
of all .popular makes of Movie
Cameras such as Bell & Howell, Keystone, Eastman, Bolex, Etc.
Aik Your Local Dealer . . . or Write Today to —
CAMERA
50

WEST

SPECIALTY
29th

ST.

NEW

Projectoi
Future?
• Continued from of
Page 79

COJnc
YORK.

IM.Y.

P E R Ic o

^bemMHialde TURRET
Converts B & H "Companions" and "Sportsters"
into versatile turret models.
BeCer Perspective! Close-ups! Candid and Action Shots!

22.93
Tlus Tax
Sold on 5-Day
Money-Bock
Guoronlee
PERRY CORP.. CAMERA

The answer, of course, is to spend
one evening in experimenting. Develop
one strip on th: reel in the usual manner at the usual time, say six minutes.
Complete process in the regular routine
wy. Then, with some of the identical
solution at the same temperature, make
a series of test strips as above, spacing
them out at i -minute intervals on each
side of the six-minute period. Process
these to completion. Then, when all the
strips are finished from both methods,
compare the results.
Thus it will be possible to find, in
the group of tests developed in the
graduate, a strip which corresponds, in
density and gradation, with one of the
test films developed on the reel. Compare
the time and if it is found that the graduate strip developed one minute faster
than the film on the reel, this will suggest adjusting the developing time. Cut
down one minute from the time previously determined as correct when comparing the test strips of any film to be
developed.

Toke o lip from Hollywood . . . inject professlonol
variety into your movies with the new Perico Demountable Turret, allowing a quick twlst-of-thewrlsl ctiange from lens to lens. No ollerotion to
camera; no factory installation , . . simply snop
ttie turret in ploce. Fits Ihreoded 8mm lenses.
Finest aircraft aluminum alloy. Beoutiful satin
Tinisfi. See if ot your dealers ... if he does not
hove it in stock, order direct.
DIVISION. 3900 ELM ST.. DALLAS. TEXAS

research. However, the retail cost of
such equipment to the average home
movie enthusiast may prove prohibitive.
To some extent, the pre war models
were beyond the individual's pocketbook, compelling projector manufacturers to rely upon such sales outlets
as industry, schools, churches, fraternities, etc. The anticipated competitive
field will obviously necessitate the promotion of sales to movie amateurs in
the era ahead.
Aside from the high retail price for
1 6mm. sound projectors, the individual
has had to cope with cumbersome weight
and numerous accessories. If the equipment is intended to be portable, these
characteristics are a decided disadvantage.
A solution to all of the points brought
out thus far would be a projector contained in one case and manufactured
from light-weight metals. To further

HOME MOVIES FOR FEBRUARY
cut down on the weight and manufacturing costs, a built-in amplifier
could be employed along the lines
shown in the schematic drawing, Fig. i.
The "Wireless Projector,"^ as it may
be called, is similar in most operating
respects to the popular wireless record
players. It is designed to be used in
conjunction with a radio receiver inasmuch as the projector amplifying
system acts as a miniature broadcasting
transmitter. This at once eliminates the
weight and expense of a loudspeaker
unit.
Its operation is quite simple. The
projector employs the conventional
sound head consisting of an exciter
lamp and photo tube. As will be noted
in Figure i, the photo tube is directly
connected to a typical stage of audiopre-amplification. In some cases, since
it is not desired to drive the preamplifier tube at its maximum capacity
(over-driving will result in the introduction of audible distortion), it may
be necessary to use two stages of preamplification. This, however, may not
be necessary considering the recent
developments in vacuum tube design.
The output of the pre-amplifier is
illustrated as being capacitively coupled
to the combined mixer and radio frequency oscillator stage.
In this stage, the radio frequency
wave is generated and the audio frequency wave is modulated thereon. The
output terminates in a tank circuit and
an antenna system which may be in the
form of a built-in aerial or a third wire
running the length of the power cord.
Another component part of the complete circuit is a typical exciter lamp
oscillator stage which supplies high
frequency power to the exciter lamp.
Some manufacturers prefer to use a dry
copper-oxide rectifier circuit supplemented by suitable filter networks to
by-pass any audible ripple currents.
The power supply illustrated in Figure
I consists of a full wave rectifier with
a pitype filter network. Any conventional circuit of this type may be used.
Unfortunately a power transformer is
necessary for this type of power supply.
However, its elimination is possible if a
full wave voltage doubler circuit or a
half wave rectifier circuit is substituted.
Omission of the power transformer
which is necessary only with full wave
rectification would further reduce the
over-all projector weight to make for
a more compact unit. Since the current
requirements for the entire circuit are
small, the design of a voltage doubler
or half wave rectifier circuit is feasible.
Provision is made, as may be noted,
for phonograph or microphone connection at the input of the mixeroscillator stage. Some designers might
prefer to make this connection at the
pre-amplifier input to benefit by the
'Patent applied for.
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* ED WYNN
Communicate with your Film Library
for rentals, or write to us.
Send for latest catalog of other Major
Company features and short subjects.

COMMONWEALTH
729 SEVENTH AVENUE

FRESH

MOVIE

COMMONWEALTH
16 MM.
RELEASE

PICTURES
CORP.
NEW YORK. 19, N. Y.

FILM

BULK FILM FOR HOME PROCESSING
Regular Superpanex
No. 24 Superpanex
No. 64
Westcn 8 West-n 24 West-n 64
100' limm
$1.35
$3.60 $3.95
100' Double 8mm.
1.95 3.85 4.95
100' SingleProcessing
8mm price
1. 10
2 05 2.40
not included.
Laboratory Processing
100' lAmm. (pan or ortho) $1.00
25' Double 8mm. (pan or ortho) .50
REVERSAL CHEMICALS
To meet the need for good results in the reversal of motion picture film, CINE CHEMS
have been compounded out of the experience
of professionals especially for amateur use. Just
mix as specified in the directions accompanying
each complete set.
1/2 Gallon Set CINE CHEMS - $1.35
I Gallon Set CINE CHEMS - $2.10
Postage exira
SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
Home Processing Headquarters
188 West Randolph St., Dept. 246
Chicago 1, III.

AN
EXCLUSIVE

NO WAR SURPLUS OR
OUTDATED STOCK

MORSE ForC-iJHomeDAYLIGHT
Processing TANK
After loading
film in in
darkfullalldaylight.
developing operations are performed
'Complete instructions included.
•Capacity 3 pints of solution.
*Acid proof parts — bakelita and stainless steel.
•Handles
35mm. film.100 ft. of 16mm., double 8mm. and
MAIL YOUR
(plusORDER
fe'-'eral NOW
excise tax $3 68)Price $24.50
Superior Universal Titler
Complete and simple instructions for the
construction of a titler that will fit any
8mm. or 16mm. camera. A special lens
included brings within camera range a
5" X 4" title field Postpaid $1.00
FREE v*ith purchase of $1.00 or more from this ad
an 8mm. or 16mm. black and white title "Cinema
Ramblings" — ad must accompany order. Write
today for catalog on complete line of 8mm. and
16mm. film, titles, and accessories for homa
processing.
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COMING

SOON!

. . . a gay, new galaxy of

STAR-STUDDED

. . . bringing topnotch sound entertainment ... in low-price brackets . . .
to your movie screen!
WATCH FOR
THESE STARS!
Hoagy Carmichael ^ Yvonne de Carlo
Wingy Manone Luba Malina 'A' Gene
Krupa * Cab Calloway 'A' Barry Wood
Tony Pastor * Vincent Lopez ♦ Spike
Jones "A- and scores of others
WRITE FOR
FREE LISTING
OF 72 SOUNDIES
Now exclusively distributed by
OFFICIAL FILMS, inc
25 W. 45th St. • New York 19, N. Y.

MUSICAL MINIATURES
Brand New, 400 foot 16mm. Sound
Films featuring Musicals, Cartoons,
Sports, Nature, our
price only
> ID.UU
SEND FOR OUR FREE (H) LIST TODAY
S - '" "^^^^
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
ABBE FILM

Cut Home Movie Costs
WE HAVE 8mm. -16mm. FILM!
16mm. Reversible Outdoor Film

$2.50
Rating b Westton
8mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
25-ft. Double
tfl OC
8, only
^
'
Sanne day processing
Included
BETTER FILMS
742 New Lots Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y. CL. 7-1822
Kodachrome— Excellent SOUND!
400 ft. "Yosemlte"
_ _ _ $ 65.00
800 ft. ■•Yosemite"
_ 130.00
400 ft. "The Blooming Desert" _
45.00
400 ft. (Silent) "Bloonning Desert," with titles 55.03
400 ft. (Silent) "Yosennite"
55.00
I believe you'li say these are among the best Kodachrome films you've ever seen.
GUY D. HASELTON
793'. SuMa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 44, Calif.
STOP

APOLOGIZING FOR
YOUR TITLES
.Writ,.
t"riaytitles
f'T athat
KIIKEare Adifferent
lo-Z .Sample
Title Test
Kit. Make
. . . better
anj
tailnrfd tn ynnr taste. Try our inethcid . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. S W. OUTFIT $4.50
A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
|-=i Fiflh Avenue D»nt. H New York 10. N. Y.

added gain possible by this method.
A modern version of the complete
equipment is illustrated in Figure 2. The
machine, as shown, is ready for projecticn. The front cover mounted on
slide hinges opens forward to facilitate
threading. If the machine is used in a
projection booth wbere sound deadening
of mechanism is not essential, the front
cover may be removed completely.
When the equipment is not in use, the
fiont cover houses the reel arms and
accessories such as a spare exciter lamp,
projection lamp, oil can, etc. The rear
cover houses the spare reel and provides
for easy servicing of the projector
mechanism. It also allows for rapid
servicing of the amplifier which can
readily be removed from the case since
there is no need for mechanical coupling
between the projector mechanism and
amplifier chassis.
The recessed control panel contains
a microphone or phonograph jack; four
puah buttons to control the motor,
lamp, sound or silent speed, and reverse
for rewinding operation; a combination
volume control and built-in switch for
amplifier; and a ruby-pilot lamp to indicate when the amplifier is on. A Cordomatic type power cord extracts from
the rear of the case and retracts automatically when not in use.
In summing up the pros and cons of
this equipment in comparison to the
conventional projector, they are believed
to be as follows:
1. Portability — Elimination of the
speaker and accompanying cables means
there is one less case to carry. The
projector and amplifier if constructed
of aluminum and magnesium alloys will
be relatively light in weight and small
in size.
2. Economy — The retail cost of such
a machine should be within the range
of the middle-class pocketbook if fabricated on a mass-production basis since
a number of component parts in the
sound system and the amount of workmanship involved are considerably
reduced. In fact, it is reasonable to
assume that the cost of labor and parts
for the amplifier alone would be equivalent to the average fifteen dollar midget
radio.
3. Performance — It is not the intention of this article to suggest changes
in projection mechanism, therefore,
picture quality should be consistent with
the present standards of the art. The
sound quality may excel or be inferior
to conventional projectors depending
upon the fidelity and output of the
radio console used in conjunction with
the unit. One can readily imagine the
beautiful tonal response that would
originate from the elite of radios e.g.
"Stromberg Carlson," "Capehart," etc.
On the other hand, the sound emanating
from a midget radio would be intelligable, but by no means acceptable to the

$1.00 JOINS OUR
SOUND
LIBRARY
For those who wish to rent sound programs for
home and non-commercial purposes the following block booking of 3 COMPLETE FE.^TURES
I40C ft.
reels)
plus
shorts
to can
makebe I'/i
hour shows cit
(2 full
rented
en
for one day use at
SI 2.50
SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT
7 reels
HAPPY LANDING
4 reels
SPIES OF THE AIR
7 reels
FIRE TRAP
7 reels
CHILDREN OF THE WILD . ... 7 reels
BALLOT BLACKMAIL
7 reels
RENFREW OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED . 4 reels
STUNT PILOT
4 reels
BLAZING BARRIERS
4 reels
SIX GUN TRAIL
4 reels
OUTLAWS PARADISE
4 reels
FIGHTING RENEGADE
4 reels
CHEYENNE RIDES AGAIN
4 reels
SINGING COWGIRL
4 reels
RIDERS OF THE DAWN
4 reels
TRIGGER SMITH
4 reels
TEXAS WILDCATS
4 reels
TRIGGER FINGERS
4 reels
TARGET FOR TONIGHT
5 reels
WAR IN EUROPE
5 reels
Plus
DRUMS OF AFRICA
7 reels
News - Sports - Travel - Cartoons - Comedies
Keep this list tor your reference ....
Programs rented to you when desired . . .
Individually or otherwise.
HANIK FILM RENTAL CLUB
1223 Stowe Ave.
McKees Rocks, Pa. - - - Phone FE 2714
The
HOLLYWOOD
CINEMETER

"Gives All The Answers!"
The Cinemeter is a slide-rule type
exposure guide giving correct lens
opening to use for all films under all
types of light conditions, both interior
and exterior.
Also lists shutter speeds of all popular cine cameras; gives latest Weston
and C.E. film speeds; gives instantly
the compensation necessary for shutters faster or slower than the usual
1/30 sec, and exposures at speeds
above and below normal.
Also included is a title exposure
scale; a depth of field scale for
standard 8 and 16mm. camera lenses;
and formulas for figuring shim thickness and auxiliary
lenses.
Order Today
PRICE
50c
Postpaid
USE COUPON BELOW
HOME MOVIES MAGAZINE.
6060 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, California
Gentlemen :
I enclose 50c for which please send
me one of the new HOLLYWOOD
CINEMETERS.
Name
Address
City
Zone State
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critical movie patron. The question may
arise as to the amount of interference
which may be expected during an electrical storm. If a frequency-modulated
transmitter is used, the answer is obvious; however, if an amplitude-modulated
transmitter is employed, the static is
surprisingly inaudible due to the close
proximity of the projector to the radio
console.
4. Convenience — Maximum convenience isafforded by the centrally located
controls. The length of the powei cable
is held to a minimum and the cumbersome speaker cable is eliminated. Consequently, the machine can be set up for
operation in a few minutes. Because of
its compactness, the storage space required isnegligible.
Time Lapse Gadget
• Continued from Page 79

. . .

causes it to make contact, thus sending
current to the photofloods.
Water is brought to the interval timer
through a length of rubber tubing extending from a faucet, or through a
garden hose when gadget is used out of
doors. Hose or tubing is connected to
a short pipe extending from the case.
Inside the case and within the cake
tin, as may be observed in Fig. 2, is
an oil burner needle valve which controls the flow of v/ater upward through
a short, curved length of copper tubing I
and into the can. The rapidity with I
which the can fills with water deter- |
mines
the interval
between
each I
exposure and for this reason the oil
burner valve is employed to control |
water flow to a volume as little as a
drip every 10 seconds.
It will be noted that the photos.
Figs. I and 2, show a slightly different
arrangement than that shown in the
diagram. The latter arrangement is an
improvement and is the one currently
m use. Dimensions are purposely omitted in view of the wide variety of
materials that may be used in the gadget's construction.
In Fig. r is shown the camera stand
which is a part of the interval timer
cabinet. The base for mounting the
camera is an inclined plane which is
adjustable for camera angle by moving
a small length of wood dowel forward
or backward. The dowel is held in
position by two pegs in a series of holes
provided at half-inch intervals. Thus
is afforded considerable flexibility for
the camera in focusing it on tall or
short flowers or plants as conditions
require.
Fig. I also shows how the camera
starting button is operated by the
timer. Attached to the camera button is
a rod bent at right angles and counterweighted. The flexible cable extending
from the can within the timer is at-

YOU

CAN

YOUR

EASILY

OWN

FILM

SPLICE
WITH

A

GRISWOLD
FILM

SPLICER

In fact WOLDyouSplicercan't
go wrong
with the design
GRISbecause
it has exclusive
features which assure a perfect splice on
a frame line every time. No special skill is
needed. You can do a professional job righl
from the start. And your GRISWOLD splicei
will last you a lifetime, for it is a sturdy,
PRECISION BUILT instrument — the same
splicer that is used by most of the
professional movie makers and exhibitors.
GRISWOLD Splicers are made in models for
all film sizes and are sold by Photo Supply
i^ealers. When you buy a splicer, see that
i bears the GRISWOLD nameplate.

This "\uriior Model" for 16.
mm. and Smm. is a smaller
edition of the GRISWOLD
splicer developed especially
for home movie makers. Like
all GRISWOLD models, it
splices both sound and silent
films and is built to give
a lifetime of service.

GRISWOLD
MACHINE
WORKS
PORT JEFFERSON, NEW YORK
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PROJECTORS

(Garnet a5

- EXPOSUREMETERS
at
tQmac

Some

available for immediate delivery, others very shortly
■
such as
■ .
:
Bolex H 16 — Kern F 1.4 Coated and Frame Counter
401.25
Ampro Premier 10
422.00
Bell & Howell 179 Sound Projector
437.87
Bell <S Howell Filmo 8 Sportster F 2.5
86.89
Bolex L8 Kern F 2.8 and Case
139.48
Cin6 Magazine F 1.9 and Case
145.98
Cin6 Special F 1.9
428.00
Weston Master II Exposuremeter
29.75
Bolex H 8— Frame Counter, F 1.9
267.00
Victor 40B Sound Projector
425.00

When in Long Island — visit our Branch in Hempstead
249 Fulton Avenue
Tel. Hempstead 2020
Call — write or telephone
AREMAC
1 East 43rd Sf. - New

CAMERA
York 17, N. Y. - Te|. MU

CO.
2-8684
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PARICUTIN
EXCLUSIVE SPECTACULAR
Selected from 900 feet of edited I6mni.
KodacSrome, these hand picked scanes
include superb views of the great volcano
in action (long shots ^nd close ups). moving red hot lava, brilliant night explosions,
the destroyed village of San Juan Parangaricutiro and a Fiesta held in San Juan
Nuevo late last year (exclusive). All in a
ICO foot re'l of Kodachrome for S37.50
Postpaid. Our superior duplicates arc made
by Color Reproduction Co. Your money
back if not satisfied.
Send your check and order to
RALPH
E. GRAY
Apartado 2747
Mexico, D. F.

B I G E LOW
A/OTION
PICTURE FILM
COMPENSATED
IN PROCESSING TO
CORRECT EXPOSURE ERRORS
75 ft.
8-8mm.

100 ft.
16mm.
Outdoor
$2.95
SI.50
Du-AII
S2.35
J5.50
$2.35 1
Indoor
S5.50
Prices of the aboie film include processing.
, California buyers please include sales tax.
— 24-HouR Processing Service —
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE
The snap and sparkle you associate with professional motion pictures are yours when you use
NEV^ COMPENSATED
Weston
Rating
8-3
7A.\b
. -100 !

6449 Regent St.

Oakland 9, Calif.

iCr>| OLD TIME MOVIES
V '/f
a-iO W. 29th Street
^^iSj* New York I
SILENT, SOUND — Smm., 16mm., 35mm
SOLD. EXCHANGED
Exclusive Prints — Comedies, Melodramas,
Newsrcels — Famous Stars
WILL BUY FOR CASH OR SWAP OR
EXCHANGE
8-16 AND SOUND
FILMS SHORTS AND
FEATURES. WRITE AT ONCE WHAT YOU SAVE
—OUR ANSWER IMMEDIATELY
Complete Rental Library
IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P. O. Box 539
Brockton 65, Mass. 4.
I
ENLARGED T
REDUCED |
'0 BLACK TO
10 AND KODACHROME
TO c3!
AND WHITE
j!CEO. W.
SpecialCOLBURN
Motion PictureLABORATORY
Printing
I
I 9SS-A MERCHANDISE
CHICAGO 54 MART

tached at a point where the bend occurs
in the rod. Thus when the can returns
to fiUing position, the counterweight
on the camera forces the starting button
back to normal position, stopping the
camera after making a single exposure.
Other makes of Smm. and i6mm.
cameras may be used with this interval
timer simply by rigging up a counterbalanced lever for actuating the camera
starting button when attached to the
cable of the timer. The workshop enthusiast, of course, will have little
difficulty in solving this problem for
his own particular camera.
Briefly use of the interval timer involves first, a study of the object to
be filmed. It will be necessary to determine how long it takes a flower to open
completely from a bud and then decide
the extent of the interval between
exposures necessary to photograph it
so that the action unfolds in the screen
in the space of a few seconds. The
growth of plants or of seeds must also
be analyzed in advance for the same
reason.
The length of time required for the
complete cycle determined, tests must
then be made to determine at what rate
the water must flow into the can to
cause it to operate periodically as required. With this information at hand,
the camera and interval timer, and the
photoflood lights, if such are required,
may then be set up before the subject
to be filmed, the source of water tapped
and cinematography entrusted to the
robot cameraman operating from the
inexpensive power of H^O.

Contrast In Titles . . .
• Continued from Page 75
the opal glass. Looking from the top
again, the lens will point directly at
a brilliant white field with the block*
letters standing out in sharp relief. This
method has a decided advantage over the
other method of using reflected light
on white paper and black letters. No
matter how black the letters are there
will always be a slight reflection from
them and contrast consequently will
suffer. Also in the reflected light method, exposure must be very accurately
made; otherwise "filling in" of the
letters will result in the title image.
In the transmitted light arrangement,
however, there is no light whatsoever
that may reflect from the letters. The
letters will stand out in jet black relief
against the white background, eliminating any filling in. Also in this method
very little light is lost by reflection, as
the photoflood is pointing directly toward the camera, through the opal glass,
of course, and the white background is
very briUiantly lit. Thus the lens can

be stopped down considerably, automatically increasing the sharpness of
detail in the letters, provided of course
that exposure is approximately correct
and time and temperature development
is used.
The most reliable exposure calculations should be made by means of an
exposure meter reading directly from
the opal glass uitbout the title letters
in position. This will give a "white
card" reading from which the lens is
set directly. Positive film is supplied
with white card readings set for its
emulsion speed so that the film exposed
to a white surface and exposed according to the meter reading off that surface will produce on the final developed
film a comparable area, opaque and
correctly defined.
It would be hard to give a satisfactory
chart of exposure settings due to the
many variables that would be present
in any one set-up. For anybody making
such a titler it would be well worth
his time to make a more or less permanent titling set-up to eliminate these
variables. Such a titler would be similar
to a printing box, although preferably
a little larger. (See diagram).
A wooden box about 12 by 14 inches
and from 12 to 24 inches deep would
serve the purpose very well. The accompaning sketch should serve as a guide
for construction. For lighting the opal
glass, No. I photofloods will give ample
illumination if they are placed far
enough from the glass and strategically
located to provide even and diffused
lighting from hot spots. There are
many variations to this procedure. Instead of using block letters on glass,
lettering of title text may be done on
a rough paper that has sufficient texture
to give a pleasing grey mottled effect.
This would be placed right over the
clear glass and exposure computed directly from the title paper.
So far, this method has been explained
for use with black and white positive
film. For making clean cut color titles
the use of colored gelatin for letters
and background will produce a very
strong and dynamic color film title.
Exposure for this method would be
computed
title set up.directly from the complete
There are naturally many types of
titles that could not be made by this
method. The art type title for special
lead in and end titles is best done by
reflected light; but for the regular subtitle and for special effects needed in
some films, this method will give clear,
easy to read, professional looking layouts on the amateur screen.
ED. KOTE: The author of this interesting
article omitted including his name and address
at time of submitting it to HOME MOVIES. He
is requested to write the editor so that check
in payment may be forwarded to him.

Brazil -Bound
• Continued from Page 8f
of the Gemological Association of Great
Britain and America, Mrs. Penha was
on special assignment in Brazil during
the war to purchase diamonds and
strategic minerals for the two countries.
While photographing diamond mines,
Mrs. Penha became seriously interested
in cinematography and now intends to
make it her profession. As the photography of each subject is completed, the
films will be sent to Hollywood where
Hubbard Hunt will edit and prepare
them for commercial release through
Planet Pictures, Inc.
Increasing

Projector Wattage
• Continued from Page S}

NEW WESTON
. . .

high wattage projection lamp occurs
after the current is turned off, which
ordinarily stops the blower while the
lamp is still hot, it is good idea to wire
the blower motor directly across the line
cord so that it may be run continuously,
even when the motor and lamp of the
projector are turned off. — Hawthorn
Sutton, Jackson, Mich.
TITLt EDITING
THE final task in title making is
splicing the finished titles into the film.
Probably 95 per cent of all subtitles
are cut in just preceding scene they
describe. This is naturally the logical
place for thern, since inserting a title
after the scene confuses the audience;
the scene has passed and regardless of
what is written in the title, its value
is thus lost.
Frequently a title can be cut-in in the
middle of a scene, as in case of spoken
titles. This is also true for emphatic
titles when important action they describe occurs near end of scene. If title
were placed at beginning of such a scene
and the action described was not immediately forthcoming, its full effect would
not materialize.
Ofttimes it is difficult for the amateur to determine exactly where to cut
in a title. Here, filmviewers or actioneditors are most helpful, for in the case
of cutting-in spoken titles, the difference of even two or three frames in the
cutting can make a difference in the
intended effect.
Close cutting is not always feasible
with all filmviewers. In such cases it will
be helpful to mark point first determined
for cutting in title with a small piece
of colored scotch tape, then run film
through viewer at normal speed. The
flash of color will denote where title
is to be cut. If visual effect is not the
one desired, colored bit of tape can be
moved forward or backward, until desired effect is achieved.

'mart in design . . . shorter
and thinner in form . . . the slim
MASTER II nestles comfortably in
your palm, or bulges your vsst pocket
less than a pack of cigarettes. Yet this
saving in size sacrifices none of the
precision and quality characteristic of
every WESTON instrument. Indeed,
the MASTER II is far more rugged
than its renowned predecessor. It is
Weston

Aih

fully capable of preserving its excep)tional
ruggedness
and accuracy
even long
and arduous
usage.under'
The
MASTER II is an exposure meter
you'll be glad you waited for. Be sure
you see this new, compact exposure
meter for
at your
dealer'sWeston
today, Electrical
or write
direct
literature.
Instniment Corp., 626 Frelinghuysen
Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.
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NEEDS!
•

ACCESSORIES

Write us about your photographic needs, we
are the West's Largest Photo Supply House.
Our slogan is "If it's hard to get, Bleitz has it."
When in Hollywood drop in and see the
BUiif

MODEL

STUDIO

f ESSENTIAL FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
]^EDUCATIONAL FOR THE AMATEUR
It is fully equipped with the very latest in photographic equipment
★ Watch for the BACO PRO-TRIPOD. You'll want one to complete your outfit *
BLEITZ
CAMERA
5338 Hollywood Blvd.

CO.
Hollywood 27, Calif.

FLASH: Now available ANSCO 16mm. COLORHLM $8.75 per roll oi 100 feet.
Airmail your order today!
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FILM WITH
PROCESSING
INCLUDED

BULK FILM IT
PROCESS
YOURSELF

Pan- Panchromatic chromatic
Ortho
Weston b
Weston 24 Weston 64
100 ft. Single 8— SI. 15
$2.35 S2.40
100 ft. Double 8— SI.95 $3.85 $3.95
100 ft. Itmm.
— $1.85 $3.80 $3.90
Since tne aoove prices ao not jnclude developi-.g, sets
wny and
nor oeveiop
get one your
of ourownlow.movies!
cost cievelopiny
The set
co.isiSTS OT developing rack, rray, safelight and
-er o: pieoarecJ developing powaers, together
"its a S'n.ple step by step instruction sheet.
3C .:. single 8 set $4.20; 33 ft. Double 8 or
t&mrr'..they
set are
S5.95.taken.
Show vour movies two hours
iiter
Till- Tnitowiiin Prices Include Processing
Pan- PanOrtho chromatic chromatic
Weston fi
Weston 24 Weston 64
25 ft. Double 8 $1.35.
.$1.99
100 ff. 16mm.
$1.89
$2.50
$4 85
$4.95
A Post Card from youCircular.
will bring our big bargai
FROMADER GENERA CO.
Davenport 7, Iowa

SILENT
FILMS
(Music " Narration • Special Effects )
LET u» convert your 16 mm piaurc to a sound film
of (he highest quality. Skilled technical staff, and
finest sound recording equipment and studio facilities to serve industriaL amateur and educational
film producers. Write TELEFILM, Inc., Dept. H-2
6039 Holl)wood Blvd., Hollywood 28. Calif,
for prices and literature.
OUR SERVICE IS USED BY:
AiResejrch Mfg. Co. * Lockheed A(rcr«ft Corp.
Co.
• Food■ S«ot«
Mech'mery Corp.
U.Douqlai
S. N«valAircraft
Services
Dept.
• Photo
Standard
Oil Co.
of Calif. Pe Railroad
TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD
Tremendous Assortment
8mm. and 16mm. Silent
FILMS
All Like New 25 °o oH List
ABBE
FILMS
503 5TH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
503 5TH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
Va &-I355
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DIAPER DIARY, 150 feet 8mm. Kodachrome, was filmed by Lee Bacon of
Pctaluma, Calif. Here is a baby record
filmed with new and novel twist.s that
set it apart from the usual run of baby
pictures. Introducing the film is a series
of credit titles on diapers hanging on
a clothes line. Only one diaper fills
the film frame at a time, and after it
has remained on the screen long enough
to b^' read, the line moves, carrying the
diaper away and bringing the next one
into view with new title text. The
lettering was painted on the diapers.
The impending birth of a baby is
indicated by a sequence of closeups of
a man's feet slowly pacing before a
door; of traysful of cigarette stubs,
etc. Then a nurse makes her appearance
to announce the child is born and the
husband falls in a faint.
At this point the scene fades out
and into a shot of the child, now at
home, being nursed by its mother. The
camera moves in for a closeup of the
child reclining in its mother's arms and
staring into space, obviously thinking.
What it is thinking about is cleverly
implied by superimposing various scenes
in the upper left hand corner of th:
scene, similar to a dream effect.
The superimposed scenes arc from
Castle Films and Official Films newsreels. How this trick effect was executed by the filmer was not explained.
The photography in general, though, is
pretty near tops.
The picture concludes with a diaper
moving into view to fill the screen and
bearing the words "The End." No technical data concerning equipment used i>
available. The picture has been awarded
Home Movies -Star Merit Leader.

Aik Your Dealer
VAPORATE
INC. Sf.
130CO.,
W. 44fh
New York City

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1801 Larchmonf, Chicago
7li N. LaBrea, Hollywood

ROMANCE OF A SAWMILL is a small
package, as films go — only 75 feet of
Xmm. Kodachrome — but through its
good photography and skillful editing
it tells a story that many other filmers
might require several hundred feet to
achieve the same result.
Filmed by Virginia Smith of Sale
Lake City the picture opens on a forest
vista, then moves in to show .i team of
horses drawing a felled tree. Other
scenes follow to give the general impression of activities within a lumbering
camp. Then we see the logs arriving at
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# EVERY filmer of amateur movies, whether
a subscriber or not. is invited to submit his
fil ms to the editors for review and helpful
criticism. This free service applies to any
type of picture whether it be your first
movie or a pretentious photoplay effort.
Aim of this service is to help you make better pictures.
their destination — the saw mill. The
camera shows how the logs are maneuvered into position for sawing, the sawing operation, then how the newly cut
lumber is sorted and stacked. Even
methods of disposal of the by-products
— slabs and sawdust — are shown. The
picture closes with shots of lumber
being trucked to market.
This is an exceptionally well photographed picture. Each scene shows that
careful analysis preceded the shot with
result that fewer scenes were required
to tell the story. While there is need
to re-arrange one or two scenes, editing
;.;enerally is above average. Titles arc
amply descripti\e and well executed.
No technical data concerning equipment
used was furnished by the filmer.
Home Movies awarded this picture a
-Star Merit Leader.
CIRL SHY, running 250 feet 8mm.
black and white, was filmed by Hal
Sodergren of Los Angeles. This is a
photoplay that concerns a lazy husband
who prefers to drink beer and play his
saxophone instead of working. After
his wife remonstrates with him, he happens to see an advertisement in the
personals column of a newspaper wherein a young lady advertises her desire to
meet an attractive man. The husband
tries to call her by telephone several
times without success.
Resuming his beer drinking he falls
■isleep and dreams of meeting the girl
whose ad he saw in the paper. In dreamland he calls upon the girl who admits
him to her home. She retires to her
boudoir to freshen her makeup, etc.,
leaving the man alone in the parlor.
Getting restless, he leaves the hou-e

and goes to a nearby market for several
bottles of beer. During his absence, the
girl's husband unexpectedly arrives and
when the man returns with the beer,
the husband greets him at the door.
Thus taken by surprise, the man with
the beer pretends to be a grocery clerk,
thrusts the beer into the husband's
hands and quickly departs. But before
he gets far, the husband calls after
him. Assuming the husband has learned
the real purpose of his visit, the man
begins to run and the husband gives
pursuit.
The man knocks people down in his
fhght, climbs fences, tears seat from
his pants, before the husband finally
corners him. "I want to settle with
you,"
husband
"for wethe see
beer."
The the
dream
ends says,
here and
the
man as he awakens from his slumber.
Seeing the beer bottles nearby, he resolves never to drink again, pours
remainder of beer into kitchen sink.
Sodergren is to be complimented for
the manner in which he developed his
original story and for the excellent
photography which made the situations
more real than is implied in the telling.
The editing is excellently done with
continuity further enhanced by well
written titles.
Good all around effort easily earned
for Mr. Sodergren a 3 -Star Merit Award
leader.
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SCREEN

First, because you want your movies and
slides shown in full brilliance, with the
details sharply defined.
Second, because you want maximum convenience. Da-Lite Screens are noted for
the ease with which they can be operated.
The Challenger is easiest of all portable
screens to set up and to adjust in height.*
Third, you want a Da-Lite Screen
because its rugged construction assures years of
satisfactory
4 J,
DA-LITE

*The Da-Lite Challenger and popular priced Versatol are the only
tripod screens that can be adjusted in height without separate
adjustments of fabric or case. At
your dealer's. Write for literatarel
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«-nm ChUoge 3t, IIL
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World

MOVIE COSTS
with BLACK and WHITE fine
grain Semi'Orthochromatic
versiblelowest
Film for cost.
finest resultsRe-—
16mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
lOO-ft. Roll only $2.50
Rating Scheiner 18
8mm. Reversible
Out-door Film
25' Dble. 8, only $1.25
VIS-O-PAN
Full Panchromatic
Indoor — Outdoor
Exceptional Fine Grain
Double 8mm.— 25 ft. . $2.00
16mm.— 100 ft. 5.00
Same day processing included.
See your dealer
direct.or send money
Write ftir prices for developing
and processing for 8mm. and
l>'jmm. films bnught elsewhere.
Dept. 12
\^ISUAL INSTRUCTION
SUPPLY CO.
1757 Broadway. Brooklyn 7, N.Y.

In Color Productions
presents
Herbert C. Lanks'

"ALASKA
HIGHWAY
One of the most beautiful
home movies ever"
produced. Available in Kodachrome or blackwhite.
8mm., 50 ft. BW
1.75
14mm., 100 ft. BW
3.50
8mm., 50 ft. Kodachrome 6.50
16mm., 100 ft. Kodachrome 13.00
Our complete brochure of Kodachrome travel
subiects by famous photographers, Kodachrome
glamour subjects featuring the Blue Book
Models of Hollywood, cine camera film and
other available cine items will be mailed postpaid upon receipt of 25c. For different cine
entertainment always ask for World in Color
subjects at your dealers or direct from
WORLD
IN COLOR
PRODUCTIONS
108 W. Church St. Elmira, N. Y.

CINEHATOIiRAPHY
PROFESSIONAL INbTKUCTION
AT HOME
The
rnuvie Industrj'
trained educamen.
Hollywood
technique,needs
business,
tional, free lance film production
taught at home. Illustrated manuals.
I'ersonal bysupervision.
endorsed
amateurs andEnthusiastically
professionals.
For an interesting well paid career in
morion pictures. Write for FREE catalog.
MOTION PICTURE INSTITUTE
of the U.S.A., Inc.
124-126 S. Woodward Birmingham 2. Mich.
TOURNAMENT
OF Color!
ROSES'
In 8mm. or 16mm.
The 1946
"Pose Parade"
— all the
floats
in colortui
Koddchrome.
Idealbeiu;i;ul
library
subject!
180
ft.
8mm..
J40.00—
360
,t.
16mm.,
$50.00
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS
Southgata
California
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MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND FEATURE PROGRAMS
COMPLETE $4^^
8 and 16mm. Silant and Sound Filmi for Sal*
SEND STAMP FOR FREE LISTS
NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
7! DEY ST.
N«w York City 7, N. Y.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Since pnhlis-hing the several fine articles hy Herbert C. Lanks
describing movie making opportunities for the amateur in Mexico and the Central
America countries (see October, November and December, i<)4'), HOME
MOVIES) , many readers, obviously planning to combine filming with an automobile tour south of the border, have inijuired of the editors concerning present
conditions of the Pan American highway beyond Laredo. Texas.
For authentic information we inquired of the National Atitomobde Club and
are re-printing herewith a condensation of an article from a recent iss-ue of
NATIONAL MOTORIST written by Maurice E. Gilmore, director of overland
transportation, Office of Inter- American Affairs.
The distance by Pan-American Highway from Laredo, Texas, to the Panama Canal is approximately 3,336 miles;
it will be two years or more before one
can drive in any degree of comfort even
over this section of the highway. Right
now, one can drive frt)m the United
States border at Laredo via Mexico City
to a point about fifty miles south of
Oaxaca, Mexico, a total of 1,135 miles.
And, as far as the American motorist
is concerned, the highway ends trerc,
because there are gaps totaling some 400
miles between that point and the border
of Guatemala.
The fact that the five Central American republics have, between them,
some 1,000 miles of finished PanAmerican Highway is of interest to
the local inhabitants of those countries
only, as at present there is no way to
get there by car from the United States.
It is believed that the 400 missing miles
in Mexico will be completed by 1947.
Between the Panama Canal and the
border of Colombia there is another gap
of nearly 206 miles through jungle
country for the construction of which
no provision has been made. This may
not be built for eight or ten years.
Within the South American republics
long stretches of the Highway have
been completed and are now being used
by the citizens of those countries; but
this mileage is closed to the North American motorist unless he takes his car
to South America by steamer and brings
it back the same way.
On the other hand, there is every
prospect of a large and increasing volume of postwar motor-car travel from
the United States to Mexico; entering
Mexico not only via the present Laredo
gateway, but also by new roads now in
prospect leading southward from
Brownsville, El Paso, and Nogales.
Mexico promises to be a most popular
travel objective and should be carefully
evaluated as such.

The Pan-American Highway in Central America is now open at all seasons
for through, continuous traffic from
the southern border of Mexico to the
northern border of Costa Rica. This
taking into account the minor detours
listed below.
One can drive from Guatemala City
to Managua (553 miles) in two days
in dry weather and in three days when
it rains. A passenger and express bus
line now operates over the Pan-American Highway from Tapachula in Mexico (near Guatemala) to Managua in
Nicaragua, a distance of about 746
miles.
In answer to the question: "How
much of the highway is in 'all weather'
condition," the following summary is
offered based on the latest road reports:
Guatemala — All-weather from border
to border.
El Salvador — All-weather, border to
border, including a detour of about 21
miles at the southern end during the
rainy season.
Honduras — All-weather, border to
border, including a detour of about 19
miles in rainy season.
Nicaragua — All-weather, border to
border — 245.44 miles — with the exception of two sections totaling 75 miles
which involve detours in the rainy season.
Costa Rica — The highway in Cost.i
Rica — about 424 miles — is not passable
at all seasons. In the north there are
some 1 24 miles where cars can get
through in dry weather with difficulty,
and in the south there are 112 miles
of bad roads and trails where cars cannot
get through at all.
In southern Costa Rica between Angostura and San Isidro the highway, in
crossing the Talamanca range, climbs
to nearly 11,000 feet above sea level
and continues for 10 miles at elevations
between 10,000 and i 1,000 feet. This
was one of the most difficult sections
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of the entire highway to build and
promises, also, to be a difficult section
to maintain.
Panama — In the north, between the
border of Costa Rica and Volcan, 3 s
miles arc listed as trails only. At Chepo,
about 37 miles south of the Panama ^
Canal, the highway ends. Between
Chepo and the border of Colombia
there are approximately 200 miles of
wild jungle country through which
a route has never been surveyed. As
there is no economic reason why Panama
should build this 200-milc stretch, it is
not likely to be built for a good many

years. Within Panama, that is, between
Volcan and Chepo, there are 372 miles
of the Pan American Highway open for
year-round use.
Now that the war is over, the tourist
will again take to the roads, and the
Pan-American Highway will have a
strong appeal. As far back as 19 12,
when Mexico's paved roads ended at
Monterrey, 175 miles south of the
border, 2,000 cars made the trip from
Laredo every week-end. Multiply that
number by thousands, and some idea of
the future motor traffic on the PanAmerican highway can be gauged.

Add
SOUND
TO YOUR SILENT FILMS
WITH A
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DUAL TURNTABLE
For details, write
GEORGE K. CULBERTSON CO.
5133 Juanito Ave., Dept. H, Minneapolis 10, Minn.
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'Jke Perfect
Opportunities In Lecture
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Films

stantly occur to give the cameraman
opportunity to add unusual human interest touches to his lecture film.
Unusual occupations or customs
should be given more than ordinary
attention. Where these are encountered,
the filming of them should be well
planned in advance and the subject
filmed in a thorough-going sequence of
medium and closeup shots. The Navajo
rug weavers and the pottery makers of
the western Indian reservations; the
candle makers in Olvera Street in Los
Angeles; the wild horse tamers of Wyoming; the cotton pickers of the south —

these are subjects of more than ordinary interest that have been filmed before
but not always with imagination and
novelty. The tactful cameraman with
originality and patience will still find
a way to shoot such subjects with a
"new slant," thus adding another highlight to his film.
Originality, a good camera eye, and
a nose for news are the attributes of a
successful lecture-film cameraman. If
you believe you are blessed with these,
then there is no reason why you shouldn't
give this interesting and lucrative field
of movie making a try.
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Coated
Teleph
Lens
For the first time you can now oto
secure a Telephoto
lens
for your Model 20 or 25 Eastman Cine Kodak Eight
Camera. The lens can also be used on the Bell & Howell,
Revere, Bolex, Keystone, Perfex or Univex. Designed to fit
your present I2I/2 mm. lens, the Morton Telephoto becomes the same speed as the lens with which it is used.
If your present lens is a
2.5, the telephoto becomes a 2.5. Used with a
1.9 the telephoto becomes a 1.9.

by optical specialists, the Morton Telephoto lens will give you the
you have ever made either in full color or in black and white. The
increase crispness and contrast of the image, subdue ghost and •flare
over 75% of reflection losses.

Adaptable for use with any I-inch f3.5 or I-inch f2.7 lens or any •f3.5, f2.7, f2.5
or fl.9 half-inch lens, the Morton can be used on nearly all 8 and 16 mm. cameras.
Used with any of the above lenses the Morton brings the object two and onehalf times closer to the camera. This means a larger image and the thrilling closeup detail you've been wanting. Now at your dealer's or write
AREL
PHOTO
SUPPLY
4916 Shaw Blvd. ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

TAX
INCLUDED

CRAIG
MOVIE
SUPPLY
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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FILMS THAT ARE FOREVER NEW

3mm. 5.50, 16mm. Silent 8.75, 14mm. Sound
17.50.
experience
visit
Manila It's
undera thrilling
the guidance
of thetoglobetrotting camera presenting the life and
actiyities of three cities in one; modern
Manila with its American enterprises and
culture; Tondo, home of the Philippine
masses: ^nd Intramuros, the old walled city
of the Spaniards.
SEND FOR THE RICHLY ILLUSTRATED FREE
BOOKLET OF
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Only Movie puii
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TATEQtiality LABORATORIES
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Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
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Black and
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PriceWhite
List on- Request
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.
PORTABLE SOUND!
New and Used 14mm. & 35mm.
Portables— fcvarything in Theatre
I and Horn e Movie Equipment. Send for our
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lilting
savings.
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var'ousBargaii
items atCatalog
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F New York 18, N. Y.
449 W. 42nd St.

Movie Magic . . .
• Continued from Page 71
lenses and boasted of the unusual shots
he accomplished with them. The amateur should, however, know what he
wants and what he expects to do with
the lens or lenses after acquiring them.
With a wide angle lens it is possible
to make a flower garden appear larger
on the screen than it would if filmed
w'th the standard lens because, in a
general wav. persoective varies according to focal length of the lens. A wide
angle lens, being of short focal length,
shows the background to be farther
away from the foreground than a
longer focal length lens would show it.
On the other hand, a telephoto lens,
with its loneer focal length, obtains the
opposite effect. It brings the background closer to objects in the foreground, and objects in the immediate
background appear larger.
Then there is the use of a wide angle
lens to increase the effect of speed of an
object encroaching the camera or going
awav from it. For example, two cameras, one with a telephoto lens and
the other with a wide angle lens, are
focused on a man in an outdoor scene.
The two cameras are located so that
the man will appear the same size in
the pictures taken by each camera. In
the wide angle lens shot, a telephone
pole fifty feet behind the man, will
appear farther away than it will in the
shot made with the telephoto.
In the same scene, an automobile
travels from the telephone pole to the
man. In the wide angle shot it will appear to travel much faster than in the
telephoto shot of the same scene. Perhaps you may have observed this unusual effect of the telephoto in newsreel shots of a horse race, particularly
where the horses are coming straight
toward the camera. Filmed with a telephoto, the horses appear to be running
fast, yet their progress forward seems
peculiarly retarded.
Bv comparison, a characteristic of
the wide angle lens is its ability to lend
the illusion of increased speed to an
object moving within a scene — toward
or away from the camera — because the
object will appear to have farther to
travel in the same length of time as
would be required were the shot made
with a regular or standard lens.
While an average closeup of a person
can be made with lenses of any focal
length, it is advisable to use a wide
angle lens if the background objects
are some distance away and it is desirable to retain the background in fairly
sharp focus. This is because of the
greater depth of focus of the wide
angle lens.
When using a wide angle lens, the
subject will appear to stand out by

L/ramarize Tour 1 reasured Snapshots
The smoothly woven binding, gayly colored, lends
a country air to a sophisticated album. Black paper
mounts, plastic binding rings. A fine gift for a
friend or yourself. At Stores — Siie 5 » 7" $1.75;
8 X 10" $2.50; II » 14" $3.50.
Free Catalog of Amfiles for Reels
Slides, Negatiici, etc.
AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. tSiKVK^M«o*?s
Movie

Titles
from
HOLLYWOOD
Glamourize your movies with new
Professional Hollywood titles, Exotic
Kodachrome, clear B & W, scenic and
plain backgrounds will beautify and
modernize your films.
1.35
8mm. 14mm.
Scenic Color Background
1.20
1.15
Scenic B & W Background
Plain 8 & W Card Type $1.45
1.00
Titles made of Kodak or Ansco films only.
Give your movies that Studio touch and add
$1.45no
extra hours of leisure enjoyment with
narrating needed. Look through your movies
today and see what titles you need, then
explain in brief: Words to be used in y^ur
Mtles, whether 8 or 14mm. Type of film
wanted and type of background (Plain or
Scenic). Our designers and staff make each
title individually for you. Mail your order
today.
accepted.Personal Checks and Money Orders
HollywoodWilshire
CineBIdg.Company
3950 West Sixth Street - - Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Fine
USE
Safety
Reversible
Grain
Film
AridI*
Outdoor
•<"»■» AMBERTINT FILM
Speed
$3.50l''<^'>'<l^s machine processing. Day. $2. 25
llEht spools,
to load
shoot. W|
B"" Calif,
bii.versready
include
sales& tax.
• HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
"The West's Greatest Film Order House"
Southgate
California
Hi-Fidelity
16mm. Variable Density
Sound-on-Film Recording
Studio Time Available
Sync Recording on Location
LEWIS SOUND FILMS
71 W. 45th St. New York 19. N. Y.
16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities
BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
nS-A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54
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virtue of the perspective affording
something approaching a stcroscopic
effect; while with the longer focal
lenses, the subject will stand out by
virtue of the background not being
in sharp focus. By using the telenhoto
with a small stop for a closeup, background definition can be increased but
the general result will be an overall
flatness of the scene. In using any lens
for closeups, however. lighting of the
subject and difference in light values
between subject and background are of
considerable importance.
Lenses of long focal length, i.e.,
those classified as telephotos. aid our
camera just as we aid our eyes in using
field glasses or binoculars — they give
the effect of having made the shot from
a point much nearer the subject. Angle
of field is narrowed and less of the subject is included, but detail is larger.
The greater the focal length of a telephoto lens, the greater the magnification of the picture. Therefore, the farther an object is from the camera, or
the smaller it is, the greatc the focal
length of the telephoto lens required to
bring that object to full size on the
screen.
Telephotos are useful in filming such
subjects as wild life, inaccessible detail
in architecture, and sports events — subjects which cannot be approached close
enough to film with a regular lens.
With the very long focal length telephoto lenses, the shortening up of an
object such as an automobile is so great
as to be quite noticeable. Therefore it
is best not to use a longer focal length
telephoto lens than is necessary. The
popular size is 5 inch (i6mm.) or 1/2
inch (8mm.), as this size gives a good
degree of magnification without making the perspective of the picture appear unduly distorted.
A tripod or solid support should always be used with a telephoto lens, as
any movement of the camera is magnified on the screen, just as the subject
itself is magnified.
There are other purposes, too, for
which a telephoto may be used. In a
garden scene, flowers in the background
will appear larger than usual and thus
provide an interesting setting for a
figure in the foreground, since the perspective of this lens is not so sharp as
with shorter focal length lenses.
The telephoto is also useful in taking aclose-up immediately after a medium shot, alll without moving the
camera or subject position. This is particularly effective and simple when the
camera is equipped with a lens turret,
which permits quick change of lenses.
A telephoto lens tends to make objects appear closer together than does a
standard lens, providing the objects, arc
grouped and not strung across the picture scene. This may be studied to advantage by making a shot of a street

COMPLETE

. . . B&H

Filmotion

Editors

16mm. The new B&H Filmotion Editor, finest that money can buy, draws
the film through a scratch-proof channel, casts motion pictures brightly on
a 3x2V2-in. ground glass screen, recessed for easy viewing. Framing and
focusing controls. Complete with
Viewer, Model 136 Splicer, and two
Heavy-Duty Rewinds. Parts available
separately.
8mm. m
The same Editor as described above '
. . . with film channel and optical
system designed for 8mm. film.
Image on viewing screen is 2V4xl%
in. As in the I6mm. Filmotion Editor, you see your films as actual miniature movies. Spots cutting points
easily and quickly. Complete with
Viewer, Model 136 Splicer, two Rewinds on extension arms. Viewer
can be purchased separately.
Heavy- Doty
Rewinds
Attach rigidly to
each sideof Splicer.
Take I6mm. reels
up to 2000 feet.
Geared for 2

SEE YOUR FILMO DEALER NOW
B&H editing equipment is available
now at your dealer's ... or he can get
itRoad,
promptly.
See him, or write Bell &
Chicago
45.
gSBSSBM
Howell
Company,
712 5 McCormick

PRECISION-MADE BY

^

'

speeds or "free
SINCE 1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT FOR MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS OF HOLIYWOOD ANO THE WORIO
wheeling."
:••>•>*> •:♦♦> ♦> »>*>
HOW
|j*
•j*
.♦♦
❖
t

TO

TITLE

HOME

MOVIES

The most authentic and thorough treatise on this important branch of
hobby. Tells how to build your titler, how to letter titles, how to develop
own title films. Now in third edition. Sent prepaid for
HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunest Blvd.
Hollywood 28,
>>.T..:..T..T..><».T..:..>.>«r..>.>.T.

your
your
$1.00
Calif.

MASTER TITLEER
and Accessories.
Professional Titles, Tricks and Ultra Close
Shots. Rear Projection Super-imposed
Titles — permits duplicating scenes, combining scenes for montage shots. Makes
scroll, flip-flop, push thru, turn around,
and other professional titles. Simple to
use. Most complete titling equipment
made for all 8 14mm. cameras. See your
Dealer
or write, giving make and model
of camera.
Hollywood TITLINER
Precision Made — Precision Tested
The TITLINER assures accurate alignment
of titles, and ulira close shots at all
times.
Simply
goes
on end of before
camerashootlen-,
— is final
checkits
ofcost
alignment
ing. Saves
with one roll
of
film. No tests to make — no fussing. Use
with any make titler. See your Dealer
or write
make Forandallmodel
camera and giving
lens used.
8 andof lAmm.
cameras. Pat. applied for.
Prices: Master TIHeer, $9.75; Professional Attachment,
Unit, $5.50;
Title $5.50;
AccessoryTith'te
Kit,
B & W, $2. 1 5 ; Title Color Kit, $2.15;
Titliner. $5.00; Plus Federal Excise
Tax.
HOLLYWOOD
3227 Vz South Figueroa Street

ei*te

PRODUCTS
Los Angeles 7, Calif.
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lined with telephone pole«. The poles
will appear relatively close together,
compared to the way they would appear if photographed with a standard
or wide angle lens. This is interesting
because there are times when this effect can prove useful.
telephoto's
focusfrom
should
be set
at The
the exact
distance
camera
to

derstanding and use of different focal
length lenses. Recently a beginning
amateur asked why three lenses are used
by some amateurs when one would appear to do just as well. It was explained
that, unlike the still photographer who
produces a negative of a desired scene
in almost any format, then crops it in
making the final print, the movie amateur must do his cropping with the
camera. The cinematographer, lacking
the flexibility of the still photo process,
must secure the desired image on his
film with the camera.
While one lens ordinarily can serve
the still photographer satisfactorily, the
serious movie amateur finds it almost
necessary to have, in addition to his
regular lens, a wide angle lens and at
least one telephoto lens in order to have
complete mastery and flexibility of
difficult shots.

subject. Just as we must focus our regular camera lens more carefully when
making closeups than when making long
shots, it is imperative to exercise the
same care with a telephoto, for, in effect, the telephoto is bringing us a
closeup, too. A telephoto must never
be set for fixed focus. It cannot be set
at twenty-five feet and used as fixed
focus as can a regular lens.
It will be seen, then, that the scope
EDITING REWIND FLANGE of an amateur's camera, be it 8mm. or
This practical new device, which speeds editing is 1 6mm., is greatly increased by the unused and recommended by leading Hollywood 16 mm.
editors and producers . . . Sides are of heavy gauge,
clear plastic. Engraved footage scale on inside surface
indicates amount of film on spool . . . Outer side has
specially constructed locking device allowing removal
-16mm. Activities . . .
of film by means of a simple lock. Core takes standard Closeups
• Continued from Of
Page Pro
84
lab pack spools, fits a standard 16 or 35 mm. rewind.
Ideal for winding short lengths of film into coils
quickly and without endangering emulsion surfaces . . . Mount Shasta, and the California red- be offered nationally to all producers
It is the latest, finest 16 mm. improvement for both woods.
of 1 6mm. films intended for commercial
professionals and amateurs. May be purchased complete
distribution.
★
or the face side with spool may be purchased separately.
For early delivery place your order now.
★
S. C. Jacobs has recently formed Chapel
Films with headquarters in Culver City, Ted Phillips, cinematographer for BurTELEFILM
STUPIOS
ton Holmes, returned to Hollywood
Calif. Initial production schedule calls
HOLLYWOOD
16mm. HEADQUARTERS
from Brazil the first of January with
for ten i6mm. musical short subjects
«039 Hollyweed Blvd.. Hollywood 28. California in color and sound, three of which al- over 3000 feet of i6mm. Kodachrome
exposed in that country. As we go to
ready have been completed.
★
press, the footage, completely edited,
has been forwarded to Mr. Holmes, now
Dick Gearing, having established his own
on eastern lecture tour. An exclusive
production company in Hollywood, alPrecision
ready has in release a short subject in preview of this film for Home Movies
1 6mm. color and sound of the famed
editors reveals it to be Ted Phillips*
best cinematographic work to date.
annual Tournament of Roses which
LENSES
for
★
Pasadena,
took place January ist in
Cahf.
Coronet Instructional Films, Glenview,
★
Immediate Delivery
Illinois, are seeking contacts with i6mm.
Tom Emmott. general manager of Hollycinematographers of ability to furnish
wood Film Enterprises, Inc., Hollywood,
Bausch & Lomb Baltar F 2.3 50mm.
them color footage on assignment or
1 6mm. stock footage of interesting
announces
that the company has inBausch & Lomb Baltar F 2.3 75mm.
stalled four new high precision i6mm.
subjects.
Coerx Apogar F 2.3 35mm.
★
company's
optical
bid forprinters,
the fastmarking
growingthisbusiness
of
Seminat F 3.5 150mm.
Maurie Webster, onetime emcee of CBS's
duplicating i6mm. color films. New
Hollywood programs for amateur
equipment will enable Hollywood Film
photographers and movie makers, has
Enterprises to offer i6mm. film proreturned to Hollywood after discharge
efcinematic
ducers all the variable
I If desired can be furnished
fects, heretofore available only to the from Navy and is specializing on narrating for producers of i6mm. indusI coated
or ntounted
to your
35mm. film industry, in conjunction
trial, news and travel films.
of
duplicating
optical
with precision
★
specifications.
original Kodachrome
* films.
Tommie Braatelien and Ed Drews recentI
Philip Mannino, film technician, is concinematic skills to protheir short
ly pooled
duce a 1 6mm.
subject in color of
ducting afive week's course on use of
the Pasadena Tournament of Roses.
1 6mm. sound projectors at Pennsylvania
1•
NATIONAL
State College under sponsorship of With their cameras they recorded how
the floats were built and covered with
1 Cine Laboratories
visual aids* department.
college's
I
thousands of real flowers, then showed
f
20 Wesf 22nd Street
the floats on parade, alternating camera
Michael deMartino, formerly with GenNew York City
eral Film Laboratory in Detroit, has angles to give nice variety to the film.
opened a new service to handle editing Subject was subsequently sold to Planet
of 16mm. industrial films. Service will Pictures for release and distribution.

Contributor
Cinematographers
• Continued from Page S4
Good
amateurs Ralph Chandler and Bill
Childs received an assignment to film a
grid game in Los Angeles between th;
Marines and the Bluejacket elevens. The
three cameras secured fine coverage of
the game and this subject is a highlight
of the newsreel.
Jack Taylor, the only contributor
with previous professional experience,
contributed additional footage for the
Santa Claus Lane sequence.
Eight 1 6mm. cinematographers thus
have received professional recognition
of their work. These and other contributing camera men will find the door
of opportunity opened wider for them
as production of the Planet Newsreel,
reputedly the first news release exclusively in color, is stepped up to keep
pace with the growth of i6mm. entertainment film exhibition.
Cine Workshop
* Continued from Page 8j

films

deserve

and

projectors

good

lamps

. . .

inch" lens, while the inside diameter
of the other shade is 25/32 in. to fit
very tightly onto the two-inch lens.
These are left on permanently.
A set of filter holders were made
of aluminum tubing of 15/16 inch
inside diameter so each filter slips on
over the sun-shade of either lens. Similarly, my lens caps are interchangeable,
and this greatly simplifies matters as I
regularly carry six filters and two lens
caps.
The comparatively long barrel (about
an inch) of the filter holders serves a
dual purpose; as each filter is mounted
in the center of the tube (held in place
with a wire ring on either side) additional sun shade is thereby provided as
well as protection from finger prints
and dust. In fact pure gelatine filters
may be used this way, and not only
do they cost less but are a decided advantage especially for color work, as they
cause less interference with the function

PROJECTION

RADIANT

together to form a* box-like
by
Continued "blimp"
on page 113

LAMP

CORPORATION

300JelliffAve.,Newark8,N.J.
PROJECTION • SPOTLIGHT • FLOODLIGHT - EXCITER - MOTION PICTORE PRODUCTION

of the lens than even a "coated" glass
filter. — Richard J. Coivaii, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Voiding Projector Hum
The noise of a projector usually is
loud enough to interfere with sound
supplied by recordings when a showing
of films is presented in the average
home. This can be overcome by building
a simple "blimp" of cellotex wallboard
for the projector. Just five small pieces
are required: four for the sides and one
for the top. All pieces may be joined

LAMPS

RIIDIflNT

YOLO
AUTOMATIC
DISSOLVE

Model A— $49.50
JOSEPH YOLO

For tSie Cine-Special
O Opinfes fr^n winding key sha;t. Flick of
butfon automatically opens or closes shutter.
Easily attached in few minutes. Immediate delivery. When ordering, send camera backwind
crank for modl.'ication.
MODEL finish
A — Precision made; polis'-ed
chrome
$49.50
MODEL
B—
(Professional)
Combined
with dural camera base
$89 50

845 No. Bunker Hill Ave.

Los Angeles 12, Calif.
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CLASSIFIED
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• BASS SAYS: Cine values in unconditional! guaranteed equipment.
USED I6nnm. CAMERAS: B. & H. 12! Magazine,
Cooke :2.7 lens, $67.50. B. & H. Fllmo 70A, Cooke
F:3.5 lens and case, $82.50. 8. & H. 70A Spider
Turret, with I" Cooke F:3.5 foe, %" Trioplan wide
angle F:2.8, 6" Dallmeyer F:4.5, with case, $157.50.
Victor $197.50.
5 Turret,B. I"& Cooke
F:l.8super
coated
lens,latest.
with
case,
H. Filmo,
speed,
I"
WoMensak
F:l.5
lens,
coated,
with
case,
$200.00.
B. & H. 70DA. 17mm. Wollensak F:2.7 focusing
lens coated, I" Wollensak F:l.5 lens, foe. mt.
coated,
Cooke synchronous
F:4.5 lens, positive
finder crank
and
obiectives.4" electric
motor fitted,
rewind and case, $645.00.
New Bolex H-8 and H-16 cameras in stock. New
L-8 Palm size Bolex with Kern F:2.8 lens, foe. mt.
with suede case, $144.45. New Bolex G8-I6 projector. 750 watt bulb, 2 lenses and case, $331.00.
RARE LENSES: IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. 17mm.
Wollensak fixed focus F:2.7 lens, coated ,$52.47.
50mm. Xenon F:2 lens, foe. A mt., $72.50. I" Kine
Plasmatlens,
F:l.5foe.lens,
foe. $97.50.
mt., $87.50.
Dallmeyer
F:0.99
A mt.,
102mm. I"Cine
Kodak
Anastlgmat F:2.7 lens, chemically coated, choice
of
adapter,mount
$111.50.
lens
focusing
with S'/z"
GoerzGoerz
reflexDogmar
focuser,F:4.5
$120.00.
50mm. Cine Kodak F:l.6 lens, coated, with choice
of
adapter,
Sonnar F:l.4, fits
Movikon
8 or $124.95.
16, foce I"mt.,Zeiss
$125.00.
RARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmo proiectors, new
models. New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo
F:2.I projection lens for 16mm. projectors, chemically coated, $34.45. 11/2" wide angle Fllmo F:l.8
projection
lens, chemically coated.
coated, $24.85. 4"3" F:2.5
F:2
projection
projection lens,
lens, chemically
chemically coated, $36.60.
$35.55.
SPECIAL B. & H. Direct focusing finder for Magazine cameras, each, $20.55. Kodak focusing finder
for Cine Mag. $20.40. B. & H. objective finders in
stock: 15mm. $8.80, incl. Fed. Tax. 4" $11.15, incl.
Fed. angle
Tax. 6"attachments
$11.70 incl.for Fed.
wide
8mm.Tax.
B. &Cine
H., Extenar
Revere,
and Keystone lenses, $27.50 plus $2.45 Fed. Tax.
New B. & H. Editing outfit, complete, 400 ft. capacity, $50.40. Another lot of Baia 8mm. slitters, $3.03.
Another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr. complete Editors,
including Deluxe Splicer, rewinds and case,
aluminum base, with cement, $19.75. Craig Jr.
Splicers for 8mm. or 16mm., $3.95. Slightly used
Revere projector case, $4.50.
2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm. rewinds, each $17.50.
Dummy with brake, $3.50. New B. & H. 8mm.
Titler for Aristocrat model only, complete at $29.35.
16mm. Bass 1600 ft. reels _
$3.85
16mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans _
$3.50
16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels _
_
$3.30
16mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans
$2.15
We
and tradeall 'em.
stocksbuyfor 'em.
new sell
Cine 'em
equipment,
makes.Complete
BASS CAMERA COMPANY DEPT. 179 W. Madison
Street, Chicago 2, 111.
• BRAND new, latest style 16mm. sound projector,
factory guaranteed; also one slightly used, cheap.
BOX 875, Reading, Penna.
• CAMERAS, enlargers, movie projectors, photo
supplies. Lowest delivered prices. Big free catalog.
CAVALIER
CAMERA, 1822 Center Ave., Pgh. (19),
Pa.
• EASTMAN aluminum Cine-Kodak 100 ft. 16mm.
camera spools, 50c each. RIHER CINEMA SERVICE,
507 So. Oak Park Ave., Oak Park, 111.
• MOVIE projectors: new 16mm. silent, complete
with 300 watt lamp, 400 ft. reel, instructional manual,
$65.00 guaranteed; used, $47.50. Same, except hand
crank instead of motor, $24.50. Some used 16mm.
sound projectors, including Victor, Bell & Howell,
Soundmaster, Movie-Mite. GALLAGHER FILM
SERVICE, Green Bay, Wise.
• STARK Screen Scoops: brand new 8' x 10' per9' x 12' cased
beaded
Radiant
& Daliteforatedonfor sound,
rollers$37.50;
and metal
— some
like
new.
cases
scuffed
—
only
$47.50;
52"
x
72"
tripodin
models. Dalite and Radiant class 2 OPA but
excellent condition, only $8.95 each. Sorry — no
C.O.D. Shipped express or freight collect, and the
early buyers get the best screens. STARK FILMS
since 1920, 537 N. Howard St., Baltimore I Md.
• 8MM.-I6MM. silent and sound projectors and
film. Write for free bargain catalog. Sale, rent,
exchange. HOLMES, 3594 Main St., Riverside, Calif.
• 24-VOLT lightweight commercial Cine-Special
motor, $145.00, complete. 12-24 volt Eyemo motor,
complete, $166.00. Above motors are exact type
used by Army Air Force. They are the finest made.
ICQ ft. daylight loading Eastman panchromatic,
Agfa Finopan, 16mm. negative, $2.10. Reels, cans,
new, used. Bargains. Film library. Exchanges.
MOGUL'S, 55 West 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

•

IDIERTISIIG

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,
lOth of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy
6060 Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood 28,toCalifornia.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• 6 2000-watt Hollywood sun spotlights, complete
with heavy
duty dollies
and shipping
cellent condition,
$85.00 each.
THOS. J.crates.
BARBRE,Ex1215 E. VIrainia Ave.. Denver. Colo.
• 3-LENS turret for Bolex L-8. Mounts on camera
like lens. Fits standard 8mm. lenses, $22.95. Order
direct. STEVENS ENGINEERING, 2604 Military, Los
Anqe'es 34. Ca'if.
• PANCHROMATIC double 8mm. Weston 24-16
bulk film, 100 ft. $3.75; 400 ft. $14.00; Univex Ultrapan single 8mm. film, $1.10; twelve reel 200 ft.
8mm. metal film chests, $3.50; Craig senior rewinds,
$10.00 pair; Craig junior rewinds, $5.00 pair;
General Electric DW-58 exposure meter, $23.75;
DeJur
exposure
meterDS,with
case,Shipping
$16.18; 30"charges
x 40"
Radiant5-Bscreen
model
$13.75.
prepaid
except
on
C.O.D.'s.
RITTER
CINEMA
SERVICE,
507 South
Oflk
Park "Home
Ave., OakMovie
Park.Headquarters,"
III.
• 1946 Movie Mite sound projectors, $250.00.
Ideal for home or office. Shipping charges prepaid
by remitting with order or send 1/3 down, balance
C.O.D.
POORMAN, Dept. HM. Schuylkill
Haven, CHARLIE
Penna.
• WESTON Master Ti exposure meter, $29.67.
Write us your needs. We buy, trade, lists. CAMERAMAN, 542-H Fifth Ave., New York 19.
• PRESTO disc recorder, model 8K, 78-33-1/3
RPM, microphone, stand, immediate delivery. Miles
Filmgraph, make your own sound and playback
immediately, $149.50. Auricon, Maurer recorders,
microphones, booms, cutting equipment. CAMERA
MART. 70 West 45th St.. New York.
O NEW and used Victor, Eastman, Ampro, Holmes
sound and silent proiectors; films, projection lamps;
Griswold and Craig splicers, rewinders, reels,
came-aCity.films. ZENITH, 308 West 44th St., New
York
• DEVELOPING
of rubber
originally
made for trays
the Army.
Special I9i/2xl2i/2x2i'2
to you $2.95
each or 4 for $10.00 including excise tax; express
charges collect, H. McCarthy, 5033 Inadale Ave.,
Los Anqeles, Calif.
ei 8MM$14.95.
ilex Cine
f/3.5 Extenar
I" fixedwide
focusangle,
for Revere,
Bolex,
$26.85;
16mm. Bausch & Lomb 35mm. f/3. $28.00; 3" Dallmeyer f/3.5 focusing, $45.00; 3" Ilex f/3.5 focusing,
$45.00; 3%" Cooke f/3.3 focusing $79.50; I" Cooke
f/3.5 fixed, $23.50; 16mm, projection lenses: %"
Wollensak, $9.50; 2" B. & H. 57, $5.50; 2" B. & H.
f/1.65, $17.50;
B. & H.sunshades
f/2., $14,75;
Ampro
f/1.6,
$15.00.2"Filters,
at 2"bargains.
CAMERA MART, 70 West 45th St., New York.
• NEW DW-58 General Electric exposure meters,
$21.00,son Hole
tax elkincluded;
8" x 10"
famous
Jackherd, $1.00.
ZOTTIphotos
PHOTO
SERVICE,
Box 170, Rock Springs, Wyo.
TITLINt; SIJBP" lES
• TITLE letters: rrake professional looking titles.
Dlecast, modern design, made of castone; 'A"
high, yellow,
i/j" face,blue.
3/32"Setthick,
black, aluminum,
red,
of 150white,
characters
and numbers, $4.50 postpaid. Specify color. H. DECKELMAN. 8716 Neier Lane, Affton 23. Missouri.
• VEE Cine Titler — "The titler built like a precision
lathe." Furnished
for scrolls,
zooms,
flopups, completely
flopdowns,equipped
turnarounds,
etc.
Change
quickly
from
vertical
to
horizontal
Write for folder. H. FILIPAK, P. O. Boxeasel.
132,
Holyoke, Mass.
• TITLE those holiday movies now! Special effects,
B&W and color, 8mm. only. PAULS 8mm. MOVIE
SERVICE 156 Lincoln St., Easton, Pa.
FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• Steichen — "Master of The Camera," an intimate
glimpse ofgraphingSteichen's
masterful
glamorous model
in histechnique
studio; 400photofeet
16mm. ING,sound,
silent St.,
$15.00.
HM 70 $21.50,
West 45th
New IRVING
York BROWN• FAMOUS Stars: Chaplin, Hart, PIckford, Dressier, Arbuckle, Fairbanks, Barrymores. Sales catalogs: 16mm. silent, sound; 8mm. IRVING MEGINNIS, 340 West 29th, New York I.
• BIG discounts — Unusual subjects! 16mm. sound
and silent films bought, sold, exchanged. Free
bargain lists. SHERWOOD PICTURES, 789 St. Marks
Ave , Brooklyn 13, N. Y.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
O GORGEOUS
Girls:breath-taking
sparkling "Allure"
and
"Sarong
Girls," two
films, 8mm.
50 ft. $2.00; 16mm. 100 ft. $4.00 each. Big 1946
catalog many film bargains and sample dime.
AUDET. Box 6520-CC. Philadelphia 38, Penna.
• SENSATIONAL full color movie subjects! 8mm.,
16mm. Big catalog, 25c. Special — projection lengtti
sample
sceneswidth.
(Kodachrome)
Hula,"
$1.00. Specify
Iriscope ,kits,"Waiklki
$5.00. WORLD
IN COLOR PRODUCTIONS, Box 392, Elmira, N. Y.
• 8MM.-.6tv1fv:. sound ana siieni films bought,
sold, excnanged. Bargains always. Send lor exchange plan. MULTIPRISES, Box 1125, Waterbury.
Conn.
• I BU'I,jectors,swap
sell 16mm.
and pronewCity,
or orused.
BILLS sound
FILM films
SERVICE,
Box
231, Calwa
Calif.
• UNUSUAL— "Childbirth by Caesarian Opera(authentic hospital
photography),
205 feet
16mm.Westtion,"
silent,
IRVING MEGINNIS,
340
29th,$5.25
New postpaid.
York I.
• MUSICAL Comedies. 2 reels, 16mm. sound:
Bert Lahr in "No More West." Ethel Waters In
"Bubbling Over," Johnny Johnson's orchestra in
"Air Parade," Jefferson Machamer's "Koo Koo
Correspondence School," and Lena Home In
"Boogieplete withWoogie
Brandeach.
new Sent
printsC.O.D.
comreel andDream."
can $37.50
or valuable surprise gift included by remitting
with order. CHARLIE POORMAN, Dept. H. M.,
Schuylkill Haven, Penna.
• MOVIES:
over 150 names and addresses where
toReading,
obtain Pa.
free, silent, sound, color films. Box 875,
• USED 16mm. sound films for sale. Reasonable
prices. veston,
FreeTexas. list. BEN MILES, 1414 24th St.. Gal• 1946 Tournament of Roses with football highlights— 400 ft. Kodachrome, silent or sound, EARL
JANDA, 731 West 1 13th St., Los Angeles 44, Calif.
• 35MM. & I6MM. sound features and short subjects for sale. Also 16mm. slightly used sound
machines. We rent 16mm. sound complete programs, feature and short subjects as low as $6.75.
MERTZ'S I6MM. FILM SERVICE, Springfield, III.
CAMERA FILM
• EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 16mm. positive film, $4.00
each, limit 3 rolls per order. Will ship C.O.D.
or will prepay cash with order. FILMCRAFT. 4038
Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
• REPERFORATION of any brand 16mm. B&W
or color film for use in 8mm. cameras. Perforations
guaranteed. $2.00 per 100 ft roll. Film slit for
single 8mm. cameras (no color) 50c additional.
Send
all films4033insured,
marked
FILMCRAFT,
Broadway,
Kansas"reperforate."
City, Mo. to
• MOVIE8mm.,
camera
films:
16mm., $2.50;
25'
double
$1.25.
Free100'developing.
BETTER
FILMS, 742 New Lots, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.
FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge.
for ourMass.
swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS.
Box 539. Send
Brockton,
• CASTLE— Official sound films exchanged, $3.00
per reel. Mail films, check and selection to WEST
PARK landFILM
II, Ohio.EXCHANGE, 3488 Tuttle Ave., ClevePHOTO FINISHING
• 35MM. processing: 36 exposure roll developed
fine
grain$1.40.
and Mailing
enlarged bag
to 3"onx 4"request.
with reload
Weston
COOPER64
36. Calif.
PHOTO SERVICE, 83581/2 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles
• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size. 30c.
Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film. 60c.
THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46, Southgate, Calif.
MISCELLANEOUS
• TITLE CENTERING GUIDES 10c each. Available
for every popular make and model 8mm. and 16mm.
cine camera (except Perfex and Bolex L-8) are these
simple, easy-to-use title centering guides that assure
quick, accurate centering of camera with title
board — regardless of size of title. Be sure to
specify
and 6060
modelSunset
of camera
ordering!
HOME make
MOVIES.
Blvd., when
Hollywood
28.
Calif.
• Continued on next page
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Classified Adv. - continued
FILM PROCESSING
• 8 & I6MM. laboratory services — guaranteed film
processing. Duplicates, negatives, enlargements,
editing. SHERWOOD PICTURES, 789 St. Marks
Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.
WANTED
• WANTED — Used equipment. Bargain list on request. PETERS, 41 -B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.
• COLLECTOR wants old time niovies: 16mm. and
35mm negatives and positive prints regardless of
age or condition RENEE HOFFMAN, 789 St. Marks
Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.
• WANTED 16mm. silent films of interest. Will
pay good price. R. LAU, Box 1258 Honolulu, Hawaii.
• USED Castle film subiects, 8mm. and 16mm.
silent and sound; complete subjects only. New
Castle subjects in stock at all times. Send for
lists. ALVES PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE, 14
Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.
• 8-l6mm. silent-sound films. Big discounts. Sales
67c up; rentals 35c up. Exchanges. Catalogue listing 3000 films, accessories, transparencies. Outdoor
film: 100 ft. $2.50; 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free
developing. REED, 312 75th St.. Brooklyn 9, N. Y.
e HOME movie rentals, sales, exchanges; 8-l6mm.
and sound. Latest releases — money saving rates.
Details for stamp. MIDLAND FILM EXCHANGE,
Box 429, Oak Park, III.
• SOUND shows $2.00 per day; 16 and 8mm. films
for sale. Catalogs available. JENKINS AUDIFILMS
Lewisburg, Penna.
• 8MM-I6MM. films, silent and sound — sold
rented, exchanged. Film and equipment catalog
free. WILLIAM RICHARDSON, Wyoming, Penna
• WANTED; used 50' 8mm. projection reels, 4(
each
in trade 21/2C
(3c each, incash)
and(2c30'each,
8mm. cash)
pro
jection
We payreels,
postage. each
Forward trade
prepaid.
Our catalog
available on request. E50-S PICTURES, 4038 Broadway, Kansas City 2, Missouri.

(Jine Woikshop
Continued frotn Page 1 1 1

SITUATIONS WANTED
• MAN with cinematography experience desires
employment with reliable industry or company in
or near Hollywood, Calif. Cine-Special equipment;
want to use it with employment as part or full time
requirement. Must know before Feb. 20th. Airmail
— B. J. DORAN, 2900 Liberty BIdg., Baltimore 22.
Maryland.

when troubled with "whiskers" of
dust and lint collecting in your projector film gate, use the brush of a discarded typewriter eraser to whisk it
away. The long bristles of the eraser
reach down into hard to get at corners
of the gate and will not mar nor scratch
the delicate gate surface. — Meredith
Jones, Glendale, Calif.

Cinematic Eyes
• Continued from Page ij

. . .

as they travel the particular section of
the track covered by their respective
lenses.
At conclusion of each race, the interchangeable magazines are removed from
the cameras, replaced by others, and the
exposed film pickd up by fast messenger
and delivered to a special Telefilm processing laboratory under the clubhouse.
Here a special automatic i6mm. film
processing machine, also pictured here,
develops the films and makes them
ready for projection in the record time
of six minutes. Amateur Home movie
processors, of course, would like to
know how such speedy processing is
accomplished, but not even the professional processing laboratories have
been given the secret. The "innards"
of Telefilm's processing machine are a
closely guarded secret. But amateurs
who process their films hope someday
that the process, by which Telefilm can
reverse film and have it ready to project in so short a time, will be made
available to them so they, too, may be
able to screen their movies within a
comparatively short time after shooting.

using bindery tape two inches in width.
Cut a hole in the front panel opposite
the projection lens and cover this with
a piece of clear, flawless glass, cementing it in place with adhesive tape. An
additional viewing portrole may be cut
in the side panel facing operator to
provide a view of the film gate, etc.
This also should be covered with glass.
Cut another hole in top over the lamp
house. In use, the "blimp" is merely
placed over the projector after it is
threaded, focused, and the motor started— Harry Horslcy, Bayonnc, N. }.

The stuff you

no

longer use is real
treasure to me . . .
so send it on at
once and reap a
rich reward in
the shape of a
nice fat check.

Presidenl

Title Letters
The use of block or "moveable" letters for making titles can be simplified
if the titler is made so that the title
card or background lies flat and is
photographed with the camera set
immediately overhead. This permits
arranging the letters freely on the title
card and does away with need for paste,
rubber cement, or the use of pins or
other devices to hold the letters in place.
— Calvin Cobb, Champaign, 111.
Gate Cleaner

Emergency Splice
Keep several bits of scotch or adhesive
tape handy near your projector to repair film when splices part unexpectedly. Simply stick the pieces of tape on
base of projector where they may be
easily removed when needed. Thus a
film break can be patched in a jiffy
with a minimum of interruption to your
show. The tape may be removed later
and the film properly repaired on the
splicer.
Title Cards
Ordinary desk blotters make excellent
backgrounds for color titles. They may
be purchased for five or ten cents each
and are available in several colors. Also,
many have just enough of a pressed
design to enhance the background
effect, combining color with subtle
pattern. The soft finish eliminates reflection.— Edith Keru'in, Trenton, N.J.

179 W. MADI 2.SONItt.
ST.
CHICAGO
— FINE MACHINE WORK —
We design and build special photographic
equipment, Production Type 35nnm. Enlargers,
Lens Turrets, Backwinds, Frame Counters,
Alignment Gages, Effectograph Titlers, Special
Lenses and Optical equipment.
Use Our Repair Seriice
Reperforating 100 ft. 16mm. film to double
3, $2.00. Guaranteed.
Master Negatives from your 16mm. or 8mm.
film
16 todirect
8. or optically transferred 8 to 16 and
MacVAN
MFG.
CO.
3829 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego 5, Calif.

TITLE LETTERS
Buy from mfgr. and save. Used by amateur and
professional. No fancy package, just 225 pieces
of indestructible metal letters, numbers and
figures, soft white, give proper shadowing.
Complete with instructions for vertical setup.
Guaranteed. $3.95 set delivered.
CALIF. PAT. LETTER SUPPLY
riiMiiiiiiiiKrimiiiiii)
48231/2 Oakwood Ave. Hollywood 4, Calif.
giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiinHin
Headquarters In New Ertgland
For Castle Films, Nu-Art Films, Official
Films, Pictoreels, Soundies, New
Hymnal Soundies
Sales, Rentals, Exchanges — Bargain Lists Pre*
FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little BIdg., Boston, Mass.
"We Buy Your Films for Cash"
wiKiiiniwiiitfliiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiniiiim
DON B. OLIVER,
Distributor
★ FATHER HUBBARD EDUCATIONAL FILMS
★ DA-LITE SCREENS
★ HOLMES SOUND PROJECTORS
New and Used Sound Equipment
A new service — We furnish expert instruction in
the operation and care of all sound equipment.
Prices and Catalog on Request
DON B. OLIVER
188 W. Randolph
Chicago I, III.

ONE

REEL COMEDIES

BOB HOPE, JOE E. BROWN. BING
LSS.ON, JACK BENNY
CR
D BYOT, HEALR JO
ANOS
STAR
List Price $20 Each — Dealer DiNscDount
COMEDY 16MHOUSE
M SOU
130«
W. I
44th N
St.
New York I?, N. Y.
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THIS TITLE suggests an appropriate lead caption to precede the
main title of your latest film. It also suggests giving your film a
premiere showing with flood lights, footprints in the forecourt
of your home theatre, etc. Also, it may be used as a main title for
a novelty reel of first events; a new baby, its first birthday, first
steps, first roller skates, first day at school, and later, its first
pair of silk hose or long pants. And then, if you are buving
or building a new home and intend to shoot movies of it, this
lead title would be appropriate.

AS TWENTY-FIVE feet of i6mm. film, or its equivalent in
8mm., runs for approximately a minute en the screen, this title
suggests a series of non-related subjects edited down to one
minute screening time and joined together, newsre;! fashion, to
form an interesting movie. This is especially appropriate for
the amateur with several sequences of odd shots lying around
unedited for lack of incentive. On th; other hand, this title
suggests filming a scries of events or activities in minute lengths
such as the kids with a new puppy; out for a pony ride in the
park; gUmpses of a carnival; zoo bears begging for food; junior's
hobby, etc., etc.

CLASSIFY your odd movie shots according to the weather that
prevailed at time of shooting or use this theme to film a documentary as follows: Begin each sequence with a close-up of a
weather report — as it appears in the daily newspaper or, better
still, as it is being written ostensibly on the weatherman's typewriter. The report "snow" may be followed by winter scenes
3r "rain" may precede appropriate shots made by filmers in the
south. "Fair and Warmer" suggests doffing of heavy wraps
and hats, loafing in the shade, working in the garden, etc. Be
sure to include close-ups of the thermometer in each sequence.

MOST AMATEURS have made movies at an amusement park.
Here's the main title for such films. Those for whom this title
suggests making movies on a future visit to an amusement park,
follow this title with appropriate shots of the family leaving in
the car, later arriving at the park; then sequences of shots of
the family's activities on the various rides. Start with the roller
coaster or the train. Take your cam.era along and film while
you ride for some really startling effects on the screen. Make
one or two roller coaster shots in slow motion to heighten interest. Concentrate on the action and mechanical concessions.

4^ •
*
^

Spectacular performance calls for smooth action and smooth action calls for precision.
It is precision in the mechanism of BOLEX cameras that makes their performance
"tops" to movie makers all over the world.
Built in the factories of E. Paillard & Company of Ste. Croix and Yverdon, Switzerland, where precision instruments have been produced for over one hundred and thirty
years, BOLEX movie cameras lead the field in design, versatility and smooth action.
Tens of thousands of critical American movie makers have come to know BOLEX
superiority through ownership and use for periods ranging up to ten years. Those
first owners of BOLEX cameras of ten years ago write our best advertisements in their
letters of praise to us and to their friends who seek their opinions.
There are three current BOLfX models, the professional H-16 and H-8, and the "pocket
size" model L-8, all described in our new 1946 catalogue, a copy of which will he
sent postpaid and without charge, upon request.

KiRN'FAILLARD
SWITAR

r

f/j.4 LENS

Double-coated, producing brilliant movies
even if: filmed against the light, automatic
depth of field scale, locking diaphragm
stops, excellent definition . . . even at full
aperture. These are only some of the features that make this lens the finest yet
produced for l6mm movies.

H-8

H-16

BOLEX

MODEL

L-8

The
idealsportsman
small, double-eight
of 25'This
film beautiful
cipacitv
for the
and the ladies.
little eight with its genuine leather covering and
chrome plated trim is precision built, just as are its
namesakes, the H-16 and H-8. BOLEX L-8 is in
the
of all '"pocket-size"
withvanguard
Kern-Paillard.
12>/2mm. Yvar.eights.
f/2.8Equipped
le ns in
micrometer focusing mount. Each L-H outfit consists
of the camera and lens, genuine suede leather "zipper" carrying case and leather carrying strap. Packed
in a sturdy, red
and gold cardboard box. CompleU•hiaih in new 1946 ratalof;/ie — jrec on rtqiiesl.

AMERICAN

L-8

BOLEX

CO.

S21 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17. N.Y.
BOLEX

start

your

NEW

MOVIE

It's time to start — on those new home
movies that are going to be the most
interesting and exciting you've ever made.
There have been so many changes, since the
last movies you took. So many changes in
your own Hfe. and in the family.
Don't lose any more picture
opportunities — begin the new
home mo\ ie record right away.

RECORD

now

Cine -Kodak Film is here again . . . any tvpe
you want,
Free — a
Ask your
''Time to

and — perhaps — all you want.
brand new home movie booklet . . .
Cine-Kodak dealer for a copv of
Make Movies Again". . . newest
thing Kodak has published on
home movie making. Or write
for it to . . . Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester 4, jN . Y.

CINE-KODAK
FILM
IS BACK
Full-color Kodachrome and black-and-white . . . magazine and roll . . . 8mm. and 16mm.

1
ICedalc

THANKS

TO VICTOR'S

GREATER

FINGER

ROOM

Over the sound drum . . . under the large sprocket . . .
into the easily accessible film channel — these are the
simple highlights of threading a \'ictor. Yes, fingers —
young and old — quickly learn this easy lacing. The
reason is . . . simplicity . . . more finger room.
Such exclusive Victor features as i8o degree Swing-Out
Lens Mount, Duo-Flexo Pawls, Spira-Draft Lamp House,
and Safety Film Trips give greatest protection to valuable
films. Both new and experienced operators prefer this
extra security and trouble-free operation. Yes, your
films are safer — as well as being brilliantly projected —
with a Victor.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Limitodquantitietof Revere
6 mm. cameras and projecfors are now ayailable
at your favorile dealer.
See fhem soon f

the feel of crunching snow is exhilarating to
an outdoor enthusiast — winter scenes are inspirations tothe camera fan. Each has his hobby. . . but both
agree that fine equipment adds to their pleasure. To
the Revere owner, it's the ultra-fast, ultra-fine lenses
. . . the uniform, dependable operation of his Revere
camera and projector that brings movies at their best!
REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS
Maniijucturers of 8mm Movie Equipment . . . Exclusively
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AVIATION
In

8

16mm.

and

FILMS
16mm.

Sound

If you have never l-hrilied to the real sensations of the clouds you very definitely will when you see these Home Movie
Aviation Pictures, assembled by Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc. Parachute jumping, spirals, formations, thrills of every
known kind — in speed and in slow motion — are to be found in this group of special features. Bombing battle attack
formations, tricks and stunts that will keep you on the edge of your seat — these treats are yours in the following group of
latest releases:
400 Ft. 1 6mm.
200 Ft. 8mm.

THE CRAZY FLYER
632-A
A wild stunt picture, showing just how
crazy a pilot can act if he is a wizard
at the controls. Landing on one wheel
is but one of scores of suicidal tricks.

$12.00
6.00

WINGS OVER THE NAVY . . 625-C
A thrilling presentation of our Navy
planes. This reel includes scenes of dive
bombing practice as well as exhibiting
bombing by other aviators.

PARACHUTE JUMPERS .... 626-C
Revealing everything from the packing
of a parachute to the actual pull off —
the free jump, the forced jump, the
jump from a spinning plane. The finale
is mass jumping.

THE MARCH OF AVIATION . 641 -C
The complete master edition of 40 years
of aviation growth. Releases 638-A and
639-A have been edited from this.
100 Ft. 1 6mm.
50 Ft. 8 mm.

1.50
$3.00

PARACHUTE JUMPERS (**) . 629-A
A thrilling variety of jumps with closeups of fliers coming down in chutes, as
well as shots of mass jumps. Slow motion scenes show initial jumps from
training blimp.

FORMATION FLYING (*) . . 630-A
Beginning with serpentine of flying
ships, we are shown Naval formations
in the air from the special take-off to
the magnificent maneuvers of mass
team work.

THREE STUNTING PLANES . 631 -A
Three R. A. F. pilots doing amazing
stunts in formation with regular biplanes. The pilots are performing the
same stunts which later won them
world's championship in Switzerland.

HOLLYWOOD

FILM

R. A. F. BOMBERS ( • * * ) . . 633-A
Here is revealed the Armstrong-Whitworth Whitleys, the Bristol-Blenheim
pursuit bombers, and the Fairey Battle
attack bombers in maneuvers by the
R. A. F.

TRAINING THE R. A. F. {
634-A
Spotlighting R. A. F. student pilots in
practice formations and "peel-offs,"
the more striking through the comparison of graduate R. A. F. pilots.

BOMBING THE ENEMY ( ' ) . 635-A
Here is a thriller, with bombs dro(>ping,
buildings being blown to bits — details
close-upped as to how it is done. Not
an actual happening but a series of
photographed thrills especially staged.
16mm.
SOUND AVIATION
PICTURES
l-Reel

$25.00

WINGS OVER THE NAVY . 2095-C
Narrative sound version of the feature described above and listed as
625-C.
PARACHUTE JUMPERS . . 2096-C
Narrative sound version of the feature described above and listed as
626-C.
MARCH OF AVIATION . . 2097-C
Narrative sound version of the feature described above as 641-C.

ENTERPRISES,

SMOKE STUNTS
636-A
The course taken by the planes stunting in this picture is traced by smoke.
In one scene there is a triple loop of
smoke in the sky.
UPSIDE DOWN IN THE AIR . 637-A
Amazing scenes of an R. A. F. pilot
at Hendon Airport, London, on an inverted flight. Flying in such a position
is limited to only 30 minutes of possible
endurance.
FORTY YEARS OF AVIATION . 638-A
An invaluable historical record starting
with
Wright bomber,
Brothers "Flyer,"
1912
Britishthe Farman
1914 Sopwith
Triplane, etc., to the Yankee Clipper.
WAR BIRDS
639-A
A record of modern fighting planes:
B-18, British-Hurricane, Lockheed P-38
etc. P-40 Vultee V-12, Flying Fortress,
and

HOLLYWOOD STUNT PILOTS . 640-A
Air circus stunts by the best of pilots
Featured is stunting with a huge transport plane.
200
100 Ft. 1 6mm.
8mm.
Ft.

3.00
$6.00
NAVY FLYERS ( ) ... 627-B
This is a special edited version of
"Wings Over the Navy," listed above
as 625-C.
AERIAL STUNT CIRCUS
. . 632-B
The deluxe version of Air Circus stunts.
640-B was edited from this.
IN THE AIR WITH THE R.A.F. . 628-B
Against an exceptionally beautiful
clouded background, you see here an
edited version of "Training the R. A.
F." and "R. A. F. Bombers" combined
— two special features listed above.

inc., 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

Cal.
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Accessories

use of heat treated steel at points of
stress; and a head that accommodates
G*E
Reflector

Photospot

..an easy new way
to highlight effects

'..» Makes fixed lenses focusing

Now G-E offers two spreads of light
for making better movies!
RELATIVE BEAM SPREAD /

The new G-E Reflector Photospot
(RSP-2) is just what you need to create highlight effects — at low cost.
Used in combination with Photofloods, it's a honey forbacklight, for
edgelight, and other special effects.

Focusing Ring
Of interest to owners of cine cameras
with fixed focus lenses is a novel focusing ring being marketed by Photo
Specialties Co., 29 So. State St., Salt
Lake City, Utah. With this ring an
ordinary half-inch fixed focus 8mm.
camera lens may be focused by the same
principle as a lens with a factory made
focusing mount. It can be used only on
those cameras in which the lens screws
into the case, such as the Revere, Keystone, Perfex, etc. With the focusing
ring in place between lens and camera
case, focusing is accomplished by unscrewing fraction
a
of a turn, according
to the calibrations on the ring. Ring is
furnished with a stabilizer spring which
presses against back of the ring to
eliminate play between lens and camera.
Price of $2.50 includes ring, stabilizing
spring, depth of focus table and instructions for use.

C
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• Now takes 1000 watt bulb
Diplomat Projector
One of the first Bell & Howell projectors to make its post-war appearance

Used for close-ups, G-E Photospots
offer new flexibility . . . provide
enough light so lamps can be back
of the camera, out of your way. Or
you can close lens down as much as
3 full stops more than with Reflectorfloods. (For greater accuracy,
use a good exposure meter.)
Same size, shape, color-temperature,
wattage and life as a G-E Reflector
Photoflood . . . but the concentrated
Photospot beam gives you 7 times
more //^A/.' Available soon. Ask your
dealer for the new G-E Reflector
Photospot !

all
up to large
8" x 10"
and still
all cameras
cine cameras
including
the
35mm. Eyemo and DeVry.
Unusually large bearings in both pan
and tilt afford smooth, jiggle-free action.
An outstanding feature, too, is that
the control handle, which locks both
pan and tilt motion with a single twist,
may be operated from either side. There
is a tension adjustment used in adapting
tripod and head to cameras of different
weights and balance.
Closed, the tripod measures 29^/2
inches and it can be extended to a
maximum height of 64 inches. Reversible tips in legs provide steel points or
rubber pads for indoor or outdoor use.

is the silent i6mm. "Diplomat." Designed for home showing of movies,
the Diplomat features a new cooling
system that permits use of a looo watt
lamp where desired. It may also be used
with a 500 or 750 watt bulb with excellent results.

• The new Bolex tripod
Ambol Tru-Pan Tripod
Machined from solid aluminum alloy,
the Ambol Tru-Pan friction head tripod,
now being marketed by the American
Bolex Company, New York, incorporates many advantages of design and
operation such as absence of castings;

Every moving part is gear driven,
including feed and takeup spindles.
Gears are fully encased and silent. The
Diplomat is constructed to show not
only silent film, but sound film as well.
Although the sound is not heard, many
fine motion pictures formerly restricted
to sound-on-film projectors may now be
shown on this machine. Still projection
of any single frame is accomplished
simply by disengaging the clutch. A
perforated, all-metal safety shutter

Glorious

in

R

true

ICH color . . . living color . . . and
true color!

That's what you can expect with the
superb new Ansco Color Film, now
generally available in 16mm size.
For Ansco Color Film reproduces colors
with a remarkable accuracy never before
seen in color photography. There is no
harshness — no color exaggeration. Prop-

ask

for

Movies

colors!

erly exposed motion pictures on Ansco
Color Film closely resemble the glowing
natural beauty of the original subject.
But that's not all. Ansco Color Film has
a wider exposure latitude than might be
expected in a reversible color process. It
doesn't approach the latitude of blackand-white film, of course, but it is sufficient to protect you against disappoint-

Ansco

Color

ment due to minor exposure errors.
Ansco Color Film is at your dealer's in
50 and 100-foot 16mm spools. There's a
new thrilling experience in store for you
when you see your first movies made
with the new Ansco Color Film!
Ansco, Binghamton, New York. A
Division of General Aniline & Film
Corporation.

16 mm

film
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News
Cdntinuedof
fromWhat's
Page 12;

ANIMATED
CARTOONS
^

16MM

New

operates automatically to protect the
film from heat. A reverse lever is provided for running the film backwards
to achieve amusing effects or to repeat
a scene.
A Bell & Howell 2-inch F 1.6 lens,
V. hich transmits a large volume of light,
is standard equipment. However, it may
be replaced instantly with any one of a
full range of extra lenses to meet sp)ecial requirements.
Reel End Signal

• Thin ds a pocket watch

A novel signal device, adaptable to
any make or model projector, has been
developed by Essannay Mfg. Co., New
York City, which signals the operator
as end of film approaches in the pro-

to fit the vest pocket, this new slender
Hickok meter has a direct reading dial
so that once the meter is set for a desired film and shutter speed, the pointer
indicates directly the correct f stop.
Another feature is a scale deflection of
lie or nearly double the normal scale
length affording easier reading of the
meter. Designed with a hollow cell
cavity, it eliminates internal reflection
and avoids gathering Ught from sky or
objects outside range of camera lens.
Meter starts registering at .3 foot
candles and extends to 3077 foot candles. Enclosed in a one piece, dust-proof
plastic molded case, meter measures
2^/4" X 3^8" and is but ^/g" thick. Total
weight is only six ounces.

The device, strictly mechanical, is
jector.
described as requiring no wires, batteries, transformers or governors, and
with pre-setting by the projectionist unnecessary. One and one-half minutes
before end of the reel of film, device
gives a 15 second audible signal. It is
adjustable for use with reels of various
sizes.

introducing,
PROFESSOR
J. Waldo
PURRINGTON

Correction
Last month in this department the
address of National Industries, Inc.,
manufacturers of the new Natco sound
projector, was erroneously given as
1268 N. Pulaski Road, Chicago 39,
111. The correct address is 2638 No.
Pulaski Road.
• For large reels. 14mm. or 35mm.

/6^nm' FULL COLOR
3entertainment features!
★ JEEP-HERDERS
if DETOUR TO DANGER

^

1

* THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE
Also SHORT iUtmCM
NEWSREELS - TRAVELOGUES
PLANET PICTURES, Inc. Dept. MM
5746 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send me full information on how Planet
Pictures may be obtained for showings, also
name of distributor in my territory.
I Nome
I Firm or Position.
I Address

-State_

Duplex Rewinds
A new, professional rewind for
1 6mm. and 35mm. films is offered by
Duplex Cinema Equipment Co., 230
\X'. Olive Ave., Burbank, Calif. Designed for use by the professional or the
amateur whose editing is done with the
more volumnous 8, 12, and 16 hundred
foot reels, the Duplex rewind features
a sturdy iron frame with steel gears and
bearings. Reduction gears provide a ratio
of four revolutions of the reel to one
turn of the hand crank; also, crank has
free wheeling clutch feature. Spindles
provide locking device for retaining
reels on rewinds. Equipment is priced
below S 20.00 per pair.

Oxford Tri-Pan Head
Designed for use on any tripod and
with any large or small camera, movie
or still, is the Oxford All-purpose TriPan tripod head manufactured by Oxford Engineering, Inc., Oxford, Mich.

• Features ample camera base
Hickok Exposure Meter
A new direct reading exposure meter
designed for supersensitive accuracy is
announced by the Hickok Electric In-'
strument Co., 10596 Dupont Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio. Designed like a watch

Specifications include a 3 '74" ^ 4" platform for camera; a 6" control handle
for horizontal movement; collar type
lower bearing designed to afford velvetsmooth panoram action;
and ona Page
latitude
• Continued
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this

Amazing

New

' SPKTACULAR!

Castle
STARTUHG!

Film!
"MAGIC"

c^::]

EXPOSE!

^'^'^ A/
/ This

ty Loses
Bathing Beau

Head'.

Th^J
e fee tA^"
One Film!
^ ^'long
Beauties
FOR sheer entertainment value, or
as an expose in tricic photography,

"ead/ess G/
r/
'"'f-'o Rubb i
er G,>„
liuman Flyi

this mystifying film is tops! Dozens of
"impossible" camera feats are shown.
"CAMERA MAGIC" takes you behind
the scenes of movie -ma king — you see
many techniques and methods used in
creating unbelievable movie effects and
illusions. For entertaining your friends

fPf'* Stage Tn,f
c,

^^
Wa"•
lt■c
zifengd La
Jedy
ep! I
Mo/oretfe/

and yourself, "CAMERA AAAGIC" will be
one of the most popular films in your
collection. Order yours today!
FUSS!

CatalogPI^OJE
describingCTOR
more thanOWNERS
130 thrilling
Just offCastle
the press!
Films'
1 946 Deluxe
New movies!
! home
SEND COUPON NOW!
8 mni<

30 JtOCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20

FIELD BLDG.
CHICAGO 3

$1.75

"--ORDER

FORM

j

Send
Castle
"Camera Magic" inHM-3
the ||
size and
lengthFilms'
indicated.
□ 50 ft . . .
□ 180 ft . . . 5.50
16 mm>
2.75
ADDKESS
□I
100ft. . . . 8.75
□ 360 ft . .
. 17.50
□ Sound, 350 ft
Ramitunca andosadDship c.o.D.D Send Castlc Fjlms' FREE Catalog □
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IF YOU'VE always wanted to set your movie making to music,
here's a title to start you off. Idea is to shoot sequences of scenes
in tempo with or suggestive of certain musical recordings which
you may have on hand or those which may be obtained from
your music store — pastoral scenes, scenes of the city, shots of
the Grand Canyon
example. Then there
various types of trees,
ing storm cloud shots,

for Grof's "Grand
are "Trees" for a
ominous music for a
and blithe music for

Canyon
sequence
sequence
carnivals

Suite," for
of shots of
of fast movand circuses.

IDEA behind this title is a short subject depicting the many
and varied uses of paper and paste — a novelty reel which will
give your movie making ability opportunity for artistic expression.

HI

Suggest beginning with a tight closeup of a child's hand stirring
a pot of paste, then pull back with camera to show the tot pasting
pictures in scrap book; show tiny sister making paper dolls;
brother putting his paper kit; together. Outdoors you can picture abillposter decorating a billboard; a display man building
window displays in your local department store. Conclude with
shots of father papering walls of house, with a comedy touch
involving pastepot.

THIS TITLE suggests a reel showing first a bowl of selected fruit,
then cutting to a closeup of each and proceeding to picture the
origin of the fruit, how it is grown, cultivated and harvested.
Begin by showing tree fruits in spring of the year — the trees
in blossom against azure blue skies — later pose an attractive miss
on a ladder picking the fruit. Comedy touches can be worked
into scenes of picking those fruits which grow on thorned vines.
Close picture with closeup of tiny hand entering scene and taking fruit from the bowl.

TIE THIS title 'i with current news headlines to make interesting sequences of action of the family. Following closeup of
headline about "labor trouble," show small boy laying down on
job of mowing lawn; headline concerning a slum clearance
project could be followed by a sequence of shots of the kids in
a gang snooping in rubbish boxes in the alley near home; "Thief
Caught" suggests picturing a stray dog stealing bone from the
family pup, later apprehended by one of the children. Other
headlines will suggest appropriate action. Begin each sequence
with closeup of headline, shooting it in your typewriter titler
or with supplemental lens before the camera lens.
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ENRICH

YOUR

WITH

HOME

16mm,

LIFE

TALKING

Now — your family and friends can gather at
their convenience, comfortably, relaxed —
and see their own selections from the large
and rapidly increasing libraries of 16 mm.
sound films. These libraries include not only
popular dramatic and entertainment films —
but a vast assortment of educational, travel
and musical subjects available at moderate
rental fees.
And with the new low-cost Ampro 16 mm.
sound projector — you obtain clear, brilliant
images, rich colors, and enjoyable, lifelike

PICTURES.,.
Many Special Ampro Features — Ampro 16
mm. sound projectors are rugged, sturdy,
compact, lightweight — and designed to give
continuous efficient performance. Special
Ampro features include: Simplified Threading
System, Centralized Controls, Triple Claw
Movement, Centralized Oiling System, Quick
Set-up, Quiet Operation — and many other
exclusive advantages. Write today for folder
giving specifications, prices and full details.

tone quality. Ampro's simplified design
and centralized controls make operation
almost as easy as using a radio.

"Premier 10"
the new Ampro
16 mm. Sound
Projector

The Army-Navy
has
been awarded"E"to
Ampro for excettenee
in the production of
IG mm,
motion pie~
ture
jiroiectura.
AMPRO

CORPORATION

★ CHICAGO, 18

A General Precision Equipment Corporation Subsidiary
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There's
films

with

fun
CRAIG

in editing
EDITING

Use a CRAIG

SENIOR

your

own

EQUIPMENT

RE-WIND

COMBINATION

There s fun in editing your home movies easily without fuss ond bother. A Craig Senior
Re-wind Combination is the choice of most amateur movie maimers . . . simply designed,
easy to use, it is ideally suited to the amateur movie maker's needs. A pair of chromiumplated Craig Senior Re-winds with on adjustable brake for speed and tension control and
a new type locking device on the spindle, a Craig Senior Splicer that is adaptable for either
Crolg Junior Rc-wind Combination includei two
Craig Junior geared re-winds, Craig 8MM and 16MM
Junior Splicer, bottle of Craig safety film cement and
o woter conloiner. Retails, $8.95, complete.

8MM or 16MM sound or silent film makes the Craig Senior Re-wind Combination on
essential piece of equipment for the amateur who wants to do efficient and easy editing.
See it today at your dealer's — priced at $21.50, complete.

Craig
con be Senior
used forSplicer
either
8MM or 16MM sound or
silent film. Four simple
operations without wetting film give you permanent splices. Retails
$10.95, each.

Craig Junior Splicer is
easy to use, adaptable
for either 8MM or 16MM
film, complete with bottle of Craig safety film
cement and a water container. Mounted on a
hordwood base. Retails
$3.95.

Craig Master Re-wind Combination incorporates the fundamental requisites for efficient professional-like splicing ond
editing. Will handle 8MM or 16MM reels, 2000 ft. capacity.
Retoils complete - $33.50.

"Craig Home Movie Equipment malces editing a pieasure." See it and buy it at your phofo dealer's!

7/

CRAIG
MOVIE
SUPPLY
CO.
Los Angeles • San Francisco • Seattle
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/ 8 NewSoundlei
□ Hoagy
HOAGY Carmichael
CARMICHAEL
In with
"LaxyoneBones"
gives out
of his own compositions. Comedy dancing by Dorothy Dandridge.
□ JERRY
in "Tumblinq
TumblingCOOPER
along with
romantic Tumbleweed"
Jerry Cooper, as he
vocalizes a swell cowboy tune!
□ Rubinoff
RUBINOFFmakes
AND hisHISviolin
VIOLIN
Musicagainst
Shop"a
talk in. ."The
. filmed
marvelous music shop setting.
□ VINCENT
in "Overnight"
A lilting, LOPEZ
rhythmic ORCHESTRA
reel. Sonny Skyler
takes the vocal.
□ THE MARTINS (Barn Dance) in "Skip to My Lou"
Good old barn-dance music. The song hit of "Meet Me
In St. Louis." Singing and dancing by the clever
Martins.

The nation's top-flight dance orchestras
Outstanding stars of stage, screen and radio
Show these fast-moving, melodyrfliled
Sou*tdle4'On your screen . . . bring glamorous stars . . . glittering costumes . . .
Hollywood effects . . . into your own home!
Each is a perfect combination of rhusic
. . . cast . . . settings . . . photography and
sound!
These star-studded musical film revues
bring you such big names as Cab Calloway, Gene Krupa, Buddy Rogers, Louis
Armstrong and their orchestras . . . Luba
Malina, Lanny Ross, Fats Waller, Willie
Howard, Borrah Minevitch, etc.
100 feet (sound) . . . $7.50 each
FREE CATALOGS!
Send for free SOUNIiiES catalog listing
72 scintillating subjects.
Ask for 32 page catalog listing other
OFFICIAL FILMS home movies . . . cartoons, sports, news, musicals, etc.

□ AWILL
OSBORNE
in "Star favorite.
Dust" Dancperfect
rendition& ofORCH.
this sentimental
ing by Marylyn and Maxinc.
□ ALORRAINE
PAIGE ORCH. in ''Sweet Sue"
the "honey"
Miss. of a number, featuring the Six Hits, and
□ AMITCHELL
AYRES performance.
in ''Boogie Weegie Bugle Boy"
hot instrumental
a WINGY
MANONE
in "The
Marching
In"
A fast, swiney
number.
WingySaints
does Come
the vocal
. . . while
his trombonist goes to town.
□ WILL BRADLEY ORCH. in "I'm Tired of
Woiting
•fortheYou"
Jimmy
Dorsey's
specialsmooth
signature
Plus Ray
McKinley and
silken
voicetune.
of Lynn
Gardner.
□ The
DELTA RHYTHM
BOYS in "Dry Bones"
send dynamic,
you ! beat-it-out Delta Rhythm Boys will really
n Featuring
RITA RIO theGIRLattractive
ORCH. girlin orchestra
"I Look ot
You" Rio . . .
of Rita
plenty of dancing and singing!
O AVINCENT
LOPEZ
In "Don't
swell tune,
interpreted
by aCry"
swell orchestra!
a Sonny's
SONNY
DUNHAM
"Skylark"
trumpet, inorchestra
. . . and luscious, lovely
Harriett hot
Clark.
□ YVONNE DE CARLO in "The Lamp of Memory"
Gorgeous Yvonne de Carlo, famous star of "Salome.
Where She Danced," cuts a curvy figure in a nightie!
□ ACAROLYN
MARSH
"Georgiawithon songs
My Mind"
smart right
club insetting,
by Carolyn
Marsh.
a Vivacious
VICKEE RICHARDS
in "You
to myDancers
Heart"in
Vickee Richards,
plus Belona
the Hoveler
a sensationally entertaining film.
n DEL
CASINO
& ORCH.
Old inStory"
Dashing
Del Casino
leadsin his"Some
orchestra
this mellow
tune . . . thrilling love scenes.
Please send the OFFICIAL FILMS' Soundies cKecked
obove ($7.50 each) fo
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
O Ship CO. D. Q Send Complele-Silent Sound Catalog
Q Remittance Enclosed
Q Send Soundies Catalog

see YOUR DSALCR TODAY^
or use this handy order form^

HM-3-46
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Here's

why

• Pictures up to 14 feet wide at
75 feet
• Pre-focus 750 watt lamp
• 400- foot spool capacity
• f.1.6 auditorium lens
• Automatic rewind
• Still pictures
• Reverse pictures
• And many other features

Kevstone

When you sit down beside your big allfeature Keystone projector, as it silently
unfolds the sparkling drama

precision product of a quarter-century's
endeavor with a single goal : to give ama-

of your

teurs with professional standards the big-

camera -work, you'll recognize instantly

gest value in the 16 mm. projector field. Until we are able to supply the trade amply,

its big-theater precision . . you'll know you
have the biggest value in 16 mm. projection.

ask your camera dealer to rent you the

For Keystone's 16 mm. projector is the

Keystone model he may have on hand.

KEYSTONE

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

BOSTON,

MASSACHUSETTS

HOME

MOVIES

M A G 4 Z IK E

• Above are enlargements of 8nnm. frames from H. D. Atwood's 275
foot
pictureaccident
"Escape,"
youthsDiscovering
on vacationbody
run
away Kodachrome
from a highway
they indidwhich
not two
commit.
of girl on highway, they assume she's dead, speed away from scene,

Weeks

Movie

Of
By

would you do were you to
WHAT
come suddenly upon the bruised
and bleeding body of a hit and run
victim lying on the highway — stop and
investigate, or hurry away from the
scene fearing to be unjustly accused of
the accident?
This dilemma furnished the plot for
"Escape," an excellently photographed
and enacted 8mm. Kodachrome picture
filmed by H. D. Atwood of Ajo, Arizona, which has been elected the Movie
of The Month for March.

Of
The

Vacation
Month

).

1946

Saga

Filming
Certificate

H.

MARCH

but not before their license number is taken by another man coming
uponfindthethatscene.
Thereafter
boys merely
flee from
an imagined
pursuer,
to
girl was
not killed,
injured
for which they
are later
held
blameless.

Suminer
Five

•

Culminate
For

In A

''Escape"

SCHOEN

Atwood has combined the beautiful
scenery of northern Arizona with dramatic action in what might be described
as a "dramatic scenic" film, although
the drama is more than merely incidental. Two youths, Al and Stan, are
driving along the highway in a blue
sedan, vacation bound. Presently they
see an object lying on edge of the pavement ahead. Approaching closer they
see it is the body of a young girl and
stop the car. They walk over to the
girl, examine her bloodstained face and

decide that she is dead. Al says: "Let's
get out of here. We don't want to get
mixed up in anything." The boys hurry
back to their car and speed away. But
as they leave the scene, a stranger, unseen by them, is running toward them.
Leaving the regular highway, the boys
detour up into the mountains and presently find themselves in the vicinity of
a small resort. Here they arrange lodging, then walk into the nearby village
Continued in
"to see if there is •anything
the paon Page
154
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shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. This is a small box containing an
arrangement of mirrors which enables the lens to photograph
identical images three inches apart, i.e., the subject photographed isreflected, by two mirrors set three inches apart,
to the camera lens which records the dual image on one
frame of film. The camera lens is focused in the usual way
and the only other difference from routine filming is that
the camera viewfinder must be masked off to correspond to
the split frame area. This may be done by making and
applying a mask over the viewfinder as shown in Fig. 6,
on opposite page.
The mirror arrangement is a delicate job and requires
skill and patience. As shown in Fig. }, all mirrors are set
at a 45^ angle. The two center mirrors forming a "V" before
the camera lens must have the joining edges ground or
beveled so that they will form a neat miter joint. The
mirrors used in this arrangement should be surface coated
and
cemented securely^ to small wooden blocks set in the
housing.

IT IS only natural that the current interest in stereoscope
cameras and photography should give impetus to experimenters inthird dimensional motion pictures. If you have
been watching the new photographic products appearing on
the markets, you have noted the new stereo cameras and
viewers for the still photographer. Perhaps you have wonif the stereo principle couldn't also be applied to your
movies.
home dered
This is something which experimenting amateurs have
dabbled with off and on for years, but without developing
anything sound either in principle or equipment. However,
here is a method designed to give realistic depth and third
dimension to i6mm. movies in the most practical way yet
devised. It calls for no physical changes in your present cine
equipment — only the making of special attachments; and
where the amateur is a fairly precise gadget builder, the
attachments necessary to photographing and projecting
third-dimensional movies may be assembled at trifling cost.
Those who arc familiar with the old fashioned stereoscope
pictures will remember that they consisted of two identical
photos mounted side by side so that, when seen through the
stereoscope, the two pictures appeared as one but with spectacular clarity and depth of focus. To obtain similar stereoscopic effects in motion pictures, it likewise becomes
necessary to provide dual Images. In the process described
here, the two images arc photographed simultaneously side
by side on the same film as shown in Fig. i.
To do this it is necessary to construct an image or scene
splitting device to fit over the camera lens along the lines
)32

Of the two mirrors set three inches apart at either end
of the housing, one should be so mounted that it may be
adjusted to bring the two mirror images exactly parallel at
different distances from the camera. This may be effected
by mounting one mirror on a pivoted block, as shown in
Fig. 4, and adjusting it by means of a thumb screw. In
addition to this, a visual indicator may be added as shown in
both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The indicator pointer would denote
amount of the adjustment on a scale as a means of calculat-

• Fig. 2 — Polaroid is employed as a means of separating the two Images
for the eyes so that the leM eye sees only the left image on the film and
the right eye the right image. Thus Polaroid is placed over the openings
on either side of the stereo attachment and also used in making special
spectacles to be worn in viewing the projected pictures. For example, as
shown,
above
the Polaroid
is seton inthe"positive"
on the leftThesiderightof
the stereo
attachment
and also
left side position
of the spectacles.
sides take Polaroid In the "negative" position.
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ing the adjustment necessary for a given distance between
camera and subject.
To calibrate the scale, determine the measurements by
mounting a ground glass behind the mirror housing at a
point equal to the film plane in the camera. Adjust the free
mirror to bring objects in sharp focus at different distances,
and indicate the footage on the scale.
The housing for the mirrors may be made of tin or similar
light metal, rectangular in shape and with orifices in the
front at either side for the right angle mirrors. At the back
a tubular mounting should be provided with a set screw to
permit attaching the unit to the camera lens barrel. This
mounting should be large enough to also fit the projector
lens and this can best be effected by first making it large
enough for the projector lens and then providing a removable
shim-collar to reduce the opening so it will fit camera lens.
Obviously it is important that the housing be closed on all
sides except for the openings described.
When the film photographed with this stereo attachment
is to be projected, a means must be employed that will insure
that the images intended for each eye will register properly.
This may be done by using Polaroid as follows: First remove
the attachment from the camera and re-mount it on the
projector lens. The two openings in front of the attachment
are then covered with Polaroid in such a manner that the
light emitted from one side will vibrate in a horizontal
plane and the light from the other side in a vertical plane.
In other words the polaroid is fixed before one opening in
"positive" position and over the other in" negative" position.
The next step is to construct a pair of spectacles using
Polaroid discs arranged in the same manner — i.e., one disc set
"positive" and the other "negative" as shown in Fig. 2.
Without using these spectacles, the stereoscopic film projected on the screen will appear blurred. But when the
spectacles are used to view the screened pictures, each eye
will see only the picture intended for it: the left eye will
see one image and the right eye another or in other words,
each eye will see the respective image on the split-frame of
the movie film as projected on the screen, all of which produces the stereoscopic or third dimensional effect.
After mounting the attachment on the projector lens,
some adjustment will be necessary — which must be done
while wearing the Polaroid spectacles — in order to accurately
superimpose the two images on the screen. Here again the
thumb-screw adjustment on the attachment, as described
above for focusing, is brought into use and the mirrors
adjusted to bring the two images on the film in exact register on the screen.

I
I
MIRRORS

• Fig. 3— This diagram shows function of the stereoscope attachmeni
when fitted before lens of cine camera. The image or scene focused
upon
piclced
up by by
the them
two primary
45°V-shaped
mirrors, mirror
set three
inches
apart,isinand
to theupon
in center
which
turnreflected
reflects the
two images
the film in camera.
The
result is the twin-image shown in Figure I.

tV\OUNT F/NDER
TOP

VIEW

• Fig. 4— In using the stereo attachment there is the problem of
parallax to cope with when shooting objects at various distances.
By mounting one of the primary mirrors on a pivot base it may
be adjusted to bring both images on the film in exact parallel.
Above diagram shows suggested method of mounting primary
mirror with the additional featiJre of a thumb screw adjustment and
indicator. A waist-level viewfinder from a still camera may be
added, as shown, to simplify alignment of camera with object.

F/TT/NG
CAM£Rfi
LENS
• Fig. 6 — In using
attachment,
area theofstereo
the
viewfinder must be reduced
one-half to correspond to
the half-frame area of the
twin images on the film.
Properly
done,
the viewfinder
should
be masked
off
so that the half-frame area
is in the center, as shown
at left. Mask may be made
of black paper and applied
over front element of camera viewfinder or finder may
be
masked
scotch
tape.off with opaque

THUMB
SLEEVES
SPRING & PIN

PIN

MIRROR
^ SCREW

END y/EW
• Fig. 5— End view of stereo attachment showing thumb screw
adjustment for mirror and the alignment indicator. A small spring
placed behind the primary mirror, as shown, supplies pressure to
make the thumb screw operation effective both ways.
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0 "Hand whittled" from odds and ends
found in his workshop, this nnechanical wipeoff
device is readily attached to or demounted
from
Lewis Miller's
Keystoneuniformly
8mm. caitiera.
It automatically
produces
smooth
wipeoff effects hard to obtain by manually
operated devices. Below are diagrams of
various parts giving dimensions and showing
manner of assembly. They are further described in the text.

Trick

Effect

Gadget

A Custom Built Automatic Wipeoff
Device For The Keystone Eight . . .
w

I

MAKING cinematic trick effects is
just one of the many diversified
facets of our interesting hobby of
making movies. Every exploring cinebug
at one time or another attempts to dupli-

1 34

M
cate camera effects that he has observed
on theatre screens. Such effects are nor
always easy to accomplish for the amateur who must make them with his
camera. Most of the professional effects

we see on the screen are made after the
picture is photographed, at the time the
niaster negative is made in what is
known at the optical printer.
Take the wipeoff effect for example.
The professional makes this in the optical printer which affords a wide range
of wipe effects — vertical, horizontal,
diagonal, etc. Amateurs, on the other
hand use reversal film which is the negative while it's going through the camera
but becomes the positive print after
going through the processing laboratory.
Thus any trick effect the amateur
desires must be made with the camera
as he shoots.
The amateur can produce smooth
wipeoff effects by coupling a simple
effects device with his camera so that
it is motivated by the camera mechanism
or in conjunction with it.
Those who own one of the older model
Keystone 8mm. cameras — the model
with the belt-driven takeup spindle —
can make an efficient automatic wipe
effects device as described in the accompanying illustration and diagram. One
of the requisites, however, is that the
camera be equipped with a backwind
for turning back• Continued
the film onafter
Page the
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HAVING used a synchronized flash on my press camera
ever since away back in the flash powder era, it was
only natural, when I began shooting movies as a hobby,
that I would want some sort of light attached to my camera.
Trying for natural pictures of my children, I soon saw the
impossibility of keeping the activities of youngsters confined
to the limited field of lights set on standards or clamped on
1 urniture.

• Light !n weight, easily balanced, this novel gadget supports
four photofloods in reflectors plus camera. Switch controlling
lights is located conveniently just below and at right of camera.

LIGHT

m

mm

HMT

IT

Combination Light Unit And
Camera Mount Insures Uniform
Exposure
By

On

lOHN

Indoor

Shots

RATTERMA
Photos By Author

• Wherever the camera goes for a shot, the lights go, too. Shifting of
light standards to new setup and taking new meter readings are eliminated
— the initial meter reading becoming valid for alt shots.

First I designed and built a camera mounting with a cross
bar extending to right and left on which I clamped two
reflectors with number two photofloods. A light switch
was mounted near the camera starting button to control both
lights simultaneously.
With this arrangement, I could follow movie subjects,
sighting through the camera finder and, at the right moment,
turn on the lights and press the starter button, it was unorthodox and experimental and seemed just too good to b:
true. But it worked surprisingly well from the start.
Of course improvements and refinements have b?en made
from time to time, but that basic idea has been in use now
for four years and is still my stand-by for indoor movie
making. It has been used successfully in making a scenario,
"Week End Leave" for the U.S.O., for a number of religious
promotional films, in making "Fun Begins at 9" and some
camp promotion films for the Boy Scouts of America, several
wedding ceremonies, as well as numerous record films of
public demonstrations and Boy Scout and Cub shows. In
all of this — several thousand feet of 8mm. and i6mm. film,
largely Kodachrome, in addition to hundreds of feet of family movies — the percentage of usable pictures has been
extremely high.
One notable feature about movies made in this way is
the absence of unwanted shadows. It is definitely not a
method to obtain trick lighting effects, but the results arc
pleasing nevertheless, probably because they are natural.
The operation is simple and the results can be depended
upon. Ordinarily, when using Kodachrome, the lens is set
for 8 feet with the aperture at f 2.8 and the operator
stands approximately 8 feet from his subjects. For longer
shots, the lens is set up to 15 feet and the aperture to
f/1.9. Excellent results have been obtained at 6, 4, and even
at 2 feet, the aperture being stopped down accordingly.
Much the same technique is used for slow black and white
film except that shots up to fifty feet are quite practicable.
With fast black and white film, satisfactory
exposures
• Continued
on Pagehave
159
• With this combination unit, the fllmer can follow moving subjects, sighting
through viewfinder and, at the right moment, snap the lights on and stait
the camera. Excellent exposure results may be had at any dirtance.
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A Reel
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SELL

Sold A Vacation

Cottage; An Idea That May Be Applied To
Exploiting Your Business, Selling Real
Estate,
Publicizing
Talents
And Skills
By

DAVID

1 Chinese philosopher once said that
one picture could tell as much as
a thousand words. How many
words, then, can one save by projecting
a motion picture which is a series of
thousands of pictures? The answer to
this question will give some idea of the
convenienc e and the positive results
that can be obtained not only in selling
anything one may have to offer, but
also to demonstrate his skill or "show
off" in a manner that cannot be
doubted.
When the war started, the author
was compelled to forego his customary
vacation and found it necessary to rent
his cottage in the country. He envisioned
with no little distress the many trips
he would have to make to show the
cottage to prospective lessees, especially
in those days of wartime rationing when
every
trip had
to be "necessary."
He
remembered
the several
reels of vacation
films he had taken at the cottage over
a period of five years. He blew the dust
from the cans, cut out the cottage
scenes and spliced them together in
appropriate order. Only those scenes
were used that would show the place
at its best advantage. The result was
one reel of film well calculated to sell
a summer vacation at my cottage in the
country.
It begins with a closeup of a business
card being held in a hand and showing
the name, address and telephone number
of the owner. The card is turned over
to show simple directions of travel by
train and by car. This is important to
show that the place is not difficult to
reach and does not involve a long automobile ride— important in those days of
gasoline rationing.
Following this, there is footage devoted to the actual construction of the
cottage, indicating that the place is
well built and has all modern conveniences. Then follow scenes showing
swimming, boating, fishing, lawn games,
etc. The same diversified vacation films
that had been taken at random were
now carefully re-edited to express one
idea — "Here is a good place to spend a
vacation."
If it had not been for this film the
author would have had to drive numerous prospective customers to the place,
137
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use rationed gas and tires and spend
valuable time. This operation would
have had to be repeated three or four
times. As it happened, however, he invited all who would be interested to
view his home movies — the film described above being the main feature.
When the lights were turned on after
the show, the card shown in the title
of the film was passed out. Immediately
the guests started bidding against each
other for the cottage and it was rented
before the evening was out. Thus, the
ccttagc was "sold" by the "high pressure" salesmanship of movies and proNot every movie fan has a vacation
jector.
for sale, but almost everyone has a
particular talent, hobby or idea that
might be profitably exploited among
friends, neighbors and others. This can
be done most favorably through use of
one's projector and movie films. Films
prepared with the motive of selling,
contrived to record only pertinent factors and to omit the irrelevancies,
become as potent as the sincere endorsement of a disinterested witness.
For example, there is the fish story.
The "big one" would never "get away"
if it was "caught" on movie film. He
will be immediately welcomed into the
circle of good fishermen in his community if armed with projector and a
film showing his fishing accomplishments properly edited to amplify his
angling prowess. Think of demonstrating one's fishing skill without even
getting
feet heard
wet! critics comment
Often one's
we have
favorably upon the outstanding performance of a movie star. We may
remark that the actor or actress has
talent. Well, even if you have no particular talent for acting you can
cultivate the talent by repeated practice.
Go through a little routine of walking
down the stairs in your h@me again and
again. You will become a better per• Continued on Page \6C
• These 8mm. frame enlargements show the
lakeside cottage and the recreational facilities
afforded by possession of the cottage which
David Dubin merchandised with the aid of his
home movies. Needless to say, the cottage
was leased within a few minutes after screening the picture.
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PLOT

m

BEFORE

SHOOT!

Charting Your Picture Scene
By Scene Saves Time And Film,
. . .
B y Improves its Continuity
WALTER
K E L
Syracuse Movie Makers Association

• Few subjects for home movies are plotless, but the action must
be planned in sequences of long, medium and closeup shots of
varying lengths to provide entertaining continuity.

IT IS quite generally agreed that the amateur who wants
to make a serious, multi-sequenced story-film must chart
his way in what is commonly recognized as a scenario or
shooting script. It is the professional's way and certainly it
is the only successful way for the amateur.
Too often the preparation of a scenario is looked upon
as a mountainous task, forestalling the attempt and ending
with abandonment of the project of making a serious movie.
Actually, a home movie scenario is little more than an
itemized account of planned action, camera setups, of dialog to be spoken and the necessary titles. An unpretentious
scenario may be drafted in the rough within the space of
an hour, providing one has a definite plot in mind and has .
given serious thought to plot development and the action
that is to motivate the stor)\
Now if this sounds like planning a super-colossal two or
three reel production, let me explain that we are speaking
in terms of amateur movies; that what is to be stated here
applies to any type of amateur film that is intended to have
a story premise, continuity and enduring interest. And
aren't these the elements most desired in every picture — our
vacation movies, the movie-biography of the baby, the
travel films we make, as well as any playlet we may film?
"Well, what are the elements of a simple scenario?" you
may ask. "How do I proceed?"
The procedure consists of four steps:
( 1 ) Obtain or "dream up" the story idea.
(2) Write a brief synopsis of the story.
(3) Rewrite it, after giving the story additional
thought, enlarging upon the original theme,
adding necessary additional incidents and details.
(4) Break down the story into camera scenes.
Number each scene, establish the camera setup, and describe action, etc. This will be your
scenario.
138
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Ideas are abundant. They exist in our everyday life. They
are to be found in the comic strips, newspaper headlines and
magazine stories. And then there are the plot suggestions
which accompany the series of home movie titles that appar each month in Home Movies. Any incident that involves
conflict, no matter how trite or subtle, may furnish the
basis for a home movie plot. Many amateurs have taken the
plots of Blondie and Dagwood comic strips and developed
them into entertaining home movie stories. Others have
adapted ideas from radio programs and written their own
versions of the story, later putting it on 8mm. or 1 6mm. film.
Once a definite idea is decided upon — be it dramatic,
factual or documentary — some time will be spent in "dreaming" about it, that is, turning it over in one's mind and
developing it into a complete story according to the limitations of one'sfrom
time,others.
equipment and the assistance that will
be available
The dramatic story theme should be built up into a series
of relating incidents in which there is a dramatic struggle.
The outcome of this struggle should be left in doubt until
near the end of the story when the climax is reached. In
the third operation take the idea that has been jotted down
on paper and rewrite it. Enlarge upon it, remembering,
while doing so, that the unfavorable element should continually win out over the good (the villain should always
get the better part of the hero) until the climax is reached.
To stimulate audience interest early in the picture start
off with a surprise opening, something that is different,
something that will immediately command attention. The
rest of the plot should be made interesting enough to hold
that attention once it is obtained. If the scenario is to be a
comedy, start it off with a good laugh and then aim to
keep the laughs coming regularly.
At first things should move relatively slow in the dramatic
story film, then, as the plot unfolds, things should happen
faster. The plot should thicken and become more complex
with the tempo reaching a crescendo as the climax is ap• Continued on Page 160

THE THREE BEARS, by H. Armstrong Roberts, is
an interesting photo background for your zoo picture title. Use cutout or block letters over the
title text and shoot at a distance of thirty inches.
For Kodachrome, cover photo with sheet of colored
cellophane, tint title letters a contrasting color.
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A Knack Har
To Editing
As Well As
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Photographing Them
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• Example of a trite title that merely labels the
shot but contributes nothing toward continuity of
the picture. Compare this with the more thoughtfully composed title below:

W
pleted, we confessed that much of our
movies now looked like a rogues' gallery
exhibit, with terse captions identifying almost ever)' shot. We had the title
"Gene in the backyard" preceding a
shot of Gene as stated; "Charles at
Club Lake," introducing a few feet of
Charles; "Marlene in the Sand Hills"
identified a single shot of our daughter.
This went on for almost four hundred
feet.
After each showing of our movies,
we invariably felt the effect of the

processing thusiasm
laboratory
— before
one's encools. The
procrastination
that often follows the first screenings
of a new roll of film, it seems to me, is
responsible for most of the untitled and
unedited movies we often see.
Further study showed us the difference between well written titles and
those that are trite and meaningless;
we learned how to properly compose
spoken titles and just where to cut
the of
picture,
^'here National
we had
athem
series into
of shots
Yellowstone
park, we saw that the main title was
sufficient to identify the general locale
of this subject. The subtitles that were
to follow would describe only important
facts we wished to remember in connection with the trip or explain those
things which the camera had not made
altogether clear.
"Mary at Castle geyser" would be
a less desirable caption than something
like "Mary discoverd that the waters of
Castle geyser were really hot!" Instead
of the commonplace, lazy-man's title,
"Old Faithful geyser," as an Introductory caption for shots of this famous
landmark, we saw that "Crowds gather

H

M

around 'Old Faithful' anticipating one
of its regular eruptions" not only identified the geyser but told something
about it. The brief title we had previously made, "Bears in the Park," we
• Continued
164
replaced with "VCarning
signs onsayPage
'Don't

superfluity of titles, so we'd get out
the shears and splicer and omit those
titles we now believed could be elimn \ inated.
te
s
wa
e
en
hrtarl
What we eventually came to know,
tioned
of course, is that almost any reel of
when we vaca
unplanned record shots of the family
Beach
at L3guna
can be given interesting continuity if
\
the titling chore is undertaken while
0 Here the same scene is complemented with a events are still fresh in mind. This
title that not only identifies the girl but tells means making the titles soon after the
something
her made.
as well as naming the place
where
the about
shot was
roll of film is returned from the

my wife and I first got our
WHEN
movie camera, we began shooting
movies of friends and relatives
with careless abandon — a few feet here,
a few feet there, etc. In due time we
had accumulated several rolls of film
which we enthusiastically screened, unedited and untitled, for any and all
who would come to see.
One evening, a friend, also a movie
amateur, invited us to see his films, and
what we learned from observation of
his pictures is that home movies need
occasional titles to explain what is shown
on the screen, especially to audiences
unfamiliar with the personages and
events pictured.
We resolved to title our movies without further delay and I must say we
really titled with a vengeance. Indeed,
cur reels became almost half titles and
half pictures; but it seemed at the time
that a collection of miscellaneous shots
arranged in some sort of sequence required more titles to produce continuity
than a planned film.
After the titling venture was com-

Tilling

JoeriVlay Itake

you home?"
• Here is an archaic treatment of the spoken title
that was used but never popular in the days of
silent theatrical movies. Obviously Joe would be
the one to ask the question here, making the
identification of "Joe" in the title unnecessary

RIGHT

• Here is the proper treatment of the same title.
The actual words of Joe are quoted and the title
intercut into the scene of Joe speaking. Another
method is to cut to a reaction shot of Mary after
the
instead of directly back to the
shot title
of Joeappears
speaking.
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• Fig. 2— In applying cennent to the splice
area, better distribution will result by begin,
ning the brush stroke in middle of the film,
brushing backward, then completing the
process with a full forward stroke.

• Fig. I— Next to careless removal of emulsion, improper application of
cement contributes more toward defective film splices than any other factor.
• Fig.and
3— Shortening
bristles
the cement
brush
shaping them
to aof chisel
edge
will make the brush a more effective tool
for applying
cement to the narrow splice
area
of the film.
FILM BUCKLE
Bad

Splices

Stop

the

Show

Wonder Why Your Splices Part? Here
Vital Tips On Splicing Technique
• Fig. 4— Application of too much cement to
film and leaving splice under pressure plate
too long invariably causes buckling of the
splice gate.
— noisy when passing the projector
film

eXCESZ

CEMENT

• Fig. 5— Applying too much cement causes
it to flow over the adjacent frame of film
when splicer pressure plate is applied. This
makes for a blurred spot that shows glaringly in projection.

UNCEMENTBD
AREAS

e Fig. 6 — When the emulsion is not fully
removed, not enough cement is applied,
or the cement dries before the film sections
are joined, a defective splice results that
or later separates during projection
ofsooner
the filnf).

Every Amateur
H

—

Beginner

U

gremlins that persists in
ONE
plaguofingthethe home movie showman
is the splice that parts inadvertently
during the screening of movies. For
this, splicers have been blamed and
often the film, but usually the fault
may be laid to the cement used — and
not infrequently to the party who did
the splicing.
Stale cement, inadequately scraped
splicing area and a poorly adjusted
splicer are just some of the things that
contribute to poor splices.
First it should be understood that
film cement does not act as an adhesive
in joining two sections of film together.
The joint is made in a manner similar
to a weld. Safety film cement is actually
a solvent. When applied to film, the
cement dissolves and softens the film
surface. When two film surfaces are
thus prepared and then joined together
under pressure, the two films, where
moistened with the cement, flow together and form a firm bond that
should endure indefinitely.
Film cement is highly volatile which
means that it evaporates quickly — about
as rapidly as ether — therefore, when
using it to make a splice, it is important

Or

Are
For

Advanced

M

to work quickly, joining the two sections of film together after the cemeat
has been applied. It sometimes happens
that the cement, as compounded, has
insufficient film base in it and thus
evaporates too quickly. When this happens, the splice is weakened or may fail
completely. A remedy for this is to
add a quantity of film base to the
cement — the equivalent of one frame
of 1 6mm. film. A piece trimmed from
your films or from an old leader will do.
The emulsion or any other coating must
be thoroughly removed first so that
the film is crystal clear and free of any
emulsion particles before it is placed
in the cement. The film will dissolve
rapidly and mix with the cement, thickening it.
Where splices part because of premature drying (evaporation) of the
cement, this fault will be indicated by
irregular clear areas in the splice as
illustrated in Fig. 6. Greater speed in
completing the splicing operation or
increasing density of the cement as
directed above should remedy the
trouble.
The best method for applying cement
• Continued on Page 171
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obtainable in a wide variety of shades
from showcard writers' supply houses
and art stores.
After shooting a set of titles, the
color may be removed from the letters
by simply washing in warm water, then
wiping with a cloth and drying. Beautiful color combinations can be had by
this method, thus saving the cost of
buying letters in several colors where
variety is desired as in main titles. — L.
G. Darby, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
Film Cleaner
Here is a simple film cleaner that
any amateur can make himself. It consists of a block of balsa wood 3" long
and 1 Yz" deep and l" wide cut and
finished as shown in the diagram below.
On the 3" x 1 Yz" side, scribe a semicircle from bottom corner to bottom
corner and cut with a coping saw.
Then drill four 1 1 6" holes — one in
each corner — spacing them at ends of

$1 to $5 are paid readers for ideas for gadgets, movie tricks and short
cuts in movie making used on this page. Describe your gadget or idea
briefly and submit it with rough sketch or photo to "The Workshop
Editor," Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
★

★★★★**

upright panel and extended through it.
Here it is fitted with a small 16 tooth
gear. The shaft is mounted in a bushing
made
3 16"
hole intoa take
brass by
rod drilling
which awas
threaded

i

J
^^ ~*"
^^^^^^
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Footage Counter
The photos above show details of a
combination visual and audible footage
counter which I incorporated into the
film cleaning unit I recently built for
my editing board, described at length
on page 16 of the January issue of Home
Movies.
A standard 16mm. sprocket with
on a on3 16"
was pressed
guide rollers
shaft.
This shaft
is mounted
the

^s" nuts. The nuts space the 16 tooth
gear ^" away from the rear of the
panel, also secure the shaft bushing at
front of panel.
A larger 80 tooth gear was similarly
mounted in back of the panel and its
shaft was fitted with a one-turn, onecount \'^eeder counter in front of the
panel. A small wooden block was placed
beneath the counter and nailed to the
panel to give added support to the
counter after it was joined with the
gear shaft.
To provide the audible click that indicates the passage of one foot of film,
a short machine screw was inserted in
a hole drilled near rim of the 80 tooth
gear. A piece of metal IVa" x Yz" x
J/g" was so mounted on back of panel
that each revolution of the gear causes
the machine screw to strike it, making
an audible click. This is shown in detail
in the lower photo. — Arthur M. Sharp,
Ccntrcdale, R .1.
Colored Title Letters
Movie amateurs, who own sets of
title letters made of rubber, wood or
metal, may change the color of letters
by painting them with card colors

blocks just slightly wider than the width
of your film. The block will now be in
two sections as shown in the top figure.
Next, cover the two curved surfaces
with a layer of flannel or soft felt.
Insert four metal pins or nails without
heads in the holes and drive them part
way into the bottom block. Thus the
top section may be slipped on or off the
pins freely. The pins should fit the holes
loosely without friction. In use, the felt
pads are moistened with carbon-tetrachloride or regulation film cleaner the
film threaded between the guide pins
and drawn through the gadget in the
process of rewinding.
The slotted arms at bottom of gadget,
as shown in the lower figure, allow it
to be clamped to hood of the Craig
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Projecto-Editor where this equipment
is used by the amateur, or it may be
mounted upon a raised block on the
editing or rewind board. — E. M. Uniinick, San I'raiicisco, Calif.

WOOD
PLATFORM
/2"X/2"
REPLACES
MUSIC RfICK

-OLD STYLE
MUSIC STflNV

Projector Stand
An ideal projector stand, sturdy and
adjustable for various heights, may be
made from one of the old fashioned
music stands with the cast iron base and
the adjustable music rack of wood.
These usually may be found in old
second hand furniture and store fixture
establishments.
By removing the music rack and replacing itwith a solid piece of i" x 12"
X 1 2" wood, a solid platform is provided
for the projector that may be tilted as
desired. Such a stand is ideal equipment
for the amateur who shows movies to
others in homes, schools, hospitals and
homes for shutins. — Earl Smith, Memphis, Tenn.

Titler
Having the desire for a titler that
would insure, first of all, accurately
centered titles and one that would afford a moderate range of novelty effects. Ibuilt my own along rather
elaborate lines as pictured here. A lathetype bench was built of wood and provided with substantial legs turned from
4" X 4" material that insures rigidity.
The decision to make a titler of this
length followed the discovery that by
using the i Yz" lens on my Bolex H-8
camera I could get exceptional "closeup" results for title filming at a distance
of seven feet, a title 9" x 12".
The title board is permanently set at
the seven foot distance from camera
and all titles are made of uniform size.
Thus light values, etc., always remain
the same. Illumination is furnished by
two photofloods erected on a movable
base, but invariably are used at the
established distance shown in the photo.
The camera mount is a hollow box
fitted with guides on top and affording
easy access to a thumb screw which
holds the camera to it. — G. B. Jarrett,
Aberdeen, Md.

-APERTURE
blpnk strip
8mm.
FOLD OVER
HERE
PULLCLAVJS
DOWN

Viewing Glass
Instead of the dark blue glass used
by many amateurs and professional
photographers to view a scene in checking highlights and shadows in compositions, Ipurchased a pair of cobalt blue
welder's goggles (No. 103 i-E made by
Amer. Optical Co., price $1.55.) These
are actually spectacles, can be worn as
easily as a pair of sunglasses, and are
ideal in serving the same use as the
familiar viewing glass. Title makers will
find them helpful, too, in checking for
"hot spots" when placing lights before
a title board. — M. /. Day, Munster, hid.
Titles From Blocks
Those bright new toy blocks the
children received for Christmas may be
used to spell out titles, especially for
Christmas scenes or movies of the baby.
Use toys to fill in the background. —
Del mar L. Brown, Portland, Ore.
Srnm. on 16mm. Projector
Movie amateurs who have 16mm.
projectors and would like to screen
8mm. films, may do so with their projectorhere:by following the suggestion offered
The first step is to block off the film
channel of the gate to provide a reduced
track for the 8mm. film, as shown in
diagram at left. Take a short length
of 8mm. film and insert it in the gate
of the projector, as shown, folding it
over top and bottom of the gate and
securing the ends with adhesive tape.
The next step is to mask the film
aperture to correspond with that of
the 8mm. film. This may be done by
fixing a piece of cardboard before the
lens, as indicated in diagram, or by some
other means back of the film gate, according to the opportunity afforded
for this by your particular projector.
The final step is to slow down the
projector to approximately
• Continued on the
Page 8mm.
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Closeups

Angusast andL. director
Bowmer, of16mm.
enthusidrama film
for Southern
Oregon College of Education, has announcjd completion of a one reel i6mm.
color and sound film entitled "Technique of Elementary
an instructional subject forMakeup"
drama as
students.
★
Charles Trego, who produced the unique
16mm. color short subject "Surfboard
Rhythm" for Telefilm Studios, Hollywood, announces that subject has been
purchased by Pete Smith to be released
in his ^5mm. theatrical short subjects
scries for M-G-M.
★

• Making delicate campra adjustments in the 40 below zero temperatures of the
Arctic while wearing boxing-glove-like mittens was just one of the many exasperating
obstacles Robert Shankel encountered in filming his saga of Eskimo life.

Shankel,

Filnier

Fanchon Royer. having completed the
first of a series of religious films in
Mexico City, has returned to Hollywood where she will have sound recorded and arrange with Color Reproduction
C^ompany for making the release prints.
★
Bill Fowler is winding up shootmg at
l as Vegas, Nevada, on his i6mm. production "Desert Splendor," an educational-entertainment picture sponsored
bv Eos \'egas Chamber
of Commerce.
★

of Mmm

it ONE OF the most interesting motion picture documentaries of the
Eskimo, which required over a year to
film, is finally ready for release after
having lain dormant since 1941 when
its producer, Robert Shankel of Loj
Angeles, was called to the armed
services before the picture could be
completed.
Snrihal Of The Norfh, Shankel's
1600 foot Kodachrome documentaryof Eskimo life, was given its premiere
• Robert Shankel sans parka
showing in Hollywood early last
and beard.
month at which time the story of its
inception and production was related by Shankel.
Actually, it might be said that the picture is the end result
of a peculiar interest in the Eskimo that began one day many years
earlier when Shankel first read about the Arctic inhabitants in
his sixth grade geography book. Destiny must have taken over
at this point for thereafter Shankel sought the shelves of his local
library for books on Alaskan life and the history of Eskimos. He
reveled in the tales of doughty trappers and Alaskan traders,
and of the fabulous wealth acquired by pioneering Alaskan adventurers.
As Shankel grew older his interest in the Eskimo never lessened,
although such events as working in his father's coal business,
marriage, and taking up photography as a hobby intervened to
occupy much of his time. It was the hobby of photography,
perhaps more than anything else, that rekindled Shankel's interest
in the Eskimo. As time wore on, the desire to go to Alaska to
make motion pictures of the Eskimos became an obsession.
Lacking funds for such an undertaking, Shankel tried to
interest various people in backing his venture. In desperation
he even offered to sell films which he had not yet produced.
Finally, after a tortuous trip, in the steerage of a coastwise steamer,
he reached Alaska with all of his photographic equipment intact
and a modest supply of Kodachrome. Here he continued his
quest for a backer for his filming .idvcnture and found it in the
AlaskaChamber of Commerce.
In all, Shankel spent six years travelling in Alaska. He lived
• ( (inthiiii'il nil Vaf^c 167

Keith Daniels is producing a three reel
1 6mm. western program picture entitled
"Rancho In The Sky" with outdoor
locale centering in the high Sierras. Cinesound Company of Hollywood is on
location with its equipment recording
the sound.
★
Allyn Butterfield of Hollywood, has beof "Woman
Speaks,"
1 6mm.gun production
news digest
series for
Film
Studios of Chicago. Series will place
emphasis on educational appeal.
★
t

Cinemettc Productions is a new animation studio in Hollywood turning out
animated cartoons and sequences exclusively in 1 6mm. for makers of trainfield.ing films in the business and educational
★
E. L. Kuriand has completed the first of
.1 series of instructional films on tennis
in Hollywood, featuring net champion
Bill Tildcn who will also narrate the
film.
★
Fred G. Roberts, |r., until recently a
Navy Lieut. Commander in AudioVisual education, has announced the
formation of his own production com• Colli iniicil on PiiX' '<>''
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Dnions

Organizing

IBinin. Proj(^rtionists
* IN A move to start the ball rolling
tor unionizing all i6mm. projection
work in Los Angeles, union officials of
Motion Picture Projectionists Local 150
of the lATSE have drawn up a set of
wage scales and working conditions.
"^3^e want to organize all part-time
or full-time 16mm. operators who arc
not members of the union," George
Schaffer, business manager of the union,
declared.
According to Schaffer, who says they
have negotiated with one firm, fulltime operators are to receive a wage of
$88.50 for a six-day week, with a limit
of two shows a day. In addition, operators will receive six cents a mile for the
use of a car to transport equipment,
plus an expense account.
Part-time projectionists are to receive
fti.SjYz an hour, with a minimum call
of four hours. If required to use a car,
they are to have the six-cent mileage
and expense account.
It is the latter stipulation, calling for
a minimum of four hours' work, that
has given rise to much speculation from
the 1 6mm. industry.
Exhibitors say this would bring ruin
to the majority of i6mm. showings,
which are usually in the evening and
are from a half-hour to an hour in
length. That they should join in the
union's proposed move, these exhibitors
reply that they are in business for themselves and in most instance do their own
projection work.
Some sixteen millimeter cameramen
also see a threat to their future in the
union's organizational move. Those who
are not union cameramen — and few
are — see the unionization of projec• Goiitiiim il oil PiiX'' 1 7 "i

• Elliot Cooley behind camera at extreme left lines up a shot on a set which is authentic to the last
detail due to unlimited research that accompanied planning of the script.

Elliot

(]ooley Heads

"Golden Horizons"
Industrial
Films
* WHAT used to be a somber old
Milwaukee morgue today pulses with
rejuvenation from bright lights and the
whirr of motion picture cameras and
sound recording equipment. Banks of
floodlights brighten stage sets erected
in a studio of modern decor while the
cameras of the Cooley Company, producers of 1 6mm. industrial motion pictures, shoot scenes for an exploitation
film for a large Milwaukee industry.
The Cooley Company, formed only
last October, is headed by Elliot W.
Cooley who produced "Golden Horizons," the historic i6mm. film of the

Own

Ifimni.

Studio

Producer Making
In Milwaukee
metal industry for the Ampco Metal
Company of Malwaukee, described in
the November issue of Home Movies.
The history of Cooley 's rise to the
producer's ranks is the not unfamiliar
story of the ambitious amateur movie
maker whose proficient work naturally
led to more serious picture making.
Cooley's amateur films showed such
promise as to attract the Eastman Kodak
Company store in Milwaukee who on
several occasions urged him to produce
industrial films, jobs that came into
their office.
Gradually as his skill improved,
Cooley found more and more opportunities. Among his better known
achievements were a Kodachrome film
ior the state of Alabama picturing the
pleasures and beauties of that state's
highways, several films for a Milwaukee
industrial firm, a i6mm. motion picture
for the Children's Memorial Hospital
and a novelty production for a manutracturer of diapers.
Employing a cast of high school
students adeptly made up as Indian
savages, Cooley filmed his version of
the history of the Menomonee Indians.
The picture, filmed near Grafton, Wisconsin, was honored in 1939 by the
National Educational Association as the
best educational film ever produced.

• The roadshow projectionist as well as operators employed by industrial advertisers are to
unionized, their wage scales set and their hours regulated, according to one union's spol(esman.

It was while making "Golden Horizons" for Ampco •Metal
Company
145
Continued
on Page that
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Cine-Kodak
azine
Eight-25
Combines thoroughgoing dependability with economy of
jquipment and operation. The "Eight-25" uses — in roll
orm — the same famous Cine-Kodak Films supplied for the
(lagazine 8, plus extremely low-cost Cine-Kodak Eight
Tan" Film for all average outdoor filming in black-andvhite. The "Eight-25" offers a Kodak Anastigmat fixed-focus
■/2.7 lens, secured winding key, locking position for
he exposure button so picture maker can get into the
novie, full-vision eye-level finder combined with carrying
landle, automatic footage indicator, and Universal Guide.

idascope Eight-33
artly styled, sturdily constructed, reaably priced — the "Eight-33" comes
lipped with a brilliant 500-watt lamp
I a fast / 2 projection lens. Three
idred- and 400-watt lamps are availe. Other features: Major operating
itrols centralized on a convenient
lel; adjustable projection speed;
jer-tip tilting and framing knobs;

Most widely acclaimed of all movie cameras . . . loads in
three seconds with interchangeable Kodachrome or Panchromatic film magazines. Equipped with an //1. 9 lens,
interchangeable with six accessory lenses; enclosed directview finder serves all lenses; four operating speeds, including slow motion;
control
"doubles"
as
magazine
release footage-indicator
for changing films;
pulsing
button for
gauging scene length; attached Universal Exposure Guide
for all Cine-Kodak Films. Sturdy, smart, leather-covered,
die-cast aluminum case with brush-finish chromium httings.

Kodascope Sixteen-10
A 750- watt lamp, and choice of //2.5
or fast //1. 6 standard lenses for averagelength "throws," assure brilliant screen
pictures of ample size for home movie
showings. Four accessory lenses (1"
//2.5; 1' ./' //2.5; 3" /'2; and 4" //2.5)
and two accessory lamps (400- and 500watt) further widen the ability of the
"Sixteen-10" to fill a variety of screen

Kodascope

Sixteen-20

A superior silent 16mm. projector- Ar.|
indirectly illuminated push-buttor xt
trol panel; enclosed drive sha I
reels; hooded threadlight; stUl-p M
control; Cordomatic power cord; r« eit
projection; simplified tilting, he ir;
and lamp-adjustment controls; sta iai
2 " /,accessories:
1.6 lens and five
powerful
watt jr.»
As
lenses 750ranginc

Cine-Kocl

Cine-Kodak
Magazine

16
Special
The camera all serious cinamateurs dream about, and most
of them use — for the finest cinematic results this side of
Hollywood. Acclaimed by engineers, biologists, physicists,
doctors, athletic coaches; makers of industrial, advertising,
and training fUms — and all other advanced workers in
16mm. movies — as adequate for the filming problems they
must overcome and for the professional effects they desire.
No first camera for the newcomer, Cine-Kodak Special is
definitely the ultimate camera for those seeking easy
mastery of 16mm. movies at their very best.

Fastest-selling camera in the entire 16mm. movie field — at
any price — the * 'Magazine 16" combines extreme simplicity with great flexibility. Slip-in interchangeable loading with any of four Cine-Kodak full-color or black-andwhite fUms; //1. 9 lens, interchangeable with six accessory
lenses ranging from a wide-angle to a 6-times telephoto;
three operating speeds, including slow motion; automatic
motor shut-off; pulsing button for judging scene length;
magazine footage indicator shows unused film whether
magazine is in or out of camera; Universal Exposure Guide.

Cine-Kodaks
are

on

the

and

Kodascopes

way!

UNLY
a very few — right now. Then, more and
more in the weeks and months to come . . . economy ''Eights" . . . versatile, easy-to-operate
Magazine Cine-Kodaks, both 8mm. and 16mm
— the most
regardless

popular movie cameras in the world,
of price . . . and that finest of all 16mm

cameras, Cine-Kodak Special. Kodascopes will
return by the same rapidly accelerating sched
ule . . . 8mm.

silent

jectors — both

silent and

See

your

projectors

Cine-Kodak

. . . 16mm.

pro

sound.
dealer — soon — aboui

your future Cine-Kodak. And while you're
there, stock up on Cine-Kodak Film . . . full-coloj
Kodachrome or brilliant black-and-white. He
Sound Kodascope FS-10-N
Shows silent 16mm. film as well as
sound. Speaker, projector, connecting
cords, projection stand, accessories —
all come in one sturdy, handsome \Qy>"
X 22" X 9" unit. Smart engineering,
precision manufacture, and a unique
fidelity tone-control adjustment assure
top sound quality, from original sound
film or from dupes, in living room, clubi
i

should have all you want — just in time for you]
spring movie making . . . Eastman Kodak Com
pany,

Rochester

4, N. Y.
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With
Late

the

amatenr

news of the activities of groups
ized to advance
the
hobby
of
amateur

METRO Movie Club in ihe River Park
section of Chicago, made its February
meeting a significant one for many of
its members, setting aside this particular
meeting exclusively for the screening
of members' films. Event revealed wide
talent of all participating members for
making intelligent and entertaining
8mm. and 16mm. films. On February
28, members of the club journeyed to
Kenosha, Wisconsin, to show their cinema wares to the Kenosha Club. Program
was repayment for fine entertainment
furnished by the Kenosha group at a
Metro meeting last fail.
LOS ANGELES 8mm. Club, at its February meeting, made a survey of member's
equipment and their filming interests,
as well as conducted a poll on member's
views for future club programs. Printed
questionaires were furnished all those
who attended the meeting. Alert officers
saw to it that ever\- questionaire was
intelligently and sincerely filled out as
a source of information for planning
the organization's future activities on
a basis most beneficial to the greatest
number of members.
ROCKFORD Movie Makers, Rockford.
Illinois, deserve an "Oscar" for their
consistent and laudable activity of showing movies to shutins. RecentU' members Harry Eggert, Paul Dahlman,
Armour Lindbloom and Fred Shute
brought their films and equipment to
the \('innebago Count)' Hospital and
entertained the polio victims hospitalized
there. Plans of the group call for giving
similar shows every Thursday evening.
LA CASAMovK- Club of Alhambra, California, under the chairmanship of John
H. Clay, provided its members with an
interesting program of 8mm. and I 6mm.
films at its last meeting. Member C.
H. Thomsen's 16mm. picture Western
Canada was screened; also How To Ski,
filmed by John K. Northrup of the
neighboring Los Angeles 8mm. club.
WINNEPEC C ine Club, at its February
meeting, welcomed back to its fold
charter member D. A. McArthur who

CLl'BS
movie
liossert. The club's annual movie making contest closed with the January
organ2 8 th meeting, and winners will be anmovies
nounced about the time this issue of
Home Movies goes to press.
★ ★ ★

has been stationed in Halifax and Montreal during the war years. Along with
the Club's January bulletin was distributed a special announcement of
this group's 1946 contest which is open
to any amateur movie maker resident
of Manitoba. Contest will cose May
7th, 1946. Three prizes will be awarded
for the best films.

LONG BRANCH Amateur Movie Club,
West End, New Jersey, is currently at
work on its plans for a club production
featuring the civic attractions of cit\'
of Long Branch, according to president
Thomas B. Budd. Project will embrace
a 1 6mm. silent film of about an hour's
screening time. At present other films
of this type are being studied for ideas,
and Long Branch officials and civic
leaders have been asked to contribute
suggestions as to most important features of city to be included in the
production.
BROOKLYN .Amateur Cine Club, until
rcvently, had its housing problem, too.
but all that has been finally ironed out.
according to president Sinclair, and
henceforth the Brooklyn cinebugs will
continue to meet each month at Hotel

LONG BEACH Cinema Club's list February meeting — they meet twice each
month — featured a talk and demonstration on titling by George Cushman,
former associate editor of Home Movies.
President A. Warren Nash, in a special
address, stressed the importance of every
member
participating
club's
activities which
include in
the the
production
of several films each year, the showing
of movies to shutins, and conduct of
special educational sessions for members
on how to make, edit, title and project
home movies. *■
★ ★
SOUTH SIDE Cinema Club, which meets
c'ver\- two weeks at the Hamilton Park
Field House, Chicago, devoted its early
February meeting to a demonstration
filming before club members of several
scenes of the club's current i6mm. production, Mofiies of the South Side
Cinema Club. Oscar Bergman is chief
cinematographer on the project with
other members assisting with varied production chores. Kurt Bohse, program
chairman, recently completed his latest
16mm. Kodachrome production. Wonders of the Dunes and plans a screening
for SSCC members at a March meeting.
* ★ ★
TRI-CITY
Cinem.i Club, Davenport,
Iowa; Rock Island and Moline, Illinois,
• C.onfhitifJ on Pj,?i' i6i

NORTOMS
□

"But dear! A boxoffice on the front laun! Whiit n ill the
inanu'^er of the Bijou say'."
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IT'S

NOW

THE
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M-20

CONTACT

PRINTER

Thousands of Morse A-l4s, in world-wide military use,
have established entirely new standards for contact printers.
39 Argon glow lamps, each controlled by individual
switches, supply highly actinic "cold" light in this amazing
Morse printer. An average 8x10 negative can be printed in
one second. Dodging becomes swift and sure — a simple
matter of flipping switches for the lamps selected. An inflated rubber platen with positive, uniform contact of over
600 pounds between paper and negative and the highly
efficient Argon cold light produce uniformly high quality
prints. Complete unit weighs only 60 pounds and is compactly built to fit into limited space. Film brackets and
spools for aerial roll film can be supplied also, if desired.

Printing movedglass
reto show
5 9 Argon Glow
Lamps — each conual switch
fast,
trolled byfor
individaccurate dodging.
Morse i\\-20 Printer
closed in printing
position.formNote
contactuniof
inflated platen
over entire printing area.

See the PRECISION M-20 At Your Photo Dealers Or Write

INSTRUMENT

COMPANY

23 CLINTON STREET

. HUDSON. OHIO
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Home

and

Movie

Churches
Projectors

their cat nap. But they fix his wagon
with a tricky alarm clock; tease him
with a luscious T-bonc steak, with the
whole story culminating in a hectic riot
of fun. Subject is available from dealers
and libraries in fi^■e different sizes and
prices in 8mm. and i6mm. silent and
a 16mm. sound version. New address of
Official Films is 25 ^"est 45th St.,
Xlw ^'ork Cit\'.

Dance Revival — India is pleasant,
human tale of a beautiful girl who becomes teacher of folk dancing in India.
Essential dignity and religious import
of interpretive dancing is brought out.
This subject should improve American's
understanding of Indian people and
culture. Photographed in color, color
prints in sound are available at S72.00;
may be rented for S63.00. The 10
minute black and white prints may be
had for S36.00; may be rented for Si. 50.
Distributor is Bell & Howell Filmosound
Libraries, 1801 Larchmoni Ave.. Chicago 13, Ill-

Hangmen Also Die, is a 14 reel
United Artists release featuring Brian
Donlev)-, Anna Lee and Walter Brennan; was reportedly filmed from a
secret script from a secret source, and
brings the amazing story that was behind the wartime headlines concerning
the capture and shooting of Hitler's
hangman. Subject is replete with thrills
and possesses sufficient historical interest to make its presentation timeless.
Exclusive world rights in i6mm. are
controlled by the distributor. Commonwealth Pictures, 729 7th Ave.. New
York 19, N. Y. Released simultaneously
with this subject is another Louis Jordan
one-reel musical short. Hep Cat Serenade.

"HOW

Merry Kittens in one of two new
animated cartoons to be released during
March by Official Films, Inc., New
York City. This subject is replete with
cute, kittenish capers as a pussy cat
trio engage in a wild tussle with Terry
ihc terrier. Terry barks up the wrong
ircc \%hcn he wakens the kittens from

Navajo Sand Painting is a remarkable Kodachrome record filmed by Lt.
Jack Breed which reveals the deUcate
formation of designs and symbols with
colored sands by the Navajo Indians
of famed Monument Valley. Probably
the only existing record in colored motion pictures of the execution of this
much discussed but little seen religious
ritual, it is a subject adaptable to all
types of motion picture programs. Distribution isby Bell & Howell Filmosound Libraries, 1801 Larchmont Blvd..
Chicago, prints are available at S60.00
each or library prints may be rented at
a base rental fee of S5.00.

TO OPERATE
A 16mm.

SOUND PROJECTOR"
• A concise fully ilius'.rated booklet
that is just the manual to place in
hands of the beginner-projectionistIllustrates and describes how to
set up, thread, run and core for all
makes of sound projectors. Available at special quantity rates to
schools, church organization, film
libraries, etc.
VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Hollywood Blvd
Hollywood, Calif.

The Runt is title of one of Castle
Films' latest Farmer Al Falfa animated
cartoons just released in which the
famous rube character is seen as a chef
who caters to the pigs on his farm,
sadly neglecting one little fellow of
runt size who always gets pushed around.
But when a thieving butcher kidnaps
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HAL

ROACH

RflfASfS
SOON

STREAMLINERS

Sotnetking^ S^merent in 3eature 3ilm^
At Last! Just Released . . . Two NEW Hal Roach Streamlined features . . . more to follow . . .
complete subjects that run less than an hour. A show that gives you more entertainment in less time.
TANKS

A

NIAGARA

MILLION

FALLS

Laughter, comedy and action are the highlights of this
Here's a laugh-packed, riotous story teeming with high
comedy and heart-warming romance set against the backNEW "streamliner" feature which presents a story of
army selectee life as it might have been.
ground of beautiful Niagara Falls.
f 5 reels — Running Time — 44 minutes)
f5 ree\% — Running Time — 5; minutes)
ALL LATEST Hal Roach Productions exclusively distributed by Post Pictures Corp.
LATEST

SCREEN

ADVENTURES

OF

SCAHERGOOD

BAINES

from the pen of Clarence Budington Kelland
CINDERELLA

SWINGS

IT

SCATTERGOOD

RIDES

HIGH

The exciting sport of champion trotting horses, provides
Scattergood goes musical in his newest screen adventure.
background for this latest release in the Scattergood
Fun pops all over when the "Sage of Coldriver" entices
Baines series. An excellent film of a favorite homespun
a Broadway producer to visit his popular home town. A
American, filled with action and good wholesome fun.
delightful screenplay that holds a chuckle for the entire
family.
(y reels — Running Time — 68 minutes)
C7 reels — Running Time — 7/ minutes)
All new releases now mailable at leading Film Libraries For complete information on these and many other
highly entertaining and educational Post Pictures, write for our NEW ^th EDITION CATALOG, jusl published.
Write Dept. 1 4

POST
723

SEVENTH

PICTURES
AVENUE.

NEW

CORP.
YORK

19.

^
N. y1
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tivj wcll-tcd fat porkers, it is the Runt
who aids Al Falfa in an hilarious rescue
and in the end becomes the pet pig of
the farm. This new Al Falfa cartoon is
available from photographic dealers in
two 8mm. versions and three i6mm.
editions including sound-on-f ilm.
Soundies are 1 6mm. musical short
subjects, approximately icq feet in
length which are available for outright
sale at $7.50 each. Official Films, Inc.,
New York are now distributing this
line of entertainment films and have

^

just added 18 new Suiimlies subjects to
their catalog of available films. Snuiuiics.
titles available now total 72 and the
new numbers include specialty music,
singing or dancing by such well known
celebrities as Yvonne de Carlo of
"Salome" fame, Hoagy Carmichael and
Wingy Manone's orchestra.
Voice
release
Calif.,
is the
John,

5DUND

HLM
WHERE TO RENT
ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I
Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North
CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK
Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue
HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
714 N. La. Brea Ave.
Castle's
1529 Vine Inc.Street
LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.
LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street
Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)
I. T. & T. of the West
3123 West 8th St. (5)
OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)
I. T. & T. of the West
4247 Piedmont Ave. (II)
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1221 G St.. N. W.
I. T. & T. of Washington
915 12th St. N.W. (I)
GEORGIA
ATLANTA
I. T. & T. of the South
756 W. Peachtree St. NW
DECATUR
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Box 223
IDAHO
BOISE
Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.
ILLINOIS
BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.
Bolotin Camera Exchange
729 W. Roosevelt Road (7)
Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
'9 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)
Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

In The Wilderness, is recent
of Cathedral Films, Hollywood,
producers of religious films. This
famous story involving life of
the Baptist. Picture opens in the

/

/hv€C

city of Judah during days of King
Herod at time of birth of John to Zacharias and Elizabeth and portrays his
later life in the desert where he seeks
the word of God. The story continues
with John's preaching resulting in his
arrest and his subsequent beheading at
the request of Salome. Available in black
and white sound of remarkable quality,
subject screens for 40 minutes.
Post Pictures 723 Seventh Ave., New
York
have just issued the ninth
catalog.City,,
edition
of their i6mm. sound films

SILENT

Li Bti ARIES
OR BUV
AND /<$/ir>»7 FILMS

ILLINOIS Continued
CHICAGO— (Continued)
I. T. & T. of Illinois
100 W. Monroe St. (3)
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)
LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS
I. T. & T. of New Orleans
815 Poydros St.
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (I)
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Boylston
Elder's Film
LibraryHM
739
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boylston St.. Opposite Public Gardens
I. T. & T. of New England
115 Newbury St. (16)
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little BIdg.
Wholesome Film Service. Inc
20 Melrose Street
BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.
QUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's
5-7
Revere Road " Rent-A-Reel" Service
MICHIGAN
DET ROIT
Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street
ROYAL OAK
Hy-Wilde Camera Shop
1029 S. Washington at Harrison Ave.
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
Howard
Film
86 S. 6th St. Distributors
(2)
MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
I. T. & T. of Missouri
3326 Olive St.
NEW JERSEY
ROSELLE PARK
Union County Film Service
128 Chestnut St.
NEW YORK
ALBANY
Hallenbeck
&
Riley
562 Broadway (7)
BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc..
7508 Third Avenue (9)

New York City — Continued
HEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)
Haber
& Fink.St. Inc.
12-14 Warren
The New York I. T. T. Co., Inc.
25 W. 45th St. (19)
King 3rd
ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZoneService
10)
Medo Photo
Supply
15 West 47th St.
& Camera
55Mogull's
W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)Exchange. Inc
National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street
Nu Art Films, Inc.
145 West 45th Street
SOS Cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St. (18)
OHIO
CLEVELAND
Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road
Keller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue
DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Hepburn Ave.
OREGON
PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue
ALLENTOWN PENNSYLVANIA
James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.
TENNESSEE
CHAHANOOGA 2
Grady
Young
108 W. 8th St. Co..
NASHVILLE
E. K.Deaderick
ChurchwellSt. Film
510
(3) Exchange
TEXAS
DALLAS
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.
3021/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)
I T. & T. of the South
3021/2 S. Harwood St. (I)
VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON WEST
2
Elmer B. Simpson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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WOttE

NAMi-THE-LENS"

CONTEST

WINNER

• These improved Wotlensak lenses will carry the winning name — RAPTAR — submitted by
Templin R. Lieklider, Jr., of Bloomfieid Hills, Michigan. Like other Wollensak lenses, RAPTAR
will be specially treated with WOCOTE, Wollensak's anti-refllecting hard coating, to reduce
"flare" and ghost images, increase light transmission. As a result, you will get sharper, more
brilliant detail, even under lighting conditions heretofore extremely difficult.

CONTEST
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The Wollensak Optical Company thanks each
Mai
N.
,04
of the thousands of entrants in the "Name-the-Lens"
Dayton 2, Ohio
Contest for their interest. The many fine entries received made judging difficult.
To the winning contestonts and dealers, our congratulations!
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ROCHESTER

5, N. Y.
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Summer Saga .
• Continued from Page 131
a Heritage of
pers." Scanning the pages of one newspaper the lads are electrified to find
this news item:

RUGGEDNESS

The 'NVw Weston
Freezing, steaming, jolting, zooming . . . WESTON instruments all through the war met every sort of arduous service
with our Armed Forces . . . with unfailing dependability.
V
That same sturdiness is built into the new Master II Exposure Meter, making it as rugged as your camera. In addition the Master II provides many other exclusive WESTON
features such as . . . its '-"Photronic light-cell which spans
*T>hoXrm\c — A ngistmi tradtmark
entire color spectrum . . . the renowned exposure-controliesignating the photojltctric ctlls and the
dial which gives complete control over negative results . . .
pbolotUctric derices nuinufactuud
two easy-to-read light scales, and the highly selective viewing angle ... a// in a meter that can be relied upon under all
rxctusively by tbt "Weston £I«r(rical
conditions. See the Master II at your dealers, or, write for
Instrumenl Corporation.
literature . . . Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation,
585 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

Weston

£^onm^7kaii4

For "PROFESSIONAL-LOOKING"
Movies
' CASPECO" products are priced low enough for the amateur, yet designed to give
professional-like results!
WIRCIN MOTION
PICTURE TRIPOD
Extra-Sturdy two section
tripod. Made of solid
anodized aluminum! PATENTED LOCKING MECHANISM permits positive,
instantaneous and effortless locking or release.
Corrosion- proof . Extremely
light in weight.
List $11.50 Plus Tax

CINE-EXTENAR
WIDE ANCLE LENS
The new WIDE ANGLE
LENS that DOUBLES the
angle
or 16mm.
movie oflens.yourFits8 over
most
of the regular lenses of
all popular
makes.
No
special attachments needed.
Price Only $27.50
Plus Tax

WIRGIN BABY
PAN HEAD
Sold by the thousands because of its
popular price. Extreme rigidity, life-long
construction and sturdiness make this an
unusual value at
$1.95 Plus Tax
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER — OR WRITE TODAY TO
CAMERA
50 WEST

SPECIALTY
CQ,lnc.
29th ST. NEW
YORK.
IM.Y.

HUNT HIT AND RUN DRIVERS
A young girl was found near death last
night on East Road, hit by a Buick sedan,
license E-9415. The two youthful hit and
run drivers have escaped. The girl has not
yet regained consciousness.
Al and Stan decide to get back to
their car at once and continue their
flight. They hurry back over the trail
toward their lodging, but as they approach the cabin they observe a stranger
examining their car and jotting down
the license number in a notebook. They
decide to flee into the hills but are
observed by the stranger who gives
chase.
There follows a long game of hide
and seek between the man and the two
boys, up precipitous rocky trails, over
fallen logs, and with the boys occasionally taking refuge in rocky caverns. The
man continues his relentless pursuit and
finally Stan, frightened and exhausted,
decides to give himself up. The other
lad continues flight.
The man comes upon the surrendering Stan, identifies himself as a state
highway inspector and in few words
indicates that the boys are unduly
alarmed. The inspector and Stan start
in pursuit of Al. Stan calls to Al urging
him not to run away, but without avail.
The tortuous climb over rocks and
cliffs begins to tell on Al and presently
he collapses, exhausted. The inspector
and Stan catch up with him, lift him
to his feet. Stan explains: "It's all right,
Al — they're not after us. When the
girl came to, she explained that she fell
from the cliff above the roadside. She
wasn't hit by a car at all."
When the boys ask if they were free,
the inspector explains that they should
not have run away and that he must
hold them for questioning. Together
they return to the boys' car and drive
away, ostensibly to police or sheriff's
headquarters — the picture ending at this
What this logical and interesting
story affords is opportunity to backdrop
every
action of the players with colorpoint.
ful scenic vistas of Arizona. From the
opening scene until the final fadeout
there is an everchanging panorama of
color
by Atwood's careful
camera enhanced
compositions.
Perhaps the most noteworthy phase
of the production is the editing. Here
Atwood has displayed the skill of the
best professionals in attaining accents
and tempo according to the demands of
story progression. Where facial expressions and pantomine best convey trend
of the story, careful closeup treatment

I he

world

s fV\ost Complete

up-to-Uate

ENCYCLOPEDIA

PHOTOGRAPHY
Covers EVERYTHING

Amateurs and Professionals
Want to Know About
Picture -Making !

OVER 8,400 Pictures — Hundreds in
Full-Tone Photogravure
and Full Color
OVER 1,000 Drawings
& Diagrams
OVER 7,000 150-Screen Half-Tones
OVER 4,000 BIG 7"xl0" PAGES
OVER 9,000 Items listed in 38
Printed
on Real Non-Existent
Engraver's Coated
Practically
Today. Paper
page Master Index.
instruction cover tile use of EVERY kind of camera,
accessory and equipment! Still and Action Pictures, Black
and White and Color Work, Silent and Sound Movies!
bargain
price! Today's
inflationary
costs foranfine
paper
The latest and best inetliods of ligliting. exposure, deand liigli-nuality
booii. malting
malte necessary
increased
velopment, printing, enlarging, finishing! Every division
price for fortlicoming printings. Wliile our small and
of photograpliy sucli as Portraiture, Candid Camera and
rapidly vanishing current stock lasts, you may still save Theatre
Work,
Press Pictures, Advertising, Nature and
orderinglowyourprice!
set —But
on a.vouweek's
TRIALto Wild Life, Microfilming,
Wirephotos, Police and War
—money
at theby original
must FREE
act quickly
take advantage of this opportunity.
Photography,
Photo
Cartoons,
etc.! From
"Z"
you
are
tauglit
by
the
highest
ranking
expert "A"
in eachto field!
These 10 magnificent volumes comprise the most comprehensive. most up-to-date, most valuable How-to.
The Most Lavishly Illustrated
Do-It Reference Encyclopedia and Self-Instruction Course
Harold Harvey brings
Work of Its Kind in Existence!
in Photography ever produced!
Over
8.400
pictures!
472
FULL-TONE
photogravure
Greatest Staff of Authorities
and FULL COLOR photography! Nearly 1.000 graphic, you most thorough
instructive line drawings! Over 7,000 delicately etched how-to-do-it exposiEver Assembled
tion on Development
1.50 screen, black and white half-tones! Costliest printing
Think of having at your instant command the help obtainable
has retained every fine detail of the originals! ever presented.
and advice of over a.'iO leading authorities such as Willard
Quality
paper
that
lias
been
unobtainable
for
a
long
time
I). Morgan,
John F.Bourke-White,
O'Reilly. WaltAnsel
Disney,
Paul H.
Outer-R. and is now available only at premium prices! Bound
bridge,
Margaret
Adams,
in beautiful Emerald Green Morocco-Grained BUCKR.\M
Rockwell, Jr., Gregg Toland, Julien Bryan. Dmitri Kesto withstand the ilardest kind of use! All ornamentation
sel; scores of technicians and researcliers from Eastman
is
in GENUINE 23-KARAT GOLD that remains brilliant
Kodak, Ansco, National Broadcasting. Leitz, Bell and
throughout
thePhotography
years ! A Deis Luxe
Howell. Zeiss. Bausch and Lomb. General Electric! Here
Whether
your Library
hobby inor every
your respect
careei ,'
is a veritable Who's Wlio of the photographic world!
need this Encyclopedia. It will show you the way In
They have made every article easy to understand and you
finer results from your work, give you the thrills of neu
they represent the last word in authority.
achievements.
But our
supply Actwon'tat last
tlie nest printing
will present
cost more!
once! long ami
A to Z Arrangement for Quick Reference
This ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHOTOGRAPHY is com
Last Chance Before Price Goes Up
plete in every sense of the word. Over 1900 units of
OVER 250

Roy Jackson, N.B.C.
studios, tells how tc
take ultra glamorous
publicity shots such as
this of Delnia Byron.

decide tliat
these volumes are too
Witliout risk
or obligation
to .vou of if you
Enjoy
a Week's
FREE
to part Trial!
with, simply remit the
any kind, we will ship you these 10 precious
amazingly low price in easy installments
magnificent volumes for a week's enjoy- as shown below. Mail the free-trial coupon
today! National Educational Alliance Inc..
If thisup remarkable
'Encyclopedia
does notment.live
to every claim
we make,
37 West 47th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
if for any reason you are not delighted,
just return it and owe us nothing. But
Copyright by National Educational Alliance. Inc

The secret of dynamic
pictures like this is
explained by G. C.
Mai one.

MAIL FREE-TRIAL COUPON NOW
NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE, Inc. Dept 1273
37 West 47th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
me, for a week's free enjoyment, a set of
thePlease
ten reserve
volume forENCYCLOPK
DIA OF PHOTO(;RAPHY in
n.?'"'*'"^ °f genuine Emerald Green Morocco-Grained
ufNotify me when P'"'"'*'^
real I23-KAUAT
GmD
the books areornamentatio
to nshipin and
will send
only $1 deposit. On receipt of ready
It ship me the complete set
prepaid
for
a
week's
free
.enjoyment.
At
the
end
of
that
I will either return the
and you will refund my ?1; time.
or I
wil keep the set. and willset start
then to remit for one volume
each month the low price of only $3.75.
plus a few cents postage,
deposit will erreduce
r/-.*'
$35.00). required on last volume to
Pricepayment
5.2.1.1. (Cash-with-ord

Over 250 Experts Bring You This Great
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Here Is Just a Partial List of over
of PRACTICAL How-to-Do-lt Instruction
Action Subjects 1900 Units
Commercial
Landscape
Stage Photography
Advertising
Studio
Arrangement
Photography
Photography
Photography
Television
Developers
and
Markets
for
Art in Photography
Developing
Photographs
Toning
Processes
Trick
Photography
Artificial Light for
Enlarging Miniature Cameras
Visual Teaching
Indoor Photographs
Exposure
Newspaper
Back Lighting
Flashlight Photography
Walking
Hiking
Bromide Printing
with Photograph
theandCamera
Free-Lancing
Night Photography
Photography
X-Ray
and Enlarging
High
Speed
Nude
Zoo
Photography
Candid Photography
Photography Photomontage
Careers in Photography Infra-Red Photography Portraiture
— and hundreds of other
Cinematography,
8mm. Kodaciirome Printing
subjects covering every
& 16mm.
Photography
Retouching
other
raphy. branch of photog.
Color Photography
Lighting; Sports Pliotugraphy
its
cost."
— B. G., Flint,
Thousands of Delighted Users: "Worth many times
Michigan. "Without it I should not have come as far
today I have established a flourishing photographic business." — N. L., Berwyn, Pa. "Really fine
way of getting a real good photographic education." — A. B. B., Des Moines,
Iowa. "Recently prints of mine took first, second and popular award. 1 readily
give your books full credit." — F. G. S., Culver City, Cal. "I honestly believe
that
photographer,
veteran,
should own letters
a set." like
— W.C.M.,
JerseyEVERY
City, N.
J. We havebeginner
files fullor of
UNSOMCITED
these!

"
r
I City &
...State
P. 0. J)ist. No. .
(FILL IN P. O, DIST. NO. ONLY IF YOll KNOW IT)
SAVE SHIPPING CHARGES ON 27 LB. SHIPMENT
by enclosing $1 deposit with this coupon. Same return and
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h^s been given the action to gain full
use of these mediums.

WHERE

ALMOST

ANYTHING

CAN HAPPEN.... AND DOES!

Interest in the chase sequences is intensified, for example, by quick staccato
cutting or by the proper camera angle
of a shot. There is marked restraint in
the use of subtitles but the few used
are ample to explain the action or motivate the story whenever necessary.
Obviously, much of the success of
this picture is due to the carefully developed story and shooting script.
According to Atwood who, incidentally,
a chief surgeon for Phelps-Dodge CorI poration at Ajo, all of his spare time
during a period of five weeks were
devoted to writing the script.

" 'Escape' was filmed during my vacation last summer at many different and
interesting locations around Flagstaff
in northern Arizona," said Atwood.
"About three weeks were spent in filming the story. Considering the making
of titles, editing the picture and scoring
it with music, the production required
about three months to complete. The
music in Rachmaninoff's Symphony No.
2 in E Minor — Columbia's album No.
M-569 — was used to score the picture.
Pot Shots Versus
• ContiiiiiCil from Ptiift- ij?

STARRING
GENE TIERNEY witli WALTER HUSTON
VICTOR MATURE • ONA MUNSON
Directed by JOSEF VON STERNBERG
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
Communicate with your Film Library for rentals
or write to us.
Send for our latest catalog of other Major
Company features, musicals and short subjects.
COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORP.
,- 719 SfVDnH AVBtUE
mm TOM. 1». NL T.

^tf^caichMCAMEBAS
Play Ball with me . , . either
in selling or in buying. The
new arrivals in photographic
apparatus are mighty interesting . . . and I also
pay interesting
prices for the
things you want
to sell to me.

Vreudfnt

Mm^r

179 W. MADISON
ST. Mi
CHICAGO
2. ILL.

"Because of frequent bad weather
encountered," Atwood continued, "only
a few hours each day could be spent in
filming. There were other delays, too.
For example, the simple sequence in
which the unconscious girl was found
on the highway proved rather difficult
to make. First, it required a great deal
of time and patience to apply the proper
makeup so that the girl would appear
seriously injured. This was done on the
edge of a very busy highway. Everytime
a car passed, the girl had to hide her
face; and during the rehearsing and
shooting, more cars interrupted so that
we were over two hours making about
seven
shots."used by Atwood, was
The simple
equipment
a model 60 Cine Kodak, a Weston exposure meter, and occasionally a tripod.
Because of the mountainous terrain a
tripod could not be used continously.
"Escape" is the third picture made
by Atwood and submitted as a contender for the Movie of The Month certificate, and his first to receive that honor.
It should also rate high among the winners when Home Movies' 1946 annual
amateur contest, in which it is entered,
is concluded next September.

Plot Shots

use our eyes: when an interesting incident attracts our attention, we unconsciously shift from the position of our
first observation to a closer viewpoint.
Turning the pages of a magazine we see
first the page as a whole, then, if it is
attractively illustrated, our eyes focus
attention on details of the illustrations.
Turning a corner, we might observe a
fire in progress down the street. We
immediately go in that direction, getting as close as we can, later observing
the details individually — arrival of the
fire apparatus; firemen going into
action; sudden burst of water from the
firehose; the billowing blaze, etc.
Our camera, ready to film a similar
incident, should properly record the
action in a similar manner. Interest
gradually should be built up with a
series of short shots giving opportunity
to stud)' every detail on the screen —
something that cannot be done effectively with a single shot.
The family record film, like any
other, can be as good or bad as we make
it. People, including those in our own
family, are always the most interesting
subjects to other people. Interestingly
filmed, they can compete with any
screen material, no matter what the
subject. Indeed, the family record film
is not limited to a series of random
shots in chronological order of the children's activities throughout the year.
I but only to the wisdom and ingenuity
1 of the man who films and edits it.

. . .

There are always one or more events
during the year that command special
attention from the family — a birthday,
the annual vacation, Fourth of July,
Thanksgiving, or Christmas — which
demand more than the pot shot filming
treatment of the lazy movie maker.
Such eventful days can provide family
activity that can be recorded in planned
sequences of shots to give entertaining
moments of pictures on the screen rivaling the best dramatic films.
Such filming doesn't necessarily call
for preparing a scenario in advance. By
visualizing how the action should appear
on the screen, it is possible for the cine
amateur to plan his filming only moments in advance and then capture the
activities in a sequence of medium and
closeup shots with camera angles judiciously varied to further lend interest to
the photography.
Imagine it's your son's birthday. You
were reminded only the evening before
to have the camera loaded with film
and to be on hand to make some movies.
The children arrive for the party and
there is seemingly general confusion
everywhere. But as the party progresses
there are certain definite incidents that
call for special camera attention, such
as the guests handing gifts to the host,
of the children's interest and reaction
to the party games, and of course, when
cake and ice cream are served.
Logically you make your first scene
a long shot of the gift bearing guests

HOME MOVIES FOR MARCH

M-40

PRINT

STRAIGHTENER

Back from the war, the popular Morse M-40
Print Straightener is available for immediate
shipment again. Large lower roll of live
sponge rubber forces paper to curve around
smaller chrome-plated upper roll, giving print
a permanent "set" to correct original paper
curl. Pressure is adjustable to straighten all
grades and weights of photographic paper.
Compact and sturdy for years of service — the
Morse M-40 Straightener belongs in every
studio and dark room.
M-50

WRINGER

A fast, durable, motor-driven wringer for removing excess water from prints, for squeegeeing prints to ferrotype plates and backing
prints with cloth. Roll pressure is adjustable
to meet requirements. Soft, pure gum base
rolls of the Morse M-50 Wringer are highly
resistant to photographic chemicals and will
give long service. Equipped with drip pan.
A popular item with the armed forces. Now
available for immediate shipment.
M-30

FILM

DRYER

Proved in the war, the Morse M-30 Film Dryer
is now in civilian production. Manually operated, the unit will dry from 5' to 50' of 16
m.m. film, or its equivalent. Will not damage
emulsion or leave water spots. Rewind has
4:1 ratio with clutch that permits rack to continue rotating when handle is disengaged.
Portable — clamps to any flat surface — rack
folds for compact storage. A companion piece
of equipment to the Morse G-3 Daylight
Developing Tank.

SEE YOUR

DEALER

OR

INSTRUMENT

WRITE

FOR

FOLDERS

COMPANY

23 CLINTON STREET

• HUDSON, OHIO
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BLEITZ

about

your

CAMERAS

•

<4Jf<Ulfi4Jocd

MOVIE

PROJECTORS

NEEDS!
•

ACCESSORIES

Write us about your photographic needs, we
are the West's Largest Photo Supply House.
Our slogan is "If it's hard to get, Bleitz has it."
When in Hollywood drop in and see the
BleUf

MODEL

STUDIO

ESSENTIAL FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
It is J
i EDUCATIONAL FOR THE AMATEUR
It is fully equipped with the very latest in photographic equipment
* Watch for the BACO PRO-TRIPOD. You'll want one to complete your outfit *
BLEITZ
5338 Hollywood Blvd.

CAMERA

CO.
Hollywood 27, Calif.

FLASH: Now available ANSCO 16mm. COLORHLM $8.75 per roll of 100 feet.
Airmail your order today!

0..uuieA>
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a vacation
off
at On
a distance
and trip,
film,don't
with stand
a single
shot, the women about the campfire
preparing a meal. Make a sequence of
the episode. After a brief long shot,
move in — get 'em at close range as they
prepare the food. Then a closeup or
two of the fish frying in the skillet —
or perhaps of the coffee pot as it boils
over!
If it's a vacation in the mountains,
keep the sequence idea in mind when
composing shots so you can gradually
move in closer with succeeding shots
to "glamorize" the scene. Obviously,
there is not the opportunity to sequence
such inanimate material as mountains,

Muik

TM
Morton

arriving at your home. The next shot
is a closeup of your son receiving gifts
from his little gussts, as each enters
the house. If there's a donkey with
tails to be pinned by blindfolded children, make a sequence of this: a shot
of a child being blindfolded; a reaction
flash of the other children watching;
the child timidly placing the tail on the
donkey; a closeup of the tail being pinned on the donkey's head; then another
reaction shot showing the other children
laughing in glee, etc.
When making casual movies of
friends or family, give them something
interesting or characteristic to do, then
film them doing it with a succession
of build-up scenes.

^

NEW

Coated
Tel
Lens
For the first time
you eph
can now oto
secure a Telephoto
lens
for your Model 20 or 25 Eastman Cine Kodak EightCamera. The lens -can also be used on the Bell & Howell,
Revere, Bolex, Keystone, Perfex or Univex. Designed to fit
your present I2I/2 mm. lens, the Morton Telephoto becomes the same speed as the lens with which it is used.
If your present lens is a
2.5, the telephoto becomes a 2.5. Used with a
1.9 the telephoto becomes a 1.9.

Developed
best pictures
coated lenses
and eliminate

by optical specialists, the Morton Telephoto lens will give you the
you have ever made either in full color or in black and white. The
increase crispness and contrast of the Image, subdue ghost and •flare
over 75% of reflection losses.

Adaptable for use with any 1-Inch f3.5 or 1-Inch f2.7 lens or any ■f3.5, f2.7, f2.5
or fl.9 half-Inch lens, the Morton can be used on nearly all 8 and 16 mm. cameras.
Used with any of the above lenses the Morton brings the object two and onehalf times closer to the camera. This means a larger Image and the thrilling closeup detail you've been wanting. Now at your dealer's or write
AREL
PHOTO
SUPPLY
4916 Shaw Blvd. ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

TAX
INCLUDED

SUPPLY
MOVIE
CRAIG
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

12 MONTHS POA $2.50 IN U. S.
!■ CaMda* $3.50— Forwgn, $3.50
SKCIAL OfFER: 2 Y«an for $4.00 ia Hia U. S.
HOMI MOVIES
6060 Swaat Blvd.
Ho<lywoeii 28. Calif.
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trees, and clouds as with other material.
But such is not without possibiUties.
A study of the scene through the viewfinder might reveal interesting compositional opportunities. Is the frame
filled with the picture or is it bisected
by the horizon? If the latter, perhaps
a change of angle would be more appealing— a lower camera set-up for closeups
or a higher one for long shots. Thus a
sequence might be composed by altering
camera angles.
Varying your shots can be accomplished in two ways. The camera set-up
can be changed each time, moving it
closer to the subject for each shot, or —
if you are fortunate to own one or more
lenses of varying focal lenghts — you can
accomplish the desired results by merely
changing lenses. By no means is it
essential, or even desirable, to maintain
the same angle for all sequence shots.
Occasionally varying the camera angle
lends individuality to the sequence.
Once you get the swing of "sequencing" your movies as you film, of making
plot shots instead of pot shots, your
movie making will take on new importance for you and become a source of
real entertainment for those for whom
you screen your movies.
Light Wheie

Yon

Want it . . .
* Continued from Page 136
been made more than 100 feet away,
ordinary room light undoubtedly helping to some extent.
Given a source of light current and a
long enough cord, the movie filmer with
this device can go anywhere that a
cameraman can go and get good pictures. Itis particularly handy in crowds
as proven in shooting Cub Shows and
Boy Scout Round Ups where it would
be not only impracticable but very undesirable to set up lights on standards
and attempt to clear spaces for shooting.
In the cases of religious ceremonies,
weddings, ordinations, public Scout
ceremonies, and such, the device gets
movies with a minimum of distraction.
The operator remains in the background
with lights extinguished except for the
actual moments of shooting.
The latest development of the lights
and camera standard, for which patent
has been applied for, is illustrated. It
will be noted that the original two
lights have given way to four. The
clamps have been removed from the
reflectors to save weight and maintain
a constant setting. The standard itself
is made of walnut because I happened
to have walnut. A lighter material
would be desirable, provided it has sufficient strength and rigidity.
The camera mounting in the center
contains the light switch and screw.
The latter is long enough to extend
through the box and be flush with

VISUAL
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FINEST

IN HEEL

by

IDEA''

E N T E • T A IN M E N T

. . . for entertainment and educational purposes. Complete,standing
originally
visualizations of three outclassics, illustrated
in full color.
..
2" X 2" Slides
35min Slidefilms
New in conception and treatment, these PICTOREEL productions afford the opportunity to visualize period costume, architecture, manners, as well as the pageantry
and adventure of the stories themselves.

IVANHOE . . .
... by Sir Walter ScoH. Highlights
of the story concJensed Into a fascinating production.
TREASURE ISLAND . . .
... by Robert Louis Stevenson. As
Jim Hawkins relates his experiences,
the
magic of the' story Is vividly
recreated.
THE THREE MUSKETEERS..
. . by Alexandre Dumas. The whole
panorama of 17th Century France Is
captured by this exciting visualization.
2" X 2" Slides — full set (approximately 120 slides),
$15.75 ... or, four parts, at $4.25 each part.
35mm Slidefilms (approximately 120 fromes), $9.75
complete.
Soon available in PICTOREEL Home Movies . . . bfackand-white, 16mm sound. 16mm silenf, 8mm.
2" X 2" Slides, $15.75
Each Part $4.25

35mm Slidefilms.
2" X 2" Slides
Full Set $9.75
Part

Slidefilms
35mm
IVANHOE
TREASURE ISLAND
THE THREE MUSKETEERS
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
□ Check □ Money Order □ C.O.D.

PICTORIAL
FILMS,
Inc.
R.K.O. •UUDING
RADIO CITY 20, N. Y.
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"GOERZ
PRECISION

AMERICAN''
PHOTO-LENSES

An American Product Since 1899
46 YEARS IN THE FRONTLINE
PHOTO-OPTICAL

OF

EQUIPMENT

other hand, I seldom burn out a fuse
with the lights. Ordinary care is used
of course such as temporarily disconnecting motors or large banks of
filming.lights from the circuit during
room

the base when the camera is tight. The
screw is flanged at the bottom and
tapped to take a tripod screw so that
the whole assembly may be mounted on
a tripod.
However, the weight of the standard
and lights tends to keep the camera
steady. Undoubtedly a tripod mounting
would be helpful in this regard, but it
would be more of a hindrance than a
help in crowds.
The light switch and cord are of 20

Because of their excellence in performance
in all branches of photography, in war or
peace, the demand for them has tremendously increased.

ampere capacity — a "must" when using
four number two photofloods. On the

It will still take quite some time to fill
our heavy backlog of orders, for so many
different types and sizes, and build up our
war-depleted stock for prompt shipment
to the dealers all over.

Plot Before You
• Coii/iiiiicil from Pii;ic 138

To assure yourself of the earliest possible
delivery we urge you to place NOW through
your dealer your order for the lens you
have selected. You will be repaid for your
patience manifold with the satisfaction derived from its use later.
REMEMBER:
For making firsl'-class pictures a
"GOERZ AMERICAN"
lens will give you a lifetime of pleasure

Shoot

In shooting public events, I generally
have two assistants to take care of the
wire and carry spare film. For some
events, we have used as much as 150
feet of heavy duty cord and one or two
additional helpers to keep the wire connected and to move it about. Only one
person is needed for the actual operation
of camera and lights.

. . .

proached. Though the tempo at first
should be slow, it should by no means
lack action.
In the photoplay scenario, the opening scenes should introduce the main
players, indicating at once their importance and establishing characterization.
As the plot progresses it finally
reaches a point where it seems inevitable
that the unfavorable element will surely
win out over the good. Suddenly the
good element, or the hero as the case
may be, triumphs. This point in the

plot is known as the climax. It should
come suddenly, and unexpectedly, as a
complete surprise. This is the point in
the story where everything is cleared
up. The bad element is entirely overcome
and there is no doubt left whatsoever
that the good has won out. Following
the climax a few additional scenes may
be required to further clear up some
of the small details, perhaps to suggest
that "everyone lived happily ever after."
It should be remembered at this f)oint
also that a good closing scene, perhaps
one that leaves the audience laughing.

The c P. fiOgR7 AMERICAN
OPTICAL COMPANY
OFFICE AND FACTORY
317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.
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World

In Color Productions

presents
THE YEAR'S GREATEST MOVIE
Herbert C. Lanks'
Y"
OneAL
of AS
the KA
most beautiful
home WA
movies
ever
HIGH
produced.
Available
in
Kodachrome
or
blackwhite.
8mm., 50 ft. BW
$ 1.75
limm., 100 H. BW
3.50
8mm., 50 ft. Kodachrome 4.50
14mm., 100 ft. Kodachrome 13.00
Our complete brochure of Kodachrome travel
subjects by famous photographers, Kodachrome
glamour subjects featuring the Blue Book
Models of Hollywood, cine camera film and
other available cine items will be mailed postpaid upon receipt of 25c. For different cine
entertainment always ask for World in Colo,
subjects at your dealers or direct from

WORLD
IN COLOR
PRODUCTIONS
108 W. Church St. Elmira, N. Y.

• From among the films submitted
for review by readers each month,
the editors select the best and award
its Home Movies' certificate for the
Movie of the Month. A special illustrated review of the film also appears
in the magazine. All films submitted
to the editors for review and criticism

between January 1 st and September
30th, are automatically entered in the
annual contest, subject to a second
review prior to final judging.

APRIL "45: "Day Dreaming," produced by Mrs. Edith Kerwin, Jamesburg, New Jersey. A 16mm. black
and white picture, 175 feet in length.

wood, Philadelphia, Penna. A 16mm.
color picture 350 feet in length.

MAY '45: No award.

Films receiving Movie of the Month
certificates during the past twelve
months are:

SEPTEMBER '45: "Ski Time in the
Rockies," produced by Norman Shultz,
Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm. Kodachrome picture 400 feet in length.

JUNE '45: "Worth Scouting For."
produced by Al Morton, Salt Lake
City, Utah. An 8mm. Kodachrome
picture, 400 feet in length.

OCTOBER '45: No award.

JULY '45: "Old France in Modern
Quebec," produced by Elmer Albinson, Minneapolis, Minn. A 16mm.
Kodachrome picture, 1,100 feet in
length.

JANUARY '46: No award.
FEBRUARY '46: No award.

AUGUST '45: "Fellow on a Furlough," produced by George Burn-

NOVEMBER '45: No award.
DECEMBER '45: No award.

MARCH '46: "Escape," produced
by H. D. Atwood, Ajo, Arizona. An
8mm,
Kodachrome picture, 250 feet
in
length.
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will go a long way toward making a
picture one to be remembered.
Another thing to bear in mind while
developing the humorous type of scenario is to include a running gag. A running gag is a bit of humorous action that
pops up now and again throughout the
picture and invariably ends in a surprise
in one of the closing scenes.
Those who have seen Leon Errol on
the screen will recall that amusing running gags are invariably used in his
pictures. In one of his last films there
was a large vase sitting on a small table.
Every time the orchestra played the
vase would begin to shimmy and rock
from side to side but never quite topple
over. Intercut with the main action of
the picture were short scenes of Leon
as he watched the unsteady vase. Finally
he could stand the suspense no longer.
While the vase was thus wobbling he
gave it a push that sent it crashing to
the floor.
As to the fourth and final step —
breaking down the story idea into camera scenes: in order to do this one must
visualize just how each scene will look
on the screen.
In introducing the locale or setting of
each new scene, begin with an establishing long shot. This should be of sufficient footage to present to the audience
all of the objects and their relative positions to each other. This should be
followed with a medium shot showing
the immediate vicinity in which the
action is to take place, following, then,
with closeups of the action.
Due to the fact that tempo is usually
slower at the beginning of a picture,
the early scenes should be made somewhat longer. This not only aids in
setting the tempo but helps the audience
to become fully acquainted with the
locale and the characters. The use of
long and medium shots is imperative.
As tempo is increased in an action picture they should be used at a minimum
and only when necessary and should be
replaced by more frequent closeups.
When the tempo is extremely fast the
closeups themselves should be of short
duration.
To illustrate more clearly, the cowboy
hero is pursuing the villain. We see a
long shot of the villain as he mounts
a horse and gallops away in a cloud of
dust; then a medium shot of the hero
as he leaps upon his mount and dashes
off in pursuit. We next see a medium
shot of the villain, then a medium shot
of the hero as each spurs his horse down
the dusty road. As the hero gets nearer
and nearer to the villain the medium
shots gradually become closeups and
the flashing back and forth from the
villain to the hero is quickened. Each
shot becomes shorter. Then all we see
are flashes of horse's hoofs, a flash of
the villain's terrified expression, a flash
of the hero's determined look, another of

At last • . • the new

I G-3

DMUGHT

IS available
Top removed to show
interior of tank and
reels. Light-tight door
is open to show glass
viewing window. ^

to you

^^^^

LEFT— Reel set to process 35 mm. film.
RIGHT— A quick twist
of the top flange changes
reels to accommodate
16 mm. or Double 8 mm.
film.
It's the wonderful unit that processes movie or miniature 35mm. camera
film. After loading in dark room — you can perform all developing operations safely and quickly in full daylight. Tested and proved in military
use — where over 6,000 Morse G-3 Daylight Tanks saw service in the
Army Air Forces.
1 Processes 16 or 35mm. movie films for
5 Light-tight developing tank and cover.
Cover has light-proof funnel opening
negative or reversal process.
to introduce processing solutions and
2 Acid-proof molded black plastic tank
water. Tank equipped with drain and
and cover — metal parts of stainless
attached
drain plug, to draw off solusteel.
tions after use.
3 Stainless steel film reels that accommodate up to 100 feet of 16mm.,
6 All operations may be made in bright
35mm. or Double 8mm. film. A quick
light after loading and securing cover.
twist of top flange of reel changes
7 Agitation automatically supplied by
from one size to the other.
movement of film through solution.
4 Positive film lock keeps film on reels.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED — ADD POSTAGE

110 WEST 32nd STREET. NEW YORK 1, N. Y.
World's Largest Camera Store built on square dealing
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NEWER

. . . FINER

ft

KIN-O-LUX

MOVIE

FILMS

We can't say when, but we can
say that the KIN-O-LUX films you
use will be finer . . . more versatile
than ever and above all, represent the greatest movie film buy
for your money. Keep your eye
on KIN-O-LUX.

KIN-O-LUX
INC.
105 West 40 St., New York 18

the horse's hoofs, etc., until the hero
overtakes the villain, leaps upon him,
and drags him to the ground.
If you go about planning your camera
scenes in this fashion you will automatically take care of the tempo of the

The accepted style for writing a shooting script scene would be as follows:

picture.
You may want to add trick angle
shots, wipes, fades, dissolves, etc., which,
if not used to excess, will enhance the
pictorial quality of the finished picture.
For a smooth running production one
should aim to convey the story by action
rather than by spoken or descriptive
titles. Obviously, this will reduce the
number of titles required in the picture,
improving the continuity and reducing
the title making chore to a minimum.
In writing out the scenario you will
undoubtedly use a typewriter. Double
space the text and write on one side of
the paper only, numbering each page.
Number each scene in consecutive order
then describe the camera setup, i.e.,
whether the shot is to be a closeup, long
shot or medium shot. These can be abbreviated thus: CU. for closeup; MS
for medium shot; and LS for long shot.

It is advisable to leave at least four
spaces between description of each scene
and extra wide margins at the right
when typing the script, to allow space
for penciling in notes and additional
directions.

With The Amateur
Continued from Page 148

Movie

had member Lytel show his "Iowa
Trails" at the Davenport Municipal Art
Gallery for the club's February meeting.
Member Hoffman and i committee are
planning an instructional program for
a future meeting that will demonstrate
common movie making errors and how
to avoid them.
★ ★ ★
UTAH Cine Arts Club, Salt Lake City,
whose members boast the distinction
of having won two out of the six Movies
of the Month certificates awarded by
Home Movies during 1945, held their
fourth annual banquet in the Rose
Room of Hotel Newhouse on January
1 6th at which time makers of the winning films in the club's annual contest
were distinguished by the awarding of
trophies and screening of their prize
winning films. These included America
the Beaut if 111 by LeRoy Hansen, Come
Autumn by Al Londema, Romance of a
Sawtnill by Miss Virginia Smith, Ski
Time in the Rockies by Norman Shultz,
and Worth Scouting For by Al Morton.
★ ★ ★
AURORA Cine Club of Aurora, Illinois
held its annual banquet recently at
which time the club's 1945 officers
were retired and the electees of 1946
installed. These included E. O. Wise,
president; C. K. LaDew, vice-president;
and secretary-treasurer Mrs. A. M. Buell.
No less important was the presentation
of the club's "Oscars" for achievement
in movie making during 1945 to first

Src«f j2: MS. Exterior of garage — door
half open. Dan thrusts his head out cautiously. Looks around, sees Tim, off at his
left, quickly retreats to interior of garage.

After the script is entirely written, a
time saving step is to make an analysis
of the scenes and make note of those
that can be shot all at the same time.
In other words, if the picture opens on
the garage scene and there is some more
action to take place there again in scenes
15, 22, and 36, for example, make a
note to shoot scenes i, 15, 22, and 36
together, instead of returning to the
location three different times. The order
of the scenes in the original script remain in consecutive order; the grouping
by number is indicated on a separate
sheet as a time saving shooting guide.

Clubs

place winner La Dew, second place winner Wise, and to runner up Julius
Rokop, the third place trophy.

SCHENECTADY
Cine Group hadPhotographic
Kenneth F.Society's
Abeel,
supervisor of General Electric's motion
picture section as a guest and lecturer
at its last meeting at which time Mr.
Abeel explained to the group how to
improve home movies with group lighting. The lighting techniques of professionals were demonstrated with special
emphasis on the tricks necessary for
good indoor color photography.

^ EVERY iiltner oi amateur movies,
whether a subscriber or not, is invited to submit his films to the editors for review and helpful criticismThis free service applies to any
type of picture whether it be your
first movie or a pretentious photoplay effort. Aim of this service is to
help you make better pictures.
Reviewed films will be rated 1.
2 or 3 stars. Those rating 2 or 3
stars will receive Free an animated
leader indicative of its merit. Best
film reviewed each month will receive aspecial certificate award as
the Movie of the Month.
All films are returned promptly
by insured express together with
merit leaders and special analysis
report.
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Trick Effect Gadget
• Continued from Page 134
initial wipeoff is made. Harry Hamill
described the building and installation
of such a backwind for this camera in
the July, 1943, issue of Home Movies.
If the backwind is to be installed in
the camera first, an extra gear and
shaft should be provided at the same
time for the wipeoff device. Extend the
shaft with the gear attached through
afastened
1/16" with
metal countersunk
plate, which screws
is to be
to
the camera case in place of the exterior
viewfinder on right side of camera. I
placed a small collar on the shaft to
hold the gear firmly in place. I was
unable to locate fibre gears, as recommended byMr. Hammill in his article, so
I cut my own gears of brass on a small
engine lathe. Also the entire device was
made of brass except the worm gear
and main shaft.
Those desiring to reproduce this gadget are advised to study and follow
dimensions and directions given in the
diagrams which show all essential parts
and indicate manner of fitting them
together.
Section A is the supporting member
of the chassis. The irregular end bent
along the dotted lines, as shown, forms
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Editing U
Tf
B&H
FILM EDITOR
When you edit your 8mm films
with the B&H Film Editor, you
have the convenience of a magnified, brilliantly illuminated image
of a single frame . . . cast onto a
well-shaded viewing screen I'/j
inches wide. It's easy to select the
exact frame to be cut.

Complete B&H 8mm Film Editor consists o/
Rewinders, Splicer, and Direct Film Viewer
Available at Your

And the Viewer has a specially
designed channel that makes
scratching your film impossible.
This complete editing unit, with

Filmo Dealer's Now
Your Filmo dealer has the B&H Film
Editor now ... or can get it for you
promptly. See him, or write to Bell &
Howell Company, 7125 McCormick
Road, Chicago 45.

a capacity of 200- and 400-foot
8mm reels, includes the Rewinders,
Splicei*, and the Direct Film Viewer.
PRECISION-MADE BY

SINCE 1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PROFESSIONAL MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT
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FOCUSING

RING

FOR FIXED FOCUS LENSES

Focusing ring provides quick accurate
focus — inf. to 12", Eliminates need of
supplementary lenses and shims for
close-ups and titles. Fits any I2" —
12' '2mm. lens Istandard equipment on
8mm. cameras' which mounts in camera
by means of threads such as Revere,
Keystone, Perfex, etc. Can be installed
In a few minutes — no alteration to lens
or camera. Precision-made, polished
aluminum — mounts on lens — looks like
part of lens.
Ring complete with stabilizing spring,
depth of focus table, instructions . . .
$2.50 Tax Included
Specify camera and lens when ordering
from your dealer or —
PHOTO SPECIALTIES CO
29 So. State
Salt Lake City 1, Utah

WELD-ALL

FILM CEMENT
FOB. 8MM • I6MM • 35MM
• H/ON'TDRY OUT
• iOiVINPL/iMMABIury
•M/LD OP OS
Ultvite fctn-HOW TO USE FILM CEMENT'
9Tvi>e/nLtlorTVi,9nc.
431 SO DEARBORN ST CHICAGO 5
... .
"l ^\ REDUCED
8 ENLAR
TOGED
ID
TO O
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
8p<elal Motion Picture Printing
9»S-A IMERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO 54

1 MONEY FOR YOUR FILMS!
I IF YOUR 14mm. films have marlcet value, let
II and
me puf
them in Write
shape for
for particulars.
sale, handle sales
distribution.
I
CEORCE HALLICAN
j 1152 No. Bronson Ave
Hollywood 31. Calif.

support for the shaft which is fitted with
i!ic large clock gear E that engages the
w orm Y- extending from the camera,
jnd which motivates the wipeoff blade
in the track in front of the device.
Section B is thcchanncl or track which
is soldered to the lens hood C. This has
a 1" X \\\" opening which must be
accurately centered over the lens.
Section D is the leverage assembly
which motivates the wipe blade that
moves laterally across the lens within
the channel of section B. At the rear
of the device is the clutch lever G which
\\ mounted on the shaft just back of
the gear E. This clutch is also attached
to section A of the chassis in such a way
that when moved forward or backward,
ii engages or disengages the gear E from
I he worm F.
In order to produce a wipe effect,
move the clutch lever to engage the gear
with the worm while the camera is
running, and when the blade has moved
fully to the right to cover the opening
before the lens, stop the camera. Next,
cap lens and wind back film in camera
to point where wipeoff action began
(as determined by frame counter).

Then disengage gear from worm by
shifting the clutch lever and turn the
gear by hand until the slide is at position
it was when stopped and the motivating
arm of the lever is on the return stroke.
Engage the gear with the worm, by
shifting the lever, uncover the lens and
start the camera. When slide has receded
to fully open position, disengage the
gear from the worm and continue filming to end of the scene.
Incidentally, special attention should
be given to design of the hood C in
order to allow sufficient room for applying and removing the lens cap when
necessary.
The whole unit is quickly attached
or removed from the camera. Three
screws are employed to attach it to the
camera case; then the worm is attached
to the shaft extending from camera and
secured by a set screw and the device
is ready for use.
A neat workmanship appearance will
be given the unit by painting exteVior
in harmony with the camera finish, leaving the gears unfinished, and painting
interior of lens hood and the wipeoff
blade a flat black.
n

We Learned Titling The
• Contiuiied finm Page 140
Feed the Bears!' but Mary took a
chance.
After .we. ."were sure we had mastered
titling technique, we made a picture
fi'om a scenario in which considerable
dialogue took place between the actors,
necessitating the use of a vast number
of spoken titles. The composition and
cutting of these titles stumped us and
a^ a result the picture was somewhat
disappointing, chiefly because the plethora of spoken titles slowed down
rather than accelerated the continuity.
Our cutting was bad and frequently the
audience could not tell which player
spoke the title.
Then we learned that, except in very
rare instances, a closeup of the speaker
should accompany the spoken title. Even
then, especially with a picture enacted
by amateur players who know nothing
of the silent picture technique of pointing up the action to identify the speaker,
we learned that the spoken title must be
cut in at exactly the right place in the
film for most effective results.
If we cut in the title after the shot
in which the one speaking appears, it
tould be misconstrued as the words of
a player appearing in the scene that
follows; if we put the title before the
closeup of the speaker it still might be
confusing. So we found, by trial and
error, bv cutting and re-cutting and
continued editing, that the proper place
to cut in the spoken title was in the
middle of the shot of the person speaking it. On the screen a closeup shows

Haid

Way

. . .

the person starting to speak; the title
then appears; and the following shot
may be a continuation of the closeup
of the person speaking, or a reaction
closeup of the person spoken to.
The editing of spoken titles may be
summed up as follows: If, in a medium
or long shot, a character passes a fruit
stand and picks up an apple, although
the action is visible, a closeup of ilie
apple in hand would make the action
unquestionably clear to the audience as
to just what happened in the long shot.
In the same manner, a closeup of a
player speaking the words of a title
make it clear who is speaking and gives
emphasis to what he says.
In preparing a series of subtitles,
descriptive or spoken, composition is
equally important as editing if the
meaning is to be clear. All spoken titles
should be enclosed in quotations. It is
or,
archaic to use the following form for
spoken titles:
JOE: "May I take yoii home?
SAM: ''Where did you throw
JIM: "Into the lake beside the
the gun?"
As illustrated at the beginning of this
article, the first title should follow a
closeup of Joe speaking, to identify the
speaker, and be written as follows:
"May 1 take you home, Mary?"
The speaker is identified by the close-
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up preceding title, and the person spoken
to, by the title itself.
Descriptive titles should be composed
in large and small letters, where possible, with the first word and proper
names capitalized, and with correct
punctuation. Moreover, the text should
be large enough on the screen to be
easily read which means that, with home
movies which are screened much smaller
than theatrical films, there should be
a maximum of five to six words to a
line and not more than four lines to
a title.
We learned all this through trial and
ciror. We determined to lick the titling
bugaboo, so we tackled the problem not
haphazardly. Studying our movies on
the screen privately and in the company
of friends enabled us to observe the
effect of various treatments. Actually,
we discovered, there is no bugaboo to
titling; merely a few hard and fast rules
that must be followed, rules that were
established by the professionals in the
days of silent theatrical pictures, which
equally to a contemporary mediapply
um— the silent movies of the amateur.

AREMAC
HAS JUST RECEIVED
A SHIPMENT OF
CAMERAS, PROJECTORS
and CINE ACCESSORIES

Bolex H 16 with Coat-ed Kern F 1.4 and
Frame Counfer
422.00
$ 401.25
Ampro Permier 10
437.67
Bell & Howell I 56 C Sound Projector
Bell & Howell Filmo 8 Sportster F 2.5
86.89
144.47
Bolex L 8 with Kern F 2.8 and Case
145.98
Cine Magazine F 1.9 and Case
.
428.00
Cine Special F 1.9
29.67
Weston Master II Exposuremeter
267.00
Bolex H 8 - Frame Counter and F 1.9
425.00
Victor 40 B Sound Projector
Become a member of the AREMAC BOOK AND MOVIE CLUB. Let us
send you fres information about savings and iiow to become a member.

Cooley's
• Continued from16mm.
Page 145

Studio

Cooley met Evan E. Teeter, a personnccl
director of the firm. Together they had
collaborated on the "Golden Horizons"
script and production, decided then to
join forces as a film production company. Teeter, secretary-treasurer of the
Cooley Company, does research on each
film subject, writes scripts and dialogue
and designs the sets.
Cooley takes over from this point,
supervising filming and production.
Mrs. Cooley, incidentally, has a hand in
company affairs, too. It was her deft
needlework and costume designing that
contributed so much to the success of
"Golden Horizon," and in addition to
supervising this work for the Cooley
Company she is also the company's vicepresident.
Recently the busy studio had filming
in progress on two sets — one the replica
of an old smithy, complete in detail to
the dirt floor, open forge and ancient
bellows. In contrast was the adjoining
set with one of the new Allis-Chalmers
electronic heaters in the foreground.
Purpose of the production was to show
how modern electronic equipment docs
in minutes what the old time blacksmith sweated over for hours.
Strategically situated in one of the
nation's most important industrial areas,
Cooley anticipates a steady program of
film making to meet the needs of industry in its peacetime conversion to
production of consumer goods.
- -

- -

When in Long Island - - visit our Branch in Hempstead.
249 Fulton Avenue
* * Telephone Hempstead 2020
Call - write or telephone

AREMAC
1 EAST 43rd

CAMERA
CO.
STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.
Murray Hill 2-8684

MASTER TITLEER
and Accessories.
Professional Titles. Tricks and Ultra Close
Shots. Rear Projection Super-imposed
Titles — permits duplicating scenes, combining scenes for montage shots. Makes
scroll, flip-flop, push thru, turn around,
and other professional titles. Simple to
use. Most complete titling equipment
made for all 8 14mm. cameras. See your
Dealer or write, giving make and model
of camera.
Hollywood TITLINER
Precision Made — Precision Tested
The TITLINER assures accurate alignment
of titles, and ultra close shots at all
times. Simply goes on end of camera lens
— is final check of alignment before shooting. Saves its cost with one roll of
film. No tests to make — no fussing. Use
with any make titler. See your Dealer
or write
make Forandallmodel
camera and giving
lens used.
8 andof 16mm.
cameras. Pat. applied for.
Prices: Master Titleer, $9.75; Professional Attachment, $5.50; Titlite
Unit, $5.50; Title Accessory Kit,
BOW, $2.1 5; Title Color Kit. $2.1 5;
Tax.
Titliner, $5.00; Plus Federal Excise
HOLLYWOOD
3227 1/2 South Figueroa Street

QUte

PRODUCTS
Los Angeles 7, Calif.
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FILMS THAT ARE FOREVER NEW

n. 5.50, 14mm. Silent 8.75, 14mm. Sound
17.50. It's
experience
visit
Manila
undera thrilling
the guidance
of thetoglobetrotting camera presenting the life and
activities of three cities in one; modern
Manila with its American enterprises and
culture; Tondo, home of the Philippine
masses; and Intramuros, the old walled city
of the Spaniards.
SEND FOR THE RICHLY ILLUSTRATED FREE
BOOKLET OF
I
POPULARLY PRICED
Don't Miss ANIMAL
the First and
Only Movie Quiz
KINGDOM
I
Know Your Animals
100 R— 14mm. Silent _..$3.50
50 Ft— 8mm. Silent
1.75

/45 West
in Canada Sold by
Arrow Films, 43 Victoria Street
Toronto I, Ont.

Movies That Sell . . .
• Continued from Page 137
former each time you do it, especially
when you add your own interesting
characteristics here and there. Finally
when you get your act down perfectly,
photograph it. Upon viewing your act
on the screen in its perfection, your
friends will agree that you have talent
as a performer.
Employers paid large sums of money
for "Ideas for \'^ictory" during the war.
With large peacetime production desirous, they will continue to encourage new
ideas and reward those employees who
submit them. If you have an idea on
how to save time or improve productivity on your job, it would be a good
plan to get it down on film and include
many close-ups. Such a film can be
made under ideal conditions. At a convenient time the idea can be projected
on the movie screen for your boss. This
method will be found twice as effective
as a wordy statement with supporting
diagrams.
One can travel the world over and
see wonderful sights; obtain opinions
and marvel at the skills of people in
many lands; and witness the dawn of
new discoveries. But if you want
friends to enjoy these things as you
have; to convince them that the things
you have heard or seen are practical;
or to establish a trend, all this is within
the power of your home movies if you

TO YOUR
SILENT
FILMS
( Mujlc • Narration • Special Effectj )
LET us convert your 16 mm picture to a sound film
of the highest quality-. Skilled technical staff, and
finest sound recording equipment and studio facilities to serve industrial, amateur and educational
film producers. \X rite TELEFILM. Inc., Dept. H-3
I 6039 Holhwood Blvd., HoUjTiood 28, Calif.
I for prices and literature.
OUR SERVICE IS USED BY: ^
AIReieatch M"g. Co. • LottKeed Aircr«ft Corp.
Dovglai Aifcraft Co. • Food Machifvery Corp.
U. S. N«»«l • Photo
S«rvke'.
Dept.of •CaCf.
Santa ft Railroad ^ /» /
Staf«Jard
Oii Co.
TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD

WILL BUY FOR CASH OR SWAP OR
EXCHANGE
8-li AND SOUND
FILMS SHORTS AND
FEATURES. WRITE AT ONCE WHAT YOU HAVE
—OUR ANSWER IMMEDIATELY
Complete Rental Library
IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
p. O. Box 539
Brockton 65. Mass.
ONLY TITLE MAKER
with 1600 Script Letters
Write Make
todaytitles
for athat
FBEEare A-to-Z
Title Test
Kit.
differentSample
. . . better
and
laiinred to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. S W. OUTFIT S6.50
A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. H New York 10. N. Y.

make movies that "sell."
Closeups . . .
• Continuetl from Paf^r 144

"FILL
IN MOVIES"
A new and novel idea for
use of planned stock shofs
<>
18 Subjects now available, complete
with professional scripts of suggested
scenes adapting to your own.
Write for listing and details
KING COLE SOUND SERVICE, Inc.
340 3rd Ave.
New York 10, N. Y.

AUTOMATIC
DISSOLVE
For The Cine Special
• Operates from winding key shaft.
MODEL A — Prescision made; polished
chrome finish
JOSEPH YOLO
$49.50
345 No. Bunker Hill, Los Angeles 12. Calif.

pany. Training Aids, Inc., in Hollywood.
*
Miss Kay Allen, who shot i6mm. film
for industries throughout the U. S. before and during the war, has been signed
as chief cinematographer by Bel-Air
Motion Pictures, Hollywood, producers
of 1 6mm. commercial films.
★
George Pal, creator of famous "Puppettoons" released to theatres by Paramount Pictures, is now shooting i6mm.
commercial motion pictures in his expanded studios and reports that Puppettoons in color will soon be available
in 1 6mm. width for general distribution.
★
Phillip Bennet, 16mm. showman of New
York City, is specializing in select
quality shows of 1 6mm. sound films
for children's groups, boys and girls
clubs, etc.
★
James H. Smith, former owner of Cinelab, Inc., has formed Specialized Sound
Products, Inc., HolNwood,
and will

Craig editing equipment, Da-Lite and Radiant
screens,
Worldall
in Color NuArt,
Films. Official,
We buy, Pictorial,
sell, and andtrade
types of used prints. Free catalogues on
request.
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Box 223
Decatur, Georgia
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiinMiiniiiiinitiiiiiMiil
MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND
FEATURE$495
PROGRAMS
COMPLETE
6 and 16mm. Silent and Sound Films for Sal*
SEND STAMP FOR FREE LISTS
NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
ri DEY ST.
New York City 7, N. Y.
Distinctive TITLES
and
EDITING
For the Expert
Amateur and
Proiesslcnal
I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and
• Kodachome
PriceWhite
List on• Reauest
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.
TITLE LETTERS
Buy from mfgr. and save. Used by amateur and
professional. No fancy package, just 225 pieces
of indestructible metal letters, numbers and
figures, soft white, give proper shadowing.
Complete with instructions for vertical setup.
Guaranteed. $3.95 set delivered.
CALIF. PAT. LEHER SUPPLY
4823'/2 Oakwood Ave. Hollywood 4. Calif.
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produce complete i6mm. mobile sound
units for roadshow and advertising purposes.
★
Joseph Yolo, Hollywood, is currently
filming in i6mm. monochrome an instructional film on soccer, being produced by Noel Taylor, noted professional player and instructor.
★
H. W. (Jerry) Moore has completed a
i6mm. Kodachrome short subject,
"Palmy Daze," with a Palm Springs
locale, which is to be released by Planet
Pictures.
★
Paul Hoefler is back in Beverly Hills
after completing a filming trip through
six northwest states during which time
he gathered i6mm. Kodachrome footage for a series of educational films.

Shankel . .
• Continued from Page 144
for one year with the Eskimos at Cape
Prince of Wales, a small native village
near the arctic circle, just 40 miles off
the Siberian coast. When first he appeared in Nome, he immediately ran
afoul of the FBI who put him under lock
and key as a spy suspect. Released after
a few days, through aid of friends, he
set out on his filming adventure in
earnest.
Adverse weather and primitive conditions under which he shot the film
combined to give it a realistic touch,
vividly portraying the Eskimo's ingenuity inhis struggle for survival.
Temperatures, often reaching 40 degrees below zero, contrived to foul up
his camera. Eventually he was obliged
to take his 16mm Filmo apart and clean
it of all lubricant which thickened under
sub-zero temperatures and jammed the
camera's mechanism. So intense was the
light reflected from the snow and ice,
it was necessary to load "daylight loading" film in the camera under cover.
To avoid seriously burning his face on
cold metal while looking through the
camera viewfinder, he had to wrap part
of the camera in sealskin, fur side out,
as a protection to his skin against contacting the cold metal case of his camera.
Recently discharged from the Army
Air Forces after spending th^ee years
overseas as an aerial photographer,
Shankel returned to Los Angeles to complete the editing of his film and ready
it for exhibition.

"Because of its educational aspects,
I expect to make this story of the
Eskimo's mode of Hfe available to schools
of the nation and will either lecture
with the film or send it out on a rental
basis." Shankel said.

ON

A
t

DA-LITE

Hear

SCREEN

First, because you want your movies and
slides shown in full brilliance, with the
details sharply defined.
Second, because you want maximum convenience. Da-Lite Screens are noted for
the ease with which they can be operated.
The Challenger is easiest of all portable
screens to set up and to adjust in height.*
Third, you want a Da-Lite Screen
because its rugged construe
tion assures years of ^DALITE
satisfactory
service.
4 J,

*TheDa-Lite Challenger and popular priced Versatol are the only
tripod screens that can be adjusted in height without separate
adjustments of fabric or case. At
your dealer's. Write for literature!
SCREEN

CO., INC.

D*pt.Ave.,
A-nm Chicago 39, III.
2723 No. Crawford

^"^TOR

FINER

HOME

AiOWES^-^
THE MORTON
PROJECTOR STAND

This all purpose, all metal, adjustable stand is ideal for home
movie projectors and other
similar uses. Stand has removable top . . . folds for easy storHeightAlladjustable
from
34" toage.54".
metal, double
thickness top 12" x 20".

Pr.ce $1800

THE MORTON SHOULDER CAMERA SUPPORT
For Si ill and Movie Cameras. Aim your camera like a gun
with this lighl weight, ail melai camera supporl. Makes focusing easier and surer. Black enamel finish. .Standard Iri-pocI
l,s/ Pnce $300 'nc. To,
If your dealer cannot supply you, write . . .
HOWARD
B. MARKS COMPANY
536 Andrus BIdg.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
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G. I. Finds Nazi's 8mm.

Film In Bombed

Mogdburg

LOUIS JORDAN and
HIS BAND
(8 musicals
— 1 reel each)
including
"MOO COW BOOGIE• HEP CAT SERENADE"
• FUZZY WUZZY"
13 TECHNICOLOR CARTOONS
(1 reel each)
Enjoy the hilarious, rollicking
fun of these RKO Cartoons.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
COMEDIES
12 sulijccts — i2 reels each)
Chaplin'sof greatest
— unfolded
the
strains
music — comedies
will convulse
youto with
laughter. (RKO releases)
DOCUMENTARY SHORTS
(1 reel each)
'•THE LIFE OF THE ANT"
"A FISH IS BORN "
"THE LIVING FLOWERS"
'•FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN"
Communicate with your Film Library for
rentals or write to us
Send for our latest catalog of other Major
Company features, musicals and short subjects.
EXCLUSIVE 14 MM. DISTRIBUTORS
COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORP.
779 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW TOIK 19. N. T.

WRITE FOR
FREE
CIRCULAR

BULK FILM IT
PROCESS
YOURSELF

Pan- Panchromatic chromatic
Ortho 6
Weston
Weston 24 Weston 64
100 ft. Single 8— $1.15 $2.35 $2.40
100 ft. Double 8— $1.65 $3.85 $3.95
100 ft. 16mm.
—$1.55 $3.80 $3.90
Since the above prices do not include developing, why not get one of our low cost developing sets and develop your own movies! The set
consists of developing rack, tray, safelight and
set of prepared cieveloping powders, together
with a simple step by step instruction sheet.
30 ft. single 8 set $4.20; 33 ft. Double 8 or
16mm. set $5.85. Show your movies two hours
after they are tal<en.
FROMADER GENERA CO.
Davenport 7, Iowa
ONE

REEL COMEDIES

ND BIN6
UN,
E.,SBROOW
BOB BYHO,PE,16JOMEMON
CK
LS
JA
BENNY
JO
AL
CROS
«IN
AND OTHER STARS.
List Price $20 Each — Dealer Discount
COMEDY
HOUSE
130 W. 44th St.
New York I?. N. Y.

CINEMATOGRAPHY
PROFESSIONAL
INSTRUCTION
AT HOME
The morie industry needs trained men.
Hollywood technique, business, educafree lanceIllustrated
film production
taught attional,home.
manuals.
Personal snpervislon. Enthusiastically
endorsed by amateurs and professionals.
For an Interesting well paid career in
motion pictures. Write (or FREE catalog.
MOTION PICTURE INSTITUTE
of the U.S.A., inc.
124-126 S. Woodward Birmingham 2, Mich,

• Above are frame enlargements from 8mm. movie made ostensibly by a Nazi soldier, found in the
rubble of bombed Mogdburg by American soldiers. Pictures show a storm trooper questioning a
German lass; a closeup of the girl; decoration of a Nazi private; and the last three shots — Nazi officers
on an outing in the mountains. Film was black and white, part of it German Agfa and European Kodak
stock. Photography was typical beginner's — inconsistent exposure, "spraygun" panning.
^ AMONG the souvenirs Andrew De
Young of Kalamazoo, Michigan brought
back from Germany was a reel of 8mm.
home movies believed to have been
photographed by a Nazi officer. Shortly
after the bombing of Mogdburg, Germany, DeYoung's company marched in
to occupy the town.
The place was a shambles. Brick,
mortar and timbers littered the streets
from curb to curb and it was often
necessary while marching through the
city to detour through the wreckage
of the buildings. DeYoung stumbled
onto the film in the wreckage of what
once was probably a German camera
store. Film of all kinds was scattered
over the street, DeYoung said, and he
picked up what he could as he hurried
along. Later he carefully spooled it
and after returning to the United States,
he cut out the damaged sections and
re-spliced it.
The film is unique in that it reveals

that the German amateur had one thing
in common with the beginning movie
amateur in America — he invariably
shoots "spraygun" fashion, panning all
over the scene, never stopping vtry long
on a subject. However, toward the last
part of the reel, which is about 175
feet in length, there is a marked improvement evident both in camera technique
and
photographic quality of the
film.
The opening scenes are general shots
of a German village in which the Nazi
swastika is seen unfurled before many
windows. Large industrial plants are
also shown. Then a fraulien is shown
being questioned by what obviously is
one of the Nazi storm troops, while the
trooper keeps a wary eye on the cameraman.
There are several shots of military
maneuvers, especially closeups of soldiers
being decorated by officers. It is plain
that these are not shots from authorized
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German newsreels and quite possible
they were made by a Nazi officer or
someone with comparable authority.
Among the most interesting sequences
are shots showing Nazi officers on an
outing. The pictures show the officers
eating a picnic lunch in the mountain
highlands while hungry looking citizens
look on, obviously drooling at the sight
of the elaborate spread of food.
Later, the officers hike to the mountain top, stripped to the waist, and later,
gathered at another spot, they indulge
in rifle practice, with one officer giving
the men special coaching.
The men romp and play like kids on
a picnic. We see them hoist a high ranking officer on their shoulders and carry
him about; others playing a game which
involves one man on a high ridge standing off a trio of fellow officers who
seek to dislodge and send him tumbling
down the hill.
In viewing this picture, one gets the
impression that unusual comraderie existed among the Nazi officers which
undoubtedly had much to do with
maintaining their loyalty later in the
face of certain defeat.
De Young's souvenir film has received
wide screening among amateur movie
clubs and is certain to remain one of his
most prized mementos of the war.
TITLE AREAS
To find the field a lens will take in
for shooting titles at close range, or to
determine the distance to set lens and
camera from title board when area
of field of view is known, use the following formula:
First it is necessary to know the
width of the picture area on the film
The width on i6mm. film is lomm.;
on 8mm. film, 5mm. The height is
always three-fourths of the width.
To find width of the field, multiply
distance of object from point of lens
iris by width of the picture area of
the film you are using, then divide this
figure by the focal length of your
camera lens.
Example: If you wish to find the
size of field when title card is )o inches
from lens and 16mm. film is used,
multiply 30 (distance of title from
lens) by 10 (width of picture area on
i6mm. film) and divide by 25 (25mmfocal
length isof 12your
camera belens).
The answer
whichi" would
the
width of your title card in inches
when set }o inches distant from your
camera lens. The height, being threefourths the width, would be 9 inches.
To find the distance a title card
should be placed from camera lens
when the field area is known, multiply
width of field by focal length of lens
and divide by width of picture area on
film.
Example: Title card is 6 inches wide,
film used is i6mm. and camera has a
one inch lens. Multiply 6 by 25 and
divide by 10. The answer is 15, which
would be the distance in inches the
title card 6 inches wide would have
to be set ahead of the camera lensThis method of calculation holds
good for cine lenses of all focal lengths.

Images

IVz times Larger
AoO/tMteNEW
MORTON
TELEPHOTO UNS
The first telepho+o lens for use with the Model 20
or 25 Eastman Cine Kodak Eight. Can also be
used with the Bell & Howell, Revere, Bolex, Perfex,
Keystone, Univex; any f3.5 or f2.7 one inch lens or
any f3.5, f2.7, f2.5 or fl.9 half inch lens.
The Morton telephoto lens becomes the same speed as your present lens.
Crispness and contrast are increased, ghost and flare are subdued. Over 75%
of reflection losses are eliminated.
Object is brought closer increasing size of image 2'/2 times. Get the thrilling close-up detail you've been wanting with the Morton telephoto lens.
At your dealers' or write
THE

MORTON

COMPANY

Mm^f^vloHS "m,nn fl*!!

Bulk 8mm.-16mm.
Film For Home Processing
Bulk Film for Home Processing
Morse C3 Daylight Tank
Load your own camera spools or magazine. First
FOR HOME PROCESSING
quality professional
for the 24amateur.
loading
film In dark
developing operaWesfonfilm8 Weston
Weston 64 After tions
are performed
In fullall daylight.
100' 16mm.
1.35
3.60 3.95
Complete Instructions included.
100' Double 8
1.95
3.85 4.95
ir Capacity 3 pints of solution.
100' SingleProcessinn
8
I.IO not Included.
2.05 2.60
orices
■<r Acid
proof100parts
and stainless
ir
Handles
ft. —of bakelite
16mm., Double
8mm. steel.
and
35mm. Film.
Machine Reversal Processing
Mall your order nov*
Price $24.40
100' 16mm.
$1.00
50' 16mm. 60c
(plus federal excise tax $3.68)
25' 8,All8mm.domestic or .55foreign30' films
Singledeveloped.
8
50c
Exclusive — SUPERIOR DRYING RACK for
G-3 Tank
$3.95
Reversal Chemicals
To meetversal the
need
for
good
results
in
the
reof motion picture film, CINE CHEMS
Universal Titler
have been compounded out of the experience Complete Superior
and simple instructions for the conof profe^ssionals especially for amateur use.
struction of a titler that will fit any 8mm. 01
Just mix as specified in the directions accompany16mm. camera. A special lens Included brings
ing each complete set.
within
camera
range a 4" x 5" title field . . .
1/;1 Gallon
CINE CHEMS
Postpaid
$1.00
Gallon Set
Set CINE
CHEMS $1.35
2.10
Free
with
purchase
of
$1.00
or
more
from
this ad
SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
an 8mm. or 16mm. black and white title "Cinema
Home Processing Headquarters
Rambllngs."
Write today
catalog
105 S. Wells Street - - Dept. 346
line
of sories8mm.
16mm. forfilm,
titles,onandcomplete
accesfor homeand processing,
Chicago 6, Illinois
.i^;^
i

PERICO
2>emauM/ai/e TURRET
Converts B & H "Companions" and "Sportsters"
into versatile turret models.
Better Perspective! Close-ups! Candid and Action Shots!
Take a tip from Hollywood . . . inject professional
variety into your movies with the new Perico Demountable Turret, allowing a quick twist-of-thewrisl change from lens to lens. No alteration to
camera; no factory installation . . . simply snap
the turret in place. Fits threaded 8mm lenses.
Finest aircraft aluminum alloy. Beautiful satin
finish. See it at your dealers ... If he does not
hove it in stock, order direct.

22.95
Pita Tax
Sold on 5-Day
Money-Bock
Guarantee
PERRY CORP., CAMERA

1
MTTiliiTaillU'il

E
S

HOW

DIVISION. 3900 ELM ST.. DALLAS. TEXAS

TO

TITLE

HOME

MOVIES

The mosf authentic and thorough treatise on this important
branch of your hobby. Tells how to build your titler, how
to letter titles, how to develop your own films. 00
Now in third edition. Sent prepaid for
J.
HOME

MOVIES/

6O6O sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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LATEST

16mm

TIME

SAVER

Experimental
Workshop
• Continued from Page 14}

. . .

speed by turning down the rheostat or
other speed control. It may not be possible to slow the machine fully to this
point, but the speed can be reduced
enough to provide a satisfactory screening of 8mm. films.
I have adapted my model 16-20 16mm. Kodascope projector in this manner
with complete success. — Herman A.
Goetz, New York Cify.

for a light inside the cabinet.
Racks for holding 400 foot cans of
1 6mm. film were made of prestwood
for the sides and 20 ga. metal was used
for the shelves. Each rack holds 12 cans
and there is space for two more or a
total of 72 cans.
On the floor is a relative humidity
gauge and if humidity within the vault
"No-Damp
is athe
becomes too
"
chemical
to high,
reducethere
it to
point desired. When weather conditions cause
a lack of moisture, a pan of water and
a wick are placed in the vault to correct the condition. The fire-resistant
feature of the refrigerator case is an
important consideration, too. — K. C.
Heagey, Lancaster, Penna.

Title Liner-upper
EDITING REWIND FLANGE
This practical new device, which speeds editing is
used and recommended by leading Hollywood 16 mm.
editors and producers . . . Sides are of heavy gauge,
clear plastic. Engraved footage scale on inside surface
indicates amount of film on spool . . . Outer side has
specially constructed locking device allowing removal
of film by means of a simple lock. Core takes standard
lab pack spools, fits a standard 16 or 35 mm. rewind.
Ideal for winding short lengths of film into coils
quickly and without endangering emulsion surfaces . . .
It is the latest, finest 16 mm. improvement for both Remote Control
professionals and amateurs. May be purchased complete
Pictured above is an electrical remote
or the face side with spool may be purchased separately.
control for the Filmo 8mm. camera
For early delivery place your order now.
which I constructed for a local movie
fan who has lost the use of both arms
TELEFILM
STUDIOS
and who wanted some means by which
HOLLYWOOD
Umm. HEAD9UARTERS
to operate his camera with his feet.
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Collfomia Sitting by his window with camera
mounted on a tripod and focused on outdoor scenes, he makes shots of birds and
— FINE MACHINE WORK —
other wildlife, operating the camera by
We design and build special photographic
equipment, Production Type 35mm. Enlargers,
stepping on an electric push button set
Lens Turrets, Backwinds, Frame Counters,
in a block of wood and resting on the
Alignment Gages, Effectograph Titlers, Special
floor beside him.
Lenses and Optical equipment.
Use Our Repair Service
This sends current to a Mendelsohn
Reperforating 100 ft. 16mm. film to double
3, $2.00. Guaranteed.
flashgun solenoid which is set up in
Master Negatives from your 16mm. or 8mm.
front of camera and connected to the
film direct or optically transferred 8 to 16 and
16 to 8.
starting button. Power is furnished by
a 6 volt radio "A" battery. — Ernest K.
Pearson, Tulsa, Okla.
MacVAN
MFG.
CO.
3829 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego 5, Calif.

In assembling loose block letters on
a horizontal title board, lining up the
letters may be facilitated by fastening
a rubber band around the title board
and using same as a guide line. As each
line of type is completed, the rubber
band is moved down to form the guide
for the next and successive lines.
Another use for the rubber band is
to hold the title letters in place over
night when an assembled title cannot be
shot until the next day. Simply snap
the band over the letters, and they will
remain undisturbed until the band is removed again. — Charles Bunnefield, Akron, Ohio.
Film Cement

Spreader

A novel applicator for film cement
that insures even distribution of cement
on film is a "Speedball" lettering pen
such as artists and show-card writers
use. These pens are available in two
styles — round and square point. Use
the square point pen for applying cement. Pens are available for a few cents
from any stationery store or artists' supply house. — L. R. Polk, Miami, Fla.
Editing Aid

Hi-Fideli»y
16mm. Variable Density
Sound-on-Film Recording
Studio Time Available
Sync Recording on Location
LEWIS SOUND FILMS
71 W. 45th St. New York 19, N. Y.

We Enl3 ge SmiTI.
tO 16mm.
IWe Reduce 16mm. to 8mm.
Black & White and Kodachrome
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
South Gate. Calif.
L-

Film Storage
One of the old model Crosley refrigerators (with machinery on top)
was cut down and converted to an efficient vault for storing valuable films
of our local firemen's association.
The rubber insulation around the
door was renewed and the electrical
connection retained to furnish current

Here is a tip to aid the amateur who
must cut several scenes from a roll of
film for such purposes as adding dyefades, or to intensify or reduce the image. Where the film sections must be
respliced in the same position within the
film from which they were taken, these
positions may easily be identified if the
first frame of each scene clipped is left
on the main reel of film. In other words,
instead of cutting the scene at the first
frame, clip it at the second frame line.
The cut reel of film need not be respliced until the scenes are returned to
the reel. The breaks need only be wound
one full turn until they are secure, then
the film wound to the next point of
cutting.
— Stanley Jepson, Bombay,
India.
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REAL GIFT FOR THE NEW MOTHER
A fine ivory Duraleather cover with plastic binding
rings and two acetate protected frames, 4 data
pages (printed In pink or blue) for time and place
of birth, parents, etc. Blank white pages for snapshots. At stores, 5 x 7" $2.50. 8 x 10" $3.75.
Free Catalog of Amfiles for Reals, Slides, etc.
AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. WllR,
Kankakee, lllinoi!

RENT

16mm.

Sound

films

50c per reel
Large selection of features and shorts.
New prints; free catalog.
•
UNION

COUNTY
FILM
SERVICE
1 30 Chestnut Street
Roselle Park, New Jersey

Bad Splices . .
• Con/iiined from Page 141
to the film is with the famiHar camel's
hair brush, usually supplied with each
bottle. Often these brushes are not
suitable for the purpose — having extra
long hairs which make the brush difficult to handle, or the brush is curled
because it is too long for the bottle.
Why should one be so fussy about
this little brush? Well, it's because it is
important to control the amount of
cement which is applied to the splicing
area of the film. Too much will result
in a messy, perhaps buckled splice such
as that shown in Fig. 4. Also, when
too much cement is applied, it has to
go somewhere when the splicer pressure
plate is applied, with the result that it
"oozes" out over the adjacent film
frame, as shown in Fig. 5.
Experienced movie amateurs take
pains to shape the end of the cement
brush as an aid to clean, efficient splicing. When the brush is shaped to a
chisel-like edge, as shown in Fig. 3, it
becomes easier to apply cement to film
in the right amount for a good splice,
thus avoiding defective or clumsy joints
in the film.

I have followed the practice of keeping two bottles of cement on hand —
one, a supply bottle, and the other used
at the splicer. I make it a point to keep
enough cement in the latter so that
TITLE CENTERING GUIDES
when stopper is on the bottle the brush
10c each
extends into the cement not more than
AVAILABLE for every popular make and model
8mm. and 16mm. cine camera are these simple,
one-quarter of an inch. Thus it is a simeasy-to-use
title centering
centering ofguides
quick,
accurate
camerathat
withassure
title
ple matter of getting just the right
board — regardless of size of title.
amount of cement on the brush and it
BE SURE TO SPECIFY MAKE AND MODEL OF
CAMERA WHEN ORDERING!
prevents applying too much to the
film. As the cement in this bottle is
HOME MOVIES
tOtO Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 28. Calif.
used, it is replenished from the storage
bottle — enough to bring it up to the
"brush-tip" level.
I found, too, that there is a trick to
Lityl OLD TIME MOVIES i
340 W. 29th street
applying
cement if one is to avoid slopNew York I
1
I
py splices. If the cement is applied in
SILENT, SOUND — 8mm., *6mm., 35mm\
two strokes, as shown in Fig. 2, —
SOLD, EXCHANGED
actually
one stroke and a half — starting
Excljisiie I'rhifs — Corneclies, Melodrciiitiis,
the first brush stroke at center of film
Newsreels — famous Stars
and brushing back, then a full stroke
forward, the cement will be applied more
giiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
I Headquarters In New Bnglanti f evenly and consistently. Usually, where
I For Castle Films. Nu-Art Films. Official | the brush stroke is begun at the forI Films. Pictoreels. Soundies, New |
ward edge, a large blob of cement is
I
Hymnal Soundies |
I Sales, Rentals, Exchanges — Bargain Lists Fre« | deposited on the film. This runs down
I
FRANK LANE AND CO.
| edge of the splicer, sometimes creeps
I
5 Little BIdg., Boston, Mass. i through the sprocket hole and beneath
I
"We Buy Your Films for Cash" | the film to form a smear on opposite
liiimiuiiiiiiiiiitniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiin
side, especially when the splicer is not
properly adjusted to prevent this.
Preparing the splicing area for the
cement, of course, is one of the most
WITH PAT'D.
Fl LMGRAPH
recorder
and Instantaneous Permanent
CIRCULAR
PLAYBACK UNIT . Lengthy Recordings;
FREE
Clear, Powerful; Eliminates Titles
Miles Reproducer Co.. Inc.. 812 B'way. N. Y. 3. HM-3

Sparkling 8mm.
movies with . . .

Our iicMi'st. quality 8niiii.
b&w fjliii
l''uil crisp,
anti-halo
iKickin;;.
I'niiluces
sparlt-tn
ling rniivit's
comparable
brands.
Westoniced16-4."standard"
$4.50 pxr
hi;;lifr-pt
3therolls
tloiibiB Stum. ($1 < U
each)
$4.00
per
six
r('"»
single
vhnieras. Snm
$1.70 forperUnivex
two rolls
stnqle 8nMn. for Univex camTns.
films (tr^lite
ing. withAll processino
free.Innd•(Not recommended
ESO-A.
E. & F.) for use ii] Keystone cameras. Order
(ESO-S is licensed by the Eas/iiiaii Kodak Company to sellPatent
and process
double imm. film under
the Coors
1,905,4.^2.)
PLUS.. .
Our line uf six other types of films for your double 8111mand silli;lc 8mm. canteras. (.Single 8timi. prices avuilaiiic
oninclude
request,
or, as and
li'^leddalite-loading.
in our Fall catalog.) Ail price.s
processing
ESO-A Weston
(i-2.
General
piuposeeacli.)
film. $3.^0 (ler tiiree
rolls doulde 8mm. ($1.20
ESO-B Weston 12-1 Outdoor film witii anti-halo base.
$3.45 per three rolls double 8mm. ($1.25 each.)
ESO-E $7.00
Wcstim perlOO-Sn.
Siun-rdouble
sliced 8mm.
paiichlnmatic
three rolls
($2.35 each.)film.
ESO-F Weston
24-20.
Speed8mm.iiaiichronialic
three rolls
double
($2.00 each.)fiini. $5.70 per
ESO-G Weston
6-2.
Scarlet
for
titles and special effect
pictures.
($1.25 eadi.)$3.25 per vnree rolls double 8mm.
Please state make of camera when ordering
OUR
GUARANTEE:
unconditionally
guarantees
these 8nim. ESO-S
films PICTURES
and will replace
any film
purchased or refund the full purchase price if you are not
fully pleased with your results. You MUST be satisfied.'
ESO-S
PICTURES
4038 Broadway 'QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE'
Kansas City, Missouri

DUPLEX REEL REWINDERS
Operates 16mm. and 35mm.
Duplex Reitinders continue to sene long
after
othersto
hair had
be replaced.

Duplex Cinema Equipment Co.
230 West Olive Avenue Burbank, Calif.
Telephone CI-larles*on CSjj-I
Cut Home Movie Costs
WE HAVE 8mm. -16mm. FILM!
16mm. Reversible Outdoor Film
X$2.50
25-ft.Rating
6 Westton
DoubleReversible
^| 25 'i^i^lS'^v^ ?'
8mm.
Outdoor Film

^'■-'Z

Same day processing included
BETTER FILMS
742 New Lots Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y. CL. 7-1822
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PARICUTIN
ONLY a few more copies of the
condensed version — 100 feet in
16mm. Kodachrome — of these thrillingcanoscenes
of Mexico's
great volin eruption
are available
for
$37.50. A new, limited edition of
approximately 400 feet in 16mm.
Kodachrome, fully titled and edited,
will be released about June 1st,
sent postpaid for only $80.00.
Send check and order or inquiries
to
RALPH
E. GRAY
Aparfado 2747
Mexico, D. F.

B I G E LO W
MOTION
PICTURE FILM
COMPENSATED IN PROCESSING TO
CORRECT EXPOSURE ERRORS
Weston
Rating

25 ft. 100 ft.
8-8mm. 14mm.
$1.50
Outdoor .
-I 8-3 1 $2.35 11
$2.95
Du-AII
.1 24.14 1
Indoor
_ ...1 -100 i $2.35 1 $5.50
$5.50
Prices of the above film include processing.
California buyers please include sales tax.
— 24-HouR Processing Service —
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE
The snap and sparkle you associate with professional motion pictures are yours when you use
NEW COMPENSATED

6449 Regent St.

Oakland 9, Calif.

HOME
MOVIES
NEW 8mm and 16mm Movie Newsreels in
color and black and white. Dozens of
exclusive, original reels to choose from.
"Swim Suit Revue," "Dance Comique,"
Aquabelle," "Diving stars," "Rhumba,"
"Hollywood
After Dark,"
fascinating subjects.
Show and
thesemany
moviesother
on
your 8mm or 16mm projector.
Write Today For
m EE C
MOVIE NEWSREEL, Dept. HM-1
. O. Box 2631 Hollywood, California
HASELTON — KODACHROME
200 ft. 1944 PASADENA ROSE PARADE $ 27.50 j
400 ft. "Yosemite," Sound „
65.00 1
400 ft. "Yosemite," Silent
55.00 i
800 tt. "Yosemite," Sound
130.00:
400 ft. "Blooming Desert," Sound 45.00:
400 ft. "Blooming Desert," Silent 55.00 j
New black
sound,and 400white,
ft. "Hummingbird
|
$24.00; Silent, Homelife"
$18.00
GUY D. HASELTON
I 7934 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 44, Calif. ;

important steps, for if any of the emulsion remains, or the film remains moist
from water applied in removing the
emulsion, the cement will not weld the
entire splice area and the joint will be
weakened, presenting the possibility of
parting unexpectedly during projection
of the film. The insecure, not fully
welded splice, is easy to observe. Inspecting itclosely, it will be seen that
the uncemented or "unwelded" area will
be a greyish tone as compared to the
darker tone of the welded area as shown
in Fig. 6.
Controversy continues as to which is
the best method for removing emulsion:
scraping it dry or applying moisture to
the film first. The most modern splicers
provide a scraping tool of sufficient
sharpness and hardness and properly
adjusted so that removal of the emulsion
may be accomplished by one or two
strokes of the scraper. The emulsion on
old films is naturally tougher and harder to remove and requires the use of a
moistening agent to soften it for the
scraping operation. But in any event,
moisture should not be applied to excess.
There's an element of the unsanitary
in the method I sometimes use. When
plagued by tough emulsions, I touch
my forefinger tip to my lips, then apply
a trace of saliva to edge of the film to
soften it for the scraping tool. Some
splicers provide a bottle for holding
water for moistening the emulsion, but
here the inexperienced movie amateur
invariably uses too much, causing additional blotching of the splice job.
Where splicing troubles persist, other
things to look for are: stale cement and
splicer out of adjustment. Of the two,
the first is the most frequent. The
average amateur does so little splicing
over a period of months that often a
bottle of cement deteriorates by the
time he has opportunity to use it again.
Through evaporation some of the ingredients most necessary to the "welding" process are lost and the liquid that
remains is ineffective. It is important,
therefore, to keep the cement bottle
corked tightly at all times, never to
leave the cap off the bottle too long
during splicing sessions. If there is any
doubt about the efficiency of the cork
or cap, turn the bottle upside down for
a moment before storing it. Cement
will fill any crack between cap and
bottle, sealing it against evaporation.
A splicer in poor adjustment usually means that the pressure plate is
warped or that it does not apply sufficient pressure to the splice. Pressure is
necessary to cause both sections of film
to weld together securely; and if the
pressure plate is warped or otherwise
not applying the pressure expected of
it, some of the cement will be squeezed
out and over the adjacent film frame
to cause buckling and an unneat splice.
It invariably pays to take a length

of old film and spend a little time in
the practice of making splices, studying
the effects of too much or too little
cement, the use of moisture in removing
the emulsion, and difference between
a quickly made, neat splice as against
those carelessly made, when run through
the projector. If your splices have been
giving trouble, inspect them, and resplice those that appear insecure, following the suggestions offered here.

• ContinuedoffromWhat's
Page 124
News

New

of 90 tilt and 360" rotation. Separate
knobs for each adjustment assure the
user that one setting will not slip while
another is being made.
New Eight Coming
Ted Briskin, recently married to
screen actress Betty Hutton, and formerly president of the Revere Camera
Corporation, has organized a new company in Los Angeles for the manufacture of a new 8mm. cine camera, said
to be a magazine loader of improved
type. Also to follow, is a new i6mm.
sound projector. Mrs. Briskin, incidentally, was made vice president of the
company.
Projector Stand
An all metal adjustable stand for
supporting home movie projectors is
being offered by Howard B. Marks Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn. Stand has removable
i2"x2o" metal platform and folds
easily for storage or transporting with
projection equipment. Height is adjustable from 34" to 54". It sells for $18.00.
Another item announced by the
Marks company at the same time is the
Morton shoulder camera support for
still and movie cameras. With the support in use, camera is aimed like a rifle.
Finished in black enamel, device has
standard tripod screw, and sells for
Simplex Camera
$3.00.
A limited number of the Simplex
Pockette i6mm. magazine cameras are
being offered by Fotoshop, Inc., New
York City. This camera uses standard
Eastman i6mm. film magazines and
includes such features as Bausch & Lomb
f/3 lens, footage indicator, tubular
viewfinder, single frame exposure adjustment, and a smart grey crackle
finish. List price is $74.50.
Micro-16 Splicer
Designed by Len Roos, ASC, is a new
1 6mm. film splicer for the i6mm. professional now being manufactured and
distributed by Micro-Engineering Co.,
Hollywood, Calif. Known as the Micro-
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WANT

DUPLICATCS

★

You'll get befler pictures from your
present comera lenses becouse
ACRA-COTE
lenses Fidelity
achieve—
• Increosed Color
• Improved Shadow Detail
• and
Elimination
Contrastof Flare and
Stattering of Light
No Destructive Heat
to Hvrt Lenses
Take your lens to your local phoWhen requesting
tographic dealer. prices please
sfote name of lens, manufacturer,

★
• Splicer for professionals.

Quality
Color

Prints
FOR

★ INDUSTRY
★ HOLLYWOOD
★ U.S. ARMY
★ U.S. NAVY
and YOU!

1 6 film splicer, it boasts close tolerance
machining; Oilite bearings; an accurate
film registration pin; integral scraper
that removes emulsion from film with a
single stroke and having a spring arrangement that returns scraper to original position after the scraping operation.
A heating unit in the base using iio
volt current maintains a constant

FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.
6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28
California

WANTED

Cine Special
16 MM.
CAMERA
In Good Condition
Will Pay Top Price!
Wire or Write
BOX T-10
C O HOME MOVIES
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD
Hollywood 28, Calif.

"GIVES ALL THE ANSWERS!"
The CInemeter is a slide-rule type exposure guide
giving correct lens opening to use tor all films
under all types of light conditions, both interior
and exterior.
50c Postpaid
HOME MOVIES 6060 Sunset, Hollywood, Calif

Accepted
leading moving pictype and
"f"by number.
lure
studios,
including:
Universal, Poramount, Walt Disney
Productions, Scientific Films, etc.

temperature of iio° F on the platten,
effecting a heat-sealed and dried splice
in a matter of seconds. Unit makes a
straight splice .070" in width and intersecting the film sprocket holes.

HOLLYWOOD

PICTURES?

THEN
ACRA-COTE
YOUR

KODilCHROMG

★

BETTER

Thalhammer Tripod
Featuring such innovations as instantly removable camera base, rigid
two-section legs, and exclusive two-way
foot points, is the Craig Thalhammer
tripod and head for movie and still
cameras. Weighing but 6Y4 pounds,
height of tripod when extended is 59
inches; closed, 34 inches.
Upper leg members are durable hardwood; lower are tubular in lustrous
chrome finish. It sells for $35.00.
Manufacturer is Craig Movie Supply
Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
16mm. Projectionists
• Continued from Page 145
tionists as a step toward barring from
exhibition those films for which they
have contributed footage. It is the practice today, and not an objectionable one,
for many producers of industrial and
advertising films in need of a background shot or a short sequence laid
in a distant location, to engage the
services of a capable i6mm. cameraman
to shoot the footage which is later combined with that shot by their own studio
cameramen. A union decree, aimed at
unionizing 16mm. projectionists, say
these cameramen, could bar exhibition
of those films which included such foottheirs.of fact that short footage
Inage ofview
assignments from industrial producers
frequently lead to a permanent connection as professional cinematographer,
such a step by unions, the cameramen
aver, would close the door of opportunity to them.

USE
Fine
Safety
Film
Grain
Reversible
OUTDOOR
More
Action
Film
At Less
Ample
Cost.
Outdoor
Speed
iBmn, AMBERTINT FILM '".m
$3. 50l'>'^'u<^^3
machine
Day-S2.25
light spools,
ready processing.
to load & shoot,
inrfff Calif, buyers include sales tax. en^f*
"The HOLLYWOODLAND
West's Greatest Film STUDIOS
Order House"
*°
Southoate
California
1

DON B. OLIVER
Distributor
★ FATHER HUBBARD EDUCATIONAL FILMS
★ DA-LITE SCREENS
★ HOLMES SOUND PROJECTORS
New and Used Sound Equipment
A new service — We furnish expert instruction in
the operation and care of all sound equipment.
Prices and Catalog on Request
DON B. OLIVER
I8B W. Randolph
Chicago I, III.
30'
25'
25'
25'

8mm. Ortho 8 Univex type
$ .75
8mm. Color D or T Univex type
2.50
8mm. Double Ortho 8
I.IQ
8mm. Double Pan 32-20
2.25
TITLES SOUND REDUCING
EDITING
COPIES INTENSIFYING
CHAUTAUQUA MOVIES
32 Blanchard St. » * • Jamestown, N. Y.
SERVICE SHEETS ON REQUEST

Choose from over 1000 new lAmm. Sound features and shorts. Write for catalog H.
• Duke of West Point
•• Tom
Swiss Brown's
Family School
RobinsonDays
• Frank
Buck's Jacare
CATHEDRAL
& CASTLE FILMS
EASTERN FILM LIBRARIES
95 N. Main
Waterbury 14, Conn.
PORTABLE

SOUND!

New and Used limm. & 35mm.
'Portables — Everything in Theatr*
and Home Movie Equipment. Send for our
' Bargain
listingsavings.
hundreds of
arious
items atCatalog
tremendous
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
449 W. 42nd St. Dept. F New York 18, N. Y.
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CLISSIFIED

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• BASS SAYS; Cine values in unconditionally
guaranteed equipment:
USED 16mm. CAMERAS: 16mm. Cine Nizo, 8 to 64
frames per second, waist level finder, parallax
view finder, Cooke F:3.5 lens, $62.50. B. & H. Filmo
70-A, Cooke F;3.5 lens and case, $82.50. Victor 5
Turret, I" Cooke F:l.8 coated lens, with case,
$197
50. B. F:l.5
& H.lensFilmo,
speed,$200.latest,
Wollensak
coated super
with case,
B. & H.1"
70-DA, 17mm. Wollensak F:2.7 focusing lens coated,
I" Wollensak
F:l.5 lens,
coated, 4" electric
Cooke
F:4.5
lens, positive
finderfoe.andmt. obiectives,
syn. motor fitted, crank rewind and case $525.00.
8mm B & H. Aristocrat with rewind attachment,
1/2" Cooke
F:2.5. I"withCooke
F:2.7, 2" Like
F:2.5 chemiL-8
Palm cally
sizecoated
Bolexlenses
with KerncaseF:2.B$315.00.
lens foe. mt.Newsuede
cs. $98.50.
We have New Bolex H-8 and H-16 Cameras in stock.
New Bolex G8-I6 Projector, 750 watt bulb, 2 lenses
and case $331.00. New Revere 88, F:2.5 lens $52.50
plus $4.08 Federal Tax. 300 watt new DeVry Model
G-3 Projectors with stop for single picture, $65.00.
LENSES: IMMEDIATE DELIVERY, 17mm. Wollensak
fixed focus F:2.7 lens, coated $52.47. 50mm. Xenon
F:2 lens, foe. A. mt. $72.50. I" Kino Plasmat F:l.5
lens, foe. mt., $87.50. 102mm. Cine Kodak Anastigmat ter,
F:2.7
$111.50.lens, chemically coated, choice of adapRARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmo projectors, new
models. New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo
F:2.l projection lens for 16mm. projectors, ehemically coated, $29.45. M/2" wide angle Filmo F:1.8
$19.85, 3" F:2
projection lens, chemically coated, $31.60.
coated $30.55. 4" F:2.5
chemically coated
lens, chemically
projection lens,
projection
SPECIAL: B. & H. Direct focusing finder for Magazine cameras, each, $20.55, Kodak Focusing Finder
for Cine Mag. $20.40. B. & H. objective finders in
stock:
15mm.Cine$8.80Extenar
incl. Fed.
$11.15 incl.
Fed. Tax.
wide Tax.
angle4" attachments
for 8mm. B. & H., Revere and Keystone lenses,
$27.50 plus $2.45 Fed. Tax. New B. & H. 16mm.
EditingotherOutfit,
complete,
400 ft. cap.
lot of Baia
8mm. slitters,
$3.03.$50.40.
Craig AnJr.
Splicers for 8mm. or 16mm. $3.95.
2006 ft. heavy duty 16mm. rewinds, each $17.50.
Dummy with brake $3.50. New B. & H. 8mm. TItler
for Aristocrat Model only, complete at $20.35.
16mm. BASS 1600 ft. reels..._
$3.85
16mm. BASS 1600 ft. cans.—
$3-50
16mm. BASS 1200 ft. reels... _
$3.30
16mm. BASS 1200 ft. cans
$2.15
We
and tradeall "em.
stocksbuyfor'em,
new sell
Cine'em.
equipment,
makes.Complete
BASS CAMERA COMPANY DEPT. HC 179 W.
Madison Street, CHICAGO 2, ILL.
• STARK Screen Scoops: brand new 8' x 10' per9' x 12' cased
beaded
Radiant
& Daiiteforatedonfor sound,
rollers$37.50;
and metal
— some
like
new,
cases
scuffed
—
only
$47.50:
52"
x
72"
tripodin
models, Dallte and Radiant class 2 OPA but
excellent condition, only $8.95 each. So-ry — no
C.O.D. Shipped express or freight collect, and the
early buyers get the best screens. STARK FILMS
since 1920, 537 N. Howard St., Baltimore I, Md.
WHAT NICKLED
YOU'VE BEEN
FOR—
STRDY
STEEL WAITING
TRIPOD DOLLY,
RUBBER WHEELS, $9.50 EACH WHILE
THEY LAST.
• FILMO 141 magazine. Xenon F2 lens and focusing
unit, case $125.00. Filmo 70D, 15mm. F2.7, I" FI.5,
2"
F3.5, 3"
lenses,equal
case to$330.00.
Cine Kodak
B. FI.9,
case,F3.5filters,
new $82.50.
RCA
studio sound camera complete. Eastman 200W.
slide projector $34.00. We are exclusively a movie
organization that caters to your movie neeas.
CAMERA MART, 70 West 45th Street, New York.
• FOR SALE— New Bolex L-8, H-8 and H-16. lenses,
sound outfits and home movie features. BALDWIN,
811 Rossi, Boise, Idaho.
• PROJECT-O-COLOR— the new sensational accessory for movie projectors, available now. Information Free! Write PROJECT-O-COLOR, Dept.
51, Palatine, III.
• MOVIE MITE sound projector. Sell or trade for
Ampro UC or YC silent or similar. BARNETT. RFD
I. Newport, R. I.
• TWELVE-reel 200 ft. 8mm. brown metal film
chests with lock and key, $3.50; Unlvex Ultrapan
single 8mm. film, $1.10; DeJur 5-B exposure meter
with case, $16.18. Shipping charges prepaid except
on C.O.D.s. Write for our latest price list. RITTER
CINEMA SERVICE, 507 South Oak Park Ave.,
Oak Park, III.
• NEW Victor 40B. Ampro Premier 10, and DeVry
sound projectors. Immediate delivery. Sound
films exchanged $3.00 per reel; Soundies exchanged
$1.00. WEST PARK FILM EXCHANGE, 3488 Tuttle,
Cleveland II. Ohio.

ilDfeilTISINS

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,
lOth of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy
6060 Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood 28,toCalifornia.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• WESTON Master II exposure meter, $29.67.
Write us your needs. We buy, trade, lists. CAMERAMAN. 542-H Fifth Ave., New York 19.
• NEW and used Victor, Eastman, Ampro, Holmes
sound and silent projectors; films, projection lamps,
Grlswold and Craig splicers, rewlnders, reels,
camera films, ZENITH, 308 West 44th St., New York
City.
• PRESTO disc recorder. Model BK, 78-33 1/3
RPM, microphone, stand, immediate delivery, private owner has only owned for one month, brand
new, with ear phones. Speaker ideal for recording
sound for your movies. Complete for immediate
sale $325.00. MYER B. BARR, 1112 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia, Penna.
• ZEISS Movikon 8mm. magazine loading camera,
Sonnor f/2 lens In focusing mount, case, $240.00.
Perfect condition. HAROLD G. REED, 525 N. P.
Ave., Fargo, N. D.
WANTED
• WANTED — Used equipment. Bargain list on request. PETERS, 41-B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.
• WANTED 16mm. silent films of Interest. Will
pay go-d price. R. LAU, Box 1258 Honolulu, Hawaii.
• WANTED: used 50' 8mm. projection reels, 4c
each In jection
trade
{3c each,
8mm. cash).
proreels, 2'/2C
each Incash)
tradeand(2c30'each,
We pay postage. Forward prepaid. Our catalog
available on request. ESO-S PICTURES, 4038 Broadway, Kansas City 2, Missouri.
• WE NEED 16mm. sound films and are prepared
to make attractive offers for footage In good
condition. What have you? Projectors? Cameras?
Write forMOUNTbigFILMS,freeMonmouth,
lists. Sample
III. film, lOc. PARA• WANTED — battery operated time lapse release
for Eastman Cine-Special. State condition of equipment and price. DR. C. M. BEILKE, 27 East Monroe
St., Chicago 3, III.
•price.
"OHIO
Flood" InED.sound
— will171payCarnegie
highest
WriteRiver
to JOHN
KELLY,
Ave., Duquesne, Penna.
SITUATIONS WANTED
• MAN with cinematography experience desires
ernployment with reliable Industry or company in
or near Hollywood, Calif. Cine-Special equipment;
want to use it with employment as part or full time
requirement. Must know before Feb. 20th. Airmail
—Maryland
B. J. DORAN,
2900 Liberty Parkway. Baltimore 22,
.
FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• HOME movie rentals, sales, exchanges; 8-l6mm.
and sound. Latest releases — money saving rates.
Details for stamp. MIDLAND FILM EXCHANGE,
Box 429, Oak Park I, III.
• SOUND shows $2.00 per day; 16 and 8mm. films
for
sale. Catalogs
available.
JENKINS AUDIFILMS,
Lewlsburg,
Pen
na.
■ 8MM.-16MM. sound and silent films bought,
sold, exchanged.
Bargains always.
SendWaterbury,
for exchange plan. MULTIPRISES,
Box 1125,
Conn.
GORGEOUS
Girls: sparkling "Allure"
and
"Sarong
Girls,"
films,
50
ft. $2.00;
16mm.two100breath-taking
ft. $4.00 each.
Big 8mm.
1946
catalog many film bargains and sample, dime.
AUDET, Box 6520-CC. Philadelphia 38. Penna.
• "A CHILD home
Is Bornmovie
By Caesarian
Delivery."
outstanding
production.
Projecttheit
yourself free. Send postal card today. PREFERRED
FILM PRODUCERS, Hamilton 15, Ohio.
• ATTENTION! Special offer for 8 and 16mm.
movie fans: Get the most out of your equipment
for the least cost. Our complete film library is at
your disposal. Send for free details stating whether
ycur equipment Is 8mm. or 16mm. DEPT. 81,
VARIETY HOME MOVIE PLAN, Palatine, Illinois.
• BIG Discounts — Unusual Subjects: 16mm. sound
and silent films bought, sold and exchanged. Free
bargain lists. SHERWOOD PICTURES, 789 St. Marks
Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
• 8MM., I6MM., 35MM. silent and sound. Supplies
and equipment. Write for our big free lists. Sample
film lOc. PARAMOUNT FILMS, Monmouth, III.
• SAVE! Rent 16mm. silent films by the week
$2.00
a reel.
SALMON, 3558 So. Ilth
East, Salt
Lake ROBERT
City, Utah.
• COLLECTOR wants old time movies, 16mm. and
35mm. negatives and rights regardless of age or
Brooklyn 13,RENEE
condition.
HOFFMAN, 789 St. Marks Ave.
N. Y.
• FILM headquarters! 8mm., 16mm., silent, sound.
Sales and exchanges at lower prices. Large sound
film rental library. Want a 1946 16mm. sound projector for your home? Movie Mites cost $250.00.
Send for particulars. CHARLIE POORMAN, Dept.
HM. Schuylkill Haven, Penna.
• FAMOUS Stars— Chaplin, Hart, Pickford, Turpin,
Arbuckle, Dressier, Fairbanks, Barrymores. Catalogs: !6mm. silent, sound; 8mm. 35mm. IRVING
MEGINNIS, 340 West 29th, New York I.
• RENT by week: 8mm. -16mm. movies. Shorts and
features; lowest rates. Catalogs. Projectors and
accessories for sale. DAYTON FILM RENTAL, Dept.
H. M., 2227 Hepburn, Dayton, Ohio.
• 8MM.-I6MM. films bought, sold, exchanged.
Complete sound subjects $2.00 up. Catalogues end
Brooklyn,lOc.N. INTERNATIONAL—
title,
Y. HM, 2120 Strauss,
•(Authentic
UNUSUAL—
"Childbirth
By Caesarian
Hospital
Photography.)
205 Operation,"
feet, 16mm.
silent, $6.50 postpaid. IRVING MEGINNIS, 340
West 29th, New York I.• LATEST releases Castle, Official, Pictorial 816mm. silent, sound films. Sales, rentals, exchanges.
Catalogue listing over 3000 films, accessories, etc.
2-3c stamps. REED, 7508 Third Ave., Brooklyn, N. y[
• USED and new Castle films B-I6mm. silent and
sound. Send for lists. ALVES PHOTO SERVICE,
Inc., 14 Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.
• UNUSUAL 8-l6mm. film subjects. Big catalog
with sample film. lOc. NATIONAL FILM EXCHANGE, Broadway Station E, Toledo 9, Ohio.
FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
•Reading,
MOVIES: over 150 names and addresses where
to obtain Pa.
free, silent, sound, color films. Box 875,
• SENSATIONAL full color movie subjects! 8mm..
16mm. Big catalog, 25c. Special — projection length
sample
sceneswidth.
(Kodachrome)
Hula,"
$1.00. Specify
Irlscope ,kits,"Walkiki
$5.00. WORLD
IN COLOR PRODUCTIONS, Box 392C, Elmlra, N. Y.
• 8MM-I6MM. films, silent and sound — sold,
rented, exchanged. Film and equipment catalog
free. WILLIAM RICHARDSON, Wyoming, Penna.
• I BUY,jectors,swap
sell 16mm.
and pronewCity,
or orused.
BILLS sound
FILM films
SERVICE.
Box
231. Calwa
Calif.
CAMERA FILM
• EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 16mm. positive film, $4.00
each, limit 3 rolls per order. Will ship C.O.D.
or will prepay cash with order. FILMCRAFT, 4038
Broadwav, Kansas City. Mo.
• REPERFORATION of any brand 16mm. B & W
or color film for use In 8mm. cameras. Perforations
guaranteed. $2.00 per 100 ft roll. Film slit for
single 8mm. cameras (no color) 50c additional.
Send
all films4038Insured,
FILMCRAFT,
Broadway.marked
Kansas"reperforate."
City. Mo. to
• MOVIE8mm.
camera
films:
16mm., $2.50;
25'
double
$1.25.
Free100'developing.
BETTER
FILMS 742 New Lots, Brooklyn 7. N. Y.
FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge.
Send
for ourMass.
swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS.
Box 539, Brockton.
PHOTO FINISHING
• 6 or 8 exposure roll finished, giant size, 30c.
Ask aboutPHOTO
our 16mm.
8mm. titling
service.
TKPIFTY
Box 46andSouthgate
Calif.
FILM PROCESSING

guaranteed film
• I6MM. Laboratory Sewlce—
negatives enlargements,
duoHcates,
processing
Y^
N.
13,
Brooklyn
editing. SHERWOOD PICTURES. 789 St. Marks Ave.,
MISCELLANEOUS
• TITLE CENTERING GUIDES lOc each. Available
make and model 8mm.L-8)andare 16mm.
for every popular
these
cine camera (except Perfex and Bolex
guides that assure
simple, easy-to-use title centering
title.
with
camera
of
centering
quick accurate
HOME MOVIES, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28.

Wise

Although there may be some question as to the wisdom of the owl, there is no doubting the wisdom
of the movie enthusiast who chooses a Bolex camera. He gets quality, performance and value.

BOLEX MODEL H-16 (Model H-8 is idenlical)

In its own particular sphere, Bolex stands out with a supremacy which is readily discernible, and
it is this supremacy which, during the past ten years in America, has coptured the hearts of tens
of thousands of Bolex owners. A Bolex instrument ccters to every whim of its owner . . . perfect for
black-and-white movie making, it is equally efficient for translating all shades of the rainbow. It
is equipped, without adding "gadgets", for making "stills ', animations, superimpositions — in fact,
practically every effect within the scope of the professional cameraman. And yet, it is so smooth,
so easy, so delightful in operation that even beginners achieve notable results.
More than 130 years of hairline precision construction experience are incorporated in each Bolex
camera. Whether you choose an H-16, H-8 or L-8, the quality in each is consistently high and
desirable inside and out. You are assured of years of satisfactory performance . . . beautiful, lifelike motion pictures of every scene you shoot. Write for our new catalog, describing in detail all
three Bolex models, the world's finest.

KERN'PAILLARD
SWITAR ]" r/L4 LENS
Double-coated, producing brilliant movies
even if filmed against the light, automatic
depth of field scale, locking diaphragm
stops, excellent definition . . . even at full
aperture. These are only some of the features that make this lens the finest yet
produced for 16mra movies.

H-8

H-16

BOLEX

MODEL

L-8

The
idealsportsman
small, double-eight
of 25'This
film beautiful
capacity
for the
and the ladies.
little eight with its genuine leather covering and
chrome plated trim is precision built, just as are its
namesakes, the H-16 and H-8. BOLEX L-8 is in
the
of all "pocket-size"
withvanguard
Kern-Paillard,
n'/^mm, Yvar,eights.
f/2.8Equipped
lens in
micrometer focusing mount. Each L-8 outfit consists
of the camera and lens, genuine suede leather "zipper" carryingred
caseandand gold
leather
carrying box.
strap.Compltie
Packed
in a sturdy,
cardboard
c/et/tils in >n w 1946 caitilugm: — jiw on ri:quesl.

AMERICAN

L-S

BOLEX

CO.

521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 1 7, N. Y.
BOLEX

Only
Loading

16mm
Movie

a 3'Lens

MagazineCamera

Turret

Filmo Single-Lens AUTO LOADI
Identical to the Auto Master except /or t
single lens and speed range oj 8 to 32 /ram
per second. Send coupon /or /ull in/ormatio

w/ffi

Head!

o Auto Master alone gives you instant positioning of any
)f 3 lenses plus the many advantages of the pre-threaded
magazine.
itch film in mid-reel without fogging a single frame!
ige from color to black-and-white and back again, as
choose. And the turret head holds the lens you need for
ubject you select.
^e operating speeds (16 frames per second up to slowon 64), plus single-frame exposure control, give you the
o every movie trick. New 3-dial exposure calculator gives
ings for 324 lighting conditions . . . for both color and
ochrome film. New coated lenses are optional,
u just sight, press a button, and what you see, you get.
ONICS — products combining fhe sciences of OPTIcs • electrONics • ntechanlCS

Have Full-Length Movie Shows

at Home

Supplement your personal reels with a selection of subject;
sound or silent, from thousands in the Filmosound Librar
Rent or buy Hollywood feature and sports pictures, travelog
cartoons, newsreels, educational and religious films. Filmc
sound Library films are always clean, in first-class conditio)
supplied in cans. Use the coupon for full details. Bell & Howe
Company, Chicago; New York; Hollywood; Washington, D. C
London.
i
SINCE 1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PROFESSIONAL MOTIO
PICTURE EQUIPMENT FOR HOLLYWOOD AND THE WORLD

I
Q
1

BELL McCormick
& HOWELLRoad.
COMPANY
7125
Chicago 45
Please
send
full
information
( ) Filmo
( ) Filmosound Library tilms on
to rent
or buy.Auto Master; ( ) FUmo Auto Load;
Name. . .
Address .
City.

YEARW* Sl^BSCRIPTION, $2.5^

Thousands
in

film

of

dollars

damage

SAVED

99

BY

VICTOR'S
'Safety
Zone
VICTOR'S exclusive design brings you this triple insurance
against costly film damage:
1. Safety Film Trip — stops projector instantly in
emergency or in case of incorrect film threading.
2. 180° Swing-Out Lens Mount — simplifies cleaning
of dust and grit.
3. Duo-Flexo Pawls — slide into film perforations
accurately instead of punching new holes.
A VICTOR projector treats film gently . . . handles film safely.
Even inexperienced operators, as well as old hands, enjoy operating
VICTOR, because of these Safety Features. They are delighted,
too, with the brilliance of VICTOR'S Straight Line Beam and
the thrilling fidelity of VICTOR'S Sound System.

ANIMATOGRAPH
VICTOR

CORPORATION
Home Office and Faeiory: Davenport, Iowa
New York (181, 330 W. 42nd Sf. • Chicago tV, 188 W. Randolph
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DONALD
DUCK
AN

IMATED
In

^''The

WALT DISNEY'S mosf popular
Animated cartoo
n character
now
on
home
movie films!

8mm.

CARTOONS
and

Auto

50

ft. 8 mm.

Cartoon

Meany,
•THE
★

THREE

$1.50

3or

Miny

&

MONKEYS

"BEAUTY

SHOP"

★ "HOUSE

OF

★
50

A

^our

Mechanic"

^''Donald's
^''Ham
100

Jwome

ft. 16

16mm.

Outing"
Actor"
mm.

Aiovie

$3.00

SItowil

Moe
'

TRICKS"

"SHIPWRECKED"

ft. 8mm. — $1 .50
100 ft. 16mm. — $3.00i

SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY
USE HANDY ORDER FORM

OR
BELOW

HOLLYWOOD
FILM

ENTERPRISES
INC.

6060 Sunset Blvd.

- Klollywood 28, California

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES. INC.
iOiO Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please ship tiie following films as indicated:
Remittance EnclosedD
Ship C.O.D. □
Name
Address..
State
City

Zone
..No.....
□ Send Free Catalog

ri!n Title

P:lce

i
1

ADVISORY

EDITORS

(. A. K. BAUMGARDNER
PaorU Cinema Club

MOYIES
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

TER BEZEK
Chicago Cinema Club
lAMES BIALSON
Amateur Motion Picture Club of St. Louit
MOSS BROWN

Dallas Cinema Club
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'"Hit H, brother'" But even if he misses, he's a hit on the sere
You've caught it all with Revere ... his cocky grin, his grip, tl
wild swing. In making and showing 8mm movies at their b
. . . in color or sparkling black-and-white . . . Revere equipmi
is of first consideration Revere Cameras and Projectors
now available. See them at your dealer.
REVERE CAMERA

COMPANY,

CHICAGO

16, ILLINOIS

Mat/u/acfurers of 8mm Movie Equipment . . . Exclusively
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InNews
Home

of What's
.
.
.
Movie
Equipment lEW
And Accessories
tures include forced draft cooling by
quiet motor and fan with speeds thermostatically controlled, highly efficient
optical system with double heat absorbing filter on the condenser and a readily removed reflector. Choice of following lenses is offered: yVi" or 5" f 4.5,
or JYz" f /4.8. Slide carrier is die-cast,
cannot warp or bend, holds either glass
or paper mounted 2"x2" slides. Further
data from Bell & Fiowell Co., 7100 McCormick Rd., Chicago 45, 111.
Market for Film Footage

DeJur 8mm.

Whenever Baby invites a picture —
movie or still — make sure you get it
. . . with the new, improved G-E exposure meter to guide your camera.
General Electric wartime engineering
has made the new meter lighter and
sturdier than
ever. Extremely sensitive.
Proved accuracy. The
"choice of
experts" yet
easy to use. See
the G-E meter
at your photo
dealer's toda>
. . . it's
meters in3onel
General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

r
'at your Wete

Projector

Dejur Amsco Corp., whose exposure
meter is well known among cine and
still photographers, announces its new
8mm. projector, a 1000-wat job with
many advanced features. The projector
can be reversed, during operation, without stopping the show. The 400-foot
8mm. film capacity affords continuous
shows of 32 minutes duration. Lens is
f 1.6 and coated; the intermittent is a
double claw movement; and a chain and
gear drive replaces the belt drives found
in so many projectors. An interesting
feature is the cord-o-matic extension
cord which eliminates the problem of
coiling the cord and stowing it away
after each show. Address of the manufacturer isNorthern Blvd., at 45th St.,
Long Island City i, N. Y.

m

ELECTRIC

particulars.

Non-Rewinding Reel

B & H Slide Projector
The Filmo Slide Master is trade name

GENERAL

Movie Newsreels, producers and distributors of 16mm. home movies, offer
free lance photographers as high as $5.00
per foot for 16mm. Kodachrome that
they can use for national release.
Free lancers and amateur alike, who
want to cash in on these lucrative assignments, should write Joe Bonica,
Movie Newsreels, Hollywood, Calif, for

of Bell & Howell's new slide projector
which affords a range of illumination
from 500-, 750-, to looo-watts. Lamps
are readily interchangeable. Other fea-

An interesting time and film-saving
accessor^' for projectors is the NonRewinding Reel Set which eliminates
the need to rewind films for re-showing
once they have been screened. Set is
composed of two scientifically designed
film reels and a specially constructed
attachment that will fit all 8mm. and
16mm. projectors.
Throughout the full operation of this
device there is never any friction of
film with any metallic part of the reel
attachment, acording to the manufacturer, thus avoiding danger of abrasion
or other injury to films. Manufacturer
• Continued on Page 1S6
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ASTLE

HOME

MOVIES

For

Old

and

PROJECTOR

New

OWNERS

Living . . . lasting fun and excitement for
MISCHIEF!

Own the funniest, cutest animal
comedy ever produced! Cubs raid
form kitchen with hilarious antics in
custard pies, flour and sugar! Roars
of
wow!laughter for young and old! A
fAKMeit

Al

every new and old projector owner! A
variety of the latest action packed Castle

■1

BRUINS MAKE

Unique expose
of the cameraman's
secrets!
Novel entertainment,
clever
effects and surprising tricks! New
type ofcially forhome
made A espeCastlemovie,
collectors.
musf
for your library I

Films— all professionally produced— each
an excellent addition to your own
i] i. 8mm
or 16mm home movie collection!

fALFA

PRIZE PACKAGE. ^1 r ~ —
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OWNERS!

New 1946 Deluxe Castle Films' Catalog describing
more than 1 30 thrilling home movies! Just ofF the press!
SEND FOR IT NOW!
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PLOTS

TITLES
BY

EDMUND

TURNER

HERE'S an idea that will give opportunity to try your skill in
trick photography — double exposures., montage effects, etc., in
a dream sequence. Plot concerns teen-ager who snubs the classics
in her piano practicing, concentrates on boogie-woogie. Parents,
unable to stand the humdrum music, caution her that neighbors
are complaining, have threatened to call police if she persists
with the boogie. Daughter flounces on divan in a pout; falls
asleep and thus has a horrible dream of being in jail, with inmates
leering and taunting her with the words ' boogie-woogie!" She
awakens, startled, returns to piano to play Bach, Beethoven.

A FAMILY comedy is suggested by this title. Father reluctantly
buys Junior a new pair of roller skates on his promise to stay
out of the streets. That night, father is awakened by a prowler
in the house. Tiptoeing downstairs, he skids on the skates, left
on the stairs, sending one of them sailing across the room. This
proves a lucky break, for the skate strikes the prowling burglar,
hidden behind the sofa, knocking him out. The police are called
and father takes the credit for the capture — until Junior reminds him it was he who left the skates on the stairs!

WHY not star grandmother in a picture all her own? If she lives
in the country on a farm, undoubtedly the family pay her
frequent visits. Make a complete story of this — the arrival of
the family. Grandmother greeting them all, then the tisual
routines of the kids visiting the farmyard animals and feeding
them (chance for interesting closeups, here) ; of others looking
over the old family album, and of Grandmother in the kitchen
preparing a big feast. If the farm is large, perhaps you can stage
shots of the kids playing on the haystack; wading in the creek;
riding the old mare. Close the picture with the family, now
loaded in the car, bidding grandmother goodbye. If there's a
colorful sunset, silhouette Grandmother in the final fadeout
waving goodbye.

STORY book time is bedtime in most homes and this affords
opportunities galore to film some family action that may be
tied in with outdoor scenes already taken or for filming yet to be
done. Mother reading a book about animals to Junior can be
the introductory sequence for your movies made at the Zoo;
telling Junior about Santa Claus leads to ensuing shots of Santa's
arrival and his disbursal of gifts, etc. "The Old Woman Who
Lived In A Shoe," "The Three Bears," "Little Red Riding Hood,"
and other famous fairy tales offer simple continuities for the
filmer any of which may be logically introduced on the screen
by the "story book time" opening sequence.
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New

. . .

is Motion Picture Equipment Co.. Inc.,
112 West 42nd St.. New York 18.

celain 3 -pronged base. Inside the bulb
is a Xenon gas-filled coiled glass tubing running between two electrodes.
Condensers discharged through this coil
provide the illumination. Bulb provides a
light output of 12,000,000 peak lumens
in an instantaneous flash, the equivalent
of I '5000th of a second.

monv
NEW, i

Valette Sound Projector

Swing Tilt Tripod
Made of steel and aircraft aluminum,
the Swing Tilt Tripod manufactured
by Davidson Mfg. Co., Los Angeles,
offers a sturdy but lightweight and extremely rigid support for all types of
cameras. The smooth operation of the

^
points your camera
twist of
nan ^^^^^T?The
position.
that leg ^heiKht-easily
ing
era at P'^^J^^he Quick-Set
and
q^'^J^^yTripod
has Jany
manyimitators,
^^^^
^"^"u%T^vesyouaporta;

swing-tilt head affords continuous 360°
pan shots and wide latitude in the tilting action. A twist of the knurled ring
locking device on the legs quickly sets
them at desired height. Tripod is adjustable from heights ranging from 3 3"
to 60". Inquiries to the manufacturer
should be directed to n42 Alhambra
Ave., Los Angeles 32, Calif.

r^Spod^it^^^^^^^^^^^^

Valette, Inc., who developed and
manufactured 16mm. sound projectors
for the government during the war, has
announced the new Valette sound projector for home, school and industrial
film exhibition. Said to combine strikingly handsome design with the lightness, strength and service of modern
gem-hard alloys the Valette has ample
light and sound range for auditoriums
up to 1 5 00 seats.
Other features claimed for the Valette are: Protective, wear-free film feeding, easiest threading, muted operation,
and service-free performance- Factory
and offices of manufacturer are located
at 215 W. Ohio St., Chicago 10, 111.

now!
ss^sini'^vo^^--'^

See your Dealer— Today!

QUICK-SET
ttCOKPOKATt

0

1739 Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, III.

Repeating Flash Bulb
Movie amateurs who also own still
flash photography equipment will be
interested in the new repeating flash
bulb developed and now being marketed
by Wabash Photolamp Corp., Brooklyn,
N.Y. In appearance, bulb is similar to a
projection lamp equipped with a por-

Victor Sound Projector
"Threading time — just 27 seconds!"
is just one of the several outstanding
features of the Victor Animatophonc,
16mm. sound projector famous for its
exclusive safety film trips which protect film against damage.
• Continue J on Page 2}6
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Come

on

in—

the

picture's

you make movies of the
WHEN
nicest little girl in all the world
(or any other important subject.for that
matter), you have every right to expect
that the film in your camera will produce crisp, bright, lifelike screen images.

You'll enjoy working with Hypan, too.
It offers an excellent balance between
practical emulsion speed and such other
important photographic qualities as fine
grain size, high resolving power and
smooth, brilliant gradation.

And that's just what you'll get if you've
had the foresight and good j udgment to
load your camera with Ansco Hypan
Reversible film. Hypan helps you to get
good pictures — high quality movies
you'll be proud to show — movies you'll
never have to apologize for.

Try Hypan today. And if you're already
a confirmed Hypan user, why not tell a
friend. He'll appreciate it! Ansco,
Binghamton, New York. A Division
of General Aniline & Film Corporation.
General Sales Offices, 11 West 42nd
Street, New York 18, N. Y.
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Like all American Boiex products the AMBOL TRU-PAN Tripod is beautiful In appearance, a compliment to your good taste. And, like all other American Bolex
products, it is the construction inside, the hidden features that make the AMBOL
TRU-PAN Tripod stand out above all others. There is not one Die-Cast port from
top to bottom, inside and out. There's nothing to clog, come apart, shake loose or
otherwise cause you the annoyances to which you may be accustomed.
The smooth tilt and pan action, the firm locking mechanism, the easy, ideally
operating "leg action" of the AMBOL TRU-PAN Tripod are causing enthusiastic
comment wherever discriminating photographers gather today. Never before have
they seen a tripod, at this price, with so many distinctive advantages. You, toe,
will hail the superiorities of the AMBOL TRU-PAN once
And you'll recommend It willingly and happily to your
pounds, the AMBOL TRU-PAN will support any camera,
ounces to many pounds. Special attachment for press

you've given It a work-out.
friends. Weighing only five
still or movie, from a few
cameras. Priced at $43.15,

including excise tax, and fully guaranteed. At your dealer's, or write for literature.
Exclusive World-Wide Disfribufor

Ame/ilcan
Baie^ QompxiH4f, One,
521 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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THE

BEST

IN

AN

Here's a real projector— Pleasure for all the family.
Dejur— maker of so many precision photographic products— announces its new
1946 movie projector, the DeJur DeLuxe— the last word in 8 mm. projectors.
Now you can get perfect projection— full sparkle from every reel— due to the
perfection DeJur builds into all its products and the extra care with
which it manufactures.
For "Theatre Performance" in your own home— see the DeJur 8 at your local dealer.
DeJUR-AMSCO CORPORATION, Long Island City I, New York

''8

"I

MORE OF THE EQUIPMENT
YOU NEED
FOR THE PICTURES YOU WANT
Enlargers—
for perprint quality.
DeJurfect"Versatile"

THE "8" THAT GIVES YOU "16'
9. Handy pilot light
1. lamp
Easily changed powerful 750-walt
10. Cool
house2. 400 ft. film capacity
doublelamp
forced
draft ventilation
3. image
Exclusive optical system for brilliant
11. Double claw movement
12. Cord-o-matic power cord
4. Variable projection speed
13. No belts— gear and chain drive
5. Automatic reverse projection
14. Easily cleaned
6. Still projection
15. AC or DC
7. Rapid rewind
16. Self lubricating bearings
8. Indirectly lighted control panel

Exposure
Meter
DeJur
sees
eye"Cinecritic"
to eye
with
your movie camera.
DeJur
Model 50A
"Autocritic"
the
shortest
cut to
Exposure Meter—
correct exposure.
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I
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jop/ln

IMPROVED "500" 8mm. PROJECTOR
I/niversals
You're all together again. And once again you can live over some of your
fondest memories— through the magic of home mo\ ies.
UNIVERSAL'S NEW
CINEMASTER U
8mm. MOVIE CAMERA
Dream teaminatt- to
the Universal "500"
projector. Brings voii
features iinmatclied
liy any other niox ie
camera.

And you'll find more magic than e\ er in mo\ ies shown with U mx^crsaX s
"500"
to life. projector. It magically sharpens your films, brings them thrillingly
Before the war, UnivcrsaVs "500 " was famed as a fine precision instrument. Todav's improvements make it e\'en smoother rrmning, e\ en quieter,
e\'en more dependable. Its controls are centralized, too, for e\ en simpler,
easier operation.
LOOK IT OVER CAREFULLY AT YOUR DEALER'S

1/mER
3r
NEW SAi
YORK

rnRpnRAmN
Camera
^^CHICAGO
HOllYWOOD

HOMK

MOVIO

MAMZIAIE

4 PRI

L

I94li

TEiEiisiors

FILM
• Only the when
high budget
will gets
use "live"
consistently
regular television
commercialprograms
telecasting
under shows
way.
Others will use motion pictures produced in 14mm. especially for
television.

NEEDS

Video's Requirements Open New
Opportunities For Advanced
16mm. Movie Amateurs . . .
FREDER

ICK

F

O

S T E R

• The filming technique for television calls for keeping camera as
close as possible to subject, avoiding cluttered backgrounds in picture
compositions.

around the
is "just
not istelevisio
HER " thisor fact
WHET
corner,
certain:n when
finally television
gets going it will use motion pictures in its programs
to a far greater extent than heretofore planned.
During the protracted experimental stage of telecasting,
motion pictures— 1 6mm. motion pictures — have made up
the greater part of the sustaining programs of some stations. Thus having worked with the medium of 16mm. film
in experimental telecasting, television engineers as well as
program planners saw at once the practicability of motion
pictures supplying a heavy share of program material for
sponsored telecasts. Indeed, such programs are no longer
a dream, are currently to be seen on the video screens in
some parts of the country, notably the east coast.
While the entertainment side of television may demand
live productions, video men generally agree that sponsors
• Continued on Page 232

• This type of shot is definitely not television material, would fail to
register clearly on receiver screen.

• Television demands clean-cut photography like this, closeup and in sharp
contrast with plain background.
191

• RosstimeMadden
's camera
set low ofcaptured
expressions
morethisinterestingly,
same
improved
composition
this group
shot. Keep
in mind as ata
pattern for a similar movie shot.

• It's pointtheto thislow Harold
camera Lambert
angle that
lends and
an u:usuai
picture
compels viewone
to give it more than a casual glance. Try a similar
composition with your movie camera.
• Setting your movie camera low for a garden shot
like thishances
concentrates
faces,
encomposition by attention
virtue of onthesubjects'
interesting
pattern
of the foreground.

KEEP

\0[R

• Composition and the interest In this picture would
hardly be the same were it shot with camera at eye-level.
The low angle obtained a fuller, more characteristic
view of Gordon.
subjects' faces in this prize-winning shot by
Truman
mm

mi

if THE movie amateur who makes every shot
with camera at eye level or mounted on extended
tripod easily gets into a rut as regards his picture
compositions. \'ariety is not only the spice of life,
it is the spice of motion picture photography, too.
One scarcely is conscious of it when attending
the theatre, but the professional cinematographer
skilfully diversifies his camera position and rarely
are two shots in a row taken from the same
camera height. As a result, the audience is moved
b)' the cinematic effect without realizing it was
the studious use of varied camera positions that
made the photography so effective.
Once understood by the cine photographer, this
technique can easily be employed to greatly enhance the effectiveness of his movies.
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on among
1 RECURRING questi
n
I photors
"Ca
is:
teu
ie
ama
mov
graph scenes from a picture I have
already made by projecting the film
and shooting it on the screen?"to Freuse
quently an amateur would like
a previously filmed shot for backgrounding atitle — such as a shot made during
a travel or vacation trip. Others have
wished to use certain shots in split stage
dream sequences.
Photographing such scenes by the
rear projection method is possible but
with certain restrictions. Most cinefilmers know that today "process" shots
by the rear projection method are common practice in Hollywood studios,
where dramatic films often call for
action to take place in a well known
foreign locale too distant to make it
practical to send the players and camera
crew.
The alternative is to have the locale
photographed separately, either by a
company cameraman dispatched to the
scene or by a resident cinematographer,
then project the filmed scene on a
tiansparent screen erected on the sound
stage, with the players enacting their
roles before it. On the theatre screen,
the composite scene is complete realism.
To do this, the studios have developed
special equipment that involves synchronizing the mechanism of both
camera and the background projector
so that the shutters of each open and

• This is on
the ground
way cineglass
camera
are set tlian
up to 16.make
'process'
shof.theScene
projected
screenandat projectora speed greated
fps. awhich
reduces
flickeris
and 'fading' that would normally take place unless camera and projector shulters were
synchronized.

'PROCESS'
li
Rear

HOME

Projection

H

U

close simultaneously. Unless the shutters
are in synchronization, it was found,
the camera shutter sometimes will be
open for the exposure at the instant

Seti

Minitt tare
Set

MOVIES

Photography

Successfully With Home
out Synchronizing With
B

SHOTS

Can

Be

Achieved

Movie Cameras
The
Projector
H

M

With. . .
I

H

or
the projector shutter is nclosed,
on way
the
vice versa, with the result thatthis
screen the picture filmed
would flicker and the image fade away
completely at intervals.
A similar situation prevails when the
amateur attempts to photograph a projected motion picture with 8mm. or
16mm. equipment. It would be beyond
the means of the average amateur if
not impractical for him to have his
camera and projector synchronized either
by mechanical or electronic means.
However, for short takes, such as when
making titles or when providing authentic backgrounds for miniature sets, the
amateur can achieve near professional
results by the simple expedient of stepping up the speed of his projector,
causing the shutter to open and close at
a greater rate than that of the camera.
With this method, while some flicker
® Coiithiiicd on Page 2)4

• Top sketch is diagram of the cameraprojector setup pictured above. Below is
diagram showing how rear-projection can
be utilized to provide a natural background for a miniature shot. Ground glass
screen is set up in back of arch and
background scene projected upon it.
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THE
Perfected
Throttled
Film

PICTEE

In Days Of Silent Movies,
By Advent Of Sound Films,

Editing, One Of The Most Important Of Movie Making Techniques,

Challenges

Skill Of The

Amateur

. . .

M
THIS is the first in a series of articles by Lars Moen, who has been
a professional film cutter in the United States, England, France, Italy,
Germany and the Soviet Union, in which he will analyze for the amateur
film maker the ways in which skilful editing can add new values to
his pictures.— EDITOR.

SOME years ago, when sound was just coming into the motion
picture, the writer was engaged to go to Naples to edit a film
being produced there by a British company and a German company
jointly. After the unit had been in Italy for a time, the German
producer came on from Berlin to see how things were progressing.
Spotting the writer's apparently extraneous presence, he demanded
an explanation. When told that this was the editor or cutter, he
exploded with wrath and sputtered: "Surely we didn't have to bring
someone all the way from London just to glue the pieces of film
That is one conception of editing. At the other end of the scale
istogether."
a producer-director like Pudovkin, who made some of the great
film classics of all time. Pudovkin once remarked to the writer: "I'm
perfectly willing to let my assistants shoot much of the footage in
my absence — but I wouldn't entrust one foot of film to anyone else
for editing. Pictures are made in the cutting room."
These are the two extreme points of view, and while the truth
probably lies somewhere between the two, it may safely be said that
Pudovkin came much closer to it than the German producer (who
shall be nameless, since he is today a big figure in Hollywood). As a
group, the Russian directors have given editing perhaps more importance than anyone else, whereas the Germans, who developed a
brilliant scenario and camera technique in the ten years before Hitler,
never appreciated the value of editing and in consequence never
mastered it. Presumably the methodical German mind felt that picture
making should be a matter of precisely blueprinting each scene,
shooting it as planned, then assembling the various pieces like the parts
of a well made machine. That approach has made great pictures, but
it also neglects a wealth of possibilities.
A vivid illustration of the fact that editing can make the picture was
"The Outsider," made in England some years ago for M-G-M release.
One day before its scheduled showing to the press and exhibitors, the
producer came to the writer, almost literally in tears. The picture,
he announced, smelled to high heaven, and unless something could
be done to it in the cutting room he would cancel the showing and
scrap the picture. He explained that Harry Lachmann, the director,
had left for Hollywood to fulfill a contract with Twentieth CenturyFox immediately after shooting was completed, leaving the editing to a
cutter brought from Germany.
A screening of the picture showed that it did indeed "smell," in
spite of excellent direction and acting and a surefire boxoffice story.
• This sequence of scenes illustrates what we might consider the basic
pattern. Starting with a long shot to establish the atmosphere of a park,
the camera comes closer in each scene to the central point of interest,
which in this case we assume to be the girl. Camera angle remains
exactly the same throughout.
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at the
• Here is the simplest variation from the basic patterneach shown
scene, but
a bit nearer in
left. Again the camera approaches
angle, the
instead of moving in a straight line, with unchanged camera around
the
course is a shallow spiral, so that we are slowly moving
The significance
characters at the same time that we approach them. many
will
others,
of
and
patterns,
cutting
use of these
and
be discussed
next fundamental
month.

It dragged interminably. Virtually every foot of film shot had been
left in. Endless footage was taken up with entrances and exits, with
characters crossing the room, with meaningless action in general. Each
episode was grimly played through to a finish. The result was boredom. The good material was snowed under by bad.
The ideal procedure in such a case would have been to reprint all
of the material from the original negative and start afresh — but the
showing was only 24 hours away. There was no time for delicate
plastic surgery; only amputation offered any hope. So the writer set
to work with a sharp pair of scissors, and by morning 1,200 feet of
film lay on the cutting room floor — where it should have been left
in the first place. Entrances and exits were shortened, episodes were
inter-cut, everything was tightened up, movement was accelerated.
The surgery was a bit brutal, but the result was one of the outstanding
boxoffice successes of the year.
This example illustrates one side of the question. It was not so
much a case of editing making the picture, as of bad editing "unmaking" it,and proper editing merely restored what should have been there
in the first place. There is another side to the picture, however — the
positive, or creative side. Editing can put new values into the film
which were not there in the first place. More of this anon.
Interesting light is thrown on the position of editing by tracing
a bit of its history. The earliest films shown consisted of one single
bit of consecutive action, filmed as a single take. Then — perhaps
by complete accident — someone discovered that two different scenes
could be joined together to create an effect of continuous action —
and in that moment the motion picture was born. However, at about
that same time the possibilities of camera trickery were discovered,
and for several years the emphasis was on fantasy. In particular,
Georges Melies, the French producer, introduced double exposures, the
use of miniatures, reverse action, stopping and starting the camera,
altering taking speed, and all the thousand and one devices of what
soon came to be known as "trick photography."
The world leaders in that pioneer day were the French, and such
names as Pathe, Eclair, Gaumont and others were as familiar to
audiences all over the world as M-G-M or Paramount today. French
film studios were opened in London, in Moscow, in Fort Lee, N.J.
French rawstock was used, since at that time no American company
could see any future in the perforated material. French cameras were
standard equipment. Meanwhile, the American industry was growing
as well, and a new type of film was coming into being — the adventure
film, in which action, speed, movement were the keynotes, rather than
drippy sentimentality.
Along came World War I, and the studios of France and England
went into an eclipse. South America turned to Fort Lee and the newly
rising Hollywood for its imports. The income of the American film
industry spiralled upward, and a leadership was established which to
this day has never been seriously challenged.
Of particular importance to the development of cutting as a
creative tool were the short comedy, the serial and the western, all
of which stressed action. The directors and cameramen of that day
would have laughed derisively if anyone had accused them of creating
an art — yet that is exactly what they were doing, intuitively and
of necessity. The type of impossible action in a non-existent world
which was demanded of them could only be brought into being on
the screen by the use of every trick of camera and of cutting. Tempo
was the watchword, and it was created in two different ways — speed
of action within the individual scene, and speed created by a skilful
succession of scenes.
World War I ended, to be followed by a bloody series of Wars of
Intervention in Russia. With the French gone, the Russian film
industry came into the hands of young artists, poets, actors, writers
and others who had an implicit belief in the identity of the motion
picture as an art form, and an explosive message to deliver. There
were no legitimate channels through which American films could
• Continued on Pu^e 229
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• Front and rear view of author's \bn\m.
Keystonementsprojector
various
which includeshowing
constant
speedimprovemotor
(old motor remains to operate cooling system): room light dimmer; multiple switch
controls for blower, lamp and motor independently; and novel loop loss safety switch.
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Modernized
Lease
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would be automatically turned off and
vice versa; (2) a brace of three toggle
switches controlling projector fan, the
lamp and the driving motor independently; (3) a rheostat for dimming
loom lights; and (4) a system of idler
switches that would be sensitive to any
fluctuation in the film tension so that
should film loose a loop or otherwise
become endangered during projection,
the projector would stop instantly and
automatically. The accompanying photos show projector with all these innovations added; the diagrams reveal details
of construction and installation.
Here is how my modernized projector
works: Let us suppose I am invited to
show movies in a friend's home. The
screen is in place and the projector made
ready. After plugging in the cord to
a wall outlet, the amber pilot light
goes on. The projector is centered with
the screen by pressing the pushbutton
on the pilot light box in front of projector. This lights the projection lamp
momentarily — just long enough to
center the beam on the screen. Snapping
® Continued on Page 22)
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S of the age of your
REGARDLES
old movie projector, there is no
end to the improvements that may
be added to bring it up to date or even
surpass some late models with radically
new and extremely helpful innovations.
Take my old Keystone 16mm. projector, for instance. Projecting all of
my films with sound and music accompaniment played from disc recordings,
FILM

my first need was for constant projector
speed.
When I tackled that job and found
it so easy to accomplish, I saw opportunity
to add other conveniences that I long
had dreamed about but had never quite
got down to building. These included
(1) a new switching arrangement for
the projector so that when I started the
projector, the room lights or pilot light

• Fig. I in diagram shows arrangement of
control switch at A, B and C which protects
film against damage in case of loop loss.
Switch A causes red pilot light to flash
should film bieak or otherwise fail to travel
constantly
to takeup
2 is side
of
the control
switch reel.
which Fig.
consists
of a view
free
swinging arm fit^ed with regulation 16mm.
film spindle. A wooden pin extending from
side ofeverarm
makes contact
switch safety
whenfilm tension
increaseswithbeyond
point.
Fig.
3-A
and
3-B
show
how
small
snap
switch is converted to use for the control
switch. Inside mechanism was removed and
contact
at case
3-B.
A hole waspoints
then reversed,
drilled in as
side shown
of switch
through which the contact pin of pivoting arm
A extends, forcing contact points together to
closeflashthe on.circuit and causing red pilot light
to
OPENIN& FOR
W/RBS

B

OPFN VIEW OF
SNAP SWITCH CnSE
WITH"SrRR"R£MOVit
FIG-. 3-A
HOLE PRILLED
HERE

FREEFiRMPIVOTIN&
SlOe MIEVJ OF
SVJITCH CONTACT
ftSSFMBLY
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FIG-.i

SWITCH
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POINTS RE-FORMED
ffS SHOWN HERB

FIG. 2
FIG-. 3-B
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• Details
basement
and movie
workshop
pictured
above.
Fig.ofI:aufhor's
Blue velour
curtainstheatre
are drawn
by control
cablesare extending
to projection booth to reveal a 52" roller screen on the far wall. Fig. 2:

Basement

Theatre

I HOME theatre for one's movie
/I shows demands one of three practical
rl locations if it is to be spacious,
convenient and comfortable enough for
the purpose. These are: one section of
a double garage, an attic, or basement.
Like so many cine fans, my greatest
wish after acquiring camera and projector was for a home theatre set apart
from the rest of the house, a movie
workshop that would be "out-ofbounds" to other members of the family
except when films were to be screened.
This wish persisted for fourteen years
until we purchased our present home,
a deal that was consumated quickly
when I discovered the place had a
spacious basement that could easily be
converted to just the sort of home
theatre I had dreamed of.
The basement had a nice dry cement
floor, plastered ceiling, and the laundry
was separated, by a tile wall and center
stairway, from the section I mapped out
for the recreation room and theatre. We
added another wall and door, making
the stairway side of the partition of
celotex squares and the inside of plaster
board with a knotty pine finish. After
this partition was in we had a room
19'2" X 13'2". This did not afford the
room length we desired, but it was
sufficient to serve our purpose. An
asphalt tile floor was also added.

How

Entrance to projection booth at opposite end of room. Fig. 3: View inside
projection booth with projector and record rack in foreground. Dual
turntables and editing equipment are on shelf below as shown in Fig. 4.

ind

Inexpensive

Cine

Wallboard

Workshop
And

A Minimum

Of

Lumber Was Employed To Transform Spare Basement Space Into A Cozy Home Movie Theatre
By

GEORG

E

F

We had wanted to build a regular
stage for the curtain and screen, with
an orchestra pit for dummy players, foot
and side lights, and with the curtain
moving sideways from the middle, but
we also wanted room for a demountable
ping pong table, so a compromise was
made by using a hanging, roll screen
3 0" X 40", with the curtain in front.
Making the curtain was a real job.
Four lengths of blue rayon velvet were
used. The finished curtain hangs 6'6"
high and 6'10" wide as shown in Fig.
1. It opens upward to the corners by
pulling on two cords of 24-pound black
fish line, which runs through screw
eyes in the ceiling to the projector booth.
A large staple was used instead of a
pulley above center of the curtain where
the two lines come together, thus eliminating the possibility of the lines getting off and jamming in the pulley.
Small brass rings, the size of a dime,
were sewn in a diagonal row on the
backs of each curtain, and the pull

STRICKLING
lines slid through these and down to the
edges, where they were tied to the last
ring. Weights sewn in the hems draw
the curtain down when the cords are
released from the projector booth.
Dimensions of the booth are 10'4"
X 3'4". Shelving material of ^" lumber
was used. The top shelf for projector,
shown in Fig. 3 is 4'6" long x l'3".
The work
bench the
justediting
below outfit
is 6'4"andx
and holds
the dual turntable machine as may be
seen in Fig. 4. On the shelf above the
dual turntables is a record holder and
the cue board for music changes. The
work bench is augmented by two drop
shelves, one 1'6" x 1'3", which is an
extension of the shelf past the 2' door,
and the other 1'6" x lO" which comes
up at right angles and makes a convenient writing table. Below the work
bench
a storage
3 '6" for
x I'S",
and theisfloor
beneathshelf
is used
cases
and containers. The total linear shelving
• Cnnlifiiicd nil Pa^e 222

• G-oo.es I" 'op arc Do"om fitsrges of roll film developing
tank reel holds film. Small wedges of rubber secure film in
place.
loadedflange
with and
film the
is inverted
on core"Free"
above flange
stationary
completeandunitplaced
then
placed within the developing tank for processing.
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titles and titling have
1LTHOUGH
been discussed pro and con within
these pages for years, a random poll
of movie amateurs over a period of time
reveals that, of all the phases of title
making, the chore of developing the
title film remains the greatest stumbling
block. In many cases the developing
procedure was believed too complicated
to attempt, and the making and developing of home made titles consequent!}never begun.
First, the reader should be assured
that developing title film is as simple
as developing a roll of snapshot film —
the procedure is practically the same.
Indeed, for many, it is far more complicated and tedious to compose and
letter titles than it is to develop the
film — that is, to develop it to a negative
in the "direct positive" system of title
making in which positive film is used,
^"ith
this the
system,
titlewith
cardsblack
are
white and
text the
lettered

ink. Then the title film is developed to
a negative — which is the extent of the
developing process — values are reversed
and the titles appear black with the
lettering white.
To attempt reversal of title films is,
of course, more complicated but, except
for Kodachrome titles, there is little
reason to make black and white titles
on the more costly reversal film when
those photographed on positive film,
properly exposed and developed, will
prove equally satisfactory. Positive film
may also be used for making titles
for a Kodachrome picture, by tinting
and or toning the film to lend a contiasting color complementary to the
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Kodachrome film. But that is an additional story, one too lengthy to include
here.
Developing one's own title film immediately suggests developing racks,
trays, drying drums, etc., similar to
the array of equipment usually employed
b) the amateur in processing reversal
movie films. But developing titles derr ands none of this — only a simple piece
of equipment, readily available from
camera stores and perhaps already one
of your possessions if you dabble in
still photography. I refer to the roll
film deseloping tank similar to the one
shown in the accompanying photos. I
use this tank for developing all of my
title films of short length. ,
The tank, originally designed to accommodate roll film from the 3 5 mm.
to the No. 620 sizes, is easily converted
to use for lengths of 16mm. film. The
inside surface of the top and bottom
flanges of the reel are grooved, spiralling progressively from the outside rim
to the center. In the darkroom I merely
thread my exposed title film between
the grooves, cinching it in place with
small bits of rubber placed between sides
of grooves and the film. For the rubber
sections, I withdrew the wires from a
section of common "duplex" or "midrip" electric cord such as used in house-

hold extension cords for floor lamps,
etc.
Five feet of 1 6mm. film may be
coiled around the grooved area of each
flange. Thus, a total of lo feet of
1 6mm. film may be developed at one
time — ideal for short titling jobs.
To obtain best results with positive
film for titles, one should use a contrasty
as Eastman's
01
D- 1developer
1 . If yousuch
do not
wish to D-8
mix
your own chemicals you can obtain
prepared formulas in powder form at
any photo shop. For those who prefer
the more contrasty developers, the following formulas and directions may be
followed for good results.
Simply take 2 parts of stock formula,
mixed as below, and add i part water.
Develop film about 2 Yz minutes with
the developer at 65
degrees Farenheit.
• Continued
on Pag^e 2}0

"PROLOGUE TO EVENING" is title
of photo on opposite page from the
camera of J. William DuVall of
Kansas City, Mo. Here is an excellant title background for a home
movie on almost any subject. Water
colors may be used to add soft pastel
sunset tints to the picture for a
Kodachrome title.

• Fig. 2, below, is example of dramatic lighting
of a closeup shot achieved by the exclusive use
of a group of spotlights and effects accessories
I at setup
left, that
showsmade
a cameraman's
view
ofand,the Fig.
lighting
the shot possible.
The streak lighting effect of venitian blind
shadows were made by placing in front of one
spotlight a wooden frame on which strips of
paper tape were mounted.

lighting. Achieving the illusion of three
dimensions on flat film requires skilful placement of lights and the creation
of contrasting shadows by what is
known as controlled lighting. Lighting
is controlled when it is regulated at the
source and directed in concentrated form
on areas within the set to obtain the
desired accent. Unlike the still photogretouch, "dodge" or
who maydarkroom
tricks to promany
resort torapher
duce adesired effect in a picture, the
motion picture cameraman cannot
change his picture after it is on the
negative. Highlights and shadows, therefore, must be carefully planned and
executed before the camera begins filmscene. will find an interesting
ing theamateur
The
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To Amateur
The

Lend

Irtistrj

Cineniiitofraphj
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Most
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Light-

The Movie Amateur's
Photographic Success

• Fig. 4 — Here is demonstrated use of spotlight alone. The beam uncontrolled throws light
on background as well as subject.

M
Illustrations by Author

LIGHTING indoor sets is not so much
a matter of extensive equipment as
knowing how to get the most out of
the lighting equipment at hand. Actually, for the limited areas the amateur
is required to cover with his camera
when filming indoors, he can obtain
remarkable results with only one or
two spotlights in addition to his collection of photofloods and reflectors.
The use of spotlights is too little
understood by the average cine amateur
and unfortunately he has been reluctant
thus far to explore this promising field
of set lighting for his movies. Cost of
the necessary equipment is within the
reach of all, but it is the versatility of
200

project, well worth the expenditure of
a roll of film for test shots, in experimenting with the various lighting effects to be had with spotlights and
spotlight attachments. Among the
attachments or accessories most common
is the "barn door," pictured in Fig. 5,
which consists of a panel which may
be attached to front of spotlight and
tc which is attached two flaps or
"blinders." These are adjustable and
may be used to mask off a portion of
the spotlight beam or to reduce and
concentrate it in a narrow area. The
two flaps may be folded in or out and
the accessory can be rotated a full
360 degrees to afford masking the spotlight beam at any angle.
"Barn doors" have many uses. After
the modeling light has been set up, one

the spotlight that makes it so essential
to the serious amateur's work.
It is surprising the wide variety of
lighting that can be achieved by spotlights when used in conjunction with
certain attachments that may be readily
clamped to the lamp housing and adjusted in numerous ways to produce
many different effects such as those
demonstrated in the accompanying
photographs. It is about these effects
and how they may be produced with
low cost spotlights that this article
will endeavor to enlighten the reader.
Experienced cinematographers know
that three dimensional effects in photography cannot be obtained with flat

HUME MUVIkS hUK AMkIL
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• Fig. 3 — A Dinkie-lnkie spotlight is fitted with
a "snoot" the front of which has been masked
with tape to throw a narrow slit of light as when
providing an "eye" light for closeups.

• Fig. A— Showing use of the diffusion frame in
front oftimesspotlight
soften isharsh
shadows.
the diffusionto matt
halved
when Someboth
soft
and
harsh
light
are
to
be
directed
toward
a subject.

O Fig. 5— The "barn doors" attached to the
Dinkie-lnkie spotlight rotate to afford shielding
of spotlight beam from any angle. Their use is
demonstrated
in the series of photos at bottom
of
page.

flap of the "barn door" is adjusted to
shield that part of the spotlight which
falls on the background. Thus the
background is left free of bright light
so that the cameraman may use other
lights to give the background the tone
or lighting effect desired.
A demonstration of this may be
seen in the accompanying photos. Fig.
8 shows the spotlight, fitted with "barn
doors," illuminating the girl with the
beam of light also falling upon the wall
in the background. By lowering the top
flap of the "barn door" the upper part
of the beam is prevented from falling
upon the wall and the remainder of the
beam
lights only the subject's head and
shoulders.

In Fig. 7, as already described, "barn
doors" have been added to control the
light. The general lighting of background has been entirely eliminated. At
this point however, the cameraman has
planned a particular lighting effect for
his shot and three more spotlights are
moved into place, as shown in Fig. 8.
One, placed low before subject and
fitted with a "snoot," lights her dress
without throwing additional light into
her face or upon the wall; the flaps on
the "barn door" over the spotlight at
far right are pulled closely together to
throw a streak of light on the wall
behind subject; and the spotlight, high
ing.
overhead,
supplies necessary backlight-

interesting pattern of the streak of
light on the wall; the suggestion of
highlight on the hair; the lively appearance given the eyes by the modeling

At this point I draw atention to the
full panel of photos — Figs. 6 to 9.
Figure 6 shows a model lighted exclusively with a Dinkie-lnkie spotlight
without any controlling attachments.

The net result is the closeup shot
(Fig. 9) of the girl. Observation of
this photo will enable the reader to
detect the effect lent by each lighting
unit involved in the composition — the

• Fig.
the "barn
doors"
to spotlight,
the
beam7 — isAdding
controlled
so light
is directed
upon
subject only.

• Fig. 8— But more artistic lighting is desired.
Other
spots doors"
are added
employ the "snoot"
and "barn
. . which
.

light;
the enhanced
clear definition
of girl's
face andandfigure
by the spotlight
used immediately before her.
The next accessory of importance is
the "snoot" which, as the name suggests,
is a long proboscous-like extension which
is available in various diameters and may
be quickly set into place in front of
the spotlight to funnel a concentrated
beam of light on a particular player or
portion of a scene. A popular use of the
"snoot" is to provide what is known
as an "eye" light. Where a scene, particularly closeup,
a
is to be shot in low
key, an "eye" light is used to light up
the eyes
the player.
placed
on of
a spotlight
and Athe"snoot"
open endis
masked with strips of tape 50 that only
• Continued on Page 227
• Fig. 9— . . . resulting in this well lighted,
effective closeup of subject. Note pattern provided
by streak lighting on rear wall.

disk for his use. The reel of film has
been reviewed and a list of the scenes
made with appropriate description of
each. These are: an early morning shot
made once "just to use up the last of
a roll of film;" scenes made indoors at
the breakfast table; of you going to
the garage, unlocking door and driving
the car out — your wife on the sidelines
bidding goodbye. Then there are scenes
taken at the railroad station from which
you commute daily; the train arriving;
the children playing at school; a shot
of the traffic officer on duty on Main
street; and miscellaneous shots of a

• Music played on turntables long
has been used by enterprising
movie annateurs to enliven showings of home movies. Now a wide
selection of sound recordings are
available to the movie amateur
who wishes to add the emphasis
of sound effects to his films.

It shouldn't be hard to knit all these
together into a pleasing continuity by
parade.
employing sound effect records to
heighten
certain scenes.
a radio ineffect
that ofbreakfast
scene, There's
so you
can play a transcription of part of one
of the popular morning programs to
accompany this shot. RCA's disk No.
SE-20 will produce the automobile
sound effects while the train sounds
can be supplied by any one of a number
of sound effect records in this category.
The sound of children's voices at school
can be heard on Major's disk No. 5 034
and the parade shots can be backgrounded bysound
from prefer
Major's
No.
M5 009, unless
one should
to play
a recording of martial music instead.
The RCA disk No. 20036 offers
Recorded

For

Home

Sound

Movie

Moderately Priced
Endless Variety Of
Movie
Films, Add
By

Showmen

Disk Recordings Afford
Sound Effects For Home
Sparkle
To Your Shows

ALBERT

days among
tionasthese
jubila
E'S amate
THER
urs
turntables, recmovie
ord changers, amplifiers and other
things pertaining to sound for home
movies again make their appearance on
the market. The cinebug who has
waited so patiently for end of the war
to bring the equipment he needs for
playing music and sound effects with
his movie films, now may proceed with
his plans. After putting together a
brace of super duper turntables, complete with speaker and amplifier, his
attention properly should turn to collecting ahbrary of records, not only
musical numbers, but of sound effects,
etc., if his home movie showmanship is
to display the new sound equipment at
its best.
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And the serious home movie showman
no longer is satisfied with background
music alone but insists also on sound
effects to highlight certain scenes thus
adding a note of realism to his programs.
Few realize yet the wide range of sound
effects that are available on phonograph
disks and at comparatively moderate
cost, too. With these recordings it is
possible to provide some surprisingly
authentic sounds for even the simplest
of family films.
Let us assume we have a reel of family
shots and are selecting the sound effects
to be played in conjunction with the
background music. As we go along,
the maker of the recording will also
be indicated as a guide for those interested in "previewing" or purchasing the

wedding
and forSpeedy-Q's
7878
the
sound music
of bells
church scenes.
Scenes around the neighborhood gas
station or shots of son and his old model
A Ford can be backgrounded by Major's
No. 55 034
this company's
disk
No.
009 while
also affords
sound effects
m.ade at a dog kennel and of sheep on
the farm.
For scenic reels, the following records
will offer many pleasing natural sound
effects: Gennet's No. 1327, Major's
No. 5032 and Silver Masque's No. 5 51
and 512. Columbia and Speedy-Q have
recordings that include sounds of sea
gulls for ocean and beach shots.
For scenes made at a fair, carnival
or circus, the sound of milling crowds
of spectators can be had on Standard's
recording No. 260; the merry-go-round
on Standard's No. 412. Silver Masque
and Major also can supply these sound
effects. Shots made of the lunch counter
on the freeway can be backgrounded
by the sound of clattering dishes, etc.,
on Silver Masque's No. 5 09.
Fire and shots of fire engines in
action afford use of Major's No. 5 004,
and this company also has sound effects
of police cars on their No. 503 5. Sound
effects for a traffic crash can be found
on Speedy-Q's disks Nos. 7839 and
7899. We could go on indefinitely with
similar descriptions.
A trade magazine recently catalogued
over 105 commercial brands of disk
• Continued on Page 22i
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• These packages look familiar? If you shot 8mm.
or 16mm. movies while in service overseas, you undoubtedly used German Agfa or French Cine-Kodak film,
which
manufacturer's
of processing
which carried
he was theunable
to fulfill.guarantee
Navy Lieutenant
(jg)
Mel Grain tells how these films can be salvaged.

and
THOUSANDS of service men
women have brought home quantities of foreign-made movie film
from Europe without much idea as to
where or how it would be processed.
Now Japanese products are beginning
to trickle in. Because most of the more
widely recognized American film companies and their laboratories are reluctant to handle these cine-orphans, many
have been greatly disappointed when
the postman returned the film unprocessed.
If you, like myself, have been "stuck"
with some of it, and you still want to
run those precious shots through your
let me give you "the word."
projector,
It
may save your reels from experimental
development, or the waste-basket.
In pre-war days, of course, the larger
film concerns operated on a international basis. That is, a dozen or so
processing stations, conveniently located
in various countries, would develop and
return one's film promptly and efficiently. If one travelled and happened to
pick up local brands, the manufacturer
was also prepared to give similar service. But the war changed all this, of
course, so the Yanks abroad have literally
swamped American companies with all
types of foreign films for processing.
It has become such a problem that
many firms, at first trying to accomodate members of the Armed Forces and
their families, finally were forced to
abai^on this service because of inadequate facilities and poor results. Reams
of mimeographed form letters were sent
out to explain the situation. One of the
larger film companies treated the topic
in an edition of its trade bulletin, while
a recent article in Stars and Stripes, the
Army newspaper overseas, endeavored to
advise its uniformed readers on the
question. (This article is slightly erroneous, and will be corrected below.)
If it's French Cine-Kodak film, or
any other "nationality" Kodak, you
will encounter no trouble. "Any films
v/hich carry the Kodak label (but no
others) will be processed by (these)
laboratories" anywhere. Fundamentally,
the same Eastman organization exists
as before the war. Caution: for best
results, safety and speed, send your
reels and magazines to the American
processing stations; most foreign countries understandably cannot give par
service yet.
The most common brand of movie
film purchased overseas and finding its
way to the States is the German Agfa.

The
War's
m
Orp
han
If You Shot Movies Fil
On Foreign
Brand
Filmss
While In Service Overseas, Here's The Answer
To Problem Of Getting These Films Processed
M
Found in relatively large amounts in
Germany, France, and Italy, I have
even seen it for sale in North Africa.
Prior to the war, Agfa was prominent
in the United States, but just because
the little circular enclosed in the film
box lists Agfa laboratories in America,
don't waste your time and stamps sending it to any of them. Ansco (formerly
Agfa-Ansco) will courteously inform
you that they are in no way connected
with Agfa and that "this Agfa film is
not a product of their manufacture."
As an accommodation only did they
"attempt to process this foreign film,"
but because of "the disappointing results" and the "special chemicals and
.was. .discontinued.
handling required," this service

This throws your Agfa black and
white into the same group as other
foreign film, most of which is hardly
known outside the fatherland. However,
the Agfa laboratories in Sweden and
Switzerland are still intact, and you
can send Agfa film to Stockholm or
Zurich. Development is free, but with
each reel you must send 3 international
reply coupons, obtainable at the post
office, to cover mailing. For the present,
though, Italian, Belgian, Japanese and
other black and white 1 6mm. or double8 mm. reversible will best be handled in
the States.
There are several companies that cater
to this special want. Ansco suggests
the Calvin Co. of Kansas City, Missouri.
• Continued on Page 225
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rod and with two, or even three, reflectors clamped thereon, this "arm"
provides an ideal means for multiple
Photoflood illumination of a scene from
heights up to 6 feet. — M. P. Bennett,
Detroit, Mich.
Title Letters Source
A source of small title-letters is your
local stationers who can supply die-cut
white paper letters and numerals
gummed on the back and manufactured
by Dennisons, speciaUsts in paper
products. These are all capitals and
are the same as used in office building
directories. Photo album filler of black
paper makes ideal backgrounds for such
letters. Each letter can be used over
and over again by moistening only a
spot on the letter, permitting it to be
removed from the title background after use. — Bert Baker, Minneapolis, Minn.

$1 to $5 are paid readers for ideas for gadgets, movie tricks and short
cuts in movie making used on this page. Describe your gadget or idea
briefly and submit it with rough sketch or photo to "The Workshop
Editor," Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
*★★★★★★

ACTUftL

TITLE fUtEH
\
TITLE TEST COKD

Title Alignment
Owners of inexpensive typewriter
titlers having difficulty producing
titles that are not off center, may correct this trouble without altering the
camera mounting by following this
"masking" method.
Place a yellow card in the title card
holder and trace around the inside
of the title frame with a pencil. Remove
card and with pen and india ink, draw
a series of vertical and horizontal lines
on the card, as shown in sketch above.
Using the center vertical and horizontal
columns, number the lines as shown.

Then re-insert card in titler and shoot
a short length of film at the established
exposure, with camera firmly fixed in
When the film is processed and
place.
screened, you will be able to determine
by the numbered lines not only the
exact field covered by the camera lens,
but how much the camera is off center.
On the test card, shade the area outside this field, as shown in sketch. Then
make a cardboard mask to be placed in
front of title card holder, as shown,
with the opening conforming with the
established title area. With the aid of
this mask, it will then be possible to
center title cards in the holder, insuring fully aligned titles on the screen. —
M. P. Befinett, Detroit, Mich.
Multi-photoflood Unit
Having two metal Photoflood reflectors of the clamp-on type and unable at the time to afford a metal
stand for high level illumination, the
writer pressed his screen tripod into
service by fitting it with a horizontal
wooden "arm" to hold several clampon
reflectors with lamps.
If your tripod is the type from which
the screen is removable, cut a block of
wood about Yz" x 2" x 24" and drill a
hole the size of the tripod extension
rod in the center of the block 1 Yz"
deep. When press-fitted on the tripod

Tripod-Unipod
Your tripod may be used as a "unipod" for steadying camera when shooting in crowds and filming sports events.
Simply extend one leg of tripod so
camera viewfinder will be at eye-level,
as shown in sketch. Bind the other three
legs with a cord to ease the handling
of
the tripod-unipod.
— Meredith Jones,
Glcfidale,
Calif.
Cable Reel
Owners of sound projectors can save
valuable time and prolong life of power
and speaker cables by winding them
upon spare projection reels. In this way,
cables are much easier to store in speaker
case, too. — James McCollister, Dayton,
Ohio.
Reel Bands
If you use ordinary rubber bands to
retain wound film on your projection
reels, the annoyance of having the bands
slip down between film and reel sides
may be avoided by making the rubber

HOME MOVIES rOR API^IL
bands easier to handle. This may be
done by attaching tabs of adhesive or
scotch tape to the rubber band. Cut tape
width of reel and long enough to enable fingers to grasp it easily. Fold over
the band and press together to form tab.
— Robert B. Nix, Spokane, Wash.
Centering Gadget
A gadget for centering camera lens
on titles or small objects for ultracloseup photography can be fashioned
from an old still camera viewfinder
mounted to fit your camera lens as
shown here.
The two fittings necessary may easily
be turned by hand. The fitting A may
be made of brass, aluminum, or other
soft metal, turned on a lathe or filed
to shape then threaded to fit the lens
barrel. The fitting B can be made from
a strip of any light metal about 1/16"
in thickness and bent to shape as shown.
This fitting is then attached to fitting
A by means of a small screw.
Next step is to screw the assembly
into front of the camera lens until it
stops. Then adjust fitting B until it

V/BV F//^D£fi

SOLDEf?

is truly vertical and solder in place.
Solder the angular viewfinder to member B as shown, making sure it is accurately centered with the camera lens.
Thereafter the unit may be screwed
into place in the lens with assurance
that it will be in perfect alignment and
thus render perfect centering of objects to be photographed at close range.
— Arthur J. Mack, Ithaca, N. Y.

Centering Titles
The following method may be employed in centering many 8mm. as
well as 16mm. cameras with the title
board: Allow the camera motor to run
down to point where shutter will remain open. Open the film gate and
place a short length of picture film in
the gate, centering it in the aperture
and affixing it, if necessary with a bit
of scotch tape.
Using an extension cord with a small
candelabra lamp fitted in the socket,
as shown in cut above, insert lamp behind film aperture to project image of
film on title board (which should be
white) . This will enable you to determine the center of the title, area
limits, and correct focus. If an auxiliary
lens is to be used before camera lens,
be sure it is in place before making the
centering test.
Where lamp cannot be placed back
of film, as described above, insert a
dental mirror or a small piece of mirrored glass behind the film and reflect
light into it from the lamp or a flashlight The room must be darkened for
this test and the lamp shielded to
prevent stray light reaching the title
card.
It should be mentioned, also, that
the camera aperture is slightly larger
than that of the average projector;
therefore, allowance should be made
for this by planning title text limits

well within the limits of the area projected on title board by this method.
— H. Warren White, Biirbank, Calif.
Reel And Can Labels
Home movie reels and cans may
be quickly and neatly labeled with
typed adhesive strips. Use pieces of
adhesive tape of appropriate width and
place sticky side down on a sheet of
waxed paper such as sold for kitchen
use. Insert waxed paper in typewriter
and type directly on the tape. Peel the
labels off the waxed paper and attach
to cans and reels. — Henry J. Queen,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Added

Speed

The Keystone 8mm. camera provides
for speeds of 12, 16, and 48 frames per
second. I have found that by placing the
indicator midway between 16 and 48, I
obtain an additional speed — about 32
frames per second. Indicator will remain
fixed at the 32 f.p.s. mark. — Ray A
Klingc, Van Nuys, Calif.
Titler Improvement
when using the Eastman magazine
8inm. camera with the Eastman titler
a block must first be fastened to the
base of the camera. The camera and
block are then fastened to the titler.
This operation can be simplified by removing the thumb screw that holds the
camera to the block, then fastening
block to titler in the usual manner.
Next drill a hole (5 16 inch) in the
titler base which is in line with the
hole in the block. By the use of a long
thumbscrew, camera can be fastened to
the titler in one operation. Figure 1 at
left shows "X ray" view of thumb
screw (indicated by arrow) holding
camera to titler. Figure 2 shows the
thumbscrew which was made by soldering a wing nut to a J/^ inch bolt and
filing off the threads that are not needed.—Scott C. McMichael, Shaffer, Cal.

Closeups

George Bumwood, 16mm. cameraman for
Hathen Productions, Philadelphia, has just
completed photography on Robots At Work
for the Stokes Machine Co., makers of automatic plastics molding presses. Picture, which
screens for thirty minutes, shows manufacture and uses of products made by Stokes'
equipment. Burnwood also did the cinematography onMiracle Of The Woods for Henry
Disston & Co., which demonstrates company's new power chain saw that is revolutionizing the lumber industry. Burnwood,
readers will remember, won the Lloyd Bacon
trophy in Home Movies' 1945 annual contest.
Herbert Lanks, whose series of articles on filming in the Latin Americas recently appeared
in Home Movies, is currently traveling the
United States on a combination lecturewriting-photography tour. With his 16mm.
camera he has covered many interesting
points of the continent which will highlight
his forthcoming series of lecture films. While
in Hollywood, he was guest of Walt Disney
whose educational film department previously had purchased some of Lanks' Kodachrome
footage for short subjects.

Ralph E. Cray of Mexico City, only cinematographer who has made a complete 16mm.
Kodachrome record of the famed Mexican
volcano 'Paricutin,' from its inception to its
present stage of growth, visited Hollywood
last month where he screened this renowned
film before a large audience of Los Angeles
movie amateurs and notables of the Hollywood
film colony.

Ted Phillips, Burton Holmes peripatetic cameraman, isback in Hollywood reveling in the
'unusual' sunny weather which has enabled
him to work with his camera almost daily
on his newest assignment, a film record of
Southern California for Mr. Holmes 194647 lecture series. Phillips was stopped cold on
his recent trip to Brazil when he sat around
in Rio for two weeks waiting for the fog
to lift. As soon as Rio's weather bureau indicates clearing skies, Ted will be off again
to film a travelogue on Brazil's famed capital.
Alfred Milotte is back in the country he loves
— Alaska — filming on an extensive assignment for Walt Disney Productions. Milotte
is rated one of the best 16mm. color cameramen ever to have documented Alaska, knows
the country from A to Z.
• Continued on Page 23 j

• Unlike a reporter with pad and pencil, a camera reporter uses a piece of machinery
that can very easily interfere with giving the sense of people as they are.
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THE ONLY time a documentary film is assured of
authenticity is when its makers go directly to the source.
No recent developments in film technique have discovered
a short-cut for this basic step. Whereas Hollywood has
improved its production methods through larger studios,
more expensive equipment and thousands of employees,
the earliest methods of the documentary are still the
soundest: pack a camera, an old suit, and with an old
trusted friend as director, writer and assistant cameraman
— or even without him — off you go to Easter Island or
downtown Brooklyn. With the introduction of portable
sound equipment there was need for a larger unit — but
rarely is there need for a staff consisting of more than a
handful.
The departmentalizing of the Hollywood studio —
directors, producers, writers in separate offices — serves to
separate the film product from the stuff it describes,
confusing its flavor or losing it altogether. When a producer cables a director to have a half-dozen cameramen
photograph problems of reoccupation and relief, and a
writer sits in an office three thousand miles away writing
about it, relying upon research and a technical expert,
the film loses spontaneity and the common touch.
It is in the commentary that one feels it most. Examine
a group of film documents

of the war, — newsreels; the
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colorful language tacked on is interchangeable for whatever film comes in whether it be mopping up activities
in Saipan, a bloody drawn out campaign for a hill in
Bougainville or a week of steady winning in Tinian. Each
release is read with the same authority and tension by a
man with a clear musical voice who smells of the broadcasting studio; he reads a script written by a man who
smells of an office; and the words accompany a place that
smells of death and gunpowder.
A newsreel is, of course, partially excused because it
is rushed for time but it is worth comparing its sound
track to another more authentic method. In The True
Glory, the plain voices of ordinary people, with their mistakes in grammar and pronounciation, were so real that
some people in the audience said that they kept searching
the faces on the screen to see who might have been talking.
It was an excellent illusion of talking done on the spot
because the writing was on the spot, the result of hundreds
of interviews.
After getting to the source, the chief problem of documentary filming presents itself — people. Unlike a reporter
with a pad and pencil, a camera reporter uses a piece of
machinery that can very easily interfere with giving the
sense of people as they are. The camera's presence brings
on waving and ogling, transforms people into smiling or
stiff self-consciousness. (In addition, an Eyemo clicks so
loudly that in the jungle soldiers whip about to locate the
strange sounding weapon; used from a front row during
a speech at Carnegie Hall recently, its clicking was as loud
as the speaker's voice.) Concealing the camera has proved
effective.
In The City a
the hurry of the
ing of the New
inside a specially

camera in a suitcase successfully recorded
streets, a sidewalk drink-stand, the gulpYork lunch. Berlin used a camera set up
designed van back in 1927 and there are
• Continued on Page 21 s
probably earlier uses,

S

C

H

■Ar WHAT does the future hold for the G. I.
16mm. cameraman returning to civUian life?
Judging from the increasing number of letters on this subject coming to the desk of
Home Movies' editor, it would seem that
the war-schooled cinematographer is having
his reconversion problems, too. Other cameramen, hopeful of getting a start in the fast
developing 16mm. film business, display
plenty of ambition and obviously have the
resources to set themselves up in a modest
producing business; but they feel completely
at sea when it comes to getting started. The
following letter is just one of several recently
received expressing an eagerness to be set on
the right track:
"The section of Home Movies devoted to
the 16mm. professional is up-to-the-minute.
But there's one angle that you've overlooked,
and it's important for a cameraman who is
shifting over from the home movie experimenter to a semi-professional. This is the
business angle. It's good for several articles
from one of your experienced cameramen on
just what a cameraman is up against in approaching amanufacturing concern to do,
say, a 400 foot reel of instruction or training"This angle seems to have been left to
some psychic sense of the cameraman. Here
are some questions I'd like answered: If a
cameraman takes a job of producing a 400foot reel of 16mm. film, how much should be
assigned in the production budget for the
shooting script? How much film should be
allocated for the job? How much time? How
much should he demand as advance payment
on the job? Or does he wait until the job is
completed before receiving payment? Should
he contract the job on a footage basis or on
a 'per reel' basis? How much should he budget for actors, grips, travel expenses? If the
job is to be "silent,' how much should the
reel cost? How much for a complete sound
on film production?
"To you folks in Hollywood, this stuff
is common knowledge. Out here in the
sticks (Salem, Oregon) these points are not
so generally known; but they are important
if the cameraman is to realize on his invest207
ment in time, equipment• Continued
and energy."
on Page 2} i
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Only
You
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Plus
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Filmo

a

Auto

3-Lens

Magazine
16mm

No other l6mm

Master

Turret

Movie

m

m\i

Gives

Head

Loading

m

. . .

. . .

Camera

camera gives you all the advan-

tages of pre-threaded film magazines in addition
to instant positioning of any one of 3 lenses.

from 17mm

to 6 inches — all mounted

to fit the

Auto Master. And to give you complete versatility,
you have 5 operating speeds, from normal

16

on the

frames per second up to 64-speed for slow motion.

turret, the viewfinder field automatically matches

The film magazine makes it easy to switch film

the field of the lens you select. You see what the

even in midreel without fogging a single frame,

lens sees — instantly. Eye-parallax, the usual cause

while the 3-dial exposure calculator gives instant

of "amputated" pictures, is eliminated.

readings for 324 lighting conditions.

With viewfinder objectives also mounted

Choose the lens you want from a wide variety —

You just sight, press a button, and what you see,

speed, wide-angle, and telephoto lenses ranging
you get.
i
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FILMO

AUTO

LOAD

Has all the Auto Master features except the turret
head. Speed range of 8 to 32 frames per second.
Use the 8-speed to shoot a flaming sunset in color,
and then actually see the sun set on the screen.
See the Auto Master and Auto Load at your
Bell & Howell dealer's now, or, for descriptive,
fully illustrated booklets, write Bell & Howell
Company, 712 5 McCormick Road, Chicago 45;
New York; Hollywood; Washington, D. C.

FILMOSOUND
The war-proved movie equipment for
the complete home. Shows theaterquality sound films, as well as your
own personal l6mm movies. New
coated lens,
1,000-watt illumination.

\uto Master lorret head
;ives you instant positioning
>f any one of 3 lenses. The
I -inch lens gives you the
lormal field coverage . . .
Hollywood

Without moving from the
ipol, shift quickly to a 3nch lens, and bring your
.ubject closer, like this . , .

Shows

at Home

Supplement your personal films with thousands in
Filmosound Library for recreation and education
. . . rental, sale, or lease. Write for newest film
catalogs, free to users of motion picture equipment.

OPTI-ONICS — products combining the sciences
of OPTIcs • electrONics • mechanics

Or, still without changing
your own position, us« a
5-inch lens, and get a real
:lose-up! No other 16mm
:amero gives you this p(us
■nagazine loading!

PRECISION-MADE BY

Bell
&
Howell
SINCE 1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT FOR HOLLYWOOD AND THE WORLD
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Late

news
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ized to advance

the

amateur
activities

the

hobby

MINNEAPOLIS Cine Club members are
agog over plans for that organization's
Ninth Annual Spring Show, an event
that promises to surpass all others in
local interest and attendance, according
to the go-getting staff lined up by the
club to put the show over in a big
way. Date of the big show will be
May 3rd. Committee expects to review
more than 20,000 feet of members'
films in selecting movies to be screened
for the show. A highlight will be an
exhibition of a collection of films made
by old-time members following the intr ' ction of 16mm. movies back in
★ ★ ★
PHILADELPHIA Cinema Club, at its
March meeting, elected Frank Hirst,
president; Dr. Raymond Chambers,
vice-president; Fred Warner, Jr., Secretary; and Dr. Robert Haentz, treasurer.
For
the
first8mm.
time cameraists
in club's history,
officers are
instead all
of
sixteen. After the installation ceremonies, secretary Warner screened his 8mm.
color film, "Along the Conestoga Trail"
with appropriate commentary and musical background supplied offstage.
★ ★ ★
INGLE WOOD (Calif.) Movie Club members have been praying for snow in
the mountains and wildflowers in the
hills in order to complete sequences for
a current club film production. So far,
"unusual" sunny weather has kept snow
to a minimum but promises a luxuriant
showing of wildflowers which invariably
brings out hundreds of cine cameraists
each spring.
★ ★ ★

of
of

groups
amateur

movie
organmovies

ject of "Coated Lenses" by Home
Movies' contributing editor, Lars Moen,
whose series of articles on film editing
begins in this issue. Money is currently
being raised by the club for the purchase of a 16mm. sound projector as
an adjunct to its new club house, recently donated for the club's exclusive
use by the City of Long Beach recreational department.
★ ★ ★
SCHENECTADY Photographic Society's
Cine Group had member Harry Jacobs
as acting chairman at its March meeting at which time he conducted an informative discussion on the subject of
getting continuity into travel films.
Assisting Mr. Jacobs with talks on this
subject were W. H. Tate and Dr. C. W.
Woodall. This club, incidentally, is one
of the few that meets weekly, has a
large turnout at every meeting.
★ ★ ★
LOS ANGELES Cinema Club's March
meeting was highlighted by the showing of "Garden Gangsters," demonstrating the cinematic artistry of member
Fred Ells. Subject of this film is the
birth and development of the praying
mantis with a climactic sequence of
ultra-closeup shots of head of mantis
as it devours a trapped caterpillar. Picture was filmed with a Cine Special fit-

OLUBS

ted with specially made extension tubes
which made the extreme magnification
seen in the close-ups possible. Also on
the program was Harry C. Chapman's
colorful scenic, "Coral Isle," picturing
the beauties of Tahiti; also "Lost Art
of Casting
Bronze,"
ord film byinGuy
Nelli. an excellent rec★ ★ ★
PORTLAND Cine Club's secretary, Arthur E. Gibbs, reports big center of
activity in this club is the group of
members preparing and shooting films
for the club's annual contest. As a demonstration of good color photography,
member De Neffe screened his color
film on South America at the March
H th meeting.
★ ★ ★
SOUTH Side (Chicago) Cinema Club's
April
meeting
will be
club's annual
banquet
at which
timethe installation
of
newly elected officers will take place.
Door prizes of photographic accessories
will be awarded lucky ticket holders.
★ ★ ★
METRO Movie Club, Chicago, had as
guest for its February 20th meeting,
Wm. Vincent, Jr., of the Kenosha Movie
Makers who gave an illuminating talk
on titling, illustrating techniques with
filmed examples and demonstrating
title making equipment. Meeting was
climaxed with a screening of Mr. Vincent's national award winning picture,
"Honey Harvest."
★ ★ ★
UTAH Cine Arts Club's February meeting featured a technical
sessiononconduct• Cou finned
Page 214

BROOKLYN Amateur Cine Club's March
20th meeting was this groups' annual
"Guest
Night" which
lot of lukewarm
movie brought
amateursoutanda
developed many new prospective members for this active and ambitious cine
club. The organization is composed of
both 8mm. and 16mm. enthusiasts, all
staunch advocates of their respective
film size. Thus it was that at a previous
meeting, the 8mm. element took over,
put on a show of "super-8mm." productions which had the 16mm. followers sitting up and taking the proverbial "notice." „
★ ★ ★
LONG BEACH (Calif.) Cinema Club was
tieated to an illuminating lecture, at
its March 20th meeting, on the sub-

"You two are just going to have to sit in the dark.
Susie and I have a film we want to screen!"
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Top

MOVIES

Photography
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& WcAlis

Highlighting

Portraits
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DI

. . . This wonderful little
spot operates with 150 watt
T-8-DC globe; focuses from an
8 degree spot to a 44 degree
flood. It has the some back and
front handy focusing lever as the
Keg-Lites. With base removed,
it fits any standord tripod.
Total weight: 2V* pounds.

For home movies, or any photographic set-up
where controlled lighting is necessary, the
Bardwell & McAlister DINKY INKIE is needed
for good work. This is a small but powerful allpurpose spot which is the answer to dozens of
lighting problems. It is used to highlight portrait
subjects by concentrating a smooth, graduated light
exactly where it belongs. It gives greater flexibility
in modeling close-ups, eliminates shadows and dark
corners and solves many similar problems. For
indoor movies, table -top photography and dozens
of other photographic uses, it is invaluable.
The DINKY INKIE is easy to carry and set up
on your tripod; locks in any position; operates in
absolute silence. Light output will focus from an
eight degree spot to forty- four degree flood. Lever
arm, protruding from both front and rear, is moved
from side to side for instant focusing from spot to
flood. Numbered graduations enable duplication
of given focus positions.

The DINKY INKIE is manufactured by
Bardwell & McAlister, Inc., Hollywood, who have
designed and made photographic lighting equipment used in the Hollywood motion picture studios
for many years. It is engineered and constructed
with the same thoroughness as the Baby Keg-Lite
and other units which have made this firm outstanding inthe motion picture industry.
For fifteen years the ace cameramen of
Hollywood have been using this handy little
spot and other Bardwell & McAlister lighting
equipment because the entire line has been
designed to meet their needs. They have found the
DINKY INKIE ideal for producing the smooth,
soft light so necessary with present day film
emulsions. It was developed for photography only
and therefore does not have the usual hot rings
found in the conventional spotlight.
Place your order now, write for literature on this
and other B&M equipment. Dept. 26-46

BARDWELL
&
McALISTER,
Designers and Manufacturers
Box

1310

•

Hollywood

28

• California

Inc.
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Schools

Home

and

Movie

Churches
Projectors

schooled them in religion, were responsible for saving his life. Distribution
data may be had by writing Cathedral
Films, 6404 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.

The Music Album, announced this
month by Castle Films, Inc., is a new
series of 16mm. sound home movies for
owners of sound projectors. Each release is a single reel in length and provides three complete musical numbers,
the subject, Sangs To Remember, for
example includes "Take Me Out To The
Ball Game," "Sidewalks of New York,"
and "In The Good Old Summertime."
The younger jive enthusiasts will enjoy
]azz and Jitters with its "Breakfast In
Rhythm," "Jiveroo," and "Jazz Etude."
The series includes songs of the south,
songs of the west, and carnival rhythms
plus strictly dance tunes affording dancing with movies — an innovation.

We, Tco, Receive is one of Cathedral
Films' latest i6mm. religious film releases. Two reels, i6mm. sound, it is a
subject acceptable to every religious denomination. The story concerns a soldier in the South Pacific who was shot
down, pursued by Japs, then rescued by
an island native whose people nurse the
soldier to complete recover^'. The stor)begins with a letter being read by his
parents back home, and its narrative
contents revealed in flashbacks to the
boy in the South Pacific. The picture relates how the missionaries, who arrived
years earlier, trained the natives and

Official Films, Inc., 2 5 W. 45th St..
New York, announce a new catalogue
of "Soundies" — 16mm. sound short subjects being distributed by this company.
Illustrated and described are 72 "Sound
ies" subjects which are available for outright sale at $7.5 0 each.

The Shanghai Gesture, a United Artists feature production, 1 1 reels in
length, is Commonwealth Pictures
Corp.'s current 16mm. sound release.
The Shanghai Gesture means a strange,
haunting story of the most fabulous
city on earth where almost anything
can happen and, in this story, does.
The settings, clothes, and the production are rich and magnificent. The most
dramatic scene unwinds at a dinner
during the Chinese New Year — a sequence which was filmed with the help
of nearly the entire population of Los
Angeles' famed Chinatown- Exclusive
1 6mm. world distribution rights are
controlled by Commonwealth Pictures
Corp., 729 7th Ave., New York.
The Merry Monahans is a Universal
Pictures production featuring popular
Donald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan and
Jack Oakie in a cavalcade of the good
old vaudeville days and progressing to
the famous Follies. Here is excellent
comedy, music and a pleasant dash of
nostalgic sentiment. It is released by Bell
& Howell Filmosound Library, 1801
Larchmont Blvd., Chicago. Rental rate
is $17.50. Length 9 reels.

The Singing Sheriff, six reels, sound,
was produced by Universal Pictures and
features Bob Crosby, Fay McKenzie,
Samuel S. Hinds and Fuzzy Knight in
a truly unique western picture that kids
itself in clean, unroarious satire. There
is rhyme and reason even in the introduction of the musical numbers, and
an inspired commentator helps further
to take it off the beaten path of modern film fare. Subject will be available
after April 6, 1946 for showing to approved non-theatrical audiences from
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library, 1801
Larchmont Ave., Chicago 13, 111. Base
rental rate is $17.50.

I

Donald Duck's roliicRmt; escapades
highlight the series of animated cartoons
currently being released by Hollywood
Film Enterprises, Inc., 6060 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. These cartoon
films, reduced from early regular theatre releases, are to be had in a variety
of reel sizes in both 8mm and 16mm.
silent film. Prices are moderate, suggesting opportunity to accumulate a number of subjects as a feature for the amateur's home movie library. A new catalog listing all animated cartoon subjects now available and their prices may
be had free by writing the company
at the above address,
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Different in Feature Films

At Lastl Just Released . . . Two NEW Hal Roa ch Streamlined features . . . more to follow . . .
complete subjects that run less than an hour. A show that gives you more entertainment
in less time!
ALL AMERICAN CO-ED
with FRANCES LANGFORD, JOHNNY DOWNS
Fun, music and gayety are the theme of this New Hal Roach musical streamliner. The story of life
at a girls' college and the friendly rivalry they carry on with a nearby boys' school. It's a
whole curriculum of sparkling entertainment — America's choice for all-out fun!
fJ Reels — Running Time — 50 Minutes)
BROOKLYN ORCHID
with WILLIAM BENDIX, JOE SAWYER
Here's
a
streamliner
that'sof got
everything!
A storyareof plunged
two taxicab
blond beauty contest comedy
winner out
a river
and thereby
into tycoons
a serieswhoof rescue
hilariousa
complications.
('j Reels — Running Time — 52 Minutes)
ALL LATEST Hal Roach Productions exclusively distributed by Post Pictures Corp.
OTHER

ENTERTAINING

FILMS

Just Released
IT HAPPENED TOMORROW
with DICK POWELL, JACK OAKIE, LINDA DARNELL
Here's one of the most original and highly entertaining films to come out of Hollywood in a
long, long time. It's the amazing story of a young newspaper reporter who receives a copy of
tomorrow's
and the
complications
that result when he predicts future events
before they newspaper
happen. A today,
never-to-be
forgotten
film adventure.
(9 Reels — Running Time
Miitutes)
• —
SCATTERGOOD

SURVIVES A MURDER
starring GUY KIBBEE
Scattergood turns sleuth in this, his latest film in the Scattergood Baines series. One of Clarence
Budington
magazine films
stories.
This new American
productionbackground.
furnishes comedy and drama
to
compete Kelland's
with the famous
most successful
of popular
(7 Reels — Running Time — 6^ Minutes)

SEEN
YOU
HAVE
NIAGARA FALLS
TANKS A MILLION
CINDERELLA SWINGS IT
SCATTERGOOD RIDES HIGH
Top-Flight Film-fare recently released by Post Pictures
All new and recent releases now available at leading Film Libraries. For complete information
on these and many other highly entertaining and educational Post Pictures, write for our
Ne-w ^th Edition Catalogue, jnst published.
Write Dept. 14

POST

723

SEVENTH

PICTURES

AVENUE,

NEW

CORP.

YORK

19.

N. Y
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Larger

MORTON
TELEPHOTO LENS
The first telephoto lens for use with the Model 20
or 25 Eastman Cine Kodak Eight. Can also be
used with the Bell & Howell, Revere, Bolex, Perfex,
Keystone, Univex; any f3.5 or f2.7 one inch lens or
any f3.5, f2.7, f2.5 or fl.9 half inch lens.
The Morton telephoto lens becomes the same speed as your present lens.
Crispness and contrast are increased, ghost and flare are subdued. Over IV/o
of reflection losses are eliminated.
Obiect is brought closer increasing siie of image 2'/2 times. Get the thrilling close-up detail you've been wanting with the Morton telephoto lens.
At your dealers' or write
86 S. 6th ST.
$2607
THE MORTON
COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN. Jaxlndgded

^

WHERE
ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I
Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North
CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK
Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue
HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filnnosound Library
716 N. La. Brea Ave.
Castle's
1529 Vine Inc.Street
LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.
LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street
Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)
I. T. & T. of the West
3123 West 8th St. (5)
Raike Company
829 S. Flower St. (14)
OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.
Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)
I. T. & T. of the West
4247 Piedmont Ave. (II)
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1271 G St., N. W.
I. T. & T. of Washington
915 12th St. N.W. 0)
GEORGIA
ATLANTA
I. T. & T. of the South
756 W. Peachtree St. NW
DECATUR
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Box 223
IDAHO
BOISE
Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.
Williams'
1007 Main Photo
St. Service
ILLINOIS
BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.
Bolotin Camera Exchange
729 W. Roosevelt Road (7)
Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
19 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)
Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

SOUND

TO

RENT

/

OR

><fML

BUV

gmm

ed by Al Morton, club technical advisor and Pete Larsen, vice-president
on subject of beaded screens. The different types and kinds were demonstrated with emphasis placed on the most
advantageous areas before the screen in
which to place seats for viewing projected pictures. ★ ★ ★
WESTWOOD
March meeting(Calif.)
featuredMovie
a talkClub's
and
demonstration of Ansco Color film by
Ansco's representative G. Kenny. On

SILENT

^UU

ILLINOIS— Continued
CHICAGO—
I. T. & T.(Continued)
of Illinois
100 W. Monroe St. (3)
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)
LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS
I. T. & T. of New Orleans
815 Poydros St.
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (I)
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Boylston
Elder's Film
LibraryHM
739
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens
I. T. & T. of New England
115 Newbury St. (16)
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little Bldg.
Wholesome Film Service. Inc.
20 Melrose Street
BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.
QUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's
5-7
Revere Road " Rent-A-Reel" Service
MICHIGAN
DETROIT
Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street
ROYAL OAK
Hy-Wilde Camera Shop
1029 S. Washington at Harrison Ave.
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
Howard Film Distributors
86 S. 6th St. (2)
MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
I. T. & T. of Missouri
3326 Olive St.
ROSELLE PARK NEW JERSEY
Union
County St.Film Service
128 Chestnut
NEW YORK
ALBANY
Hallenbeck
&
Riley
562 Broadway (7)
BROOKLYN
Reed Third
& Reed
Distributors
Inc.,
7508
Avenue
(9)

Movie^Clubs . . .
• Continue J from Page 210

/6mm

filfAS

New York City — Continued
NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Commonwealth Pictures Corp,
729 - 7th Ave.
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)
Haber & Fink, Inc.
12-14 Warren St.
The New York I. T. T. Co.. Inc.
25 W. 45th St. (19)
King ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZoneService
10)
Medo3rdPhoto
Supply
15 West 47th St.
& Camera
55Mogull's
W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)Exchange. Inc.
National Cinema Service
69
Dev Street
Nu
Inc.
us Art
W»<!tFilms,
45th Street
SOS Cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St. (18)
OHIO
CLEVELAND
Cineshop
Film
Service
3483 Lee Road
KolJer's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue
DAYTON
Davton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Hepburn Ave.
OREGON
PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN
James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.
RHODE ISLAND
WOONSOCKET
Yvonne's Photo Supply
557 Social Street
TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA 2
Grady Young Co.,
108 W. 8th St.
NASHVILLE
E. K.Deaderick
ChurchwellSt. Film
510
(3) Exchange
TEXAS
DALLAS
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
3021/j So. Harwood St. (Zone I)
I. T. & T. of the South
3021/2 S. Harwood St. (I)
VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON WEST
2
Elmer B. Simpson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available

HUML MUVIbb l-UU Ami

THE

HARRISON

MAK
^

TURES
NATUl^Al!
Under all conditions where black and white film are used

ir Consistently

Use

of ALL

TRUE
COLOR
Under all conditiohs

PICTURES

TYPES
of COLOR
Under all conditions

The Harrison Light Corrector is the result of
10 years of scientific research and laboratory
experiment embodying the principles of control
of the color content of light.
The optical firm of Harrison & Harrison
designed and built the first optical system for
the original 35mm color motion picture camera
based on the principle of control of the color
content of light.

FILM

This new Harrison Light Corrector is a modern
version of the commercial color meter set,
simplified and refined, and adaptable for use
with all standard cameras, both still and movie.
The Harrison Light Corrector incorporates all
the technical refinements plus the additional
feature of simplicity of operation, making it
easy to use by color enthusiasts, both still and
movie. No^ available at your dealer's.

nisM
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Are

YOUR

Films

Safe

from REEL Damage?
Films can be damaged beyond repair
by reels which corrode, allow sideslip ing, or saw on film edges. Avoid
these dangers to your often irreplaceable films by using BeH & Hcwell reels.
B&H reels are of rust-proofed spring
steel, rigid yet so resilient that they
will not take a set. They have no
sharp edges to cut film or fingers.
Their B&H "touch-threading" hubs
eliminate hunting in the dark for a
slot. Their film-footage calibrations
are another convenience feature.
HUMIDOR CANS
Give Added Protection

Tell-tale disc shows
in moist pad . . .

B&H humidor cans for these reels
are equally well built. They are rustproof, and are easy to open without
a prying tool. Heavy ribs add to
their rigidity. Satin surface permits
writing anywhere. Built-in humidifier pads have exclusive tell-tale disc
to indicate when pad is dry.

. , . matches color of
dry humidifier pad.

All Capacities Available Now
Your Filmo dealer will soon have B&H
reels and cans in all capacities for
both 8mm. and I6mm. film. Place
your orders with him now or write
to Bell & Howell Company, 7148
McCormick Road, Chicago 45.

PRECISION-MADE BY

SINCE 1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT FOR MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS
OF HOLLYWOOD AND THE WORLD

Sure

Cure

for

Plotless

Movies

This handy book chock full of home movie ideas!

When planning a movie of your vacation,
or want to heighten interest in your last
vacation film with a good running gag,
this booklet offers 50 professionallyconceived continuity ideas that any amateur movie maker can use. Replete with
interesting and humorous story plots,
ideas for running gags, plus several timely
art title backgrounds.

MILWAUKEE'S Amateur Movie Society
demonstrated something new and different in movie programs when, during
its February 13 th meeting, it screened
two club productions of the same story
— one filmed in 8mm. and the other in
16mm., each with separate casts of players. The 8mm. production was filmed
and directed by Mrs. Delylia Mortag,
and the 16mm. version photographed by
Norville L. Schield and directed by
Joseph
"Redouble Trouble,"
is title H.of Hofman.
both productions.
★ ★ ★
LOS ANGELES 8mm. Club had Glenn R.
Kerschner, pioneer Hollywood cinematographer, as guest speaker at its March
meeting. Mr. Kerschner spoke on the
subject of interior lighting, pointed out
the similarity of the amateur's lighting
practice with that of Hollywood's studios, demonstrated how the professional's lighting art can easily be employed
by the movie amateur to enhance quality of his indoor photography.
★ ★ ★
WINNIPEG Cine Club's March meeting
was devoted to showing a full program
of member-produced 8mm. and 16mm.
films. The subjects screened were:
"Glimpses of Florida," and "Romance
of the Green Benches," 8mm. Kodachrome films by Miss H. Carter; and
"Liberia, West Africa," filmed in 16mm.
Kodachrome by A. W. Hunter. Club
is currently considering proposed project

50 Sdeai iot
ion Films

of putting on a club exhibition of members' best films as a money raising event
to purchase more club equipment.

25c
Postpaid
And for movies of your kiddies —

"50 IDEAS FOR FILMING
HOME

the same program Eric Unmack screened
his 8mm. film, "Rugged Capers;" Dr. I.
C. Gobar showed "A Surgical Adventure," which he filmed in 8mm. monochrome. "The Good Earth," filmed by
Donald Campbell concluded the screen
★ ★ ★
program.
OMAHA Movie Club has introduced an
innovation in its monthly meetings
that might well be adopted by other
clubs. A host and hostess is appointed
at the conclusion of each meeting to
officiate at the following meeting. Duties are to introduce visitors to members and otherwise promote a greater
feeling of friendliness and comradeship
among
members.
one
meeting
only. Assignment is for the
★ ★ ★
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6060 Sunset Blvd.
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25c
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Hollywood, California

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
* When reporting change of address, be sure also to send us your
previous address. This will assisi
our circulation department in readily identifying your file card. In your
letter, simply state that you are
"moving to (new address) from
(old address)."
Changesat ofleast
address
should
be reported
two
weeks in advance to prevent delay
in receiving subsequent issues of
magazine. —HOME MOVIES
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For
DRAMA!

New
16tnm

Pictures
Release

MUSICAL!

WESTERN!

COMEDY!

MYSTERY!

TITLES
THREE IS A FAMILY
fSpeci'o/)
Comedy-Unlled Ar»is» Release
Dixie Jamboree
Musical
Swing Hosfess
Musical
I'm From Arkansas
Musical Comedy
I Accuse My Parents
Drama
Bluebeard
Drama
The Great Mike
Drama
Rogues Gallery
Drama
The Town Went Wild
Comedy
The Kid Sister
Comedy
Fog Island
Drama
The Man Who Walked Alone
Comedy
Strange Illusion
Drama
Crime, Inc
Drama
Hollywood & Vine
Comedy
The Phantom of 42nd St
Mystery
The Lady Confesses
Mystery
The Missing Corpse
Supernatural Drama
Arson Squad
Drama
Dangerous Intruder
Drama
Shadow of Terror
Drama
White Pongo
Adventure
Why Girls Leave Home
Drama

FltfAS, «nc.
PICTORIAL 20,
"
New York
Radio City i '
Please sendstmeot..h.
e leases,
,;ono . „e further infesormor>^ d
Pi"o"°' '
pnces of
shor.s for l'^^.
Nome

■

8 TEXAS RANGERS-WESTERNS Wtfh Tex Riffer and Tex O'Brien
8 BILLY THE KID-WESTERNS
With Buiier Crabbe and Al Fuzzy St. John
Pictorial Films Inc. Is the exclusive 16mm distributor of
all pictures listed herein. Prints are available to libraries
and deolers on a lease basis. (In addition to these features,
we present a wide selection of short subject PICTOREELS
including cartoons, educational and general home entertainment subjects.)

■rr/

GEORGE M
DAVE O'BRIf
^ KAY ALDflJpGE
AlAN^MOWBRA

. ROfim ARMSTRONG ^
ALP^tTA SWITZE
SL|M SUMMERVMIE
ROGER PRYISr*^

PICTORIAL
FILMS,
R.K.O. BUILDING
RADIO CITY

Inc.
20, N. Y.

Authenticity In Documentary
• Con/inueJ from Pa^e 209

4

...now
book

you con
complete

programs

of

HRSTRUN
FULL
16mm

COLOR
Movies

look af this fist
of avaifabi/i'fies

JEEP-HERDERS -Gi cowboys action bound on jumpin' jeeps
DETOUR TO DANGER-advenlure
drama, thrills in the big pines
aPEOPLE'S
mike andCHOICE-a
a mysteryman, a maid,

PRIMITIVE PATZCUARO
PALMY DAZE
THE ROSE PARADE
THE TWO MEXICOS

7 editions available in
16mm full- color

Professor Purrington in
"Honesty is the best policy"
^PLANET PICTURES, Inc. Dept. H" Please
5746 Sunset
Hollywood
28, Colif.
i
send meBlvd.,
full list
of distributors
and
complete information about your productions.
NAME.
ADDRESSCITY or TOWN.
STATE.

After screening a great deal of haphazard shooting by a concealed camera
one finds only a few moments of interest; average behavior can be quite colorless. Subtract from the candid shots of
the people outside the Geerman Embassy
in The House on ^2nd Street the knowledge that they were Nazi agents and
their walking about seems rather unexciting,— authentic but uninteresting.
In order to have action before the
concealed camera conform somewhat to
a film's needs yet preserve naturalness
of background, a director can have an
actor who is in the "know" work as a
sort of shillaber, mixing with people
who are unaware of being photographed.
In Allies in the South Pacific, a film on
; United States-New Zealand cooperation,
I this method was used to photograph a
soldier asking street directions, a tram
conductress stuffing passengers into a
crowded car, etc. Used in The Lost
Weekend, the "shill" method has been
recently discussed in the Keu Republic
and parodied in the New Yorker.
Even simple action shot this way rerequires patience as well as an actor who
is able to evoke the desired responses and
to jockey innocent bystanders into proper positions for the camera. The limited

M

ovie

of

Films

. . .

aspect of the method is that it produces
fragments rather than complete sequences. After the key shot the cameraman has to supress an impulse to
pop out of the department store dummy in which he is hiding and ask the
people who have been in the shot to bear
with him while he takes one more, from
a different angle.
A more valuable device to achieve a
sense of people is ths portable sound
camera used in newsreels, still relatively
unused by the documentary producer.
One reason is that it is more expensive.
But it is also true that the habit of the
studios, the years of bringing people to
the camera, has delayed bringing the
camera to people. When the man in
the street does make the newsreels, when
the Bronx family tells what it expects
to do with its sweepstake winnings or
when the GI describes how his tank
cleaned up a German town, the movie
audience finds a special interest
awakened; the sound of the voice reveals
the personality, — the shyness, selfimportance, or pride.
The sound camera has just begun
to explore a realm of real people that
the radio has been exploiting for years in
quiz programs, sidewalk interviews and

the

yiiontk

• From among the films submitted
for review by readers each month,
the editors select the best and award
a Home Movies' certificate for the
Movie of the Month. A special illustrated review of the film also appears
in the magazine. All films submitted
to the editors for review and criticism

between January 1st and September
30th, are automatically entered in
Home Movies' annual contest, subject
to a second review prior to the final

APRIL '45: "Day Dreaming," produced by Mrs. Edith Kerwin, Jamesburg, New Jersey. A 16mm. black
and white picture, 175 feet in length.

wood, Philadelphia, Penna. A 16mm.
color picture 350 feet in length.

MAY '45: No award.

judging.
Films receiving Movie of the Month
certificates during the past twelve
months are:

SEPTEMBER '45: "Ski Time in the
Rockies," produced by Norman Shultz,
Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm. Kodachrome picture 400 feet in length.

JUNE '45: "Worth Scouting For,"
produced by Al Morton, Salt Lake
City, Utah. An 8mm. Kodachrome
picture, 400 feet in length.

OCTOBER '45: No award.

JULY '45: "Old France in
Quebec," produced by Elmer
son, Minneapolis, Minn. A
'Kodachrome picture, 1,100
length.

JANUARY '46: No award.
FEBRUARY '46: No award.

Modern
Albin16mm.
feet in

AUGUST '45: "Fellow on a Furlough," produced by George Burn-

NOVEMBER '45: No award.
DECEMBER '45: No award.

MARCH '46: "Escape," produced
by H. D. Atwood, Ajo, Arizona. An
8mm. Kodachrome picture, 250 feet
in length.

wfffi

Removable

NOW

Acc/a/med
every

Head

AVAILABLE

the

picture

fines t for
taking

use

The friction type head which is unconditionally guaranteed for 5 years, gives super-smooth 360° pan and 80°
tilt action. It is removable, can be easily mounted on
our "Hi-Hat" low-base adaptor or Baby "Professional
Jimior" Tripod base. The large pin and trunnion assures
long, dependable service. A "T" level is attached. The
top-plate can be set for 16mm. E. K. Cine Special, with
or without motor; 35mm. DeVry and B & H Eyemo (with
motor), and with or without alignment gauge.
The standard size tripod base is sturdy. "Spread-leg"
design affords utmost rigidity and quick, positive height
adjustments. Complete tripod weighs 14 lbs. Low height,
at normal leg spread, 42". Extended height 72". All
workmanship and materials are the finest.

Adaptability: here are illustrated (1) the friction type removab!
"Professional Junior" tripod head that may be affixed to (2) th
Standard Tripod Legs Base and (3) the new all-metal "Bab^
tripod and (4) the "Hi-Hat" by simply fastening the finger-gri
head fastening nut that is shown under it. Note the positiv<
locking, fluted, height-adjustment knobs and tie-down rings
the Standard Tripod Base which is standing on a Triangle.
Now Available to Camera Owners and Dealers

"Professional Junior"* Tripods, Baby Tripods, Developing Kits, "HiHats" and Shiftover Alignment Gauges made by Camera Equipment Co. are used by the U. S. Navy, Army Air Bases, Signal Corps,
Office of Strategic Services and other Government Agencies — also
by many leading Newsreel companies and 16mm. and 35mm.
motion picture producers.
The new "Professional
Junior"for Baby
Tripod, shown
ready
the removable
head
weighs 51/2 lbs., is made of Aluminum, with Dural legs having
spurs. Extended height— 21 inches,
depressed — 16 inches. It's compact

FRANK
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TIME LAPSE
Cinematography
NOW
for amateurs
MADE EASY WITH THE NEW
CINE-MATIC
(aufomatic single frame release)
No longer is it necessary to sit up night
and day while making single frame movies
of flowers opening. Now, the Cine-Matic
does it for you AUTOMATICALLY. This
device turns on your photo lights, releases
a single frame and then turns off the
lights, repeating at regular intervals according to the speed you desire. (Intervals
between exposures adjustable from 10
seconds to 10 minutes. Longer delays at
extra cost I .
The main timing unit of the Cine-Matic
features use of a synchronous motor driven
timer, providing accuracy, dependability
and ease of operation.
An adjustable mount with the camera
attachment permits use with most makes
of cameras, 8 or 16mm. and both push-in
and sliding type of release buttons.
Other Uses —
ANIMATED TITLES
ANIMATED PUPPET CARTOONS
MAGIC EFFECTS
MICROFILM COPYING
,- ^1 //''^ No single
release
'r^^SvM,
''■^'"^ needed;
n button
V2i__!^ "
_j Cine-Matic
pro"\
vides single
^ frame
action
and remote
control on the
same release
button.
jVo camera alterations — Mounts on your tripod.
Standard equipment with the
Cine-Matic and also available
separately is the new —
REMOTE CONTROL UNIT
An electrically operated camera control that enables you to be IN THE SCENE while operating
your movie camera.
Electrical control gadgets built to order. Write
today for further information and prices.
CINE-MATIC
8118 So. Main Street Los Angeles 3, Calif.

CUT

HOME

Blark^liiic
8:yi5-0;PAN&

MOVIE COSTS
with BLACK and WHITE tine
grain Semi-Orthochromatic
Reversiblelowest
Film for finest
cost. results —
16mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
100-ft. Roll only $2.50
Rating Scheiner 18
8mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
25' Dble. 8, only $1.25
VIS-O-PAN
Full Panchromatic
Indoor — Outdoor
Exceptional Fine Grain
Double 8mm. — 23 ft. . .. $2.00
16mm.— 100 ft 5.00
Same day processing included.
See your dealer
direct.or send money
Write for prices for developing
nd processing for Smm. and
'Omm. films bought elsewhere.
Dept. 12
/ISUAL INSTRUCTION
SUPPLY CO.
1757 Broadway. Brooklyn 7, N.Y.

the emotional-problem-solving of Mr.
Anthony and the Court of Human Relations.
One of the things that has happened
during this war is that the sound camera
as been taken out of the studio more
than ever before. An impressive synchronized sound report of the official
Japanese surrender on board the U.S.S.
Missouri is incorporated in the film
Appointment in Tokyo: General MacArthur officiates, calling up the Japanese
representatives; at one point one overhears Halsey whisper something to MacArthur; as the Japs sign, the track is
a rush of dramatic silence. Another
realistic synch-sound portion of this
film was taken in the front lines: an
officer at a forward observation post
directs the fire of a bomber upon a Japheld hill; as he talks into his radio one
can watch the plane drop its bombs, hear
the advice to the pilot, the enthusiasm
when the bombs begin to land on the
target
There are certain situations that the
sound or silent camera can look into
without disturbing naturalness, situations
that the documentary film-maker should
learn to recognize. When people are
deeply involved in what they're doing —
a surrender, a patient telling a psychiatrist about his emotional problems, an
officer describing a plan of attack to his
platoon just before going into battle, —
the camera works unnoticed. In shooting
a documentary which deals with less
overwhelming situations it is possible for
the director to plan an interview which
will be absorbing if not overwhelming,
to feed those questions which will evoke
spontaneous answers, later to cut the
interviewer's voice out of the sound
track. Housing Problems, a British documentary' made in 193 5, relied upon this
technique: the sound camera was taken
into the slums; the people who lived in
the rooms spoke directly to the camera
describing their living conditions, pointing to the bad ceiling, the cracked walls;
a woman seemed anxious to tell about a
big rat that ran about at night. Even
though an interview is carefully planned, it can capture the naturalness of
actual speech.
As soon as two or more people are
put before the camera, a problem arises
that is inherently difficult for the documentary: while one person talks the
others have to stand by and react. For
untrained actors this is a strain and when
professionals are called in to meet the
dialog situation, the film, no matter
how well handled hints the unreality of
a feature picture. The surest method of
keeping a foothold in reality is to use
those who customarily do the things they
are asked to do in the film. The job of
the director is mainly that of making
slight extensions and modifications to
suit film needs, making no severe acting
demands, advising on pauses, telling the

person where to stand, when to speak,
etc. This method was used with outstanding success with flyers, merchantmen and the members of a barrage balloon squadron in Target for Tonight,
Merchant Seamen and Squadron 992.
Though it can be done, it is dangerous
to mix a sequence using professional
actors with highly authentic film material. Some time ago The March of
Time had an issue on the Nazi Youth
Movement, most of the shots coming
from Germany. At one point a German
officer acted by someone whom you
couldn't quite place in Confession of a
Nazi Spy or some other anti-Nazi film,
shouted his hatred of the word "culture." The sequence with dressed up
actors, with the distinctive gleam of
studio lighting was clearly recognizable
as a product of the studio; it became
"only a movie" and some of the terror
of the authentic pictures was lost.
There is a fiction imitation of a documentary film that uses professional actors
throughout, that derives its documentary
quality from a script that aims to face
real problems, from on-location photography, from a portrayal of people that
strikes an immediate note of familiarity.
Such films as The Way Ahead, Nine
Men of the %th Army, and The
Southerner are worthy of study by documentary film-makers; more dependent
on a created reality, these films reveal
what directors do to make their films
more authentic.
If any general principle can be observed, itis that a director often takes
a certain amount of time from the
usual hurr)' of the story line and devotes
his attention to rendering characters and
details as authentically as possible. Documentaries fail when they are too orderly
and arranged, when every detail is made
to contribute to the main idea, sometimes being bent to serve it.
One of the films made recently for
the Navy and being used by the Army is
intended to show how veterans who have
suffered the mental upset of battle
fatigue can adjust to civilian life. At
the beginning three sailors who have just
been discharged from the Navy are
shown engaged in a bull session on a bus
that is taking them home. Since no
narrator is used, the dialog has the burden of supplying all the facts. The first
sailor is over thirty, married and going
back to work for himself on a farm.
The second is in his mid-twenties, single
and intending to work for someone else
in a machine shop. The third is twenty,
single and going to school. The old one
is not very worried; the young one is
very worried. The writers had put no
time aside for normal conversation.
They had drawn three contrasting characters and the result had the bareness
of Goldilocks and the Three Bears. Only
an immature person could find such
fairy tale characters credible. The young
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sailor strains to convey the idea he
represents — worry. He worries in every
Hne, his brows are kept tightly knit.
There is no moment in which he appears
casual and real.
Although the purpose of a documentary is to clarify, it should be true to
the lack of clarity and consistency in
human behaviour. A film that sets out
to contrast life in slums with life in a
new housing project will lose authenticity if it shows sad people in the slums
(without a filter) and the people in the
housing project happy and sunburnt
(with a filter) . In a group of people looking at a ball game, not everybody looks;
someone for some reason is not looking
or is looking in the wrong direction.
These exceptions happen and one should
expect them on the screen along with
the average. As a matter of fact, the
exeptions, the nuances of behaviour, the
particular way a man smokes, eats or
drinks presents a sharper picture, more
vivid and more lasting.
Because people are difficult to present
as they are, there is a certain tendency
to skip them, to leave them alone for
more solid stuff. A criticism of any sort
against the kind of filming done by
cameramen during the war seems hardly
fitting since amazing film was shot under most difficult circumstances, but it
is worth mentioning that too much material came back on machinery, tanks,
guns, ships and vehicles and too little
came back on the men. Signal Corps
newsreel training stressed the essentials
of coverage — long shot, medium shot
and close-up, — and during training,
which was done in a rush, coverage as
practiced came to mean less a report of
human activities and more a report of
war machinery.
But in photographing a war or in
making a film about milk distribution,
things and processes gain in importance
when they are related to human beings.
A gun in the front lines becomes more
real through shots of sweating backs,
faces steeled against the noise, grimy
hands held over the ears. A documentary
about an automobile plant may make the
men on the chain belt seem like men, or
like robots, depending upon whether it
includes a moment of conversation, an
interest in a man's face. In leaving out
human details, it achieves the deadness
of no people.
Authenticity may grow from the way
a film describes places as well as people.
"This place has gnarled olive trees with
whitened bark, white rocks and stones,
hard dark ground, hilliness and the feeling of a town set in a valley;" by keeping these place ideas in shot after shot
the area around San Pietro became real.
Observation is the director's first step:
what makes the place different; what
are its "nuances." Usually he goes on to
develop the audience's familiarity with
his observations by plugging them subt-
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CONTEST
AMATEURS
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Prizes

To encourage photography in the West's colorful National
Parks, Union Pacific Railroad offers amateur photographers
and their Camera Clubs $4,500 in cash prizes, silver
trophies, plaques and medallions for outstanding pictures.

3

Regions

to

Photograph

On your trip West this summer — plan a "camera stop-over"
at Utah- Arizona's photogenic vacation region! Any photo
or movie reel, black and vrhite or color, taken in the National
Park areas listed belowr between June 1 and October 1 this
year, will qualify for contest entry The closing date for
all entries will be midnight. November 30. 1946.
RIM)
ZION

•

BRYCE

GRAND

CANYON

(NORTH

PLUS — Kaibab Nat'l Forest and Cedar Breaks Nat'l Monument
Here is color panorama, immense and fantastic beyond belief, with endless picture possibilities — a challenge to every
amateur photographer. All areas are closely connected by
paved highways and may be seen in one short tour. Comfortable guest accommodations available in National Parks.

3
Ways
to Win
a Prize!
^ MOVIES - Black and white or color, 8mm or 16mm
# BLACK O- WHITE PHOTOS - Any size negative
# COLOR PHOTOS - Any size transparency or print
CASH
MOVIES

PRIZES
BLACK 6- WHITE

COLOR
Isi Prize .... $ lOOO
200
200
2n6 Prize .... 500
lOO
lOO
$500
$500
3rd Prize .... 200
PLUS HANDSOME SILVER TROPHIES TO ALL CASH PRIZE WINNERS!
IN ADDITION ... 25 Distinguished Print Awards in each Photo Division
and 10 Distinguished Film Awards in Movie Division ... all beautifully
engraved Medallions. CAMERA CLUBS of cash prize winners will also receive awards, large engraved Achievement Plaques for mantel or clubroom.

7^ "^^^/te^mv
UNION

WRITE TODAY! For complete details on prizes and
awards. Contest Rules, Official Entry Blank, and descriptive
literature on the Utah-Arizona Parle Regions, inquire at any
Union Pacific Railroad Office or write direct to Photo Contest, Room 120-E, Union Pacific Bldg., Omaha 2, Nebr.
PACIFIC

RAILROAD
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FOCUSING

RING

FOR FIXED FOCUS LENSES

Focusing ring provides quick accurate
focus — inf. to 12". Eliminates need of
supplementary lenses and shims for
close-ups and titles. Fits any Vz" —
IZ'/zmm. lens (standard equipment on
8mm. cameras) which mounts in camera
by means of threads such as Revere,
Keystone, Perfex, etc. Can be installed
in a few minutes — no alteration to lens
or camera. Precision-made, polished
aluminum — m-iunts on lens — looks like
part of lens.
Ring complete with stabilizing spring,
depth of focus table, instructions . . .
$2.50 Tax Included
Specify camera and lens when ordering
from your dealer or —
PHOTO SPECIALTIES CO
29 So. State
Salt Lake City 1, Utah

Ask Your Dealer
VAPORATE
INC. St.
130CO.,
W. 46th
New York City

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1801 Larchmont, Chicago
7I& N. LaBrea, Hollywood

HOME
MOVIES
NEW 8mm and 16mm Movie Newsreels in
color and black and white. Dozens of
exclusive, original reels to choose from.
"Swim Suit Revue," "Dance Comique,"
Aquabelle," "Diving Stars," "Rhumba,"
"Hollywood
After Dark,"
fascinating subjects.
Show and
thesemany
moviesother
on
your 8mm or 16mm projector.
Write Today For
MOVIE NEWSREEL, Dept. HM-1
P. O. Box 2631 Hollywood. California

ly, by having them come up in varied
appearances. His aim is the subconscious
audience reaction — "I think I've seen
this before; maybe I've been there."
This may be achieved without repetition
through the excellence of the observations alone. One felt an immediate response tothe opening shot in The Grapes
of Wrath: a man walking along a U.S.
highway, the morning light and the
sound of his footsteps; the scene had the
note of familiarity.
The majority of travelogs, for all their
interest, fail to give as much sense of
place as a non-travelog such as The
Battle of San Pietro. Their approach is
too much that of the guide book, "This
is the highest" etc., " — the most famous"
or " — it was here that Mark Twain",
etc. There is no personal observation,
no playing upon distinctive characteristics. Shots skip from place to place giving each other no visual support. The
film has a weak unity that it derives
from staying within a geographical

boundary and from that other element
that stands by so many films — a narrator with a familiar voice.
A documentary director kills authenticity when he sets out to make his film
great; when he tries to sell the idea of
the film, make it more important than
it is; when he allows his style and personality todominate the reality he wishes
to describe. The reality is the important
thing. He doesn't make it up as he would
in Hollywood. It is there and he must
have a certain amount of humility to feel
it. A documentary director's most valuable trait is his responsiveness, his ability
to receive impressions. In this way the
material
shapes itself and the film gains
individuality.
In the expected surge of informational
films only those directors will capture
a deeper understanding of life who do
not turn aside for the bright line and
sleek texture, but search intently for the
truth as it quietly passes.

Basement Theatre -Workshop
• Continued from Page 197
space on the front and right sides of
the booth equal 24'. A 2' space between
projector shelf and the rear wall offers
ample room for the operator.
On the left side of the booth is a
built-in cupboard and beneath it the
film cabinet. On top of the cupboard
is space for lights and reflectors. The
three shelves in the cupboard are I'lO"
deep and 3'4" wide, giving ample space
for cameras, titlers and gadgets.
Beneath the cupboard is a very interesting film cabinet, Vl" x 2'7", containing 75 compartments, each lYz"
X 2". Each compartment is large enough
to hold two 200' or two 400' 8mm.
reels in cans. There are five vertical
rows of 1 5 compartments each, painted
five different colors. My movie work
is divided into family, vacation, commercial films, and two other classifications, so the reels and cans are all
numbered in the same color paint as
their filing calls for. The decorative
colors inside the booth are peach and
turquoise.
The electric system in the booth has
all wiring in steel conduits and four
double outlets. A master switch installed
in the door jamb controls everything
electrical in the booth, so if the dual
turntable machine or the light in the
editor should accidentally be left on,
this switch takes care of it when the
door is closed on exiting from the booth.
There is one overhead light with a pull
chain, which is switched off during a
show as the light over the dual turntable
is sufficient for the entire booth. A
combination switch and dimmer controls
the auditorium side lights.
The projector port holes are 5' above

. . .

the floor, with the viewing ports 7"
X 4" and the projector ports 3" x 3"
in size. The glass is the best plate, and
the projector ports are set at an angle
to cut down reflection as shown in
Fig. 2. When new projectors are available No. 2 will be installed, as will a
slide projector for still pictures.
A small monitor speaker inside the
booth eliminates the necessity for wearing earphones for hearing the music,
Outside, to the right of the screen, a
12" Utah speaker is concealed in curtains and plays across the screen instead
of towards the audience, thus whispering
the sound effects and music instead of
blasting them. Another addition in time
will be a pickup microphone outside the
booth so the operator can get in on the
wise cracks made during the show. A
small suction fan carries the warm air
through an opening in the right wall.
To take away the chill from tiled wall
of projector booth at operator's back, a
heavy green velour curtain was hung.
So much for construction details. The
advantages of such a home theatre
layout are readily apparent. Not only
do I now have a cozy theatre in which
to screen my films, but in the projection
booth I have a complete workshop in
which I can edit and title my films
without the bother I heretofore encountered in getting out equipment from a
remote closet, setting it up, and then
having to put it all back again hours
later when I got through. I can quit
work in the middle of an editing job
and leave film and equipment just as it
is, knowing
it will to
remain
unmolested until I that
can return
the task
the
following evening.
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Modernizing
A Projector
• Continued from Page 196

. . .

on the push button on side of the
switchbox, however, will permit a brief
on and off operation of the new motor
to operate projector and test pull down
claw operation. Should I fail to thread
film securely in slot of takeup reel and
the reel turns free of it, the red pilot
light will flash on as a warning signal.
When the show is ready to start, a
flip of one finger snaps on three toggle
switches controlling cooling fan, projector lamp and motor respectively. The
picture title flashes on the screen while
the room lights are still on, then I turn
the rheostat down to fade out the lights,
giving the presentation a very professional effect.
It is at conclusion of screening films
that other gadgets come into play to aid
my showmanship. At the end of the
reel, the projector stops automatically
before end of the film reaches the film
gate, thus avoiding a sudden bright
flash on the screen. This is brought
about by folding end of film sharply
where it is inserted in slot of supply
reel. This bend does not go through
film gate readily, causing one of the
control switches to trip and stop the
projector motor.
Notwithstanding the fact that during
normal running of projector the film
does not touch the rollers on the control
arms, the sharp bend in the film contacts
the roller in passing, tripping it. Once
tripped, the control arm switch remains
in off position until it is reset.
After the three control switches (see
A, B, and C in diagram) are re-set
and the projector threaded, it is only
necessary to flip the bank of three
toggle switches, as previously described,
turn the fader knob, then relax and
enjoy the show. It is possible to leave
the projector and take a seat among the
audience, for, should anything go wrong,
the projector will stop automatically
without damaging the film. If either
film loop is lost, for example, control
switch B or C will operate to stop the
projector motor and extinguish projection lamp. Should film fail to feed
onto takeup reel properly, the red pilot
light — controlled by switch A — will
flash on, indicating danger, but will not
stop the projector as this trouble usually
can be remedied while machine is in
operation.
As shown in the wiring diagram, there
is a unique inter-connection between
many parts, but if the function of each
part is considered separately it is not
too complex. For example, it is to be
noted that "loss-of-loop" switches are
in "series" with the two motors and the
projection lamp, but these switches are
located on the white "common neutral"
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Now you can show your color slides with
television effect. The large ZVt" viewing
lens in the Electric Kimac Master permits
two-eye vision io ordinary light. No dorkened room or projection screen necessary.
Dual ground and polished lenses in a focusing mount give a clear, brilliant, undistorted three-dimensional image; specially
selected opal diffusion glass insures a pure
white viewing light.
Accessory 35nmi Film Carriage $2.50
Accessory Carriage for larger than 35mm Film. SI. 50
Accessory Stamp and Dental X-Ray Adapter. Si. 00
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return wire from the three devices only.
Therefore, it is possible to use separate
switches in the "hot" wire for each of
these devices, for the normal "on and
off" of each.
Eventually I obtained a small 60 cycle
induction motor with more than enough
power to run the projector at required
speed. A "split-phase" induction motor
is best for this job as it is more stable
in speed than "shading-coil-start" induction. However, I am using the latter

wmm

,

/A/50
fj

or

Arnold Pressburger |

Communicate with your Film Library for rentals
or write to us.
Send for our latest catalog of other Major
Company features, musicals and short subjects.
COMMONWEALTH
719 SEVENTN AVBWE

PiaURES CORP.
NtW TO«K 19, N. T.

WRITE FOR ^jtBC^^It^
BULK FILM
f'i'EE
rr
PROCESS it
CIRCULAR
^V^^^
YOURSELF
Pan- PanOrtho chromatic chromatic
Weston 6
Weston 24 Weston 64
100 ft. Single 8— $1.15 S2.35 S2.40
100 ft. Double 8— SI. 65
S3. 85
S3.95
100 ft. Itmm.
—SI. 55 S3.80 S3.90
Since the above prices do not include deve oping. why not get one of our low cost developing sets and develop your own movies! The set
consists of developing rack, tray, safelight and
set of prepared developing powders, together
with a simple step by step instruction sheet.
30 ft. single 8 set $4.20; 33 ft. Double 8 or
I6rr.m. set $5.85. Show your movies two hours
after the^ a^e ta^^e'^.
FROMADER GENERA CO.
Davenport 7, Iowa
Hi-Fidelity
16mm. Variable Density
Sound-on-Film Recording
Studio Time Available
Sync Recording on Location
LEWIS SOUND FILMS
71 W. 45th St. New York 19, N. Y.

type, and the speed remains "on the
nose" as the load is practically constant.
The original chassis of the projector
consisted of an elevated platform upon
which were mounted the lamp-house and
the rheostat for speed control with the
universal motor suspended underneath
the platform. The rheostat and its housing were removed from the platform
and the new motor installed with the
pulley in such a position that the motor
end of the spring belt drive could be
transferred to the new motor and the
other end remain on the shutter pulley,
as before.
As the original motor has a fan on
its shaft, it was decided to let this run
at full speed to provide greater air cooling for the lamphouse and making it
possible to increase size of projection
lamp from 1)0 watts to 5 00 watts.
The rheostat is remounted in the new
switch box which is suspended under
the lamp-house at the front of the
machine. The switch box should be
2" X 3" X 4", but I used a handy box
of the type used for knob-and-tube
house wiring, as the sides are easily
removed and replaced, making an extremely compact set-up, although this
required extending the front of the box.
The rheostat is mounted through the
back of the box, a pushbutton through
the side, and a gang of three "Despard"
toggle switches in the front of the
box. The front of the switch box faces
to the side of projector, toward the
operator. The original in-the-cordswitch and the cord were removed, as
the switch was always difficult to
locate in a hurry, and the connecting
wires had a habit of coming loose in
the middle of a show. A 3 -wire cord
extends about a foot from the switch
box to a 3-wire plug and socket of the
type that
"keyed"
or "polarized"
but
does
not islock.
It should
come apart
easily. This cord, about 12 feet long,
extends to a "special plug" described
later. The 3-wire plug and socket is
a valuable safety provision should one
stumble over the cord in the dark.
Another small handy box is mounted
on the base of the projector between
the take-up-reel and the switch box.
In this is mounted, facing upward, two
pilot lights and a plug receptacle
("Despard" type); also a push-button
in the end of the handy box toward the
screen.

The "special plug" referred to is made
from
a plug-inelectric
type "flasher"
on
small portable
signs; the used
flasher
unit removed, and a hole made in the
side for the 3-wire cord (see wiring
diagram) . This makes an outlet into
which can be plugged a table or floor
lamp, but the output contact which
was isolated by removal of the flasher
contact
connected
wire of isthenowcord
which isto athefeed"third"
back
line from the switch box, with the
rheostat in series.
After "setup" is once made, it is
only necessary to "flip a switch"
(actually three at once, with one finger) and turn the fader knob, relax and
enjoy
the show.
As the
drive belt of the new motor
can be easily returned to its former
position on the original motor pulley,

e Above is complete wiring diagram for old
Keystone 16mm. projector conversion job, as
described here by Richard Cowan.
either motor, as desired, may be used
to run projector by turning the toggle
switch mounted on an extension to the
platform near the lamp-house on the
far side of projector.
This switch is a double-pole-double
throw type (see diagram). An interesting feature is the operation of this
motor selector switch, as it also transfers
connections to the rheostat. \i'hen the
universal motor is selected to drive, the
rheostat is in series for speed control.
Vhen induction motor is used to drive,
rheostat controls room light.
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The pulley for the new drive motor
was made of wood with an aluminum
shank for a small Allen set-screw. The
disc of wood, being press-fit on the
shank, is roughly turned on a lathe,
then mounted on the motor shaft and

For

your

greater

film

enjoyment

"turned" to size, using the motor's own
power for turning, thereby attaining
maximum accuracy. The pulley size,
roughly determined as five-sevenths of
shutter, to which the belt goes, is based
on a motor speed of 1,5 5 0 R.P.M.
Actually, the last stages of pulley sizing
was done with motor mounted on projector so that frequent speed checks
could be made with a stroboscope and
Neon lamp, which was conveniently
plugged into the box outlet on the
projector.
Noise became a problem as the fan
speed was increased, and the new motor,
although comparatively quiet, added
some noise. By removing the fan orifice
permanently, at the intake, and removing 4 of the original 8 fan blades, noise
was materially reduced while ample
fan efficiency is maintained. Noise was
further reduced by applying a rubber
disc of tire patch with rubber cement
to the outside of the pull-down mechanism. In this case, pull-down consists of
two steel discs between which the
eccentric cam and slide function.
Rubber strips were also cemented to
the floating metal film gate in two
places onto the metal hinge-lever, leaving the lever end of the rubber uncemented to avoid interference with
normal free movement.
PROJECTION
Film

Orphans

• Contiiiueil from Pa^c 20 j
Other concerns, too, I have found, are
equipped to do this work satisfactorily,
and it is recommended that you consult
the advertisers in Home Movies. Query
before sending any work, though, particularly in regard to prices, manner
of payment, and kinds of film accepted
for processing.
(Remember,
if you're
still
stationed overseas,
film cannot
be
returned C.O.D. to foreign addresses.)
There are no facilities in the United
States for processing German Agfacolor
or any other foreign color film. But
the Swiss Agfa branch (Agfa-Photo
Aktiengesellschaft, Zurich 2 Lavaterstrasse, Switzerland) will process Agfacolor with good results. The Stockholm
laboratory reports it cannot, "owing to
lack of chemicals." If, however, you
will forego the color, the Calvin people
can process Agfacolor in black and
white. (This is what the Stars and
S/ripes meant when it stated that this
company would process Agfacolor.)
Single-8mm. reversible or 8mm. and
i6mm. in straight development are not
called for as often, but they, too, can
be handled. The answer is a big, tearful

RflDlflNT

LAMPS

RADIANT
LAMP
CORPORATION
300 Jelliff Avenue
Newark 8, N. J.
PROJECTION • SPOTLIGHT • FLOODLIGHT • EXCITER • MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

P E R IC O

^em/uudalU
TURRET
Converts B & H "Companions" and "Sportsters"
into versatile turret models.
Belter Perspeciive! Close-ups! Candid and Action Shots!

22.95
?lus Tax
Sold on 5-Day
Money-Back
Guarantee
PERRY CORP.. CAMERA

Take a tip from Hollywood . . . inject professional
variety into your movies with the new Perico Demountable Turret, allowing a quick twist-of-thewrist change from lens to lens. No alteration to
camera; no factory installation . . . simply snap
the turret In place. Fits threaded 8mm lenses.
Finest aircraft aluminum alloy. Beautiful satin
finish. See it at your dealers ... if he does not
have it In slock, order direct.
DIVISION. 3900 ELM ST.. DALLAS. TEXAS
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HOME

1946

FOR

THE

MOVIES

Annual

eleventh year, Home

Contest for 8mm.

and i6mm.

Amateur

Contest

Movies will again conduct its Annual Amateur

films. With

Movies anticipates the greatest number

the return of film supplies, Home

of entries in its history, is enlarging its

film reviewing staff and facilities to give every film entered in contest a fair and
impartial appraisal.
AS IN the past. The Lloyd Bacon Trophy will be the top award to shoot for,
will be the prize awarded best film entered in contest regardless of class. In
addition to the trophies that will be awarded

amateurs submitting films that

place first, second and third in each class — Scenario Films, Family Films, and
Documentary

Films, there will be special achievement

awards for excellence in

photography, editing, titling and sound. Every amateur is urged to plan his
contest film now, edit and title it, and submit it early to the contest judges.

CLOSING

date of contest is September 30, 1946. B«/ r?wt';;/^t'r, it is unnecessary

to hold your film for judging until that date. Submit your film at any time. It
will be analyzed and catalogued, then returned to you, subject to a final review
during closing weeks of contest. This plan enables you to enter your film in
Home

Movies contest without hindering your chances of submitting in other

contests or being deprived of it for screening.
LOOK

for announcement

next month containing complete rules of contest.

HOME
HOLLYWOOD'S

MAGAZINE

MOVIES
FOR

THE

MOVIE

AMATEUR
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"Sorry!" if you want special magazines
for foreign made cine cameras, or want
such film magazines reloaded. As for
special chemicals to process foreign
movie film yourself, American manufacturers offer only their own standard
products as possibilities. A suggestion is
to write Agfa in Stockholm or Zurich
v/here special chemicals and formulas
are required.
I think it advisable to point out here
that American companies cannot be
held responsible for processing results
with foreign-made movie films. So much
of it has been received in bad condition
— especially that which had been
dumped in the ocean and later salvaged.
But if your film is not badly out of
date, has not been fogged, and in general
has been handled with care, you may
still be able to salvage those shots taken
on that "tour" of Europe or on that
"cruise" in the Pacific you recently
completed for your Uncle Sam.
Spotlights . . .
• Continued from Page 201
a narrow beam of light is directed on
subject's eyes. The effect of this,
slightly exaggerated, may be observed in
Fig. 2.
The third and by no means the least
important spotlight accessory is the
diffuser shown in Fig. 4. This is a metal
frame or sandwitch between which is
placed a sheet of diffusion material that
softens the otherwise intense light of
the spot. Diffusing the spotlight produces soft-edged shadows instead of
sharp detail, and where a light has been
placed in such a position that it cannot
be readily moved, yet its proximity to
subjecttion ofmakes
it too "hot,"
a diffusion
disc in the
theapplicaholder
corrects this.
A wide variety of materials is used
for diffusing spot as well as other
photographic lights. These include fabrics made of fibre glass, silks and scrims,
in addition to colored gelatine or cellophane. Such materials are now generally
available so that the amateur may make
his own diffusers to suit his needs.
Fibre glass, as the name implies, is
made from spun glass. Cellos are made
from cellulose impregnated window
screen which is available at any hardware or farm store. "Silks" are made
from white Japanese 6 momme silk,
celanese parchute silks or white China
silk. This material is available at most
department stores. Scrims are made from
black lace net or bobbinet. Sometimes
as many as three layers of material
are used. Silks and spun glass give the
greatest diffusion, cellos are next, whereas the scrims hold back the light the
least.
The Hollywood cameraman always
has an ample supply of "halfs." These

The New

Weston

True color photography demands considerably more than
is necessary for ordinary black-and-white. So the MASTER II
gives you color, while it also takes black-and-white in its
stride. Its color sensitivity provides complete and flexible
control over the entire color spectrum. It measures the
comparative brightness of individual colors, and simplifies
balancing these color readings with the color range of the film.
In even the most critical situations, the MASTER II's
extremely sensitive *Photronic Cell . . . restricted viewing
angle . . . and exclusive exposure-control-dial combine to make
every color shot life-like. Ask your dealer, or write direct to
us for literature. Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation,
585 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.
Weston

Alk

CAMERAS

your
•

\$\erei trademark designating the photoelectric
cells and photoelectric
devices manufactured
fxc/iis/re/y by the Weston £lectrica\ Instrument Corporation.
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BLEITZ

about
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MOVIE

PROJECTORS

NEEDS!
•

ACCESSORIES

BLEITZ CAMERA CO. supplies many of Hollywood's most prominent stars with both movie and still photographic equipment.
The Stars turn to BLEITZ because oi our
huge stock and reputation of being able
to supply
hard-to-get
photographic items.
Our mail order department will give your inquiries and orders
PROMPT and COURTEOUS attention. When in Hollywood drop
in to see our photographic displays — the very latest in photographic
equipment and accessories is always available for your inspection.
* Watch for the BACO PRO-TRIPOD. You'll want one to complete your outfit. ★
BLEITZ
CAMERA
5338 Hollywood Blvd.

CO.
Hollywood 27, Calif.

FLASH: Now available ANSCO 16mm. COLORFILM $8.75 per roll of 100 feet.
Airmail your order today!
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A MESSAGE

FROM

While we are shipping out lenses every
day, our production reduces our backlog
of unfilled orders only slightly.
So today, to satisfy the ever increasing
demand for the world-famous

''GOERZ AMERICAN''
PRECISION PHOTO-LENSES
An American Product Since 1899
our plant is working at full speed, yet
under the same rigid standard of highest
accuracy, which has been our motto from
the start almost a half century ago.
We suggest, you assure yourself of the
highest place on our delivery list by rushing in your order through your dealer for
the lens you have selected. "First come —
first served" is the rule adhered to in
fairness to everybody. You will be repaid
for your patience manifold if you let yourself be guided by the following adage:

.ire diffusion frames with the diffused
area cut in half, ^"hen the diffusion
panel is placed in the diffuser bracket
on front of the camera, half of the
light beam is diffused and the other half
remains clear.
For example, if a scene is being shot
of a girl wearing a dark dress, the
cameraman may use a half cello on the
modeling light. The light hitting the
face is diffused by the top half of the
diffuser frame with the hotter, undiffused half used to light the dress.
Ordinary black tape is utilized quite
frequently in conjunction
If the light is "snooted"
over on to some part of
is used on the front of

with "snoots."
but still leaks
the scene, tape
the "snoot" to

Recorded Sound
• C'.iitiniuJ from Pit^c ?iiy

Effects

recordings of which seven were exclusively recordings of sound effects ostensibly made for the motion picture and
radio fields. All the recordings are

available to the public are 1 0", doublefaced disks with a playback speed of 7o
rpm. The estimated number of sound
REMEMBER
effect disks in all seven libraries is estimated at twelve hundred, so you see
For making first-class pictures a
there should be hardly a sound effect
"GOERZ AMERICAN"
that cannot be supplied the movie amaIsns will give you a lifetime of
teur for his him shows. ,
profitable satisfaction.
The cine showman who intends to
accumulate a library of sound effect
The c p fiQgR7 AMERICAN
records can make a good start with the
OPTICAL COMPANY
seventy-five cent Columbia recordings
OFFICE AND FACTORY
of the YB series— Nos. 18, 24, 25 and
317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.
26. These include sound effects for
scenes of crowds, machinery in action,
HM-4
traffic, surf, etc. To this group may be
added records from the Victor SE series
ir t rlMiiilinrniliriiiitiilitlillliiliiMlMMllililMMllMllllllliii'^ which list for $1-50 each: Nos. 9 and
10 (voices), 24 and 25 (bugle calls),
I ATTENTION!!!
| and 41 and 42 (wind sounds).
i
8mm. and 16mm. Movie Makers |
The Gennett series, and its small
I THE MOVIE SHOP, announce the open- | brother the Speedy Q series offer some
i ing of their New Air Conditioned |
i Laboratories, supplying 8mm. and | natural duplications which range from
I t6mm. film with highest quality, same | airplanes to opening barn doors, and
1 day machine processing service, as well | ice-chopping to warfare. Listed in the
las bulk film. All film is fully Panchro- | Gennett catalogue at reasonable prices
I matic, and over or under exposure is | are other usable records including;
I automatically compensated for in our | authentic Indian dances; voices of noted
i processing equipment. We supply only |
1 the best, and want our customers to be | Americans; music in skating tempo;
I fully satisfied at all times with our | the Washington Memorial Carrillion at
1 service and medchandise. All goods are |
I sold with a positive money back guar- | \'alley Forge; and music for funeral
1 antee if you are not completely satisfied. |
There are two compact albums
I SPOOLED READY FOR CAMERA USE | parlors.
I
Processing Included | pressed on quiet plastic surface disks
Weston 25 ft. 100 It. | and selling for S2.50 each. One, made
Day. 8-8mm.
16mm. =
by Silver Masque is said to be the first
Fotochrome X
32 $1.75
Fotochrome XX
100 S2.00
$4$4 SOCO
sound effects to be recorded originalh'
on film with the object of obtaining the
BULK FILM, LAB PACKED
No Processing
maximum in realistic sound for the
Weston 100 (t. 100 ft.
radio broadcast field. How well they
Day. 8-8mm. 14mm.
have succeeded may be found by adding
32 $3.50
Fotochrome X
100 $3.75
Fotcc^""ome XX
S3.25
to your collection the boat effects on
$3.50
THE MOVIE SHOP
Silver Masque's Nos. 251 and 2 5 2. Also
i P. O. BOX 387;
KIRKWOOD 22. MO. | good are the train sounds in their 400
^flllllllllliinilllllltltMIIIIIIIIMIItllllllinitinillllhltil ItlMIKIIIIIIiltllllMhltlllllhif series.

cut off this extraneous light. Sometimes
tape is used on the front of "barn
doors" for this same purpose.
The spotlight accessories described
here, and some of the results of their
use. have been demonstrated on Bardwell & McAllister's well known DinkieInkie spotlights, because this equipment
was developed especially for morion picture work, amateur as well as professional. Such equipment affords the
movie amateur opportunity to advance
from the stereotyped sort of photography made with the flatlighting of
photofloods and to achieve something
of the artistry of the professional cinematographer, if not to develop his skill
to even more artistic heights.
. . .

Standard Radio's recordings with a
few exceptions are very good; in some
cases, such as warfare, sound effects are
painfully realistic. Late last year Standard made and released the first custombuilt moodmusic library for commercial
needs. Since copyrights on all but two
sequences are owned by the company,
the set, costing Si 50, pays for itself in
a few months for commercial users. The
set consists of ten twelve-inch, doubleface plastic disks containing 153 cuts
of music. Period of each cut varies
from 20 to 30 seconds. All were recorded
by a small symphony of 24 picked men
under direction of Lou Kosloff.
One other mood music library for
the amateur does exist, but war restrictions made only 2 5 of the 44 in the
series available and often hard to get.
These, cost S 1 each, carry the label
"General Records." The material, varying in length from 5 0 seconds to three
n.inutes, was carefully selected from the
ASCAP catalogue and recorded a few
years ago in England. Some faces have
the cuts of songs, the quality is good
and the musicians are competent. Effects
are classified roughly into 16 main
catagories. The list includes: Animals
(and Birds); Autos (and Traffic);
Bells (and Signals) ; Boats; Construction
and Machinery; Crashes and Disasters.
Irains; ^'arfare and \'oices. Ancient
two cycle autos, some trains and planes
are not yet available. Most sounds are
American, or English origin.
In the larger cities, many of the sound
effect record brands mentioned above
may be found in principal record stores.
However they may always be secured
directly from the sources listed below:
Standard: Standard Radio Co., 1 East
)4th St., New York City.
Coluwhia: Columbia Record Corpn.,
6624 Romaine, Hollywood 2 8, Calif.
RCA-Victor:
RCA-\'ictor Corpn.,
Camden,
N.J.
Gevtictt: Gennett Record Division of
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the Starr Co., Richmond, Indiana.
Silver Masque: Masque Recording and
Engineering Co., 1790 Bdwy., New
York City.
Speedy-O: Chas. Michelson, 67 West
44th St., New York City.
Major: Thos. J. Valentino, Inc., 1600
Bdwy., New York City.
Editing . . .
• Continued from Page 195
come at that time, but certain countries
in the Balkans were doing a thriving
business in the distribution of illicitly
"duped" copies of American pictures.
Through such channels, many American
productions found their way into Russian theatres, which continued to be
privately operated for a number of
years after more vital industries had
been nationalized.
The young Russians who had turned
from the stage and literature to the
motion picture as a more dynamic means
of expression, found in the American
slapstick comedy and the American
adventure film exactly the technique
they had been seeking. American serials,
comedies and westerns were studied and
dissected as painstakingly as an entomologist would study a new insect.
Scene lengths were carefully measured,
dynamics plotted, reasons deduced, the
effect of changes tried — until the whole
thing had been reduced to a known,
repeatable process which might almost
be called scientific. To the American
art of Mack Sennett, Tom Mix, Pearl
White, D. W. Griffith and others was
added an idealogical purpose, and out
of it all came a cycle of films which
created a sensation around the world,
"Mother," "Potemkin," "Last Days of
St. Petersburg" and others.
Meanwhile, the American film industry was growing respectable and conservative. Short comedies disappeared.
Adventure films were relegated to
minor houses. Opportunities for experiment grew less and less. Then sound
came along, and cutting came to be the
mechanical assembly of matching strips
of picture and sound track. Years passed
before the camera acquired a little
of its old freedom; cutting has never
come back in any real sense.
Something of the same process happened in Russia. Sound did a great deal
for the motion picture, but it also
destroyed a great many values which
need not have been lost. About the
only place where dynamic cutting as
a creative process survives at the present
time is in the work of a few documentary film makers, British, Canadian and
American. The simultaneous recording
of image and sound is convenient and
smooth, but it removes a powerful incentive tomake both picture and sound
work to the utmost.
Through the very fact that he does

The Challenger can be set
up instantly anywhere.
Locks automatically at
correct picture proportions. Many other advanced features.
Asi your dealer for a Da -hite Screen! Write
for descriptive literature. Address Dept. 4-HM
DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, Inc.
2723 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago 39, III.

This isSmm.
the "Junior
for i6mm.
and
Like Model"
all GRISWOLDS
it splices both sound and silent film
and is built to last a lifetime.
GRISWOLD
PORT

Although most professional movie makers
and exhibitors use GRISWOLD Film Splicers, you don't have to be a professional
to use one. In fact, with a GRISWOLD,
any home movie maker or user can do
a professional splicing job, for this precision-built instrument has features which
make accurate splicing not only easy, but
also fool-proof. GRISWOLD Splicers come
in models for all film sizes. They're sold
by Photo Supply Dealers. Every genuine
GRISWOLD bears the GRISWOLD nameplate. Look for It on the splicer you buy.
MACHINE

JEFFERSON,

WORKS
N.

Y.
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LA7BS1

16mm

TIME

SAVER

Telefilm's New
EDITING REWIND FLANGE
This practical new device, which speeds editing is
used and recommended by leading Hollywood 16 mm.
editors and producers . . . Sides are of heavy gauge,
clear plastic. Engraved footage scale on inside surface
indicates amount of film on spool . . . Outer side has
specially constructed locking device allowing removal
of film by means of a simple lock. Core takes standard
lab pack spools, fits a standard 16 or 35 mm. rewind.
Ideal for winding short lengths of film into coils
quickly and without endangering emulsion surfaces . . .
It is the latest, finest 16 mm. improvement for both
professionals and amateurs. May be purchased complete
or the face side with spool may be purchased separately.
For early delivery place your order now.
TELEFILM
STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD
16mm. HEADQUARTERS
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

not yet have available a convenient,
easy method of synchronous recording,
the maker of 16mm. films has the
opportunity today to pick up this great
and often neglected tool, and to carry
it to new heights.
The reader has perhaps noted that up
to this point we have carefully avoided
the use of the rather precious word
"montage." The history of this word
is rather amusing. It is a French
machine-shop or factory term, meaning
simply "assembly," as of a machine.
French film studios adopted "montage"
to denote the process of assembly involved in cutting and editing. Since
the pre- 19 14 Russian film studios were
French operated, they also used the
term "montage." After the revolution,
when the Russians took over the studios,
the term stuck. To the Russians, "montage" means exactly what "cutting and
editing"
meansRussian
to us; films
no more
no
less. When
wereandfirst
shown in America, critics and technicians were chiefly struck by certain
series of very rapid cuts — many flashes
of related or contrasting shots to create
an impressionistic effect — and they
assumed that this was what the Russians
meant by "montage." Thus they hailed
an old American cutting trick under
an old French label as a Russian iimovation. The Russians themselves have never
done so, and all of their early literature
is filled with praise of American film
technique. Next month we shall begin
to see how all of this can be applied
to the problems of the 16mm. fihn
maker of today.

rHROW
A WAV
H EAD!^^
Your Old
^
TRIPOD

Here

Is The One

You

Have Been Waiting For!
You will know the minute you hold the
new Oxford All-Purpose Tri-Pan Head
in your hand that this is it! Helps you
take the kind of pictures you have
always wanted to take. Clean-cut, perfectly balanced, expertly engineered
from large table-top surface to precision collar-type lower bearing. Notice
how easily it operates. Turns any angle;
pans smoothly. Adjustments are separate, positive locking.
Here is a product which is definitely
post-war in the best sense of the word.
Scientifically designed, made of sturdy,
lightweight aluminum. Ready to give
you years of trouble-free perfect service, yet priced surprisingly low. Only
$19.95 plus F. E. T. at your dealer.
If he cannot supply you, send order
and your dealer's name to Oxford
Engineering, Inc., Oxford 5, Michigan.
ox:ford
ALL-PURPOSE TRI-Puy BEAD
A PRODUCT OF OXFORD ENGINEERING, INC.

Developing Titles . . .
• Continued from Page i^S

*

★

★

Quality
Color

Prints
FOR

★ INDUSTRY
* HOLLYWOOD
★ U.S. ARMY
* U.S. NAVY
and YOU!

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.
6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 2B
California

EASTMAN D-8 DEVELOPER
Water
Sodium Sulphite
Hydroquinone
Sodium Hydroxide
Potassium Bromide
Water to make

24 oz.
3 oz.
1'/2 oz.
I'/j oz.
I oz.
32 oz.
The above developer is used for high
contrast on films and plates whereas the
D- 1 1 formula that follows is used for
moderate contrast.
EASTMAN D-ii DEVELOPER
Water,
125° F.
oz.
Elon or about
Metol
ij 16
grains
Sodium Sulphite
2^4 oz.
Hydroquinone
130 grains
Sodium Carbonate
Potassium Bromide .
365 grains
Cold water to make
73 grains
32 ounces
Developing time with above formula
is 5 minutes at 68 F.
When the reels have been loaded and
temperature of the solutions adjusted
you are ready to start developing the
film. Be sure to time the period of
development from the second you start
pouring in the developer; and as soon
as the prescribed time is up start pouring

LOUIS JORDAN and
HISincluding
BAND
(8 musicals
— 1 reel each)
"MOO COW BOOGIE"
"HEP CATWUZZY"
SERENADE"
'•FUZZY
13 TECHNICOLOR CARTOONS
(1 reel each)
Enjoy
the
rollicking
fun of thesehilarious,
RKO Cartoons.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
COMEDIES
12 subjects — (2 reels each)
Chaplin's
— unfolded
the
strains of greatest
music — comedies
will convulse
youto with
laughter. (RKO releases.)
DOCUMENTARY SHORTS
(1 reel each)
"THE LIFE OF THE ANT"
"A FISH IS BORN"
"THE LIVING FLOWERS"
"FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN"
Communicate with your Film Library for
rentals or write to us.
Send for our latest catalog of other Major
Company features, musicals and short subjects.
EXCLUSIVE 14 MM. DISTRIBUTORS
COMMONWEALTH

PICTURES CORP.
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An

OFFICIAL

YVONNE

de

FILMS'

CARLO

Gorgeous
DeCarlo,
find
. . . Yvonne
cuts a curvy
figureHollywood's
in a nightienewest
...
in this gay and glamorous SOUNDIE. Trick
photography, beautiful music, and torrid
dancing
... in a wonderful film for your
own
screen!
16inm. S.O.F. - 100 ft $7.50
Write for free booklet listing
72 star-studded Soundies
25 W. 45th St., N.Y.C. I?
iiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMMiiiMiiMiiiiiniiliiniiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMir
Please send
prints of Official Films'
SOUNDIE,
Lampeach.of Memory" with Yvonne
de Carlo, at"The$7.50
Name
Address
_
City
State
□ CCD.
□ Remittance enclosed
□ Send Soundies Booklet

nif^^Tjiii^
TO YOUR
Silent
films
( Music * Narration * Special Effects )
LET us convert your 16 mm piaure to a sound film
of the highest quality. Skilled technical staff, and
finest sound recording equipment and studio facilities to serve industrial, amateur and educational
film producers. Write TELEFILM, Inc., Dept. H.4
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif,
for prices and literature.
OUR SERVICE IS USED BY:
AiRese«rch Mfg. Co. • Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
Dogglai Aircraft Co. • Food Mechinery Corp.
U. S. Nival Pholo
Servlcei
Dopt.of •Calif.
Santa F« Railroad r7
Standard
OH Co.
TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD

PARICUTIN!
Now in preparation, approx. 400
of 16mm. Kodachrome film fully
edited and titled will be released
about June 1st. Am now in the
States, hence no answers to inquiries
until after May 10th.
RALPH
E. GRAY
Apartado 2747, Mexico, D.F.
MOVIE MITE 14mm. sound projectors will be
available shortly. Ideal for Church, Club, or
Home. Write for catalogue, "It Makes Sense."
POPULAR PICTURES COMPANY
Dept. No. 813
P. O. Box No. 223
Decatur
Georgia

it out of developing tank promptly.
The wash water (adjusted to same
temperature as the developer) should be
poured in immediately. If you desire to
use the fixing bath over and over again,
it is a good idea to use a stop-bath
immediately following the developer.
This can be plain water with a few
drops of acetic acid added to neutralize
the alkalinity of the developer, otherwise
the acid in the acid-fixing bath neutralizes any remaining alkaU after the wash.
When the intermediate wash is completed pour the acid fixing bath or
hypo into the tank. This serves a double
purpose: to dissolve the unexposed silver
remaining on the film, and also to
harden the emulsion. Thus, when the
film is wiped in the drying process, the
possibility of scratching or marring the
delicate emulsion surface is minimized.
Do not leave film too long in the hypo.
Twice the time it takes to clear of white
is sufficient; and watch the timing.
The last wash is very important, for
one must get all the chemicals off the
film if it is to have a long life. Also
be careful that the wash water is at the
proper temperature. It is better to wash
the film for one minute during each of
five changes of water than it is to wash
the film only once for five minutes in
one tankful of water. So don't hesitate
to wash the film thoroughly — for at
least fifteen minutes.
Next step is to wipe both sides of the
film gently with a viscose sponge softened in water and squeezed dry, or with
a tuft of absorbent cotten similarly
treated. Then hang it up to dry. A bent
hairpin makes an excellent hook for
hanging the film on a cord suspended
across the room. To be absolutely sure
the film is dried thoroughly, leave it
in drying position overnight, that is if
it has been developed during the evening.
Select a place free from dust, for a title
film must be clean to project well on
the screen.
It's all as simple as that! And after
you have tried it once, using the compact roll film developing tank system
described here, you'll agree that here
is a phase of movie making supplying
amissing.
lot of enjoyment that you have been

How

Much

Should

I Charge?
• Continued from Page 209
In replying to this letter we would
say that every novice who has set out to
become a professional 16mm. cameraman or producer has been faced with
these same questions. In most cases he
has had to learn the answers by trial
and error, through his own experiences.
As the 16mm. production field becomes
better established there will be more
concrete facts available that may be-

ILEX
PROJECTION
LEHES

THE thrill of your movies is in showing them to your friends. Project them
through an Ilex lens that does full
justice to your camera technique. . .that
accents their sharpness and brilliance.
Movie-makers, get fullest pleasure
from your hobby by equipping your
projectors with Ilex Projection Lenses.
Accurately ground and polished by
craftsmen long skilled in precision
lens-making, Ilex Projection Lenses
give needle-sharp definition and even
brilliance of illumination from corner
to corner. The result is home movies
at their best.
Ilex means optical precision and
dependability. Ask your dealer for
details about Ilex 8mm and 16mm
Projection Lenses.

LENSES AND SHUTTERS
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
LEX

OPTICAL
CO
Rochester 5, N. Y.
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You Con Moke A
Better

Splice

A spike that won't breok witii o
CRAIG

SPLICER

Craig Senior Splicer
... is used for all 8mm. and 16mm. sound or
silent film— four simple operations without wetting
film— gives you permanent splices— guaranteed to
stick— hot cutter and a dry scraper. $10.95

Craig
Junior Splicer
... is easy to use— it's adaptable for either 8mm.
or 16mm. film. Complete with bottle of Craig
Safety Film Cement and water container. Mounted
on hardwood base. $3.95
CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY

Sparkling 8mm.
movies with . . .

come practical knowledge which the
novice may draw upon.
For the present however, experiences
have been so varied, the individual conditions socomplex, that scores of different answers might be rendered each
question, each with a certain degree
of authority and logic. Obviously there
cannot be any set cost figures established
for the individual starting out on his
own in a small w^ay to become a producer of industrial films. In the near
future, we hope to publish a series of
articles written by successful 16mm.
producers or producing cameramen
relating their individual experiences
which will establish figures for others
to go on.
For the 16mm. cameraman who may
encounter opportunity to shoot material
on assignment on a footage basis, we
do have some figures as regards rates
of payment for this work, which he
may consider when establishing his fee.
One Hollywood producer, for instance,
is paying $1.00 per foot for acceptable
16mm. black and w-hite footage, $2.00
per foot for Kodachrome, with an extra
allowance for traveling expenses.
Another has established a rate of
$i.oo to $5.00 per foot, depending upon
the subject, with a minimum payment
of $2^.00 guaranteed.
Movie Newsreels, also in Hollywood,
cffer freelance cinematographers up to
S5.00 per foot for acceptable 16mm.
Kodachrome footage that can be used
for national release.
The above figures might logically be
used as a basis in figuring a complete

World

In Color Productions

THE YEAR'S presents
GREATEST MOVIE
Herbert C. Lanks'
One
white. of the most beautiful home movies ever
produced.
Available inHIG
Kodachrome
orYblack-"
HWA
ALASKA
8mm., 50 ft. BW
$ 1.75
14mm., 100 ft. BW
3.50
8mm., 50 ft. Kodachrome 4.50
14mm., 100 ft. Kodachrome 13.00
Our complete brochure of Kodachrome travel
subiecfs by famous photographers, Kodachrome
glamour subjects featuring the Blue Book
Models of Hollywood, cine camera film and
other available cine items will be mailed pottpaid upon receipt of 25c. For different cine
entertainment always ask for World in Color
subjects at your dealers or direct from
WORLD
IN COLOR
PRODUCTIONS
108 W. Church St. Elmira, N. Y.

WELD-ALL
FILM

CEMENT

FOB. 8MM • I6MM • 35MM
• iVON'TDRY OUT
• iOWWHAMMABIury

production on a strictly "so much per
foot" basis.
Out
newest,Fullquality
8mm.
b&w film.
an tl -halo
backing.lingProduces
crisp,
sparkmoTies comparable to
the higherpriced "standard"
brands.
Weston
p«r
3 rolls double 16-4.
8mni.$4.50($1.70
each) $4.60 per six rolls
single 8mm.
cameras. ($1.70 for
per Univex
two rolls.)
All films dallte loading,
with processing free.
•(Xot
for usemayin order
Keystone
8mm. E cameras.
Keystonerecommendeed
camera owners
ESO-A,
& F. )
(ESO-S is licensed by the Eastman Kodak Company to sell and process double Smm. film under
the Coors Patent 1,^0^,442.)
PLUS...
Out line of six other types of flliDS for your double Smm.
and single Smm. cameras. (Single Smm. prices available
un request, or, as listed in our Spring catalog.) All prices
include processing and dalite-loading.
ESO-A Weston
6-2. General
purposeeach.)
film. $3.20 per three
rolls double
Smm. ($1.20
ESO-B Weston
12-4
Outdoor
film
with ($1.25
anti-haloeach.)base.
$3.45 per three rolls double Smm.
ESO-E $7.00
Weston per100-80.
Super-speed
panchrnraatlc
three rolls double Smm. ($2.35 each.)film.
ESO-F Weston
24-20.
SpeedSmm.panchromatic
three rolls double
($2.00 each.)film. $5.70 per
ESO-G Weston
6-2. Scarlet for titles and special effect
pictures.
($1.25 each.)$3.25 per vnree rolls double Smm.
OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally
luaranteet these Smm, films and will replace any film
purchased
or refund
the results.
full purchase
price Ifbeyousatisfied:
are not
fully
pleased
with your
You MUST
Please slate make of camera uhen ordering
AT YOUR DEALER'S, OR BY DIRECT MAIL.
ESO-S
PICTURES
'QUALITY
SMM. SERVICE"
4038 Broadway
Kansas City, MItseurl

lOaite jtn'HOW TO USE FILM CEMENT
Television . . .
• Continued from Page 191
with modest budgets will use films to
exploit their products on the air. Examples recently cited include a maker of
a popular brand aspirin which advertises
that if one of its tablets is dropped in
a glass of water, it would dissolve before
reaching bottom of the glass. Actual
demonstration of this via motion pictures on the television screen would
carry more weight than the well known
device
of the "commercial" heard on the
radio today.
In another case, a manufacturer of
glass products, who advertises that its
glass tumblers will not break when
dropped, finds televising a motion picture of this demonstration more practical than an actual demonstration before
the television camera where a chance
fluke might cause the glass to shatter,
thus disproving the valued claim.
Such commercials and others of
similar nature will call for filming where
conditions are more easily controlled
and where, should something go wrong
in the demonstration, it could easily be

431 SO. DEARBORN ST • CHICAGO 5 9Tvi>e/nLtLorru.,9nc. '
MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND FEATURE PROGRAMS
COMPLETE
8 and 14mm. Silent and Sound Films for Sale
SEND STAMP FOR FREE LISTS
$495

mom
C/nema
Service
71 DEY ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
TITLE LETTERS
Buy from mfgr. and save. Used by amateur and
professional. No fancy package, just 225 pieces
of indestructible metal letters, numbers and
figures, soft white, give proper shadowing.
Complete with instructions for vertical setup.
Guaranteed. $3.95 set delivered.
CALIF. PAT. LEHER SUPPLY
4823'/2 Oakwood Ave. Hollywood 4, Calif.
I

TO
ID
TO O
REDUCED
"I ^\
RGED WHITE
ENLAAND
8BLACK
AND KODACHROME
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Sptclil
Motion Pliturt Printing
9(S-A MERCHANDISE
MART
CHICAGO 64
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AUTOMATIC
DISSOLVE
For The Cine Special
• Operates from winding key shaft.
MODEL A — Prescision made; polished
chrome finish
$49.50
When ordering send rewind crank.
JOSEPH YOLO
84S No. Bunker Hill, Los Angeles 12, Calif.

reshot, insuring a complete and flawless
demonstration of the product.
In addition, there is certain to be a
place for the picturized commercial
which will be to television what the
transcribed recorded commercial is to
ordinary radio today.
To the 1 6mm. cameraman, therefore,
the coming of practical television presents a new horizon of opportunity.
Here, in this new market, if he studies
the peculiar needs of the television pickup camera as regards the use of motion
pictures, he can compete with greater
success with the professional film

producer.
There are certain requirements that
the motion picture film must meet in
order to be acceptable for telecasting,
not the least being maximum clarity
of image. It is generally agreed that, for
— FINE MACHINE WORK —
the present at least, television receivers
We design and build special photographic
equipment. Production Type 35mm. Enlargers,
cannot reproduce satisfactorily scenes
Lens Turrets, Backwinds, Frame Counters,
Alignment Gages, Effectograph Titlers, Special
in which subject matter is cluttered,
Lenses and Optical equipment.
where the object of interest is backUse Our Repair Service
grounded by confusing patterns, or
Reperforating 100 ft. I&mm. film to double
3, $2.00. Guaranteed.
when the action takes place deep in
Master Negatives from your 14mm. or 8mm.
the background.
Film direct or optically transferred 8 to \i and
\t to 8.
Whether the film for telecasting is
in color or black and white, the first
MacVAN
MFG.
CO.
requisite is to do the filming in closeup
3829 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego 5, Calif.
as much as possible. All important action
should be played against contrasting
30' 8mm. Ortho 8 Univex type
$ .75 backdrops with a minimum of or no
25' 8mm. Color D or T Univex type
2.50 pattern of any kind. The two photos
25' 8mm. Double Ortho 8
1. 10
25' 8mm. Double Pan 32-20
2.25 at bottom of page on which this article
TITLES SOUND REDUCING
begins show first, a parade shot which
EDITING
COPIES INTENSIFYING
is an example of the least desirable
CHAUTAUQUA MOVIES
picture material for television use. In
32 Blanchard St. • • • Jamestown, N. Y.
SERVICE SHEETS ON REQUEST
contrast is the closeup of the Indian
pottery worker with plain background
and ample detail insuring maximum
16mm. SOUND on Film
clarity on the television screen. In other
words, the simpler the composition of
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities
the shot, the more successfully it can
BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER
be televised.
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
This naturally brings up the question
995-A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54'
of sports shots which obviously cannot
be staged and which invariably must
be made in the very type of setting and
PHOTOGRAPHY
Whether you aie interested in photography foi against the sort of background least
fun or as a career — get the facts as to liou suitable for television photography. Yet
p p America's
largest. inIiestleisure
equippedtimeschool
qualifj—
you for success
thrucansuccess
proved home study courses. Also resident train- by carefully manuevering the camera to
ing. Free i)ook gives details.
Ai Of
avoid the complex areas of the scene,
.N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
33
St..
New
York
1,
N.
Y
suitable
shots can be made for satis^ Depl. in, 10 West
(Founded 1910)
tT
factory telecasting.
It is in the sports and travelogue
field that the 16mm. cameraman will
ONE REEL COMEDIES
find the greatest oportunities for makND NG
UN.
ing films acceptable for television
BI Y
E.,SBROOW
BOB BYHO,PE,16JOMEMON
N
I
JACK BENN
AL JOLS
CROS
«
programs. Arnold Maguire, director of
AND OTHER STARS.
television activities for Foote, Cone &
List Price $20 Each — Dealer Discount
COMEDY
HOUSE
Belding, advertising agency, recently
130 W. 4*th St.
New York 19, N. Y. announced that he was interested in
contacting producers of 16mm. sound
films for experimental television proDUPLICATES
grams, and that films on sports events
and travelogues were especially wanted
8mm. to 16mm. to 8mm.
Black & White and Kodachrome
w^th educational, unusual subjects,
— No Finer Work Anywhere —
science and comedy films also being
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
considered.
South Gate, Calif.
Another use for 16mm. films in tele-

In Stock — Immediate Delivery
DeVry 16mm. sound projector,
original cost $550, excellent.. ..$245. 00
Victor, late model, 16mm. sound
projector, excellent
295.00
Bell & Howell two-case sound
projector, 16mm., excellent, .... 350.00
Ampro 16mm. sound projector,
two-case deluxe unit
295.00
Brand new RCA, latest model,
16mm. sound projector
450.00
Brand NATCO 16mm, sound
projector, latest model
450.00
Bell & Howell single-case sound
projector, excellent
295.00
Motion Picture Lenses for
8 or 16mm. Cameras
New 2" Bell & Howell f:3.5 $ 52.50
New 4" Bell & Howell f :4.5
86.25
New 1" f:1.9 Bell & Howell
Lumax
67.50
Cooke f:3.5 1" focusing mount.... 35.00
Dallmeyer 4" f:4.5 59.50
Bellmount
& Howell 1" f:2.7, focusing
45.00
Wollensak 5" f:4.5
69.50
2" f:2.8 Carl Zeiss Sonar
100.00
3" f:3.8 Schneider Tele-Xenar.... 75.00
16mm. Schneider f:2 wide
angle lens
75.00
1" f:l .5 Schneider
71.50
16mm. f:1.9 Schneider
79.50
New Morton Coated Telephoto
lens for Eastman 20 or 25 or
any 8mm. camera
26.07
Motion Picture Cameras
New Bell & Howell Straight
Eight camera, f:3.5 lens,
case, six films
$ 49.50
Semans 16mm. magazine camera, f;2.8 lens, two extra mag. . 75.00
Eastman 16mm. camera f:3.5
lens and telephoto lens
65.00
Bell & Howell 35mm. Eyemo
125.00
Victor model 5 Turret with
f:1.9 f:1.9
lens, wide
3" telephoto
lens
and
angle lens
275.00
New Revere 8mm. with coated
telephoto lens
82.00
Motion Picture Accessories
1 00 feet 1 6mm. Ansco color
for inside or outside
$ 8.75
100 feet Triple Ansco 16mm
7.40
35mm. Eastman Kodachrome
for inside or outside use
2.77
Eastman Bantam color film,
inside or outside, per roll
1.50
Ansco 8mm. Triple S film, per roll 2.89
Bell & Howell Straight Eight
film, per roll, including proc... 1.55
Univex Straight 8 film, panchromatic, per roll
1.05
Bell & Howell lens cleaning kit.... 1.60
New Dejur photo-electric exposure meter, with case
16.07
15 400-foot 16mm. steel reels for 2.95
All-metal tripod with pan and
tilt top
13.95
Magnovox sound slide projector, plays 33 1/3 or 78 r.p.m. 125.00
Eastman model hand-driven
camera f:3.5 lens
55.00
Bell & Howell titler for turret
or double eight cameras
27.50
Craig junior rewinds, per pair
4.95
Immediate delivery of all size Graphic and
Graflex cut film holders and film pack
adapters. All items offered on money back
if not satisfied basis.
•NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE*
86 South 6th Street
Minneapolis 2, Minnesota
Established in 1914
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THE TELEPHOTO

LENS

For 8 and 16mm. Movie Cameras
□
□

THE LENS THAT CUTS
DISTANCE IN HALF!

AT LAST! The new auxiliary telephoto lens that jits over the lens of
your camera.
. . Can be attached or removed with
a twist of the wrist.
□
. . Finest quality lens.
. . Ideal tor black and white or
color.
□
. . Designed by nnaster craftsmen with
over 25 years experience.
□
. . Micrometer
focusing for the ultimate in accuracy.
□

□

. . Does not change the speed of
your camera lens.

□

The Wirgin
lens isdealer.
now available at your"TELOR"
photographic
SEE
IT TODAY!
PRICE $21.00

FREE descriptive folders are available.
Distributed By
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.. Inc.
so WEST 29Tii ST.
NEW VORH ». N. ».

MASTER

TITLEER

MAKE YOUR TITLES ON THE SPOT— On your
vacation, on trips, any time, any place. Make
your titles with natural backgrounds as you
shoot your scenes. No splicing, no fussing. Titles
are included the first time you see your
developed film. Also make close ups and
ultra close up inserts with the MASTER
TITLEER. With its Accessories, it provides
equipment for making all types of titles, trick
shots,
montage shots,
etc.,— America's
most
complete
equipment
for
and
14mm. movietitling
cameras.
At your
Dealerall or8 write
for folders.
MASTER TITLEER without Accessories .
(plus Federal Excise Tax)
$9.75
HOLLYWOOD ^Ine PRODUCTS
3227'/2 So. Figueroa - - Los Angeles

vision, it is predicted, will be to provide
backgrounds for dramatic television
programs, similar to methods used on
motion picture stages today. A dramatic
scene requiring the setting of a railroad
station, a racetrack, or a foreign locale,
for example, would have the atmospheric
scenery projected on a transparent screen
while the players performed before it
in front of the television camera.
Home movies magazine was instrumental in supplying some of the first
1 6mm. motion pictures for telecasting,
having arranged in 1941 for the Don
Lee television station in Hollywood to
telecast a series of amateur produced
films which had received Movie of the
Month certificates. Later, some of the
winners in Home Movies' 1941 annual
amateur contest were telecast over
the Don Lee station in a special television show that established the practibility of this type of material for
television.
Television programs in the not too
distant future will be made up of the
products of a lot of amateur movie
makers. If you rate a consistently good
cinematographer, can adapt your movie
making technique to the requirements of
television, there is no reason why your
films should not find a lucrative market
in this modern new phase of commercial
1 adio.

Piocess Shots . . .
• Continued from Page 193
will be evident, the image will remain
fairly constant.
The accompanying photo shows a
typical arrangement of cine camera,
screen and projector for making "process" shots by rear projection. The
screen — a panel of ground glass — is set
erect between camera and projector so
that the projected image exactly fills
the screen area. The camera, set up on
tripod at the opposite side is focused
upon the screen, taking in an area
slightly less than the projected image.
The projector must not be set too
close to the screen, otherwise a "hot
spot" will appear in center of screen.
Best results will follow where a longer
focal length lens can be used in the
projector so that it may be set farther
back. The picture is then focused sharply
on the screen. Where title text has been
filmed first and the projected scene is
to be superimposed as the background,
care must be taken that the background
is not too bright in tone, also that a
scene is not selected that has a preponderance of bright area where the title
text is to appear; otherwise the lettering
will appear washed out and consequently
unreadable on the screen.
Where it is a title that is to be projected and re-photographed, the title
film must be threaded into the projector
in reverse so that the text will read

HWfcii mm
PROCESSING
BULK FILM
Webivii 8 Weston 24 Weston B4
100' 16mm
$1.35
$3.40 $3.?5
100' Double 8mm
1.95
3.85 4.95
100' Single
8mm
2.05 2.40
Processing
price1. 10not Included.
REVERSAL PROCESSING
100' 14mm. (pan or ortho) $1.00
25' Double 8mm. (pan or ortho) .50
REVERSAL CHEMICALS
'/2 Gallon Set CINE CHEMS - $1.35
I Gallon Set CINE CHEMS - $2.10
exTra Titler
Superior Postage
Universal
Complete and simple instructions for
the construction of a titler that will fit
any 8mm. or 16mm. camera. A special
lens included brings within camera range
a 5" X 4" title field Postpaid SI .00
MORSE ForG-3HomeDAYLIGHT
Processing TANK
MAIL YOUR ORDER NOW
Price $24.50
(plus federal excise tax S3. 48)
SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
Home Processing Headquarters
105 South Wells St., Dept. 446
Chicago 6, III.

There's nothing magic about the
way I am able to get NEW equipment these days . . . just good
merchandising . . . and YOU
benefit thereby.
You can do equally
well whether you
sell or trade with
me. In every case
you win.
President
IT W. MADISON
ST.
CHICAGO
2. ILL.

M AMBERTINT FILM „
Includes
machine
processing.
Day.
8 ..M .. Calif,
Includesspools,
machine
processing.
Day. T^'^^
light
ready
to load
shoot.
buyers
include
sales& tax.
50 ft.
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
"The West's Greatest Film Order House"
Southgate
Californlt
Lowest OnExchange
Rates —Films
Where
Can You
All Standard
— Castle.
Etc. Beat it?
Allowance ; Exchange Rate
Smm C mpleie
7.75
l''rani Ci)niDlete — silent
4.00
l^nini C^mnlete — s und
$ 13.50
4.50
6.50
1.00
lc>mm 100 ft. — sound
OR — You May Swap at Club)
No Charge — (Join $1.00
Our Swap
IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P. O. BOX 539
BROCKTON 45, MASS.
.Special
Used
100 R-els
Ft. S.O.F. Subjects $3.50
1-00 Fi-t T"5<-'d
1.00
"GIVES ALL
THE ANSWERS!"
The CInemeter
is a slide-rule
type exposure guide
giving correct lens opening to use for all films
underexterior.
all types of light
50cconditions, both interior
and
Postpaid
HOME MOVIES
4040 Sunset, Hollywood, Calif.
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properly from left to right from the
rear of the screen.
Another use to which the amateur
may put background projection is to
obtain the effect of a realistic background for a miniature set before which
puppets or other similar objects are
to perform. The diagram shows a typical
setup for this sort of filming project.
The projector, threaded with the film
that is to supply the background, is
set up to the rear of the miniature set.
The ground glass screen is placed immediately back of the large opening in
the set and the background shot is
projected upon it while the puppets in
the foreground, illuminated by lamps
placed at either side of the set, are photographed by the camera. Obviously,
where front lighting is to be used in this
way, the background image must be
projected with the maximum of illumination and be shielded as much as
possible from the front lighting if it is
to be effective.
Another method is to shoot the foreground action against a plain concrete
wall or some other surface that will
blend in with the miniature set later,
then photograph the miniature set in
proper position with relation to the
players previously filmed and with the
background scene projected at the rear.
When lighting the set for this second
exposure, care must be taken that the
exposure resulting from the projection
will be the same as that of the set.
By intercutting the action in closeups and keeping the miniature set
shots as short as practical, your audience
may never suspect that the action did
not take place upon a full size set.
Experiments, of course, are advisable,
for there is a knack in timing the projector speed for best results as well as
getting the foreground lighting just
right. But the experiments can be as
absorbing as the final filming.
The process is applicable to 8mm.
as well as 16mm. film, except where
a title is to be projected, and this can
be easily accomplished by lettering the
title in reverse.
Closeups . . .
• Continued from Page 208
Paul Hoefler, having completed Carson
City another in his series of films documenting the capitals of the 48 united
states, left Hollywood March 1 5 for
Salmon, Idaho where he will join a
group of scientists and members of
the Idaho state fish and game commission for an expedition down the treacherous rapids of the Salmon river gorge.
He will shoot the entire project in
16mm. color for a forthcoming Hoefler
short subject, River of No Return.
★
Adelpho Acosta, one of the Mexican
government's leading 1 6mm. cinematog-

AREMAC
HAS JUST RECEIVED
A SHIPMENT OF
CAMERAS, PROJECTORS
and CINE ACCESSORIES
Victor #40 B with speaker
$425.00
Bell & Howell Filmosound #179
437.47
Ampro Sound Premier ID
426.00
Ampro Sound Century 10
404.00
RCA Sound Projector
450.00
Kodascope F S 10 - N
323.50
Cine Kodak Special F 1.9
428.00
All Accessories and Lenses available
Cine Kodak Mag. F 1.9 and Case
145.98
Bolex H 16
200.00
Choice ot Lenses and Accessories —
Bolex H 16— Frame Counter with Coated Kern F 1.4
401.25
Bolex H 8 Frame Counter F 1.9
267.00
Bolex L 8 with Kern F 2.8 and Case
139.48
Bolex
G
8-16
Projector
and
Case,
both
Lenses
Revere Double 8 Camera with F 2.5 Wollensak Lens and Case 331.00
59.50
Revere 8mm. DeLuxe Projector, 500 Watt, with F 1.6 Lens
and Case
89.50
New K8Keystone
Cameras: K8 with F 3.5 Lens
31.75
with 2.5Movie
Lens
41.50
K8 with 1.9 Lens
64.95
When

Prices subject to change without notice
in Long Island — visit our Branch Oftice, 249 Fulton Ave.
Hempstead, Tel. Hempstead 2020 — Call — write or telephone

AREMAC
1 EAST 43rd

CAMERA
CO.
STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.
MUrroy Hill 2-8684

Self

Help

Movie
In These

Home

Movies

for
Amateurs
"How

To Do^lt"

New, revised edition now ready. Complete with
new, improved formulas, new illustrations and a
complete new iormat with spiral binding that makes
for easier use in the laboratory. Tells how to reverse
8mm. and 18mm. films; build necessary apparatus,
and how to proceed step by step. Also includes
formulas and directions for developing positive titles.

HOIU TO TITLE
HomE moviES

Books

,• HOUJ
TO REVERSE
moviE
Film

n.oo POSTPAID
Contains elementary instructions and advice for beginners, advanced tips for experts —
all you need to know about composing,
photographing, developing«1and
. 0editing titles
for home movies. Generously 0
illustrated with
photographs and diagrams. Not a step over
looked. Also contains complete diagrams for
building your own titter.
POSTPAID

HOME

MOVIES

6060 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.
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®SMi.

BRIDE'S BOOK

laphers, has been engaged by Fanchon
Royer of Mexico City to handle photography on two of the productions in
her current series of reHgious films
being produced there.
★
Ray Foster, whose 16mm. color photography on Planet Pictures' current feature
release, The People':^ Choice, is the talk
of the industry, has been engaged to

A TREASURED
KEEPSAKE—
two acetate
protected
frames, 4 data
pages for names
of bridal
party, guests, gifts, etc., blanic white pages for
clippings and honeymoon prints. Ivory colored
Duraleather, plastic ring binding. At Stores.
$2.50 for 5x7" size, $3.75 for 8x10".
free Catalog of Amfilcs for Reels, Slides, etc.
AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. IV^LltfUSI.lli

PROJECTOR
REPAIRS
All makes and models of sound and
silent motion picture projectors
repaired. Fast, efficient service. Only
factory replacement parts used
throughout. Lenses coated.
Cinema Enterprises, Inc.
601 West 26th Street
New York 1, N.Y.

RENT

16mm.

Sound

films

50c per reel
Large selection of features and shorts.
New prints; free catalog.
•
UNION

COUNTY
FILM
SERVICE
1 30 Chestnut Street
Roselle Park, New Jersey

ONLY TITLE MAKER
with 1600 Script Letters
Write Make
todaytitles
for athat
FREEare Adifferent
to-Z Sample
Title Test
Kit.
. . . better
and
tailored to jour taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. & W. OUTFIT $6.50
A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. H New York 10. N. Y.
Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional
I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - - Kodachome
Price List on Request
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New Yorl< N. Y.
PORTABLE SOUND!
New and Used 16mm. & 35mm.
Portables — Everything in Theatre
Movie Equipment. Send for our
Home
and
Barga
hundreds of
listingsavings.
various items atCatalog
tremendous
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
449 W. 42nd St. Dept. F Nev^ York 18, N. Y.

handle the photography on Planet's
pretentious forthcoming production,
Ramona.
★
Roy Creveling, who came up from the
ranks of 16mm. amateurs to become
one of the Signal Corps top combat
cinematographers, is back in civvies
and currently editing non-combat footage he made "on his own" while overseas for a short subject aimed at the
commercial market.
★
Alva Adams, producer of educational
pictures in Novato, California, is currently shooting a short subject in 16mm. color on trapping commercially
important fur bearing animals in the
High Sierras. Upon completion of this
film, his next assignment will take him
to Death Valley.
★
Roth C. Gordon, 16mm. cameraman of
\'^ancouver, B. C, in company with his
associate Ken West, has completed
shooting a two-reel sound and color educational film entitled Investment hi
Youth aimed at Canadian School distribution.
★
James Shackleford, 1 6mm. cameraman
for Jerry Fairbanks, short subjects producer for Paramount Pictures, has left
on a two-year camera mission to Sweden.
Lapland, England and other European
and Asiatic localities for Fairbank's new
1 6mm. educational and industrial film
production division.
★
Hack Productions has been formed in
Hollywood for production of 16mm.
educational documentaries covering rodeo contestants and rules under which
they operate.

★
Metropolitan tenor Donald Dame and
Owen Davis, Jr., are organizing a company for motion picture and television
production of opera in 16mm. color.
*
Dr. F. H. Fodor is now organizing his
Audio Pictures of Los Angeles in preparation for installation of new, modern
sound equipment for 16mm. sound direct recording.
★
Duke Lanfre announces recent formation
of Lanfre Studios in Hollywood for the
production of educational, commercial
and entertainment 16mm. sound and
color films. Associated with him are
Frank Caldwell, former U. S. Marine

Corps producer and R. Curtis Woodmansee, formerly of Army Air Corps.
★
Joseph Dephoure is now in Boston completing a 1 6mm. film for the Neco
Candy Co., after which he will return to
Gene Lester Productions, Hollywood.
★
Eddie Albert, motion picture star recently released from the Navy, has
announced formation of a new i6mm.
company, Albert Films, for production
of educational and industrial motion
*
pictures.
Experimental work on a number of
1 6mm. film shorts for possible television
use will be started April 1st by Jerry
Fairbanks, Hollywood producer, for the
National Broadcasting Company.

News
• ContinuedOffromWhat's
Page iS6

New...

Other Animatophone features include
a 180-degree "swing-out" lens mount,
Duo-Flexo pawls, Spira-Diaft lamp
house and over-size film s; rockets that
provide a five sprocket-hole grip on the
film as it passes through projector.
Factory and offices of Victor Animatograph Corp., also makers of the famed
Victor 1 6mm. cine camera, is Davenport, la.
Wollensak's
Raptar' Telephoto
The Wallensak Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y., anounces a new telephoto
lens for the amateur and commercial
photographer. To be known as the
"Wollensak Raptar Telephoto," the lens
is the first Wollensak product to carry
the name "Raptar," recently selected as
first-prize winner in Wollensak's nationwide "Name-the-Lens" Contest.
Especially designed for nature, architectural, travel, sports and news photography, the "Raptar Telephoto" produces large images otherwise impossible
to get from the average reflecting, press
or view-type camera with short bellows
According to the manufacturcapacity.
er, it is a self-contained lens, rather than
an attachment or a supplementary lens.
Like all WoUensak lenses, it is specially
treated with Wollensak's anti-reflecting
hard coating, Wocote, to reduce flare
and internal reflections and give sharper, more brilliant images.
New Protective Coating
Vulcabond, a new photo-lab paint,
has been tested by direct immersion in
all types of acids used in darkroom procedure, with no apparent damaging effects. Painted on sinks, trays, film developing reels, etc., exposed to acids,
Vulcabond, when properly applied, will
resist any decomposing action and spotting by the chemicals.
Vulcabond has a synthetic rubber and
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Weston
Rating

plastic base and may be applied with
the same ease of paint by either a brush,
spray-gun or by dipping. It dries to
a hard glossy finish and can be applied
to wood, metal, rubber, glass and fabrics.
Manufacturer is Bray Corp., 2961 E.
Colorado St., Pasadena 8, Calif.

The snap and sparkle you associate with professional motion pictures are yours when you use
NEW COMPENSATED

Superior Bulk Film Co.
Moving to new and enlarged quarters
at 101-05 S. Wells St. in the heart of
Chicago's business district, the Superior
Bulk Film Co. anounces they will use
their enlarged space to offer expanded
laboratory facilities and manufacture
additional items for use in the motion

B I G E LO W
MOTION
PICTURE FILM
COMPENSATED IN PROCESSING TO
CORRECT EXPOSURE ERRORS
25 ft. 100 ft.
8-8mnn. \imm.
Outdoor
1 8-3
J 1.50
$2.95
Du-AII
1 24.16 1 $2.35
$5.50
Prices of the above film include processing.
California buyers please include sales tax.
— 24-HouR Processing Service —
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE

IMI Regent St.

Oakland 9, Calif.

Cut Home Movie Costs
WE HAVE 8mm.-16mm. FILM!
1 6mm. Reversible Outdoor Film

$2.50
Rating k Westton
8mm.
Reversible
tyi^c^li^ 'Ci^
Outdoor
Film
25-ft. Double
tfl OC
.Xa
y day•^Iprocessing
8, onlSame
included
BETTER FILMS
742 New Lots Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y. CL. 7-1822

- " ^ OLD340 TIME
W. 29thMOVIE
Street S
New York I

picture field.
Pioneers in the field of home developing of motion picture film, the Superior Bulk Film Co. is originator of the
Superior Cine-Reel for home processing
of 8mm. and i6mm. movies. The company has added optical printers to their
laboratory and are now equipped to
reduce and enlarge 8mm. and i6mm.
film.
Another innovation which will be offered by Superior Bulk Film Company
is the making of still pictures from 8mm.
and 16mm. movie frames. The "Enlargo Prints" will provide pictures approximately ly/'xiy/' in size. Among
the new services of the enlarged Superier Bulk Film Co. is a large library
of stock main titles. These are available
both in 8mm. and 16mm size, in black
and white and Kodachrome.

SILENT,
SOUNDAlong,
— 8mm..
16mm.,— 2435mm'.
"Movies March
1896-1928"
Stars
Mary Pickford, L. Barrymore, "The N.Y. Hat"
One Reel, 16mm. Silent, $12.50 each

BETTER

PICTURES?

THEN
ACRA-COTE
YOUR
You'll get better pictures from your
present camera lenses because
ACRA-COTE
achieve—
• Increased lenses
Color Fidelity
• Improved Shodow Detail
• ond
Elimination
Contrastof Flare and
SccTttering of Light
No Desfrvcfive Heat
to Hurt Lenses
Toke your lens to your locol phoWhen
togrophicrequesting
dealer. prices please
stole nome of lens, monufocturer,
type and
"f"by number.
Accepted
leoding moving picture studios,
including:
Universal, Pa romount. Watt Disney
Productions, Scientific Films, etc.

Hollywood Hi-Speed
I6MM and 8MM FILM
Splendid for all indoor shots such as Birthdays,
Anniversaries, night street scenes, stage plays,
all sporting events, etc.
HOLLYWOOD HI-SPEED FILMS are fully panchromatic— use any filter, Non-Halation backing, marvelous latitude, fine grain.
100 ft. 16mm. $5.75— Weston 50-40
25 R. 8mm. $3.00— Weston 32-24 or 24-16
Hoiiywoodland Studios
SOUTH GATE, CALIFORNIA
HOLLYWOOD

Headquarters In New England 1
For Castle Films, Nu-Art Films, Official |
Films, Pictoreels, Soundies, New |
Hymnal Soundies
|
Sales, Rentals, Exchanges — Bargain Lists Free 1
FRANK LANE AND CO.
|
5 Little BIdg., Boston, Mass. |
"We Buy Your Films for Cash" |
Hiiiwwiuiiinininiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiniimii
DON Distributor
B. OLIVER
★ FATHER HUBBARD EDUCATIONAL FILMS
★ DA-LITE SCREENS
★ HOLMES SlUND PROJECTORS
New and Used Sound Equipment
A new service — We furnish expert instruction in
the operation and care of all sound equipment.
Prices and Catalog on Request
DON B. OLIVER
188 W. Randolph
Chicago I, III.

Professional Instruction At Home.
Learn Free Lance, Industrial. Educational and Hollywood film technique.
Personal supervision. Enthusiastically
endorsed
and professionals.
LICENSEDby amateurs
BY MICHIGAN
STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION. For a
well
paid
career
or
paying
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.hobby
MOTION PICTURE INSTITUTE of the U. S. A.
124-126 S. Woodward. Birmingham 2. Mich.
WILL BUY FOR CASH OR SWAP OR
EXCHANGE
8-14
AND WRITE
SOUNDAT ONCE
FILMS WHATSHORTS
AND
FEATURES.
YOU HAVE
—OUR ANSWER IMMEDIATELY
Complete Rental Library
IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
p. O. Box 539
Brockton 45, Mass.

WANT

CINEMETER

IIIIHUIIIHILI

Improved Time-O-Lite
The new model P-49 Time-O-Lite
provides a simple, accurate and dependable means of controlling the interval
of time exposure on photographic and
other apparatus where split-second timing isessential for perfect operation and
results. New, improved scale on the
dial has large, clear divisions and numbers and a foot control switch may be
used instead of push button. It is an
ideal darkroom accessory for the amateur who makes his own movie frame
enlargements. Manufacturer is Industrial Timer Corp., 117 Edison PI., Newark 5, N. J.

"GIVES ALL THE ANSWERS!"
The Cinemeter is a slide-rule type exposure guide
giving correct lens opening to use for all films
under all types of light conditions, both interior
and exterior.
Also lists shutter speeds of all popular
cine cameras; gives latest Weston and C. E.
film speeds; gives instantly the compensation necessary for shutters faster or slower
than the usual 1/30 sec, and exposures at
speeds above and below normal.
Also included is a title exposure scale;
a depth of field scale for standard 8 and
16mm. camera lenses.
Postpaid
HOME MOVIES

4040 Sunset, Hollvwood, Calif.
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CLilSSIFIED

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• BASS SAYS: Cine values in unconditionally
guaranteed equipment:
USED 16mm. CAMERAS: 14mm. Cine Nizo, 8 to M
finder, parallax
frames per second, waist level
B. & H. Filmo
F:3.5 lens, $62.50.$82.50.
view finder, Cooke
Victor 5
case,
and
lens
70-A Cooke F:3.5
Turret I" Cooke F:l.8 coated lens, with case,
speed,$200.latest,
& H.lensFilmo,
$197.50. B. F:l.5
B. & H.I"
with case,
coated super
Woliensak
70-DA 17mm. Woliensak F:2.7 focusing lens coated,
F:l.5 lens, foe. mt. coated, 4" Cooke
I" Woliensak
lens, positive finder and obiectives, electric
F:4.5
crank rewind and case $525.00.
syn. motor& fitted,
H. Aristocrat with rewind attachment,
8mm B
F:2.5 chemiF:2.7, 2" Like
F:2.5, I"withCooke
I/," Cooke
L-8
cally
lens foe. mt.Newsuede
F:2.8$315.00.
with Kerncase
Bolexlenses
sizecoated
Palm
cs. $98.50.
^
• . ,
Cameras in stock.
We have New Bolex H-8 and H-16watt
bulb, 2 lenses
New Bolex G8-I6 Proiector, 750
lens $52.50
88,
and case $331.00. New Revere newF;2.5DeVry
Model
watt
300
Tax.
Federal
$4.08
plus Proiectors with stop for single picture, $65.00.
G-3
Woliensak
17mm.
DELIVERY.
IMMEDIATE
LENSES:
fixed focus F:2.7 lens, coated $52.47. 50mm. Xenon
I" Kino Plasmat F:l.5
F-2 lens foe. A. mt. $72.50.
lens foe. mt., $87.50. 102mm. Cine Kodak Anastigmat'F:2.7
ter, $111.50.lens, chemically coated, choice of adapnew
RARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmowideproiectors,
angle Filmo
models. New 15mm. extreme
F-2 I projection lens for 16mm. projectors, chemi';'''^°„'^-'-»
M/2" wide
coated,lens,$29.45.
caliy
3
coated, $19.85,
chemically
projection
$31.60. 4 F:2.b
coated $30.55.
chemically coated
lens, chemically
projection lens,
projection
finder for MagaH. Direct focusing
SPECIAL: B. & each,
$20.55, Kodak Focusing Finder
zine cameras,
for Cine Mag. $20.40. B. & H. objective finders in
$11.15 incl.
incl. Fed.
15mm.Cine$8.80Extenar
stock:
angle4" attachments
wide Tax.
Fed Tax.
for 50
'8mm.
& H.,
and Keystone
16mm.
B. & H. lenses,
Tax. New
Fed.Revere
plus B.$2.45
$27
An$50.40.
cap.
ft.
400
complete.
Outfit,
Editing
Jr.
Craig
$3.03.
slitters,
8mm.
other lot of Bala
Splicers for 8mm. or 16mm. $3.95.
$17.50.
each
2000 ft heavy duty i6mm. rewinds,
Dummy with brake $3.50. New B. & H. 8mm. Titler
for Aristocrat Model only, complete at $20.35.
16mm. BASS 1600 ft. reels
- tl
$3.50^l
16mm. BASS 1600 ft. cans - - --W-SO
16mm. BASS 1200 ft. reels
— $2-15
16mm. BASS 1200 ft. cans
and trade
We
stocksbuyfor'em.
new sell
Cine'em.
equipment,
all 'em.
makes.Complete
BASS CAMERA COMPANY DEPT. HC 179 W.
Madison Street. CHICAGO 2, ILL.
• FOR SALE— New Bolex L-8, H-8 and H-16, lenses,
sound outfits and home movie features. BALDWIN,
811 Rossi, Boise. Idaho.
ac• PROJECT-O-COLOR— the new sensational
available now. Inprojectors,
for movie
cessoryformation
Free! Write
PROJECT-O-COLOR, Dept.
51. Palatine. III.
• VICTOR No. 5 16mm. camera, ike new. Reverse,
hand crank, critical focuser. turret with Dallmeyer
I" f/1.5, and Woliensak
f/1.5, HugowithMeyer
17mm.
3"
f/4. Complete
zipper bag, $295.00. Delaware
Without
lenses, $125.00. JOHN L. KRODY, 7224
Ave., Cincinnati 13, Ohio.
• EASTMAN Kodascope projector, model _ 16-20,
x 52
caseSo.andMain,39" Tulsa,
with 825
new perfect
screen
$140.00.condition,
ELMER KEY.
Okla.
.
500 watt
• REVERE 8mm. projector model 85 with
f/1.6 lens, $80.50. Revere 8mm. movie
lamp andmodel
camera
88 with f/2.5 lens, $56.82. Shipping
charges prepaid. Write for our free price lists.
RIHER CAMERA SERVICE. 507 So. Oak Park Ave..
Oak Park. III.
• NEW and used Victors. Eastman. Ampro, Holmes
sound and silent projectors, films, projection lamps.
Griswold and Craig splicers, rewinders. reels,
camera
films,— ZENITH. 308 West 44th St., New
York City.
• WESTON Master II exposure meter, $29.67.
Write us your needs. We buy, trade, lists. CAMERAMAN. S42-H Fifth Ave.. New York 19.
• MOVIE projectors— 16mm. Silent. $24.50 upT
16mm. Sound, new and used. Several makes and
models from home movie to professional sizes;
8mm. and 16mm. cameras. DeVry portable 35mm;
1,000 ft. sound projector. Griswold 8mm. and
16mm. splicers $16.50. G-E exposure meters $23.75.
Mercury II 35mm. candid camera, f/2.7 lens,
$73.49- 8mm. and 16mm. films. GALLAGHER FILM
SERVICE. Green Bay, Wise.
WANTED
• WANTED — Used equipment. Bargain list on request. PETERS, 41-B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.

RATES: Ten cants per word; mlntmunK
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,
lOth of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to MiO Sunset leulevard. Holly
wood 28, California.
WANTED
• WANTED: used 50' 8mm. projection reels, 4c
each in jection
trade
(3c each,
8mm. cash).
proreels, 2'/2C
each incash)
tradeand(2c30'each,
We pay postage. Forward prepaid. Our catalog
available on request. ESO-S PICTURES. 4038 Broadway. Kansas Citv 2, Missouri.
• DISTRIBUTORS wanted for 16mm. pictures. Write
for details on fast moving items. PIOUE PICTURES
P. O. Box 123, Station B, Brooklyn 16, N. Y.
• WANTED — Arriflex, Cinephon and other foreign
35mm. motion picture cameras, also Astro, Primoplan and other lenses. Cash waiting or trade for
good 16mm. motion picture cameras. THE CAMERA
MART, 70 West 45th St., New York.
• LEADING 16mm. producers — Distributor wants
unedited sound or silent subjects; good royalty
deal. Send pictures plus return postage to HAL
MASON PRODUCTIONS, 6016 Fountain Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.
• SHOTGUNS, TARGET PISTOLS AND RIFLES accepted in trade on cameras, projectors, screens,
editors, and everything photographic. If you have
equipment of this type to trade in, or if you wish
to trade in your present photographic equipment
toward new merchandise, soon to be received, you
will find our present allowances more than liberal.
Write, describing your equipment and we will quote
our allowances by return mail. NATIONAL CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 86 So. 6th St.. Minneapolis 2. Minn.
• USED complete and in good condition 8mm.,
16mm. silent and sound films and equipment desired.Write
We pay
top prices letter.
but want
goodwillmerchandise.
a descriptive
Answer
follow
immediately. PARAMOUNT FILMS, Monmouth, III.
FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• GORGEOUS
Girls: sparkling "Allure"
and
"Sarong
Girls,"
films,
50
ft. $2.00;
16mm.two100breath-taking
ft. $4.00 each.
Big 8mm.
1946
catalog many film bargains and sample, dime.
AUDET, Box 6S20-CC, Philadelphia 38, Penna.
• ATTENTION! Special offer for 8 and 16mm.
movie fans: Get the most out of your equipment
for the least cost. Our complete film library is at
your disposal. Send for free details stating whether
your equipment is 8mm. or 16mm. DEPT. 81,
VARIETY HOME MOVIE PLAN, Palatine, Illinois.
• LATEST releases Castle, Official, Pictorial 816mm. silent, sound films. Sales, rentals, exchanges.
Catalogue listing over 3000 films, accessories, etc..
2-3e stamps. REED, 7508 Third Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
• USED Send
and new
films, 8-16mm.,
and
sound.
for Castle
lists. ALVES
PHOTO silent
SERVICE,
Inc., 14 Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.
• RENT by week — 8mm. -16mm. movies. Shorts and
features; lowest rates. Catalogues. Projectors and
accessories for sale. DAYTON FILM RENTAL. 2227
Hepburn, Dayton. Ohio.
• SAVEhome
money!
Buy. Details
rent, exchange
and
sound
movies.
for dime.8-l6mm.
MIDLAND
FILM EXCHANGE. Box 429. Oak Park I. III.
• TRANS-AMERICANS— New catalogue now ready.
Bargains galore. Everything you want. Catalogue
with Free camera strap included. 25c. TRANSAMERICANS SALES, Morrlstown. New Jersey.
TITLE CENTERING GUIDES
10c each
AVAILABLE for every popular make and model
8mm. and 14mm. cine camera (except Revere.
Perfex and Bolex L-8) are these simple, easyto-use title centering guides that assure quick,
accurate centering of camera with title board —
regardless of size of title.
BE SURE TO SPECIFY MAKE AND MODEL OF
CAMERA WHEN ORDERING!
HOME MOVIES
iOM Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 28, Calif.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
• BIG Discounts — Unusual subjects, 16mm. sound
and silent films, bought, sold and exchanged.
Free bargain lists. SHERWOOD PICTURES 789 St.
Marks Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.
• CHILDBIRTH — modern technique. Superb educational film for doctors, nurses and students.
Hospital photography. $10.00 prepaid. SHERWOOD
PICTURES, 789 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.
• FILM headquarters — 8mm. 16mm. S.O.F. Cash
discount! Large sound film linrary for Churches,
Schools and roadshows. 1946 16mm. sound projectors. Free particulars — state your interest. CHARLIE
POORMAN, Dept. HM. Schulkill Haven. Penna.
• "A CHILDhomeIs Born
Caesarian Project
Delivery."
the
outstanding
movie Byproduction.
it yourself free. Send postal card today. PREFERRED
FILM PRODUCERS, Hamilton 21. Ohio.
• SELLING brand new 8-l6mm. laboratory prints!
Sllents as low as $1.75. Sound from $7.50 up.
BRYANT FILMS, 264 Spring St., Osslnlng, N. Y.
• COMPLETE collection 16mm. subjects; Silent,
sound. Save on movie equipment. Special introductory offer.
G. ODEL. 1197 Anderson
Ave.. Bronx
52, ROBERT
N. Y.
• OUTSTANDING Stars: Chaplin. Pickford. Turpin.
Hart, Arbuckle. Barrymores. Catalogs: 16mm. silent,
sound, 8mm., 35mm. (35mm. positives or negatives
wanted' age, condition, Immaterial). IRVING MEGINNIS, 340-H, West 29th, New York I.
• 8-I6MM. home movies, glamour photos; 3c
stamp brings
sample
and Loslist.Angeles
THOMAS42. Calif.
PRODUCTIONS, 5123 York
Blvd.,
• RENTAL 16mm. silent films: Choice of comedies,
cartoons, travel, news features; 50 reels for $7.50.
Write for free catalog. HANIK FILM RENTAL CLUB,
1223 Stowe Ave., McKees Rocks, Pa.
• NOW! Home movies in full color; Low in price.
too. Catalog, 25c. Projection length Kodachrome
Scenes, "Waiklki
Hula,"
Specify
WORLD
IN COLOR,
Box only
392-C,$1.00.
Elmira,
N. Y.width.
• UNUSUAL 8-l6mm. film subjects. Big catalog
with sample film, lOc. NATIONAL FILM EXCHANG. Broadway Station E. Toledo 9. Ohio.
• I BUY and swap 16mm. sound film. Send in youi
list. Also sell projectors and equipment. BILLS
FILM SERVICE, Box 231. Calwa City, Calif.
CAMERA FILM
• EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 16mm. positive film. $4.00
each, limit 3 rolls per order. Will ship C.O.D.
or will prepay cash with order. FILMCRAFT. 4038
Broadway. Kansas City, Mo.
• REPERFORATION of any brand 16mm. B & W
or color film for use in 8mm. cameras. Perforations
guaranteed. $2.00 per 100 ft roll. Film slit for
single 8mm. cameras (no color) 50c additional.
Send
all films4038insured,
marked
FILMCRAFT,
Broadway,
Kansas"reperforate,"
City, Mo. to
• MOVIE
films— processing.
100' 16mm. $2.50; 25'
double
8mm.camera
$1.25.
New Jersey.
PORT
PHOTO
SUPPLY,Free
435 First Ave., ELIZABETHElizabeth I,

FILMS
• TIRED of
your FOR
films?EXCHA
Swap NGE
them! No cash
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS,
Box 539, Brockton, Mass.
PHOTO FINISHING
• 6 or 8 exposure roll finished, glarit size, 30c.
Ask about our 16mm. and 8mm. titling service.
THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46, Southgate, Calif.
TITLING SUPPLIES
Ind.
• KODACHROME main titles for 8mm. movies.
Send for free list. ^TITLES, L. W. Starr. Bluffton.
• 8MM. titles: B & W and Kodachrome; lap dissolves zooms and other effects. Send for samples
and
Information.
PAUL'SPa. 8MM. MOVIE SERVICE.
156 Lincoln
St., Easton.
MISCELLANEOUS
• TITLE CENTERING GUIDES lOc each. Available
for every popular make and model 8mm.L-8)andare 16mm.
these
(except Perfex and Bolex
cine camera
simple,
easy-to-use title centering guides that assure
quick accurate centering of camera with title.
HOME MOVIES. 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28.

The sailfish a spetfaculor performer; an object of beauty and much sought after by the followers of
Isaac Walton. BOLEX comeras also are spectacular performers, objects of beauty; desired by all critical
home movie photographers. Just as the beautiful sailfish bears an unchallenged reputation in spectacular
performance . . so do BOLEX cameras.

BOLEX MODEL H I 6 (Model H-8 is idenfical)

BOLEX cameras, made in a factory where precision instruments have been made since 1814, are the most
precise and finest movie cameras the home movie field has ever known. BOLEX cameras ore the products
of E. Paillard & Company of Switzerland where mass production methods are unknown; where craftsmen
who take a real pride in their abilities assemble every BOLEX camera with painstaking care. BOLEX H-8
and H-16, the former for double eight color or black-and-white film, and the latter for 16mm color or
black-and-white film, ore the most versatile home movie cameras available. Covered in genuine leather
with highly polished and chrome-plated metal trimming, the dural housing of BOLEX cameras encloses the
fmest precision mechanism found in home movie cameras. Tens of thousands of American home movie
makers testify to BOLEX superiority.
BOLEX Model H cameras, whether for 8mm or 16mm, are identical in appearance, performance and
versatility. These cameras provide automatic threading, parallax correcting viewfinders, critical visual
focusing, turret for three lenses. All speeds from 8 frames to 64 frames per second, back-winding
mechanism, frame counters, single frame exposures and many other features not found in other comeras.

KERN-PA

ILLARO

BOLEX Model L-8 is the cream of the small doubleeight field. The most beautiful in appearance and
the most precise in operation. It may be carried in
a side-coat pocket or a lady's hand bag. This camera
is equipped with a constant speed motor and an
optical system with which it produces 8mm movies,
in color or black-and-white, which rival the results
obtained with the BOLEX H-16
Get full details of these movie cameras in our fre?
1946 catalogue now ready for distribution and
mailed upon request without obligation. Camera deliveries are now being made but the demand is far
in advance of our ability to supply. We suggest that
you get your order booked with your dealer promptly.

SWITAR r f/7.4 LENS
Double-coated, producing brilliant movies
even if filmed against the light, automatic
depth of field scale, locking diaphragm
stops, excellent definition . . . even at full
aperture.
the features thatThese
make arethisonlylenssometheoffinest
yet
produced for l6mm movies.

H-8

jIMjlllii!"'
H-16

L-8
AMERICAN

ffiOLEX

BOLEX

CO.
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Cine-Kodak

It's a great year for movie makers — with holiday sites beckoning, tires and gas to get vou
there, and Cine-Kodak Film to share and save the
big moments of your outdoor fun.
Yes, yom* Kodak dealer should have Cine-Kodak
Film for you right now. Perhaps not all you want, at
first . . . but soon, there'll be more. \\ hether fishing
is your particular off-hour activity ... or hiking . . .
or puttering around the house, getting things set for

Film

again!

summer — or movie making, itself — it's wonderful to
have movie film again!
Cine-Kodaks are on the way. Only a few right now,
more and more in months to come. Ask your Kodak
dealer about the economy "Eights" — and those alltime headliners. Magazine Cine-Kodaks, 8mm. and
16mm. Ask him, too. for Kodak's new, free, moviebooklet, "Time
MakeRochester
Movies 4,Again."
Or write making
Eastman
Kodak toCo.,
]\. Y.

^

CINE-KODAK

MOVIES

Full-color Kodachrome and

FILM

IS

BACK

and roll . . . omm. and lo mn
rr-r^
n^ri

/za/eae,
with

VICTOR

/millU/lTOPHOIllE

The ability to capture all the reality of voice or instrument ... is a thrilling
quality of the Victor Animatophone.
The secret lies in Victor's superb amplifier ... its capacity to respond perfectly
at voice frequency, yet reproduce the higher and lower instrumental notes.
Also exclusive with Victor is the Wide Angle Sound Lens with greater focal
depth for deeper scanning of the sound track. Victor's Stationary Sound Drum
has no moving parts to wear or get out of order and is instantly accessible
for cleaning.
Because of such features as Victor's unsurpassed sound fidelity, easier threading,
brighter images and greater safety, it is first choice with thousands of educators,
churchmen, industrialists and the military. Ask for additional details of the
Victor Animatophone . . . the finest in l6mm craftsmanship!
ViCTOR
ANtlflATOGRAPH
CORPORATION
Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa
New York (18) McGraw-Hill BIdg., 330 W. 42nd St. • Chicago (1) 188 W. Randolph
O F

I6MM

EQUIPMENT

SINCE

1923

S

HOLLYWOOD

I

CARTOONS

HOME

FOR
SCHOOL

SHOWS

MOVIE

DONALD

DUCK

CLUB

AND

in

''THE
FIREMAN"
Donald Duck in the role of fireman! Mickey Mouse
and Coofy are his helpers! They answer a fire call,
get tangled in the hose, the extension ladder plays
tricks — what a barrel of fun with 3 of Walt Disney's
most popular stars!
MICKEY
8mm.-100

ft. $3.00

16mm.-200ft.$6.00

RED
HOT
BULLETS
Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck are policemen on motorcycle detail. They encounter
Peg Leg
Petebullets
the dognaper.
There's
a running battle;
are exchanged
by Mickey
and Peg Leg. Donald runs interference tor
Mickey. Action! Laughs!
THESE
3 ROLLICKING
See Your

Dealer

MOUSE

"THE
DIZZY
Here
is Mickey Mouse
as a daring airPILOT"
mail pilot! Flying a
dangerous air route, things are further complicated when he
encounters
Peg ends
Leg as
air bandit.
There'sin a his
thrilling
air fight that
withan Mickey
bringing
plane midand
capturing Peg Leg for the waiting police.

SH I PWRECKED
The Three Monkeys are stevedores on a
freighter. Caught napping by the captain, a
horsewhip brings them into action. But they
get revenge when a wild careening piano
clears the deck of everything, including the
captain!
CARTOONS:
50 ft. 8mm. $1.50
Today

PLUTO'S
SHOWER
BATH
Mickey
Mousewater
starts
to give
Pluto Pluto
his bath,
but a trick
hose
involves
and
Mickey in a lot of complications that only
Walt
animated artistry could make so
funny Disney's
on the screen!

HOLLYWOOD

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please ship the following films as indicated:
Remittance EnclosedD
Ship C.O.D. □
Name

FILM

Address..
State

6060 Sunset Blvd.

.100

Or Order Direct, Using Coupon

ENTERPRISES
INC.
- Hollywood 28, California

in

City..

ft. 16mm.

$3.00

Below
Film Title

Price

I
Zone
..No
n Send Free Catalog

!

1
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\DVISORY

>R. A. K. BAUMGARDNER
I
Paoria Cinema Club?

MOYIES
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

ETER BEZEK
^
Chicago Ciirama Club' j
. JAMES BIALSON
]
Amateur Motion Picture Club of St. Louit-i
J
. MOSS BROWN
Dallas Cinema Club -

Copyright If44 and published monthly by Ver Halen Publications,
Hollywood, California, publishers of Home Movies, Home Movie
Industry, Film World, and Technical Photographic Books. No part
of contents may be reprinted without written permission.

/OL. XIII

WALTER BRACKEN
The 8-16 Movie Club, Philadelphia, Pa ;

YRIL DVORAK
Suburban Amateur Movie Club^

"Cherry Blossoms" ¥ti\l page title background
Dynamic Symmetry of Color

JCENE D. INCRAHAM

USSELL U NEBRICH
Metro Movie Club of Chicago \
ARCISSE A. PELLETIER
Toronto Amateur Movie' Club y
ILBERT B. PETERSON
j
Metropolitan Cine Club \
1
. THEO. ROTH
1
Sherman Clay Movie Club
\
O. ROUNTREE
Bay Empire 8mm. Movie Club \
PAUL SNYDER
\
Norfolk Amateur Movie Club 1i
EED E. SNYDER
Des Moines Y.M.C.A. Movie Club •

I. F. SiSSEL
Austin Movie Club ]t

itered as Second-Class Matter. May (, l?38. at
e Postoffice at Los Angeles, Calif., under the
Act of March 3. I87f.
ibscription rates: U. S. S2.S0 per year. Single
ipies 25c. Advertising rates on applicatioa-

MAY,

Club Project
The Chemistry Side of Title Film Developing

Portland Cine Club i

LFRED F. KAUFMAN
Indianapolis Amateur Movie Club

FOR
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USSELL A. DIXON
Pittsburgh Amateur Cinema Club i

i
Cinemen Club'
TANLEY JEPSON
i
Amateur Cine Society of India ]
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'"Hxi it, brother'" But even if he misses, he's a hit on the screer
You've caught it all with Revere ... his cocky grin, his grip, tha
wild swing. In making and showing 8mm movies at their bes
... in color or sparkling black-and-white . . . Revere equipmen
is of first consideration Revere Cameras and Projectors ar
now available. See them at your dealer.
REVERE CAMERA

COMPANY,

CHICAGO

16, ILLINOIS

Manufacturers of 8mm Movie Equipment . . . Exclusively
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BEHER

EDITING

CRAIG SENIOR GEARED REWINDS
has adjustable tension brake to give you
smooth, effortless silent rewinding. Beautifully finished in highly-polished chromium. Adapted for all 8 mm. and 16 mm.
reels up to 400 feet. $5.00 ea.; $10.00 pr.

for

the

A Craig Master Rewind Combination makes editing a pleasure because itis so easy, so effortless to use. It includes a pair of chromium
plated Craig Master Geared Rewinds, the famous Craig Senior Splicer
with automatic dry scraper which makes a dry splice mounted on a
32-inch laminated board base which will not warp, and a bottle of
Craig Safety Film Cement. An adjustable brake on each rewind provides selective control for film tension and speed, a locking device on
each spindle holds the reels secure. Adaptable to either sound or silent
film— it will handle 16 mm. reels up to 2000 feet capacity.
Enjoy editing with the Craig Master Rewind Combination— be sure
of well edited home movies — See it and buy it at your photo dealers.
EFFICIENT, EASY EDITING FOR 8 MM. MOVIES with the CRAIG
Junior Rewind Combination — Here is the ideal outfit for editing 8 mm. movies! Includes a Craig Junior splicer, a pair of Craig
Junior Geared Rewinds, a bottle of Craig Safety Film Cement,
and a water
compactly
nished board.container,
Complete,all only
S8.95. mounted on a 21-inch var-

CRAIG JUNIOR GEARED REWINDS
operate quietly and smoothly, are finished
in durable baked enamel. Entirely enclosed and dust-free. Adapted for all
standard 8 mm. and 16 mm. up to 400 ft.
reels. $2. SO ea.; $S.00 pr.

CRAIG
Los Angeles

MOVIE
San

SUPPLY
Francisco

CO.
Seattle
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CASTLE

.J^° P"'"°rs and Dark ^

ALBUM!

MUSIC

The most complete group of music films ever offered!
Songs that will live forever — songs to please every
taste— music for every dance mood — folk songs, hillbilly ballads. Gay Nineties favorites— music for young
and old, superbly staged and presented by stars of the
world of music!

THREE''

Now

you can own

GREAT

MUSICAL

"d;,
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'''Album #1 has 2 pictures.

14
15

°"^,'"on band ^UODY UA/f
'■/ moon'
y "ome ,n ,he We,, •

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20
FIELD BUILDING, CHICAGO 3
RUSS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO 4
Please send me the
NAMF
ADDRESS
riTY
Remittance encloted □

following Music Albums at $17S0 each: HM-5
(Order by number)
7nNF

STATF

Ship CO. D O Send Castle Films' FREE Catalog □
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THIS TITLE suggests a novelty film picturing the various results
of smoke or fire. Start with subtitle: "... and where there is
fire, there is smoke." Follow with shot of smoldering backyard
incinerator; then shot of irate housewife hanging out wash, and
of her getting out garden hose and turning it on neighboor's incinerator. Continue with several short situations of similar
nature: Father smoking pipe, then mother discovers he's letting
ashes fall on rug; clouds of smoke billowing from garage, followed by clooseup shot of be-grimed father or son working on
motor of family car; smoke issuing from kitchen door, and
hasty investigation revealing burnt toast aflame in the oven!
Close with closeup shot of smoke rising from behind fence,
then a shot of Junior obviously having smoked his first cigarettd

HOW ABOUT a reel of movies picturing the doings of the teenagers in your family or neighborhood? Film them in the usual
activities around the school, where possible, then the crowd
gathering at the corner drugstore — don't forget a closeup of
couples sipping 'cokes', two on a straw! — activities of Junior
clubs, the school dance, birthday parties, the 'Jive' and 'Boogie'
crowd, and sports and hobby activities. If there is a 'romance' in
the neighborhood, use this incident as a highlight for your film —
probably can work up a running gag for laughs. Sly humor
can be worked in where there are several children in the family,
pointing up the pretense of 'grown up' of the teen-agers against
the more natural attitudes of the younger folks.

HERE'S AN IDEA for featuring father, again. Father gets up
late Sunday morn — finds note advising that mom and the kids
have gone to visit a relative. He feels lonesome — but not for
long. He suddenly realizes this is the opportunity he has been
waiting for to take some movies without family interference.
Dressing and taking up his camera and equipment, he leaves the
house in quest of movie making material. Subsequent shots
can show him filming whatever subjects are at hand that would
prove of interest — a carnival or the circus, races, zoo, the park,
etc. He returns home just ahead of the family, hastily puts
away camera and equipment, and pretends he's spent the day
at home — obviously having missed the family a great deal!
SEASIDE movie makers can find much of interest to film in the
shells, seaweed and aquatic life of the sea which invariably may
be found in the more secluded coves along the shores. This title
suggests a movie of a beach party in which guests participate in
a scavenger hunt for items of various sea life. In this way, people
can be worked into the picture for human interest, with closeups
used to concentrate attention on the sea life. A good closing
gag is to have one of the party discover a bottle floating in the
surf with a humorous note in it suggesting that buried treasure
is to be found at a nearby spot. Show members of party eagerly
digging, then reveal the 'treasure' — a box of old ration tokens
or pop bottle checks, etc.
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WITH
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HOME

16mm,

LIFE

TALKING

Now — your family and friends can gather at
their convenience, comfortably, relaxed —
and see their own selections from the large
and rapidly increasing libraries of 16 mm.
sound films. These libraries include not only
popular dramatic and entertainment films —
but a vast assortment of educational, travel
and musical subjects available at moderate
rental fees.
And with the new low-cost Ampro 16 mm.
sound projector--- you obtain clear, brilliant
images, rich colors, and enjoyable, lifelike

PICTURES

lAany Special Ampro Features — Ampro 16
mm. sound projectors are rugged, sturdy,
compact, lightweight — and designed to give
continuous efficient performance. Special
Ampro features include: Simplified Threading
System, Centralized Controls, Triple Claw
Movement, Centralized Oiling System, Quick
Set-up, Quiet Operation — and many other
exclusive advantages. Write today for folder
giving specifications, prices and full details.

tone quality. Ampro's simplified design
and centralized controls make operation
almost as easy as using a radio.

AMPRO

CORPORATION

♦ ♦ ♦

★ CHICAGO, 18

A General Precision Equipment Corporation Subsidiary
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Accessories

f:i.4 to
and exposure times from
I 1000 seconds to 30 seconds. The
Skan Meter is packaged complete with
leather
case and retails at Si 1.50 plus
tax.
Reflector

Boom Light

Photospot

..an easy new way
to highlight effects
• Makes all kinds of titles.
Mult-Efex Titler
Home movie enthusiasts may now
make all kinds of trick titles of the

Now G-£ offers two spreads of light
for making better movies!

The new G-E Reflector Photospot
(RSP-2) is just what you need to create highlight efifects — at low cost.
Used in combination with Photofloods, it's a honey forbacklight, for
edgelight, and other special efifects.
Used for close-ups, G-E Photospots
oflfer new flexibility . . . provide
enough light so lamps can be back
of the camera, out of your way. Or
you can close lens down as much as
3 full stops more than with Refleclorfloods. (For greater accuracy,
use a good exposure meter.)

type used by the professionals of Hollywood. With the Mult-Efex Titler,
manufactured by Bardwell & McAlister, Inc. of Hollywood, the amateur can
produce such titles as zooms, wipes,
double exposures, scrolls, fade-outs,
flip-flops, swing-arounds, forward and
back rolling and many other novelties.
This unit accommodates any standard
8mm. or i6mm. movie camera. It is a
precision made product in keeping with
the quality of the famous B & M line
of photographic lighting equipment.
'Skan' Exposure Meter
G-M's post-war exposure meter for
still, movie and color pictures, is now
in photo shops throughout the country
under a new name — Skan. The Skan
exposure meter has many refinements
over the prewar G-M model — new interior changes for more precise production of delicate assemblies; new scale
for more accurate evaluation of scenes
with high brightness values, and new
computer for ease and simplicity in
obtaining accurate exposure time. The
Skan retains the inside bearing construction which G-M pioneered in 1939. The
all-over size is only 2]/^" x lY/' x i" ,
and weighs 4 ounces. The Skan is calibrated for Exposure Indes values from
4 to 800, aperture openings from

Same size, shape, color-temperature,
wattage and life as a G-E Reflector
Photoflood . . . but the concentrated
Photospot beam gives you 7 times
more light! A\2i\\2ih\e soon. Ask your
dealer for the new G-E Reflector
Photospot !
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LAMPS

GENERAL 0 ELECTRIC
• Compact, popular priced.

An which
improved
light
can photographers'
be set to any boom
angle
without manipulating the thumbscrew
at the balance point is announced by
Bardwell and McAHster of Hollywood,
manufacturers of photographic lighting equipment for motion pictures — and
professional photographers.
A thrust bearing and fibre friction
disc hold the boom firmly in any position after it has been tilted. The stand-

• Portable, light In weight.
ard does not have to be lowered to reach
the balance point and hours of productive time are thus saved
The boom is equipped with a B &
M Baby Keg-Lite, a spot widely used
by the motion picture industry throughout the world. This light is so bracketted that once adjusted, it maintains
the same angle regardless of any position of the boom up to 45 degrees from
horizontal.
This is the latest addition to a complete line of photographic lighting
equipment manufactured by this company.
Wabash
Floodlight
Designed primarily for floodlighting,
supplementary
commercial
• Continued on lighting,
Page 29J
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LAMB"
STRAY
THE
Real-live animal personalities ... in a thrilling, beau-tiful adventure film . . . perfect for all ages. The story
of a wonderful friendship between Barnaby the St.
Bernard, and Letitia the lamb. Packed with suspense

MM

. . . action . . . humor . . . you'll thrill to this exciting
cast, and see:
* why PETUNIA
SKUNK, does not make friends
or influenceTHEanimals
• how RODNEY
mu J creek THE RACCOON, turns navigator on
* how ELMER
of LetitiaTHEthe EAGLE,
lamb almost makes Iamb chops
♦how BARNABY THE DOG rescues Letitia from
Elmer's nest
•how CLOE
THE MOUNTAIN LION almost traps
the adventurers.
• how BARNABY becomes "my hero" ......
5 standard sizes and prices (see coupon )
Sound version narrated by ANDRM BARUCH
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PASTRYTOWN WEDDING
HAVEN OF REST
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16mm Sound only — $7.50
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25 West 45th Street New York 19, N.Y.
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ANNOUNCING!
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-MARK)

TELEPHOTO

LENS

Here's the modern telephoto lens you've been waiting for —
to help you take pictures you've never been able to get just
right: nature and architectural shots, distant travel scenes,
sports pictures, news pictures and many more.
Wollensak's new Raptar Telephoto is not an attachment,
not a supplementary lens. It's a finely corrected, self-contained high quality anastigmat with a short back focus. The
Raptar Telephoto produces large images otherwise impossible to get with the average reflecting, press or view camera
that has short bellows capacity.
Operates at a speed of /5.6 — fast enough to meet most picture-taking conditions. Has flat field, excellent covering
power. Treated with Wollensak's anti-reflecting WOCOTE
to reduce flare and internal reflections, give sharper, more
brilliant images. Light, compact, easy to handle; takes same
exposures as required for any/5.6 lens.
Available in iris diaphragm barrel or in shutter.

FOR

MOVIES,

OPTICAL

CANDID,

CO.,

ENLARGING,

ROCHESTER

ACTION,

STILLS

5, N. Y., U. S. A.
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With

our

sides

presents

splitting

from

for 16mm

laughter.

. .

hilarity

Ihe Story of the Careless Stork • The stage hit had Broadway hysterical! • The picture will panic you!
"/ told you to put screens on the windows!

^^^^^^ ^'
Marjorie Reynolds • Charles Ruggles • Fay
Bainter * Helen Broderick • Arthur Lake
Hattie McDaniel • Jeff Donnell • John Philliber
and >he sweethearts of "Stage Door Canteen"
Cheryl Walker • William Terry • Fred Brady • Margaret Early
It's the dafflest, lafflest film since you were in didies. You will scream at the most
pixilated family ever gathered in one room . , . and three bundles of joy from
heaven. We of Pictorial consider 3 IS A FAMILY as the "prize catch" of the season
on 16mm film. Now available for homes, clubs, churches, civic organizations —
for a howl of a good time.
r
- —
1
GENTLEMEN: I om intere«ted In your picture "3 Is A Fomily". Pleose send me
without obligation
Q Additional Information.
Q long term lease rates.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

PICTORIAL
FILMS,
Inc.
R.K.O. ■UILDING
RADIO CITY 20, N. Y.
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THE

HARRISON

LIGHT

CORRECTOi{^

The Harrison Light Corrector is equally
Now you can be sure that all your color
simple
to use for either still or movie
pictures, like the beautiful creations
from Hollywood, will reproduce the full
photography.
Incorporating all of the
newest technical refinements, built to
glory of nature. The Harrison Light
Corrector is the product of ten years ^ precision standards, skillfully designed
of scientific research and laboratory / to assure consistent true natural colors
experiment.
Embodying the principles
in your pictures — ail the time — under
of control of the color content of light,
all conditions — using any type of color
film. See it soon, at your dealers.
it assures positive results — all the time.

KODACHROME
BLACK AND

AND

WHITE

HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL IS MAKING THESE
MOTION PICTURES AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME AND OFFERS ITS NEWS SERVICE REGULARLY HEREAFTER. ALL THE EXCITING NEWS FROM
HOLLYWOOD ABOUT THE GLAMOROUS
STARS WILL BE FILMED WHEN AND WHERE
IT HAPPENS. THE NEWSREELS ARE OFFERED
IN KODACHROME OR BLACK AND WHITE.

THESE, FILMS ARE THE BEST BUY EVER PRESENTED. DO NOT DELAY. ORDER YOUR
NEWSREELS NOW!

CHECK NEWSREELS YOU WANT-

HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL
8739 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 46, Calif.
Gentlemen:
I
I Please send the newsreels
checked. I enclose $
Send films postage free.
I
I Please send the newsreels
checked C. O. D. I will pay $.
plus postage on delivery.

KODACHROME .$ 9.00 [B3][B4][B5]
8mrib 50 It. .
IGmm, 100 ft 15.00 [B3][B4][B5]
IGmm, Sound 17.50 fsal [Bj] [BS]
|B4l|
BLACK & WHITE
|B4|| B5 11A7
B5||a7
|B3|
|B3| |B4l|
[A8][A9]
B5 11A7 [A8][A9
|B3|
|A8||A9l
PRINT NAME .
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE.

STATE .
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ITS

NOW!
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...WIW
EVERY

HERE-

FEATURES
CAMERA

PLUS

FAN

WANTS...

PRECISiON

MODEL K-8
F.3.5. . . . $31.75
F.2.5. . . . 41.50
F. 1.9. . . . 64.95
Plus Tax
Now you can own the new postwar Keystone
8 mm. camera fans everywhere have been
eagerly waiting for ! It's here . . . ask your
dealer. It has versatilitij — color film . . . black
& white . . . three speeds . . . interchangeable

INTERCHANGEABLE LENS
MOUNT for f,2.5, f.1.9 ond
1" or 1-1/2" Telepholo lens.

AUDIBLE FOOTAGE INDICATOR to heor and check
the film footage being token.

lens mount ! It has ease of operation — no
sprockets to thread . . . long-range television
view-finder . . . footage indicator you can hear
while you shoot your scenes.
All these — plus many other modern features
to make your picture -taking better and easier
— are yours now, in the new Keystone 8. Be

SLOW MOTION, normal and
fait speed action — 12, 16 ond
48 frames at o shutter speed
of l/40th per second.

LOCKING DEVICE to take
your own picture with your
Camera. Just lock camera
"on" and wolk info scene.

among the first to own the camera that's
precision-huilt throughout . . . for long-lasting,
low-cost picture pleasure !

THE Keystone a. 8 — first 8 mm. projector built in this country using
750-watt
lamp.Mony
Won'tother
burnfeatures.
film —
even on sti//s.
See it at your dealer's.
BUILT-IN precision viewfinder, indicating the Field of
picture being taken.
KEYSTONE

PUSH BUTTON release
— facilitating handling of
the Camera.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Keystone
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"Zoo Album" Shows How Continuity Is Made With
Aid Of Tie-in Shots And Informative Titles
S
^OO
ALBUM"
is no lieepic
Rather
its merits
in picture.
the effective manner in which its
maker, John Kibar of Racine, Wise,
tied together ordinary home movie

Daddy,

le

tell

about

the

animals**'

C
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scenes into an entertaining picture by
the simple expedient of two mediums
well known to all amateurs — tie-in shots
and titles.
"Zoo Album" is essentially a movie
camera record of a trip to the zoo. But
unlike many amateur efforts of this
sort, this picture shows careful planning of each shot and a forthright effort to combine appealing composition
with good photography for maximum
effectiveness on the screen. In short,

Facts pertaining to other animals are
given in such titles as:
"The Hippopotamus is the second
• Confiniied
largest animal in the
world." on Page 305

John Kibar's scenes are not pot shots.
One can readily see that he scouted each
locale beforehand and knew when the
light would be most favorable for the
shot.
A series of camera shots of animals,
birds, etc., in a zoo, therefore, became
the substance of a continuity when
Kibar later decided to film the tie-in
shots and add appropriate titles. Introduced by a nice main title, the picture
opens with a little boy lying on the
living room floor reading an animal
story book. He looks up at his father
and says: "Daddy, tell me about the
Father takes the boy on his knee,
animals."
opens the story book and begins to explain the pictures. There follows, then,
several sequences of animal shots, many
of which are accompanied by an informative title in which the boy is given
interesting information concerning the
animal the lad sees pictured in the book
and also pictured on the screen.
Following the introductory shot of
elephants, there is this title:
"Fifty years is a remarkable age for
elephants." Other shots, many in closeup, complete this sequence.

• These frame enlargements from John
Kibar's 8mm.
Kodachrome
picturesequences.
afford a
picturlzed
review
of the opening
Picture opens with shots of son reading a
story bool(. He asks his father to explain
the pictures to him. Father takes the lad
on his knee and tells him about the animals
pictured in the book which are then shown
in scenes filmed at the zoo. A highlight is
the
titles.informative and educational text of the
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IAST month we reviewed briefly the
manner in which creative editing
originated in Fort Lee and in Hollywood, in the early days of motion pictures, then spread over the world, reaching its highest development just before
the sound film arrived. We saw, too,
how it was largely created in the serial,
the western and the slapstick comedy,
as a means of building the illusion of
greater speed or peril than could actually be enacted or filmed. Now we shall
begin to see how some of these lessons —

mmm

Coupled
Home

With
Movies

MCE
Author

many of them almost forgotten in professional circles — can be used to help
the amateur with his home movie problems. Mastery of editing can do much to
lift the amateur into the advanced amateur class.
If a film could be completely and
perfectly visualized in advance — if it
could be shot exactly as visualized —
creative editing would be superfluous.
It would only be necessary to join the
pieces together, and there would be the
ideal, completed picture.
In reality,

editing
only the maker of animated cartoons has
sufficient control over all production
elements to be able to approach this
ideal.
No one can visualize with complete
accuracy how a given bit of action will
work out on the set, or how it will look
after it is filmed. Years ago, when the
writer had not yet learned from experience the great role which editing
can play in film production, he created
a system of production control which
he called "Visual Continuity." This
called for complete and minute planning
• Example
of "cheating"
possible
withwillan seeabrupt
change
of angle.
Look closely
and you
that
the girl has advanced 8 or 10 feet between the two
shots, but by the time the eye has adjusted itself to
the new angle, this fact is overlooked. This sort of
footage-saving
been responsible
for much
the
tempo of has
American
films. (Posed
by Sayof
Grayce, Hollywood cover girl and USO dancer.)

of a film in advance, so that it could be filmed and assembled as
written. Six or seven articles on this subject were written for
"Motion Picture News," a national film trade paper of that day, and
many letters were received from producers and directors. Among
these was a friendly letter from E. H. Griffith (still a top flight
director in Hollywood) approving of many features of the plan, but
with one qualification. "After all," he wrote, "personahties evoke
something." That phrase has stuck in the writer's mind, through the
19 years that have intervened, as a concise and illuminating expression
of a great truth. After all, the actor is not a robot (though a harassed
director may occasionally wish he were), and the living, breathing
material on the set is certain to suggest possibilities which could not
be foreseen by the scriptwriter when sitting at his typewriter.
When we come to film a scene we may find, however carefully
it has been planned, that it is:
Impractical for any number of reasons.
Unattractive with the material available.
Not as effective as we had hoped.
Inferior to something else which suggests itself.
After all, it would be pretty silly to insist stubbornly in filming a
scene "as is" when it doesn't look right, or to reject a better idea,
merely through insistence that "that's the way it was written, and
that's the way it's going to be!"
At this point, the wise amateur will keep notes of the changes made
as he goes along, then revise the script accordingly to serve as a
guide for editing. Otherwise, the discrepancy between script and
footage will create needless confusion.
However, it would be a mistake to assume hopefully that we are
now through with the process of alteration. After the film comes
back from the processing laboratory and is screened, we find that bits
must be discarded, for such reasons as:
Poor photography.
Bad direction.
Failure to match other shots.
Inadequate acting.
To make way for something better.
Such things happen among the best of cinematographers (and in the
major studios, too,) so they need cause no special chagrin. We must
keep a willingness at this stage to discard footage, to change the
script order of scenes, and if necessary to reshoot scenes or shoot new
material, if we are really conscientious and anxious to merit that
"advanced amateur" rating. In other words, the creative process
should not be thought of as confined exclusively to the planning
stage, but as a continuous process through the stages of shooting
and editing. During shooting and during editing we should keep
a completely open mind, and be ready at all times to discard, alter or
remake, if that is what will give us the best picture. After all, there
is more satisfaction (and more kudos) in one good film than in a
dozen mediocre ones. One of your biggest assets as an amateur is
the fact that you do not usually have to wrap up the picture and
deliver it by a certain date, regardless of quality.
One word of warning, however. The great painter, Whistler, once
said that it required two men to produce a masterpiece — one to paint
it, and the other to shoot him before he could ruin it. To know when
to let well enough alone is as important as is the persistence to stick
to the job until the very best has been extracted from the subject
and the material. It is possible to "tinker around" forever with a
film, which can be almost as bad as the other extreme.
To understand the business of editing, suppose we consider for a
moment a good parallel — the magazine editor. A writer plans a
story, types it and sends it to the editor. The editor looks it over, then
proceeds to:
Correct blunders in spelling and punctuation,
Watch for discrepancies of fact or detail,
• Continued on Page 290
• In the first photo the girl has both hands on her handbag; in the
third, the left hand only. To cover this mismatch, we shoot a few
feet of the hands only, starting with both hands on the bag and
ending with the right only. Or we might cover the sanne mismatch
by cutting in a bit of the closeup (fourth picture) or perhaps a few
frames of a shot of the street which girl is watching.
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• Fig. I— Showing shadows created when • Fig. 2— The key light has been lowered; the eyes
key light is placed high in front of sub- no longer are concealed by shadows; the nose shadow
ject. The eyes — most expressive features has disappeared and the rest of the face is more
of the face — are hidden in deep shadows. clearly defined.

Utilizing

Spotliglits

• Fig. 3— With light in same position, even
when face is turned, modeling is more distinct
and there are no uncomplimentary shadows to
distort the features.

actor sitting alone in a large living room;
100 lights will be required to light the
set adequately. After the key Ught has
been properly placed, the other 99 lights
are then balanced to this one key light.
Artists learned years ago that a north
light
across features
the sitter's
would falling
model facial
most face
ad-
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(Editor's note: This is the second in a series of articles on lighting for home movies by Thomas E. Hunt, forjner U. S. Army film producer, now technical consitltant -with Barduell & McAlister, makers of the popular Dinkie-lnkie photographic
spotlight.)

THE correct placement of lights, in
indoor movie photography, has always been a stumbling block for the
beginner. Often when confronted with
the problem of using a large array of
lights, he will be confused by the seemingly helter skelter positioning of these
light units. However, if he will keep in
mind that each light has a specific function, that each is very rarely given more
than one job to do, he will soon discover
that lighting a small or large set is not
too difficult.
Normally, a minimum of four lights
is required for adequate illumination of
one subject. If the beginner has a thorough understanding of the function of
these four basic lights, he will be able
to light a small or large set with equal
ease. Lighting a large set merely consists of adding more groups of basic
260

lights to cover more people or a larger
area.
The four basic lights are the modeling
light, the fill light, the back light and
the background light. It cannot be too
strongly impressed on the beginner that
each of these has one specific illuminating job to accomplish and should always be so controlled that it never interferes with the work of any of the
other basic lights. This article, therefore
will analyze the placement and function
of each of the four basic lights.
The first and most important light
to be discussed is the modeling light or,
as it is called in Hollywood, the key
light. As the name implies, this light is
the foundation of the lighting set-up.
Ever\' other light on the set acts only as
a supplement to the key light. For example, astudio scene may call for one

vantageously. Somost artists' studios
today have a skylight to admit this
north light. Photographers nowadays
use the same principle for modeling when
shooting indoors; however, they use arlight for of
modeling
subject's
features tificial
instead
the norththe light.
This modeling or key Hght is placed
high and at an angle so that it falls down
across the subjects' face. From this angle
the highlights and shadows created by
this light bring out the contours of the
face. For example, we know that the
nose stands out from the face because
we see a highlight on the ridge and a
shadow on the side. The highlight shows
a prominent feature and the shadow a
depression. It is these highlights and
shadows that give the illusion of a two
dimensional effect on a flat film.
Because each face is different, the
correct placement of this key light cannot be made by mathematical formula.
The alert photographer will find that
he can best learn the correct placement
of the key light by watching the shadows it creates. Figure No. 1 shows the
shadows created by key Ught placed
high in front of the subject. The eyes —
most expressive features of the face —
are hidden by the deep shadows in the
eye sockets. Contour of the mouth is
distorted by the long, black shadows
cast by the nose. The cheekbones cast
shadows on the side of the face which
hide the jaw line. Obviously, the key
Ught has not been properly placed but

• Fig. 4— Tilting tlie head upward does not
affect modeling ability of the key light. Thus
it may be seen from these illustrations that
the
light, properly used, has extremely
wide one
latitude.

it does illustrate which shadows the
photographer should notice when he puts
in the key light.
Figure No. 2 shows what results when
the key light has been lowered. The eyes
are no longer hidden by shadows, the
nose shadow has left the mouth and the
chin, and one side of the face is clearly
defined. For the majority of faces, this
placement of shadows will suffice, but
it is by no means designated as the only
and correct placement, as the mood for
some scenes may call for shadows in the
eyes.

• Fig. 5— Where the fill light is raised too high
or placed too far to one side of subject, double
nose and chin shadows result as shown here.

Referring to Figure No. 3, we see
that, even with the head turned far to
the right, the features are clearly defined. The same will be true if the
head is turned to the left. Figure No. 4
shows how tilting the head back does
not affect the modeling ability of the
key light. However, if the head is tilted
down, the shadows will be in the same
position as shown in Figure No. 1.
Knowledge of shadow movement is of
the utmost importance to the movie
cameraman, for the head of a subject
ii invariably animated.

• Fig. 7— Analyzed here are the functions of the six
lights used to photograph the picture shown below: A is
fill light covering both subjects; B is key light focused
upon face of the woman; C backlights child's hair; D, with
its beam narrowed by "barn doors," supplies backlighting
on
woman's effect
hair; lighting
E is keyon light
and the
F lamp.
supplies
wall, directed
presumablyuponfromchild;
the
table
• Fig. 8 — Here is the scene as photographed by the
camera. Note how much more natural is the lighting
than if the scene were illuminated with flat lighting.
Both ingsubjects
be lighted
illumination
comfrom theappear
table tolamp.
Carefulby study
will enable
the reader to identify the effect of each light source used.

• Fig.
height
camera

6— Here a fill light has been introduced to supply light from the same
and
approximate
angle as the
lens sees
the subject.

The cameraman should make several
experiments so that he will have a
thorough understanding of shadow
movement. It is suggested that he
place a key light in front of his model,
as shown in Figure No. 2, then ask her
to move her head slowly first to one
side then to the other while he studies
the shadows and highlights. Next, have
the model move her head up and down
and continue studying the effects of
head movement on the shadows. The
light should then be
placed high
and 292
at
• Continued
on Page

• John Hueffner is shown here taking a meter reading just before LeRoy Fletcher starts his camera turning on a Lawson
bit of enacting
action inrole
"In ofOnedentist
Generation"
William
of horse with
and
buggy
days.
All
are
members
of
the
Utah
Amateur
Movie Club.
As quickly as possible, we got rid
of the "deadwood," the uncooperative
and unparticipating members. Club
membership was limited to those who
demonstrated a real interest in making
movies that all members could enjoy.
As a consequence, the group naturally
became smaller. Members came to know
one another better and as a result, cooperation increased. Individual help
and instruction in making movies was
given, whereas, before, it was out of
the question to do this because of the
size of the group.
Personal problems in movie making
were discussed openly and more freely, whereas, before, because of the
large number of persons present at
meetings, members felt a little embarrassed in admitting that they had a
problem at all. In a very short time,
the streamlined membership was molded into a smooth-working unit. We had
made progress. We were now ready to
go out and do things.
By now, we all felt that a club production, inwhich every member of the
club would have a part, was in order
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WHAT this story aims to prove is
that the shot in the arm, so often
needed to revive interest and activity
in a movie club, invariably is within the
power of the members themselves to administer. Many movie clubs today are
suffering from a sort of inertia brought
on by the war years when club rosters
lost so many of their active members,
and absence of film on the market
brought amateur movie making almost
to a standstill.
This, frankly, was the situation in
which we of the Utah Amateur Movie
Club found ourselves about a year ago;
but at a subsequent meeting we decided to do something about it. The officers of the club had come to the conclusion that our group was not progressing as an up and coming movie
club should. We set about unobstrusive262

To A Movie
Do

Club

Something

Member

Interest

W
ly to learn the desires as well as the
gripes of various members; to endeavor to determine exactly where the group
was headed. Questioning each member,
we learned that many were already on
the way out as movie hobbyists, having lost interest for one reason or another. Others, because of the film shortage, had sold their cameras and equipment.
Still others revealed that they continued as members of the club because
"it was good, cheap entertainment to
bring culttheir
to." conditions
It was not could
diffito see friends
that such
not be allowed to continue if our club
was to progress and each member was
to get out of the club the values and
movie-making experience he sought
when first he joined. And so we made
a decision.

in keeping with our plan of "progression"— of moving steadily forward. In
looking about for a subject to film,
it was decided that we should select
one of general interest to the public and at the same time, one we knew
something about. Among our group is
Dr. S. Kenneth Robbins, who long had
had an idea for a film. He traced the
story idea briefly for us, which we
readily agreed upon, and in due time.
Dr. Robbins was fast at work writing
the shooting script. We organized a
production staff from among our members consisting of LeRoy Fletcher and
Dr. Robbins as cameramen, and John
Hueffner as director. Other staff jobs,
such as script clerk, electrician, property man, stage hands, etc., were assigned to remainder of the members
and, of course, selections for the cast
were made from among the members
and their families.
We shall omit here an account of
the production activities. Suffice it to
say that all went smoothly and in due
time we had a production we were
proud of. Indeed by now we had become so elated with our success, it
had not occurred to us what might be
the pubhc's reaction to our film. So
we decided to find out. We immediately planned a public screening of the
picture. This plan was enlarged to include an exhibition of two other films
made by club members, with our new
production to be the highlight of the
show.
We approached our local newspapers.

r
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**Thiii«i;s liav«* surelv ohanjriMl
>in('r \ \*as a lad.
renieinIxT

when

I can

well

I had niy first

tootli pulled/'

• PictureThebegins
this scenewithin girl
dentist's
reception
room.
man with
reminisces
on early
day
dentistry.

• The old time dentist reaches for extraction forceps.
Mother's
pat on Junior's shoulder bolsters
his
nerve affectionate
for the ordeal.
told them of our plan, and obtained
their co-operation. What resulted was
an almost endless flow of publicity. Interest in the showing was further generated when the Salt Lake TribuneTelegram gave us the use of their auditorium for the show; also took over
distribution of the tickets which were
offered free to the public through the
Tribune-Telegram offices. Almost every
day the Salt Lake Tribune or the Telegram carried news items with such heads
as: "Prize Utah Movies' Tickets At Tribune;" "Amateur Film Tickets Available Thursday;" "Free Tickets Go Fast
For Movies;" "Packed House Seen For
Films;" "Critics Hail Films Set By Tribune;" and then — "Amateur Movie
Tickets Gone." The house was "sold
out" completely for the two evening
showings. And then came the best news
of all.
The Tribune for Thursday, November Hth, stated: "Prize Utah Films Enthrall Crowd." It described editorially
how "four prize Utah movies were enthusiastically received by a capacity
crowd Wednesday night in the Tribune• Richard Thiriot and C. A. Thomas, of
the Utah Amatuer Movie Club, are shown
here preparing
club's recent
tion for publicthescreening
in a producspecial
showing co-sponsored by the club and the
Salt Lake City Tribune-Telegram.

• This title introduces a sequence which pictures the man,
as a boy, making trip to dentist and the treatment received.

• Today, the scene is different. The dental assistant does
much of the preparatory work for the dentist enabling him
to service a greater number of patients.
Telegram auditorium in the first of
two public screenings sponsored by the
Salt Lake Tribune and Telegram and
the Utah Amateur Movie Club. The
feature picture of the evening. 'In One
Generation,' was produced as a club
project and dedicated to the important
part played by dental assistants in modern dentistry."

• Mother
and Kerchief
lad "hurry"
to town
a r
drawn
surrey.
wrapped
aboutin facaj
tects infected tooth from cold.
Ji

• Scene from one of several sequences picjj
modern techniques in dentistry including i<:
tion. X-ray and denture making. I

"In One Generation" aims to depict
the amazing short-span advance of dentistry from the horse and buggy era,
when teeth were crudely extracted
without aid of anesthesia, to the most
modern of methods followed by dentists today. The picture opens with a
gentleman patient • holding
Continued a onconversaPage zii

The

Chemistry

Title
Tips

On

Film
Darkroom

Professional
By
After the film is carefully wound on the developing drum a lot of things can happen to spoil
results if the are
developing
isn't isjustcarlessly
right,
temperatures
off, orformula
the film
handled.

• Although prepared developers are available,
many photographers prefer to mix their own. Here,
care
in measuring
successful
results. and compounding is essential for
• Developing solutions which have been carefully
prepared can be used over again if stored in dark
amber bottles, tightly corked.

Side

Of

Developing
Procedure

That

Insure

In Home

Movie

Titles

Quality

ARTHUR

M

to be compounded properly. A solution
which has been carefully made can be
used over and over again within certain
limitations. Cool conditions (neither
extremes of temperature), and absence
of light and air will insure long life.
Most every home has some closet or shelf,
where the temperature is fairly conmanyla "do's
to been so formu
seems
stant, that will make a suitable storage
imesdon't
hass."a
sometand
The writt
spot for the bottles. To minimize the
word of warning appended which often
makes the beginner feel rather wary, in- effect of air on the compounded formula, it is customary to store the solustead of inspiring confidence.
tions in small containers, preferably of
If, instead of following directions
amber glass, so that they can be kept
blindly, one inquires into the reason
why, a better understanding will in- full of liquid. The dark amber glass
retards hght action, thus adding extra
variably result. The necessary' steps be- life
to the chemical solutions. A label
come logical and easily remembered.
giving the date of preparation of the
Rather than learning rules and routine
procedure step by step, one gets the solution should be attached to each
bottle Then, when the developer behabit of thinking the method through.
comes discolored or the fixer starts to
When this occurs the whole process becomes second nature and automatic.
foam, indicating time to discard, the
date on the label will verify this.
Formulae for photographic chemistry
Just as it is important to use the
are always written so that the chemicals
are added as they are read. The first correct amount of water in compounding solutions, likewise in washing it is
step usually calls for a definite quantity
necessary to use sufficient water. The
of water at a given temperature. This
chemicals used for processing the titles
temperature is generally high enough
to help the solids dissolve, yet not so must be completely removed in the
washing process. To do this properly
high that it causes trouble.
requires enough water to dissolve all
Therefore, in compounding the solutions, we need only do one thing at a remaining traces of the original solutions. The emulsion on the film absorbs
time, viz: weigh each chemical carea
considerable
quantity of chemicals (a
fully and accurately, then add to the
necessity for even development), which
water and dissolve. It is definitely imcan only be removed by washing the
portant to dissolve the last substance
added before another ingredient is film long enough.
poured into the graduate. After all, it is
Suppose one gallon of water is the
only common sense to give the liquid a right amount for soaking the chemicals
out of the emulsion. It is far more effichance to do it's work before overloadcient to divide that gallon into ten parts,
ing it with a second burden.
immersed in ten
As these solids are mixed with the so the film can •beContinued
on Page 297
original amount of water, the temperature of the solution will drop. When
the last chemical has been added, more
water is required to keep all these solids
in solution at the lower temperature.
"CHERRY BLOSSOMS" — E J. EisenGenerally the last line of the formula
meier's photo on opposite page —
becomes a timely title background
specifies, "q.s.," — a quantity sufficient
for springtime movies when the title
(of water) to adjust the volume to a
text is arranged in block letters on
specified amount.
the photo and the composition
With the above precautions the dephotographed with your camera from
a distance of thirty inches.
veloping and fixing solutions are certain

iencey inforphoto
experessar
grouynd isofunnec
backistr
A chem
the
amateur interested in developing
titles. The routine is simple and straightforward, but sometimes one hesitates to
delve into this interesting phase of the
hobby because it is chemistry. There
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The

COLOR

Science

Arrangement
Compositions

• Lines, angles and motion require especial consideration in planning
symmetrical effects. Contrasting objects, if intersecting the boundary of a
picture, could be dlitraeting; but if used advantageously, lines or contrasts
can
be made » useful controlling factor, leading the eye to the fecal point
desired.

WHILE color is easily discernible as an influence of
symmetrical characteristics in nature's all-dimensional
environment, it may, because of our familiarity with
it, lull our sense of proportion and invite its inadvertant use.
Color is glamorous, yet color is such a simple thing — such
a part of our every-day lives — that we may fail to fully
appreciate its importance. In photography, such technicalities as exposure, latitude of film, focal distance, etc.,
could easily divert one's attention from some of the outstanding possibilities offered by color.
Selection of colors for the sake of harmony or the
"striking" effect of contrast is quite a different matter
from the arrangement of colors for the purpose of gaining
smoothness of vision and ease of interpretation. The latter
purpose, highly desirable in the motion picture, is advanced
by the application of Dynamic Symmetry — forceful control
of perception.
Dynamic symmetry of color, as theorized here, may be
construed as the individual interpretation of the author. Be
that as it may, the theory is evolved from recognized facts
that apply to the science of optics, and mechanical symmetry. Symmetry of color may be compared to design or
'tailoring' in a garment, as distinguished from the material
of which a garment is made.
Before going further into the subject of color, let us
give consideration to the under-structure of its support —
the cinematic illustration to which it is applied — and from
• Continued on Page 287

RICHARD

That
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Color

In Cinematic

Audience
By

Of

Influences
Perception
COWAN

• " is not altogether ^ ^- ^

background
conce„?% " '"'^""'^^J by fhJ
obiect
featuredand """"^^^te^
upon thi sl^Xh foZled

• Charles Herbert moved in close with his camera to catch detail
as well as exoressions of t''"*" o^t"-_ "'-t Indians u . ,q a
of action
huge stone in a primitive method of pile driving.

<=f°que't,"et^^'='^^
...

Action

trv staging a"

• Movies of children can be of more than ordinary interest if the
subjects are given something interesting to do. Here J. M. Gray
made this closeup
posed his daughter at mother's bread board,
Isn't a scene like this more inof the youngster
shot made of the child toddling in the
random cookies.
teresting than a cutting
garden?

{,hmp

s
! That's the story-telHng stuff of which movie
ION
ACTare
made! Dramatizing action in closeups is the trick
that identifies the work of skillful cinematographers; it's
the knack that all movie makers should acquire to give a
measure of "oomph" to their personal movies. Regardless
of the subject to be filmed, there is always a moment when
moving in close with the camera will catch the action in a
more picturesque, perhaps more eloquent picturization. The
knack of filming superlative closeups means catching interesting action at close range at its most dramatic moment.
too, in order to
• Don't be afraid to get your feet wet, and your camera,
m the surf. Of course, it
get closeups of interesting action of your asubjects
a safer distance
at
this
like
shot
make
you have a telephoto lens, you can
this picture by Harold Lambert more appealfrom the water's edge. ofButtheisn'tsame
scene?
ing than a long shot

k 4

• Landscapes and other scenic shots were successfully Intercut with scenes of sugar mills and
industries. The treament is logical and made use
of much interesting scenic footage.

• Tieing together
various tosequences
of "F.O.B.
Hawaii"
are shotsthesimilar
this scene
of Gl
"tourists" at Fort Kamehameha. Thus is implied.
In the documentary treatment of the film, that what
is shown is what the soldiers saw on their tour.

POSTWAR
Filmed

While

PICTURE
In Service, Given

Travelogue

Editing, Odd Rolls Of Kodachrome
— A
G.l/s
Record
of
Off-Duty
By

ROBERT

CINE cameras soon will be grinding away on all the things
which we had promised ourselves we would film after
the war. Great and wonderful will be epic pictures
produced. But what of the pictures we filmed during the
war?
When film was so scarce as to cause a great furor when
the local camera store received its quarterly allotment, we
were reluctant to use any of the precious stuff for titles;
titling could be done later. And so, most of us have many
potential masterpieces stowed away in the original manufacturer's cartons; unedited, untitled, and all but forgotten.
But now, with sufficient film on hand to make it possible,
many amateurs are inclined to move on to new cinematic
adventures, rather than complete the old.
In the writer's own case, the first year of the war found
him in the Army in Hawaii. Color film could still be had
in small amounts and by the end of the year, some 1000
feet of 8mm. Kodachrome, had been shipped home. This
covered every conceivable subject from straight "tourist"

PROJECT
Treatment

In

Become "F.O.B. Hawaii"
Activities
In Hula-land

KLUCKHOHN

pictures,
native hfe and personal "snapshots," to
industries through
and flowers.
Some months ago, the necessity of prowling through
literally dozens of small film reels to find one particular
scene, and of apologizing to guests for the delay entailed,
resulted in a firm resolve to do something constructive.
The end result, thus far, has been a 400 foot 8mm. picture
of the documentary
type, called
"F.O.B.theHawaii"
commemoration of the manner
in which
film wasin often
sent home. Sufficient material still remains for three more
pictures: a 200 foot flower picture, a 200 foot reel of
strictly personal shots, which is now being edited and
titled, and another film of indeterminate length dealing with
oddities in Hawaiian life.
The problem of wading through such a vast amount of
material was, at first glance, a difficult one, but it finally
resolved itself to a rather simple systematic scheme. Each
reel of the material was given a number and then projected.
Each scene in the reel was identified by number and

• No film of Hawaii would be complete without a grass-skirted hula show.
Here one is staged by the Royal Hawaiian band. Other hula sequences
were shot and cut into the film at various points.

• Contrasted with scenes of places of worship is this sequence of
a concert by the Royal Hawaiian band in which Miriam Leilani,
soprano, does a hula.

a written description made of each scene as the film was
screened. Thus all scenes were completely catalogued, indicating where they could be found. The original list looked
something like this:
REEL — HAWAII 1
Scene
Scene Description
Number
King street at Honolulu Hale
1
Royal Mausoleum, Nuuanu
2
"H" Company Machine Gun School
Lizard
43
Sacred Falls
S
When the list of scenes was completed, it was carefully
studied to determine what sort of continuity could possibly
be assembled from the footage. The most obvious treatment
was a straight documentary, because the majority of the
scenes were unrelated and uncoordinated, and by basing the
film on the general subject, "What soldiers and sailors saw in
Hawaii,"
it would be possible to develop an interesting picture.
Again the list was gone through, this time with a blue
pencil. All scenes which could be used in the documentary
plan were checked. Then a second list was made, showing
only the scenes thus checked and their location on the reels,
as:
F.O.B. HAWAII
Scene
Scene Description
Reel
Number
King Street at Honolulu Hale
1
1
Diamond Head from Waikiki
6
5
Oahu Stake Tabernacle, L.D.S.
2
18
Kapiolani Park
1
4
This second list provided material for the actual cutting
and titling script. By consideration of the subject matter
of the list, a tentative cutting script was worked out, and
this was confirmed or altered by a second projection of all
scenes concerned. When the cutting script was complete,
so far as the order of the scenes was concerned, titles were
written. These were made as brief as possible. Shots of
signs describing the scenes were used when available, thereby
reducing the amount of titling. Titles were written into the

cutting script where they appear in the final film, and the
script was then complete.
Before the final cutting was begun, the necessary titles
were made. Hand lettered with white showcard color on
black stock, 9 by 12 inches, the cards were filmed with
black and white reversal film. When returned from the
laboratory, the film was placed in a single-solution green
toner, which gave the final effect of clean-cut white letters
on a dark green background. They are easy on the eyes
and blend in well with the Kodachrome scenes.
The remainder of the work was simply cutting and
splicing and presented no particular problem, with the exception that all of the Kodachrome had been vaporated prior
so editing, and some difficulty was experienced in scraping
the emulsion from the base.
A portion of the cutting script is reproduced below. It
was designed to fill the need at hand, and
does notoil purport
• ConfitiHcd
Pa^c 305

Us.

In 1778
covered
in t941
Pacific

• Hand-lettered on black paper, titles such as these
were photographed on black and white film and toned
in a single-solution green toner. On the screen the
titles
with with
white thelettering
over a scenes.
dark green background
harmonize
Kodachrome
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THE LIFE STORY OF
THE PRATING MANTIS

• This series
of lAmm. frame
demonstrates the meticulous
care enlargements
that went into
the
photography of a small garden insect.

• Here baby mantes emerges from the nest in the
warmth of bright May sunshine.

• Not more than a half-inch in length, the youngsters hang inanimately from a twig to dry in the
sun.

• Here we see the grotesque head of an adult
mantis as it stalks a grasshopper.

• The grasshopper is unaware of impending danger.
tor the mantis is cleverly camouflaged against even
the sharp eyes of insects.

• Here the mantis has pounced upon the grasshopper and is slowly crushing it to death,

filming
unusual
a most
story
THE
ure of
advent
which
Home
Movies'
editors hope to bring to readers in the
future is the ultra close-up study in
1 6mm. Kodachrome of that tiny but
highly destructive garden pest, the aphis,
now being undertaken by Fred Ells of
Santa Monica, California.
Here, indeed, is a challenge to the
skill of a movie amateur who only a
few years ago filmed one of the few
sucessful motion picture studies of another garden insects, the praying mantis,
an undertaking that required skillful
use of the camera plus a thorough
knowledge of the application of extenraphy.sion tubes in microscopic cinematogBut until we can relate fully Mr.
Ells' experience in filming the life and
habits of the aphis, let us tell you something about his now famous 16mm.
Kodachrome picture, "Garden Gangsters," depicting the life storj' of the
mantis, which may give an idea of some
of the problems he will encounter in
attempting to make a similar record of
an insect many times smaller in size.
"Garden Gangsters," which has been
shown extensively among amateur movie
clubs, was filmed by Ells several years
ago while he lived in Japan, where he
was attached to the Yokohama offices
of an American oil company. When
the Nipponese first began to rattle the
saber, long before the sneak attack on
Pearl Harbor, they closed Japan's streets
and countryside to photography of any
kind by aliens.
By this time Fred Ells had become an
avid cinebug, devoting most of his week
end and holiday liesure
to making
• Continued
on Pageserii^i
• Fred Ells, of Santa Monica, California,
who filmed
is currently making"Garden
tests withGangsters,"
his Cine Special
preparatory to filming a new microscopic
study of insect life, this time that of the
aphis. Ells began making 14mm. movies
in 1924, is a pioneer member of the Los
Angeles Cinema Club.

• Picking up the hopper, as one would hold an ear • On the screen this vivid closeup shows the intriof corn, the mantis takes a bite of the carcass. cate jaw mechanism of the mantis in operation as
it devours the 'hopper.
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Narration,

• One's imagination
challenged
compelling
narrative
tor a sceneis such
as this bywhich
states:
"Air
mail
for
the
Latin
Americas
—
fleet
wings
that shorten travel time of modern communication,
speeding industry and trade, cementing friendly
relations."

WORDS

Whether

FILMS

Recorded

Or

Spoken

Off-Stage, Is All-Important In Modern
B y
Presentation of Non-Theatrical Films
DONALD

MANASHAW

IHE pictures of our plant operations were fine, but the
I;
commentary of Lowell Thomas and the effective way
spoke it contributed
to success
of the industrial
picture."
Thishe testimonial
from the most
sponsor
of a 16mm.
film emphasizes the importance of carefully planned narrative, whether the picture is a serious amateur effort or a
professional job. More and more amateurs, of course, are
applying sound to their movies, with many developing a
professional-like skill in narrating the commentary for their
films. Thus the narrative script becomes all important in
the successful production of sound for such films.
Obviously, this is a subject of timely importance for the
advanced amateur — the cinebug who has augmented his
camera and projector with sound recording and playback
equipment, or the serious 16mm. filmer
entering onthe
• Coii/iiiiicil
Ptiy^cfield
284

• The writer could have said: "This is Varadero
beach tive,
nearhowever,
Havana."
much more
is this How
description
of theinformascene:
"This eight-mile stretch of natural beach at Varais 75 miles will
east enable
of Havana.
airport,
when derocompleted,
one toIt's land
his
private plane in the center of this tropical vacationland."
• Regardless of the subject, be it machinery or
food, travel or education, the appeal to emotion
through the spoken commentary is an important
factor in the success of narrative-films.

• The author is pictured here checking a narration script with Lowell
Thomas. Before he joined the Navy, Don Manashaw collaborated with Thomas
on a series of 16mm. motion pictures for the Waterman Steamship Corp.
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Car Camera Support
Your tripod, if it may be telescoped
small enough, may be used as a support
for your camera for shooting as you
drive your car. Only a simple little
gadget is required to make this possible;
this is an "S" shaped bracket that may
be made from a short length of strap
iron. After drilling a 5 16" hole at
one end, the bracket is placed over the
tripod screw.
The camera is then

$1 to $5 are paid readers for ideas for gadgets, movie tricks and short
cuts in movie making used on this page. Describe your gadget or idea
briefly and submit it with rough sketch or photo to "The Workshop
Editor," Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
★

★★★★★★

This reflector consists of a wooden
frame to which a panel of wallboard
has been tacked. Surface of panel is
painted with chrome aluminum paint.
Bolts set in panel frame at either side
fit in brackets mounted on the stand.
Wing nuts enable setting and locking
panel at any angle.
The standard uprights are pieces of
two-by-twos reinforced with angle
irons at the base. The two cross pieces
swivel and fold together when it is
necessary to pack the reflector for transporting from one location to another.
Casters attached to the base complete
the unit. — Arthur H. Smith, San Francisco, Calif.
SPECIAL EFFECT FOR TITLING

Indoor Reflector
Light reflectors, such as used out of
doors for throwing light into shaded
areas, can be used indoors with equal
effectiveness to fill in shadows in close
shots, often for supplanting an extra
light source. For indoor use, portability
is a requisite and therefore the reflector
should be mounted on a standard that
permits it to be moved easily and to
remain firmly in position once it is set,
similar to one illustrated in photo
above.

mounted
it asThe
shown
at legs
"A" are
in
the
sketchupon
above.
tripod
then extended, as required, to cause
lower turn of bracket to fit snugly
against bottom of dashboard of the
car. Gadget makes it possible for
camera to be mounted within car for
use of either the driver or person seated
beside him. — Roger McComb, Tacoma,
Wash'n.
Title Special Effects
Below is a novel idea for a series of
titles for a picture with an aquatic or
marine theme. Result obtained is the
natural effect of water and bubbles
fading in and out each title. This may
be accomplished as follows: With stopper in place, fill the kitchen sink with
clear water. Insert the title holder end
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of titler beneath the water, as shown in
diagram, and after opening the water
faucet to allow a stream of water to
flow over the title, start the camera.
Reduce flow of water gradually, shutting it off altogether. Continue filming title for required length of time,
then turn on water again to obscure
the text and stop camera. Change title
card and repeat procedure.
Obviously, watertight or waterproof
title cards must be used for this effect.
A suggestion is to letter titles on panels
of glass with oil colors. Another is to
sandwitch the title cards between two
panels of glass and seal the edges with
scotch tape or sealing wax. — George
Schneider, Philadelphia, Penn.
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on a tripod. The camera should be just
far enough from the title set-up so that
the frame just fills the view finder. In
the title illustrated here, I had the girl
carry a large pumpkin from a distance
behind the title set-up until she arrived
to within a few feet of the glass. All
this time I was shooting the picture.
Then as she paused for a few minutes
behind the title I removed the set-up and
made a short shot of her standing still
holding the pumpkin in her arms. This
gave the effect of the title suddenly
disappearing and the full view of the
background was shown at left — /.
Greene Mackenzie, Atlanta, Mo.
Prevents Scratching
In spite of careful cleaning of film
gate of my projector, I have found that
emulsion particles soon collect again and
scratch my films. To remedy this, I now
use ordinary ferrotype polish. Rubbed
on the film gate with a small piece of
chamois, one polishing serves for an indefinite period. Scratches have ceased
to be an annoyance. — Fred Bisbee, Tucson, Ariz.

Background For Titles
An effectvie method of making titles
with a moving background is to letter
the title on a panel of glass and shoot
through this glass with the appropriate
background behind it. I have a sheet
of glass about 24 by 30 inches mounted
in a decorative frame. The title letters
are cut out of white paper and pasted
on the glass. When the title is shot, the
letters are peeled off with a razor blade
and the glass made ready for use again.
I found that Cico paste will hold the
letters on the glass and not peel off when
the paste dries.
When I wish to make a title of this
kind I pick out my location and set
up my framed glass title on two sticks
so that it is just the right height to
shoot through with my camera mounted

TO MOTOR

Projector-Spotlight
Your porjector will serve as an excellent spotlight for special effects,
backlighting, title making and so forth.
Simply remove the belt that operates
the shutter mechanism and direct the
light beam as required. For circular
spot beams, cut a round hole in a piece
of cardboard and place before the projector light beam. — George Burnwood,
Phila., Penna.
So Film Won't Go Astray
whenever I load a new film in my
camera, I shoot a few frames of a card
on which my name and address is printed. If supply of film permits, I repeat
this, upon reaching the end of the roll.
Thus if my film goes astray, it may easily be identified by examining the first
few frames. As a rule, most processing
stations project every film before packing it for re-shipment to its owner. —
— E. M. Thornton, Detroit, Mich.

Noise Filter
The above is diagram of a simple filter
which any amateur may build and install on his projector to eliminate commutator interference or "static" where
sound equipment is used in conjunction
with showing of movies. It should be
attached as close to the offending motor
frame as possible.
This filter can be made as small as
desirable. As shown in diagram, it
consists of four small coils of No. 1 8
enamel or cotton covered magnet wire
wound on on ^4" diameter wood or
bakelite dowels. The direction of winding should be the same for all coils, as
indicated. Twenty turns of wire are
required for each coil.
Four condensers, obtainable from any
radio parts store, should be mounted as
indicated in diagram. Their value is not
critical but should be in the vicinity of
.000 5 microfarads. The ground connection should be made to frame of
motor. Effectiveness of filter can be
improved, in some cases, by reversing
the input and output leads in each circuit.— H. M. Carioni, Ontario, Canada.
Film End Labels
Labeling both ends of a reel of film
enables projectionist to quickly identify
a reel as well as to determine whether it
• Continued on Page }0}
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laft, obev^— Pela-Screen and lens Hood
in Combinolion Altochmenl on the
"Magazine 8." Ltft, b«/ow— Adopter
Ring, Supplementary Close-Up Lens,
Retaining Ring, Filter Cell, and Lens Hood.
Itigfit— Lay the scale across the lens so
that the arrow is at the outside of the lens
mount. The location of the other side of
the lens mount will show the Adopter
Ring size in inches and the series number
of all lens attachments for that lens.
Order Rings by size in inches... attachments by series number.
Bc/ow — A table showing the filler mounts required to fit
the standard lenses of Cine-Kodaks of current and recent
manufacture. Filters in W mounts ore slipped into the lens
barrel in place of the regular lens hood ... in Z mounts, they
ore placed directly over the standard lens mount. Both make
for real ease in filtered filming.

Cine-Kodak
Cin^-Kodak
Cine-Kodak
Cin4-Kodak
Cine-Kodak
Cin^-Kodak
Cine-Kodak
Cine-Kodak
Cin^'Kodak

FOR CINE-KODAK

Eight-20
Eight-25
Eighl-60
Magazine 8
E, /'3.5
E, / 1.9
K, / 1.9
Magazine 16
Special

STANDARD LENSES
Lens
Mount or Series
//3.5
/;2.7
//1. 9
//1. 9
//3.59
//1.
//1. 9
m.9

in full-color

black-and-white

FILTERS— with Kodachrome, for
more varied use of color film; with
black-and-white, to heighten sky
and cloud contrast, to reduce haze;
Pola-Screens to deepen blue skies
with Kodachrome, to control unwanted reflections; Portra Lenses
for extreme close-ups; Lens Hoods
to shade lenses and attachments.

FILTER MOUNTS
Camera

effects

Z
Seriesz V l?^g
SeriesZ V l^/je
w
w
w
w

Filters can be obtained in mounts
that slip directly over the standard
lens ... or unmounted as part of
Kodak Combination Lens Attachments, adaptable to both standard
and accessory lenses. In a Combination setup, filters may be used
separately or with Pola-Screens,
Portra Lenses, and Lens Hoods.

. . . for
(1-inch)

close-up

f/7.9

filming

itfits

Cine-Kodak, these
Lenses cover fields
x 3J4. inches. And
//1. 9 lens is seated

. . . for near
16mm.
LENS EXTENSION

25mm.

movie

on the "Magazine 8," field sizes
can be reduced to about a fourth
of those obtained on a '16."
It's a simple matter to convert
from ''average" shooting to closein movie making with Supplementary Lenses. Merely slip them directly into the standard 25mm.
//1. 9 lens in place of the regular
Lens Hood . . . and you're ready to
make movies in a matter of seconds.

microscopic

TUBES advance

Yes, here's the way to a whole
new field of close-up movie making
so precise that some means of visual focusing is essential. The builtin Reflex Finder of the Cine-Kodak
Special and the Focusing Finder
for the "Magazine 16" are de-

with

signed for just such precision, ultra close-in movie making.
With the standard 25mm. //1.9
lens reversed in the outfit holder
and in combination with 1-, 2-, and
4-inch extension tubes, a minute
field of .03 x .04 inches can be obtained at a lens-to-subject distance
of about 10 inches. And scores of
other combinations of tubes and
various lenses are possible.
Extension Tube Outfits for
"Magazine 8" movie cameras will
be back soon, too.

...for accurate

Cine- Kodaks

through-the-lens

close-ups

cameras

your close-up filming to almost microscopic proportions. Through the
use of extension tubes, holder, and
adapter in various combinations,
you can cover areas only a fraction of an inch in width.

Magazine

a

lens

SUPPLEMENTARY LENSES in W
mounts — here's a simple way to
real close-ups with Cine-Kodaks
having built-in or auxiliary focusing devices ... to the magnification of tiny objects to screen-filling
proportions.
On a 16mm.
Supplementary
as small as 2%
when the 25mm.

with

focusing

THE FOCUSING FINDER is slipped
directly into a Magazine CineKodak — in place of the film magazine. In position, it makes possible
accurate focusing and centering
without parallax with all focal
length lenses at all subject-tocamera distances.
Focusing and framing are accurate, because you view the imformed byyou
the can
"taking"
. . . age
because
magnifylensa
portion of your subject for critical
focusing . . . and because you see
exactly the field of the lens — no
more, no less.

and

framing

Here, then, is the way to exactness in close-in filming with Supplementary Lenses, with Lens Extension Tube Outfits, with telephoto lenses extended beyond the
focusing scale — a close-up feature
of all Cine-Kodak Telephoto Lenses.
Right now, only the Focusing
Finder for the "Magazine 16" is
available in quantity. Soon, that
for the Cine-Kodak Magazine 8
will return, as well.
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Closeups

Donald Manashaw, recently discharged
from the Navy's training film and motion picture branch as Lt. Commander,
has opened his own business at 645
Screenland Drive, Burbank, Calif.
Manashaw will offer professional as well
as amateur producers i6mm. optical
printing in color and black and white,
specializing in wipes, montages, changing of silent speed to sound speed, making close-ups from long shots, "freezing" frames (stills), reverse action, and
extending the length of any scene.
*
Warren White, of Los Angeles has finished production on his initial i6mm.
sound film, "Spin Whizzers," a remarkable educational documentary on the
gas model aeroplane hobby. Marked by
exceptional color photography plus skilful editing. White's film is further enhanced by the able narration of Maurie
Webster, C.B.S. radio announcer and
newcomer in the field of motion picture
narrators.

• The
release
of " ofNavathejoland,
produced16mm.
by Telefilm,
Inc.,obtainable
for the A.today.
T. &
S.
F. Ry.,
are prints
examples
best " quality
duplicating
Excellent cinematography plus specialized treatment in the duplicating have combined
to produce top quality prints.

Cine-Pic, of Honolulu, has just completed a 1 6mm. sound and color film on
subject of racial tolerance, pointing out
how a heterogeneous population can live
in harmony. Most of the production was
filmed in and around the McKinley
High School in Honolulu.
★

QllilLm

A FILM recommended for study by all who are interested in
commercial i6mm. film production is "Navajoland," produced
for the Atcheson, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. This picture
demonstrates the ultimate in duplicate Kodachrome release prints,
excelling in color fidelity, clarity of image and in sound reproduction many of the run-of-the-mill color duplicates to be seen today.
Unquestionably securing dupe prints which approximate the
original Kodachrome is constantly the expectation of the producer,
but, this being a phase of production beyond his realm of operation,
he has, until now, been unable to guarantee the quality of his color
release prints.
"Navajoland" prints are as close to the original Kodachrome in
quality as it is possible to get. The fuzziness of detail and the
reddish tones so often associated with color dupes are absent, and
there is detail in objects ranging from closeup to infinity equalling
that in the best originals.

Lawrence M. Regan, in association with
Nicholas J. Beck, and James W. Atkinson, Jr., have organized Industrial Arts,
Inc., in Detroit, Michigan, with a
capitalization of $50,000.00. Output of
firm is scheduled to include i6mm.
training films for industrial and other
uses.
f
NX'^ashington, D. C, have concluded a
deal with the State department for the
foreign distribution of an untitled
1 6mm. picture which they have pro• Continued on I'af;e 298
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Donald Sothern, Thomas Massecar,
George Holt and Murray Poznak, all
ex-GI cinematographers, have banded
together and formed American Pictorial
Service in New York City. Group plans
to offer their services in the production
of sound and color films, and still photography for the advertising and publishing trade.
★

Wlllard Van Dycke and Irving Lerner,

IN

A single production credit appears in the opening titles: "Recorded
by Telefilm." So inquiry was made of Telefilm, Inc., whose studios
are in Hollywood, and it was learned that this company had produced the film in its entirety. Here again is demonstrated the fact
that when one organization handles a color production, from the
photography to making the duplicate prints, quality can be controlled throughout, the same as is done by Technicolor in the
production of theatrical color films for Hollywood
studios.
• Continued
on Pa^c 298
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* THE BIG news today in the field of
educational films is the great strides
being made by 16mm. films in the field
of religion. The teaching medium which
has struggled so long to gain recognition as a universal teaching tool for
schools and colleges, suddenly finds itself acclaimed by churches of all denominations. Today, churches everyv/here are adopting 1 6mm. religious educational films, both as teaching aids
and as a means of building and sustaining church and Sunday school attendance.
The organization chiefly responsible
for the churchs' current interest in
motion pictures is Cathedral Films and
more particularly, its founder, the
Reverend James K. Friedrich. Reverend
Friedrich is Cathedral Films. He personally supervises every stage of each
production, from writing the story
scripts to selecting the most minute
item as a property for a set.
Mr. Friedrich, interesting enough,
was once an amateur movie hobbyist.
Back in the days when he was a student
in college at Red Wing, Minnesota, he
purchased one of Bell & Howell's first
16mm. Filmo cameras. Gaining confidence in his ability as a movie maker,
after the usual apprenticeship of filming
family and friends, Mr. Friedrich boldly undertook an assignment to produce
a one reel silent picture for the local
American Legion. This marked the first

• Rev. Jarmes K. Friedrich, shown here discussing a script with his director John Coyle, was once told
by Hollywood that "the Bible and the box office don't mix."
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To
Once

Rev. Friedrich Is World's
Of 16mm. Religious Films
time Friedrich had made movies for
money and the success of this film
naturally spurred his ambition.
He undertook the exhibition of this
film, too, screening it silently accompanied by off stage narration and a

Church

His Hobby;

Largest

Now

Producer

background of music supplied by records
played on a set of turntables geared
to his projector. Thus, while in college,
Mr. Friedrich had acquired a taste of
both the production • and
exhibition
CotithiueJ
on Pagefields
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DULUTH Cine Club's Herbert Hartig
demonstrated, at the club's April meeting, a case he had made to enclose his
camera for underwater picture making.
Hartig had used this case in making
movies recently in the south Pacific.
Duluth's April meeting was the organization's annual "Gadget Night," and
Ray S. Huey exhibited a gadget for
making prints; also George Frazer
demonstrated his home made gadget
for copying 8mm. film. Albert Delmaz
announced that the club's next meeting
will feature a light meter clinic at
which time various makes of exposure
meters will be discussed and demonstrated.
★ ★ ★
WESTWOOD Movie Club, of San Francisco, devoted its April meeting to the
subject of Filming The Family. Program chairman George Loehrsen arranged afine program of six family
films, made by various Westwood members, asexamples of what and what not
to do in making family movies. Films
augmented Loehrsen's lecture on the
subject. Another feature of the meeting
was an "April Shower" of odds and
ends of gadgets and accessories, no
longer wanted by members, which were
auctioned off to other members that
could use them.
★ ★ ★
AKRON, Ohio has an enthusiastic movie
amateur in Fred A. Hager of 1676
Brown Street, who is anxious to form
a movie club in that city — particularly
of 8mm. cinebugs. His telephone number is PArkway 5590.
★ ★ ★
PHILADELPHIA Cinema Club
were treated to an interesting
1 6mm. filming at their April
when member Harold Hoffman

members
study of
meeting
screened

his color picture "The Restoration Of
Colonial Williamsburg." Hoffman, it is
reported, has treated this oft-filmed
subject in an entirely different manner
than any of the films heretofore made.
Reported secretary B. N. Levene: "Notable was the fact that here was a subject
previously filmed by our Bob Naentze,
also by Eastman Kodak Company, yet
its treatment is so different as to demonstrate clearly what an imaginative
cameraman can do with a familiar subject."

of
of

movie

groups

organ-

amateur

movies

INGLEWOOD (Calif.) Movie Club
members have a unique system of staging their monthly meetings at the home
of some member, each taking turn playing host or hostess. Host for the organization's April meeting was Bus and
Mary Van Vliete who sparked the meeting with plans for an active spring and
summer filming program among members to culminate in the club's annual
movie making contest in the fall.
★ ★ ★
TORONTO (Canada) Movie Club held
its annual banquet on April 8th with
ninety-four members and friends attending. Highlight of the evening was
the screening of films entered in the
club's annual contest at which time
Wing Comdr. J. R. Beale (R.C.A.F.)
was presented with the Harold Berk
Trophy for the best short 8mm subject,
"Artist Village." The Keith Lawrence
trophy for the best short i6mm. film
was won by Narcisse Pelletier with his
entry, "Our Picnic." Jack Nunes-Vas
won the Sam Francis trophy in the
open class with his picture "News Of
★ ★ ★
The Year."
MINNEAPOLIS Cine Club's April meeting was devoted to a program of amateur made films exclusively, at which
time the products of the cameras of

OLUBS

members George Culbertson, Harold
Bronson, W. Block, and Dr. E. E. Henrickson were screened. Charter member,
Ormal Sprungman, it was announced,
is now editorial director of Western
Outdoor Sports Guide, a quarterly being
published at San Diego, Calif.
★ ★ ★
MILWAUKEE'S Amateur Movie Society
have scheduled for their May 22nd
meeting, the first of their annual Novice
Contests in which members who have
not previously won an award in the
club's contests may participate. Stipulations are that 8mm. entries must be
between 5 0 and 200 feet in length;
1 6mm. entries between 100 and 400
feet. All members of the club in attendence at this meeting will act as judges.
Film rating sheets will be distributed
to them so that each film may be
graded on a percentage basis. Prizes will
be awarded films receiving the highest
number of points.
★ ★ ★
LOS ANGELES Cinema Club's secretary.
Jack Shandler reports that organization's April meeting marked a new high
in membership, the club's roster indicating atotal of 165 active members.
President Harry E. Parker announced
the first of a series of technical meetings for club members to take place
about May ist as a service to the many
new members interested in filming and
production activities.
★ ★ ★
CINEMA Club of San Francisco, at its
April meeting, enjoyed
a discussion
• Continued
on Page and
302
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With the new Bardwell & McAlister Mult-Efex Titler you
can now make titles with that professional touch — the
way they do in Hollywood. Easy to make zooms, wipes,
poobU

„ ,p.f tops,

double exposures, scrolls, flip-flops, swing-arounds, forward and backs, rolls, fadeouts and many other novelty
shots which hitherto, have only been possible for professionals. Easy to make process, trick, and special effects
with keyholes, hearts and diamond openings.

.

'
r no^®"'
onv othe

Now you can do a super-duper job of titling in your
own home which will, double the interest of your most
prized reels.
The Mult-Efex fits any type or model of movie camera in 8 mm or 16 mm.
Comes with full directions which show you how to
get the most novel effects easily.
This Titler can also be used for tabletop photography
and special effects.
For sale by dealers everywhere. See it at your photographic supply store. Price for Standard Unit $28.00.
The Mult-Efex is the only titler which can be used
out-of-doors on a camera tripod. This adds to the number ofspecial effects that can be obtained by using it.

BARDWELL
&
McALISTER,
Designers and Manufacturers
Box

1310

•

Hollywood
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•

California

Inc.
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Chinchilla Life is a 100 foot i6mm.
Kodach rome (silent) subject produced
and released by Tommie Braatelien and
Ed Drews which affords a study of one
of the world's rare animals whose fine
pelts are made into costly coats and
wraps for milady. Splendid closeups
show how these tiny fur-bearing puffballs are fed, exercised and cared for at
California's largest Chinchilla farm.
Packed with human interest, this footage is a fine documentary with much
educational value.
Melody Lane is No. 14 in the series
of 17 new Music Movies offered by
Castle Films this month. Series brings
on film to sound projector owners a
wide variety of top tunes sung and
played by nation's top entertainment
talent. Each of seventeen subjects consists of three great song or dance numbers on one reel. Melody Lane features
the Dinning Sisters singing "By The
Light of The Silvery Moon," "Wait 'til
The Sun Shines Nellie," and "Little
Grey Home In The West," all with excellent orchestral accompaniment. List
price of Music Movies is $17.50 per
reel. Distribution is through camera
stores and other Castle Films' dealers.

Pictorial's new feature program for
1946 includes an offering of 39 new
pictures for i6mm. release featuring a
long list of Hollywood's motion picture
stars. Also offered are 8 Texas Rangers
westerns featuring Tex Rittcr and Tex
O'Brien and 8 Billy The Kid westerns
in which Buster Crabbc and Al "Fuzzy"
St. John are starred. Full information
concerning availability dates, leases,
prices and etc., may be had by writing
Pictorial Films, Inc., R.K.O. Bldg.,
Radio City, N. Y. 20, N Y

Rhumba is Movie Newsreel's new May
release featuring Conchita Lemus, a
darling 17 year old dancer, photographed in Kodachrome dancing and
singing Rhumba hit tunes as she performs at the swanky Coral Casino, Biltmore Hotel, in colorful Santa Barbara,
California. Subject is available in Kodachrome in both silent and sound versions. Itis also available in monochrome
in both 8mm. and i6mm. silent and
1 6mm. sound. Free catalog of other
subjects available may be had by writing Movie Newsreels, P. O. Box 2631,
Hollywood, Calif.
Stray Lamb is an authentic animal
adventure picture packed with thrills,
suspense and humor. The story depicts
the beautiful friendship between Barnaby, a Newfoundland dog and Letitia,
a little lamb that strays away after its
mistress leaves it to watch a flock of
turkeys inon thehercastfather's
ranch. racoon,
Other
animals
are a skunk,
eagle, and mountain lion. Film is Official Films' newest release and is available from dealers and film libraries in
8mm. and i6mm. silent and a special
1 6mm. sound version.

Reckless Age, 6 reels i6mni. sound,
is a Universal Pictures production
starring Gloria Jean supported by Henry
Stephenson, Judy Clark, and Franklin
Pangborn. The story concerns a poor
little rich girl who runs away from
home to become a salesgirl in one of her
own chain stores. Here she finds a lot
more fun, gains an insight into her
vast business enterprises and ultimately
finds romance after encountering some
unlocked for complications. Subject will
be available, after May 17th, for showing to approved non-theatrical audiences. Distributor is Bell & Howell
Filmosound Library, 1801 Larchmont
Ave., Chicago, 111. Rental rate is $17.50.

Hollywood Newsreel, founded in
1940 and revived again with the return
from service of its originator, brings to
sound and silent projector owners an
entertaining periodic release which will
provide scenes showing Hollywood's top
personalities in newsworthy events.
Among notables shown in the first
issues are Frank Sinatra, Cary Grant,
L. B. Mayer, Fred Astaire, Al Jolson,
Lou Costello, Gene Autrey, Doug.
Fairbanks, Jr., and others. Subjects are
available in Kodachrome
in 50 onft.Page
8mm.,
• Continued
304
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rcallv matter. The/»n's the thing . . . and the fun o
this Big Race will be something to enjoy in the yearj
ahead. For you've captured every endearing second!
it with Revere ... in 8mm vivid Llack-and-whiLc . .
at a complete cost of only ten cents per scene,
or sligliily more for brilliant natural color.
Revere Cameras and Projectors are now available
at your dealers. See them soon!

REVERE

CAMERA

COMPANY,
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Movie
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PPERICO
^em(UuUcUUe TURRET
Converts B & H "Companions" and "Sportsters"
into versatile turret models.
Beffer Perspeciivel. Close-ups! Candid and Action Shots!
Take a tip from Hollywood . . . Inject professional
variety into your movies witli ttie new Perico Demountable Turret, allowing a quick twist-of-tliewrist change from lens to lens. No alteration to
camera; no factory installation . . . simply snap
the turret in place. Fits threaded 8mm lenses.
Finest oircroft aluminum alloy. Beautiful satin
finish. See it at your dealers ... if he does not
hove it in stock, order direct.

Plus Tax
Sold on 5-Day
Money-Bock
Guoronlee
PERRY CORP.. CAMERA

^

DIVISION. 3900 ELM ST.. DALLAS. TEXAS
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Club Project .
• Continued from Page 263
tion with the dentist's receptionist as
he waits his turn in the outer office.
"Things have surely changed since
I was a lad," he says. "I can well remember when I had my first tooth
pulled." This introduces a sequence
which begins with a shot of a lad and
his mother in a horse-drawn surrey
hurrying along a country road. The
boy's face is tied in a kerchief and he
is obviously suffering from a toothache.
Presently mother and lad arrive at the
dentist's office and hurry in. In a set-

silent
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WHERE
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ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I
Wilfred
Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North
CALIFORNIA
I JENA PARK
Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue
fOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
716 N. La. Brea Ave.
Castle's
1529 Vine inc.Street
LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.
LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street
Hollywood Movie Supply
•4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)
I. T. & T. of the West
3123 West 8th St. (5)
Raike Company
829 S. Flower St. (14)
OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)
I. T. & T. of the West
4247 Piedmont Ave. (II)
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
I2?l G St., N. W.
I. T. & T. of Washington
915 12th St. N.W. (1)
GEORGIA
ATLANTA
I. T. & T. of the South
756 W. Peachtree St. NW
DECATUR
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Box 223
IDAHO
BOISE
Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.
Williams'
1007 Main Photo
St. Service
ILLINOIS
BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
'825 Larchmont Ave.
Bolotin Camera Exchange
729 W. Roosevelt Road (7)
Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.
'9 S. LnSalle Street (Zone 3)
Ideal Pictures Coro.
78-34 East Eighth Street
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ILLINOIS^Continued
CHICAGO— (Continued)
I.100T.W.& T.Monroe
of Illinois
St. (3)
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)
LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS
I. T. & T. of New Orleans
815 Poydros St.
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (I)
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Boylston
Elder's Film
LibraryHM
739
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens
1. T. & T. of New England
115 Newbury St. (16)
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little BIdg.
Wholesome Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose Street
BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.
OUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's
5-7 Revere Road "Rent-A-Reel" Service
MICHIGAN
DETROIT
Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street
ROYAL OAK
Hy-Wilde Camera Shop
1029 S. Washington at Harrison Ave.
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
Howard Film Distributors
86 S. 6th St. (2)
MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
I. T. & T. of Missouri
3326 Olive St.
NEW JERSEY
PASSAIC
The No-Wat-Ka Co.
257 Main Avenue
ROSELLE PARK
Union County Film Service
128 Chestnut St.
NEW YORK
ALBANY
Hallenbeck
&
Riley
562 Broadway (7)
BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,
7S08 Third Avenue (9)

/6mm

FMhfiS

New York City — Continued
NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
25 W. 45th
StreetInc.(Zone 19)
Haber
& Fink,
12-14 Warren St.
The New York I. T. T. Co., Inc.
25 W. 45th St. (19)
King 3rd
ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZoneService
10)
Medo Photo
Supply
15 West 47th St.
& Camera
55Moaull's
W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)Exchange, Inc.
National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street
Nu
Inc.
145 Art
W»stFilms,
45th Street
SOS Cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St. (18)
OHIO
CLEVELAND
Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road
KolJer's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue
DAYTON
Davton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Hepburn Ave.
OREGON
PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN
James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.
RHODE ISLAND
WOONSOCKET
Yvonne's Photo Supply
557 Social Street
TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA 2
Grady
Young
108 W. 8th St. Co.,
NASHVILLE
E. K.Deaderick
ChurchwellSt. Film
510
(3) Exchange
TEXAS
DALLAS
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.
3021/, So. Harwood St. (Zone I)
I. T. & T. of the South
3021/2 S. Harwood St. (I)
VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON WEST
2
ElmerW. B.Vlrqlnla
Simoson St
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Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available

nOilr!

Will play sound films through your radio with the
VIDIPHONIC RADIOFILM ADAPTER

• EASY TO OWN
Priced to meet any budget and gives you standard ISmm.
sound-on-film from any 16mm. sound print. Thousands of
talking pictures to rent and buy; some free films too.

mm

Will play sound films for large groups through the
VIDIPHONIC SOUND FILM POWER AMPLIFIER

Apex 16mm. Sound Adapter Kit (Model 46A or 46B)
for use with either of the units shown at right ... or
if you have a phono turntable and amplifier you may
need only the adapter kit. Write for details. Price,
complete with instruction
manual
$59.95
EXTRA!
2000
ft.
extension reel arms
If you live in Ohio, Indiana or
for your projector with or without
Western
Pennsylvania
you
may
conApex sound eguipment. Prices
tact The Dayton Film, Inc., 2227
Hepburn Ave., Dayton, Ohio,
$9.90 to $29.90 depending on projector. Write for details.
Direct Factory Distributors

Add your own commentary and music
to your silent films with
^^^^^^

VIDIPHONIC RADIOFILM
New improved Model 47CR! 1
Talkie" tubes and battery — |
p'ctures through your radio
cast programs. Shipped less

Apex
"Y" complet
phonic MODEL
Soundfilm
Power
speaker,provision
case, cords
and
with
for phono
phone
Amplifier, speaker, cords
only
Gives regular 16mm. soun
results
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UNION

PACIFIC

RAILROAD
AMATEUR

'45

00

in PRI
ZE
]
Amateur movie makers S
! Combine that long-awaited western
vacation with this opportunity
to win large cash prizes and
silver trophies for outstanding
pictures in the Southern UtahArizona National Parks. Look
whatfamous
a "camera
this
scenic stop-over"
region mightin
bring you —
MOVIE CONTEST
8 mm or 16 mm — Black and White
or Color
1st Prize $1000 2nd Prize $500
3rd Prize $200
Next 10 Awards, Distinguished
Film Medallions.
Handsome silver trophies for cash
prize winners. 10 Distinguished
Film Awards — large inscribed
Medallions — 3 beautiful Achievement Plaques for Camera Clubs
of cash prize winning entries.
PLUS "~ Additional Cash Prizes
and Trophies for winners in two other
contest
and Colorclasses—
Photos.Black & White Photos

WHAT TO PHOTOGRAPH
Pictures must be taken between
June 1 and October 1 this year in
any of the following areas:
ZION-BRYCEGRAND CANYON (North Rim)
NATIONAL PARKS
Including Cedar Breaks National
Monument and Kaibab National
Forest.
Closing date for entries —
Midnight, November iOth, 1946
0tltitty

Blanks mW

For complete details on Prizes,
Contest Rules, Official Entry
Blanks, visit any Union Pacific
Railroad office, your camera dealer. Club Secretary, or write to
Photo Contest, Room 120R,
Union
Nebraska.Pacific Bldg., Omaha 2,
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD

ting as authentic as it was possible for
us to make it, we show the old-time
dentist making a cursory examination
of the lad's tooth, applying the foot
powered drill to the affected molar, and
then using the forceps.
At this point, the scene reverts to
the reception room and the girl escorts
the reminiscing patient to the inner
office. Here the dentist's assistant takes
over, makes the patient comfortable and
performs many of the preliminary duties normally handled by the old-time
dentist. The dentist then enters the
room, exchanges pleasantries with the
patient and proceeds with the work on
his teeth.
Returning to the receptionist later,
the patient is asked if he would like
to visit other departments in the dental office and laboratory. He is then
shown a special department in which
a young woman assistant administers
to the dental needs of children; another in which an attractive miss performs the task of making molds for
Putting Words
• Continued from Page 271

To Your

of industrial or educational film production. Where lip-sychronized sound
is beyond the means of such filmers,
running commentary is the natural solution. While such sound does not have
to be synchronized with the film, frame
for frame, it must be accurately timed
and this depends upon the skill of the
script writer, as we shall reveal a little
later.
Writing compelling, forceful commentary script is a knack that may be
acquired, just as one learns to make
better than mediocre pictures with a
camera. It takes a little practice, a little
study and a willingness to pursue the
subject by trial and error methods. In
order that the trials and errors may not
be unduly prolonged for the novice,
perhaps a few pointers here will help him
over the rough spots and aid in cutting
down the amount of film necesary in
the trial runs.
The success of the commentary depends upon how well it is written — how
much thought goes into it before it is
written; for it is spoken by the narrator exactly as written in the script.
There is no ad-libbing. The script
writer provides the thought in carefully
phrased words; the narrator merely
enunciates it.
Over the years, professional script
writers and narrators have developed
techniques that insure successful commentary for motion pictures. The most
important will be discussed here.
What makes good narrative script
writing click? Perhaps the most important factor is the appeal to emotion.
The average person is more often influ-

dentures; and the office and bookkeeping departments, etc.
At conclusion of the personally conducted tour, the patient thanks the
obliging receptionist and departs. Thus,
through the pictured routine of showing a patient through a modern dentist's office, the dental methods of today are revealed to the public in this
400-foot 16mm. motion picture, and
the tremendous strides of the profession are made more compelling through
comparison with the methods employed
by dentists two decades ago.
Because of the reception given this
film by local citizens, our club has been
given the impetus to go forward with
this type of activity. Our next tentative production is a saga of railroading
which we believe opens up unlimited
possibilities for all the varied talents
within our club. Like "In One Generation," it will also be filmed in both
8mm. and 16mm. Kodachrome, and the
16mm. version publicly screened by an
appropriate sponsor.
Films
enced by emotion than by logic, according to psychologists. A woman
buys a certain dress, not because she
believes it will give longer wear, but
because she feels it will enhance her appearance— make her feel better. The
appeal to emotion can be applied to the
writing of narrative script regardless
of the subject, be it machinery or food,
travel or education.
Another important element of a good
narrative script is brevity — the art of
being concise yet specific. Such trite
phrases as "a wonderful machine of our
modern age" are no longer used to describe the superiority of a lathe or a
threshing machine. Today, the script
writer will emphasize that here "is a
time-saving machine of marvelous efficiency made possible by today's mass
production
methods."
In preparing
the narrative script, it
is important to say just the right amount
— not too much nor too little. When
too much is said, the audience is likely
to weary and forget; where too little is
said, the audience may not remember
the significance of what it saw on the
screen.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
* When reporting change of address, be sure also to send us your
previous address. This will assist
our circulation department in readily identifying your file card. In your
letter, simply state that you are
"moving to (new address) from
(old address)."
Changes
of address
should
be reported
at least
FIVE
weeks in advance.
—HOME MOVIES
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In writing for publications, such as
Liberty and This Week, I have aimed to
make my writing pleasing to the eye
that it may make lasting pictorial impressions upon the reader. In writing
for sound motion pictures, however, it
becomes necessary to appeal both to the
eye and the ear. What makes the spoken
narrative most effective is to keep it
from conflicting with the visual impact
of the picture — to never allow the eye
and ear to receive equally forceful impressions atthe same time. If what is
seen on the screen explains itself pictorially, there is a momentary lull in
the narration to allow the audience to
grasp the action visually. Where there
is need for oral amplification of the
pictorial message, the narration is heard
to supply facts that are not made apparent bythe picture.
The ambitious amateur, intent upon
entering the 16mm. commercial picture
field, will undoubtedly undertake the
travel or documentary type of productions first. The script pattern for the
travel film will allow the scene to flash
on the screen a moment before narration begins, giving the eye opportunity
to grasp that which the narrator will
presently describe or comment upon.
The most common mistake of the
novice, in preparing a narration, is to
include in the script description of
things which the scene itself reveals.
Such redundancy also appears in the
titling of many amateur films. In
describing a picturesque beach near
Havana, Cuba, one filmer telling of
his Kodachrome scenes, stated in his
narration: "This is Varadero Beach with
its jade green waters contrasted against
the blue sky." How much more ining tohave said:
eight mileis
stretch ofterestnatural
beach"This
at Varadero

and

73 miles east of Havana. When construction of Varadero's airport is completed, one may land his private plane in
the center of this tropical vacationland"
— more words, of course, but the audience is told something important about
Varadero, described pictorially otherwise
by the color film.
In describing unfamiliar but interesting scenic spots and structures it is
preferred practice to give pertinent facts
not shown on the screen. A shot of a
red tiled home may be described, after
research for factual material, as "the
home of an Indian princess which she
has occupied for thirty years," rather
than "the red tiled house on the Boulevard."
A further example of this importance
of stating facts — giving information not
seen on the screen — is recalled from one
film that included a scene showing
bales of cotton being lowered into the
hold of a freighter at the waterfront.
For this scene I wrote: "Bales of cotton
destined for shipment to the far corners
of the earth — to be made into gay

0
The Swing Tilt Tripod is an
invaluable aid and one of the finest
accessories in photographic equipment. )
It's
l
O
P
light, 3'/2 lbs.; strong, able to T
handle
any
16mm
or
i
B
8mm Movie Camera; swell, too, for your Still Camera;
durable, made of steel and aircraft aluminum; easy
to operate, a twist of the knurled ring locks the leg
extension; range from 33 inches to 60 inches in
height. Equipped with the improved Swing
Tilt Tripod head. Good looking.
Price only

Plus f Aci»e Tax $2.70
$2400

110 West 32nd St., New York 1, N. Y.
WORLD'S
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
8mm. Bolex H.8 Camera equipped with f:l.9 lens
and tolephoto lens
$275.00
Bell & Hnwell Straight 8 Camera, variable speeds
of 8. 16. 24 and 32 with f:3.5 lens and case.
brand new
39.50
Same camera without lens
19.50
Bell & Howell 70DA equipped with I" f:l.5 lens
and
new
4"
f:4.5
lens
and
carrying
case
325.00
Victor Model 5, 16mm. C-mera, turret front.
equipped
and 3"Camera,
f:4ideal for 195.00
Eastman
ModelwithA I"Handf:l.9Crank
conversion
excjllcnt
c:ndition
Eastman
Model toA printer,
Hand Crank
Cam:ra
with f:l.9 45.00
lens
69.50
Bell 4. Howell Model 70. 16mm. Camera, f:3.5 lens
and telephoto lens
99.50
Bell & Howell Auditorium Silent Projector, 1000
W. lamp, all gear driven
350.00
16mm. Holmes low intensity carbon arc, sound on
film projector complete with amplifier and
speaker
750.00
16mm.1000Victor
M"deloriginally
24. soundcost'n $540.00,
film "r^jin ct-r.
W.
lamp
ex.
cellent condition
295. OC
16mm. Ampro Model XC Special, 1000 W. lamp,
has
30
Watt
amplifier,
criqinal
est
$875
00
.
Brandcurrent
new model
16mm. RCA sound on film projector, 495.00
445.00
Holmes 16mm. sound projector in good condition 245.00
Victor Model 40 16mm. sound projector. 1000 W.
lamp, single case
345.00
Brand new Natco 16mm. sound projector. tOO W.
lamp, coated .16 projection lens, silent or
sound speeds
450.00
Besbee metal film clips
per doz. 75c
100"
metal
camera
spools
each
49c
400" 16mm. Humidors, used
10 for 2.50
400"
16mm.
metal
reels,
new
10
for
2.00
Eastman Kodascope rapid rewind and Universal
splicer for 8 or 16mm.
19.50
Bell only
& Howell 30" Straight 8 metal film spools
each .50
Bell & Howell 16mm. Model 136. Diagonal splicer
including try scraper and cement
14.65
Bell projfctors
& H"well 16mm. Enlarger fir use cn 16mm. 22. 5C
Bell & Howell Heavy Duty. 2 speed IGmm. geared
rewind. 1000 foot capacity
per pair 28.80
Bell & H'well Direct Viewer ahno, 16mm.
19.95
Bell & Howell 16mm. Alignment gauge
20.00
Craig senior geared rewinds, chrome finish for
8 or 16mm.
pair 9.9^
Craig
Eastmanjunior
film geared
cleaningrewinds
outfitpair 4.^560
12 Compartment 16mm. 400 ft. film chest 3.95
Remote control attachment fer Bell &. Howell ODA 3.95
Craig Editing outfit cnsistini of board with
Craig
rewind and Baia splicer for 8 or 12.50
16mm. Junior
use
Movie Filter kit for 8mm. Keystone. Perfex. Bell
Hcwell. Revere Univex or Eastman camera
having lens shade
filter
_type A filter
_ and haze 5.75
400" 8mm. steel reel
5 for I. Of
1600" metal reels, used
each .95
1600" steel reels, new
each 1.95
1600" Humidors, new
1.75
800" steel reels, new
2.25
2000" Bell & Howell steel reel, new each 3.95
Bell driven
&. Howell
IGmm.shopprojector
400'$15.00
gear 7.50
projector,
worn. case
Listforprice
Bell 16mm.
&. Howell
I" f:l.9 _
Lumax. new for 8 or 67.50
cameras
Bell new& Howell 2" f:3.5 for 8 or 16mm. _
cameras. 52.50
6" Carl
Zeiss
Tessar
f:4.5.
focusing
mount
for 95.00
16mm. cameras -.2" f:2.8 Polaris for 8 or 16mm. cameras
39.50
I" f:l.5 Wollensak for 8 or 16mm. cameras 56.00
3" f:4.5 Graf
39.50
5" f:4.5 Wollensak
69.5
1" 1.5 Schneider Xenon for 8 or 16mm. cameras. . 69.50
1" 1.5coated
Schneider Xenon for 8 or 16mm. cameras. 89.50
IV„"cameras
Bell & Howell f:3.5 for Bell &. Howell 88 95.00
New Zeiss 2" f:2.8 Sonnar for 8 or 16mm. cameras 95.00
4" f:4 Dallmeyer
59.50
Eastman 2" f.1.6 projection lens
15. On
4"Schneider
f:4.5 Bell16mm.
& Howell,
new
86.25
f:2 wide rngle
69.50
1" f:3.5 Taylor-Hobson Cooke, focusing mount 29.50
f:l.9 Wollensak
Dallmeyer
42.50
6"1" f:4.5
69.50
Vi" 88
Taylor-Hobson
Cooke
f:l.4
for
Bell
&.
Howell
Cameras
125.00
I" f:l.8 Taylor-Hobson
Cook-, coated
Hugo-Meyer
Plasmat convertible
16mm. lens set 95.00
consisting of 21/2" f:4.5 S'/z" f:8 and 4%" 89.50
f:6.5
3"Morton
Hugo-Meyer
TrioplanTelephoto
f:4.5
49.50
8mm. andCoated
for all
cameras
16mm. cameraslens with
f:3.58mm.or
f:2.7 Cine
lens
26.0"
Eastman
Kodak lens adapter
6.95
lA" Vicwfinder for Bell &. Howell Turret 8
9.60
1/2" Viewfinder for Bell & Howell Turret 8
6.40
I" Viewfinder for Bell & Howell Turret 8
6.40
11/2"
Viewfinder for
Bell
&& Howell
Turret
8 . 6.40
2"
Viewfinder
for
Bell
Howell
Turret
8
6.40
15mm. Viewfinder Bell & Hcwell objective 8.95
1" Viewfinder objective for Bell &. Howell 7.50
2" Viewfinder objective for Bell &. Howell 8.55
3" Viewfinder objective for Bell & Howell
9.60
4"LensViewfinder
for lenses
Bell & onH-well
adapter toobjective
use IGmm.
flmm. cameras 10.15
3.50
Two
section
wood Exposure
tripod panmeter
and tilt head
9.9=^
Weston
Master
26.67
DcJur Photoelectric mater, with case
16.08
Eastman 16mm. Magazine Critical focusscr 19.95
New Royal record
all metal
tripod
pan IGmm,
and tiltsound
top 19.95
Automatic
changer
for with
use with
projectors
New electric turntable in metal case fer use with 48.00
IGmm. sound projectors
39.50
New orMagnavox
niays strip
33-1 or3
78 RPM sound
with slide
300 W.projector,
SVE film
projector
125.0''
35inm.slidesingle
frame strip projector
12.50
NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE
MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA
ESTABLISHED 1914
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dresses for girls, turbans for the Hindu,
perhapsareglowing
batikwhen
in Java
or Bali."
These
words that,
coupled
with
the scenes, tend to stir the imagination
and thus make the picture more impressive.
Too much emphasis cannot be placed
on the erroneous practice of talking too
much. Remember what has already
been said about never allowing the eye
and ear to receive equally forceful impressions from the screen at the same
time. A safe rule for the novice to
follow is always to say too little than
too much.
This brings us to the element of music
as a means of supplanting the gap between oral statements in the narration.
Spectacular color shots are enhanced
on the screen not only by an absence
of narration but when accompanied by
appropriate music. In producing a promotion film for the city of Miami
Beach, I invariably used music to accompany the colorful shots of the city's
palm-fringed beach. When shots of the
city's streets, hotels, etc., appeared, appropriate descriptive narration was resumed.
A familiar type of industrial film,
which the beginner may be called upon
to produce, is the "trip through the factory." Such a picture may show how
an automobile is painted, how a newspaper isproduced, or how cheese is made.
Producers often refer to such produc-

ovie
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• From among the films submitted
for review by readers each month,
the editors select the best and award
a Home Movies' certificate for the
Movie of the Month. A special illustrated review of the film also appears
in the magazine. All films submitted
to the editors for review and criticism
JUNE '45: "Worth Scouting For,"
produced by Al Morton, Salt Lake
City, Utah. An 8mm. Kodachrome
picture, 400 feet in length.
JULY '45: "Old France in
Quebec," produced by Elmer
son, Minneapolis, Minn. A
Kodachrome picture, 1,100
length.

Modern
Albin16mm.
feet in

AUGUST '45: "Fellow on a Furlough," produced by George Burnwood, Philadelphia, Penna. A 16mm.
color picture 350 feet in length.
SEPTEMBER '45: "Ski Time in the
Rockies," produced by Norman Shultz,
Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm. Kodachrome picture 400 feet in length.

tions as "heartbreakers" because, to the
man for whom such a picture is produced, the film is fully as important as
"Gone With The Wind!" The smart
producer, therefore will do exhaustive
research on his subject before starting
production, and give particular care to
the narration and the background music
to insure an emotionally compelling production.
Skillful script writers aim to make the
words of the narrative exciting. Everything that is said should be a challenge
to the emotions or the imagination.
There is no better device for sparking
and maintaining audience interest. In
the opening sequence of a film, shot in
the Vancouver shipyards, we put these
words into a worker's dialog to point
up the fact the ships were sturdily built:
"I know that these baby flattops are
really put together because I have a personal interest in them. My kid brother
is in the Navy, down in the south Pacific
on one of these ships, fighting like hell.
I know the ships can take it, because I
see with my own eyes the stuff that
Those interested in this phase of mogoes into them."
tion picture production have had unusual opportunity to study quality, style
and the treatment of narration through
observing the large number of documentary and information films produced byand for the government during
the war, most of which were shown in

tke
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between January 1st and September
30th, are automatically entered in
Home Movies' annual contest, subject
to a second review prior to the final
judging.
Films receiving Movie of the Month
certificates during the past twelve
months are:
OCTOBER '45: No award.
NOVEMBER '45: No award.
DECEMBER '45: No award.
JANUARY '46: No award.
FEBRUARY '46: No award.
MARCH '46: "Escape," produced
by H. D. Atwood, Ajo, Arizona. An
8mm. Kodachrome picture, 250 feet
in length.
APRIL '46: No award.
MAY '46: "Zoo Album," produced
by John Kibar, Racine, Wise. An 8mm.
Kodachrome
picture, 125 feet in
length.
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the nation's theatres. The popularity
of this type of film will undoubtedly
grow stronger; the documentary film
certainly is in its ascendency. The
serious amateur, therefore, has still further opportunity to broaden his knowledge of narrative style and techniques
through concentrated study of current
films in which narration is used — the
newsreels, short subjects and the increasing number of 16mm. industrial,
educational and documentary films. The
information thus gained and applied to
his own films experimentally will enable the amateur to move forward toward his goal of more objective picture
making.
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Dynamic

Symmetry
Of Color . . .
• Continued from Page 266

the symmetrical view-point, the smoothness of vision, and the ease with which
an adequate interpretation is possible by
those who may appraise the picture.
It is not the responsibility of an audience to determine the degree of symmetrical balance attained in a presentation. Truly dynamic symmetry goes
almost unnoticed as a conception of patten detail. The greater the extent of
reduction in the required effort for
analysis, the less conspicuous "planning"
becomes. It is desirable that our audience absorb our story, and not be required to assist with its construction.
While opinions may differ as to the
extent of domination of the sub-conscious mind, we are all fully aware of
the automatic and instantaneous response of one's reflexes, especially the
visual, and these certainly have an important effect where one is called upon
to make a rapid evaluation of a motion
picture.
It is traditional for the cinema to employ the "lap-dissolve" for ease of interpretation where a dream or memory
sequence is the implied meaning. While
indiscriminate use of the dissolve would
obviously nullify its usefulness at proper
occasions, one or a series of lap-dissolves
may very effectively incur a continuous
flow of thought regarding several subjects or actions which, while remote in
one sense, may be intended as specifically
inter-connected in theme.
Perhaps some of those odd camera
angles we have seen on the screen were
used not so much for variety, as we
may have suspected, but rather to gain
or avoid some unrevealed detail that
would effect symmetrical balance; yes,
unrevealed perhaps, even though a point
of symmetry may have been gained.
Lines, angles, and motion require
especial consideration in planning symmetrical effects. Whether the subject
be in color or black and white, contrasting objects, if intersecting the boundary

. . . you'd see at once just what it is that makes this the
outstanding tripod of its kind. The AMBOL TRU PAN TRIPOD
is entirely precision machined, there's not one die cast part
anywhere, nothing to break loose or get out of order anywhere. You get smooth action, trouble-free performance, years
of satisfactory service ... all in a really beautiful tripod.
NO

OTHER

TRIPOD

OFFERS

YOU:

The smoothest tilt and pan mechanism devised to date
Quarter-turn controls which lock tilt, pan and legs firmly
Completely precision machined, from bar and tube stock
Aluminum alloy structural parts noted for their strength
Floating, spring-centered legs, collet-locked, free-sliding
Adjustable weight control for all cameras, 8mm movie
to 8 X 10 still
Dissimilar
friction surfaces for maximum efficiency and
wear
Equipped with steel tips for outdoor work, rubber tips for indoor, the AMBOL TRU-PAN TRIPOD is beautiful in appearance, a
complement to your good taste. Only $43.20, including excise
tax. Fully guaranteed. At your dealer's, or write for literature.
ExcfusiVe Wor/d-W;de Distributor
521 FIFTH AVENUE

•

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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FOCUSING

RING

For Revere and Keystone 8
Universal i Fixed > Focus Lenses

With this ring an ordinary fixed focus camera lens
may be focused by the same principle as a lens with
a factory-made focusing mount. It retains unchanged al the advantages and characteristics of
your lens, plus the following features:
• Provides instant change from fixed focus to any
distance down to one foot.
• Increases sharpness of close subjects.
• Makes titling and extreme close-ups possible
without auxiliary equipment. Ring can be installed
in a few minutes — no alteration to lens or camera.
Precision-made, polished aluminum — mounts on lens
— looks like part of lens.
Ring complete with stabilizing spring, depth of focus
table, instructions..-- $2.50
Tax Included
Specify camera and lens (f 3.5, 2.5 or 2.7)
when ordering from your dealer or
Photo Specialties Co.
29 So. State Salt Lake City 1 , Utah

WRITE FOR
FREE
CIRCULAR

BULK FILM IT
PROCESS
YOURSELF

Pan- Panchromatic chromatic
Ortho
Weston 6
Weston 24 Weston 64
100 ft. Single 8— $1.15 $2.35 $2.40
100 ft. Double 8— $1.65 $3.85 $3.95
100 ft. 16mm.
—$1.55 $3.80 $3.90
Since the above prices do not include developing, why not get one of our low cost developing sets and develop your own movies! The set
consists of developing rack, tray, safelight and
set of prepared developing powders, together
with a simple step by step instruction sheet.
30 ft. single 8 set $4.20: 33 ft. Double 8 or
16mm. set $5.85. Show your nnovies two hours
after they are talcen.
FROMADER GENERA CO.
Davenport 7, Iowa

16mm.
SOUND
RECORDING
Highest Fidelity, Variable
Density, Sound-on-film
Recording.
Send for sample
LEWIS SOUND FILMS
71 W. 45th St.
New York 19, N. Y.

of a picture, could be distracting to the
eyes. But if utilized advantageously, lines
or contrasts can be made a useful controlling factor, leading the eyes to the
focal point desired.
Easy-to-see objects, from which we
wish the viewer to grasp a quick but adequate understanding, may well be placed
near the center of a bordering field of
subdued contrasts. It is therefore not
altogether a disadvantage that close-ups,
at normal apertures, have such a limited
depth of field. As the eyes attempt to
roam over the entire scene, in their
characteristic exploring manner, they
are instantly discouraged with the background and readily concentrate upon
the sharply focused object featured.
Ingenuity is the by-word of the amateur because of necessity. But if favorable conditions prevail, the alert amateur can sometimes surpass the professional in ability to accomplish pleasing
results. It is the unique ability of the
amateur that we are concerned with

THANK
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here. And ingenuity in the application
of dynamic symmetry — if the amateur
learns to visualize its meaning — offers
the simple, the easiest possible, means
of gaining and holding audience interest.
Where available locations impose a
handicap regarding fixed symmetry in
a particular scene, some deficiency may
be smoothed over by the manner in
which the scene is approached by the
preceding scene.
A simple home movie of our boy Joe
playing ball with other boys in a back
yard, with limited scenic effects, might
require some exciting action to maintain
interest. Suppose we decide to interject variety: by having a foul ball become lodged upon a roof, with Joe going
to retreve it. And excitement: by having Joe slip, only to be saved from falling from the roof by a nail that catches
the seat of his pants.
In introducing the scene of the roof,
with its probable angles or aspects of
irregular contrast, we could first show
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• Above, him
right,is isJohnny
scene Burke
from "Thank
You" film
sent Home
editors and
by George
Flanking
who assisted
Burnwood
with Movies
photography,
Harry Burnwood.
Brautigam
who wrote the story for "Fellow On A Furlough," Burnwod's priie-winning film.

George

Bnrnwood,

1945

Contest

Winner, Says 'Thanks!' On Film
* when George Burnwood, of Phila- Philadelphia 8-16 Movie Club, who
wrote the story for the film. Both
delphia, received the Lloyd Bacon
Trophy for the best picture entered spoke briefly about the parts they
in Home Movies' annual amateur
played
in the then
picture's
production.
Burnwood
revealed
that this
contest
last
year,
he
said
"thank
you"
in a most unusual way. Several "thank you" film was being photoweeks after the handsome trophy
graphed and recorded in the home of
Bill Bornman and that afterward, it
had been
placed
in Mr.
Burnwood's
was taken downstairs in the basement
hands.
Home
Movies
editors
received
a 100 foot roll of 16mm. sound film. to Bornman's darkroom and procesOn the sound track was Mr. Burnsed in one of the new Morse developing tanks. Judging from the photowood's voice in a personal message
graphic and sound track quahties of
giving thanks to Home Movies, while
the film, this group of Philadelphia
pictorially the film showed Mr. Burnwood as he recorded his message.
movie makers is capable of producFlanking Mr. Burnwood in this scene
ing top notch films, silent or sound.
This surprise film tribute, from a
was Johnny Burke, whom Mr. Burnwood introduced as the man who
winner of Home Movies' top annual
assisted him with the photography
award, will be placed in Home
film library and will be
of "Fellow On A Furlough," the Movies'
available for free loan to established
trophy- winning picture; also Mr.
Harry Brautigam, president of the amateur movie clubs.
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Joe approaching the roof. For example,
Joe on a ladder, with the symmetrical
background of a blank side of the house,
would have all attention focused upon
him as he went onto the roof. Thus,
thru forceful control of perception, we
could subdue the ill effect of any harsh
contrasts shown here later.
The soothing effect of colors goes
far in diminishing harshness of objects,
especially in the background — provided
conspicuous colors, or shapes, within the
background are avoided.
As for the scene where Joe falls and
slides towards the edge, a close-up would
be required for emphasis of the fall on
the roof — perhaps a brief, blurred flash
of Joe falling. But the brief action
could be easily followed by the audience, if that scene was preceded by a
shot of Joe throwing the ball to someone below, who, catching it with a
smile, suddenly registers a terrified expression in a close-up. By dynamically
creating anticipation, the audience is
"keyed" to quick action.
Co-relation of colors when changing
views is worth all the attention one can
spare to gain maximum effectiveness.
Either similarity of "object" colors, or
similarity of background colors, offer
opportunity for a smooth transition from
scene to scene. In a series of snow views,
with the large areas of white involved,
the co-relating factor would be automatic; and the neutral background
would appropriately invite the use of
brilliant colors for emphasis
A pair of hands clad in bright red
mittens, shown in medium close-up
rolling a snowball, made an interestcompelling scene in one amateur's picture. The rolling motion of the red
mittens emphasized the shape and size
of the snowball — the featured object.
Although white itself, on a white background, the snowball created a dynamic
anticipation for the forthcoming scene,
a snowball fight.
Naturalness, is a desirable characteristic ina motion picture, especially where
children are featured, and what would
be more natural in a scene of a child at
play than to have colorful toys strewn
about Yet care should be exercised lest
some brightly colored object detract the
eye from the portrayal or expression.
The delicate reddish hue of a child's
face is often lost by the close proximity
of a red object, which, because of reflected light, can unduly intensify the
red of the under-tones. Or, where the
customary "flat" lighting is used, the
contrast of a bright red object may
cause the face to appear pale. A red
jacket should be used with caution in a
color picture but if accompanied by a
similarily colored hat, together with a
suitable background, it may become a
pleasing combination because of the balanced color effect.
The use of large and imposing areas

Now you can bring your favorite scenes
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closer . sharper and with assurance of
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IN THESE HOME MOVIES "HOW TO DO IT" BOOKS
New, revised edition now ready. Complete with
new, improved formulas, new illustrations and a
complete new format with spiral binding that makes
for easier use in the laboratory. Tells
$1.how
0 to reverse
8mm. and 16mm. films; build necessary0 apparatus,
and how to proceed step by step. Also includes
formulas and directions for developing positive titles.
POSTPAID
Contains elementary instructions and advice for beginners, advanced tips for experts —
all you need to know $about
1.00 composing,
photographing, developing and editing titles
lor home movies. Generously illustrated with
photographs and diagrams. Not a step over
looked. Also contains complete diagrams for
building your own titler.
POSTPAID
HOME

MOVIES

6060 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.
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Sparkling 8mm.
movies with . . .

H
O'
ES
Our
newest,
b&w film.
Fullquality
an ti- 8mm.
halo
l>ackiiig.lingProduces
crisp, spark-to
movies comparable
the higher-priced
"stanfiard"
brands.
3 rolls Weston
double 16-4.
Smm.$4.50(SI.p*r70
each) S4.60 per six rolls
single 8mm.
cameras. (SI. 70 for
per Univex
two rolls.)
All films dallte loading,
with processing free.
*(Not
for usemayin order
Keystone
8mm. E cameras.
Keystonerecommendeed
camera owners
ESO-A,
& F. )
f£SO-S /s licenced by the Eastman Kodak Company to sell and process double Smm. film undei
the Coors Patent 1,905,442.)
PLUS...
Our line of five other types of films for your double Smm.
and single. Smm. cameras. (Single Smm. prices available
on request, or, as listed in our Spring catalog.) All prices
include processing and dalite-loading.
ESO.A Weston
6-2. Smm.
General($1.20
purpose
rolls double
each.)film. $3.20 per three
ESO-B Weston
12-4.
Outdoor
film
with anti-halo
$3.45 per tliree roll sdouble Smm.
($1.25 each.)base.
ESO-E Weston
$7.00 per100-80.
three Super-speed
rolls Smm. panchromatic
($2.35 each.)film.
ESO-F Weston
24-20.
Speed
panchromatic
three rolls double Smm. ($2.00 each.)film. $5.70 per
ESO-G Weston 6-2. Scarlet for titles and special effect
pictures. $3.25 per three rolls double 8mm.
($1.25 each.)
PLUS...
8mm b&w DUPLICATES at 4 cents per foot from
b&w or Kodachrome movies, made with corrective
light changes
over-exposed
films.
We can for
alsounder-exposed
print films tooandbadly
damaged
to be run in your projector on new film. The
process in no way injures the films sent for reprintin. Mail insured parcel post marked "DUPLICATE".
OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally
guarantees these Smm. films and will replace any film
purchased or refund the full purchase price if you are not
fully pleased with your results. You MUST be satisfied!
Please state make of camera when ordering
AT YOUR DEALER'S. OR BY DIRECT MAIL.
ESO-S
PICTURES
"QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE"
4038 Broadway
Kansas City. Missouri

ri • • • • '
(jflTIiii^^ TO YOUR
SILENT
FILMS
[ Music ' Narration * Special Effects )
LET us convert )Our 16 mm piaure to a sound film
of the highest tjualit). Skilled technical staff, and
finest sound
and educational
studio facilities to serverecording
industriaLequipment
amateur and
film producers. Vt rite TELEFILM, Inc., Dept. H-5
6039 Hollvv^ood Blvd., HoU)^ood 28, Calif,
for prices and literature.
OUR SERVICE IS USED BY: J
AiReiearch Mfg. Co. • Lockheed Aircraft Corp,
DougUt Aircraft Co. * Food Machinery Corp.
U. S. Naval * Photo
Servi'ees
Dept.of •Calif.
Santa Fe Railroad^ fj^
Standard
Oil Co.
TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD
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All Standard
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Etc. Beat it?
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SI.1.0000
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7.75
4.00
13.50
Ifimm Cnmplete — sound
6.50
1.00
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IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P. O. BOX 539
BROCKTON 45, MASS.
Special
rsed
100 Reels
Ft. S.O.F. Subjects $3.50
Idno Foot fseed
1. 00

of brilliant colors are by no means essential for a dynamic effect; the subtle
application of color can be equally, if
not more, impressive. Neutral shades
of color, sandy tones, greys, or pastels
help to enhance the natural flesh color
of In
a person's
face oraction
hands.in the normal
scenes where
course of events creates and holds sufficient interest, it is sometimes a good
policy to withhold highlights of color
effects and utilize them only where
their effectiveness is more important.
In a film where skiers were pictured
in shade, slowly swerving around trees,
a greater illusion of speed was created
when, coming into the open sunlight,
the color of their costumes was intensified as they approached the camera.
When a cameraman looks thru his

Basic Steps In Creative
• Continued from Page 259
Smooth over gaps in continuity.
Shorten long, dull passages,
Suggest improvements to the author.
Some of these changes involve cutting
out something altogether — some involve
replacing one thing with another — and
still others involve the adidtion of something entirely new. When it is all finished, assuming that the writer and editor know their business, the story reads
more smoothly, holds the attention better, and gains generally in quality and
effectiveness.
The film editor does much the same.
It is his job to make the available material tell the story as swiftly, as smoothly and as interestingly as possible. Bad
editing can damage the value of the
best material ever shot, while good editing can bring the best out of material
which is only passably good. (Of course,
it is still better to have good editing
a7id good material.) Now, suppose we
begin to get down to the actual procedure.
The first stage of the editing job may
be broken down conveniently into three
steps:
Selection of the material to be used.
Assembly in rough sequence.
Studying the result, again and again.
If, as will often happen, one and the
same person does the planning, the shooting and the editing, he must try at this
stage to be another person, and put himself in the frame of mind of the magazine editor who is reading a story for
the first time. The successful magazine editor is the one who manages to
be The Average Reader. You must, at
this stage, strive to be The Average
Spectator for whom your film is intended. This is not easy, by any means. It
ib necessary to forget completely how
much trouble and pains went into the

view-finder, the view he sees, albeit
symmetrical within itself, is only a portion of the existing dimensions and the
length of a scene is only a small portion
of the time in which the photographer
has a full opportunity to reaUze the
where and why of the incidents pictured. But from within the everpresent and confining border the audience is expected to make a unified interpretation ofthe action and location
shown in pictures. From a series of
abrupt changes, the audience is expected to comprehend the passing of
time and the implied continuity of the
action involved. Is it not worth while
to overlook no detail that would make
easier this end? The sure reward for
eternal vigilance, is audience appreciation.

Editing

. . .

making of this or that scene. After all,
the ultimate spectator doesn't care a
tinker's cuss about how much trouble
you did or didn't have in making a particular scene; to him, a scene is good or
bad on its own merits, and that is that.
Even the best Hollywood directors have
a tendency to cling to certain pet scenes,
merely because they remember hours or
days of anguish that went into the making of them, and to be imable to see
that the result is a dud. You must look
at each scene as though you knew nothing about it and were seeing it for the
first time, then say to yourself: "Does
this scene convey what it was meant
to? If not, can it be dispensed with
entirely? If not, what will make it
more effective, or what should replace
Probably the most common handicap
of the amateur is unwillingness to discard footage. This is natural and understandable. After all, film costs money,
and each foot of it that has been used
represents an additional expenditure of
time and trouble. To discard it is an
effort, but the editor must learn to be
as pitiless as a good surgeon. After all
— is it better, for a given expenditure, to
it?"a rattling good 200 ft. picend up with
ture, or a dull, rambling 300 ft. subject? The importance of this point cannot be stated too often. To underline
it, consider the following paragraph,
which we have deliberately "loused up":
"This woman, who was then about
forty years of age, or perhaps forty-one,
had also had a little school, consisting
of two or three small rooms in a residence formerly occupied by a man who
worked in a draper's shop, which she
kept to teach children (perhaps ten or
twelve in number, and ranging in age
from three to twelve) to read and to
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work, at least to such a degree as might
be expected of them in their station in
"
life
Now, strip this of the digressions and
excess verbiage, and we have the following, from Daniel Defoe's "Moll Flanders":
"This woman had also had a little
shool, which she kept to teach children
to read and to work ..."
In the first case we have such confusion that after reading the paragraph
we have little idea of what it is all
about; in the second, the lucid, direct
statement of an easily grasped fact. All
the words in the second version are also
contained in the first, but their meaning
is obscured under superfluous verbiage.
Superfluous footage does exactly the
same thing.
Having discarded the inferior material,assemble the selected takes in rough
sequence.
Don't cut.
worryWithat the
thisrevised
stage
about a finished
script as a guide, put the scenes in approximate sequence, so that you can begin to visualize each shot as it will appear in relation to the shot which precedes it and the shot which follows it.
Having done this, study the result.
On an editing viewer, or a small screen,
run the film again and again, trying to
imagine that you are seeing it for the
first time. Then think about it.
Next month, we shall go on from
here and begin to discuss the ways and
means of meeting the things which you
will encounter at this stage — gaps in
continuity, mismatched action, mismatched photography, scenes which are
ineffective, and all the rest. Do not be
discouraged if we seem to be slow in getting to the main point. The bare
mechanics of editing could be described
in a thousand words, and after reading
them you would be neither convinced
nor enlightened. The mechanics are important, but far more vital is the point
of view, the philosophy (if we may be
permitted a two-dollar-word) behind
the mechanics. The illustrations last
month and this suggest some of the
methods which we shall discuss in detail,
so keep them around for further reference.
i( NOTICED the increased size oi
Home Movies this month? Sixty-four
pages — largest issue in Home Movies'
history! Still the biggest magazine in
the amateur movie hobby iieldl More
articles, extra features, more interesting news in the increased advertising!
Remember — we promised you a
bigger and better magazine as soon as
paper supplies were available. We've
bigger things in store for you, too.
So keep your eyes on Home Movies!
Subscribe today and have it come
to you promptly each month by mail.
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FOLLOWING

• NEW SOUND PROJECTORS
Victor 40 B
$425.00
Bell & Howell Filmosound #179
$437.67
Ampro Sound Premier 10
$426.00
• NEW 8 MM PROJECTORS
Kodascope 8-33
$ 48.00
Kodascope 70
$70.50
Filmo Master 8, 200 ft
$136.24
Filmo Master 8, 400 ft
$153.75
• NEW 16 MM PROJECTORS
Bolex
8-16 with Case, both Lenses $198.75
$331.00
Filmo GMaster
Filmo Diplomat
$247.50
Filmo Showmaster
$268.77
Filmo Auditorium
$515.62
Kodak 16-20
$184.50
• NEW 16 MM MOVIE CAMERAS
Bolex H 16 Frame counter Coated Kern,f 1.4. $401. 25
Cine Kodok Mag., f 1.9 ond Case
$145.98
Filmo 70 DA, f 1.5
$302.00
Choice of Lenses, Finders and Accessories
Kodak Model E, f 3.5
$ 42.00
Kodak Model E, t 1.9
$ 75.00
Kodak Model K, f 1.9
$ 88.96

IN

STOCK.

ITEMS

...

CAMERAS — PROJECTORS — FILMS
TRIPODS — LENSES — FILTERS
AND ALL MOVIE ACCESSORIES !

The Bolex H-16 movie camera
gives you professional results
and is simple to operate. It has
automatic threading. Camera
comes with frame-counter, viewfinder, and these lenses:
Schneider Xenon 16 mm. .f 1.9
Schneider Xenon 25 mm. .f 1.5
Carl Zeiss Sonnar 75 mm ... f 4
and a handsome camera carrying case.

The Bolex G-816 projector with
the newly developed double
optical system enables you to
WHEN IN HEMPSTEAD, L.I., IT'S AREMAC, show both 8 mm and 16 mm
248 FULTON AVE., TEL.: HEMPSTEAD 2020 films. The only projector that
Write US for porticulars. Prices subject to change accommodates both film sizes.
without notice.
Projector
with Projector
1" f 1.8
and
2" f comes
1.6 Kern
Lenses and a handsome carrying
case.
CAMERA, PROJECTOR and $000.95
ACCESSORIES ALL FOR ... .„ f
,j
All taxes included
1 EAST

fim

43rd

STREET,

SHORTAGE?

NEW

YORK

MASTER

17, N. Y,

TITLEER

Not
at ASTRA!
35 MM Cartridge
36 Exposures
V
(For Candid Cameras)
■ DuPont Superior #2 Weston
, Doylite 50 Tung 32
Ansco Ultra speed Weston Trt
Tung FIL
64
,/U
'Daylite 100
ROLL
M
116 KODAK
35< SUPER
120XX 30« ™"
616
35«
620
30< b
127
25<
16 MM Weston 100 Eailmon super
I
XX 100 If
$4.50 "H
60 100 Eastman
super
FILM
IE
I8 MM Weston
■
25MOV
II. dbl
2.55 M .
14 MM Weston 8 Orlho
■
100 ft
3.75
_ S MM Weslon
8 Orlho 2.00 _
25 (I. dbl
Free processing included B
M
BULK FILM
,
100 Foot Rolls
35 MM Ansco ultra speed $3.50
'■ Dealers
35 MM write
DuPontlor superior
discounts. #2..
Dept.3.20105
ASTRA PHOTO PRODUCTS, Inc.
^306 West 44th St.

New York 18, N. Y.

MAKE YOUR TITLES ON THE SPOT— On your
vacation, on trips, any time, any place. Make
your titles with natural backgrounds as you
shoot your scenes. No splicing, no fussing. Titles
are includecJ the first time you see your
developed film. Also make close ups and
ultra close up inserts with the MASTER
TITLEER. With its Accessories, it provides
equipment for making all types of titles, trick
shots, montage
shots,
etc.,— America's
most
complete
equipment
for
and
14mm.folders.
movietitling
cameras.
At your
Dealerall or8 write
for
MASTER Accessories
TITLEER —...
wil-hout
(plus Federal Excise Tax)
$9.75
HOLLYWOOD
PRODUCTS
32271/2 So. Figueroa - - Los Angeles

Spotlights For Basic
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A MESSAGE

Lighting

. . .

FROM

double nose and chin shadows, as
about a 45° angle. Further studies in illustrated
in Figure No. 5.
should be made as she repeats the head
movements.
Intensity at which this light is placed
on the subject should be judged by eye.
While we are shipping out lenses every
After he has trained his eye to watch
After the key light is correctly placed,
day, our production reduces our backlog
the shadows, he should repeat these exof unfilled orders only slightly.
the fill Hght is directed on the subject
periments, but this time photographing
and then moved around until the corSo today, to satisfy the ever increasing
them.
The
results
should
be
carefully
demand for the world-famous
rect position is determined by watching
analyzed after the film has been processed and screened
the shadows. After this position is determined the light is then moved toward
The cameraman should then have a
or
away
from
subject until the shadows
''GOERZ AMERICAN''
thorough understanding of how the
cast by the key light are of the correct
movement
of
the
head
effects
the
shadPRECISION PHOTO- LENSES
intensity. Often it is more desirable to
ows created by the key light. Later,
An American Product Since 1899
this light fairly close and then
when he is ready to shoot a scene, he place
add diffusion until the shadows assume
will first rehearse the action and carethe correct transparency.
our plant is working at full speed, yet
fully notice the movement of the subunder the same rigid standard of highest
At first, the photographer will find
accuracy, which has been our motto from
ject's
head.
it
difficult
to judge what the result will
the start almost a half century ago.
His knowledge of shadow movement
be on film; but after a few experiments,
We suggest, you assure yourself of the obtained from his previous experiments
he will find it comparatively easy. A
highest place on our delivery list by rushwill give him the ability to place the panchromatic viewing filter, which can
ing in your order through your dealer for
key light so that he will obtain the corbe purchased at any camera store, is a
the lens you have selected. "First come —
rect modeling at all times — even as the great aid to the eye in judging the balfirst served" is the rule adhered to in
fairness to everybody. You will be repaid subject moves her head. Conversely, it
ance of hghts. By looking through this
will also teach him how shadows can
for your patience manifold if you let yourspecial
filter, the photographer may see
self be guided by the following adage:
distort the face so that if the scene
the scene in monotone in the same relacalls for distortion, his knowledge of
REMEMBER
tive values as the film will reproduce it
shadows will aid him in lighting the in black and white.
For making first-class pictures a
scene to produce deliberate distortion of
For an effect shot or to hide heavy
"GOERZ AMERICAN"
jowls
of a subject, a cameraman may
the
subject's
face
lens will give you a lifetime of
allow the shadows cast by the key light
The second light used in the basic
profitable satisfaction.
to remain. In most instances, however,
lighting set-up is a fill or front light.
This light should be a flat, highly difit is important to "fill" the eyes, as
The c. P. GOERZ AMERIC
fused one. The ideal light for this purpose
AN
they should seldom be left in deep shadOPTICAL COMPANY
is a Bardwell & McAlister single broad
ow except for special effect shots. To
OFFICE AND FACTORY
as used by many Hollywood motion pic- fill only the eyes without affecting
317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.
ture studios. This is especially designed
shadows on the rest of the subject's face,
for use as a fill light. A photoflood,
H»vi-5 highly diffused by several layers of silk, requires use of a spotlight such as the
Dinkie-Inkie equipped with a small
iMiiiriiriiiiiiiiiMMiiiMiritiiiiiiiniMitiiiiiiHiuritiiiiiiiiiinMiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiirliiriiiiiiir^
will produce a similar effect; a highly
snoot, as described by this writer last
month. The snoot opening is taped or
I ATTENTION!!!
| diffused spot will also serve the purI
8mm. and 16mm. Movie Makers |
pose. A Dinky-Inkie spotlight with a masked off so that only a narrow slit
single or double fibre glass diffuser also
1 SPOOLED READY FOR CAMERA USE 1 works very well as a front light.
of light is projected on subject's eyes.
=
Processing Included i
Next month the subject of basic
1
Weston 25 ft.
100 ft. i (Editor's Note: See article on "Controlled Light" lighting will be discused further by this
I
Day. 8-8mm. I6mnn. = in April issue of Home Moiics).
writer, at which time the function and
1 Fofochrome X
32
$1.75
$4.00 i
As mentioned before, all the other
effect of the back light, background
= Fotochrome XX
ICQ
$2.00
$4.50 |
lights are merely a supplement to the light and source light will be explained.
1
BULK No
FILM,Processing
LAB PACKED |i key light. This is especially true with
i
fill light. It has only one purpose and
1
Weston 100 ft. 100 ft. 1
Adventure In
i
Day. 8-8n;im. I6mnn. | that is to "open up" and make more
1 Fotochrome X
32
$3.50
$3.25 1 transparent the shadows cast by the key
I Fotochrome XX
100
$3.75
$3.50 | light. It cannot be too strongly emCloseup
. . .
• Continued
from Page Filming
270
phasized that this is the only function
THE MOVIE SHOP
1 P. O. BOX 387/
KIRKWOOD 22. MO. | of this light. // should never create any
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiMiMitiMiiiiiiiniiinii^. shadows of its own on the subject's face. ous movies. The official Jap order, far
The ideal position for the fill light from dampening his enthusiasm, merely
is
near
the camera at approximately the
MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
changed Ells' filming locale from the
same height as the lens. In this position highways and byways of Japan to the
COMPLETE FEATURE PROGRAMS
it throws fill light at the same angle as privacy of his walled garden. He knew
I6mm SOUND $495
the lens sees the subject. Although this that behind his garden gates lay a vast,
14mm SILENT, $4.50
position
for the fill light is ideal, it is unexplored world of insect life, of
8mm SILENT, $3.50
by no means a hard and fast rule. The which any one specie of its inhabitants
SEND FOR FREE LISTS— Specify film size
light may be placed to one side, as shown
offered
a challenging project for cinematography.
in figure No. 6, as long as it casts no
shadows of its own.
mmm
The praying mantis seemed to offer
X.I n B ma Service,
If this fill hght is raised too high or the most interesting film story, and
71 DEY ST.. NtW YORK 7, hf. ^.
placed too far to one side, it will result
weeks were spent by Ells in research
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and in reading up on his subject. Fabre's
"Social Life Of Insects" afforded several chapters of illuminating facts on
this tiny garden creature. Thus armed
with a modicum of knowledge of the
life habits of the mantis, Ells set out
to capture some of them as subjects for
his camera.
He wanted first to obtain nests of
eggs of the mantis so that his film record should properly begin with advent
of the baby mantis and proceed with
continuity,
insect's Ells
growth
and habits. depicting
The femalethemantis,
had
learned, lays its eggs in October, effusing the ova and at the same time spinning the viscous thread that binds them
together into what might be termed a
multicelled nest, not unlike a small
hornet's nest in appearance and structure
and about the size of a hen's egg. The
nest is invariably suspended rom the underside ofa stout twig of a tree or shrub.
On an October Sunday afternoon's
hike through a nearby woods, Ells, together with his wife, collected about
twenty such nests, brought them home
and placed them in the trees in their
garden, to remain there until the following spring. Ensuing weeks were spent
in catching live adult mantis and making test shots, using various extension
tube combinations with the camera lens.
As the following May approached —
the predetermined time for the eggs to
hatch — the nests were brought indoors
and placed within a large glass bowl.
These now became the center of interest
in the Ells home and Mr. and Mrs. Ells
as well as the servants checked the nests
almost hourly in anticipation of signs of
life that would start Mr. Ells' camera
turning on his projected film record of
the insect.
One warm, spring day the Japanese
housegirl called excitedly to Mr. Ells
and told of seeing movement within the
bowl of nests. Ells found that the young
mantes were preparing to emerge from
the nest cells. Those which appeared to
have a greater activity within were
hurriedly brought into the garden, attached to the branch of a tree, and the
camera and other necesary paraphernalia
set up for the recording. The nest first
selected was suspended from a tree
branch in such a manner that nest and
insects would receive backlighting from
the sun. A sheet of black velvet was
placed back of the nest to supply a neutral background.
Soon the mantis younglings began to
emerge from the nest cells and Ells'
camera started to record the action
which is seen in the first frame enlargement of the series which appears on
page 270.
While usually many of the young are
stillborn, a remarkable number of the
baby mantes emerge spry and fighting.
They can walk at once. They crawl out
upon the twigs to dry in the sun and i

The
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*7'hiiiTonic — A Tt^Isttrtd trademark dtsig
rtating the photoclecirk
cells and photoelectric
devices manufactured
exclusively by the TVeston Slectrical Instrument Corporation.

w

Weston
CyMadte^
11
Directional selectivity is of utmost importance in an
exposure meter. For accuracy demands that an exposure meter measure only a cone of light equivalent
to what the camera sees. And (baX's a\\ the c'xrcxxlar
*Photronic photo-cell of the Master II does measure.
Its restricted viewing angle, while retaining full essential sensitivity, is of still greater value in close-up
readings, and is vital in selective color work. Fundamental correctness, dependability, and ruggedness
make the Master II supreme, as they do every instrument bearing the WESTON name. Ask your dealer,
or write for literature. Weston Electrical Instrument
Corp., 606 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J.
.
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IT'S HERE!

t/ie Brand New

professional
Precision Process Titler
And

Animating

Stand

RO'
'P
O professional
Epermit
V8I
Full
X 10D
cards
hand lettered and type titles. —
Copying — "Cell" overlays for "double exposed" titles — Trick 'glass shots'
— Rear projection 'process' titles — 'process' close ups from long shots and
precision dolly shots — Precision 'process' zooms and pull backs — Zoom titles
and effects — Rear projection from 14mm, 35mm, or 2 x 2 slides — Full animation with zooms and pull backs — 'Spins' and similar effects . . . Needle
sharp, sparkling, precision titles ... no supplemental lenses.

plus federal
• excise
tax
Please remit with order and we pay express.

TRY IT AT OUR
EXPENSE! Comes
packed
3 x 3upx 36in
inch box,in sets
30 seconds, and you can store it in same
box. Let us ship you one today ... try it
for ten days on us . . . and if you don't
agree, same
send itday.back and we'll refund your
money
Order Direct from the Main flant

APEX
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HOME

1946

ANNUAL

MOVIES

AMATEUR

CONTEST

FOR THE eleventh year, Home Movies will again conduct its Annual Amateur
Contest for 8mm. and i6mm. films. With the return of film supplies, Home
Movies anticipates the greatest number of entries in its history, is enlarging its
film reviewing staff and facilities to give every film entered in contest a fair and
impartial appraisal. CLOSING date of contest is September 30, 1946.
AS IN the past, The Lloyd Bacon Trophy will be the top award to shoot for,
will be the prize awarded best film entered in contest regardless of class. In
addition to the trophies that will be awarded amateurs submitting films that
place first, second and third in each class — Scenario Films, Family Films, and
Documentary Films — there will be special achievement awards for excellence in
photography, editing, titling and sound. Every amateur is urged to plan his
contest film now, edit and title it, and submit it early to the contest judges.
IlllllllllllIIIUIIIIIIlllllllllllll lllllllllIIINtlllll tl Mllllllllllllllllllll IllillllllJII I j^^^ ^^j^ ^^J^^J
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* Entries limited to 16mm. and 8mm. films. No 35 mm. reductions eligible. No restriction
as to length or subject. You may submit as many entries as you wish.
* Transportation on entries must be paid both ways by contestant. Where return postage
is omitted, film will be returned via express, collect. All entries will be promptly returned
after review by judges.
* Don't
wait until judged,
final week
submit and
youra full
films.report
Send ofthem
as soon
as ready. Theyat
will
be reviewed,
and tograded
samein filed
for consideration
time of final judgment. Films should be available for a second review by judges at close
of contest if necessary.
* All entries should be titled at least to the extent of a main title. Adequately titled films
improve their standing in the contest. Professional or laboratory produced titles are permissible.
* Be sure to label your film reels and containers, giving your name and address and the
title of your production.
* No entry blanks are necessary. Enclose data with entry as to camera, lens, and film used;
also, state whether filters, tripod, exposure meter, and any other equipment was used. This
information has no bearing on the judging, but is of interest to the editors.
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many will disappear into the shrubbery
in less than fifteen minutes. Normally,
the baby mantes feed upon aphis, flys,
and other insects. They are also cannibalistic, often eating brothers and sisters at conclusion of a fight that ends
in survival of the fittest.
As many of the babies were collected
as possible with a small net and placed
in
captivity,
actors
for were
Ells'
screen
drama to
of become
insect life.
These

1
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kept alive on a diet of insects, aphis, etc.,
collected from the garden; and although
the mortality rate was high, a remarkably large number of the mantes were
kept alive beyond the period of full
growth so that a complete record of
their growth was obtained by the camera.

7^

For the most part, Ells used a three
inch extension tube with the one inch
lens on his Cine Special. This required
increasing exposure two to three times
above normal, for, as Ells discovered in
his tests, the greater the length of the
extension, the more the light reaching
the film is reduced.
Filming the mantis at such close distances which ranged from a fraction of
an inch to two inches, required a lot
of "guess and b'gosh" filming. Because
of the almost total lack of depth of
field that exists when extension tubes
are used, even with the reflex finder of
the Cine Special, excellent as it is, it
was often difficult to keep the lens
sharply focused on the insect subject.
In spite of this however, every shot in
Ells' fine picture record is sharp, showing
vivid detail, as may been seen in the
series of frame enlargements that appear
at the beginning of this article.
The drama of the cannibalistic tendencies of the mantis is most graphically shown by Ells in the sequence showing the adult mantis stalking a live
grasshopper, then capturing and devouring it. Holding the grasshopper,
not unlike a person eating an ear of
corn, the mantis is shown gorging himself upon the carcass of the ill-fated
'hopper.
"Garden Gangsters" was fimed during four separate shooting sessions, at
different stages of the mantes' growth.
This 300 foot color film today is acclaimed one of the most educational
motion pictures ever produced on the
subject. After viewing it, one is certain that Ells can hardly surpass himself in this field of photography; yet his
contemporaries are certain that his newest film which will picture a far smaller
subject, will demonstrate further and
hitherto hidden cinematic skills of Fred
Ells who, incidentally, is a real pioneer
movie amateur, having become a cine
hobbyist immediately after the introduction of 16mm. film way back in the
early twenties.

HEADMASTER
'THE TRIPOD

HEAD

THAT

TOPS

THEM

ALL'

Unlimited horizontal and vertical panning
and tilting.

Owners of all
movie cameras
give it their approval. Owners
of small still cameras especially

Fits any standard camera and
tripod.

acclaim it.
See it at your
dealers NOW!

'NEWER
K & F

Plus Tax
$17.50

THAN

PRODUCTS
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CO.
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16mm

TIME

SAVER

IGinin. Goes To Church
Coiithiued from Page ijj
of motion pictures. The following two
summers he toured the various National
Parks, making i6mm. travelogues which
furnished further material for his screen
exhibitions.

Telefilm's New
v V
EDITING REWIND FLANGE
This practical new device, which speeds editing is
used and recommended by leading Hollywood 16 mm.
editors and producers . . . Sides are of heavy gauge,
clear plastic. Engraved footage scale on inside surface
indicates amount of film on spool . . . Outer side has
specially constructed locking device allowing removal
of film by means of a simple lock. Core takes standard
lab pack spools, fits a standard 16 or 35 mm. rewind.
Ideal for winding short lengths of film into coils
quickly and without endangering emulsion surfaces . . .
It is the latest, finest 16 mm. improvement for both
professionals and amateurs. May be purchased complete
or the face side with spool may be purchased separately.
For early delivery place your order now.
TELEFILM
STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD
16mm. HEAD9UARTERS
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California
MOVIE
NEWSREELS
Hollywood, California
sums
yOV 9mm & 16mm
MOmSIH
COLOR
AMOVIE
variety
of breath-taking
NEWSREELS
are now
available in gorgeous, colorful
Kodachrome. New 8mm and
16mm subjects include:
"SCREEN TESTS" featuring Hollywood's most beautiful
talented Pin-Up
beauties. and
See
these stars of tomorrow as they
model
the
latest
alluring
Swim
Suits.
"DIVING
EXHIBITIONS,"
Olympic Champion,
Queen of
The Springboard,
does her stuff
slow motion
color
camera.
Also
"HOLLYWOOD"
"BEVERLYHILLS"
"RHUMBA '
and other
fascinating reels.
For Illustrated
catalog and
SAMPLE
FILM STRIP
IN COLOR

MAIL
1

COUPON
TO-DAY!

' MOVIE NEWSREELS, DEPT. HM 5 Cheek Here *
J Box 2631, Hollywood 28, California
□ latest
8mm ''
** MOVIE
Enclosed find 25c (coin or stamps). Rush
m '
□ 16m
Catalog
and
SAMPLE
FILM
'
* STRIP IN NEWSREELS
COLOR.
t
*
* NAME
t*
*
t ADDRESS
t*
t
t
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During each Lenten season, Mr.
Friedrich rented a i6mm. print of
"King of Kings," an epic production of
Cecil B. DeMille's, and exhibited it before church audiences in Red Wing.
This picture, Mr. Friedrich contends,
was the first good religious film produced. It was this picture that undoubtedly had much to do with his
turning to motion pictures as an educational medium for the churches a few
years later.
Leaving college, Mr. Friedrich entered
the wholesale grocery business where
he remained until he was thirty, when
he decided to enter the ministry. A most
fortunate event for Mr. Friedrich, as
we shall see later, was the kindly counsel and advice of Rev. Earle B. Jewell,
then rector of Christ's Church in Red
Wing, Minnesota, who influenced him
in joining the church seminary.
He completed his seminary training
in 1933, but during his years there he
had not neglected his movie hobby, although, as yet, the idea of applying
1 6mm. movies to religious education
had not occurred to him. Subsequently,
Mr. Friedrich, accompanied by his wife,
took a trip around the world, and, of
course, his movie camera went along
with him.
Returning to the United States, Mr.
Friedrich attended the School of Applied Religion at Cincinnati, Ohio. By
this time, he began to see the possibilities of 1 6mm. films in religious education. He endeavored to develop a documentary type of religious film without
success.
"I not only lacked the know how,"
said Mr. Friedrich, "but it was obvious
that such films, to be effective enough
to win acceptance among the churches,
would have to be produced on a professional scale and with all the resources
of the professional producer."
Sometime later Mr. Friedrich went to
Hollywood for the purpose of interesting movie magnates in filming Bible
stories. "The Bible and the box office,"
he was told, "don't mix." He refused
to believe this.
"If the studios won't make Bible
films for theatres, then I'll make them
for churches,"
was the
his resources
reply. This
time
Mr.
Friedrich had
to back
up his idea. He had inherited $100,000.
from his father and he was willing to
gamble all of it on his conviction that
religious films, properly produced,
would be successful.

That was six years ago. What has
happened since is an important item
in the chronicles of filmdom history.
Today, Cathedral Films has produced i 3
feature films, all released in i6mm.
This summer the company will produce
six more. Most popular have been "Who
Is My Neighbor?" "The Prodigal Son,"
"A Voice In The Wilderness," "A
Woman To Remember," and "No
Greater
Power."are produced in 35 mm.
All films
monochrome employing the same facilities, professional talent, and union
technicians as used in major Hollywood
studios. From the completed 35mm.
negative, the i6mm. release prints are
made to be distributed to churches and
Sunday schools of various denominations
throughout the world.
Distribution of Cathedral Films has
had a phenomenal growth during the
past year, due to rising interest in visual
aids by the churches. The West Virginia
Council of Churches, in Charleston, for
example, and the Indianapolis Council
of Churches as well as the various denominations themselves have set up
their own distributing libraries for these
films. The Methodists expect to set up
14 regional libraries to serve their
churches throughout the United States.
Excellent distribution has also been
established in England, continental
Europe, and in South Africa and the
Philippines.
Constantly looking for opportunities
to widen the service of religious films,
Mr. Friedrich has just completed an
animated cartoon with a subtle religious
motif designed especially for children.
Such films, he states, would have a
place in the religious education of the
very young, and would enable churches
to expand their visual education programs to include elementary grades of
the Sunday schools.
To emphasize the popularity of religious films in the Sunday schools, Mr.
Friedrichs likes to tell about the time,
a few years ago, when he launched a
movie Sunday school in his home. His
three youngsters — Marilyn, seven;
Martha, four; and Jimmy, one — and a
neighbor's child were the only pupils.
They spread the news around to the
neighborhood children and soon the
class swelled to iio! The pastor of a
nearby community church telephoned
Mr. Friedrich one day and asked to
Ixjrrow his films. When Mr. Friedrich
asked the reason, he replied, "You're
getting all my kids!"
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DIOPTER
A Diopter is a unit of refractive
power equal to that of a lens whose
focal distance is one meter. The
term is used in home movie making
to indicate the focal length of auxiliary lenses used in filming titles.
A lens rated as one diopter will be
in sharp focus at a distance of one
meter or 40 inches. Thus, a one
diopter lens, placed in front of your
camera lens set at infinity, would
enable you to film closeups sharply
at a distance of 40 inches. To determine the focusing distance of
auxiliary lenses rated 2, 3, or 4
diopters, divide the distance of a
diopter — 40 inches — by the desired
diopter figure. Thus a 4 diopter
lens would be used for ultra closeup
focusing at 10 inches.

Chemistry

BLEITZ
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NEEDS!

YOLO

AUTOMATIC
DISSOLVE
for the Cine

Special

This it-em is not- a gadget — it gives professional fade out, fade
in, and dissolve that are comparable to Hollywood's best. Fits on
to your Cine Special easily.

In

Film Developing
• Continued from Page 264

Alk

. . .

complete changes of water, rather than
dunk the film in the whole gallon.
It is like cleaning an ink well — no
matter how many times it is washed there
is always ink left in some nook or cranny. Of course with each rinse, the ink
becomes more and more pale, but it is
still there. So it is with chemicals in
the emulsion on the film.
From the above it would be natural
to conclude that almost endless washing
is necessary. Certainly a little extra
washing time is beneficial to the film,
provided the temperature is held under
control at, and this is a must, sixty-five
degrees Farenheit. With this temperature established for all solutions the
emulsion is sure to remain unimpaired.
Establishing the temperature does not
mean sticking one's finger in the developer and saying "that is about right."
It means checking and adjusting the
temperature to 65 degrees with a thermometer. Since chemical reactions
double in rate with every ten degree
rise in temperature one must be exact in
this adjustment. For intance, if the correct developing time is three minutes
at 65°, then at 75° the title would
be developed twice as long as it should
be; therefore the word of caution.
Since this is true, why not jump the
temperature? Allow half the time and
finish the task more quickly? Well
there are other complications when the
temperature is boosted. The silver emulsion is held in place on the celluloid
partly due to its gelatin content. Should
the temperature be raised unduly there
is a tendency on the part of the gelatin
to dissolve in the warmer water.
Another bugaboo with temperature
changes is reticulation. If sixty-five
degrees Fahrenheit is maintained for
all solutions there can be no trouble

Operates from winding key shaft. Flick of button automatically opens or closes
shutter. Easily attached in few minutes. Immediate delivery. When ordering, send
camera backwind crank for modification.
MODEL A — Precision made; polished chrome finish
$49.50
MODEL B — (Professional) Combined with dural camera base ...$89.50
Axk Kv about all your photographic iicnls.
BLEITZ
5338 Hollywood Blvd.

Sure

Cure

CAMERA

for

Plotless

CO.
Hollywood 27, Calif.

Movies

This handy book chock full of home movie ideas!

When planning a movie of your vacation,
or want to heighten interest in your last
vacation film with a good running gag,
this booklet offers 50 professionallyconceived continuity ideas that any amateur movie maker can use. Replete with
interesting and humorous story plots,
ideas for running gags, plus several timely
art title backgrounds.

50 JJeai ior
Vacation Films

25c
Postpaid

And for movies of your kiddies —
"50 IDEAS FOR FILMING
HOME
6060 Sunset Blvd.

CHILDREN'

MOVIES

25c
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Here

Is the One
Been Waiting

You

Have

For!

The Oxford All-Purpose Tripod Head
helps you take the kind of picture you
have always wanted to take. It's expertly
engineered from large table-top surface
to precision collar-type lower bearings.
Turns any angle; pans smoothly. Adjustments are separate, positive locking.
Here is a product which is definitely POST-WAR.
Made of sturdy, lightweight aluminum, it's ready
to give you years of trouble-free service, yet
priced surprisingly low. Only $19.95 plus F.E.T.
at your dealer. If he cannot supply you, send
order and your dealer's name to Oxford Engine ring, Inc., Oxford 5, Michigan.
OXFORD
ALL-PURPOSE TRIPOD HEAD
A PRODUCT OF OXFORD ENGINEERING, INC.

The Greatest Release
in 16MM History
Vol. I

Cavalcade

of

The first film of its kind that
records for all time an array of 30
stars in scenes from their best remembered features — all packed into
one
epic
reel.
A Priceless Collector's
item.
Rudolph Valentino
Charlie Chaplin
Mary Pickford
Harry Carey
Blanche Sweet
Lillian Gish
Florence Turner
William S. Hart
Douglas Fairbanks
John Barrymore
May Irwin
Theda
Bara
Dorothy Gish
H. B. Walthall
Francis X. Bushman

Will Rogers
Larry Semon
Sidney Drew
Victor Benoit
Marie Dressier
Lionel Barrymore
Fatty Arbuckle
Mabel Normand
Tom Mix and Tony
Clara Kimbell Young
Maurice Costello
Wally
John C.ReidRice
Charles Murray

16mm. Silent Complete Version
$12.50 Prepaid
I
I Distributors — Contact us regarding discount
1
SHERWOOD PICTURES
1 789 St. Marks Avenue Brooklyn 13, N. Y.

from this source. With reticulation the
gelatin cracks and crinkles so that it
resembles the crackle lacquer effect
seen on many photo accessories. This
is caused by too great a temperature
difference. For instance should the developer be at 65^ and wash water at
75°, reticulation will almost certainly
occur. The emulsion gelatin cannot
stand too great a temperature gradient.
Stain is particularly objectionable in
home movie films. With black and
white film one expects to see an even
shade throughout — no yellowish tint.
When the developer oxidizes with age,
due to exposure to light and air, it becomes dark brown. A title developed
in this stale developer will form the
image satisfactorily, but will impart
a yellow tone that is impossible to remove. It becomes good practice to inspect the color of the developer before
immersing the film. When the solutions are colorless, use them; otherwise
reject and make up a fresh batch.
Some of the latest techniques suggest
the use of a wetting agent during the
final wash. Usually such agents are a
form of liquid soap similar to hair

Quality In 16mm.
• Continued from Page 276

shampoo. The effect is to lower the surface tension of the wash water, thereby
reducing it's tendency to accumulate
in drops on the film. I have found that
wetting agents reduce the amount of
wiping necessary on the emulsion side;
however, water drops still form on the
celluloid side and must be wiped off.
Finally we come to the last stage of
our process — drying the film. A speck
of dust on the film will look like a
boulder on the screen, so choose a dustless
place to dry. Also, the emulsion, being
soft when wet, scratches easily and must
be handled only by the edges. Acetate
film stretches when wet and shrinks
on dr>'ing; that is, one hundred feet
of dry film becomes about one hundred
two feet when wet. This is not serious
when making titles in short lengths, but
the film must be wound loosely on the
drying rack so the stretching will not
distort the distance between sprocket
holes. Should this occur, the film will
not run through the projector easily.
With an understanding of the above
procedures the chemistry of processing
or developing cine film becomes a
pleasure to apply.

Duplicates

Telefilm's ace i6mm. cinematographers, Harold Kite and Randolph
Clardy photographed the production,
using Berndt-Maurer i6mm. cameras.
A good quality release print, according
to Joseph Thomas, president of Telefilm, begins with the camera. Without
good lens equipment and the camera in
best of working order, sharp prints
cannot be had, regardless of lab work,
Thomas said.
With a carefully photographed original, the rest is up to the laboratory
making the duplicate prints. In this
work. Telefilm has been conducting exhaustive research for more than eight
years, and the work is continuing. Only
last month, the company's research
head developed a radically new expansion sprocket designed to eliminate forever the bugaboo of film stretch in the
printing operation.
Telefilm admits that its printer is
a carefully guarded secret. But this
much can be said: it employs an exclusive filter design and application for
balancing color; it does not require the
notching of film for light control in
the printing, thereby avoiding damage
that usually results from the wear and
tear of notching and handling employed inother systems. Hydraulics and
compressed air are employed to operate
other exclusive features of the printer
which contribute to the precision printing and the clarity of detail in the
duplicate color print. On the sound
side of the printer, another exclusive

. . .

feature reduces film slippage to a minimum thereby improving quality of the
sound track.
Thus it may be seen that cameramen
and laboratory men, working together
toward one common objective — the
highest possible quality of the finished
product — is one method that assures the
type of 1 6mm. color motion pictures
that every producer of commercial films
dreams about.
"This does not mean," said Thomas,
"that superior dupe prints cannot be
made from films made by cameraman
outside our studios. Our laboratories
are daily turning out scores of prints
for others, many of which are considered
superior to the original in color quaUty,
where over-and under-exposure has been
corrected by us in the printing."
Closeups . . .
• Continued from Page 276
duced on subject of American folk music. Film will be handled by the international information service unit of the
department.

*

Charles Trego returned to Hollywood,
April 15 th, from Ogden, Utah, where
he had been on assignment for Telefilm,
Inc., filming scenes for a skiing subject
to be released in i6mm. color and sound.
Production was made in collaboration
with the Utah Ski Club.
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News Of What's
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New
track, affording zoom effects and setting camera for title cards of a wide
range of sizes. Price is $18.00 plus excise tax. Manufacturer is Apex Video
Co., 7356 Melrose Ave., Hollywood,
Calif.
Telephoto Lens

• Can be used for photography.
Store interior and display lighting, the
new Wabash-Birdseye Reflector Floodlite has a pure-silver reflector lining
hermetically sealed inside, with its filament precision-mounted at the proper
focal point to project a powerful flood
of light exactly where aimed. The light
beam is moderately concentrated between a 0-60 degree zone, and feathers
away to a soft diffusion at its edges.
In the larger sizes, it is adaptable for
filming indoors.
The sealed-in silver lining is said to
keep the bulb at top reflecting efficiency throughout its hfe, with no loss
of illumination due to tarnishing of the
reflecting surface by atmospheric action.
The bulb is 5" in diameter at its
widest point, is 6 ^2" in overall length,
has a perfectly smooth outside surface
to retard dust-collecting, and can be
used in any standard socket, swivel type
socket, or ceiling recessed fixture. Four
sizes — 100, 150, 200, and 300 watts are
available, each with an average burning
life of one thousand hours. Wabash
Corporation, Brooklyn 31, New York,
is manufacturer.

The Wirgin "Telor" is a unique auxiliary lens which, when screwed into
lens mount of a regular 8mm. or i6mm.
cine camera lens, converts it to a telephoto. Its use does not affect the speed
of camera lens, nor are any additional
attachments necessary for its use. Price

NEWER

. . . FINER

rr

• Makes regular lens a telephoto.
is $21.00 plus tax. Said to be generally
available from photographic dealers
throughout the U. S., manufacturer is
Camera Specialty Co., 50 W. 29th St.,
New York i. Camera and lens make
should be specified when ordering.

KIN-O-LUX

MOVIE

FILMS

• Tops for the home processor.
Darkroom Thermometer
• Use it vertically or horizontally.
Video 'Pro' Titler
An interesting new titler that may
be used either vertically or horizontally
is the Video "Pro" precision process
titler and animating stand. Title area
is 8" X 10" allowing for use of title
cards up to that size. Title card holder
affords use of screens for rear projection shots, celluloid overlays for ornamental and trick titles, and for copying.
Camera mount slides on dual tubular

The home movie processor will be interested in a new photographic thermometer designed for readability under
all darkroom conditions. It features a
large clock-like dial with a long metal
stem of corrosion-resistant stainless
steel. Scale of this new instrument dial
is calibrated from zero to 140 degrees
(F) with an index mark for photographic purposes at 68 degrees. The large
black figures.; the widely spaced divisions on the dial, and the pointer design permit quick, precise readings even

We can't say when, but we can
say that the KIN-O-LUX films you
use will be finer . . . more versatile
than ever and above all, represent the greatest movie film buy
for your money. Keep your eye
on KIN-O-LUX.

KIN-O-LUX

INC.
105 West 40 St., New York 18
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under a No. 3 safety lamp. Manutacturer is Weston Electric Instrument
Co., Newark 5, N. J.
SUBJECTS

44 2-reel Comedies
Relee«od Theatrically by a Major Company
LOUIS JORDAN and
HIS BAND
(8 musicals
— I reel each)
Including
"MOO COW BOOGIE"
"HEP CAT SERENADE"
"FUZZY WUZZY"
13 TECHNICOLOR
CARTOONS
(I reel each)
Enjoy the RKO
rollicking
tun of these
Cartoons.

♦

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
COMEDIES
12 subjects — (2 reels each)
Chaplin's
classics of greatest
the screencomedies
— unfolded— hilarious
to the
strains of music. (RKO released).
Communicate uith your Film Library
for rentals or write to us.
Send for our latest catalog of other
Major Company features, musicals and
short subjects.
Exclusive Itmm. Distributors

Seventh
_ _ Avenu*-'**'"
M A A ^

^ M

nnisnini
DUPLICATES

★

★

action is controlled by a short lever
at one side. This action, too, may be
locked by a knurled knob on opposite
side of head. An important feature is
the leather cover applied to base which
assures firm grip on camera, preventing
slippage. Price is $17.50 plus excise
tax. Manufacturer is K & F Products
Co., 1538 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 26,
Calif.
Midget Tripod
Handy is this new Master Tripod
with hinged legs especially useful for
table top and other indoor photography
with light cine and still cameras. Rubber tipped legs are hinged independently
to the body and may be adjusted to any
angle up to full open position. Overall
height is 12 inches. Tripod features a
positive locking swivel affording full
180 degree swing of camera in any di-

• Wont scratch picture surface.
Film Protection
Bell & Howell Company, manufacturers of the Filmo line of cine equipment, announce that all Filmo silent and
sound projectors now are protected by
Bell & Howell's exclusive "Floating
Film" feature. Projectors are equipped
with sprockets and rollers that do not
permit the picture area or sound track
of film to contact any stationary metal
parts in traveling through the projector.
This has been accomplished by placing
on sprockets, rollers, gate shoe and
guides, a thin land or ridge at edge of
film perforations upon which edge of
film rides. In addition to this, specially
designed sprocket guides prevent film
from jumping sprockets once machine
is correctly threaded.

• For table top photography.
rection. Price, complete with swivel and
case, is S2.75. Manufacturer is Wil-Sel
Products Co., 3440 No. Knox Ave.,
Chicago 41, 111.

★

Quality
Color

Prints
FOR

★ INDUSTRY
★ HOLLYWOOD
★ U.S. ARMY
★ U.S. NAVY
and YOU!

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.
6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28
California

• Neat, compact, sans handle.
Headmaster Tripod Head
Something new in tripod heads which
the manufacturer points out offers alldirectional control without a protruding
handle, is the Headmaster. This accessory is very compact, neatly designed
and exquisitely finished in bright
chrome. Panning action is locked by a
small set screw at base while the tilting

• Ideal darkroom switch.
Foot Switch
Cine hobbyists who are also darkroom
enthusiasts will find interest in a new,
streamlined Time-O-Lite foot-switch
with many and varied uses such as controlling enlargers, printers, safeUghts, as
well as the motor operating drums or

HOME MOVIES FOR MAY

The modern version
o f grandma's red
plush album.
Charmingly different and exciting.
MAKE FINE GIFTS
Wide selection of covers
to suit any age, mood
or interior. Solid colors,
figured plush, mohair
and brocatelles, artistic
patterns in damasks and tapestries. Black
mounting sheets and plastic ring binding.
SEE AT STORES. Make your selection of
color, fabric and side or end opening. Size
5 X 7" $2.50, size 8x10" $3.50.
Free Catalog of Amfiles etc.
for Reels, Slides, Negatives,
AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO.

— FINE MACHINE WORK —
We design and build special photographic
equipment. Production Type 35mm. Enfargers,
Lens Turrets, Backwinds, Frame Counters,
Alignment Gages, Effectograph Titlers, Special
Lenses and Optical equipment.
Use Our Repair Service
Reperforating 100 ft. limm. film to double
9, $2.00. Guaranteed.
Master Negatives from your limm. or 8mm.
Film
\b todirect
8. or optically transferred 8 to \b and
MacVAN
MFG.
CO.
3829 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego 5, Calif.
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movie projectors. In fact, anything
electrically may be operated with the
Time-O-Lite foot switch especially
where there is need to leave the hands
free for other operations. Featured is a
non-skid base. Two output leads have a
capacity of 1500 watt load. Manufacturer isthe Industrial Timer Corpn., 117
Edison PI., Newark 5, N. J.

• Album for movie frame stills.
Gay 90's Album
Movie amateurs who add to their
hobby by making frame enlargements of
their favorite movie shots, will find
interest in the new line of Amberg picture albums featuring a gay nineties
motif exemplified in antique material
for the bindings such as rich plushes,
striped mohairs, brocatelles, denims,
damasks and tapestries in lovely floral,
colonial and empire patterns such as
were new
popular
in our
day.
This
album
line grandmother's
is available in four

MOTION PICTURE SHOW BUS

Now

sizes: 5" x 7" and 7" x 5'' at $2.jo
each, and 8" x 10" and 10" x 8" at
$}.jo each. On sale at most gift shops
and photo dealers. Manufacturer is Amberg File & Index Co., Kankakee, 111.

Protected by U. S. Letters Patent
EXCLUSIVE
STATE FRANCHISES
Being Sold
for More
I to States
5 Year PeriodsOne or
•
Write or Contact
RICHARD (DICK) CUMMINS

King Ave.
Cole's Sound Nev*
Service,
340 Third
York Inc.
10, N. Y.
SUPER XX NEGATIVE 100' ROLLS
Develop your own $2.29 per roll. With developing, negative or reversal $3.79 (saves almost
Vii)
SUPER XX BLUE TINTED FOR TITLING
Panchromatic 100 Weston day, M Tungsten,
unspooled,
rolls
$3.98. 25' rolls 49c; 4 rolls for $1.75; 10
TELEPHOTO LENSES FOR ALL MOVIE
CAMERAS
All Sizes — State Your Requirements
DELTA PHOTO SUPPLY
490 3rd Ave.
New York City. N. Y.f

row's
Nationwide opportunities
sound future career waiting for trained photographers. Success-proved home
study
Write courses.
today. Also resident.
N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 114. 10 W. 33 St., New York I, N. Y.

Today

• Fully color corrected.
Enlarging Lens
A new photo enlarging lens, designed
specifically for use in color enlarging
and adaptable
enlarging
2"
slides
and i6mm.to film
frames 2"isx the
Apos Colorstigmat now available in the
90mm. f/4.5 size. In designing this lens,
stress was laid on full color correction,
flatness of field, high light transmission, and maximum resolving power,
according to the manufacturer. Lens is
supplied with a metal mounting flange
and a dust cover for the front. Barrel

STRENGTH

Constant product development keeps Quick-Set
ahead of the field. The panhead is now better than
ever— swings in any direction and locks with a twist
of the handle. The QuickSet leg-locks quickly put
your camera at picture
height. Be sure to see this
finest and lightest of all
now!
tripods—
rf/ yQ.ur dealer's
THE PRODUCT AND THE MEN
WHO MAKE IT ARE THE SAME,
BUT THE NAME, - WHITEHALL
SPECIALTY CO." HAS BEEN
CHANGED TO .

QUICK'StT,
I MCOKPOttAT e D
1739 Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, III.

SUA
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is machined from brass, heavily chrome
plated, and features heavy knurled diaphragm setting ring. Price is $20.00.
Manufacturer is Amer. Precision Optical Co., 7 Oliver St., Newark, N. J.
With

The

Amateui

Movie Clubs
• Continued from Page 278

Now . . .
Over one hour continuous showing
on your present 400 ft. projector witin
Apex 2000 ft. extension reel arms made
especially for your projector. Prices
from $9.90 for Eastman E-EE-G etc.
to $29.95 for some geared models.
Write for Information
APEX VIDEO CO.
7356 Melrose Avenue
Hollywood 46, Calif.

I

FOR YOUR HOME LIBRARY
Rudolf
Valentino
Starring in
''SON
OF
THE

NOW
AVAILABLE
SHEI
K" IN
I6fnm Sound— 72 Minutes
$300.00
16mm Silent— 108 Minutes
$150.00
A STAR that keeps on shining brightly in
!
the entertainment world. An unforgettable
thrill. Your friends will ask for more.

'45 West

I

in Canada it's
ARROW FILMS, LTD.
43 Victoria Str,, Toronto I, Ont.

MOVIE MITE 16mm. sound projectors will be
available shortly. Ideal for Church, Club, or
Home. Write for catalogue, "It Makes Sense."
POPULAR PICTURES COMPANY
Dept. No. 813
P. O. Box No. 223
Georgia
Decatur

send me your q-jb^
Please, please,' ^^
aid cameras. I <L'/av<l_
ly . . . and I'll pay you ^
"""^^
handsomely
too.
them badneed Check
goes out by
next mail . . . and
satisfaction guaranteed or your
merchandise sent
back prepaid.

. . .

demonstration of a reel of the Ansco
color film presented by Mr. George
Keeney of the Ansco Corporation. This
club is making a specialty of educational
features for its programs this year and
club president E. L. Sargent is lining
up as many demonstrations and talks
as possible for future meetings. Already
arranged are an illustrated lecture on
use of Weston exposure meters, interior
lighting, and titling.
★ ★ ★
LA CASA Movie Club, of Alhambra,
Calif., looks forward to many enjoyable
programs in the near future when Mr.
and Mrs. LeFiell return from Rio deJaneiro, and Mr. and Mrs. Battles fly
home from Mexico. Both couples have
their movie cameras along, filming
as they go, and have written they will
have their films in readiness for club
screening at an early date.
★ ★ ★
PORTLAND Cine Club's secretary, Arthur E. Gibbs, announces that the club's
roster is now open to new members.
Interested 8mm. or i6mm. movie makers who would like to affiliate with this
group are invited to communicate with
Mr. Gibbs at 7014 S. E. 21 Ave., Portland, Oregon.
★ ★ ★
SCHENECTADY Photographic Society's
Movie Group was treated, at its April
meeting, to a program of member made
movies by the Amateur Motion Picture
Society of Albany (N.Y.). Included in
the program were "Chamber of Horrors," by John J. Ronan; "Ampsequences," by a committee; "How Well
Do You Know Albany?" by A. J.
O'Keefe; and "Hallowe'en Window Art
Contest," by A. J. O'Keefe.
★ ★ ★
UTAH Amateur Movie Club held its
tenth annual banquet March 20th in the
Temple Square hotel, Salt Lake City.
Wendell Taylor acted as toastmaster and
one of the highlights was a talk by R.
LeRoy Fletcher reviewing the club's
ten years of activity. At conclusion of
the banquet prizes were awarded winners in the club's annual movie contest.
Wendell Taylor received ist Prize for
his "Liberty and Justice For All"; 2nd
Prize went to Richard Thiriot for "Ski";
and Gust Liebelt received 3rd Prize for
"I Dream Of Christmas."

President '
17*
W.
M*DI«ON
C H I C * 0 0 a . I LST.L..
^

FILMAR
^
TITLE LETTER SET
delivered direct to you.
Offered by the$3.95
manufacturer
Our letters are being used by amateur and
professional, have been in use many years.
Shipped in an inexpensive package to save
you money and on a money back guarantee.
Set consists of 225 pieces, (caps, lower
case, punctuation, stars, bars etc.). Caps
areand lower
case soft-white.
3/,'. standard
i/,"
thick
lacquered
The
material is white
metal.
Complete
with
instructions for vertical set-up and you will
find these letters give perfect shadowing.
With your order we send a catalogue of
otherfurnish,
styles ofunpainted,
letters, up
to 2',only.that we
can
in caps
CALIF. PAT. LETTER SUPPLY
4823'/: Oakwood Ave.
Hollywood 4, Calif.

RENT

16mm.

Sound

films

50c per reel
Large selection of features and shorts.
New prints; free catalog.
•
UNION

COUNTY
FILM
SERVICE
1 30 Chestnut Street
Roselle Park, New Jersey

30' 8nnm. Ortho 8 Univex type
.75
25' Srnna. Double Ortho 8
_
1. 10
25' 8nam. Double Pan 32-20 _
2.25
REDUCING
SOUND
TITLES
INTENSIFYING
COPIES
EDITING
CHAUTAUQUA MOVIES
32 Blanchard St. • • • Jamestown, N. Y.
SERVICE SHEETS ON REQUEST
personalized EDITING
ctiondistin
TITLES of
Titles ready to splice — 3c a word — 2 day service
Films studio-styled for professional presentation.
Request Color — BSiW illustrated booklet.
PRODUCERS SERVICES
6770 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Dept. H, Calif.
r
Distinctiye TITLES
and
EDITING
For theExpert
Amateur and
Professional
I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and
• Kodachomi
PriceWhit*
List on• Request
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y.
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Experimental Workshop
• Continued from Page 273
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WANT

BETTER

PICTURES?

THEN
is ready to screen or must be re-wound
first.
Such labeling may be done as follows: Type the words "Beginning
— 'Promenade' " (name of your film,
of course) on paper, then cut to a narrow strip about ^ in width. Apply
a strip of 3/16" transparent scotch tape
over strip, allowing tape to extend over
both ends as well as top and bottom of
strip. Then stick this combination on
the leader of your film as an identifcation label.
Repeat the process on the tail piece
following the end title of the film, using
the word "End" — and title of picture on the label. — Dr. R. S. Komp,
Clifton Springs, N. Y.

fIDV HflNDLE HE He

Film Moistener
Having had trouble applying just the
right amount of water to the film emulsion before scraping preparatory to
making a splice, I tried using an old
fountain pen for this purpose. Loading
it with water, I draw the penpoint over
the area to be scraped which leaves a
thin film of water, loosing the emulsion.
This method makes "wet" splices successful because the water applied to the
film does not flow beyond the area to be
scraped. — O. A. Harmon, Milwaukee,
Wise.

ACRA-COTE
YOUR
You'll get better pictures from your
present comera lenses becouse
ACRA-COTE lenses achieve—
• Increosed Color Fidelity
• Improved Shadow Detail
Controstof Flare and
• ond
Elimination
Scattering of Light
No Oesfrucfive Heat
fo Hurt Lenses
Take your lens to your local phoWhen
togrophicrequesting
dealer. prices please
stote nome of lens, manufacturer,
Accepted
leading moving pictype and
"f"by number.
ture studios,
including:
Unlversol, Paramount, Walt Disney
Productions, Scientific Films, etc.

Film Marker
when it becomes necessary to change
from one roll of film in the camera to
another, before the first roll is fully
exposed, I have found it convenient to
mark the spot for re-threading with a
small safety pin inserted in one of the
perforations, instead of marking the
film with pencil. The pin is inserted
in a perforation near the supply spool,
which insures threading film in camera
with the last exposed frame near the
film gate and allows for running a few
frames to check for accurate threading
before closing the camera. — Milton E.
Linhardt, Denver, Colo.

More
Action
OUTDOOR
Film
At
Cost.Less

F ine
USE
Safety
Grain
Reversible
Film
Ample
Outdoor

Speed
^^
ne
ssing&. tax.
Inclu,desspooi
machi
proce
Day-t.'r^«
s, s ready
M. . Calif
liglit
tode load
siioo
buyer
inclu
sales
FILM 50pg|>ft.
BERT
AMLYW
8M HOL
LANTD STUDIOS
OODIN
s Greatest
" ornia
"Theut
West'ha
FilmeOrder House
at
So
Calif

Reel Storage Cans
/n>V MSTEnS HEkE

Lightens The Load
Transporting a sound projector from
place to place can be made an easier
task if ordinary casters are attached to
one side of the case so that it may be
rolled along the floor or on sidewalks.
Owners of the early model Bell & Howell
Filmosound encased in the large oblong carrying case should attach the
casters to one of the narrow ends and
add a convenient luggage handle at the
other as shown in accompanying sketch.
— Joseph DiMarco, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Absorbs Noise
To deaden the sound of a too-noisy
projector, place a typewriter pad of
sponge rubber or felt beneath it. This
is particularly effective in absorbing
extraneous projector noise when sound
and musical recordings are played as
pictures are projected. — Fred Grosse>
North Hollywood, Calif.

The large round Quaker Oats cartons make excellent storage cases for
8mm. reels. The whole box will accommodate 17 reels and cans. Cut to one
half size, it will hold 8 reels and cans.
Be sure to remove lid carefully; and for
a finish, cover the box and lid with
pebble-grained or other ornamental paper. A length of leather strap riveted at
either side will convert the box into a
handy carrying case. — Walter L. Winston.
Poorly Exposed Film
Improperly exposed films may be corrected to an extent by the chemical
processes of "reduction" or "intensification," asthe case may be. Not all amateurs, however, are interested in or
equipped to carry out the darkroom side
of photography. All amateurs falling in
this category may greatly enhance the
presentability of their poorly exposed
films by simply tinting them with Edwal Phototints.
The results are most favorable when
the darker tints, such as blue and deep
red, are used on over-exposed film. Under-exposed shots, however, may be livened up considerably when tinted a yellow or light orange. — Karl Frick.

OLD TIME MOVIES i
3l0 W. 2Vth Mreet
'WTIf |
I "f,^
York I
SILENT,
SOUND —New8mm.,
16mm., 'n^^i
35mm.1
"Moiics March Along, 1896-1928" — 30 Stars,
Mary
Pickford,
Barry more,
"The $5.50
N.Y. each
Hat"
Complete,
16mm.L. Silent
$9.75; 8mm.
ONLY TITLE MAKER
with 1600 Script Letters
Write Stake
today titles
for athat
FREEare A-to-Z
Title Test
Kit.
differentSample
. . . better
and
tailored to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. & W. OUTFIT $6.50
A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dent. H New York 10. N. Y.

16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities
BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Incorporated
164 N. Wdcker Drive
Chicago 6
^'nitnniiiitnuuiMiMuiuMMniininiHiuiUMUllMrnnMiurHirnnuuiuiuiuiiiniiiT^
116mm Home Projectionists |
I
WRITE FOR FILM LIST
I
i
Dept. 5-1
I
I
P. O. Box 319
1
1
North Hollywood, Calif. |
fTtitMuiriniMruMtillinillMMiMuiiliuMulMinniiiiiMliiiiiiuuMiMinMnninMuiMiMih;
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FOR HOME
FILM PROCESSING
Weston 8 Weston 24 Weston 64
100' 14mm,
$I.3S
$3.40 J3.95
100' Double 8mm
1.95
3.85 4.95
100' Single Smm
1. 10
2.05 2.40
Processing price net included.
REVERSAL PROCESSING
100' 14mm. (pan or ortho) $1.00
25' Double 8mm. (pan or ortho) .50
REVERSAL CHEMICALS
I/] Gallon Set CINE CHEMS - $1.35
I Gallon Set CINE CHEMS ■ $2.10
Postage extra
Superior Universal Titler
Complete and simple instructions for
the construction of a titler that will fit
any Smm. or 16mm. camera. A special
lens included brings within camera range
a 5" x4" title field Postpaid $1.00
MORSE C-3 DAYLIGHT TANK
For Home Processing
MAIL YOUR ORDER NOW
Price $24.50
(plus federal excise tax $3.48)
Write today for catalog on complete line of
8mm. and 14mm. home processing equipment,
film titles, etc.
SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
Home Processing Headquarters
105 South Wells St.. Dept. 546
Chicago 6, Ml.

New

Sound

And

BULK

WELD-ALL

FILM CEMENT
FOR. 8N\M • I6MM • 3SMM
• H/ON'T DRY our
• iOiVINPL/IMMABU/rY
TUnlte ttn'HOW TO USE PILM CEMENT
9Tvt>e/nLtLorTU.,9nc.
431 SO DEARBORN ST. CHICAGO 5
Hollywood Hi-Speed
16MM and SMM FILM
Splendid for all Indoor shots such as Birthdays,
Anniversaries, night street scenes, stage plays,
all sporting events, etc.
HOLLYWOOD HI-SPEED FILMS are fully panchromatic— use latitude,
any filter,fineNon-Halation
backing, marvelous
grain.
100 ft. 14mm. $5.75— Weston 50-40
25 R. Smm. $3.00— Weston 32-24 or 24-14
Hollywoodland Studios
SOUTH SATE. CALIFORNIA
NEW

Silent Films
Continued from Page 280
IOC ft. 1 6mm. silent, and one reel
1 6mm. sound. Also available are same
sizes in black and white film. Producer
is Hollywood Newsreel, 5746 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

PORTABLE

New and Used 14mm. & 35mm.
' Portables — fcverything In Theatre
Home Movie Equipment. Send for our
gain atCatalog
listingsavings.
hundreds of
various Items
tremendous
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
449 W. 42nd St. Dept. F New York 18, N. Y.

The
HOLLYWOOD
CINEMETER

Bowery To Broadway, 9 reels i6mm.
sound, is a Universal Pictures production featuring Jack Oakie, Susanna
Foster, Turhan Bey, Ann Blyth, Maria
Montez, Donald O'Connor and Louise
Albritton. This fine cast enact a lively
musical story in which two rival Irish
showmen battle all the way from the
Bowery to Fourteenth St., and finally to
Times Square. Here is "Show Business"
excellently and amusingly shown with
well turned out song and dance numbers highlighting the romantic moments.
Subject will be available after May 3rd,
for showing to approved non- theatrical
audiences, from Bell & Howell Filmosound Library, 1801 Larchmont Ave.,
Chicago, 111. Subject rents for $17.50.

"Gives All The Answers!"
The Cinemeter is a sliderule type
exposure guide giving correct leits
opening to use, for all films under all
types of light conditions, both interior
and exterior.
Also lists shutter speeds of all popular cine cameras; gives latest Weston
and G.E. film speeds; gives instantly
the compensation necessary for shutters faster or slower than the usual
1 /30 sec, and exposures at speeds
above and below normal.
Also included is a title exposure
scale; a depth of field scale for standard 8 and 16mm. camera lenses; and
formulas for figuring shim thickness
and auxiliary lenses.
Order Today
PRICE
50c
Postpaid

16mm.

KODACHROME
"Chinchilla
of a rare. Interesting animal. Life"
100 ft.Glimpse
silent
$15.00
"This
Is Hollywood"
presented.
100 ft. silentFilmland
_ city colorfully
_$I5.00
Pompt Cash or COD Service
BRAATELIEN & DREWS
1055 Sanborn Ave.
Hollywood 27, Calif.
ONE REEL COMEDIES
IN 16MM SOUND
BOB HOPE. JOE E. BROWN, BING
42
CROSBY,
AL JOLSON,
AND
OTHER
STARS. JACK BENNY
List Price $20 Each — Dealer Discount
HOUSE
c o MEDY
130 W. 4ith St.
N«w York 19. N. Y

SOUND!

USE COUPON BELOW
Super Service is a 200 foot i6mm.
animated cartoon (monochrome) offered by Hollywood Film Enterprises,
Hollywood, which features Donald
Duck supported by those familiar Walt
Disney cartoon stars, Mickey Mouse and
Goofy. In this picture Donald takes
over a gas station and his first customer
is the villianous Peg Leg Pete who orders
a complete overhaul of his car. How the
car is taken apart and put together
again affords countless humorous situations which only Walt Disney is capable of bringing to a fullness on the

HOME MOVIES MAGAZINE,
6060 Sunset Blvd..
Hollywood 28. California
Gentlemen :
I enclose 50c for which please send
me one of the new HOLLYWOOD
CINEMETERS.
Name
Address

City

Zone

State
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screen. The i6mm. version is priced
at $6.00. There is a 100 foot 8mm.
version available at $3.00. Subject may
be had through camera stores or from
the producer at 6060 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Official Films, Inc., 25 W.45h St.,
New York, announce a new catalogue
of "Soundies" — 16mm. sound short
subjects being distributed by this company. Illustrated and described are 72
"Soundies" subjects which are available
for outright sale at $7.5 0 each.
Post Pictures, New York City, announce the release of two "streamlined"
Hal Roach features in 1 6mm. sound.
These are Tanks A Million and Niagara
lalh screening for a litle under 60
minutes each. Also just released are two
new films in the Scattergood Baines
series — Cinderella Swings It and Sc<i/tergood Rides High.

Movie Of Month
• Continued from Page 1^7

. . .

"Giraffes grow sometimes to a height
of nineteen feet."
"A healthy tiger will eat 10 to 12
pounds of meat at a feeding."
Note how interesting are the titles —
not a few words strung together hit or
miss, nor are they trite. Each title tells
something interesting and educational
about the animals shown.
The tie-in shots, of course, are the
closeups of the lad and his father reading the story book. There are frequent
cutbacks to this scene, appropriately intercut to sustain the illusion that the
animal scenes are descriptive of the
story being related by the boy's father.
At conclusion of the picture, it ends
quite naturally with the father stating
"I guess that is all, son," and closing the
story book as the lad slides from his
knee — the picture fading out to the
end title at this point.
The main and end titles are composed
of block letters over an animal picture
background. The same type letters are
used for the subtitles, laid over a plain
background of deep maroon. Editing
of the titles is very professional. Kibar
introduces the animal with one or two
shots before intercutting the title describing it,then completes the sequence
with well edited shots of the animals
from various angles. The final title, "I
guess that is all, son," is properly intercut in the middle of the closeup of
father speaking to his son.
Good photography, editing, and titling, plus the attributes already described, combined to make this 125 foot
8mm. Kodachrome picture the Movie
of The Month.

Postwar

B 1 G E LO W

Picture

Project
• Continued from Page 269

. . .

to be a finished work in itself. It will,
never-the-less, provide a guide for other
filmers interested in the same type of
work.
CUTTING SCRIPT— F.O.B.HAWAII
Title: K Presents . . .
Title: F.O.B. Hawaii
hohns

Title: Produced by The Kluck-

MOTION
PICTURE FILM
COMPENSATED IN PROCESSING TO
CORRECT EXPOSURE ERRORS
Weston
25 ft. 100 ft.
Speed 8-8mm. I6nnnn.
Outdoor 1 8-3 | $1.50 1 $2.95
1 ZH-IO 1 ^x.^d 1 )3.3U
Above prices include processing.
California buyers please Include sales tax
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE
— 24-HouR Processing Service —
The
snap motion
and sparkle
associated
with when
proesslonal
pictures
are yours
you use NEW COMPENSATED

Title: "In 1778 Capt. Cook discovered Hawaii. And in 1941 soldiers
of the Pacific War coducted their own
6449 Regent St.
Subtitle: "Honolulu Offered Much
exploration."
if Interest and Beauty"
Scenes:
Diamond Head from Waikiki
6-5
King Street at Honolulu Hale
1-1
Kapiolani Blvd., Waikiki 3-8
Subtitle: "Moanalua Gardens had
their own Beauty".
Thus it began. The film contains
various odd shots of a limited group of
soldiers, and these scenes are used to
carry the continuity. The men are
taken, via the film, through sugar and
pineapple plantations, to the Mormon
Temple, the zoo, the lolani Palace, and
generally throughout the island of
Oahu. Near the end of the picture,
scenes of the intensive training which
preceded our departure for Guadalcanal
are used to point up the idea of departand sequences
a "luau",
or
nativeure,feast,
which of
marked
our last
week in the islands, blend into a striking
sunset title.
which immediately precedes the
"end"
In the course of making the picture,
three cameras were ultimately used.
Early sequences were taken with a
Keystone K-8 which was later traded
for a Bell & Howell Filmo Companion.
All titles were made with a Bolex H-8.
An exposure meter was used throughout,
but, because we were living under field
conditions, a tripod was out of the
question. It is interesting to note that
less than 5 feet of the entire footage
shot were confiscated by military censors.
This same procedure can, with modifications tosuit individual needs, be applied to any miscellaneous collection of
scenes. It is true that my assortment
of unedited reels had, at least, the idea
of Hawaii in common, but that was
their only mutual point. And it should
not be difficult for the average filmer
to find a similar frail thread on which
to hang a whole film, regardless of sub-

Oakland 1, Calif.

PROJECTOR
REPAIRS
All makes and models of sound and
silent motion picture projectors
repaired. Fast, efficient service. Only
factory replacement parts used
throughout. Lenses coated.
Dealers Wanted
Cinema Enterprises, Inc.
601 West 26th Street
New York 1 , N.Y.
. . . Ask your dealer about
the NEW Wirgin
TELOR
. . The auxiliary telephoto lens for 8 and
16mm movie cameras that cuts distance
in half. Fits over the lens of your movie
camera with a twist of the wrist.
The Wirgin
lens isdealer.
now available at your "TELOR"
photographic
SEE
IT TODAY!
pR'CE, $21. t:'
FREE descriptive
foldersby are available.
Distributed
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO., Inc.
50 West 29th St.
New York I, N. Y.
DUPLICATES
8mm. to 16mm. to 8mm.
Black & White and Kodachrome
— No Finer Work Anywhere —
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
South Gate, Calif.
IO
^>

ENLARGED
T ^\ REDUCED
TO
ID
TO c3
I BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME
1 CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
I 144 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago 64.
Incorporated
4.
.
I
iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiNiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii^
Headquarters Irt New England |
For Castle Films, Nu-Art Films, Official |
Films, Pictoreels, Soundies, New I
Hymnal Soundies I
Sales, Rentals, Exchanges — Bargain Lists Fr«« I
FRANK LANE AND CO.
|
I
5 Little BIdg.. Boston, Mass. |
j^iiiiMWiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiliiNiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiim
"We Buy Your Films for Cash" |
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HOME MOVIES FOR MAY

CLISSIFIGD
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• BASS SAYS: Cine values in unconditionally
guaranteed equipnnent:
USED 16mm. CAMERAS: 16mm. Cine Nizo, 8 to 64
frames per second, waist level finder, parallax
view finder, Cooke F:3.5 lens, $62.50. B. & H. Filmo
70-A, Cooke F:3.5 lens and case, $82.50. Victor 5
Turret, I" Cooke F:l.8 coated lens, with case,
$197.50. B. F:l.5
& H.lensFilmo,
speed,$200.latest,
Wollensak
coated super
with case,
B. & H.I"
70-DA, 17mm. Wollensak F:2.7 focusing lens coated,
I" Wollensak
F:l.5 lens,
coated, 4" electric
Cooke
F:4.5
lens, positive
finderfoe.andmt. obiectives,
syn. motor fitted, crank rewind and case $525.00.
8mm. B. & H. Aristocrat with rewind attachment,
1/2" Cooke
F:2.5, I"withCooke
F:2.7, 2" Like
F:2.5 chemiL-8
Palm cally
sizecoated
Bolexlenses
with KerncaseF:2.8$315.00.
lens foe. mt.Newsuede
cs. $98.50.
We have New Bolex H-8 and H-16 Cameras in stock.
New Bolex G8-I6 Proiector, 750 watt bulb, 2 lenses
and case $331.00. New Revere 88, F:2.5 lens $52.50
plus $4.08 Federal Tax. 300 watt new DeVry Model
G-3 Projectors with stop for single picture, $65.00.
LENSES: IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. 17mm. Wollensak
fixed focus F:2.7 lens, coated $52.47. 50mm. Xenon
F:2 lens, foe. A. mt. $72.50. I" Kino Plasmat F:l.5
lens, foe. mt., $87.50. 102mm. Cine Kodak Anastigmat F:2.7 lens, chemically coated, choice of adapter, $1 1 1.50.
RARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmo projectors, new
models. New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo
F:2.l projection lens for 16mm. projectors, chemically coated. $29.45. II/2" wide angle Filmo F:l.8
projection lens, chemically coated, $19.85, 3" F:2
projection
chemically coated
coated $30.55.
$31.60. 4" F:2.5
projection lens,
lens, chemically
SPECIAL: B. & H. Direct focusing finder for Magazine cameras, each, $20.55, Kodak Focusing Finder
for Cine Mag. $20.40. B. & H. objective finders in
stock:
15mm.Cine$8.80Extenar
incl. Fed.
$11.15 incl.
Fed. Tax.
wide Tax.
angle4" attachments
for 8mm. B. & H., Revere and Keystone lenses,
$27.50 plus $2.45 Fed. Tax. New B. & H. 16mm.
EditingotherOutfit,
complete,
400 ft. cap.
lot of Baia
8mm. slitters,
$3.03.$50.40.
Craig AnJr.
Splicers for 8mm. or 16mm. $3.95.
2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm. rewinds, each $17.50.
Dummy with brake $3.50. New B. & H. 8mm. Titler
for Aristocrat Model only, complete at $20.35.
16mm. BASS 1600 ft. reels
$3.85
16mm. BASS 1600 ft. cans
$3.50
16mm. BASS 1200 ft. reels...
$3.30
limm. BASS 1200 ft. cans
_
$2.15
We
and trade
stocksbuyfor'em.
new sell
Cine'em,
equipment,
all 'em.
makes.Complete
BASS CAMERA COMPANY DEPT. HC 179 W.
Madison Street, CHICAGO 2, ILL.
• NEW Franklin record player, complete with
amplifier,
microphone,
plays
16"
records, runsspeaker
33-1/3 orand
78 RPM,
$125.00; New
Crystal
microphone, made by Electrovoice, with floor
stand, $32.00; new Bell & Howell Carbon microphone, $10.00; Masco Automatic record changer,
complete
with foramplifier
outfit, suitable
outdoorandor speaker,
indoor 30use,Watt$150.00;
6mm. Ansco Triple S Pancromatic roll of Double 8,
$2.00; 100' 16mm. Film Chamber for Cine Kodak
Special, $27.00; Converters to use your sound projector on direct current, new, $35.00. NATIONAL
CAMERA EXCHANGE, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
• NEW 1000 W. 16mm. Holmes sound projector;
finest projector for auditorium and home $485.00;
2"
lens. $14.50;
B&H CinephorB&H
FI.65 FI.6
$19.50;proj.
Neumade
rewinds;2"Griswold
8-1635mm. splicers, immediate delivery; 3" Ilex F3.5
$42.50;
3"
Tele
Kenar
F3.8
new
$74.00;
new
8-16
Bolex cameras; Filmo 70D, l5-25-75mm. lenses,
case. $310.00. Pockette 16mm. magazine camera, F3
lens, case, new $77.50. Used Eastman 200W. slide
projector,
case, We
$34.00.
slide
proiector $27.50.
buy New
and Marton
exchange.lOOW.
CAMERA
MART, 70 West 45th Street, New York.
• LIP-SYNCHRONIZED
& blimp"
for
Bolex
8mm. Case made 'motor
from wood
and soundpro fed— covered with leatherette. All 3 lenses can
be used on turret while attached to motor; 50
ft. 8-cable extension cord, $100.00. JACK HELSTOWSKI, 5331 Via San Delarro, Los Angeles 22,
Calif.
• LENS— 3" f/4 Wollensak, C-mount, $40.00. New
3"
projection
lens governors,
coated, $27.00;
new
B&HB&Hsound
projector
$12.00 2 each;
Victor sound head complete, $15.00. ROBERT DAVIS,
5329 Holmes, Kansas City, Missouri.
• ARC Lamp — strong electric portable for 16mm.
or 35mm. projector. Works like new; 30 amp. rectifier spare tube; 30 sets of carbons, all for $80.00.
Photo of equipment on request. JOE KOCHER, 79
Woodbine St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
• G-E Sync, motor for Cine Special, combined
with home-made camera blimp, $84.50 F.O.B. Hollywood. DONALD MANASHAW, 645 Screenland Dr.,
Burbank, Calif.
• PROJECT-O-Color — the sensational accessory for
movie projectors, available now. Information Free!
Write PROJECT-O-COLOR, Dept. 53, Palatine, III.
• EASTMAN model 60 8mm. camera with combination case and filters. Like new. Best offer.

IDVERTISING

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• NEW Victor 40-B, Ampro Century-IO, Ampro
Premier-IO, and B&H 179 sound projectors. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. WEST PARK FILM EXCHANGE, 3488 Tuttle Ave., Cleveland II, Ohio.
• NEW and used Victors, Eastman, Ampro, Holmes
sound and silent projectors, films, projection lamps,
Griswold and Craig splicers, rewinders, reels
camera films. ZENITH, 308 W. 44th, New York City.
• FOR SALE — 1 brand new Eastman Special; two
200 ft. magazines; 4 lenses; double-system recorder
Auricon.
Passaic, N.SAM'S
J. ELECTRIC SHOP, 35 Monroe St.,
• FOR outfits
SALE—andNew home
Bolex movie
L-8, H-8
and H-16,
lenses,
sound
features.
BALDWIN
811
Rossi, Boise, Idaho.
• WESTON Master II exposure meter, $29.67.
Write us your needs. We buy, trade lists. CAMERAMAN. 542-H Fifth Ave., New York 19.
WANTED
• SHOTGUNS, TARGET PISTOLS AND RIFLES accepted in trade on cameras, projectors, screens,
editors, and everything photographic. If you have
equipment of this type to trade in, or if you wish
to trade in your present photographic equipment
toward new merchandise, soon to be received, you
will find our present allowances more than liberal.
Write, describing your equipment and we will quote
our allowances by return mail. NATIONAL CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 86 So. 6th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.
• WE need your discarded 50' 8mm. projection
reels and 30' 8mm. projection reels. Mail them
postpaid; ESO-S will refund postage and allow
4c
the large
50' andprojection
21/2C for reels
the 30'andreels
tradeitemson
rawforfilm,
all inother
listed in our Spring catalog (see ad in this issue)
ESO-S PICTURES, 4038 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo
• DISTRIBUTORS wanted for 16mm. motion pic
tures. Write for details on fast moving items
PIQUE
P. O. Box 123, Station B, Brook
lyn 16, PICTURES,
N. Y.
• INTERESTED in contacting 16mm. cameramen
throughout world for proposed newsreel organization. Write Box M-123, Home Movies, 6060 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
• WANTED — Used equipment. Bargain list on reauest. PETERS. 41-B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.
FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
! 1 I TWO SMASH HITS 1 1 I
• CAVALCADE OF MOVIES— the first film that
records 30 old time stars in scenes from their best
remembered
A priceless
Item —
16mm. silent hits.
complete
version,collector's
$12.50 prepaid.
"Childbirth"
—
Modern
technique
—
superb
educational film for doctors, nurses and students. Hospital photography. $10.00 prepaid. SHERWOOD
PICTURES, 789 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.
• HOME Movies in color! 8mm., 16mm. catalog,
25c. Projection length Kodachrome sample from
"Waikiki
Hula,"camera
$1.00. film.
SpecifyAccessories.
width. Iriscope
Kits,
$5.00.
JENKINS,
392-C, Movie
Elmira, N. Y.
• THEATRES— Roadshows— Drive-ins! Ohio-Indiana
men interested in starting 16mm. or 35mm. theatres,
drive-ins or roadshow circuits, contact us for
projection equipment, films, seats, etc. THE DAYOhio.
TON FILM, Inc., 2227 Hepburn Ave., Dayton 6,
• GORGEOUS Girls: sparkling "Allure" and
"Sarong
Girls,"
two100breath-taking
films,
50
ft. $2.00;
l6rTim.
ft. $4.00 each.
Big 8mm.
1946
catalog many film bargains and sample, dime.
AUDET, Box 6520-CC, Philadelphia 38, Penna.
• LATEST releases Castle, Official, Pictorial 816mm. silent, sound films. Sales, rentals, exchanges.
Catalogue listing over 3000 films, accessories, etc.
2-3c stamps. REED, 7508 Third Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
• USED and new Castle films, 8-l6mm., silent and
sound. Send for lists. ALVES PHOTO SERVICE,
Inc., 14 Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.
• RENT by week — 8mm. -16mm. movies. Shorts and
features; lowest rates. Catalogues. Projectors and
accessories for sale. DAYTON FILM RENTAL, 2227
Hepburn, Dayton, Ohio.
• SAVEhome
moneyl
Buy, Details
rent, exchange
and
sound
movies.
for dime.8-l6mm.
MIDLAND
FILM EXCHANGE, Box 429, Oak Park I, III.
• "A CHILDhomeIs Born
Caesarian Project
Delivery,"
the
outstanding
movie Byproduction.
it yourself free. Send postal card today. PREFERRED
FILM PRODUCERS, Hamilton 31, Ohio.
• SELLING brand new 8-l6mm. laboratory prints!
Silents as low as $1.75. Sound from $7.50 up.
BRYANT FILMS, 264 Spring St., Osslning, N. Y.
• 8-I6MM. home movies, glamour photos; 3c
stamp brings sample and list. THOMAS PRODUCTIONS, 5123 York Blvd., Los Angeles 42. Calif.
• UNUSUAL 8-l6mm. film subjects. Big catalog
*Ith sample film, lOc. NATIONAL FILM EX
CHANG, Broadway Station E. Toledo 9 Ohio. ■
• I BUY and Swap 16mm. sound tilm. bend in your
list.
sell projectors
and ri>.
equipment.
HIM Also
.PPvirP
Rnv ,v r.iw.
r.iif BILL?

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
• SOUND film rental! Large library for Church,
School or Road Show use! 1946 16mm. sound projectors! 8-l6mm. home movies sold at savings! Free
catalog— state interest. CHARLIE POORMAN, Dept.
HM, Schuylkill Haven, Penna.
• COMPLETE I6mm. sound cartoons, good condition, $9.95;sound
100' used
film,available.
$1.00. WeBLACKbuy,
sell, trade
films.sound
Big list
HAWK FILMS, Dept. HMI, Davenport, Iowa.
• BIG Discounts — Unusual Subjects!! 16mm. sound
and silent films bought, sold and exchanged. Free
bargain
lists. SHERWOOD
PICTURES 789 St. Marks
Ave.. Brooklyn
13, N. Y.
• 8MM., 16mm., 35mm., new and used films and
accessories. Lists free. Sample lOc. Also wish to buy
used films and equipment. Write descriptive letter.
Answer
will immediately
follow. PARAMOUNT
FILMS, Monmouth,
III.
• I6MM. and 35mm. sound film and equipment for
sale. Will trade 35mm. sound film for 16mm. film
and equipment. 16mm. sound complete programs
rented for as low as $6.75. Send stamps for listings.
MERTZ FILM SERVICE, Springfield, 111.
O "CAESARIAN Childbirth," $6.95; "Normal Childbirth," $8.95; complete 16mm. adult versions; both
York
I.
$14.75.
16mm.,
sound). (Free
IRVINGold-timer's
MEGINNIS,catalog:
340-K West
29th,8mm.,
New
• USED 16mm. silent-sound subjects bought, sold,
exchanged.
Money-saving discounts on camera
York.
film and brand new subjects! Free bargain lists!
CHARLES F. HUNTER, 29 John, Rensselaer, New
• FOR SALE — 2 good features: "Happy Landing,"
with Wm. Farnum and Ray Walker; "Cheyenne
Rocks,
Rides Again"
with
Tom 1223
Tyler.Stowe
$45.00 Ave.,
each. McKees
HANIK
Pa.
FILM
RENTAL
CLUB,
• YOUR 8mm. Comp. Ed. Castle, Official or PIctoreel and $2.00 In trade on new $5.50 film — 16mm.
Comp.
Ed. and $4.00 In trade on new $8.75 film.
12, N. Y.
CASEY'S CINE SERVICE, 105 Strauss St., Buffalo
• CASH or liberal trade-in allowance for used film
subjects; 8mm. exchange fee 50c plus postage.
MICHIGAN
EXCHANGE, 1514 Garfield Ave.,
Grand
Rapids,FILMMich.
• MOVIES: Over 150 names and addresses where
to obtain Free, silent, sound, color films. 1308
Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.
exchange
400 ft.355816mm.
silentI BUY,
films. sell,
Free rent
list.and
ROBERT
SALMON,
So.
nth East, Salt Lake City, Utah.
• 16MM. short, $2.00; 16mm. feature, $7.00; 16mm.
sound, $13.50; Toy Projector, $12.30. STATEWIDE
ENTERPRISES, 168 Main St., Waterbury 22, Conn.
CAMERA

FILM

• EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 16mm. guaranteed fresh
positive film, $4.00 each, limit 3 rolls per order. Will
ship C.O.D.
will prepay
cashCity,
with Mo.
order. FILMCRAFT,
4038 orBroadway,
Kansas
• REPERFORATION of any brand 16mm. B & W
or color film for use In 8mm. cameras. Perforations
guaranteed. $2.00 per 100 ft roll. Film slit for
single
8mm.marked
cameras"reperforate,"
50c additional. Send all 'films
insured,
4038
Broadway,
Kansas City, Mo. to FILMCRAFT,
• MOVIE
films- processing.
100' 16mm. $2.50; 25'
double
8mm.camera
$1.25.
PORT Jersev.
PHOTO
SUPPLY,Free
435 First Ave., ELIZABETHElizabeth I,
New
• UNIVEX camera owners! COLOR film for your
single 8mm. cameras! Guaranteed fresh stock —
$2.25 per roll, three rolls for $6.50. Specify Outdoor Color film or Indoor Color film when orderMo.
ing. ESO-S PICTURES, 4038 Bradway, Kansas City,
• HUNDRED magazines 16mm. Kodachrome film,
$4.67 each. STEVENS, 2115 "O" St., Lincoln, Neb.
• UNIVEX Ultrapan single 8mm. film, $1.10; Panchromatic, Weston — 24-16, bulk double 8mm. film,
$3.75
per 100
RITTER
SERVICE. 507 So.
Oak Park
Ave.,ft.Oak
Park,CINEMA
111.
FILM PRODUCING
• JACK D. LEPPERT, cinematographer, professionally equipped. HEmpstead 1394. 16mm. footage
and color shorts economically produced. 6770'/2
Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 28, Calif.
FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS,
Box 539, Brockton, Mass.
PHOTO FINISHING
• 6 or 8 exposure roll finished, giant size, 30c.
Ask about our 16mm. and 8mm. titling service.

601EX MODEL H-16 (Modtl H-8 it idenfical)
CHALLEXGE...

On the edge of the forest, the majestic moose sends out a mighty challenge . . . ready and willing to meet oil who
cross his path. Eager, too, to accept the challenge of photographic opportunities are the tens of thousands of proud
Boiex owners, a tremendous legion of amateur moton picture perfectionists, found throughout the United States.
With a superior mechanism,
precision factories, the thrill
faction. ABoiex production,
OS catching the folks on a

KERN-PA ILL ARD
5WITAR r Flu LENS
Double - cooled, producing brilliant movies even if filmed
against the light, automatic
depth of field scale, locking diaphragm stops, excellent definition, even at full aperture. These
are only some of the features
that make this lens the finest
yet produced for Idnjm movies.

H.8

H.16

built into a housing of unusual beauty by the world-famous craftsmen of the Paillard
of natural, true-to-life movies con be achieved with minimum effort and maximum satisbe it packed with action, as at a sporting event, or a leisurely scene of home-life, such
lazy Sunday afternoon, is remarkable for its exceptional photographic quality.

Acclaimed as the world's most versatile home movie cameras, Boiex Models H-16 and H-8 are unsurpassed for either
black-and-white or color films. Except for the difference in film size, both models are identical, and both feature
such Boiex advantages as automatic threading, parallax correcting view-finders, critical visual focusing, turret for
three lenses, frame counters, back-winding mechanism, and many other exclusive features which challenge all other
home movie cameras for performance and perfection. Complete details of all Boiex models are given In our
new, 1946 eatalogue, which you can obtain without charge or obligation. Just drop us a postal tard.

BOLEX Model L-8 is the cream of the small doubleeight field. The most beautiful in appearance and
the most precise in operation. It may be carried in
o side-coat pocket or a lady's hand bog. This camera
is equipped with a constant speed motor and on
optical system vi^ith which it produces 8mm movies,
in color or black-and-white, which rival the results
obtained with BOIEX H.I6.

L.8
BOLEX

AMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY, INC. • 521 5TH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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FILMOSOUND
; improved Bell & Howell l6mm
nd-on-film projeaor has new 1000:t illumination, new coated lens, un:oned sound volume. Write for illused literature.
FILMOSOUND
LIBRARY
Ts thousands of films
rent or buy. Send for

vail.

rmmmlresatMa
their
400. iantbest,
sterbrill
withFilmo-

See your Bell & Howell dealer soon. Or write Bell & Howell Company, 7125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45; New York 20; Hollywood 38; Washington 5, D. C; London.

OPTI-ONICS — products combining the sciences
of OPTICS • electrONics • mechanics

fRECISION-l

Bell

&

Howell

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION. $2.S0

It's

follow-through

16mm
Animafophone
Sound Mof/on
Picture Projecfor

that

counts

VICTOR'S
"after purchase"
service means

permanent

satisfaction

In l6mm Mocion Picture Equipmenc, "follow-through"
service is particularlv important.
Viaor's 23 years experience as a leader in l6mm equipment assures more hours — yes. years — of brilliant
operation.
Here is the triple insurance vou recei^•e in a \'ictor:
— Greater availability of ser%ice. by factory
trained men near vou.

Dependable always . , .
with Victor ftie show goes on.'

— Faster handling of adjustments or replacements because of \'ictor simplicity of design.
exclusive \'ictor features that minimize ser^"ice needs: Safety Film Trip. 180'
Swing-Out Lens Mount. Stationary Sound

— More

Drum

and Oft'set Film Loop.
Check into this "follow-through" service
before buying jn\ projector. W rite fwufor th2 complete stor)- of the internationallv known \'ictor Animatophone.

Serv'rce by trained men
is readily available.

VICTOR

K

E R S

fXNtJVIfXTOGR/KPH CORPORATION
Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa
New York (181 McGraw-Hill BIdg., 330 W. 42nd St. — Chieogo (1) 188 W. Rondolph
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From Your Photo Dealer
or order direct —

50

Ft. 8mm.

- $1.50

100

HOLLYWOOD
FILM

EHTERPRISES
INC.

6060 Sunset Blvd.

I(

capf i;„ g®'s awav f.

- Hollywood 28, California

Ft. 16mm.

- $3.00

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
bOiO Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please ship the following films as indicated:
Remittance EnclosedQ
Ship CCD. G
Name
Address..
State
City..

Zone
.._No
□ Send Free Catalog

Film Title

Price

8 mm,
mm.

1 t

1
J
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Golden vacation days of sun and sand ... of carefree play and
relaxation. Precious moments you can "store up" and take
home with you, preserved to perfection with your Revere. So
economical on 8mm film, less than ten cents a scene for sparkling
black-and-white , . . slightly more for natural color. Revere
Cameras and Projectors are available now at your favorite dealer!
REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16, ILL.
Specialists in 8mm Movie E q u i p m e nt . . . Bx e I us i v ely
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SOUND
SILENT 16mm.

ON ANY

Inlews
Home

of What's
Movie
Equipment

lEW
.
. .
And Accessories

PROJECTOR
cision projection lens. Other features
are condenser lens in readily removable
mount, electro-formed rhodium reflector adjustable for maximum illumination, forced draft cooling, rapid rewind,
tilting mechanism, and ability to operate on either AC or DC current. The
model PC-500 will retail at $67.75.

* A few minutes to attach to your
projector.
* Uses standard 16mm. film with a
sound track. Complete instructions
for converting your projector.
* Plug into your radio with the Vidiphonic Radiofilm Adapter ... or use
the Vidiphonic Soundfilm Power Amplifier & Speaker ... or your own
P. A. or phone amplifier.
FITS
ALL PROJECTORS
professional sound at a fraction of nornnal cost
APEX 16mm. SOUND
ADAPTER KIT (above) $59.95
Complete
conversion
outfit
to play
thru your
own home
radio
for only
$97.70
VIDIPHONIC RADIOFILM ADAPTER
New improved Model 47CR! Tiny
"Walkle
Talkie"pictures
tubes through
and batteryyour—
play talking
radio like broadcast programs.
Shipped less battery
$37.95
OR YOU MAY ORDER THE MODEL Y
VIDIPHONIC SOUNDFILM POWER AMPLIFIER,
complete with conversion adapter kit for
regular limm. sound projector results $187.70

Arms for
Reel projector
EXTRA!
s,
and 8mm.
all 14mm.Extension
$9.90 to $29.90
From Ohio, Indiana, Penna.:
DAYTON FILM, Inc., 2227 Hepburn Avenue,
Dayton, Ohio, Factory Distributors

735* MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 44, CALIF.

• Makes silent projectors talk.

New G-E Meter Prices
In accordance with O.P.A. Regulation (M.P.R. Order 10 under 159E),
dated April 11, 1946, there will be an
increase on May 11, 1946, in the ceiling
price on G-E Exposure Meters and Accessories. All meters shipped after this
date will be tagged with the new list

Apex Sound Adapter
Almost any i6mm. silent projector
price.
may now be converted for sound films
through use of the Apex i6mm. sound
adapter kit which is adaptable to silent
projectors regardless of which side of
the gate the pull down claw operates.
Model "Y" comes complete with Vidiphonic soundfilm power amplifier,
speaker case, cords and adapter kit and
sells for $187.50. The adapter kit alone
sells for $59.95 for those who have
or wish to build their own speaker and
amplifier units. Still another unit enables playing the sound through your
home radio. This unit, known as the
• Made, of duraluminum.
Vidiphonic Radiofilm adapter sells for ^
Billings Master Tripod
$37.95. Manufacturer is Apex Video
Co., 7356 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 46,
An all-metal tripod with leg memCalif.
bers designed along lines of the structural girder is the Billings Master Tripod
designed for all makes of still and cine
cameras. An efficient ball-type tiltpan head compliments this tripod affording unusual sturdiness and variance
of control for both pan and tilt actions.
The central guiding-control handle on
the pan-tilt head locks pan and tilt
actions simultaneously, with friction
surfaces that improve with wear. The
second control locks tilt action only.
This combination, used separately or together, provides uniquely versatile controls with greater ease of operation than
heretofore possible.
An added feature on the Billings
Master Pan and Tilt Head is the built• Works on either AC or DC.
in bulls-eye level, a circular spirit vial
that insures constant framing for both
Universal 500-W Projector
the vertical and horizontal axis. Made
Universal Camera Corp., New York,
announces limited release of its new
of duraluminum, the leg extensions are
reversible to allow use of stainless steel
precision-built 500 watt 8mm. projectips or hardwood maple plugs. Maple
tor. Model PC-500. Improvements include special precision gearing for quietplugs were added to the finished proer operation, brilliant still projection
duct after exhaustive experimentation
with full projection of the film, cen• Continued on
370
by the company determined
thatPagehardtralized controls, and a new coated pre-
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SILENT MOVIES
for all occasions

^OUND

and every taste!

Enjoy your new projector more with Castle Films! Join the tens
of thousands of home movie fans who are building and expanding their personal Castle Films libraries with the world's
finest professional home movies. Travel— adventure— old time
movies— famous cartoon characters— thrilling sports— historic
world news: More than 130 subjects to select from. See your
photographic dealer now while his stocks of Castle Films ore
complete.

30 ROCKFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20

FIELD BUILDING
CHICAGO 3

RUSS BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO 4

TO ALL PROJECTOR OWNERS! Send
TODAY for new 1946 Castle Films Deluxe Catalogue
describing more than 130 thrilling home movies.
Please send me the new 1946 Castle Films Deluxe Catalogue.

KIAMF
ADDRESSCITY
§) rcrrylouils, Inc

-20NE-

_STATE_
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KIDDIES like to play "dress up," so why not stage a fashion
show with the youngsters as mannikins? If you have an old
trunk in the attic bulging with old clothes, so much the better,
for you will have a wide range of styles thus to display. This
filming idea should be treated in the usual professional manner
with the youngsters parading across a stage and a master or
mistress of ceremonies announcing the styles or commenting
upon them — such descriptions, of course, to appear in subtitles
m the film.

HERE'S the lead title for your picnic, travel or vacation film
this year. While it doesn't suggest any particular plot, it does
remind that all such films should have continuity and that
unless this fact is kept in mind during shooting, your films will
lack that certain entertainment value that makes them welcome
screen fare at any time. A timely suggestion is to plan a running
gag for such films which can be interwoven through the picture
to tie all scenes together into a solid unit of screen entertainment.

THIS title suggests a reel of shots grouped into sequences relating to art and design in various forms. This need not be inanimate snapshooting if the filmer is careful in handling his
camera to impart a feeling of action and movement through
intelligent composition and panning action of the camera. Thus
outstanding architectural examples in buildings, statues, etc.,
can be made interesting on the screen. Billboard artists can be
pictured at work and such a sequence can show a billboard creation in its various stages of progress. Then there is the vast realm
of nature to explore for colorful design and composition such
as the intricate color patterns in flowers, in butterflies and insects, and in animals.

THE family has planned its vacation for weeks. Comes a phone
call advising no reservations available. Undismayed, family decides to spend vacation at home. First few days spent around
home, then remainder spent visiting local parks, zoo, playing
golf, etc. Midweek there comes a surprise call from resort advising reservations again available. The family hurriedly packs
and leaves by automobile. Along the way they encounter all
sorts of trouble: Dad gets a ticket for speeding. Two tires blow
out. Then Dad discovers his fishing tackle was omitted in packDejectedly, family turns back to spend remainder of vacaing.
tion at home.
L
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Ma
NO, SIR! This 7S /ane/
The glorious new Ansco Color Film has
captured every nuance of her delicate
skin tones, every shading of expression,
every sparkle of merriment. This is
Jane . . . chuckling . . . warm . . . alive
in true color!
When she moves on the screen, you almost expect her to step right out into
the room, so lifelike is Ansco Color
Film reproduction!
This great new product of Ansco's war

picture

of Jane!

research is now available in 16mm movie
film. (And you can get it in 35mm and
120 (B2) and 620 (PB20) rolls, as well as
in sheet sizes for your still cameras.)
We really can't tell you how much
Ansco Color Film will improve your
movies — try it and see for yourself. Ask
your dealer for Ansco Color 16mm motion picture film today. AnscO/ Binghamton. New York. A Division of
General Aniline & Film Corporation.
General Sales Offices, 11 West 42nd
Street, New York 18, New York.
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Here's a real projector— Pleasure for all the family.
Dejur— maker of so many precision photographic products— announces its new
1946 movie projector, the DeJur DeLuxe— the last word in 8 mm. projectors.
Now you can get perfect projection— full sparkle from every reel- due to the
perfection DeJur builds into all its products and the extra care with
which it manufactures.
for "Theatre Performance" in your home — see the DeJur "1000" at your local dealer.
DeJUR-AMSCO CORPORATION, Long Island City I, New York

"<^"/

MORE OF THE EQUIPMENT
YOU NEED
FOR THE PICTURES YOU WANT
Enlargers—
for perDeJurfect"Versatile"
print quality.

THE "B" THAT GIVES YOU "16"
1. Easily changed powerful looo9. Handy pilot light
watt lamp.
10.
Cool
housedoublelamp
forced
draft ventilation
2. 400 ft. film capacity
3. Exclusive
optical
system
for
brilliant
11.
Double
claw
movement
image
12. Cord-o-matic power cord
4. Variable projection speed
13. No belts— gear and chain drive
5. Automatic reverse projection
14. Easily cleaned
6. Still projection
15. AC or DC
7. Rapid rewind
16. Self lubricatitig bearings
8. Indirectly lighted control panel

Exposure
Meter
DeJur
sees
eye"Cinecrilic"
to eye
with
your movie camera.
DeJur
Model 50A
"Autocritic"
the
shortestMeter—
cut to
Exposure
correct exposure.

M AG AZ I N E

Subscription
Order

Form
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THE

HARRISON

LIGHT

CORRECTOR

The Harrison Light Corrector is equally
Now you can be sure that all your color
simple to use for either still or movie
pictures, like the beautiful creations
from Hollywood, will reproduce the full
photography.
Incorporating all of the
newest technical refinements, built to
glory of nature. The Harrison Light
Corrector is the product of ten years
precision standards, skillfully designed
to assure consistent true natural colors
of scientific research and laboratory
experiment.
Embodying the principles
in your pictures — all the time — under
of control of the color content of light,
all conditions — using any type of color
film, iee it soon, at yo^t dealers.
it assures positive results — all the time.
X

.

'

,
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With the new Bardwell & McAlister Mult-Efex Titler you
can now make titles with that professional touch — the
•way they do in Hollywood. Easy to make zooms, wipes,
double exposures, scrolls, flip-flops, swing-arounds, forward and backs, ro'lls, fadeouts and many other novelty
shots which hitherto, have only been possible for professionals. Easy to make process, trick, and special effects
with keyholes, hearts and diamond openings.
ny "
and >n<«

Now you can do a super-duper job of titling in your
own home which will double the interest of your most
prized reels.
The Mult-Efex fits any type or model of movie camera in 8 mm or 16 mm.
Comes with full directions which show you how to
get the most novel effects easily.
This Titler can also be used for tabletop photography
and special effects.
For sale by dealers everywhere. See it at your photographic supply store. Price for Standard Unit $28.00.
The Mult-Efex is the only titler which can be used
out-of-doors on a camera tripod. This adds to the number ojspecial ejects that can be obtained by using it.

BARDWELL
&
McALISTER,
Designers and Manufacturers
Box 1310
• Hollywood 28
• California

Inc.

KODACHROME

HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL IS MAKING THESE
MOTION PICTURES AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME AND OFFERS ITS NEWS SERVICE REGULARLY HEREAFTER. ALL THE EXCITING NEWS FROM
HOLLYWOOD ABOUT THE GLAMOROUS
STARS WILL BE FILMED WHEN AND WHERE
IT HAPPENS. THE NEWSREELS ARE OFFERED
IN KODACHROME OR BLACK AND WHFTE.

THESE. FILMS ARE THE BEST BUY EVER PRESENTED. DO NOT DELAY. ORDER YOUR
NEWSREELS NOW!

CHECK NEWSREELS YOU WANT
KODACHROME
8mm. 50 ft. _$ 9.00
IGmm, 100 ft 15.00
_lGmm, Sound 17.50
BLACK & WHITE
8mm- 50 ft, _ $3.00
IGmm, 100 ft 5.00
IGmm. Sound 7.50

(B6) {B7) {B8) (B9)
(B6) (B7) (B8) (B9)
(B6) (B7) (B3) (B9)
(B6) (B7) (B8) (B9)
(BG) (B7) (B8) (B9)
(BG) {B7) (38) (B9)

HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL
8739 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood 46, California
Gontemen:
□ Please send me newsreels
checked. I enclose $
—
Send films postage free.
□ Please send the newsreels
checked C.O.D. I will pay $
plus postage on delivery.

PRINT NAME
ADDRESS .
CITY

ZONE.

STATE .
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Here's

Your

Home

Movie

Home movies
feel and live
your memory
And here's the
captures and

DUAL

Dream

Team

. . . throu^ them you see and
again whole precious parts of
album— as often as you want tol
home movie team that magically
preserves your happiest hours.

8MM.

MOVIE

CAMERA

... A dream for clear, sharp pictures. Features
unmatched by any other movie camera! Convenient, marvelously simple, the built-in combination exposure meter and optical view finder
gives you better . . . surer . . . results. Precision
gearing and improved governor insure amazing
speed vmiformity. Interchangeable lenses . . .
hinged body for quick, easy loading . . . uses
all types of color or black and white film.
IMPROVED 1/NIVBRSAL
##500" 8 MM. PROJECTOR
... A dream for thrillingly alive reproduction!
Sharpens up both color and black and white
films— gives you double enjoyment from your
home movies. Today's improvements make it
even smoother ruiming, even quieter, even
more dependable than it ever was. Its centralized controls take away from the work, add
to the fun.
Loot: for UniversaVs Aome movie twins at
your dealer's . . . and meet your new homo

CnRPnRATWN
piMERA
l/m£/lSAl
NEW YORK
• CHICAGO
• HOLLYWOOD

HUME

MOVIES
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i
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Surprise Innovation

In Flower

Involves

Participation

The

Audience

Films
In

Presentation

i
I SK ANY amateur who regularly sees
/I the films of other amateurs and he
iX will probably tell you that flowers
are the subject of more Kodachrome
movies than any other single item. And
scheduling a flower film on a movie
club program today is certain to evoke
groans from the members.
Let it not be said, however, that the
subject of flowers has become a totally
dead issue with movie amateurs, for
there are many who do have the imagination and ingenuity to make a
movie of this subject interesting and
entertaining. Take "Tussie Mussie," for

•

instance. This 200 foot 8mm. Kodachrome film by Albert H. Duvall, of
Galesburg, Illinois, presents 25 different flowers — but the manner of presentation isas different from the average run-of-the-mill flower picture as
it is interesting.
Inspiration for "Tussie Mussie" came
from a flower seed catalog. Browsing
through a new catalog that came in the
mail one day, Duvall was intrigued by
the name "Tussie Mussie" and the
statement of its origin. The catalog
page pictured a number of different
flowers in full color, each identified
by a letter of the alphabet running
from "A" to "L".
"An old English guessing game," it
was explained at bottom of the page,
"was called 'Tussie Mussie.' See if you
and your friends can guess the names
of all the flowers on this page. Plant
these easy to grow flowers in your garden and then play 'Tussie Mussie' with
the actual flowers this summer."
Growing flowers being second only
to home movies in Duvall's favorite
hobbies, he readily saw the possibilities
of adapting the guessing game to film.
• Continued on Page 367
• Pictured at left is seed catalog page
which gave inspiration for the unusual 8nnm.
movie rivesofits name
flowers,from"Tussie
dean oldMussie,"
Englishwhich
guessing
game. Filmer Albert Duvall adopted the idea
for his film which pictures twenty-five different flowers, and challenges audience to
guess name of each. Frames from the 200
foot 8mm. picture are reproduced at right.
Note how the daffodil is shown in a variety
of shots, in indoor as well as outdoor use.
Each ofsented the
twenty-five
flowers was prewith similar
treatment.

1946
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• After the introductory closeup at left, we show daughter next in a shot as
she trudges the fairways with her companion after having driven from tee in
background-

• A simple idea of a movie shot of daughter in her golf togs can be
expanded into a story telling sequence of several shots.

m

mm
Good

Home

Planned

Movies

to
Result

Scenarios In Which

Story Idea Is Developed
Sequences

pli»

From
An

Carefully

Incident Or

Into Story-Telling

Of Action Shots
W

OOD studios not a caIN HOLmeraLYW
is turned and not a foot of
film exposed until a complete scenario has been written. Months and sometimes years are spent in developing a
story from simply an "idea" to what
eventually becomes the "shooting
script." One, two, or a dozen writers
may be assigned to the job of working
and reworking the story until it reaches
the point where actual production can
begin. The varying stages of "synopsis," "treatment," and finished scenario
involves a great deal of time and exhas learned
pense, but Hollywood

through experience that this is the only
way to approach successful motion picture production.
How many amateur movie makers
can say the same thing? How often do
you find it necessary to apologize for
an omitted shot that would have made
your movie better? How many times do
you discover in editing your film that
shots have been made with insufficient
footage? How frequent do you find actual shooting difficult because you find
it necessary to shoot the scenes in the
exact order you wish them to appear on
the screen? The solution to such prob-

it

first!

lems lies in the careful preparation of
a scenario or shooting script.
Whether you are shooting 50 or 5000
feet of film, if you wish to tell a story
or relate an incident, it is of paramount
importance that you have in your hands
a thoroughly planned scenario — a blueprint of your shooting plans — before
pushing the button that starts the camera turning. It will mean less waste
footage on the floor when editing is to
be done. During actual shooting, it will
leave you free to think of the important
photographic problems. It will mean
simplified movie making. Finally, and
most important, it will lead to better
movies.
Don't let the word "scenario" frighten you. It need not be the multi-paged
script of the professional — merely an
outline in words of the movie you intend to make, instead of pictures. All
it amounts to, really, is putting your
picture idea on paper as completely as
you know how. It must be kept in mind
that story telling with words is totally
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each shot, keeping in mind those things
that have to be told by each shot:
Scene i. Long Shot: The street with
Johnny and Mother standing on the
sidewalk.
Scene z. Medium Shot: Johnny and
Mother standing and looking up the
street.
Scene 3. Semi Closeup: Mother fixes
Johnny's
tie and shirt. He squirms under
the attention.
Scene 4. Closeup: The books in Johnny's hand. He fixes their arrangement.
Scene 5. Medium Shot: Johnny points
down the street.
Scene 6. Long Shot: The bus coming
down the street.
Scene 7. Medium Shot: The bus stops

• Then we climax the sequence with shots of the logical conclusion of the
action — sinking the putt. Other shots at this location can display the comparative putting skill of daughter and her connpanion.

different than story telling with images. This will become much clearer as
we progress.
Let us take for an example a very
simple incident — Johnny going to
school. It is a typical subject about
which most of us know first hand. Now
let us see what this incident consists of
in the way
"story":
"Johnny for
and the
his
Mother
waitof on
the sidewalk
bus to come to take Johnny to school.
When the bus arrives, Johnny kisses
his mother before getting on. As the
bus leaves, she waves goodbye."
This could be called the "synopsis"
of the incident. The problem now is to
make a picture story out of this bare
incident. A fundamental approach is to
examine the incident in terms of its
action: "Johnny and his mother wait
for the bus. The bus arrives. Johnny
kisses his mother. He boards the bus.
The bus leaves. Mother waves goodbye."
As may be seen, even in this very
simple listing of the basic action, we
have arrived at something which should
immediately suggest what pictures to
take. Let us explore the idea further in
order to put down on paper all the
things that go into making up the incidental action:
"Johnny and his mother stand on

the sidewalk. They look down the
street. As they stand there, mother
puts the finishing touches on Johnny's
clothes; she arranges his shirt and fixes
his tie. Johnny squirms under her attention. He fixes his schoolbooks that he
carries under his arm. While mother is
attending to him, he sees the bus coming down the street and points to it.
The bus comes to a halt in front of them
and its door opens. Johnny kisses his
mother. He boards the bus and gives her
a farewell wave. The door closes after
him and the bus leaves. Mother waves
Now we have not only broken down
the
action within the incident but we
goodbye."
have dramatized it. We have established
a relationship between Johnny, mother,
and the bus. This dramatization in terms
of what we see — simple, ordinary things
— is what characterizes a natural meaningful movie from a dull and artificial
one. The story does not involve "acting"
— the camera eye has been put to use
to select certain actions and thereby give
meaning. We have told the story in
cinematic terms — in terms of what we
can see. This type of writing is called
the "Treatment."
Let us now proceed to develop the
actual script which specifies and defines

in
of Johnny and his Mother. It's
doorfront
opens.
Scene 8. Medium Shot: Johnny kissing mother.
Scene 9. Medium Shot: Johnny boards
the bus, gives a final farewell wave. The
bus door closes after him.
Scene 10. Medium Shot: Mother and
the bus. Mother waves goodbye to Johnny as the bus starts to leave.
Scene 11. Long Shot: The street with
Mother standing on the sidewalk waving
and the bus departing.
Here we have finally a very simple
incident told in movie terms — told in a
simple yet dramatic and effective way.
We have made full use of the camera in
the variation of shots. We have used its
ability to isolate in order to more clearly
tell our story. Most important, we have
organized the shots in a sequence in such
a way that what we have to say becomes
self-evident when seen on the screen.
The incident becomes interesting too;
the audiences attention is held because
each shot tells a new thing — conveys a
new idea that was not presented in the
previous shot. All this is vitally important in a realization of what makes
one movie dull and another interesting.
One more step must now be taken.
This is the arrangement of these shots
in the way that will make the actual
shooting simpler and more efficient.
Obviously it is not necessary to shoot
this sequence as written. The shots can
be taken in any order and then rearranged inchronological order in the cutting room. The order depends on what
the individual considers simpler for himself. Thus shots number i, 6, 7, 9, 10,
and 1 1 might be grouped together because they all involve the bus. Shots 2,
3, J, and 8 would be the other grouping
with shot 4 taken independently and
later cut in. This scene shooting arrangement would invariably be planned
beforehand and noted in the "shooting
It is now possible to start the camera
with a full knowledge of what each shot
should contain. In the actual editing
script."
one
will add other refinements such as
tempo, rhythm, and
relationship
of the
• Continued
on Page
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• Choice of which shot to play a given bit of
action on is one of the maior functions of an editor.
Don't keep
scene on palm
this shot
just because of thea beautiful
treesindefinitely,
...

• ... if what the audience really wants to see is
this! Of course you, as cameraman, will have to
shoot material which you, as editor, can use with
maximum effect.

mmm\

m

puicH...
CONTINUITY

These

Are The

Goals Of Creative

Editing, The Procedure Of
Which Is Described Here For Those
Who

Would

Make

• Themaximum
three basiceffectiveness.
factors of editing:
swiftness o" p;ce
smooth
f cx
and
The accompanying
a.t!cle
describes
some of tie methods by which these goals may be ..tjined.

Better Movies

LARS
Illustrations By Author

M

IAST month we left our film in the form of a very rough
cut, with the scenes merely joined together in their
approximate sequence. At this point, after the first thrill
of seeing it on the screen has worn off, it will probably
look pretty discouraging. It is very likely that the action
will drag, that there are great gaps in the continuity, and
that some points completely fail to register. This is nothing
to worry about. Few films look their best in the rough cut
stage. It is now up to our skill in editing to transform this
limping rough cut into a finished, workmanlike film.
Broadly, we want to do three things to it. We want to
snap it up so that the spectator's interest will never flag —
326

• Tempo chart of the imaginary film described by the author.
Editing for acceleration of tempo would obviously be concent, ated
on sequences II and IV.
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we want it to flow smoothly — and we
want it to "get over" effectively. Tempo, continuity, punch — there may be
other factors involved, but if we take
care of these three efficiently we may
assume that the rest will take care of
itself along the way.
In a sense, the three can never be
separated, since in cutting for tempo
we must be sure that continuity does
not suffer — in keeping continuity we
must maintain tempo — and in cutting
for both tempo and continuity we must
see that nothing is lost which would
contribute to effectiveness. However,
it will be simpler for us to consider
these points one at a time. For that
matter, it will usually be found more
efficient to do several cuts of a film,
rather than trying to achieve all these
goals at one time. Go through the film
once with an eye to snapping up tempo,
another time with attention only to
smoothness of continuity, and a third
time with the thought of increasing the
general punch and effectiveness in any
way necessary. By that time, you will
know the material well enough to do
any type of revision that may seem
necessary. It is normal for a professional

film to be edited and re-edited again
and
again and
again — soit don't
makeof
the mistake
of thinking
is a sign
amateurishness to make headway slowly.
On the contrary. The smoothest jobs are
done by "whittling down" the material,
not by slashing with an axe.
First, then, the matter of tempo.
Two things contribute to the pace of
a film — the speed of the action portrayed within the scenes themselves,
and the speed with which these scenes
follow one another on the screen. Tempo of action and tempo of cutting, to
put it another way. Both are important;
both contribute to the final effect.
Usually, the two will be pretty much in
harmony; that is, slow, moderate action
is best expressed in a succession of fairly
long scenes, while swift action is given
added punch if told in a series of quick,
incisive strokes.
Next time you are reading something
by a skillful fiction writer, notice how
he does the same thing. In passages
describing peaceful, lazy action he uses
quiet words, long sentences and long
paragraphs. When he comes to dramatic action, he shifts to explosive words,
short sentences, brief paragraphs. The

• One way of circumventing an uninteresting
stretch of action, or covering a mismatch between
consecutive shots, is to use a dissolve as illustrated
above. This may be made optically, if not shot in
the original film.

• Demonstrating use of a title to cover a misch. In shooting
couldn't
using a matred
filter fortheonecloseup,
of thosewe lush,
dark resist
skies
— forgetting that this would not match with the
pale sky of the long shot. The title will make this
difference less apparent.
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same principle applies to film editing.
(Parenthetically, the same author also
adriotly alternates calm passages and
vigorous sequences, for best effect.
However, discussion of this question of
rhythm would carry us too far afield,
since it relates more to the script and
the basic conception of the film than
it does to the editing).
At this point, we must consider our
film by sequences and not by individual scenes. Let us suppose that we are
editing a rather simple little film, the
story of which is told in five sequences,
each separated by a fade-in and fadeout. Glancing over the story, we see
that the sequences may be classified as
to tempo roughly as follows:
Sequence I. Calm, peaceful introduction.
Sequence II. Fairly brisk action.
Sequence III. Relatively calm.
Sequence IV. Climax of rapid action.
Sequence V. Aftermath of quiet
calm; ending.
Obviously, the major part of our
cutting for tempo will be done in Sequences II and IV, calling for brisk
action. The others call for calm tempo
• Continued on Page 35S

• Failure to match the action in two consecutive
shots can be made less evident if it is possible to
use an insert of some prop in the scene, as the
calendar shot shown intercut between the two
scenes above.

« Fig. I (Upper left) shows lighting setup used In making shot (Pig.
2) above. Lights used (reading L. to R.) are eye. key, back and fill.
Fig. 3 (lower left) shows simulated daylight effect. All highlights are
on
window side of subject. Here source of light is obviously from the
window.

How

lorn*

With
By
I

IX THE second of this series of articles on interior lighting last month, it was pointed out that there are four
lights used in a basic lighting setup for indoor cinematography. Inthe May article we discussed the modeling and
fill lights. In this, the concluding article in the series, we
shall discuss the remaining two lights: the back light and
the background light.
The purpose of the back light is to separate the subject
from the background and thus tend to create an illusion
of third dimension. The backlight, incidentally, is always
more intense than any other light illuminating the set or
subject, for it is the highlights cast by this unit on the
hair and shoulders of the subject which gives the effect of
roundness and third dimension.
Obviously, there can be no set rules for the placement of
the back Ught. Rather the cameraman should formulate his
own rules by experiments in placing the light in various
positions behind the subject and noting its effect on the
hair, shoulders, etc.
In a short series of tests he should first photograph his
subject Hghied only with a key light and a fill light. (See
Figure No. 7). Then, add a back hght (See Figure 8) and
% FJg. A— Note how natural this picture appears because
the light seems to come from the table lamp. Actually
several spotlights were used to achieve this effect.

To

Enhance

Indoor

Shots

Backlifhting

THOMAS

E.

HUNT
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re-photograph the scene. Next, photograph a scene with the back Hght at
high intensity with brilliant highlights,a
then medium, then very dull. After
these, the cafew experiments such as the
highlights
meraman will see how
created by the back light will separate
subject from the background and develop the illusion of three dimensions.
The proper position for the back light
unit is generally high and in back of
the subject, usually the higher the
better.
In this position the light throws off
its illumination towards the front of
the subject. For certain types of hair,
it is sometimes preferable to add a light
low and in back of the subject. For
example, if the model has blonde hair,
a light placed low and behind the subject will stream through the hair and
achieve a true blonde appearance. In
its low position, this light will not light
the top of the hair sufficiently so an
additional back light, set higher, will
be necessary to highlight the top of
the hair and shoulders.
Two back lights placed on either side
of a blonde model will also effect a
light haired appearance. However, the
cameraman should watch closely the
movement of the head in order to prevent distortion highlights on the nose.
For brunettes, a light unit set high
will normally suffice for the back lighting job. If the background is dark, it
may be necessary for the cameraman to
place another light low and in back
of the model in order to obtain full
separation between the dark hair and
the dark background.
To allow a strong highlight from the
back light to "leak over" on the nose
is a common error made in placement
of the back light. If the back light is
not carefully placed, a slight movement of the head (and in motion pictures the subject's head is usually moving) will bring the nose in the line of
the back light and result in distorting
highlights. If there is to be much movement in the scene, one of the best
methods to avoid distortion is the placement of the back light high and directly back of the subject in line with
the camera. This will afford excellent
separation, and, no matter which way
the model turns, it will be impossible
for the back light to "leak over" on
to the face. If several back lights are
in use, the cameraman should rehearse
the scene, after placing the lights, in
order to assure himself that position of
the back lights will exclude distortion
regardless of position of the subject.
The last light to be considered in the
basic lighting set-up is the background
light or lights. Background lighting is
extremely important because it generally sets the mood for a scene. If the
scene calls for a sunlit room, naturally
the background should be brilliantly
lighted to give the effect of sunlight.
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• Fig. fective
5 — wallathanger
right — for
showsspota and
simple
efotherbutlight
units. Easily made of wood, it is adjustable
for various lengths. Its use enables the amateur to set his spotlights high above his set
to gain the same type lighting as the studios.
Diagram
— Fig.aret—further
gives explained
details forin
constructionbelowwhich
t^- 'i>-t

Conversely, if the scene calls for a
sinister, macabre mood, the background
should be lighted in low key.
A few observations of the lighting
technique in theatrical films will prove
to the reader that the Hollywood formula for lighting backgrounds is fairly
clear cut. The backgrounds for comedy
and sunlit scenes are always brightly
lighted, with thin, transparent shadows.
If the movie is a mystery, most of the
scenes are lighted in low key in which
there are plenty of deep, dark shadows
ing.
to create an air of suspense or forebodFor a sunlit room effect, all shadows
should be well filled so that they are as
transparent as one normally sees shadows
in daylight. For night effect, the cameraman should use a harder contrast-

I

ing type
of lighting
and leave
the shadows dense
so that areas
of highlights
and shadows are created in the scene.
Figures No. i and No. 2 illustrate this
principle.
The majority of Hollywood sets are
built without ceilings so that all the
background lights can be placed high
around the rim of the set. The walls of
the set can then be so lighted that an
actor moving around a room will not
walk into these lights, thereby nullifying the effect of the modeling, fill
and back lights. The amateur motion
picture cameraman can obtain the same
result in his home by mounting DinkyInkie spot lights on a wall hanger which
may be suspended from the wall molding at any point •inContinued
the room.
If it360is
on Page

• Fig.shoulders
7 (left) ofshowssubject
subjectarelighted
with key andfrom
fill lights
only — no backIn light.
Notice how photo
hair
and
indistinguishable
the background.
the adjoining
(Fig. 8) a spotlight has been added for a backlight, clearly defining subject from the background.

• Two scenes from John K. Northrop's
Toentertaining
Ski — In Sixby Easy
made
a seriesDunks!"
of amusing
skillfully
intercut
with
shots
of
water
in action.
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JUST as the caption — that humorous hne of type — provides the punch
for those cartoon panels that appear regularly in popular magazines
and daily newspapers, so clever captions or titles can turn mediocre
movie footage into interesting continuities.
It is common practice with all of us at one time or another to take
along our movie camera on a picnic, an automobile trip or a vacation
with the thought in mind that, should the opportunity present itself,
"we'll make a few shots." On these occasions we do not have a filming
plan any more than the man who goes forth with a Brownie camera.
What we do is make a number of record shots of our activities so we'll
have something to show the folks after we return home.
But what happens? We show the pictures once or twice and family
interest stops there; the films are put away with others and invariably
remain shelved unless someone at a later date, recalling the event during
which the pictures were made, asks that they be screened again.
Now these pictures have a very potential entertainment value that
remains hidden simply because they have not been subjected to the editing
and titling treatment ordinarily given more entertaining pictures. While
such pictures cover certain related events and activities, the lack of
planning has left them without that cohesive element that binds them
together as a unit.
Two excellent 8mm. films have appeared recently that demonstrate
what two imaginative movie amateurs did with titles to turn pot-shot
footage into entertaining movies. They offer inspirational examples for

AND
thing

SO
IP-

is

• These title cards, but
2V2
by 31/4 inches handletin size,
were
tered artistically
and decorated in
colors by cineamateur
Northrup and photographed in a typewriter
titler. Clever
art work
combined posiwith
comtion of textskillful
produced
compelling titles that
breathed
life intofootage
otherwise commonplace
to net a highly entertaining picture.
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other movie amateurs who have spool
after spool of movies languishing on a
shelf just waiting for an inspired hand
to cut and edit them with clever titles
and thus transform them into new and
entertaining pictures.
The first, "How to Ski in 6 Easy
Dunks," was filmed in 8mm. Kodachrome by Mr. John K. Northrop of
Los Angeles, and is an excellent example
of how continuity and interest can be
injected into a picture by the proper
use of titles. Here was 150 feet of excellent photography that, without the
equally excellent titles, would have
added up to 50 feet of moderate interest and 100 feet of polite sufferance.
The title of the picture is a clue to
how Mr. Northrop achieved 150 feet
of unqualified entertainment. Your interest is first aroused as you wonder
how "6 easy dunks" fits in with skiing,
and the thought becomes more intriguing when the opening long shot shows
a skier gliding swiftly down a snow
covered mountainside. That question is
answered immediately with title "Yoti
Can Also Use Melted Snow," followed by
a shot of a man in a bathing suit running down to the edge of a lake with
a pair of water skis over his shoulder.
The connection between skiing and
"dunks" becomes clearer now, and the
previous mention in the main title of
"6 easy dunks" gives a clue to the story
that follows. We immediately look for
the "dunks," and the intervening episodes are the continuity of events that
lead up to each one. These examples
will serve to illustrate:
Title — "In Learning How to Ski,
First Yo Sit Dotvn."
The following shots show the skier
seating himself on the end of a boat
landing, strapping on the skis and picking up the tow line. Then comes:
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• Simple typewritten titles lilse thest
created an imaginative fairy tale when
intercut with scenes selected from miscel aneous rol s that had been filmed over
a long period of time by John Apel of
Los Angeles.

Title — "In Starting Out, Lean Back."
This scene shows the skier getting set
to start. The boat starts to tow the skier
who, as the title mentioned, is leaning
far back — so far, in fact, that he
topples over backwards into the water.
This is "dunk" No. i, and is designated
as such by a cleverly double exposed

•

rJJT:

' ^""^i

title with the numeral "i".
Having seen what happens when
leaning too far back, we are given a hint
as to the next scene by the title, "And
Don't Lean Too Far Forward." The following scene, as expected, shows the
skier leaning far forward and ends with
him falling flat in the water for "dunk"
No. 2. "Dunk" No. 3 is the result of
the boatman starting too slow, but the
next title informs us that a fast start
also has its disadvantages and the scene
that follows proves this point conclusively. Another Title — "Don't Let the
Skis Get Too Far Apart," sets the scene
and action for "dunk" No. 4. Up to
this point the mishaps of the amateur
skier has arrested our attention. So when

ooo d.,

a title appears stating "And Finally It
Happens," we have a feeling of achievement as the skier gets off to a good
start, and we can sit back and enjoy
the "successful" skiing shots that follow.
After just enough footage on this
type of action, Mr. Northrop brings
our interest back to the skier with short
shots of him in other adventures (and
misadventures) suggested by the Titles:
"Some Prefer to Start the Hard Way."
"Others Finish That Way."
• Continued on Page 352

But
So they bided their time and
one dark and stomy ni^t»

invoked their black magic
hi
and prince and princeeB irere
turned into snow white geese.
s.

Their quarters were in the
old abandoned palace, now
•movie
Abovestory.
is the
Adolf Apel's
The "princess"
shot of twoin ducks
at left
represents
the
"princess"
and
her lover,
thus transformed, when two jealous
aunts
invoke their black magic on the pair.

frequented by those versed
in the art of witchcraft,
and there t^ey had learned
also to practise this art.
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BIND

nu

Easy-to-make

• Above, left, is completed binder ready for insertion of the magazines
in which holes have been drilled for the binding posts.

To

Binders Enable You

Keep All Issues Of Magazine

Handy

By

OWI

For Ready Reference

ARTHUR

M.

SHARP

flNTIL binders are again available — and Home Movies
I hopes to have them soon! — readers who save their copies
U of Home Movies for reference may easily bind them into
volumes of twelve issues each and with comparatively Httle
expense.
If you have ever had the occasion to want to locate
quickly a certain item you once read on title makmg, on
lenses, perhaps a scenario idea or any one of hundreds of
helpful tips on movie making that appear in the course
of twelve monthly issues of Home Movies, locating the
item will entail no trouble at all if your copies of the magabound together in volumes comprising each year's
issues.
twelvezine are

• Binder holds twelve magazines. Holes are first lined up by insertina
one of the binding posts through the drilled holes, then the group slipped
over posts of the binder.

The December issue is the most important of all because
it contains the annual index, listing first by title then by
topic every article, workshop item, etc., that appeared in
those appearing in the Dethe preceding eleven issues plusindex.
Thus, with all twelve
cember issue which carries the
copies of Home Movies bound together, it is a simple matter
to locate the item you want by first referring to the index,
then turning to the page in the magazine readily avadable
within the binder.
The three pictures on this page show construction of
the binder and method of binding in copies of the magazine.
The binders I made were readily put together from materials
First I purchased
easily acquired from my local stationers'.
some bookbinding material. This is a fabric with a simulated
leather design on one surface. It came in a roll forty inches
wide and cost fifty cents a running yard. Also, after much
searching, I got three pairs of binding screws and posts
which were used to fasten the magazines together. At the
hardware store I purchased a pound of dry carpenter's glue
for making the adhesive for the covers. A local printer
trimmed my magazines to the correct size, also furnished
the cardboard I required, as well as supplied some paper
to finish the inside covers. Thus armed with all necessary
materials I was ready to begin.

• Finishing touch is lettering the title and year on back of binder. Use
wh!t« ink and "Speedball" pen for this.

of cover stock are required one 20^/2 "xi}'
andTwothe pieces
other 6"xi}". Similarly four pieces of cardboard
are needed two Y/'xii", and two ^"xiz". These were cut
to size on my print trimmer in the darkroom. However
a razor blade does a satisfactory cutting job if you are careful to score the card first, thus providing a groove for the
blade to follow on the second pass.
The glue was prepared by soaking it in water for about
in
and heating
an hour, then adding more boiling water
• Continued
on Pageit356
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Gastroscope
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WHEN Dr.e Joseph H. Devitt
Milwauke County General Hospital staff asked me to aid him in
ng
es
man'ds
a mate
inside
maki
overofesti
I feltof hethehad
stomach,movi
my ability as a cameraman until he
explained that we would follow the
Hollywood studios' technique and use
a prop stomach for the picture.
Dr. Devitt long had a desire to make
a motion picture demonstrating the
procedure of examining the human
stomach with a gastroscope — a long,
flexible tube, carrying a tiny electric
lamp, that may be inserted through
the mouth of a patient, permitting the
physician to make visual examination
of the interior of the stomach. Dr. Devitt had been a movie amateur for years
and appreciated the value of a motion
picture in color of this comparatively
new medical innovation.
In fact, Dr. Devitt had planned this
picture for more than a year, knew the
plan of his picture so well, that a
shooting script was never prepared. Instead, Dr. Devitt had written the titles
which were to explain the various steps

L

.

S

C

H

I

E

L D

followed in a gastroscopic examination,
and these were used as a guide for filming, since almost every step in the
procedure had to be explained by titles.
The prop stomach, of course, was to
supply only a meager part of the number of scenes that were to go into the
picture. A patient actually was to be
employed in making the film and for
this. Dr. Devitt was lucky to gain the
consent of one of his patients, who had
undergone gastroscopic examinations a
number of times, to undergo the complete routine again for a motion picture.
My chief concern was with the facilities and limitations with which I would
• Continued on Page ^64
• Frame enlargements at right are from
author's 14mm.
film "Gastroscopy,
Endoscope Examination
of the Human theStomach"—: I the gastroscope in hands of nurse;
2— closeup showing tiny mazda lamp in tip;
3 — another closeup of end of gastroscope
showing flexible tip; 4— inserting gastroscope tube into mouth of patient; 5— the
doctorach through
inspectsgastroscope
interior oftube
patient's
which stomcontains intricate arrangement of prisms and
lenses; A— closeup of interior of stomach
which reveals two lesions, early discovery
of which will enable physician to proceed
with greater certainty of cure.

• Fig. 7— -Above diagram shows how "phantom" stomach was employed to provide necessary scenes of
stomach's
interiorcloseups
for author's
four inch inaperture
lens In filming
such asfilm.
thatTheillustrated
Fig. 6. in side made necessary the use of a telephoto
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Longer

Shows

With

Snini.

Simple Takeup Apparatus Plus Revamped
1600 Foot Reels Make Possible 90 Minute
Uninterrupted

Showing

s, good home
1MONG other thing
movie showmanship involves smooth
continuous screening of films without too frequent interruptions for
changing reels. The newer i6mm. projectors with their increased reel capacity afford this, while the 8mm. projector owner seeking longer screening
facilities must provide his own. However, this is no problem. Almost every
make of 8mm. projector today can be
converted to use larger reels, the same
as I provided for my 8mm. Revere as
pictured in the photos above.
Stationed in the Hawaiian Islands for
several years, I arrived home after discharge with twelve hundred feet of
8mm. Kodachrome film. It followed

Of

8mm.

Films

that friends and various groups, clubs,
etc., sought a showing of my films; but
disliking the prospect of having to
change reels every fifteen minutes in
addition to handling several changes of
records for my background music and
sound, I sought a method of remedying
this situation. The idea of using i6oo
foot reels and putting all my film on
one reel for a continuous run seemed
the most logical, and I found the idea
quite workable as I shall describe here.
My projector is a Revere, but there
is no reason why this expanded reel
capacity idea cannot be applied to other
makes and models, for the alterations
necessary to the projector arc slight
indeed and do not impair its operation

Projectors

for use with the customary 200 and
300 foot 8mm. reels.
The important parts which you will
need to purchase are two belt pulleys
of medium size, one reel spindle, a short
length of steel shaft, a length of spring
projector belt, plus two 1600 foot
1 6mm. reels. If yours is a Revere projector, remove the bottom reel-arm
cover which reveals the interior assembly of the takeup spindle shaft.
This consists of two nuts, a friction
spring, a notched disc which engages
the drive chain.
Remove all of these (they come off
very easily) and you will see a cork
washer. Leave this on the shaft, but in
addition to this washer, two more will
be required — not necessarily cork. Thin
cardboard will do. You may easily cut
these out yourself. Slip them on over
the cork washer and replace the other
parts exactly as they were, with the
exception of the end or lock nut. Reason for the two additional washers is
to increase friction because of additional
pull caused by the 1600 ft. reels. In
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place of the lock nut you will need a
shaft inches long and threaded on
both ends. This is for the auxiliary
pulley that will drive the i6oo ft.
take-up reel, this screws on the spindle
shaft and up to the second nut, locking
it securely. This pulley, assembled on
the new shaft but not attached to the
lower takeup spindle, may be seen in
lower left corner of Fig. 3.
Next secure a fairly heavy board
12x16 inches in size to be used as a
base for the upright which will hold
the 1600 ft. reels. You will need several
wood screws to secure tightly the
various parts of this stand. Screw to the
bottom of the base and in the center
with widest part facing you, a piece of
y/''s.iYx" shingle lath twenty inches in
length. The best method of fastening
this to the base is by using two chocks
of the same material or similar and
screwing to the shingle lath upright and
then to the base as shown in Fig. 5. For
added strength, two screws may be
driven through the underside of the
base and up into the chocks or uprights.
Using wood screws, of course, will first
require boring the wood with a drill to
prevent splitting.
Now cut a piece of shingle lath 3 Yz
inches long. This will be used to hold
the bearing of the lower reel spindle.
For a bearing I used part of an old
Eversharp pencil, cut to a length of
one inch. This just fits over the reel
spindle, and with a drop or two of oil
works ver}' smoothly. To mount the
bearing, drill a hole in the short piece
of shingle lath, about ^4 inches from
the end. Make this slightly smaller than
the size of the bearing. Work the bearing in, making sure that it fits snugly,
until there is an equal amount protrud-

ing from either side. (This extra length
will later prevent the reel from chafing
on the wood). Next slip the spindle
through bearing and insert pulley on
other end. A screw and one or two
washers will firmly hold the pulley to
spindle.
Now take one of the 1600 ft. reels
and snap it on the spindle. Thus you will
have the reel, spindle, bearing, and short
piece of shingle lath mounted together
in one assembly. Mount this on the upright, as shown in Fig. 5, raising the
reel up sufficiently to clear the base by
one inch. It will be easier to first mark
the correct height on upright with a
pencil, and then take the reel off before screwing on the spindle assemblv.
After this is done, cut another short
piece of shingle lath, 3 Yz inches long,
and with the flat side down, screw it at
very top of the upright. Then take off
one rewind from your editing board,
or if you prefer, you may purchase one
at any camera store and mount it here
as shown in Fig. 4.
Put one of the reels on this rewind,
which will be the feed reel and put the
take -up reel in place at the bottom.
Now place the top reel so that it will
line up exactly with the take-up reel,
immediately below it. When this is done,
screw rewind firmly in place. For the
last step in construction, cut a piece
of shingle lath nine inches long. Bore
two holes for wood screws within an
inch and a half of both ends of this
piece and fasten flush with the top and
backside of the upright. Place both
1600 ft. reels in place and saw through
the front piece of upright at points
slightly above and below the bottom and
top clearance of both reels. Remove this
piece entirely. This will allow an addi-

• Fig. 4— Here may be seen how an inexpensive film rewind was bolted
to top of reel standard to furnish spindle for the feed reel; also to provide
nneans
rewinding.
film by for
motor
power. With this setup there is no means for rewinding

• Fig. 3 shows cap plate removed from
lower reel arm of projector. In the lower left
corner may be seen the auxiliary pulley and
shaft before it is attached to the takeup
shaft of projector. This furnishes the driving
power for the extended lower takeup reel.
tional space, the width of a shingle lath,
for
the projector's
light beam as shown
in Fig.
2.
Because 1600 foot reels are not as yet
available for 8mm. film, it will be
necessar)' to alter the i6mm. reels so
that they will accommodate the narrower 8mm. film. This may be done by
filling out part of the space with quarter-inch plywood. Place one of the
1600 foot reels on a panel of plywood
and trace around the perimeter. Then
cut out the disc of plywood with a
• Continued on Page }68

• Fig. 5, showing how takeup reel is mounted below feed reel on the
reel standard. Spindle for this reel was purchased for the purpose and
mounted
a short
to standard.
Note plywood insert
conveiting on16mm.
reels block
for useattached
with 8mm.
film.

• Sand and surf take the kiddies' minds off the camera, nrova
an ideal locale for movie making.

• Is Junior learning to roller skate? Tie a pillow on him for
a gag shot like this — and for Junior's safety, too!
• Film Jane and the boy ne<t door as they roller skate together, with your camera concealed some distance away, If you
want cute shots like this. Using a telephoto lens will enable you
to bag shots with more human interest.

nmu

mmu

ic GOOD home movies of very young children
depend upon naturalness and this can only result
when they are given something interesting and
natural to do. Posing and coaching all too often
leads to self-conscious reaction. Next time you
want to make movies of Jane or Junior, plan a
picnic, a party or a visit to the beach. Then,
while the children are engaged in play, choose your
shots and film them as unobtrusively as possible.
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I USED to wonder why my friends were so conservative
in their appreciation of my movie efforts. Of course,
I sensed a few of my minor deficiencies. I knew that my
films were a little disjointed in thought and that my efforts
weren't giving Hollywood studios any close competition.
But then I'd concluded that trying to make something
really entertaining with an element of continuity called
for a lot of work, a staff of experts and a backyard full
of actors.
After one particular showing, my wife and severest critic
opined that my movies "just never got anywhere. They
lacked a good idea to hold them together. And why didn't
I tell some sort of story with each reel?"
Frankly, that wasn't a bad idea, but where would I
get these stories, I'm no scenarist, and I'd already tried
the ones that the library books had suggested, the ones
about: "A Trip to the Country," "Junior's First Dog," and
"Aunt Fanny on the Farm," and they certainly didn't improve my standing as an amateur cameraman. No, there
was a solution to my problem, but that wasnt' it.
Nevertheless, haunted with the idea that with some sort
of a logical plot and a soupcon of imagination I might
be able to conjure up something less repulsive, I took my
wife's suggestion and went in search of those elusive plots
for future filming.
I spend most of my waking hours as an announcer at a
radio station, earning money for food, fun and film by
telling people how many boxtops to send in, and when
I'm not talking I'm forced to listen, listen to the other
program^s broadcast during my shift. After many years
of such patient listening, I have often wondered who has
contributed the most to radio, Marconi or Joe Miller the
old joke man.
Since the days of battery sets and catwhiskers I've heard
a zillion versions of the 8 basic joke situations, and at
least 2 5 different twists to "who was that lady I saw you
with last night?"
Anyhow, one afternoon the thought occurred to me that
if multitudinous radio shows were depending on those old
bromides as their life blood, why couldn't I turn some of
my pet jokes into scenarios for my movies. The more I
thought about my brainstrom, the more I liked it.
I began to cudgel my brain for anecdotes which I thought
would lend themselves particularly well to filming; stories

• Your daily newspaper offers countless ideas for amusing home
movies in the comic strips, cartoons and short stories. Let members of
the family join in the search for likely material for your next film.
Often
looking a for.radio comic's pun can furnish just the story idea you are

that had a lot of action rather than just dialogue. When I
had temporarily exhausted my own supply I began to canvass my friends and business associates for their pet ribticklers. Eventually I collected an impressive library of
"old chestnuts."
If I should begin to relate my collection, you'd stop
me dead in my tracks because you'd heard them before,
but those same gags on film, with our family or friends
as the characters involved, can mean the difference between
an acid-polite "Your movies are lovely" and an audible
appreciation of the belly-laugh variety.
Without analyzing the situation very far, one can see
the simplicity of the whole process. You film your story
just as you would tell it, including the establishment of
the scene, identification of the characters, and then follow
with a development of the plot. The dialogue of the characters ishandled by the titles, unless you're lucky enough
to have sound equipment.
For sake of illustration, suppose we take a look at the
scenario prepared from an old wheeze you probably stopped
telling years ago:
The first scene shows little Johnny climbing through a
wire fence and ripping his trousers in the process. From
that we switch to an interior showing his Mother preparing supper. After a bit she turns and looks toward the
door to seen Johnny enter, slowly, with downcast eyes.
After the necessary build-up of inquisitiveness in Mother's
face and anguish in Johnny's, the torn trousers are displayed
in a revealing close-up. Logically, the titles take care of
Mother's rebuke and her order to remove the tattered trousers
for the necessary repairs.
With Mother busily engaged in the •repair
job, the
camera
Continued
on Page
373
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CAMERA

A
CORRECTION
NECESSARY

you start to shoot movies
WHENse up,
you encounter the old
clo
bugaboo of parallax unless your
camera provides a device for overcoming it. Parallax, as you probably know,
is that difference in the field of view
as taken in by the camera lens and the
viewfinder in photographing objects
close to the camera. Parallax occurs because the viewfinder must be set on a
different plane than that of the camera
lens. Often there is a horizontal as well
as vertical offset between lens and viewfinder which multiplies the problem.
As a result, the movie amateur will
have the experience of screening a film
in which there are closeups that do not
appear at all like the composition arranged in the viewfinder at time of
shooting. When you see movies filmed
by a beginner in which heads of subjects are cut off by the frame line, you
know that parallax, which the filmer
failed to allow for in shooting his closeups, caused the trouble. Most movie
makers, of course, are aware of this
problem and have learned to make allowances for the difference between
lens position and that of viewfinder
when focusing the camera in making
a shot of a subject that is within three
to six feet of the camera.
It is when filming titles, ultra-closeups and other movies requiring the
filmer to work in close with the camera
that the problem of parallax cannot be
solved by guesswork. The more expensive cine cameras such as the Cine
Special, Bolex, and the i6mm. Bell &
Howell provide a means of overcoming
parallax through built-in devices that
permit sighting through the camera
lens upon the object to be filmed. Thus
the filmer using one of these cameras
is able to line up the shot and see it
on a ground glass exactly as it will be
covered by the camera lens when the
shot is made.
It is not altogether impossible for
owners of other makes of cine cameras

• FARM MOVIES will be enhanced
with a main title in which the picture on opposite page provides the
thematic background. Arrange your
title letters on the photo and shoot
from a distance of 30 inches. Use
photo retouchers' oils or water colors
to tint photo for a Kodachrome title.
Photo was made by Leon Cantrell
of Nashville, Tenn.
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FIGURE
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Above are shown familiar patterns of viewfinder placement with relation to camera lens and the
employed to
mmnuu is einpiuyt;u
lu correct
^oiitf^i parallax
fjdidiidx in
in both
uum veitlcal
vt;.iiedl and
diia horizontal
noilioiiidl
nanner in which the protractorur method
cameras. In use, the protractor indicates the degree of offset and guides the
offset types of cine cameras,
re-positioning of camera so 'ens
le will take in field of view previously lined up through the viewfinder.
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Dime Store Protractor And Piece Of String
Make Gadget That Puts An End To
Off-center Movies
EDWARD

SUTHERLAND

to overcome parallax in ultra-closeups,
and the means for doing so is quite
simple and certainly not expensive. Actually the only expense involved is the
purchase
a draftsman's
protractor;
and many ofsuitable
for the purpose
may
be had from stationery stores and the
five and ten. It is the protractor method of overcoming parallax which is to
be described here and which is illustrated in the accompanying diagrams.
In Fig. I, note that the lens and
viewfinder on cameras A and B are located in a vertical plane; therefore, only
a verticle correction is necessary. On
cameras C and D, the lens and viewfinder are located in the same horizontal
• Continued on Page 372

• Fig. 2 shows method of attaching string
and plumb bob to protractor used in correcting camera parallax.

•PROTRACTOR

PLUMB BOB
FIGURE

to position B. The title then becomes a
blurred image. The camera is stopped,
the second title card inserted, and the
camera started again while the auxiliary
lens remains at position B. Then it is
slowly raised to position A, causing title
to gradually assume sharp focus and the
filming continued for required reading
time of the title.
On the screen the first title will
appear to go partly out of focus at the
point of dissolve, then return to sharp
focus again, but this time with the
succeeding title on the screen. — Pat
Barge, Brooklyn, N. Y.

$1 to $5 are paid readers for ideas for gadgets, movie tricks and short
cuts in movie making used on this page. Describe your gadget or idea
briefly and submit it with rough sketch or photo to "The Workshop
Editor," Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
★

★★★★★★

★

★★★★★*

this screw. — Earl R. Hardesty, Halethorpe, Md.

For Projection
shown in cut above is a standard DaLite projector stand to which I have
added a tilt-top for added convenience
in showing pictures with my sound projector. "A" indicates the tilt-top platform of Ya," plywood and 11" x 17"
in size. "C" is a block of wood Ya" x
1 ^" X ll" which is screwed to the
original Da-Lite base. To this is attached
a length of piano hinge "B" lo'/z" in
length to which one end of the tilt top
is joined.
Tilt-top is raised and lowered by
means of a threaded thumb screw indicated at "D". This is a bolt taken from
a dime store "C-clamp." It runs through
a quarter-inch nut countersunk in the
original top and is secured to tilt-top by
means of a small metal flange. In use,
tilt-top is raised or lowered by means of

Title Effect
shown below is an idea for making
unique dissolve effects between two
titles where they are filmed on the Eastman titler. This titler provides the
auxiliary lens on a hinged support which
may be folded down against the base
when not in use. This feature makes the
dissolve effect possible in this way:
After the first title is photographed
the required length of time for reading,
just before stopping the camera, the lens
holder slowly is dropped out of range

Film As You Tour
The sun visor of most modern automobiles offersas ashown
steady above.
supportIn for
cine camera
this one's
way
the camera may be operated by the
driver as the car travels along roads
winding through scenic vistas. If the
camera is one of the lightweight 8mm.
models it may be attached to the visor
with Mason jar rubbers serving as heavy
rubber bands where short leather straps
are unavailable.
For heavier cameras, suitable clamps
may be made of strap iron or other

TITLE AND HOLDEK
Post Tf Of/ A

LENS
mmAM.,,

JJmmmk
POSITION B
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metal, fitting over the camera and
-ecuring it to the visor.
When shooting is done, the visor may
be folded up out of the way with
camera attached. — /. Roger Heitzer,
514 Walnut St., Mamoroneck, N. Y.

are mounted on wooden arms that may
be swung up and down from the title
board. The title background most generally used is green burlap and over this
is shown the letter alignment in frame
which aids in the placement of letters
and equal spacing of sentences.
Fig. 3 illustrates a typical title made
with this compact titling arrangement.
— Chas. V. Carroll, Minneapolis, Minn.
For Scroll Titles
Scroll titles depend upon smooth,
consistent movement of the title card
for effectiveness. This can seldom be
accomplished where the scroll drum is
turned by hand. A discarded clock
works makes an ideal motor for the
scroll device of your titler. Remove the
balance wheel of the clock works which
allows the works to run free. Attach a
wooden pulley (which you can turn
by hand) to the main shaft of the
works and run a string belt from this
pulley to a similar pulley on your title
scroll drum, or you can extend the
string around the drum, allowing the
drum to act as the second pulley. The
clock works, of course, should be firmly anchored to the titler base or worktable. — Kenneth Rightmeier, Minneapolis, Minn.

TITLE
ARE

LETTERS

ALIGNED

AND

CENTERED

BY THE

REMOVABLE

FRAME

Titler
The three photos below show details
of my home built titler plus one of the
titles made with it. The outfit is set up
in one corner of my darkroom. Fig. i
shows special camera bracket which consists of a piece of
metal 5" wide
bent at an angle and attached to wall
and ceiling of room as shown. Two
"ears" turned up out of the metal
bracket insure positioning camera in
exact alignment each time. An orifice
cut in lower part of bracket permits
lens to cover area of the titling board
below. Another opening cut at the side
(indicated by arrow) affords use of a
critical focusing attachment.
Below the bracket on the wall is indicated for handy reference the film
speeds of various films used in making
titles. The clock on the wall serves to
time length of titles as well as the interval of fades.
Fig. 2 shows the title board and
lighting arrangement. Two No. 1 photofloods are used here with reflectors and

Film Slitter
For the 8mm. movie maker who does
his own film processing, an accurate
film slitter is one of his most important
tools. At the same time it is one of the
easiest for the amateur to build. Sketched
above is one I built of soft wood, a piece
of felt and a razor blade plus two thin
bolts and nuts. First a "box" or trough
is formed of four pieces of thin wood
as shown at "A." Outside dimensions
are as follows: length 3 inches, width
1
inches. Inside of trough must be

'FBLT
HOLDER
COVER
' / ataoE
SLirTING-

aoLTS

exactly the width of 16mm. film when
finished with the cutting blade in place.
The blade is a chip from a razor blade
set in the channel between the two sections of trough. The two sections are
joined together and held in place by two
thin bolts and nuts.
The second member of this gadget is
the pressure block "B" which fits inside
the trough and holds the film in contact
with the slitting blade. The contact side
should be covered with a soft grade of
felt to prevent scratching the film.
To use, place the double 8mm. width
of film in the channel over the slitting
blade and with the emulsion side up.
Place block "B" on top of film and
draw film through the slitter for the
desired length. — Pat Barge, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
8inm. Frame Enlargements
The Eastman Kodak 16mm. movie
frame enlarger can
also be onused
• Continued
Page for
372

• 8mm. frame enlargements made with Eastman 16mm. enlarger.
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Bell & Howell has created a completely
new selection of finest leather carrying
cases for Smm Filmos. In smart, streamlined design, they have ample room for
your camera and accessories, yet they are
compact and lightweight. Adjustable
straps fit them quickly to the wearer.
Carry your FUmo M-ith ease and safety!
At your Bell & Howell dealer's now.

Enjoy

Hollywood

at

home

Filmosound, the improved B&H 16mm sound-on-film projector, shows both sound films and your personal 16mm silent
movies. Filmosound now features new 1000-watt illumination, brilliant screen images, natural and undistorted
sound at all volume levels. New coated lens. Write for
illustrated descriptive literature.
FilmosoMMWid. library has thousands of films you
can rent or buy — Hollywood bits, short subjects, educational
films. Catalogs free to owners of motion picture equipment.

Bell
Since 1907 the Largest h^l
Pi'
Equipment
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ORTSTER

Mnteresting things you'll do and see — capture them in
personal movies. Make it an unforgettable vacation!
Scarcely larger than the palm of your hand, the 24-oz. Filmo
Sportster will go everywhere you go. The new, easy-to-use, 3 -dial exposure calculator gives you direct readings for every outdoor subject
and lighting condition . . . for both color and black-and-white film.
A fine, color-corrected 123^mm F 2.5 lens is standard equipment.
And you may change instantly, when the subject calls for it, to
speed or telephoto lenses.
New

Monger

film

run

With just one winding, the new 5 -foot film run permits exposure
of 400 film frames. Choose from 4 speeds, too — 16, 32, 48, or 64
frames per second.
And low-cost 8mm film means you can shoot all the scenes you
want to, economically. Just sight, press a button, and what you
see, you get I

ade by

lowell
ir of Professional Motion Picture
od and the World

Bell & Howell Company, 712S McCormick Road, Chicago 45;
New York 20; Hollywood 38; Washington 5, D. C; London.
OPTI-ONICS — products combining the sciences of
OPTIcs • electrONics • mechanics
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• In producing his 16mm. short subject
"Know Your Snakes," Jerry Courneya found
the reflex focusing feature of the Cine Special indispensable for the many closeups
required in the picture.

seriously
director. of becoming a writer and a
Meanwhile Jerry was turning out
good production work for the army.
When the war was over and Uncle Sam
no longer needed his two young nephews, he sent them home to become
solid citizens. The boys wanted to continue with the work they had done in
the army, but each decided that it
would be some time before Hollywood
would recognize their talents.
Soon after discharge, Courneya and
Brown chanced to meet again at a
friend's home. While they were discussing their postwar plans to get into
the motion picture business, their host
suggested showing them a i6mm. short
subject he had just rented. After viewing the picture, Courneya and Brown
admitted it was pretty good, but like
all serious movie enthusiasts, agreed
ferently.
they would have made it a little dif-

Out

of the

\mi

Into Movie

The Story Of Two Ex-G.I/s Now Making
Motion Pictures In Hollywood
* ALTHOUGH all the men coming
out of motion picture units of the service have not found awaiting them opportunities in the film industry they
had expected, there are many cases of
veterans with initiative who have
plunged in for themselves and are making a success of ventures in the i6mm.
field. Jerry Courneya and Joe Brown,
Jr. of recently formed Courneya Productions are examples.
When Brown and Courneya enlisted
in the army, they were just friends.
Having worked in and around Hollywood for years it was only natural that
movies ultimately would be their destination. Courneya became a member of
the First Motion Picture Unit at Hal
Roach Studios, making pictures for
Uncle Sam, and Brown continued as
an entertainer and went overseas to the
China-Burma Theatre, Australia and
Panama, in Special Service to help
morale. After three and a half years of
army shows. Brown had exhausted all
the material that he had available, so
he began writing his own material and
directing army shows. GI's remember
• Here Cournyea focuses lens preparatory
io making closeup shot of the opened jaws
of a giant snake, one of the many used in
the
pictureSprings,
from Ross
in Silver
Florida.Allen's reptile farm
344

Making
16mm.

"Gold Bricks of 1942," "Gold Bricks
of 1943" and "WAC Happy," only a
few of his ventures. The apparent success of these shows set Joe to thinking

At this point, their host counterea
with "If you fellows think you can
do better, why don't you try?" The
boys their
replied,
"Whyproducing
not?" and
plans
for
present
company
began then and there.
Today, their long cherished wishes are
coming true. Jerry Courneya is producing his own pictures and Joe Brown,
Jr., is writing and directing them. Already produced and being distributed
• Continued on Page }-}
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Camera

Idventurer
"One Man Expeditions" Bring
Wealth Of Film Entertainment
To Nation's Lecture Audiences
ic SINCE Francis R. Line, at the age
af eleven, started traveling through
eastern America by bicycle, until he
completed his last great expedition,
much has been covered in time, space
and achievement.
Line has often been called a "oneman expedition." For years, equipped
only with cine camera, trained scholastic mind, a feeling for beauty and an
urge for adventure, he has been penetrating into remote parts of the world
to bring back vivid documentary films
and reports.
In 1939 Line went alone to Lapland.
By reindeer and pulka he traveled across
the Arctic wastes in winter; he lived
with the Lapp people; he filmed the
great reindeer herds. The result of that
expedition was his first great i6mm.
color motion picture epic, Lapland Adventure.
In the fall of that same year Line

• Francis R. Line edits as well as photographs every foot of film screened during his lectures. Problem
these days, he contends, is finding time to film now that lectures are in increasing demand.
completed a motion picture on Finland.
Almost immediately afterward the first
Russo-Finnish war broke out, and the
film assumed national importance.
In 1940 Line sensed that war would
soon be breaking in the Pacific. So he
set out alone with his camera to film
the places which, so soon afterward,
would be centers of world struggle —

Japan, China, Java, the Philippines,
Guam, and Pearl Harbor. On that expedition he took the last professional
color motion pictures in Japan before
the war; he filmed Pearl Harbor shortly
before the attack. His i6mm. motion
picture record of the journey, Circle of
Fire, became America's
leadingon film
on
• Continued
Page )6S

N-G-M
Developing World
I6nini. Film Distribution
new program will actually get under way with the comMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer is ready to launch its widely
discussed i6mm educational film distribution program
ing school year this Fall.
outside the United States and Canada. Main features of
While stating that Hollywood will not be looked to
as the principal source for product, Mr. Loew said that
the new plan, perhaps the most comprehensive yet atmany M-G-M shorts and features• will
beed adapted
Continu
tempted inthe field of educational films, are a proposal
on Page for
357
for long-term financing of film costs to foreign schools
and other organizations and a new system of annual
leasing of prints, with cost adjusted to the number of
pupils in a school or the number of members in a club
or trade union.
This is the first time in the history of American motion pictures that a major company has placed its resources and world-wide organization behind films that
will be used for something more than straight entertainment.
The new venture is outside and completely independent
of the commercial entertainment theatre. According to
M-G-M's President Arthur M. Loew, one of its chief
purposes is to make classroom, documentary and fact
films "as readily available as the textbook is now," not
only to schools and colleges throughout the world, but
also to trade unions, farm groups, clubs and all other
organizations that are potentially an audience for films
of cultural and instructional content.
Under the supervision of Orton H. Hicks, head of • Repairing and servicing of 16mm. sound projectors is but one phase
the extensivein program
recently
instituted
by M-G-M
for trainingof
the Loew's International i6mm. department, and R. of
representatives
foreign lands
in the
distribution
and exhibition
Haven Falconer, chief of the educational
division, the company's 16mm. films.
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Closeups
OF PROFESSIONAL 16MM. CINEMATOCRAPHERS

Herbert C. tanks, accompanied by Mrs.
Lanks, is currently en route to the
Caribbean for another combination
filming and writing expedition. This
time Mr. and Mrs. Lanks will drive
their car across Cuba, Haiti, Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico, filming
1 6mm. Kodachrome as they go and
making copious notes for a new series
of books and magazine articles.
★
"Daisy," famous dog of stage and screen
(Ken Murray's "Blackouts" and the
Blondie and Dagwood films) is star of
a new i6mm. short subject being filmed
by Ed Drews and Tommy Braatilien,
now producing short subjects exclusively for Planet Pictures. Title of film
is "Daisy Takes a ★Vacation."
John M. Bettner, Jersey City, N. J., announces formation of Bettner Films
with headquarters in New York City.
Company will specialize in production
of 8mm. and i6mm. entertainment and
educational films, expanding into industrial film production later in the

T
Ihe thrill of your movies is in showing them to your friends. Project them
through an Ilex lens that does full
justice to your camera technique... that
accents their sharpness and brilliance.
Movie-makers, get fullest pleasure
from your hobby by equipping your
projectors with Ilex Projection Lenses.
Accurately ground and polished by
craftsmen long skilled in precision
lens-making, Ilex Projection Lenses
give needle-sharp definition and even
brilliance of illumination from corner
to corner. The result is home movies
at their best.
Ilex means optical precision and
dependability. Ask your dealer for
details about Ilex 8mm and 16mm
Projection Lenses.

LENSES AND SHUTTERS
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
ILEX
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OPTICAL
CO.
Rochester 5, N. Y.

★
Norman
Mathews,
former
head of the
year.
Motion Picture Division of the Bell Aircraft Corporation, Buffalo, New Yerk,
has been named Director of the Production Department of the Princeton
Film Center of Princeton, New Jersey.
Mathews will coordinate and supiervise
the production of special-purpose motion pictures dealing with educational,
cultural and industrial subjects at the
Film Center.
Prior to his association with Bell,
Mathews had over eight years of experience in the production of documentary and educational pictures. For
six years, he occupied a supervisory post
in the University of Minnesota's Visual
Education Service. Later as a free-lance
cameraman and director, he completed
several film projects. Among the latter
was an assignment as cameraman with
a scientific expedition engaged in making a feature-length ethnological film
in the Amazon jungle.
★
Robert Friers left May ist for Mexico
and West Indies to film a new series
of 1 6mm. color films. Expedition will
furnish two new films for Frier's 194647 lecture season.
★
General Electric Co., is interested in purchasing from 1 6mm. cameramen some
original i6mm. Kodachrome footage on
the following subjects: A barn burning
in the daytime or nightime; and a

^

farmer leading his stock from the burning barn. Any i6mm. cameraist having
such footage should write to Edwin
C. Parkhill, care of G-E's Apparatus
Department, i River Road, Schenectady
★
S.
Wright of Hollywood has
5, BN. "Bernie"
Y.
produced a i6mm. film on bass fishing
off the coast of California and Mexico,
which is being edited with sound and
color processed at Telefilm Studios in
Hollywood. The short subject is said
to be one of the most informative deep
sea angling films made and is expected
to be sold for release in 35 mm.
★
Randolph Clardy and Lucien Ballard are
currently pointing with pride to the
fact they had a hand in bringing fame
to glamorous Jane Russell, star of Howard Hughes' controversial film, "The
Outlaw." It was they who photographed
Miss Russell's screen test in i6mm.
Kodachrome for Telefilm Studios, who
produced the tests for Howard Hughes.
★
F. Eari Williams, of the Gardner High
School, Gardner, Mass., has completed
production on a 1600 foot i6mm.
Kodachrome film entitled "The GardHigh aSchool
Action,"
show nerhow
modernin high
school aimed
operates.to
Film is currently receiving wide screening in the New England states.
★
Hal Hodge, Hollywood USO program
director during the war, has completed
a 1 6mm. sound and Kodachrome short
which will be used as documentary film
by the United Service Organizations.
Scenes show Hodge and talent group
from Hollywood entertaining 700
homecoming war veterans from the
Pacific at Terminal Island, Calif.
*
Ted Phillips writes from Rio to say he
found an abundance of sunshine on his
return trip there last month and has
completed successfully his i6mm.
Kodachrome film for Burton Holmes'
1947 lecture series. Latter part of June
should see him back in Hollywood editing the footage and completing an article which he has promised for Home
Movies.
★
Father Bernard R. Hubbard, recognized as
on; of the earliest of travellers and explorers to use a 1 6mm. camera for recording his expeditions, is on lecture
tour with his latest film made during
his recent tour of the war-torn lands
of Europe. "Mission• Continued
To Europe"
is title
on Page
}ji
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new

super-smootliness

in your shooting

E.K. Cine Special camera
mounted on "Professional
Junior" Geared Head tritripsd. The finest tripod
made!
new"PI!OfESSIONAL JUNIOR"
GEARED PAN AND Till HEAD TRIPOD
with removable head (OowMetal Magnesium)
Instant delivery— right from stock the amazing new "Professional Junior" Geared Pan and Tilt tripod head — with or
without tripod base!
Interchangeable with world-famous "Professional Junior"
friction-type removable head, it also fits "Professional Junior"
"hi-Hat" and "Baby" tripod base. Takes 35mm Eyemo, DeVry,
Cineflex, and all 16mm amateur and professional 16mm cameras— with or without motors. Also adapted for W.E. Fastex,
E.K. High Speed, and all still cameras.
Geared pan and tilt head made of genuine DowMetal
(magnesium) weighs only 5'/2 lbs. With standard legs, complete tripod weighs 14V2 lbs. Worm driven gears Government
specification bronze. Snap on crank handles are all-metal
with aluminum knobs. You get smooth, steady 360° pan and
65° tilt action control from both right and left sides! All exclusive features of "Professional Junior" removable head tripod
incorporated in new Geared Pan and Tilt model!
Write for complete details today. Upon request, and without
obligation.
will be sent Camera
to you. Equipment's 8-page illustrated catalogue

FRANK C. ZUCKER

1600 BROROUIRU

"Professional
Junior"
Geared Pan and
Tilt
Head interchangeable
with "Professional
Junior" standard tripod
base, "Hi-Hat" or
"Baby" tripod
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• A NEW club is now being formed
in Bergen County, New Jersey, to be
known as the Amateur Movie Society of Bergen County. The club will
meet the first Monday of each
month. Amateurs interested in affiliating with this group may communicate with Frank A. Gross, 1 1 1
Kansas St., Hackensack, N. J. Telephone is Hackensack 3-0337.
• JAMES L. Geary, P. O. Box 83,
Newport, Penna., is interested in
forming a cine club for movie amateurs residing in Newport and vicinity and asks all interested amateurs
to write to him.
• THE Blackstone Valley Camera
Club of Pawtucket, R. I., is organizing a separate movie club and has
appointed Carl R. Reetz to organize
and direct such a group pending the
election of officers from among new
members. Amateurs in this area who
are interested in becoming members
of this new club should contact Mr.
Reetz at 81 Montgomery St., Pawtucket, R. I.
• ATLANTA, Georgia, will soon have
a new amateur movie club headed by
E. C. Tidwell who is undertaking
the organization of a group in this
southern city. Cinebugs in this area
interested in club activity are urged
to get in touch with Mr. Tidwell,
care of The Tidwell Co., 24 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta, Ga.
★ ★ ★
CHICAGO Cinema Club has published
announcement of its 1946 annual movie
contest — actually two contests in one
— for there will be one competition for
8mm. cameraists and one for the 16mm.
In addition there will also be a contest for group productions in which
films produced by three or more members will be eligible for competition for
a special trophy. This club, incidentally,
meets every second Thursday, plans an
interesting technical program for its
June 6th meeting.
★ ★ ★
SOUTHWEST 8mm. Club of Los Angeles inaugurated a new program feature at its May meeting which will be

of

of

groups

amateur

movie

organmovies

continued indefinitely. It was announced that each club meeting hereafter will feature the screening of a
film made by one of its members. This
will be followed by a short discussion
afterward aimed at constructive criticism beneficial to the filmer and all
club members as well.
★ ★ ★
UTAH Cine Arts Club's vice-president
Pete Larsen presented an excellent technical lecture at organization's recent
meeting on the fundamentals of movie
making. Benefitting beginner and seasoned amateur alike were his topics on
camera angles and filming, the use of
closeups, and a demonstration of how
the filmer should get more detail and
action in films requiring a number of
sequences to sustain interest in the picture.
★ ★ ★
LOS ANGELES Cinema Club's May
meeting gave members opportunity to
view three excellent 16mm. films:
"Local Color," filmed by member Royal R. Moss; "Inside Passage to Alaska,"
by Guy D. Haselton; and "The Last
Bomb," an American Air Force picture
in 1 6mm. sound. At this meeting, secretary-treasurer Jack Shandler announced a new club development
whereby certificates of identification
will be issued to club members traveling abroad with their cameras. Object

CLUBS

of certificates is to secure for holders
easier access to desirable photographic
locations and subjects.
★ ★ ★
PHILADELPHIA Cinema Club had as its
guest for the club's May meeting, Mr.
Frank Gunnell of Staten Island, N. Y.,
who screened three of his prize-winning
films on a program aimed to demonstrate good movie making for the beginner aswell as the advanced amateur.
"Down Mexico Way," "Sahuaro Land,"
and "While The Earth Remaineth"
were the three i6mm. color films
screened.
★ ★ ★
SOUTH SIDE Cinema Club of Chicago
will have as its guest at its June 12th
meeting, Mr. James Wassell of Ansco
Corp., who will lecture and demonstrate
on the new Ansco color film, both for
movies and still work.
★ ★ ★
PARKCHESTER Cine Club, Bronx, N.
Y., will put on its sixth annual show
on Thursday evening, June 6th, in the
auditorium of St. Helenas church.
Films to be screened are "Old Ft. Niagara and The Mighty Falls," by Henry
F. Goebel, "Bryce Canyon and Yosemite," by Alec Grossman, "St. Helenas
On Parade," by John Arricale and Oscar
Woelfle, and "Variety," by George Kirstein.
★ ★ ★
SCHENECTADY
Society's
Cine Group, for Photographic
its May ist meeting,
was treated to an interesting talk by
member Lyle Peer, on subject of wire
recording. Peer, •who
is onon Page
General
Continued
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All filmt — All sizes
Film pocks — Cut film
Movie film — Roll film
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IN STOCK FOR
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The Bolex H.16 movie camera
gives you professional results
ond is simple to operate. It hos
automatic threading. Camera
comes with frame>countcr, viewfinder, and these tenses:
Schneider Xenon 16 mm..f 1.9
Schneider Xenon 25 mm . . f 1.5
Carl Zeiss Sonnar 75 mm ... f 4
and a handsome camera carrying cose.

$515.62

.-.$428.00
0.00
■■■..$$30202..2005
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43rd

STREET,

NEW

WHEN IN HEMPSTEAD, L..I., IT'S AREMAC, 249 FULTON

The Bolex G-816 projector with
the newly developed double
optical system enables you to
show both 8 mm and 16 mm
films. The only projector that
accommodates both film sizes.
Projector
with Projector
1 " f 1.8
and
2" f comes
1.6 Kern
Lenses
and
a
handsome
carrying
cose.
CAMERA, PROJECTOR and
ACCESSORIES ALL FOR .

YORK

17, N. Y.

AVE., TEL.: HEMPSTEAD 2020

All taxes
included
$999.95
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Latest

16mm.

m
for Road
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Da nee Melodies is one of the new
series of i6mm. sound films in the new
Music Album series now being released
by Castle Films, Inc., New York. This
particular release proves that time and
repetition cannot destroy the popularity
of good music when performed by an
artist. One of the three numbers in-

8mm.

Shows,
Films

mm
Clubs,
for

Schools

Home

Pictorial Films, Inc., 1270 Sixth
Avenue, New York City have announced their 1946 feature program,
including 39 full-length pictures, in
1 6mm. version. This array of movies
includes everything from tense drama
to hilarious comedy, musicals, Westerns
and mysteries.
In addition to 38 releases produced
by PRC, with whom Pictorial has an
exclusive distributor's contract, the
famous United Artists comedy "Three
Is A Family" is being distributed by
Pictorial on an exclusive world-wide
basis.
Another one of the outstanding features in Pictorial's 1946 program is the
comedy "The Town Went Wild," with
Edward Everett Horton, Freddie Bartholomew and Jimmy Lydon.

cluded in this reel is "Nola" played by
Vincent Lopez on the piano exactly
as he has played it on the radio thousands of times. Each Music Album release includes three great musical numbers played, danced or sung by familiar
top notch artists. Cost is $17.50 per
reel.

Destiny, 7 reels i6mm. sound, is a
Universal Films production featuring
Gloria Jean, Alan Curtis, Frank Craven
and Grace McDonald. Subject is considered an excellent morale and discussion subject for church, school and
club audiences. Story concerns a blind
girl who is able to see good in a youth
she encounters, a hard-driven victim
of circumstances about to take the
criminal path. There's an axciting chase
in the opening, and the story develops
by a series of flashbacks leading to a
suspenseful climax. Subject will be
available after June 22nd, for showing
to approved non-theatrical audiences,
from Bell & Howell Filsosound Library,
1 801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago 13, 111.

mm
and

Movie

Churches
Projectors

Stardust, featurmg Will Osborn and
his orchestra is one of the newer
"Soundies" films being released by Official Films, Inc., New York City. Film
offers a perfect rendition of this sentimental favorite as Will Osborn does a
smooth vocal while his grand band
gives out with sweet, sweet swing. The
charming dance team of Marilyn and
Maxine add their charms to the number
in
sophisticated
setting.
are a 100
foot i6mm.
sound"Soundies"
subjects
which may be purchased outright for
$7.50 each.
Two other
"Soundies"
released this month
are Yvonne
deCailo
in "Lamp Of Memory" and The M.irtins in "Skip To My Lou."

Know Your Snakes and "First Aid
For Snake Bites" are two initial releases
of Courneya Productions, 1566 No.
Gordon, Hollywood, Calif. These two
films, photographed at the famous Ross
Allen reptile farm in Silver Springs,
Florida, have much educational as well
as entertainment value, especially for
such audiences as boy and girl Scouts
hunters and fishermen. Both subjects
are available in 200 foot silent lengths,
either Kodachrome or black and white,
and in 8mm. in either Kodachrome or
black and white. Sound versions are not
available at present.
The Jungle Menace, is a chapter
play in 1 5 episodes — 3 i reels — produced
by Columbia Pictures and starring
Frank Buck and Sasha Siemel. The
jungle roars with the most amazing
thrills ever filmed as the mighty
star of "Bring 'Em Back Alive" fame
smashes a jungle in upheaval. Distribution is by Commonwealth Pictures
Corp., 729 Seventh Ave., New York.

Hollywood Newsreel No. 48 presents,
among other notable cinema, footlight
and radio stars. Burns and Allen,
Charles Boyer, Rosalind Russell, and
Ronald Coleman. Hollywood Newsreels
are available in both 8mm. and i6mm.
in either black and white or Kodachrome plus special i6mm. sound versions. Each release presents Hollywood
notables in news events or in action at
home or at the studio. A new series is
announced this month in Hollywood
Newsreels' .idvertiscment elsewhere in
this issue. Black and white prices range
from $3.00 to $7.50; Kodachrome,
$9.00 to $ 17.50.
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HOL-L-^NX/OOD

NEW

HOME

B&W
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I Silent

-^''^

KODACHROME
Camera Shops Now Rent and
Sell MOVIE NEWSREELS At
New Low Prices.

Reel No. 16 — "UNDERWATER BALLET'
KODACHROME
BLACK AND WHITE:
8mm. 50 R
14mm. 100 R. Silent
$ 4.00
14mm. 100 Ft. SOUND
5.00
14mm. 100 Ft. Silent
14mm. 100 R. SOUND
(Not available in 8mm. B&W)
SEND

ONLY

25f
FOR

(COIN
OR
STAMPS)

$ 4.00
15.00
17.00

Dozens of Movie Newsreels available in
Black and Whil-e or Kodachrome at new
low prices. Rent or buy Movie Newsreels
from your dealer today — or fill out coupon
below.
MAIL

COIJPOX
t

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG
AND

SAMPLE
STRIP

FILM
IN

COLOR
SPECIFY 8MM. OR 16MM.

I MOVIE NEWSREELS. Dept. HM-6
Check Her,
P. O. Box 2631
Hollywood 28, Calif. □ I4MM.
.
D
In
Enclosed
find 25c (coi nor stamps). 8MM
Rush ilI
lustrated Catalog and SAMPLE FILM STRIP IN
■ COLOR.

|

I
I
I
'■

I enclose $

' □ Rush reels No.
full payment.
■I Name
Address
..Zone..

..State..

X

Reel No.Available
1 — "SWIM
only In SUIT
B&W at REVUE"
NEW LOW PRICES
8mm. 50 R
$2.00
14mm. 100 R. Silent
4.00
14mm. 100 Ft. SOUND
5.00
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Titles Made These
Continued from Page 3?i

Films

"The skiers Eye View."
"Some Skiers Come in Too Fast."
"And Some Too Slow."
"So the Safest Thing to Do is Keep
Coin'."
This last title sets the stage for the
skiing shots that follow. Well timed
footage and scene lengths hold interest
to the end, which culminates in "dunk"
No. 6 occurring right in front of the

^

WHERE
ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I
Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North
CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK
buena Park Photo Shop
877 Gi'and Avenue
HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
716 N. La. Brea Ave.
Castle's
1529 Vine Inc.Street
LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.
LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. eth Stree*
Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)
I. T. & T. of the West
3123 West 8th St. (5)
Raike Company
829 S. Flower St. (14)
OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)
I. T. & T. of the West
4247 Piedmont Ave. (II)
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street
CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD
Inter Church Press Corp
17 May St.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filmosound librarv
1221 G St.. N. W.
I. T. & T. of Washington
915 12th St. N.W. (I)
GEORGIA
ATLANTA
I. T. & T. of the South
756 W. Peachtree St. NW
DECATUR
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Box 223
IDAHO
BOISE
Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Ross! St.
Wnilams'
1007 Main Photo
St. Service
ILLINOIS
BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shoo
6906 Windsor Ave.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Librarv
1825 Larchmont Ave.
Bolotin Camera Exchange
729 W. Roosevelt Road (7)
Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

camera, followed by a shot of the skier
on shore walking out of the scene with
his skis over his shoulder.
As stated earlier, Mr. Northrop's
photography was excellent. But had his
titling been limited to the all too obvious Main Title, "Wafer Skiing," and
an "End Title," no possible editing job
could have created the feeling of continuity and sustained interest through

SOUND

TO

RENT

/

OR

y^t^

BUV

150 feet of slithering over the water
on two boards. But by deftly choosing
key scenes and then tieing them together with a continuity suggested by
his very clever titles, Mr. Northrop
succeeded in building, out of otherwise
ordinary footage, a top notch piece of
entertainment.
In the film, "Black Magic," also 150
ft. of 8mm., Mr. Adolf Apel of the Los
Angeles 8mm. Club, has come up with
an idea that offers unlimited possibilities for salvaging scores of those
long buried "pot

shots" accumulated

SILENT

Smm^WS

ILLINOIS — Continued
CHICAGO— (Continued)
Walter
O. Gutlohn.
19 S. LaSalle
Street In^(Zone 3)
Ideal Pictures Corp
28-34 East Eighth Street
I. T. & T. of Illinois
100 W. Monroe St. (3)
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)
LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS
I. T. & T. of New Orleans
815 Poydros St.
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (1)
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don
Elder's
LibraryHM
739 Boylston Film
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte. Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens
I. T. & T. of New England
115 Newbury St. (16)
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little BIdg.
Wholesome Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose Street
BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.
OUINCY
Stanley-Wlnthrop's
5-7
Revere Road "Rent-A-Reel" Service
MICHIGAN
DETROIT
Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street
ROYAL OAK
Hy-Wilde Camera Shop
1029 S. Washington at Harrison Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS MINNESOTA
Howard
86
S. 6thFilm
St. Distributors
(2)
MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
I. T. & T. of Missouri
3326 Olive St.
NEW JERSEY
PASSAIC
The Main
No;Wat-Ka
257
AvenueCo.
ROSELLE PARK
Union County Film Service
128 Chestnut St.
NEW YORK
ALBANY
Hallenbeck
&
Riley
562 Broadway (7)
BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc..
7533 T^-Ird Avenue (9)

l6mm^\UhS
CITY — (Continued)
NEW NEW
YORK YORK
CITY
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.
25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)
Haber
& Fink,St. Inc.
12-14 Warren
The New York I. T. T. Co., Inc.
25 W. 45th St. (19)
King 3rd
ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZoneService
10)
Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.
& Camera
55Mogull's
W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)Exchange. Inc.
National Cinema Service
69Nu Dey
Art Street
Films, Inc.
145 West 45th Street
SOS W.cinema
449
42nd Supply
St. (18) Corp.
OHIO
CLEVELAND
CIneshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road
Roller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue
DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Hepburn Ave.
OREGON
PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN
James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.
RHODE ISLAND
WOONSOCKET
Yvonne's Photo Supply
557 Social Street
TENNESSEE
CHAUANOOGA 2
Grady Young Co.,
108 W. 8th St.
NASHVILtE
E. K.Deaderick
ChurchwellSt. Film
510
(3) Exchange
TEXAS
DALLAS
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
3021/2 So. Ha.-wood St. (Zone 1)
I. T. & T. of the South
3021/2 S. Harwood St. (I)
WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2
Elmer B. Simosor
816 W. Virginia Sv

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens ; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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Complel-e, originally illustrated visualizations of 3 outstanding classics in
FULL COLOR
2"x2" Slides f Approximately 120
slides. May be purchased in full set
or four parts I
35mm. Slidefilms. (Approximately 120
frames )
IVANHOE
by Sir Walter Scoff

ISLAND

TREASURE

by Roberf Louis Sfeiemon
THE

THREE

over the years. Imagination is the key
to Mr. Apel's technique, and the extent
to which one can use his imagination
is the only Umitation to the success of
the attempt. Here is typical footage Mr.
Apel had to work with: odd shots of
the city's parks, scenes of boats, an airplane landing, scenes of a beautiful
mansion, a golf match, scenes at the
races, a shot of two ladies obviously
trying to hide from the cameraman,
and other similar unrelated "pot shots."
In the "planned picture" one usually
tries to make the picture carry the continuity of the story, adding a title here
and there to amplify the scenes. Mr.
Apel has reversed this procedure. He
has developed his story and continuity
in the titles, with the scene serving to
amplify the title, as may be seen in the
transcript of scenes and titles of the
picture that follows:
Title — Once Upon a Time There
Lived, in a Land Long Since Forgoffen,
a Beaufiful Princess.
The following scene pictures a charming young lady (the princess).
Then the Title — She Lived in a Large
Castle Set in the Midst of a Beaufiful
Park.
Followed by a scene showing a beautiful and ornate castle-like building.
The next title — Her Subjects, Happy
and Carferee, Roamed at Will Through
the Palace Grounds, is followed by odd

shots of people strolling in the local
parks and beauty spots.
Then a Title — // Was a Peaceful,
Prosperous Land Protected Against Envious Neighbcyrs by its Pine Navy, gives
meaning to those miscellaneous shots
of boats mentioned earlier.
A Title — On a Nearby Island Stood
the Summer Palace Where the Princess
Spent Many Happy Hours, affords opportunity to use scenes showing a
luxurious mansion nestled in a beautiful cove at the water's edge.
Continuing the story with the title —
Arriv ing on Board Her Yacht, She Was
Wont to Throu- Coins fo the Urchins
in the Water, the two following scenes
show a luxurious yacht gliding into a
harbor and a shot over a ship's rail
shows boys diving for coins thrown in
the water.
And in a like manner Mr. Apel carries forward the story with additional
odd shots and appropriate titles as follows:
Now it Came to Pass that a Prince
from A Far Off Country Came to Visit
the Princess. (Scenes of an airplane
landing and the "prince" arriving).
And In the Fullness of Time He
Found Favor in Her Eyes and They
Were Much Together. (Several odd shor«^
showing
"prince" and "princess"
on
varioustheoccasions).
The Affairs of State Rested But
Lightly on the Aunt's Shmilders Who,

MUSKETEERS

by Alexandre Dumas

Fascinating condensations of these famous classics which afford you the opportunity to visualize period costume,
architecture, manners as well as the
pageantry and adventure of the stories
themselves.
2"x2" Slides
Each Part
35mm. Slidefilms

$15.75
4.25
9.75

At your dealer, or order by
coupon
2" X 2" Slides
Full Set Part

35mm
Slidefllm
IViNHOF
TRFiUIRF I^IAND
THE THREE MUSKETEERS
Address
Check □

ovie

o/

• From among the films submitted
for review by readers each month,
the editors select the best and award
a Home Movies' certificate for the
Movie of the Month. A special illustrated review of the film also appears
in the magazine. All films submitted
to the editors for review and criticism
jULY '45: "Old France in Modern
Quebec," produced by Elmer Albinson, Minneapolis, Minn. A 16mm.
Kodachrome picture, 1,100 feet in
length.
AUGUST '45: "Fellow on a Furlough," produced by George Burnwood, Philadelphia, Penna. A 16mm.
color picture 350 feet in length.

Name
City

M

Stafe

Money Order □

C.O.D. □

SEPTEMBER '45: "Ski Time In the
Rockies," produced by Norman Shultz,
Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm. Kodachrome picture 400 feet in length.
OCTOBER '45: No award.

PICTORIAL FILMS, Inc.
■.K.O. BUILDING RADIO CITY 20, N. T.

NOVEMBER '45: No award.
DECEMBER '45: No award.

tke

yiiontk

between January 1 st and September
30th, are automatically entered in
Home Movies' annual contest, subject
to a second review prior to the final
judging.
Films receiving Movie of the Month
certificates during the past twelve
months are:
JANUARY '46: No award.
FEBRUARY '46: No award.
MARCH '46: "Escape," produced
by H. D. Atwood, Ajo, Arizona. An
8mm.
Kodachrome picture, 250 feet
in length.
APRIL '46: No award.
MAY '46: "Zoo Album," produced
by John Kibar, Racine, Wise. An 8mm.
Kodachrome
picture, 125 feet in
length.
JUNE '46: "Tussie Mussie," produced by Albert H. Duvall, Calesburg,
III. An 8mm. Kodachrome picture,
200 feet in length.
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Accompanied by Her Ladies in Waiting
and Knight of the Exchequer, Preferred
to Devote Much of Her Time to Sports.
(Scenes at the races, playing golf etc.).
But the Princess Had Two Godmothers Who Secretly Wished to Usurp
the Throne. (Scene of the two ladies
sneaking away from cameraman).
Their Quarters Were in the Old
Abandoned Palace, Now Frequented by
Those Versed in the Art of Witchcraft,
and There They Had Learned Also to
Practice This Art. (Scenes of the "old
castle") .
They Anticipated and Greatly Feared
an Alliance Between the Prince and the
Princess and They Plotted to Put Them
Both Out of the Way. (Scene of the
two "godmothers" talking).
They Bided their Time and One Dark
and Stormy Night, Worked Their Black
Magic and Turned Them Into Snow
White Geese. (Apel used shots of ducks
here ) .
But Their Misdeeds Overtook Them
as. With a Frightful Crash of Lightning,
They Are Themselves Turned Into Coal
Black Swans. (Scenes of lightning
flashes followed by a scene of two black
swans on a lake).
And So, Sad and Bewildered, the
People Quarreled Among Themselves
and the Land Fell Prey to Covetous
Neighbors and Was Lost.
THE END
It may readily be seen how the story
was developed mainly through the titles,
and that Mr. Apel's technique is flexible anough to be adapted to almost any
conceivable combination of material,
properly grouped of course. If, fortunately, your subject material is well
enough related and of proper type, your
story can be of a more or less serious
nature. If on the other hand, serious
treatment is out of the question, possibly a strictly "gag" story would be
the best plan to follow. Don't forget
that a good "gag" is one of the best
"picture savers" for any type of movie.
The technique described here can be
applied to movies of single subjects,
groups, adults, children, animals, in fact
any subject. If you have the "pot shots"
the only other requirement is imagination. The success of your effort will
be bound only by the limits of your
imagination. So, if there's a picture "up
thar on that closet shelf," get it down
and go to work!

If

COWD

X-RAY

AMBOL

m

TRUPAN

TRIPOD

. . . you'd see at once just what It is that mokes this the
outstanding tripod of its kind. The AMBOL TRUPAN TRIPOD
is entirely precision machined, there's not one die cost port
anywhere, nothing to break loose or get out of order anywhere. You get smooth action, trouble-free performance, years
of satisfactory service ... all in a really beautiful tripod.
NO

OTHER

TRIPOD

OFFERS

YOU:

The smoothest tilt and pan mechanism devised to date
Quarter-turn controls which lock tilt, pan and legs firmly
Completely precision machined, from bar and tube stocic
Aluminum alloy structural parts noted for their strength
Floating, spring-centered legs, collet-locked, free-sliding
Adjustable weight control for all cameras, 8mm movie
to 8 X 10 still
Dissimilar friction surfaces for maximum efTiciency and
wear
Equipped with steel tips for outdoor work, rubber tips for indoor, the AMBOL TRU-PAN TRIPOD is beautiful in appearance, a
complement to your good taste. Only $43.20, including excise
tax. Fully guaranteed. At your dealer's, or write for literature.
fxclwsive World-Wide Distributor
521 FIFTH AVENUE

HAVE you a perplexing problem in photography, editing, titling, or processing of
home movies? Then tell it to the editors.
This "problem untangling" service is free
to every reader of Home Movies. Enclose
stamped addressed envelope with your letter
to Editor, Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

YOU

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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Bind Your Own
• Continued from Page 352

For

Sale!

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

y 16mm. SOUND FILMS
Navy Spy with Conrad Nagal, six reels $
International Crime with Rod LaRouque,
7 reels
Amazing adventure with Cary Grant,
8 reels
_
Bombs Over Burma with Anna May Wong,
7 reels
_
_
Lady from Chungking, Anna May Wong,
8 reels
They Raid by Night with Lyie Talbot.
7 reels
White Ivory with Jack Mulhall, i reels
Return of Chandu with Bela Lugosi, 7 reels
White Ivory with Jack Mulhall, 6 reels
Return of Chandu with Bela Lugosi 7 reels
Heart Punch with Lloyd Hughes, 7 reels
Great Guy with James Cagney, 8 reels...
Hats Off with John Payne, 8 reels
Vanity Fair with Myrna Loy, 8 reels

SO. 00
50.00
99.00
99.50
50.00
99.00
75.00
99.50
75.00
99.50
89.50
99.50
99.50
49.50

^ CAMERAS
8mm. Bolex with 1.9 lens _
250.00
8mm. Bell Howell straight 8, no lens 15.00
Eastman model A hand crank, 1.9 lens 45.00
New Revere turret with coated Bausch
& Lomb lens and telephoto lens
130.00
^ PROJECTORS
Bell Howell Diplomat, 1000 watt, all
gear driven with case and screen
Bell Howell Fllmomaster, all gear driven
1000 watt lamp with case and screen .
8mm. Eastman model 80 deluxe with 500
watt lamp
New Revere 8mm. 500 watt projector
with screen

Home

Movies

a pot until it attained the proper consistency for brushing. It is advisable to
place the glue pot in a pan of water
kept simmering on the fire while it is
being used. It must be applied hot and
not too wet, since too wet a substance
will moisten and soil the cover stock
unnecessarily.
A study of the drawings below will
show the correct steps to take in making
the covers. When covers are completely
dry, punch holes in the flaps for the
screws and posts.
It will be necessary to drill two corresponding holes in the group of magazines to be bound. These should be centered lYz" from the ends and Y^" from
the stapled edge. I held the magazines
together firmly and drilled each hole

Magazines

. . .

with my drill press. However to do
this I had to make a special drill. This
was simply a piece of thin walled brass
tubing,ened on5the
1 6"end
outside
diameter,
sharp-a
so that
it became
sharply beveled cutting edge. If you
are not prepared to drill the holes yourself, your local printer can probably
drill the holes for you, as well as trim
the magazines to the correct size,
87/8"xll78".
In drilling the holes yourself, be sure
to place a block of wood under the
magazines so that when the drill comes
through the bottom magazine it will
make a clean cut and not damage the
drill. Now insert the posts through the
bottom flap of your cover, then into
the hole made in the group of maga-

r

195.00
162.00
75.00
1 15.00

i 16mm. SOUND PRO)ECTORS
Brand new 1000 watt Natco
450.00
Holmes 14mm. arc projector, complete . 495.00
B*ell Howell single case, 1000 waH _ 295.00
^ ACCESSORIES
2000' Bell Howell reel and can
7.25
10 200' metal humidors for
2.50
10 400' 14mm.
steel
reels
for
Craig
combination rewinds, and splicer for 8 or
14mm. deluxe outfit
19.95
Hugo Meyer Plasmat convertible 14mm.
lens set consisting of IVi inch 4.5, V/i
inch F8 and 4 % inch F4.5
89.50
Brand new Weston master II meters 29.47
100' rolls Eastman 14mm. Kodachrome 8.84
New 45x40 Radiant screens with tripod. ._ 27.50
Bell Howell straight 8 film per roll including processing
1. 55
Converter to use your Itmm. sound projector on direct current
_ _ 29.50
New Eastman critical focuser for 16mm.
Eastman magazine camera
19.95
Brand New Thalhammer Delux Tripod,
with rubber and metal feet
37.50
New 4-inch Bell Howell f:4.5 Telephoto 84.25
3-inch f:1.9 Leitz Lens for 8 or 14mm.
cameras
150.00
NewwithSkan
Photo-Electric Exposure Meter, 13.50
case
Brand new GE exposure Meter with carrying, very latest model, just released 25.65
4x30 Signal Corps Prism Binoculars, excellent condition. War Surplus, special
price with case
39.50
Wide Angle Lens to fit any 8mm. camera 27.50
Revere Sheath Case _
3.95
Bell S Howell Auditorium 1200-watt allgear driven silent projector
350.00
Keystone
750-watt
Projector,
with
screen
and case _
45.00
Write for new large list of equipment.
NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE
Established In 1914
89 South 4th Street
Minneapolis 2. Minn.

20 y.

-AUr

3_Ai

kks.

• Above diagrams show how to cut cover material, notch and score It for easy folding as indicated by
cover stock above and cardExact
dotted boardlines.
Insert for
back,dimensions
below. are also given for both pieces of material—
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zines. Put the top flap in place, insert
the screw and tighten it up with a
screwdriver. Repeat the operation and
the job is complete except for lettering.
Should the need arise, you can remove
any magazine by simply removing the
screws. For instance should you desire
to use one of the titles in the February
1943 issue, simply remove that issue
of Home Movies, lay it flat, and shoot.
When you are through, insert the magazine in it's proper place and lock up
the screws.

V

The third and final step in the completion of the binder is lettering the
title and year on the back, as shown in
Fig. 3. You can easily do this with a
"Speedball" lettering pen and white
ink. Finishing each binder in this way
will enhance its appearance on your
library shelf.
M-G-M's Woild
Film Distribution
• Continued from Page 345
educational purposes. In addition, he
expects to release pictures made by specialists in 1 6mm. cultural and school
subjects.
More important than this, however,
he said, is his proposal to purchase
documentary and educational films
made abroad, as part of a "cultural exchange" plan. In this way, countries
that have developed the art of the educational and documentary film will be
able to find world-wide outlet through
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, achieving wider
dissemination of their national customs,
literature and contributions to science
and the arts than might otherwise be
possible.
Declaring that too often educational
administrators, particularly in countries
abroad, have had to use films that were
imposed on a given course of study
instead of being an organic part of it,
Mr. Loew advised that the company has
plans for overcoming this weakness,
too. In the first place, all sound tracks
will be made in the language of the
country of distribution. Secondly, special arrangements will be possible
whereby the commentary can be written by the Minister of Education himself or by an educational authority
designated by him. And thirdly, in cases
where no suitable films are available,
M-G-M's technical experience and
know-how will be utilized to have such
a film or series of films made.
In this way, Mr. Loew pointed out,
there will be no question but that the
film will be, not only an extension of
the particular textbooks and course of
study used in a given country, but also
an expression — where that may be important— of the national point of view.
M-G-M will not make any attempt
at specific educational film making at

.to

With the new Bardwell & McAlister Mult-Efex Titler you can
now make titles with that professional touch — the way they
do in Hollywood. Easy to make zooms, wipes, double exposures, scrolls, flip-flops, swing-arounds, forward and backs,
rolls, fadeouts and many other novelty shots which hitherto,
have only been possible for professionals. Easy to make
process, trick, and special effects with keyholes, hearts and
diamond openings.

The Mull-Efex
is the only titler
which can be used, out-ofdoors on a camera tripod. This adds to
the number of special effects
that can be obtained
by using it.

Now yoo eon do a super-duper job
of mling in your own home which
will double fhe inferesf of your most
prized reels.
The Mult-Efex fits any type or
model of movie camera in 8 mm or
16 mm.
Comes with full directions which
show
how to get the most novel
effectsyoueasily.

World's Largest Camera Siore Built on Square Dealing
110 West 32nd St., N. Y. 1, N. Y.
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^POIARATOR
CAMERA

FILTERS

the present time, preferring first to
learn by actual experience in the field
what motion picture subjects are needed
before undertaking production. In the
meantime, the company will do all it
can to smooth the path of schools and
organizations in foreign lands desiring
to bring the advantages of motion pictures to their pupils and members, and
will strive to make available almost all
films from all lands that have a bearing on the field of culture and education.
Tempo, Continuity
• Continued from Page 327

For Still and Movie Cameras
Now! for the first time, the
scientific advantages of
POLARIZATION are presented to the photographer in
a simple, easy-to-use way. The
POLARATOR is a POLARIZED filter, holder, and lens
shade in a single unit with
fingertip "ROTO" control.
Nothing to take apart, nothing
to put together. Takes the
guesswork out of POLARIZATION. Simple fingertip setting
of calibrated "ROTO" unit assures positive control of reflected glare. Detailed landscapes, seascapes, clear, sharp
pictures through glass windows
and hundreds of other difficult
suhjects are now within easy
reach of even the novice.
Equally effective with hlack
and white or color film. Best
of all the complete POLARATOR units cost no more than
comparable filters which do
not include adjustable holder
and lens shade.

And

and rather long scenes, which we undoubtedly already have. If the scenes
are not long enough, there is little we
can do to stretch them, save in the
rarest of cases. In Sequences I, III and
V, then, we do little at this point save
watch for scenes which may be so
short that they act as jarring notes in
the calm tempo which we desire. If
these cannot be discarded, there is nothing for it but to shoot a little new
material, keeping the footage long
enough to serve the desired purpose.
(At this point it should be emphasized that the process of editing should
be kept in mind all through the preparation of the script and the shooting of
the footage. If you, as cameraman,
don't shoot the kind of footage which
you, as editor, require, not much can
be done about it. For that reason, be
sure you shoot scenes which are long
enough; you can always shorten them,
but you can't lengthen them. When in
doubt, shoot an extra foot or two or
three. Also, try, in every sequence, to
shoot one or two "protection shots" or
"cover shots." These are simply bits

"We hope that our efforts will result
in the extension and intensification of
the use of educational films," Mr.
Loew said, "and we hope for something
more: this is a cultural interchange
among the peoples of the world, so that
schools in one country may profit from
the creative work done in other countries, and people everywhere may participate inthe building of the kind of
international understanding and goodwill that is based on friendly knowledge
of one another."
Punch

. . ,

which can be cut in to cover a mismatch, to shorten a scene, or the like,
and may consist of a shot of an onlooker, ashot of something seen by
one of the principals, a shot of one of
the props in the scene, or even an extra
shot of some of the action seen from a
different angle. As we get further along
you will see the utility of these).
First of all, then, we want to snap
up the tempo of Sequences II and IV.
For the sake of illustration, let us assume that after we have trimmed each
scene neatly to its normal net footage,
the tempo is still too slow and the
scenes too long. What can we do to
shorten the scenes and speed up tempo?
The list of possibilities would be almost endless, but here are a few of the
more usual procedures:
I. Wherever a considerable change
of angle is involved in cutting from
one shot to another, we can safely jump
the action ahead slightly in the second
shot, skipping over a few frames or
even more of action. The reason is that
while the eye is adjusting itself to the
change of angle, the bit of missing ac-

No. "0"_for all standard 16MM
F3.5 lenses. Also all standard 8MM
F2.5 to F3.5.
Series V— Inches 3/4 to 1-3/16,
MM 19 to 30. Threaded to fit standard adapters.
Series VI— Inches 1-1/4 to 1-21/32,
MM 31.5 to 42. Threaded to fit
standard adapters.
POLARIZED

PRODUCTS

CORPORATION
55 West 13th Street
New York 11, N. Y.
•
Distributed by
KIN O-LUX, Inc.
105 W. 40th St., New York 18, N. Y.

• When long shot and closcup are shot from
the same angle, or very nearly, the action must
' be matched closely, and the full footage used,
I which may not always be desirable.

• On the other hand, if the shift from long shot
to closeup involves a considerable change of
angle, wethecangapjumpbeing
the noticed.
action several feet ahead
without
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tion passes unnoticed on the screen.
2. When Character A starts a bit
of action in one scene, and we cut away
to Character B in another shot, then
back to A, we can cut out more of A's
action than would actually be covered
in the footage taken up by B. For instance, ifwe insert two feet of B, we
may be able to eliminate three or four
feet of A. While watching the second
shot, the spectator loses track of the
time element in relation to A, enabling
us to cheat substantially.
3. Instead of cutting to another
shot, we may cut in a title, getting rid
of more footage than the length of the
title. Or we may cut to a title, then to
another shot, then back to the first shot.
4. We may be able to cut to an insert, such as a closeup of the calendar,
a shot of the sky, a view through a
window, a closeup of hands or feet, or
some other bit of simple footage which
can be related to the content of the
scene.
5. If optical printing is available, we
can dissolve to indicate a short time
lapse.
6. We may intercut more frequently. Instead of showing A, then B, then
again A, we may make five cuts of it
— A, B, A, B and A — making the
scenes shorter and cheating a bit on
each cut.
7. If all these means fail, we may
be able to achieve our purpose by intercutting two sequences. If sequences
II and III involve entirely different
characters, we may be able to start off
with the first one-third of II, then cut
away to the beginning of Sequence III,
then come back to II, not at the point
where we left off but at a point perhaps
one-third of the way from the finish.
This type of "parallel handling" is one
of the old reliable procedures. In the
early days of picture making, one of
the golden maxims was: "Always keep
one character to cut away to."
So much for tempo. Now for continuity.
Screening our film again, it begins
to look like a movie. Things
move
along. However, here and there we
notice jumps. Our motor is running at
high speed, but one cylinder misses now
and then, and there is an occasional
backfire. So again we free our minds of
all preconceived notions, and screen the
film with but one thought in view —
a smooth flow from scene to scene and
from sequence to sequence. Where there
are obvious jumps, what can we do
about it? A great deal. For example:
1. The old stand-by, of course, is to
put in a title. This will do wonders to
cover a mismatch of action, a poor
match of photographic quality, a jarnng bit of action which should come
out, and the hke.
2. If the lack of continuity is due
to a difference of photographic quality

yP PERICO

^em^Uintaile TURRET
Converts B & H "Companions" and "Sportsters"
into versatile turret models.
Belter Perspective! Clote-upi! Candid and Action Shots!

22.95
Plus Tax
Sold on 5-Day
Money-Back
Guarantee
PERRY CORP., CAMERA

Take a t!p from Hollywood . . . Inject professional
variety into your movies with the new Perico Demountable Turret, allowing a quick twist-of-thewrist change from lens to lens. No alteration to
camera; no factory installation . . . simply snap
the turret in place. Fits threaded 8mm lenses.
Finest oircroft aluminum alloy. Beautiful satin
finish. See it at your dealers ... if he does not
hove it in slock, order direct.
DIVISION, 3900 ELM ST., DALLAS. TEXAS
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FOCUSING

RING

For Revere and Keystone 8
Universal < Fixed > Focus Lenses

With this ring an ordinary fixed focus camera lens
may be focused by the same principle as a lens with
a factory-made focusing mount. It retains unchanged al the advantages and characteristics of
your present lens, plus the following features;
• Provides instant change from fixed focus to any
distance down to one foot.
• Increases sharpness of close subjects ... indispensable for indoor photography.
• Makes titling and extreme close-ups possible
without auxiliary equipment. Ring can be installed
in a few minutes — no alteration to lens or camera.
Precision-made, polished aluminum — mounts on lens
— looks like part of lens.
Ring complete with stabilizing spring, depth of focus
table, instructions
.50
$2Included
Tax
Specify camera and lens (f 3.5, 2.5 or 2.7)
■when ordering from your dealer or
Photo Specialties Co.
29 So. State Salt Lake City 1 , Utah

MOTION PICTURE

(such as exposure variations), much
can be done to balance this up in printing, if we are using a negative-positive
3. Smoother continuity may often
process.
be gained by shooting an insert of some
sort. (See point 4 under Tempo).
Failure to match action in two consecutive shots may often be covered by
shooting a few feet of a closeup of
hands, an inanimate object, or the like.
We may, if we have used foresight,
already have a cover shot in reserve for
this purpose.
4. If the actors are still available,
the simplest and cleanest solution of the
whole problem may be to shoot a new
scene. After all, even the major Hollywood studios find nothing embarrassing
or unusual about retakes, so why should
the amateur?
5. If optical printing is available,
the best means of smoothing continuity
may be a dissolve, a fade or a wipe.
6. Cutting away to another sequence, then back again, may be the
answer. Note that parallel handling, or
the intercutting of two sequences, not
only saves footage. It also knits the
film more firmly together, making for
better continuity.
Now for the final problem, that of
punch, or effectiveness. Our film now
moves briskly and flows smoothly —
but does it get its story over? Again we
screen it, watching from this one angle
alone. Have we left enough of the long
shot to establish the setting? Is each
character constantly identifiable? As
soon as the long shot has established the
locale, have we moved in quickly
enough to the more intimate mid-shots
and closeups? Are the time lapses made
clear? Does the title wording convey
the maximum of meaning with a mini-

mum of words? Have we used closeups
to show all important story points?
Have we enough closeups showing reactions of persons spoken to, or the
recipients of action? Have we left any
loose story threads?
If the answer to any of these questions is unfavorable, the treatment is
more or less obvious. The same devices
which we have used to speed up tempo
and knit continuity will also serve to
enhance effectiveness. Most frequently,
the answer will be found in the shooting of extra closeups, the need for
which was not realized earlier. In this
connection, we might mention one trick
of the Russians, which, so far as we
know, has never been divulged. Years
ago, the Russians discovered that if such
extra closeups were shot against a plain,
rather nondescript grey background,
then cut in, no one would ever notice
that the background did not match
that of the sequence. The writer has
seen this done several times, but never,
to his knowledge, has anyone detected
the artifice in the finished film. Try
it some time, if it is not convenient to
shoot an extra closeup in the original
setting. Of course, you will have to
use a little judgment in lighting the
grey background to match the general
tone of the sequence. Another useful
trick is to shoot such closeups from a
low camera position, with the head
against the sky, for an outdoor shot.
So much for the bare essentials. The
real know-how will only come with experience and the labor pains of editing
many films, but the foregoing may
stimulate a constructive mental approach to the job. Next month, we
shall conclude with a brief discussion
of the equipment helpful to the home
movie editor.

PROJECTION
SERVICE
16mm. and 35mm. Sound or Silent
750 Highlytionists,trained,
Projec-at
157 Veteransexperienced,
available Union
for shows
HOMES — CHURCHES — SCHOOLS —
BANQUETS
— CLUBSLODGES — —HALLS
INDUSTRIAL
All types of projection equipment for rent.
Call Mr. Burton 9:00 a.m. -7:00 p.m.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. PRospect 5481
ONLY TITLE MAKER
with 1600 Script Letters
Write
today titles
for athat
FREEare Adifferent
t .-Z Sample
Title Test
Kit. Make
. . . better
and
tailored to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. & W. OUTFIT $4.50
A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. H Ne* York 10. N. Y.

Backlighting Enhances
• Continue J from Page
desired to place the Dinky-Inkies lower
on the wall the wall hanger may be
extended to the desired length.
A hanger of this type is illustrated
in Figs. 5 and 6 and is a simple but
effective accessory for the amateur to
build. The hanger consists of two
lengths
wood
These
are
fixed to ofslide
over '/4"xi^".
one another,
similar

to a tripod leg, by means of two clips
of metal bolted to the strips, as shown
at I and 2 in the diagram. Fig. 6. Details of the metal clip and its assembly
is amplified in the insert sketch.
Quarter inch holes are drilled at intervals in the two strips so that when
-<lllliri1lllllllll1lllinillllMIMIIIMirillllllllllllMIMM<llll1ll1lllltlllliltilillllMMllMlllMI'^ the strips are adjusted to the required
length, they may be locked in place
116mm Home Projectionists | by the insertion of a quarter-inch bolt,
I
WRITE FOR FILM LIST
| as indicated at 3 in the diagram. The
1
Dept. 5-1
1
I
P. O. Box 319
1 hanger is fitted with a bent metal hook
1
North Hollywood, Calif. | at one end, as shown at 4, which fits
over the top wall molding of a room.
^llltlltlllltlllllltlllllllllllllMIIIIIIMIIIHIIIIIIIIIfllllillllirilllllllllllltllllllllllllllltlllllK

Indoor

Shots

. . .

Thus suspended, clamp-on reflectors
and Dinkie-Inkie spotlights may be attached to lower end of hanger as shown
at 5 in the diagram.
To summarize the articles on basic
lighting, we find that a basic lighting
set-up consists of four lights: (i) the
key, for modeling (2) the fill, to make
the shadows created by the key more
transparent (3) the back light, for
separating the subject from the background and (4) the background light,
for illuminating the background .
It should again be stressed that each
of these lights should be individually
controlled so that each does its separate
job and does not interfere with the
others.
(Editor's
The control
use of Bam
Doors and
SnootsNote:
for such
was
explained in Mr. Hunt's article on
"Controlled Light" in the April issue
of "Home Movies").
When lighting a subject, the follow-
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ing procedure will be the easiest for the
cameraman to follow: First model the
subject with the key light. Then, adjust
the fill light until the shadows created
by the key have the desired transparency. Next, separate the subject from the
background with back light and then
illuminate the background.
Now study the scene with the aid
of a panchromatic viewing filter to see
if the light balance is correct or if there
is any further touching up to be done.
If other lights are needed to accent a
scene, make certain that they do not
spoil or interfere with the effect of
the basic lights. Sometimes many additional lights over and above the four
basic lights will be used to accent a
subject. Figure No. i illustrates this
principle.
It will be noted that for simplicity,
we have used but one figure in the illustrations showing use and results of
various placements of light units. However, when preparing to light larger
sets containing more than one person,
the cameraman would naturally break
the scene down into the components of
the four basic lights. Each person in
the scene, then, would be lighted individually with a key, fill and backlight.
In those scenes where the subjects
are grouped close together, one Dinkie
Inkie spotlight can be made the source
of light for two or more persons. It
is preferable, however, when the lighting equipment is available, to light each
person individually. After lighting each
person in a set, the next step is to light
the background, then study the whole
result through a panchromatic viewing
glass to check lighting balance before
starting to shoot.
When lighting a subject or scene, the
cameraman should always bear in mind
the natural source of the light that
would ordinarily prevail. Daylight enters most rooms through the windows
while the same rooms will be illuminated by overhead light fixtures at
night time. If a source of light is established in the scene, all camera shots
should be illuminated so that it appears
that the light comes from these established sources.
For example, if a person is standing
near a window, it is only natural that
the side of the face closest to the window should be highlighted and that the
side of the face away from the window
be in shadow. So, in illuminating a
seemingly daylight room, all scenes
should be keyed to convey the fact that
the light is coming from one source
i.e., from the daylight coming through
the windows.
At night, the lighting of a room
should appear to emanate from its lighting fixtures. Therefore, if a person is
near a lighted lamp the scene should
be keyed so that the audience will believe that the light on the subject is
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MORTON
TELEPHOTO

LENS

CINE KODAK
Now you can bring your favorite scenes
closer . . . sharper and with assurance of
getting that scene as you would with your
naked eye . . with the New Morton Coated
Telephoto
Pictures Lens.
will be more brilliant and flare
spots
of "hard"
appliedavoided
to thisbecause
lens With
lens coatings
coating,
reflections are practically eliminated and
the speed of lens is increased, Because it is
not necessary to change the diaphragm
opening ofjunctionyour
when Telephoto
using it inLens,,
conwith thelensMorton
matically.
you increase the speed of your lens auto-'

USE MORTON
PHOTOGRAPHIC
EOUIPMENT*MORTON
MORTON
MORTON
ALL PURPOSE
CAMERA SUPPORT
HEAVY DUTY TRIPOD
STAND
S3 O0-To« ii\cluded
LitI price $18.00
$19 45— To« Included
MORTON OAYIITE LOADER
$11 00 — Tax included

ON
THE
fvHrCHfor NEW S.MORTBOTH
E AND TELEI COATOEDANGILENSE
L ^ WIDE
PHOT FOR OTHER
STIIL Jj
E CAMERAS
I^AN
86D MOVI
SOUTH
SIXTH STREET

COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS

2, MINNESOTA

HOW TO REVERSE MOVIE FILM—
Foremost book on subject tells you how. Mailed postpaid for onlyVER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

$L00

0 UlO

Just send your used
camera and photo
equipment to Charlie
Bass and watch him
"dive" for it! He'll
mail you back a fat
check ... so why not
"nibble" and take
the plunge today?

President

t7» W. MADI 2,SONILL.
$T.
CHICAGO

The modem

version

o f grandma's
red
plush
album.
Charmingly
different and exciting.
MAKE FINE GIFTS
Wide selection of covers
to suit any age, mood
or interior. Solid colors,
figured plush, mohair
and brocatelles, artistic
patterns in damasks and tapestries. Black
mounting sheets and plastic ring binding.
SEE AT STORES. Make your selection of
color, fabric and side or end opening. Size
5 X 7" $2.50, size 8x10" $3.50.
Free Catalog of Amfiles for Reels, Slides, Negatives.
AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. if^K^KMl^i
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Closing Date
HOME
ANNUAL

MOVIES

1946

AMATEUR

SEPTEMBER

CONTEST

30th

★
Announcement

of Winners

DECEMBER

1st

• Entries limited to amateur-made 8mm. and 16mm. films,
sound and silent.
• Contestants must pay transportation both ways.
• All entries should be titled — at least with main and end
title.
• No entries will be considered which have previously won
awards in national contests. (This excludes club contests,
of course).
• Both reels and cans must bear contestant's name
address.

and

• Grading of sound films includes both discs and sound on
fihn.
• List equipment used in making film.
• Films will be classified by the judges according to the
category in which they are to compete, unless otherwise
specified by entrant.

ADDRESS
HOME
HOLLYWOOD'S

FILMS TO:
MOVIES

MAGAZINE
FOR
THE
MOVIE
6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

AMATEUR
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coming from this lamp. In Figure No.
3 all light seems to come from the
window at the left, whereas, when the
same shot is lighted for a night effect,
as in Fig. 2, all light seems to come
from the lamp at the right.
The shot of the woman reading in
Figure No. 4 was illuminated with this
thought in mind. The 100 watt bulb
used in the lamp was turned on and
its effect on the scene was studied.
A Dinky-Inkie spot light was "placed
in" to strengthen the modeling on the
face, and a weak fill light was used to
keep the shadow side from going black.
The hair was highlighted from the lamp
side to give separation. Then a DinkyInkie, equipped with a snoot was used
to strengthen the light from the lamp
on the background. A combination of
lights such as this will give the cameraman enough light with which to obtain
good exposures and at the same time
make the illumination of the scene appear natural.
The source of light also has a bearing on the back light. For a person sitting in front of a fireplace in a dimly
lighted room, the source of light for the
scene would be the fireplace. However,
brilhant highlights from a back light
would not be in order. It would be
preferable to have just enough back
light for subject separation or perhaps
none at all — depending on the amount
of light in the room other than the
fireplace.
The ambitious movie amateur will
find it well worth his time to study, at
his local theatre, how the Hollywood
motion picture cameraman bases his set
lighting on the patterns of the natural
source of light — daylight or artificial.
In summary, it can be said that the
illumination of all scenes will be easy
if the job is broken down into components of the four basic lights. If the
amateur cameraman will always remember these two basic rules: "watch the
shadows" and "one light for one job,"
his indoor movie photography will be
marked by the artistic effects and realism that distinguishes the work of the
professional. He will have made an important step forward from mediocre,
flat-lighted photography to cinematography marked by skillful blending of
highlights and shadows.
► EVERY Hlmer of amateur movies,
whether a subscriber or not, is invited to submit his films to the editors for review and helpful criticismThis free service applies to any
type of picture whether it be your
first movie or a pretentious photoplay effort. Aim of this service is to
help you make better pictures.
Reviewed films will be rated 1,
2 or 3 stars. Those rating 2 or 3
stars will receive Free an animated
leader indicative of its merit. Best
film reviewed each month will receive aspecial certificate award as
the Movie of the Month.

AN

ESSENTIAL PART
OF YOUR MOVIE
EQUIPMENT

A

GRISWOLD

FILM

Every maker and user of motion pictures needs
a good film splicer for film editing and repair.
GRISWOLD Splicers fill all needs. They come in
models for all film sizes and all models splice
both sound and silent film. They have special
design features which make it easy for anyone to
do a quick, accurate splicing job every time. Their
sturdy, precision-built construction assures a lifetime of hard service. GRISWOLD Splicers are sold
by Photo Supply Dealers. If your dealer has none
on hand, order from us direct.

This is1 6mm.
the "Junior
Model"
for 8mm.
and
Like all
GRISWOLDS
it splices both sound and silent film
and is built to last a lifetime.
GRISWOLD
PORT

Are

YOUR

SPLICER

MACHINE
JEFFERSON,

Films

WORKS
N.

Y.

Safe

from REEL Damage?
Films can be damaged beyond repair
by reels which corrode, allow sideslip ing, or saw on film edges. Avoid
these dangers to your often irreplaceable films by using Bell & Howell reels.
B&H reels are of rust-proofed spring
steel, rigid yet so resilient that they
will not take a set. They have no
sharp edges to cut film or fingers.
Their B&H "touch-threading" hubs
eliminate hunting in the dark for a
slot. Their film-footage calibrations
are another convenience feature.
HUMIDOR CANS
Give Added Protection
B&H humidor cans for these reels
are equally well built. They are rustproof, and are easy to open without
a prying tool. Heavy ribs add to
their rigidity. Satin surface permits
writing anywhere. Built-in humidifier pads have exclusive tell-tale disc
to indicate when pad is dry.

ISION-MADE BY

Tell-tale disc shows
in moist pad . . .

: , . matches color of
dry humidifier pad.

All Capacities Available Now
Your Filmo dealer will soon have B&H
reels and cans in all capacities for
both 8mm. and l6mm. film. Place
your orders with him now or write
to Bell & Howell Company, 7148
McCormick Road, Chicago 45.
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D e L u X e
Hollywood
SEPIA
Our newest monocolor 8mm.
movie film, for most double
8mra. and
single
8mm. fullcameras! Blends
color movies,
aswell
usedwith
in many
Holl.wood productions. Projects beranglow.attractive,
warm proamanti-halo
tection,Full
with da-lite
loading!
Weston lS-4. $2.00 per roll
double 8mm.: three rolls,
$5.70, processing free. $6.15
per six rolls single
8mm. for
cameras, processing free!
8mm.
single
other
and
Univex
Please state make of camera when ordering.
(ESO-S is licensed by the Eastman Kodak Company to sell and process double 8mm. film under
the Coors Patent 1,905,442.)
PLUS...
8mm. b&w film. Pull antiOur newest quality
ESO-H halo
backing. Gives crisp, sparkling movies comd "standard"
higher-price
the
o
t
e
l
b
a
r
a
p
8mm.
rolls doublebrands.
Weston lfi-4. $4.50 per three
8mm. for
singlesingle
rolls
six
per
$4.60
each.)
($1.60
8mm.
Univex cameras. $1.70 per two rolls
for Univex cameras.
PLUS...
FULL-COLOR 8mm. movie film for double 8mm. and
sed In
machine-proces
cameras,Double
single 8mm.
three
roll;ESO-S
per the
Srara., $3.50
laboratories!
rolls for $10.00. Single 8mm., $2.25 per roll:
camera
of
make
state
Please
$6.50.
for
rolls
three
when ordering.
PLUS...
DUPLICATES
at
cents permadefoot with
from corrective
8mm. b&wlightor
Kodachrome 4 movies,
changes
for
under-exposed
and
over-exposed
We can also print films too badly damaged films.
to be
run in your projector on new film. The process in
no way injures the films sent for reprinting.
Mail insured parcel post marked "DUPLICATE."
ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally
GUARANTEE:
OUR
guarantees these 8mm. films and will replace any film
are not
price ifbeyousatisfied!
full purchase
purchased or refund the results.
You MUST
fully pleased with your
Please state make of camera when ordering
AT YOUR DEALER'S, OR BY DIRECT MAIL.
ESO-S
PICTURES
"QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE"
828 W. 39th Street Kansas City 2. Missouri
ENJOY

THE

THRILL

of

"FILL-IN MOVIES"
Now ready in boi-h 16mm. and 8mm.
(black & white)
"MY VISIT TO NEW YORK"
complete with a professional script
which will enable you to complete a
real personal movie record.
Discounts to dealers and camera clubs.
KING COLE'S SOUND
SERVICE, Inc.
340 Third Ave.
New York 1 0, N. Y.
Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional
I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White • - Kodachomo
Price List on Request
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.
DUPLICATES
8mm. to 16mm. to 8mm.
Black & White and Kodachrome
— No Finer Work Anywhere —
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
South Gale, Calif.

Adventure In Medical
• Continued from Page 333

Filming

have
workforwith
officesto are
the mymostcamera.
part, Doctors'
notably
hmited for space and I discovered,
among other things, that I would need
a wide angle lens in order to make the
general medium shots called for in Dr.
Devitt's "mental scenario." The white
walls and fixtures, plus the white of
the nurse's and doctor's uniforms demanded aminimum of lights.
Lighting equipment consisted of three
No. 2 and one No. 4 photofloods in reflectors. There were only four or five
different lighting setups for the entire
film as most of the action took place
in one room with the patient, on the
table, placed in the center. Here we
filmed most of the procedure. "We began by introducing the gastroscope in
the hands of the nurse, then pictured
it in detail in several ultra closeup shots.
The camera then followed the procedure, step by step, as the patient was
made ready for the examination. The
nurse applied anesthesia to the patient's
throat and palate with a spray and this,
as a title in the picture states, makes it
possible for the gastroscope to be inserted through patient's mouth without
gagging him. Indeed, after seeing this
examination performed, I am certain
that that sword swallowing artists of
the circus must follow a similar technique!
The anesthesia is applied several times,
then the patient's stomach Is drained.
Every step of this operation Is also
shown In the film. With the patient
thus prepared, the gastroscope is then
carefully inserted in the throat of the
patient by Dr. Devitt and gradually
worked down to the depths of the
stomach. Dr. Devitt begins his examination, observing the stomach's interior
through the eyepiece at other end of
the gastroscope. The instrument Is slowly rotated, permitting a visual examination of every corner of the stomach —
if corners there be — and what Is observed by the doctor is revealed in the
ultra closeup shots of the stomach's
Interior — filmed with aid of the prop
stomach, correctly termed a "phanthom" stomach by the medical profession.
This is a full scale plaster model in
colors. On the interior wall surfaces
have been reproduced some of the more
familiar ty|>es of stomach lesions —
ulcer, cancer, etc. This plaster model
has a small hinged door on one side
permitting a view of the Interior. This
door is only four inches wide and as
It was desirable to obtain shots of the
stomach Interior that would appear
authentic on the screen, it presented
the problem of confining the field of
view to the narrow limits of the doorway, yet allowed a limited panning
motion of the camera to enhance the

. . .

illusion of realism of the shots.
How this was accomplished is shown
in the diagram in Fig. 7. I used a telephoto lens on my i6mm. Bolex and
set a photoflood In reflector at either
side of the camera. At the distance I
set my camera from the model, my lens
covered 3 inches of the 4 inch field
limit of the window, allowing a latitude
of but one inch for panning. But this
was ample with the telephoto lens. On
the screen we have a very realistic pan
shot of the stomach's interior that includes, In the field of view, all of the
model lesions, representing the objects
viewed by Dr. Devitt through the
gastroscope.
Another phase of the preparatory sequence which precedes Insertion of the
gastroscope
in patient's
are the
scenes showing
him stomach,
submitting
to
fluoroscope examination. While It would
be possible to secure fairly good pictures of actual abdominal movements
on the fluoroscope by increasing the
X-rays to the maximum, it would require the use of high speed black and
white movie film to record and at the
same time present an element of danger
to the patient.
So here again we resorted to a substitute. The patient was filmed being
placed behind the fluoroscope screen,
the X-ray was shown being turned on,
but for the closeup of the fluoroscopic
Image, we employed the use of a
ii"xi4" X-ray negative from the doctor's files. By focusing close to this
negative, properly lighted from the rear,
I was able to pan up and down and
across the negative to give the effect
on the screen of the real thing.
purpose oftheDr.value
Devitt's
film is
to The
demonstrate
of gastroscoplc examination in diagnosis. Gastroscopic examination, the doctor holds, is
not intended as a substitute for the
X-ray, but rather to implement It in
revealing lesions which often exist but
are never revealed by the X-ray. Gastroscopic examinations, according to Dr.
Devitt can aid in differentiating the
exact pathological nature of certain
X-ray findings such as the difference
between a cancer and a benign stomach
ulcer.
The experience of making this 400
ft. Kodachrome film Is worth a great
deal to me. In addition to picking up
considerable medical knowledge, I also
learned many new things about cinematography which one would rarely encounter except in medical filming. One
thing In particular I learned is that it
is Imperative, before a medical picture
is begun, that cameraman and doctor
thoroughly discuss the production In
advance. It is Important that the cameraman first understand what the

HOME MOVIES FOR JUNE
doctor wants on film and for the cameraman tomake clear what the camera
can and cannot do. It was because of a
mutual understanding of the art of
cinematography that Dr. Devitt and I
were able to produce this picture and to
preserve the original continuity through
the expedient of the two props already
described — the "phantom" stomach and
the X-ray negative.

PRECISE
EXPOSURE

With The Clubs . . .
* Continued from Page }4S
Electric Company's research staff,
worked on development of the recorder,
and conducted experiments with members tending to show practibility of recorder as a sound unit for home movies.
★ ★ ★
HUB Cine Club, Lubbock, Texas, elected new officers and screened contest
films at its April meeting. Elected to
office were E. C. Pool, president; Tom
Clark, vice president; K. O. Peterson,
secretary- treasurer; and Dr. W. A. Petty, sergeant-at-arms. Member E. M.
Copp won I St prize in film contest with
"Dad's Day Off"; a tie for second place
brought dual awards to Earl Hunt for
"Bird Dogs at work," and to E. C. Pool
for "The Premium." Third award went
to Dr. W. A. Petty for "Heart's Desire," and fourth award to A. J. Holtkort for "He Couldn't Take It."
★ ★ ★
BROOKLYN Chapter of Reel Fellows
elected Bert Seckendorf president, Larry
Milella vice president, George A. Lazzatti secretary, and Howard Seckendorf
treasurer at its April meeting. This organization, which consists of both 8 mm.
and 1 6mm. movie amateurs, also announced ithas opened its club to new
membership. Amateurs in the Brooklyn
area interested in affiliating with this
club may get in touch with secretary
Seckendorf, 1650 E. 4th St., Brooklyn.
★ ★ ★
AMATEUR Movie Society of Milwaukee
has won such wide acclaim for its dual

the New Weston
The unique exposure-tontrol dial on the Master II is
invaluable both to the casual amateur and the most
advanced worker. Not only does it supply correct
exposure settings for normal results but it permits
femphasizing shadows or highlights . . . exposing for
particular colors . . . compensates for filter factors . . .
assures uniform negative density. The U and O, and
the A and C, positions clearly mark respectively, the
usable limits of black-and-white and color film. See
the Master II at your dealers or write for literature.
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 626
Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

Weston

PROJECTION

ml/
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16mm SLIDES ON

' EQIIPMEM

WINNEPEG (Canada) Cine Club's May
meeting featured a showing of a series
of films which were especially programmed as an educational feature for
members. Following showing of the
films, there were technical discussions
by members Lawrence, Lawson, McArthur and Roy Jacobite on the composition, editing and titling of the
films screened.

MOVIE

WITH
Versatility has
been added to your
16mm movie camera
and projector.
Project your
16mm films as movies
and SLIDES with , . ,

productions "Redouble Trouble" (one
story filmed in both 8mm. and 16mm.), that already the group is planning another twin-filming project. Subject of second production will be
"Paper Doll." William Rheingans will
direct the 8 mm. version while the
1 6mm. version will be directed by Gene
Millman.
★ ★ ★

VOIR

FKOJECTO-SLIDE ADAPTEK
.70 GLASS SLIDE COVERS
2.5 MASKS
\ 1
2.1 SLIDE HINDERS \ \
I.IST PRK l,
l~
14
COMri.KTI,

REFII L KITS
FOR
23 SLIDES
$100

mmvm\
Extreme ease of operation
Fits all standard makes
No mechanical changes
Full illumination

PROJECTO- SLIDE COMPANY
5« FlfTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 19. N.
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A MESSAGE

FROM

Jew

Ingles

On Making

Stereo

Movies

Metallic Surfaced Screen Essential Where
Polaroid Used for Stereo Effects
While we are shipping out lenses every
day, our production reduces our backlog
of unfilled orders only slightly.
So today, to satisfy the ever increasing
demand for the world-famous

''GOERZ

AMERICAN"
PRECISION PHOTO-LENSES
An American Product Since 1899

our plant is working at full speed, yet
under the same rigid standard of highest
accuracy, which has been our motto from
the start almost a half century ago.
We suggest, you assure yourself of the
highest place on our delivery list by rushing in your order through your dealer for
the ens you have selected. "First come —
firs served" is the rule adhered to in
fair ess to everybody. You will be repaid
for our patience manifold if you let yourself be guided by the following adage:
REMEMBER
For making first-class pictures a
"GOERZ AMERICAN"
lens will give you a lifetime of
profitable satisfaction.

The c. P. GOERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL COMPANY
OFFICE AND FACTORY
317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.
HM-6
RENT

16mm.

Sound

films

50c per reel
Large selection of features and shorts.
New prints', free catalog.
•
UNION

COUNTY
FILM
SERVICE
1 30 Chestnut Street
Roselle Park, New jersey

*
PETRIFIED FOREST *
The most spectacular movie display of petrified
wood in its beautiful vivid and varied colors.
gem to
your collection. $15.00
100 H. A 16mm.
Kodachrome
50 ft. 8mm. Kodachrome _ 7.50
ORDER NOW
SUPERLATIVE PRODUCTIONS
2344 Honolulu Ave.
Montrose, Calif.
PORTABLE SOUND!
New and Used 16mm. & 35mm.
Portables — Everything in Theatre
and Home Movie Equipment. Send for our
_ hundreds of
listing
ariousBargain
items atCatalog
tremendous
savings.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
449 W. 42nd St.
Dept. F New York 18. N. Y.

M

FOR the reader who may be planning
to try the interesting method of making stereoscopic films described by John
Malloy in the March issue, under the
title "Applying the Stereoscope Principle
to Home Movies," one or two helpful
points might be added.
Most important, pictures of this sort,
which depend upon polarized light for
their three-dimensional effect, must be
projected on a metallic screen for fully
satisfactory results. The Polaroid manual, "Polarized Light and Its Application," states: "The screen must have a
metallic surface in order to preserve the
special structure of the light that forms
theThe
images."
reason is extremely simple. A
metallic screen reflects polarized light
back as polarized light, while an ordinary projection screen largely depolarizes the light. As a result, there will not
be any substantial difference between
the two images usperimposed on the
screen, and the viewing glasses will not
'unscramble' the images for the spectator's eyes.
Actually, there will be %ome stereo
effect with almost any screen, because
a small fraction of the light will be reflected in its original polarized state,
but the three-dimensional image will be
accompanied by two annoying ghost
images on either side.
Fortunately, the metallic screen required for this purpose offers no difficulty whatever. Any smooth surface,
such as oil cloth, plywood, wallboard,
or the like, need simply be painted
smoothly with aluminum lacquer or
paint of the type used to coat steam
radiators, and it will provide a perfect
surface for the projection of polarized
stereo pictures. Aluminum paint may be
found at the five-and-ten cent stores or
almost any paint store. In case the reader
is already using a home movie screen of
the aluminum painted type, this will of
course be suitable for stereo.
The viewing spectacles referred to
will be available from the Three Dimension Company, Chicago, in two forms:
a cardboard mount at a \try low price,
and a more expensive plastic mounting,
like regular sunglasses. Incidentally, the
Polaroid glasses sold to kill glare are not
suitable for stereo viewing as both Pola
screens are orientated in the same direction, with the result that both eyes
would see one image and neither eye
would see the second image. For the
reader who wants to construct his own,
Polaroid discs may be obtained from the

N

Edmund Salvage Company at a price
considerably lower than the special
photographic Pola screens.
In constructing the beam splitter, it
probably would be found simpler to use
a right angled prism instead of the Vblock of mirrors. A prism of suitable
size could probably be obtained from one
of the optical salvage companies, which
the constructor could then have aluminized on the two faces which make the
right angle. This would by-pass the
somewhat tricky job of fitting the two
mirrors together. Should the reader attempt the latter, he will be well advised to have a glazer cut and bevel two
pieces of good plate glass, then have
them aluminized after cutting. If the
mirrors are metallized first, the grinding
coating.
job
is almost certain to damage the
The mechanically minded reader who
becomes enthusiastic about stereo might
also consider the possibility of using two
cameras side by side, screening the dual
stereo-films with two projectors mounted likewise. Both pairs — cameras and
projectors — would have to be linked together mechanically, and start on a definitely marked frame, so that the two ran
in step, frame for frame. This would,
however, provide a normal sized picture
of horizontal shape. Even more elegant,
of course, would be a special camera
which would make two 8mm. images
side by side on a single i6mm. film —
but this is probably going somewhat beis it? yond the home constructor's depth — or
Everything points to a big upswing
ahead for stereo, and it is to be hoped
that readers will communicate the results of the experiments for the benefit
of other fans. Readers who try the
polarized light system may be interested
to know that it was used as long ago
as 1 89 1, when it was demonstrated in a
theatre in London by John Anderton.
However, it was the subsequent invention of Polaroid by Land which made its
widespread use possible.
NEXT

MONTH

★ DON MOHLER, of General Electric
Company, writes about the new G-E
Photospot lamp, tells how amateurs
can enhance lighting of their indoor
movies with this newest of photo
lamps.
LARS MOEN concludes his series of
articles on editing in the July issue
with a review of latest editing equiptips on their use you won't
want toment and
miss.
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Movies
Magazine
MONTHS POft $2.50 IN U. S.
CaaMi*. $3.50— Foreign, $3.50
OFFER: 2 Yean for $4.00 im tha U. I.

UE MOVIES
0 SMaat Mvd.
lyweod 28. Calif.
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SHORTAGE?

Nof
at ASTRA!
35 MM Cartridge
36 Exposures
V
(For Candid Comeros)
■ DuPont Superior #2 Weston .60
f Daylite 50 Tung 32 .
Ansco Ultro speed Weston Tft
Daylite 100 Tung 64
.I U
'
ROLL FILM
KODAK SUPER XX
116
35«
120
30«
616
35«
620
30«
127
25<

"
"
■
^

16 MM Weston 100
Eoslman super
"
\ XX MOV
I
100 IE
ftFILM
$4,50 H
8 MM Weslon 100 Eoilmon super
■
25 ft. dbl
2.55 ■■
16 MM Weston 8 Orllio
■
too ft
3.75 "
^ S MM Weslon
8 Ortho 2.00 _
25 ft. dbl
OB
Free processing included B
M
BULK FILM
,
100 Fool Rolls
35 MM Ansco ultra speed $3.50
' 35 MM DuPont superior #2. 3.00
I Deolers write for discounts. Dept. )07
ASTRA PHOTO PRODUCTS, inc.
308 West 44th St.
New York 18, N. Y.

Ask Your Dealer
VAPORATE
CO.. INC.
130 W. 46fh St.
New York City

BELL & HOWELL CO.
180! Larchmont, Ctiicago
716 N. LaBrea, Hollywood

^^"^ FOR ^ma^m^
BULK FILM
^./''^^
jlRlk / T
PROCESS IT
CIRCULAR
jV^^^ YOURSELF
Pan- PanOrtho chromatic chromatic
Weston 6
Weston 24 Weston 64
100 ft. Single 8— $1.15 $2.35 $2.40
100 ft. Double 8— $1.45 $3.85 $3.95
ICO ft. 16mm.
—$1.55 $3.80 $3.90
Since the above prices do not include developing, why not get one of our low cost developing sets and develop your own movies! The set
consists of developing rack, tray, safelight and
set of prepared developing powders, together
with a simple step by step instruction sheet.
30 ft. single 8 set $4.20; 33 ft. Double 8 or
16mm. set $5.85. Show your movies two hours
after they are taken.
FROMADER GENERA CO.
Davenport 7, Iowa

16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities
BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Incorporated
164 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6

New

Treatment

Familiar
• Continued from Page 323

You Con Make A

For
Subject

With a garden full of flowers to draw
upon for filming material, he soon set
to work on recording long medium and
closeup shots of each.
With a total of twenty-five different kinds thus filmed, Duvall prepared
for the phase of editing and titling his
picture. Using one of the title backgrounds from a page of Home Movies,
he cut out the center leaving a plain
panel in which was inserted numerals
on cards. Using this title background, a
series of inserts was filmed in his titler,
each with a different number ranging
from I to 25. These numbers, incidentally, which were purchased from a
dime store, are die-cut, green in color
and gummed on one side, making for a
very neat appearance on the screen.
Duvall's film begins with this subtitle:
"See if you can gu^ss the names
of all the flowers on this reel."
The flowers then are presented in a
sequence of several shots each. For instance, we see the daffodil in a long shot
which shows how it appears planted in
the garden, suggesting its use in landscaping plans. Then the camera, moved
closer, shows the plant and blossoms
close up. This is followed by an ultra
closeup of the bloom, rounding out a
study of this particular flower. The
sequence then concludes with a shot
showing the daffodil's use in interior
flower arrangement in a boquet.
This same plan is followed through
with all flowers pictured: first the
flower growing in the garden is introduced in a medium or long shot, then
in a closeup followed by an ultra closeup, concluding with a shot of it in a
floral arrangement. Thus the decorative
qualities of each flower are demonstrated in both landscape and floral use.
"The showing of this film to many
local groups has rewarded me with
much favorable comment," said Duvall.
"At each showing I distribute sheets of
paper to those in attendance and these
are prepared with lines numbered from
I to 25. Pencils are also provided and
each one is asked to write in the name
of the flower shown on the screen.
lamp
60 room
watt
bulb"A is portable
inverted at
the with
back ofa the
providing a dim source of illumination,
ample for those present to write by.
After screening of the film is concluded, I read off the correct list of flower
names and great interest is expressed in
totalling up the scores of correctly
named flowers.
"Accompanying the screening of the
picture is a selection of recordings for
background music played on turntables.
These include "Waltz of the Flowers,'

Better

Splice

A splice that won't break with a
CRAIG

SPLICER

Craig Senior Splicer
... is used for all 8mm. and 16mm. sound or
silent film— four simple operations without wetting
film— gives you permanent splices— guaranteed to
slick— has cutter and a dry scraper. $10.95
Craig

Junior Splicer
... is easy to use— it's adaptable for either 8mm.
or 16mm. film. Complete with bottle of Craig
Safety Film Cement and water container. Mounted
on hardwood base. $3.95
CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
lot Angelet
San Froncitce Seattle

★

★

★

Quality

Color

Prints
FOR
★ INDUSTRY

★ HOLLYWOOD
★ U.S. ARMY
★ U.S. NAVY
and YOU!

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.
6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28
California
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B I G E LO W
MOTION
PICTURE FILM
COMPENSATED IN PROCESSING TO
CORRECT EXPOSURE ERRORS
Weston 25 ft. 100 ft.
Speed 8-8mm. 16mm.
Outdc
8-3
$1.50
$2.95
Du-AII
I 24-16 I $2.35 | $5.50
Above prices include processing.
California buyers please include sales tax.
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE

'Roses of Picardy,' 'Hearts and Flowers,' 'Gold and Silver Waltz,' and 'My
Waltz'."
Treasure
Mr. Duvall
filmed the picture with
an Eastman model 25 Cine Kodak. An
Eastman titler was used for making
Longer Shows With
• Continued from Page 335

8mm.

handsaw or coping or keyhole saw,
whichever is most readily available.
The next step is to cut out center of
- 24-HouR Processing Service —
this disc to correspond with the core
The snap and sparkle associated with proof the 1600 foot reel. Determine diaessional motion pictures are yours when
you use NEW COMPENSATED
meter of this core and draw its equivalent circle in center of the plywood disc.
In some cases where a compass is unavailable, itis possible to lay the reel
6449 Regent St.
Oakland 9. Calif.
over the plywood disc and make guide
marks with a pencil from which a circle
may be drawn freehand. Cut out the
smaller disc, then cut the larger disc
into two parts. Smooth all rough edges
A STAR THAT NEVER FLICKERS
with sandpaper to prevent abrasion of
RUDOLF VALENTINO
film.
in
Place the two sections inside the reel,
•■SON OF THE SHEIK"
bring them together flush with one
A source of steady light to those who enjoy
good action and melodrama.
side of the reel and secure them to the
16mm. Sound— 72 Minutes $300.00
reel flange with short (quarter-inch)
16mm. Silent— 108 Minutes $150.00
No. 2 wire size wood screws. It is imThe beloved Valentino, who achieved the
portant that these screws do not extend
greatestacross
popularity
in motion
history,
dashes
the desert
on hispicture
swift Arabian
through
the plywood so they will scratch
Charger, straight Into your heart.
the film. If short screws are unobtainable, the points of substitutes must be
filed down smooth after being driven.
You will now have a reel which will
be just the right width for 8mm. film,
'45 West
with a little space to spare, so that there
will be no undue chafing on the sides.
In Canada
ARROW
FILMS,it's LTD.
Proceed exactly as above in revamping
I43 Victoria Str., Toronto I, Ont.
the second reel.
When this is completed, take your
projector case and lay it lengthwise, directly in back of and flush with the
Hollywood Hi-Speed
base upright. The reason for this is to
I6MM and 8MM FILM
bring the height of the projector up
Splendid for all Indoor shots such as Birthdays,
Anniversaries, night street scenes, stage plays,
and to the center of the space between
all sporting events, etc.
the two reels. The projected beam of
HOLLYWOOD HI-SPEED FILMS are fully panchromatic— use any filter, Non-Halation backlight will now pass without obstruction
ing, marvelous latitude, fine grain.
between the reels and the screen. In
100 ft. 16mm. $5.75— Weston 50-40
25 Ft. 8mm. $3.00— Weston 32-24 or 24-16
some instances it may be necessary to
raise the projector still higher by placHollywoodland Studios
SOUTH GATE, CALIFORNIA
ing additional blocking under the case.
This, of course, will depend upon the
particular projector or case and will imLowest OnExchange
Rates —Films
Where
Can You
All Standard
— Castle,
Etc. Beat it?
mediately be evident when the projecAllowance Exchange Rate
tor lamp is turned on.
8mm Complete
$ 4.50
7.75
1.00
$1.00
10mm Complete- — silent
If this set-up is initially worked out
4.00
IGmm Complete — sound.
13.50
to
satisfaction, it may be followed re1.00
Ifimm 100 ft. — sound
6.50
peatedly ateach showing, with a miniOR — You May Swap at Club)
No Charge — (Join Our Swap
mum of time and effort. The wire drive
IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P. O. BOX 539
BROCKTON 65. MASS.
belt will now occupy your attention.
Special
100 Keels
Ft. 8.O.F. Subjects $3.50
Most of these belts are constructed so
1600 FootUsedUseed
1.00
that it is possible to cut them at any
desired length. One end screws into the
T
other, making a very pliable and strong
CED
REDU
^\
"J
GED
8 ENLAR
TO
ID
TO O
union. Be sure and cut from the large
BLAtK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME
or open end. To determine the correct
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
length, set your projector so that the
Incorporated
front end of it's base will be to the edge
164 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6
of the case, facing reels. Then hold the

the titles and number inserts, and a
G-M meter insured accurate exposure
of all shots.
"Tussie Mussie" has been awarded
Home Movies certificate for the Movie
Of The Month for June.
Projectors

. . .

belt around both pulleys and cut so that
it will be rather slack when the ends are
joined. The method of loosening or
tightening belt is to merely move the
projector
slightly
forwardnever
or bebackward. However,
it should
too
tight, as it will be necessary for the
belt to slip rather easily, in order to retaken lieve
up. some tension on the film being
Now wind a short length of film on
the top reel and thread it through the
projector and down to the take-up reel.
Make sure that the film on both reels
line up with the sprockets on projector
and that there is no strain or undue pull
with projector running. It cannot be
over-emphasized that it is important
never to have the spring belt exceptionally tight, otherwise too much of a load
will be placed on the motor, causing
it to run slow and heat up excessively.
In addition, there will be excessive
strain on the narrow 8mm. film from
the take-up reel. One or two trials will
enable you to completely familiarize
yourself with proper placement and
running of the apparatus. The film is
best rewound by hand, as it is then
possible to apply the proper amount of
tension to it.
I have used the apparatus described
here for projecting an hour and a half
uninterrupted show of 8mm. films
many times and have experienced no
trouble whatever, either with the projector or film. There was no excessive
drag on the motor nor overheating and
the film was taken up by the larger
reel as readily and efficiently as when
the smaller, two hundred foot reels are
used.

Camera Adventurer
• Continued from Page 345

. . .

the Pacific war zone. Through the war
years Line lectured with it before nearly
every great audience in the land; the
mothers and fathers of service men were
able to see and learn of the places where
their sons were fighting; the film was
reviewed by army generals who wanted
to gain knowledge of the Pacific.
Line's latest one-man expedition has
been along the paths of peace. He has
recently become the first white man to
follow the wilderness Heber-Reno stock
trail in Arizona. Realizing that there is
great drama in America
as well as
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SINGLE
8:; FILM
if for REVERE Single 8mm.
ic for UNIVEX Single 8mm.
Buy BULK Film — Spool your own of hard-to-get
Single Smnn. film.
100' Single 8mm. Weston 8
$1.15
100' Single 8mm. Weston 24
2.05
100' Single 8mm. Weston 44
2.60
REVERSAL PROCESSING
30' — any type Single 8mm. film — 50c
REVERE Single 8mm. Camera Spools 50c
SINGLE 8mm. — On Camera Spools — READY
RDR CAMERA USE — FREE PROCESSING
REVERE Single 8mm.— 30' on camera spools, $1.49
UNIVEX UP 100—30' on camera spools, $1.25
Write today for catalog on complete line of
6mm. and l&mm. home processing equipment,
film titles, etc.
SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
Home Processing Headquarters
105 South Wells St., Dept. 646
Chicago 6, III.
MOVIE MITE l&mm. sound projectors will be
available shortly. Ideal for Church, Club, or
Horn*. Write for catalogue, "It Makes Sense."
* « *
POPULAR PICTURES COMPANY
Dept. No. 813
P. O. Box No. 223
Decatur
Georgia

30

IDMS

For FlLMlKi
CHILDRFI

Movie

Plots!

Complete Scenarios!
Main

Titles!

EVERY movie amateur needs this
booklet! Contains more than 50 plot
and continuity ideas; three complete
scenarios; and a host of art title
cards for kiddie movies for only —
25c
POSTPAID
HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood 28, Calif.

abroad, Line followed the 40-day trek LATEST 16mm TIME SAVER
of sheep from the Arizona lowlands to
the high mountains. For 40 days he
trudged and struggled across deserts,
over mountains and ravines, through
great forests, carrying his heavy camera
all the way and recording probably for
the first time on i6mm. film one of
the heroic phases of American life. He
found a "lost community;" he lived
with Indians along the way; he encountered great hazards. With a new
technique he filmed the stars at night,
the lightning flashes of desert storms.
The resulting motion picture, Sheep,
Stars, and Solitude, is considered his
masterpiece.
Line grew up in a small town in
Michigan. At the age of 11 he traveled
by bicycle with his brother through the
eastern states. At 18, he hiked to every EDITING REWIND FLANGE
state in the Union and worked in scores
This practical new device, which speeds editing is
of different industries in order to learn
used and recommended by leading Hollywood 16 mm.
American life at first hand. At this editors
and producers . . . Sides are of heavy gauge,
plastic. Engraved footage scale on inside surface
time, 23 years ago, his career as a lec- clear
indicates
of film on spool . . . Outer side has
turer began, for he worked his way specially amount
constructed locking device allowing removal
through the University of Michigan by of film by means of a simple lock. Core takes standard
lecturing about his traveling experi- lab pack spools, fits a standard 16 or 35 mm. rewind.
ences.
Ideal for winding short lengths of film into coils
and without endangering emulsion surfaces . . .
Line is a member of the Los Angeles quickly
It is the latest, finest 16 mm. improvement for both
Adventurers Club. He is married and professionals
and amateurs. May be purchased complete
has a ten-year-old daughter who, with or the face side with spool may be purchased separately.
Mrs. Line, is becoming a seasoned travel- For early delivery place your order now.
er. For the last two years Line's color
TELEFILM
STUDIOS
motion pictures have taken first place
HOLLYWOOD
16mm. HEADOUARTERSj
in the audience voting on one of America's largest lecture courses. He ap- 6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California
pears annually before the leading clubs
and universities, and on the largest lecture courses in America.
An OFFICIAL
Fl LMS'
You

Have

To

Plan
• Continued fiom Page 325

It First!

composition of a shot to the ones that
come before and after.
But the important thought and analysis should be put into writing the
scenario. The script does not have to be
written well from a literary viewpoint —
this is unimportant. It should be considered only in terms of visual images —
of putting down on paper what one will
actually see on the screen. It is a byword in Hollywood that a good scenario
makes a good movie. The same holds
true for amateur films.
Whatever type of movie-making is
intended, whether a simple backyard incident, a story or a documentary, the
written script is of paramount importance. Its value even in documentary
work cannot be overemphasized. It is
not enough just to go and "shoot". In
our pocket should be a well thought out
and thoroughly understood word picture of what is later to be seen on the
screen.

WILL

OSBORNE'S

ORCH.

A perfect rendition of this sentimental favorite,
as Will Osborne does a snnooth vocal, while
his
Ing band
dancegives
teamwithof sweet,
Marilynsweet
and swing.
MaxineCharnn.
.. .
plus a glamorous hlollywood setting, makes this
Soundle "tops" for your lasting pleasure!
16mm. S.O.F. - 100 Ft $7.50
Write for free booklet listing
72 star-studded Soundies

St., N.Y.C. I?
^^jj^iMijlillllil^l 25 W. II45thllinilllllllllllllMMIIIIIIIIIII
IIMMIIIIMinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Please send
prints of Official Films'
SOUNDIE. "Stardust." at $7.50 each.
Name
Address
City
State
□ C.O.D. □ Remittance enclosed
□ Send Soundies Booklet
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WANT

BETTER

PIQURES?

News
• ConliniiedOf
fromWhat's
Page }14

New

. .

THEN
wood maple plugs are not only as slipresistant as rubber tips but are also
more durable.

ACRA-COTE
YOUR
You "11 getcomero
better pictures
your
present
lenses from
because
ACRA-COTE lenses achieve—
* Increased Color Fidelity
* Improved Shadow Detail
ond Contrast
* Elimination of Flare and
Scattering of Light
No Destructive Heat
to Hvrt Lenses
Take your lens to your local pho*
togrophrcrequesting
dealer. prices please
When
state name of lens, manufocturer,
type
and "'f"
number.
Accepted
leoding moving piclure
studios,by including:
Universal, Paromount, Walt Disney
Productions. Scientific Films, etc.

™^»«rTV« ■ '

• Photo albums of dignity.

i7!

TO YOUR
SILENT
FILMS
( Music * Narration * Special EHec+s )
LET us convert )Our 16 mm piaure to a sound film
of the highest quality. Skilled technical staff, and
finest sound recording equipment and studio facilities to scr\-c industrial, amateur and educational
film producers. VC rite TELEFILM, Inc., Dept. H-4
6039 HolljTKOod Blvd., Holl)-«ood 28, Calif,
for prices and literature.
• AIReieafch
Mfg. Co. IS
• Lockheed
Aircraf*
USEDMachinery
BY:Corp.
• DouglasOURAircraftSERVICE
Co. • Food
Co /"
S. Naval • Photo
Services
Dept.
•
Santa
Fe
Railr
Standard Oil Co. of Calif.
Ml

TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD

30' 8mnn. Ortho 8 Unlvex type _
$.75
25' 8nnm. Double Ortho 8
1. 10
25' 8nrinn. Double Pan 32-20
2.25
TITLES SOUND REDUCING
EDITING
COPIES INTENSIFYING
CHAUTAUQUA MOVIES
32 Blanchard St. * • • Jamestown, N. Y.
SERVICE SHEETS ON REQUEST
ONE

REEL COMEDIES

BOB IN
HOPE,16MM
JOE E, SOUND
BROWN, BIN6
CROSBY,
AL
AND OTHER JOLSON,
STARS. JACK BENNY
List- Price $20 Each — Dealer Discount
COMEDY
HOUSE
130 W. 44th St.
New York 19, N. Y.
I ^m

^'iiimiiii[ii;iiiifi;:i[iiiiKiiiii!i{iii!it:iHniiiiii!iii<iiHiiiii[imM;[Kiiiimiii[miifUiMiiiiiiiiiiJiiiniiniiiiiiiiii^
I Headquarters In New Englaitd
I For Castle Films, Nu-Art Films, Official
I Films, Pictoreels, Soundies, New
I
Hymnal Soundies
= Sales, Rentals, Exchanges — Bargain Lists Fr»«
I
FRANK LANE AND CO.
I
5 Little BIdq., Boston, Mass.
I
"We Buy Your Films for Cash"

s
|
§
|
|
|
i
t

0 Motor power supplied by B batteries.
Cine Special Motors
Faber & Kellogg division of the Faber
Photo Prods. Corpn., iioi No. Capitol
St., Washington, D. C, are marketing
two electric motors for use with the
Cine Special camera in making sound
films. Two motors are available: the
synchronous motor and the "wild"
motor, either of which are interchangeable in three minutes. Drive of the motor is on the eight to one instead of
the one to one movement. The drive
key of thin brass will shear in case of
jamming and can be easily replaced. The
micro safety switch in the original motor base remains in the circuit. All electrical connections are external and insulated. Motive power is supplied by
three 49 14 volt heavy duty B. batteries
installed in a standard camera equipment battery case. By tapping the various connections on the batteries, sp>eeds
from 12 to 48 F.P.S. are obtained.
Higher speeds may be obtained by adding more batteries, since the motor is
shunt wound and speed varies according
to applied voltage.
For normal operation, the operator
taps on from loo to iio volts, D.C.
This runs the camera with the governor
set at 48, at about 30 F.P.S. For 24
F.P.S. the control is set at 24 and the
governor regulates the motor at the
correct speeds.
Photo Albums
Photo albums of advanced design
tended to take a more conspicuous
functional place in the home are
book-shelf albums being marketed

inand
the
by

the Edwin M. Phillips Co., 76 Woodland Ave., East Orange, N. J.
The volumes are flat-opening, utilizing a new loose leaf ring especially designed for this purpose by the manufacturers. The extra wide "capacity" of
these rings permits the display of thirty
double-weight prints in acetate envelopes, or approximately five hundred
contact-size 120's on conventional paper
pages. These pages, or the acetate envelopes, are interchangeable.
The cover design has been adapted
from an old Spanish edition, similarly
stamped in genuine gold in the year
I 80 1, and lends an air of quiet dignity
to the book-shelf or library table where
these albums may be placed.
A "personalized" effect is available
on the back-bone of the binders, the
user's name or subject title stamped in
the same
gold foil as the rest of the
cost)
.
design. (This service at slight additional

• Loose-leaf for workshop convenience.
Photo-Lab-Index
The first post-war edition of the
Photo-Lab-Index, published by Morgan
& Lester, New York, publishers of photographic books, is expected to be ready
for distribution early in June. For the
first time, in response to many requests
received during the past few years, the
Photo-Lab-Index will make its appearance in two forms:
The DeLuxe 8 th edition of the PhotoLab-Index will come in the already
familiar rugged 6-prong, two-position
loose-leaf binder. In addition to the
present 1 200 pages, this binder is of
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sufficient capacity to hold forthcoming
Quarterly Supplements. Complete and
up-to-date as of January i, 1946, the
DeLuxe 8 th edition of the Photo-LabIndex is priced at $15.00. The Quarterly Supplement Service is available at
$2.00 per year, payable in advance directly to the publisher.
The Standard 8 th edition of the
Photo-Lab-Index, containing material
and number of pages identical with that
of the DeLuxe edition, is bound solid,
in fine cloth, and is conveniently
thumb-indexed with a guide to each of
the 24 sections stamped upon the front
and back covers. This edition is not
loose-leaf, and the Quarterly Supplement Service is not available for it. Upto-date as of January i, 1946, the
Standard 8 th edition of the Photo-LabIndex is priced at $8.00.
The Photo-Lab-Index offers authentic and dependable fingertip reference
for all standard recommended photographic and cine procedures.

• For users of 8mm. Fllmo projectors.
New Filmo Instruction Book
Gate-fold front and back covers,
which open out to display explanatory,
keyed illustrations of operating details
(in different views), while the pages
of text matter are being consulted, are
noteworthy features of the new owner's
manual just issued by Bell & Howell
Company, Chicago, for users of the
Filmo 8mm. Master 400 projector.
This novel arrangement enables the user
to consult any desired page in the booklet for information regarding set-up,
operation, or maintenance, and at the
same time to keep before him keyed
pictures of the projector for helpful
reference. Thus it becomes unnecessary
to thumb continually from text page
to illustration page, and back again, in
order to identify "Lever A" and
"Thumb-Screw B" and find out what
their functions are.
Wollensak's Raptar' Telephoto
The Wollensak Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y., announces a new telephoto
lens for the amateur and commercial
photographer. To be known as the
"Wollensak Raptar Telephoto," the lens
is the first Wollensak product to carry
the name "Raptar," recently selected as
first-prize winner in Wollensak's nation-wide "Name the Lens" Contest.

CourneyaPresents
Productions

• Coated to reduce flare.
Especially designed for nature, architectural, travel, sports and news photography, the "Raptar Telephoto" produces large images otherwise impossible
to get from the average reflecting, press
or view-type camera with short bellows
capacity. According to the manufacturer, it is a self-contained lens rather
than an attachment or a supplementary
lens. Like all Wollensak lenses the Raptar is treated with antireflecting hard
coating Wocotc to reduce flare and
internal reflections.
Repair Service
Cinema Enterprises, Inc., 601 W.
26th St., New York i, has set up a projector and motion picture camera repair
laboratory to service every need in the
8mm. and the i6mm. motion picture
field. Factory trained technicians will
repair equipment no matter what make
or model. Only factory replacement
parts are used. All equipment is insured
the moment it enters laboratory. Sound
projectors as well as silent are serviced.
Amplifiers for sound projectors are also
repaired. It is advisable to send the
speaker with the sound projector for
a complete checkup.

The most outstanding 8 and 16mm.
values of the year in beautiful color
or black and white. Silent or Sound.
Latest Preiieii' Releases
B-1 20th Annual L.A. Open Golf Tournament . . . Features the best Amateur
and Professional Golfers of the world.
Byron Nelson comes through again.
B-2 Kings of the Court — Catches top
tennis players in top notch form. Riggs
wins professional hard court crown.
B-l and B-2 Shows many of the Hollywood
Celebrities attending Famous Sports Events.
A few of the ardent fans there;
Brenda Pidgeon
Helser
Humphrey
Bogart
Walter
Robert Montgomery
Clark
Gable
Johnny
Weissmuller
Lou Nova
Bruce Cabot
Adolf
Menjou
Lauren Bacall
Richard Arlen
Jack Oakie
Linda Darnell and many others.
B-3 Silverunderwater
Springs ... Fairyland
A trip to Florida's
famous
Beautiful underwater scenes . . . Exciting Jungle Cruise.
B-4 Know Your Snakes with Ross
Allen . . . Various types of poisonous
and non-poisonous snakes.
B-5 First Aid for Snake Bite with Ross
Allen.
Mail Coupon Today
milMINIIIIIIIIIIItlMNIIIiriliniltlMlllNINIIIMUIIIIinillMIIIIUiriUIUUIIIIMIIUIt)
COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
1564 North Gordon
Hollywood 28, California
Check Here
□ Sound
□ Silent
□ 16mm.
□ 8mm.
□ Black & White
□ Color
..Film Interested in
Name
Street..
City
Enclosed find 10 Cents {stamps or coin) for
information and latest catalogue.

WELD-ALL
Closeups . . .
• Continued from Page -^46
of this 1 6mm. Kodachrome film which
brings to Americans the answer to the
question "What is Europe like now?"
and shows the huge panorama of destruction wrought by the war as well
as some of the beauty spots and cultural heritages which escaped the holocaust.
Laura Archera, whose 16mm. sound film
was an award winner in Home Movies
1944 annual contest, leaves Hollywood
June 15 th for her native Italy to make
a series of documentary films. She is
also accepting assignments from producers of educational, travel and business films to shoot 16mm. color footage for them in Italy and other
European points on her itinerary.

Carlos Grant's i6mm. productions have
come temporarily to a halt due to his

FILM

CEMENT

FOR. 8IV\M • I6MM • 35MM
• IVON'T DRY OUT
•M/ID OP Off
IDa'de ^"hOW to USE FILM CEMENT"
Smhe/at LcnfVi,9nc.
431 SO DEARBORN ST. • CHICAGO 5
llllllllllltllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIMItltnilMMIlllIINIMIIIIllMIMIIMIlllllllllllllllinilllinillltl
TITLE LETTERS
Buy from mfgr. and save. Used by amateur and
professional. No fancy package, iust 225 pieces
of indestructible metal letters, numbers and
figures, soft white, give proper shadowing.
Complete with instructions for vertical setup.
Guaranteed. $3.95 set delivered.
CALIF. PAT. LETTER SUPPLY
48231/2
Oakwood
Ave. Hollywood 4, Calif.
<niiiiiiiiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiriuiiiiitiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiMiriitui''iiiuttMiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiii
Nationwide opportunities, sound
future waiting. Photographers
needed by studios, newspapers,
advertisers, in business, Industry, science. Qualify
through
success Write
- proved
home Instruction.
for
full details.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept.
New1 14,York10 West
I, N. 33Y. St.
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MASTER

TITLEER

MAKE YOUR TITLES ON THE SPOT— On your
vacation, on trips, any time, any place. Make
your titles with natural backgrounds as you
shoot your scenes. No splicing, no fussing. Titles
are included the first time you see your
developed film. Also make close ups and
ultra close up inserts with the MASTER
TITLEER. With its Accessories, it provides
equipment for making all types of titles, trick
shots,
montage shots,
etc., America's
most
complete
equipment
and
16mm. movietitling
cameras.
At your— for
Dealerall or8 write
for free folder and useful titling information.
MASTER Accessories
TITLEER —
*Q
without
^
(plus Federal Excise Tax)
HOLLYWOOD Cine PRODUCTS
3227'/2 So. Figueroa - - Los Angeles
USE
Fine
Grain
Reversible
Safety
Film
Ample
Outdoor
Speed
AMBERTINT FILM „
fC.
Includes
machine processing.
Day-T*^»^^
W M . Calif,
light spooli,
to load
shoot.
buyers ready
include
sales& tax.
50pg^.ft
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
"The West's Greatest Film Order House"
Southgate
California
Msre
OUTDOOR
Action
Film
At Lett
Cost.

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE FEATURE PROGRAMS
16mm. SOUND $4.95
I6mm SILENT, $4.50
8mm SILENT, $3.50
SEND FOR FREE LISTS— Specify film size
I n e m a service
71 DEY ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
FOTOCHROME PANCHROMATIC
MOTION PICTURE FILM
8mm. and 16mm.
Excellent for all indoor and outdoor shots,
non-halation, good latitude. Spooled, ready for
camera
included. use. Automatic machine processing
Weston
30' for 8-8mm.
25' 16mm.
100'
speed Univex
Fotochrome x
32-24 $1.00 $2.00 $4.50
Fotochrome xx 100-80
1.15 2.25 5.00
THE
MOVIE
SHOP
P. O. Box 3877
Kirkwood 22, Mo.

country sending him to Maryland to
open a new consulate office for the
Chilean government there. Late fall
should find him back in Hollywood resuming his camera work.
*
Thomas R. Conlon has completed a i6mm. color film "Pheasant Fever" which
will be distributed by Hawley-Lord,
Inc., N. Y. City, who also distribute
the popular Field and Stream series
of wildlife and game films.
★
Alva F. Adams, of Novato, CaHf., has
completed a i6mm. short subject in
color on trapping of fur bearing animals in the High Sierras. Awaiting him
is an assignment to shoot footage for
another short subject, the locale of
which will be in California's famed
Death Valley.

Experimental
Workshop
• Continued from Page }4i

. . .

making satisfactory enlargements of
8mm. frames. All that is necessary is to
center two strips of 8mm. film over
the enlarger aperture, side by side, and
make the exposure by holding a No. i
photoflood in reflector five inches away
from the film holder. By using Ansco
Plenachrome film, allow 20 seconds exposure for Kodachrome movie frames
and 12 second for black and white. The
enlargement negative is 2'/^"x3'/4" and
provides four 8mm. frame enlargements
as shown in photo above. These can be
used to make still further enlargements
N. paper.
J.
on
— Frank A. StClair, Millburn,
Editing Idea
when doing extensive film editing,
I have found it helpful to make a rough
arrangement of scenes in approximate
sequence and to join each scene strip
with the next with narrow masking
tape obtainable at paint stores. This tape
leaves no sticky residue on film surface
and makes editing more pliable than
when film strips must be sliced with
cement, then separated and spliced
again. With this method, each scene
may be inspected, cut, then retaped
pending the final arrangement preceding actual splicing. — EJ. C. Harris,
Chicago, III.
Emulsion

amount of water ample to moisten the
area to be scraped. — Ed C. Harris,
Chicago, 111.
Candy Title Letters
A source of practical titling letters
are the sets of icing letters sold in dime
stores for birthday cakes. These are approximately 11/16" in height, are all
capitals, and may be had in a variety of
tints. Price is generally 10c a card of
fifty letters ranging from A to Z. About
three cards or 1 50 letters in all should be
ample for ordinary home movie titling
Calif.
work. — Ralph K. Jones, Long Beach,

Light Shield
An emergency light shield, for killing
glare of light on ceiling from projector
lamphouse, may be made from a piece
of cardboard bent to fit loosely over
lamphouse vent and secured to sides of
projector near lamphouse with bits of
adhesive or scotch tape. For screenings
of moderate duration there is no danger
of the cardboard igniting or even
Calif.
scorching. — Chas. Bonnifield, Oakland,

Filming
Spider's
Web
In shooting
movies in
the garden, a
spider web may be satisfactorily photographed ifit is first sprayed with a fine
mist of water. Use an ordinary flyspray gun. Be sure not to overload web
with the mist or it may break under
the weight. — Richard Hallack, Denver,
Colorado.
Correcting
Parallax
• Continued from Page
339

. . .

plane; therefore, no vertical correction
is necessary. However, a lateral adjustment must be made. In camera E, where
the lens and viewfinder are located in
different planes, both lateral and vertical adjustments are essential.
The method of adjusting to compensate for parallax is very simple. First of
all, a small hole must be drilled at the
vertex of the protractor through which
a strong piece of thread or fishing line
should be tied as shown in Fig. 2. The
thread should be approximately 5 ft.
in length and the other end may be tied
to a small plumb bob. The plumb bob

Remover

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

when making splices that require
moistening of film to remove emulsion,
I discovered that a convenient water
supply that can be controlled for this
purpose is one of the familiar stamp and
envelope moisteners sold in dime and
stationery stores. Gadget is a celluloid
tube with a small sponge on one end.
When filled with water, pressing
sponge down on film releases small

When reporting change of address, be sure also to send us your
previous address. This will assist
our circulation department in readily identifying your file card. In your
letter, simply state that you are
"moving to (new address) from
(old address)." Changes of address
should be reported at least FIVE
weeks in advance.
—HOME MOVIES
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is particularly useful when making
vertical shots.

To operate the system with an "A"
type camera:
1. Place the camera on a tripod.
2. Frame your subject in the viewfinder.
3. Determine visually the center of
the picture area.
4. Tighten the tripod head.
J. Place the protractor flush against
the lens in a vertical plane with the
vertex in the optical axis as shown in
Fig. I.
6. Point the plumb bob to the center of the subject determined in step 3.
(Have an assistant hold the bob taut).
7. Loosen the tripod head and tilt
the camera upward, stopping at the
point where the thread coincides with
the 90°
on take
the in
protractor.
This
causesangle
lens line
to now
the field
previously lined up through the camera
viewfinder in step 2.
Operation with other types of cameras is fundamentally the same with
the exception that Step 7 is modified as
follows :
Type B camera — tilt the camera
downward for correction.
Type C camera — ^pan camera counter-clockwise for correction. In this instance, as is the case for Type D cameras, the protractor should be placed
in a horizontal plane.
Type D camera — pan the camera
clockwise for correction.
Type E camera — a combination of
the above operations is necessary.
Additional convenience to the system
is afforded by marking the thread every
half foot with a suitable ink or paint,
affording accurate means of measuring.
It should be remembered that use of
a portrait or an auxiUary lens will be
necessary for close-up work if your
camera is of the fixed focus type or
cannot focus under six feet. Auxiliary
lenses may be procured at photo or optical stores at low cost.

Ideas For Home Movies...
• Continued from Page 337
swings over to catch Johnny easing out
of the room after suffering a third
degree case of boredom.
Finally the sewing is done; Mother
looks up and with the aid of a pan
shot taken from her viewpoint, we
scan the room and find that Johnny
has disappeared. A close-up reveals
consternation and anger appearing in
Mother's face. She glances about and
finally rests her gaze upon the open
cellar door. Here we use a dolly shot
to catch her striding determinedly toward the door, opening it wider, and
saying, via title, "Young man, are
you running around down there without your pants on?"

Then comes the kicker. A fast switch
brings into focus a figure in overalls,
carrying a flashlight. He swings around
to the camera, and says, via title, in

V^V

SHORT

utter amazement . . . "No lady, I'm
reading the gas meter!"
Similar humorous situations are suggested byother mediums than old joke
books and one's personal fund of funny
stories. Everyday the escapades of
"Blondie and Dagwood," in the comic
strips offer typical family situations
that can be "borrowed" and developed
into entertaining home movies. Other
popular comic strips will suggest movie
making ideas as will the spot cartoons
which feature the pages of such magazines as Saturday Evening Post, Colliers, American, Cosmopolitan, and
others. Such ideas may be freely used
as a basis for making home movies just
as long as the films are not commercialized.
So if you think that movie-making
ideas are hard to come by, that continuities are filmed only by those blessed
with imagination and a gift for story
writing, just remember that there is a
wealth of suggestions practically laid
in your lap every day through radio
programs, the comic strips, newspapers
and magazines — just waiting for you to
recognize their potentialities and convert them to entertaining shooting
scripts.

nation's top canine competition's takes
place at Long Beach, California.

SUBJECTS

25 Major Company
2-Reel Comedies
Featuring Musicals
8 Top Notch
LOUIS JORDAN
and his Band
(I Reel Each]
13 in RKO
Cartoons
Technicolor
and
Black and White

♦i
V

12 RKO Charlie Chaplin
Comedies
(2 Reels Each)
ALL S.O.F.
Send for our latesf catalog of
MAJOR COMPANY FEATURES,
Serials and Short Subjects
EXCLUSIVE 14mm. DISTRIBUTORS

^^^9 Seventh Avenue.
New ^ f^
COMMONWEM-TH """"

Aimy To Movie Making...
• Continued from Pti^c ^44
are "Kings Of The Court," a tennis
sportfilm, "Twentieth Annual Golf
Tournament," and "Silver Springs,
Florida," — all in i6mm. Kodachrome.
Now being readied for release are two
1 6mm. educational films "Know Your
Snakes," and "First Aid For Snake
Bite," both filmed at Ross Allen's famous reptile farm at Silver Springs,
Florida.
The first of these is a highly interesting pictorial account of the business
of extracting snake venom for medicinal purposes and the raising of snakes
for this odd but successful undertaking by Allen. Closeup shots show a
variety of snakes familiar to North
America such as the eastern diamond
backed rattlesnake. Florida bull snake,
king snake, and the little blacknosed
coral snake.
"First Aid For Snakebite" demonstrates the effect of snakebite and shows
methods of treatment. It should find
favor as an educational film for Scouts
and hunting, fishing and other outdoor
groups.
Newest production on the CourneyaBrown
Show"
will beschedule
filmed isin"Dog
i6mm.
colorwhich
and
sound late this month when one of the

FINEST IN 16 MM.

— FINE MACHINE WORK —
We design and build special photographic
equipment, Production Type 35mm. Enlargers,
Lens Turrets, Backwinds, Frame Counters,
Alignment
Lenses and Gages,
Optical Effectograph
equipment. Titlers. Special
Use Our Repair Service
Reperforating 100 ft. 16mm. film to double
3. $2.00. Guaranteed.
Master Negatives from your limm. or 8mm.
film
16 todirect
8. or optically transferred 8 to 16 and
MacVAN
MFG.
CO.
3829 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego 5, Calif.
. . . Ask your dealer about
the NEW Wirgin
TELOR
. . The auxiliary telephoto lens for 8 and
I 6mm movie cameras that cuts distance
in half. Fits over the lens of your movie
camera with a twist of the wrist.
PRIC"TELOR"
E, $21.lens is now availThe Wirgin
able at your photographic dealer. SEE
IT TODAY!
Distributed
FREE descriptive
foldersby are available.
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO., Inc.
50 West 29th St.
New York I, N. Y.
I
OLD TIME MOVIES

^flW^ Oceansid
L. I.,Avenue
New York
Anchor
''^ e,
iI ■9d\/v<
SILENT,
SOUND—
8 mm.,
16mm., 35mm.
"Movies March Along, 1896-1928" — 30 Stars
Mary
Pickford,
Barrymore,
"The $5.50
N.Y. each
Hat"
Complete,
16mm.L. Silent
$9.75; 8mm.
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CLISSIFIED
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
in unconditionally guar• BASS SAYS: Cine values
anteed equlpnnent:
70-A, Cooke
&
B.
USED 16mm. CAMERAS:$82.50. B.H. &Filmo
H. Filmo super
F-3.5 lens, and case,
latest, I" Wollensak F;l.5 lens coated, ^with
speed,
case,50 $200.00. Eastman Kodak 16mm. Model A ,
$42
Emel, turret
USED 8mm CAMERAS: Double 8mm. lens
camera
lens head, 13mm. Wollensak F:l.9
smgle
second,
per
speeds from 8 to 64 frames
crank tor
exposure button, frame counter, hand
r
viewfmde for
, adjustable parallax
dissolves
lap focal
with case, $l/V./4.
lencth lenses, complete
all
in stock.
cameras
H-16
We have new Bolex H-8 and
watt bulb 2 lenses
New Bolex G8-I6 proiector, 750
»/
Revere
new
lot of
and case $331.00. Another
Revere Deluxe proiectors.
and 97 cameras, and projector
s, $92.00.
Keystone 750 watt A-8
63mm. CineATE DELIVERY;
LENSES— IMMEDI
y coated, choice
chemicall
F:2.7,
at
Anastigm
Kodak
of adapter, $85.00.
.
proiectors, new
RARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmo
F:2.l
models. New 15mm. extreme wide angles, Filmo
y
projection lens for 16mm. projector chetTiicall
angle Filmo F:l.8 procoated, $25.45. V/z" wide
pro$14 85. 3 4F:2 F:2.b
jection lens, chemicallylycoated,
$26.60.
jection lens, chemical ycoated,
coated, $25.55.
projection lens, chemicallnew
Tru-Pan tripod,
SPECIAL- Just arrived— tax.Ambol
New Unicolt tripod,
Federal
$43.10 includingside-swin
g movement, and pan tilt,
with exclusive
from
$87.50. B. & H. objective finders in stockattachwide angle
6". Cine
i5mm up
H., Revere, and Keystone
B. & Extenar
ments forto8mm.
ft. heavyFed. tax. 2000Dummy
plus $2.45each,
$27.50, rewind,
lenses, 16mm.
with
$12.00.
duty
brake, $2.50.
, , , _ ,,
Complete
em.
tradeall makes.
and t,
We
equipmen
Cine'em,
new sell
stocksbuyfor'em,
DEPT. 179 W. Madison
BASS CAMERA COMPANY, 1.
St., Chicago 2, 11
.
sound projector $147.50.
• MOVIE Mite 16mm.
Holmes 1000 W. new 16mm. sound projector $485.00.
Presto Disco Recorder 78-33 1/3 RPM, Microphone,
8-16 projecStand new Bolex H16 cameras, Bolex 16mm.
Pocktors, new complete, 2 lenses, $331.00.
ette'
Magazine
camera
new,
case,
$77.50.
Marand
Com$27.50.
sturdy
ton Slide projector 2x2 new,
16"
Phonograph
bination Slide
turntable
in compactand modern
RPM Projector
33-1/3 Film
case. List
$160.00 like new, $75.00. 24 Volt Motor for cine
special $95.00. 24 Volt Motor for 70DA, $95.00.
CAMERA MART, 70 West 45th Street, New York.
• I6MM. Sound Camera— R.C.A. studio type. 3
lens Turret, 1 10 V. 60 cycle synchronous motor,
studio recording galvanometer, variable voltage
power supply for exciter lamp. No lenses or am16mm. Filmosound
lens —
All for plifier.
$500.00.
P. O. BOX projector,
5272, 7th 2andinchMadison
St., San Francisco.
• 1946 projectors, brand new! Victor 40-B 16mm.
sound projectors $425.00; Universal PC500 8mm.
500 watt projectors $63.50. Shipped prepaid in
U.S.A. Our reference Dun & Bradstreet. CHARLIE
POORMAN, Dept. HM, Schuylkill Haven, Penna.
• PROJECT-O-COLOR— the sensational accessory
for movie projectors, available now. Information
Free! Write PROJECT-O-COLOR, Dept. 54, Palatine,
• NEW Victor 40-B, Ampro Century- 10, Ampro
Premier-IO and B & H 179 sound projectors. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. WEST PARK FILM EXCHAN6E, 3488 Tuttle Ave., Cleveland II, Ohio.
• NEW and used Victors, Eastman, Ampro, Holmes
sound and and
silent Craig
projectors,
films, projection
Griswold
splicers,
rewinders, lamps,
reels,
camera films. ZENITH. 308 W. 44th, New York City.
• WESTON Master II exposure meter, $29.67.
Write us your needs. We buy, trade, lists. CAMERAMAN. 542-H Fifth Ave., New York 19.
• LEITZ
Hekttor
I" f/1.4,etc.Kodak
viewer, 2175
B. &
H.
splicer,
turntable
J. 16mm.
STERNBERG,
Walton Avenue, New York 53, New York.
FILM PRODUCING
• JACK D. LEPPERT, cinematographer, professionally equipped. HEmpstead 1394. 16mm. footage
and color shorts economically produced. 6770'/2
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS,
Box 539. Brockton. Mass.
PHOTO FINISHING
• 6 or 8 exposure roll finished, giant size, 30c.
Ask about our 16mm. and 8mm. titling service.
THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46, Southgate, Calif.

WANTED
ac, TARGET PISTOLS AND RIFLES
• SHOTGUNS
screens,
cepted in trade on cameras, projectors,
have
you
If
ic.
editors, and everything photograph or if you wish
trade in,
equiprrient of this type to photograp
equipment
your present soon to behicreceived
to trade in merchandis
you
e,
new
toward
will find our present allowances more than liberal.
equipment and we v^ll quote
Write, describingby your
return mail. NATIONAL CAMERA
our allowances
EXCHANGE, 86 So. 6th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.
projection
8mm. Mail
• WE andneed30' your
them
projection50'reels.
8mm.discarded
reels
postpaid- ESO-S will refund postage inandtradeallowon
21/2C for the 30'andreels
4c for the 50' andprojection
all other_ iterns
reels
raw film, large
.
issue).2,
in this City
o
M
Spring
our
in'
listed
W. 39th(seeSt.,ad Kansas
ESO-S PICTURES, 828catalog
and spot
• LENSES wanted. Will pay top prices
such as Zeiss,
cash for all types of standard lenses etc.,
etc. Mail
Goerz, Steinheil, Cooke, Wollensak,
price.321Irn-S.
askingINC.,
and &state
examination
for service.
lens
JAMES.
BURKE
mediate
4, Illinois. ^
Ave., Chicago
Wabash
such as
• WILL pay top prices for stillalsocameras
Cine cameras
Contax, Leica, Rollieflex, etc.,
full
and all types of photographic lenses.n. Send
We acexaminatio
in for
or mail
description knowledge
CO.,
LENS
PHOTO
immediately.
W. 32nd Street, New York City. 140,

RS wanted for 16mm. motion pic• DISTRIBUTO
tures Write for details on fast moving items.
P. O. Box 123, Station B. Brook- .
PICTURES,
lyn
PIQUE16, N. Y.
contacting 16mm. camerannen
in
• INTERESTED
newsreel6060organizaproposed
for
world
throughout
Sunset
Movies,
Home if.
Write Box M-123,
Cal
Blvd., tion.Hollywood,
• ASSIGNMENTS accepted— 16mm. shots of New
25c. MEZ-ART
ft.; B & WN. J.
75c Westfield,
York City. 218Color
Elmer,
STUDIOS,
camera
16mm.
type
box
Eastman
A
• MODEL
and price in letter to
State condition
wanted.
S. D.
BOX 33, Yankton,
— Used equipment. Bargain list on re• WANTED
quest. PETERS, 41-B South 4tti St., Allentown, Pa.
CAMERA FILM
B & W
• REPERFORATION of any brand 16mm.
or color film for use in 8mm. cameras. Perforations
sHt <or
Filrri
roll.
ft
100
$2.00 per50c additional. Send all
guaranteed. cameras
films
single 8mm.
FILMCRAFT,
to
"re perforate,"
insured
City 2, Co.
St., Kansas
W. 39thmarked
828
• UNIVEX camera owners! COLOR film for your
Guaranteed fresh stock—
single 8mm. cameras!rolls
Outfor
three
perColorroll,
$2.25 door
when orderfilm Specify
Color$6.50.
Indoor
or
film
2, Mo
828 W. 39th St., Kansas City
ing. ESO-S PICTURES, .
• EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 16mm. guaranteed fresh
Will
positive film, $4.00 each, limit 3 rolls per order FILMwith 2,order.
cash City
ship C.O.D.
Mo.
St., Kansas
39th prepay
828 W.or will
CRAFT,
Pan$1.10; film,
film, 8mm.
8mm.double
singlebulk
Ultrapan
• UNIVEX chromatic
Weston— 24-16,
So.
507
SERVICE,
CINEMA
RITTER
ft.
100
per
$3.75
Oak Park Ave., Oak Park, III.
$2.50; 25'
100' 16mm. ELIZABETH• MOVIE
double
8mm.camera
$1.25. films—
Free processing.
PORT Jer
PHOTO SUPPLY,
435 First Ave.,
.Elizabeth I,.
sey
New
• I6MM. Kodachrome, Daylight, 50 ft. Magazine.
CAMERApostpaid.
$5.17York
Indate New
Outdated
MAN, 542 $3.95.
Fifth Ave.,
19.
• ALL types foreign-made movie film processed.
Guaranteed. 2c per foot. Write H. HUGHES, 118
West Johnson, Madison 3, Wisconsin.
FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
"TEMPTATION"
Featuring Models From The
Hollywood Fashion Model Agency
• BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
• BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPHY
• BEAUTIFUL COLOR
Here are the most beautiful models you ever
laid your eyes on, in gorgeous settings and
unusual poses that will thrill you. This movie Is
different, refreshing and has real eye appeal.
The color editions are especially recommended.
Special
this exclusive
production:
BLACK prices
AND forWHITE
10050 ft.
ft. 16mm.
8mm. $3$5
BEAUTIFUL KODACHROME COLOR
100 ft. 16mm. $15
50 ft. 8mm. $ 8
We ship C.O.D. plus postage
FINE ARTSP. O.
FILMBox PRODUCTIONS
2084
San Antonio 6, Texas

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
! ! ! TWO SMASH HITS I ! I
• CAVALCADE OF MOVIES— the first filrri that
records 30 old time stars in scenes from their best
remembered
A priceless
Item —
t6mm. silent hits.
complete
version,collector's
$12.50 prepaid.
"Childbirth" — Modern technique — superb educational film for doctors, nurses and students. Hospital photography. $10.00 prepaid. SHERWOOD
PICTURES, 789 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.
• THEATRES— Roadshows— Drive-lns! Ohio-Indiana
men interested In starting 16mm. or 35mm. theatres,
drive-ins or roadshow circuits, contact us for
Ohio.
projection
seats,Ave.,
etc. THE
TON FILM,equipment,
Inc., 2227films,
Hepburn
DaytonDAY-6,
• GORGEOUS
Girls:breath-taking
sparkling "Allure"
and
"Sarong
Girls," two
films, 8mm.
50 ft. $2.00; I6rnm. 100 ft. $4.00 each. Big 1946
catalog many film bargains and sample, dime.
AUDET, Box 6520-CC, Philadelphia 38. Penna.
• "CAESARIAN Childbirth," $6.95; "Normal Childbirth," $8.95;(Free
entertainment
16mm. adult
both $14.75.
catalogs !6mm.,
8mm., versions;
sound).
IRVING MEGINNIS, II5-A Anchor, Oceanslde,
Long Island, N. Y.
• FOR SALE — 2 good features: "Happy Landing,"
with
Farnum and Ray Walker- "Cheyenne
Rocks,Wm.
Rides
Again"
with
Tom 1223
Tyler. Stowe
$45.00 Ave.,
each. McKees
HANIK
Pa.
FILM
RENTAL
CLUB,
• BEAUTIFUL Kodachrome film subjects, 8mm.,
16mm. Low Prices. Big catalog, 25c. Projection
length
sample PRODUCTIONS,
from "Waikiki Hula,"
$1.00. WORLD
IN
Box 392-C,
Elmira,
New COLOR
York.
• BIG Discounts — Unusual Subjects!! 16mm. sound
and silent films bought, sold and exchanged. Free
bargainBrooklyn
lists. SHERWOOD
PICTURES, 789 St. Marks
Ave.,
13, N. Y.
• CA3H or liberal trade-in allowance for used film
subjects; 8mm. exchange fee 50c plus postage.
MICHIGAN FILM EXCHANGE, 1514 Garfield Ave.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
• LATEST releases Castle, Official, Pictorial 816mm. silent, sound films. Sales, rentals, exchanges.
Catalogue listing over 3000 films, accessories, etc.,
2-3c stamps. REED, 7508 Third Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
• RENT by week — 8mm. -16mm. movies. Shorts and
features; lowest rates. Catalogues. Projectors and
accessories for sale. DAYTON FILM RENTAL, 2227
Hepburn, Dayton, Ohio.
• ACME — 'SVE" — 35mm. portable projector — one
five reel feature and five one reel subjects. Complete outfit for sale cheap. Write M. VAN BUREN,
30 Willow Street, Gloversvllle, New York.
• SOUND films rented by the week. Homes,
roadshowmen, churches, schools. New catalogs.
DAYTON
ton 6, Ohio.FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn Avenue, Day• 8MM.-I6MM. silent films rented by the week.
Shorts and features. Low rates. New catalogs. DAY6, Ohio.
TON FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn Avenue, -Dayton .
• I6MM. short, $2.00; 16mm. feature, $7.00; 16mm.
sound,
$13.50; Toy Projector, $12.30. STATEWIDE
Conn.
ENTERPRISES, 168 East Main St., Waterbury 22,
• HOME MOVIES: Rent— buy— swap 8/l6mm.
silent and sound at money-saving rates. Details
for a dime. MIDLAND, Box 429, Oak Park I, 111.
• GORGEOUS models ... A fine collection of
beautiful girls. Free lists 16mm. only. PIQUE PICTURES, Box 123, Station B, Brooklyn. New York.
• UNUSUAL 8-l6mm. film subjects. Big catalog
with sample film, lOc. NATIONAL FILM EXCHANGE, Broadway Station E, Toledo 9, Ohio.
• 8-I6MM. home movies, glamour photos; 3c
PRODUCTHOMAS42. Calif.
and Loslist.Angeles
sample
stamp brings
TIONS,
5123 York
Blvd.,
• I BUY and swap 16mm. sound film. Send in your
list. Also sell projectors and equipment. BILLS
FILM SERVICE. Box 231, Calwa City. Calif.
silent and
Castle films, 8-l6mm.,
• USED and new
SERVICE,
ALVES 84,PHOTO
sound.
Mass.
Bralntree
Ave.,lists.
Storrs for
Inc., 14 Send
and addresses where
• MOVIES: Over 150 names
films. 1308
sound,D. color
to obtain Free,
Connecticut
Ave., silent,
Washington,
C.
TITLING SUPPLIES
e 8MM. titles: B & W and Kodachrome; lap
effects. Send for
dissolves, zooms, and other
8MM MOVIE
PAULS Pa.
samples
Lincoln St., . Easton,
156 information
SERVICE, and

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
making movies! Details, stamp.
• MAKE money
JENKINS, Box 392X, Elmira, New York.

...PRIZED

BEAUTY

Of sheer delight to collectors and observers is the multi-hued adornment of the buttern/ . . . sonietiines speckled
BOLEX MODEL H-16 (Model H-$ is identical)

with flashing reds, sometimes in vivid purples and joyous yellow/s . . . always symbolic of nature's own perfection.
Man, too, has achieved rare perfection in many endeavors, and among them is the Golex motion picture camera. In
outer beauty and inner precision, Bolex represents the highest achievement in the art of fashioning precision instruments. Stemming from more than 130 years of craftsmanship in the famous factories of the Paillard Company,
Bolex cameras provide an easy, absolutely dependable means of transferring events from our daily lives to blackand-v/hite or full color movies which can be enjoyed time and again.
Except for the difference in film sizes, Bolex Models H-16 and H-8 are identical. The H-8, however, provides loading
with 100' spools of film. All other 8's are limited to 25' spools. The Bolex H-8 is the most economical, therefore,
of all 8mm movie cameras in cost of operation. Both models feature automatic threading; critical visual focusing;
tri-focal parallax-correcting viewfinders; clutch to disengage spring motor for rewinding film in making fades and
dissolves; filming by hand crank, either forward or reverse; bock winding mechanism, and a host of other refinements

KERN-PAILLARD
SWITAR 1" F/1.4 LENS
Double- coated, producing brilliant movies even if filmed
against tlie ligtit, automatic
depth of field scale, locking diapt\ragm stops, excellent definition, even at full aperture. These
are only some of the features
that moke this lens the finest
yet produced for 16mm movies.

which stamp Bolex as the "prized beauty" among all cameras in performance.

BOLEX Model L-8 is the cream of the small doubleeight field. The most beautiful in appearance and
the most precise in operation. It may be carried in
a side-coot pocket or a lady's hand bag. This camera
is equipped v/ith a constant speed motor and on
optical system with which if produces 8mm movies,
in color or black-and-white, which rival the results
obtained with BOLEX H-16.
Write for free, new catalogue

H-8

H-16

L-S
AMERICAN
BOLEX

BOLEX COMPANY,

INC.

521 FIFTH AVE. • NEW YORK 17. N. Y.

Vacation

. . . days of action,

color

. days that call for movies
in full color

Five years since there's been a summer pledged
to pleasure! And now — once again — you've tires
and gas to get you to your vacation site . . . CineKodak Film to get and keep the story.
You'll want this year's vacation movies on
Kodachrome — uniformly dependable, as ever. It's
the film favorite of America's expert movie makers.
Film's back . . . Cine-Kodaks are coming . . .
Cine -Kodak Film is available, right now. Perhaps not
all you want, every time . . . but there's more on the
way. And Cine-Kodaks and Kodascopes are coming.
The same fine equipment you've learned to expect from
Kodak: 8mm. and 16mm. cameras, magazine and rollloading . . . 8mm. silent projectors . . . silent and "sound"
16mm. projectors. Keep in touch with your dealer . . .
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

Home

movies

witli Kodachrome

SIGHT

J[ he thrill . . . the pleasure . . . the
skill of sports are relived with amazing reality
in 16mm Motion Pictures. They provide a whole new
world of information and entertainment. Hundreds of l6mm Sound Films are readily available on
free, rental, and purchase basis.
Whatever the subject, films take on added brilliance
and amazing fidelity of sound with Victor Animatophone . . . whether in full color or in black and white.
Films are safer, too, because of Victor's Easier
Threading, Safety Film Trip, Duo-Flexo Pawls
and 180° Swing-out Lens Mount.
Victor Equipment brings you Entertainment Plus Learning.

SOUND

KNOW-HO

AiytMATOCRAPH
CORPORATION
VICTOR
^^^^ ^
Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa
New York (181 McGraw-Hill BIdg.. 330 W. 42nd St. • Chicogo 111 188 W. Randolph
MAKERS
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ANIMATED
CARTOONS
DONALD DUCK
MICKEY MOUSE
WOP

FEATURING

Eddie Gribbon. ace comedian of the Keystone Comedy

days who proves he's still tops as a laugh-maker in this laughable
yam about a dub golfer who breaks
$2 all the rules of the game to win a
5
bet with his boss. Produced by Charles Dorety Productions, Inc. Not
a 16mm. version of an old release, but a brand new production!

OSWALD RABBIT

400 Feet 16mm.

Sound

$1.75 to $6.00
00

Write for Catalog!

HOLLYWOOD
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD

FILM

ENTERPRISES,
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HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFOi^NIA
T
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;
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Chicago Cinema Club
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REVERE
ADDS

This summer's joys will never fade.
For with Revere along, vacation moments of
work-free, worry -free pleasure stay with you "for keeps"
. . . preserved on film by Revere with depth,
brilliance and theatre-like smoothness.
And at a cost of less than ten cents per scene for economical
8mm film, slightly more for natural color.
See Revere Cameras and Projectors now at your dealers.

REVERE CAMERA

COMPANY,

CHICAGO

I G

-H

16, ILLINOIS

T

0^ IJ-a^|^uu44TO
YOUR
PLEASURE
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/nlews
Home

of Wliat's
Movie
Equipment

SEW
.
. .
And Accessories

"zoom" titles can be quickly and evenly
made. With plate glass supplied to replace title board, super imposed titles
can be easily made.
Titler comes complete with two black
crackle finish, burnished aluminum reflectors, sockets and cords, copying
lens and rubber legs. Camera base plate
and adjustable copying lens will enable
the use of practically any 8 or 16mm.
movie camera. Price is $39.50. Distributor isArel Photo Supply Co., 4916
Shaw Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.

9 Features 6-inch Freinel lens.
Printex Spotlight
Phofo by Arthur C. Allen, for Comp [ee/onou
make

of better pictures
to keep vacation memories. Get
the new, improved G-E exposure
meter to guide your camera. Sharply
directional — sees what your camera
sees. Amazingly accurate. Lighter.
Sturdier. And now with the easierto-read dial that makes the new
ASA index numbers easy to use. A
wonderful gift. See the new G-E
meter at photo dealers . . . it's 3
meters in one! General Electric Co.,
Schenectody 5, N.

'E
GM

Designed to take the worries out of
photographic hghting, the Printex adjustable spothght offers both the amateur and professional a sturdy light unit
for all around indoor work. Featuring
a 6-inch Fresnel lens, 500- or 750-watt
globe, extension to height of 8 feet, this
spotlight is said to give ring-free light
and absolutely even illumination from a
small spot to maximum coverage. Manufacturer isJones-Wells Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

E
EXPOSUR
METER

Shoulder-pod
"Cine Stok" is name of unique shoulder camera support invented by an
overseas photographer and now being
made available to movie amateurs. Device is a folding arm provided with
shoulder pad and a means for mounting
any 8mm. or 16mm. camera, and provides arock steady camera mount similar to a gun stock. Made of tubular
aluminum, weight is only 4'/2 ounces,
folds to a length of 8 ' 2 inches. Retail
price is $4.2 5 plus tax. Manufacturer is
Efeco Products Co., Oradell, N. J.
Coated Lens Cleaner

Type DW-S8

• Makes zoom and trick effects.
P-M Movie Titler
A new movie accessor}s efficient, attractive and versatile, is the PM Titler,
constructed of tubular aluminum and

GENERAL

• steadies hand-held cameras.

(m ELECTRIC

black crackle finish castings. The 9'
X 12" ground glass title board allows
use of large letters. A small hand crank
enables the operator to make smooth,
even, "rolling titles." A novel brake
arrangement on the title board makes
"flip" titles practically effortless. Rubber leg supports are so arranged that

A cleaning solution for care of coated lenses is being offered by the Wollensak Optical Company, Rochester, N.
Y. Called Wocote Cleaner, the solution
was prepared for use with WoUensak
photographic lenses, binoculars and other optical instruments which are now
treated with the firm's anti-reflecting
hard coating, Wocote.
Also offered are special non-Iinty
Wocote lens tissues to be used in conjunction with Wocote Cleaner. To clean
a coated lens, the manufacturer recommends that a soft brush first be used to
remove dust. The lens surface can then
by cleaned by wiping gently with
Wocote tissue moistened with Wocote
Cleaner. Care should
be takenon to
• Continued
Pageavoid
4} I
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kMuU

SOUND

FOR

ALL

PROJECTOR

16»

OWNERS!

Thousands of projector owners have already
obtained this most complete group of music
films ever offered! Songs that will live for-

DANCE

ever—songs toplease every taste— music
for every dance mood— folk songs, hillbilly
ballads. Gay Nineties favorites— music for
young and old, superbly staged and presented bystars of the world of music!

MELODIES
SONGS

OF

THE

WEST

Now you can own THREE*
GREAT
MUSICAL
NUMBERS
in one film
FOR

THE LOW COST
*AlbuiT) No. 1 has 2 pictures

TTlaiw^^^

^^^^

^

"Bicycle bu'!;,
'
bocV. 1o the
:o;roM«r

* -There's
«'^«
H6S0Movero\\s.;„
onWe>"»V
,S0

NV/^KtRS

7

O
"Russ'?,")
<'Brai>>

-stardost'' ^ J oorV El(e&
DorV
•■S"'"*"'-',arsOfona»0
«
»WE^*"
« SONGS

$|^50
per reef

•;o-,:ron\>e^--^'^

"Stormy

"
-Blue Danube

OF

"the moun'^^o^hana"

..>woit."g^|;y,h\ona'

"\'m on o>°

'■OP^'Sy'o'
SEE YOUR PHOTO DEALER IMMEDIATELY
"Dirig a lOT
OR SEND HANDY ORDER FORM
Please send me the following Music Albums at $1750 each:
NAMEADDRESSCITY

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20

FIELD BUILDING
CHICAGO 3

RUSS BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO 4

(Order by number)

_ZONE

STATE_

Riinittigci inciosid □ Ship c.o.D. □ Send Castlc Fllms' FREE Catalog □
HM-
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CINE
^News

Topics

ROUNDUP
of

Interest

in the

Realm

• "Nuts. " Hollywood amateur canine movie star, stops to admire some dog finery in a Hollywood
Boulevard
contest. shop window in his newest picture 'Nuts The Rebel," entered in Home Movies 1946 Amateur
Laura Archera and Virginia Pfeifer whose
amateur movie making consists entirely
of sound films, have completed another
one-reel i6mm. Kodachrome picture
featuring their star player, a French
poodle answering to the name of
"Nuts." "Nuts The Rebel" is title of
this new production which pictures
"Nuts' " attempt to enter a dog show
and being turned down for lack of
grooming. To assuage his hurt pride,
he seeks consolation in a visit with a
neighbor maiden poodle. Strumming his
guitar, "Nuts" coaxes her out into the
garden where she performs the hula
to the accompaniment of his music.
The picture story is narrated and the
music, ostensibly played on the guitar
by "Nuts," is dubbed in and carefully
timed with his strumming of the instrument. The picture was filmed with a
16mm. Bolex camera and the sound track
recorded with the filmers' own Auricon
equipment.
The misses Archera and Pfeifer
boarded a plane in New York on June
18th forthe
Misstwo
Archera's
native movie
Italy,
where
enthusiastic
makers will explore business opportunities in 16mm. film producing and exhibiting. They will return to Hollywood
in September in time to enter "Nuts the
Rebel" inContest.
Home Movies 1946 Annual
Amateur
★
At the Audio-Visual Aids Institute held
at the American Museum of Natural
History earlier this year, a pupil-made

film edited to include sequences from
films made at seven different city high
schools was shown. At the close of this
presentation the following announcement was read:
"To you who are moviemakers: the
film that has just been shown has many
evident weaknesses, but it is challenging and it has a purpose. The American
Museum of Natural History is going to
let the film makers of the schools represented inthis assembly — and others —
compete for a special "Oscar" designed
by the Museum and awarded by vote
of the audience at the Audio- Visual
Aids Institute to be held January lo-ii,
1947"The competition will be open to all
schools. The films must be planned and
produced by pupils and must be 100
feet long or less. To enter the competition the film must be sent to Dr. Grace
F. Ramsey or Dr. Irene Cypher at the
Museum by December 15, 1946. A
selection of the five best films will be
made and shown at the meeting of the
Audio- Visual Aids Institute next January. It will then be the privilege of
the audience to make the choice of the
winning film."
The above announcement was prepared by Dr. Frank M. Wheat of
George Washington High School, New
York City and endorsed by the Museum.
Museum artists will design and make
the "Oscar" which will be presented to
the winner of the best school-made

of

Movie

Making

film. Students in every high school
throughout the nation are eligible to
compete.
★
Organization of a Motion Picture Division for the benefit of PSA Members
and of other amateur cinematographers
and their clubs has been announced by
the Photographic Society of America.
Acting Chairman of the Division is
Harris B. Turtle, of 305 Hollywood
Ave., Rochester 7, N. Y., who is an Associate of PSA and Fellow of the Royal
Photographic Society and of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers.
The new Division, which takes its
place beside PSA's Camera Club, Color,
Historical, Nature, Pictorial, Press, and
Technical Divisions, will sponsor authoritative articles in "PSA Journal,"
arrange for club Interchange of amateur
productions, and report on the use of
equipment and methods of interest and
aid to amateur movie makers. The Division plans to cooperate with other
amateur societies and groups and to provide material of interest to cine hobbyists with 8mm. and i6mm. equipment.
Organization of the Division has been
planned for some time in an effort to
provide PSA members with complete
photographic service, but was interrupted bywar. The first 100 PSA members to become affiliated will be recognized as charter Division members.
★
Automatic 16mm. newsreel theatres,
numbering in the hundreds, are being
opened in the small towns of America,
and will be equipped to operate without personnel other than a manager.
Cabinet projectors, similar to those used
by the navy during the war, will provide a diversified 4 minute programs
for a ten cent admission.
National Industries, Inc., operating
the chain, are reportedly buying up
ground floor stores throughout the nation, to be converted into the miniature "quickie" theatres. Project should
further cinch the future of i6mm.
theatrical film producers able to turn
out featurettes and short subjects suitable for capsule shows.
★
How lenses are coated Is shown in a new
one-reel i6mm. silent Kodachrome picture produced by Acra Instruments,
Hollywood, whose "Acra-coting" is
daily finding use in all types of optics.
Photographed by cinematographer Joe
Yollo, picture was purposely made silent
as an instructional film intended for
circulation among• Continued
amateur on
movie
Page and
4} 5
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You

Can

Bring

Talking

Pictures
WITH THE NEW

Into

AMPRO

Your

Home

16 MM. SOUND

PROJECTOR

You can see and hear what you want when you want —
through this remarkable new low-cost Amprosound
"Premier 10." Right in your own living room — for your
family and friends — you can put on professional quaUty
performances — with briUiant clear pictures and superb tone
quahty. Ampro's unique centralized control system and
many unusual features make it easy to set up quickly —
simple to operate. The large Ubraries
of 16 mm.
4soimd films assure you a continuous series of dramatic,
entertaining, musical and educational programs.

AMPROSOUND "PREMIER 10" PROJECTOR
A 16 mm. sound-on-fihn projector
that is rugged, sturdy, compact,
lightweight — and designed to give
continuous efficient performance.
Special Ampro features include:
Simplified Threading System, Centralized Controls, Triple Claw Movement,
Centralized Oiling System, Quick
Set-up, Quiet Operation — and many
other exclusive advantages. Write
today for folder giving specifications,
prices and full details.

The Army-Navy E
has
been awarded
to Ampro
for
excellence in the
production of
16 mm. motion
picture projectors.

AMPRO

CORPORATION
*
CHICAGO
A General Precision Equipment Corporation Subsidiary

18
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MOM, Pop and the kiddies visit a travel bureau to consult about
a vacation. The man at the desk shows them a number of folders,
then invites them into an adjoining room to see movies of the
suggested resorts. As the projector starts, the scene dissolves to
opening of several sequences of vacation and travel shots —
shots which you may previously have made and are at present
lying dormant for want of a fresh idea for presentation. Exterior
scenes of travel bureau may be made outside any of those in
one's city; the interiors may be staged in one's home or office.

THE NEW cook — or it may be a housewife — takes command of
a bright, new modern kitchen, replete with a panel of push
buttons that operate every kitchen device. Dough is placed in
the oven and a button pushed, but it comes out chicken. Pushing
another button brings the ironing board down upon her head.
Pushing another button causes the kitchen sink to suddenly go
haywire, squirting water all over the place, etc. The cook or
housewife in desperation, discards apron and exits from the
modern kitchen, and closing scene shows her wreathed in
smiles as she frys a couple of eggs in a plain skillet over a
plain old fashioned kitchen stove. (Obviously, this calls for insettings) . genuity on part of filmer to provide the right props and

THIS title suggests a "dream" theme movie in which a person
dreams of coming into possession of a magic lotion which, when
rubbed on the hands, causes anything touched to disappear.
The lotion applied, the party goes forth to perform its promised
miracles. Having finished breakfast, a touch of the pile of
dishes on the sink causes them to vanish. Outside at the curb,
the family car is jammed in between two neighbors' cars. A
touch of the hands to the car in front causes it to disappear.
Donning gloves for safety, party drives own car away with
ease. One's imagination will suggest other tricks. Skill in stopping
camera and removing object, then resuming filming smoothly
is essential for success of this movie idea.

A PRETTY young girl should star in the movie suggested by
this title. Visiting a farm, she falls asleep near a haystack and
dreams of gallant knights making love to her, as in a fairy tale.
Finally, one of the romantic knights takes her in his arms and
kisses her. Here the dream sequence fades or dissolves back to
the sleeping girl, showing a cow standing over her and licking
her face. A seedy looking farmhand appears on scene to shoo
the cow away, and as frightened girl awakens, she sees the
farmhand, assumes he kissed her. Jumping to her feet, she slaps
his face and stomps off in a huff. "The gal's got hayseed fever,"
says the farmhand in a title, as he watches her disappear.

HOME MOVIES FOR JULY

They'll

MOTION pictures that might have
been good, sometimes miss the
mark because screen images look flat,
washed out, or are lacking in detail.
But your audiences will applaud the
sparkling quality of the pictures you'll
get on Ansco Hypan Reversible film.
For the brilliant Hypan emulsion gives
you crisp, bright screen images that
seem almost alive in their naturalness.
Its fine grain and high resolving power
help you to get sharply-defined "easy-

387

Applaud

YOUR

Movies!
ASK

FOR

to-look-at" pictures, even at longer
than normal screen distances.
Above all, Hypan has ample speed for
well-exposed movies under all normal
outdoor conditions or indoors with
floodlamps.
Load your camera with Hypan now.
Ansco, Binghamton, New York.
A Division of General Aniline & Film
Corporation. General Sales Offices, 11
W. 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

An

SCO

8 and
HYPAN

16 MM
FILM
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KODACHROME
BLACK

AND

AND

ORDER THESE WONDERFUL HOLLYWOOD NEWSREELS TODAY. THEY ARE THE ONLY MOTION
PICTURES OF ITS KIND AVAILABLE. BUILD YOUR
LIBRARY WITH EVERY REEL OFFERED. PEOPLE ALL
OVER THE WORLD ARE RAVING ABOUT HOLLYWOOD NEWSREELS WHICH CONTAIN MANY
MORE TOP GLAMOUR STARS THAN LISTED HERE.
THESE FILMS ARE THE BEST BUY EVER PRESENTED. DO NOT DELAY. ORDER YOUR
NEWSREELS NOW!

HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL, 8739 SUNSH BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIFORNIA
Please send the newsreels checked. I enclose $
Send films postage free.
^Please send the newsreels checked C. O. D. I will pay $
, plus postage,
on delivery.
CHECK OR CIRCLE NEWSREELS YOU WANT
MY DEALEF S NAME
KODACHROME REELS
AND ADDRESS:
8 mm
$9.00_[B3] [B4l [B5] [B6] [B7] [B8] [B9]
16mm. Silent . 17.50_[B3]
16 mm. Sound, 20.00 _ [B3]
BLACK AND WHITE REELS
8mm
$3.00_[B3]
16mm. Silent . . 5.00- [B3]

[B4] [B5] [B6] [B7] [B'S] [B9]
[B4] [B5] [B6] [B7] [BS] [B9]
[B4] [B5] [B6] [B7] [B8] [B9] [A7] [A8] [A9]
[B4] [B5] [B6] [B7] [B8] [B9] [A7] [A8] [A9]

16mm. Sound . 7.50_[B3] [B4] [B5] [B6] [B7] [B8] [B9] [A7j .'AS] [A9]
PRINT NAME
ADDRESS .
CITY

ZONE.

STATE.
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''THEATRE

BRILLIANCE''

for

yonr

color

movies

DeJUR "1000" 8mm. ^

NEW

DeJUR "1000" -the first 1000-watt "8" -gives you giant pictures with

"never-before" brilliance and steadiness. Stays cool . . . can be reversed or "stilled"
. . . rapid rewind . . . 400 foot reel . . . over-size condensers . . . many other unique

^

features for perfect projection. See the DeJUR "1000" at your dealer's.
DeJUR-AMSCO

CORPORATION, 45-08 Northern Beulavard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

DeJUR "Cine Critic" Exposure Meter — can be
preset for instant reading
MORE

OF

THE

DeJUR "Auto Critic" Exposure Meter — direct
reading, "camera-mated"
EQUIPMENT

YOUINEED

DeJUR "Versatile" En
larger — light-tight, ven
tilated; multiple uses
. . . FOR

THE

PICTURES

YOU

WANT
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Here's

why

• Pictures up to 14 feet wide at
75 feet
• Pre-focus 750 watt lamp
• 400-foot spool capacity
• f.1.6 auditorium lens
• Automatic rewind
• Still pictures
• Reverse pictures
• And many other features

Kevstone

When you sit down beside your big allfeature Keystone projector, as it silently
unfolds the sparkling drama

precision product of a quarter-century's
endeavor with a single goal: to give ama-

of your

teurs with professional standards the big-

camera -work, you'll recognize instantly
its big-theater precision . . yoiCll know you

gest value in the 16 mm. projector field. Until we are able to supply the trade amply,

have the biggest value in 16 mm. -projection.

ask your camera dealer to rent you the

For Keystone's 16 mm. projector is the

Keystone model he may have on hand.

KEYSTONE

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

BOSTON,

MASSACHUSETTS

HOME
Published
JULY

MOVIES
in Hollywood
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r and acIF YOU are in quest of colo
, you'll
era
cam
ie
r n mov
tion forh you
the circus comes to
whe
find bot
town. Here is an event just made for
movies, one that is easy to reach, easy to
for one's movie lifilm, and a subject
brary with enduring popularity.
But this camera project also calls for
some advance planning, for a circus
film ought to be something more than a
roll of random shots made without forethought. Actually, there is a great deal
more to the circus than meets the eye
of the average spectator — things that
have made the circus a nostalgic memory
for those who, at one time or another
in their youth, really got behind the
scenes and saw what makes the big show
tick. And movies of such rarely seen
activity is just what is needed to make
a circus film a thoroughly enjoyable
piece of screen fare.
What is suggested here is that one's
movie record of the circus ought to begin at the beginning and show such
activities as arrival of the circus in town,
erection of the big top, close-up of the
labor gangs in action, intimate views of
the animals that make up the vast
menagerie, and possibly behind-thescenes shots of some of the performers

in practice in "the back lot," etc. Here
opportunity is afforded to picture the
circus folk close up and while this may
require special permission, or perhaps
something of a diplomatic approach, it
will be worth the extra effort.
In recent years, the larger circuses
have discontinued the big street parade
. which always heralded arrival of the
show. But where this feature is offered,
here one's movie of the circus should
begin, unless of course, the big show arrives in town at a reasonable daylight
hour permitting a camera record of its
arrival to be made. Either way, the
watchword should be to look for interesting and unusual action and to film
it in sequences of several story-telling
shots.
There still are a lot of people who
never have seen a circus set up — the

•colored
There'scircus
color wagons.
in every Take
phasetimeof the
big out-of-the-ordinary
top's show, from the
to the gaily
to get
shotsclowns
of performers
and
animals — easy when the tactful approach is used.

CIRCUS
Get Behind

the Scenes

Shots of Clowns
Up Movie

FILMllG
for Human

and Performers

of "The

Greatest Show

systematic unloading of the train or
wagons; erection of the tents, etc. With
movies of this action preceding the circus shots, you are certain to have an
amusing and entertaining story of the
big top.
If a street parade is scheduled, select
your camera vantage point early. This
should be with the sun at your back.
Where possible, shoot half of the parade
at a high position, and the other half
from a low point, probably right from

Interest

for a Bang
On

Earth"

the street curb. In this way, you can
cut back and forth from high to low
positions, and vice versa, when editing,
in order to break the monotony of
watching the entire parade from one
viewpoint. On the screen, few who saw
the original parade, will notice the license you have thus taken to improve
the presentation.
Another means of highlighting the
procession of parade shots, is to make
• Continued on Page 426
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• Ralph E. Gray of Mexico City
iseraist
probably
the aonly
limm. docucamwho has
complete
mentary
record
in
14mm.
Kodachrome of the still active volcano
Paricutin, having made periodic
photographic
sojurns to site of the
crater
1943. since its inception early in

Filming

Of

k

TIib

New

Birth

Volcano

Documentary of World's "Eighth
Wonder/' Begun in 1943, is Still in the
Making As Paricutin Continues Active
• Gray's
Kodachrome
recordboth
of Paricutin
for
innumerable
audiences
in Mexicohasandbeenthescreened
United
States, is tops in color photography.

of the
THE FACT that I now have a rather complete record
all in
in,
o
Paricut
birth and growth of the Mexican volcan
1 6mm. Kodachrome, is due to my incredulity rather than any
keen foresight or premeditation.
When rumors of a new volcano being born in the state of Michoacan came filtering into Mexico City the last week of February,
1943, and then, later, smudgy pictures appeared in the newspapers,
nothing would do but that I should go over and see for myself just
what old Mother Earth was up to.
It seemed incredible, then, that this old planet of ours still had
enough power left to spew out thousands of tons of brimstone and
ashes to form a brand new volcano. However, having previously
visited the beautiful state of Michoacan many times, I had often
noted that "fumaroles," varying in height from a little over one
hundred feet to well over a thousand feet, literally and liberally
studded the terrain there. It was generally believed that the larger
ones undoubtedly were the older, hence my reasoning that if a new
volcano was being formed, as reported, it would be just a little cone
and would soon die out.
Sunday, February 28th, with the volcano just eight days old, was
Not waiting to hire a car in the
a day long to be remembered.
392

• Smoke, ash and chunks of lava belched forth from the
crater at irregular intervals. During the first week, it wa»
poisibi* to film the crater'i dliplay at night.
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town of Uruapan, we set out in mine.
The first six miles was over paved road,
but what a dust track we found the
next fifteen to be! It required three
hours to get our car up to where we
could see the volcano. But it was well
worth the trouble. There, about two
miles away, was a black cone about one
hundred feet in height, with balls of
fire and voluminous clouds of smoke
and ash issuing from its mouth. Leaving the car on a nearby hillside, we
struck out on foot across the rugged
terrain with some Indian boys assisting
us in carrying our equipment.
Being "city fellers" we soon tired,
but we managed to approach the new
volcano within a half a mile before sundown. Here, just about fifty yards
above an already abandoned cornfield,
we set up our base of camera operations.
My Cine Special was gotten out of its
case and made ready to shoot. Here, indeed, was a ringside seat for one of the
rarest of sights in modern times — a volcano in the making. Explosions in the
cone were occuring at intervals of from
three to five seconds. Red hot lava.

some chunks as big as an average automobile, hurtled into space from the
mouth of the cone midst incandescent
gases, smoke and ash. The lava chunks
virtually "floated" down to earth, because of the peculiar air resistance, and
bounced like rubber balls as they struck
the side of the cone in their descent.
After sundown, the light from the
eruption was brilliant enough to enable
me to read the markings on my
camera lens. I reasoned that this was
ample to make good shots at f/1.9 or
f/1.6 with my camera slowed to 8
frames per second. These shots not
only proved very successful, but are
among the most spectacular I have secured of the volcano, for the light from
the volcano was never as brilliant on
subsequent visits even for making shots
at 8 frames per second.
Our initial shooting of the volcano
completed, we made ready to return to
Uruapan. Two of the Indians kindly
allowed us to ride their horses back to
the car, else we probably never would
have made it, we were that tired. But
as we clambered into the car and began

the arduous trip back to Uruapan, we
felt keen satisfaction in the fact we had
not only been rewarded with a most
spectacular night display of the new
cone's eruption, but that we had arrived
at the volcano before the eruption
stopped. Paricutin's eruptions then, as
today, were spasmodic and it was considered a matter of genuine luck to be
present with a camera when eruptions
occurred.
Strange as it seemed to me then,
March 20th found the volcano still
going strong. So back I went to record
any changes that had taken place and to
celebrate Paricutin's first month's birthday. Well remembering the strenousness of the previous trip to the cone,
this time I arranged for a taxi to take
us there and told the driver that we
wished to go back to the same hill from
which we previously filmed the volcano.
"Si, si, Senor, pero no cerro ahorra,"
he replied — the hill was no more. What
aI dumb
guy I there
picked,three
I thought.
just been
weeks Hadn't
before
and sat on that •very
hillsideon and
Continued
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• Thesestrate hisframe
remarkable
filmofdemoncamrea enlargements
ability as wellfromas Gray's
reveal startling
details
a volcano in the mailing.

• Within a few days after a native discovered smoke issuing from a crevice In
his cornfield, Paricutin's crater had risen to this incredible height.

• Descending from crater in background, a devastating wall of lava
crept steadily toward this tiny village, finally engulfing it completely, leaving a church spire to mark the grave of a buried community.

• Here is one of many incredible closeups showing the wall of molten lava
slowly moving forward to engulf the village. Frequently, Gray states, the
molten mass would burst and fall within a few feet of his camera tripod.
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• Two comparatively new photo lamps— the reflector photoflood and the photospot—
simplified
and one spot are used in a triangle lighting plan in this photo to record a closeup ofmake
infantfor and
sister atandplay.efficient lighting of indoor movie shots. Two floods
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Here's a lighting plan for your indoor
movies that's as simple as A-B-C.
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sures correctly exposed shots with a minimum of photo lamps.
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• The closeup shot made with the lighting equipment pictured above. By
spotlighting the main subjects, the cluttered background is subdued through
the resulting underlighting.
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IHAVE talked with dozens of experts on movie lighting.
When I ask how they light their pictures, they generally
say "It's simple" — and then launch into a long, complicated, difficult story about how they do it.
Now if you were to ask me how I light home movies —
I'd say "It's simple" — but my story, and it follows, is short,
plain and easy. That's mainly because I have stripped away
all the details to get at the basis from which most good
lighting starts.
I use two reflector flood lamps and one reflector spot
lamp. Why? Because I want all the light I can get. These
three lamps at 500 watts each add up to 1 500 watts. That's
all that most home wiring can stand. If you have ever had
your lights go out because of the failure of an overloaded
fuse — right in the middle of an important sequence that is
going exactly right — I know you will never take that chance
again.
I use reflector lamps because they do a good job of putting
the most light in the picture area. The color of the light is
correct for indoor color film. You can use other lamps in
reflectors and get pictures you like. But a set of three reflector photo lamps costs only $2.55 and they are good for
six hours of shooting. Try them this way:
First, set up your camera and stand-in. That fixes your
camera-to-subject distance. (Diagram i) Now put both
reflector floods right at the camera, one on each side, as close
to the camera lens as possible (A). Next, measure distance
from these lamps to the subject (i). Then measure off an
equal distance either right or left from the camera directly
to one side (2) and put your reflector spot at (B) as high
as you can get it.
That's all. Figure out the exposure and shoot. Speaking
of exposure — you'll find that F/ 3.5 is about right for indoor
color film at 16 frames per second with the reflector floods
and camera about 6 feet from the subject. F/1.5 allows
you to work the floods about 13 feet from the subject.
Whether you use a meter, calculator, or guide, get that ex64
posure right or all the care you use in lighting will be wasted.
I am not talking specific exposure for all set-ups here because it is a subject in itself.
However, the exposure guide numbers for movie cameras
operated at 16 frames per second are:
to175
to
to
to5
80
to
ASA Exposure Index
60
16
TwoRFL/2 AT Camera 15 22
44
I 20
Two RSP/ 2 AT Camera 44 60
''Indoor Color Film
But you are stuck with the shooting distances of 6 feet
or less for a 3.5 lens — or 13 feet or less with a 1:5. To get
40
in more area, set up your lamps as shown in top diagram:
reflector floods at (A), reflector spot at (B),30 according to
the triangle formula. Now — pull the camera back as far as
you want it. Raise and spread the two reflector floods just
enough to get them out of the picture area. You won't
get the best lighting in the world, but you'll get pictures.
Your setup for an F/3.5 color shot will look something like
diagram No. 2.
Another way to get enough light for long shots is to use
three reflector photo spots. Having nearly eight times the
intensity straight ahead of the reflector floods — they can
be used three times as far from the subject as reflector floods.
For example, there's a setup that would work for a 3.5
camera and indoor color in diagram No. 3 at right.
Be careful when setting up a scene, using photospots exclusively. Each lamp must be accurately aimed at the
subject. In fact, if the camera can be worked in a little
closer to the subject than the lamps — say at 1 5 feet, with
the lamps at 18 feet and spread and raised just enough so
that no shadow of the camera gets into the scene — you'll
have a little more leeway. The light will cover a bit more
of the area than the camera does.
• Continued on Page 434
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• Two reflector floods at A and a photospot lamp af B supply
adequate, lighting for an average indoor shot. Lamp distances (I)
and (2) should be equal.
-A
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• To take in wider area with camera, Iceep reflector floods at
same distance but spread them farther apart, as shown here. This
permits moving camera farther bacl< but without altering light
intensity and tlierefore the exposure.

\

/
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• Another way to get enough light for a long shot is to use three
reflector photospot lamps, as shown here. Having nearly eight times
the
from intensity,
subject asreflector
reflectorphotospots
floods. can be used three times as far

• First requisite is an orderly place to work with ample faciii; es icr :'c;ing the separated tilm strips and with good splicing, rewinding and filnn
inspection accessories.

echanics
Organizing
Makes

the Work

the Whole

In An

• One of the early steps in film editing is to screen the film for the purpose of analyzing it. Make notes as a guide to cutting, indicating which
scenes to retain and which to delete as unusable.

Of

Film

Orderly, Systematic

Editing
Manner

Job of Editing a Pleasurable Undertaking
M

EDITING as a creative process has
been considered in the previous three
articles of this series, as fully as the
brief compass of a magazine article
permits. Now it is time to take up a
totally different aspect of the editing
problem as it affects the home movie
maker — an aspect somewhat less glamorous but certainly no less vital. This
is the mechanics of classifying and
marking the strips of film, splicing,
finding the wanted bits, storing the discarded footage, and so on.
If we organize these things in an orderly systematic manner, the whole job
of editing can be, quite truthfully, a
pleasure. If we don't, and muddle along
in a state of general confusion, so much
of our time and energy will be thrown
away in looking for this or that bit of
film that our nerves and temper will
be in no condition to do even a passable
job.
For there is one basic difference here
between the professional editor in a
major studio and the amateur working
at home. The professional editor spends
a large share of his time deciding what
is to be done to the film, and the actual
work is done by his assistant, who passes
the reel along to another helper for
splicing. The amateur, in contrast to
this, will usually make his own decisions, cut the film himself and make his
own splices. In a sense, this simplifies
matters somewhat — provided that the
396

work is done in an orderly, systematic
manner, without confusion.
Always, of course, we must keep
some sort of proportion between the
means and the end result. It would be
ridiculous to set up an elaborate system just for a little 50 foot family
record film, which could be put together in an evening or two. However,
the serious, consistent amateur, who will
accumulate considerable footage over
a period of years and who thinks of his
films as "productions," has everything
to gain by the cultivation of habits
which will make his editing work both
easier and more productive.
Actually, the whole thing boils down
to a matter of orderly habits. Equipment will make the job easier, but even
the most lavish outlay for apparatus
and gadgets can still lead to a state of
utter confusion if working habits are
bad. When the writer was editing the
first French language talkie, in a studio
near London, the only equipment available was a splicer, a pair of scissors, a
magnifying glass and 1 5 minutes a day
in the projection room. In spite of this,
some 300,000 feet of picture and sound
were broken down and shaped into a
film which grossed more money than
any film released in France down to
that date. So equipment is not indispensable, though the writer would be
the last to suggest that it isn't a pretty
nice thing to have around.

However, before getting into the
matter of equipment, suppose we go into
this matter of "system" a bit deeper. Just
what are the elements which make up
a systematic routine for easier editing?
Actually, they are few in number:
Each piece of film should be plainly
identified.
Each shot should be easily accessible
when wanted.
Trims should be filed so they are
easily found.
Splices should be neat and rugged.
Film should be kept clean and undamaged atall times.
Stated in this way, some of these
points are so simple and obvious as to
seem hardly worth the enumeration.
Yet these deceptively elementary rules
sum up the whole secret of handling
film so that the work will be done with
a minimum of grief and the end product will be a picture which is tidy
and professional in appearance. Suppose
we take the points one at a time, and
see what each involves as regards our
working habits and the equipment
which we need.
First, the matter of plain identification of each piece of film. Here, as in
every branch of editing, we can make
the job easier by giving a little thought
to it when we are shooting the film.
The first step in making editing easier
is to work from some sort of a shooting
script, even if it be only a few scribbled

• Close cutting in the final editing phase calls for a flim viewing device affording inspection of individual frames. These range from the simple magnifying
glass to elaborate viewers that show the picture in motion.

notes on the back of an old grocery bill.
Editing will be further simplified if
you have kept a record during filming
of any departures from the script, added scenes, and so on. In this case, every
shot will presumably already have a
number. Best of all, from the editing
viewpoint, is the practice of shooting a
number board at the beginning or end
of each scene. It's a little trouble at
times — but what a pleasure when it
comes to assembling the material into
a picture!
If there is no shooting script and no
notes kept during filming, the job of
numbering the scenes can be faced when
the rolls of material come back from
the laboratory. Perhaps the easiest way
is to number the shots in rotation as
we come to them in the rolls, which
means that the numbers will come out
of sequence when we assemble the picture. This probably means more trouble
in the end than if we start off by facing
up to the issue and numbering the scenes
at least approximately in their final
sequence. However, do it the way that
seems most natural and easy. Don't
make a fetish of a system. Any system
that works is a good system for you.
The numbers are a means to an end,
nothing more — and that end is merely
the ability to locate each and every
piece of film easily at the moment that
we want to insert it into the picture.
For the film on which the scenes are
still without assigned numbers when
the film is returned after processing, the
following system is simple and popular:
Provide yourself with a sufficient
quantity of 3 x 5 filing cards from the
dime store. Slips of paper will do as
well, but the cards are cheap and convenient. Now, as you screen the first
roll of material, fill out a card for each
new shot, describing just enough of
the action and content to identify it
without hesitation. If you have a long

shot and a closeup of the same action,
fill out separate cards. If the same action has been photographed from different angles, make out a card for each.
If a retake has been made, without
change of angle or distance, note that
fact on the card covering the first take.
All of this can be done using the
projector, starting and stopping as aften
as may be necessary, but an editing
viewer will mean less wear and tear on
both yourself and the film. Or you may
prefer to screen the material until you
are thoroughly familiar with it, then
go over it a scene at a time on the
rewind; the only drawback to this is
that it is easy to skip over a shot without noticing it.
Once all the cards are filled out, put
the film aside and settle down in an easy
chair for a long, thoughtful session.
Visualizing each scene, begin to group
the cards in about the sequence you
want them. There is nothing to prevent
you from moving scenes about later, of
course, but it's a lot less trouble to get
them right the first time. When the
order of scenes looks right, number
them in rotation.
The next step is to transfer these
numbers to the bits of film. Place the
first roll on the rewind, using a flange
for the take-up reel, if one is at hand.
Wind the first shot on the flange, snip
it free, then number it. The simplest
way to do this is to use a china marking
pencil, or grease pencil, and write directly on the celluloid side, near the
end of the film. Another way is to put
the number on a paper slip, then fasten
it around the roll with a rubber band
or a paper clip. Still another is to use
adhesive tape, preferably opaque white,
and write the number on this.
In this way, going through the rolls
patiently, you will end up with a heap
of tiny, numbered• Cniitiiiiicd
coils of film. Along
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• The Kodascope editor outfit represents a complete editing unit within one convenient carrying
case. It contains the. Movie Viewer, splicer,
editing
for film bracket
strips. and winding spindle plus a tray

• The Craig Projecto-Editor, available for either
8mm. or 16mm. film, affords viewing film in motion same as on a projection scresn. Unit includes
Craig
splicer
1400 foot
size. and rewinds which take reels up to

• Bellimage
& Howell's
Filmotion
editorscreen,
also shows
the
film
in motion
on a clear
and like
the Craig, is available for both 8mm. and 16mm.

• One ofrock,
the with
manyfantastic
majesticcarvings
vistas awaiting
your camera
is this
Queen's
erodded
and multi-hued
colorings
just view
made of forthecolor
film. Garden at Bryce Canyon, Utah. It's an awesome sight, this display of
• Like some fairy castle high upon a cliff is this fantastic, colorful formationmay
backdropped
by deep
flecked with cottony clouds — a
scene that
be filmed
any blue
day sky,
at Bryce.
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Composifion at Every Turn in Phofogenic Bryce Canyon Affording
Material For Endless Movie Making
By

RICHARD

V.

THIRIOT

nTESTERN highways, this month, are teeming with automobiles loaded with vacationists headed for the west's
great National parks — Bryce and Zion in Utah, Yellowstone in Wyoming, Yosemite in California and, of
course, the Grand Canyon in Arizona. In every car is at
least one camera and not a few of these are movie cameras;
for this year, hundreds of traveling vacationists have put
Bryce and Zion on their vacation itinerary in order to par398
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ticipate in elsewhere
Union Pacific
photographic contest,
announced
in this railway's
issue.
Bryce Canyon and Zion National parks in southern Utah
offer the movie amateur a grand filming vacation. Whether
the vacationist is traveling by car or train, both these great
western wonderlands are readily accessible and at moderate
cost of transportation.
Let us consider first Bryce Canyon, probably the most
colorful and photogenic of all the western national parks.
In travehng to Bryce, motorists should leave the main highway (U. S. No. 89) seven miles south of the town of
Panguitch, Utah. Those travehng by the Union Pacific
rail line will come from Salt Lake City to Cedar City,
thence by motorbus to Bryce.
After leaving the main highway the motorist will turn
east and travel over a beautiful, wide, hard surfaced road
leading to Red Canyon, a brilliantly colored little gorge
which is often mistaken for Bryce Canyon itself. Right here
is a good place to start one's camera rolling. For a good shot,
stop the car at one of the two small tunnels pierced by the
highway. By framing the road with the tunnel one can make
a good opening shot for his film. Two or three shots along
the highway will serve as an appropriate introduction to a
movie record picture of Bryce.
If you have a light meter, take readings of the back of
your hand, for if you aim your light meter at the landscape
it will more than likely read too high. There is so much
reflected light that a meter used in the regular way may
not give an accurate reading. Don't stop your lens down
past f/ii with Kodachrome. Any smaller opening will
underexpose color film no matter how much light you may
have. Those who do not have a light meter will be safe in
setting exposure between f/8 and f/ii.
/, few miles farther on is the entrance to Bryce. A unique
sign marks the entrance and makes a natural title for one's
film. The approach to Bryce is unusual; there is no evidence
of the canyon until one walks to the rim, and suddenly
there is the great sight in all its breath-taking beauty.
Bryce Canyon is an immense semi-circular pit gouged
by natural erosion from a plateau and measuring three miles
in length and two miles across. Reaching upward from the
canyon floor a thousand feet below are hundreds of weird
rock formations tinted in almost every color of the spectrum.
The formations are fascinating and intriguing. They make
one anxious to get out camera and start filming. The canyon
is filled with reproductions of literally every shape one can
imagine — castles, bridges, spires, pipe organs, all in gay
colors glittering in the sun. If you happen to be lucky and
are at Bryce when those big, billowy cumulus clouds go
scudding across the sky you will get an extra measure of
beauty in your pictures. For an unusual cloud effect set
your camera on a tripod and slow the speed of the camera
down to 8 frames per second. (Be sure to cut your exposure down accordingly). In the finished picture those
clouds, backdropped against the deep blue sky, will float
rapidly by to lend a dramatic highlight to your film.
For shots of sunrise over Bryce go to Sunrise point. If
you have the time and patience, here is a good idea for making a sunrise scene: set the camera on the tripod and open
the lens to about f/6.3 to f/8. Expose two or three frames
every few seconds until the sun is completely risen. Be
careful not to move the camera during this process. On the
screen the canyon will appear colorless at the start and then,
as the sun begins to rise, the formations will gradually assume a myriad of colors. In the early morning sun, the
canyon figures appear to be tinted a deep rose at the base,
and their tips a frosty white.
Sunset scenes can be made this same way. The lens setting
will be just about the same. Sunset point is a good spot to
set up for this scene. The rocks seem to glow a vivd
• Con/hnicd on Page 42J
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• Such visfas as this of Queen Victoria at Bryce challenge the skill
and imagination of the cameraman who would test his ability with
cannera and film to record it in picturesque composition.

• Here is a panorama view of Bryce from the North rim. One is
enthralled by the myriad of statuary chiseled by natural erosion
through countless years of time.

• Another view of Bryce Canyon to challenge the skill of the camera
man. Here the formations seem to change appearance and color
almost hourly as the sun moves through the heavens to play upon
this unausual sight from a different angle.
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• Uneven development is prime cause of most inferior
jobs of home film reversal. Improper handling of film,
of
will film
causeis screened.
stains, blotches, etc., that readily
showcourse,
up when
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any hobby or activity offers
ALMa OST
measure of obstacles that must
be overcome before proficiency is
acquired, and processing movie film is
no different. While the beginner may
be fairly satisfied with his initial attempts at processing, eventually he will
strive for perfection and this means
determining the causes of and finding
the cure for a number of irritating
bugaboos that show up on the screen as
stains, dirt, water marks and uneven
density on the film.
One of the most troublesome of
bugaboos is light flashes. These appear
during projection in no regular pattern
and thus a clue to the cause is difficult
to find. The film appears with areas
of varying density alternating between
light and dark, sometimes only on the
right side, then on the left, occasionally
on both sides simultaneously.
In searching for the cause of this particular trouble, I have spent many
hours in search and experiment. Every
article of equipment, from safelight to
processing drum as well as the film,
came in for its share of blame before I
finally discovered the cause is uneven
development.
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The critical step in processing movie
film is the first developer. It is absolutely necessary to attain perfection at
this stage of the process in order to
achieve perfection of the screen image.
Since density of the image varies according to the length of time film is in
the developer, we must be sure to subject it to the developer solution for the
correct time specified in the processing
formula. Now, if for any reason, some
areas of the film are exposed to the
developer longer than the others, there
will be variation in the image density.
A great many amateurs use the open
reel of the "squirrel cage" type as support for the film during processing.
With this type of support it is possible
to achieve excellent results, provided a
definite routine is established and the
processor
volved. understands the limitations inWhen the film is wound upon the
reel, the first step, before subjecting
film to the first developer, is to presoak it for two minutes in a fresh
water bath to which a few drops of
chemical "wetting agent" has been
added. In this way the film is better
prepared to receive the developer and

particularly to make it possible for the
film to be acted upon by the developer
more evenly. Thus an important step
toward eliminating uneven development
is taken.
I recently had occasion to inspect a
reel of film which was prominently
marked by uneven development that resulted from pouring a concentrated developer into the tank while the film was
within it. There were splotches on either
edge of the film extending irregularly
toward the center. To avoid this particular processing failure, it is advisable
to follow the formula implicitly, not
to use too concentrated a developer,
and to pour solutions into the tank as
uniformly as possible.
Another way in which uneven development may occur is where the operator stops the reel momentarily to inspect the image or to adjust tension of
the film. When the reel stops, that part
of the film which is submerged in the
solution develops at a faster rate than
that which is not. A section of each
turn of film around the reel will have
greater density than the rest of the
film, showing up on the screen as aldark action
areas ortakes
"flashes."
Thereternateislighta and
second
place
when the reel is stopped. This occurs
when the solution, which adheres to
the film, runs back into the tank, and
as the film curls slightly the tendency
will be for the solution to run back
down the middle of the film between
the sprocket holes. This, of course,
means longer developing for that section of the film and consequent darkening of that area. Should the process
reel be stopped several times during
first development a decided uneveness
will
be apparent and the results highly
unsatisfactory.
This points up the importance of
developing by time and temperature.
Determine the temperature accurately,
decide upon the correct time, and keep
the r:el turning from instant the developer ispoured into tank until the
end of the wash following first development. Should you wish to inspect the
film image it is entirely feasible at this
stage of the processing. If inspection
should indicate longer development is
necessary, pour in the developer again
and subject film to
it again for
another
• Continued
on Page
429

HAROLD M. LAMBERT made this
typical summer photo that suggests
an ideal pictLire background for the
main title of summer, travel and
vacation films. Simply arrange title
text over photo and shoot at a distance of thirty inches. Non-focusing
cameras may require use of a ) .25
diopter supplemental lens.
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• Fig. I— General view of theatre and stage
showing pensive
modern
effected
inexmaterialsdecor
obtained
fromwithwindow
decorators' supply house. Columns are of
paper; wood;
cutout
figures were ismade
from plyentire proscenium
illuminated
by
indirect lighting installed by author.

factor that lead to purchasing
1 SPACIOUSnt attic was the deciding
home two years ago.
our prese
It wasn't for storage space that we
saw advantage of this feature of the
home, but the possibiHties it offered
for converting it to the home movie
theatre we had dreamed of for so long.
Here at last we would have a cozy and
spacious room in which to screen our
pictures, without all the annoyances
of setting up projector and screen in the
parlor we had endured for so long.
Moreover, the attic would afford a
workshop for editing and titling our
films, a place where we could drop our
cinematic tasks at any time, knowing
everything would be just as we left it
when we returned. It was to be a
separate little kingdom for those of us
in the family who indulged the hobby
of movie making.
miC
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Fortunately the attic was fully plastered and there was one partition which
provided a ready-made projection room
and workshop separate from the space
that was to be our theatre. The projection room is about 8 by 9 feet. The
theatre section is 18 by 24 feet. Our
first project was to insulate the ceiling
against the familiar attic heat in summer and the cold in winter. We used
rock
selves. wool for this and applied it ourWe saw, too, as one of our first needs,
the necessity of sound insulating this
attic theatre so noise of our sound films
would not penetrate to the rooms below
whenever we wished to screen films late
at night or when other members of the
household have retired. For this we
covered the entire floor with panels of
one-inch cellotex. Over this we laid
fiber carpet padding and then covered
th; floor with carpet.
At the far end where the screen was
to be, we built a small stage, a platform
raised above the floor about six inches.
A proscenium effect was built from
materials we obtained from a window
decorators'
house —board
ornateandcol-a
umns madesupply
of buttress
selection of several fabrics for drapes,
etc. As may be seen in the photo (Fig.
I ) above, two tall columns form sides
of the proscenium and these are topped
with ornate caps and a decorated valance across the top between the two.
Two smaller columns are set at either

• Fig. 2— Author Murtz Is pictured here
starting his Victor sound projector in the
projection room of his attractive attic theatre.
Ant
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side of the tall columns in the corners
of the room and completed with appropriate decorative caps and bases. The
side walls are decorated with wooden
bannisters running back toward projection booth from the small columns at
either side of the proscenium. Each one
of the bannister posts was cut from ^g"
lumber and hand painted to achieve a
rounded effect.
The proscenium, incidentally, sets
forward from the attic wall about four
feet, allowing the screen to be recessed
some distance behind it and also allowing room for the sound speakers. The
screen is 4 by 6 feet in size and two
speakers are used — one mounted on
either side of the screen. Behind the
drapes are four speakers mounted on
one-inch cellotex baffles, and these are
used for our record playing sound system. As may be seen in the photo, there
are four silhouettes mounted in front
of a transparent plastic screen on the
stage. This screen is lighted from behind
by four banks of colored lights which
are controlled by rehostats situated in
the projection booth. With this arrangement, it is possible to lend a variety of
professional theatrical lighting effects
to the stage and screen, blending colors
for any desired combination. The general lighting for front of stage is by
blue, green and red flood lights concealed in two short columns in line
with the first row of seats, one of which
may be seen in the bottom left corner
of Fig. I, which is a general photo of
the theatre interior.
Carpeting, with a red floral pattern,
blue shading blending with the white
finish of the bannister and a blue tint
on walls and ceiling further enhance
the decorative effects. Clouds and stars
were hand painted on the ceiling with
luminous paint to suggest an open air
effect when theatre lights are dimmed.
Indirect lighting from the sides casts
a dim blue light on the ceiling to enhance the illusion.

Ample benches and tables were built
in the projection room for the projector,
sound equipment and editing accessories,
and these were covered with red linoleum and trimmed with green plastic
molding. The cabinet which houses the
amplifiers and turntables, shown in Fig.
3, was made from an old display case
we purchased second hand. All furniture in the projection room is painted
a dull black; walls are grey and the
ceiling is a lighter tone of the same
color.
Underneath the projectors and within easy reach are our turntables (Fig.
3). There are four in all — two for 78
r.p.m. speed and two for 33-13 r.p.m.
speed. In addition, there is a turntable
equipped with automatic record changer. The pickups for each are all interconnected so that we can have continuous playing of music, easy fading
from one record to another being accomplished with "faders" or rheostats.
Of course, there is the inevitable microphone which we use in making various
announcements during and between
screening of pictures. This also enables
us to add spoken commentary to our
silent home movies, speaking from the
booth against a background of appropriate music played on the turntables.
Fig. 4 shows the control board for
all the theatre lighting. This board has
four separate rheostats with a 'bullseye"
mounted directly above each to indicate
the intensity of the light controlled in
each circuit. Each of the four rheostats
controls a different color light — red,
green, blue. At the left of this control
cabinet may be seen the monitor speaker
which is directly behind the projectors,
enabling us to check on the sound
quality and volume at all times without
going out into the theatre.
Fig. 5 is a general view, taken from
above the projectors, showing our editing bench and storage cabinets. Not
shown is a separate darkroom wherein

• Fig. A— Theatre light control panel in which there are four individual rheotats controlling lights of different colors on stage and in the theatre. Note
monitoring speaker in cabinet at left.

Fig. 3— View
of Murtz'
which
is• separate
from the
theatre. projection
Note silentroom,
and sound
proiectors,
also
the
multiple
record
playing
tables which supply music before and during turnfilm
shows.
Murtz's isfather,
who athelped
him design and
build theatre,
pictured
the projector.

I do all my own film processing, except
color, of course.
Because of this convenient theatre,
home movies have continued popular
with us and our friends. We regularly
borrow sound films from our local public library which are available free, and
our own films, of course, come in for
their share of regular screening. We
are mighty proud of our theatre which
was completed in its entirety by my
father and myself. Not only is it a constant source of pleasure for our neighbors and friends, but it has become a
standard model for many local amateurs who have come to inspect it and
to make notes and detail sketches for
their own home theatre plans.

• Fig. 5— View of film editing corner in projection room. Here, secure
from
the and
general
of the household, editing may be carried on
liesureiy
more activity
efficiently.
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• These 16mm. frame enlargements from Rich Johnston's Movie of The Month, "This is The Story of Alladin's Lamp," illustrate some of the split stage and
double exposure effects with which the picture is replete. Story concerns a lad in need of money and how a magic lamp brings him wealth.
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but it was Johnston's knowledge and
skill for executing animation in his
titles, making reverse action, spHt-stage
and effective double exposure shots,
plus a gift for clever title writing
that enabled him to turn out "This
Is The Story of Alladin's Lamp," a 300foot picture composed of both black and
white and color footage that has been

Month

E N

elected The Movie Of The Month for
■JTSING
great many
the simple
I cameraa tricks
which ofalmost
every
U cine amateur knows about but few
attempt, Rich Johnston of Ogden,
Utah, has fashioned one of the most entertaining 16mm. movies seen in a long
time. His equipment is modest and his
actors were found within his household,

Animated

July.
Interest in the picture begins as soon
as the main title flashes on the screen.
The titles are composed of movable
block letters and these are animated so
that the opening title, "This Is The
Story of Alladin's Lamp," becomes,
through an animated transposition of
the title letters on the screen, "This Is
The Story of A Lad 'n His Lamp." Of
course this transposition would not be
feasible had Johnston spelled the name
Aladdin correctly — two d's instead of
two ll's — but, with tongue in cheek,
rather than ignorance of correct spelling, Johnston made the transposition

work out that way for the desired effect,
as pictured in the series of frame enlargements ofthis title on the opposite
The action is preceded by the title:
"It happened in the days of old, when
gas was rationed and presidents ran for
page.
a fourth term. There was a lad, young
and ambitious — the kind that would go
places
he didn't
walk)a youth,
."
The (if
picture
beginshave
withtoOlie,
unhappily sitting on his doorstep. He decides to check supply of gas in the family car, finds it is almost empty. Dejected, the lad goes into the house and
into his bedroom, where he flops on the
bed and soon is engrossed in dreams.
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A title moves into the scene above the
dozing Olie, stating:
"And So He Dreams About How To
Make Money."
In a split stage shot, we see the dreaming lad in the lower part of the picture,
and we see him working in the garden
in the upper portion of the scene. Finally, a man, presumably his father, enters
the dream scene and pays the lad for his
work. The amount is not enough, however, and Olie plans to multiply it in a
game of cards. "I'll soon double my
money now," he says, and this spoken
title is included in the scene, superimposed in what is the third of a series of
split stage shot. But his opponent beats
him in a surprise turn of the cards, and
Olie's funds are suddenly wiped out.
'Ise regusted," says Olie, but soon he's
planning to recoup his finances. Painting a crude sign, which he puts on an
old derby hat, he takes up a place on a
busy street posing as a blind beggar.
Coins from sympathetic passersby soon
begin to fill his tin cup, but suddenly a
little girl appears and instead of depositing a coin, she scoops up all the coins
from the cup and runs down the street.
"Now I is regusted!" says Olie. "If
I could only find Alladin's lamp," he
concludes, as he thinks of other means
of getting money.
Olie dreams of digging for the lamp
in his garden, of finding it, and then
making money appear by rubbing its
shiny surface. With the cash thus acquired, Olie takes the family car and
sets out for a joyride.
The final scene of this dream sequence
shows the car traveling at a terrific pace
toward the camera and as it reaches a
point just above the sleeping Olie, he
suddenly awakens and tumbles out of
bed as though struck by the speeding
car.
Olie rubs his eyes, then sitting on the
edge of the bed, contemplates his dream.
"Could there be such a lamp? Could
it possibly be there? I'm going out to

see." These are the thoughts that flash
through the lad's mind and the words
are shown, superimposed at top of the
picture frame — another double exposure
effect in the film.
At this point the picture turns to
color. Olie goes out into the garden to
the very spot explored in his dream.
After a few strokes of the spade, he uncovers asmall metal lamp, just as he
dreamed.
"Sure enough," he says, "It is Alladin's lamp . . . late model . . . strictly preHere
Johnston has added a note in
war trim."
the form of a title which states: "Color
is added to the film at this time, because for Olie, things are definitely more
Olie begins to rub the lamp and money
in the form of currency leaps into his
hands
rosy."from nowhere. Some jumps into
his pockets, then he opens his billfold
and bills appear and quickly fill it. As
he walks along the street, he rubs the
lamp, holds out his hand, and money appears. There is smooth trick photography
here. Filmer Johnston has utilized the
upside down camera technique to produce this trick effect. Here he had the
boy walk along the street and, with careful movement of the arms, throw money
on the pavement and into the air. When
these scenes were cut from the processed
roll, then turned end for end and spliced
into the finally edited film, the illusion
was gained of money magically appearing from thin air.
Next, there's a closeup of Olie's fist
holding a bundle of 20 and 5 0 dollar
bills and of Olie contemplating spending them. He goes to the family car,
but suddenly realizes that cash will not
buy gasoline without ration stamps. So
he rubs the lamp • again
and wishes for
Continued
on Page 4}}
• Ignore the faulty spelling of
the title frannes above. Note how
animated to produce a change
line from "Alladin's Lamp" to "A
Lamp."
A similar
the closing
title of technique
the picture.was

• Diagrams above represent the three masks used by Rich Johnston in
effecting the split-stage shot pictured at right. First, the shot was made
with mask I in place before the lens in which only the boy asleep at
bottom of scene is photographed. Then mask 2 was used, blanking off the

Aladdin in
the text is
in the last
Lad 'n His
applied to
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lower area of frame and allowing for scene of boy playing cards purposel/
backgrounded in black. Finally, mask 3 was used which blanked off all but
the area for the final take, that of the title text in the upper left corner.
This cinematic accomplishment is professional in every way.
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Pan And Dolly Shots, Skillfully
Executed, Add Movement To Otherwise
Static Scenes
By

ELI

WILLIS

PERHAPSraphy, it's
a carryover
the hobby
still photogbut many
amateursfrom
hesitate
to moveof their
camera
when shooting movies. They establish it in a stationary
position and shoot without any thought to the pictorial
and cinematic possibilities that may be achieved by moving
the camera while shooting. By freeing the camera from
this stationary position a whole new field of cinematic
expression and art is opened up.
TTiose who have been fortunate enough to visit on a
professional set undoubtedly remember the extremely elaborate and costly means used to transport the huge sound
cameras about the studio stage. The amateur, however, is
not faced with such costly and cumbersome production
methods where similar cinematic effects are desired. He can
have a "free" camera at the cost of only a little investigation, thought and ingenuity.
There are two basic ways in which the movie camera is
moved: one, called panning, is by turning the camera about
a central pivot point usually in either a horizontal or vertical
direction; the other, called dollying or trucking, is by bodily
moving the camera either to follow an action or to move
• In the series of frames at left, from a simple vertical pan shot we
see the gradually changing perspective as the camera moves downward. A sturdy tripod and a good pan head are essential for successful
execution of this type of shot.
• Pictured below is typical equipment used by Hollywood studios for
making a trucking or dolly shot. The camera, mounted on a rubber tired
dolly, moves on a track toward or away from the scene as desired.
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• This series of pictures illustrates a trucking shot into 9 There is a continually changing screen innage as the camera,
the open air foyer of a theatre.
mounted on a dolly, moves progressively forward.

• Here the camera approaches closer to the foyer and
the lens must be stopped down again to compensate for
the increased light.

• The necessity for changing lens focus and diaphragm opening,
as this shot proceeds, rex^uires ingenuity and careful planning.

into or out of a scene. Everything else is a variation or combination of these two basic cine techniques.
Of the two, panning is the simplest. Needed for this
camera maneuver are a sturdy tripod and an efficient "pan
head." Don't attempt to pan the camera while holding it in
your hands for this will invariably result in wasted film.
There are few people who can hold a camera firmly enough
and pan at the same time so that the effect on the screen
will not appear wobbly and jumpy and suggest that the
photographer had a few too many beers.
Before actually shooting a pan shot it is always a good
idea to rehearse with a "dry run." This will permit you
• An amateur's
of the professional
picturedmaker
at left.
Ingenuity
and lowversion
cost materials
combined camera
to give dolly
this movie
the
means to add professional dolly shots to his movies.

• As camera moves into the foyer, there is less
Exposure as well as focus must be adjusted.

® The trucking action concludes with the camer<
inside the theatre
established
on the lobby.
screen. Locale has thus been full'

to accustom yourself to giving the shot a smooth and even
motion. It will also give you a chance to make sure that
everything you intend including in the pan shot actually
falls within the camera's vision. The remaining important
factor to consider is the speed of the pan. Actually this can
only be learned by experience. However it is always a good
rule to pan much slower than you imagine would be proper.
It is amazing how quickly even a slow pan shot flits across
the movie screen.
One of the most common methods of panning is in the
horizontal direction. Everyone recalls how this was used
at the opening of the Academy Award winning film "The
Lost Weekend." We see first a long shot of the city, then
the camera pans to reveal its hugeness and scope, and finally
ends up revealing the tenement building in the foreground
with the bottle dangling from a window. This was an exceptionally fine use of this device and well worth studying.
However it is best not to try to imitate it immediately. For
when a pan shot such as this is made it must be kept in mind
that the focal range of the camera lens must be changed
during the shooting to keep sharply focused, first the distant
city buildings and then the tenement building which is comparatively close.
This pan shot conveys very fundamental uses of this
filmic technique. It should be remembered that it is insufficient in movie work to convey the hugeness of a city
simply by taking a long shot. By panning the camera the
audience actually sees for itself how large the city really is,
just as though one were standing on the top of a large
building and looking about with his own eyes. By panning
it also was possible to relate two dissimilar images in a very
smooth flowing, simple manner. The idea in "The Lost
Weekend" of the relationship of the tenement house to the
huge city is quickly conveyed to the audience. There is no
waste footage, no confusion, no jumpiness, and the idea
is easily gotten across.
• ConiinucJ on Page 422
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take metal pins on which two No. 116
roll film spools revolve.
Strips of decorated paper — fancy gift
wrapping material or wallpaper — are
used in a loop over the film spools. By
means of a crank attached to the top
spool, as shown in photo, the background loop is rotated during filming of
the title which, of course, must be lettered on a panel of clear celluloid or
glass set some distance ahead of the
background. — Albert Dm all. Galesburg, III.
Screen Improvement

T5
TRICKS

Table model projection screens, especially the type generally identified as
"easel," may be combined with one's
camera tripod to afford the convenience
of a tripod type screen. First it is necessary to provide a metal plate on the
bottom slat of screen so screen may be
affixed to tripod. This plate should have

SHORTCUTS
$1 to $5 are paid readers for ideas for gadgets, movie tricks and short
cuts in movie making used on this page. Describe your gadget or idea

TMBLC Mopei scnecH
-CUT

briefly and submit it with rough sketch or photo to "The Workshop
Editor," Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.

are bent at right angles, as shown, and
drilled and tapped to take a Y^" No. 20
tripod screw. The longer of the two
hinge members is attached to the tripod
and the camera is attached to the other
by means of a special tripod screw obtainable at any camera store. — ]ohn
Simofjson, Biirbank, Calif.

2 AtETftL PLATe

BOTTOM view
Titling Gadget

UPSIDE tOWN
POSITION

Foe Upside Down Shots
To obtain reverse action trick shots
with the camera mounted upside down,
requires that the camera be mounted on
a tripod for best results. This calls for
a special bracket — one that operates
both ways, allowing the camera to be
used in normal position as well as upside
down.
One of the simplest of such gadgets
may be made from an ordinary barn
door hinge, as pictured in above diagram. The tips of each end of the hinge

I made the little gadget pictured
above for my typewriter titler for providing moving backgrounds for my
titles. It consists of a metal frame made
of two strips of brass attached at either
side of the title card holder. Holes
drilled at top and bottom of brass strips

NUT THRFAOED TO
SIDF VIEW
FIT SCfieW ON TRIPOD
HOLE DRILLED TO FIT
SCPEtV ON TRIPOD

a quarter-inch hole drilled in the center
and tapped to take the Y^," No. 20
tripod screw. The plate is then affixed
to the screen with screws.
Using the metal easel supplied with
the tripod, cut this into a single length
that may be stretched and fixed in place
between the upper and lower slat of the
screen, as shown in diagram, so that
screen will remain upright when
mounted on tripod. — Andre T. Lareait,
Chicago, III.
For Underwater

Filming

Interesting movies of marine life and
that in ponds, springs and lakes, may
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glass, preferably surface silvered. Plate
glass should be used for the window,
too, and this may be fixed in place with
picture molding with marine glue applied generously before the glass is set
in place. A mounting board for the
camera at top of the box completes this
accessory for underwater filming which
will open up a new and interesting field
of summer filming for any amateur. —
Aaron Manuel, Monterey, Calif.

CflMERH PCRISCOPE

1
+ +1
(n)

center of the strap iron allows it to be
slipped over the tripod screw before
mounting the camera, or attaching it
to camera by means of a tripod screw
where the unit is to be used when shooting with camera hand held. By using the
reflector or "R" type photoglood lamps,
the added weight of metal reflectors is
dispensed with. — Herbert L. Stores, Detroit, Mich.
Fuzz Eliminator

For The Title Maker

FRONT View

be made with the aid of a camera periscope that may be submerged beneath
the water to film the subjects there.
The sketch above shows a submarine
periscope that is easy for the amateur
to make from materials now generally
available.
No dimensions are given here because
these would differ for each make of
camera. But if a length of four feet is
established, for example, the first step
is to determine the area of the reflecting mirror and the window at bottom
of box. This can be arrived at by referring to numerous charts available
giving the field of view for various
distances and camera lenses. Make the
mirror and the window at least one
inch larger than the established limits
of the camera field of view.
Construction of the box is simple.
Good No. I quality lumber or plywood
will suffice. Seal the joints with marine
glue and use wood screws generously
to hold the sections together. As exterior of box must withstand immersion
in water, give it at least three good
coats of marine paint. Paint inside of
box flat black to avoid reflections.
Mirror should be of flawless plate

Movie amateurs will find paint stores
and the many supply houses catering to window decorators' needs
have a wide selection of inexpensive
decorating materials adaptable for title
backgrounds. Among materials to be
found are cloth of various kinds and
finishes, spun glass cloth and papers,
colored decorative bands as well as
panels of tinted and decorated cardboard and cutout letters in colors. The
latter are available in sizes ranging from
i" to 3" in height and are excellent
for main title composition. — Franklin
F. Wells, Columbus, Ohio.

To get rid of the fuzz that often
accumulates in the projector gate and
produces those weird marginal images
on the screen, use a small rubber earsyringe, obtainable at most drug stores.
Squeezing the syringe a couple of times,
with the tip inserted near the gate, will
produce a stream of air that will blow
away the fuzz. It is most advantageous
because it may be used to eliminate this
bugaboo while the projector is in operation.— Robert B. Nix, Spokane, Wash.

For Soiled Screens
Showing movies on summer evenings
often attracts moths and other insects
which are often rolled up with the
screen after use, leaving a stain on the
screen surface. Where stain has not
penetrated to the fabric, it generally
may be removed with an art gum eraser.
Rub gently to avoid loosening the glass
beads. — Riissell Edtvards, Kissimee, Fla.
Lighting Unit
Sketched below is a simple gadget
enabling the use of two reflector photofloods with camera in shooting indoor
movies. Gadget consists of a length of
strap iron bent at either end as shown
and with the tips twisted and drilled
with Ys" holes to take standard lamp
sockets. These are attached by means
of short nipples and lock nuts.
A quarter inch hole drilled in the

tiCFLECTOR PHOTOFLOODS

C.RS.

BEND
TO HOOK ON
PROJECTOR

\ TO svir
RAD/US
HOLE DRILLED
FOR TRIPOD SCREW

CRMERR

Light Shield
Most projectors have one fault in
common and that is, they allow escape
of too much light from top of lamphouse which is reflected by room ceiling
toward screen, affecting
visibility.
• Continued
on Page The
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thot Cine-Kodaks,

accessories

are

movies...

Kodascopes,

on their way

and

Kodak

movie-making

back

HERE'S the present Cine-Kodak and Kodascope line-up: Cine-Kodak Eight-25 — low-cost,
fixed-focus, //2.7 lens, loads with roll film. Cine-Kodak Magazine 8 — focusing, //1. 9 lens, takes
interchangeable film magazines (black-and-white and full-color Kodachrome), can be equipped
with telephotos, makes slow-motion movies, too. Cine-Kodak Magazine 16 — 16mm. counterpart of the "Magazine 8," loads in addition with super-fast "Super-XX Tan.'" Cine-Kodak
Special — most versatile 16mm. camera this side of Hollywood.
Kodascope Eight-33 — low-cost, 500- watt lamp, //2 lens. Kodascope Sixteen-10 — reasonably priced, 750-watt lamp, //1. 6 or //2.5 lens; accepts other lenses, other lamps. Kodascope Sixteen-20 — same lens-lamp versatility, plus push-button operating convenience.
Sound Kodascope FS-IO-N — reasonably priced sound and silent 16mm. projector of exceptional tonal qualities.
Quantities still small in comparison with demand. Best suggestion — keep in touch
with your Kodak dealer.
Accessories

ready

now

The Kodak movie accessory picture, in many departments, is reassuringly bright.
Lenses, filters, carrying cases, film reels and cans — many are on your dealer's shelves today,
others are on the way, and by year's end you should be able to obtain just about every Kodak
movie accessory supplied prewar . . . with many offering marked functional advances. Keep
in touch with your Kodak dealer.

how

about

Kodak

Film

deliveries?

Trouble with film, of course, is that civilian film production started from scratch a few months
ago. Kodak had none . . . dealers had none . . . you had none. To supply a]l dealers with all
film types for all customers adds up to a tremendous total — which Kodak is doing its level best
to provide — and in the face of difficult manufacturing, shipping, and distribution problems . . .
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

Keep

in touch

with

your

Kodak

dealer
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• This is the set that posed a baffling problem momentarily for George Burnwood, cinematographer for Hathen Productions, Philadelphia. Shotinwasa triple
successfully
under
natural light
exposuremade
technique
explainedginning onbythisBurnwood
in
his
article
bepage.

By
GEORGE
BURNWOOD
ilile" Shot
"Iniposs
The
and 100 feet wide, are located the three
~k IX THE course of making a Kodachrome industrial film, I was sent to largest turbines in the world. Side by
the hall of turbines of the Richmond
side they lie like three great monsters
dozing peacefully. Underneath each are
Power Station of the Philadelphia Electric Company. Here, in an immense
immense boilers to supply the steam to
building approximately 300 feet long keep them going and generating the
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* AN INNOVATION designed to expand the scope of
the Maurer Professional i6mm. camera is the unique follow focus attachment conceived by engineers of the
Raphael G. Wolff Studios in Hollywood, producers of
1 6mm. industrial films.
The attachment, pictured at right, affords the cameraman the means by which he may keep subjects constantly
in sharp focus on trucking and dolly shots or where subjects move toward or away from the stationary camera.
Each of the three lenses on the turret is fitted with a
ring gear and these in turn engage corresponding gears
on a shaft which extends from left side of the camera.
This shaft is controlled by a knurled knob at the right,
set against a large metal disc engraved with footage
numbers.
Here is how the device operates: Door of camera is
lowered to disengage the shaft gear from the lens gear.
The turret is then rotated to bring the desired lens into
taking position. Focusing scale on lens is then set at
infinity and the control knob extending from door is set
at corresponding position. Thus, when camera door is
closed, the ring and shaft gears are meshed together at the
infinity point.
Assuming that the take will begin by focusing camera
upon subject at a distance of five feet, the control knob
is set at this mark and filming begins. As the camera,
mounted on a dolly, is moved away from subject, the

For

electrical energy necessary for the great
metropolitan area of Philadelphia and
adjacent communities.
Around this gigantic hall is a balcony, but there is no main floor since
the boiler pits occupy the space between
the turbines. The largest turbine is 3 5
feet away from the nearest windows
and under such light conditions I was
expected to obtain a color movie shot of
this slumbering giant! I took an exposure meter reading of the subject,
utilizing the light which came through
the windows, and found a general reading to be 1/5 of a second at F4. I
had to use a wide angle lens and stop
down somewhat to get as much depth
of field as possible.
One-fifth of a second at F4! How
was I to get an exposure like that with
a movie camera? Hand crank? I thought
of that, but from previous experience I
discarded the idea because I have found
that, try as one may to turn the camera
crank evenly, the finished result inevitably is flickery on the screen because
the individual frames do not get even
• ConfinueJ on Page 420
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Camera

camera operator turns the control knob so that the lens g
focus is automatically kept on the correct distance with J
relation to subject-to-camera, as the
camera backs
• Continued
on Pageaway
43 j J

a Gears on shaft at left of camera engage ring gears on lens
moves in a truckbarrels so that focus may be altered, as camera
ing shot, by turning control knob at right in picture.
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• Above are three scenes and one production shot from the 16mm. picture, highway accident; 2nd and 3rd pictures show students in training. Fourth photo
"Teach The,m To Drive," Pennsylvania State College prize-winning safety film. pictures extensive equipment used in filming interiors. Luther F, Keppler
First picture shows father and mother receiving news of son's death in a
supervised cinematography on the picture.

"A: A COLLEGE produced film on traffic safety has brought singular honors
to the Audio-visual Aids Department of
Pennsylvania State College in the form
of an award from the National Safety
Foundation for its i6mm. production,
Teach Them To Drive, judged the best
motion picture in the traffic field produced in the United States in 1945.
The film was produced in its entirety
by the College and was submitted by
the American Legion to the contest

College
B

Makes
Prize Traffic Film
H N
E
R
H
A
R
D T
J
the film undertakes to show the correct
which is annually sponsored by the
National Safety Foundation.
safety measures that should be followed
The picture graphically tells the story
by all automobile drivers, from correct
of a father and mother, who, when their
parking procedure to operating a car
son is killed in an automobile accident,
through dangerous intersections.
set about to establish a driver-training
Purpose of the film, according to
program in their town. From this point
Amos E. Neyhart, administrative head
of the college's Institute of Public
Safety, is to encourage communities to
establish planned driver-training courses
for high school and college students.
One Thousand
ICnini. Medical
Films
Frank Neusbaum, head of the college
★ BEGINNING
motion
picture and recording studio,
"In filming surgical technique,"
his career in 1923
wrote
the
picture script and directed the
Burke points out, "a surgeon is able to
as a producer of demonstrate clearly such procedures as film production. I. C. Boerlin, in
I 6mm. medical
the swiftness of making the first incharge of audio-visual aids for the colfilms, Billie Burke,
lege, was production superintendent.
cision, or the careful excision of pathwhose studios are
ologic tissue. Although similar to other
Paul H. Seltzinger did the sound rein Beverly Hills,
cording and editing, and Luther F. Kepphotographic procedure, these specialler supervised cinematography.
Calif., has just
ized techniques involve particular problems. Specific precautions in surgery
completed h i s
Pennsylvania State College, whose
must be observed to protect the safety
1 000th production.
audio-visual aids department has access
to complete sound film producing
By specializing in of the patient; the relationship of action
to anatomic landmarks and diverse tis- equipment as well as fully equipped stuthe field of surgical
BILLIE BURKE
films, Burke has
sues must be readily apparent; and since
dio facilities for its film productions, is
time and space are curtailed, there must
produced i6mm. motion pictures widely
just one of the many colleges that have
be smooth coordination between cameraused for medical teaching and demonrecently undertaken serious movie mak• Continued on Page 432
stration purposes.
ing on full professional scale.
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SOUND.N.NV
SILENT 16mm.

^

Closeups
OF PROFESSIONAL 16MM. CINEMATOCRAPHERS

PROJECTOR
Harry Hoyt, of Hollywood, who produced A Day At The Hollywood Race
Track in 16mm. color and sound, has
sold the film to Warner Brothers who
will blow it up to 3 5 mm. and release
it as a short subject this fall.
★
Phil E. Cantonwine, 16mm. cinematographer, has been named director of
photography in the reorganization of
Hal Mason Productions, Hollywood producers of 16mm. entertainment features.
*

* A few minutes to attach to your
projector.
* Uses standard 16mm. film with a
sound track. Complete instructions
for converting your projector.
* Plug into your radio with the Vidiphonic Radiofilm Adapter ... or use
the Vidiphonic Soundfilm Power Amplifier & Speaker ... or your own
P. A. or phone amplifier.
FITS
ALL PROJECTORS
Professional sound at a fraction of normal cost
APEX 16mm. SOUND
ADAPTER KIT (above) $59.95
Complete
conversion
outfit
to play
thru your
own home
radio
for only
$97.70
VIDIPHONIC RADIOFILM ADAPTER
New Improved Model 47CR! Tiny
"Walkie
Talkie"pictures
tubes through
and batteryyour—
play talking
radio like broadcast programs.
Shipped less battery _
$37.95
OR YOU MAY ORDER THE MODEL Y
VIDIPHONIC SOUNDFILM POWER AMPLIFIER,
complete with conversion adapter kit for
regular 16mm. sound projector results SI87.70

for
Arms s.
n Reel projector
EXTRA!
all 16mm.Extensio
and 8mm.
$9.90 to $29.90
From Ohio, Indiana, Penna.:
DAYTON FILM, Inc., 2227 Hepburn Avenue,
Dayton, Ohio, Factory Distributors

7356 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF.
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^

Owen P. Fontaine, jr., San Francisco,
who specializes in 1 6mm. films featuring the 21 Latin American republics, is
in Mexico City making final arrangements for filming the July 7th national
elections in Mexico. Fontaine, who produces exclusively in 16mm. color, just
completed The Union Square, a film of
San Francisco's famed underground automobile parking plan, which was made
at request of the Mexican government
long contemplating a similar plan for
Mexico Citv.
★
Burton Holmes has sent his chief cinematographer, Ted Phillips, to the Pacific
Northwest to film material for another
lecture film for his 1946-47 series. Ted
arrived just in time to record the Portland, Oregon, Rose Festival, an annual
event there. Assignment will take Phillips as far north as the Canadian Border,
with a thorough filming scheduled of all
beauty spots and principal cities along
the route.
★
Julian C. Townsend and R. A. Woolsey,
16mm. cinematographers, have completed the photography on "Report on Jet
Propulsion," 1 6mm. color and sound
film produced by Hal Koepel for the
Bell Aircraft Corpn., Buffalo, N. Y.
*
Edward H. Reed heads a group of men,
formerly personnel of the U. S. Army
air forces' motion picture unit at Culver
City, Calif., for the production of advertising and training films for industrv. Headquarters will be in Hollvwood.
★
Austen West of South Africa, whose remarkable color movie lecture "Land Of
Tomorrow — South Africa" has aroused
considerable favorable comment in the
U. S., is at present in the British Isles
where he is filming two new films in
16mm. color, tentatively titled "England's Bells Ring Again," and "Enchanted Road — Scotland."
^"est will be doing a lecture tour

with these two subjects in 1947 which
will show the sights that G. L Joe saw
during his years in service.
★
Guy D. Haselton left June 1st for the
Pacific Northwest where he will film in
1 6mm. color scenic and resort spots of
that area for a series of films to be released in the fall. On his itinerary is
the Redwood Highway; Portland, Oregon; the Columbia River Highway;
Glacier National Park and the Canadian
Rockies.
★
Keith Daniels, having joined the increasing number of producers making 16mm.
all-color feature films in Hollywood,
has completed his initial 16mm. Kodachrome program film, Kancho In The
Sky, featuring an all-professional cast
of western players. Cinematographers
Len Roos and Ben Silverberg handled the
photography with Cine Specials.
★
Neil McCuire, Hollywood cameraman
and producer, has completed a short
subject in 16mm. color based upon Lincoln's Gettysburg address, which is to
be released through Planet Pictures. McGuire utilized miniatures, animation and
live action to dramatize the historical
event.
★
Father Bernard Hubbard has had erected
on the Santa Clara College campus, in
California, a complete sound studio for
making 16mm. films. A pioneer producer of films for the Catholic church,
his initial studio production will be a
color feature on the \'atican, material
for which Father Hubbard photographed recently while in Rome.
*
Philip Sudano in Hollywood June 19th,
held a press preview of his 16mm.
color-sound production / Dreamed Of
Murder, which is designed as a television featurette and scheduled for initial telecasting June 24th over Don Lee
\\"6XAO.
Television Svstem's Pacific coast station
*
Al Hope, Toronto, Canada, is currently
proving the ability of 16mm. to do a
3 5 mm. job in the projection phase of
motion pictures. Utilizing the 605-seat
International Cinema theatre, Hope is
exhibiting programs of 16mm. documentary, foreign, art and other short
subjects. Screened image is 1 5 feet wide
obtained with a 95 foot throw.
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TORRINGTON Cinema Club, Torrington. Conn., is currently engaged in
producing a one-reel i6mm. film on
local Y.M.C.A. activities for the Torrington Y.M.C.A. Subject is intended
as an interpretive film rather than a
campaign advertising medium, according to "Y" president
★ ★ ★J. B. Mavlott.

Burgeon, Long Lake; Secy., Mrs. Merit
Beisel, Grand Rapids; and Treas., IvLrs.
Spencer Austin, Grand Lakes.
★ ★ ★
BROOKLYN Amateur Cine Club held
its June meeting at The Barn in GreenVillage. Event was club's annual
DinnerwichPartv.
★ ★ ★

MILWAUKEE'S Amateur Movie Society
announced rules of its 1946 annual film
exhibition which is to take place on
November 13th for members' 8mm.
films and two weeks later, on November 27th for members' i6mm. films.
Entries will be judged on quality of
photography, continuity, editing, titling and general interest. Showing films
to "shut-ins" continues to be a major
activity of this hustling cine club, with
Miss Selma Preuss, Frederic Van Horn,
and Albin Walker comprising the committee undertaking the regular screen
shows for local unfortunates.
★ ★ ★
TACOMA Amateur Movie Club, at its
June meeting, elected Charles E. Brown,
president; Eldon E. Lindley, vice-president; and Mrs. Marie Nalder, secy.treas. This is a recently organized club
and membership roster is open to interested 8mm. and i6mm. movie amateurs. AppHcation should be made to
secy.-treas. Marie Nalder, Route 6, Box
344C, Tacoma. ★ ★ ★
UTAH Cine Arts Club, under guidance
of prexy T. R. Pope, has been conducting for its members a series of technical
meetings in which the various makes
and models of 8mm. and i6mm. cine
cameras are discussed and evaluated. A
later series will take up the merits of
important cine accessories including
various sound devices.
★ ★ ★

METRO Movie Club of River Park,
suburb of Chicago, for its June 26th
meeting, journeyed to the Hamilton
Field clubhouse there to display the
club's best film productions before
members of the South Side Cinema
Club. Event was in reciprocation for a
similar show put on last April for Metro
by the latter club.
★ ★ ★
ROCKFORD (111.) Movie Makers' Picnic Committee is exploring the possibilities of a train or motorbus excursion
for members to New Glarus, Wisconsin,
a picturesque little Swiss village some
sixty miles distant and offering unusual
picture making possibilities.
★ ★ ★
LOS ANGELES Cinema Club, at its June
meeting, was entertained by C. Oscar
Perrine, renowned photographer and
lecturer and one of the club's most active members, who screened his tworeel 1 6mm. Kodachrome film "Our
Amazing Northwest." The meeting
concluded with a screening of a selec-

MOVIES fOK JULT
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tion of Kodachrome slides made by
various members of this club which
claims a growing activity in this phase
of photography.
★ ★ ★
INCLEWOOD, (Calif.) Movie Club had
as guest at its June meeting Miss Edna
Short of Cal-Tech University who gave
a slide lecture on the technical side of
photography as practiced in the college
laboratory; also, Miss Short presented
an illustrated travel talk on her filming
adventures throughout the great Southwest, pointing up the photogenic possibilities of various sections for those
members contemplating travel vacations
this year.
★ ★ ★
PETALUMA (Calif.) Cinema Club's
George Ott is dickering with management of the Petaluma and Santa Rosa
Railroad with the purpose of promoting
a movie making excursion for members
late this summer. Plan is to have one or
more flat cars provided with hand rails
and benches for the cameraists, plus
a coach for special use of club members.
Excursion would take the Petaluma
movie makers from Petaluma to Two
Rock, Sebastopol, Santa Rosa and Forestville,
stopping as necessary for picture making.
★ ★ ★
FRESNO
(Calif.)
Clubs'
C.
Denny reports
thatMovie
the club
is soR.busy
making i6mm. films for others, members scarcely have time for personal
movie making. Club just completed a
400 foot 1 6mm. Kodachrome picture
Cub Olympics sponosred by local Boy
Scouts. Now organization
• Continuedis at
on work
Page 45onX

PHILADELPHIA Cinema Club's June
meeting featured member James Maucher in an illustrated talk on "Making
Professional Appearing
★ ★ ★ Titles."
MICHIGAN Council of Amateur Movie
Clubs, state-wide organization whose
charter members include the Long Lake
Amateur Club, Kalamazoo Movie Club,
and Grand Rapids Amateur Movie Club,
recently held its first annual convention at which time the following officers were elected: President, C. P. Rynbrand, Kalamazoo; ist V.P., John Folkema, Grand Rapids; 2nd V.P., Milzurn

"My mother-in-law made this shot. Been uith us ever since, too.
Says she wants to make a documentary of our uededd life."
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With the new Bardwell & McAlister Mult-Efex Titier you
can now make titles with that professional touch — the
way they do in Hollywood. Easy to make zooms, wipes,
double exposures, scrolls, flip-flops, swing-arounds, forward and backs, rolls, fadeouts and many other novelty
shots which hitherto, have only been possible for professionals. Easy to make process, trick, and special effects
with keyholes, hearts and diamond openings.
Now you can do a super-duper job of titling in your
own home which will, double the interest of your most
prized reels.
The Mult-Efex fits any type or model of movie camera in 8 mm or 16 mm.
Comes with full directions which show you how to
get the most novel effects easily.
This Titier can also be used for tabletop photography
and special effects.
For sale by dealers everywhere. See it at your photographic supply store. Price for Standard Unit $28.00.
The Mult-Efex is the only titier which can be used
out-of-doors on a camera tripod. This adds to the number ofspecial effects that can be obtained by using it.

BARDWELL
&
McALISTER,
DBSiqnBTS and Manufacturers
Box 1310
• Hollywood 28
• California

Inc.
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Pictorial Films, Inc., 1270 Sixth
Ave., New York City recently contracted with Nu-Atlas Films of New
York, producers of musical short subjects for RKO release, for exclusive
world-wide distribution rights to 2 3
one-reel musical films which they plan
to release in the fall under their Home
Movie Pictorccl line, in 1 6mm, blackand-white. These musical shorts feature such stars as Jan Peerce, The Charioteers, The Merr)^ Macs, George Jessel
and many names famous in radio, nightclubs, Broadway, and the concert stage.

ings in Castle Films' Music Album under this title gives owners of sound projectors achance to dance and swing
partners high, wide and handsome as
Carroll Hood sings "Polka Dot Polka"
and they can continue to swing to Ann
Parker's singing of "Pumpernickel Polka." Dressed as bakers, Ann and her
Polkadettes put on a lively musical
comedy number. \^incent Lopez adds to
the dance moments with his inimitable
piano rendition of "Nola," the number
made famous by this noted orchestra
leader and pianist. This Castle Films
subject is available for outright purchase at $17.50 per reel at photographic
dealers.

What Bird Is ThatPis title of a threereel series of teacher-made color films
of American bird life, arranged in novel
form to encourage student participation. Each bird is pictured in typical
habitat, size and feeding and nesting
habits, and other distinguishing features
are shown. A pause is allowed, for discussion, then the answer is given. A
quick review concludes each reel. Produced by David Schneider and edited by
Wm. Kruse, each subject may be purchased outright at $72.00, or rented for
S3. 00. Subjects are essentially educational films but with high entertainment value for other than student
audiences.

and

Movie

FILMS
Churches
Projectors

Polonaise, Moonlight Sonata and Minuet in G, and Hungarian Rhapsody No.
2, are three new one-reel musical subjects featuring the internationally acclaimed concert pianist Ignace Jan Paderewski, currently released by Official
Films, Inc., New York. Music lovers and
discriminating cine fans should find
each reel in this new Official series a
thrilling screen experience, as the great
Paderewski addresses himself to the music
of Chopin, Beethoven, Liszt and himself
with superior charm. Screening time of
each subject is approximately 10 minutes. Price is $2 5.00 per subject.

The Suspect, produced by Universal
Pictures and starring Charles Laughton,
Ella Raines and Rosalind Ivan, is a 9reel drama offering one of the most interesting character studies ever to be
seen on the screen. The plot involves a
shopkeeper who kills two people whom,
as he states, "the world could spare,"
then surrenders. Subject will be available, from July 26 for showing to approved non-theatrical audiences, from
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library, 1801
Larchmont Ave., Chicago 13, 111. Renta rlate is $17.50 for the subject.
Official Films, Inc., offer a new series
of audio-visual films on subjects of diving and swimming. Produced under the
personal supervision of Fred Cady, one
of the country's outstanding aquatic
coaches, films are narrated by Ken Carpenter. Use of stop action, animation
and superimposed titles add superior instructive potentials to these newest of
aquatic taching films. Titles are: Swhn7iiing for Beginners, Advanced Swimming, and Fundamentals of Diving.
Each subject screens for approximately
ten minutes. Price of black and white
prints is $2 5.00 each. Color prints are
expected to be available at a later date
at $75.00 per subject.

Swing Time Jamboree, another
Louis Jordan m.usical release, is offered
this month by Commonwealth Pictures
Corp., 729 Seventh St., New York City.
Subject screens for 12 minutes and is
packed with delightful dance routines
and musical numbers.
Commonwealth Pictures also announce they have recently acquired
16mm. distribution rights to 100 tworeel comedies released by a Major company, titles of which will be announced
at a later date.
Film Highlights, Inc.. anounces it
has acquired for Universal Pictures, Inc.,
• ConHntird on Page 4}-
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For Movies, Candid, Enlarging, Action, Stills
OPTICAL CO., ROCHESTER

5, N. Y., U.S.A.
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SILENT

Libraries
RENT

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I
Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth A/». N'.rfh
CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK
Bucna Parle Photo Shop
fSn Grand Avenue
HOLLYWOOD
Bell t Hcell Filmoiound Libr»f»
714 N. La B'ea Ave.
6764
He-&M3Le/ington A/e.
Cattle'i
1527 Vine Inc.
Street
LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
281? E. Anaheim St.
ICS AHGELE5
Filmj Incorporated
MV) W. eih Street
Holl/wood Movie Supply
427» Crenthaw (Zone 13)
I. T. & T. of the V/ett
3123 West eth St. (5)
Palte Corr.pan^
829 S. Flo-'er St. (14)
OAKlAtJD
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
Audio Film! Co. Branch
4247 Pi-dmont Ave. 'Zone II)
I. T. & T. of the V/.!t
4247 Piedrrvont Ave. (II)
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Artt Studio
1034 Chorro Str.-t
CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD
Irrter
17 U-i,C^iyr'-^i OoTv
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHirjGTOfJ
Bell & HoweU Filmotound Librsry
1271 G <;».. U W
I. T. 12th
I T. St.
of '//•>%'■
a* '^n
915
N // ■■ ri,
GEORGIA
ATLAfnA
I. T. i T. of the South
754 W. Pe8cMre« S». NW
DECATUR
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Bo/ 273
IDAHO
lOISE
Idahop£>«i
Library
811
St. of Vitual Educafioo
V/l'/l7l a--;'
Va - ',•
ILLINOIS
BERWYN
Colonial Camera Sihop
4904 Windsor A/e.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Flirr.otour.d Lib'a'r
"*?5 L.»rck.r-.or,» / /,
S'y'c/tl' Ca"-e'a E-zc^ange
7r*
f'^'.ve/e" Poad (7)
P;ir-J// trro'PO'Bted
44 E. Laire Street

OR

BUV

Smm^HlS

ILLINOIS — Continued
CHICAGO— (Continued)
Walter
O. Gutlohn,
19 S. LaSalle
Street In'.
(Zone 3)
Ideal Pictures Corp.
28 34 East Eighth Street
I. T. I T. of Illinois
100 W. Monroe St. (3)
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (2S)
LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS
I. T. & T. of rJe« Orleans
BIS Poydros
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (I)
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Bo/lston
Elder's Fiirn
Librar/HM
739
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Came'a Sto'es
2S4 Bo/lston St., Opposite Public Gardens
I.115T. Newbury
i T. of New
England
St. (14)
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little BIdQ.
V/holeiome Film S«rvic«, Inc.
20 Melrose Street
BROCtCTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.
OUINCY
Stanlff^-Winthrop's
5-7
Rc/ere P'^ad "Rent-A-Reel" S«rvic«
MICHIGAN
DETROIT
Detroit Ca''''e'a Sr.op
3K State Street
ROYAL OAK
H»-W(lde Carnera Shop
I(k9 S, Washington at Harrison Aye.
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
Howard Fi " J
84 S. m SV '2,
MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
I. T. t 1, Ofi Missouri
3324 Olive S'NEW JERSEY
PASSAIC
T^^ r<o. //a' r-a Co.
257 Main A/er.i>e
ROSELLE PARK
Union Count/ Firm Service
128 Chestnut St.
NEW YORK
ALBANY
'■
--f {71
'y ' ",»d
D'utfibufci
Inc..
7S6e . Tr.ird
Av«niM
(9)

/6mffi^\V\AS
YORK CITY 'Continued)
NEW NEW
YORK CITY
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller plaza
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)
Haber
£ Fink,St. Inc.
12-14 Warren
The
T. T. Co., Inc.
25 W.New45thYorkSt. I.(19)
King ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZonaService
10)
Medo3rdPhoto
Supply
15 West 47th St.
MoguM's
& Camera
55 W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)E/ctianga, Inc.
National Cinema Service
49 Dey Street
Nu Art Films, Inc.
145 West 45th Street
SOS Cineri^a Supply Corp.
449 W. 42rd St M?)
OHIO
CLEVELAND
Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road
KoKer's Home Movie Eitchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue
OAYTOM
Da^on Film (8-14) Rental libra'i»«
2227 Hepburn Ave.
OREGON
PORTLAND
FilrDSS. lncorpo'i*»'J
314
W. PENNSYLVANIA
9<v A ,'.
ALLENTOWN
Jarr.es A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.
RHODE ISLAND
WOOMSOCKET
Yvonne's PI'c'o /
TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA
2
557 Social St'»»'
Grady
Young
108 W. Bfh St. Co..
NASHVILLE
Charchill's Filmosoj-d B-a-ch Library
TEXAS
DALLAS
SIO Deaderick Sf.
'!
Walter O. GutMin, Inc.
302»/, So. Harwoo<< St. (Zone I)
I. T. IrS. T.Harwtxxl
of the Sou-th
302>/j
St. (I)
WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2
fime'W. t.Virginia
Sir-pso' St.
»U

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available

Getting The ''Impossible"
• Continmed frt/m Psjfe 417
and coniiitent exprjiure. Then an id«a
occurred to me: How clo*e could I accurately come to a fifth of a »econd?
At eight frames per Kcond, each individual frame get» 1 15 th of a second
exposure, but that wat not enough; that
was only 1 / 3 of the exposure I wanted.
If that would give me i ^ of the exposure Ineeded, I reasoned, why not

Shot

. . .

wini the film back and expose it thret
times? Would I be able to do this without jarring the tripod? Would every
frame be in exact registration on the
three "runs" of the film? All these
thoughts went through my mind as I
exposed the film the first time. Then,
hardly daring to breathe, and handling
the rewind key as if it were a booby trap.

I %-ourid bacK tne inm agjin, and then
once more for the third run of the film.
I might mention here that I made sure
there were no people in the scene.
When the film was returned from the
processing station I was deeply gratified to find that my reasoning had been
correct and my equipment accurate, for
on the screen the world's largest turbine
looked beautiful, well-lighted, and in
good color rendition. This idea, no
doubt, has other potential applications
where the problem of getting that
"impossible" shot arises.
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Craig

16mm.

Projecto

Editors

For professional results — for better home
movies — Action edit your films

interest. There's no guesswork because you edit
in action!

Give your home movies that professional finish
by editing in the studio manner with the Craig
1 6mm. Projecto Editor.

The Craig Projecto Editor comes complete with
a Senior Splicer, either Senior or Master Geared

Here is action editing — introduced by Craig and
presented with new efficiency in this famous
editor combination. The Craig Projecto Editor's
exclusive rotary principle provides clear, flickerless action editing. Viewed on the miniature
screen, your film may be wound at any desired
speed and the motion carefully studied. The
exact frame can be selected to cut, title, or splice.
With the Projecto Editor you can form individual scenes into an even-flowing continuity of

Rewinds, and a bottle of Craig Safety Film Cement. The entire unit is mounted on a hard wood
base. A new tension feature assures a smooth run
of film at any speed.
You will get more pleasure and take more pride
in your movies when you edit them with a Craig
Projecto Editor. See it at your local photo dealer.
If he does not have a Projecto Editor, ask him to
order it for you. Deliveries are now being made.
Projecto Editor only $59.50

Craig 16 mm Projecto Editor — Senior Splicer & Senior Rewind, 400 foot capacity, $69.50
Craig 16 mm Projecto Editor — Senior Splicer & Master Rewind, 2000 foot capacity, $71.50

Craig Movie
Supply Company
LOS ANGELES
• SAN
FRANCISCO
• SEATTLE
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Free The Camera
• Continued from Page 407
Get
G-E

the

NEW

Photolamp

DATASHEET

M

.

/■' -/^

to help you
Answers questions on Photoflood,
Photoflash, lamps for color, projection lamps, and the many other G-E
lamps for every photographic need.
Tells where and how to use them.
Supplies authoritative film speed
ratings — both new ASA index numbers and Weston.
Helps you determine correct exposure, provides handy guide numbers for color
Photoflood,
daylight
flash. 'Phox.oflash and
Outlines a new easy practical way to
better balanced lighting.
Crammed with other data you'll want
—all arranged so it's easy to find. Ask
your dealer for a
free copy of the new
G-E Photo lamp
data sheet.
r-v: ,
NOTE: The present
shortage of lamps
makes it important ,
for you to get full
benefit^from the
lamps y ou hat e. This j
neu G-E data sheet ,
will help you.

Another factor in this pan shot of
"The Lost Weekend" is that it selected
for the audience the important and
significant details necessary to tell the
story. The audience's eyes saw first the
city, then the tenement buildings, and
finally the window with the bottle
dangling from it. Of course this could
also be dons with individual shots that
are spliced together. However, in this
particular case, the pan was a much
better filmic device to use because it
combined many expressive factors.
Let us take another example, one
closer to home. Suppose we wish to
show our workroom with all the tools
neatly stacked against the wall — the
hammers, saws, chisels, screw drivers,
cubbyholes for nails, and the drill press
on the small table. To shoot all this
in a stationary long shot would not
reveal to the audeince enough about
the workroom. How different, though,
if we move the camera closer to the
wall and start shooting at one end and
pan the camera around until the entire
wal! is photographed. On the screen,
the audience will see all the details that
make up this workroom wall. It will
no longer be simply a workroom but one
which includes all the many tools and
machines that have been so vividlv
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pans in this
manner, first
the audience's
attention is centered
on one item
r-nd then another and given a much
better idea of what makes up the workroom.
Just as the camera can be panned
horizontally it can be moved vertically.
This too is an especially effective device with spvecial uses. Let us say we
wish to show how tall is the Empire
State Building. We wish to convey to
the audience as dramatically as possible
the conception of its massive height.
An extremely effective way is to start
photographing at the street level of
the building so that we can see its base,
with all the people that are hurrying
about small and diminutive in comparison. Then we pan the camera upward
until we see the tall tower of the building reaching upward into the sky. The
audience will immediately react to this
tremendous vertical thrust and actually
feel its immensity more because of this
unusual visual presentation.
Let us take another dramatic example
of the vertical pan. To show our neighborhood church on a quiet Sunday
morning with the people attending, we
begin first with a view of the church
steeple against the sky. The camera

the
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From among the films submitted
for review by readers each month,
the editors select the best and award
a Home Movies' certificate for the
Movie of the Month. A special illustrated review of the film also appears
in the magazine. All films submitted
to the editors for review and criticism

between January 1st and September
30th, are automatically entered in
Home Movies' annual contest, subject
to a second review prior to the final
judging.
Films receiving Movie of the Month
certificates during the past twelve
months are:

AUGUST '45: "Fellow on a Furlough," produced by George Brunwood, Philadelphia, Penna. A 16mm.
color picture 350 feet in length.

8mm.
Kodachrome picture, 250 feet
in
length.

SEPTEMBER '45; "Ski Time in the
Rockies," produced by Norman Shultz,
Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm. Kodachrome picture 400 feet in length.

MAY '46: "Zoo Album," produced
by John Kibar, Racine, Wise. An 8mm.
Kodachrome picture, 125 feet in
length.

OCTOBER '45: No award.
NOVEMBER '45: No award.
DECEMBER '45: No award.
JANUARY '46: No award.
FEBRUARY '46: No award.

C

shown on the screen. As the camera

MARCH '46: "Escape," produced
by H. D. Atwood, Ajo, Arizona. An

APRIL '46: No award.

JUNE '46: "Tussie Mussie," produced by Albert H. Duvall, Galesburg,
III. An 8mm. Kodachrome picture,
200 feet in length.
JULY '46: "This Is The Story Of
Alladin's Lamp," produced by Rich
Johnston, M.D., Ogden, Utah. A 16mm. production in black and white
and color, 400 feet in length.
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then pans downward to reveal more
fully the church and finally, at eyelevel, we see the church door and steps
with the people entering. In this case
we have conveyed many ideas. We have,
first of all, shown the church from top
to bottom. Then by the angle of the
first shot, we have intimated the relationship of the church to the heavens
above. Finally, we have established a
relationship of the church to the people
entering it.
The dolly or truck shot is a more
difficult device for the amateur to execute from a purely production point
of view. Obviously he cannot walk with
the camera and expect to achieve a clear
steady picture. The camera must be
firmly placed and then moved smoothly
and easily. Here is where one's ingenuity
comes to the fore. Actually anything
with wheels will serve as a makeshift
camera dolly — a child's toy cart or tricycle, for instance. You can also put
wheels on your tripod. However this is
rather difficult to handle in attempting
a straight forward or backward motion.
Another method is to use your automobile, but here one must make sure that
the road on which it is to travel is
smooth and that the car operator will
drive smoothly and carefully. Finally,
the more ambitious amateur may construct asimple four-wheeled push cart;
one which will be big enough to hold
the camera and the operator.
The simplest use of the dolly is in
following a moving object — whether a
child walking or a person riding a horse
or bicycle. By dollying it is possible to
keep the object being photographed always in the center of the screen and
moving the same distance from the
camera. It is important though to have
in the picture a stationary background
against which the object being photographed moves. Without this contrast
the audience may lose the impression
that the subject is actually moving.
The use of "doUying-in" may be
seen in almost any Hollywood film today. The camera, encompassing a large
scene, bodily moves forward to isolate
the hero and heroine amidst the surroundings. This is actually a progression
from a long shot to a closeup and must
be considered in these terms. It should
be used in place of individual shots
only if it tells the story in a more fluent
and effective way.
Let us take a simple example. We
see on the screen a woman busily engrossed in reading a newspaper. The
camera moves up closer and closer until
we actually see in closeup what she
is reading — an advertisement of fur
coats. In attempting this type of shot
it must be remembered that the camera
focus must continually be changed to
keep the image sharp and clear. Generally itis necessary to employ at least
three people to execute such a shot —
one pushing the dolly, another changing

Faithfully

Yours...

Always steady,,, always ready!
Think of everything you've ever wanted
in a tripod. Think of steady performance over a longer period of time. Think
of precision engineering and beautiful
appearance. You'll find the answer to
your thoughts in the store where AMBOL
TRU-PAN TRIPODS are sold.
Here's the smoothest pan and tilt mechanism ever devised. Here are floating,
spring-centered, free-sliding, colletlocked legs. Here is a handle for righthand operation which, in a jiffy, can
be changed for left-hand use. Here's a
completely precision - machined tripod
without a single die-cast part. Here are
maximum wearing resistance and minrepairs.legs.
Here's absolute lock for
tilt, panimumand
Built oi airplane-type aluminum, the AMBOL TRU-PAN
weighs only 5 pounds. It has
smooth satin protective coatings with chip-proof black
wrinkle top leg section. Costs
only $43.20, including excise
tax. At your dealer's. Write for
literature.

Exclusive World-Wide

521 FIFTH AVENUE

•

Disfributor

NEW YORK 17, N. Y. ,
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the lens focus, and the third operating
the camera.
The dolly-out is a similar device but
in exact reverse. In it we move from a
closeup to a long shot and constantly
increase the scope of what we see on
the screen. As an example let us say
we see at first only a toy train
chugging along over its diminutive
track. As the camera pulls back it reveals Dad busily engaged in operating
the train. Then, as we pull the camera
still farther back, we see Son sitting
disconsolately nearby, watching this
seizure of his own plaything.
The dolly is particularly effective as
a means of exposition, similar to the pan
shot, except in the direction of motion.
For example, in my neighborhood there
is a small unique theatre which is set
quite a distance back from the adjoining store fronts and which can only be

Mechanics Of Film
Cuiitiiuii'il from Page J97
. . . use the exposure meter that
gives you the new features first

• FiRST with A. S. A. Film Speeds
• FIRST with One-Handed Ease
• FIRST with Direct-Reading Scale
It's an automatic "quick-reader"
that will help your movie camera do
a better job!
DeJUR's "CINE CRITIC" has no
numbers to transpose. You just depress button to release guide ring
and match your film speed number
to "frames per sec." Pointer then indicates correct "/" stop directly. For
color, you rotate glass disc so that
double etched lines are over film
speed number; then rotate ring to set
green dot opposite "frames per second", aim, and pointer indicates correct "/" stop.
SEE THE

" ec*te
e^t4tic"
the "aristocrat"
of meters
at your dealer
DeJUR-AMSCO CORPORATION
45-08 Northern Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

reached by walking down a corridor
between the stores. Here the dolly is an
obviously effective way of showing the
theatre in relationship to the neighboring stores and the odd entrance. (See
photos at beginning of article). We
start with the camera at some distance
from the store fronts so that we can
get a general view of th; surroundings.
Then the camera is dollied forward right
through the passage and up to the theatre entrance, just as one would see it
if he actually walked there himself.
The full expressive uses of these cinematic devices can only be learned by
actually attempting them. However
they should never be used for the novelty or as a substitute for cutting. They
should only be employed when they
convey an idea in a better way than
any other possible method. The free
camera is an exciting technique and offers many possibilities.

Editing

the way, if you have not already done
so, you will have discarded all the useless footage — out - of - focus shots,
wrongly exposed bits, damaged lengths,
and so on. If there is more than one take
of a scene, you will have noted on the
card which one is to be used; if there
are three takes of scene 27, for instance,
number them 27-1, 27-2 and 27-3, etc.
The next thing is to arrange the rolls
so that we can find each shot as we
need it. Here, again, there are countless
systems, and one is as good as another,
if you are accustomed to it. One is the
peg board. In a bread board or drawing
board, drill a number of holes, evenly
spaced in rows of ten, twenty, or whatever is convenient. Set into the holes
short pieces of wood dowel, a bit smaller
in diameter than the hub of your flange.
(Wire nails can be used, but dowel pins
are safer) . Now place the numbered
rolls in rotation on the pegs. Another
system is the pigeon-hole rack, a name
which is self-explanatory. This may be
made like the board for the dowel pins,
making the holes somewhat larger and
omitting the dowels. Egg-crate separators have been used for the purpose,
too.
However, each of these systems has
the drawback that no provision is made
for the trims and remainders, so that a
separate means of dealing with them
must be set up. For that reison, the
writer strongly favors the system which
is in almost universal use in professional
circles — boxes of tins containing groups
of scenes. These may b^ typewriter
ribbon boxes, film containers, or anything available. For maximum convenience, there should be enough of them
so that ten scenes ma\' be placed in
each; at the worst, don't go over

. . .

twenty-five. The first is labelled i-io,
the second 11-20, and so on, and each
scene is placed in the appropriate box.
In that way, if the rolls are plainly
marked, no time will be lost in finding
any desired roll.
Instead of grouping the scenes by
tens or twenty-fives, another convenient procedure is to assign alphabetical
letters to the sequences in the film. A,
B, C, and so on, and put each sequence
in its own box. This makes it rather
easy to keep the trims together.
Now begin to assemble the scenes in
sequence, using your script or the filing
cards, as the case may be. Each time
you discard a length of film, immediately write the scene number on it
with grease pencil or sticky tape, because you are not yet at all certain as
to what will go into the film and what
will be discarded.
The convenient way to assemble the
film is a sequence at a time. For this,
it is handy to get out all the scenes for
that sequence and hang them up, either
on a board with a row of nails, or a cord
with a row of clothespins. Then, as you
cut and join the pieces, mark the trims
and drop them into a film bin.
This matter of a film bin deserves a
word of special mention, for nothing
can add more to the comfort and convenience of working. In its usual form,
it consists of nothing more than a flannel bag hung inside a drum or frame
of some sort, turned back around the
upper edge to keep it in position. This
may consist of nothing more than a
flannel bag made to fit over your
wastebasket, though something a bit
higher is more convenient if you can
arrange it. Then, as you discard trims,
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you can simply drop them in the film
bin without rolling them up, secure
in the knowledge that they will remain
clean and undamaged until you are
ready for them. If you use part of a
scene and plan to return to it, drape it
temporarily over the edge of the film
bin, or fasten it there with a clothespin,
until you are ready for it.
When you finish a sequence (or a
group of ten scenes, depending upon
how your boxes are marked) gather
up all the trims, roll them up together,
and place them in the box where they
belong. Then, when you want one of
them, as you almost inevitably will, not
once but many times, you will waste
little time in finding it.
You may, if you wish, splice as you
go, but you will probably find it kss
confusing to do your editing first, then
join an entire roll at one go. Fasten the
scenes temporarily with paper clips over
folded paper slips, or with sticky tape.
Then, when a roll is finished, splice it
as you rewind it, taking very great care
not to miss any splices before it goes
on the projector.
So much has been written about
splicing that it would be pointless to
devote much space to it here. Splicers
differ widely, and maker's directions
are your best guide to the procedure
with the one you have. However, one
or two points are worth stressing. If
you scrape the film dry, be very sure
that you remove all the emulsion. If
you scrape it wet, be certain it is dry
before you make the splice, or it may
come apart. Test each joint with a
short, sharp tug, until you have complete confidence in your splices. If you
have any doubts about your competence
in this direction, take a length of discarded film and make a score or two
splices, until you can do them with
absolute neatness, nothing smeared on
the film, and consistent adherence. Take
particular care to see that splices stick
all the way to the ends. Nothing can
make more trouble than loose corners
which gradually come apart, then make
trouble in the projector.
Finally, take every conceivable precaution to protect the film from damage while you are working. Handle the
film by the edges always. If you can
work with thin white cotton gloves, do
so by all means. Your first print is also
your last, in most cases, and any damage to it is well nigh irreparable. If
you are working with valuable footage
which means a great deal to you, or
from which you expect to make money,
by all means have a cheap black-andwhite copy made for cutting purposes,
then match the original to the cutting
print with a minimum of handling.
Each time you make a splice, clean
off any fragments of emulsion or base
which may adhere to it. Clean the film
each time it has had extensive handling.
Clean it occasionally on general prin-
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The Answer
to your
Photographic
Questions

Photo-Lab-Index
IN THE NEW 8TH EDITION
BY HENRY M. LESTER
AUTHENTIC — CONCISE— TIMELY— CLEAR
DE LUXE

8th EDITION
(lUnUrated)
In Life-Time Duplex
6-Prong Binder

Po-.tpaid . . .
0 reading
Opens FLAT $1
for 5.0
easy
opens WIDE for inserting new pages.
Subscription to Quarterly Supplements
$2 per year.
STANDARD EDITION
Beautifully cloth bound. Fully thumb
indexed for speedy reference.
$8.00 Postpaid

Best of all, it lives and grows
with the art. Quarterly Supplements keep you up-to-theminute on latest photographic
research.

1 10 West 32nd St., New York 1
World's Largest Camera Store
built on square dealing

SEVEN TIMES OUT OF TEN, top-flight photography becomes mediocre through unsuspected errors made IN THE DARKROOM. These
errors can be avoided.
Photo-Lab-Index packs within its pages, authentic, last minute
tacts — Chemicals, Photo-Optics, Filter Factors, Color and Cine Data
— 247 Time-Gamma-Temperature Charts — to fill 24 sections with the
answer to every darkroom problem. Photo-Lab-Index places right
on your shelf — all in one accurately cross-indexed volume — A
COMPLETE AUTHENTIC LIBRARY that reduces all photographic
techniques to consistent certainties.
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odels

ciples. Above all, keep the projector
gate clean, especially when running
new film. Bits of emulsion will stick in
the gate, harden and make scratches.
Stop them before they start.
From this angle, the editing viewer
is usually much gentler on the film
than a projector, ^"hichever you use,
thread carefully, watch your loops and
stop at the first suspicion of trouble.
Much of the wear and tear occasioned
during editing can be reduced by first
cutting the film in sequences rather
than complete reels. Cut each sequence

by itself, and when all the sequences are
reasonably smooth, join them together
into reels and make the final retouches.
In that way, it will not be necessary to
run an entire reel in order to make alterations inone sequence.
Above all. keep a sensible amount of
system in your work. Unless you are
willing to be reasonably systematic, vou
won't be a good film editor. On the
cth:r hand, don't be a slave to system.
The system is for the convenience of
the editor, and not vice versa.
And now, good luck! Good editing!

Circus Filming . . .
• Continued from Page ; 9 1
occasional human interest shots of spectators watching the parade. These, too,
can be intercut to enliven interest and
ing. a professional touch to your editlend
^"here a circus is scheduled to appear
for several days, the filmer is afforded
a more leisurely opportunity to record it.
He can visit the circus one day without
camera to make mental notes of the

tripods
for each particular
camera of the
particular

photographer

ALL QUICK-SET tripods have these features
in common: IMPROVED PAN" HEAD—
precision made in every detail. Swings freely
in any direction, and locks in position with
just a twist of the handle. TELESCOPING
LEG LOCKS — put vour camera at picture
height easily and quickly. LIGHT-WEIGHT
STRENGTH — just compare the weight of a
QUICK-SET with other tripods that cari^the same load. See your dealer now and
choose the QUICK-SET that is specifically
designed for your needs.
The QUICK-SET JUNIOR
For the light camera — 8mm movie, smoll
16mm, Leico, and light folding
cameras.
$20^'
The QUICK-SET SENIOR
For the lorger camera — 16mm movie.
Speed Graphic, Graflex, etc. $30^
The QUICK-SET HIGHBOY
The SENIOR with greatly increased height
extension. Gets you way up in the oir
for professional "angle" shot?.
Extended height, 82'. $36*^'
•
'All prices plus federal excise tax
THEY'RE AT YOUR DEALER'S NOW!

SET,
QUICKIMCORPOtiATev
1731 DIversey Parkway, Chicago 14,111.

shows' highlights and of likely spots for
setting up the camera; then he can return the following day to do his filming. Here, of course, we refer to the
exterior activities — the colorful banners
back-dropping the milling crowds; the
sideshow barker and his spellboimd audience; the fast working ticket seller;
and, of course, the myriad of vendors
and their eager children customers.
Inside the big top often presents a
problem for filming the show in color.
The rents of many shows now are treated

Next

with a fire-proof material making them
somewhat opaque, admitting little light.
It used to be that the white canvas tops
admitted just enough diffused light to
make Kodachroming successful. But
today, inside most circus tents, it takes
the fastest lenses to record action satisfactorily at16 frames per second with
color film.
In some sections of the countr)', circuses are held in open air arenas. Here,
the movie maker has opportunity to
shoot every act in good light and with
satisfactory exposure.
Keep in mind the importance of continuity, whether you are able to film
your scenes in continuity or not. After
filming the preliminaries — arrival of
circus, erection of tents, the parade, and
possibly some intimate shots of the performers back of the tents, proceed with
filming the big show, where your camera
lens permits, then carry on as the show

Month

and Canada. In his an'W^illis states:camera
"The alysis.
moving
was used so extensively,
written by Eli ^"illis,
that only at those points
Hollvwood motion picof dramatic crisis in the
ture analyst whose article
' Free The Camera" apfilm, where this technique was inapplicable,
pears elsewhere in this
did
the film rely upon
issue. Each month, Mr.
creative editing to make
"^"illis will analyze a currently popular motion
its point." Further on,
ELI WILLIS
he states: "These short
picture and point out the
cinematic tricks or feacuts convey the dramatic
tures which make it more than an
action as only a film play can. and a
continually rising tension is created by
ordinary picture, suggesting how simicareful consideration to the length of
lar techniques may be applied by the
serious amateur to his films to lift
Readers will find much in filming,
them above the mediocre class.
each shot."
lighting
and editing advice, applicable
In the August issue, "^"illis will anato his own movie making, in these
lyze the cinematography of the "Spiral
Staircase," which is currently being
analytical reviews
thoroughgoing
which beein next month.
shown throughout the United States
★ IX THE August issue, a new and instructive
feature series begins,
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ends and the milling spectators emerge
from the tent. Don't forget to film as
many antics of the clowns as possible,
and here your telephoto lens will come
in handy if you would get such action
closeup. Where this feature is missed
indoors, it is often possible to gain permission of the performers and the management to film clown routines outside
the tent in the dressing room area.
One way to lift your circus film out
of the ordinary range of such movies is
to thread a running gag through it.
A running gag is a bit of humorous
action that occurs frequently in the
picture and culminates in one of the
closing scenes with a surprise twist.
One such gag is to have a person prominent in your film annoyed by the tall
feather in a woman's hat. Viewing the
parade, the woman sits or stands in
front of him, and at every turn of her
head, the feather tickles the unhappy
victim. Later, surprisingly, this same
woman occupies a seat in front of the
man inside the circus tent and the same
bothersome routine continues. Finally,
in desperation, the man draws a knife
and without her knowledge, snips the
feather from the woman's hat, then
proceeds nonchalantly to view the performance.
For your main title, make a closeup
of one of the many circus posters that
will adorn the billboards or windows of

* Linear response makes processing easier
especially on density recordings.
*Flat frequency response.
* Requires only 300 milliwatts for full modulation.
Con be biased for noise reduction.
♦Compact and ligtit weigfit.
♦Mounts in any position. V bed and locking
gib permit track position adjustment.
* True
check square
azimuth.edge of Mounting Plate to

* Prefocused exciter lamps. Can be changed
in a few seconds. No adjustments required.
* Fine focus adjustment with one-sixteenthinch range is built in.
* Rugged vibrator unit. Will withstand overloads without harm. No strings to break.
* May be used for 16 m/m or 35 m/ m tracks.
* Image .070 wide x .0003 thick.
* Proven performance. Hundreds of similar
units are now making recordings in the
popular Auricon Cameras and Recorders.
Price $450.00 F. O. B. Los Angeles.

We also make 16 mm Sound Cameras and Recorders, Blimps and
Synchronous Molar-drives for Ihe Gne-Kodok Specie/, ond the
Automatic Parallax View-range Finder.

OF SOUND-ONMANUFACTURERS
PODD
1931
since FILM
T UUIlr
equipment
■ recording
■ m. DCHIIU
DrDIUnI
EHfl
7377 BEVERLY BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 36, CALIFORNIA

vacant shops. Don't forget to insert a
few explanatory subtitles, too, and to
close your picture with an appropriate
end title. One filmer logically used a
shot he made of the posterior of an elephant over which to superimpose the
words "The End."
Filming Wonderland
• Con filmed from Page 399

. . .

orange color at sunset and the shadows
appear deep purple producing a beautiful contrast.
The best time for making color pictures of Bryce is from sunrise to about
ten o'clock and from two in the afternoon to sunset. During these hours the
colors are more vivid. At midday the
high sun tends to wash out the colors.
The best locations from which to make
movies from the rim are Sunrise point,
Sunset point, Inspiration point, and
Bryce point. All of these places are
prominently marked by direction signs
and easy to find.
Traveling about 10 miles by auto
from the lodge one comes to the Natural Bridge for a shot of this great
natural wonder. You will want shots
of this bridge from every possible angle.
So take a hike down one of the many
easy foot trails to the canyon floor.
At scheduled hours the National Park
Service provides guide service. The trips
are varied in length to suit all types and

l^^-:.v...

the New

Weston

Typical WESTON thoroughness gives you TWO
light-scales on the Master II for the same reason
that you enlarge your negatives or use a telephoto
lens . . . to make small details easily and clearly
discernible. With this separate low-light scale, the
Master II provides readable accuracy right where
such accuracy is most essential.
Ste the !Master 11 at your dealer's, or write to us
for literature . . .
WESTON
ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CORP.
644 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J.
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ages of visitors. If one prefers to ride
horses, they are available at hour or
day rates. A guide isn't necessary as the
trails are all plainly marked. If you just
want to take your time and make
movies you may be better off to make
the trip alone.
As you walk along the trails you will
pass hundreds of interesting subjects for
your camera. To break up the monotony
of just plain scenery, a shot or two of
people walking along the trail will add
interest. A little action and human interest will add much to a scenic picture.
During the walk on the canyon floor
you will pass such formations as Queen

Iniateurs

Guidance
Richard
For Home
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To

Receive

In Bryce

V. Thiriof Will
Movies

^A" AS A special service to its many
readers who plan to make movies of
Bryce Canyon this summer for entry
in Union Pacific's national photographic
contest, announced elsewhere in this is-

MOVIE

FILMS

KIN-O-LUX
INC.
105 West 40 St., New York 18

Filming

Canyon

Conduct

Two

Tours
Tours

Readers Aug. 17th and 18th

KIN-O-LUX

We can't say when, but we can
say that the KIN-O-LUX films you
use will be finer . . . more versatile
than ever and above all, represent the greatest movie film buy
for your money. Keep your eye
on KIN-O-LUX.

Victoria, Wall of Windows, Fairy
Castle, the Queens Garden, and many
other beautiful and colorful natural
rock formations. The sky will invariably be a very deep blue, so be sure to
get a little sky in your shots for contrast.
After your hike in the canyon, a few
shots filmed around the lodge will make
your film complete. If you wish to add
a few shots of wild flowers they are
to be found without difficulty.
Union Pacific officials have announced that the purpose of their contest is to encourage amateur photography in the west's colorful parks. Any

• Richard L. Thiriot, promlnnt 16mm. movie
maker of Salt Lake City, and award winner in
Home Movies 1942 contest, will conduct parties
of movie amateurs through Bryce Canyon August
17th and 18th to aid them in securing good
pictures. Home Movies is sponsoring the tours
which are free of charge to all camerisfs.
sue. Home Movies has engaged Richard
L. Thiriot, prominent 16mm. cameraist
of Salt Lake City, to personally conduct
parties of movie amateurs through Bryce
Canyon Saturday and Sunday, August
17th and 18th.
All movie amateurs and other photographic hobbyists who plan to be at
Bryce Canyon on these dates are in-

vited to be Home Movies guests, free
of charge. The first tour under Thiriot 's
guidance will start at 2 o'clock Saturday afternoon, August 17th, and the
second, Sunday morning, August 18th,
at 8:30. Cameraists will gather at the
lodge on rim of the canyon and proceed
in a group from there. For those who
wish to make spectacular sunrise and
sunset shots of Bryce, Thiriot will also
be on hand at Sunset Point Saturday
morning.
evening and at Sunrise Point Sunday
Thiriot has considerable experience
as a filmer of this colorful and spectacular national park. His 16mm. Kodachrome film, "Weekend For Three,"
filmed at Bn,-ce Canyon, was an award
winner in Home Movies' 1942 Annual
Amateur Contest. His article, "Filming
In Wonderland" begins on page 398 of
this issue and describes some of the interesting sights to be captured at Bryce
by the vacationist with a camera.
Movie amateurs who are interested in
joining these Home Movies tours arc
requested to be present in front of the
Bryce Canyon lodge at the time and
dates stated above. Mr. Thiriot will be
on hand to greet you and to give any
advance information desired regarding
exposure and focus, and outline in advance the places where the most interesting camera shots are to be made, so
cordingly.
the filmer may plan his film needs acRemember the dates and the place to
meet and — most important — that there
is absolutely no charge whatever for
Thiriot's personally
in Mr. tours.
taking partcamera
conducted
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still photo or movie reel, black and
white or color, taken this year in Zion,
Bryce, and Grand Canyon (north rim)
National Parks, at Kaibab National
Forest, or Cedar Breaks National Monument between June i and October i
will qualify for contest entry. Deadline
for all entries will be midnight November 30, 1946.
Black and white and color stills will
be judged separately, with a $500 first
prize for each, plus second and third
prizes or $200 and $100, respectively.
Movie amateurs will compete for a
$1,000 first prize, $500 second prize,
$200 third prize. Every cash prize winner will also be awarded a silver trophy.
Inscribed medallions will be awarded
for 25 distinguished prints other than
the cash winners in each photo division
and for 10 distinguished prints in the
movie division. Camera clubs of cash
prize winners will receive engraved
achievement plaques for mantel or clubroom use.
Contest rules, official entry blanks
and any other information regarding
the contest may be obtained from the
Union Pacific, Omaha 2, Nebraska.

Trouble-shooting
On Processing
• Continued from Page 400

. . .

definite period. Remember, however,
that the reel must not be stopped even
for an instant while in contact with
the developing solution. Personally, I
do not favor this method of processing,
but prefer the test strip idea as outlined in my article in the February 1946
issue of Home Movies.
Arrange some sort of power drive
for your reel, if you can, which will
provide a revolving uniform speed.
While it is possible to turn the reel
by hand and get excellent results
it is far easier and more productive of
excellence in results to have reel motor
driven. If you turn the reel by hand
and must stop for a rest, do so during
the wash periods or during the bleach
or even the second development, since
these stages are carried through to
finality.
Of course the troubles above mentioned are not the only ones to be
found in processing, but I believe these
to be the most difficult for the beginner
to trace. For instance, a yellow tint on
the film generally indicates insufficient
washing to clear out the yellow bleach
solution.
Smudges and smears usually are
caused from improper handling of the
film. Greasy fingers and the delicate
image on the emulsion just do not go
together, therefore it becomes a "must"
to handle the film only by the edges,
especially when using chemicals.
Scratches and dust specks are easily

THE
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• TRANSPARENT
SHEETS
• HEAVY!
• DURABLE!

IT'S GOOD NEWS! Acetate sheets withstand constant handling, double the effectiveness of photographs, keep papers neat and free of smudges. 12
double sheets (24 display pages) are bound into
this new Amfile Album. 24 additional loose black
mounting sheets included.
AMFILE ALBUM No. C8I0AB— Embossed cover of
fine Duraleather. Plastic binding rings. Maroon,
black, blue or green. At stores, $4.50.
Free Catalo)^ of Amfiles for reels, s
AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. IVnLl'L''

$2.50 a year

BIGELOW
MOTION
PICTURE FILM
COMPENSATED IN PROCESSING TO
CORRECT EXPOSURE ERRORS
8-8mm. 100 ft.
Weston
25 ft. 14mm.
Outdoor
I Speed
8-3 I $1.50 I $2.95
Du-AII
I 24-16 I $2.35
Above prices include processing.
California buyers please include sales$5.50tax
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— 24-HouR Processing Service —
The
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and sparkle
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proessional
pictures
are yours
you use NEW COMPENSATED

4449 Regent St.
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avoided when a little thought is given
to the source of such trouble. Scum and
dirt may be removed from the film by
wiping with a moist viscose sponge,
should anv remain after the final washFilming Birth Of New
• Continued from Page 393

When we reached the end of our
journev we found out. Whereas before there was only a lava bed of some
now!"
one hundred yards surrounding the cone,
now the lava bed extended a mile from
base of the cone and the hill, as the

c\ossics .n ^"

—

• IVANHOE . by Sir Walter Scoff
• TREASURE ISLAND
by Robert Louis Stevenson
• THE THREE MUSKETEERS
by Alexandre Dumas
2" X 2" Slides
120 set
slidesor
(may . -beapproximately
ordered in full
four ports). S15.75 set; $4.25
each part
35mm Slidefilms approximately 120
fromes, $9.75
At Your Dealer's or Order 0/recf
PICTORIAL

FILMS,

Inc.

only fresh solutions. Make it a "religion" to use clear, fresh solutions and
sparkling, professional-Uke films will
result from your home processing.

Volcano

pictures? What did he mean "no hill
c-t.on
' «„d tdu

ing step. Stains may be avoided by using

driver had truthfully stated, was "no
more." It had been completely engulfed by lava. Instead of thousands
of tons, millions of tons had been
spewed out by the volcano and the cone
was more than double its former size.
The force expended by the volcano
is incredible, even today. At the edge
of the lava bed, for instance, we found
a spot where the earth was being pushed
ahead of a mass of moving lava some
one hundred yards in length and about
twent}'- feet high, as though being moved
by a giant bulldozer. The entire perimeter was advancing approximately
two feet an hour and clouds of cinders
and ash were now obscuring our view,
making night pictures impossible.
A few weeks later the rolls of film
shot on our first trip were received from
the laborator}'. The results fired my
enthusiasm again and I knew that I
must return to the volcano for more
pictures. A group of us arranged to
spend the holiday period of May 5 th at
the volcano. What a change we found
to the scene — dust, desoupon returning
lation and destruction. The residents
of nearby Uruapan hadn't seen the sun
in days. Cinders rained down all over
the vicinity, twenty-four hours a day.
Street lights burned during the day.
We journeyed to the volcano and tried
to get on the windward side, hoping to
escape the veil of ash and smoke, but
without luck. It surely was a weird
experience to sit on this hillside and
hear the rumbling of the volcano in the
distance, with ash and cinders sifting
down upon us, and yet be unable to see
the source of all this discomfort. Of
course, being a persistent movie amateur,
I just had to try and get a few shots,
and as luck would have it these turned
out to be part of the most interesting
footage in the entire volcano film.
About this time I became convinced
that Mother Earth may not be as tired
as I had thought. I returned to the site
of the cone for its four month birthday
on June 20th. A new lava run had
started about a week earlier and was
headed for the little village of Paricutin,
from when the volcano derived its
name.
(The name, incidentally, is pro-

. . .

nounced "pah-ree-coo-TEEN") . I had
hoped to shoot this spectacle, but when
I got there the lava flow had come right
up to an arroyo and stopped. Thus I
missed out on some highly spectacular
footage, for this lava run was about one
hundred meters wide and covered an
area of about three miles in extent and
moved at the rate of seventy feet an
hour. However, the desolation wrought
by the lava was worth reccrdin".
The roof of the Httle church in Paricutin had fallen in. Patios of homes
were filled with cinders level with the
walls that surrounded them. The natives were salvaging ever\' available timber from homes and buildings in the
village. These they loaded onto trucks,
together with their personal belongings,
and moved them to a new homesite provided by the Mexican government at
Caltzonzin, five kilometers east of
Uruapan.
That night, during a deluge of cinders
and rain, I managed to film, at one
frame per second camera speed, a river
of lava some thirr\' meters wide and a
half a kilometer long flowing on the
opposite side of the cone. Thus, Lady
Luck had not deserted me entirely.
Sometime later, a party of visiting
scientists came to my apartment in
Mexico City to look at my pictures of
the volcano. I asked them how long
the volcano's action might be expected
to continue. One ventured the opinion
that in his belief the volcano was small,
of second intensity, which he explained
meant it had its beginning about
twentv miles down into the earth and
FILM REVIEWS
if DESPITE the iaci that reviews oi
amateur films have not appeared in
Home Movies for several months.
Home Movies reviewing staff has not
discontinued its free reviewing service.
Changes in staff coupled with limited
space, brought on by the paper shortage, obliged the editors to discontinue
publishing reviews temporarily.
However, this editorial service will
be resumed at an early date. Readers
are urged to send films to our editorial
offices in Hollywood for review and to
receive the special animated leaders
awarded meritorious pictures. All films
thus sent in for review are automatically entered in Home Movies 1946
Annual Amateur Contest which, incidentally, closes September 30th.
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that it would not last long — perhaps
only ten or fifteen years. Right then
I decided that monthly photographic
trips were no longer necessary. However, Idid make a few more trips to
Paricutin before it was a full year old.
On February 20th, 1944, Paricutin
volcano was one year old and the occasion for another expedition for making pictures. While we started out
early in the morning of this day, hoping for clear skies and pleasant filming,
this was not to be our lot. The wind
was up early, too, and no matter where
we went, the surface dust coupled with
immense volume of ash billowing from
the cone made filming difficult and disap ointing. Soafter lunch and a short
siesta, we decided to call it a day and
return to Uruapan. Just as we were
preparing to leave, about four in the
afternoon — a year almost to the hour
of the initial explosion that ushered in
Paricutin volcano — there was a tremendous explosion. We looked back to behold that the volcano's erupting had
suddenly ceased. Within twenty minutes the wind had died down, the sky
cleared, and I made my first pictures of
the silent and inactive cone. However,
the lull didn't last long and during the
night the volcano's action was renewed.
Early this year the engulfment of the
little town of San Juan Parangaricutiro
was almost complete, although in June,
when natives were dismantling the
town, there seemed to be hope that the
lava would continue down the arroyo
and at least leave the church standing.
At that time, great masses of red hot
lava were breaking off the face of the
advancing lava flow at the terminal end,
some seven kilometers from base of the
cone. It has always been my belief
that the rainy season caused the forward
movement to cease temporarily, and
that later the pent up forces broke out
nearer the cone, the lava then spreading
out and destroying San Juan.
On Paricutin's second birthday, I decided to try and get something new in
shots of the volcano, so we rented horses
at San Juan Nuevo and climbed the high
mountain south of the cone. Result:
ten hours on horseback, three of it in
pitch darkness, and nothing new encountered except a different viewpoint.
It was now quite apparent that the volcano's force was diminishing.
The year 1945 was quite the same as
in the past: sudden bursts of activity
followed by spells of quiescence while
force built up for a new try. It was
last September that I got some really
rare sequences. As the 14th is the local
native's Saint's day, I happened to be
the only movie maker on the scene that
day. In the long shed, or tabernacle,
at San Juan the image of Sr. de los Milagros had been installed together with
the centuries-old bells, and thousands
of Indi ans from the surrounding coun-

MISS AMERICA
Pageant

World in Color Productions proudly offers the
first authentic honne movie of the famous Atlantic City beauty event. Contestants, judging,
plus scenes of Miss America herself are all in
this top glamour
Prices,film.
postpaid U.S.A.
8mm., 50 ft., black-white, only $ 2.00
8mm., 50 ft., Kodachrome, only 7.50
16mm., 100 ft., black-white, only 4.00
14mm., 100 ft., Kodachrome, only 14.75
Complete catalog of 16 travel subjects in
thrilling color, 26 glamour girl subjects, old
time rare comedy re-issues, cine camera film,
cameras, projectors and accessories, price 25c.
Two scene Kodachrome projection length sampU
from "Waikiki Hula," $1.00.
World in Color Productions
108 W. CHURCH ST.
ELMIRA, N. Y.
America'^ largest producers of travel-glamoiir
films in genuine, life-colored Kodachrome.

I'm flyin' high these
days looking all over
for cameras ... if you
have one you are not
using send it
on to me and
(most generous
get a check
too) by return
mail.

President
'^^^
J. II.L.«»
'm^^ CNICACO
179 W. MAOISON
ST.
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OFFICIAL

FILMS

PADEREWSKI
. . . playing the music of the masters . . .
in three separate concert reels . . . for
your lasting pleasure!
Chopin's POLONAISE
Beethoven's MOONLIGHT SONATA
and in same reel Paderewski's MINUET IN G
Liszt's HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY No. 2
16mm. S.O.F. — Approx. 10 min.
$25.00 each
25 W. 45th St., N.Y.C. 19
Please send Official Films checked at
$25.00 each.
□ Polonaise
□ Moonlight Sonata & Minuet in G
□ Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2
Name..--,.
Address
□ C.O.D. □ Remittance Enclosed
□ Send complete catalog

WANT

BETTER

PICTURES?

THEN

try came to pay homage. There were
the inevitable costume dances by the
natives, but the wierdest and most unusual sight of all was that of the worshippers, having lighted their candles at
the far end of the tabernacle, dancing
their way toward the altar, murmuring
prayers and singing psalms of thanksgiving for having been saved from disaster. These scenes I was fortunate to
film without difficulty and they add a
touch of human interest to offset the
feeling of utter destruction the forces
of Nature portray in the rest of the
film. Moreover, these scenes show the
native Indian as one who does little
complaining about his lot.
What about the volcano today?
Well, it is still worth seeing, but for
those who have already filmed it there
is the matter of luck in finding any
action different from what has occurred
in the past. Those who have never
been there will most certainly be thrilled
with the sights.
The cone is now approximately 15 00
feet high, depending on whether one
measures from the lava bed or from
where one thinks the cornfield was when
the first eruption began. The almost
unbroken lava bed surrounds the nearly
perfect cone for a distance of about
one mile on all sides, although the terrain governs its area, and extends down
various arroyos for over four miles at
some points. Cinders have fallen over
the entire vicinity and, in some places,
are probably over six feet in depth.
Rains tend to wash the cinders away
and in a decade or so this area will be
fertile again.

When is the best time to see and film
the volcano? Almost any time of the
year. During the rainy season it is advisable to get an early start, say at 2
or 3 a. m., from Uruapan and thus be
at the volcano in time for the night effects and the invariably colorful sunrise. In the dry months, October to
June, it is advisable to leave Uruapan in
midafternoon and stay as long as you
wish. The scene at night, when the
volcano is active, is quite impressive on
one's first visit. Night shots are now
no longer successful with color film. I
have not seen any night pictures taken,
since the first few months, that have
been brilliant.
Although my many visits to Paricutin
have convinced me that Mother Earth
still has plenty of potent force yet to
expend and that it will be possible to see
this volcano in action for some time to
come, there have been times when I believed that Paricutin suddenly had become dormant. Once I stood in one
place for over three hours waiting to
make a lap-dissolve. But it frequently
happens that after an eruption suddenly
ceases, some time elapses before crater
action is resumed. But you may not
care to make lap-dissolves when you
visit Paricutin; so when the cone's action dies out, pick up your things and
move on, or settle down patiently for
action to start again.
Incidentally, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios in Hollywood are preparing a
short subject in color from some of the
footage I have made of Paricutin, and
this may be released for showing in
theatres sometime this fall.
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• Continued from Page 41 i
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man and surgeon during the filming."
Since painstaking aseptic and safety
measures are the rule in all operating
rooms. Burke cleanses cameras and
lighting stand with alcohol, drapes the
tripod or crane with sterile sheets, and
suspends a sterile towel beneath the
camera to prevent particles drom dropping. He and his cameramen wear
sterile caps, gowns, and masks. Every
precaution possible is observed to insure
a minimum of mechanical trouble with
the lighting equipment.
"Each sequence of a surgical film
must tell its own story with a minimum of unnecessary action," says
Burke. "To determine the film's detail
and points of emphasis, notes are kept
regarding each step in the operation.
Through data given by surgeons, the
=. tiniiiiiiiriiMiiiriiNiiriiiniiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiiiininiriiiiiitiiiiMu
filming is planned so that emphasized
scenes include a field large enough to
|16mm Home Projectionists | permit the audience to readily orient
I
WRITE FOR FILM LIST
f itself, while excluding from the lens all
I
Dept. 5-1
I
j
P. O. Box 31?
1 unnecessary areas and action."
In further planning, Burke continues,
I
North Hollywood, Calif. |
^iiiiiiiiiiiHliiilllilMiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiMiiiilliiiMiiiiitiMiMiinniiiiiiu Mniiiiiiiiiiiiri
montage effects can be introduced for

Films
brevity and emphasis, such as short
scenes of ampules, rubber-gloved hands,
sterile sutures. However, as carefully
as the shooting script is worked out,
plans cannot be preciselv formulat°d
because many operative phases may be
unpredictable.
By witnessing a similar surgical technique beforehand, if possible, by consultation with the surgeon and from
suggestions offered by him throughout
the o{>eration, the cameraman is greatly
aided in accurate shooting. Burke went
on to describe. Also the cameraman
should be alert to inform the surgeon
whenever important details are hidden
from the lens.
"Efficiency follows the same pattern
of accuracy that any filming requires,"
Burke says. For this purpose, he has
devised specially built aids, such as a
small crane to afford height for the
camera above the operating table.
Burke is recently returned from
Naval service as lieutenant in the
Bureau of Medicine.
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Camera Trickery
• Continued from Page 40^

. . .

a book of "C" stamps, which appears
magically from a nearby garbage can.
Thus satisfied, Olie starts the car and
drives away. At the corner service station he fills the tank with gas and is
soon off on his long contemplated joyride.
The next sequence is introduced with
another series of animated titles.
"Look — it's a plane!" is the first, and
here the word "plane" zooms across the
screen; then we see a shot of Olie in the
family car traveling at high speed.
"No, it's a rocket!" the next title
states — and the word "rocket" also
zooms across the screen in a flash. Then
there is another shot of Olie and the car
traveling at high speed.
"No, it's Olie!" the third title states,
and the picture concludes here with a
final shot of Olie speeding by and disappearing over the horizon.
Closing the picture is a unique "end"
title stating: "To be continued," with a
number of block letters forming a circle
whirling beneath. Finally these come to
a stop and scatter to form the words,
"Olie hopes!" and a closeup of Olie fades
into the background as he waves goodbye.
The cinematic artistry of Johnston
is delineated briefly in a series of fram •
enlargements which appear at the beginning of this article. One illustration
charts the various steps in one three-unit
split stage shot. In some instances, the
titles were simply arranged on a large
black cardboard and made to zoom in and
out of a scene by a person standing to
one side of the set, out of camera range.
In every case, the area of the picture in
which titling was to appear, was carefully protected from light, either with a
black background or by careful masking of light from this area, so there
would be a full opaque background for
the superimposed text.
Johnston used a 16mm. Bolex camera equipped with a frame counter. Other equipment included a sturdy tripod
and an exposure meter. Method of masking his split stage shots was not explained.
The picture won first place in the
Ogden Movie Club's 1945 annual contest which concluded last December,
and it certainly should be among the top
contenders in Home Movies' 1946 annual contest which, incidentally, concludes the last week in September.
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cooled
lent,
coie,
Iripod,
Iripod
adopter
104.00
Grover View Comero, 4 x 5
71.60
Grover View Comero, 5 x 7
\^
81.45
Write us for our latest price list. We have a large stock of new and used binoculars
TO^M if '»e.HM(e<U'C. Jl 0.. U'a /4ncm(icf
"PxitoK Prices
/fve.. subject
Vd.: lo'»om^i^<M4i
2020
Write ut 249
for poriiculort.
chonge without
notice.
1 ERST 43 ST.
HEUI VORKirn.V.

Maite^

Tit leer

AND ACCESSORIES
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR CAMERA. No
fussy adjustments to secure alignment
Take it on your vacation — use indoors
or outdoors, on tripod or table. Makes
all types of titles, montage shots, portraits, ultra close shots, rear projection
shots, etc.
PROFESSIONAL ATTACHMENT will
make scroll titles, flip-flop, turn around,
push on or off, and many others.
Compact, light weight, instantly ready
to use. Write for free booklet with titling
information.
O.P.A. CEILING PRICES
Master Titleer, $11.00; Professional Attachment,
$5.50; Title Accessory Kit, $2.15; Title Color Kit,
$2.15; Titliner, $5.00; Auxiliary Lens Set, $3.00
Plus Federal Excise Tax.

3227 '/2 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 7, California
HOLLYWOOD
PRODUCTS
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MOVIE
NEWSREELS
Hollywood, California
BHIHCS YOO Smm 6 timm

Experimental Cine
• Continued from Page 40^

mmsiH
COLOR
A variety
of breath-taking
^AOVIE
NEWSREELS
are now
available in gorgeous, colorful
Kodachrome. New Smm and
16mm subjects include:
"SCREEN TESTS" featuring Hollywood's most beautiful
talented Pin-Up
beauties. and
See
these stars of tomorrow as they
model
the
latest
alluring
Swim
Suits.
"DIVING
EXHIBITIONS,"
Olympic Champion,
Queen of
The Springboard, does her stuff
for the slow' camera.
- motion color
Also
"HOLLYWOOD"
"BEVERLYHILLS"
•■RHUMBA"
and other
fascinating rsols.
MAIL

For lllustroted
catalog and
SAMPLE
FILM STRIP
IN COLOR k

COUPON
TO-DAY!

> MOVIE NEWSREELS, DEPT. HM 5
Check Here
* Box 2631, Hollywood 28, California
□ 8mm
*
□ 16mm
' Enclosed find 2Sc (coin or stamps). Rush latest
* MOVIE NEWSREELS Catalog and SAMPLE FILM
J STRIP IN COLOR.
* NAME
*
* ADDRESS

*
'
'
^
*
J
*
*
t

\ CITY

'

ZONE

STATE

photo and diagram illustrate a simple
light shield which I made from sheet
metal and which is easily mounted over
projector lamp house to deflect this
spill light to the rear, without imparing
efficiency of the cooling system.
The diagram is self explanatory, gives
all measurements for a shield for a
Kodachrome Eight projector. By altering the dimensions, a similar shield may
be made for any other make of projector.— Dick A. Shepherd, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Piojection Record
When we have friends over for an
evening of movies, or are asked to go to
a neighbor's home to project some of
our films, I find a permanent index card
record of projections a great help. That
way we do not have to duplicate a pre-

HOME

RENT

MOVIE COSTS
witli BLACK and WHITE fine
grain Semi-Orthochromatic Reversiblelowest
Film for cost.
finest results —
16mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
100-ft. Roll only $2.50
Rating Scheiner 18
8mm. Reversible
Oufdoor Film
25' Dble. 8, only $1.25
VIS-O-PAN
Full Panchromatic
IndDor — Outdoor
Exceptional Fine Grain
Double Smm. — 25 ft $2.00
16mm.— 100 ft 5.00
Same day processing included.
See your dealer
direct.or send money
Write for prices for developing
and processing for Smm. and
16mm. films bought elsewhere.
Dept. 12
V^ISUAL INSTRUCTION
SUPPLY CO.
1757 Broadway. Brooklyn 7. N.Y.

16mm.

Sound

films

50c per reel
Large selection of features and shorts.
New prints; free catalog.
•
UNION

COUNTY
FILM
SERVICE
1 30 Chestnut Street
Roselle Park, New jersey

. . .

vious showing, unless by request. I've
noticed, too, that folks feel, if ever so
slightly, just a bit honored to know
that one has their names on file in a
projection record file system.
For the filing cards, I printed a space
for the name, or family group or club
concerned. Then below that I have
printed numbers, well spaced in rows,
from 1 up (in my case to 40) which
indicates my numbered reels. A circle
drawn around a number on the card indicates that the person named has viewed
that particular reel.
In planning an evening of film fare,
I consider the group to attend and can
quickly select a program that will be
appreciated by the group. Keeping the
record up to date takes but a moment
after each program, but I find it well
worth, many times over, the little
effort it consumes. — Verlin L. Cochran,
Mountain View, Calif.

PROJECTION RECORD

t
CUT
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Triangle Lighting
• Continued from Page 395

. . .

The accompanying photos show reflector photofloods and the recently
introduced photospot lamps in use. In
the top photo is shown an ideal lighting
setup where long shot, medium shot and
closeup are to be made. Two reflector
photofloods at the camera are spread
and raised enough so that the camera
may be moved back and forth between
them for the various camera positions.
The reflector photospot is on the left
side and elevated to concentrate light on
the two children. The medium shot is
made from the camera position shown
in illustration.
For the closeup shot, camera is moved
in about half way. The lamps at either

10

18

20

29

30
40

38
39

34

i
• Record card suggested as means of keeping track of films

9

shown
guests.

side, are spread far enough apart to
permit movement of camera, yet may
remain in position. Thus, since the
lamps are never moved during the filming of the long, medium and closeup
shots,
three. exposure remains the same for all
This scheme of "Triangle Lighting"
is basic. As a foundation for more intricate lighting it is sound. For casual
use it is enough in itself. You can add
to it just as much as you want to. For
example: by running an extension to a
different electrical outlet in the home,
a second fused circuit can carry the
load of two or three more lamps. These
can be used to build up background

HOME MOVIES FOR JULY
lighting, as top lights to bring out hair,
or as back lights to give an effect of
depth and separation of objects in the
scene, etc.
But, with "Triangle Lighting" as a
starting point, and as something simple
and workable to fall back on to get pictures with the least fuss and confusion,
the home movie maker is set to shoot
indoors with complete success.
Follow

Focus

Attachment . . .
* Continued from Page 412
from subject. Footage marks chalked
on the studio floor guide the cameraman or his assistant in adjusting focus
accurately as the camera travels toward
or away from subject.
The regular Maurer parallax-correcting viewfinder is also coupled with this
attachment so that, regardless which lens
is used, parallax correction of viewfinder is adjusted automatically.
Designed by and made exclusively for
the Wolff Studios, there is indication
that the J. A. Maurer Company may
bring out this device as a standard accessory for the Maurer Professional
1 6mm. camera. The Wolff Studios,
however, in developing the idea, have
again demonstrated their capacity for
solving difficult filming problems encountered in the production of industrial films. It was the Wolff Studios'
cameramen, it may be remembered, who
were first to overcome the problem of
intense heat and light in filming closeups of arc-welding in Kodachrome,
using a secret combination of filters.

Look it over and it strikes you
with a bang! The new Challenger,
with its new octagon-shaped case,
is a real beauty. Sturdy, too! The
octagon-shape is stronger, more
rigid— protects fabric better. Many
other new features include new,
finer glass-beaded surface, new
internal "Slide-A-Matic" lock for
legs and height adjustment and
new, stronger ridge-top legs. See it
at your dealer's. Write for descriptive circular. Address Dept. 6HM.
Yes! The screen raises to higher positions than shown here — Simply pull
back elevating tubing and raise screen
and case in one smooth, easy movement.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY,
2723 NORTH CRAWFORD AVENUE, CHICAGO 39, IL

FINEST IN ,6
MM.

S^CRT

Cine Roundup . . .
• Continued from Page } 84
camera clubs. At present one print is
available for free loan to established
clubs from Acra Instruments, 6650 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood. Another print
will soon be available from Home
Movies' film library.
★
Contrary to reports which have previously appeared in this as well as other
publications, few if any airlines flying
the Latin-American air routes will permit cameras to be used in planes for
making pictures. As proof, Ted Phillips
who shoots the marvelous Kodachrome
footage for Burton Holmes' lecture
films, brought back with him on his
recent flight from Rio, a printed tag
which was attached to his flight ticket,
the essential admonitory part of which
follows:
"In order to avoid inconveniences to
passengers, it will be impossible for
them to retain cameras of any description in their possession during flight."
The remaining four paragraphs were
devoted to citing the specific fines and
prison sentences imposed on violators.

SUBJECTS

Hal Roach Comedies
Famous Stars
25 Two Reelers
★

*

★

Musical with
Varieties
Louis Jordan and His Band
8 One Reelers

Quality
Color

Technicolor Cartoons
Released by RKO
Also Available in
BLACK AND WHITE
13 One Reelers

Prints

FOR
★ INDUSTRY
★ HOLLYWOOD

★ U.S. NAVY
and YOU!
♦
HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.
6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28
California

Chaplin Comedies
12 Two Reelers
ALL 16MM. SOUND
Exclusive 1 6mm. Distributors
Send for our latest catalog
of MAJOR COMPANY features, serials and short sub-

RKO

★ U.S. ARMY

Exclusive 16mm. Distributors
jects.

w

Seventh Avenue. Nev

^
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July-August

September

Just

three

months

plete your HOME

remain

in which

MOVIES

to

contest

com-

films!

HOME MOVIES 1946 annual amateur contest closes September 30th. Contestants should
complete and send in their films as early as possible to insure a thoroughgoing review
and early return. Films submitted in the contest now are reviewed, tentatively judged
and returned as soon as possible, subject to a second and final review at close of contest, where necessary.
All films will be classified and judged according to one of the following divisions:
FAMILY

SCENARIO

FILMS

CLASS

This division includes family record movies, movies of outings,
picnics, vacations, etc., in which continuity has been developed
either through editing or by titles.

CLASS

DOCUMENTARY

CLASS

This division includes all films based upon a story telling continuity or scenario, whether comedy, drama or just plain
backyard movie.
This division includes all films which record a scenic area,
national park, a civic project, or a farming or manufacturing
process, etc.

• Entries limited to amateur-made 8mm. and 1 6mm. films,
sound and silent.
• Contestants must pay transportation both ways.
• All entries should be titled — at least with main and end
title.
• No entries will be considered which have previously won
awards in national contests. (This excludes club contests,
of course).
• address.
Both reels and cans must bear contestant's name

and

• Grading of sound films includes both discs and sound on
fihn.
• List equipment used in making film.
• Films will be classified by the judges according to the
category in which they are to compete, unless otherwise
specified by entrant.
ADDRESS
HOME

FILMS TO:
MOVIES

6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD'S

MAGAZINE

FOR

THE

MOVIE

AMATEUR
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Product-ions
Presents
The most outstanding 8 and 16mm.
values of the year in beautiful color
or black and white. Silent or Sound.
Latest Preview Releases
B-1 20th Annual L.A. Open Gold Tournament .. . eFatures the best Amateur
and Professional Golfers of the world.
Byron Nelson comes through again.
B-2 Kings of the Court — Catches top
tennis players in top notch form. Riggs
vv'ns professional hard court crown.
B-l and B-2 Shows many of the Hollywood
Celebrities
Famous
A few of theattending
ardent fans
there:Sports Events.
Humphrey Bogart Brenda Helser
Robert oMntgomery Walter Pidgeon
Johnny Weissmuller Clark Gable
Bruce Cabot
Lou Nova
Lauren Bacall
Adolf Menjou
Richard Arlen
Jack Oakie
Linda Darnell and many others.
Courneya

B-3 Silverunderwater
Springs ...Fairyland
A trip to Florida's
famous
Beautiful underwater scenes . . . Exciting Jungle Cruise.
B-4 Know Your Snakes with Ross
Allen . . . Various types of poisonous
and non-poisonous snakes.
B-5 First Aid for Snake Bite with Ross
Allen.
Mail Coupon Today
COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
ISii North Gordon
Hollywood 28, California
Check Hera
□ Sound
□ Silent
□ 14mm.
□ 8mm.
□ Black & White □ Color
Film interested
Name
Street
City
Enclosed find 10 Cents (stamps or coin) for
information and latest catalogue.

NewSound & Silent Films
• Continued from Page 41 S
fifty feature films, four serials and a
number of short subjects which they
will shortly release in 1 6mm. sound.
Among the fifty features are included
the Technicolor productions, Arabian
Nights and Phantom of the Opera
which this company contemplates releasing in 16mm. color. Further information concerning release dates, etc.,
may be had by addressing this distributor at 3 30 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

The Jungle Menace, is a chapter
play in 1 5 episodes — 3 1 reels — produced
by Columbia Pictures and starring
Frank Buck and Sasha Siemel. The
jungle roars with the most amazing
thrills ever filmed as the mighty star of
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" fame smashes
a jungle in upheaval. Distribution is by
Commonwealth Pictures Corp., 729
Seventh Ave., New York.

|MacVan Specialties Since 1938;
g Three Lens Turrets for Filmo 8 cameras, in-;
§ eluding Automatic Indexing and Critical Focus- j
1 ing. This turret accommodates all B & H turret:
= lenses for 8mm. We can supply adapters for all I
g other type lenses. The total cost installed on i
i your Filmo is $34.50.
i
g The Model 240 Backwind will count every frame;
gin each shot precisely, permit backwinding fori
s laps and for double exposures or to remove l
g the entire roll. The total cost installed on your i
I Filmo 8 is $37.50.
I
g Precision perforating of any type 14mm. filmi
= for use in double 8mm. cameras, 2c per foot, |
S return postage paid.
|
g Lab. Service: 14mm. to 8mm. and 8mm. toi
g 14mm. Master Negatives and Positives made to |

1i °
MacVBlvd.
3829' El Cajon
AN

San Diego
MFG.
CO. 5, Calif.

★ NATURAL BRIDGE OF VIRGINIA AND
DEATH VALLEY
■k PETRIFIED FOREST
★ GRAND CANYON
Modern Wonders of the World in Realistic
Beautiful Color
100 ft. 14mm. Koda. — each subject $15.00
50 ft. 8mm. Koda.— each subject $ 7.50
SUPERLATIVE PRODUCTIONS
2344 Honolulu Ave., Montrose, Calif.
MOVIE MITE 14mm. sound projectors will be
available shortly. Ideal for Church, Club, or
Home. Write for catalogue, "It Makes Sense."
« * *
POPULAR PICTURES COMPANY
Dept. No. 813
P. O. Box No. 223
Decatur
Georgia

FOCUSING
RING
For Revere and Keystone 8
Universal (Fixed) Focus Lenses

With this ring an ordinary fixed focus camera lens
may be focused by the same principle as a lens with
a factory-made focusing mount. It retains unchanged al the advantages and characteristics ot
your present lens, plus the following features:
e Provides instant change from fixed focus to any
distance down to one foot.
• Increases sharpness of close subjects ... indispensable for indoor photography.
• Makes titling and extreme close-ups possible
without auxiliary equipment. Ring can be installed
in a tew minutes — no alteration to lens or camera.
—Precision-made,
looks like partpolished
of lens. aluminum — mounts on lens
Ring complete with stabilizing spring, depth of focus
table, instructions
Inc. Excise Tax
Specify camera and lens (f 3.5, 2.5 or 2.y)
wloen ordering front your dealer or 5
$2.7
Photo Specialties Co.
29 So. State Salt Lake City 1, Utah

WELD-ALL
FILM

CEMENT

FOR. 8N\M • I6MM • 35M/V\
• IVON'T DRY OUT
••M/LP
iOW/MFLAMMAB/UTY
OP Off
OOalte ^""HOW TO USE FILM CEMENT"
Julius Caesar is first of two releases
in the new Eastin School Film series
available from Eastin Pictures Co., 707
Putnam Bldg., Davenport, Iowa. This
subject runs nineteen minutes on the
screen and presents Act III, scene 2
of the Shakespearean play, depicting
events in the Roman forum immediately
after the assassination of Caesar, with
first Brutus then the eloquent Antony
swaying the Roman crowd with oratory. The second release is "Macbeth,"
which runs sixteen minutes and presents two famous scenes from Shakespeare's tragedy. Price of each subject
is $37.50.

STOP
"APOLOGIZING"
For Your
Movie Titles
Write
today
fnr
FREEare A-to-Z
Title Test
Kit. Malte titles athat
differentSample
. . . better
and
tailored to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. & W. OUTFIT $6.50
A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. H New York 10. N. Y.
PORTABLE

SOUND!

New and Used 14mm. & 35mm.
Portables — Everything in Theatre
me Movie Equipment. Send for our
listing
_ hundreds of
atCatalog
tremendous
savings.
NEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F New York 18, N. Y.
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With The Amateur
• Continued from Page 416

A MESSAGE

FROM

While we are shipping out lenses every
day, our production reduces our backlog
of unfilled orders only slightly.
So today, to satisfy the ever increasing
demand for the world-famous

''GOERZ AMERICAN''
PRECISION PHOTO-LENSES
An American Product Since 1899
our plant is working at full speed, yet
under the same rigid standard of highest
accuracy, which has been our motto from
the start almost a half century ago.
We suggest, you assure yourself of the
highest place on our delivery list by rushing in your order through your dealer for
the ens you have selected. "First come —
firs served" is the rule adhered to in
fair ess to everybody. You will be repaid
ror our patience manifold if you let yourself be guided by the following adage:
REMEMBER
For making first-class pictures a
"GOERZ AMERICAN"
lens will give you a lifetime of
profitable satisfaction.

HM-7
ENJOY

THE

THRILL

another picture for the Fresno County
Schools department featuring the arts
and crafts accompHshments of Fresno
students.
★ ★ ★
LOS ANGELES 8mm. Club's May meeting was highhghted by screening of and
awarding of prizes for the three winning films in club's recent 50-foot contest. Prize award for first place went to
club secretary Sylvia Fairly for her
film "There Ain't No Justice"; Fred
Evans took second place with "Swim
Meet"; and "Bringing Down Father,"
filmed by L. B. Reed was awarded third
★ ★ ★
prize.
MINNEAPOLIS CINE CLUB'S Carrol Davidson, who recently returned from
India after spending three years in the
Army,ing highlighted
club's
with films he the
made
in May
Indiameetand
other foreign countries during his term
in service.

News
• ContinuedOffromWhat's
Page 3S2

The c. P. GOERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL COMPANY
OFFICE AND FACTORY
317 East 34 St., New York 16. N. Y.

Cine

Clubs

SEATTLE Amateur Movie Club at a recent meeting announced a new 50 foot
uncut film contest in which each entry
is limited to 50 feet of 8mm. film or
TOO feet of 1 6mm. film. Winning films
will be screened and prizes awarded
at club's meeting★ in★ December.
★
ROCKFORD Movie Makers had as guests
for their first May meeting, members
of the Metro Movie Club of Chicago.
Latter furnished the program consisting
of three member filmed pictures:
"Mexico," by William Thumann; "Sunday Afternoon Safari," by Arthur H.
Elliott, and "Charm Spots of the Deep
South," by Morris★ ★Baker.
★
CLEVELAND (Ohio) Amateur Cinematographers' Phil Danzinger, on his recent trip to California, visited Home
Movies' editorial offices and brought
with him his 200 foot 8mm. version of
the All.
club's recent production Mr. Know
It

New

pressing
cleaning. heavily on the lens during
Both Wocote Cleaner and Wocote
Tissues are available in moderate quantities at photo dealers. A folder describing Wocote anti-reflecting hard coating
is also obtainable.
,

of

"FILL-IN MOVIES"
Now ready in both 16mm. and 8mm.
(black & white)
"MY VISIT TO NEW YORK"
complete with a professional script
which will enable you to complete a
real personal movie record.
Discounts to dealers and camera clubs.

chemical or other solution is emptied from tray or tank into one of
the filter bottles. A filter disc is
placed in the coupling unit and the two
bottles are then joined together, with
the filled bottle on top. Over a period
of time, solution filters through to
lower bottle, becomes free of impurities
and ready for use again.
"Filtorette" is available in one-quart,
half-gallon and one-gallon sizes at
$2.00, $3.00 and $4.00 respectively.
Viking Products, 1143 5 Chandler Blvd.,
No. Hollywood, Calif., is manufacturer.

KING COLE'S SOUND
SERVICE, Inc.
340 Third Ave.
New York 10, N. Y.
DUPLICATES
8mm. to 16mm. to 8mm.
Black & White and Kodachrome
— No Finer Work Anywhere —
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
South Gate, Calif.

PP
AS OF
ET

Whether you are Interested In photncranhy fn'
fun or as a career — get the facts as to how
America's
largest, bestleisure
equipped
school
quick,—
ly qualify
time
thru cansuccess
nroved
home youstudyin cfiurses.
Also resident
training.
Write
for
details.
N. T. INSTITUTE OP PHOTOGRAPHY,
Dept. 114, 10 West 33 St.. New York 1, N. Y.
(Founded 1910)

• Four new camera supports.
• Filters and renews processing solutions.
Darkroom Filter
A darkroom aid which filters film
processing solutions as they are stored
on Unit
the shelf
is the
Viking
"Filtorette."
consists
of two
amber
bottles, a
special connecting cap, glass vent tube
and supply of filter discs. In use,

Tripod Heads
The Kloosterman Co. Inc., 1717 No.
Vine St., Hollywood, Calif., offers a
series of four camera tripod heads especially adaptable to the lighter cine
cameras and still cameras. The group
includes model WG-100 pan head which
retails at $20.16; a small tripod head

HOME MOVIES FOR jULY
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WG-15 0 of the swivel type with a full
90° tilt which sells for $1.67; tripod
head with pan-tilt action WG-IH
which sells for $10.41; and a baby

Distribution is by Radiant Mfg. Corp.,
1140 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111., and
through Radiant Screen distributors and
retailers from coast to coast.

table$1.50.
top tripod "WG-120 that retails
for
Processing Service
Better Films, of 742 New Lots Avenue, Brooklyn 7, N. Y., announce the
installation of their new reversal processmg machine.
Installation was made primarily to
take care of the processing of the abundance of movie film which has been
brought back to the states by G.I.'s
from overseas. Company is now in
position to do reversal processing on
any type of movie film in 8mm. or
1 6mm., at nominal fees. Processing on
all film is done on the same day film
is received, thereby insuring speedy
service. Prices and details on processing
and laboratory service will be sent to
anyone upon written request.
• Univex's low-priced "Eight".

=1

4==

RADIilMT

8mm. Univex Project'or
Universal Camera Corpn., New York,
announces distribution has begun on the
first of the new Univex line of popular
priced 8mm. projectors — the model
PC- 1 2. Precision-built for dependable,
quiet performance with fibre gears to
assure smooth, efficient projection the
PC- 1 2 features the new "Superlux"
one-inch f/2. coated lens. Other features include easy threading, high speed
rewind, simplified controls, efficient
lamphouse cooling, quick framing device, automatic shutter, tilting device
and a die cast frame. The PC- 12 will
retail at $35.25.

Film and Equipment for
Single 8mm. Camera Owners
Complete Home Processing Kit
The CINE RACK
everything
except
No. I providesthe chemicals you
need to process!
Single
filml
at
home.8mm.
Of spe-|
cial interest tcf
owners of Single
and UNIVE>[
8mm.
cameras REVEREwho ex-;
having
perienceties indifficultheir work done by professional laboratories.
Excellent for developing titles and other short
lengths of film. Try out home processing this
inexpensive way before investing in large expensive No.
equipment.I
Cine Rack
KIT No. I
Capacity
30
ft. Single
8mm. film
Complete
Developing
Rack $l.''575
Loading Stand
Shipped
via
ch-'-'e' Express
c-"ect
Drying Rack
85 Railway
8x10 Tray
1.00
Wt.$3.95
3 lbs.
Total value
$4.05
items may be purchased separately
We are distributors of Revere Single 8 film.
30 ft. roll with FREE processing $1.49.
Single
8mm. Bulk Film, lab packed, processing
not included.
Weston Weston Weston
8
24
&4
100 ft. Single 8mm. $1.15 $2.15 $2.75
Laboratory Reversal Processing 30 ft. 8mm. $ .50
Write Today for Free Catalog of Complete
Home Moiie Needs
SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
"Home Processing Headquarters"
105 S. Wells St.
Dept. 744
Chicago 6, III.
NOW! LEUDI CINE METER
FOR BETTER RESULTS
• SIMPLE
to use
lighting — easy— for
• ACCURATE
all
• so
NO light
GUESSING
• COMPACT — tiny and
• FOR ALL MOVIE
FromCAMERAS
8 to 128 Frames
ORDER YOUR LEUDI
New Model,NOW!leather case,
full instructions $2.50
(We pay postage)
:
L.Canada
Hodkinson
131R. Victoria
Toronto Street
MIMOSA AMERICAN
CORPORATION
207
N. Y.E. 28.84fhN. St.Y.
Cut Home Movie Costs
WE HAVE 8mm. -16mm. FILM!
16mm. Reversible Outdoor Film

• Tells how fdr away to set screen.
Screen Finder
A simple means for determining at a
glance the screen area covered by a
given projector at a set distance from
the screen is the "Screen Finder," a
slide-rule type calculator designed by
the manufacturer of Radiant screens.
The "Screen Finder" lists information on the correct screen model to use
and on the audience-handling capacity
of a given screen, in addition to permitting the solution of such problems
as the correct screen size to use, the correct distance from the screen to the projector, and the correct focal length
lens to use. This useful data is available
by a simple movement of the handy
slide, it is said, and will prove invaluable to all projection screen users.

• Synchroniier for sound film editors.
16mm. Synchronizer
Of interest to cutters and producers
of 16mm. sound films is the new VideoPro full-view, three-way precision sound
film synchronizer. This accessory affords cutters the ability to inspect the
frames of all three films being cut when
the device is placed over an opal glass
on the cutting table. Small rubber feet
hold the synchronizer firmly in place
during winding, with the polished alumiinum hand wheel providing means for
easy, accurate film advance frame by
frame. Positive locking device makes it

Rating
b Westton
^* *
8mm.
25-ft.
DoubleReversible
^1 ^5 'i^cSi^:^
$2.50
Outdoor Film ^-.-^^/^
Same day processing included
BETTER FILMS
742 New Lots Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y. CL. 7-1822
30' 8mm. Ortho 8 Univex type
$ .75
25' 8mm. Double Ortho 8
1. 10
25' 8mm. Double Pan 32-20
2.25
TITLES SOUND REDUCING
EDITING
COPIES INTENSIFYING
CHAUTAUQUA MOVIES
32 Blanchard St. • • • Jamestown, N. Y.
SERVICE SHEETS ON REQUEST
*■ — ■" — ■> — «■ — " — ""— —
— — .. —

TO
ID REDU
TO CED
C3!|
8 ENLARGED "■ ^\
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME J
i CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY j
i
Incorporated :
I 164 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago i I
4. — _., M ..
.— .._«|_..,.. .4.
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impossible for film to slip out of synchronization, and no part of picture or
sound track area comes in contact with
metal surfaces for safe cutting of negatives. The device retails for approximately $50 and is manufactured by the
Apex Video Company, 73 5 6 Melrose
Avenue, Hollywood 46, Cahfornia.

Use Fotochr.me fiim fur brilliant black & white
movies. Excellent for indoor or outdoor use.
Both films are fully panchrrmatic. non-halation, have
fine grain and good latitude. Filters may be used. Due
to its extreme speed. Fotochrome xx should be used
with filter when used outdoors. Electronically controlled
in processing for correction of over or under exposure.
Spooled, ready fcr camera use.
Weston
30' far 8-8mm
25' 16mm
100' 8100'
speed Univ^x
8mm
Fotochrome x
32-20 $1.00 $2.00 $4.50 $5.00
Fotochrome xx 100-64 $1.15 $2.25 $5.00 $5.25
The above prices include machine processing.
We unconditionally
guarantee
these entire
films refund,
and will
replace any film purchased
or make
if you
are not completely satisfied. All orders are shipped same
day received, including C.O.D .

P. O. Box 3877
KIRKWOOD 22. MO.

More
OUTDOOR
Action
Film
At Less
Cost.

Fine
USE
Grain
Safety
Reversible
Film
Ample
Outdoor
Speed

AMBERTINT FILM 5- ,5
X. . light
Includesspools,
macliinc processing.
Day-'r^'^^
WM
to load
stioot.
Calif, buyers rcad.v
ioclmie
sales& tax.
50perft
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
"The West's Greatest Film Order House"
Southgate
California

I
OLD115 TIME
Anchor MOVIES
Avenue
I
^^S)5>^' Oceanside, L. I., New York
SILENT, SOUND — 8mm., 16mm.. 35mm.
FREE Catalogs — Modern Musicals; Comedies;
Glamour Girls; Keystone Cops; Chaplins; New
Medical-Obstetrics Instruction Films.

Projection Stand
Something new in stands for movie
projectors is the Howe folding projection table which may be folded and
stored in limited space along with other
cine equipment when not in use. Made
of wood, in either brown mahogany or
honey maple finish, table measures
14 Y4" in width, 26" in length and
stands 265/2" high. Net weight is 11
pounds. Price is $9.95. Distributor is
Empire Motion Picture Screen Co., 2287
E. 15th St., Brooklyn 29, N. Y.

^

■*

w ~

• For playing sound with films.

Wire Recorder

Phono-P.A. System
A compact, portable record player
and public address system suitable for
providing sound from discs with the
projection of home movie or instructional films, is the model 2078 "Schoolmaster" manufactured by Bell Sound
Systems, 1183 Essex Ave., Columbus 3,
Ohio. Features include heavy-duty dualspeed motor and turntable affording 78
or 33-1 3 RPM speeds and 16 inch or
smaller recordings; professional type
crystal tone arm, 25 watt hum-free
amplifier, two microphone inputs with
individual controls, heavy-duty 12 inch
P.M. speaker, 25 feet cable, crystal
microphone and stand and 1 5 feet of
shielded microphone cable. OPA price
is $258.90 including Federal tax.

One of the first magnetic wire recorders to be marketed is the Pierce
model 55A which is pictured above.
This machine records and reproduces
and provides 66 minutes of continuous
recording on a fine steel wire.
Simplified and readily accessible controls, welded steel case, silver grey
wrinkle-lacquer finish, rubber feet and
a convenient carrying handle are other

Correction
Through error, the wrong photo was
used to illustrate the news item published on page 370 last month, describing a new "wild" camera motor developed by the Faber Photo Products Corp.,
Washington, D. C.
The illustration shown was not the
motor designed by this company, but of

Use for better
nn o V i e s . At your
dealer o r direct.
Dealers send for
terms. Clubs write.
EFECO PROD.
ORADELL I, N. J.

Lowest OnExchange
Rates —Films
Where
Can You
All Standard
— Castle,
Etc. Beat it?
Allowance Exchange Rate
.MIIUI C.'UlplLlC
$ 7.75
4.30
1.00
$1.00
li.uim Comi)lele — silent
4.00
13.50
10mm CrjmpUte — siaiiid
1.00
6.50
lUmm lOU ft. — siHujd,
OR — You May Swap at Club)
No Charge — (Join Our Swap
IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P. O. BOX 539
BROCKTON 65, MASS.
Special
Ft. S.O.I''. Subjects $3.50
lonn FootL'sedf.« iuuI [{.-.•Is
1.00
^iiiiiimiiiiiuiiiiimniiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiitiiHiiiiii iiiiiiuiiiitiiiniiiiiiniiiiiniiiniiNiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
I Headquarters In New England j
I For Castle Films, Nu-Art Films, Official |
I Films, Pictoreels, Soundies, New |
I
Hymnal Soundies
|
I Sales, Rentals, Exchanges — Bargain Lists Fre« |
I
FRANK LANE AND CO.
|
I
5 Little BIdg., Boston, Mass. |
I
"We Buy Your Films for Cash" |
aamaaBBnnmniiinmnuiwnririMiiiniiiiiimiiioMniiiiiijiii^

Mayfield Tripod
The Mayfield Co. of Glendale, Calif.,
has announced a Senior, all-metal tripod
as a matching companion to its already
popular Maj'field Pan-tilt head. The
Mayfield Senior Tripod has tubular steel
legs that extend from the top. This
unique feature makes it possible to
lenghthen or shorten the legs of the
tripod while actually looking through
the camera view finder. It requires no
bending, no bolt twisting. By turning
the top of the leg one-quarter turn,
the telescope action is released and the
leg extends quickly and easily. Turning the top of the leg just one-quarter
turn in the opposite direction tightens
the telescope action. The tubular steel
legs are unusually rigid, even in their
full extended position.

O Foldaway projection stand.

•

Send for literature.

features. Including a microphone of the
desk stand type, recorder sells for
$59 5.00 plus tax. Distribution is by
Bell & Howell Company, 7100 McCormick Road, Chicago, 111.

• Now distributed by Bell & Howell.
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TO YOUR ^
SILENT
FILMS
( klusic • Narration * Special Effects |
LET us convert your 16 mm piaure to a sound film
of the highest quality. Skilled technical staff, and
recording equipment and studio fafinest sound
cilities to serve industrial, amateur and educational
film producers. Write TELEFILM, Inc., Dept. H-4
, 60}9 Holl)wood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif,
for prices and literature.
OUR SERVICE IS USED BY: J
AIReiearch Mfg. Co.
• LocliKeed Aircraft Corp.
Douglas
Co.
• Food• Santa
MachUiory
Corp. rj
^(
U. S. NavalAircraft
Photo
Services
Dept.
Fe Railroad
• Standard Oil Co.
of Calif.
0/ '

the standard Maurer motor developed
for the Maurer Professional 16mm.
camera. The Faber company has developed a"wild" motor that is interchangeable on the same mount as the Maurer
motor, and a complete description of
same appeared in the June issue.

THE TELEPHOTO LENS
FOR 8 & 16mm. MOVIE CAMERAS
THE LENS THAT CUTS
DISTANCE IN HALF!

TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD
WRITE FOR
FREE
jHCir

AT LAST! The new auxiliary telephoto lens that fits over the lens
of your connera.

BULK FILM
PROCESS IT

The
Wirgin of"TELOR"
lens is now
ovoiloble
your photographic
dealer. SEE IT TODAY!

CIRCULAR

^V^^^
YOURSELF
Pan- PanOrthn chromatic chromatic
Weston 6
Weston 24 Weston 04
100 ft. Single 8-$l.l5 $2.35 $2.40
100 ft. Double 8— $1.65 $3.85 $3.95
ICO ft. 16mm.
-$1.55 $3.80 $3.90
biiice the above prices do not include developcost developof ourownlowmovies!
get one your
not develop
The set
inging,setswhyand
consists of developing rack, tray, safellght and
set of piepared developing powders, together
with a simple step by step instruction sheet.
30 Ft. single 8 set $4.20; 33 ft. Double 8 or
16mm. set $5.85. Show your movies two hours
after they are taken.
FROMADER GENERA CO.
Davenport 7, Iowa

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE FEATURE PROGRAMS
16mm. SOUND $4.95
lAmm SILENT, $4.50
8mm SILENT, $3.50
SEND FOR FREE LISTS— Specify film size

m/om
Cinema Service^
71 DtY 'ST., NEVV YORK 7, N. Y^.

AGAIN

AVAILABLE

BINDERS
for
HOME

MOVIES

Magazine
We are again in position to supply
binders to readers who save their issues
of Home Movies for reference. Each
binder holds 12 magazines which may
be quickly inserted or taken out as
desired. Finished in leatherette with
durable back, making a nice addition to
your hobby book library shelf. Price,
each —
$2.00
postpaid
HOME
MOVIES
6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28. Calif.

FREE dfscriptive
folderstuare fix*
ovailahte.
E $21.00
PRICDistributed
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.. Inc.
50 WEST 29TH ST.
N EW YORK 1. N. Y
Hollywood Hi-Speed
8MM FILM
Splendid for all indoor shots such as Birthdays,
Anniversaries, night street scenes, stage plays,
all sporting events, etc.
HOLLYWOOD HI-SPEED FILMS are fully panchromatic— use latitude,
any filfer,fineNon-Halation
backing, nnarvelous
grain.
25 Ft. 8mm. $3.00— Weston 32-24 or 24-16
Hollywoodland Studios
SOUTH GATE, CALIFORNIA
• A truly rigid tripod.
AIco Tripod
Alco Photo Supply Company, 17
West 47th Street, New York City, announces the New "Alco De Luxe Procommercialfessional
andTripod,"
cinedesigned
camera for
uses.studio,
This
tripod is precision machined entirely of
aluminum, steel and bronze, yet is light
in weight and easily transportable. It
can be instantly set up or folded and
is sufficiently rigid to support an
ii"xi4" still camera. It will support a
weight of 200 pounds without vibration.
Its gear-operated raising and lowering
mechanism is operated by a crank.
Adjustment is extremely smooth, rapid
and precise.
The tripod head is adjusted by a universal joint, permitting every possible
positions of the camera, from vertical
to horizontal. The camera plate has four
holes, permitting the attachment of
camera for proper balance. The tripod
legs are held firmly in place by locking
tripod braces to minimize vibration.
Fully extended the tripod has a height
of 6 ft. 3 in. but it can also be used as
low as 35" from the ground. Its overall
length, when folded, is 39", its weight
1 5 lbs. Finished in crackled gray enamel
and nickel, price is $60.00.

16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities
BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Incorporated
164 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago 4
8MM TEMPTATION 16MM
Featuring ModelsModel
from Agency
the Hollywood Fashion
Here are the most Beautiful Models you ever laid
your eyes on in gorgeous settings and unusual poses
that ingwill
thrillrealyou.eyeThis
movie is different, refreshand has
appeal.
Special Prices for this Exclusive Production
50 ft. 8mm. $3.00. 100 ft. 16mm. $5
FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS (HM)
P. O. Box 2084
San Antonio 6, Texas
We Ship C.O.D. plus Postage
ONE REEL COMEDIES
IN 16MM SOUND
BOB HOPE. JOE E. BROWN. BINS
42 AND
CROSBY.
AL JOLSON.
OTHER
STARS. JACK BENNY
List Price $20 Each — Dealer Discount
COMEDY
HOUSE
New York 19. N. Y.
130 W. 46th St.
Distinctive TITLES
and
EDITING
For theExpert
Amateur and
Professional
I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and
■ Kodachome
PriceWhite
List on- Request
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.
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ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
in unconditionally guarCine values
SAYS:
• BASS
anteed equipment:
70-A, Cooke
USED Itmm. CAMERAS: B. & H. Filmo
superF-3.5 lens, and case, $82.50. B. & H. Filmo.
with
coated,
lens
F:l.5
Wollensak
!'■
latest,
speed
A
Model
16mm.
Kodak
case $200.00. Eastman
$42 50 Equal-to-new B. H.. 70-DA, new Cooke F:2.7,
new 4" Wollensak F:4.5, positive
focusing mount,
''"°^rs,
with two matching obiective $359.32.
viewfinder
with hand crank, frame counter, and case,
turret
Emel,
8mm.
Double
CAMERAS:
USED 8mm.
lens head 13mm. Wollensak F:l.9 lens, camera
single
second,
per
speeds from 8 to 64 frames hand crank for lap
counter,
exposure button, frame parallax
viewfinder for all
dissolves, adjustable
with case, $179.74.
complete
lenses,
focal length8mm. Aristocrat, rewind
attachment,
B & H.
fitted to camera, with 1/2" Wolcable release
lensak F:l.9 I" Taylor-Hobson Cooke F:2.7 teleF:3.5 telephoto. with match2" Wollensak
photo,ing objective
vlewfinders, and case $297.50.
We have new Bolex H-8 and H-16 cameras in stock
New Bolex G8-I6 projector, 750 watt bulb, 2 lense<;.
and case, $331.00. Another lot of new Revere 87
and 99stonecameras,
and projectors,
Revere Deluxe
projectors. Key750- watt A-8
$92.00.
LENSES — IMMEDIATE DELIVERY: 63mm. CineAnastigmat F:2.7, choice of adapter, $77.00.
Kodak
RARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmo projectors, new
models. New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo
F:2.l proiection lens for 16mm. projectors chemically coated, $25.45. \\h" wide angle Filmo F;l.8
coated, $14.85. 3" F:2
projection lens, chemically coated,
$26.^0. 4" F:2.5
chemically coated, $25.55.
lens, chemically
projection lens,
triSPECIAL: Just arrived — new Ambol Tru-Pan
pod, $43.10 including Federal Tax. New Unicolt
tripod with exclusive side-swing movement, and
pan tilt, $87.50. B. & H. objective finders in stock
from
15mm. for
up 8mm.
to 6".B.Cine
attachments
& H.,Extenar
Revere,wide
and angle
Keystone lenses, $27.50, plus $2.45 Fed. Tax. 2000 ft.
heavy-duty 16mm. rewinds, each $12.00. Dummy
with brake, $2.50.
We
and tradeall 'em.
stocksbuyfor'em,
new sell
Cine'em,
equipment,
makes.Complete
BASS CAMERA COMPANY, DEPT. 179 W. Madison
St., Chicago 2, IIL
• VEE Cine Titler — "The Titler built like a PreLathe." Furnished
scrolls, cision
zooms,
flop ups, completely
flop downs, equipped
turnarounds,for
etc. Change quickly from vertical to horizontal
easel. Write for folder. H. A. FILIPAK, Dept. F.,
P. O. Box 132, Holyoke, Massachusetts.
• HOLMES 16mm. sound projector newest model
H. List $485.00 only $365.00. Practically new. Presto
Disc recorder 2 speed, mike. 2 speakers, etc. Complete $210.00 or trade for Cine Special. T.
CARRILLO, 515 Oury Street, Tucson, Arizona.
• JUST arrived! Shipment of brand-new (1946)
low-priced 16mm. soundie projectors! Complete
details from CHARLES F. HUNTER, 29 John Street,
Rensselaer, New York.
• MOVIE Cameras, Projectors, Film at lowest
prices. Big free catalog. CAVALIER CAMERA
COMPANY,
1822 Center Avenue, Pittsburgh 19,
Penna.
e NEW and used Victors, Eastman, Ampro, Holmes
sound and silent projectors, films, projection lamps,
Griswold and Craig splicers, rewinders, reels,
camera films. ZENITH, 308 W. 44th, New York City.
• PROJECT-O-COLOR— the sensational accessory
for movie projectors, available now. Information
Free! Write PROJECT-O-COLOR, Dept. 55, Palatine,
ML
• NEW 1000 watt DeJur-Amsco 8mm. projectors
for immediate delivery. Reverses, Stills, Automatic
rewind. DAYTON FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn,
Dayton, Ohio.
• WESTON Master II exposure meter, $29.67.
Write us your needs. We buy, trade, lists. CAMERAMAN, 542-H Fifth Ave., New York 19.
• NOW deluxe 500 watt Universal 8mm. projectors only $63.00, For immediate delivery. DAYTON
FILM, INC.. 2227 Hepburn, Dayton, Ohio.
• REVERE 8mm. cameras. We have them in stock.
Immediate shipment. Write for literature, prices.
CINARCO. Davenport Bank BIdq., Davenport, Iowa.
• REVERE 8mm. projectors. Get yours now. Immediate shipment. Write CINARCO, Davenport
Bank BIdg., Davenport, Iowa.
• KEYSTONE 8mm. & 16mm. cameras, projectors
for immediate shipment. Write CINARCO, Davenport Bank BIdg., Davenport, Iowa.
• CINARCO may have it. Try us first. We buy —
Sell— Trade. Write CINARCO, Davenport Bank
BIdg., Davenport, Iowa.
• FOR sale 16mm. Printer. New, sound and picture. 35 MONROE STREET, Passaic, New Jersey.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 cash with order. Closing
date, 10th of preceding month. HOME
MOVIES does not guarantee items
advertised. Send ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• AURICON 16mm. S. O. F. recorder with amplifier, Microphone, Stand, Phones, Tubes, Batteries,
Cables, Covers. Like new, ready to operate. Cost
$800.00, Ave.,
take best
Croton
New offer.
Castle,SMITH'S
Pa. RADIO LAB., 705
• BRAND new Victor and Ampro sound projectors, immediate delivery. Used sound projectors.
Write wire: WEST PARK FILM EXCHANGE, 33488
Tuttle Ave., Cleveland II, Ohio.
WANTED
• WE need your discarded 50' 8mm. projection
reels and ESO-S
30' 8mm.
reels. Mail
them
postpaid;
willprojection
refund postage
and allow
4crawforfilm,
the large
50' andprojection
2'/2C for reels
the 30'andreels
tradeitemson
all inother
listed in our Spring catalog (see ad in this issue).
Mo.
ESO-S PICTURES, 828 W. 39th St., Kansas City 2,
• LENSES wanted. Will pay top prices and spot
cash for all types of standard lenses such as Zeiss,
Goerz, Steinheil, Cooke, Wollensak, etc., etc. Mail
lens for examination and state asking price. Immediate service. BURKE & JAMES, INC., 321 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois.
• WILL pay top prices for still cameras such as
Contax, Leica, Rollieflex, etc., also Cine cameras
and all types of photographic lenses. Send full
description or mail in for examination. We acknowledge immediately. PHOTO LENS CO., 140
W. 32nd Street, New York City.
• WANTED 35mm. Motion Picture Arriflex, Cine
phon, Mitchell, Bell & Howell standard and Eye
mos, Cineflex cameras, lenses, accessories. Buy - —
Sell
Trade. CAMERA MART, 70 West 45th Street
New — York.
• WANTED to buy 16mm. lens for 16mm. camera
C. mounts. All focal lengths. Bell and Howell
editor. Sound projector. Silent projector 16mm
camera.
ELECTRIC SHOP, 35 Monroe Street
Passaic, SAM'S
New Jersey.
• FADER wanted. Bole Mechanical, new or good
condition. Air mail particulars. JACK LEPPERT
Suite 218, 6770 1-2 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,
California.
© DISTRIBUTORS wanted for 16mm. pictures
Write for details on fast moving items. PIQUE PIC
TURES, P. O. Box 123, Station B, Brooklyn 16, N. Y.
• WANTED: 16mm. Keystone cameras, any model
or condition. High price paid. K. HOLBROOK,
28 N. 4th St., Reading Pa.
• WANTED — Used equipment. Bargain list on reQuest. PETERS, 41-B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.
CAMERA FILM
• REPERFORATION of any brand 16mm. B & W
or color film for use in 8mm. cameras. Perforations
Guaranteed. $2.00 per 100 ft roll. Film sUt for
single 8mm. cameras 50c additional. Send all films
insured,
marked
"reperforate."
to FILMCRAFT.
828
W. 39th
St.. Kansas
City 2. Co.
• UNIVEX camera owners! COLOR film for your
single 8mm. cameras! Guaranteed fresh stock—
$2.25 per roll, three rolls for $6.50. Specify Outdoor Color film or Indoor Color film when ordering. ESO-S PICTURES. 828 W. 39th St., Kansas City
2. Mo.
• EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 16mm. guaranteed fresh
positive film. $4.00 each, limit 3 rolls per order. Will
ship
cash City
with 2,order.
CRAFT,C.O.D.
828 W.or will
39th prepay
St., Kansas
Mo. FILM• MOVIE
films—processing.
100' 16mm. ELIZABETH$2.50; 25'
double
8mm.camera
$1.25. Free
PORT
PHOTO SUPPLY, 435 First Ave., Elizabeth I,
New Jersev.
FILM PRODUCING
• JACK D. LEPPERT, cinematographer, professionally equipped. HEmpstead 1394. 16mm. footage
and
color Blvd.,
shorts Hollywood
economically
produced. 6770'/?
Hollywood
28, Calif.
PHOTO FINISHING
• 6 or 8 exposure roll finished, giant size, 30c.
Ask about our 16mm. and 8mm. titling service.
THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 44, Southgate, Calif.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
I ! I TWO SMASH HITS I I I
• CAVALCADE OF MOVIES— the first film that
records 30 old time stars in scenes from their best
remembered
A priceless
item —
16mm. silent hits.
complete
version,collector's
$12.50 prepaid.
"Childbirth" — Modern technique — superb educational film for doctors, nurses and students. Hospital photography. $10.00 prepaid. SHERWOOD
PICTURES. 789 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.
• THEATRES— Roadshows— Drive-ins! Ohio-Indiana
men interested in starting 16mm. or 35mm. theatres,
drive-ins
or roadshow circuits, contact us for
Ohio.
projection
seats,Ave.,
etc. THE
TON FILM,equipment,
Inc., 2227films,
Hepburn
DaytonDAY-6,
• GORGEOUS
Girls:breath-taking
sparkling "Allure"
and
"Sarong
Girls," two
films, 8mm.
50 ft. $2.00; 16mm. 100 ft. $4.00 each. Big 1946
catalog many film bargains and sample dime.
AUDFT. Box 6520-CC, Philadelphia 38. Penna.
• BEAUTIFUL Kodachrome film subjects, 8mm.,
16mm. Low Prices. Big catalog, 25c. Projection
length
sample PRODUCTIONS,
from "Waikiki Hula,"
$1.00. WORLD
IN COLOR
Box 392-C,
Elmira,
New
York.
• G9RGEOUS
Colorful
or
sparkling
black andgirls!
white.
Brand Kodachrome
new releases by
Hollywood's
expert
technicians.
Silent
or
sound.
Illustrated catalog. BRYANT FILMS, 264 Spring
Street, Ossining, New York.
O LATEST releases Castle, Official, Pictorial 816mm. silent, sound films. Sales, rentals, exchanges.
Catalogue listing over 3000 films, accessories, etc.,
2-3c stamps. REED, 7508 Third Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
• RENT by week — 8mm. -16mm. movies. Shorts and
features; lowest rates. Catalogues. Projectors and
accessories for sale. DAYTON FILM RENTAL, 2227
Hepburn, Dayton, Ohio.
• SOUND films rented by the week. Homes,
roadshowmen, churches, schools. New catalogs.
DAYTON
ton 6, Ohio.FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn Avenue, Day• 8MM.-I6MM. silent films rented by the week.
Shorts
and features. Low rates. New catalogs. DAY6,
Ohio.
TON FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn Avenue, Dayton
• HAM Team.
& BudAvailable
are back!
America's
Slapstick
in 8mm.
& 16mm.Greatest
silent.
Free list.
PICTURES, 789 St. Marks
Ave.,
Bklyn.SHERWOOD
13, N. Y.
• CHILD is born by Caesarean delivery. Original,
authentic, outstanding home move production. ProSend I,postal
card today. PREFERRED
FILMS,ject it free.
Hamilton
Ohio.
• 8-l6mm.
movies
"Model
Miss", list"Hula
Honeys','
etc.
Glamour
photos.
Samples,
3c. THOMAS
PRODUCTIONS, 5123 York Boulevard, Los Angeles
42, California.
• FREE catalog of 8mm. and 16mm. movie films
and
the asking!MailYourto
name accessories!
and address It's
on ayours
postalforis sufficient.
ESO-S, 828 W 39th Street, Kansas City. 2, Missouri.
• COLOR 16mm. movies very beautifully filmed
in the Colorado Rockies, Isabel Glacier, from
Isabel to Araphahoe Glacier. Priced at $12.50.
DALLAS NEW, 563 Arapahoe, Boulder, Colorado.
• HOME MOVIES: Rent— buy— swap 8/l6mm.
silent and sound at money-saving rates. Details
for a dime. MIDLAND, Box 429, Oak Park I, III.
• GORGEOUS models ... A fine collection of
beautiful girls. Free lists 16mm. only. PIQUE PICTURES, Box 123, Station B, Brooklyn, New York.
• I6MM. sound film library, reasonable, to close
an estate. Sell all or part. BILLS FILM SERVICE.
Box 231, Calwa City, Calif.
e USED and new Castle films, 8-l6mm., silent and
sound. Send for lists. ALVES PHOTO SERVICE,
Inc., 14 Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.
• fTrST World War-I6mm. 2000 ft. reel, $50.00.
A-l condition. Write J. E. KELLY, 171 Carnegie
Ave., Duquesne, Po.
FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• WANT to trade movies? Send your used films
(Castle, etc.) and amount shown. We return others
postpaid. 10% discount, one dollar or more. 8mm.
50 ft. 25c— 100 ft. 35c— 180 ft. 50c—. 16mm.
100 ft. 35c— 180 ft. 50c— 75c. 8-16 mm. EXCHANGE, 21126 Greenview, Detroit 19, Michigan.
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge.
for ourMass.
swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS,
Box 539, Send
Brockton,
• SOUND films exchanged. $1.00 per 400 ft. plus
postage.Passaic,
SAM'SNewELECTRIC
Street,
Jersey. SHOP, 35 Monroe

801EX MOOEt H \<j (Model H a is identical!

KtRN-PA
5WITAR

ILLARD
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Double ■ coated, producing brilliant movies even if filmed
against the light, automatic
depth of field scale, locking diaphragm stops, excellent definition, even at full aperture. These
ore only some of the features
that moke this lens the finest
yet produced for 16mm movies.

To the tens of thousands of Bolex owners ... in

critical visual focusing; turret for three lenses; frame

every one of the 48 States, in our neighboring
countries to the North and the South, in every part
of the civilized world . . . there can be no other
motion picture camera but Bolex. Such is their
devotion to this fine instrument that it may be
truly said that each Bolex owner is as proud
as a peacock over the performance, beauty and
versatility of his possession.

counters; back-winding mechanism, etc. The H-8 has

Except for the difference in film size used, Bolex
Models H-16 and H-8 ore identical. Both afford
these Bolex features, among many others: automatic threading; parallax-correcting viewfinders;

AMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY, INC. • 521 5TH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

provision for loading with 100' spools of film — four
times the capacity of any other 8mm camera — and
this is a feature of greater economy.
All Bolex cameras are precision instruments, developed tothe highest degree of perfection. They
are painstakingly assembled in the world-famous
factories of Paillard, established over 130 years
age, in which precision craftsmanship has been
the quality that has made Paillard products famous around the world. Write for our catalog.

BOLEX Model L-8 is the cream of the small doubleeight field. The most beautiful in appearance and
the most precise in operation. It may be carried in
o side-coot pocket or a lady's hand bag. This camera
ts equipped with a constant speed motor and an
optical system v/ith which It produces 8mm movies,
in color or black-and-white, which rival the results
obtained with BOLEX H-16

BOLEX

H-8

H-16

L-f

The

une

mavie

camf^ra

FILMO

For

the

^or the

k0*0*pH

AUTO

up

iriiit

f/oul

LOAD

beginner , . .
experienced

^his 16mm
natches

ilttii

Filmo

your

Increasing

hobbyist

own

skill

"Vnjorae can make fine movies with
. Filmo Auto Load Speedster — it's so
imple and easy to use!
Yet Auto Load is a precision instrufient equal in every way to the skill
nd artistry of the expert amateur!
Lenses are instantlv interchangeble. Choose those you want from
wide variety — speed, wide-angle,
elephoto — color-corrected to proluce superb movies in color and
ilack-and-white.
Loading is so easy you can do it

Five speeds offer real versatility. Use
16-speed for normal pictures, 24 for
adding sound, 32 for filming from moving vehicles, 48 for slowing down toofast action, and 64 for real slow motion.
Safelv enclosed in the camera, the
viewfinder is the positive type that
eliminates taking "amputated" pictures. You see what the lens sees —
clear, brilliant, sharply defined.
Then, just sight, press a button.

Filmosound

brings

HoUywtood

to you

Brilliant 16mm sound-onfilm movies for the complete
home. Show your owti 16mm
silent films, as well as your
choice
of Hollvwood"s
best.
New coated
lens,
lOOO-watt illumiriaf iofi.
Cooler and
easier to
operate.

Vse This Great Library

v'hile wearing gloves. Just sfide in the
>re-threaded film magazine and close
he door! Switch film in mid-reel ^vith-

Filmosound Library has thousands of fine films
for rent or purchase: HoUywood hits, cartoons,
sports, travel, educational. Catalogs free to
users of movie equipment. ■
See vour B&H dealer, or u rite for illustrated
literature on Filmos to Bell «i Howell Company,
7125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45; New lioA
20: Hollvwood 38; Washington 5, D. C; London.

and ivhat you see, you get!

OPTI-ONICS — products combining the sciences of OPTIes •
electrONics • mechanics

'Ut fogging a single frame!
Instant, accurate readings — for 324
lutdoor lighting conditions — are proided by the easy-to-use 3-dial
xposure calculator.
Bell

&

Howell

Since 1907 the Largest Manufacturer of Professional Motion Pictur

VICTOR

home

. . . the best ill 1 6 mm

motion picture equipment

entertainment
THE

GLORIES

BROUGHT

TO

OF

and
THE

YOUR

learning

WORLD
HOME

Travel, fishing, educational shorts — over 6000 films are available
to provide "tailor-made" enjoyment for your family and are
brought into your home through The Victor Animatophone.
"Movie-night" at home will become the regular delight of
your family and your friends.
Sound or silent films, black and white or color, normal or slow
THINGS TO THINK ABOUT
WHEN BUYING A PROJECTOR

motion all are possible with The Victor Animatophone —
the world's finest. May we assist you in making your home the
center of modern entertainment and learning. ^yno
And Victor l6mm Cine Cameras
get professional quality pictures.

STRAIGHT-LINE

BEAM

VICTOR'S projecfor lamp and lenses are
pernnanently aligned and prefocussed af
the -factory . . . cannot get out of alignment, and Insure maximum brilliance of
the image on the screen. Also investigate VICTOR'S Safety Film Trip, and
truest Sound Fidelity.
MAKERS

OF

I6MM

Write today for descriptive literature
and name of nearest distributor.
VICTOR
ANiM/XTOGR/kPH
CORPORATION
Home Office and Focfory: Davenport, fowa
New York (IS). McGraw-Hill B/dg., 330 W. 42nd 5f. • Chicago III, 788 W. Randolph
EQUIPMENT

SINCE

1923

For

Your

Home
8mm.

and

Movie
16mm.

Shows

Versions of Hollywood's
Better Animated
Cartoons

CO-

r!1?? outwit.
^^-^M I.- racc
"oS^^'^'-o
'^°'3
rfh. sled

e.f

;» tr/ckr-i'^ of trick: T""^^^'-

From Your Pfiofo Dealer
From
Your
Pfiofo
or order
direct
— Dea/er

iwin...

'^^^L^'

^Wn "Vund^

GOPHER

Li—^^^^^A^'^'

y > /

'
16

50

Ft. 8min.

- $1.75

100

Ft. 16mm. - $3.00
HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC
6040 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif
Please ship the -following films as indicated:
Remittance Enclosed □
Ship C.O.D. □
HOLLYWOOD
Name
City
Address
FILM
EHTERPRISES
State
INC.
Zone
..No
6060 Sunset Blvd. - Hollywood 28, California
□ Send Free Catalog

Film Title

8
mm. mm.

Price
1

1
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1
1

1 1
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Captured "For Keeps" — every thrilling moment of it
Just as it happened, just as you'll want to show it.
For you can depend on Revere to bring results that sati
everyone. Depth, brilliance, contrast, color fidelity and
smooth, natural movement ... at less than ten cents a S(
on economical 8mm film, slightly more for color.
See Revere Cameras and Projectors now at your dealers
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SOUND
SILENT 16mm.

ON ANY

Inkm
Home

of What's
Movie
Equipment

AIEW
.
. .
And Accessories

PROJECTOR
response, mounts in any position V bed
and has a locking gib which permits
track position adjustment. The prefocused exciter lamps can be changed
in a few seconds and require no adused
for 16mm.justing.orThe "Modulite"
3 5 mm. tracksmay
and bethrows
an image .070 wide by .003 thick.
Manufactured and merchandised by E.
M. Berndt Corp., 7377 Beverly Blvd.,
Los Angeles, the Modulite retails for
$450.00.
Cine-Lite

• A few minutes to attach to your
projector.
• Uses standard 16mm. film with a
sound track. Complete instructions
for converting your projector.
• Plug into your radio with the Vidiphonic Radiofilm Adapter ... or use
the Vidiphonic Soundfilm Power Amplifier & Speaker ... or your own
P. A. or phone amplifier.
FITS
ALL PROJECTORS
Professional sound at a fraction of normal cost
APEX 76mm. SOUND
ADAPTER KIT (above) $59.95
Complete
conversion
outfit
to play
thru your
own home
radio
for only
$97.70
VIDirMoiMiC RADIOFILM ADAPTER
New improved Model 47CR! Tiny
"Walkie Talkie" tubes and batteryplay talking pictures through your
radio like broadcast programs.
Shipped less battery
$37.95
OR YOU MAY ORDER THE MODEL Y
VIDIPHONIC SOUNDFILM POWER AMPLIFIER,
complete with conversion adapter kit for
regular l&mm. sound projector results $187.70
CVTDAf 2000 ft. Extension Reel Arms for
all 14mm. and 8mm. projectors,
$9,90 to $29.90
From Ohio, Indiana, Penna.:
DAYTON FILM, Inc., 2227 Hepburn Avenue,
Dayton, Ohio, Factory Distributors

7354 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF.

By the use of the most improved reflector type bulbs, a movie camera and

O Palm-size.
Electrophot Exposure Meter
Postwar modsl of earlier Electrophots, the new model 14- A exposure
meter by Adair and Rhamstine, pioneer makers of photoelectric meters,
has many new constructional improvements. It uses an Alnico magnet in the
meter element assuring high magnetic
ilux and consequent sensitivity; is ruggedly constructed and features sapphire
jewel bearings and hardened steel pivots
mounted internally; has unbreakable
plastic lens plate and is a handy small
size which occupies little space in your
pocket.
A simple calculator dial provides for
exposure of films with speeds from
3-400, stops from f/1.4 to f/32, and
shutter speeds from 1 to 1/1 000th seconds. Movie speed of 8, 16, and 32
frames are indicated on the dial. Average reading time is 15 seconds. The
Electrophot meter with neck cord and
list of film speeds retails at $13.00 plus
tax and is distributed by J. T. L. Sales
Co., 120 Liberty Street, New York 6,
N. Y.
Galvanometer
"Modulite," a new recording galvanometer, by E. M. Berndt Corpn., is a
complete recording unit consisting of
the vibrating mirror, the associated optical system which records the recording image on film, and the exciter
lamp, all in one. Its linear response
makes processing easier especially with
density recordings and it requires only
300 milliwatts for full modulation.
The "Modulite" has a flat frequency

as "Cine-Lite"
known taking
light support
offered
that permits
indoor coloris
movies with any 8mm. or 16mm. camera. It eliminates carrying bulky lighting
equipment and moving lights as camera
follows subject. Constructed of tubular

• For indoor movie making.
aluminum with all enclosed wiring, it
includes a 20 amp. master switch, four
individual light switches and a tenfoot electric cord. Weight with reflector bulbs is four lbs. Retail price $20.00
(bulbs not included). Manufactured
by Foothill Photographic Products,
23 51 North Garfield Avenue, Altadena,
California.
Light Corrector
Considered by cinefilm hobbyists and
professionals alike as the greatest
advance in color photography ever
achieved is the new Harrison Light Corrector which takes the guesswork out
of photography by determining the
color content of Kght. Developed by
Harrison and Harrison, Color Engineers
of Hollywood, after ten years of experiment and research, the Light CorContinued anon accurate
Page 506
rector gives the • amateur
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:ic . . , WHAT

WE

MEAN By '^.aaUttf'
*Your picture will be more
brilliant and flare spots
avoided because of the
"hard" coating applied to
the lens and also because
of the built-in sunshade,
made to accommodate filters. Lens coating practically eliminates reflections
and color fuzziness, ond
also is fully corrected for
use with color film.
These lenses do NOT
decrease the speed of your
movie lens.

WITH

OUR

NEW

WIDE

WIDE ANGLE LENS
Attaches easily and quickly to your ,
Bolex 8mm. H-8 $29,95
Bolex 8mm. L-8
29.95
8mm. Eastman 20pr 25 29.95
8mm. Bell 8. Howell with
3.5 lens
27.50
8mm. Bell & Howell with
Cooke 2.5 lens 29.95
8mm. Perfex with 2.5 . 27.50
Magazine
8mm. .29.95
Revere withEastman
2.5 or 3.5
27.50.

Morton

ANGLE

LENS'

. . . says Mr. and Mrs. Movie Fan! "Why we
even DOUBLE our picture with our New
MORTON Coated WIDE ANGLE LENS."
Attaches easily and quickly to practically
all 8mm. movie cameras ... and most important of all— the New MORTON WIDE
ANGLE LENS is "COATED."
The weight of our Wide
Angle derLens
is untwo ounces.

Keystone
8mm. with 2.5 27.50
or 3.5 lens
8mm. Cinemoster with 3.5
or 2.7 lens
27.50
all prices . . . plus ta %.

TELEPHOTO LENS
Attaches easily and quickly to your . . .
Bolex 8mm. H-8 $27.00
Bolex 8mm. L-8
27.00
8mm. Easlman20or25 27.00
8mm. Bell & Howell with
3.5 lens
24.50
8mm.
Bell
8.
Howell
with
Cooke 2.5 lens. . . 27.00
8mm. Perfex with 2.5 . . 24.50
Magazine
27.00
Revere withEastman
2.5 or 8mm.
3.5 24.50

, , , a^tct THIS^
WITH

OUR

NEW

MortOII

(^Wfe<^*TELEPHOTO LENS"
. . . "We can now bring our favorite subjects
closer, sharper and larger with our new
MORTON Coated TELEPHOTO LENS."
Here too, the MORTON TELEPHOTO LENS
is COATED! The weight is
so light — under
two ounces!

Keystone
8mm. with 2.5 24.50
or 3.5 lens
8mm. Cinemoster with 3.5
or 2.7 lens
24.50
all prices . . . plus tax

Avaifab/e of dealert now,
or write to —
THE
86 SOUTH SIXTH STREET

Morton

^^^W^lensesi

COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS 7. MINNESOTA)
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A NOVELTY ^ilm is suggested here for Kodachrome filmers in
which blue sky is featured as a backstop for rare scenic and
action shots. For instance, the early morning sky with interesting tre: patterns in silhouette; mountain skies with sharply
etched peaks and crags in the foreground; at sea or at the lake
with the white sails of boats contrasting with the blue sky.
Then, as a climax, clouds hearlding an approaching storm. Filmed
at half speed, get the approaching clouds as they form and
obliterate the blue sky. Then one or two shots of the storm —
rain pattering on the pavement or on a pool of water. The storm
subsides, the clouds clear away, and the blue sky reappears.
A good theme easily matched with music.

THIS TITLE is for those filmers lucky enough to make a cruise
in the tropics — to Panama, the Caribbean, Central and South
America. Begin your picture with atmospheric shots of the
boat's departure and close it with one of the many indescribable
sunset shots which you inevitably will make on the cruise. In
between will be all those scenes you filmed aboard on your trip.
R- member, though, to keep continuity in mind; to film in terms
of sequences instead of random "snapshots." Then when it comes
to editing, you'll have plenty material with which to put togethp*- an interesting movie story of your cruise.

A TIMELY caption for travel and vacation films is this title
which is appropriate for movies of such places as Yellowstone,
Yosemite, Grand Canyon, Niagara Falls, etc. "Trails For Conquest" suggests a film tracing important historical trails, too,
such as El Camino Real in California which is dotted along the
way with many interesting old Missions. There are many historic
trails also in the great Southwest — in Arizona and in New Mexico.
If you are going to old Mexico, perhaps you may wish to follow
the old Cortez Trail from Vera Cruz into the interior, filming
the historic highlights along the way.

IF YOU have been one of the lucky few to have acquired a
shiny new 1946 car, why not star it in a movie that pictures
you and the family going places and doing things? You might
logically begin with a scene showing your old car being txirned
in as you take possession of the new, then arriving home to find
the rest of the family already planning endless tours and reading
over a stack of travel folders. But don't show start of the trip
with the hackneyed sequence showing car being loaded with
luggage, wheels turning, stopping for gas, etc. That sort of thing
is outmoded. Save the footage for shots of the interesting things
you will see along the way, when it will be more logical to
include views of the car.

'sailing,
over your
. ." THt. MOTION
NAIurMLot^
COLORsailing,
FILM BRINGS
A NEWmovie
THRILLSCRE.EN.
TO PERSONAL
PICTURES. M>-M>t.O

Taking

a

Stem

IOAD your movie camera with the
^ new Ansco Color Film. Enjoy the
pleasure that comes with making lifelike,
realistic motion pictures in all the

wm^mWJE

glowing beauty of truly natural color.
See for yourself— on your own movie
screen — how wonderful your color movies can be.

COLOR/
Your dealer has 16mm Ansco Color Film
in 50 and 100-foot rolls. And after you
see your first movies in living-colot,
you'll surely want to make color slides,
too. And you can !
For still cameras, you'll find this same
Ansco Color Film in 35mm cartridges,
120 (B2) and 620 (PB20) rolls, and
standard sheet sizes. See your dealer,
today! Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y.
A Division of General Aniline & Film
Corporation. General Sales Offices, 11
West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.
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A PICTURE IN THE SUMMER

SUN
The

Reader

Finland Processor
Dear Sirs: In your publication
Movies, April issue, I read the
The War's Film Orphans by Mel
and wish to give you some more
mation.

Photo by Arthur C. Allen for Camp Leelanau

Help your camera get full tone-values
— rich color and detail. New, improved
G-E exposure meter makes it easy —
•with correct exposure. Amazingly accurate. New, simplified dials. Extremely
sensitive. Lighter and sturdier than
ever. See the G-E meter at photographic
dealers . . . it's 3 meters in one ! General
Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.
NEW, IMPROVED

Home
article
Grain,
infor-

As to the development of sub-standard foreign-made films outside your
country, you gave some details of the
various firms in Europe that are developing such films, but you were perhaps unaware that here in Finland it
is also possible to have reversal films
developed. For a number of years we
have been developing all makes of foreign films with good results. We enclose here a couple of samples of our
work for you to inspect. One of the
samples is taken from Agfa FF negative that was developed as a reversal
film. As you can see, it is not easily
detected that it is not originally reversal
film. — Meikki Jolumaki Harrastelijain
Attia Laivttrinrhjne L Helsinki, Finland.
Lots Of Readers Feel Same Way
Dear Sirs: Now for the bouquets!
Home Movies has been my favorite
movie magazine for the past six years,
and the main reason has been because
the articles, for the most part, have
dealt almost exclusively with the work
of amateur filmers. You have consistently come up with articles on various
phases of camera activity — how to do
this and that, how to build a workable
gadget, or how to overcome certain
troubles. You include very little of such
things as documentary filming in Korea,
what associations are doing, and what
Senator Doolittle in Washington thinks
about movies in the home (if he ever
does). Some people may like that type
of article, but frankly, I don't. That's
why I like Home Movies amateur
articles for the amateur. Please keep
it that way! — Charles W. Gillette, 14
dishing
Avenue, Nashua, New Hampshire.
About That Phillips Article
Gentlemen: I note with much interest the promise of an early article by
Ted Phillips. I requested it in an earlier
letter some months ago and am glad it
is materializing.
If it is not too late to have included,
I would like to request that he explain

GENERAL®

ELECTRIC

at what speeds he takes the "speed-up"
shots in Burton Holmes pix in which
people are walking to and boarding the
sightseeing busses at a greatly accelerated action, (much faster than 8
frames per second) . As these speeds are

in varying tempo, please state the various ones used, whether 4, 2 and/or i
frame per second. Also what means does
he use to get these results? Whether
clicked by hand, or by some other means
of insuring correct speed.
I would also like to know what type
of split-stage device Ted Phillips uses
to show the domes of Gapitol buildings
dissappearing into the roof. Holmes
talking to himself through double exposures etc. Any suggestions he offers
on how to make better travel pictures
and inject human interest into them
will be appreciated. — W. M. Ward,
1 6 140 Greenlawn, Detroit 21, Mich.
Wants Clubs Listed
Dear Sir: I have been an ardent reader
of Home Movies Magazine since 1940
and have enjoyed it immensely. The
articles have been exceptionally interesting and educational to the amateur
movie hobbyist. I usually finish reading
the magazine the first week after obtaining my copy and then find myself
impatiently
waiting
next month's
issue. The only
way toforcontrol
my impatience isto re-read Home Movies or
to dig up one of the older issues. Home
Movies is an excellent tonic for frayed
nerves, impatience, and mental laxity.
Before the war you published a listing
of every amateur movie club in the
United States giving the name of
the secretary, club address, and meeting
times. May I suggest publishing this
listing of clubs again, either in a future
issue or as a separate directory offered
for sale at a nominal cost? Many club
members and officers would find such a
directory most helpful in promoting
inter-club relations and correspondence.
I would be happy to hear what your
reactions are to this suggestion. You
and the Home Movies magazine are
about the only means of obtaining such
a club directory because you have the
largest circulation and reader interest
of any amateur movie magazine. —
Francis J. Boichot, Program Chairman,
Westwood Movie Club, San Francisco,
California.
§ Now that paper shortages are not
so stringent we plan to bring back our
Glub Directory and will include it in
one of the Fall numbers. The staff appreciates your enthusiasm and interest
and will welcome any further suggestions you have to offer. — Ed.

i
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^^THEATRE

NEW

BRILLIANCE''

for

yonr

color

movies

DeJUR "1000" -the first 1000-watt "8" -gives you giant pictures with

"never-before" brilliance and steadiness. Stays cool . . . can be reversed or "stilled"
. . . rapid rewind . . . 400 foot reel . . . over-size condensers . . . many other unique
features for perfect projection. See the DeJUR "1000" at your dealer's.
DeJUR-AMSCO

CORPORATION, 45-08 Northern Boulevard, Long island City 1, N. Y

DeJUR "Cine Crifie" Exposure Meter — can be
preset for instant reading
MORE

OF

THE

DeJUR "Auto Critic" Exposure Meter — direct
reading, "camera-mated"
EQUIPMENT

YOU

NEED...

DeJUR "Versatile" En
larger — light-tight, ven^
tilated; multiple uses
FOR

THE

PICTURES

YOU

WANT
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WOULDN'T

OB

THE

ON

CAUGHT

WITHOUT

BE

ONE"

says FRED
BOND
Author of fhe popular new book,
"Kodachrome and Kodacolor from
All Angles."
Dear Mr. Harrison:
Your new Harrison Light Corrector
is proving every day its efficiency
in helping produce more uniform color
balance and proper saturation
under all usable light conditions.
I wouldn't be caught on the job
without one! Sincerely,
Fred Bond

THE

HARRISON

MAKES

TRUE

NATURAL

COLOR

PICTURES

AS SURE

AS BLACK

AND

WHITE

No longer do you have to guess about your color pictures. "With
the Harrison Light Corrector you have true control of the color
content of light. You can load your camera with any type of
natural color film and use it in any light — indoors or out —
where you could use black and white film.
You can do this with any standard still or movie camera. And
vou can be sure, when you do it, that your pictures will be true —
the way you want them. It took ten years to perfect and simplify
this Light Corrector for amateur use, but it's ready for you now
at your dealer's. See it today. If he should be temporarily
out of them, send for handsome illustrated circular.
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TITLER

A PRODUCT OF BARDWELL & McALISTER, INC.
You can now make titles the way they do in
Hollywood — with that professional touch, by
using the new Mult-Efex Titler. With this
device, it's so easy to make zooms, wipes,
double exposures, scrolls, flip-flops, swing
arounds, forward and backs, rolls, fade outs,
and many other novelty shots like those in
Hollywood motion pictures. It is also easy
to make process and trick shots and special
effects, with key holes, diamond openings and
other shapes. Now you can title your best
reels in a way that will double the interest in
them when they are shown.
The Mult-Efex fits any type or model of
movie camera in eight mm. or sixteen mm.
The Mult-Efex is the only Titler which can be
used out-of-doors on a camera tripod. This
adds to the number of special effects that can
be obtained by using it. This Titler can also
be used for table top photography.

BARDWELL
BOX

1310,

Comes with full directions which show you
how to get the most novel effects easily.
For sale by dealers everywhere. See it at your
photographic supply store. Price of standard
unit with accessories, $28.00. (Plus $3.15 Federal
Excise Tax).

THE

DINKIE

INKIE

For lighting home-movies and table-top photography. This wonderful little spot is a MUST.
Operates with 150 watt T-8 DC globe; focuses
from an 8 degree spot to a 44 degree flood; easy
to carry and set up on your tyipod. Locks in
any position.

&
McALISTER,
INC^
Designers and Manufafturars
HOLLYWOOD
28, CALIFORNIA

1*.
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movie dream come
rere s your
true! All the thrills of movie making become

Universal's famed
"500" Smrn. PROJECTOR
. . . now even smoother
running, quieter, more
dependable than ever.
Controls centralized for
easier operation.

still greater
when you
Universal's
new
Cinemaster
II discover
dual 8mm.
movie
camera. Capture your happiest hours with
Cinemaster II . . . and live them over and
over again in your own living room!
A dream for clear, sharp pictures, the
new Cine master II has features unmatched
by any other movie camera:

l/v/mSAl
^\
NEW YORK

Convenient, simple— built-in combination exposure meter and optical view finder
2i\ es vou better . . . and surer . . . results.
Precision gearing and impro\ ed gox ernor
insure amazing speed unifoiTnit)'. Interchangeable lenses, hinged body for quick,
easy loading . . . uses all t\-pes of color or
black and white film. These are just a few
of Cinemaster II's advantages. Be sure to
check them all at your dealer's.

CnRPHRATinN
piMERA
•
CHICA60
•
HOLLYWOOD

HONE

MOVIES

MAUZIAIE

• Puppets made of pipe cleaners became the actors in a simple but nonetheless amusing animated movie made by one amateur, depicting a skiing part/.

WHILE live-action cinematography
has its many problems, pleasures
and rewards, there can be nothing
quite so challenging and satisfying to
the serious amateur as his first adventure in the art of animation. Don't let
the word frighten you! Animation need
be neither expensive nor difficult. Once
you understand its basic principles, you
may amuse and amaze yourself ad libitum at little or no cost or effort and
enjoy, besides, relief from those "liveaction blues" induced by the perpetual
filming of babies, dogs, the animals in
the zoo, families, picnics, etc.
If your camera will permit single
frame exposures, you can make animated motion pictures. Some cine cameras provide a single frame exposure

AUGUST

• Backdrop is a blue card with a moon painted upon it. Corn starch served
as snow. Figures were bent at each step in the action to impart naturalness.
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Static Objects Moved And Filmed
A Frame At A Time Afford The Amateur
An N.Instructive Adventure In Animation
H.
B
button; others may be made to expose
one frame at a time by various expe-

is described elsewhere in this issue, carved
• Edmund
Turner,fromwhose
film of"Tiny
Town" numbered
nineteen. Legs are fixed but arms
his
own puppets
balsaanimated
wood. Cast
characters
and heads are movable to lend realistic action when expressions are to be emphasized.

dients such as setting the frame speed
at 8 per second and merely flicking
the starting button to give a single
frame exposure. The rest consists merely in moving the subject or some object within the scene a measured distance between each exposure or interval of exposure, and repeating this procedure until the full action cycle has
been completed.
Animation, simply, is the creation of
motion. It is "making movies" in a real
sense, for in live-action work your subject matter is readymade wherever you
find it, whereas animation requires
imagination and special techniques both
in the working-up of subject matter
and in the handling of the camera. So
if you wish to acquire real stature as a
home movie producer, if you know your
camera, success in simple animation is
yours for a good try and a barrelfull of
that stuff of which fine photographers
are made — patience.
Animation work falls into several
categories: line-drawings, cutouts (or
• Continued on Page 498
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• Written and producad by the staff of the Royal Oak, Michigan, Daily
Tribune,
"That'iyourNewthome.
To Me"
preienfs Inthethefullframe
story enlargements
of how a newsebove,
event atis
brought Into
As pictured

THE

STORY
How

the scene of a train-auto crash, a reporter and photographer gather the
facts in words and pictures. An editor, having read the report, selects the
photos that best represent the scene. The reporter's article goes to a lino-

OF

A Cine Hobbyist With

Employee Staff, Produced
Documentary
Film On The

1
An

IWSPIPER

Idea, Aided

By His

An Action-packed
Newspaper Business

B

INDICATIVE of the good that often
comes through association with a
hobby like amateur movies is the
recurring instances where the hobby
has been appHed by an organization in
producing a training, documentary or
exploitation film explaining its goods
or services.
Not long ago the Daily Tribune of
Royal Oak, Michigan, found increasing numbers of its readers wanted to
go through its plant just to see how a
newspaper was made. This naturally
460

made vast inroads on the time and duties of employees, at least until the
Tribune's vice president Phillip Miller
decided to make a 1 6mm. motion picture which could be shown to interested citizens of Royal Oak in lieu of
a personally conducted tour through
the newspaper plant.
The film, "That's News To Me," is
largely the product of the Tribune staff.
Writing of the script and narrative, directing and su{>ervision of production
were by vice-president Miller who has

been an amateur movie hobbyist for
the past seven years. However, Miller
did not handle the camera on this production. This chore he assigned to the
Tribune's staff cameraman, Arthur H.
Badger. Almost every one of the Tribune's sixty-five employees had a part
in astheassistants
production,
cither as
or
or technical
aids"actors"
on the
production staff.
Every effort was made to keep this
film as close as possible to professional
movie standards. The script was care-

type operator to be set In type and the pictures to an engraver to be reproduced on a line plate. Both type and cut as the plate is called go to
"makeup" to b* spotted on the page form. The page Is cast Into a lead

fully planned, shot by shot, before any
of the filming began. Lighting of the
scenes was watched very carefully as was
make-up used by those participating in
important closeup action. Every scene
was shot at least twice and longer than
necessary in order to give the film editors plenty of footage with which to
work. Super XX Eastman Negative
film was used. Black and white was
chosen in preference to color because
proper lighting of indoor scenes for
color work was too great an undertaking.
Filming was done with a Bell &
Howell 70 DA. This camera has a turret head with three lenses: an f/1.5
one-inch focussing lens, an f/3.5 oneinch fixed focus lens and an f 4.5
four-inch telephoto lens. A wide angle
lens would have proved very useful,
especially in the interior shots, but was
not available at the time.
Over 1,700 feet of film was exposed,
later cut to 430 feet, which has a
running time of about 12 minutes. By

cylinder for the press. Forty miles of newsprint is unreeled from huge rolls
for each edition. The completed newspaper carrying account of the accident
is than delivered by carriers within a few hourt of Its happening.

giving a brief introduction or a longer
talk on some phases of newspaper work,
before screening the picture, and holding a question period after the showing, twenty to forty minute programs
are possible. Total overall cost was
relatively low. Figuring time spent,
film, processing, editing and addition
of sound track, the total cost was in
the neighborhood of $2,5 00, which includes cost of three prints.
The film opens with a series of brief
shots of people representing the different departments of the newspaper,
then concentrates on a single news
event. A spectacular train-auto crash
(from the film laboratory files) is followed by scenes of the city editor receiving word of the event. He dispatches
a reporter and photographer, who are
shown at the accident scene, getting
the story and pictures.
They return to the office, the reporter to write the story, the photographer to develop and print the pictures. The city editor looks over the

pictures and sends them to the photoengraving department, where a rapid
series of scenes shows how the photos
are transformed into cuts.
Moving to the composing room, the
film shows how the linotype works,
how the pages are made up, mats rolled
and page plates cast. A montage of fast
shots shows the press in action and the
circulation department distributing the
Local interest is added by stressing
each of the eight South Oakland counpapers.
ty cities which the Tribune covers.
This is done by filming the circulation
trucks as they drop bundles in front of
the city halls or other easily identified
buildings in each community.
A series of scenes of individuals perusing the newspaper then rounds out
the distribution story, but is followed
by a surprise ending. This surprise ending is the climax of a series of scenes,
interpolated in the regular action of
the film to add the touch of humor
• Continued on Page 502
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HAVE you ever had the discouraging experience of
screening one of your own films shortly before or after
a visit to the neighborhood movie house, and being
struck by the depressing lack of slickness and glamour in
a picture that looked pretty good when you made it? Most
of us have, one time or another. Next time that feeling
seizes you — take heart! The first step toward progress is a

Pictures

S
M
By Author
realization of our own shortcomings. The second step is to
do something about them.
\'iewing the matter as objectively as we can, just what
are the basic differences between the elements that enter into
a strip of film bearing the magic label, "Made in Hollywood,"
and our own efforts? When we get right down to facts,
they are fewer than might be presupposed.
The film which we use is fully the equal of the rawstock
used in the cameras of Hollywood studios, and usually comes
from one of the same manufacturers. The laboratory work
is usually quite equal to that of a Hollywood plant. So it
stands to reason that if we impress on the film an image
equal in quality to that of the professional cameraman, both
the film and its processing should be capable of carrying it
through to the screen. Obviously the secret is not there.
But what about the lens which forms the image? The
odds are that the lens on your camera is plenty good enough
to make beautiful pictures, and if your outfit is a reasonably
high quality one, it is safe to assume that your optical equipment is just as good as that which served on many a Hollywood flicker which you have admired. Of course, one of
these days some smart manufacturer is going to bring out
• When using dull reflectors or bright reflectors at some
distance, it sometimes Is difficult to center the reflected light
on subiect without walking back and forth between reflector
and subject. A small mirror on a string centered in the reflector will throw a concentrated guide beam on subject, enabling setting reflector at proper angle with a minimum of fuss.
mi
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a line of super lenses for 8mm. and 16mm. cameras that
will be better than those now available for 3 5 mm. — but
that is another story.
So, if it isn't the film, isn't the processing, and isn't the
lens — what is it? Settings? This might be the case where
interiors are concerned, but you do most of your shooting
outdoors anyway, and even Hollywood can't make a tree
any more beautiful than those which Mother Nature provides in your own vicinity. Glamourous gals? Well . . . we're
not going to suggest that your best girl isn't fully the equal
of Hedy Lamarr or Joan Leslie. So let's look further.
Offhand, we can think of a few things which the amateur is likely to be a little weak on, and which, were they
improved, could definitely give his films more glamour.
They are so simple that you may be a little disappointed,
but here they are:
Lighting
Composition and design
Make-up
Continuity and tempo
Of these four, Hghting is perhaps the most important.
After all, light makes the picture, so let's talk about light.
And since that topic would be quite enough to fill a book
with ease, let's narrow it down to outdoor lighting. Indoors,
you may not be able to compete with the array of Hghting
equpment available in a Hollywood studio, but when you
get out of doors, that sun up there is the same one that
shines in California, regardkss of what the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce may say. That sun is still the best
light source available to man, and if your professional
brother makes pictures with it more glamourous than your
own, it's pretty obvious that there is something about the
way he uses or controls it that makes him more successful.
There is— and it's so simple that you may never have
thought it worth bothering with — sunlight reflectors. These
are convenient panels of plywood or cardboard coated with
reflective paint which enable the cameraman to virtually
harness sunlight and direct it into the scene where needed.
Not worth the trouble? Too cumbersome for the amateur?
Not really important?
Well, the writer, who is old enough to know better, both
in experience and in years, recently had to learn all over
again — the hard way — that reflectors are worth the bother.
On a beautiful sunny afternoon, accompanied by a helpful
friend and a glamourous model, we set out on a location
trip. For some reason, no reflector was available at the
moment, and while we should have known better, we didn't
want to bother to make one. As often happens in such
cases, it was surprisingly easy to convince ourselves that it
wasn't really that important.
So off we went and made the pictures — minus reflector.
Everything seemed all right — until we saw the pictures.
Then we didn't wonder any more whether reflectors were
worth the bother; we knew. An attractive model had developed aseries of exaggerated wrinkles and skin blemishes.
Some of the shots were flat, because of the absence of backlighting. Some with backlighting had such underexposed
faces that the model appeared to have changed color. In
some she was squinting because she had to face the sun.
All of them were hard and over-contrasty.
Shortly after, a similar trip was made in similar circumstances— but this time a reflector went along, and after
seeing the results we decided that in the future we might
leave the lens at home but whither we go, there goes a
reflector or two or three.
Since reflectors for amateur use are usually home-made,
let's look at the practical construction problem. The simplest, of course, is a square piece of wallboard, plywood, or
any similar material, painted with metallic or white lacquer.
• Contiiiiu'd on Page 500

• Shown here is typical result where subject faces away from sun and
no reflector is used. Part of subject's features are hidden in shadow.

• Note the difference in this shot showing result of reflector used at a
medium distance. Facial features are fully revealed making for a pleasing
picture.
• Here a mirror hand held by an assistant throws a backlight on subject.
This tends to separate subject from background and the result is much
more professional in character. Pictures posed by Troy Brown. Hollywood
model.
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to any of the creative mediums, individual technical means give rise to unique
methods which require appreciation and
thorough study.
It is common knowledge that the
great Russian movie directors — Eisenstein, Pudovkin, Dovjenko, and many
others — learned film technique by
studying such Hollywood productions
as D. W. Griffith's "Intolerance." Faced
with an acute shortage of raw film,
they could not afford to shoot haphazardly and rely on experience as
their teacher. Enforced economy required that not a foot of film be
wasted. This led to intensive study of
film methods and they found that one
of the greatest aids was the continual
rescreening of Hollywood movies imported for special study. By thoroughly
studying their structure, they were able
ally.
to find out what makes a movie click,
dramatically as well as cinematographic-

e Were it possible for every serious movie, amateur to sit in on the stiooting of a Hollywood scene
like
this, totoobserve
cameraman's
techniques
at first hand,Charles
he v/ould
manyhiscinematic
ideas
applicable
his own themovie
making. Here
cinematographcr
Lawtongainmakes
camera ready
for the next shot in Columbia Pictures' "Perilous Holiday."

The

Screen
Your

Camera

Improved
Techniques
By

Is Your

Art And

Editing Skill Can

Be

By Studying The Professionals'
In Latest
Major Productions

ELI

es
ALL enjoy goinsg to the movi
WE for
the few hour of enjoyment
and relaxation they give but for
e
thos who make home movies they afford opportunity to increase one's fund
of knowledge of filming techniques. By
studying on the theatre screen how
Hollywood's studios successfully use
such cinematic devices as the pan, and
dolly shot, the dissolve and the fade,
unique camera angles and shot composition, in addition to skillful editing, we
can improve extensively the quality of
the photography and editing we give to
our own pictures.
To study any motion picture with an
analytical eye, it is necessary to see
it a second and perhaps a third time.
The first time we see the picture we
absorb it for its story and entertainment
qualities, so that in subsequent screenings, we can divide our attention between the story and the cinematic devices that were employed to bring about
certain pictorial and dramatic effects.
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Teacher

WILLIS
A good movie is always worth a second viewing exactly as a good book
is invariably more enjoyable on second
reading. I am sure that you, too, have
your "favorites" which you eagerly
hope will be revived. John Ford's "Th;
Informer," now over ten years old, has
been rescreensd yearly and never fails
to provide an entertaining evening no
matter how many times we have seen
it in the past. It is one of the marks
of a good movie that what we first
thought enjoyable does not become boring in repeated viewing.
In Hollywood today, rescreening of
their own movies by all the producing
studios is common practice. They find
it especially useful in training men from
allied fields, such as the legitimate stage
and literature, to introduce them to
the peculiar problems of movie-making.
For movie technique is as far removed
from theatre methods or literary story
telling as an oil painting is from sculpture. Though fundamental rules apply

We, too, can learn from Hollywood.
The knowledge gained will aid greatly
our own movie-making, by increasing
our knowledge of technique. It will
lessen the amount of waste footage —
always
budget. aItsore
willspot
add into any
our movie-maker's
understanding
of movie problems by furnishing concrete examples of the use of various
filmic devices. It will greatly expand
our vision of the possibilities of the
movie camera and result finally in better movie-making on our own level.
One of the first things to consider
is what to look for. We all know that
acting alone, does not make a picture.
We know, too, that camera work, no
matter how brilliant, can not turn a
dull story into an exciting one. More
fundamental to movie technique is the
editing — the cutting and arrangement
of the shots. With this in mind, the
composition of the shot becomes a part
of the much larger vision of the movie
as a whole. Individual shots become
valued not for their own sake but only
as parts of the whole structure that
they have created.
In editing what is one to look for?
Simply the arrangement of the shots —
how and when a long shot is used and
then a close-up, when a fade or dissolve
is used, the variations in camera angle,
the conflicting or complimentary shot
compositions, and so on. In short, how
various movie methods are interwoven
into a composite film. This is what
makes a movie, not only in its literal
sense, but also in its effect upon the
audience. Without a thorough integration of all the elements of film technique through conscientious editing it
is impossible to construct a good movie.
It is necessary to visualize a scene not
in terms of its acting, its scenery, or
the camera-work, but rather to conceive it as a composite whole in which
every bit of action seen, every shadow
of hght, every angle of the camera.
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is resolved into a single shot which in
turn is only a part of a much greater
tapestry.
Perhaps if we turn to literature we
can see this more clearly. A novel is
composed of words which are arranged
into sentences. The sentences fitted together into chapters compose the book.
Individual words or sentences, no matter how beautiful, attain their full significance and value only when considered as a part of the much greater
structure of the novel. A piece of architecture isthe same way: one cannot
conceive of a building only in terms of
its windows and ignore the walls, or
consider only the walls and ignore the
roof. It is the complete structure that
counts, and this is as true of moviemaking as any other construction.
Some rather recent Hollywood films
which were outstanding for their brilliant editing were "Double Indemnity,"
"The Lost Weekend," and "Spellbound."
In these films there was not an excess
shot or an unconsidered film frame.
Every screen image was a part of the
film and the movie would not be complete if any shot were removed or any
added. The entire picture was considered
in terms of mounting the individual
shots together into a complete unit.
Other recent films are noteworthy
for certain aspects of film technique —
scenic design, lighting, use of the
camera, attention to detail, exceptional
acting, excellent sound. "The Spiral
Staircase" was full of expressive uses
of the moving camera — the pan and the
dolly. The rugged story and acting
of John Garfield and Lana Turner in
"The Postman Always Rings Twice"
turned a moral melodrama into an exciting evening at the theatre. The exceptional technicolor panorama shots
in "Leave Her to Heaven" established
a new high in photographic color brilliance. The extravagant period sets of
"Dragonwyck" gave the movie a flavor
which it otherwise lacked. The gay
frolicsome story of "The Sailor Takes a
Wife"
made for a few lighthearted
movie hours.
We who work on a scale of production that is minute in comparison to
Hollywood cannot rely on milliondollar settings or professional acting to
put our films across. If we stress, instead, athorough knowledge of technique, it is possible to make movies as
enjoyable and as interesting as Hollywood's. A familiarity is necessary with
all the various camera devices — the
fade, the dissolve, the pan, the dolly,
the close-up, the long shot. Then comes
the editing of the film shots — each shot
being carefully composed, camera angle
selected, and footage length fully determined.
Surely we all recall the very breathtaking scene in "Spellbound" where
Gregory Peck and Ingrid Bergman ski
• Continued on Page 492

• "Thelighting
Spiral was
Staircase"
is replete
with dramatic
scenes
such assuspense
this in inwhich
artful
combined
with skillful
photography
to build
one
of the year's best dramatic films.

w
THIS is the first of a series of analyses of popular theatrical motion pictures
aimed to acquaint the movie amateur with the new camera techniques of the
professional cinematographer. In this series, Mr. Willis will point out the
cinematic highlights of various Hollywood films, explain their use and effect
in building dramatic emphasis, and suggest hotv similar camera treatment
may be applied by the serious amateur to his picture making. — Editor.
"THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE"

P.J.

THIS very excellent murder mystery-thriller has the special
attraction of superb performances by Dorothy Maguire as a
young mute girl and Ethel Barrymore as the bed-ridden mistress
of the mansion. Both actresses, by th: sincerity of their portrayals,
raise the movie well above its otherwise weakly melodramatic plot.
The film itself is interesting to movie-makers because of the
great degree to which the moving camera is used and the very
excellent cutting at critical dramatic moments.
Indeed there is rarely a shot in which the "free" camera is
not brought into play. Panning and dollying are used continually
to follow the movement of an individual. Only when the story
bogs down into the actors sitting about and talking does the
camera become static and the built up tension thus dissipated.
A very long and exceptional use of the combination pan and
dolly shot was the one that followed Dorothy Maguire as she
rushed from room to room about the main floor of the mansion,
frantic with the discovery of a murder and the assumed murderer. Her movement is chartered in depth; that is, she moves
away from the camera and then up to it rather than across
the screen. For a brief moment she stops before the camera in
close-up then rushes off to the telephone, the camera panning
with her.
More significent are the uses of pan and dolly shots when
the camera leaves the individual and tells the story as only the
motion picture camera can. In th: opening scene, the camera proceeds on a long dolly shot down the main street of the town and
simultaneously pans along the street, coming to a stop in front
of the Hotel. This not only established the setting of the story
but it also afforded a more intimate view of the town. Combining the two camera movements also heightened the action and
established an excellent tempo for what was to follow. Another
imaginative pan shot occurs when, after we• Continued
have seen onin Page
various
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• Usingmund Turner
a corner of his bedroom for a workshop, Edspent the better part of his spare time
film. a year fashioning the sets and puppets for "Tiny
for
Town," 400 foot 16mm. Kodachrome animated novelty
• Below is frame enlargement from main title of "Tiny
Town"
which style.
introduces picture in keeping with the best
professional

mm
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PUPPETS

Extraordinary

One-man

Project

Of Puppet Making, Skillful Art
Work And Animation Is This
Movie of The Month
By

J.

H.

For August
SCHOEN

THE AUGUST Movie Of The Month more than measures
up to the predictions we made for it when, in the
December issue, we described the pretentious animated
filming project then being undertaken by Edmund Turner
of Detroit, Michigan — the same Edmund Turner whose
clever titles appear each month in Home Movies.
Out of the welter of eighteen months hard work has
come one of the most delightful animated cartoons ever to
be filmed in Kodachrome. "Tiny Town," running 400 feet
in 1 6mm. color, is not only a milestone in Turner's endless
activity as a movie hobbyist but a splendid example of what
imagination, artistic ability and infinite patience can accomplish in the field of amateur movie making.
Last December we described Mr. Turner's activities in
preparing his sets and puppets. At that time he had spent
more than a year on the picture's preparation, had done all
the work alone in his spare hours evenings and week ends.
Each puppet was first designed on paper, then carved from
wood with no other tools save a single-edge razor blade.

• This is Dolly Wood who received a surprise package containing a
collection of jewels, a prize awarded h'er as winner in a national contest.

• The policeman pursues thief into and up on the stage of a theatre
where a magician performs. The magician proves thief's nemesis.
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In some cases, clay was employed In molding heads of the
figures and in adding character touches.
The numerous sets were constructed down to the minutest
detail and display Turner's unusual talent for design and
modern art. There's Ah Mee's hand laundry, the barber
shop and the bank next door, the fashion shoppe, and the
theatre, just to mention a few. Odds and ends of string,
blocks of wood, colored paper, buttons, washers, discarded
broom sticks, fishing tackle, etc., went into making sets
and puppets. Turner's children and their playmates enjoyed
months of eating Good Humor ice cream bars so that the
sticks could be saved and used by Turner as ties for his
miniature railroad track. Mr. Turner constructed a complete miniature city as a stage for his tiny animated players
to perform upon.
The picture begins with the Tiny Town Limited speeding
through a lush green contryside. One is immediately attracted bythe way Turner simulated puffs of steam from
the locomotive whistle with pieces of cotton; by the detail
of each tiny car; the semaphores and the wig wag signal at
the grade crossing.
Presently the Limited arrives at Tiny Town station. A
mechanical crane selects a package from a flat car and
deposits it on the station platform. There's a dissolve here
to a street scene. We see an express wagon bearing the package to its destination, the home of Dolly Wood. It is delivered toher door and we are shown contents of the pack-
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age when the next scene takes us inside Dolly's home. It is
an assortment of colorful jewels and a letter accompanying
them, shown in closeup, tells she is being awarded the prize
jewels as first award in a national contest.
Dolly plans to place them in the local bank for safekeeping but she fails to reckon with a burglar outside
watching her through the window, and who apparently had
advance notice of the valuable prize. Dolly sets out for the
bank and the thief follows her, ducking behind trees,
bushes and fences occasionally to elude detection.
At the bank he waits outside until the jewels are safely
deposited and after Dolly leaves, he goes inside and holds up
the bank. He makes away with the tiny safe in which the
jewels have been placed and soon is pursued by the town's
lone policeman.
The crook takes refuge in an alley near the theatre as
the policeman almost catches up with him. Then while the
officer's back is turned, the thief sneaks into the theatre
through the stage door, pushing the safe before him.
In the meantime, with her jewels supposedly safely deposited and with time on her hands, Dolly Wood decides to
go to the theatre after reading the billing out front announcing abig magic show.
Turner's camera takes us inside the tiny theatre at this
point and one of the most extraordinary sequences of this
film begins when the curtain rises, revealing a miniature
• Continued on Page 49 1

• This is the bank where Dolly placed her jewels for safekeeping, only to
learn later a crook held up the bank and stole safe containing jewels.

• The town'sby lone
policeman
thief.ButHere
the crook
eludes him
momentarily
ducking
behind pursues
a board thefence.
the chase
continues.

• A wave of magician's wand turns pursued thief into a bound prisoner
ready for the policeman to trundle him off to Tiny Town's bastile.

• In appreciation for his bravery in capturing thief and securing return of her
jewels, Dolly Wood plants a kiss on officer's nose, sending him into a diiiy spin.
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• This
hastily
"blind" enabled
author
to
secure
rareconstructed
shots of humming
birds building
a nest and rearing their young. Endless patience,
of course, was an important factor.

JHY NOT try the artistic approach in your next movie?"
suggested to a friend recently.
"But I have none of the artist in me,"
he exclaimed. "One has to be born
artistic to make movies like that."
But how wrong he was. With few
exceptions, every movie amateur possesses some trait of artistic ability, an
inborn creative urge that finds expression through his camera. Otherwise,
how do we account for his taking up
the hobby of making pictures?
Taking the artistic approach suggests interpreting scenes of beauty and
action in terms of artistic compositon, then combining poetry (art) or
music (art) in their presentation on
the screen. Pare Lorenz utilized this
technique in producing his immortal
documentary films "The Plow That
Broke the Plains" and "The River."
The scope of the amateur, of course,
is somewhat limited compared to that
of the professional. He cannot combine sound and picture on the same

M

film, but he can apply other mediums
of sound in the presentation of his films
that will do equally as well, providing
that first he has a picture. This picture
should be based on a unifying idea and
developed in a flow of logical continuity. Unlike a salon print, one just
can't hang a movie on the wall for
friends to admire and appraise. Combining scenes thoughtfully filmed with
good editing and titling, and presenting
them with sound should be our ultimate goal.
A basic idea, of course, is the important thing. Once a filming idea jells,
it doesn't take long for enthusiasm to
set the wheels of filming in motion.
Most of my movies are based upon ordinary subjects around our home: the
seasons, the first snowfall, birds, animals, etc. One dull, cold day in January I was saying goodbye to a friend
moving to California. As she talked
about the celebrated climate of that
state, I became a bit envious. This feeling was dispelled the next morning,
however, when I arose to find that a
light, clinging snowfall had transformed
Cleveland into a fairyland. Every tree
was mantled in white. How wonderful
to have a change of seasons, I thought.

I found myself thinking up verses
which I tentatively titled "The Hand
Behind the Seasons." I decided to apply
this theme to pictures. I made a search
through my many reels of miscellaneous shots and here I found a great
deal of material just waiting for a uniidea such
as thatofof athefew
"seasons."
With fyingthe
addition
winter
shots, which the surprise snowfall made
possible, I set to work at once to make
the picture a reality.
Music and poetic titles would be two
important elements
picture'slibrary
construction, so I had inmythe record
at hand plus several books of verse
which aided me when my own poetic
talents would fail with an appropriate
caption.
"In Winter when the winds blow cold
And tingling frosts abound, ..."
suggested wind blowing the snow
on a bank of a half frozen stream.
Then and
followed
a jollyspaniel
children's
sleigh
ride
our cocker
playing
in
the snow, both to the tune of Jingle
Bells. Niagara Falls where I had spent
a bitter, cold day filming that winter
wonderland. Nothing less than Rachmaninoff's Prelude in CS Minor (2nd
part) could express the thundering of
that water as it fell on icy peaks below.
"Then
slowly right
before our eyes
Great wonders
soon appear,

• A fortunate experience for author ocspring a when
a pair
of robins
decided curredtoone build
nest on
the sill
of an
attic window of her home. Thereafter, the
entire drama of nesting and rearing of the
infant robins engaged her camera, resulting
in one of the rarest bird studies available
in limm. Kodachrome.

Thus Spring, the morning of the year,
Is wakened from her sleep."
Signs of spring are many and intriguing. No two people would recognize the
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same symbols. To me Spring means the
first crocus; pussy willows and forsythia; trilliums and violets in the
woods; maple sugaring in Ohio; cherry
blossoms in Washington and a bird's
nest in a leafless tree. Mendelssohn's
Spring Song just sang its way into this
sequence —
"Come plow your fields! Come sow your
seeds!
All peoples must be fed!"
This called for a shot full of action
which I was fortunate enough to find.
A black and white team of horses plows
to the familiar hymn, "We plow the
fields and scatter the good seed on the
ground."
"Sweet Summertime with days so long — "
accompanies scenes in a Southern Fete
sequence, full of graceful action and
color. The next four lines were illustrated quite specifically:
"From mountains to the sea are sounds
And sights that charm and please;
A waterfall; a warbler's call;
A wheatfield in the breeze!"
The last verse about Autumn is pictured with gorgeous foliage in New
England while Kilmer's "Trees" seemed
the most appropriate musical accomn
paniment. Then cornstalks and pumpkins suggestd 'Come Ye Thankful
People, Come," while a graceful, white
Church spire framed by two tall evergreen trees, closed the illustrated poem.
"When Autumn brings us crisp, cool days.
How
vividlysoftshe's
clad! and glowing golds.
Rich reds,
browns
Why should our hearts be sad?
Her flaming foliage tells us
As the harvest days draw nigh,
The hand behind the Seasons is
The Almighty Hand on High."
Another way to combine poetry and
music with a movie is illustrated in my
film called "Jenny Wren at Home."
This film pictures three wren families
at different stages of home life. This
was tied together by a story in verse
to fit the action which is narrated during projection of the picture. Background music is played between the
verses and subdued during the narration. For the close-up shots of Papa
Wren singing I use an actual wren song
recording:
"Then he'd sing and he'd sing
Till you'd think that his throat
Would burst with just pride
As he warbled each note."
I remember how this enthusiastic
song of his had awakened me for several
mornings — much too early. But Mr.
Wren kept singing on the pointed top
of one of three clothesline poles near
his wren house. That was the scene I
wanted! I selected one of the poles
which had as a background a red maple

tree against the blue sky. The others I
covered with wobbly box covers to discourage his perching there. My camera
with the 2 Yz inch lens was left set up
on the tripod about six feet from the
pole to get the wrens used to it. Since
I wanted half slow motion, I set the
camera speed at 32 frames and advanced
the shutter opening one stop wider than
the light-meter reading.
Sure enough Papa Wren perched
several times upon this pole. My next
hope was to be there at one of those
times. The family was in "jitters"
watching me dash out several times,
slowly crawl into position and wait and
wait while the wrens preferred the seclusion of their little brown house or
sang from a nearby bush. Eventually
the three of us connected and the singing sequence was recorded.
The second wren house was very drab
looking but about ten feet away on the
fence were some hollyhocks blooming.
I then resorted to a little nature "rear anging" asI call it— that is, to bring
within the camera's field the subjects
I wanted to show together. Soon hollyhocks were "growing" on both sides of
the wren house. This sequence was captioned with the following verse:
"Now this Mother Wren in her house on
a fence
Would peek from her hole, with a look
of suspense!
Not knowing how pretty a picture she made
With hollyhocks near, as she watched unFurther
afraid."along in the reel is a scene
that is always important in any -bird
film — tiny eggs secure in a protective
nest. The wren houses in our yard are
deep and dark inside, making it impos ible to get a shot of any kind of the
interior. However, I was able to find
another wren house in a nearby yard,
unoccupied that season, the top of
which was removable. I removed the
eggs and later the baby birds from their
original nest and placed them in this
nest in order to photograph them in
appropriate setting. For closeups, I
mounted my camera in a typewriter
titler, framed the nest within the title
card holder and filmed away. The scenes
are vivid on the screen. The colorful
papa wren sings gaily while his
devoted wife peeks out at him occasionally from the front door of their
diminutive cottage.
The movie amateur who remains inactive with the excuse there is nothing
worthwhile to film, reminds me of a
statement I once heard from a lecturer
who said: "A painter usually starts with
an empty canvas and a head full of
ideas, while the average photographer
often starts with a viewfinder full of
possibilities but with no ideas in his
head." Good movie making ideas are
everywhere.

• Scenes above are 14mm. frame enlargements
from two of Mrs. Seely's films on nature subjects —
"The; Story of Mr.
and
Anthony
andof 'The
House
firstMrs.picture
is aSwan,"
record
the
nesting Wren."
habits The
of swans
and shows
the peculiar
reaction of both male and fe,male when the unfertile eggs fail to hatch.
The se^cond picture Is a studiously filmed record of
the nesting habits of the familiar house wren. The
film depicts the, watchful care of the male as the
female cares for the eggs. Later the eggs are
shown, then we see the nest after wrens are hatched.
469
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In using
Norwoodand"Director,"
the meter
is held
at• the
subjecttheposition
pointed toward
the camera.
In this way it evaluates all useful photographic light.

A

NEW
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TO

COITROl

Exposures Based On Incident- Light- Measurement
More Dependable Says This Hollywood Cameraman
R

A

L

woo

G motion pictures, the
IN FILMIN
technique in determining correct
exposure should not assume too much
importance. This is a mechanical matter that should be quickly disposed of
in favor of more concentration on story,
composition and other creative factors.
Yet a great many movie makers get so
wrapped up in the exposure problem
that they forget all about the picture
they are shooting. It has been said that
if some of these good people were
turned upside-down, a different type
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exposure guide or meter would fall from
each pocket.
Of course everyone knows that correct exposure itself is very important,
particularly where color film is concerned. But it can be an elusive quarry,
and that is no doubt why so much attention has been given to methods and
equipment calculated to capture it.
Nevertheless, in spite of all the pet devices and schemes in vogue, exposure
control often slips through the fingers
of its would-be captors, and it has

become a favorite topic for discussion
or argument among photo enthusiasts
everywhere.
Exposures may be based on measurement of either the light falling on a
subject, or the light reflected from it.
While at first it might seem that reflected light should determine exposure,
experience has shown that such is not
always the case. Exposures based on
reflected light may be seriously in error
whenever the subject is predominantly
either dark or light. While these errors
are not too apparent in black-and-white
because of the wide film latitude, they
degrade picture quality none the less.
With color film, even slight exposure
errors may noticeably affect the brilliance of the final result. More important yet is the marked loss of color
fidelity produced by departure from
correct exposure.
Two factors govern the physical appearance of any object or scene. First
is the light which illuminates it, called
incident light. Second is a characteristic
of the object itself known as reflectance,
v.rhich determines whether it is white,
gray, black, red, green or any other
tone or color. Reflectance is the percentage of incident light of various
wave-lengths which the object reflects.
This percentage never changes, even
though the intensity of incident light
may vary tremendously. That is why
the eye always sees black as black, gray
as gray, red as red, and so on, regardless of whether viewed under brilliant
sunshine or by the light of a match.
The eye automatically adapts itself to
any prevailing light travel so that the
reflectances of individual objects may
be represented by the proper tone and
color responses.
Ideally, photographic reproduction
should follow the same process. A white
object that always reflects most of the
incident light should always be represented by a heavy silver deposit on the
film, while a black object of low reflectance should always appear as a
thin deposit. All• other
degrees
of 486
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CAMPING OUT — Photo on opposite
page tiespictures
recreational
faciliat Stanleythe Lake,
an overnight
camp near Sun Valley lodge and
reached via the Union Pacific. Use
this picture as the background for
your vacation film main title, arranging title text over the photo and
filming at a distance of thirty
inches with a 1 .25 diopter supplemental lens before your camera lens.

• Fig.during
I— A editing
projector,by mounted
on athebaseboard,
a meansglass
of viewing
• Fig.panel
2 — Image
projected
small mirror
which here.
reflects it upon the ground
film
projecting
image onoffers
a ground
screen. glass
set inisframe
next onto aprojector,
as shown

MIKE

IT

Gadgeteering
Accessory

YOURSELF!

Is Fun! It Can Provide Many

For Movie

Making,

A Helpful

Editing And

Titling
M

MTOT long ago I discovered that my
H greatest equipment handicap cen11 tered around editing and titHng.
Wartime shortages plus a hmited budget
were restricting my aspirations toward
smoother, more professional - looking
movies until necessity gave birth to invention and I made my own film viewer, editing basket and titler.
These workshop creations have added
considerable pleasure to my hobby in
addition to enabling me to improve the
overall quality of my films. One of my

earliest discoveries was that the serious
amateur soon finds need for a device

At the far end of the board place a
small mirror mounted on a movable
wooden block as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
similar
professional's
"Moviola."
On the left side of the nearest end of
This istoa the
mechanical
viewing
device
that makes it possible for the film
the baseboard and adjacent to the proeditor to examine the film with the
jector, place a ground glass screen also
image enlarged and in motion as it mounted on a movable block of wood.
With a reel of film in the projector,
would appear on the screen.
move the mirror back and forth to
In recent years, there have been viewers placed on the market affording the frame the picture upon the ground glass
screen. Move the screen back and forth
amateur similar facilities. These range
from the simple device permitting the until it is filled by the picture.
film to be viewed slightly magnified
Frequent focusing will be required
to those which actually produce motion
during this adjusting period. After all
in the enlarged image. Amateurs who
of the above requirements have been
have found such equipment beyond
met, mark projector position by a heavy
their immediate means, have built subpencil line or nail wooden cleats to
base to form a permanent frame to
stitutes. The "action" viewer, of course,
is the most helpful and for this reason,
mark the space occupied by the promany amateur versions employ the use
of a projector.
The mirror and the screen mounting
Here is a method of constructing a jector.
blocks may now be fastened down. At
film viewer in which the projector is any time when the viewer is to be used
used to both enlarge the image and
it is only necessary to place the proshow it in motion. I used my old model
jector on the baseboard and focus the
C Eastman Kodascope, although the
picture. It will be found that threadplan is adaptable for use with any model
ing the film in the usual manner will
or make of projector. Base of the unit
make it appear properly on the ground
consists of a board approximately 1 Yz
glass, as shown in Fig. 3, even though
feet by 3 feet in size. Place projector
it is being "rear-projected," since the
on the right side of the nearest end.
screen image has already been reversed
by the mirror.
Where it is desired to use the viewer
without extinguishing room lights, the
screen should be shielded with a cowl• Fig. 4— This simple titler was easily made
in affords
a few hours
in titles
author'sof garage
workshop.
made of cardboard and painted a
It
filming
various
size,
also
flat ing
black.
zoom effects.
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• Fig. 3— Image Appears in proper position on screen, with relation to right and
left, inasmuch a( the image is re,versed again to normal position by mirror.

In editing movie film with this viewer, it may be slowed down or even
stopped to locate the exact frame at
which to cut. This is important, especially in cutting in spoken titles
where the accepted practice is to cut
in the title at a point about three quarters through a scene in which subject
is shown speaking. Sometimes this action, as registered on 8mm. or 16mm.
film, is so indistinct as to be hard to
detect unless the film is projected.
Probably no less important than a
good film viewer is a means for facilitating quick and easy handling of film
strips in a manner that will keep them
dust, dirt and damage free and at the
same time afford some orderly manner
of keeping the strips ready for splicing.
Here again the professional film editor
has found the answer in a large muslin
bag into which the film lengths are
emptied as they come from the reels.
My version of this accessory is pictured in Figs. 5 and 6. I built a simple
wooden rack 12 by 20 by 3 0 inches.
The bottom is a solid panel of plywood
and four casters are mounted underneath to make it easily movable. The
rack extends upward another 10 inches
at the back to hold a novel clip ar-

rangement for the film strips. This is
a length of coiled spring of large diameter. The spring is stretched at intervals so that at about every other inch
the turns of the spring are close together. Thus ends of the film strips may
be inserted between the turns which
hold the strips secure until ready for
splicing.
A muslin bag fitted to the frame, as
shown, allows loose ends of the film
strips to be dropped inside. Here the
film remains, free of dust and damage,
and there is none of the time-consuming bother of winding and rewinding
each strip each time it is to be inspected
in the editing process.
Planning a film titler I decided on
the vertical type for greater flexibility
as pictured in Fig. 4. For the foundation Iused a standard drawing board
• Fig. 5— This convenient editing bin was
copied from the professional. It makes
frequent winding and rewinding of film
strips unnecessary, holds ends of film in
spring clip in orderly manner ready for
splicing. K/luslin bag keeps film off floor,
safe from dust and damage.
• Fig. 6— Showing detail of film holder.
This is a length of coiled spring of large
diameter nailed to baseboard. Ends of
film are merely inserted between turns of
the spring and are there held firmly in
place until needed for splicing.

bolted with stove bolts and wing nuts
so it could be removed and used to
prepare title cards. Two grooved side
pieces serve as tracks for the sliding
camera bracket which has square brass
rods acting as runners for the uprights.
A hole in the bracket takes the camera
place. A rope passes through pulleys on
mounting bolt to fasten it firmly in
the top cross and tie to screweyes in the
camera bracket. With this rope and
pulley arrangement I am able to achieve
various heights for photographing title
ing.
cards of any size. "Zoom" effects can
be obtained by raising and lowering the
camera with the rope while photographWith this vertical stand titles may
be placed and removed quickly without
resorting to thumbtack fastenings. For
cameras with finder not corrected for
parallax, the drawing board may be
pre-marked when positioning titles.
Pictured at right of titler in Fig. 4
is a portable light control switch box.
This is the equivalent of the junction
block used in all large studios and permits plugging in several extension cords
for lighting equipment and etc. There
is a separate switch controlling each
outlet and lights may be switched from
parallel to series to halve the current
as an expedient to extending life of
photoflood lamps. This accessory is especially helpful in titHng where the
floodlamps are dimmed between the
filming intervals.
The progressive amateur will always
find need for equipment and accessories as yet not generally manufactured
and offered for sale. In building his
own, he not only• adds
pleasure
to 497
his
Continued
on Page
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Control

Fancy But Very Practical

Is This Home

OWNERS of toy projectors may be interested in constructing acontrol board, the addition of which will
bring 100/^ more operating ease and efficiency to the
cheapest projector. This control board was designed for and
installed on a Keystone Model E-67 projector but, with
slight modifications, can be adapted to fit almost any other
make or model.
Before this control board was added, the projector lamp
flashed on as soon as the extension cord was plugged in
and, although the motor was controlled by a rheostat, the
motor could not be used unless the lamp was on also. This
meant either leaving the projector lamp lit while unsnarling
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a film jam or pulling the extension cord plug out and
switching on the room lights. Also, the original wiring
hook-up barred the use of the motor for rewind purposes
as it was not desirable to have the projector lamp lit all
the time. Wishing to rectify these shortcomings of the
projector the author designed this control board, a simple
project that took but one evening to construct and install.
The control board enables the projector operator to switch
either lamp or motor "on" or "off," independent of each
other, and, in addition, provides an extra power outlet.
The author uses the upper socket of the power outlet for
plugging-in a small night light to facilitate threading of
the film and for providing any necessary light needed during projection, emulating a standard "built-in" feature of
all higher priced projectors. The lower socket of the power
outlet is used for plugging-in the main light of the room
in which the guests are seated, providing finger tip control
of the "theater" illumination — a professional touch that
adds much to your audience's enjoyment of films. None of
them will have to keep jumping up and down to turn the
room's lights on and off, in between reels.
The cost of this innovation was about one dollar — a small
investment which has paid large dividends in saving of
time and ease of operation of the projector. The materials
used were as follows:
One piece of
plywood — 6"x7".
Six 3/16" stove bolts — Y^" long.
Two 3/16" flat head bolts— ^/g" long.
Four nuts — square or hex — for 3/16"
bolts. on Page 501
• Continued
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FIG.1

• Diagram above affords details for making the control panel and for
attaching same to projector.
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Control Panel

CICCUIT*!^
CiBCUIT*2-7 CIBCUiT*3
SWITCH 7
\X/

CUT ALONG
THIS LINE
IF POWEB
OUTLET 15
INTENDED
TO BE

3'/4'

Made

For Early Model

JOHN

O If you began your movie making hobby with one of the inexpensive toy projectors, you can get improved service from your
machine by adding to it the control panel pictured here and
described by author on this page.

For

Projectors

Toy
Nothing

Panel

BHEOSTAT
VVWI
WICING DIAGRAM

FIG. 2
• Follow this diagram for wiring control panel switches and outlets and
connecting same with the projector.
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man

" bragging fo

''■g one t,V';v^;fo„

SEQVEICE
SHOTS

• Shortening length of the medium shot and cutting immediately to
closeup of the man, heightens interest in what he is doing.

THE

AMATEUR

is often admonished to

"move in for closeups!" "Get some reaction
shots!" "Show action in a sequence of progressive shots instead of a single shot!" If such
statements are Greek to you, study the illustrations on this page. At top we have a medium
shot of a fisherman bragging to his companion
about the size of the "one that got away."
Flashing on the screen for the customary five
or six seconds, the shot would have only a
minimum of impact upon an audience unless
followed up by complimentary shots such as
the cut to the closeup of the fisherman (center) and followed by a reaction shot of the
girl as she expresses amazement at the fisherman's statment.

• Climaxing the short sequence is this reaction shot of the girl expressing
amazement
fisherman's
statement —thanconcluding the group of three
shots that tellatthethestory
more impressively
would the medium shot alone.

Three separate takes — but what a big difference inthe story-telling value on the screen!
Try this technique the next time you make a
movie involving people, whether pictures of
the baby or a picnic or vacation record picture.
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Weston 8 at 1/32 second, the exposure
speed of my camera. With a piece of
scotch tape I mounted this scale on the
glass window of the meter in such a
way that tip of the meter needle shows
clearly above it. — /. W. Rhodes, Norfolk, Va.

/

/
/
BREfiK

$1 to $5 are paid readers for ideas for gadgets, movie tricks and short
cuts in movie making used on this page. Describe your gadget or idea
briefly and submit it with rough sketch or photo to "The Workshop
Editor," Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
★
★
★
★★★★★★★★★
most stationary stores, is the one to use
for a counter chart for such cameras as
the Bolex where one revolution of the
winding crank or key equals the passage
of thirty-six frames of film before the
lens. On this paper, the divisions are
spaced at 10^ intervals.
Cut out a disc of appropriate size
from center of the sheet and punch out
a hole in the center large enough to
slip over the winding crank handle.
Glue disc to case and further secure it
with scotch tape.
In applying this disc to a Bolex
camera, as pictured above, hub of the
winding key becomes the indicator. A
small piece of paper is glued over the
hub and an arrow drawn upon it. The
frame numbers are inked in around
perimeter of the disc. — Dale R. Simonson, Washington, D. C.
Frame

Counter

For the serious movie maker who desires to make such trick camera effects
as spHt-stage shots, lap dissolves, etc.,
involving winding back film in the
camera, an accurate frame counter is
imperative. Few cine cameras come
equipped with this accessory but a satisfactory counter may be fitted to most
as follows:
First obtain a sheet of paper known
in the mechanical engineering field as
"polar coordinate paper." Keuffel &
Esser's No. 343A, readily obtainable in

Meter Conversion
I recently purchased an exposure
meter and found that it was calibrated
for direct reading for Weston 12 film
at I 25 second. This made it necessary
for me to take a reading and then transpose it by revolving a scale disc attached to the case.
To eliminate these steps and thus
enable me to get direct readings for the
film I use, I made a paper scale, marked
off the same as the original, but with
the f stop figures changed to read for

cur

Prevents Film Damage
When a sprocket hole in a film becomes torn, cut a V-shaped notch from
the outside corners to the edge of the
film, using a small pair of scissors.
This removes both the danger of the
film becoming torn by catching on
some object, and obviates the necessity
of an immediate splice. A film repaired
in this way will pass through any
projector without difficulty. — Ralph
E. Kyper, Walpole, N. H.

CUT ON THIS LINE

XL
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Put glue here

Lens Cap

Until rubber lens caps are again
available, a good substitute may be
made from a nursing bottle nipple plus
the plastic cap from a discarded tooth
paste tube.
Cut tip of nipple, as shown in diagram; apply rubber cement or glue to
sides of the tooth paste cap and insert
same in the newly opened end of the
nipple. If the nipple is one that has a
convenient tab at the base, punch a hole
in same and attach a short length of
attractive cord or small chain, joining
the other end to your camera as a means
of preventing loss of this convenient
lens protector. — Leon Snoue, Warren,
Ohio.
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Photoflood Switch Box
A portable light control switch box
will prove invaluable to the movie
amateur who shoots indoors. The control box shown in photograph below
provides outlets for six light units. It
features the following:
1. A main switch.
2. A switch for cutting on and off
two of the light units.
3. A switch for cutting either two
or four photoflood light units in series
or parallel. This feature is used to save
the photofloods during the focusing
period.
The dual outlet connected to the
switch under function two may be
used for plugging in spotlights or
photoflood or any other device which
would not be seried.
The outlet setup for function three
consists of two dual outlets wired so
that if one or two lights are plugged in
one dual outlet and the same number
plugged in the other dual outlet the
voltage will be halved when the seriesparallel switch is thrown to "series."
This dims the lights and lengthens their
life.
A short cord and plug extends from
one end of the box and is connected to
an extension cord. By locating the control box under the camera tripod, it is
accessible to the camera operator.
Any combination of switches or outlets may be added to this basic control
box but it has been found adequate
for the average amateur's requirements
as is. If more control features are neces-

Ci rcuit HicLg

sary, use another duplicate control box
inasmuch as separate boxes would tend
to greater flexibility. — Arthur H.
Smith, San Francisco, Calif.
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DOTTED LINES

SUNSHftDE &■ FILTER
HOLVER.

NOTCH SHADE
TOP S BOTTOM
fir
SUN SHflDF

Fading Glass Guide
Fades made with a fading glass will be
more successful if the movie amateur
will provide a guide or track for the
glass that will insure smooth and consistent travel of the glass across the
lens.
Purchase a combination filter holder
and sunshade to fit your camera lens.
Notch either side of the rim, as shown
in diagram above, to provide a snug
fitting guide for the glass. The glass,
inserted in the recessed guides of the
sunshade, will be held accurately centered before the lens as it is moved be-it to effect the fade. — O. L. Tapp,
fore
Salt aLake City, Utah.

Emergency Film Reel
Film reels are items of equipment
priced cheaply enough to enable one
to own all one needs yet, occasionally,
a situation arises when an extra reel, or
a larger one, is needed and none available. To meet such an emergency one
can easily make a reel such as pictured
above that will serve as an efficient
substitute until a standard reel is obtained.
Let us suppose you need a 400 ft.
take-up reel in a hurry and all you have
on hand is an empty 25 ft. spool. What
to do? Build-up the flanges on the
empty 25 ft. reel to accommodate 400
ft. (or, as much as you need) of film.
First, lay a piece of cardboard (those
the laundry puts in your shirts, will do)
on a flat surface and then place the
small spool, face• down,
Continuedon onthePagecard503
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8mm Filmo Sportster weighs only 24 ounces. It
is little larger than the palm of your hand. Yet it is a
precision instrument — a product of quality control
and exacting inspection.
In its careful manufacture and assembly, a Sportster
must pass nearly 1,000 rigid inspections and tests. Bell
& Howell engineers make certain, at every point, that
your Sportster will operate ^\"ith watch-like accuracy.

by

can

be

... for

PI

^^Precision

Lifetime-Guarantcci

second if it were not! Fine movies demand
accuracy.
Easier

3forie-Jfaking.

si

Too

The Sportster's new, easy-to-use, 3-dial exposure calculi
gives direct readings for every outdoor subject and lighi
condition — for both color and black-and-white film. The I
5 -foot film run permits exposure of 400 frames at one Mi
ing. A fine color-corrected \2}/2 mm F 2.5 lens is stand

A fine movie camera must he like that — it couldn't
accurately start and stop film as many as 64 times a

equipment.
That's why you just sight, press a button, and ivhat
see, you get!

Enjoy

in Sound!

the Finest

Glories

in Your

Home—

Show Hollywood sound films — and your personal 16mm silent movies
— with Filmosound, the improved B&H 16mm sound-on-film projector. Brilhant screen pictures, 1000-watt illumination, coated lens,
undistorted sound at all volume levels, rite for illustrated, descriptive literature today.

OPTI-ONICS — products combining i
sciences of OPTlcs • electrONics
mechanics

Choose from 5,000 Films — Filmosound Library offers you
every type of sound or silent fihn, to rent or buy, for entertainment oreducation. Newest catalogs free to all users
of motion pictvu-e equipment.

t
Bell
Since 1907 the Largest Man i

Equipment for
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owell
f Professional Motion Picture
I and the World

For complete information on all Bell & Howell cameras, projectors, and accessories, see your dealer — or write Bell &
Howell Company, 7125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45; New
York 20; Hollywood 38; Washington 5, D.C.; London.
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Closeups
1
Edgar Bergen, of films and radio, and
Patrick Michael Cunning, Hollywood
1 6mm. film producer, have formed a
company for i6mm. film production
of television subjects. New company
will have studios on Sunset Boulevard.
★
R.K.O.'s idea of film aspirants submitting their own i6mm. screen tests has
proved so successful, studio is said to be
considering establishing official testing
studios in key cities throughout the nation. R.K.O. has received over 100 such
tests and a thousand or more letters
asking details since idea was first announced.
*
B. Weldon Hancock, who recently terminated a 12 year association with Columbia Pictures studios to enter i6mm.
film production, has formed MaierHancock Corp., Van Nuys, Calif.,
which will manufacture and distribute
motion picture and photographic equipment.
★
Tommie Braatelien, former press manager for Planet Pictures, recently associated himself with Ed Drews in the
formation of a new company which
will produce i6mm. commercial and
entertainment films. The partners returned from northern California July
loth where they photographed various
scenic locations for a forthcoming production.
★
Harvey Parry and Richard Talmadge,
co-producers of "Jeep Herders" and
"Detour to Danger," first two i6mm.
feature films released by Planet Pictures, will each head producing units
of their own, filming full-length
1 6mm. feaure films in color for release
by Planet.
*
Erne St. Claire, 1 6mm. cinematographer
of Portland, Oregon, has formed a producing company to be known as Adventure, Inc., for making i6mm. educational and entertainment films. With
a production budget of S 10,000.00, St.
Clair has begun production on "Rogue
River," a fishing film that begins its
action at Crater Lake and follows the
river to its outlet into the sea.
★
Mrs. Emily Benton Frith, of Los Angeles,
is one of the most successful producers
of 1 6mm. Kodachrome educational films
in the business. Starting as a lone pro• Continued on Page 497
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• Nawly organized United limm. Society Invites memberthip of both professional
and semi-proiessional cinemaTographers, aims to aio all in I6nnm. proouciion and
distribution field with its cooperation, advice and the interchange of practical ideas.

Sew

Pro-lBinin.

Formed

In

Society

Hollywood

* ORGANIZED for the purpose of bringing together as a
group all those who are engaged in the production and distribution of 16mm. films, the United Sixteen mm. Society, Inc., has
been established in Hollywood with leaders in both the 16mm.
and 3 5 mm. production field prominent in its management.
The Society is a non-profit organization for the purpose of
bringing together all those who are engaged in any phase of
the 16mm. business, either as an art or a profession, or as producers, writers, directors, photographers, distributors, exhibitors,
or processors of 16mm. films, into a national society whose
purpose is to assemble and disseminate practical and helpful
information by the interchange of ideas collected by, from and
for the membership.
To producers, the Society aims to furnish information which
will be helpful in selecting picture subjects, salable and needed
by the distributors or exhibitors throughout the country, thus
avoiding the practice of wasteful and costly repetition in production which often involves loss. It is also the purpose to
collect research and data for members, as well as recommend
artistic and technical personnel to cover production requirements,
regardless of geographic location.
To the distributors and exhibitors throughout the countn,',
the organization aims through producer members to furnish
data on the latest pictures in production or ready to release,
together with releasing proposals, or other information required
by members.
To the member 16mm. cameraman, it aims to establish and
co-ordinate, through the mutual interchange of ideas, a set of
standards relative to camera equipment, lens calibrations, processing, charts and meter methods, which it is hoped will relieve
uncertain and very often unsatisfactory' photographic results.
Such a code of standards has become an ever-increasing necessity, greatly magnified by the advent of color and the fastgrowing demand for well made 16mm. films.
To member educators, writers, and other related crafts in the
16mm. world, the Society aims to solicit and index their needs,
and through membership channels, supply them with information leading to fulfillment of their requirements and an outlet
for their material.
• Continued on Page 495
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* WINNER of many gold cups and
other awards from the most prominent
societies and critics in the amateur
movie world, Mildred Greene of Long
Beach, California has just closed a successful lecture season with her film
"Mexican
Joyride."
Miss Greene
is one of the few women
cinematographers whose superior camera
work compares favorably with the best
1 6mm. professionals. Prior to embarking on her lecture career, she produced
a number of i6mm. industrial films, the
most noteworthy being a documentary
of the Friant Dam in California for the
B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company, and
a promotional film on construction machinery for the Stephens-Adamson Mfg.
Co.
Miss Greene's interest in the field of
photography began several years ago
in New York when she became intrigued with a small cine camera of
foreign make. She bought a Bell &
Howell 8mm. camera and started to
make movies of her own. More ambitious, perhaps than many movie amateurs at the start. Miss Greene set her
sights on the professional field and subsequently traded her 8mm. camera for
a 1 6mm. one that would enable her to
work in the medium she aimed for.
Moving to Salt Lake City, she joined
one of the local cine clubs and began
winning prizes for her films. "Turkey
Time" and "White C aps" captured two
club gold cups. A third, "A Green
Christmas," won a national award a
year later. Arriving in Southern California in 1942, she set to work earnestly
to enter commercial i6mm. production.
Her picture of the building of the
Friant Dam, fourth largest dam of its
kind in the world, has been used in lecture series at Columbia University and at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Her Mexican lecture film, 2400 feet
of 1 6mm. Kodachrome, was planned,
photographed, edited and synchronized
with music by Miss Greene, without
any outside help. Her experience in
filming below the border was unique in
that she drove her own car into Mexico
unassisted by anyone. Her mother and
a sister accompanied her as companions.
Having numerous friends in Mexico,
Miss Greene was liberally forearmed
with letters of identification and recommendation which guaranteed to get
her into out-of-the-way places and out
of any difficulties she might run into
NEW FILM USE
New use of motion pictures in real
estate field has been developed by the
Montauk, N. Y., Chamber of Commerce, which shows color motion pictures of the beach resort on the tip
of Long Island continuously from 10
to 5 o'clock daily.
Service is for any potential customer interested in building, renting,
or buying.

• Commanding national renown with her early 8mm. and 16mm. movies, Mildred Greene, Long Beach,
California cinematographer, now vies with many l&mm. professionals in production of Industrial and
lecture flllms.

IDniin.

KodachroHier

Amateur Movie Hobby Leads To Making
16mm.
Industrial And
Lecture Films
By

CURTIS

— a common obstacle for movie makers
in some Latin American countries. In
spite of this precautionary measure,
however, she did encounter psuedo officials in certain Mexican districts who
tried to "shove her around." In one
instance, she was making shots of a
flower stall in a market place of a
small Mexican village. An officious
employee of one market stepped out of
his stall and demanded to see her credentials, whereupon she readily produced them.
As these were written in English,
the illiterate peon was unable to read
them; and taking advantage of this
situation. Miss Greene demanded to
know by what authority he stopped
her in her work and asked to see his
credentials. The Mexican brought out
a couple of tattered documents written
in Spanish which Miss Greene pretended
to read — as the Mexican did hers — and
apparently satisfying each other, Miss
Greene and the Mexican bid adios to
one another and went on their respective ways without further trouble.
In her first effort to film the Paricutin volcano, Miss Greene went entirely unprepared, clad in light cotton

RANDALL
dress, and against the advice of tourists.
According to rumor at that time, it
was an extremely dangerous trip, one
from which many persons reportedly
had never rdlurned.
Miss Greene reversed the usual procedure and began her trip to the volcano at night with a woman friend and
a native lad who acted as guide. Once
she wandered away from the small
group and lost her way. She ploughed
through ashes and cinders two feet
deep. At one point she slipped and sank
waist deep into a bed of soft ashes;
her screams brought rescuers from
somewhere out of the darkness.
At Acapuico Miss Greene filmed
native boys diving from 80 foot cliffs
into the surf, showed in her pictures
how the lads escaped death by timing
their dives so they would enter the
water at the crest of the incoming surf.
The harvesting of coconuts in the
Mexican jungle country and the makfeather pictures,
one ofinteresting
Mexico's
oldesting ofhandicrafts,
are other
sequences included in her lecture film.
Dr. Kenneth Oberholtzer, superintedent of schools • inContinued
Long Beach,
on PageCali495
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SOUTH SIDE Cinema Club of Chicago
h going full speed ahead in planning
'ts new Fall and Winter programs. The
rlub anticipates having Open House
on its first meeting night, September
11, with a premiere showing of The
Tramp, the club's own cinematographic
endeavor which was filmed at Rocky
Glenn outings with the lead character
portrayed by member Malcomb Guldan. Sr.
The South Side Cinema Club meets
the second and fourth ^^ednesdays of
each month except July and August,
at Hamilton Park Field House, 72nd
and Normal Blvd., Chicago, Illinois.
★ ★ ★
INCLEWOOD Movie Club members have
voted to make one of every three meetings a Workshop meeting with group
discussions to follow several practical,
audio-visual demonstrations in the various phases of movie making such as
titling, lighting, editing and splicing.
No business is to be conducted except
on the dates specified in the organization's bulletin, "The Viewfinder," says
editor Paul Rosenberger.
★ ★ ★
LA CASA Movie Club of Alhambra,
California, held a membership dinner
July 15 th and screened Ted Harper's
Parade of Beauties and Death Valley,
by Frank Knaus. Hugh Wallace's
Mexico, Tourist Yieicpoint, and Chairman R. L. John's 8mm. film Skiing,
ro jnded the evening entertainment.
La Casa members meet the third

of

of

groups

amateur

movie
organmovies

Park, for its picnic on August 11th.
One of the highlights of the outing
will be a 5 0-foot uncut film contest
in which each entrant is limited to 5 0
feet of 8mm. film or 100 feet of 16mm.
flm. The winning films will be screened
and prizes awarded at the December
meeting. The maker of the best slide
will also receive a prize.
* ★ ★
ROCKFORD (Illinois) Moviemakers will
judge the 1 1 films and 5 slide pictures
entered in their June contest and award
prizes on August 19th. Like the Galesburg Camera Club, the Moviemakers'
contest consisted of filming Rockford
on one 5 0 foot reel of 8mm. film, uncut, or one 100 foot reel of 16mm.
film uncut, or 18 Kodachrome slides.
The Moviemakers have been invited for
a return engagement to show their
films at the September 2 5 th meeting
of the Metro Movie Club of Chicago.
★ ★ ★
SOUTHWEST (Calif.) 8mm. Club members were introduced to the fascinating
pastime of working with train models
at a recent meeting. Captain Harold
Snell photographs the tiny trains with
a 16mm. camera and has invited the
entire membership out for a picture
taking at which time the Model Train

CLUBS

Association will put on a special show
for their benefit. The July meeting was
taken over by the freshmen, eight of
whom had films to show.
★ ★ ★
UTAH Cine Arts Club reserved the
picnic grounds and Amphitheatre at
Box Elder Flats in Mill Creek Canyon
for their July meeting and outdoor
movie show. Mr. and Mrs. \'ern Lunt's
film, Down Mexico Way, which highlighted the June meeting of the Cine
Arters, was a special treat for every
one. The colorful, intimate scenes of
Mexican life were notable for the fine
editing and appropriate background music as well as the interesting and humorous commentary which gave the flim
the character of a major documentary
★ ★ ★
production.
LONG BEACH Cinema Club has lined
up a series of Fall technical meetings
to include representatives from the
Eastman Film Laboratories, Weston
Meter and General Electric Co. A series of interesting color films on Latin
American countries will be highlighted by the appearance in August of Dr.
Charles La France who will show his
interesting movies of Mexico.
★ ★ ★
NEW ture
YORK
Metropolitan
Motionof PicClub members
won three
the
four prizes in the recent contest sponsored by American Humane Association.
Page 496
Walter Bergmann• Continued
of Mounton \'ernon,

jj'onday of each month to share with
others the movies they have made. They
have open discussion groups which
serve as a clearing house for hobby
problems, maintain an exchange library
of books and magazines on home cine
filming and also rent out films. Mailing address is Box 75 0, Alhambra, California.
★ ★ ★
TACOMA Amateur Movie Club secretary, Marie Xalder, announces that
the club roster is now open to accept
new memberships. All interested 8mm.
and 16mm. movie makers who would
like to affiliate with the Tacomans are
invited to communicate with the club
president, Charles E. Brown, Jr., 3224
Sixth Avenue, Tacoma 6, Washington.
★ ★ ★
GALESBURG (Illinois) Camera Club
travels to Burlington, Iowa's Crapo

"What if I didn't hat e insurance. Think of the sucll movies
got!"
DARW'N ILEV/
IS
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GIVE
YOU

SUPER
SMOOTHNESS
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EVERY

SHOT

1 — friction lype head: 360° pan and 80° tilt
smooth-as-silk action. 5-year unconditional
guarantee! Large pin and trunnion assures
long,
dependable
level attached
for
precision
accuracy.service.
Comes "T"complete
with steel
rubber-gripped control handle.

2 — geared pan and tilt head made oi genuine,
DowMetal (magnesium). Weighs only 5'/2 lbs.
Worm-driven gears Government specification
bronze. Snap-on metal crank handles. You get
smooth,
steady
65° tilt action,
control from
both360°
rightpan
and and
left sides)

"Professional Junior'' friction type removable head interchangeable with Geared Pan and Tilt
tripod
head. Top
Bothplate
fit "Professional
"Baby"
tripod base.
of each takes Junior"
16mm E.standard
K. Cine tripod
Special,base,
with "Hi-Hat,"
or withoutandmotor;
35mmall-metal
DeVry;
B & H Eyemo, with or without motor and 400' magazine, and with or without alignment gauge;
any type of 16mm hand-held cameras, Speed Graphic or 8x10 View, and other still cameras.
FREE Camera Equipment's new 8-page profusely illustrated catalog. Describes 15 superb products. Write for a copy today — yours without charge or obligation.
FRANK C. ZUCKER
"Ptoiesaional Junior" standard tripod
base:
utmost "spread-leg"
rigidity and design
swift assures
precise
height
adjustments.
lor those
who wontA superb
the bestltripod

1600 BROflDUlRy
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Latest

16mm.

Tennis For Beginners is a one reel
1 6mm. instructional sports film on
rudiments of tennis. Net star Bill Tilden is the demonstrator and narrator.
He meets a young tennis enthusiast on
the courts and teaches him fundamentals of game. Closeups and slow motion
sequences plus concise explanations
make it easy to follow the how to do
demonstrations. Tilden demonstrates
grip, stroke, stance, backhand, forehand, follow through and all the basic
elements that make the tennis player.
Subject is available from Official Films,
Inc., 25 W. 45th St., N. Y. C. Black
and white prints are $25.00. Color
prints will be available within 60 to
90 days at S75.00 per reel.

m
for Road
and

8mm.

mm

Shows,
Films

Clubs,
for

films

Schools

Home

As Our Boyhood Is, i6mm. black
and white sound, is a film report on
the progress made in rural education of
negroes in the South which shows both
the best and the worst and indicates
that there is still much to be done.
Schools such as Bruiton Heights in Williamsburg, Va., an example of the best,
point the way for education of a practical nature which prepares students for
advanced degrees, for jobs, and reaches
out beyond confines of the school to aid
students assume role of useful citizenship. Screening time is 18 minutes;
sale price $50.00 per print; and rental
rate $3.00 per day. Distributor is Brandon Films, Inc., 1600 Broadway, New
York City 19.

and

Movie

Churches
Projectors

Public Life Of A. Lincoln
is a 3
reel i6mm. black and white subject
into which has been packed much of
the historical meat of Abraham Lincoln's life. Lincoln is portrayed by
Walter Huston who has already gained
special renown for his significant
portrayal of the great emancipator. Subject is recommended by distributor for
both recess program and classroom
.work. This short version easily fits into
the usual 40 minute classroom period
and ties in with most of the current
text books on Lincoln. Subject is available from Nu-Art Films, 145 W. 45th
St., N. Y. City. Screening time is 33
minutes. Priced at $150.00 for outright
sale. Rental rate is $800 per day.

Concerto is the first of a series of
four "piano reflections" produced and
released in i6mm. sound (black and
white) by Tel-E-Pic, 208 East Erie St.,
Chicago II, 111. Combining good music
and photography with the artistry of
Arthur Koch, famed pianist, subject
may be considered educational as well
as entertaining. Approximately 100
feet in length, subject price is $7.50
per reel. Polonaise, Tales From Vienna
Woods and Emperor Waltz are now in
production and release dates will be
announced shortly.
She Gets Her Man, produced by
Universal Pictures, stars Joan Davis,
William Gargan, Leon Errol, and Vivian
Austin. Story is a broad burlesque on
gangster "who-dunnits" involving a
screwball girl detective imported to end
a series of needle murders. She finally
lands her man midst a riot of laughprovoking situations mixed with tense
melodrama. Subject now available for
showing to approved non-theatrical
audiences from Bell & Howell Filmosound Library, 1801 Larchmant Ave.,
Chicago, 111. Seven reels, basic rental
rate is $17.50.

Castle Films, Inc., effective June
14th, increased prices on color prints of
their series of Fairy Tales (Fun Cartoons) as follows:
Old
New
Edition
Prices Prices
Headhnel6mm
$ 8.00
$ 8.75
Complete 16mm
23.50 25.75
Sound
33.50 37.75
Headline 8mm
4.00
4.25
Complete 8mm
12.50 12.95
List prices for all black and white
versions remain unchanged.

The Unseen Power is a new onereel 1 6mm. version of Paul Roth's
famed documentary film "Face Of
Britain," especially prepared for church
and school groups by the Religious Film
Society. Subject will be available for
long terms lease after November 1, 1946
from Bell & Howell Filmosound Libra y, 1 801 Larchmont Blvd., Chicago,
111. Screening time is approximately 10
minutes. Rental rate is $2.00.
National Cinema Service, Inc., 71
Dey St., New York
City, onannounces
• Continued
Page 499
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the smartest,

handiest,

most

compact

device

for carrying and showing your 2x2 slides — holds 56 slides!

POCKET

Combines in one compact unit the finest precision instrument for viewing
all 2 X 2 slides and a carrying case for 56 slides. Fits easily in pocket, handbag or briefcase.
Every slide shows big, clear, lifelike — in sharp, perfect focus close-up or
several feet away. You see a brilliant magnified 3 dimensional-effect image
in clear, sharp detail. Without squinting! Without a projector!
All in one unit — complete
— ready to carry — holds
56 slides — fits easily
into pocket, briefcase or
handbag

Made with true craftsmanship in every detail, the compact and sturdy
FODECO Pocket Viewer is superbly beautiful — with its all-metal contoday!

struction and rich opalescent bronze wrinkle finish! See it at your dealer's

keep your eye on -fffffj^i^
TECHNICAL

— photographic devices you're proud to own!
DEVICES
CORPORATION
Roseland, New Jersey
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Approach To Exposure
• Continued front Page 470

Control

ure on measurement of the incident
light is the most logical and direct approach. This principle has long been
recognized by advanced workers, but
the lack of suitable measuring instruments prevented all but a relatively
specialized group from applying it.
Many of Hollywood's professional

flectance should be represented by specific intermediate image densities.
Since reflectances never change, it
is only necessary to adjust the camera
lens and shutter correctly for the prevailing incident light in order to assure
reproduction of these reflectances as
specific image densities. Basing expos-

/
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WHERE
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^

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I
Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North
CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK
Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue
HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Fllmosound Library
714 N. La. Brea Ave.
Camera Craft
6764 Lexington Ave.
He-0443
Castle s Inc.
1529 Vine Street
LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.
LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. eth Street
Hollywood Movie Supply
«79 Crenshaw (Zone 13)
I. T. & T. of the West
3123 West 8th St. (5)
Raike Company
829 S. Flower St. (M)
OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)
I. T. & T. of the West
4247 Piedmont Ave. (II)
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street
CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD
Inter Church Press Corp
17 May St.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Fllmosound Library
1221 S St.. N. W.
I. T. & T. of Washington
915 12th St. N.W. (I)
GEORGIA
ATLANTA
I. T. & T. of the South
756 W. Peachtree St. NW
DECATUR
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Box 223
IDAHO
BOISE
Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.
Williams'
1007 Main Photo
St. Service
ILLINOIS
BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Fllmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.
Bolotin
729
W. Came^'a
RooseveltExchange
Road (7)
Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

SOUND

TO

RENT

BUV

gmm

cinematographers use only incidentlight readings in their studios, regardless of whether shooting black-andwhite or color. An exposure meter
known as the Norwood Director was
developed primarily for these cameramen, and its success has now prompted
the manufacturer to make it more generally available to all serious photographers and cameramen.
The Director makes use of a threedimensional measurement
• Continuedofonthe
Pageinci489
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ILLINOIS — Continued
CHICAGO— (Continued)
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inr.
19 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)
Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street
I. T. & T. of Illinois
100 W. Monroe St. (3)
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)
LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS
I. T. & T. of New Orleans
BIS Poydros St.
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (I)
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Boylston
Elder's Film
LibraryHM
739
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte. Inc. Camera Stces
284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens
I. T. & T. of New England
115 Newbury St. (16)
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little BIdg.
Wholesome Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose Street
BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.
OUINCY
Stanley-Wlnthrop's
5-7 Revere Road " Rent-A-Reel" Service
MICHIGAN
DETROIT
Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street
ROYAL OAK
Hy-Wilde Camera Shop
1029 S. Washington at Harrison Ave.
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
Howard Film Distributors
86 S. 6th St. (2)
MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
I. T. & T. of Missouri
3326 Olive St.
NEW JERSEY
PASSAIC
The No-Wat-Ka Co.
257 Main Avenue
ROSELLE PARK
Union County Film Service
128 Chestnut St.
NEW YORK
ALBANY
Hallenbeck
&
Riley
562 Broadway (7)
BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,
7508 Third Avenue (9)

/6mm

FILMS

NEW YORK CITY— (Continued)
NEW YORK CITY
Bell & Howell Fllmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Commonwealth
729 - 7th Ave. Pictures Corp.
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)
Haber & FInIt, Inc.
12-14 Warren St.
The New York I. T. T. Co., Inc.
25 W. 45th St. (19)
King 3rd
ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZoneService
10)
Medo Photo
Supply
15 West 47th St.
& Camera
55Moaull's
W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)Exchange. Inc.
National Cinema Service
69
Dev Street
Nu
Inc.
t4i; Art
W»<;tFilms.
45th Street
SOS Cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St. (18)
OHIO
CLEVELAND
Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road
Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue
DAYTON
Davton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Hepburn Ave.
OREGON
PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN
James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.
RHODE ISLAND
WOONSOCKET
Yvonne's Photo Supply
557 Social Street
TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA 2
Grady Young Co.,
108 W. 8th St.
NASHVILLE
Churchwell's
510
Deaderick Fllmosound
St. (3) Branch Library
TEXAS
DALLAS
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.
3021/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)
I. T. & T. of the South
3021/2 S. Harwood St. (I)
VIRGINIA
NORFOLK
Tidewater
Movie
P. O. Box 473 ( I )Service
WEST
VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON
2
Elmer B. Simoson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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alute!

As one of the oldest producers and distributors of Home
Movie Films in color we salute MOVIE NEWSREELS ... a
newcomer to the field of producing and distributing home
movies in color.
MOVIE

NEWSREELS,

located in Hollywood, California, is

headed by ex-Gl Joe Bonica, one of the best known advertising men in the photographic business. The first series of
pictures produced and released by this new outfit are among
the finest home movies we have ever seen. They are professionally photographed and edited, are in good taste and
should be a worthy addition to any home movie library.
Organizations such as MOVIE NEWSREELS, turning ou; a
high quality product for home movie fans will increase the
popularity of home movies in general and will help every
producer and distributor in the business.
We salute you, Joe Bonica, and wish you the best of success in your new enterprise — may all your pictures be as fine
and clean cut as the first series you have released.

WORLD

J4arold 3, ^enkin^ '
IN COLOR PRODUCTIONS
108 W. CHURCH STREET
ELMIRA, NEW YORK

A complete catalog of all World In Color Productions
will be mailed upon receipt of 2 5c. A two-scene Kodachrome projection length sample of "Waikiki Hula," our
top film subject, will be mailed upon receipt of $1.00.
Please specify whether &mm. or i6mm.
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Home

Movies

Closes

Annual

Amateur

Septembei

Contest

30th

Contestants are urged to complete and send in their contest films now to insure a
thoroughgoing review and early return. Films submitted now will be reviewed, tentatively classified and returned as soon as possible, subject to a final review at close of
the contest after September 30th.
Home Movies Contest offers opportunity for everyone to participate and to compete on
a fair basis for prize awards. Films are judged according to the following classifications
in which awards are made for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place, plus certificate awards for honorable mention in each division:
FAMILY

SCENARIO

FILMS

CLASS

This division includes family record movies, movies of outings,
picnics, vacations, etc., in which continuity has been developed
either through editing or by titles.

CLASS

DOCUMENTARY

This division includes all films based upon a story telling continuity or scenario, whether comedy, drama or just plain
backyard movie.
CLASS

This division includes all films which record a scenic area,
national park, a civic project, or a farming or manufacturing
process, etc.
RULES

• Entries limited to amateur-made 8mm.
and 16mm. films, sound and silent.

• Both reels and cans must bear contestant's name and address.

• Contestants must pay transportation
of films both ways.

• Grading of sound films includes both
discs and sound on film.

• All entries should be titled — at least
with main and end title.

• List equipment used in making film.

• No entries will be considered which
have previously won awards in national contests. (This excludes club
contests, of course, i

• Films will be classified by the judges
according to the category in which
they are to compete, unless otherwise
specified by entrant.

SEND

YOUR

CONTEST
TO

HONE
6060 SUNSET BLVD.

FILMS

MOVIES

NOW

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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dent light as the foundation for exposure determination. Exposures based
on this integrated measurement are
highly accurate, assuring ideal tonal
rendition and maximum color fidelity.
Before describing the new Norwood
meter and its possibilities, a brief discussion of the reflected-light system of
exposure determination may serve to
point out difficulties avoided when exposures are based on incident-light
readings. Practically all exposure meters currently in use are designed to
base exposure on a measurement of the
light reflected from the scene on subject. Such reflected light is governed
by a factor called brightness. Brightness is controlled both by the object's
reflectance and the intensity of incident light, so it is subject to wide variation. Exposure determined by a subject's brightness allows no consideration
of its reflectance, the factor which governs its appearance.
If a series of cards ranging in tone
from black to white are individually
measured with a reflected-light meter,
exposures based on each measurement
will produce identical negative densities. That is why a middle tone, or a
scene of average reflectance, must be
measured in order to guarantee correct
reproduction of all tones. A dark scene
will cause a low meter reading, resulting in overexposure of the highlights,
while a very light scene produces a high
meter reading and results in underexposure of the shadows. In black-andwhite work satisfactory results may
often be obtained when the exposure
error is not too great, thanks to the
wide film latitude. Color film, however, allows virtually no exposure latitude, and the reflected-light system of
measurement is often fallible when used
for this purpose.
Very often it is difficult to decide
what part of a scene to select for a
FILTERS FOR KODACHROME
OUTDOOR movies and filters go
hand in hand. Because Kodachrome is
the
used movie
see most
more widely
Kodachrome
filtersfilm,
thanyou'll
any
others today — even though one of the
big advantages of Kodachrome is its
frec-from-fuss use, because it "sees"
colors justcorrection.
about as we do and doesn't
require
One popular filter for Kodachrome
is the Kodachrome Haze Filter which
cuts down unseen ultraviolet haze. It
eliminates the bluish tinge that sometimes appears in Kodachrome scenics.
Amateurs planning trips to the western parks will find need for this filter,
as will any who will be filming over
snow or water, shooting at high altitudes, or taking long-view scenics.
A second filter for Kodachrome is
the Type A Filter for Daylight, used by
some movie amateurs to permit filming with Type A Kodachrome in sunlight. Many report that even used out
of its element, filter "Type A" produces
amazingly good full-color results.

reading, or at what angle the meter
should be held when tipping it a little
results in widely different readings. It
is difficult to get a correct reading on
an overcast day, when shooting over
water with strong reflections, shooting
up against the sky, shooting under
trees, in spotty light, shooting backlighted subjects, snow scenes, dark
evergreens, distant or inaccessible subjects, aircraft in flight, night scenes,
closeups of tiny objects, and many
others.
Much of this difficulty may be overcome by substituting an object of
known or average reflectance for the
subject itself. Many take their meter
readings from faces or hands whenever
possible. Even better is the use of a
gray card of middle tone. These methods are steps in the right direction, for
they are actually indirect ways for
gauging the incident light, utilizing
surfaces of constant reflectance. Faces
and hands vary greatly in tone, however, and the flat gray card is accurate
only when front-light is predominant.
Moreover, the card will give varying
readings if it is tilted a little one way
or another, and it will also show a glare
at certain angles.
Before the Norwood Director meter
was made, a few special instruments
were put in use for measuring incident
light for exposure determination. All
of them have flat light-collecting surfaces, resulting in the same problems
attendant to the gray card method. For
the general public several very useful
pocket exposure guides are marketed,
and some manufacturers build exposure calculators on the sides of their
movie cameras. These are all based on
a simplified classification of varying
degrees of incident-light intensity. If
the lights correctly judged the guide
will indicate satisfactory exposures under the conditions covered.
The Norwood instrument does not
utilize a flat light-collecting surface,
and in this way its use is enormously
simplfied. The "Photosphere," a patented hemispherical light - collector,
represents the camera side of any threedimensional subject. It is simply held
near the subject and pointed directly
at the camera. In this position it collects and measures all the useful photographic light, no matter at what angle
it strikes the subject.
When working outdoors a reading
may be taken at the camera or any
other convenient position, provided the
meter is exposed to light equivalent to
that striking the subject. This is a valuable feature when shooting inaccessible subjects or distant scenes. Of course
the meter must be held at the same
angle with respect to the camera as it
would be at the subject position.
The top half of the meter can be
rotated to any convenient angle. This

. . . use the exposure meter that
gives you the new features first

• riUST with A. S. A. Film Speeds
• FIRST with One-Handed Ease
• FIRST with Direct-Reading Scale
automatic
"quick-reader"
thatIt'swillan help
your movie
camera do,
a better job!
DeJUR's "CINE CRITIC" has no
numbers to transpose. You just depress button to release guide ring
and match your film speed number
to "frames per sec." Pointer then indicates correct "/" stop directly. For
color, you rotate glass disc so that
double etched lines are over film
speed number; then rotate ring to set
green dot opposite "frames per secaim, and pointer indicates correctond",
"/" stop.
SEE THE

the "aristocrat" of meters
at your dealer
DeJUR-AMSCO CORPORATION
45-08 Northern Blvd., Long Island City 1, N.

DeJUR S
Mora of the Equipment You Need
... for the Pictures You Wonf
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n^, IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
[^(^^
\Uq J
NO
TRADES
NECESSARY
Brand new Bell & Howell latest
model 16mm sound projector
Brand
new
16mm latest $482 30
model soundEastman
projector, complete
with sc
reen
Brand new Ampro
XC Special. 30 375 qq
watt amplifier. 1000
lamp.
2000 foot reel capacitywatt
cost $875.00, original 495.00
Eastman
16mm sound projector,
single case unit, excellent condi.
ti
on
Used Bell i Howell 16mm sound 3 15 00
projector, single case unit, latest
„
Bell
i. Howell 16mm sound projec- 325.00
tor. utility model, excellent con•^itio"
350.00
Victor Model 24. two case sound
projector, original cost $540.00 395.00
Brand
model -aeVry 475.00
16mm newsound latest
projector
Victor Model 25 16mm projector 275.00
16mm DeVry silent projector, excellent condition
49.50
750jector.
watt excellent
Bell & Howell
silent pro. 135.00
condition
Bell &. Howell all gear driven Dipomat silent projector. 1000 watt 215.00
Bell &. Howell 1000 watt, all gear
foot capacity. 16mm silent 229.00
Ampro
sound projector, single 275.00
case 16mm
unit
Ampro silent projector. 750 watt.
1600 foot reel arms
275.00
Bell & Howell 100 watt, all gear
driven Auditorium silent projector, like new. list price $460.00 335.00
CAMERAS
Bell & Howell 70DA 16mm turret
front,
r
f:l.5
and camera,
case $250.00
Victor Model 4.lens16mm
turret front f:l.9 lens
150.00
Brand new Revere 8mm turret cam.
era. f:2.8 Bausch &. Lomb coated
Ifns
97.50
Bell & Howell Straight 8 without
lens, brand new. variable speeds
with
case, uses Bell &. 15.00
Howellcarrying
88 lenses
Bell &. Howell Straight 8 with
Taylor-case
Hobson-Cooke f:2.5 lens 45.00
and
Eastman 16mm Model BB camera.
f:l.9 lens.Model
50 footA capacity
Eastman
hand driven 65.00
16mm camera. f:3.5 lens suitable
for making
over intoModela printer
Brand
new Eastman
25 8mm 45.00
camera, with carrying case, f;2.7
lens and coated telephoto lens.. . 84.50
LENSES
r f:l.5 Schneider lens for 8 or
16mm cameras
$ 75.00
Brand
Bell & Howell I' f:l.9 77.50
coatednewlens
Brand
new mount
Bell 4.lens
Howell 1" f:2.5 62.50
focusing
2" f;3.5 Bell & Howell Telate lens 53.60
3' f:4 ing
Bell &. Howelllens
Telate focus- 75.00
4' f :4.5 Bell &. Howell Telate focusing
lens
88.00
2" f:l.5 Dallmeyer 125.00
NewCooke I' for
2" Bell
f:3.5& Howell
Taylor-Hobson88
85.00
2'/2" Eastman f:2.7 .
77.00
5' f:4.5 Wollensak
75.00
MISCELLANEOUS
Bell &. Howell 8mm all metal
gearednewrewinds
splicer II ex- S 17.50
Brand
WestonwithMaster
posure
meter
with
case
Brand new General Electric exposure 29.679o
case 26.
type iwithLomb
meter,newlatestBausch
Brand
war
8.95
case
with
sunglasses
surplus
Brand new Bolex turntable with
automatic record changer, play
through any 16mm sound projec* 89.50
tor
Automatic record changer in case
for 16mm sound projectors 49.50
Brand new DeLuxe Revere projec.
tor case
12.50
Public address system, complete with
amplifier,
speaker
and
microphone and turntable to play either
33-1 3 or 78 RPM
119-50
Brand new 30x40 Dalite Challenger
tripod
beaded
screen
Brand new 37x50 Dalite beaded 13.95
screen, tripod model
I'* ""

al Camera
NatiEon
xchange

makes it possible to keep the Photosphere pointed at the camera while the
photographer can move around out of
the way if he is casting a shadow on
the Photosphere or if he is taking a
reading in close quarters.
Since the Norwood meter has no critical directional sensitivity it entirely
lacks the uncertainty experienced with
many meters whose readings vary as
they are tilted slightly one way or the
other. The Director's pointer holds its
position without fluctuation, and this
stead)' indication is important when
side or backlighting is encountered.
In color photography the Norwood
Director displays this accuracy and consistency to the greatest extent. It
measures, integrates and evaluates incident light so that flesh tones will always appear natural as long as the light
has the proper color. Since th;se tones
are the most critical, their accurate reproduction will assure fidelity in all
other colors in the picture.
Thousands of careful tests with color
film under a wide variety of conditions,
both outdoor and indoor, have proved
that the Director will come up with the
right answer for perfect exposure in
virtually all cases. Only rarely is it
necessary to compensate, and then only
when there is an unusually light or
dark subject. For example, a white wall
would
beyond the film's
limits probably
of correctgo reproduction,
and

yiioL'ie

o/

closing the iris one-half stop from the
meter indication would bring it within
range. However, if a person were standing in front of the white wall, it would
probably be desirable to get the flesh
color correct and forget about the background. Such extreme cases are very infrequent anyway, as most of us who
use color film have learned to avoid
including large areas of white and
black in the scene whenever possible.
Two accessory light-collectors are
interchangeable with the Photosphere,
making the new Director a truly universal exposure meter. The first, known
as the "Photodisk," is flat and has more
directional sensitivity. It is used in
Lighting Contrast Control, as in the
following example:
It is well established that the ratio
between highlight and shadow illumination should not exceed 4 to 1 for
Kodachrome. Using the Photodisk on
the Norwood Director, the intensity of
the main light may be measured at the
subject position and compared with the
light intensity on the shadow side of
the subject. Lights may be adjusted
until a ratio of 4 to 1 (or preferably
less) is obtained. As long as the lighting contrast does not exceed the prescribed ratio, perfect color will result,
with no degraded shadows.
Another light-collector is the "Photogrid," designed to measure reflected
light. It is used for brightness-range

tke

yiiontfi

between January 1st and September
30th, are automatically entered in
Home Movies' annual contest, subject
to a second review prior to the final

* From among the films submitted
for review by readers each month,
the editors select the best and award
a Home Movies' certificate for the
Movie of the Month. A special illustrated review of the film also appears
in the magazine. All films submitted
to the editors for review and criticism

judging.
Films receiving Movie of the Month
certificates during the past twelve
months are:

SEPTEMBER '45: "Ski Time in the
Rockies," produced by Norman Shultz,
Salt Lake City, Utah. A 16mm. Kodachrome picture 400 feet in length.

MAY '46: "Zoo Album," produced
by John Kibar, Racine, Wise. An 8mm.
Kodachrome picture, 125 feet in
length.

OCTOBER '45: No award.
NOVEMBER '45: No award.
DECEMBER '45: No award.
JANUARY '46: No award.
FEBRUARY '46: No award.
MARCH '46: "Escape," produced
by H. D. Atwood, Ajo, Arizona. An
8mm. Kodachrome picture, 250 feet
in length.
APRIL '46: No award.

JUNE '46: "Tussie Mussie," produced by Albert H. Duvall, Galesburg,
III. An 8mm. Kodachrome picture,
200 feet in length.
JULY '46: "This Is The Story Of
Alladin's Lamp," produced by Rich
Johnston, M.D., Ogden. Utah. A 16mm. production in black and white
and color, 400 feet in length.
AUGUST '46: "Tiny Town," produced by Edmund Turner, Detroit,
Michigan. A 16mm. Kodachrome picture 400 feet in length.
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measurements or for exposure determination in emergencies.
Two models of the Director are now
in use. The Cine model, designed for
motion picture photography, is caHbrated directly in f-stops from 3/1.4
to f/22. A computer allows use of the
meter for still photography by showing shutter and iris combinations other
than those indicated directly on the
scale.
The Universal model, for both still
and motion picture photography, is
calibrated in light-values. Exposure calculations are made with a computer
which indicates iris and shutter settings
through a wide range for any emulsion
speed.

TO
PAWS Impor
FROM World Famous

rOO!

Movie Magic .
• Continued front Page 467
Stage. In the scenes that follow. Turner
has excellBid many professional animators in the novelty effects he has produced. His animating and his artistic
ability achieve new heights in sequences
which depict the sorcery of the woman
magician who turns lumps of clay into
castles, flowers, gnomes, a prehistoric
monster and a huge pink elephant. These
take shape magically, through animation and stop motion photography.
But these tricks comprise but a few
of the many "acts" of the show. The
magician has other tricks which she reveals with the wave of her magic wand.
A tiny clown marshalls a group of dice
on the stage in several pattern routines;
other routines feature coins, blocks and
discs, and playing cards. The closing
number features an ensemble of wooden
soldiers performing on a stage of drums,
and as this sequence unfolds on the
screen, one can imagine it set to the
music of "The Parade of the Wooden
Soldiers."
All the while, of course, the policeman's pursuit of the thief has continued and the chase ultimately takes
them upon the stage of the theatre
where they interrupt the routine of the
v.'ooden soldiers. The thief, realizing
he is cornered, drops the safe and attempts to elude his pursurer by climbing up over the scenery and stage props.
But the magician intrudes at this point
with a wave of her wand to cause the
thief momentarily to disappear. By this
time, Dolly Wood has come up on the
stage from the audience and is soon
joined by the other players who appear
earlier in the picture — the expressman,
Dolly's colored maid and Ah Mee, the
laundryman.
Another wave of the wand causes the
thief to re-appear magically in the center of the stage, but this time he is
securely bound up with rope and tied
to a tiny cart, all ready for wheeling
off to the town pokey. The safe is

MOTION

FOR YOUR
PICTURE CAMERA!

Here's exciting news for you motion picture camera fans! Those wonderful
Berthiot Lenses, unattainable through the war, are available again — and we
have them here at Willoughbys.
Get a new thrill out of home movies! Get clearer, more brilliant shots in black
and white or color with these fully corrected lenses. They're known for the sharp
images they take — and flatness of field.
Available in focusing mounts — calibrated in feet to fit the following 8mm.
cameras;
Bolex • Revere • Revere Turret • Keystone •
B & H Filmo *Sportster
* B & H Filmo *Aristocrat Turret
12'/2mm. Berthiot Cinor fl.9
$52.60
Hyper Cinor Wide Angle Attachment
40.30
Hermagis 2 x Telephoto Attachment to fit above
39.50
1 '/2 in. Berthiot Cinor fl.9
70.15
1 '/z in. Berthiot Cinor f3.5
49.05
■■'Require Special Adapter
$3.00
Also available in focusing mounts, calibrated in feet to fit the following 16mm.
cameras:
B & H Filmo

•
Bolex
•
Victor
Cine Kodak E
* Ensign
2 in. Berthiot Cinor f2
3 in. Berthiot Cinor f3.5
4 in. Berthiot Cinor f3.5

•

Keystone
$105.15
57.65
76.60

Special adapters available so that any of the above lenses may be used on 8mm.
cameras:
(Describe Model When Ordering By Maill
Extra
$3.00

"Where Every Employee is an Owner Interested in Serting You.
110 West 32nd Street
New York 1, N. Y.
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opened to reveal the jewels safe and
sound. To show her appreciation for
the officer's bravery in apprehending the thief, Dolly Wood gives him
a hug and a kiss which sends him into
a dizzy spin as the picture fades out to
the end title.
A certain prize winner in Home Movies 1946 Annual Amateur contest,
which

closes September

30th, "Tiny

The Screen Is Your
• Continued from Page 465

Enjoy
Of

The

Fun

Titling

Youi

Own

Movies

Home movie titling is really easy once
you have a reliable guide that tells
how to locus and center camera, what
exposure to use, styles of lettering to
use, title measurements, etc. Here is
THAT guide written by the amateur's
title-making authority, George Cushman. Its contents include:
• How to compose and letter titles
• Choosing proper title backgrounds
• Auxiliary Lens Chart and Field
Areas
• How to develop your own titles
• Tinting and Toning Titles
• Complete plans for building titler
• Animation in Titles
• How to center Titles
• Trick Effects in Titles
• Exposure Data for Titles
• Exposure Test for Titles — and
Scores of Other Topics
THIRD EDITION SELLING FAST!
ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

POSTPAID
$1-00
VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

Town" has many commercial possibilities. With a sound track of commentary, music and sound effects added,
the film should find a wide market in
the 16mm. entertainment film field.
Moreover, it could easly be the beginning of a series of Tiny Town puppet
films. Many of Hollywood's successful
short subject series had a far less impressive beginning.

Teacher

down the mountain slope. This was a
very simple action and its dramatic
power on the screen was achieved
through a successful editing technique
which you, too, can learn by studying
how Hitchcock, the director, did it.
He cut continually back and forth between Bergman, Peck, and the sheer
cliff at the bottom of the slope. At
the climax he intercut the vision of
Peck's childhood accident. This "flashwas presented
not only
at the
critical back"
dramatic
moment
but also
at
the climax to a terrifically built-up
tension created by imaginative editing.
Taking a notebook and a flashlight
pencil with me when I go to see a movie
a second time, I write down in a brief
manner the shots as they appear at a
particularly good sequence. Afterwards,
from memory, I elaborate on them.
With this skeleton script before me I
can then study how a film was made
and how it gained its effects. Here are
my completed notes on the "Spiral
Staircase" that detail the various uses
to which the moving camera — the pan
and dolly — were put:
1. To convey setting and establish
tempo. Example: The opening shot
in the film consists of a long dolly
down the main street of the town,
and is combined with a pan which
reveals more intimately the stores
and people and stops finally at the
front of the Hotel.
2. To follow individuals. Example:
this method was used continually
throughout the film in practically
every shot involving movement on
the part of the actors.
3. To assume the viewpoint of one of
the actors. Example: when the secretary is in the cellar getting her
suitcase she is frightened by a sudden gust of wind. The camera takes
her position to show you what she
sees — the flickering candle, the rustling papers, the fluttering cobwebs.
4. To serve as an introductory transitional shot. Example: the camera
pans and dollys with the crippled
girl in the hotel as she moves from
the window to her closet to select a
dress. Then the camera leaves her

and proceeds to dolly up to the
dresses to serve as an introduction
to the murderer hidden behind them.
It is used also when the camera,
after showing us the audience
watching
the "flickers"
on the starts
main
floor of the
hotel, suddenly
to pan upwards toward the ceiling
and thus introduces the crippled
girl who,
stairs room.we realize, is in an up5. To bring into vision another detail
of the scene. Example: In the hotel
lobby, after the camera pans and
dollys with the manager over the
door of the room in which the
movies are being shown, the camera
pans upward to reveal a sign over
the door which announces the showing of the "flicker" titled "The
6. To move from one individual (or
image) to another. Example: In a
long shot taken from the second
floor, we see Dorothy Maguire
standing
the mid-landing of the
Kiss." on
staircase
and looking at herself in
the mirror. The camera dollys along
the floor, keeping her in view
through dramatically lighted framework of the bannister, until her
image is blotted out by legs of the
murderer standing behind a pillar.
These six uses of the moving camera
have, by means of this simple manner
of notation, now been added to my
knowledge of the filmic possibilities
of the pan and doll}'. This roster from
"The Spiral Staircase" by no means exhausts the many other expressive ways
to which the moving camera can be put.
For example one thing which was generally overlooked in "The Spiral Staircase" was the possibility for dramatic
and striking contrast afforded by juxtaposing amoving camera shot against
a motionless camera shot.
The opportunity for studying motion
picture technique is available to every
movie amateur and at the small cost
of movie theatre admission. No amateur
can make a better investment. Learning
becomes enjoyable, and studying fun.
A simpler, easier and less expensive
method of increasing one's knowledge
of movie-making can hardly be found.
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New 16mm. Society
• Contiiiiiccl from Ptige 480

. . .

There are two classes of membership:
Class "A" for professionals engaged as
producers, distributors, directors, exhibitors, writers, or cameramen who desire to participate in the society for
financial gain, which calls for an initiation fee of $100.00 and dues of $48.00
per year.
Class "B" membership is for nonprofessionals desiring membership in the
society for its educational and social
benefits, with the thought of possibly
transferring later, when qualified, to
the class "A" rating. Initiation fee in
this class is $25.00 and dues are $20.00
annually.

For

your

greater

film

According to the Society's initial announcement, some of the men comprising the board of directors include Daniel
B. Clark, A.S.C., top flight Hollywood
cameraman and past president of the
A.S.C.; Jack Stanfield, S.S.C. with 25
years of production experience and who
has literally grown up with Kodachrome; Arthur Miller, A.S.C., Academy
Award winner and one of 20th Century-Fox's ace cameramen; Clyde DeVinna, A.S.C., thirty-five years in motion picture production and also a winner of Oscars for fine camera work; and
Alan Stensvold, S.S.C. who organized
and presently heads the Society of Sixteen Cinematographers.
Interested cinematographers and
others may obtain application forms
and other information at the Society's
headquarters, 7078 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
16mm. Kodachromer...
• Continue J from Page 48 1
fornia, wrote Miss Greene: "It seems
to me that you have combined in this
picture more of the good elements of
photography than I have seen in any
16mm. production of a similar nature.
The time for showing particular ideas
in the film, the choice of angles for
shots, and your selections of incidents
for portrayal of your subject make this
picture exceedingly worthwhile."
There have been many offers for
Miss Greene's
by i6mm.
tributors whofilm
would
market film
it indis-a
series of one reel releases. Then again,
she may decide to take it on another
lecture circuit in the fall. In the meantime, she has formidable plans for entering the production of educational
films exclusively in color and sound to
be marketed directly to Visual Aids departments ofvarious school systems.

enjoyment

PROJECTION
RflDlflNT

LAMPS

RADIANT
LAMP
CORPORATION
300 Jelliff Avenue
Newark 8, N. J.
PROJECTION • SPOTLIGHT • FLOODLIGHT • EXCITER • MOTION PICTURE PROOUCTION

WRITE FOR ^jtBi^vt^
BULK FILM
•"REE
JRSk rr
PROCESS it
CIRCULAR
^^^^^
YOURSELF
Pan- Pan.
Ortho chromatic chromatic
Weston 6
Weston 24 Weston 64
100 ft. Single 8— $1.15 $2.35 $2.40
100 ft. Double 8— $1.95 $3.85 $3.95
ICQ ft. 16mm.
—$1.55 $3.80 $3.90
Since the above prices do not include developing, why not get one of our low cost developing sets and develop your own movies! The set
consists of developing rack, tray, safelight and
set of prepared developing powders, together
with a simple step by step instruction sheet.
30 ft. single 8 set $4.20; 33 ft. Double 8 or
16mm. set $5.85. Show your movies two hours
after they are taken.
FROMADER GENERA CO.
Davenport 7, Iowa

M
FILS
COL
RISON'
HAROR

Exposure Record
A NEW HELP for
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
• You'll find this brand new 72 page color
exposure record an amazing help in perfecting
your color photography. Lets you keep a complete, full and accurate record of every color
exposure you make. Developed especially for
those who want to make perfect natural color
pictures. Each book will record 72 exposures.
Only 15c at your photographic dealer's.
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Movie Analysis
• Contnnied from Piif;c 465
presents

BILL TILDEN ... - two
tennis films that make learning "fun."
TENNIS FOR BEGINNERS
Bill Tilden teaches the fundamentals of tennis,
from shaking hands with racket, to grip, stroke,
stance, follow thru, etc.
ADVANCED TENNIS
Tilden demonstrates advanced techniques of net
game, footwork, smash, service, volley.

SWIMMING-DIVING FILMS
Supervised by FRED CADY
Narration by KEN CARPENTER
SWIMMING FOR BEGINNERS
Instructing a ten-year old in rudiments of
swimming, from conquest of fear, to breathing,
kicking, stroke, etc.
ADVANCED SWIMMING
Perfecting style and stroke of average swimmer.
Arm, leg action ... all musts that make
champions.
DIVING FUNDAMENTALS
Covers many types of diving . . . balance,
coordination, rhythm, footwork, and proper approach to diving.
16MM SOUND ONLY— 350 ft.
COLOR, $75.00
B & W, $25.00
25 W. 45th St.. N.Y.C. 19
Please send Official Films checked to:
S25.00 $75.00
B & W COLOR
TENNIS FOR BEGINNERS
ADVANCED TENNIS
SWIMMING FOR BEGINNERS |
ADVANCED SWIMMING
DIVING FUNDAMENTALS
I
B & W, immed. — Color, tO days
Name
Address
C C.O.D.

□ Remittance Enclosed
C free Catalog

shots the audience at the showing of
the old fashioned "flickers," the camera
starts to pan upwards toward the ceiling
and thus introduces the crippled girl in
one of the upstairs rooms. Then again,
as the camera pans with the crippled
girl as she moves from window to closet,
the camera leaves her after she selects
a dress, and the camera continues to
dolly right up to the dresses in the
closet to introduce us to the murderer
hidden there.
The dolly was also combined very
effectively with excellent camera angle
and composition in the long shot of
Dorothy Maguire at midlanding of the
staircase, looking at herself in the mirror. The camera doUys at a low angle
along the floor of the second story of
the home to provide a dramatic shot
of Miss Maguire through the ballustrade,
and then stops on a close-up of the legs
of the murderer behind a column. The
pan was also used to assume the viewpoint of an actor. When the secretary
is in the cellar getting her suitcase and
is startbd by a sudden wind, the camera
takes her position and pans about the
storeroom to reveal the candle flickering, the newspapers stirring, and the
cobwebs fluttering.
The moving camera was used so extensively that only at points of dramatic
crisis where this technique was inapplicable did the film involve any creative editing to make its point. The final
sequence on the spiral staircase in which
there is continual crosscutting between
Ethel Barrymore at the head of the
staircase, Dorothy Maguire at a midpoint, and George Brent at the foot of
the stair, was excellently constructed.
There were over thirty shots in this
brief sequence; the angle and composition of each shot was admirably thought
out and a very dramatic tempo was thus
maintained. Crosscutting was also excellently used in the sequence in which
Dorothy Maguire, having learned who
the murderer is and that he intends to
kill her, seeks frantically to attract the
attention of the Constable who is about
to leave the mansion grounds in his
horse and buggy. Following is the sequence of the shots as I noted them in
reviewing the film:
1. MEDIUM SHOT: Maguire in Barrymore's room searches for a gun
in a bureau drawer. PAN with her
as she goes to window and tries
to open it.
2. LONG SHOT: (taken from Maguire's point of view at window)
The Constable's buggy in the rain
before the mansion gate.
3. CLOSE UP: Maguire at the window in a frenzy.

4. CLOSE UP: Barrymore, unconscious on the bed.
5. MEDIUM SHOT Pan with Maguire in the hallway as she rushes
to her own room.
7. MEDIUM SHOT: (Taken from
outside the building and on a line
with the window of Maguire's
room, and at such an angle that we
can see into it). Maguire rushes to
the window of her room and starts
to open it.

• Richard L. Thiriot, will conduct parties of
movie amateurs through Bryce Canyon August
17th and 18th.
★ ALL CINEFILMERS who plan to vacation with their cameras in or near
Bryce
Canyon,
Utah's expert
colorfulhelp
national
park, can
get some
from
Richard V. Thiriot, who will lead two
personally conducted tours of the
Canyon Saturday, August 17th and
Sunday, August 18ht.
Sponsored by Home Movies, the
tours will be free of charge and will
be of great aid to all camera enthusiasts whophotographic
plan to enter contest.
Union Pacific's
national
All who
are interested are requested to be at
Bryce Canyon Lodge at 2 p.m. Saturday, August 17th, or 8:30 a.m. Sunday,
August 18th, when Richard Thiriot
will welcome them and give advice
about locations, exposures and focus.
Thiriot will also be on hand at Sunset Point on Saturday evening and
Sunrise Point on Sunday morning to
help all visitors who want to film the
spectacular twilight and dawn at
Bryce.
Mr. Thiriot is an experienced filmer
of Utah's National Parks. His 400 foot
16mm. Kodachrome picture, "Weekend
For Three," was an award winner in
Home Movies' 1942 annual contest.
More recently, his color footage of
western scenic spots has found a wide
market among both amateurs and producers of professional films.
Remember the dates and the meeting place and plan to take at least
one of these free of charge tours
sponsored by Home Movies.
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8. MEDIUM SHOT: Constable in his
buggy preparing to leave.
9. MEDIUM SHOT: Maguire at window banging on the glass.
10. MEDIUM SHOT (similar to 8):
Constable, hearing noise, gets out
of buggy.
11. MEDIUM SHOT (similar to No.
7 and 9) : Maguire continues to
bang on window.
12. MEDIUM SHOT (similar to 8):
Constable, looking about, sees
fence gate banging in the storm,
and assigns the noise he hears to
it; he remounts his buggy.
13. MEDIUM SHOT (similar to 7):
Maguire takes a lamp from table
in her room.
14. MEDIUM SHOT (similar to 8):
Constable starts to drive off.
15. MEDIUM SHOT (similar to 7) :
Maguire hurls lamp through window, but its crashing noise is
drowned out in the sound of the
storm.
16. LONG

SHOT (same as 2): Constable's buggy driving off.
17. MEDIUM SHOT (similar to 15):
Maguire at the window, her hopes
for help shattered.
These short cuts convey the dramatic
action as only a film can and a continually rising tension is created by
careful consideration to the length of
each shot. Lighting and background
music are interwoven to build this
simple sequence into a very stirring
one. Because of the shortness of the
shots, the camera angle was kept simple
and basicly the same throughout to
avoid confusion. It is a subtlety but true
that the second time we see a particular
shot on the screen, it registers almost
immediately and less footage is needed
to convey the image than was at first
needed.
Another factor is that by building
up a sequence with short shots, our
minds become adjusted to the fast tempo and grasp more quickly the contents
of each shot. You can test this by yourself by cutting a short shot into a sequence of composed of longer ones; by
contrast, the short shot it will seem
so exceptionally short that it will be
difficult to see the image. Cut the same
shot into a sequence of short ones and
you will be startled to discover that it
no longer appears brief. It is a question
of contrast and mental adjustment.
There were, in the movie, other examples of excellent cutting. When the
crippled girl is murdered we see in closeup only outstretched hands clenched
in agony. There is an immediate cut to
a shot revealing what has taken place
in the "fhcksr" — a girl is brought
ashore dead. The relationship of images
immediately conveys the idea that the
crippled girl is also dead. We need not
be told anything more about the killing.
Subsequently shots only relate how her

7
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^//UCe NATURAL
COLOR
PICTURES
are dependent upon the correct
relationship between
THE COLOR SENSITIVITY OF THE FILM
and
THE COLOR CONTENT OF THE LIGHT
m
^ AN EXPOSURE METER solves the exposure problem, but doesn't solve the color problem. True color
pictures require, in addition, that the color content
of the light be in correct relationship to the sensitivity
of the film.

Natural Color Photography" tells you how to achieve this
correct relationship easily, consistently. 108 pages, extensively illustrated. Get your copy today.
Only $7.50 at Your Dealers

CHICAGO and HOLLYWOOD

Unmask

YOUR

PICTURES

ACRf -COTE YOUR

LENSES

Plus Tax
STEVENS
MOUNTABLE TURRET
M:i(ic ill tuo models to convert your
.95
$15L-8
BELL & HOWELL 8 or BOLEX
into a versatile 3-lens camera. Mounts on
camera like, a lens — v^ithout any alteration.
Has exclusive, positive light-trap and indexing
features — fits standard 8mm. threaded lenses. —
These 3-lens turrets are sold with a free guaranteed lens-fitting service. We will fit up to
3 standard lenses on each turret, if required.
Beither
& H model
1/2" Anate
lenses cost.
can be adapted to
at nominal

Pioneers in heatless, hard lens coating

Order Today for Iiiniiediate Deliiery
STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2604 Military Ave. Los Angeles 34, Calif.
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death is received by the people in the
hotel.
Only a few of the highlights of film
technique employed in this picture have
been explored here. Actually, "The
Spiral Staircase" can be seen any number of times and upon each viewing you
will discover certain subtleties of con-

struction that escaped you on the first
viewing. It is not a great movie; the
story prevents it from being anything
pretentious. However, the plot development has been lifted well above the
mediocre level by the very effectual uses
of the moving camera and imaginative
editing at critical points.

ILEX
PROJECTION
L E .y

E S

The thrill of your movies is in showing them to your friends. Project them
through an Ilex lens that does full
justice to your camera technique. . .that
accents their sharpness and brilliance.
Movie-makers, get fullest pleasure
from your hobby by equipping your
projectors with Ilex Projection Lenses.
Accurately ground and polished by
craftsmen long skilled in precision
lens-making, Ilex Projection Lenses
give needle-sharp definition and even
brilliance of illumination from corner
to corner. The result is home movies
at their best.
Ilex means optical precision and
dependability. Ask your dealer for
details about Ilex 8mm and 16mm
Projection Lenses.

LENSES AND SHUTTMS
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
ILEX
OPTICAL
CO.
Rocheiter 5, N. Y.

With The Amateur
• Continued from Page 482

Movie

N. Y., Movie Makers took first prize
of .$100 for his one reel color film,
Squeaky Frank E. Gunnell received second prize, $75, for his dog picture.
Shadow's Bones. Gunnell also won
fourth prize for his second entry, Western Wildlife. Making of the Grade, by
George Mesaros took third prize.
★ ★ ★
WESTWOOD Movie Club of San Francisco announces the night of November 29th as date of the club's Annual
Contest with prizes offered for the
best 8mm. and 16mm. entries. Lens
expert R. C. MacCollister gave members at the June 2 8 th meeting some of
the theory behind lens coating and the
how, when, where and why it should
or should not be done which helped
Westwooders to clear up some of their
troublesome lens problems. All amateur
movies makers in the San Francisco Bay
Area are invited to attend the club's
meeting which are held the last Friday
of each month in the clubrooms at St.
Francis Community Hall, Ocean Avenue and San Francisco Way, San Francisco.
★ ★ ★
TRI-CITY Cinema Club, (Davenport,
Rock Island and Moline, Iowa), held
its last meeting of the year June 18
and can now look back with pride on
the high attendance record and accomplishments of its membership. Eight
mm. films by John Hoffman of Moline and Mrs. Wanda Koechert of Davenport vied for top billing with the
16mm. films of Dr. J. Dunn of Davenport and Moline's Dr. H. H. Parsons,
on the evening's entertainment pro★ ★ ★
gram.
OMAHA Movie Club members viewed
an uncut untitled film at its June 28
meeting. The film was expressly designed to encourage suggestions for titles and improvements. For entertainment, a 40 minute color-sound film.
The Amazon Awakens, proved valuable not only from an educational
standpoint but for its excellent continuity and composition. The Omahans
meet the fourth Friday of each month
at the North Side Public Library.
★ ★ ★

i WASHINGTON Society of Amateur
I Cinematographers recently heard Dean

Clubs...

A. Lyon, outstanding pioneer in the
field of lens coating, and originator of
the present Hi-Temp bake method being used throughout the country. Dean
Lyon gave an interesting and informative lecture on Coated Lenses, Aid to
Photography. The beauty of New England, Summer and Fall, furnished John
Oliveras the theme for his newest film
which was viewed by the assembled
cinematographers.
★ ★ ★
DENVER Council of Camera Clubs,
composed of seven amateur clubs, is a
newly formed organization that has as
its objective the coordination of all local camera groups, arranging of salons,
publishing a monthly news bulletin,
and generally assisting and promoting
amateur photography.
The first coordinated activities came
during the last years of the war when
the seven groups jointly cooperated with
the USO to establish the GI College
of Photographic Knowledge and present programs and field trips for servicemen.
Member clubs in the Denver Council
include the Denver Lensmen, F-12
Camera Club, Denver Camera Clique,
Gates Camera Club, Jackson Camera
Club, Bell Movie and Camera Club
and
Denvermembership
Photographic
Society.more
It's
combined
numbering
than 300 camera enthusiasts hopes to
promote the scenic value of Colorado
through local color sUde exhibits and
photographic salons to be exchanged
with other amateur photography groups
throughout the nation.
★ ★ ★
ST. LOUIS' Amateur Motion Picture
Club held a banquet at the De Soto
Hotel, June 24th. New officers were
elected and the top awards for the best
films were presented. Lon Wadman won
the Class A award for his film, This'll
Kill You, and Frank and Dorothy
Sperka took Class B honors with Museum of Memories. Highlights of the
evening's entertainment was a stage
show cast entirely from membership
talent. Mr. LesUe Easterday, newly
elected president, proudly announces
this club now boasts 65 family memberships.
★

★

★

Club's
Cinema screened
(Calif.) recently
PETALUMA
member,
Al Adams,
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this group a film composed of both
Ansco Color and Kodachrome, with the
footage intercut in order to demonstrate the respective qualities of both
color films. In order to provide direct
comparison, Adams photographed the
same scenes or subjects first in Ansco
Color then in Kodachrome. The reel
proved highly interesting especially to
those members who had not yet seen
the new Ansco Color film and who have
been wondering, as have many others,
"What's the difference, if any?"
Closeups...
• Continued from Page 480
ducer several years ago, Mrs. Frith still
operates solo, filming all her own material and editing and preparing it for
narration sound track. All of her subjects find a steady market among the
leading boards of education throughout
the country.

Chicage'c city council, on July 12, proposed, as a wiring safety measure, an
ordinance that would require licensing
of thousands of operators of home movie
equipment using over i j amperes of
electricity. One official explained that
plan would call for issuing a $1.65
operator's license after inspection of
premises in which equipment was to be
used.
Makers of projectors and sound
equipment have suggested, as an alternative, use of a special connecting
socket on their equipment to rule out
chance of drawing too much power.

Vncatiiiii
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WE HAVE
Acand many
Lenses, and
Lenses, Telephoto
Wide Angle
English, French
ces ories for German,
..
.
us
Write
stock!
in
cameras
imported
other
NEW KODAK PROJECTORS
UNIVERSAL
Kodascope 8-33
$ 53.05 Mercury II f2
$79-50
Kodascope 8-70
66.90 Universal 8mm 500 watt Proiector 63.50
Kodascope 16-20
181.00 Universal
8mm PERFEX
PC 12 Projector... 35.00
Kodasoope Sound F S 10 N
332.05
BOLEX
Perfex 55 f2.8 coated $B8.37
8mm Model L8 f3.5
$ 97.20
CIROFLEX
8mm Model L8 t2.5
105.64 Standard
$73.05
8mm Model L8 fl.9
135.68 De LuxModel
emm Model HB no lent
200.00
92.71
t HOWELL
8mm Model HB fl.9
255.47 Filmo 8mmBELL
f3.5 $ 63.51
16mm Model HI6 no lens 200.00 Filmo 8mm Companion
Sportster
f2.5
89.21
16mm Model HIS Kern fl.4 383.75 Filmo 8mm Aristocrat f2.5 130.51
16mm Model HI6 Wollensak fl.5 256.25 Filmo 16mm Auto Load f2.5 157.75
8 and 16mm Projector 331.00 Filmo 16mm Auto Load Speedster
NEW KODAK MOVIE CAMERAS
fl.9
177.12
Cine Kodak Eight Model 25, f2.7 $ 52.65 Filmo
16mm Auto
Cine
60. f.l9 84.00
Filmo 16mm
Auto Master
Master f2.5
fl.9 ..... 260.42
287.70
Cine Kodak
Kodak Eight
Model Model
K fl.9
97.70 Filmo
198.84
Magazine Cine Kodak Eight
Filmo 16mm
16mm 7070 D0 f2.5
fl.9
226.14
Model 90 fl.9
122.10 Filmo
16mm
70
DA
f2.5
241.57
Magazine Cine Kodak, fl.9 143.55 Filmo 16mm 70 DA fl.9 248.69
Cine NEW
Kodak LEICA
Special LENSES
fl.9 AND 468,20 Filmo Master 8mm Projector 143.45
Filmo Sound
Diplomat16mm16mmProjector
Projector . 515.65
226.30
ACCESSORIES
Filmo
50mm Leiea Lens f3.5 $ 77.00
NEW
KODAK
CAMERA
90mni Leica
115.00
Vigilant Junior Six.20 $14.00
127mm
Leica Lens
Lens f4.5
f4.5
171.00 Kodak
Six-16 15.75
Leica Filters
6.17 Kodak
Kodak. Vigilant
Bantam. Junior
Anastigniat
Leica
Polarizing
Special f4.5 lens
29.75
Leica Lens
Shade Filter
for Eimar 30.80
3.27 Kodak
Anastigmat Special
f4.5 lens . 30.90
Leiea Lens Shade for Summar 5.77 Kodak 3535 Anastigmat
Leica Lens Shade for Summitar . 14.64 f3.5 lens
42.20
Leica
Lens Cap
l.'iO Kodak Vigilant Slx-20, Anastigmat
Leic* Eveready
Case
11.80
Special
f4.5
lens
Leica Focusing Sliding Attachment 44.27 Kodak Monitor Six-20 Anastigmat 47.35
Leica Auto
Extension
SpecialMonitor
4.5 lens
Leiea
FocusTubes
Enlarger from 3.07 Kodak
Six.16. Anastigmat 54.10
Focomat I
154.00 Special f4.5 lens
Space limits us to a partial listing of equipment. Aremac fulfills 61.25
your
photographic needs. Write us for particulars. Prices subject to change.
A NEW AND COMPLETE
LIST
OF
PHOTO-BOOKS
IS
READY.
WRITE US AND SAVE!

1 EAST

43 ST. NEW

YORK

I, T. T., it is reported, has filed petition
in bankruptcy. How this will affect
company's widely heralded $10,000
amateur movie contest, in which many
16mm. cameraists had entered films,
has not been announced.
Make It Yourself...
• Continued from Page 473
hobby, but invariably is able to design
equipment more suitable to his needs.
There are many movie amateurs who
cannot improve their films as they
should because they do not have the
necessary editing and titling equipment.
But the means of remedying a situation
of this kind is readily within their
reach. Where a supply of lumber and
nails can be had, the use of simple tools
in one's garage workshop evenings will
enable the most inexperienced gadgeteer to turn out surprisingly good equipment.

17 N.Y

Afad^ Titleer
(all metal)
AND ACCESSORIES
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR CAMERA. No
fussy adjustments to secure alignment
Take it on your vacation — use indoors
or outdoors, on tripod or table. Makes
all types of titles, montage shots, portraits, ultra close shots, rear projection
shots, etc.
PROFESSIONAL ATTACHMENT will
make scroll titles, flip-flop, turn around,
push on or off, and many others.
Compact, light weight, instantly ready
to
use. Write for free booklet with titling
information.
O.P.A. CEILING PRICES
Master Titleer, $11.10; Professional Attachment,
$5,50; Title Accessory Kit, $2.15; Title Color Kit,
$2.15; TItliner, $5.00; Auxiliary Lens Sat, $3.00
Plus Federal Excise Tax.
HOLLYWOOD
3227 '/z South Figueroa Street

PRODUCTS
Los Angeles 7, California
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FOCUSING
RING
For Revere and Keystone 8
Universal (Fixed) Focus Lenses

With this ring an ordinary fixed focus camera lens
may be focused by the same principle as a lens with
a factory-made focusing mount. It retains unchanged al the advantages and characteristics of
your present lens, plus the following features:
• Provides instant change from fixed focus to any
distance down to one foot.
• Increases sharpness of close subjects ... indispensable for indoor photography.
• Makes titling and extreme close-ups possible
without auxiliary equipment. Ring can be installed
in a few minutes — no alteration to lens or camera.
Precision-made, polished aluminum — mounts on lens
— looks like part of lens.
Ring complete with stabilizing spring, depth of focus J^,/ J
table, instructions.
Inc. Excise Tax
Specify camera and lens (f 3.5, 2.5 or 2.7}
when ordering from your dealer or
Photo Specialties Co.
29 So. State Salt Lake City 1, Utah

When

in Los Angeles
VISIT

WINTER,

Inc.

525 West 6th Street
around the corner from the
Biltmore Hotel
Telephone Michigan 3296
MOVIE MITE 16mm. sound projectors will be
available shortly. Ideal for Church, Club, or
Home. Write for catalogue, "It Makes Sense."
POPULAR PICTURES COMPANY
Dept.
No. 813
P. O. Box No. 223
Decatur
Georgia
PORTABLE SOUND!
.ew ana UieO lemm. & Sbmm.
I'ortables — Everything in Theatre
e Movie Equipment. Send for ourof
hundreds
listingsavings.
atCatalog
tremendous
NEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F New York 18, N. Y.

Animated Movie
Continued from Page 459

Making

silhouettes), puppets, or common inanimate objects; but with all mediums
motion is created in the same basic way
— largely by single-frame exposures.
Animated drawings (as in Mickey
Mouse, etc.) are the most complex medium, and require professional skill for
any degree of success. With puppets,
cutouts, silhouettes, or other inanimate
objects, however, no tedious and specialized preparation is involved, and
artistic results are well within the reach
of the amateur.
Recently the author and 16mm.
cinematographer Joseph Yolo completed
a 400 foot instructional film on the
game of soccer in which non-articulated or rigid type puppets were used
as a simple presentation of a soccer
player. By means of these little figures,
and the 2 by 3 foot grey board marked
off as a soccer field with white adhesive tape, team formations and various
plays were graphically illustrated in
animation. The puppets were made of
corks, wooden matches and wooden
beads. Pop-in or moving arrows cut
from paper were used to locate the ball
or a particular player where necessary.
The whole thing cost less than two
dollars.
A diverting and instructive variation on this idea would be a short movie
entitled Famous Football Plays. Secure
your figures or puppets, and miniature
football, at the dime store, or make
them up at home. The large board for
the field can be found at an artists'
supply house.
After marking your board, lay it on
the floor, and make sure it won't move
(in other words, watch out how you
throw your big feet around!). For flat
light, use one or two photo-floods, and
to give the set life, a couple of small
spotlights. Line up the puppets and the
ball for the first play to be illustrated.
For normal-speed action, shoot one or
two frames at a time, moving the
figures about a quarter of an inch for
each exposure. For this, the camera
should be firmly mounted. Of course,
if some of the figures have to travel
a longer distance in the play, you may
have to move them a half inch or more
at a time for each exposure. Carefully
measuring the distance to be traveled
by each figure is the simplest way to
be accurate about this. If you wish the
play to be illustrated in slow motion,
expose three or four frames for each
position of the puppets and ball.

If you happen to have some liveaction footage of football plays, in which
the movements of the players and the
ball is not too clear, your film may be

dressed up and given added point by
intercutting the live-action with your
animation sequences. Where this is done,
be sure to match angles, otherwise the
connection between live-action and animation might be lost.
Creating animation magic with everyday inanimate objects is another rich
source of genuine thrills for the amateur cinematographer who finds himself languishing in the live action doldrums. Combined with the intriguing
results possible in this field, there is
the added atraction of valuable experience in imaginative camera control
and in the exploring of your own artistic resources.
How about, for example, a study in
matches that is, an ordinary large box
of kitchen matches? Call it "Magic
Matches." Place the box of matches,
closed, on a suitable dark background.
Light it with one photo-flood and one
small spotlight. So that it will not move
during shooting, glue or thumb-tack
the bottom of the match-box to the
background. The first scene could be
the opening of the matchbox. Open it
one-length wide and shoot a frame, then
another eighth-inch and shoot another
frame, and so on until the box is fully
opened. Now let the matches pile up
outside the box by taking out two or
three at a time, and shoot a frame each
time, until all the matches are in a
heap outside the box, seeming to have
cascaded there as if by magic. The next
step would be to pull the camera back
to include a larger area, and animate
the matches to spell out the title Magic
Matches.
After the title has been spelled out,
return the matches to the pile, moving
them a fraction of an inch for each
exposure. Then, at close range, start
building a match tower, laying on one
match for each exposure. In projection,
the tower will appear to erect itself
while the pile of matches alongside
dwindles to nothing. In view of the
amount of labor that goes into the
shooting of just a few feet of animation, you may be tempted to end your
film here, by breaking down the match
castle and having the matches return
to the box, and the box close. If you
have great reserves of patience, you
will no doubt be able to think up many
gags and formations for the matches,
stretchingductionyour
length. film out to real proOther common inanimate objects
with which interesting results may be
secured are a deck of cards and a set
of chessmen. With the latter particularly, there would be opportunity not
only for effective animation, but for
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the use of imaginative lighting and
camera angles.
The effectiveness of an animated
film can often be enhanced by setting
it to music. A simple method of doing
this is to select a short piece of recorded music, and time its various
phrases and sequences with a stop watch
or second hand. The film can be accurately fitted to the music by shooting the required number of frames (at
16 or 24 frames a second) for the
length in seconds of each musical phrase
or sequence. Synchronization in projection can be achieved by placing a start
mark both on your film leader and on
the phonograph record with colored
grease pencil, and starting projector
and phonograph at the same instant.
And now, a final word or two of
advice: in cartoon animation you have
a series of drawings and one follows
automatically after the other until the
cycle is completed and, provided they
are properly numbered, there is little
danger of anything going wrong. In
puppet animation — or in animating ordinary static objects — it is quite different. Each movement must be made
and shot separately before proceeding
to the next. In a long sequence of, say,
12 frames, even without interruption
you are certain to reach a point sooner
or later when you are not quite sure
as to whether you are shooting frame
No. 5 or No. 6 and there is real danger
of the whole sequence being spoiled.
The remedy is a simple counting device, and the simplest one I know of,
and possibly the most effective, is a
set of counters such as coins, pebbles,
match sticks or anything similar, equaling in total the number of frames in
the cycle to be shot. When beginning
to film, place all the counters at the
left side of the stage or camera. After
making the first exposure, move one
I>ebble or counter from the left hand
side to the right, and do this every
time you expose a frame. Thus you
minimize the danger of ruining a sequence on which many hours already
have been spent.

This isSmm.
the " Junior
for 16mm.
and
Like Model"
all GRISWOLDS
it splices both sound and silent film
and is built to last a lifetime.
GRISWOLD
PORT

MACHINE
JEFFERSON,

WORKS
N.

' TtSl Of A

Dmitri Kessel
"My MASTER gave me on-the-button exposures even in
the tricky light of the Orient, the Aleutians, and other
war areas. And you've sure hit the bell with the compact
Master II. I wouldn't tackle a color job without my
dependable
WESTON."
See the new
Master II at your dealer's, or write direct
for literature. Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., 644
Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, N. J.
the New WestO

New Films...
• Continued from Page 484
they now have one of the most complete libraries in New York City of
1 6mm. films depicting various campaigns of World War II. Men home
from service desiring to screen action
and scenes they saw overseas con undoubtedly have their needs fulfilled
from National's library.

The Gladiator, starring Joe E. Brown,
is now available in 16mm. sound from
Nu-Art Films, Inc., 13 West 45 th St.,
New York City 19, N. Y.

Although most professional movie makers
and exhibitors use CRISWOLD Film Splicers, you don't have to be a professional
to use one. In fact, with a CRISWOLD,
any home movie maker or user can do
a professional splicing job, for this precision-built instrument has features which
make accurate splicing not only easy, but
also fool-proof. CRISWOLD Splicers come
in models for all film sizes. They're sold
by Photo Supply Dealers. Every genuine
CRISWOLD bears the CRISWOLD nameplate. Look for it on the splicer you buy.

Weston

Y.
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Just Released!

Harnessing Sunlight
• Continued from Page 463

For Movies

BOB HOPE
BING CROSBY
JACK CARSON
RANDOLPH SCOTT
JOHNNY WEISSMULLER

color, if possible; otherwise you may
have to give it a coat of white paint
first. Now build a simple, knock-down
frame which, when assembled, will be
of the desired dimensions. On it place
standard fastenings for window shades,
and hooks at the opposite corners to
hold the shade in position when unrolled. Such a reflector will be light
and portable, and there will be no excuse for leaving it behind.
In use, think of the reflector the
same way you would of another lamp
on an interior shot. Usually, the sun
will be your Key Light, and the reflector your Fill Light, softening the
shadows and killing harsh contrast. Or
use the sun behind your subject, for

and over two dozen other Hollywood
Stars in the merriest melange of Coif
and Gags ever shot by the newsreel
camera.
"ROUGH BUT HOPEFUL"
8mm.- 16mm.
Silent-Sound
Full Color or Black and White
Selected by Hollywood Film Cuild as
"Film-of -the- Month"
Dont wait! Get your film now'.
A collector's film of all time.
8mm. Black and White
$ 6.35
8mm. Kodachrome
15.00
16mm. Black & White
12.50
16mm. Kodachrome
55.00
16mm. B&W Sound
25.00
16mm. Color Sound
60.00
Extra! "Minute Movie" in color
Nagasaki Atom Bomb Explosion
8mm $1.95
16mm $2.95
COURNEYA
PRODUCTIONS
1 566 North Gordon
Hollywood 28, California

. . .

• Above diagrams illustrate similarity in function
of photo lights Indoors and light reflectors out
of doors. Top diagram shows characteristic basic
scheme for Indoor lighting — key light in front of
subject, fill light at opposite side to brighten
shadows, and effect light at back to highlight
subject.
In lower sketch, reflectors supplant photolamps.
The sun represents the key light, while a large
reflector at right furnishes th* fill light. A mirror
or brilliant reflector back of subject provides the
backlight.

Aluminum paint gives a strong reflection and moderate diffusion. However,
"Write for Tree Catalogue
for color, it will be found interesting to
experiment with bronze lacquers of a
gold or copper shade, which will throw
a pleasing warmth into the shadow areas.
BIGELOW
Where more diffusion is desired, a flat
MOTION
PICTURE FILM
white paint or lacquer is most suitable.
COMPENSATED IN PROCESSING TO
A useful combination is a panel coated
CORRECT EXPOSURE ERRORS .
on one surface with aluminum lacquer
and on the other with flat white paint.
Weston 25 ft. 100 ft.
The size of reflectors is primarily a
14mm.
Speed 8-8mm.
matter
of convenience, both in transOutdoor
8-3
$1.50 ! $2.95
portation and in use. For best results,
$5.50
Du-AII
I 24-14
$2.35
a reflector about 3x4 feet is excellent.
Above prices include processing.
If this is too big to carry conveniently,
California buyers please include sales tax.
it may be hinged in the middle, folding
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE
to a size of 2x3 feet. It is worth the
additional effort to include a hinged
— 24-HouR Processixg Ser\ice —
The snap and sparkle associated with probrace or leg which may be used to supessional motion pictures are yours when
port the reflector in various positions,
you use NEW COMPENSATED
wenever an assistant is not on hand to
hold it.
However, all of these flat screens
644? Regent St.
are a bit cumbersome, unless a station
Oakland ». Calif.
wagon is available for the trip, and we
suspect that the ideal reflector is one
Headquarters In New England | so compact that you will never be
For Castle Films. Nu-Art Films, Official | tempted to leave it behind. The simplest
Films, Pictoreels, Soundies,
New |
make such a reflector is to obHymnal Soundies
| way taintoawindow
shade of the desired size.
Sales, Rentals. Exchanges — Bargain Lists Free |
FRANK LANE AND CO.
i Lay the shade out flat and give it a
S LiHIe BIdg., Boston, Mast. i smooth coat of aluminum lacquer on
"Wf Buy Your Films for Cash" I the inside surface. Use a shade of light

backlighting
your
subject's
hair. asPlace
the reflector in
front
of subject,
the
main light source. If the background
is too dark, throw a little extra light
on it with another reflector.
Reflectors are an important accessor)' for every type of home movie
filming. They are not an implement
for professional work alone, although
they originated with the professional
cinematographer. When filming the
baby in the garden, her features as
well as movements will show with
greater clarity on the screen if the
natural shadows of daylight are lightened
or ehminated altogether with a reflector placed at one side and out of
camera range.
When filming indoors with the aid
of sunlight coming through a window.

Ml^ROR

• This diagram shows how the sun may be made
to shine from another direction in filming a subject when time does not permit waiting for sun
to shine from desired position. In this instance, a
mirror wardissceneused
as key light
to reflectscreen
sunlight
toor subject.
Cheesecloth
diffuses
direct rays from sun, allowing just enough light to
pass to serve as fill light.
a reflector is a definite asset in lightening shadows created by a limited source
light. When filming closeups anywhere
in daylight, use of a reflector will give
a more evenly Ughted picture of your
subject, imparting a true professional
touch to your photography. In the production of home movie playlets, reflectors are a definite asset that lend
the quality of professional lighting us-

HOME MOVIES FOR AUGUST
ually associated with and expected in
scenario pictures.
While on the subject, don't forget
the utihty of a mirror as a Ught reflector on occasion. A hand mirror may
be sufficient to backHght the hair. A
full length mirror will provide a brilliant, hard light source of considerable
area. If the sun is shining in the wrong
direction for an important shot, it is
even possible to diffuse the direct sunlight with a cheesecloth or muslin
sunframe, then provide the "direct"with
a
light from the desired direction
mirror of suitable size.

Contiol Panel . . .
• Continued from Page 474
One 2"x2" angle.
One ivory-colored switch (for lamp) .
One brown-colored switch (for motor) .
Four Vi" flat head screws (for
mounting the switches) .
One brown-colored power-outlet box
(optional) .
Necessary wire, solder, tape, varnish,
etc.
The base of the control board as
shown in Fig. 1 at (PC. No. 1) was
cut from plywood, y&" thick, to the
outline and dimensions given in Fig. 1.
The recess for the switches was made
by first drilling a hole in one corner
of the proposed cut-out and then inserting acoping saw blade through the
hole. The blade was then secured to
the saw in the usual manner and the
cut completed. After all cuts were
made in the baseboard it was sanded

down and four 3/16" holes drilled as
shown to accommodate the mounting
bolts.
PC. No. 2, or the backboard of the
power outlet, is optional. If it is omitted on your control board, cut the baseboard to the dimensions shown at the
dotted line in Fig. 1. PC. No. 2 was
also cut from y%" plywood. You will
find that a piece large enough for this
will be left after making the cuts for
the baseboard. A small notch was cut
out at the bottom edge to accommodate an angle to which it is fastened
and, in turn, by which it is mounted
to the baseboard. (Instead of fastening
the L to the top of the baseboard, as
shown, by cutting a slot in the baseboard to suit the L and slipping it
through this slot, the L can be fastened to the under-side of the baseboard. In this way, the lower leg of
the L will not be visible and the mounting will have a neater, more professional appearance. This slot (alternate)
method calls for stove bolts in lieu of
flat head bolts. With a pencil or an awl
spot the locations of the holes in the
L on PC. No. 1, the control board
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THE New
DA-LITE

CHALLENGER

SCREEN
is already reaching new heights of popularity because of the superior light-reflective quality of its new Glass-Beaded
surface that makes pictures so much
brighter and clearer. Many other advanced features ore also making a big
hit — such as the new stronger Octagon
Case and the fully-enclosed "Slide-AMatic" locking which eliminates all external locking devices and assures faster,
smoother height adjustment. Ask your
dealer for the new Challenger today.
Write for literature! Address Dept. 8HM

LOOK

THE DA'LITE
TRADE MARK
AND

DA-LITE SCREEN CO.,lnc.
2723 No. Crawford Ave., Chicago 39, III.

Are

YOUR

Films

FOR

THE

OCTAGON
CASE!

Safe

from REEL Damage?
Films can be damaged beyond repair
by reels which corrode, allow sideslip ing, or saw on film edges. Avoid
these dangers to your often irreplaceable films by using Bell & Howell reels.
B&H reels are of rust-proofed spring
steel, rigid yet so resilient that they
will not take a set. They have no
sharp edges to cut film or fingers.
Their B&H "touch-threading" hubs
eliminate hunting in the dark for a
slot. Their film-footage calibrations
are another convenience feature.
HUMIDOR CANS
Give Added Protection
B&H humidor cans for these reels
are equally well built. They are rustproof, and are easy to open without
a prying tool. Heavy ribs add to
their rigidity. Satin surface permits
writing anywhere. Built-in humidifier pads have exclusive tell-tale disc
to indicate when pad is dry.

ISION-MADE BY

Tell-tale disc shows
in moist pad . . ,

i . . matches color of
d ry humidifier pad.

All Capacities Available Now
Your Filmo dealer will soon have B&H
reels and cans in all capacities for
both 8mm. and I6mm. film. Place
your orders with him now or write
to Bell & Howell Company, 7148
McCormick Road, Chicago 45.

i /

SINCE 1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF PRECISION
OF HOLLYWOOD
AND THEEQUIPMENT
WORLD FOR MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS
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KODilCHIUIHE

DUPUCATfS
*

★

★

Quality
Color

Prints
FOR

★ INDUSTRY
★ HOLLYWOOD
★ U.S. ARMY
★ U.S. NAVY
and YOU!

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.
6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Loi Angeles 28
" California

MOVIE
NEWSREELS
Hollywood, California
sums
you 9mm & 16mm
Atoms

SEND ONLY
25c
For Illustrated
catalog and
SAMPLE
FILM STRIP
IN COLOR

m
COLOR
AMOVIE
variety
of breath-taking
NEWSREELS
are now
ovailabie in gorgeous, colorful
Koc achrome. New 8mm and
16mm subjects include:
SCREEN TESTS" featuring Holywood's Pin-Up
most beautiful
tclented
beauties. and
See
these stars of tomorrow as they
model the latest alluring Swim
Suits.
DIVINGChampion,
EXHIBITIONS,"
Olympic
Queen of
The Springboard, does her stuff
for the slow camera.
- motion color
Also
"HOLLYWOOD"
"BEVERLYHILLS"
"RHUMBA"
and other
fasclnatins reels.
MAIL
COUPON
TO-DAY!

MOVIE N'=WSREELS. DEPT. 8
Check Hare
1424 N. Wilco», Hollywood 28, Calif. S
Enclosed find 25c (coin or stamps). Rush
latest
L 16mm
MOVIE INNEWSREELS
Catalog and SAMPLE FILM
STRIP
COLOR.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
ZONE.
STATE.

base and also on PC. No. 2, the power
outlet t)ackboard, and drill four 3 16"
holes to accommodate the mounting
bolts.
After the two pieces are cut to shapj
and sanded, and the necessary holes
drilled, stain them to match the projector finish. (The accompan)'ing photograph shows the control board purposely left unpainted in order to make it
more visible and the details of its construction more readily discernible. In
its finished state it is brown in color as
are, also, the motor switch and the
power outlet — blending beautifully
with the projector finish.) When dry,
both pieces should then be given two
coats of clear lacquer, although varnish
may be used instead. These operations
completed, the power outlet backboard
is bolted to the L and the L, in turn, to
the control board. To the projector
base, in which four 3 16" holes have
been drilled to suit, the control board
is then fastened with 3 , 1 6" stove bolts
and is now ready for wiring.
The wiring diagram, shown in Fig. 2,
is fairly simple. The control board, being divided into three separate units,
i.e., lamp switch, motor switch and

Story Of A Newspaper
* CoittiiiiicJ jrom Page 461

power outlet, has a complete circuit
provided for each unit. The motor
circuit, of course, goes a round-about
way as it hooks up to the rheostat for
speed control. The ivory colored switch
was chosen for the lamp switch and the
brown one for the motor; in this way,
the contrast between the two faciUtates the instant differentiation between
lamp and motor controls. It is easy to
remember that the light colored switch
controls the light.
A word of caution about wiring this
layout: when making the necessary
splices, remember these rules — make
'em right; make 'em tight; and insulate carefully. It is advisable to solder
each splice in lieu of merely twisting
or braiding the two pieces of wire together. In this way, a splice need not
exceed a quarter of an inch in length,
and the posibilitj' of it parting is practically negligible.
With a toy or other inexpensive projector thus improved, it affords just
about all the important conveniences to
be found in more expensive models; it
takes on a new lease on life, and showing of films becomes a more pleasurable
diversion.

. . .

necessary to every motion picture. This
"running gag" starts in the early part
of the picture when the city editor
gives an unstated, but evidently puzzling assignment to a new girl reporter.
From time to time the film shows her
working on this mysterious assignment.
When she finally gets it done, in the
concluding scenes of the picture, the
editoris the
holdsnewspaper
it up to way
showof "30"
—city
-which
saying THE END, drawing the picture
to a close.
As the result of local showings of
this film, an increased public interest
in and appreciation of the local newspaper has been noted. Many people who
have seen it have stated that they had
never before realized just how a news
paper organization functioned or how
much detailed effort went into each
day's publication. Our organizationproduced 1 6mm. film made the story
clearer than it could have been told in
cold type. It emphasizes and dramatizes the newspaper's stor)' more than
would conducted trips through the
plant because the camera was able to
film many operations in detail that
easily might be overlooked in first hand
observation.
"The film was originally planned for
local distribution only," said Mr. Miller, "but we have received more requests for the film for showing outside
the city than we have been able to fill

with the three prints in circulation.
"I am going up into Canada this
summer to the newsprint mills and
hope to get enough material there for
another picture. I also plan either a
motion picture or a sound slide film
for use of both our advertising and
circulation departments as an aid to
training new employees in their respective departments. From this material,
a special edition may be prepared also,
to show our readers and other citizens
of Royal Oak some more of the workings of the newspaper publishing business," Mr. Miller concluded.
How many other businesses could
benefit by a similar application of the
16mm. camera in publicizing products
and services is difficult to tell. It is
certain, though, that numbered among
the many thousands of amateur movie
makers of America there are many executives of publishers, manufactures,
etc., who could profitably follow the
experience of Royal Oak Daily Tribune's vice president Phillip Miller. He
made his pleasurable hobby pay dividends.

ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION
lome

Movies
Magazine
12 MONTHS FOR $3.00 IN U. S.
In Canada, $3.50 — Foreign, $3.50
SPECIAL OFFER: 2 Years for $5.00 in the U. S.

ME MOVIES
;0 Sunset Blvd.
lywood 28, Calif.
Send to..
Address..
City . ....
□ New

.State..—.
□ Renewal

□ Gift

City
_
StateL
□ New
□ Renewal □ Gift
Enclosed find $
Date

—.19

Sent in by
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_
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State
NO SUBSCRIPTION ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR
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Experimental
Workshop
• Continued from Page 477
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MESSAGE

board. Draw a pencil line around the
rim of the spool and, also, spot its center with the pencil point. Do this on
two separate pieces of cardboard, one
for each flange. Then, using the center
mark made with the pencil point, draw
a circle of the dimensions required to
suit your needs. For this operation you
will need a large compass or an efficient substitute. Do this on two separate pieces of cardboard, also, circumscribing the smaller circle drawn first.
The table below gives approximate size
of flange required for different footages: (Dimensions are given in inches).
50 ft. 100 ft. 200 ft. 400 ft.
8"
6"
a^/s" for 3/2"
Now
the second step: Punch a
hole with pencil point right through
the cardboard at the marked center of
the circles. Insert scissors in this hole
and cut out the inner circle previously
marked. (See Fig. i) Also, cut around
the large circle. Then trim off any
loose burrs and the flanges will be
ready for mounting on the empty spool.
Fig. 2 shows how this is done. Using
transparent cellulose tape in strips
about one inch long, paste the cardboard circles to the outside of the spool
flanges. Do not apply any tape on the
inside of the spool flanges for this will
decrease spool width so it will not be
able to take up the film. Just use enough
tape to insure a strong joint.
If you do a neat job of cutting the
cardboard to shape, the added flanges,
although made of cardboard, will stand
a surprising amount of abuse. — John
M. Gregory, Jersey City, N. J.

FROM

While we are shipping out lenses every day, our production reduces our
backlog of unfilled orders only slightly. So today, to satisfy the ever increasing demand for the world-famous

''GOERZ AMERICAN''
PRECISION PHOTO-LENSES
An American Product Since 1899
our plant is working at full speed, yet under the same rigid standard of
highest accuracy, which has been our motto from the start almost a half
century ago.
We suggest, you assure yourself of the highest place on our delivery list
by rushing in your order through your dealer for the lens you have selected.
"First come — first served" is the rule adhered to in fairness to everybody.
You will be repaid for your patience manifold if you let yourself be guided
by the following adage:
REMEMBER
For making first-cfass pictures a
"GOERZ AMERICAN"
lens will give you a lifeHme of
profitable satisfaction.
The c. P. GOERZ

OFFICE AND FACTORY:

AMERICAN

OPTICAL COMPANY
317 East 34th Street,
New York 16, N, Y.
HM-8

1

BEND OTHER
ENV AROUND
REEL fiRM
■
PIPE C LEANER

Make

Film Cleaner
Film can be kept free of dust and
grit by running it through the fold of
a bent pipe cleaner. The wire-cored
cleaner can be attached to a reel arm
— depending upon make of projector —
and will clean the film automatically.
—Ralph E. Kyper, Walpole, N. H.

BETTER

COLOR

Pictures

• For the first time, the natural
color photographer has a reliable
standard for measuring the color
content of light — and controlling
it. Harrison Color Charts also
give a complete explanation of
color temperature and show
graphically the color content of
light at every degree of color
temperature where changes affect
your photography. Only 25c
at your photographic dealer's.

THE TELEPHOTO LENS
FOR 8 & 16nim. MOVIE CAMERAS
THE LENS THAT CUTS
DISTANCE IN HALF!

O

AT LASTl The new auxiliary feiephoto lens that fits over the lens
of your comera.

Q

The
WIrgin of"TELOR"
lens Is now
ovolloble
your photographic
dealer. SEE IT TODAY!

Q

□
FREE descriptive folden af€ available.
PRICE $21.00 'C^'
Distrihuied "hp CO.. Inc.
CAMERA SPECIALTY
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• Readers: This department is for your
benefit. Send in your problems and our
technical committee will answer your
questions in these columns. If an answer
by mail is desired, enclose addressed
stamped envelope.

14
PROJECTO-SLIDE
PROJECTO -SLIDE COMPANY
^42 FiriH AVENUE
NEW YORK 17. N. Y.

I

I

'

• IVANHOE. by S/r Wo//er Scott
• TREASURE ISLAND
by Robert Louis Sfevenson
• THE THREE MUSKETEERS
by Alexandre Dumas
2" X 2" Slides...
120 sef
slidesor
(may beapproximately
ordered in full
four ports).
each
part $15.75 set; $4.25
35min Slidefilms
frames, $9.75 approximately 120
At Your Deahr's or Order Direcf

PICTORIAL

FILMS,

Inc.

Off With Their Heads (Peter
Twomley, New York City, N. Y.)
Q: In my closeups of people, their
heads are above the frame line, and
they always seem to be more to the
right than I focused them in my viewfinder. What causes this to happen}
I just got my second roll of film back
from the processors and found the same
fault prevails. Would you please explain u/hat it is that I am doing incorrectly? Could my viewfinder be incorrectly set}
A: While your viewfinder is corrected
to a certain degree for parallax the
difference in the relative position of
viewfinder and lens this correction
usually is limited to scenes filmed at
distances eight feet from the camera
and beyond. In order to guarantee getting all of your subject into a closeup
as you see it in the viewfinder, you
should make allowance for parallax by
raising your camera slightly so that
there is more space between the head
of subject and the top frame line of
the viewfinder; also, if your viewfinder
is to the right of your lens, move the
camera slightly to the right when lining up your subject, so that there will
be more space between the right edge
of the viewfinder frame and subject.
Brown Spots (G. Aldrich, Reno, Nev.)
O: / have been getting pretty favorable results processing my films by
the home reversal method but I notice
that the darker areas, instead of being
the usual blue-back in tone, are dark
brown. What causes this and how can
I correct it}
A: There are several causes for the
condition you complain of in processing your films. The most frequent cause
is lack of sufficient washing after the
bleaching process. Another probable
cause is that your chemicals may be
too weak. Try more thorough washing
and always use fresh chemicals in making up your formulas.
Shooting the Baby (M. H. Holmes,
Greencastle, Ind.)
Q: Recently I made some movies of
a new born baby. I used an Smm. camera with an f/1.9 lens and although I

used a No. 2 Photoflood for my light
source and a bright tin near the
camera for a reflector, the pictures all
turned out to be under-exposed. My
chief problem was to get sufficient
light on the scene without hurting the
baby's eyes. I used Super X film. What
are your suggestions}
A: We appreciate that you must take
care with bright lights when filming
a new born child. Most satisfactoiy
photographic results may be had with
diffused light in sufficient qiuntity.
Two No. 2, photofloods with gauze,
oiled silk, or tracing cloth diffiuers in
front of them should give you enough
safe illtunination to make closeup and
semi-closeup shots.
If possible, place the lights overhead
or to one side of the baby so they will
not shine directly in the infant's face.
Also, for successful shots of this nature, you should use an electric exposure meter.
Slower Speed Exposure (Roger
Hurdston, Philadelphia, Pa.)
Q: How do I determine my exposure
when J want to shoot several scenes at
a slower speed of 8 frames per second
instead of the usual 16?
A: If normal exposure for your
camera at 16 frames per second is
l/30th of a second, the shutter speed
or exposure at 8 frames per second would
be twice as great or 1/Hth of a second. Therefore, if you are using an exposure meter you will take your reading from the 1/1 5 th of a second marking instead of the l/30th — indicated
on some exposure meters as the 16
frames per second exposure point. If
your normal 16 F.P.S. camera speed is
1 /40th of a second, then the 8-frame
speed exposure rating would be l/20th
of a second.
Fuzzy Closeups
Shreveport, R. I.)

(M. V. Ronson,

Q: "Closeups, closeups, make more
closeups," is all I hear and read these
days but nothing seems to improve the
quality of my closeups. They are all
fuzzy looking and never as sharp as
my regular shots. What is my trouble}
Should I get my lens checked} It's an
f/i.5 lens in fixed focus mount.
A: You shouldn't have any trouble
making normal medium closeupi with
your lens. Perhaps you have been trying ultra closeups. If you try to shoot
at distances closer than six feet, you
may need to i«e a portrait or suppl;mental lense placed over the regular
camera lent. Such lenses are available
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for photographing objects as close as
six to eight inches.

Aik Your Dealer
VAfORATE
CO.. INC.
110 W. 44th St.
New Yerk City

■ ELL tt HOWSLL CO.
1801 Larehmont, Chleaf*
716 N. LaBrea, Hellrwaed

IMM TEMPTATION 16MM
Featuring Medeli from the Hollywood Faihion
Modal Agency
Here are the most leautifuT Models you ever laid
your eyes on in gorgeous settings and unusual poses
that will thrill you. This movie is different, refreshing and has real eye appeal.
Special Prices for this Exclusive Production
SO ft. Imm. $}.00, 100 ft. limm. $5
FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS (HM)
f. O. Box 20«4
San Antonio i, Texas
We Ship C.O.D. plus Postage
DVPUCATES
8mm. to 16mm. to 8mm.
Black & White and Kodachronne
— Ne Finer Werk Anywhere —
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
SauHi ftate, Calif.

Grain Bugaboo (P. T. Westerfield,
Los Angeles, Calif.)
Q; h there anything I can do in
shooting my black and white film to
reduce "grain" or at least keep it at
a minimum?
A: No, grain cannot be controlled
during filming. In fact, unless you are
processing your own cinefilms, you
don't have to worry about the grain
bugaboo. Only "fast" emulsion films,
those with high Weston ratings, are
apt to show any appreciable amount of
grain; but where such films are processed by the manufacturer or their
authorized laboratories, fine grain processing reduces the "grain bugaboo" to
a minimum. If you process your own
films, particularly panchromatic, it
would be wise to use a fine grain formula.
Cahf.)
Exposure (Frank Halstead, Belvedere,
Q: How do I go about lighting and
adequately exposing a scene of a mm
in a darkened roam?
A: Your best results will be obtained
by spotlighting in a scene of this kind.
The small, low cost spotlights now on
the market are sufficient for this type
of photography.
Colo.) Life (Barton Phillips, Denver,
Splice
O; Is it advisable, from the point of
view of durability, to put a lot of splices
in a film I hope to keep for a long
time? Will a splice hold up as long as
the rest of the film, or will it break
within a few years?
A: If splices are well made and a
good quality of cement is used, they
will last for an indefinite period. In
splicing safety film, each section of the
film is virtually welded together. The
cement momentarily dissolves at the
base of the film and causes the two
sections to fuse together into one.

Movies

of

Kiddies
will b« better If yon follow the filming ideas
contained in this new 32-page booklet |ust
off tlie preu. Contains SO separate Ideas on how
to film children — how to make home movlea of
your kiddies appealing and professional-like.
25c
POSTPAID
VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
MMO Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 28, Calif.

White on Black Titles (Porter Burch,
Freeport, 111.)
Q; How can I make good titles that
will screen with white letters on a
black background without using the
direct-positive method with positive
film? I have a small printing press and
can print black on white stock; but to
print white on black is a job even for
a commercial printer.
A: You can print the kind of cards
necessary for shooting white lettered
titles on black backgrounds with reversal film in this way: First, secure
a quantity of fine aluminum powder
from a printers' supply house. Then
print your title cards — with white ink
on black cards — and dust each card
with the aluminum powder as soon as
you take it off the press. The aluminum
powder will adhere to the "wet" ink.

Hai Roach Comedies
FamoM Start
25 Two Reeleri
Musical

Varieties

LmiIs Jordan and His Band
8 One Reefers
Technicolor Cartoons
R«lMa«d by RKO
AJto AvarlafcU in
BLACK AND WHITE
13 One Reefers
in
RKO Chaplin Comedies
12 Two Reefers
ALL 16MM. SOUND
Exelusiva 16nun. DiatribHtorc
S«nd for our iatsat catalog of
MAJOR COMPANY faaturos, Mrialt
and short subioct*.

t
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You Can Make A
Better

Splice

A splice that, won't break with a
CRAIG

SPLICER

Craig Senior Splicer
. . . it used for all 6mm. and 1 6mm. sound or
silent film— four simple operations without wetting
flim— gives you permanent splices— guaranteed to
stick— has cutler and a dry scraper. $10.95
Craig

Junior Splicer
. . . is easy to use— it's adaptable for either 8mm.
or 16mm. film. Complete with bottle of Craig
Safety Film Cement and water container. Mounted
on hardwood base. $3.95
CRAIG ilAOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
Lot Angelet
San Ftpnciice Seattle
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ENTERTAINMENT
ScnJ for our richly illustrated free booklet

fumy
7/*
8mm... ..J5.50 . . . 16mm. Silent $8.75
16mm. Sound $17.50

. . . EDUCATION
. .
A perfect subject for recess program or
classroom work.
-PUBLIC LIFE OF ABRAHAM
3 Reels
— 33 Minutes
LINCOLN"
Sale, $150.00
— 16mm. Sound
All of the histrionic meat of Lincoln's life
has been cational
included
in
this will
rare find
epic that
of eduvalue. Teachers
this
subject
ties-in
very
neatly
with
their
text
book and outside reading.
. . . RELIGION
. .
We are distributors of Cathedral Filr
and Slides.

'45 West
in Canada it's
ARROW FILMS, LTD.
43 Victoria Str., Toronto I, Ont.
SEND FOR OUR NEW FEATURE
CATALOGUE

producing crisp, brilliant copy which
will photograph perfectly.
Title Backgrounds
Louisville, Ky.)

(P. Garvey,

O; In making titles in -which the
lettering is super-imposed on a moving
background, what kind of glass must
be used} Does the glass have to be large
in dimensions?
A: We presume that you intend to
project a moving background and for
this purpose you should project it on a
ground glass, the texture of which
should be the finest obtainable. Do not
use the flash-opal glass. The size of the
glass depends entirely upon the focusing
range of your camera lens or titling
equipment. If you are using one of the
several typewriter titlers, then the

News
• Continued Of
fromWhat's
Page 450

New

ground glass should be cut to fit the
title card holder. On the other hand,
if your camera lens is capable of focusing sharply from 2 ft. and beyond, the
ground glass should be positioned ahead
of the camera, at about a distance of
Va.)
30", and would have to be large enough
to fill the field at this distance — 9"
Trick Effect (J. Clyde, Richmond,
I would like to make a shot of
byQ: 12".
calendar pages dropping off one by one
but I don't seem to get the same results
they do in professional movies. Can you
tell me how to do this?
A: Attach piece of thread under each
calendar page, start camera and pull
each page off by thread.

. .

pre-knowledge of light content at any
given moment, a privilege hitherto
available only to the professional movie
industry.

mechanism as the DW-5 8 meter recently announced by G-E.

The Harrison Light Corrector analyzes the three percentages, red, green and
blue, and tells definitely and accurately
just what Light Corrector filter disc
to use to compensate for any excess or
color.
Telephoto Lens
The Wirgin "Telor" is a unique auxihary lens which, when screwed into
lens mount of a regular 8mm. or 16mm.
cine camera lens, converts it to a telephoto. Its use does not affect the speed
of camera lens, nor are any additional
attachments necessan,' for its use. Price
is S2L00 plus tax. Said to be generally
available from photographic dealers
throughout the U. S., manufacturer is
Camera Specialtv Co., SO W. 29th St.,
New York.
Modified GE Exposure Meter
A new and modified form of the
General Electric DW-5 8 exposure meter, incorporating the new American
Standards Association (ASA) exposure
index numbers is now under production.
This change has been made in the
interests of standardization as General
Electric is adopting the new, improved
film-rating system developed by ASA
and already being used by all the nation's leading film manufacturers for
all types of users, as it was by Army
and Navy photo units in the war.
Numbers of the ASA system are arranged so that they are close enough
to permit use with all previous model
G-E exposure meters with a minimum
of difficulty. Except for the dial on
the front, this is the same instrument

• Locks in focus.
Miniature Camera
Soon to be available on the domestic
market, the new Clarus precision 3 5mm.
candid camera is now being manufactured in the U. S. by the Clarus Manufacturing Company of Minneapolis.
Formerly produced by German manufacturers, the new Clarus camera features "Synchro-loc Focusing" and a
new curtain type focal plane shutter
using intermittent action, never before
produced in this country. The Clarus
will be sold by all photographic supply
dealers and priced to suit average
budgets.
Audio-Visual Instructors
Supporting the vital and fast-growing Audio-visual education program in
schools and colleges, and knowing the
need for a complete understanding of
this important addition to education.
Radiant Manufacturing Corp. of Chicago, is offering a complete service to
all Audio-visual course instructors.
Including booklets, articles, discuscharts, samples
'Hy-Flect"
Glass sionBeaded
fabric ofandthethe
Radiant
Screen Finder, the service offers the
personal assistance of the local Radian:

HOME MOVIES FOR AUGUST
representatives to any instructors on
problems of instruction.
In line with courses now being given
in University summer school in Audiovisual education this service should be
of great help to all interested students
as well as instructors. For a list of the
available materials, write to Radiant
Manufacturing Corp., 1144 West Superior Street, Chicago 22, 111.

Automatic dissolve attachment For The
Cine Special . . .
Model A
$49.50
Model B
89.50
See your dealer or write
JOSEPH YOLO
5968 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone Gladstone 0158
NOW! LEUDI CINE METER
FOR BETTER RESULTS
SIMPLE — easy to use
ACCURATE
— for all
lighting
NO GUESSING
COMPACT
so light — tiny and
1 FOR ALL MOVIE
FromCAMERAS
8 to 128 Frames
ORDER YOUR LEUD
NOW!
New Model, leather case.
full instructions $2.50
(We pay postage)
Canada:
R. L. Hodkinson
131 Victoria
Toronto Street
MIMOSA AMERICAN
CORPORATION
207 E. 84th St.
N. Y. 28, N. Y.

Hollywood Hi-Speed
8MM FILM
'Splendid
for
all
indoor
shotsscenes,
such asstage
Birthdays,
Anniversaries, night
street
plays,
II sporting events, etc.
lOLLYWOOD HI-SPEED FILMS are fully panchromatic— use any filter Non-Halation backing, marvelous latitude, fine grain.
25 Ft. 8mm. $3.00— Weston 32-24 or 24-14
Hollywoodland Studios
SOUTH GATE, CALIFORNIA
.

.
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BLAOK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME |
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY {
Incorporated
Ii4 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago..—.4.
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TITLE LETTERS
Buy from mfgr. and save. Used by amateur and
professional. No fancy package, just 225 pieces
of indestructible metal letters, numbers and
figures, soft white, give proper shadowing.
Complete with instructions for vertical setup.
Guaranteed. $3.95 set delivered.
CALIF. PAT. LETTER SUPPLY
48231/2 Oakwood Ave.
4, Calif.
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Film and Equipment for
507
Single 8mm. Camera Owners
Complete Home Processing Kit
The CINE RACK
everything except
No. chemicals
Ito provides^
the
you — "
need
process*^
Single
filrr^l
at
home.8mm.
Of spe-H|
owners of Single
8mm.
REVERE
clal interest
and
UNIVE) tc™'
cameras who ex
ties
having
perlencein difficul-L
their work done by professional laboratories.
Excellent for developing titles and other short
lengths of film. Try out home processing this
Inexpensive way before investing in large expensive No.
equipment.I
Cine Rack
KIT No. I
Capacity
ft. Single
8mm.30 film
Complete
Developing Rack $1.45
ShippedExpress
via
Loading Stand
75 Railway
Drying Rack
85 charges collect
$3.95
8x10
Tray
i.OO
Wt. 3 lbs.
Total value
$4.05
items may be purchased separately
We are distributors of Revere Single 8 film.
30 ft. roll with FREE processing $1.4?.
Singleincluded.
8mm. Bulk Film, lab packed, processing
not
Weston
24 Weston
44
100 ft. Single 8mm
$2.15 $2.75
Laboratory Reversal Processing 30 ft. 8mm. $ .50
Write Today for Free Catalog of Complete
Home Movie Needs
SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
"Home Processing Headquarters"
105 S. Wells St. Dept. 844 Chicago 4, III.

O Measures incident light.
Norwood Meter
Soon to be available for the amateur
is a special model Norwood exposure
meter known as the Director. This meter has earned renown as the first meter
adopting the principle of measuring incident rather than reflected light for
photography,
both still and motion pic
ture.
The Norwood Director features a
hemispherical light collector for integration of incident illumination, differing from the familiar flat plane photo-cell type of meter. Manufacturer is
Norwood Meter Company, San Fernando, Calif.
Pocket Viewer
Combining in one compact unit a
fine precision instrument for viewing
all 2x2 slides, the new Fodeco Pocket
Viewer fits easily into the pocket or
briefcase. It shows each slide, so that
you see a brilliantly magnified threedimensional-effect image in sharp detail without squinting and without
using a projector. This is a handy new
gadget for all amateur cinefilmers who
want to show slides easily and quickly and have some place to store them
too. The Fodeco holds 5 6 slides and is
not only practical but beautiful, of all
metal construction, with a bronze
wrinkle finish. It is distributed by
Technical Devices Corp., Roseland, N.J.

YOUR ^
SILENT TO FILMS
( Music • Narration • Special Effects )
LET us convert your 16 mm picture to a sound film
of the highest quality. Skilled technical staff, and
finest sound recording equipment and studio facilities to serve industrial, amateur and educational
film producers. Write TELEFILM, Inc., Dept. H-8
6039 Holl)wood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif,
for prices and literature.
OUR SERVICE IS USED BY: ^
AiResearch
MIg. Co.
Co.
• •Loclh.ed
AircrsH Corp.
Corp. ^
Douglsi Aircraft
Food Machinery
U. S. Naval Photo
Servkei
Dept.
•
Santa
Fe
Railroad
fj
Standard Oil Co. of Calif.
Si

TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD

NEW! TRIMENSIONAL
PRODUCTIONS 8mm. and 14mm.
Multiplane
Movies
First Time
^°
NOW ■ Trimensional
in KODACHROME and
BLACK & WHITE
Write for FREE illustrated catalog describing these Sensational new type subject?, also
travelogues, etc. — all new 1946 subjects.
PRODUCERS SERVICE
6770 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood 28, Calif
STOP
"APOLOGIZING"
For Your
Movie Titles
Write
today
for
FREEare Adifferent
to-Z Sample
Title Test
Kit. Make titles athat
. . . better
and
l:illored to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. » W. OUTFIT $4 50
A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. H New York 10. N. Y.
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sot
CUT

HOME

MOVIE COSTS
wltk ILACK «4Hl WHITE fine
mil Senl-OrthMhrematic
T«r«lkle
Flln
ftr eist.
finest reiultsRe-—
le«e«t
16inm. Raversible
Outdoor Film
100-ft. Roll only $2.50
Ratlai SthelHtr 18
8mm. Rovsrsible
Outdoor Film
25' Dbl«. 8, only $1.25
VIS-O-PAN
Full
Puchreniitle
liiMT — OuMmf
EiMptltMl File 8r*ln
DtakI* tmm.— 2t ft $2.00
!(■■.— 100 (t. -.. 5.80
8«a«
tey
»rM«Hiiig
Included.
Sh ysiir dialer
dinet.*r i»ni neiey
Write for prlMt for deTel«ptBg
>ad praMUlm far tarn, and
ItnuB. fllBi bought eUevbsre.
Dept. 12
VISUAL INSTRUCTION
SU^LY CO.
1717 BrMtfoay, ■rMklya 7. N.Y.

RAY FERNSTROM A.S.C.
Ye«r
avallablap«rMnal
to cevarHollywood
your waatt CInomatographar
anywhara In tha
WMt. Profeulenallia yoyr cator fllmi with
Hollywood Intarler* and axtarlor scanic locaHeM.
In Hollywood
photograph
party Whan
ar loeatloni
to fit InI'llwith
tha film your
you
ihoot. Will raeammand localloni to vlilt and
photograph to that yo« will gat tha moit out
of yowr trip hara and tha film you aipoia.
Twoiity yaari axparlanca In Hollywood witti
contact* that will promlM you a good tima and
battar plcturoi.
AddrcM Horn* M*viM
TdoyhoM OL 1965

WELD-ALL
OkePei/cct

cord, and economically priced at $4.95.
It is distributed through the Union
Sales Company, 141 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.

O Tails about color temperature.
New

Book On Color Photography

"Natural Color Photography," by
Stanley J. Flesch, has, in the author's
own words, "reduced a problem to its
irreducible minimum!"
It all started when the author began
to ponder the reason why it was impossible to take successful color pictures under all conditions where black
and white film was used. The book,
modern in format and design, and written so simply a child can understand
it, will help all the color fans who want
to know why they haven't been able
to take natural color pictures under all
conditions without having to go through
all the trials and tribulations the author encountered in finding out.
Containing more than forty illustrations, charts and diagrams, five color
charts and a Kelvin scale, this book
will be of immeasurable aid to every
filmer of color movies, beginner, advanced or pro. It has 108 pages, 7x10,
plastic binding and retails for $1.5 0.

FILM CEMENT
POU 8MM • I6MM • 3&MM
• iVONT DRY OUT
• iOWINFL/IMMABIurY
*Af/lD OP OS
WdU to^'HOW TO USE FILM CEMENT"

USE
Fine
^^^HiIBl^kL^!HH^^^^^^^^I Grain
Mere
Reversible
OUTD«*R
Safety
Aitlon
Film
Fib*
Ample
At Leu
Oiildoor
Celt.
Speed
AMBERTINT FILM „
jC,. laaludes
maeklne prMeulof.
Day-^^'^^
WM
Ilgkt ••Mil.
M load
ahoot.
Callt.
buyers readj
Include
itlei& tax.
|0Mr|t.
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
"The Wejfi Or*at«st rUa Order Beuie"
•euthgate
Oallfornla

16mm. SOUND on Film
Raaavdiax Studio aad Editing Fialitiat
UBNDT-MAURUt RECOtDIR
Cae. W. COLBURN LABORATOtY
Incorporatad
m N. Wackar DrWa
Chicago «

O Heats darkroom solutions.
Flasheat
Of interest to all processors of home
movie films, and an ideal addition to
home darkroom equipment is the new
quick-heating immersion- type electric
water heater, "Flasheat," which heats
sufficient water to dissolve chemicals
and keep developing solutions at desired temperatures, particularly during
cold weather. It can also be lued in
winter to raise the temperature of the
washwater for films. The Flasheat
measures 5 '^ inches long by 2 inches,
is complete with rubber connecting

O Features new locking device.
Tripod Screen
Da-lite Screen Company, Inc., 2723
N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, 111., is introducing a new Challenger Tripod
Screen said to have new features which
offer better projection, simpler operation and adjustment of height, as well
as sturdier construction.
"Slide-A-Matic," a new and exclusive inner-locking system in the new
Challenger, completely eliminates external locking devices such as thumb
screws and plimgers. To adjust the
height of the screen, simply pull back
on the elevating tubing which raises
or lowers it to the desired height. Release the tubing, and it locks in placa
automatically. The fully opened screen
can be adjusted in height without separate movements of fabric or case.
One simple motion opens the tripod
legs and the "Slide-A-Matic" locking
device automatically secures them in
place. The new, smart looking octagonshaped case is stronger than the former
round case and allows the fabric to roll
in or out without rubbing against the
edges of the case opening.
Other distinctive improvements are
the new hanger bracket and han?er lo'>n
which hold the screen fabric more securely and prevent it from slipping.
A new metal carrying handle conforms
to the shape of the hand and folds flat
against the case for compact storage.
Wocote

Lense Coating

WoUensak Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y., announces that it cannot,
at present, coat old Wollensak lenses
for owners who wish to add to the effectivenes oftheir lenses by means of
an anti-reflecting coating.
WoUensak is devoting its expanded
lens coating facilities exclusively to producing coated surfaces for lenses now
being manufactured. 'Wlien the back-
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Just tend your used
camera and photo
equipment to Charlie
Bass and watch him

log of orders for new lenses has been
filled, WoUensak will then provide lens
coating facilities for owners of older
Wollensak lenses. Because of complex
processes involved in the appUcation of
Wocote lens coating, the firm will not
coat lenses not of its own manufacture.

ALBUMS

"dire" for it! He'll
mail you back a fat
check ... so why not
"nibble" and take
the plunge today?
Ly<dm..T>2e lour treasured SnapshvN
The smoothly woven binding, gayly colored,
lends a country air to a sophisticated album. Black paper mounts, plastic binding
rings. A fine gift for a friend or yourself.
At Stores — Size 5x7" $1.75; 8x10"
$2.50;
Free Catalog11x14"
o( Amfllei$3.50.
(or Reels, Slides. Neiatlves, eto.
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MaeVan Specialties Since 193&|
Thrw Urn Torrtt* for Fllmo I cam«rat, In-|
civdina Automatic Indaxing and Critical Focus 1
Ing. Thli turrot aeeommodatai all B t H turrat g
lanta* for Imm. Wa can lupply adaptari for alii
■thor
typa lantac.
The total cost Initallad ongm
your Film*
li $14.10.
Tha Modal 2<W Backwlnd will count avary frame e
In a«ck ihot praclsaly, parmlt baclcwincling for|
laps antlra
and for
or to enromovag
t>a
roll. doubia
Tha totalaipoturat
celt Initallad
your ^
Rim* • It t37.U.
I
?roclilen
perforating
of
any
type
limm.
ftlm|1
for ute In double Imm. camarai, 2c par foot,
return peitage paid.
Lab. Service: limm. to Imm. and Imm. tog|
Hmm. Matter Negative! end Paittivei made le g
order.
§
MacVAN MFG. CO.
i
lUt B C«|on Blvd. San Diego 5. Calif. |
mmmmmmmimmmtmmmmmmmumummmmm
WILL CONVERT any
16mm. SILENT PROJECTOR to SOUND
9790SOUND HEAD end ADAPTER allows
$Complete
you to run regular limm. talklai with perfect
sound repreduction.
Send for Hlmtrtted literature

Lowest OBExchange
Rates —Fllin»—
Where dstlo.
Can You
All 8tAi4er<
Ett. Beat •*'>
AlUviRS* ExehaRQe Rat*
Stou C«aipl«U
1 4.S0
1.00
I tarn Ooaciate— sUtot
7.74
II.SO
4.00
IS.M
l?mBi C jOipUle— «uun(S
1.00
l?inoi 100 ft. — wirad
I.IO
Club)
IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
r. O. BOX Of
BROCKTON iS. MASS.
MiKieliU Vmi lao rx. M.O.f. Subt<oU %S.5Q
\fM n-ixrt r«j*.3 B««i(.
.._
i.eo

OLD TIME MOVIES r
i.i Aiicnoi Avenue
Ocaanslde, L. I., New York
SILENT. SOUND — Shmii.. 16min., 35mm.
FREE CMttlogi — Modern Muticals; Comedies;
GUmour
Girls; Keystone
Cops; Films.
Chtplins; Ne-w
HedictUObstetrics
Instrnction
MHkWtnmiMifauuwiaivHHUHUHmHUHiiuiiuiMumuiiutiiunuHi'i
16mm

Home Projectionists]
WRITE FOR FILM LIST
f
Dept. S-l
I
P. O. Boi 3lf
I
North Hollywood. Calif. 1

RENT

Sound

films

50c per reel
Large laloction of faaturet and slMrH.
New printi; frea catalog.
•

• Has patented slide changer.
Automatic Slide Projector
An automatic slide projector with a
patented slide changer which feeds by
gravity and re-arranges slides automatically after projection has been produced by Pictures Recording Company
of Illinois. One of the outstanding features of the new projector is the remote control push button arrangement
which enables the operator to change
slides while sitting 10 feet away. There
is also a manual control lever at projector, and a friction drive microfocusing device. Furnished with a J" Wollensak anastigmat lens (coated at additional cost), 300 watt lamp, and two
slide containers, the new Automatic
Slide Projector retails for $92.50 (FOB
Chicago) and will be available in September.

UNION

COUNTY
FILM
SERVICE
130 Chestnut Stratt
Reielle Park, Naw Jersey

Cut Home Movie Costs
WE HAVE 8mm.-16niin. FILM!
1 6mm. Reversible Outdoor Film

Rating L W«iHon
i^l;":..."!":
$2.50 ^'rf>^i!
,
^r'i^iSS*^^ .5«
8mm. Reversible
DoubiFilm
25-ft. Outdoor
a 'iK ^v^/^
0. only
Sam* day^ ■proctssing included
BETTER FILMS
742 N«w Lots Av». Brooklyn. N. Y. CL. 7-1822
•k NATURAL BRIDGE OP VIRGINIA AND
DEATH VALLEY
★ PETRIFIED FOREST
★ GRAND CANYON
Modern Wonders
of the Color
"World in Realistic
Beautiful
100
ft. limm.
50 ft.
8mm. Koda.—
Koda. — •aeh
aach subject...
subject _ _.$I5.M
% 7.50
SUPERLATIVE PRODUCTIONS
2HA Honolulu Ave., Montrose, Calif.

Filter Kits, DeLuxe
Chess-United Co., Inc., have assembled two types of Omag Universal DeLuxe Filter Kits. Kits contain the new
Chroma (for converting indoor Type
A film to outdoor use) Chromeflash
(for converting outdoor Type A film
to flash illumination), Chromeblue
(for using outdoor color film under
regular indoor illumination) and
Chromehaza (for retaining color balance when using regular outdoor Kodachrome under intense ultra violet or
haze conditions). Series V is priced at
$11.50, Series VI at $13.75, and Series
VII at $28.50, plus tax. These kits may
all be obtained from your local dealer,
or the Chess-United Company, Inc.,
Emmet Building, Madison Avenue at
29th St., New York 16, N. Y.

16mm.

r
Distinctive TITLES
and
EDITING
For thaExpert
Amateur and
Profetsiooal
I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and
- Kodadiema
PriceWhite
List on• Rsquett
STAHL EDITING b TITLING SCRVICC
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.
Precision Made
SLITTER
width
Slits 8mm. double
film, $3.?5
BAIA MOTION
ENG. PICTURI
120 Victor
Detroit 3, Michigan
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RATES: 10c per word. Minimum ad $2.00. Add 5c per word for text In capitals.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• BASS SAYS: Cine values in unconditionally guaranteed equipment:
USED I6MM. CAMERAS: B. & H. Filmo 70-A, Coole
F:3.5 lens, and case, $82.50. B. & H. Filmo, superspede, latest, I" Wollensak F:l.5 lent coated, with
case.
$-42.50. $200.00. Eastman Kodak 16mm. Model "A",
We have new Bolex H-8 and H-16 cameras in stock.
New BoUi GB-lt projector, 750 watt bulb, 2 lenses,
and case, $331.00. Another lot of new Revere 87
and 99 cameras, and Revere Deluxe projectors.
Keystone 750 watt A-8 proiectori, $92.00.
LENSES . . . IMMEDIATE DELIVERY: 43mm. CineKodak Anastigmst F:2.7, choice of adapter, $77.00.
I" KernITEMS:
Skitar F:l.4
lens forprojectors,
Bolex, $183.75.
RARE
Lensescoated
for Filmo
new
models. New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo
F:2.l projection lent for limm. projectors, chemically coated, $25.45. M/j" wide angle Filmo F:l.8
projection
lens,
chemically
coated, $14.85.
3" F:2
projection
lens,lens,
chemically
F:2.5 projection
chemicallycoated.
coated, $26.60.
$25.55. 4"
Kodak Editor
Pols-Screen,
mount,
Craig
Junior
for 8 and'W"16mm.,
$8.75.$10.30.
Craig Senior
Editor for 8 and 16mm., $28.50.
SPECIAL: Jurt arrived . . . new Ambol Tru-Pan
tripod, $43.10 including Federal Tax. New Unicolt
tripod with exclusive side-swing movement, and
pan tilt, $87.50. B. & H. objective finders in stock
from
15mm. forup8mm.
to 6".
Extenar andwideKeystone
angle
attachments
B. &Cine
H., Revere,
lenses, $27.50. plus $2.45 Federal Tax. 200 ft. heavyduty 16mm. rewinds, each. $12.00. Dummy with
brake, $2.50.
We buyfor'em,
and tradeall'em.
stocks
new tell
Cine'enn,
equipment,
makes.Complete
BASS CAMERA COMPANY. DEPT. 179 W. Maditon
St., Chicago 2, III.
• NEW 1600' reels $1.75. Cans $1.25. Combination
$2.50. 800' cans, 85c. 400' cans, $25c. 16mm. motor
driven
Electric projector
Exposure (200'
meterfilm
withfree)
case,$15.00.
$24.50.General
DeJur
AutoCritic Meter with case. $23.75. 8-l6mm. Silentsound films. Catalogues, End title lOc. INTERNATIONAL-HM. 2120 Strauss, Brooklyn. N. Y.
• WESTON Master II exposure meter, $29.67;
General Electric DW-58 exposure meter, $26.95;
Dejur Autocritic 50A exposure meter including
case, $25.50; DeJur 5B exposure meter including
case, $16.18. Shipping charges prepaid except
C.O.D. RITTER CINEMA SERVICE. 507 South Oak
Park Avenue, Oak Park. Illinois.
• 35MM. machines, Kolograph, Simplex, Powers,
Motiegraph; 16mm. Sound machines, Ampro, Victor, Bell !i Howell, and RCA; 16mm. and 35mm.
Sound film for sale; will trade 35mm. Sound film
for 16mm. Sound film. Send stamps for listings.
MERTZ FILM SERVICE, Springfield, Illinois.
• NEW and used Victors, Eastman, Ampro, Holmes
sou-d
and and
tilent Craig
projectors,
films, projection
Griswold
splicers,
rewindert, lamps,
reels,
camera films. ZENITH. 308 W. 44th, New York City.
• LIMITED supply of brand-new (1946) low-priced
16mm. soundie projector! available for Immediate
disposal. Reserve yourt todayl CHARLES F. HUNTER, 29 John Street, Rensselaer. New York.
• BOLEX— World's Finest Movie Camera. Models
L-8, H-8, H-16 available for Immediate shipment.
Trades accepted. For an immediate answer, write
CINARCO, Davenport, Iowa.
• BELL i HOWELL 8-l6rrm. Precision Movie
Equipment. Literature and prices upon request.
You'll like our fast and frjendly service. Write
CINARCO, Davenport. Iowa.
• NEW 1000 watt DeJur-Amsco 8mm. projectorj
for immediate delivery. Reverses, Stills, Automatic
rewind. DAYTON FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn,
Dayton, Ohio.
• MOVIE Cameras, Projectors, Film at lowest
prices. Big free catalog. CAVALIER CAMERA
COMPANY.
1822 Center Avenue, Pltttburgh 19,
Penna.
• SURPLUS cameras. Scarce itemt. StiTi and
Movie. BargaintI CAMERA GUIDE, 126-1 Lexington
Avenue, New York. Latest issue well worth 25c
(Coin).
• REVERE 8mm. Cameras and Projectors for imr"ed'ata
deliver/.
literature,Davenport,
prices and
p'orrpt reply,
write For
CINARCO,
Iowa.a
• NOW del u/e 500 watt Universal 8mm. projectors onl/ $63.00. For immediate deliver/. DAYTON
FILM, INC.. 2227 Hepburn, Dayton, Ohio.
• KEYSTONE 8-l6mm. Cameras & Projectors for
Immediate t^Ipmert. Try our speedy service. Write
CINARCO, Davenport, Iowa.
• FOR SALE 35mm. projector Zless Ikon lett Amplifier ard Speaker. Contact R. S. McGRIFF, Route
I. Bahama, North CaroHra.
• 2000$10.00
FT. EARL
Hesv-/ R.dutyHARDESTY
rewinds. 2815
8mm. Rose
or I6mri.
New
Ave..
Halethorpe 27, Mar/land.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• PROFITS IN HOME MOVIES— a newly-published
book just overflowing with ideas and opportunities
to sufficiently guide the 16mm. movie-maker realize
his ambitions as well as gain valuable profits at
the
samePriced
time atin $2.00.
his field.
"must"
your
library!
OrderA your
copyin today
from
CHARLES
F.
HUNTER'S
HOME
MOVIES,
29
John Street. Rensselaer. New York.
• BRAND new Victor and Ampro sound projectors, immediate delivery. Used sound projectors.
Write, wire: WEST PARK FILM EXCHANGE, 348B
Tuttle Ave., Cleveland II, Ohio.
WANTED
• SHOTGUNS, TARGET PISTOLS AND RIFLES accepted in trade on cameras, proiectors, screens,
editors, and everything photographic. If you have
equipment of this type to trade in or if you wish
to trade in your present photographic equipment
toward new merchandise soon to be received, you
will find our present allowances more than liberal.
Write, describing your equipment and we will quote
our allowances
by return mall. NATIONAL CAMMinn. ERA ECHANGE, 86 So. 6th St.. Minneapolis 2,
• WE need your discarded 50' 8mm. projection
reels
and ESO-S
30' 8mm.
reels. Mail
them
postpaid;
willprojection
refund postage
and allow
4craw forfilm,
the large
50' andprojection
2'/2C for reels
the 30'andreels
tradeitemson
all Inother
listed in our Spring catalog (tee ad in this issue).
Mo.
ESO-S
PICTURES, 828 W. 39th St.. Kansas City 2.
• LENSES wanted. Will pay top prices and spot
cash for all types of standard lenset Such as Zeiss,
Goer?, Stelnheil, Cooke, Wollensak, etc., etc. Mall
lens for examination
and &state
askingINC..
price.321 Im-S.
mediate service. BURKE
JAMES,
Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois.
• WILL pay top prices for still cameras such as
Contax. Leica, Rollieflex, etc., also Cine cameras
and all typet of photographic lenses. Send full
detcrlption or mail in for examination. We acknowledge immediately. PHOTO LENS CO., 140
W. 32nd Street, New York City.
• WANTED 16mm. Filmo, Cine Special, Bolex
equipment. 35mm. Arriflex, Cinephon, Bell & Howell
and Eyemo, Cineflex cameras, lenses, accessories.
Buy — Sell — Trade. Send for our 14mm. and 35mm.
circular. CAMERA MART, 70 West 45th Street.
New York.
• WANTED to buy 16mm. lens for 16mm. camera.
C. mounts. All focal lengths. Bell and Howell
editor. Sound projector. Silent projector 16mm.
camera.
ELECTRIC SHOP, 35 Monroe Street,
Passaic. SAM'S
New Jersey.
• PRIVATE PARTY WANTS EASTMAN I6MM.
CAMERA FOR CASH. BOX 2230, HOME MOVIES,
6060 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood. Calif.
• WANTED — Used equipment. Bargain list on reQuest. PETERS, 41-B South 4tti St., Allentown, Pa.
CAMERA FILM
• REPERFORATION of any brand I4mn. B & V/
or color film for use in 8mm. cameras. Perforations
guaranteed.
$2.00 per50c100additional.
ft roll. Send
Film alls'itfilms
for
single
8mm. cameras
insured,
marked
"reporforata,"
to
FILMCRAFT,
828 W. 39th St., Kansas City 2, Co.
• UNIVEX camera owners! COLOR film for your
single 8mm. cameras! Guaranteed fresh stock —
$2.25 per roll, three rolls for $6.50. Specify Outdoor Color film or Indoor Color film when order,
ing.Mo.
ESO-S PICTURES. 828 W. 39th St., Kansas City
2,
• EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 16mm. guaranteed fresh
positive film, $4.00 each, limit 3 rolls per order. Will
ship
caih City
with 2,order.
CRAFT,C.O.D.
828 W.or will
39th prepay
St., Kansas
Mo. FILM• KODACHROME— Limited time only! I4mm. Re9Ular or Type A, slightly overdated. 50' magaiine
$3.95;Everett
100' $5.75.
MYSTIC PHOTO CO., 408 Ferry
St.,
49, Mass.
• MOVIE
films— processing.
100' limrr.ELIZABETH$2.50; 25'
double
8mm.camera
$1.25.
Free
PORT
PHOTO
SUPPLY,
435
First
Ave.,
Erzabeth
I,
New Jersey.
FILM PRODUCING
• SOUND recoraings — ade 'o- D'odjcers of 16mm.
pictures. Musical bacltg'c.-^s o'iglnal effects,
cammentar/, experti/ reco-de-3 «*- our B-M recording system. Florida.
PEOPLES »:CTURE CORPORATION. Lakeland.
• JACK D. LEPPERT. cinematographer professionally equipped. HEmpstead 1394. California footage
— i6mm. color shorts economically produced.
6770'/2 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.. Hollywood 28.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
! ! ! TWO SMASH HITS ! I I
• CAVALCADE OF MOVIES— the first film that
records 30 old time stars in scenes from their best
remembered
A priceless
item —
16mm. silent hits.
complete
version,collector's
$12.00 prepaid
"Childbirth" — Modern technique — superb educational film for doctors, nurses and students. Hosphotography.
SHERWOOD
PICTURES,
789 St.pital
Marks
Ave., $9.0.
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
• THEATRES — Roadshows— Drive-lns! Ohio-Indiana
men interested in starting 16mm. or 35mm. theatres,
drive-ins or roadshow circuits, contact us for
Ohio.
projection
seats,Ave.,
etc. THE
TON FILM,equipment,
Inc.. 2227films,
Hepburn
DaytonDAY-6,
• GORGEOUS
Girls:breath-taking
sparkling "Allure"
and
"Sarong
Girls I6nnm.
" two
filmsBig 8mm.
50
ft. $2.00;
100 ft. $4.00 each.
1946
catalog many film bargains and sample, dime.
AUDET. Box 6520.CC. Philadelphia 38. Penna.
• USED 16mm. sllents (All lengths) available for
Immediate disposal. Money-saving wholesale prices
apply when several subjects are purchased at one
time. CHARLES F. HUNTERS HOME MOVIE
LIBRARY, 29 John Street. Rensselaer, N«w Yerk.
• LATEST releases Cattle. Official, Pictorial 814mm. silent, sound films. Sales, rentals, exchanges.
Catalogue listing over 3000 films, accessories, etc.,
2-3c stomps. REED. 7508 Third Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
• KODACHROME glamour girl movies. 8mm.
14mm. Catalog.
Projection length
sample IN"Walklkl
$1.00.
WORLD
COLOR,Hula,"
Box
392-C,
Elmira. New2c.Y«rk.
• SOUND films rented by the week. Hemes,
roadthowman, churches, tchoolt. New catsiogt.
DAYTON
ton 4, Ohio.FILM, INC.. 2227 Hepburn Avenue, Day• 8MM.-I4MM. silent films rented by the week.
Shorts
and features. Low rates. New catalogs. DAY4,
Ohio.
TON FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn Avenue, Dayton
• HAM Team.
& BudAvailable
are back!
America's
Slapstick
in 8mm.
& 14mm.Greatest
silent.
Free list.
PICTURES, 789 St. Marks
Ave..
Bklyn.SHERWOOD
13, N. Y.
• CHILD is born by Caesarean deliver/. Original,
authentic, outstanding home move production. ProSend7. pottal
card today. PREFERRED
FILMS,ject It free.
Hamilton
Ohio.
• 8-l4mm.
movies
"Model
Miss", list"Hula
Honeys'.'
etc.
Glamour
photos.
Samples,
3c. THOMAS
PRODUCTIONS, 5123 York Boulevard, Los Angeles
42, California.
• FREE catalog of 8mm. and 16mm. movie films
and
the asking!MailYourto
name accessories!
and address It's
on ayourt
postalforis lufficient.
ESO-S, 828 W 39th Street. Kansas City. 2. Missouri.
• HOME MOVIES: Rent— buy— swap 8/l6mm.
silent and sound at money-saving rates. Details
for a dime. MIDLAND, Box 429, Oak Park I, III.
• GORGEOUS models ... A fine collection of
beautiful girls. Free lists 16mm. only. PIOUE PICTURES, Box 123, Station B. Brooklyn 16, New York.
• I6MM, sound film library, reasonable, to close
an
Sell City.
all or Calif.
part. BILLS FILM SERVICE.
Box estate.
231, Calwa
• USED and new Castle films 8-l4mm., silent and
sound. Send for lists. ALVES PHOTO SERVICE,
Inc., 14 Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.
• GOOD used 14mm. sound shorts and features for
sale. Free list. JOE BURESCH, 366 Parkfield Street,
Pittsburgh 10, Pennsylvania.
• UNUSUAL 8-l6mm. film subjects. Big catalog
with sample film. lOc. NATIONAL FILM EXCHANGE. Broadway Station E, Toledo 9, O^Io.
FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• SEND your used complete edition 8mm. film
and 50c (or 360 ft. 16mm. and 75c). We return
different film. Also tend for free Information of
unique exchange
Greenview,
Detroitplans.
19. 8-I6MM. EXCHANGE. 21124
• I6MM. Sound film users, exchange your sound
filmt with me. No exchange fee, short subjects
and features, send for lists. Private individual.
EARL R. HARDESTY, 2815 Rose Avenue, Haletherpe
27, Maryland.
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge.
for ourMass.
swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS.
Box 539. Send
Brockton.
• SOUND filr-,s exchanged. $1.00 per 400 ft. plus
postage.Passaic
SAMSNewELECTRIC
S'ree*
Je'se/. SHOP, 35 Monroe
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
• MAKE Boot c- —arl'-g
—o^'es.l-'orr-ation.
Experiencestamp.
unD ars,PRODUCTIONS,
$2.00.
WORLD INnecessary.COLOR
Box 392,X,
Elrrlra, New York.
PHOTO FINISHING
• 6 or 8 exposure roll finished, giant size, 30c.
Ask about our 14mm, and 8mm. titling service.
THRIFTY PHOTO. Box 44. Southgate. Calif.

To understand what we mean by "smooth sailing" you should speak fo any one of the fens of
thousands of satisfied Bolex owners ... or visit your friendly Bolex dealer and let him demonstrate
BOLEX MODEL H-I6 (Model H-8 i$ identical)

the easy operation and other obvious superiorities of these world-famous motion picture cameras.
After a few minutes with a Bolex you can safely predict to yourself that the precision mechanism,
designed, developed ond produced in the celebrated plants of E. Faillord, where precision instruments have been made for over 130 years, is an assurance of trouble-free performance and
superior movie making.
Except for the difference in film size, Bolex Models H-16 and H-8 are identical. Both provide automatic threading; parallax-correcting viewfinders; critical visual focusing; turret for three lenses;
frame counters; back-winding mechonism, etc. The H-8 has provision for loading with 100 ft. spools

KERN-PAILLARD
SmTAR ]" F/14 LENS
Double -coaled, producing briltiont movies even if filmed
ogoinst the light, automatic
depth of field scale, locking diaphragm stops, excellent definition, even at full aperture. These
are only some of the features
that make this lens the finest
yet produced for 16mm movies.

H-8

H-16

of film . . . four times the capacity of any other 8mm. camera. For "smooth sailing", your ultimate
choice must be Bolex. Write for our new catalog.

BOLEX Model L-8 is the cream of the small doubleeight field. The most beautiful in appearance and
the most precise in operation. It may be carried In
a side-coat pocket or a lady's hand bog. This camera
is equipped with a constant speed motor and an
optical system with which it produces 8mm movies,
in color or black-and-white, which rival the results
obtained with BOLEX H-16.

L-a

BOLEX

AMERICAN BOIEX COMPANY, INC.
521 5TH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

V,

Make

this

biggest

• • • full-color

vacation

Kodachrome

bigger-with

or brilliant

MOVIES!

black-and-white

You're learning to play again — travel, have fun. It's
your first peacetime vacation in years . . .
And Cine-Kodak Film is back in time to record

offers all the movie equipment and service you

the thrill. Your Kodak dealer has it now — not, perhaps, as much as you'll want, every time . . . But
more keeps coming. Cruises . . . trips . . . fishing — or

charge in any of Kodak's world-wide chain of processing laboratories; and Kodascope, the projector that
shows your movies simply and brilliantly.

just plain ''being lazy" — it's all great movie material
— and Cine-Kodak Film makes great movies.
Complete movie service: Kodak, and Kodak alone.

Film's back . . . cameras and projectors on the
way — more each month. Ask your dealer, or write:
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

Home

movies

the

need: Cine-Kodak, world's most popular home movie
camera; Cine-Kodak Film, finished without extra

CINE-KODAK

way

VICTOR

, , . the best in 16mm

Sound Motion Pictures

THIN&S TO THINK ABOUT
WHEN BUYING A PROJECTOR
A popular pastime . . . set up the Victor
Animatophone

. . . enjoy an evening of

motion pictures with family and friends . , ,
indoors or out. Hundreds of films are
available.

SAFETY

FILM

TRIP

Your valuable film is protected at
every point by
Safety features
perfect pictures
Ask for a home

VICTOR'S exclusive
. . . VICTOR gives
and fidelity of sound.
demonstration.

Victor's unsurpassed sound system enables
you to have the best in travel, music and
drama.

Write today jor descriptive literature

ANIMATOGRAPH
VICTOR

CORPORATION

Home Office and Factory: Davenport, fowa
Ntw York 1181 UcOraw-Hill BIdq., 330 W. 42nd Sf. • C/i/cago fM 188 W. Pondolph
OF
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DOWN MEXICO WAY
PRODUCED BY WALT DISNEY
Donald Duck goes Latin in this rollicking comedy
in which he attempts to woo Daisy by strumming a
guitar and taking her for an auto ride in the
desert

Your

Home

ANIMATED

Top

Movie

Shows!

CARTOONS

Produced by Hollywood's
Animated Cartoonists
Featuring

DONALD DUCK . . . MICKEY MOUSE . . . PLUTO . . .
OSWALD RABBIT . . . THREE MONKEYS

MICKEY'S
CHILD
PRODUCEDORPHAN
BY WALT DISNEY
Mickey Mouse, with a foundling on his door step,
is in for more than a peck of trouble as he tries
his domestic hand at fixing formulas, etc.

THE MAGIC WAND
PRODUCED BY WALTER LANTZ
Oswald Rabbit is visited by a good fairy who
waves her magic wand to bring a lot of changes
inhumorous.
the life of Oswald — some good, some bad, all

ASK

YOUR

DEALER

FOR

DEMONSTRATION

These animated cartoons are on sale at dealers and department
stores throughout the United States. Most dealers will gladly screen
films while you wait. If any subject is not immediately available,
order direct, using coupon below:
RED HOT TIRES
PRODUCED BY WALTER LANTZ
Meany, Miny and Moe, the Three Monkeys, set out
in pursuit of a tough dognapper. There's speed,
shootin' and laughs galore in this merriest of the
monkeys' comedy films.

HOLLYWOOD
FILM

ENTERPRISES
INC.

6060 Sunset Blvd.

50 Feet 8mm.
100 Feet 16mm.

PRICES

- Hollywood 28, Califovnia

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please ship the following films as indicated:
Remittance Enclosed □
Ship C.O.D. □
Name
Address
City...
State..

..No
Zone

Film Title

$1.75
3.00
8 16
mm. mm.
1

Price

1
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Coming attraction to your living room this
■winter . . . your pleasure-packed experiences of
summer. Revere records them faithfully, dependably,
on economical 8mm film in vivid natural color or
brilliant black-and-white. With Revere Camera
in your hand and Revere Projector at home, you're
the owner of the outstanding team in home-movie
equipment. See them now at your dealer.

I G
REVERE

CAMERA

COMPANY

•

CHICAGO

16,

+^

T

ILLINOIS
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And Accessories

Available in all present Kodachrome
Sheet Film sizes, and in types for both
artificial and daylight illumination,
Ektachrome requires only 90 minutes
for complete development, with only
the first 19 minutes requiring total
darkness. Chemical for the five processing solutions required will be supplied
in convenient kits to make Yz, 1, and
3 Yi gallons of the solution sufficient to
process about 8, 16, and 56 eight by
ten inch films; 32, 64, and 224 four
by five inch films, respectively. Tank
development is recommended. Ektachrome will be priced at about one half
the price of equivalent Kodachrome.
It is not available for movie cameras.
Made especially for reflector lamps.

'Cine Autocritic" exposure meter
tells you
how to film better movies

gives you a true report of the
brightness of your subject . . .
without influence from unwanted
light outside the camera range.
A DeJUR feature — honeycombtype Ught bafiie placed in front
of the photo-electric cell — restricts
the light acceptance angle to that
of the average camera lens. It's
"camera-mated" to give accurate
light value.
Also: pre-set device "freezes"
film speed number for instant
reading . . . pointer indicates correct"/" stop. See the "Cine Autocritic", the aristocrat of meters . . .
at your dealers. Black-and-white
or color movies. DeJUR-Amsco
Corporation, 45-08 Northern Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.
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Spun Glass Diffuser
Designed especially for use with reflector type photoflood and spotlight
lamps is the Glo-Brite Adapto diffuser. Made of spun glass, the diflfuser
disc provides efficient diffusion of
photolamps plus glare reduction with
a minimum of light loss. Two spring
tension clips provide the means for
attaching the diffuser to the above
type lamps and maintain a secure grip
regardless of position in which lamps
are used. Manufactured by Glo-Brite
Products Co., the Adapto diffuser retails for $1.5 0.
Kodak's New Film
Adding to its achievements in color
research, Eastman Kodak announced its
new color film at the 5 5 th Annual Convention of the Photographer's Association of America in Chicago recently.
Known as Kodak Ektachrome, the new
film is intended for simple and satisfactory processing by the photographer
in his own workroom. Developed during
the war, general announcement and distribution ofthe film was delayed until
the developers normally required for
color processing could be perfected to
a point where they were as safe to
handle as ordinary black and white developers.
Ektachrome is said to give unbelievable lifelike results, because of superb
fidehty to the subject's hues regardless
of hght intensity. This is achieved because there is no significant variation
in hue in shadow areas beyond a deepening of color. Characteristic in all
work, regardless of subject or purpose,
this feature is expected to be most
desirable in portraiture.

Cine-Rule
Bettner Films announces its Cine Rule
is now available for distribution. Employing the slide-rule principle and
containing such factors as frames, footage, shooting, and projection time for
both normal and 2 shutter speeds, the
Cine Rule is a valuable technical aid
to both amateur and professional.
Cines rules, 3 54 "x8" in size, are
printed in two colors on white enameled
stock and waterproof jute. The CineRule will prove an invaluable aid in
shooting, projection, editing, titling,
developing, and printing. Available for
16mm. S.O.F., 16mm. Silent, and 8mm.
Single, the Cine-Rule retails at $1.2 5.
Manufacturer is Bettner Films, Box
1064, Church Street Station, New York
8, N. Y.

• streamlined and modernized.
New Radiant Screens
Another new 1947 projection screen
with no less than seven new features
is offered by Radiant Mfg. Co. of Chicago.
"Radiant
bined Called
wall and
ceiling EC"
screenit isfora comlarge
audience showings in auditoriums, clubs,
schools and convention halls. It is available in eight sizes, from 6'x8' to
The seven new features include: 1.
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4 NEW
FILMS
goes
Enjoy your projector more with Castle Films — world's most
popular quality home movies, the finest films you can buy.
Here are four new releases offering comedy— thrills-adventure
and scenic splendor— movies for every taste and occasion. Castle
Films are professionally produced for all

too
tabrador retriever
OWN
THESE

in monkey
CASTLE

types of 8 mm. and 16 mm. projectors.
Make your selection now— order today.
OS

ONOERIAH
AMERICA-S W

m m\ W W JO PROJECTOR owners! New Deluxe Castle Filmt' Catalog describing 150 thrilling home
movies! SEND FOR IT NOW!
'—-ORDER
FORM—

Yosemite
scenic
»'^°' " both
America _an inspiring travel
the high spot m
on evening of home movies.

Sind
Homi Castit
Movies
indlcated
In theFilms'
size
and lentth checked.

8 mm.
SO It. Complete

100 II.

16 mm.

Souad
Complete Complete

"Wonder
In
"Meddlid Dots
In Mud!"
$215
"ChlnptlieAviater!"
"Amei lea's

30 ROCKEFELLER flklK
NEW YORK 20
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CHICAGO 3

RUSS BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 4

Name
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AddressCity
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^ Remittance enclosed
□ Ship C. 0.BBiD. □■« Send■■■
Castle films' MBFree DeLuxeiHCatalog
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New

. .

either wall, ceiling, or tripod installations; 2. ingenious hanger brackets; 3.
heavy duty, spring roller; 4. dustproof
metal housing; 5. reinforced metal end
caps; 6. lustrous, duo-color combinations; 7. balanced pull cord plus the
famous "Hy-Flect" Glass Beaded
fabric.

NEWER

. . . FINER

For suspending these projector screens
from either wall or ceiHng, Radiant's
engineers designed a reversible hanger
bracket. In addition, the screen may
be mounted rigidly on tripod. For illustrated literature write to Radiant
Mfg. Corp., 1144 West Superior St.,
Chicago 22, 111., or to Bell and Howell
Co., official distributors.

Cinescale
The original handy Cinescale produced exclusively for use of movie
makers is again available, according to
Neumade Products Corporation. The
Neuscale is 12" long by \y^" wide,
with data on both sides, giving the
cinefilmer every film measurement.
This compact rule shows frame count
for 8mm. and 16mm. films with sound
track location for corresponding frame
on 16mm. sound, projection time table
for both silent and sound film, and
measurement in inches and centimeters.
Price is $1.00.
Miniature Spotlight
A cast aluminum spotlight using
double contact bayonet base bulbs from
100 watts to 200 watts is announced
by Cycon Mfg. Corp., 1304 East 7th
St., Los Angeles, Calif. By changing
from double contact sockets, a 3 00 watt
standard base bulb may be used. A
positive action focusing control located
at the rear may be left in any position
when changing bulbs. Minispot can be
used for standard base or boom use and
sells for Si 5.5 5 with tax.

• Features "hi-low" dimming switch.
Studio Light
An efficient and versatile new studio
light, M-60, is announced by the Morse
Instrument Company, Hudson, Ohio.
KIN-O-LUX

MOVIE

FILMS

We can't say when, but we can
soy that the KIN-O-LUX films you
use will be finer . . . more versatile
than ever and above all, represent the greatest movie film buy
for your money. Keep your eye
on KIN-O-LUX.

KIN-O-LUX
INC.
105 West 40 St., New York 18

It has reflector adjustments from 18"
to 8' and employs dual voltage control
aimed to prolong lamp life and operating comfort. Made of anodized aluminum, the M-60 is adjustable by top
and mounting brackets, telescoping tube
standards and a tilt control handle. A
removable adjustable refkctor to diffuse light is the dual voltage control
of the No. 4 Photoflood Lamp. Two
separate switches are provided: one to
control the resistor cutting voltage to
about 90 volts, the second to control
light intensity.
Wollensak Filter
A new Kodachrome Type A filter has
been added to Wollensak's list of filters for 8mm. and 16mm. motion picture lenses. Made of fine, natural colored
filter glass. Type A filter is guaranteed not to fade or deteriorate, regardless of climatic conditions.
Offered in a complete range of sizes
to fit all Cine lenses of Wollensak
manufacture, the new Kodachrome filter is now being produced in limited
quantities only. Other Wollensak filters
currently being manufactured in moderate quantities are the 2X and 4X
yellow, red, green, haze, 2X and 4X
neutral density filters.

Apex Multiscope
Combining for the first time the
'functions of a daylight viewer, an
electric viewer and a projector, with
several other interesting uses thrown
in for good measure, is the new streamlined Apex Multiscope slide viewer.
Front section of the Apex detaches for
use as a daylight viewer and, when replaced, becomes an efficient electric
viewer. By focusing the forward lens
upon a 13"xl8" table screen, the Mul-

• For day or night showing of slides.
tiscope projects a beautiful, well illuminated picture for individual or group
enjoyment.
The lamp bulb gives 1 5 00 hours
service and costs only 12c to replace.
Photography fans find the base of the
Multiscope can be used as a sturdy
table tripod for any camera, with ball
and socket joint• Continued
adjustableon to
Page a 57590
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THIS title suggests a picnic as a movie making event for a
coming week end. Here's a plot for just such a movie when you
want to work real continuity into it. It deals with the disappearance of the picnic spread while the family is momentarily occupied with fishing, hunting for junior, looking for water, etc.
Upon their return, they discover the loss of the sandwitches,
cold chicken, salad, etc., and see the culprit escaping into the
underbrush in the distance. The interim during which the family
is away, gives opportunity to picture them in various activities
and in different and picturesque locales, be it a wooded glen or
public park that includes a zoo.

THE doctor answers his telephone in a routine manner and on
the other end is a little girl summoning him frantically to come
and attend her sick "baby." When the doctor arrives and hurries
into the home, he discovers the seriously ill patient is only the
little girl's doll. But he's a good sport and, carefully diagnosing
the case, employing stethascope, et al, he suggests an immediate
operation right on the spot. The bulk of this story can be built
up into suspenseful sequences at the beginning by showing a
motorcycle officer escorting the doctor, of a traffic jam that
impeds the doctor's journey to the home, etc., culminating in
his visit and examination of the doll patient.

.COOK
D
WANTJ

I WENT

THIS story idea involves a new cook who takes up duties in
home of a young couple who are entertaining the boss for dinner.
Cook is the "dumb" type and her stupid handling of things in
the kitchen result in considerable slapstick action as she endeavors
to prepare the family's "very special dinner." In preparing a
cake, she drops the eggs. Observing the henhouse through kitchen
window, she decides to go out and collect more eggs. Unwittingly, she takes eggs from a setting hen which she then places
momentarily in a pan over the stove while she answers the phone.
Summoned by her impatient employer, cook places cover over
pan of eggs and carries it into dining room. When cover is
lifted, a litter of chicks replace the eggs.

IF YOU are going to a dude ranch for your vacation, try this
plot on your movie camera: Choose one of your party as the
feature player. He depicts a guy anxious to make an impression.
He togs out in exaggerated western cowboy attire — ten gallon
Stetson, chaps, etc. As a running gag, begin early with his efforts to roll a cigarette with one hand, western style, after he
observes one of the ranch hands do this expertly. Thereafter,
your player is shown frequently, between scenes of other ranch
activity, pouring tobacco in paper then nonchalantly trying to
roll the cigarette with one hand. What results is that the tobacco
slithers out before he gets it rolled or blows into his face and
eyes. In the closing sequence, he gives up and pulls forth a
package of "tailor mades" from his pocket.
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DeJUR "1000" 8mm. MOVIE PROJECTOR

NEW

DeJUR "1000" - the first 1000-watt "8" - gives you giant pictures with

"never-before" brilliance and steadiness. Stays cool . . . can be reversed or "stilled"
. . . rapid rewind . . . 400 foot reel . . . over-size condensers . . . many other unique

USA
^

features for perfect projection. See the DeJUR "1000" at your dealer's.
DeJUR-AMSCO

CORPORATION, 45-08 Northern Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

DeJUR "Cine Critic" Exposure Meter — eon be
preset for instant reading
MORE

OF. THE

DeJUR "Auto Critic" Exposure Meter — direct
reading, "camera-mated"
EQUIPMENT

YOU

NEED...

DeJUR "Versatile" Enlarger — light-tight, ventilated; multiple uses
FOR

THE

PICTURES

YOU

WANT
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CRAIG
THAIMETAL

TRIPOD

From head to foot the Craig Thalmetal Tripod is a
photographer's
dream Pan-Tilt
come true!
is a
famous Thalhammer
with The
new head
exclusive
"Instant-On" plug (just fasten the plug to your
camera and you can mount or dismount in an instant
-no risky and unnecessary handling of your camera! )
A thumb screw lock holds the camera secure and a
slight twist of the handle locks the tilt position.
There's a full 360° pan action and a tilt action of
125^. The two-section legs are of sturdy, smoothgliding tubular aluminum with an extended height
of 60" and a closed height of 32". Exclusive Sure
Foot Points allow you to flip either rubber tread or
double-pointed spur grips into position.
The Craig Thalmetal Tripod gives you top quality
performance at an extra value price — only $ I 9.75
complete!

eoa
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son Rub

prevent

SUPP'"9
o-.nt«^

Doub\e-P

CRAIG

MOVIE

SUPPLY
COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO
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Make

all pictures

look

information

better
• Readers: This department is for your
benefit. Send in your problems and our
technical committee will answer your
questions in these columns. If an answer
by mail is desired, enclose addressed
stamped ent elope.

Radiant
Make

Screens
Pictures

"POP OUT" Clearly
Project your motion pictures and slides on
a screen which makes them fairly "POP
OUT" into the room with you. Thrill to
sharper, clearer, black-and-white pictures
. • .richer, more vivid color shots. Such performance isthe result of the Radiant "HyFlect" Screen surface . . . thousands of tiny
glass beads set in the snow-white plastic
screen surface — glass beads thatre/7ef/light,
never absorb it. You get this in New 1947
Radiant Screens.
^Itc^ these Exclusive New Features
1. Automatic Leg Opening (Pat. Pending)
2. Screen Leveller (Pat. Pending)
3. Shakeproof Safety Catch.
4. Feather Touch Adjusting Handle
(U. S. Patent)
5. Double-Action Auto-Lock (Pot. Pending)
6. Built-in Shock Absorbers (Pat. Pending)
7. Automatic Leg-Lock.
8. Rubber Ball Tripod Feet
9. Triangular Steel Tube Construction.
10. Automatic Leg Adjustment.
11. Finger Grip Carrying Handle.
12. Streamlined Design and Duo-color
Scheme.
"1947 Radiant
Screensgreater
embodyenjoyment.
the latest .in. new
screenthrilh
improvemnts. , . hrin^
from all projected pictures."
\\\ V I ' ///
llltll

mm

RADIANT
tdlENl (01 IITTII rROJICIIOM

/ I \ \ \\
Send for FREE Screen Guide
"Secrali
of GoodgivesProjection,"
32-poge booklet,
valuable tipsa
for improving all picture projection.
Gel yours FREE today.

I~ Radiant
Wkt W. Manufactur
Superior ing
St., Chicago
22 f/ ^ICfJOi
Corp.
Send me FREE copy of "Secrets
of Good
Projection"
—
also
circular showing
line Table
of Radiant
Portable,
Wall, complete
Ceiling and
Screens.
Name
Address-State-ZoneCily
rJ

Film Shrinkage (M. A. Shannon,
Wichita, Kansas.
O: Recently I bought one of tbt
commercially made Smm. library film<
and found that when it was projected
it caused an aivful clacking noise when
it was run through my projector. Would
the film on which the print was made
be too thick?
A: There is a tendency for all substandard films, both 8mm. and 16mm.,
to shrink or stretch, depending upon
atmospheric conditions. Also, an old
film improperly stored may gradually
shrink. Undoubtedly the film you speak
of shrunk slightly and caused the
sprocket holes to line up inaccurately
with the intermittent claw of your projector as it passes through the machine.
This condition may be corrected by
soaking the old film in water and then
allowing it to dry slowly. The film
must be wound on a developing drum,
for this purpose, of course.
Film Cement Thinner (N. T. Jasper, Austin, Texas)
O; Is there a "thinner" available for
reducing the consistency of old film
cement} Unless if is used up right away,
cement seems to thicken with age. Also,
is there any fairly simple formula for
making one's own cement in small quantities} What solvent vtay be used to
clean old cement bottles and applicators}
A: Because cement formulas vary,
we hesitate to recommend a thinner.
However, here is a formula for making
your own cement for acetate film:
Ethyl Acetate
Ethyl Alcohol, 94 proof
Glacial Acetic Acid
Mix equal parts by volume. You must
work fast with this cement as it dries
rapidly. Regular acetone — the stuff your
wife uses for removing fingernail polish— will clean old cement bottles and
applicators.
Film Speed
more, Md.) (Thomas James, Balti-

Q: Please tell me what to do when
I am using such fast film that I cannot
stop down my lens far enough to shoot
in bright sunlight.
A: The remedy for your problem is
to use a filter — one that will require

opening up the lens one or two stops.
As you know, the use of any filter requires opening up the lens (increasing
exposure). Neutral density filters may
also be used for the same purpose. They
will have the same effect on your film
of holding back the intensity of hght,
but they will impart no correction to
the color values as when color filters
are used.
Dime Store Lenses
Mineapolis, Min.)

(C. R. Kautz,

Q: Are the lenses of dime store reading spectacles o.k. for shooting titles
and ultra closeups}
A: Obviously, it would be difficult
to say for sure that all of the spectacles
to be found on dime store counters
were fitted with correct lenses, but
we know of hundreds of cases where
these lenses are being used with success.
If such lenses are centered accurately
over the camera lens, then any error
in the grinding of that lens will have
little effect because such errors prevail
away from the center area of the lens.
Animated Cartoon Inks (S. Breck,
Dubuque, la.)
Q: When I am making drawings on
celluloid for animated cartoons, I find
that the ink runs. What ink do the
professionals use and what gauge of
celluloid do they use}
A: Higgins Waterproof Ink and DuPont Celluloid (weight .00 5) is used
in the animated cartoon studios in Hollywood. The number of separate celluloid sheets or cells you use for each
shot, will, of course, depend upon the
action at hand. But it must be remembered that for each "cell" used there
is a change in density. So if you start
out using, say four cells, you should continue using the same number throughout the picture in order to avoid any
changes in density or tone of the backShots at Sunset (R. M. Freedman,
ground.
Richmond, Calif.)

O: When filming a sunset with Eastand Filmo "8"
man panchromatic film
f '2.7 lens, what exposwith
r
Sportste
ure should be used}
A: In view of the fact that the sun
will be the main subject of your picture, you cannot under-expose it. To
obtain the effect of dusk or evening,
close your lens down to its smallest
stop — f 16. This will result in objects
in the foreground registering in silhouette, and reduce exposure sufficiently
to obtain an outline of the sun. If you
Page 575
too, for onadditional
have a filter, use • itContinued
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HOLLYWOOD

DOES

IT

HOW

AGAIN!!

IT'S

me

'MOm-Or-m-MOHTH-ClltB^

UOLLYWOOD

does it again! Fascinating center of glamour,
showmanship, television and radio
and the moving picture capitol of
the world, the country's spotlight
is always focused on Hollywood
seeking out the newest in entertainment to make life pleasant and
more enjoyable.
Again, Hollywood, through the
foresight and ingenuity of Joe
Bonica, producer of MOVIE NEWSREELS, comes up with an amazing
and original idea that is certain to
capture the attention and approval
of home movie enthusiasts everywhere.

DOROTHY VAN NUYS
"Ziegfeld
Petty Model,
MOVIEBeauty,"
NEWSREELS
STAR New

It's the MOVIE-OF-THE-MONTHCLUB . . . and a charter membership
in this new and novel organization,
dedicated to the best in homemovie craftsmanship and production isnow available to you without
cost! Your membership card in this
new club really constitutes a "First
Edition," and will entitle you to
many privileges not ordinarily
available to others.
The MOVIE -OF -THE -MONTH CLUB pictures will be collectors'
gems . . . films that will make fascinating additions to your library
. . . pictures that will provide endless happy hours for you, your
family and friends.

NO

DUES

. . .

NO

OBLIGATIONS

There are no dues ... no obligations ... no responsibilities on your
partinourMOVIE-OF-THE-MONTHCLUB! Because of your early membership you will be given special
discounts on any color reels you
may want to purchase, and you
will receive the best home movie of
the month on approval — ^without
one cent to pay. You project the
film on your screen before you
decide whether or not you want
to buy it!
Mail the coupon today and the
first reel will be sent to you by
return mail, together with your
membership card.

stm

HO

MOHiy

coupon

JOE BONICA
CH ARTER
MOVIE NEWSREELS DEPT. HM-9
1426 North Wilcox Avenue
MEMBERSHIP
Hollywood 28, California
You
may enrollme meto aspurchase
a member
of theand"MOVIE-OF-THE-MONTH-CLUB."
I understand
this every
does
not obligate
any reels
that you will send me a new movie
on approval
month. I will return the reels sent me on approval within 5 days — or pay for them at the special
club members' price (8mm — $2.00; 14mm — $4.00; 14mm. Sound — $5.00). I have a ( ) 8mm
( ) 14mm ( ) Sound projector.
NAME
.
(Please print plainly)
ADDRESS_ZONE_
-STATE.
CITY
LESLIE CHARLES
Starring in MOVIE NEWSREELS

ACE

-OCCUPATION-
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Has Important Basic
Improvements
This new amproslide projector (2"x 2") embodies the engineering skill and fine precision
workmanship that have made Ampro 8mm.
and 16mm. projectors world famous for quality. It offers features that guarantee quick,
simplified
operation - - and long satisfactory
scrxice, including:
Automatic snap-action, self-centering slide
changer, with patented features that assure hairline focus, perfect alignment of slides on screen,
interchange of glass and rcadv mount slides without
rcfocusing. Operates with one hand - - fingers never
touch slide surface . . . Convenient case lifts off
in a flash for easy accessibility ... F 3:5 anastigmat
projection lense. 5" focal length with convenient
knob for hair-line focusing . . . New condenser
design that combines maximum brilliance with
cooler operation . . . 300 watts of uniform light
with effective heat dissipation and minimum light
loss . . . Pointer aperture permits use of pointer
with slides . . . Attractively finished, compact,
sturdv with clean flowing lines and controls and
parts rcadilv accessible . . . the ideal projector for
brilliant full color or black-and-white 2" x 2" slide
\\'^rite for special Amproslide circular giving
projection.
full specifications and prices.
AMPRO CORPORATION * CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS— A General Precision Equipment Corporation Suhsidiary
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you having with exn[HAT luckposures?are
Are your indoor shots successful? Are your average outdoor
shots consistently good or are scenes alternately under- and over - exposed?
Looking back at your first movies do
you have to admit that most of them
which you used to consider pretty good,
are not so hot, photographically speaking?
A problem common to all photographers is the selection of exposure for
each picture. Any shot can be lost by
under-exposure and degraded by overexposure. So the number one problem
for the average beginner is mastering
exposure. Reversal film, such as is used
in amateur movie cameras must be exposed more accurately than ordinary
film to obtain best results. Opportunity
is afforded in the processing to compensate for increased density by exposing the positive proportionately, or with
reversal film in the first development,
but no compensation for contrast is
possible.
In color photography, the film is exposed to reproduce colors most naturally. Just as the appearance of colors
changes with the amount of illumination, so does appearance of colors in a
film change with the exposure. Hence,
color films must be very accurately exposed.
Any cine filmer who will take the
time to study and practice with the exposure guide on the little metal plate,
which is usually attached to most cine
cameras, can insure consistently good
exposures under most normal lighting
conditions between the hours of 10
a.m. and 4 p.m. After using his camera
for some time and under various light
conditions, the average amateur should
develop a sense of lighting values that
will enable him to evaluate exposure
on sight as a sort of sixth sense. Many
professional photographers do this.
Thus, if he is shooting pictures of a
child toddling about the garden in
bright sunlight at f 11, he will intuitively open up the lens to f 8 or f 6.3
without using his exposure meter should
a good filming opportunity occur with
subject in some shady portion of the
garden.
Another instance when this "feel" for

•
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e A good exposure meter will pay for itself over a period of time in the fiim it saves by insuring
consistently good exposures. A photoelectric exposure nneter is simple to use and dependable under
all light conditions.

METERS
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Some

Facts For the Beginner Considering

The

Purchase

Of

An

Exposure

WARREN

exposure is brought into play is when
intensity of sunlight varies according
to the time of day. Sunlight is not as
bright in the early morning or late
afternoon as at mid-day, although the
slight difference is not always perceptible to the eye, and a change in exposure is necessar)'.
Almost every movie amateur has had
the experience of making shots which,
although badly exposed, possessed qualities that kept him from discarding
them in editing. What a difference the
aid of an exposure meter would have
made — a rare pictorial or action shot
properly exposed!
An exposure meter is the logical accessory for the movie maker to purchase
after acquiring his camera, if he did not
purchase one with the camera. It is true,
of course, that there have been some

Meter

GARIN

notable prize-winning films turned out
without the aid of an exposure meter
— outdoor pictures, most of them, in
which no adverse light conditions were
encountered. However, with the amateur's photographic skill expanding in
scope, with more and more cine filmers
undertaking serious picture making, the
need for a reliable exposure guide often
extends beyond the guide plate on the
camera or the data sheet wrapped with
the roll of film.
The simplest and least expensive type
of exposure meter is the "extinction"
or "step-wedge" type, such as the Leudi,
popular with many still photographers.
Meters of this type are obtainable for
as little as two dollars and will enable
the amateur to improve his outdoor exposures noticeably.
Such meters
• Continued
on Page are
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• Everywhere in Mexico you will find small groups of street musicians playing
a widedrum
variety
instruments.
This "hot" trio features an Altec type drum, a
snare
and ofa native
reed instrument.

Mexico

Offers Endless Colorful
Movie

• In Tehauntepec, between Mexico
can film native artisans skilled in fine
miss is embroidering a flower pattern
that later will become a dress to b*

Taking

Visitor. The Trick Is In

City and Yucatan, you
needlework. This Mexican
on black velvet material
sold for around $40.00.

Yoiir

Material For The

Knowing

Umu

To

Where

To Find It

Inm^

B
HEN you go to Mexico with your
camera, you want to get good
pictures, and if you don't know
where to go and what to look for you'll
probably come back with mediocre,
run-of-the-mill movies of what every
tourist sees who never ventures away
from the beaten path in this celebrated
land of manana.
The first thought of the amateur
movie maker planning a visit to Mexico
is to inquire of someone who has been
there before, to learn in advance what,
when and where is the best shooting,
cinematically speaking. Having filmed
Mexico from border to border over a
period of many years, I have encountered many amateurs on movie making
holidays and have had many occasions
to help them along with a revision of
their filming itineraries. Now, perhaps,
by putting some of this advice in print,
I can be helpful to those readers of
Home Movies whose vacation trips to
Mexico have not yet begun.
Much of this article will be concerned with advice on what and what
not to do, inasmuch as far too little
has been given the movie amateur in

advice of this sort. If he doesn't know
how to care for his camera and film,
to get along with the natives, and if he
doesn't possess some knowledge of the
habits of the Mexican citizen and particularly the merchant, much of his
time will be wasted learning these things
when the time could more profitably be
used traveling and shooting movies.
Better stock up on film before you
leave the U. S., for while film is available in Mexico, and at approximately
the U. S. price, local filmers staunchly
support the Mexican dealer's attitude
that what little film they get should
be apportioned to people residing in
Mexico. After all, Americans can bring
in, and take out, all the film they want
without paying duty. If possible buy
your film in tropical packing, but if
this cannot be had then wrap it up in
several thicknesses of newspaper and
then in a wool bath robe, or something
similar. And never leave film in your
car if it is going to stand in the sun
for any length of time. It is the heat
and not the humidity that will ruin it.
There are many ways to go to Mexico
City: air service within twenty-four

hours from almost any place in the
U. S.; train service, once a day, out of
San Antonio, Texas; and bus service
funneling into the Laredo Highway.
But to me the best way, by far, is in
one's own car. Long gone are the days
when you could engage a chauffeur and
his car in Mexico City for $io or $15
a day for making side trips. It is important, too, to inquire about gasoline
supplies before leaving Laredo and to
arrange to carry at least one 5 gallon
can of extra gas for use in case of
severe shortage.
The Pan American Highway is an all
high gear road, well engineered and
paved almost to Oaxaca, 350 miles
southeast of Mexico City. If you are
going to drive your car the best thing
is to figure on entering Neuvo Laredo
early in the morning. You will find the
authorities (on both sides of the river)
quite courteous and considerate and
completely familiar with tourists needs.
It shouldn't take over an hour to clear
both sides. Also inquire about fog conditions between Tamaszunchale and
Jacala. If it is bad, it would be best to
drive this section of the highway late
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• Among the interesting things to be filmed at Paticuaro are the Moro
dancers, colorfully costumed and offering interesting dance routines on their
fiesta days, which are numerous.

in the afternoon, or even at night.
Then the glow of oncoming lights is
more easily discernable. There are a
couple of places one can stay in Jacala,
or a better hotel can be found in Zimapan. Another decent place is to be found
in Ixmilquilpan, operated by an American.
It would be best to time your trip so
as to arrive in Mexico City not later
than 4 in the afternoon, just in case
your hotel reservations have been overlooked. There are plenty of new and
smaller hotels in which accommodations
can be secured, but it is disheartening
to have to run around searching for
them in the dark. And as you approach
your hotel, get everything you are going to leave in the car securely locked
in the trunk compartment, and then
do not open it. If, however, you have
to open it, then take everything into
the hotel with you. Never park your
car and then place your camera, or
other belongings, in the glove container or trunk, for when you return the
chances are that they won't be there.
You might inquire about all-coverage
insurance for your equipment before
you leave the States. It costs about 2%
per year for cameras and equipment on
declared value. Be sure to record the
number of each piece and any other indentifying marks. Your Auto Club can
probably give you further particulars.
Your predecessors have already established the custom of liberality from
Americans, far in excess of that ex-

• At Tzintiuntian, near lake Paticuaro, in
the state of Michoacan, potterymaking is one
of the chief native, industries. Here it is possible to film a most interesting manufacturing
process in its entirety. The natives are cooperative, moreso when treated with kindness
and offered payment for their cooperation.

• Whether the
its fiesta
marketin day
a "concert"
itinerantsquare,
street
musicians,
nativestime,
gather
rapt orattention
in theby village
affording rare camera studies of types and costumes.

pected from other nationalities, and
you can either go along with this, or
exercise good judgment. The ten percent tip is usually adequate, especially
in the smaller localities, but if you are
"putting on a little dog" then more is
expected. If your meal check is around
7 to 8 pesos, then a peso tip is far better
than 70 or 80 centavos. The boy who
carries your luggage into the hotel
should get a minimum of 20 centavos
per piece and a minimum of 50 centavos
if there is only one piece. In the state
of Vera Cruz, however, if a member of
the "syndicate" touches your luggage,
even from car to curb, you are going
ing!
to be stuck a peso apiece and no arguWhile there is plenty to see and do in

Mexico City, I believe that it should be
used as a base of operations with frequent trips into the outlying sections
where there usually is something doing
that is worth while filming. But by all
means take the regular sight-seeing trip
around the city, if for no other reason
than to note the tremendous growth
and to get yourself oriented. Then get
in your own car and strike out for
wherever you want to go.
Remember, by all means, that you
are the foreigner while in Mexico and
that the best way to secure cooperation
from the people is to keep well in mind
that the Golden Rule has never been
bettered as a rule of conduct. Try to
imagine how you• would
react
if some
Conlitiued
on Page
556
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question might be summed up as follows:
A trick ahouU hr n^ed only
nhen if adds sontefhin,'^ useful to
the sum total uhich could not be
accomplished hr untarnished,
straightforward filming.

TRICK

STUFF

There's A Time And Place For Trick
Shots In Your Home Movies, But You
Shouldn't
By

L

A

Overdo

R

nTHEN the novice movie maker begins shooting with his new cam:ra
he invariably succumbs to the urge
to make a few trick shots. Once he
learns how. his films are punctured
with shots of Aunt Hattie going around
like a Headless Horseman, Junior "falling" upstairs, father throwing knives
at mother, and sundr>' other departures
from the world of things as they are.
And it is just likely that once he gets
his fill of such tricks, ordinary filming
no longer appeals to him; the scope of
trick shots suddenly is exhausted, and
his movie camera falls into disuse.
There are several things wrong with
this picture. For one thing, trick photography is a poor starting point for
the beginner, and he will go farther in
the end if he first learns to do justice
to simple, straightforward cinematography without any frills, until he can
load and operate the camera blindfolded. Trick work demands all the skill
that can be brought to it, and using
532
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this as a starting point in one's home
movie career is like trying to play a
fancy transcription of "Listen to the
Mocking Bird" on the piano before
one can run a scale smoothly.
However there is a basic objection
more important than this. The fundamental reason why so many amateurs
tire of trick photography and let it
drop is their failure to realize that a
trick is not an end in itself. It is only
a means to an end, which is a very
different thing, however important. It
is just one of the many means of expression available to the home movie
maker.
Not that we don't think highly of
trick photography. On the contrary. I:
is precisely because we think so much
of it that we hate to see camera illusion
abused by misuse. If you have to make
one reel of tricks, tricks and more
tricks, just to get it out of your system,
well and good. After you have done
that, a sensible approach to the whole

In that respect, the cine beginner
repeats in a sense the history of the
motion picture industry, just as the
human embrj'o is said to repeat the entire history of the human race. For in
a practical sense, the motion picture, as
a medium of popular entertainment,
began life with a heavy overdose of
trick photography. The first motion
picture which the writer ever saw was a
trick film in which a magician lifted
his head from his shoulders and placed
it on a table. Another head appeared
on his shoulders, and he removed it tooand placed it atop the other. And h:
kept this up until he had five or six
heads piled up, looking like the interior
of a headhunter's hut. We were then
of an age when we had to be held up
aloft in order to see the outdoor screen,
but we can remember that head-hoisting magician more vividly than ninetenths of the million dollar epics which
we have seen in the forty odd years
which have elapsed.
The earliest films of all were the
straight documentary — employees leaving a factory, trains coming in, and
so on. That quickly palled, and the
motion picture might never have grown
up, had it not been for a little Frenchman by name of Georges Melies (pronounced melly-ay). At that time a
great
share ofandthe forworld's
films came
from France,
some reason,
this
little man seemed to understand better
than anyone else the fact that the motion picture camera was not merely a
means of recording what was set down
before it, but that it had stranee new
pro{>erties of speeding up or slowing
down motion, of reversing time, of
making things appear and disappear, and
much more. He turned out a memorable series of fantastic trick films,
among
Trip to stop
the motion,
Moon."
He
used them
double"A exposure,
reverse camera, mirrors, wires, miniatures— practically all of the tricks
which we possess to this day. He made
some of the first box-office succ:sses.
and his films did much to make the
motion picture a medium of entertainment the world over. Unfortunately,
he never received much of the money
which his films made. He antedated
copyright protection on films, and his
subjects were placed all over the
world. (We had the pleasure of seeing the old gentleman again just before
the war, in 1939. He was then the
proprietor of a little tobacco shop in
Paris, purchased for him by a group
of friends who felt that a man who
had contributed so much to the world's
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happiness should not, at 80, be compelled to accept charity).
As the vogue of the trick film waned,
the dramatic, story-telling film began
its rapid rise. About 1910 or 1912,
Vitagraph tried the daring expedient of
making "A Tale of Two Cities" in two
reels instead of one, and while exhibitors protested furiously, the trend toward the big feature had begun.
However, while the trick film, as
such, virtually disappeared, trick photography did not. On the contrary, as
the motion picture grew, and attempted
more ambitious things, the occasion
arose more and more frequently for
trick photography — not as an end in
itself but as a means of accomplishing
something which could not be done by
straight cinematography.
This thumbnail sketch of the history
of trick photography illustrates the
more or less normal course of events
with the cine amateur. First the overuse of tricks just for the sake of tricks,
then the gradual acceptance of them as
merely a useful means of gaining effects, to be used only when called for.
As a matter of fact, reflecting this
attitude, professionals today do not
even use the expression "trick photography," so much has it been abused.
The portion of a studio devoted to this
sort of work is known as the Process
Department, and trick scenes are known
as In
"process
shots."of articles which this
the series
initiates this month, we are going to
concern ourselves mainly with trick
work as a means of making better films,
and not as a sort of celluloid sleightof-hand. The sort of tricks we shall discuss will not obtrude themselves as
tricks, at all; in fact, it will usually be
hoped that the spectator will not even
be aware of them as tricks.
Innumerable articles have been published in Home Movies and elsewhere,
dealing with one or another phase of
this work. It has seemed to us worth
while to gather together a comprehensive treatment of the entire subject,
so that the amateur in planning his
films, can have before him all of the
possibilities which camera legerdemain
can offer.
We shall have occasion in future
issues to speak of the use of camera
tricks to create various meteorological
conditions, to create a state of mind,
such as drunkenness or insanity, to show
a dangerous feat which would be too
hazardous if actually staged, to show
a location inaccessible to us or a set
which would be too costly, to exaggerate proportions, create an unreal atmosphere of fantasy, show the supernatural, convey thoughts and dreams,
animate inanimate objects, reverse the
sequence of time or to alter tempo,
or to add interest to titles. All these,
and many more. So look for the first
of this series of articles next month.
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• In the knife throwing illuthe actionheldis upside
filmed
with sion,
camera
down and when screened appears normal. Subject is
posedseveral
againstknives
board
fence
and
to which
long stout
threads
are
attached are stuck lightly into
the boards close, to subject.
As the camera is started,
the knives are drawn out of
the boards one by one by
pulling on the threads.

• Tight rope walking can
be faked
because cinesuccessfully
camera cannot
capture
thirdsturdy
dimension.
Here a long,
plank
is laid across a narrow
chasm. A length of thick
rope has been nailed to
edge
so that,
is on level
with when
rope, camera
it sees
only the rope. Actor walks
across plank, simulating
careful steps of a tightrope
walker.

• Rodeo shots of bucking
horses are easy enough to
make; but how about closeups of tion?theHere'sbuckaroo
acsimpleinshots.
trick
that will
neta these
Place rider on a teeter totter
and rig up a set of reins.
Place yourself with camera
on opposite end and have
husky friend move plank up
and down in short, jerky
movements.

• Split screen shots enable
you to cast one actor in a
dual
"twin"
make aorsplit
screenrole.
shot, Toit
is necessary to mask off one
half of lens as shown in
sketch, film one half the
scene, then reverse the mask
to cover opposite half of
lens; back wind the film to
starting point, and expose
the opposite area of the
frame.

2'"' SCENE

RESULTANT

COMPOSITE

SCENE
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I— Writers Gene Towne and Graham Baker develop the
screen play
of "Eternally
Yours" script
from then
an "idea"
finished
scenario.
The completed
goes totothea
mimeograph department for duplicating.

BIG

MOVIE
Unlike The
Cameraman,

Amateur

2 — A dozen or more copies of the script are
then distributed to various departments throughoutmantheandstudio
players.as well as to the director, camera-

3— After the story is "set" it is the casting department's jobare
to line
up the before
supporting
players.is written.
Usually
the stars
selected
the story
Here, casting assistant selects player from directory.

TIME

MlKliii
Who

Must

Be Producer,

Editor, Etc., Hollywood

Has

A

Man For Every Job. Serious Amateurs Can
Learn Much From Professional Movie Methods
W
in
THE AMATEUR movie maker,
attempting to emulate the professional film producer, rarely takes
into consideration the scope of operations of the Hollywood studio which
makes it possible to turn out a polished and smoothly running product.
Studios employ thousands of people in
scores of departments, spend thousands
of dollars and usually expend months of
time in the making of a single feature
film. Naturally, of course, the efficient
methods used in studios today are the
result of years of trial and error experience; for in the beginning, Hollywood movie makers began much as the
amateur of today — with little more
than a cameraman who was the producer, director, film editor and sometimes star of the picture, with perhaps
a lone assistant.
Many of the methods that have been
developed in the studios the serious amateur can apply to his own movie making. The filmer who would produce a
serious scenario film, or an educational
or documentary picture is doomed to
failure if he does not organize a small
staff and systemize production.
In Hollywood, as movie making
emerged into its present sphere of big

business, the first thing that followed
was the specialization of jobs. Obviously it was impossible for one man to
write, direct, photograph, design the
sets and perform the hundreds of other
tasks incidental to production of a theatrical picture. Thus, there exist a
score or more separate crafts in the industry in which the employees of each
are specialists and command comparative salaries.
With the serious amateur or amateur groups intent upon making a pretentious 8mm. or 16mm. picture, it is
important that there be agreement
among all and that the production
head's "say so" shall be final in all matters. Otherwise quibbling over small details can delay the production interminably if not ultimately doom its success. In the studios, the producer is in
complete charge of the production with
the director having full say on the set
during actual filming of the picture.
The importance of preparing a shooting script for the picture can hardly
be over-emphasized. The whole movie
should be planned in advance including
the selection of the players, the costumes, design of the sets if any, and the
various camera positions. Without a

7 — On the set, director Tay Garnet is in charge of the production. Here he rehearses a scene with Loretta Young,
whilethethetake.cameraman and sound technician make ready
for

II — Meantime the script clerk keeps tab on the action, types
her notes on a "silent" portable on the set between takei.
She's director's right hand man, next to the assistant director.
script, the Hollywood studio would
make little progress. Indeed a carefully
prepared script offers limitless advantages tending toward simplified production that the serious amateur should not
overlook.
Another helpful technique to be
recommended to the amateur is the customary studio practice of "talking
over" each scene and shot by the di-
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A— Meantime, sets are planned and models made of the
more Important ones. The art department has charge of
this and a staff of model makers exectute the miniature sets according to scale.

5— The research department goes to work checking upon all
important details of story, customs, locale, etc. Immense
libraries are maintained by all studios from which facts are
gleaned for every story regardless of locale or dating.

6 — Then there is the costume designer — a highly j
specialist — who originates new gowns for the stars
decides what jewelry and other adornments should
worn by stars and other players.

8at— their
"Juicers"
they know
call the
They are and
artiststo
job, too;
how electricians.
to place a spotlight
diffuse
a
lamp
instantly
to
suit
the
cameraman's
needs.
HHighly paid, most are a long time in the business.

9 — High the
up on
the "broads"
and "floods"
flooding
set the
with catwalk
artificialaresunlight.
Skilled craftsmen
are
in charge of these lamps, for quality photography depends
upon their skill and knowledge.

10 — As watches
the sceneoveris quality
shot, theof sound
"mixer"
in a net
booth
the sound
by observini
myriad
of
dials
before
him.
Twisting
dials
mixes
so
for desired screen quality.

12— Every take is numbered by cameraman who shoots identifying figures
on the "slate."

13 — Cinematographer Merritt Gerstad and Director
Tay Sarnett discuss the next take with the star,
Loretta Young, who appears to be arguing a point.

rector with his cameraman and actors.
The director explains what is desired
and the players and cameraman are afforded opportunity to voice their individual suggestions. Thus they function
as a closely knit cooperative unit.
The problem of cinematography from
professional standards is a very complex one, for it involves not only the
camera but the lighting of the sets as

14— On the set. Miss Young takes her
place cians
before
camera while techniarrange the
the props.

well. To achieve the utmost efficiency,
many people are employed on the set
to control all elements involved. There
are specialists who place and adjust the
many different lights; others assist with
the camera while still another group
are in charge of its movement on the
set, whether mounted upon a dolly or
a camera boom. Over this large staff of
specialists is the chief cinematographer

15— The camera starts turning as
Young emerges from the huge globe
into the embrace of David Niven.

and the director whose names appear
in the screen credits.
If the time and wherewithal is available it is often advisable for the amateur to build a rough miniature set for
charting the action and camera angles
for the principal scenes. This plan can
eliminate many production kinks that
might otherwise •develop
during
actual
Continued
on Page
57)
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• Here is an ideal color film composition for a family movie shot — blue sky, white clouds and
grey-white sand backgrounding two suntanned kiddies in colorful bathing attire. The natural action
adds to the picture's composition, too.

UUm

IN

COLOR

object may attract more attention than
anything else in the picture, though it
is not the largest, is not the brightest,
and is not in the central area — merely
because of its motion. Or, if everything
in the picture is in motion except one
stationary object, contrast will make the
motionless object conspicuous. An object moving erratically, changing direction or speed at irregular intervals, will
be more conspicuous than one moving
smoothly at constant speed in one direction. Such things must be taken
into consideration in planning color
shots, since for maximum effectiveness
we want our various forces working
together not pulling against each other.
Another specific quality of the cine
film, due to the time element, is the
fact that each scene in a motion picture
may be contemplated for a limited
amount of time only. A still photo may
be held in the hand and viewed for
seconds, for minutes, or for hours. A
cine scene is on the screen for three,
five, or ten seconds — then is gone. This
puts a premium on simplicity which may
not necessarily be applicable to the still
picture. A still photo might give us
pleasure by the very fact that it portrayed an intricate and complicated
scene, in which we enjoy studying the
mass of elaborate and realistic detail.
Not so a cine scene. It must immediately direct the eye to the important
object or thing, should portray it clearly, and show plainly what is occurring.
The problem of the cine filmer is

CINEMATOIiRjlPHY
Every Cine Amateur
Of Blending
Motion

Can Learn The Knack

Color With

Pictures

Of

N

RAL way, nearly everyIN A GENE
thing that has been written about
photography applies to the substandard movie film as well as to still
pictures. In spite of the great general
similarity, however, there are a few
points of sharp difference between
good workmanship in making stills and
in making 8mm. and 16mm. films.
Whereas a still may be merely a thing
of beauty, or something which is pleasant to contemplate, most motion pictures have an element of narration.
Something happens, and it is important
that the spectator see clearly both the
objects and what they are doing, or
what is being done to them.
We may say, then, that one of the
specific qualities of the film is that it
consists of a succession of images, usually telling a story, whereas the still
photo consists of a single impression or

Action

Enduring

To Make
Interest

W
moment. This means that a cine shot
exists not as something isolated, but as
(something related to a shot which
comes ahead of it and another which follows. Thus, while the still picture is a
complete thing in itself, the cine shot
is a fragment which must fit into a
larger structure.
Another important fact about the
color film is that our usual principles
of good color composition undergo a
complete change when the element of
vtotion is introduced. In a still picture,
a large object will attract more attention than a small one, a bright object
will be more conspicuous than a neutral
one, and an object near the center of
the picture will receive more atention
than one near the edge, and so on. When
we introduce the new factor of contrast between moving and stationaary
objects, all of this is upset. A moving

• Wherever color perspective can be used to
enhance the three-dimensional effect, it will be
found pleasing. The effect can often be heightened
to add intrest in scenic shots by deliberately
Including
foreground objccti of warm color at
in
thif pictur*.
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something like the problem which faces a commercial artist
in designing a poster which is to be placed in a subway
tunnel, where it will be seen for a few seconds only by
the passengers in passing trains. In fact, the comparison
with a good poster holds true in many respects. The poster
artist omits everything not essential to the story he is telling.
He gives close attention to the problem of directing the
spectator's eye to the point of interest at once. Though
his colors may be bright, the color scheme of any one poster
is likely to be simple.
Perhaps the most important of all for the substandard
filmer who wishes to use color well is to learn to observe
color in the world around him. All too many people go
through life without ever seeing the colors in the things
which they pass every day. They think of a sky as blue,
grass as green, and a tree trunk as black or brown — much
as a small child with his first box of colored crayons —
and live without ever learning that grass and sky and tree
trunks may show a thousand different tints at different
hours ot the day and different seasons.
If your color vision is normal, all that is necessary is to
open your eyes and try to see the world about you. The
main thing is to be inieresced in color, and to be conscious
oJ: it. Watch how colors change with different hours of
the day, with top lighting and side lighting, with wetness
after a rain. Note the eilect of neighboring colors, both
because of subtler things happening in the retina of the eye.
In planning a color tilm, much will depend upon whether
color is incidental to this particular film, or whether it is
important. If it is a subject which could be made in blackand-white as well as in color, then color will be somewhat
incidental, contributing mer.ly added naturalness. If, on
the other hand, the story is one which demands color, which
can only be told in color or at least has far greater value
in color, then the hues are not incidental but are of major
importance. The decision will depend in a considerable
measure on your own viewpoint. If you feel that color is a
vital, creative force, you will choose the type of subject
in which it is important, and emphasize it in the entire
treatment of the film. If your attitude toward color is
more casual — something which you take for granted — then
your only concern will be to keep the hues reasonably natural.
Assuming, however, that you are anxious to get the most
out of color film there are a great many things which you
can do to make color an active, constructive force in your
films. Some thought should be given to color even in the
early planning stages. Note on your shooting script any
passing thoughts about color problems or possibilities inherent in each scene. If a certain scene appears likely to be
more drab than desirable, give thought to how some small
prop or costume detail can be used to introduce a desirable
touch of brighter hue. Don't overdo this, however, like
early directors of color films who dragged in flowers, bright
cushions, beach parasols, gay costumes, gaudy backgrounds
and vivid props so numerous that the story was lost sight
of in the chromatic maze.
Some pictorial elements must be taken as you find them;
settings, for example, though you have some control through
selection of a particular setting and the angle from which
it is shot. Other pictorial elements, such as costumes and
props offer a considerable freedom of choice, and it is here
that much of your planning will center. There is a shorp
distinction, of course, between the planned story film and
the "newsreel" type of subject. In filming events over
which you have no control, about all that can be done is
to use good judgment in the editing phase of the work,
assembling the material in such order as to bring out the
color possibilities as well as may be. Fortunately in such
subjects color is often of minor importance.
Much more interesting from the color point of view is
the planned story film, whether it be a screen play, an
• Con/iinnil uii i'</,i;i' 570
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• Here we have all the elements of a good color shot: good composition and camera angle and wise choice of background to complement the
i-ulorful figure and her work.

• All too many people go through life without ever seeing the colors
in the things which they pass every day, without ever learning that grass
and sky and tree trunks may show a thousand different tints at different
hours of the day and different seasons. Note the dramatic coloring in
this scene occsioned by an impending storm.

• Home movie scenes take on added color when children, for Instance,
are pictured against colorful backgrounds such as the gaudy carousel
in this picture.
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in reflector so that the lamp is a complete photographic lighting unit in itself;) six No. 1 floods; or a combination of one No. 4 flood and one No. 2
flood.

with a minimum of,three photofloods
Pin 1 Here 'li an a veracie home iii>-'»ic j-c-.^w — — i — ■--» t■
, .. i-ua
as a nnodelmg hght.
In the background
G-E photospot thislampsimple
camera, and a obtained
S e' reflector floods af the
lighting setup.
with
gs. 4 and 5 on opposite page show results
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Getting light effectively to the location where the pictures are to be made
means that some support for the lamps
(perhaps including reflectors) must be
provided. The simplest way to do this
is to use clampon lamp units which can
be fastened to tables, chairs, doors or
other solid objects. The handier but
more expensive way to do it is to get
regular lighting stands which can be
raised and lowered as desired. It is important that these have extra long cords
for ease in handling.
Professional movie makers generally
have a heavy cable of considerable
length running to the wall outlets and
fitted with sockets at the opposite end
so that the shorter connecting cords
running to light units can be plugged
in a at central point. It is wise for
the movie amateur to provide something of this sort for himself. A cord
of No. 18 wire or heavier, 30 feet long,
equipped with a plugin at one end and
a multiple receptacle arrangement at
the other is a movie making convenience that eliminates cords that are too
short, tripping over cords connected
to a multitude of outlets around the
room, and general time consuming
plugging and unplugging of lamps as
various locations are used.
Just as important as the convenience
of handling your lighting units while
actually filming is the convenience with
which you can get ready, as well as
put the stuff away when you are
finished.

One accessory of mine that has contributed more to my picture taking
mm
\m
WITH
efforts than a lot more expensive accessories is a box in which I keep
everything I need: cords, lamps, supA Few Inexpensive Photolamps Will Furnish
ports, switches, exposure information,
filters, etc., for indoor filming- h
know when I pull this box out that I
Ample Lighting For Good Home Movie Shots.
will not have to make extra trips to get
ively
Effect
Them
Using
On
Tips
Are
Here
otherwise forgotten accessories. And I
know when I am finished, if I put
M
everything back in the box, that I will
always be ready for the next shooting
undertaking in which this equipment
oor
ind
simplify
the
ing aids and accessories that
AT THE end of summer
may
be required.
what
plan
to
begin
and
and
rts
filming,
indoor
picture taking season sta
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DIAGRAM
SERIES PARALLEL HIGH LOW
OUTLET BOX FOR PHOTOLAMPS
• Fig. 2— Suggested construction for a series-parallel high-low
outlet and control box for photolamps. Lannps plugged Into
outlets on opposite sides of switch may be burned in series for
setup and modeling, in parallel for picture taking.
camera position. This is placed high and
to one side and about the same distance
from subject as the lamps at the camera for most scenes. For some scenes it
is used far behind the subjects, shining
back on them and toward the camera,
and is invariably screened to prevent any
direct rays reaching the camera lens.
Sometimes, particularly in color photography,use
I this third lamp to throw
light on the background instead of on
the subjects, particularly when the
background is at a considerable distance
and I want to light it brightly enough
to record. How to balance these lights
is a subject of a separate article, but
balancing is important.
Need for exposing correctly seems
so obvious that it hardly merits discussion. However, experience shows that
more pictures are lost from improper
exposure than from any other single
cause. Particularly in color filming, the
tendency is always to cheat a little and
then under-exposure results. By cheating I mean that it is so difficult to get
enough light for color photography at
normal film speeds that some filmers, in

• Fig. 3— Wiring diagram for control box sketched in Fig. 2.
Outlets, covers and switch may be purchased at the dime
store and a cigar box used for the cabinet.

attempting to light up too much area,
go ahead and shoot, trusting to luck
it
will come out all right in the processing.
Exposure directions are given ' on
a printed slip in the box containing the
film you buy. Exposure directions are
contained in free data sheets and literature given away by the manufacturers of film, camera and lamps. Exposure information is also available with
meters. The important thing is ( 1 ) do
not attempt to make pictures without
exposure data; (2) follow that data
exactly. That's really all there is to it.
As for something to film at this
time of year, I can think of nothing
more appropriate than a family movie
recording the end of summer. And to
learn how much sparkle back-lighting
can put into pictures, I'd suggest shooting an entire story using basic front
lighting combined with back lighting
except where the surroundings (such as
a shot of someone putting something
away in a closet) make it almost impossible to position a back light.
Try using back light for scenes of

• Fig. 4— Note in this closeup (the shot made by cameraman in Fig. I) how
effectively the easy-to-use photospot lamp adds three dimensional values,
backlighting and highlighting both subjects.

this sort: of mother refitting junior's
clothes because he has grown so much
since he last wore his good school
clothes; of junior putting away his
typical summer toys, kite, ball, bat,
gloves, and rummaging around to find
his ice skates and football; of sister
getting out her books and pencils and
perhaps trying a new hairdo; of dad
and mother struggling with the schooltime budget, including new clothes;
supplies and an allowance for lunches.
The list of typical homely family activities is almost endless and does not
take much imagination to film effectively at this time of the year when
there is a natural transition from summer to fall with its consequent effect
on family life.
One such scene of mother adjusting
a necktie, which junior obviously does
not like, in getting ready for the end
of playtime and the beginning of school,
is shown here.
Notice that two lamps are used right
at the camera for general overall illumination and that • a Coiifiiiticil
back lighton isPa^c
placed,
567

« Fig. 5— In this reverse shot of the same action, similar qualities of
lighting are retained but the camera and reflector floods have been
reversed in position, without moving the third lamp in background.
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• Reproduced here are frame enlargements from two sequences In George
A.
Valentine's
8mm.thatKodachrome
Past past.
Master."
inventor
perfects
a machine
enables one picture
to look "The
into the
When An
his children

w«rlif

fit hlf •fUf^

inquisitively asked to be shown, he recreates on screen of instrument picture
of kiddies stealing jam. When a neighbor asks for a picture of her husband
at work, instrument shows husband's pretty secretary sitting on his lap.

^

9

for not being in bed, to which they
repiv, "We want to see what it is,
Movie

Of

IIKE DeMille, Zanuck, Walter Wanger and others, whose names have become famous for consistently good
motion picture productions, George Valentine is destined to become similarly
famous in the home movie world. This
Glenbrook, Connecticut movie maker
has an enviable record as well as rare
talent for turning out highly entertaining 8mm. films with cinematic finesse
we have come to term professional.
Previously a winner of Movie of The
Month certificates, also a trophy winner in Home Movies' 1944 annual contest, Valentine again is a candidate in
Home Mo\aEs' 1946 contest with "The
Past Master," a film fantasy which the
editors have unanimously chosen the
Movie of The Month for September.
On this page are frame enlargements
from his 8mm. Kodachrome film pic-

The

Month

turing highlights of two sequences. The
story has to do with a family man who
has built an unusual electronic instrument similar to a television receiver
which enables him to recreate on a
small screen, events which have transpired in the past.
Highlighted by Valentine's usually
attractive titling, the picture opens
with wife of the inventor touching up
her make-up at the hall mirror. Ostensibly she and husband have planned to
go out for the evening. In a corner of
the living room, the husband is tinkering with the machine. Impatient with
him, the wife tells him she will go with
a neighbor and leaves the house.
There's confusion in a doorway at
opposite end of room as the children
peep through the door to see what their
father is doing. He admonishes them

Gathering around their father, the
boy and three girls, ranging in age from
Daddy."4 to 12 years, are shown the
about
machine.
"You see," explains their father,
"this is a machine that shows us what
has happened in the past."
There's a dubious expression on the
countenance of his precocious son who
says, "O. K., let's see something."
"All right," replies his father, "let's
see what things looked like last
A twist of the dial and the screen
• Continued on Page 564
autumn."

JACK TREACY has camera
capturedthein cloud
subdued tones with his lan
summer day
pattern
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an
Ind
in the country. Use this picture as a
title background for a vacation,
travel or outing fil m. Text may be
handlettered up>on it by an artist
or
with p block letters. In
use. composed
either
case, save
icture for future
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• Fig. I— Shown attached to Revere Bmm.
camera
author'sA electric
camera'sa
starting isbutton.
small control
magnet foractuates
plunger that makes contact with the starting
mechanism. Device is wholly homemade.
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• Fig.release
2— Details
altering
tip of
regular
cable
where formanual
control
of camera
is desired. Because of greater thrust required,
regular cable tip must be replaced with a
sturdier one 1/14 inch in diameter and sweated
on the release cable as shown.
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have passed
makersg who
movie filmin
E record
HOMthe
stage of photography and who have mastered the
technique of movie making find that
they are restricted sometimes by the inflexibihty of their movie equipment.
Sequences of amateur scenarios that call
for the filming of a group of people including oneself usually have to be filmed
by a willing but inexperienced bystander. When the bystander is not available
or not wanted the usual expedient is to
jam the starting mechanism of the movie camera and hurry into the scene.
A remote control release would be welcomed in this instance.
The advanced amateur interested in
nature study uses long range telephoto
lenses to reach his live subjects. If a
particular angle of shooting is desired,
a simple platform is erected from which
the photographer shoots the scene. The
average movie maker does not possess
a telephoto lens of sufficient power and
would not make any elaborate preparations for shooting a simple scene. Furthermore, telephoto lenses require accurate focusing and have a very shallow
depth of field when compared with the

W
standard lens. The best way to film the
live quarry would be to locate and secure the camera equipped with standard
lens in an advantageous position while
the quarry is absent from its habitat.
Later the subject could be observed from
any vantage point and the action filmed
by controlling the mechanism of the
camera with an electrical release.
Reverse motion sequences add interest
to an otherwsie staid subject. The 8mm.
camera owner holds his camera in an
inverted position for this type of filming. A cable release on the camera would
simplify this otherwise awkward filming operation. Smooth panoramic filming is also aided by the cable release.
Well planned titles help to keep the
continunity of the amateur movie flowing smoothly from scene to scene. Titles of locations on maps, postal cards
or snapshots that set the scene or lend
atmosphere can be photographed using
Hollywood's techniques, such as the
"zoom" title. This title gives life to an
otherwise stationary picture. In this and
in more complicated titling methods
the amateur may be aided by an electrical release on the camera which will

• Fig. 3— (left) Details for constructing the
electrical release. Magnet coil consists of approximately 90 turns of 22 ga. magnet wire.
Fig. 4 (below) shows construction of hinge.
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free his hands for other manipulations
on the titler.
The total growth of a plant or the
formation of crystals can be shown a
thousand times faster than normal
growth. This type of nature and science
study calls for a camera equipped with
an electrical release and a timer which
will control the interval of time between exposures of a frame of movie
film. This particular timer must have
a switch for controlling the electrical
release on the camera and the necessary
flood-Iites that illuminate the subject.
All this has been successfully demonstrated with manual cable and electrical releases which I have made and
used with my Revere 8mm. camera.
Design of the Revere is such that installation ofeither the manual or electrical release is easily accomplshed. The
electrical release, installed on the camera, is sho\yn in the photo while
the diagrams give details for constructing and installing both releases.
The initial step in preparing the Revere camera for use with either release
is to drill a hole in the front of the
camera case to admit tip of either release. An accurate diagram indicating
exact position for this hole, and dimensions thereof, is shown in Fig. 5. Before this operation is attempted, it is
necessary to remove the mechanism
from the camera, a step any mechanically minded cinebug will find easy to do.
To drill and tap the case without first
removing the mechanism would mean,
beside possibly damaging vital parts of
the motor, that metal chips resulting
from the drilling would fall into the
• Continued on Page ^71

• Fig. 5— Scale diagram giving specifications
for drilling hole in Revere cannera case to take
tip of either manual control cable release or
the electrical release,.
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• For the serious move amateur who augments his movie making education by
studyingraphy,theeditingprofessional
screen, "The Stranger" affords excellent study in photogand plot construction.

MOVIE
By

MilLYSlS
ELI

WILL

THE STRANGER
DIRECTED by Orson Welles. Screen play by Anthony
Veiller from a story by Victor Trivas. Cinematography by Russell Metty. Produced by S. P. Eagle. An International Picture.
Starring Edward G. Robinson, Loretta Young, and Orson Welles.
ORSON Welles has made an excellent motion picture of
The Stranger. He has taken a melodramatic story of an escaped
Nazi criminal and turned it into a gripping and exciting film
that holds you in suspense right up to the final shot. The picture moves along swiftly and relentlessly with rarely a moment's let-up in interest and tension. Few Hollywood motion
pictures can boast of such superb cinematic construction.
As with any good film, this accomplishment rests squarely
upon its editing. Generally, when we speak of editing, we refer
to particular dramatic climaxes or montage effects. However,
in the broadcast sense, editing involves the overall conception
of the entire motion picture. Every shot is related not only to
the immediately preceding or following shots but also to all the
other shots in the sequence and in the movie. Compositon,
lighting, photography, camera angle and acting are all brought
into play as a part of this problem of editing. In this way,
Welles has achieved in The Stranger a rhythm and tempo based
on film structure which is the key to the excellent suspense
in the movie and which 99 out of 100 motion pictures sadly
lack.
Since the film is well conceived as a whole instead of being
a conglomeration of separate scenes, it is difficult to isolate
a particular series of shots and have them still retain their value.
However there are especially imaginative sections which should
be noted as vivid examples of creative film making. The final
climatic scene in the church tower is an excellent example of
careful editing. It is well worth seeing several times to appreciate how Welles has mounted his shots in a steadily rising dramatic excitement, created by rhythm and tempo of the shots,
until the point when Welles, as the Nazi criminal, falls from
the tower's ledge and meets his justified fate at the hands of
the clock's ornamental angel.
• Continued on Page $66

• Fig. I— Portable and quickly •raetad li this parlor itaga for prasanta- • Fig. 2— Hara tha curtalni hava baan drawn aslda by motor pow«r to ravaal
tion of homa movlai. Cempoiad lubitantlally of Pratdweod It faaturai tha leraan. This vary profaitlonal-llka faatura anhaneas pratantation of avan
a curtain that opans and eloiai by rameta control.
madlocra mevlat.
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SHOWMMSHIP

Friends Are Inclined To Come
Our Movies
And
By

When

They Are Presented

In Comfortable
ARTHUR

THE pleasure one can derive from his personal movies
is more than doubled when a little showmanship is employed in their presentation. The extra effort and work
mvoived will do wonders for one's ego, too. In fact considerable prestige is to be gained by consistently showing
movies in theatre-like presentation. Mediocre films — and
who will deny that he has made at least one? — take on
an aura of perfection when shown m appropriate setting
and supported with a background of soft music. Friends
are inclined to come often to see movies thus screened.
Without disparging the home movie screen, few will
deny the fact that a naked screen at one end of the living
room adds nothing to the decorative scheme of one's home.
So if we soften the lines and add some means of decoration
compatible to the decor of the room's interior, we have
at once set a more acceptable stage on which to display
our films. The sliding curtain, too, adds a note of skillful
presentation.
Then at the business end of our living room theatre, the
ever present bugaboo of light flare from the lamp house
needs attention as does the projector noise. This suggests
a method of blimping or better still, a portable projection
booth plus a means for playing background music which,
in addition to complementing the picture, also obscures
any projector noise.
Mr. Albert Feinauer, a cinebug of Cranston, Rhode
Island, has found the answer to these home movie showmanship problems in a unique portable stage and a projection booth, pictured above, which he built and consistently
uses whenever movies are shown in his home. Two trips
to the cellar and less than fifteen minutes preparation, and
Mr. Feinauer has his stage, screen and projection booth
ready for a show. And when the show is over, the "scenery," as Mr. Feinauer calls it, may be quickly dismantled
and stored away.
First the screen is set up on its tripod; then the stage
front arranged so that the curtain covers it. A sheet of
544

Often To View
Expertly

Surroundings

M.

SHARP

hard tempered presdwood was used for building a base
for the whole front. Across the bottom is a length of ^
round moulding while the other three sides employ one
inch decorative moulding to reinforce the panel. In the
center, near the bottom, a section is cut out and covered
with brocaded drapery material such as used to cover
radio speakers. Arranged vertically are three braces that
reinforce the speaker opening, and above this is the Feinauer monogram. Arranged on a frame behind this cutout is a secondary speaker for the family radio. Necessary
cords are attached to a phono plug so that the speaker
can be quickly connected with the combination radio and
record player.
Behind the curtains at each end are two folding strips
of wood which support the top valence. These strips are
attached to the bottom panel by bolts and wing nuts for
ease in fastening, also to allow them to fold down behind
the lower panel when in storage. The top presdwood valence
which receives the supporting strips, is fitted with brackets
in such a manner that the whole top slides down onto the
strips and into place. There is conveniently a door behind
the screen, so Mr. Feinauer made two clamps which hook
onto the top of the door frame moulding to hold the whole
outfit rigid and vertical.
The two pole standards are attached to the bottom panel
in front of the curtain by means of two brackets. At the
top, holding the poles to the valence, are spring clips such
as used for hanging brooms in a closet. Below the presdwood valence, which is suitably paneled with moulding, is
a decorative fringe to add to the theatrical effect. Cut-out
stars complete the design of the stage front.
Behind the valence is a curtain rod fitted with a number
of small metal curtain rings. The two halves of the sliding
curtain are so sewed to the rings, that they fold neatly
when the curtain cords are drawn. These curtains are
decorated with a stenciled border — designed and handmade by Mrs. Feinauer.

•booth
Fig.which
3— At also
opposite
of room,roomthe dimming
projectorswitch
is concealed
this
houses end
turntables,
and the bylomoie
control for operating the curtain.

The projection "booth" is not really a booth at all
but simply a panel behind which are placed the projector
and turntables, plus all the remote control switches for
operating them as well as the curtains, lights, etc. Attached
to back of this panel is a light baffle which extends out
over the top of the projector, effectively blocking the light
which otherwise would cast an objectionable glare on the
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ceiling. A small table, together with a high stool provides
for the comfort of the operator while the show is on.
There are some interesting gadgets within this projection booth, too, all built by Mr. Feinauer, which opens
and closes the stage curtains by remote control and dims
the room lights. Operating the curtain was originally done
by turning a small hand crank which controlled cords leading to the stage. These cords travelled through a hole drilled
in the living room floor, thence along the cellar ceiling and
emerged again through the living room floor at a point
near the portable stage. Eventually this cumbersome, and
not too dependable, arrangement was replaced by the
present electrical control.
Now the curtain is opened and closed by a gadget motivated by a small Erector toy motor which can be made
to operate either forward or in reverse. This is shown in
Fig. 6. The gadget is portable and placed back of the stage
when it is to be used. The remote control switch is housed
in a small box, shown in Fig. 5, and is placed conveniently
beside the projector. Throwing the switch to one position
opens the curtains; flipping it in the opposite direction
closes them.
This box is made from short pieces of board with a
hard pressed masonite cover. In the cover is fitted the
d.p.d.t. radio switch which controls the curtain. Also on
the cover is a standard electric plate that accommodates
a switch and pilot light such as used in homes to indicate
when the cellar light is burning, etc. This small pilot
lamp serves to light up the projection booth for threading
films and changing records.
Not shown in the photograph is an outlet on the side
for plugging in the projector, so that when the pilot light
is on, power is furnished to the projector. This necessitates
two wires entering the rear of the box, one a duplex which
is plugged into the handiest wall outlet, and the other a
four-wire conductor which leads to the motor box behind
the screen. The box is 5"x5"x}/^" deep and has a piece
of felt glued to the bottom so that it will not scratch
highly polished table surfaces.
The motor box (Fig. 6) rests on the floor behind the
screen. The four-wire cable from the control box enters
at the top right. Emerging from two slots in the top left
are a white cord to open the curtain, and a red cord for
closing. Essentially it consists of a removable double spool,
on one side of which is wound the red cord and on the
other the white. Erector toy parts were used throughout
to furnish the bracket which holds the spool horizontal
and at right angles to the motor. A small worm gear on
the motor shaft drives a spur gear on a shaft below, which
in turn transmits power to a secondary
gear in on
mesh
• Continued
Pn^ewith
571

• Fig. A— Mr. Feinauer ingeniously devised this room light dimming device,
using operation
four standard
which are controlled in unison by the
single
of theDim-A-Lites
dial.
• Fig. 5 (below) — This tiny box encloses a double-pole double-throw switch
which operates the reversible motor that opens and closes the curtains.

• Fig. &— Here is shown the two-directional motor and the geared mechanism
by which the stage curtain is opened and closed when a switch is thrown in
the projection booth.
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filming. But here's a tip that's up-to-date any month: For the finest in
movie film and equipment, keep in touch with your Kodak dealer!

Sound

Kodascope

FS-10-N

. . . Now

Sound Kodascope FS-IO-N, the
single-case sound and silent 16mm. projector introduced during
the war — the ^^N'' stands for
^^Navy" — is now being produced
as a two-case outfit.
j
One case holds the speaker,
Cordomatic connecting cord,
1600-ft. take-up reel, power cord,
and extra lamps. The other, the
projector itself. Both cases are
handsomely finished in black

In A Two-Case

Outfit

boar-grain Kodadur.
And, incidentally, both the
projection and condenser lenses
are coated — ^^Lumenized^ for
best screening results.
Better see your dealer about
this superior, yet reasonably
priced projector. As with all good
things, unfortunately, the supply of the two-case Sound Kodascope FS-IO-N will be limited for
some months to come.

You can load, interchajige, and unload the film magazines of a Magazine
Cine-Kodak — any time — without loss
of a single frame. (
You will have the same success in
loading or unloading a roll-film movie
camera — if you use a little care. You
can load it in direct sunlight, but
why take the chcince when you Ccin
turn your back to the sun? See that
the film remains snug against the
spool . . . run it for a few seconds to be
sure it's properly looped and threaded
before putting on the cover . . . then
run it for several seconds more before
' starting pictiire making — there's extra
footage for just this purpose.

"0" — but
at footage
making
movie
l extra
runStop
off the
additiona
at
the end of the roll until the footage
indicator points to "Empty" before
removing the film, or, with an ''Eight,"
turning the spool for its second running. Again keep the film snugged
against the spool — and you should
have no "lost" movie scenes at the
beginning or end of a roll ... no ir★ ★^^
ritating "edge fog."
Believe it or not — every year Kodak
processing stations receive hiindreds
of rolls and magazines of film for
processing, totcdly devoid of identifying return names and addresses on
the cartons. And meiny others are so
hastily or illegibly inscribed that

postal officials despair of their return.
Such films find their way into a department ofthe Eastman Kodak Company, inRochester, where experts, with
an ingenuity and tenacity rivalling
that of the F.B.I., do their best to track
down their man — the unknown movie
maker. Some of their successes would
make lively reading, but they prefer
us to urge legible mailing instructions, and to remind you that present
return-meuHng procedure calls for the
insertion of the original film carton in

Lumenizing ... An

Important

Four-Millionths

Of An

Inch

Long before the war, Kodak began ^^surf ace coating^' the inner
glass-air surfaces of its finer
lenses with a microscopically
thin transparent layer of magnesium fluoride about four-millionths of an inch thick. For all
their superthinness, these coatings are a real help in photogra-

a return "window" carton, with your
own penmanship — and nothing else
— appearing in that "window" for the
guidance of the postman.
If any of your film is ever missing,
please write to the processing station
to which it was sent, describing the
type of film, whether 8mm. or 16mm.,
the approximate date it was sent in,
and give some idea of its subject matter. (And eJso, incidentally, include
your name and address.)
★ ★ ★
Today's full-scale movie making has
resulted in a flood of Cine-KodeJcs and

phy — aiding in killing reflections
at the lens surface, reducing

Kodascopes at dealers' and Kodak repair shops for touching up, inspection, or repairs — some needed, some
imagined. Unless your equipment actually needs repedrs to put it in running condition, please do not forward it to a Kodak repair shop at
this time. Use it now . . . send it
along later this fall or winter.
* ★ *

flare and avoiding ^^ghost" images, increasing light transmission, producing cleaner, crisper
tone values in both highlights
and shadows, resulting in better
contrast in black-and-white
movies and superior color purity

All told, Cine-Kodak Film— Kodachrome, black-and-white, rolls, magazines, in various lengths — is suppUed
for Cine-Kodaks in twenty- three
different cartons, SEALED AND
DATED. Be certain you ask for and
receive the type, size, and length of
film your camera accepts. Otherwise,
once the seed is broken, an awkward
problem is posed for both dealers and
Kodak, whose warranties are based
upon supplying tested film in dated
and sealed cartons. '

EASTMAN
ROCHESTER

^
Kodachrome.
with
More
recently, Kodak developed amagnesium fluoride coating so tough, and so well bonded
to the glass of the lens, that it
became practical to surfacetreat all glass-air surfaces — the
exposed outer lens surfaces as
well as the inner. Normal cleaning and polishing will not damage the coating — indeed, it's
nearly as hard as the average
optical glass and practically integral with the lens itself. Developed for and tested by war use,
lenses so treated delivered the

KODAK
4,

utmost quality of performance
under rugged field conditions in
all climates, and at sea.
Kodak has given the label,
^^Lumenized,'' to all lenses so
treated. Cine-Kodaks now being
delivered are fitted with Lumenized lenses. Most Cine-Kodak accessory lenses are also Lumenized. Chances are that today any
Cin^Kodak lens you buy will
have received Lumenizing
treatment — but please do not ask
us to coat present lenses in your
picture-making kit., .production
schedules make it impossible.
And remember that while
Lumenizing does a real job of
photographic trouble shooting,
coating alone isn't a solution for
defective optical systems. The
care and skill that are part of
the design and manufacture of
every Cine-Kodak lens are as
important as ever.

COMPANY

N.Y.

Hf^
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$1 to $5 are paid readers for ideas for gadgets, movie tricks and short
cuts in movie making used on this page. Describe your gadget or idea
briefly and submit it with rough sketch or photo to "The Workshop
Editor," Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
★
*
♦
♦
♦
It n
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Film Cleaner
A white cotton glove turned soft
side out and worn on the left hand, as
pictured here, makes an excellent film
cleaner. Film is simply run through
gloved fingers during rewinding process, the soft surface of glove wiping
it clean. Where film has become oily
or grease-onarked from proj.cctor, a
drop or two of carbon tetra-chloride
on the glove will quickly rid film of
dirt and grime.
The glove thus used will become
soiled after awhile. Wash away the
stains by dipping in carbon tetrachloride ordry cleaning fluid and wiping stains with cloth. The glove may
then be used indefinitely. — Robert
Trainor, Burlingame, Calif.
No Double Exposure
Here is a solution to an annoyance

common to users of double 8mm. cameras. Often when the roll of film has
not been completely used, the cameraist is not sure whether the roll has be;n
turned over in the camera if shooting
isn't completed in one day. To get
around this, I use a small piece of adhesive tape as a signal. This I place over
the lock of the camera door after loading camera with a fresh roll of film.
When turning the roll of film over
to expose the second 25 feet, I remove
the strip of tape and place it inside of
the door. Thus, tape on the outside indicates I'm using the first 2 5 feet of
film, and when its on the inside, I know
I'm on the second half. Thus I avoid
double exposing over previously exposed
film. — Carlton A. Benson, Ludington,
Mich.
Editing Aid
A convenient way to k;ep separated
scenes in order, ready for splicing, is
to provide a lengthy strip of double
corrugated cardboard over the editing
table and a supply of thumb tacks.
With heavy pencil or pen and ink,
place numbers from 1 on up on this
strip, at intervals of about 1 Yz inches.
During editing or when breaking
down film into separate scenes, fasten
scene 1 with a thumb tack through
the last sprocket hole, placing it just
below figure I on the corrugated strip.
— Gregg Koester, Wichita, Kan.

Steady Tripod
Lightweight tripods have a tendency
to skid on certain surfaces on which
they are used, regardless of the kind of
tips used on the legs. Sketched here
are three expedients that may be employed to add more rigidity to the tripod when in use. The first is a simple
"Y" constructed of wood slats with
blocks to take the tripod leg tips. Used
on smooth floors, tripod cannot slip.
Hinging the arms of the "Y" enables
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gadget to be folded compactly for easy
carrying.
When shooting afield where a high
wind tends to rock the tripod-mounted
camera, a rope and heavy stone may
be employed to provide a weight anchor for the camera support.
When shooting from a moving vehicle, best method is to tie down the
tripod by means of a length of wire
secured to tripod head and secured to
the floor or platform with a screw
hook. The wire is tightened by m;ans
of a turnbuckle, obtainable for about
15c at any dime store. — H. Simonson,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Temporary Splicing
when screening a series of short
rolls of films or when running spools
of film to be edited, I splice them temporarily with narrow cellulose tape.
Care is taken, of course, to avoid covering the sprocket holes. Also, instead
of reeling the film inspected or screened,
I run it into a cloth lined basket. Film
never tangles if reasonable care is used
when rewinding. — Max Clements, Las
Cruces, N. M.
Short Length Storage
I recently adopted the use of discarded typewriter ribbon boxes as
means for storing short lengths of film
and titles. Contents of each box is
identified with description inked on a
strip of adhesive tape placed on outside
cover. — George A. Lazzati, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Title Centerer
The photos below illustrate construction and use of a parallax compensating template that may be used in filming titles or in small objects photography to accurately center camera with
subject. The illustrations show the
step-by-step procedure.
In Fig. 1 the camera is placed lens
down on a sheet of tracing paper and
the lens position outlined with pencil.
Then the view finder position is traced
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on the paper, a pencil line indicating
its field of view. A dot is placed in
exact center of each outline and the
amount of separation between the two
indicates the amount of parallax. This
is fixed for any distance.
The next step is to draw on a sheet
of tracing paper the template or centering guide, as shown in Fig. 2. Draw
rectangles around each dot corresponding to size of title to be filmed —
dotted line for the top rectangle which
represents the viewfinder field of view,
and a solid line for lower rectangle
representing field of view of lens.
To use, place transparent template
over title, (or object to be photographed), centering it in the sold line
rectangle as shown in Fig. 3. Then,
looking through viewfinder, adjust
camera until the dotted rectangle is accurately framed in the viewfinder.
When this is done, the title is accurately centered with the camera lens.
The template may be removed and the
title filmed as shown in Fig. 4. To
us for larger title areas, simply enlarge
the rectangles to the desired size and
proceed as above. — R. D. Thompson,
San Francisco, Calif.
Aqua-rheostrat
An inexpensive rheostat capable of
controlling up to No. 2 photoflood
lamps can easily be constructed by the
average workshop
hobbyist. Such a

rheostat will prove an efficient means
for making fades when shooting titles
and for dimming photofloods between
takes when filming scenes indoors.
The sketch above gives details for
construction. Gadget consists of a
wooden trough with the seams secured
against leakage of liquids. Two copper
electrodes are provided, as shown —
one stationary and one movable. Handle of latter should be well insulated.
Method of wiring is shown in diagram.
In use, the trough is filled with sufficient water to cover the electrodes.
A weak solution of salt is added to give
maximum conductivity to the water.
Amount of salt to be added depends
upon volume of water and must be
determined by tests.
Next step is to plug in extension
cord to a 110 volt source and move the
free electrode slowly toward the fixed
electrode to increase light intensity and
away to decrease it. Keep hands out of
water at all times to avoid shock. — Phil
Subry, Denver, Colo.
Film Storage
Department stores and War Salvage
outlets throughout the country are
currently marketing a surplus supply
of air tight ammunition boxes. These
make excellent film storage boxes for
reels of either 8mm. and 16mm. films.
They cost in the neighborhood of thirty
cents each. — B. Herschensohn.
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• Ray Harryhausen and Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Leppert coordinate their activities as a three-man staff
inlimm.
making
the adjustments
Kodachrome
animatedin figures
puppet and
filnn.props in one action cycle in a sequence of "Little Miss Muffet"

lehievement

By

JOHN

Surprisingly enough, it has remained for the 1 6mm. industry to
develop the most advanced techniques
in the art of puppet animation. Exceeding the best results achieved thus
far by some of the most successful animators, atrio of three tireless i6mm.
enthusiasts rave culminated long
months of experiment with the first of
a pretentious series of i6mm. silent
story films aimed expressly at the increasing number of projector owners
buying film subjects for their home
movie show libraries. The initial release
comprises two stories on one reel —
"Little Miss Muffet" and "Humpty
Dumpty" on loo feet of i6mm. color

In

Animation

ERHARDT
film. Eight mm. versions are also available.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Leppert (she was,
until recently, with Telefilm, Inc.,)
and Ray Harryhausen, professional animator and specialist in miniature set design and construction, together evolved
the idea which is destined to bring to
life all the world's best known folk
tale characters but with none of the
artificiality that occurs when such
characters are assumed by live actors.

With the Leppert-Harryhausen system,
fairy tale characters retain all the familiar characteristics of the storybook
illustrators' pen and paint brush. All
the color and feeling of folklore fantasy
is retained. And for the nostalgic
grownup, there is just enough realism
to capture his imagination, too.
The success of these films lies chiefly
in the artistry of Harryhausen who has
a long list of credits with various Hollywood studios as a designer and creator
of miniatures, some of the most notable
being the weird animal characters done
in miniature for the film "King Kong."
It was while building the miniatures
for this highly successful film that
Harryhausen conceived his exclusive
trimensional filming process which he
employs in making the fairy tale films.
He has developed a latex plastic material of which his puppets are made,
and this has the property of lending
greater flexibility and hence realism to
puppets' movements. For example,
when Humpty Dumpty rises to his feet,
picks up a ladder and climbs the wall,
every movement is as natural as though
the role was enacted by a live actor.
There is none of the stiff, jerky movement which characterizes the jointed,
albeit rigid, puppet commonly used in
other puppet films.
The puppets are approximately 8 inches
in height, have machined ball and
socket joints to further enhance the
smooth natural-like movement of head,
body and limbs. The sets employed, each
of which is approximately 20 square
feet in area, are lavish in detail and
artistically conceived. In one of the
photos may be seen the trio of producers moving the various characters
and props one step
between onexposures
• Continued
Page 577

• Infinite detail and artistry are evident in these two scenes from
Hausen Productions' initial animated puppet film. At left the
king's above,
horses Little
and Miss
men Muffet
pondershrieks
the problem
of Humpty
while
at th« discovery
of theDumpty
spider
coming to tit down betide her.
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Pew cinematographers handled their
cameras as skillfully as David Griffin
who, when as a captain in the United
States Marine Corps, he made war
attached to John Ford's
films while
combat camera unit in the OSS.
famed
In the last year of the war, the Commandant of the Marine Corps assigned
him to President Sergio Osmena of the
Philippines as a liasion officer.
In this capacity, Griffin went in
with the first wave of troops in the invasion of Leyte. That historic battle
was recorded by Griffin and his i6mm.
camera. Later, entering Manila ahead
of American troops, he filmed in i6mm.
color the astounding rape by the Japanese of the city. After the battle.
President Osmena sent him back to
Washington with his film, with instructions to tell the story of what had happened to the Filipino people during
those tragic "thirty days."
Recently, Griffin returned to the
Philippines where he is now filming the
dramatic story of America's rule of
the islands. The resulting picture, tentatively titled "Child of Democracy,"
will be released by a major film distributor.
As a producer of documentary and
travel films, David Griffin has been
identified with the motion picture industry for a number of years. Two of
his most recent films, both nationally
released in Technicolor by Warner
Brothers, are Pledge To Bafaan and
Orders from Tokyo. Another recent
film is Java-Bali Report, a i6mm. feature length Kodachrome film released
by Adventure Films, Inc. Both Orders
From Tokyo and Java-Bali Report were
narrated as well as filmed and directed
by Griffin.
The mannerisms, habits and customs
of the lands of Java and Bali have in-

• Back in the Philippines is David Griffin, who earlier filmed the rape of Manila while attached to
U. S. Marine Corps. He is currently making a 14mm. documentary pointing up results of U. S. rule of the
Philippines.

Oamera
By

Idventurer

CURTIS

trigued the imagination of men for
generations and Griffin, in his JavaBali Report has brought the American
public a true, life-like documentary that
has added considerable stature to his
prestige as an exploring cinematographer. Possessing a fluent knowledge
of the Malay language enabled him to
record on film the dramatic story of
these peoples, their folklore, their dances

RANDALL
and the magical beauty of their islands.
At Solo Karta, Griffin was the guest
of the Soesoehoenan, most powerful of
all native rajahs of Java. The court
dancers, exquisitely gowned in golden
sarongs, performed for him the ancient
Serimi dance before his recording camera. In Bali, his camera recorded for the
first time the intimate details of a
• Continued on Page 570
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Society Of Sixteen Cinematographers,
at its June 17th meeting in Hollywood,
resumed its membership activity suspended during the war. Acted upon
were the 147 applications on file for
membership in organization, most of
which were from returning servicemen
who were actively engaged as cinematographers inthe production of training
or combat films during the war.
It was decided at this meeting that
upon application of any five non-resident (living outside Hollywood) S.S.C.
members, a charter will be issued for a
local chapter of the organization.
★
Paul Hoefler, of Paul Hoefler Productions, Hollywood, has taken his Cine
Special on a five weeks filming expedition throughout the United States to
gather additional material for a new
series of films to be released exclusively
in 8 mm. color.

tively titled "Indeipendence Through
Machinery." Adams used i6mm. Ansco
Color film exclusively. Subject will be
released in color and sound.

Closeups

Ed Drews and Tommie Braatelien have
returned to Hollywood after covering
4000 miles throughout the Pacific
Northwest filming Kodachrome footage for a series of new films they plan
for fall release. Pair, formerly with
Planet Pictures, are now producing
1 6mm. color films independently.
★
Alva F. Adams, Novato, California, has
completed an industrial film for the
Adolph Holmes Co., Petaluma, tenta-

Jerry Courneya, 16mm. camera man
has been engaged by Errol Flynn as
chief cinematographer on current cruise
to Mexican and Central American
waters where, in company with Howard
Hill, famed archery expert, and others
will produce a series of wild game
hunting and fishing films.
★
Jess Davis, has completed the photography of a new sound and color film,
"Escape To Death Valley" for which
he has spent more than a year on research and the photography. Finally
edited version will feature several special effects which• Continued
will be handled
by
on Page 568
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SOUTHWEST 8mm. Club of Los Angeles had seventy- two reservations for
the dinner preceding it's August meetclub's of
monthly
brought
out ing.
sixThe films
such contest
merit that
the
judges had difficulty choosing between
the unusual work of member Fenn's
Fun Is Color, Flowers and Magic, and
cinefilmer Crosby's California, the
Beautiful. In the end, Mr. Fenn won
in a photo finish. Third prize was
awarded Elmer Pauer for his splendid
snow shots of Yosemite, National Park.
Other entries were Bryce Canyon by
Earl and Rowena Parsons; Luther Monell's Zoo; and Ice-Capades, 1946, by
Ercel and Greta Harrison, all new
members. Charles Ver Halen, publisher
of Home Movies Magazine, was guest
speaker. His address was followed by a
showing of outstanding amateur-made
films.
★ ★ ★
OMAHA Movie Club, which meets at
the North Side Pubhc Library, 8:00
p.m., the fourth Friday of each month,
will be glad to welcome any readers of
Home Movies who may care to attend the group's next meeting. The
Omaha club also extends an invitation
to members of other movie clubs who
might be visiting in Omaha at the time.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Buck, both active
Omaha cinefiimers, returned from a six
week's tour of the western states with
twenty-five rolls of 8mm. Kodachrome
to show their fellow film enthusiasts.
Any communications with the Omaha
Movie Club should be addressed to G.
Ronald Pierce, Secretary, 1510 South
52nd Street, Omaha, Nebraska.
★ ★ ★
SEATTLE Amateur Movie Club is seriously considering the inauguration of
a two-meeting-a-month schedule to
start in the fall. Also, the possibility
and advantages of holding joint meetings with the Tacoma Movie Club is
under discussion. All members who took
pictures at the Ice Follies brought their
films to the August meeting for review
and comparative analysis. Miss Alice
Poat, a former member, showed movies
she made during her two-year stay in
South Africa. Her pictures of Ecuador
and the Amazon Valley Basin were accompanied byrecorded native music.
During Miss Poat's South American
visit, she exposed over 1600 feet of
8nun. Kodachrome.

of

of

movie

groups

organ-

amateur

movies

LONG BEACH Cinema Club members
saw Dr. Charles La Frances' 3200 foot
16mm. Kodachrome travelogue, Mexico, Land of Contrast, at the club's regular meeting August 7. Mildred Caldwell's 200 foot black and white 8mm.
film, Farmer's Daughter, was another
high spot on the evening's program. At
the technical meeting August 21, an
expert from General Electric discussed
"Lamps for Photography." Many of the
Long Beach cineclubbers fortunate to
have been on hand for the technical
meeting on July 17 are still praising the
Ansco illustrated lecture given by
Messrs. Davis and Galligan.
★ ★ ★
BERGEN COUNTY Amateur Movie Society of New Jersey announces that its
roster is now open to interested 8mm.
or 16mm. movie amateurs. Application
for membership should be addressed to
Mr. Frank A. Gross, 111 Kansas St.,
Hackensack, N. J. This new club, recently formed, is building its own quarters complete with projection booth and
stage facilities. At the June meeting
Edward Nelson was elected president;
Eugene Huebler, vice-president; Leon
Van Gleder, treasurer; Douglas Voorhis, membership chairman, and Frank
Gross, secretary.
★ ★ ★

CLUBS

KANSAS CITY Amateur Movie Makers have been holding a series of outdoor meetings during the summer
months. Members with adequate lawn
facilities have taken turns entertaining club members. The outdoor informal meetings will continue until September 11 , when meetings will be resumed at Barnard's Photo Store. Highlight of a recent program was a "Doctor I. Q." stunt with Vice-President
Ben Earnhardt firing the questions. Secretary John Mosely was pay-off man
and handed out bright new pennies to
members with the right answers. The
entire program was handled over a public address system using portable microphones. Earl Martin won the Jackpot
question award — $5.00 in bright new
★ ★ ★
pennies.
LOS ANGELES Cinema Club presented an outstanding program at its
August 1 1 meeting at Los Angeles Museum in Exposition Park. Seven films
were shown. Member Edwin Olsen,
whose photographic skill is well known
to local cine enthusiasts, particularly
for his rare ski pictures and his daring
trip down the Colorado River by boat,
showed his This Land of Ours: California, afifteen minute Kodachrome sound
film. A beautiful scenic, Yosemite and
Tahoe, by member Don Bleitz drew
enthusiastic applause from the membership. How fruits and vegetables arrive
on our tables fresh as when they were
picked was shown in an exceptional
• Continued on Page ^71

"I want you to enjoy this movie, dear, so go out and biiy yourself a
big bag of popcorn."
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CHUCK FOSTER'S ORCH. • THE THREE SUNS • MILLS BROTHERS

• LOUIS ARMSTRONG • BORRAH MINEVITCH • FATS.WALLER • THE CHARIOTEERS
eat

MICHAEL
in "I'll Take
You takes
Home youAgain,
Kolhleen"
The
tenor BARTLETT
voice of Michael
Bartlett
straight
to Ireland, No. 73
BARKLEY
SISTERS
in
"Good,
Good,
Good"
Two luscious lovelies vocalize in an enchanting nightclub Setting. No. 74
CHUCK FOSTER'S
"Harriet"
Topnotch
orchestra,ORCH.
prettyin ditty,
and blonde, buxom Marilyn l^aul.No. 75
HARRY
lEFCOURT
«
RED
JACKETS
in "Polka ofFun"
Loads of fun, including comedy highlights
Little and Richards.No. 76
NICK
by Side"
Good LUCAS
listening,in as"Side
troubadour
Nick Lucas makes with the guitar. No. 77
THE
THREE
SUNS
in
"Beyond
The
Horiion"
Perfect blending of electric organ,Blueguitar
and piano accordion. No. 78
JEANNE CLAIRE and HAROLD RICHARDS in "Sweel Leili'ani" No. 79
Hawaiian maids, swing "hula", and a delightful duec.
YASHA
"Kazbek"
No. SO
Russian DAVIDOFF
atmosphere,in singing
and dancing . . . starring great baritone.
RED
RIVER DAVE
in "Mexicali
Rote"
Handsome
Red River
Dave sings
romantically to his senorita. No. 81
CINDY WALKER in "The Great Big Sow Came Nearer" No. 82
Musical "mellerdrama", complete with villain, hero, heroine,
MAURICE
"Rhumboegle"
Rocco playsROCCO
Cuban in boogie-woogie
for some sizzling'
sepia dancers.No. 83
MILLS
BROTHERS
in
"The
Paper
Doll"
Topnotch talent, incl. Dorothy Dandrige and specialty dancers. No. 84
FRANCES FAYE in "I Ain't Got Nobody'^
No. 85
Your favorite chantootsie, Harry Brent's Orch. and comedy antics.
DOROTHY
DANDRIDGE
in
"Cow
Cow
Boogie"
No. 86
Scintillating Dorothy Dandrige swings this western musical.
LOUIS
ARMSTRONG
in "Sleepy
Time ofDown
No. 87
Hot trumpet
and Popular
orchestra
LouisSouth"
Armstrong.
BORRAH
MINEVITCH
in
"My
Shawl"
No.
88
The Harmonica Rascals and six dancing Latin beauties.
BUDDY
and MARVEL
in "Oreamtville,
Sweet andROGERS
sentimental
duet . . MAXWELL
. plus an underwater
kiss! Ohio" No. 89
EMERY DEUTSCH in "Hungarian Dance"
No. 90
Lilting gypsy number from Emery Deutsch's repertoire.
ETON BOYS in "Old MocDonold"
No. 91
Down to the farm for a hot version of this "rural" favorite.
JERI
SULLIVAN
in
"Tico
Tico"
No. 92
Latin rhythm at its best ... by songstress Jeri Sullivan.
EMERYviolin
DEUTSCH
Hit Violin
Cry" No. 93
The
of Emeryin "When
Deutsch,a Gypsy
playingMaket
an original
composition.
SHEP FIELDS in "The Whitller't Molher-in-Law" No. 94
Merry comedy, Shep Fields Orchestra, Ken Cujtis singing.
CAROL
in "Sleigh
Belt new
Serenade"
No. 95
Rings theDEXTER
bell with
a tinkling
version of Jingle Bells.
DICK
TODD rendition
in "Rote ofO'Doy"
No. 96
Wonderful
this old ballad casts a magic spell.
SUGAR
KANE
in
"Shepherd't
Serenade"
No.
97
Sweet and lovely Sugar Kane does a haunting melody favorite.
FATS
WALLERof inthe"Honeyiuckle
No. 98
The master
ivories tickles Rote"
out a honey of a number.
CAROLYN
MARSH
in
"I
Can't
Give
You
Anything
But
Love"
No.
99
Eye-appeal and personality in a lush nightclub setting,
ETON BOYS in "Sweel Adeline"
No. 100
Effetvescent arrangement of your favorite "oldie".
THE
No. 101
Hot CHARIOTEERS
quartet, talentedin "Dorktown
jive dancers,Strutler't
colorful Ball"
background,
ALVINO REY— KING SISTERS in "St. Louit Bluet"
No. 102
Syncopating blues with Alvino Rey, his guitar, and King Sisters.
GUS
VAN inshindig
"When with
PoddyGusMcGinly
the Harp"
No. 103
Wonderful
Van andPlayt
the gay
and dimpled colleens.
CARSONto the
ROBISON
"Take olMeRobison
Back toandMy hisBoottBuckaroos.
and Saddle" No. 104
Relax
western inmusic
SUSAN
MILLER
in
"Pete
the
Piper"
No. 105
Girls . . . girls . . . girls . . . plus Danny Hockton and Susan Miller.
MAYAS PAN AMERICAN ORCH. in "Poron Pan Pan"
No. 106
Exciting Havana-Madrid show . . . Seven Senoritas . . . Carlos & Zedra.
MICHAEL BARTLETT in "Mother Mochree" No. 107
The finest Irish ballad as done by a golden voiced artist.
GEORGE PAXTON ORCH. in "Dance With A Dolly" No. 108
Paxton's 21 Music Makers, rhythmic singing and dancing.
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Wouldn't i» be great if you could keep
million-dollar talent always on hand
for your guests to see and hear? Well — you can!
For the 16 mm. SMMOiei. that bring you the dazzling stars
of Broadway and Hollywood cost only $7.50
for each 100-foot reel (16 mm. S.O.F.).
See your dealer — or clip the coupon now. And send for
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dress is 1426 No. Wilcox, Hollywood,
California, launch a new distribution
policy with this release which is announced more completely in their advertisement elsewhere in this issue.

Muddled In Mud is a slapstick
comedy jewel of 1910 revived by Castle
Films, Inc., and being released in 8mm.
and 1 6mm. for home projectors. Produced in the silent days by Mack Sennett for Keystone Comedies, film stars
most of the old Keystone favorites
headed by Mable Normand and Ford
Sterling. A remarkable turn in the story
involves Mable who falls into a lake
that is quickly emptied to effect her
rescue. The climax is highlighted by
Ford Sterling and a crop of Keystone
Kops wallowing in the mud of the lake
bottom. Subject is available in two
8mm. and three i6mm. versions includingsound-on-film
a
edition through
Castle Films distributors from coast to
coast.

Underwater Ballet is first of a new
series of 8mm. and i6mm. films to be
released as "Movies of the Month" by
Movie Newsreels, Hollywood, Calif.
Subject features an unusual display of
aquatic prowess by aqua star Nini
Shipley. Actual ballet routines are performed underwater by this lovely Miss
which have been caught by the movie
camera and edited into a highly entertaining motion picture. The 8mm. version is available at $2.00; i6mm. silent
at $4.00 and a i6mm. sound edition
at $j.oo. Movie Newsreels, whose ad-

Of These Our People is a survey of
the Jew in America, exposing the unAmerican and un-democratic slanders
of anti-semitism. The situation is emphasized in the finale depicting the
homecoming of Julius Lefkowitz, a
Jewish boy who lost an arm in the war
in Africa. Two reels 16mm. black and
white and sound, subject screens for 20
minutes. Sale price is $65.00 and rental
rate $6.00 per day.

Arts And Crafts In Mexico, filmed
by Ralph E. Gray, Mexico City, has
been purchased for distribution in
1 6mm. with sound and narration by
Pictorial Films, Inc., RKO Bldg., Radio
City, New York. The film, which recently was a national award winner, is
probably one of the most authentic
color motion pictures yet produced on
Mexican native arts and crafts, due
entirely to fact it was filmed by a man
who knows Mexico and Mexicans as
well as any native. Film depicts native
artisians at work, displays their skills
in intimate detail and shows origin of
the marvelous pottery, silver and copper as well as textile products for
which Mexico is famous.

I
"HOW TO OPERATE A
|
I
16MM. SOUND PROJECTOR |
1 • A concise fully illustrated booklet that is g
g= just
the manual to place
in hands
the be- gg
ginner-projectionist.
Illustrates
and ofdescribes
= how to set up thread, run and care for all E
= makes of sound projectors. Available at special |
= quantity rates to schools, church organization, g
= film libraries, etc.
g
I
VER HALEN
PUBLICATIONS |
i mo Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif. |
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiimiiiiiii»^

Dance With A Dolly is one of new
series of 36 Soundies — single reel musical novelty films 100 feet in length —
offered by Official Films, Inc. This
popular catchy tune is played by George
Paxton's band with vocalization by
Liza Marrow and dance numbers by
Gaylor and Norma. Other releases in
this new Soundies series feature such
talented stars as Michael Bartlett, Chuck
Foster, Mills Brothers, Louis Armstrong, Borrah Minnevitch, Eton Boys,
Fats Waller, The Charioteers, Alvino
Ray, Frances Faye and many others in
popular hit tunes as well as old time
favorites. Each release sells for $7.50.
Distribution is by Official Films, Inc.,
2 J W. 45th St., New York City 19.

Movie Daze, two reels 1 6mm. sound,
features comedian Billy Gilbert in a
slapstick comedy kidding Hollywood in
which Gilbert, as a Hollywood film director, employs all sorts of unorthodox
methods to produce a picture. Simultaneously with this subject. Commonwealth Pictures Corpn. are also releasing Moo Cow Boogie, 1 reel subject
featuring Louis Jordan and his band
highlighted with some bright turns by
1 troupe of colored dancers and entertainers. Commonwealth has obtained exclusive 16mm. distribution
to
• Continued onrights
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DINKY
Properly

BOOM

Lighting

Movies,
Home
Table-Top

Motion

Portraits

Pictures,
and

Photography

Something has been added ... at the request of Hollywood Camera Men... to the Bard well
& McAlister line of Photographic Lighting Equipment
. . . It's the Dinky Boom !
On motion picture sets," among the home-movie
fans, and everywhere that fine photography is produced,
the Dinky Inkie, that handy little 150 Watt Spot, has been
standard equipment. Now its use has been made much more
flexible by the Dinky Boom which makes an infinite number of lighting arrangements and angles easy to obtain. The
Dinky Boom comes equipped with a standard Dinky Inkie
Spotlite.
With the Dinky Inkie you can highlight portrait subjeas by concentrating a smooth, graduated light exactly
where it belongs. You can get the greatest degree of flexibility inmodeling close-ups. You can eliminate shadows in
dark corners and virtually "paint" with light that is under
control at all times.
For fine photography there is nothing better than
Bardwell & McAlister Lighting Equip^ ,
ment. For good work, the Dinky Inkie and
, ,
the Dinky Booms are "musts".
Thit wonderful liffle spot operafet wUh 750
watf T-8-DC g/obe; focuje* from an 8 degree
jpof fo a 44 degree flood. It hat the same back
and front handy focusing lever as the Baby
Keg-Lites. Y/ith base removed, it Fits any standard tripod.Total we/ghf 2V* pounds.

Check These Features
THE

BOOM

1 Maintains eendani angle of adjuttmentin all po(ition«
up to 45° angle from vertical.
2 Boom hot telescoping
extension.
3 Thrust bearing with fibre
friction disc at balance point
holds boom rigid in any position without making thumbscrew adjustments.
4 B & M folding-leg-type
stand.
sion.

5 Nine feet six inch exten6 Weight 17 pounds.

Write for literature describing the Bardwell & McAlister line ef
Photographic Lighting Equipment. There is a light for every possible need. Ask about the Senior 5000-walt Spot, the Junior
1000-2000-watl Spot, the Baby Keg-Lite 500-750-walt Spot,
the Single and Double Broads, the Foco-Spot, Snoots, Barndoors
and other light control accessories. Address Department
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Taking Youi Camera
Continueii from Page 53

To Mexico?

people you had never seen before, babbling a strange tongue, barged in on
you and commenced telling you what
and how to do something, I am quite
sure that your reactions would put the
natives here to shame. A genuine smile
and show of deep appreciation of whatever it is that they are doing, then a
gradual approach to a request for permission to film them will get results
much quicker than the so-called aggressive American way. Should you endeavor

^

non grata" and you should endeavor to
mitting.
correct whatever errors you are com-

. . .

to get the natives to "act" for you,
remember that even your Aunt Ermintrude is no Greta Garbo in front of the
camera; so just let them do their work
in their own way and you do the moving
around with your camera. And keep a
smile of approbation on your face.
Never show disappointment, even when
someone walks in front of your camera
and thus spoils a scene. Shoot it over.
If the same thing happens again, you
may rest assured that you are "persona

SOUND

/

/hvcL

It may be well to learn a few words
of Spanish, such as "muchas (or muchimas) gracias; por favor; con su permiso; esta bien; buenas dias, buenas
tardes, buenas noches; no mira a la
camera,
por favor;
no importa:"
which
means many
(or a great
many) thanks;
please; excuse me (or with your permis ion)it
; is all right (O.K.); good
morning, afternoon, night; do not look
at the camera, please; it is not important, (or it doesn't matter). Then excelente!! is well understood and the ex-

SILENT

flLM

UBRAKieS

WHERE

OR

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I
Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North
CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK
Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue
HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
716 N. La Brea Ave.
Camera Craft
6764 Lexington Ave.
He-(M43
Castle's
1529 Vine Inc.
Street
lONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.
lOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street
Hollywood Movie Supply
«79 Crenshaw (Zone 13)
Raike Company
829 S. Flower St. (U)
OAKLAND
Walter O. Gi-tlohn. Inc.
Audio Films Co. Branch
SAN <247LUISPlerlmnn*
OBISPO Ave. (Zone II)
Shadow Arts Studio
1034 Chorro Slr»»>'
CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD
Inter Church Press Corp
17 May St.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1221 G St., N. W.
GEORGIA
DECATUR
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Box 223
IDAHO
BOISE
Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.
Williams'
1007 Main Photo
St. Service
ILLINOIS
BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.
Bolotin Camera Exchange
729 W. Roosevelt Road (7)
Films Incorporated
M E. Lake Street
CHICAGO— (Continued)

TO

RENT

BUV

gmm

RHD

ILLINOIS — Continued
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
19 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)
Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (I)
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Boylston
Elder's Film
LibraryHM
739
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte. Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little BIdg.
Wholesome Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose Street
BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.
QUiNCY
Stanley-Winthrop's
5-7
Revere Road " Rent-A-Reel" Service
MICHIGAN
OfcTROIT
Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street
ROYAL OAK
Hy-Wilde Camera Shop
1029 S. Washington at Harrison Ave.
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
Howard Film Distributors
86 S. 6th St. (2)
NEW lERSEY
PASSAIC
The No-Wat-Ka Co.
257 Main Avenue
ROSELLE PARK
Union County Film Service
128 Chestnut St.
NEW YORK
ALBANY
Hallenbeck
&
Riley
562 Broadway (7)
BROOKLYN
Reed Third
& ReedAvenue
Distributors
Inc.,
750fl
(9)
NEW YORK CITY
BALDWIN
Eastern Film Supply Co.
2 Westminster Road
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Commonwealth
729 - 7th Ave. Pictures Corp.

/6mm

fllMS

NEW YORK CITY— (Continued;
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Walter O. Guflchn, Inc.
25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)
Haber & Fink. Inc.
12-14 Warren St.
King 3rd
ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZoneService
10)
Medo Photo
Supply
15 West 47th St.
& Camera
55Mogull's
W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)Exchange. Inc
National Cinema Service
69
Dey Street
Nu
Inc.
145 Art
W»st Films,
45th Street
SOS Cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St. (18)
OHIO
CLEVELAND
Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road
Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue
DAYTON
Davton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Hepburn Ave.
OREGON
PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN
James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.
RHODE ISLAND
WOONSOCKET
Yvonne's Photo Supply
557 Social Street
TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA
Grady Young 2Co.,
108 W. 8th St.
NASHVILLE
Churchwell's
510 DeaderickFilmosound
St. (3) Branch Library
TEXAS
DALLAS
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
3021/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)
VIRGINIA
NORFOLK
Tidewater Movie Service
218 W. 38th St. (8)
VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON WEST
2
Elmer B. Simosor
816 W. Virginia St.

Maay Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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"Idea"
A new and
s.o.e- v—
Co.p..e, ..S.naU. U.
excting

SLIDES

and

SLIDE

rtainmen
in home ente
..««„
ons o.

FILMS

in FULL

COLOR

2 " X 2 " Slides and 35mm. Slide Films
™ ''"^
,
mg P'='°
'^.^e
a new
and you
exc.t
of history
and love
U^ow
...ries
The
you'll meet the famous *«^='?Jf,o° and set^you U see then, « au*en^u= ^ 'or Con-Dining
tings-all «
story-telling, these

g and old.
untoited fun lor youn

IVANHOE
... by Sir Walter Scott. HIghllshts
of the story condensed into a fascinating educational production.

TREASURE ISLAND
... by Robert Louis Stevenson. As
Jim Hawkins relates his experiences,
the
magic of the story Is vividly
recreated.

THE THREE MUSKETEERS
... by Alexandre Dumas. The
whole panorama of 17th Century
France is captured In this e>cltln(
visualization.

RIP VAN WINKLE
... bytures ofWashington
Irving.
Adventhe. . .world's
most famous
sleepyhead
portrayed
•arly
American
background.against an

ROBINSON CRUSOE
.by Daniel Defoe. Beloved
Crusoe and his man Friday learn a
new way of life on the tropical island on which they are marooned.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
... byforLewis
Carroll.
Excitingof
stories
children
and adults
Alice's visits in Imaginary lands.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
... by Charles Dickens. England
In the I800's...the
time whenof
Scrooge
learns the meaning
Christmas in this immortal classic.

KING ARTHUR
... by Lord Tennyson. Here Is the
colorfulland court
under theliferuleof ofmedieval
Arthur Engand
the
thrilling
knights
of
the Round
Table.

AT YOUR DEALER, OR ORDER
2" X 2" Slides S15.75
Ea<h Part
S4.35
ALI BABA AND 40 THIEVES
. . . from The Arabian Nights. A
woodchopper overhears the password
to a cavern where forty thieves store
their loot
. . . and eventually becomes its owner.

ROBIN HOOD
. . . from mythology. The medieval
hero. Robin
Hood, and
companions. Little John,
FriarhisTuck,
live
again in this fascinating series.

MOBY DICK
... by Herman Melville. An accuwhaling
the most
19th
centuryrate account
. . .offrom
one ofIn the
popular adventure stories of all time.

THE ODYSSEY
... by Homer. The story of Odysseus'ishing
life and
scenes travels,
and the full
earlyof astonGreek
way of life.

3Smm.
Slidefllm*
IVANHOE ..
TREASURE ISLAND.
THE THREE MUSKETEERS
RIP VAN WINKLE
ROBINSON CRUSOE
ALICE IN WONDERLAND..
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
KING ARTHUR
ROBIN HOOD
MOBY DICK
THE ODYSSEY
ALI BABA AND THE
FORTY THIEVES
NAME.
ADDRESS
CITY
□ Check

2"x2" Slides— foil set (approximately 100 slides),
$15.75 ... or four parts,
at $4.25 each part.

35mm. Slidefllms
(approximately 100
frames), $9.75 complete.

PICTORIAL
R.K.O. BUILDING

BY COUPON^

39min. Slidefllm
2" X 2" Slides $9.75
Full Set Part

ZONI

□ Money Order

STATE
□ CCD.

FILMS,
RADIO CITY

Inc.
20. N. Y.
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Now! Full Historical Record
Of The New Volcano
P A R I C U T I N
400 Ft. Superb 1 6mm. Kodachrome
Filmed by Ralph E. Gray
Results of six filming expeditions. Fully
titled, edited in chronological order.
Long shots and closeups of spectacular
crater activity, destroyed village of San
Juan, air views, masses of moving molten lava, Fiesta (exclusive I at San Juan
Nuevo, closing with brilliant night
shots. A rare informative and educational film.
Shipped postpaid, with study guide, for
only $80.00 (Less than cost of one
trip.) Money back if not satisfied.
Limited editions. Send order with check
to

pression of approbation appreciated.
If you are going to film some group
that requires special arrangements, then
a fair thing to do is try to find out
how much they earn a day and then
figure on giving them twice that much
(even for only part of a day) for helping to get what you want. Or if they
are making things and you are taking
their pictures in their natural places
involving no moving of equipment or
special changes, then a few pesos for
each person and your purchase at the
price asked of some of their wares will
usually strike them as adequate.
Usually the craftsmen work in the
cool of an interior, never out in the
bright sun. Hence it will be necessary
to ask them to move their equipment
out of doors. This is easily done by setting up your camera and allowing them
to look through the finder at where they
are working, then moving it outdoors
and allowing them to see how "briliante" or "mas claro" (brighter or more
clear) it is. Then offer to pay them for
moving their stuff outside and let them
arrange it to suit them. You'll be surprised to note how great their natural

artistic sense will aid you. A pause now
and then for refreshment, or passing
out smokes or candy coated chewing
gum will help greatly to stimulate coNow let's start out and see what there
operation.
is to film. The usual tourist run to
Cuernavaca, Taxco and Acapulco is
too well known to mention and I feel
there are many places where far more
interesting things can be seen and
filmed. But if there should be a Fiesta
in Taxco it might be worth while to
shoot it.
Suppose, instead, you start out east
from Mexico City for Puebla and other
points. In Puebla they have the Hidden
Covent, (tho permission will have to
be obtained for picture making) also
the famous tile factories and onyx
workers. Before arriving there, however, you might take a short turn off to
Tlaxacala, noted for its weaving, but
only if you want to buy some woolen
textiles for yourself. Then if you are
here on San Antonio Abad's day you
will witness a Fiesta in Cholula (the
city of Churches) that will be memorable, as this is the day that all animals

RALPH
E. GRAY
Apartado 2747
Mexico, D.F.

ESSENTIAL
EDITING
THE ORIGINAL

AID

Available for the first time
since the war.
Data on both sides. Measures in Inches and centimeters; frame count for
8 mm. and 16 mm.,
sound track location
for corresponding
frame on 16 mm.
sound film; projection timing table
for silent and
sound.
12" j
long,wide.1 %"

Puebla -Vcholula
Acapulco'

TO
THIS
AD
(Regularly $1.15)
int your name and
address in the margin, and
moil to
PRODUCTS CORP.
431 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N.Y.
and your Neuscale will be sent
postpaid at once.

• On this map is indicated the principal places of interest for the movie visitor in Mexico. The object
places, handcrafts, etc., that are to be seen in each town or village indicated on the map, are described
below. If you plan a filming trip to Mexico, clip this map and the following data for your guidance:
1— Puebla — Cholula: Tile workers, onyx, churches, fiesta.
2— Oriiaba — Fortin: Flowers, sugar plantations.
3— TIacatalapan. Fiesta de la Candelaria.
A— Oxaca: Textile making, ruins, pottery making, fiestas.
5— Tehauntepec: Beautiful costumes and native women.
i— Toluca: Wood workers, largest market, basket weaving.
7 — Paticuaro — Uruapan: magnificent scenery, quaint fishermen, lacquer
workers, volcano Paricutin.
8— Guadalajara: Pottery makers, glass blowers.
9 — San Luis Potosi: Colonial architecture, sisal, reboias making.
10 — Cuidad Victoria: Henequin and sisal growing and processing.
11 — Papantia: Vanilla industry, Los Voladores.
12 — Guanajuato: smelting, historical spots.
13 — El Salto: fine scenic falls.
14— Yucatan: ruins, chicle industry, sisal growing.
15— Acapulco: resort town, beaches, fine fishing,
li — Manzanlllo: beaches, salt works, fishing.
17 — Mazatlan: harbor, beaches, fishing.
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For Movies, Candid, Enlarging, Action, Stills
OPTICAL CO., ROCHESTER

5, N.Y., U.S.A.
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15
±

Trophy

FOR

AMATEUR

Awards
MOVIE

MAKERS

IN

Home

±

Movies'

1946

LLOYD BACON TROPHY— Sponsored by Hollywood's ace director of motion
pictures, this is Home Movies' top award for the amateur submitting the best
8mm. or 16mm. film in the contest, regardless of its classification.
SCENARIO

CLASS

1st
2nd
3rd
FAMILY
lit
2nd
3rd

±
±

Contest

Mounted trophy
Junior mounted trophy
Cold plaque
HLMS

CLASS
Mounted trophy
Junior mounted trophy
Cold plaque

DOCUMENTARY
1st
2nd
3rd
ALSO

— 20 HONORABLE

CLASS
Mounted trophy
Junior mounted trophy
Cold plaque

MENTION

CERTIHCATES

ACHIEVEMENT
AWARDS,
TOO!
FOR PHOTOGRAPHY
. . . FOR EDITING
FOR

TITLING

....

FOR

Four Engraved
TIME

IS

....

Trophies!

GETTING

Contest Closes Midnight

±
±

SOUND

SHORT!

September

30th

HERE ARE RULES:
• Entries limited to amateur-made 8mm.
and 16mm. films, sound and silent.

• Both reels and cans must bear contestant's name and address.

• Contestants must pay transportation
of films both ways.

• Grading of sound films includes both
discs and sound on film.

• All entries should be titled — at least
with main and end title.

• List equipment used in making film.

• No entries will be considered which
have previously won awards in national contests. (This excludes club
contests, of course.)

• Films will be classified by the judges
according to the category in which
they are to compete, unless otherwise
specified by entrant.

HOME
6060 SUNSET BLVD.

MOVIES

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
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are blessed and the natives take particular pride in "dolling them up" that
they may find favor in the eyes of the
Lord.
A short trip east and south is Amozo,
where you may find craftsmen working
with silver and iron, making spurs,
knives, etc. Then on to Tehuacan,
where Mexico's best water is obtained.
It is an excellent overnight stop, too.
Then backtrack a little down a
magnificent grade into the valley of
Orizaba, where the much touted town
of Fortin, famous for its flowers, is located. In this area are immense sugar
cane plantations and sugar refineries.
One can either turn back here, or go
on by a road not fully paved to Vera
Cruz.
The Fiesta de la Candelaria is held in
Tlacotalpan, reached by narrow guage
railroad to Alvarado (a fishing community), then by boat up the river to the
town. This Fiesta is quite intriguing,
though it has deteriorated from former
days when it was a test of courage for a
young man that wanted to attract his
"novia." Nowadays the men go across
the river and ferry a bull across with
the aid of a boat, then turn him loose
in the streets where ail males try their
skill at bull-baiting.
Returning from Vera Cruz, via Jalapa, one can turn off at Perote and go
to Teziutlan, the birthplace of President
Camacho, where they make some rare
rebozas out of wool. Here you can
probably find a native family that will
permit you to film them embroidering
these. Then one can go on, by a well
paved road, to Nautla which is being
developed as a second Acapulco, then on
to Zamora and Papantla.
Papantla is the center of the vanilla
industry and also quite famous for the
Fiesta of Corpus Christi, which usually
lasts about ten days when you will see
one of the most spectacular sights in
Mexico. There are often as many as four
different groups of dancers: the Gua
Guas, the Moors, the Nigritos and "Los
Voladores." A whole article could be
devoted to the filming opportunities
here, but suffice to say that if you get
to see this Fiesta, your trip will have
"paid off."
Then you may backtrack over a road
that may be paved all the way within
a few months, through beautiful country
to Pachuca where is located Mexico's
(if not the world's) largest silver mines.
From here you return to Mexico City.
If this trip is not feasible, then you
might continue on from Perote to Puebla and go south to Oaxaca. This town is
relatively unspoiled by tourists and is
surrounded by many villages noted for
their superb craftsmen. Your stay there
will probably depend on how long you
can stand the food. Serape weaving,
all styles of pottery making, the saddle
type loom for making belts (common
in Guatemala
but rare in Mexico),
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Don't

let a burnout

home

movies

spoil your
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SPARE

G-E
proiection
lamp
your dealer has plenty of
popular high-wattage sizes!
What a moment! Priceless
pictures gliding across the
screen ... a thrill for you and
your friends . . . and then
BLACKNESS!
Don't let a burnout spoil your
show. Keep a spare G-E projection lamp on hand. Your
dealer now has plenty of these

Be sure it's G-E. . .
to he sure of:

popular size G-E Lamps for
movie projectors:
200-wott T-10
300-watt T-10
SOO-watt T-10
7S0-wan T-12
lOOO-watt T-12
See him today and get a SPARF
... so you'll be ready for emer
gencies. However, for some
slide projectors and projectors
requiring lower wattage lamps,
the supply of lamps is still
limited.
iff

1. Greater screen brightness . . . G-E
Lamps are designed to take full
advantage of your lens system.
2. More uniform screen brightness
; . . thanks to differentially
coiled filaments on most popular sizes.
3. Uniformly dependable performance
. , . because of precision manufacture, rigid inspection.

For better "still" pictures
keep asking for

4. Constant improvements, as developed byG-E Lamp research
for better, clearer projection.
SM

G

E

LAM

GENERAL

®

PS

ELECTRIC

7/
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FOCUSING
RING
For Revere and Keystone 8
Universal (Fixed) Focus Lenses

Wrth this ring an ordinary fixed focus cannera lenj
may be focused by the same principle as a lens with
a factory-made focusing mount. It retains unchanged al the advantages and characteristics of
your present lens, plus the following features:
• Provides instant change from fixed focus to any
distance down to one foot.
• Increases sharpness of close subjects ... Indispensable for indoor photography.
• Makes titling and extreme close-ups possible
without auxiliary equipment. Ring can be installed
in a few minutes — no alteration to lens or camera.
Precision-made, polished aluminum — mounts on lens
— looks like part of lens.
Ring complete with stabilizing spring, depth of focus
table, instructions
$2.75
Inc.
Excise Tax
Specify ctmera and lens (f 3.J, 2.5 or 2.7)
when ordering from your dealer or
Photo Specialties Co.
29 So. State Salt Lake City 1, Utah

rtiu
Toum
TO YOUR
SILENT
FILMS
Music ' Narration " Special E+fects )
LET us conven your 16 mm piaure to a sound film
of che highest quality. Skilled technical staff, and
finest sound recording equipment and studio facilities to scrv'C industrial, amateur and educational
film producers. Write TELEFILM, Inc., Dept. H-9
, 6039 Holljuood Blvd., HollyTvood 28, Calif,
for prices and literature.
OUR SERVICE IS USED BY:
AiReieareh Mfg. Co. • Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
• Pood• Santa
Maehifyery
Corp.
U.OougUt
S. NaralAircraft
PSotoCo.
Service* Dept.
Fe Railroad
Star-dard Oil Co. of Calif. ^ »
TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD
Lowest OnExchange
Rates —Films
Where
Can You
All Stanilarfl
— Castle.
Etc. Beat :*'
Aiiowaite Exchaegs Rata
Complete
$ ?.75
4.50
$I.M
K.mm Complete — silent
1.00
4.00
I3.H
Complete — sound
1.00
100 (t. — sound
6. SO
OR — You May Swap at Club)
No Charge — (Join Our Swap
IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P. O. BOX S39
BROCKTON 45, MASS.
Special Used 100 Ft. S.O.F. Subjects M.50
1<;06 Foot rseed Reels
1.00

weaving of the large baskets used for
shipping, etc., all this can be found
within an hour or so from Oaxaca,
some of it right in the town. You may
then drive to Tehuantepec in about 8
hours, although the plane will take you
there in an hour. While this part of
Mexico is interesting, it is an arduous
journey, the accommodations are inadequate and the food is, frankly, terrible; so unless there is a Fiesta going
on, I'd leave this for a later trip and
by then the road to Chiapas may be

and a new hotel was recently opened.
Then on to San Luis Potosi, unless
you want to turn off at Lagos de
Moreno to the north for Aguascaliente
and Zacatecas, or turn south for Leon,
an industrial city, and then to the
famous towns of Guanajuato and Dolores Hidalgo and Queretaro. The latter
town is quite picturesque and the home
of the Mexican fire opal industry, well
worth seeing. It is here that Maximilian
got his "comeuppance." From here the
road joins the Laredo highway at Ixmil-

Later, you may turn west and take
open.
in Toluca. Friday is market day but I
prefer to visit earlier in the week and
see the nearby villages which are noted
for their arts and crafts. Each little
village has its own craft: basket weaving, petate (beds to you) weaving,
wood working with primitive lathes,
rebozas weaving, chair making, etc.
These subjects afford grand movie sequences and the people here are quite
cooperative.
Then go to San Jose de Purua for
supper. Here is the best food you will
get in Mexico, as well as the most comfortable hotel. Their Sunday night buffets will long be remembered, but
reservations are necessary.
From here to Morelia for lunch, or
overnight, with not much to see in between. Then on to Lake Patzcuaro,
Mexico's most photogenic spot. You can
always get interesting pictures of something in this vicinity, especially at
Janitzio. A weird sight is the celebration of the Day of the Dead, November
2, when at midnight the cemetery of
Janitzio is filled with women with
lighted candles and baskets of delicacies,
paying homage to their departed. And
from December 5 to December 10 Patzcuaro holds its big Fiesta. Just south of
the town is the village of Santa Clara
del Cobre, where they make fine handhammered copper ware, and south of
this town is Tacambro, where cane is
converted into sugar.
On the return trip one might stop
at Tzintzuntzan, especially if it is Good
Friday and then you will see the native
Mexican version of the Passion Play.
And they make delicate hand turned
pottery here, too. Then on towards
Guadalajara, but first turn south at
Carapan and go to Uruapan, famous for
its lacquer ware, tropical gardens, falls
and Pariciifin! on the way back you
might stop at Paracho and film the
natives making chess men, using the
same style of lathe that is used near
Toluca. Fine inlaid boxes are made in
the nearby villages.
Guadalajara, Lake Chapala, Tonala,
Tlacapaque and environs are only interesting ifyou have not seen some of
the previously mentioned places. From
here you can take the train trip to
Manzanillo if you haven't been to Acapulco. Here there are many fine beaches

If you continue on to San Luis Potosi
quilpan. you will find a delightful old
instead,
colonial town, high and dry, and not
visited by many tourists. Here you can
film the natives making rope from sisal,
then weaving it into carpets, morales,
and other useful products. Nearby, at
Tepeyac you may observe natives roasting and grinding the stumps of Maguey
plants to secure a saccharine fluid
which is fermented and then distilled
into Mescal.
Then thru attractive scenic country
to Culdad del Maize and just after
crossing a ferry, before reaching Neuvo
Morelos, turn off to the left and see
the beautiful "El Salto" falls. If bright
sunlight prevails, better get there before
noon, but if you have the luck of an
overcast day, then a little judicious
over-exposure will allow the deep
shadows on the south side to register
full green on your Kodachrome.
Just east of Cuidad Victoria are some
large henequen plantations where you
can film interesting sequences of natives
securing sisal. Tips on this location
were purposely left to the last, for these
people require quite a little "sympathetic understanding" and by now you
should have learned how to take care of
yourself. If you have to stay overnight,
better try the tourist court north of
town. The best bet is to turn back at
Antigua Morelos to Valles where there
are good hotels and passable food, then
get an early start, if you are going to
do any filming around Cuidad Victoria,
which should get you into Monterey for
lunch.
Of course this does not cover all
there is to see and film in Mexico, but
if you film even a fair portion of what
has been touched upon here, you will
be repaid for the effort and the next
time you can plan to film what you
missed. Chalma, Amecameca, the trip
between Ixty and Popo, Yucatan,
Chiapas and the chicle country, Saltillo,
Torreon, and much of the back country, are well worth seeing, but you
can't do it all in one vacation.
Saludos, mio amigo, y hasta la luego!
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Meters Make Difference
• Continued from Page 5 29
practically indestructible and are very
simple to use. Exposure is determined
by sighting or pointing the meter toward the object or scene and reading
the dimmest frame or "step" on the
opaque disc or strip of the meter which
is usually coded with a letter or number corresponding to an established exposure setting. A conversion table enables the user to determine proper exposure for a given film, i.e., orthochrome, panchromatic, Kodachrome,
Ansco, etc.
Then there are the photoelectric exposure meters such as General Electric,
Weston, De-Jur-Amsco, etc. Meters of
this type are faultlessly accurate and
enable the camerist to obtain correct
exposure readings under almost any
light condition. These are the logical
meters for the serious amateur whose
movie making will embrace photography under every possible light condition.
In shooting movies of birthday parties
indoors, of Christmas festivities, etc.,
an exposure meter such as the G-E,
Weston or Dejur can insure perfect
photographic results. While it is true
that tables have been compiled that
indicate at what exposure to film when
a given number of photofloods are used
at set distances from subject, this system is not without the element of human infallibility. The photoelectric exposure meter, on the other hand cannot
fail, unless of course, it should be out of
adjustment — a rarity with the newer
models.
As a rule, most home movie scenes
can be successfully filmed over a limited
latitude of exposure and considered acceptable. But there is always the correct
exposure and one might just as well
get it as not. A given scene for example, could be shot at F/8, f/11 or
f/16 by three different photographers
and the results of all three might probably be considered good by each of
them. But an exposure meter, properly
used, would instantly indicate which
of the three exposures was correct.
It is something of an achievement for
the beginning amateur to film home
movies and obtain consistently good exposure results, but it can be done. Such
results are not always accomplished
by professional cinematographers; but
then, they have the advantage of working with negative film which enables
the laboratory to compensate for any
reasonable exposure errors.
Exposure meters, regardless of type,
if consistently and properly used, will
bring about notable results in any
amateur's films. Instead of scenes of
varying exposure, one's entire film can
be as evenly exposed as any professional
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IN THESE HOME MOVIES "HOW TO DO IT" BOOKS
New, revised edition now ready. Complete with
new, improved formulas, new illustrations and a
complete new format with spiral binding that makes
for easier use in the laboratory. Tells how to reverse
$1.00 apparatus,
8mm. and 16mm. films; build necessary
and how to proceed step by step. Also includes
formulas and directions for developing positive titles.
POSTPAID
Contains elementary instructions and advice for beginners, advanced tips for experts —
all you need to know about composing,
photographing, developing and editing titles
for home movies. Generously illustrated with
photographs and diagrams. Not a step over
looked. Also contains complete diagrams for
building your own titler.
a.oo
POSTPAID
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film made in Hollywood. In films
properly exposed, there will be brought
out all of the detail in the shadowy
background; facial features of subjects
will be distinct; sky tones will be nearer
normal even though no filters are used.
Remember, the quality of film image
is determined when you set your lens
stop. So, if you haven't the means for
calculating exposures, your best bet is
to acquire a meter. In addition to the
Movie Of The Month
• Continued from Page 540

. .

of the "futurevision" machine brings
into view scenes of the family on an
outing. The colorful autumnal foliage
framing the scenes identifies the season, and it is obvious that this cleverly
devised screen story was conceived as
a vehicle on which to display more entertainingly random footage previously
made by Valentine.
Subsequently, another child asks to
be shown scenes of her last birthday
party, which magically appear on the
screen with the turn of a dial, and
then an older daughter asks to see scenes
of her babyhood.
Their father then says: "I think I'll
see who was in the jam yesterday. Maybe then you'll go to bed." And adjusting the dials, the three girls are seen
on the screen eating jam in the family

^^^t FINEST IN 16 MM.
S^ORT SUBJECTS
Hal Roach Comedies
Famous Stars
25 Two Reelers
Musical

Varieties
with
Louis jordan and His Band
8 One Reelers
Technicolor Cartoons
Released by RKO
Also AvarlabU in
BLACK AND WHITE
13 One Reelers
RKO

Chaplin Comedies
12 Two Reelers
in
ALL 16MM. SOUND
4/ Send for our latest catalog of
ANY features, serials
MAJORshortCOMP
♦- / and
subjects.
Exclusive 16mm. Distributors
"

COMMOHWtMj)! "'""It

Mo

vie

fact it will soon pay for itself in saved
film, as already stated, you'll receive
greater enjoyment from your movies
because of their improved quality. If
you are one of the very few movie
makers who has become discouraged
through inability to secure consistently
good exposures, by all means try an exposure meter the next time — even if
you have to borrow one. It's probably
the very remedy you need.

0/

• From among the films submitted
for review by readers each month,
the editors select the best and award
a Home Movies' certificate for the
Movie of the Month. A special illustrated review of the film also appears
in the magazine. All films submitted
to the editors for review and criticism

OCTOBER '45: No award.
NOVEMBER '45: No award.
DECEMBER '45: No award.
JANUARY '46: No award.
FEBRUARY '46: No award.
MARCH '46: "Escape," produced
by H. D. Atwood, Ajo, Arizona. An
8mm. Kodachrome picture, 250 feet
in length.
APRIL '46: No award.
MAY '46: "Zoo Album," produced
by John Kibar, Racine, Wise. An 8mm.
Kodachrome picture, 125 feet in
length.

pantry. At this, they cry out in alarm
and scamper away to bed.
The boy says triumphantly, "We sure
scared them, didn't we Pop?"
But Pop's a httle skeptical about son.
So he turns the dials and says: "Let's
see what we can learn about you."
Zooming to full view on the screen we
see son in the living room, steaUng a
cigarette from Dad's chairside smoking table. Lighting it, he blows a few
puffs. Then follows the customary choking sensation that usually overcomes
the novice.
The boy does not wait for his Dad
to show more, but turns and scampers
from the room. At that moment the
doorbell rings and Henry, a neighbor is
admitted by the inventive dial twister.
"Xow that our wives are both ou:

tite

yiiontk

between January 1st and September
30th, are automatically entered in
Home Movies' annual contest, subject
to a second review prior to the final
judging.
Films receiving Movie of the Month
certificates during the past twelve
months are:

JUNE '46: "Tussie Mussie," produced by Albert H. Duvall, Gaiesburg,
III. An 8mm. Kodachrome picture,
200 feet in length.
JULY '46: "This Is The Story Of
Alladin's Lamp," produced by Rich
Johnston, M.D., Ogden, Utah. A 16mm. production in black and white
and color, 400 feet in length.
AUGUST '46: "Tiny Town," produced by Edmund Turner, Detroit,
Michigan. A 16mm. Kodachrome picture 400 feet in length.
SEPTEMBER '46: "The Past Master," produced by George A. Valentine, Glenbrook, Conn. An 8mm.
Kodachrome
picture, 200 feet in
length.
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for the evening, I got something to
show you," he says, leading Henry to
a chair beside the machine. A twist of
the dials and there is brought into view
on the screen scenes of beautiful bathing girls. The men's enjoyment of
these scenes is abruptly interrupted by
apearance of their wives, who return
unexpectedly. They come over to look
at the machine.
Henry's wife says, "Poor Henry
works so hard. Let's see him at his office." The man responds with a twist
of the dials, as Henry registers alarm.
On the screen, Henry appears seated at
his desk with a beautiful girl on his
lap! This is enough for Henry's wife.
Clapping hat on his head, she bids her
neighbors goodnight and hustles Henry
home.
The inventor continues to turn the
dials and brings into view on the screen
a pretty dancing girl attired in flimsy
costume. Stealing up beside him, his
wife observes the startUng picture and
berates him. As she vigorously shakes
him, the scene dissolves and we see the
man, now in bed, being awakened by
his wife. As soon as he gets his bearings he exclaims, "Boy! What a dream!"
Valentine's movies are notable for
their well developed and entertaining
story. They are also marked by excellent photography and very professional cutting. C3ne of the highUghts in
the photography of this picture was
the zoom effects created by Valentin?
in the sequences showing what appears
on the screen of the machine. As dials
are turned, the vision fades in, taking
in an area smaller than the full movie
frame, then zooms to full screen size.
"This was accomplished as follows,"
Valentine explained. "I attached my
typewriter titler to my tripod and then
mounted my camera on the titler. Then
from a piece of black cardboard I cut
out a rectangular frame which I placed
before the camera lens in such a manner that the scene area is reduced somewhat in size, giving the spectator the
impression of looking into the gadget
screen. As the action being filmed took
place. I slowly moved the cardboard
frame toward the lens, thus making
it appear that the camera was being
moved in a genuine zoom effect."
Henry Barker, who has contributed
so much to Valentine's other films, both
as actor and general all around assistant, is undoubtedly due a considerably
measure of credit on this production,
too. He played the part of Henry
the neighbor, in this picture and displays creditable acting talent, and we
are sure that he, too, will take joint
pride in the Movie Of The Month certificate which has been awarded George
Valentine for his very fine film.
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While we are shipping out lenses every day, our production reduces our
backlog of unfilled orders only slightly. So today, to satisfy the ever increasing demand for the world-famous

''GOERZ AMERICAN''
PRECISION PHOTO-LENSES
An American Product Since 1899
our plant is working at full speed, yet under the same rigid standard of
highest accuracy, which has been our motto from the start almost a half
century ago.
We suggest, you assure yourself of the highest place on our delivery list
by rushing in your order through your dealer for the lens you have selected.
"First come — first served" is the rule adhered to in fairness to everybody.
You will be repaid for your patience manifold if you let yourself be guided
by the following adage:
REMEMBER
For making first-class pictures a
"GOERZ AMERICAN"
lens will give you a lifetime of
profitable satisfaction.

Ihe c. P. GOERZ
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

AMERICAN

OPTICAL COMPANY
317 East 34th Street,
New York 16, N. Y.

HM-9
metal)
Made^

Titleer

AND ACCESSORIES
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR CAMERA. No
fussy adjustments to secure alignment
Take it on your vacation — use Indoors
or outdoors, on tripod or table. Makes
all types of titles, montage shots, portraits, ultra close shots, rear projection
shots, etc.
PROFESSIONAL ATTACHMENT will
make scroll titles, flip-flop, turn around,
push on or off, and many others.
Compact, light weight, instantly ready
to
use. Write for free booklet with titling
information.
O.P.A. CEILING PRICES
Master Titleer, $11.10; Professional Attachment,
$5.50; Title Accessory Kit, $2.15; Title Color Kit,
$2.15; Titliner, $5.00; Auxiliary Lens Set, $3.00
Plus Federal Excise Tax.
HOLLYWOOD
3227 V2 South Figueroa Street
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Los Angeles 7, California
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Of ''The

Other and shorter sequences of shots
are also well worth studying. For example that part of the film in which
Welles, at night, prepares the murder
of his wife, Loretta Young. Following
is description of this sequence:
1. Medium shot: The camera doUies
up the church tower and we see on
the wall the shadows of the tower's ladder. Over this we hear the sound of a
hand saw. When the camera brings into
view the shadow of a hand sawing away
at one of the upper rungs of the ladder,
the sh ot is held there for a moment.
2. Full shot: Welles sawing the rung
of the ladder. Over this we hear the
church tower clock begin to chime.
Welles stops sawing to listen.
3. Full shot (from outside): The
clock on the church tower. We see its
metal ornamental figures revolving.
4. Closeup: Edward G. Robinson
thoughtfully listening to the chimes.
5. Longasshot:
Taken
overroom
Robinson's
shoulder
he sits
in his
at the
window. We see the church tower in
the distance.
6. Close up: Loretta Young asleep in
bed and stirring restlessly.
7. Full shot: Orson Welles starts to
saw again as the clock's chiming ceases.
8. Long shot: (Taken from base of
tower.) We see and hear Welles continuing to saw. Fade out.
9. Close up: A scratch pad on which
a hand is writing, "Establish the time."
In this brief sequence many things are
are achieved by the use of simple shots
cleverly edited. Sound is used effectively to relate the image of the various
people; from shot No. 2 to No. 7 we
hear the clock's chimes as the dominating motif. Moreover, each individual is
seen in a characteritic action; Welles is
preparing a murder, Robinson is thinking, and Young is nervous and apprehensive. Food, atmosphere, and a further progression in the story is simply
achieved.
The really striking thing about this
sequence, aside from these factors, is
the shot that immediately follows the
"fade out." When we see what has been
written on the scratch pad and then in
the following shot we learn that it is
Welles who is writing it, we know that
he is planning a deliberate "accidental"
murder to take place on the church's
ladder. Moreover, this close-up of the
pad introduces a fresh sequence and
scene: one which takes place the following day and at a school classroom.
This close tie-in of one sequence to
another by related shots is used throughout the motion picture. The simplest
example took place towards the beginning of the film. We see, in a South

Stranger''

American photographer's studio, a postcard photograph of the town square at
Harper, Connectiuct. The next shot is
this very town square in the United
States. Thus continents, oceans, and
scenes are bridged by a very simple sequence of shots.
More subtle examples are in abundance. For example, the scene in which
Loretta Young excitedly breaks her
necklace. We see a close up of her breaking the necklace because of the high
emotional tension under which she is
laboring. There is a cut to a closeup of
her maid watching what is happening.
We cut back to a closeup of Loretta
Young sobbing and Orson Welles comforting her. Then there is a cut back to
a closeup of the maid; however, she is
in a different room (Loretta Young's
father's) and she is describing to the
people there what she has just witnessed.
Another example of similar closeup
shots to bridge scenes was the sequence
in which Welles almost kills Young
with a fireplace andiron. He escapes,
however, without touching her and before Robinson and Young's brother enter the room to seize him. When Loretta Young sees her brother, she starts
to faint from emotional strain. We see
adissolves
closeup out
of of
her focus.
brother's
Overface
thisas weit
hear the sound of Robinson telephoning the police. The next shot is of Robinson telephoning the police again, however he is doing it at a different location and a much later time. Thus we
are taken from one scene to another
simply, effectively, and dramatically.
In this last case, dialogue was brought
into play to aid the transition.
Throughout the film, there are many
examples of equally effective uses of
FILM REVIEWS
* DESPITE the fact that reviews of
amateur films have not appeared in
Home Movies for several months.
Home Movies reviewing staff has not
discontinued its free reviewing service.
Changes in staff coupled with limited
space, brought on by the paper shortage, obliged the editors to discontinue
publishing reviews temporarily.
However, this editorial service will
be resumed at an early date. Readers
are urged to send films to our editorial
offices in Hollywood for review and to
receive the special animated leaders
awarded meritorious pictures. All films
thus sent in for review are automatically entered in Home Movies 1946
Annual Amateur Contest which, incidentally, closes September 30th.
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sound — dialogue or natural noises. Indeed sound has been, with few exceptions, employed much more creatively
than I have ever seen before. Welles
especially uses "off-stage" sounds. That
is to say, he uses the sounds created by
things or people not seen in the particular shot. The example just given of
Robinson's dialogue heard while Young's
brother is seen is an example of this.
The chimes and saw sounds in the church
tower sequence are other examples.
Still another effective use of dialogue
is when we are shown a closeup of
Welles telephoning Loretta Young to
meet him at the church tower. At the
very beginning of this shot, we hear
the voice of the proprietor of the town's
drug store; in this way, we immediately know that Orson Welles is telephoning from the drugstore.
There is virtually no limit to the number of examples of excellent movie making that could be pointed out in this
film. Only a shot by shot description
could fully detail how excellently this
movie has been constructed. In lieu of
this the best thing for the serious cinema student is to see the movie as often
as possible.
Before closing, a word should be said
about the photography. In this flim the
camera work is excellent, not from the
point of view of brilliant pictorial
views but from consideration of camera
angles, lighting, and overall composition. A maximum amount of dramatic
emphasis and information is revealed in
each shot by the selective use of new
and unusual cinematic devices. The
camera work itself, from a production
standpoint, is comparatively simple
with little resorting to use of "tricks."
It is a fine example of what can be
done when the producer possesses imagination and a complete understanding
of film construction.
Working Indoors
• Continned from Page 539

says Charles Phelps Cushing
the New

Weston

"The Master is an absolute must for color
photos . . . and for black and whites, too, if
they re going to be consistently good. Film s
not easy to get, and I don t believe in wasting
it. One shot is enough of most any subject,
with my WESTON. I can depend on it."
See the new, compact Master II . . . the exposure-meter most professionals and amateurs depend on ... at your dealer's today,
or write direct for literature. Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, J 85 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

Weston
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1
Tor the f/rsf time it \s
noiv possible to obtain
a coated Te/ephofo and
Wide Angle /ens for
your Fastman Camera
Mocfel 20 or 25

. . .

at quite a high angle, reflecting light
down on junior and mother. The result
of this lighting is shown in the full
face picture of junior. Now to show
mother, we pick up the camera and the
lamps at the camera and carry them
around to the opposite side of the picture, but we do not change the position
of the back light; it now becomes a
front light shining full on mother's
face. To change it would give an artificial transition in lighting effect and
an audience would notice it if these
scenes followed each other closely. What
we want is the effect of a moving camera, catching faces under the existing
illumination. This will give a nice contrast, too, between the front light and
back light effect and we change the
camera position.
In most instances if correctly balanced

lAc 7U(v Morton (^MUd
TELEPHOTO LENS

^Ae "JUuf Morton ^<Ktttd
WIDE ANGLE LENS

"We can now bring our
favorite subjects closer,
sharper and lorger with
our New MORTON Coated TELEPHOTO LENS."
$24.50 to $27.00
PLUS TAX

"Why we even DOUBLE
our picture with our New
MORTON Coated WIDE
ANGLE
$27.50LENS."
to $29.95
Pius TAX

BOTH LENSES
ARE AVAILABLE FOR
PRACTICALLY
ALL 8mm. MOVIE
CAMERAS.

AvaHahh af dealers now, or write to-

\iMorton

(^^uitceC lenses

16 SOUTH SIXTH ITDCET

COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS I. MINNESOTA
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close as to put more than four times
as much light on the scene, particularly in color photography. (See "Triangle Lighting" — Home Movies, July).
With enough light properly balanced,
your indoor scenes can be recorded with
more versatility and sparkle than pictures made outdoors where you must
invariably wait for the right light and
find the right location. Indoors you can
create all these conditions with ease.

lighting has been set up, the camera can
be moved in or taken back, or it can
be moved from one side to the other
always with the lamps at the camera,
of course, without noticeably upsetting
the balance. Generally speaking, the
position of the lamp away from the
camera should be so controlled that it
puts at least twice the volume of light
into the scene as the lamps at the
camera, but it should not be placed so

■

Make

BETTER

COLOR

Pictures

• For the first time, the natural
color photographer has a reliable
standard for measuring the color
content of light— and controlling
it. Harrison Color Charts also
give a complete explanation of
color temperature and show
graphically the color content of
light at every degree of color
temperature where changes affect
your photography. Only 25c
at your photographic dealer's.
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MOVIE COSTS
with BLACK and WHITE fine
grain Semi-Orthochromatic Reversiblelowest
Film for finest
cost. results —
16mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
100-ft. Roll only $2.50
Rating Scheiner 18
8mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
25' Dble. 8, only $1.25
VIS-O-PAN
Full Panchromatic
Indoor — Outdoor
Exceptional Fine Grain
Double 8mm. — 25 ft. $2.00
16mm.— 100 ft 5.00
Same day processing included.
See your dealer
direct.or send money
Write for prices for developing
and processing for 8mm. and
16mm. films bought elsewhere.
Dept. 12
VISUAL INSTRUCTION
SUPPLY CO.
1757 Broadway. Brooklyn 7, N.Y.

WILL CONVERT any
16mm. SILENT PROJECTOR to SOUND
0
9
7
9
$Complete SOUND HEAD and ADAPTER allows
you to run regular 14mm. talkies with perfect
sound reproduction.
Sicnd tor illuftratcd literature

STOP "APOLOGIZING"
For Your Movie Titles
Write Make
t'.daytitles
for athat
FREEare Adifferent
to-Z Sample
Title Test
Kit.
. . . better
and
tailored to your taste. Try our method . . . FTIEE
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. 8 W. OUTFIT S4 50
A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Av»nM» 0»nt H N'w Yirk 10 N Y

Closeups Of Pro-16mm.
• Continued from Page 551

Activities

Donald Manashaw, former i6mm.
cinematographer, now a specialist in
1 6mm. optical printing.
★
James H. Culhane, has begun photography on the special animated sequences
of his latest i6mm. educational film,
"Relation of Rivers To Man." Subject,
through a combination of live action
and animated sequences, will explain
how river systems affect civiliation.
★
Dallas, Texas police department will
make actual on-the-scene visual records
of accidents caused by drunken driving,
using 1 6mm. cameras operated bv department's traffic squad. Films will be
edited and have sound tracks added, for
presentation to public.
*
Lyall I. Jacobson, HolWood, has completed photography on a one reel 10
minute i6mm. color film picturing the
use and advantages of the Bardwell &
McAllister Mult-Efex titler. Prints are
to be made available in both 8mm. and
1 6mm. silent for free loan to amateur
movie clubs.
*
Charles A. Gramet. with the assistance
of the Midwood high school of Flatbush, New York, is producing a series
of 1 6mm. films on biological subjects.
Some of these, which have been taken
over by commercial film distributors,
include: "Bird Embryo Development,"
"Dissection of a Frog," and "Protozoa."
*
John J. Kelly and Jonathan Musser of
Palo Alto, Calif., recently produced the
first of a series of i6mm. color and
sound films on subject of folk dancing
when several hundred dancers engaged
in a festival there. Film depicts many
of the native dances of Mexico, Esthonia, Hungary, Puerto Rico, Poland,
Scotland, Holland, Russia, Sweden,
Switerland and the U. S.
★
Jack Stanfield, president of the recently
formed United i6mm. Society (See
H.M. for August), is currently on a
motor trip throughout the South and

Southwest to confer with i6mm. producers, exhibitors and distributors.
*
Dynasty Films, 5529 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, are in the market for i6mm.
color footage filmed at 24 f.p.s. of unusual and interesting people, places,
things and events. Company offers payment of S2.00 to S20.00 per foot for
usable film.
★
Laura Archera and Virginia Pfeiffer,
who set off for Italy with their camera
in June, report they have been filming
the annual international ski meet at
Brenil where is located the highest ski
school in the world — at an elevation of
13,5 00 feet. Their film record of this
famous event includes a demonstration
of a novel skiing competition in which
the contestants wear a kind of combination tunic and sail which, when opened,
transforms the skier into a veritable
sailboat on skis.
Most of the footage is earmarked for
an American distributor of i6mm. films
and will probably be released late this
fall.
★
Don Dexter, whose camera assignment
with the army in Africa netted him
shrapnel wounds, is now handling the
Cine Special for Jerry Fairbanks' i6mm.
film production division in Hollywood.
He recently completed the cinematography on Fairbanks' initial
production
for Sherwin-Williams
Co.
*
Ralph E. Cray of Mexico City, whose
early filming of the Mexican volcano
Paricutin was purchased by M-G-M for
release as a short subject, has just sold
his 1 6mm. Kodachrome documentary
"Arts and Crafts of Mexico" to Pictorial films who will distribute prints
in both color and black and white and
sound.
★

Virgil Zetterlind, well known Hollywood cinematographer and 16mm. expert, is now in charge of photography
for Fanchon Rover who is filming a
series of religious films in i6mm. Kodachrome in and near Mexico City.
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both of these pictures. Further information may be had by writing them at
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.

Specially
Priced al
Including Petlage
Fits Eastman and
Bell & Howell 16MM.
Rough But Hopeful is a brand new
production by Courneya Productions.
Setting isnamentFrank
Borzage's
annualtheTourof The Stars
in which
eUte

Magazine Cameras
Past Expiration Date . . .
But Tested and Guaranteed
Mail Orders Filled

of filmland's golfers compete on the
links. Prominent in specialty routines are
Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, Jack Carson,
Randolph Scott, Johnny Weissmuller,
and a score of others whose names are
well known to all movie-goers. Subject
is available in both color and black and
white at the following prices: 8mm.
B & W, $6.35; 8mm. Kodachrome
$15.00; i6mm. B & W $12.50; i6mm.
Kodachrome $55.00; i6mm. B & W
and sound $25.00; and i6mm. color and
sound $60.00.

Where every employee is an OWNCR mterested in serving you
no West 32nd Street, New York 1, N. Y.

Superior

Design

--

Superior

Construction
PARAMOUNT
CAMERA
TRIPOD

Hayfoot, five reels i6mm. sound and
running 48 minutes on the screen features William Tracy, Joe Sawyer, James
Gleason, Noah Berry, Jr., and Elyse
Knox in a fast paced story concerning
the rise of a private to top sergeant in
24 hours. The redoubtable Dodo Doubleday, played by Tracy, can't hypnotize
nor talk his way out of predicaments
so his ordy hope of saving his skin is to
think up new ways to elude his two
rivals, both of whom are bent on
mayhem. Elyse Knox thinks Dodo is
the best man in the army. How he turns
the tables on his rivals furnishes a surprise, rib-tickling climax. Subject is
released by Post Pictures Corp., 723
Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Where results are all-important,
dependTripod
on Paramount
Camera
for
steady, satile
easy,
reliable,
verperformance.
The Paramount is a deluxe, heavy-duty type tripod designed for wide
professional and critical
amateur application, from
workers using view cameras up to 8x10 to studios
producing 16mm. films.
FEATURES INCLUDE: Umbrella type center bracing to prevent accidental upset or
unexpected leg-spread; the simplest and most secure leg extension lock in use today;
unsurpassed smoothness in pan action; calibrated ring for panoramic shots; double
spirit levels for movie work; perfect tilt top safety lock; solid dural extensions;
legs of seamless steel tubing; removable handle for easy carrying; beautiful finish
and precision manufacture throughout. Only the finest materials available are used
in the Paramount tripod.
If for some reason your dealer is unable to supply you, wrife direct. Literature
available.
Dealers — Ask today for liberal discount schedules.
Paramount
Machine
Products
1361 Newton Street — Los Angeles 21, California
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QUALITY CAMERA FILM AT
MONEY SAVING PRICES
Weston 25 ft. 100 ft. 100 ft.
Speed 8-8mm. 8-8mm. I6nnm.
Fotochrome Reg.
8$1.25 $2.75 $2.50
Fotochrome x
32-20 $2.00 $5.00 $4.50
Fotochrome xx
100-64 S2.25 $5.25 $5.00
The above film is spooled, ready for
camera use, and includes time, temperature and electronically controlled
machine processing. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.
BULK FILM, NO PROCESSING
100 ft. 400 ft.
8-8nim. 8-8mm.
Weston 100 ft. or or
Speed 8mm. 16mm. 16mm.
Fotochrome Reg.
8$1.00 $1.50 $4.00
Footochrome x
32-20 $2.25 $3.75 $15.00
Fotochrome xx
100-64 $2.35 $3.85 $15.40
supersede prevjous listprices
above
the
All
ings. All orders shipped same day received,
including C.O.D.
THE MOVIE SHOP
Kirkwood 22, Mo.
p. 0. Box 3877

FILMAR
TITLE LETTER SET
$4.95 delivered
Offered by the manufacturer direct to you.
Our letters are being used by amateur and
professional, have been in use many years.
Shipped in an inexpensive package to save
you money and on a money back guarantee.
Set consists of 225 pieces, (caps, lower
case, punctuation, stars, bars etc.). Caps
are lower case %". standard thickness,
lacquered soft-white. The material is white
ve"for give
withfindinstructions
Complete
metal.set-up,
tical
you will
these letters
perfect shadowing. With your order we send
a catalogue of other styles of letters.
CALIF. PAT. LETTER SUPPLY
4823'/2 Oakwood in Ave.
4, Calif,
Calif, add Hollywood
tax

Hollywood Hi-Speed
8MM FILM
Splendid for all indoor shots such as Birthdays
Anniversaries, night street scenes, stage plays
all sporting events, etc.
HOLLYWOOD HI-SPEED FILIvIS are fully panchromatic— use any filter. Non-Halation back
ing, marvelous latitude, fine grain.
25 R. 8mm. $3.00— Weston 32-24 or 24-16
Hollywoodland Studios
SOUTH GATE. CALIFORNIA

$4.25 plus 7le Tax.
Send for literature.

Born Under Fire —
proven in the Pacific.
Steadies your camera. Order now —
your dealer or direct.
Clubs write.
EFECO PROD.
Oradell 1, N. J.

16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities
BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Incorporated
I IM N. Wacker Drive
Chicago «

Camera Adventurer
Continued from Page 5 5 1
Balinese wedding, at the fishing village
of Koeta, replete with the traditional
kidnapping of the bride-to-be.
The great Mario danced for Captain
Griffin. Renowned the world over as
the master of the Balinese dance, the
immortal Mario is filmed teaching the
intricate movements to children. Gamalong music, recorded along with the
scenes portrayed, make these dances an
experience never to be forgotten. Elaborate and colorful temple ceremonies,
attended by Rajahs and High Priests,
add exotic color to Griffin's color
photography.
Although his special interest lies in
the Far East, Griffin is well acquainted
with every continent, having been
around the world six times during the
past fifteen years, filming i6mm. pictures of the people of all nations. He
is married to the former Anne Sellards
who is Film Officer for the New Zealand Legation in Washington, D. C.

Color Cinematography
• Confinued from Page 537
advertising short, an instructional subject or a documentary'. In such cases
there is no need to treat color as incidental, and its potentialities may be
utilized to the utmost.
One of the best guides in this direction is to see good color films. More
important, see them a second or a third
time, so you can begin to ignore story
and study the use of color as color. Not
that all professional color films are
good, by any means, but they are usually made by people who have spent
years working with color on the screen
and who do frequently succeed in obtaining striking results. Even the bad
films can teach you things to avoid —
perhaps more important than the things
you can learn from the good ones.
You will probably be struck by the
fact that a large proportion of the most
attractive scenes are closeups. This is
no accident. The best color shots are
reasonably simple, and the closeup, by
excluding a mass of distracting elements,
is naturally simple.
A rather special case is that in which,
in the nature of things, the objects,
props or costumes which must be included in a closeup are so bright as to
make a somewhat jarring shot. In this
instance, the impact may be softened
a great deal by first showing a long
shot in which the excessively gaudy
colors are surrounded by a considerable
area of quieter hue. Then, when we
cut from this to the closeup, the harsh
colors have already been established in
the long shot, and the effect will have

been made less brutal on the screen.
In planning such a color film, give a
thought in each scene to what is important inthat scene. If it is the actors,
then it stands to reason that the background should be plain and simple. If
the background which must be used
in a particular case is too complicated,
it may be possible to use a high or low
camera position and thus show less of
the background. Remember that many
things which would be inconspicuous
in the background of a black-andwhite film may be very disturbing in
color. Black-and-white pictures tend to
be unified by the fact that everything
in them is of the same color. Color
pictures, if poorly planned, tend to
"fall apart" for the opposite reason. For
that reason there is more for the spectator to take in in a color shot — areas
which he would be content to ignore in
black-and-white attract his attention in
a color
the
eye. scene and must be explored by
In planning and selecting costumes
for a scenario picture, the colors must
be appropriate to the character, to the
situation and to the setting or background. Appropriateness to character
and situation is readily understandable
without going into detail. Certain hues
are appropriate to youth, others to old
age, some fit happy situations, others
evoke heavier emotions. There is no
suggestion that you become involved
in any of the mystic nonsense that has
been published about the precise "significance" ofthis and that color. Much
of this is rubbish — but the basic, important fact remains that association
of ideas, in some cases probably dating
back to the days of prehistoric mando make certain colors seem appropriate
to certain characters and situations. It
is not so much a matter of hue — red,
or green, or blue — as it is a matter of
bright and dull colors, of pastel shades,
and the like.
The matter of setting is more likely
to be overlooked, yet it may be as
important as the other factors. This
has at least two aspects: one, that the
costumes look well against the background colors, and the other, that the
visibility of the character be as we
desire it. If we want a player to be
clearly and plainly visible, putting her
in a brown dress against a brown background will hardly be the best way to
do it. In the same way, if we have a
group of characters, and want to make
one or two conspicuous and the rest
definitely subsidiary, we can accompHsh
this by having the important persons
in clothes which contrast with the background and the lesser characters dressed
in colors which blend in with the setting in a sort of protective coloration.
Contrast of light against dark is also
important, naturally, and when color
contrast cannot be had as we would
like it, much may be done by ligliting
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figure and background at different
levels.
Wherever color perspective can be
used to enhance the three-dimensional
effect, it will be found pleasing. The
eye tends to see warm colors — browns,
reds, oranges, yellows, yellow-greens —
as nearer to the observer than cool
colors — blues, violets, greys, bluegreens, and so on. Atmospheric haze
will usually provide the necessary blueness in outdoor distance, without attention on our part, but the effect can
often be heightened with good results
by deliberately including foreground
objects of warm color. The effect will
invariably be pleasing, even to thos;
\\ ho don't know why.
Actually, anyone with normal eyesight and an interest in the subject can
learn to use color effectively and pleasingly. The danger is that details of exposure, lighting, direction and the like
may make us forget to see color.
Pallor Showmanship...
• Continued from Page 54 j
the large gear on the spool shaft. This
spool was made from large washers
soldered to a shaft that is attached to
the large gear seen in the photo.
On the cover of the box is a diagram which indicates the proper winding of the spool as well as the color
coded wiring for the d.p.d.t. switch.
Also provided is a rubber bumper
which acts as a brake on the spool shaft.
In operation, the white cord winds on
its half of the spool, as the curtain
opens, while the red unwinds. Then,
when the time comes to close the curtain, the motor reverses; the red string
winds on the spool and the white unwinds. The whole operation is exceedingly smooth and provides that majestic sweep of the curtain seen in
larger theaters.
All sorts of ideas have been tried for
dimming the house lights, but I think
the most successful I have seen is the
one pictured in Fig. 4. It consists of
four Dim-a-Lite sockets so arranged
that a single radio dial pulls all four
chains of the rehostats at once, thus
dimming any or all of four lamps for
which outlets are provided.
On the facing side are two toggle
switches, one to control the power for
the box, and the other to control the
side outlet. This box which is
7"xl0"x4",
the back and
left cool
open the
to
allow
air tohascirculate
heater wires of the rehostats. To avoid
any danger from contacting exposed
wires, heat, etc, a piece of copper screen
is placed over the opening. As a final
touch, four rubber feet are provided to
protect polished surfaces.
The Dim-a-Lite sockets are obtainable in electrical supply stores and are

used for dimming night lights in hall
ways, sick rooms, etc. They are simply
screwed into a standard socket then
the light to be controlled is screwed
into the dim-a-lite. Extending from
each side is a small chain which, when
pulled to the left, dims the light in
proportion to the length of chain pulled
out, until finally the light fades out
entirely. Likewise pulling the chain to
the right increases the light brightness
until full intensity is reached.
With Mr. Feinauer's arrangement
four standard sockets are laid out in
a row and two short bars arranged parallel to the length of the box. To
these bars ends of the chains are
attached at the proper point equidistant from each socket. Thus if one
pulls the left bar at its center, all
four chains are pulled equally, dimming
all four lights, and so with the bar
on the opposite side.
A small cable fastened to the center of each bar, runs through screw
eyes and over a pulley. This provides
a means of pulling all chains together,
to the right or left. The shaft
through the center of this pulley is
attached to the radio dial knob on th'
front of the box. The cable is that
used by radio workers to operate tuning condensers, as is the radio knob. A
small pointer fastened at the pr»per
place provides an indicator to determine
any desired setting as well as showing
when the Dim-a-lites are completely on
or off.
This latter is quite important since
the heater wire in the Dim-a-Lite is
not heavy and will burn out readily
if operated with an overload. They are
designed to control a 60-watt lamp,
but can be used for 75 or even 100watt lamps for short intervals, say
while the knob is being turned. However, they must be completely off so
that the current is' not going through
the heater wire all the time the show
is on. To insure this, a toggle switch
is provided at the left rear on the side
of the box. Thus, after turning the
knob to the right as far as it will go,
the switch is snapped off. Then when
the time arrives to light up, the switch
is snapped on and the knob turned to
bring up the lights slowly.
All these innovations are the products of a dyed-in-the-wool cinebug, a
cinebug who also makes downright
good movies, too. Feinauer, by combining gadgeteering with his movie making, not only has established himself
as a rare home movie showman but has
doubled the pleasure obtained from his
hobby.
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Roseland

New Jersey

My store is headquarters for
the best two-handed traders in
the business . . . I'll trade
of your present
any or all equipment
^ for
something you
are anxious to
get
. . . and satI'll
guarantee
isfaction.
President

179 W. MADISON ST. j
CHICAGO
2, ILL,

RENT

16mm.

Sound

films

50c per reel
Large selection of features and shsrts.
New prints; free catalog.
•
UNION

COUNTY
FILM
SERVICE
1 30 Chestnut Street
Roselle Park, New Jersey
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Plus $1.35
Ex. Tax 5
$15.9
STEVENS
MOUNTABLE TURRET
MaJe in two models to coniert your
BELL & HOWELL 8 or BOLEX L-8
into a versatile 3-lens camera. Mounts on
camera like, a lens — without any alteration.
Has exclusive, positive light-trap and indexing
features — fits standard 8mm. threaded lenses. —
These 3-lens turrets are sold with a free guaranteed lens-fitting service. We will fit up to
3 standard lenses on each turret, if required.
Beither
& H model
'/V Anate
lenses cost.
can be adapted to
at nominal

Movie

Kodachrome - with - sound film. Dr.
George Bartlett's Moonlight and Sunsef
Effects proved to be an interesting series of color slides, and Life Line of a
Nation by Edward Hutton stressed the
importance
of the railroad to modern
living.
★

★

★

WINTER,
Inc.
525 West 6th Street

PETALUMA Cinema Club announces
that eight awards will be presented to
winners of its forthcoming slide contest, with well known Petaluma photography supply stores donating the top
prizes. Contest rules specify that all
entries are to be standard miniature projection transparencies, three to a contestant. Subject matter must be confined to Petaluma and immediate environs. All entries must be submitted
between October 1 and November 1.
Purpose of the contest is to provide
suitable color pictures to be used in conjunction with a motion picture film
about Petaluma to be made by the group.
This club meets the second and fourth
Wednesdays of each month at Petaluma High School, Room 2.
★ ★ ★

around the corner from the
Biltmore Hotel
Telephone Michigan 3296

WESTWOOD Movie Club of San Francisco screened four films of merit at
its July meeting. Bob Mooney acted

Order Today for Immediate Delitery
STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2604 Military Ave. Los Angeles 34, Calif.

When

in Los Angeles
VISIT

ONE REEL COMEDIES
IN 16MM SOUND
BOB HOPE, JOE E. BROWN. BINS
CROSBY,
AL JOLSON,
42 AND
OTHER
STARS. JACK BENNY
List Price $20 Each — Dealer Discount
COMEDY
HOUSE
30 W 46in St
New 'ofk IS .N. Y.
Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional
I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - - Kodachome
Price List on Request
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York. N. Y.
— HASELTON —
Home again
with someNATIONAL
beautiful 16mm.
Kodachrome
of GLACIER
PARK.
Any footage desired, up to 400 feet, at 20c a
foot.
I'll on
be in
my office
then off
another
trip. only during October,
Other subjects (excellent copies): Yosemite.
The
Blooming
Pasadena
Rose Desert,
Parade. Canadian Rockies and
GUY D. HASELTON
7936 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 46, Calif.
PORTABLE SOUND!
New and Used 16mm. & 35mm.
' Portables— Everything In Theatre
land Home Movie Equipment. Send for our
' Bargain
listingsavings.
hundredj of
various
items atCatalog
tremendous
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
449 W. 42nd St. Dept. F New York 18, N. Y.
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Clubs

as commentator for his own black and
white 300 foot documentary, On the
Italian Front. A short but colorful
travelogue by W. H. Hogan, one of
the club's new members, dealt with the
Kodachrome beauties of Monterey and
Carmel. George Ziebell, an enthusiastic
Westwooder, demonstrated that it is as
much fun to hunt with a camera as
with a gun in his Goose Hunt, 200 foot
8mm. Comes
Kodachrome.
Ryneshowed
Zimmerman's
Boss
to Dinner,
the movie talents of this eastern filmer to
advantage.
★ ★ ★
NEW YORK CITY 8mm. Motion Picture Club showed Country Town, a
club venture of several years ago, at
its July meeting. That New York is,
after all, still a country town in many
ways provides the film's theme. The
spirit of the country and the love of
growing things still struggles in the
hearts of the people in the cold steel
and cement shadows of Big Town. Love
of the earth expresses itself on the window sill of a Brooklyn tenement and
the smooth manicured penthouse lawns
of Park Avenue. Country Town cameramen poked their lenses into the queerest places and found the little pieces of
green fighting for survival.

for Revere

mechanism resulting in untold difficulties later on.
The hole should be drilled with a No.
3 8 tap drill and then threaded with a
1 8-40 tap. Contact with the camera
starting mechanism is effected through
use of a Kodak No. 5 cable release after
two alterations. First, the tip of the
cable shield is re-threaded to 1 8-40
thread. Then the pin on the flexible cable is replaced with a pin 1/16 of an
inch in diamater and 3 / 4 of an inch
in length. This heavier tip must be carefully drilled at one end and sweated
over the regular tip with solder as shown
in Fig. 2.
The electrical release, of course, calls
for more mechanical ability and more
materials. As shown in the diagram. Fig.
3, it consists of a metal chassis holding
a small electro-magnet which actuates
a contact point (cable release tip) that
fits into the hole drilled into the camera, as described above. As all necessary details and dimensions are given in
Fig. 3, it is hardly necessary to add more
here to the description except to say
that the electro-magnet consists of approximately 90 turns of No. 22 gauge
magnet wire.
Unless the reader can obtain a light
weight strap hinge that may be formed

.

''8''

to make the chassis, according to the
diagram, it will be necessary for him
to make the hinge joint himself. This
is relatively easy and details are given
for this in Fig. 4. After the chassis
strips have been cut to size and properly
bent, short lengths of 1 16 I.D. brass
tubing are soldered to the ends to take
the pin that completes the hinge.
As may be seen in Fig. 1, a two-piece
double-contact automobile light plug
is attached at base of the gadget. The
male portion of the plug is secured to
base of the chassis with a small machine
screw as shown in Fig. 3. Obviously insulation must be placed between the
H. M. NOW $3.00 YEARLY
* IF YOU are thinking of sending in
your tionremittance
for a —year's
subscripto Home Movies
and we
hope
you are — we wish to straighten out
any confusion that may have resulted
from the two different rates listed in
this and the August issue.
Effective August 1st, yearly subscription to Home Movies was increased a mere 50 cents over the old
rate, is now $3.00 per year. Through
an oversight, the old rate of S2.50 appears on the cover of this issue. Inside, on page 516 it appears correctly
as $3.00.— EDITOR
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Making

filming of the picture. This system is
a must for large scale professional production. For the amateur it is rarely
necessary unless he is engaged in serious
picture making.
Where lack of skill precludes construction of the miniature set, an alternative for the amateur is to make a
rough sketch or diagram of each set
that will show position of props, players and the camera, and chart the action.
During shooting, many new ideas
invariably develop tending to change
the plan set down in the original shooting script. Often a scene is eliminated,
a closeup substituted for a medium shot.

FILMING FOOTBALL
Very soon now, the blast of the starter's
whistle and subsequent "thump" of the
kickoff will resound over the gridirons of
the land. From various vantage points within
the stadiums, countless cine cameras will
whir, recording end runs, tackles, and touchdowns. Many of the completed films will
be just a series of shots of a football game.
Now is a good time to give football filming a little advance thought — to do a little
planning in order that a truly "finished"
piece of screen entertainment may result.
First, attention should be given to "atmos
phere" — to secure several seemingly odd but
vitally necessary shots to 'tie in" your football scenes and form continuity and sustain
interest.
Recommended are shots of the lineup at
the ticket window; crowds jamming the turnstile at the gate; spectators being seated;
then a long shot from the grandstand of
the cheer leader in action — all of these in
the
order locale.
named to "open your story" and
establish
Finally, as the whistle is blown, the kickoff — and the usual succession of action shots
during the game. Now if you are not too
incumbered and have the o.k. of officials,
you can arrange to get down on the grounds
near the sidelines for closeups and medium
shots The different angle of these shots
will lend considerable "umph" to your completed film.
As the game progresses, be sure to get
good human interest shots of the crowd
cheering, following a brilliant play, also occasional shots of the scoreboard, to be cut
in at intervals.
If you'll follow these tips, you'll have
material to edit a football film equal to any
professional's.

. . .
and an action reversed or changed.
When this occurs, specific notes must
be made on the script, a chore handled
in the studios by a specialist known as
a script clerk.
The amateur engaged in elaborate
production needs a script clerk, too.
As each change is made, it should be
immediately noted in the margin of
the script page. In this way, you will
not lose track of the progress of the
production and you will have a fully
annotated script of your production as
a guide to editing the film.
Another production aid the amateur
can borrow from the professional is the
slate, used by the cameraman to identify each take or shot. On the slate is
noted, either with white chalk or with
white tickets bearing numerals and code
letters, the production number, the
scene number and number of the take.
The studios invariably make several
takes of the same scene and each take
requires a number for identification
when the dailies (the day's shooting of
scenes) are projected before editing, and
when the scene is prepared for editing.
By adopting a similar plan, the amateur
can greatly ease the task of editing his
films — especially where his production
involves a hundred or more scenes. An
ordinary child's slate and a piece of
chalk is all that is needed; the scene
number is chalked on the slate and the
slate photographed on a few frames of
film just preceding the shooting of the
scene.
While it is not feasible nor advisable
for the amateur movie maker to emulate every production method of the
professional, still there are many to be
recommended, some of the most important of which have been described
here. It is not the intent here to imply
that the movie amateur should strive to
ape Hollywood. But the professionals,
over a long period of years, have proven
that system, planning and cooperation
are prime ingredients of any picture
making formula, be it a Hollywood or
an amateur film. It is for the serious,
ambitious movie maker, therefore, that
this brief description of the professional's methods has been presented. For
the accompanying pictorial feature, descriptive of a Hollywood studio production, we are indebted to Walter
Wanger Productions.

B I G E LO W
MOTION
PICTURE FILM
COMPENSATED IN PROCESSING TO
CORRECT EXPOSURE ERRORS
Weston 25 ft. limm.
100 ft.
Speed 8-8mm.
Outdoor
$1.50 I $2.95
Du-AII
I 24-16 I $2.35 | $5.50
Above prices
.1 8-3include processing.
California buyers please include sales tax.
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE
- 24-HouR Processing Service —
The
snap motion
and sparkle
associated
with when
proessional
pictures
are yours
you use NEW COMPENSATED

6449 Regent St.

Oakland 9. Calif.
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Continued from Page 5 j 5

573
Film and Equipment for
Single 8mm. Camera Owners
Complete Home Processing Kit
The CINE RACK
No. I provides
everything except
the chemicals you
need to processi
Single 8mm. film
at home.
Of spe-tc
cial interest
owners of Single
8mm. REVERE
and UNIVE)
cameras who ex 1 "
ties
in difficul-L.
having —
perience
their work done by professional laboratories.
Excellent for developing titles and other short
lengths of film. Try out home processing this
inexpensive way before investing in large expensive No.
equipment.I
Cine Rack
KIT No. I
Capacity
30
ft. Single
8mm. film
Complete
Developing Rack $1.45
Loading Stand
75 Railway
ShippedExpress
via
DryingTray
Rack
$3.95
collect
8x10
_
1.0085 charges
Wt. 3 lbs.
Total value
$4.05
items may be purchased separately
We are distributors of Revere Single 8 film.
30 ft. roll with FREE processing $1.49.
Single
8mm. Bulk Film, lab packed, processing
not included.
Weston
24 Weston
64
100 ft. Single 8mm
$2.15 $2.75
Laboratory Reversal Processing 30 ft. 8mm. $ .50
Write Today for Free Catalog of Complete
Home Movie Needs
SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
"Home Processing Headquarters"
105 S. Wells St. Dept. 84i Chicago i. III.

secured in place by the small lock nut
shown in diagram. The spring within
the camera that returns the starting button to neutral position will push the
plunger back to neutral position after
the current is released.
The electrical release may be actuated
either by dry cells or storage battery.

AMBERTINT FILM „
[. . Includes machine processing. Day-^^'^^

S

plug and the base and also to protect
the bare wires extending upward to
which the lead wires of the magnet are
connected.
The set screw and plunger must be
so adjusted that the release will work
freely yet with positive action. After
final adjustment, the set screw may be

FOR YOUR SPECIAL STUDIO, LABORATORY
AND AMATEUR EQUIPMENT
OR MACHINERY, Write
MAC VAN MANUFACTURING CO.
3829 El Cajon Blvd., San Diego 5, Calif.
We reperforate 16mm. to double 8, 2c foot.
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FUN IN THE HOME
WITH QUALITY FILMS |
8mm., $5.50
16mm. $17.50
Silent, $8.75 |1
16mm.— Sound,

CINE
^

Cartoons — Comedies — Novelties.
Educational — Entertaining
PICTURES SPECIALLY FOR
THE YOUNGSTER
Send for Free Catalogue

In Canada it's Arrow Films

Add
SOUND
TO YOUR SILENT FILMS
WITH A
RECORDING
Fidel itone
/
DUAL TURNTABLE
For details, write
GEORGE K. CULBERTSON CO.
5133 Juonlta Ave., Dept. H, Minneapolis 10, Minn.

lens

»HARD
* PERMANENT
» CLEANABLE
modernize your lenses
a free brochure explains the discovery
of lens-optical science. Write us!
Increase definition! Diminish and
eliminate flare! Improve brilliancy and
faithful color reproduction.
CHEMOPTICS, the oldest glass coatfor the newest in
moderning laboratory
lens achievement.

coating

SPEEDY REPAIR SERVICE ON
BINOCULARS & RIFLE-SCOPES

l^HEMOPTICSiNcI
33 UNION SQ. WEST, NEW YORK 3. N.Y. ||
Cut Home Movie Cost's
WE HAVE 8mm.-16mm. FILM!
16mm. Reversible Outdoor Film
$2.50
Rating 6 Wistton
8mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film '
25-ft. Double ' 0 "-"^^
8, only...Same day processing included
BETTER FILMS
742 New Lots Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y. CL. 7-1822
RGED H ^ REDUCED
8 ENLA
TO
ID
TO O
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Incorporated
144 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6

News

ROUNDUP
Topics of Interest
of Movie Making

Commercial Kodachrome — The long
heralded Commercial type Kodachrome film is now available. Designed,
as the name implies, for commercial
producers, this new color film, which is
reversible — the same as regular and Type
A Kodachrome, is a 16mm. camera
film designed to provide a low contrast
color original from which a color release print of good quality can be made
on Kodachrome Duplicating film.
This new film, called type 5268, is
color balanced for a color temperature
of 3200° K. Mazda 3200° K lamps are
recommended. This film can also be used
in daylight with the newly introduced
Wratten filter No. 8 3 and with Photoflood and Mazda lamps with the Kodak
CC14 filter.
In Hollywood, on August 17th, the
Eastman laboratory there demonstrated
the results to be had with this new film
to a group of commercial film producers. They were told that the laboratory
is geared to process and render dupe
prints of this new film in a space of
17 hours. Thus, exposed type 5268 film
delivered to the Eastman laboratory at
3 p.m., can be picked up the next morning at 8 a.m. in time for the morning
rushes.
In Hollywood, this new film will be
handled by the J. E. Brulator Co., Eastman Kodak's wholesale commercial film
distributor; will probably not be sold
over the counter at photo stores as is
case with regular and Type A Kodachrome. For the amateur, not interested
in making duplicates of his 16mm. color
films for commercial purposes, the regular and Type A Kodachrome will remain
the medium for him to use.
Radio Station KFI, Los Angeles, is now
offering a program of interest to west
coast movie amateurs on Saturdays at
1:30 p.m. Titled the "Camera Clinic,"
program includes discussions of materials, methods and techniques in both
still and cine photography. John Heistand is M.C. and each week a noted
photographic personality is interviewed.
A 16mm. Camera again proved its
value as a valuable aid to police and
crime detectors when in Indianapolis,
recently, F.B.I, agents, using a 16mm.
camera, foiled a $15,000 extortion plot
against a prominent Indianapolis baking
firm executive. The camera was used
to film evidence.
The agents seized the suspect, an
employee of the victim, as he scurried

In Realm

away from a parking lot with what he
thought was the package containing the
extortion cash. The arrest and susp>ect's
actions immediately prior to seizure were
picked up by the movie camera focused
by a G-man from a nearby vantage
Plastic optical elements may have the
durability of their surfaces increased
point.
20 to 30 times by applying a thin, hard
layer of specially prepared transparent
siliceous material on the surfaces, according to seven reports now on sale
by the Office Technical Services, Department of Commerce.
The reports were written by Howard
J. Lucas, of the California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, Calif., under contract with the Office of Scientific Research and Development.
In one set of experiments a satisfactory durable coating was produced on
an acrylic plastic by exposing the plastice alternately to water vapor and to
a mixture of silicon tetrachloride with
ozone. Plastic slides treated in this manner proved more resistant to dust, wiping, and other abrasive influences than
slides treated with other combinations
of materials, or untreated slides.

Exhibition of 16mm.
on planes has passed
stage and will soon be
for the entertainment

motion pictures
the experimental
a regular feature
of passengers on

all Pan American World Airways' transoceanic flights. This was indicated when
Pan American signed a contract with
Seven Seas Film Corporation for 16mm.
motion pictures for exhibition in flight.
Exhibition will begin on a regular basis
on Pan American Clippers as soon as
equipment is installed on all planes.
This is the first contract for the regular exhibition of 16mm. films on planes.
The Seven Seas company has been active for many years in the distribution
of motion pictures to steamships around
the world, and is now branching out into
the aviation field.
Photo-micro Movies — To determine exactly what happens when human hair
is washed with various soaps and other
cleansing agents, the Research Department of the Procter & Gamble Co. recently made a series of photomicrographic motion pictures. No camera lens,
as such, was employed in this work, the
optical system used being that of a
Bausch & Lomb microscope, which was
teamed with a Filmo Auto Load 16mm.
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motion picture camera operated at 16
and 24 frames per second.
Rapid and critical focusing upon a
single hair was effected by means of
the regular Bell & Howell Direct Focuser, and a special mechanical stage
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degree tilt. It can be used as a grip
for hand held cameras to shoot unusual angle pictures. Manufactured by
the Apex Tool and Machine Co., 4407
San Fernando Road, Glendale, Cahf.,
this new viewer is expected to retail
for around $7.85 when placed on the
market this Fall.
Filmo "Electro" Camera
, To alleviate the pent-up demand for
modern industrial engineering equipment. Bell and Howell has perfected
the new Filmo "Electro" electricpowered, magazine loading, 16mm. motion picture camera designed for accurate time and motion study work.
Equipped with a fast 21mm. F/1.9
Information Please
• Continued from Page J24

permitted "action" sequences to be
filmed while various solutions were circulated around the hair inside a glass
cell. Considerable advancement in the
study of soap action is expected as a
direct result of this research.

lens with positive viewfinder and
matching objective, which affords a
somewhat wider angle of view than the
standard l" lens, other features are a
dial footage indicator, and a built-in
electric motor which assures consistent
filming speed at all times.
By no means confined to use as an
industrial engineering instrument the
Electro can be employed for general
types of cinematography as well, whenever electric power is available, either
from standard lines or a portable battery. Further details concerning the
equipment and its applications are contained in an illustrated folder obtainable from the Industrial Sales Division,
Bell & Howell Co., 7100 McCormick
Road, Chicago, 111.

. . .

shortening of exposure. Usually, however, the smallest stop in your camera
will do the trick.
After setting up your camera, check
for too strong rays of sun striking the
lens. Otherwise, your sunset shot may
not be successful. If the sun in your
sunset shot is too bright, it is advisable
to move your camera slightly so that
sun rays do not strike the lens directly.
Use of a sunshade for such shots is
recommended.
Hardener and Hypo (W. Worthington. Long Island, N. Y.)
O; What hardener should I use in
my home processing? Would ordinary
hypo be o.k.?
A: Hypo serves two purposes in processing at home. It removes the unexposed silver and it hardens the film
emulsion. Hardening solutions usually
do little else but harden the emulsion.
Thus you can see that a hardener isn't
quite the same as Hypo.
Shutter Speed (Jack Asher, Snohomish, Washington.)
Q: What is the shutter speed of the
new Revere Smm. cameras and does
the same shutter speed apply to all
model cameras?
A: The shutter speed of the Revere
camera when turning at 16 frames per
second is 1/3 5 th of a second. In other
words, each frame receives an exposure
of 1/3 5 of a second.

Train Shooting (E. M. Browne, San
Jose, California.)
Q: In shooting from the observation
platform of a train, iL'hat is the best
methods of getting smooth shots?
A: If you have a tripod, use it. If not,
some other solid support on which you
may place your camera or rest it against.
To hold the camera without some such
support will result in pictures weaving or jerking on the screen as your
body will naturally move with the side
sway of the train. If your camera is
equipped with multiple speeds, shoot
from trains at 24 or 32 frames per second. This will smooth out any motion
due to movement of the train. This
will also apply to shots made from an
automobile.
Chemical Exposure (D. F. Smithfield,
Geneva, Illinois.)
O: In my home processing, I rack my
films in three layers on flat racks and
so I cannot use light for my second
exposure. Can you suggest a chemical I
could use instead?
A: While the use of chemicals in
place of light for the second exposure
is not usually advisable, some conditions
may require it. Chemicals as a rule,
will not give as satisfactory a result
as will light. The chemical to use is
stannous chloride — about 8 ounces to
20 gallons of water. Immerse film in
• Continued on Page 577

WE

HAVE
FILM
Roll Film-Kodak Super XX
Hi
35c
614
35c
120
30c
127
25c
420
30c
35mm. Cartridges, 34 Exposures
for Candrd Cameras
DuPont Superior No. 2 day .50 Tung 32 40c
Ansco Ultra Speel day 100 Tung 44
70c
MOVIE FILM (reversible)
14mm. Eastman Super XX
Weston 100-100 Ft
$6.50
16mm. Weston 8 Ortho, 100 Ft
3.75
8mm. Eastman Super XX 25 ft. double 2.65
8mm. WestonFree8 Ortho,
25
ft
double
2.00
Processing Included
100 FT. BULK FILM
35mm. Ansco Ultra Speed
$3.50
35mm.
No. 2
3.20
All filmDuPont
boxed Superior
under brand
name of ASTRA
For Quiick Service Address Dept. 112
Astra Photo Products, Inc.
306 West 44Hi St., New York 18, N.Y.
DUPLICATES
8mm. to 16mm. to 8mm.
Black & White and Kodachrome
— No Finer Work Anywhere —
HOLLYWOODLANO STUDIOS
South Gate, Calif.

giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiaiiiHiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinw
I Headquarters In New England
I For Castle Films, Nu-Art Films, Official
I Films, Pictoreels, Soundies, New
I
Hymnal
I Sales, Rentals,
ExchangesSoundies
— Bargain Lists Free
j
FRANK
LANE
AND Mass.
CO.
I
5 Little BIdg., Boston,
I
"We Buy Your Films for Cash"
iuiiwwiiiniiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininHniiiiiiiiiniiiiNiiliiiiiliiiiiHHniiiiiniiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiniiiiiiiii^
MOVIE MITE limm. sound projectors will be
available shortly. Ideal for Church, Club, or
Home. Wr'te for catalogue,
« « «"It Makes Sense."
POPULAR PICTURES COMPANY
Dept.
No. 813
P. O.Georgia
Box No. 223
Decatur
RAY THELANS CAMERA CENTER, Inc.
Aluminum Sun Shade
1.00 Each
All slies for 8mm 16mm. Cameras
As Reliable As Professional Studio Equipment
6731 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood 28, Calif.
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CAMERA

RATES: 10c per word. Minimum ad $2.00. Add 5c per word for text in capitals.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• BASS SAYS: Cine values in unconditionally guaranteed equipment:
USED I6MM CAMERA'^: B. & H. Fllmo 70-A, Cooke
F-3.5 lens and case. $82.50. Eastman Kodak 16mm.
Modelhave"A."
We
new $42.50.
Bolex H-8 and H-16 cameras in stock.
Another lot of new Revere 87 and 99 cameras, and
Revere Deluxe projectors.
LENSES... IMMEDIATE DELIVERY: 63mm. Cine
Kodak Anastlgmat F:2.7, choice of adapter, $77.00.
I" Kern Switar F:l.4 coated lens for Bolex, $183.75.
3"
F:4.5 Lenses
Tele lens,
RAREKodakITEMS:
for $49.50.
Filmo projectors, new
models.
New I5mm. extreme wide angle Filmo F:2.l projection lense for 16mm. projectors, chemically coated,
$25.45.
...
11/2" wide
angle$14.85.
Fllmo F:l.8 projection lens, chemically coated,
3" F:2 projection lens, chemically coated, $26.60.
4" F-2.5 projection lens, chemically coated, $25.55.
Kodak Junior
Pola-Screen,
Craig
Editor "W"
for 8mount,
and $10.30.
16mm., $8.95.
Craig Senior Editor for 8 and 16mm., $23.50.
$69.50.
complete,
Editor,
Craig Senior 16mm.
Tru-Pan
SPECIAL: Just arrived . . . newTax.Ambol
New Unicolt
Federal
tripod, $43.10, Including
pan
and
movement,
side-swing
exclusive
with
tripod
tilt, $87.50.
up
15mm.
from
stock
in
finders
objective
H.
B &
angle attachments for
to 6" Cine Ex+enar wide
$27.50,
lenses,
Keystone
and
8mm B. & H., Revere
16mm. reduty $2.50.
heavybrake,
2000 ft.with
Tax. Dummy
45 eachFed.$12.00.
plus $2 winds
and tradeall 'em.
We buyfor'em,
makes.Complete
equipment,
Cine'em,
new sell
stocks
COMPANY, DEPT. 179 W. Madison
CAMERA
BASS
St., Chicago 2, III.

wide angle,
1" F3.5,
1/2" F1.9,Filmo
"8" with$330.00.
BOLEX counter
case
3 lenses,
70D,61/2".
case
new, $77.50.
•■I6." case,$95.00.
SimplexI' Pockette
$310 00Kodak
Ampro
case
F4.5,
4"
A, FI.9,
Cine
16mm. projec"8" 500W case $110.00. Eastman BOLEX
8-16mm.
tor self winding, case $115.00.
RCA 16 mm.
projector, 2 lenses, case, $331.00. studio
micronews microphone,
sound camera,
phone amplifier, 3 lenses, tripod, galvanometer,
3" F4.5. $60.00.
dolly cases. 3%" Cooke F3.3, $85.00. $45.00.
3" Ilex
4" F4 5 $65 00. 3"Dallmeyer F3.5, $72.00.
1" 8mm.
F3.8.
Xenar
Tele
F3 5 $45 00 33''
JIS-OO. Rewinds,
Dolly, CAMERA
Folding
$21.00.
Ilex' F3.5,
MAKI,
accepted.
trades
45th Street. New York.
Westscreens,
70reels,
3
with
Turret
—
R.C.A. Sound camera
I6MM.
•lenses;
synchronous motor; newsreel, battery and
studio'
types3000of (three
recording
systems;ft. tripod;
cases and
thousand)
of fresh cables,
Super
X sound film. $725.00. All letters answered. WM.
P. TIMMONS. JR.. 102 Mansion St., Poughkeepsie,
New York.
.
• PROFITS IN HOME MOVIES— A sensational
newly published book just chuck full of ideas and
movie-maker,
guide you,as thewell16mm.
suggestions
realize yourtoambitions
as gain valuable
profits at the same time. Priced at $2.00. Reserve
HOME
F. HUNTER'S
CHARLESRensselaer,
copy 29TODAY!
your
MOVIES,
John Street,
New York.
• IMMEDIATE delivery of 7x50 new Navy Coated
Lens Binoculars! Only $186.00 including Federal
Tax! Also new and reconditioned Zeiss, Bausch and
Lomb,
etc. For and
binoculars
in the Specialists
West, It's Marshutz, Optical
Photographic
since
1887. 418 WEST 6th STREET, Los Angeles 14.
• BARGAINS — Victor SOF Anlmatophone model
24 formerly $565.00 for $420.00; Kodak Home enlarger
$7.00-$6.00;
1600 Castle
ft. reelsand$1.50;
Kodak films
Movie10%Viewer 16mm.
Official
off
list. JENKINS AUDIFILMS, Lewisburg, Penna.
• USED equipment. Dalite Screen, Model B, 52"
by 70", $25.00; 1600
Bell foot
& Howell
and Viewer
accommodates
16mm.Rewinder
reels, $40.00;
Twin
Kodaflector lighting outfit with stand, $10.00. JENKINS AUDIFILMS, Lewisburg. Penna.
• PROFITS IN HOME MOVIES— New book, covers
completely profits possibilities for amateur filmers.
Price postpaid $2.00. PENNSYLVANIA PHOTO
SUPPLY, 627 Fourth Avenue. Wllllamsport. Penn.
• I6MM. Sound machine for sale. Ampro, Bell &
Howell. RCA. DeVry. All look and operate like
new. We sell. buy. trade, rent 35mm. and 16mm.
fllr-. a^d eculpment. Ser'd stamps for listings. MUTUAL THEATRE SUPPLY, Springfield, Illinois.
• BELL & HOWELL 8m,m.-l6mm. cameras. Precision
built for outstanding perform.ance and unmatched
durability.
You'll beCINARCO.
proud to Davenport.
own one. Write
prices, literature.
Iowa. for
• GOING FAST! Limited supply of brand-new
(1946) low-priced 16'^m. soundle projectors. Descriptive29literature
pr'ce Reisse'aer.
c 'ecuest. New
CHARLES
F. HUNTER.
Johra^dStreet^
York.
• FOR SALE— Bolex H-16 1-inch lens, 3-inch Telephoto and case, brand new. F. H. BOYD, Ashton,
Illinois.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• NEW 1600' reels $1.75. Cans $1.25. Combination
$2.50. 800' cans. 85c. 400' cans. $25c. 16mm. motor
driven
Electric projector
Exposure (200'
meterfilm
withfree)
case.$15.00.
$24.50.General
DeJur
AutoCrltic Meter with case, $23.75. 8-16mm. Silentsound films. Catalogues, End title lOc. INTERNATIONAL-HM, 2120 Strauss. Brooklyn. N. Y.
• NEW and used Victors, Eastman, Ampro, Holmes
sound and silent projectors, films, projection lamps,
Griswold and Craig splicers, rewlnders, reels,
camera films. ZENITH, 308 W. 44th, New York City.
• NEW 1000 watt DeJur-Amsco 8mm. projectors
for Immediate delivery. Reverses, Stills, Automatic
rewind. DAYTON FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn,
Dayton, Ohio.
• MOVIE Cameras, Projectors, Film at lowest
prices. Big free catalog. CAVALIER CAMERA
COMPANY,
1822 Center Avenue, Pittsburgh 19,
Penna.
• SURPLUS cameras. Scarce items. Still and
Movie. Bargains!
CAMERA
126-1 worth
Lexington
Avenue,
New York.
Latest GUIDE,
issue well
25c
(Coin).
• NOW deluxe 500 watt Universal 8mm. projectors only $63.00. For Immediate delivery. DAYTON
FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn, Dayton. Ohio.
• BRAND new Victor and Ampro sound projectors. Immediate delivery. Used sound projectors.
Write, wire: WEST PARK FILM EXCHANGE, 3488
Tuttle Ave., Cleveland II, Ohio.
• BOLEX L-8, H-8, H-16 cameras 8. G8-I6 projectors. Finest obtainable. Write for catalogue, prices.
We'll trade. CINARCO, Davenport, Iowa.
• BELL & HOWELL 8mm. -16mm. projectors, silentsound. Literature, prices on request. Write CINARCO^
• KEYSTONE 8mm. -16mm. cameras, projectors. We
have
one hereIowa.
for you. Write and hurry. CINARCO,
Davenport,
• AMPRO 8mm. -16mm. projectors. Silent and
sound. Available again now. Write for literature,
prices. CINARCO, Davenport, Iowa.
• NEW and used 16mm. sound projectors — DeVry,
Ampro. Bell & Howell. Victor. Holmes. Available.
GALLAGHER FILM SERVICE, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
• EASTMAN. Coated. Chrome Lens. No. 6" f.4.5.,
sell or exchange. SAM'S ELECTRIC SHOP. 35 Mon• REVERE 8mm. cameras & projectors. Write for
literature & prices. Will accept used equipment in
trade. CINARCO. Davenport. Iowa.
• BRAND new Aurlcon, Sound Recorder I6m.'n.
Mikes. Latest
ELECTRIC SHOP, 35
Monroe
Street,circuits.
Passaic, SAM'S
New Jersev.
WANTED
• SHOTGUNS, TARGET PISTOLS AND RIFLES accepted in trade on cameras, projectors, screens,
editors, and everything photographic. If you have
equipment of this type to trade in or If you wish
to trade In your present photographic equipment
toward new merchandise soon to be received, you
will find our present allowances more than liberal.
Write describing your equipment and we will quote
our allowances by return mail. NATIONAL CAMMinn. ERA ECHANGE, 86 So. 6th St., Minneapolis 2,
• WE need your discarded 50' 8mm. projection
reels and 30' 8mm. projection reels. Mail them
postpaid; ESO-S will refund postage and allow
4c for the 50' and 2'/2C for the 30' reels In trade on
-■^w film,
largenewprelection
Items
listed
In our
catalog reels
(see and
ad all
in other
this Issue).
ESO-S PICTURES, 828 E-W. 39th St., Kansas City 2,
• WANTED to buy 16mm. lens for 16mm. camera.
C. mounts. All focal lengths. Bell and Howell
editor. Sound projector. Silent projector 16mm.
camera.
ELECTRIC SHOP, 35 Monroe Street,
Passaic. SAM'S
New Jersey.
• WANTED to buy 16mm. films. Projectors. Cameras. Bell and Howell Editor. Craig. Anything
photographic.
ELECTRIC SHOP, 35 Monroe
St.,
Passaic. NewSAM'S
Jersey.
• NEED
model
E Cine Kodak withImmediately.
or without Eastman
lens. IRL
GORDON.
245
McFarland Court. Akron 4, Ohio.
• CINARCO wants your used cameras, lenses etc.
NOW. Turn them into cash or make an exchange
with us. CINARCO, Davenport, Iowa.
• WANTED — Used equipment. Bargain list on request. PETERS, 41-B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.
PHOTO FINISHING
• 0 or 8 exposure roll finisr^ed, giant size, 30c.
Ask about our 16mm. and 8mm. titling service.
THRIFTY PHOTO. Box 46, Southgate, Calif.

FILM

• "NEGPO " titling film, spooled dalite loading,
processing free! Black letters on white
background
proiect
white-on-black! $1.15, double 8mm.- 3 rolls
$3.15! $2.25. 100 ft. 16mm. 65c, single 8mm.
ESO-S, 828 West 39th, Kansas Citf 2, Missouri.
• REPERFORATION of any brand 16mm. B & W
or color film for use in 8mm. cameras. Perforations
guaranteed. $2.00 per 100 ft roll. Film slit for
single 8mm. cameras 50c additional. Send all films
insured, marked "reperforate," to ESO-S PICTURE'^828
E-W. 39thcamera
St., Kansas
2, Mo.
• UNIVEX
owners!CityCOLOR
film for your'_
single 8mm. cameras! Guaranteed
fresh
$2.25 per roll, three rolls for $6.50. Specifystock—
door Color film or Indoor Color film when Out
ing ESO-S PICTURES, 828 E-W. 39th St., KansasorderCity
2,
• Mo.
EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 16mm. guaranteed fresh
positive frim, $4.00 each, limit 3 rolls per order. Will
PICTURES, 828 E-W. 39th St., Kansas City 2, Mo.
m!PT,9A9,:'^
P'^epay cash with order. ESO-S
- °''
• KODACHR
OME— Limited time only! 16mm. Regular or Type A, slightly overdated, 50' magazine
$3.95;
100 $549,
75.Mass.
MYSTIC PHOTO CO., 308 Ferry
St., Everett
• MOVIE
films—processing.
100' 16mm. $2.50- 25'
double
8mm.camera
$1.25. Free
New
Jersey.
PORT PHOTO SUPPLY. 106 Franklin St.,ELIZABETHElizabeth
FILM PRODUCING

• JACK D. LEPPERT, clnematographer professionally equipped. HEmpstead 1394. California footage
67701/2 HOLLYWOO
7^i7)"^.-.^
economical
produced.
'^°'°' s^ior+s
ly 28.
D BLVD..
Hollywood
FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
I I I TWO SMASH HITS ! ! !
• CAVALCADE OF MOVIES— the first film that
records 30 old time stars in scenes from their best
remembered
A priceless
item —
16mm. silent hits.
complete
version,collector's
$12.00 prepaid
"Childbirth" — Modern technique — superb educational film for doctors, nurses and students. Hosphotography.
SHERWOOD
PICTURES
789 St.pital
Marks
Ave., $9.00,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
• USED 16mm. silent sound films — religious,
comedy,
western, cartoon, educational (travelogue),
musical, etc.— bought, sold, exchanged
allowance), rented. TOP cash for your used (trade-in
subjects..
Money-saving wholesale
apply when several
films are purchased at prices
one
time.
CHARLES
F
Rensselaer. HOME
N. Y.
HUNTER'S
MOVIE LIBRARY, 29 John Street
• THEATRES—
Drive-Ins! Ohio -Indiana
men
Interested InRoadshows—
starting 16mm. or 35mm. theatres,
drive-ins or roadshow circuits,
contact us for
projection
seats, etc. THE DAYOhio.
TON FILM,equipment,
Inc., 2227films,
Hepburn Ave., Dayton 6,
• GORGEOUS
Girls: sparkling "Allure" and
"Sarong
Girls," two
filmsBig 8mm.
50
ft.
$2.00;
I6nim.
100breath-taking
ft. $4.00 each.
1946
catalog many film bargains
and sample dime.
AUDET, Box 6S20-CC, Philadelphia 38, Penna.
• MISS AMERICA PAGEANT. Atlantic City beauty
contest, 8mm., 50 ft., $2.00, Kodachrome, $7.50.
16mm., 100 ft., $4.00. Kodachrome, $14.75. Color
sample WAIKIKI HULA $1.00. Catalog 25c.
WORLD IN COLOR. Box 392-C, Elmjra, N. Y.
• LATEST releases Castle, Official, Pictorial 816mm. silent, sound films. Sales, rentals, exchanges.
Catalogue listing over 3000 films, accessories, etc.,
2-3c stamps. REED, 7508 Third Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
• COLOR 16mm. silent films of the Colorado
Rockies. All very beautifully filmed. ISABEL GLACIER 100 ft. color. Write for list of additional
Colorado.
films.
DALLAS NEW, 563 Arapahoe, Boulder,
• SOUND films rented by the week. Homes,
roadshowmen, churches, schools. New catalogs.
DAYTON
ton 6, Ohio.FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn Avenue, Day• MOVIE RENTAL LI BRARY— Films bought, sold,
exchanged. Send stamp tor list and FREE film
labels.
Illinois. EDDY FILMS, P. O. Box 335, Elmhurst,
• SOUND shows $2.00 per day. Reduced prices
on films and equipment. Send for catalogue. JENKINS' AUDIFILMS, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.
• 8-I6MM. film bargains, sound silent rentals. Big.
Catalog. Kodachrome.
sampleAvenue.
20 cents.
WARRINGTON FILMS, 1418 Knecht
Halethorpe
27, Maryland.
• I6MM. sound films. Complete subjects, good
condition
per 400'
reel,BLACKHAWK
up. Write for FILMS,
list of
over
200 $1.95
available
titles.
Dept. HM2, Davenport, Iowa.
• SOUND program rental $2.50. Silent, sound
films, special discount. ODEL FILM SERVICE, 138
Tehama St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
•Minimum
ENLARGEMENTS:
5x7— 20c,SERVICE,
8x10— 40c.72
order $1.00.3x4—
DBWlOc.PHOTO
San Benito Way, San Francisco, California.
Continued on Opposite Page

HOME MOVIES FOR SEPTEMBER
FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• 8MM.-I6MM. silent films rented by the week.
Shorts and features. Low rates. New catalogs. DAYTON FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn Avenue, Dayton
b, Ohio.
• HAM Team.
& Bud
are back!
America's
Slapstick
Available
in 8mm.
& Kimm.Greatest
silent.
Free list. SHERWOOD PICTURES, 789 St. Marks
Ave., Bklyn. 13, N. Y.
• CHILD is born by Caesarean delivery. Original,
authentic, outstanding home movie production. Project it free. Send postal card today. PREFERRED
FILMS, Hamilton 12, Ohio.
• 8-l6mm.
"Model
Miss,"list"Hula
Honeys,"
etc.
Glamourmovies
photos.
Samples,
3c. THOMAS
PRODUCTIONS, 5123 York Boulevard, Los Angeles
42, California.
• FREE catalog of 8mm. and 16mm. movie films
and
the asking!MailYourto
name accessories!
and address It's
on ayours
postalforis sufficient.
ESO-S, 828 E-West Street, Kansas City 2, Missouri.
• HOME MOVIES: Rent— buy— swap 8/l6mm.
silent and sound at money-saving rates. Details
for a dime. MIDLAND, Box 429, Oak Park I, III.
• GORGEOUS models ... A fine collection of
beautiful girls. Free lists I6mm. only. PIQUE PICTURES, Box 123, Station B, Brooklyn 16, New York.
• I6MM. sound film library, reasonable, to close
an estate. Sell all or part. BILLS FILM SERVICE,
Box 231, Calwa City, Calif.
• USED and new Castle films, 8-l6mm., silent and
sound. Send for lists. ALVES PHOTO SERVICE,
Inc., 14 Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.
• UNUSUAL 8-l6mm. film subjects. Big catalog
with sample film, lOc. NATIONAL FILM EXCHANGE, Broadway Station E, Toledo 9, Ohio.
FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• SOUND films. 400 ft. reels. $1.00 exchanged
plus postage. Castles Officials. Pictorial. No lists.
Comedys,
Musicals,Street,
Cartoons.
ELECTRIC
SHOP, 35 Monroe
Passaic,SAM's
New Jersey.
• SOUND films exchanged. No exchange fee.
Private individual, send for lists. EARL HARDESTY,
2815 Rose Avenue, Halethorpe 27, Mar-yland.
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No casn
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS,
Box 539, Brockton, Mass.
• SOUND films exchanged. $1.00 per 400 ft. plus
postage.Passaic,
SAM'SNewELECTRIC
Street,
Jersey. SHOP, 35 Monroe
TITLES AND SUPPLIES
• PROFESSIONAL titles. 5c a word. Prompt service. Color — B&W. Free catalog, samples. PRODUCERS SERVICE, 6770 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California.
• VEE CINE TITLER— "The Titler built like a preclslon
for
scrolls, lathe."
zooms, Furnished
flop ups, completely
flop downs,equipped
turnarounds,
etc. Change quickly from vertical to horizontal
easel. Write for folder. H. A. FILIPAK, P. O. Box
132 Holyoke, Mass.
• TYPE— Set Title Cards, black and white or color,
3c a word. Send for samples. SIOUX ADVERTISING SPECIALTY CO., 403 Call Terminal BIdg.,
Sioux Citf 12. Iowa.
Animation . . .
• Continued from Page 550
in a "Miss Muffett" animation sequence.
A Cine Special is used in filming the
pictures. It is fitted with a special
solenoid control permitting Harryhausen to operate the camera from any
concealed position about the set — important inasmuch as all three members
of the company are usually required to
aid in the animation at the same time.
Approximately 3100 individual single
frame exposures are required for a
single 100 foot i6mm. subject which
requires about 8 weeks to produce.
These unique films are produced under the aegis of Hausen Productions.
Distribution is by Producers Motion
Picture Services, Hollywood, California.
Three new subjects are now in preparation: aChristmas story, "Mother Hubbard," and a biblical story, "Daniel and
the Lion."

Information Please
• Continiietl from Page 575
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. . .

this solution 4 to 5 minutes, then wash.
Strength of chemical is quickly dissipated and therefore the solution is not
good for any length of time.
Polaroid Filter (M. Anderson, Cincinnati, Ohio.)
Q; How much additional should the
lens be opened when I am using a
polaroid filter?
A: The manufacturers of the FadeO-Scope, which employs the use of
polaroid filters, recommends opening up
a stop and a half, so we presume that
the same would apply to any polaroid
filter used before the lens. Incidentally,
many amateurs who have bought FadeO-Scopes are using them as a neutral
density filter to cut down light volume
when extra fast cine films are used.
For example, if your camera is loaded
with Super X pan film, you will most
likely get a meter reading outdoors in
bright sunlight of f/32. With most
lenses, f /16 is the maximum stop and a
N.D. filter or polaroid is the only thing
that may be used to reduce the amount
of light entering the lens without affecting contrast as would be the case
if a heavy color filter were used.
Storing Film (S. S. Woodward, Kokomo, Indiana.)
Q: What is the best tvay to store
film? How would an old wooden ice
box do? Should I leave the drain open
or would it be better to plug it up?
A: For black and white film, use
the regular humidor cans and moisten
the humidor pads with water or one
of the humidyfying solutions now on
the market. Care must be taken not
to moisten the pads too much. Usually
a half-teaspoonful of water or solution
is enough. Films should always be stored
in a cool place where the temperature
ranges from 65 and 72 degrees. This
is particularly true concerning color
films. Where it is possible to control
room humidity, same should be maintained at approximately 5 0 per cent for
color films.
The ice box mentioned will be satisfactory for storage if the above conditions can be maintained. To leave the
drain open would tend to give more
circulation of air.
Incidentally, makers of Kodachrome
do not advise moistening pads of humidor cans, as just the slighest excess
moisture within the humidor will damage the emulsion.
Close Focus Maximum (L. S. Stone,
Oakland, CaUfornia.)
Q: "What is the very closest I
focus with a Keystone //3.5 lens? may
A: It will depend a good deal on
the opening you use. As you probably

□

THE TELEPHOTO LENS
FOR 8 & ISmm. MOVIE CAMERAS
THE LENS THAT CUTS
DISTANCE IN HALFS
PRICE $21.00 ?r
FREE descriptive
folderstuart available.
Distributed
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.. Inc.
so WEST 29TM ST
NCW YORK 1. N.Y
ATTENTION
CAMERAMEN!!

Dynasty Screen Pictorial desires human
interest material. Unusual, interesting
people, places, things and events. Negatives must be in 16mm. color, at 24
frames per second. Will pay from $2 to
$20 a foot.
DYNASTY
FILMS
5529 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

■ Complete Sound Program^^ q- |
I family
Here's and
evening
fun Full
for length
the whols
^1*
friends.
feaI ture runs 11/2 hours on 1400 foot reels.
I PEERLESS FILM RENTAL AGENCY
SEND FOR FREE LIST
Films Bought, Sold and Exchanged
*
.

'
|
I
M

PEERLESS
CAMERA
STORES
138 EAST 44th STREET
NEW YORK 11, M. Y.
8MM. TEMPTATION 16MM.
Featuring ModelsModel
from Agency
the Hollywood Fashion
Here are the most Beautiful Models you ever laid
your eyes on in gorgeous settings and unusual poses
that will thrill you. This movie is different, refreshing and has real eye appeal.
Special Prices for this Exclusive Production
124 ft. 14mm. $5 — 43 ft. 8mm. $3
Kodachrome, 124 ft. 14mm. $15 — 43 ft. 8mm. $8
We Ship C.O.D. Plus Postage
FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS (HM)
P. O. Box 2084
San Antonio 4, Texas

^.1^ OLD Tn^E MOVIES POT \
115 Anchor Avenue
5
Oceanslde, L. I., New York ^9^S^ \
SILENT, SOUND — 8mm., 16mm., 35mm.
FREE Catalogs — Modern Musicals; Comedies;
Glamour Girls; Keystone Cops; Chaplins; New
Medical-Obstetrics InstructioK Films.

HOME MOVIES FOR SEPTEMBER
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ALBUM
The modem version
o f grandma's red
plush album.
Charmingly different and exciting.
MAKE FINE GIFTS
Wide selection of covers
to suit any age, moorl
or interior. Solid colors
figured plush, mohair
and brocatelles. artistic
patterns in damasks and tapestries. Black
mounting sheets and plastic ring binding.
SEE AT STORES. Make your selection of
color, fabric and side or end opening. Size
5 X 7" $2.50, size 8x10" $3.50.
Free Catalog of Amfiles for Reels, Slides, Negatives
AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO.
NEW!
*
*
FOR THE FIRST TIME

*

TRIMENSIONAL
MULTIPLANE MOVIES
in KODACHROME and
BLACK & WHITE
Write for FREE Illustrated catalog describing
these sensational new type 8mm. and 16mm.
subjects. Also travelogues etc. All new 1946
productions.
PRODUCERS ^gr'iRE SERVICE
6770 Hollywood Blvd. • Suite 18 • Hollywood

DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
^Aake Big Money
Selling

our

23 New 16mm. Sound
Specialties
Send $10.00 for sample print and our
free wholesale price list.
STANDARD PICTURES CORP.
Universal City, Calif.

Rent ZENITH

Film

New Catalogs now available. Specify
8-16 mm. silent or 16 mm. Sound.
Zenith TITLES will please you, made
to order in Bl. & W. or Color.
Zenith

Cinema Service
3252 Foster Ave.,
Chicago 25. III.

know, depth of focus increases as you
stop down your lens. For instance, at
f 16, lens will be in sharp focus 1 foot
2 inches; at f 8, 1 foot 6 inches; and
at f 3.5, at 1 foot 9 inches.
Binocular TeIephotos(J. R. Robbins,
San Francisco, California.)
O: When using a binocular in front
of my regular camera lens, the scenes
seem very dark. What causes this?
A: The use of binoculars in front
of your lens tends to cut down the
volume of light reaching the film, depending upon the number of extra lens
surfaces through which the light passes.
Those who have successfully used binoculars and telescopes with their camera lenses for telephoto shots, recommend opening up the camera lens diaphragm from 1 ',2 to 3 stops.
Binoculars have an "f" value, but it
is never marked on them because they
are not designed to be used photographical y. Todetermine
value,
divide the focal
length by the
the "f"
diameter.
The figure will undoubtedly be low.
This is an approximate method as there
are prisms in many binoculars which
will cause added reduction of light.
The best method is to make a short
test strip with the binoculars in place
before the camera lens, filming a few
feet of the scene for each stop on the
lens. Be sure to make a note of the
normal exposure for the scene, as given
by your exposure meter or camera exposure chart, and from this it may be
determined the number of stops increase that must be made when compared with the exposure of the normal
scene on the test strip.
Universal Focus (F. Schnieder, Chicago, Illinois.
Q: / just bought a Hugo Meyer
f/1.5 lens for my %mm. camera. Can
you tell me where I should set it for
universal focus?
A: When you are using the f 1.5
opening and setting the focus at 13
feet, the lens will be in universal focus
from 6'6" to infinit)'. At f/ 1.8 it will
be in focus from 5 '6" to infinity when
set at a focus of 1 1 feet. An opening of
f/2.5 set at 8 feet will be in focus
from 4' to infinity. At f 3.5 set at 6
feet, the lens will be in focus from
2'6" to infinity; and f/4.5 focused at
4 feet will be in focus from 2" to
infinity.
Mich.)
"Syncing"

(John

Flint, Detroit,

Q: I recently bought one of the nciv
combination radio-phonograph-recorders so I could make my own records. But
16mm Home Projectionists | I find that, invariably, the records I
WRITE FOR FILM LIST
1
make of strictly commentary dialogue
Dept.
S-l
S
P. O. Box 319
don't keep time with my projector. AlNorth Hellrweod, Calif.
though I cut the records while proimluwiuwuiMHfiHth::
jecting the film, sometimes the record
iiiiiiiuuiiuuiiiiauuuuiiuuiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiinMitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitu

will be satisfactorily synchronized with
the film, and then again it seems to get
ahead of the record. This, in spite of
the fact that record and film are ahvays
started at exactly the same time.
A: Many amateurs encounter this
problem when they buy recorders to
make their own sound discs for home
movies. You see, the phonograph and
recorder turntables turn at absolute
constant speed, being powered with
synchoronous motors, while the average projector is powered by an ordinary electric motor whose speed is controlled byrheostat. The trick, of course,
is to get the projector turning first at
the right speed to correspond with playing of the record and then to control
it so it will be constant.
One amateur reported that he had
corrected this trouble by hooking up a
regular phonograph stroboscope disc to
his projector and in this way he was
able to "tune" his projector and turntable to the same speed. He would watch
the stroboscope, after starting the projector motor, and adjust the rheostat
until the stroboscope showed that the
projector was turning at the required
Backgrounds
speed.
Atlanta,
Ga.) for Titles

(T. White.

O: Do the backgrounds for titles
have to be all the same or is it better
if they vary?
A: There is no rule to answer this
question, but if it were our film, we
would use the same simple design for
all subtitle backgrounds. You might
have different backgrounds for the
lead and end titles, but your film will
seem to "hold together" better if the
subtitle backgrounds are the same and
preferably as simple as possible.
Mich.)
Yellow Tones (Paul Howard, Flint,
O: Sometimes my home processed
film has a yellouish cast. Can you tell
me what causes this?
A: The yellow cast you refer to may
arise from two different conditions:
Either your developers are too weak
from over use or too weak from compounding, or you fail to wash your film
Ind.)
sufficiently long enough after each processing operation.
Fog (Robert Trotter, Indianapolis,
O: After reversing my film, I find
that the whites lack transparency. Can
you tell me what causes this?
A: Lack of transparency or "fog,"
may be caused by several things: too
much caustic soda may have been used
in the processing formula; your safepercent
100 the
hght
or
youmay
maynotbe beusing
wrong"safe;"
type
of bleach. It is best to use the bleaching
formula which calls for bichromate, as
this works on the nonhalation backing
of most films except Eastman.

lOlEX MODEL H-16 (Model H-8 is idtnticall

The parrot could learn to say, "The World's Finest", but it wouldn't mean a thing to him. Tens of thousands ofmovie makers all over the world, however, can say "The World's Finest" when speaking of BOLEX,
and say it advisedly. They know what they are talking about because, as 60LEX owners, they have experienced the superior performance of BOLEX Movie Cameras and Projectors. ^
The BOLEX claim to superiority is based upon precision construction, simplicity of operation and dependability.
These qualities, built into BOLEX in factories that have turned out precision instruments for over 130 years,
ore well known to every BOLEX owner. When you see a critical amateur proudly carrying his BOLEX, make no
mistake about it — he knows his movie cameras!
Some of BOLEX exclusive features are, automatic threading; tri-focal, parallax correcting viewflnder; critical visual focusing through lens and ground glass magnifying fifteen diameters; clutch to disengage spring

KERN-PAILLARD
SWITAR

r F/14 LINS

Double -coated, producing brilliont movies even if filmed
against the light, automatic
depth of field scale, locking diaphragm stops, excellent definition, even at full aperture. These
are only some of the features
that make this lens the finest
yet produced for 16mm movies.

H-8

H.16

motor permitting rewinding of an entire 100' roll of film, if desired; "still" picture mechanism, also used for
animation; semi-circular turret for three lenses which does not protrude beyond camera's side when carrying;
frame counter making accuracy possible in fading and. dissolving, together with many other outstanding features which clearly identify BOLEX as the camera of tomorrow, the post-war camera you waited for, already here.

Models H-16, H-8 and L-8. The H-16 pictured here
is identical with the H-8 except for the film size
used. The L-8 is the pocket-size eight about v/hich
you have heard so much. A precision, small camera
capable of results rivaling the model H-16.
Get full details of these ond other BOLEX products
by sending for our new illustrated 64 page catalogue. Just send a postal and we will get it right
out to you, without cost or obligation.

L-S
RmRY

AMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY, INC.

(9

years

of

leadership

produced

this

Imo Sportster 8mm camera is the product of
;arly 40 years of advanced engineering and
ecision craftsmanship by Bell & Howell.

>ok back for a moment at the pioneer
ays of the motion picture industry . . .
echanical chaos reigned. There were more than a
»zen different film widths. None was standard. Then
&H engineers selected 35mra as the most practical
56 for theater use, and built a film perforator for it.
lie perforator was so accurate that, for the first time,
ejection "jump" was eliminated.
>on the young picture industry discovered that
SH-perforated film made superior movies. And beluse all B&H equipment was 35mm, that width was
lopted as the world-wide theatrical standard.
ow look ot today's precision-made
mm Fiimo Sportster ...
he heritage of the Bell & Howell engineering that led
le movie industry out of chaos — through standardizaon and perfection of product — today guides the manucture of the Sportster, and every Filmo camera. Beluse of Bell & Howell "know-how," skill in precision
igineering, you can now . . .
ight, press a button, and what you see
ou get!

ee your Bell & Howell dealer; or for illustrated bookt, write to Bell «& Howell Company, 7125 McCormick
oad, Chicago 45; New York 20; Hollywood 38; Washigton 5, D. C; London.

Bell

&

Howell

YOU R HOME . . f/ie World's Finest Theater!
FUmosound 16mni sound-on-film projector brings the
•world's best sound movies into your own living-room.
Brilliant screen pictures, natural
sound, simple operation. See Filmosound at your dealer's.
CHOOSE FROM 5,000 FILMS
FUmosound Library has every type
of entertainment and educational

VICTOR

, , , the best in 16mm Sound Motion Pi

Is

it

Egypt

THE

WORLD

OF

KNOWLEDGE

Leagues away, yet as near as your
arm chair . . . are all the reality, the

IN

TRAVEL
YOUR

AND
HOME

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT
WHEN BUYING A PROJECTOft

sound, the color and action of "being
there". Thousands of exciting, l6mni
films on travel, education and entertainment are available to provide you,
your family and friends with "tailormade" enjoyment.
See and hear these films — and your
own — with the outstanding sound
fidelity and picture brilliance of the
world-famous Victor Animatophone.
So easy to operate, so professional
in performance. Write today for
a demonstration.

MAKERS

OF

SUPERB

SOUND

QUALITY

Compare Victor's unsurpassed sound fidelity
— made possible by Victor's exclusive Stationary Sound Drum. No moving parts.
Also, note these other Victor features . . .
Faster Threading, Straight Line Beam and
Safety Film Trip.

VICTOR
ANIM/\TOGR/kPH
CORPORATION
A DIVISION OF CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION
Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa
New York • Chicago
I6MM
EQUIPMENT
S

N

C

E

19

2 3
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HOLLYWOOD

CARTOONS
FOR

HOME

SCHOOL
MOVIE

AND

CLUB

SHOWS

FIREMAN"
Donald''THE
Duck in the role
of fireman! Mickey Mouse
and Goofy are his helpers! They answer a fire call,
get- tangled in the hose, the extension ladder plays
tricks — what a barrel of fun with 3 of Walt Disney's
most popular stars.!
MICKEY
Smin.

lOOIt.

$3.00

IGmm.

200ft.

$6.00

RED
HOT
BULLETS
Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck are policemen on motorcycle detail. They encounter
Peg Leg
Petebullets
the dognaper.
There's
a running battle;
are exchanged
by Mickey
and Peg Leg. Donald runs interference for
Mickey. Action! Laughs!
THESE

3

ROLLICKING

MOUSE

in

DIZZY
Here"THE
is Mickey Mouse
as a daring airPILOT"
mail pilot! Flying a
dangerous air route, things are further complicated when he
encounters
Peg ends
Leg aswith
an air
bandit.bringing
There'sina his
thrilling
air fight that
Mickey
plane midand
capturing Peg Leg for the waiting police.

SHIPWRECKED
The Three Monkeys are stevedores on a
freighter. Caught napping by the captain, a
horsewhip brings them into action. But they
get revenge when a wild careening piano
clears the deck of everything, including the
captain!
75
CARTOONS: 50 ft. 8mm. $1

PLUTO'S
SHOWER BATH
Mickeya trick
Mouse water
starts hose
to give
Plu •>Pluto
his bath,
but
involves
and
Mickey in a lot of complications that only
Walt Disney's animated artistry could make so
funny on the screen!
... 100 ft. 16mm. $3.00
16

See Your

Dealer

Today

Or Order

HOLLYWOOD
FILM

ENTERPRISES
INC.

6060 Sunset Blvd.

- Hollywood 28, California

Direct, Using Coupon

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
iOiO Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please ship the following films as indicated:
Remittance Enclosed □
Ship C.O.D. L"

Below
Film Title

Price
8
mm. mm.

Zone
..No
1
n Send Free Catalog
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Just as your eye sees it. Revere takes it — then screens it with theatrelike smoothness! Action moments, thrills-a-plenty, captured on film with
fidelity. In brilhant natural color or black and white. Revere equipment
brings a bonus of quality to both the taking and the showing of 8mm
movies. See Revere Cameras and Projectors now at your dealer.
REVERE

CAMERA

COMPANY,

CHICAGO

16, ILLINOIS
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In hm
Home

of What's
Movie
Equipment

TRIPOD

notebook, giving the exposure, shutter
speed, and lighting arrangement.
Pointers are given on photographing
from an airplane, sunset pictures, flowers and animals, snow pictures, sea shots,
electrically Hghted buildings, and many
other specific illustrations. Retail price
of boklet is 1 5 cents.

Lends professional
smoothness to fhe
work of discriminating photographers.

For movie or
head swings
Simple twist
camera Jr
The Swing Tilt Tri|^od is made of
oluminum-ailoy afid chrome-plated
steel, telescopes into compact package ^weighing only SVi pounds.
Reversible, rubber or steel tipped
legs hold tripod firmly on any surface. Precision manufactured, the
Swing Tilt Tripod is guaranteed for
Iffefi'me operation. I

Smoothly,
^ ^llow the action.
\

e Redesigned — now in two units
Sound Kodascope
The "FS-IO-N," Kodak's top-quality, 16mm. Sound Kodascope is now
making its appearance in new dress —
two convenient, smartly engineered
units, instead of one.
Designed for versatility and carrying
ease, the new cases now hold the speaker
unit, 5 0-feet of cable on Cordomatic
reel, 1600-foot take-up reel, spare projection and exciter lamps and fuse,
power cord, and oiling outfit in one
case and, in the other case, the projector itself plus the reel arms.
One case, containing the speaker unit,
weighs approximately 25 lbs. The case
containing the projector weighs approximately 47lbs. Both cases are finished in black boar-grain Kodadur.
Easy to set up and easy to use, each
unit is readily packed and unpacked.
The speaker unit need merely be plugged
in and located near the screen. The Kodascope may be set up in the case with
the cover swung open or may be removed entirely, and seated atop the case,
or alone on a table or other base. Everything needed for a showing, except for
the screen, has a place in either the
speaker or projector case.
Deliveries of these new two-case units
will be made to dealers as fast as production facilities permit, according to
Eastman Kodak Company.
Book On Color Filming

DAVIDSON MANUFACTURING CO.
5142 Alhanhra A«t.
L*s tafdct 32. CdH. . •. S.

HEW
.
.
.
And Accessories

"Tips on Better Color Pictures" by
Ivan Dmitri has just been released and
is available through photographic distributors, ithas been announced by the
Meter and Instrument Division of the
General Electric Company, pubhsher of
this new booklet.
Nineteen full-color photographs depict scenes and conditions that are likely to come within the experience of any
photographer. Each photograph is accompanied bydata from Mr. Dmitri's

• Features self-centering slide clip
Amproslide Projector
Styled and manufactured with the
same high quality and precision as the
famed Ampro 8mm. and 16mm. projectors isthe new Ampro 2x2 slide projector. Easier, faster operation is emphasized, the result of a new snap-action, self-centering slide changer that
assures instantaneous hair-line focus
and perfect alignment of slides on the
screen. Another feature is interchangeability of glass-mounted with readymounted slides without affecting focusing. Projector may be operated with
one hand; fingers need never touch
slide surfaces. Optic is a refined f/3.J
projection lens of
5 inch focal
length
• Continued
on Page
J90
H. M. NOW $3.00 YEARLY
^ IF YOU are thinking of sending in
your tionremittance
for a —year's
subscripto Homo Movies
and we
hope
you are — we 'ish to straighten out
any confusion may have resulted
from the two d* ^nt rates listed in
the August and S
^mber issues.
Effective August 1st, yearly sub
scription to Home Movies was increased a mere SO cents over the old
rate, is now S3. 00 per year. Through
an oversight, the old rate of—EDITOR
S2.50 appeared on cover of the last issue.
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Own

Projector

these

New

Owners!

"Fairytale''
8 mm
16

mm

^

, Takes
.^IW TOOPrtS! JOCK. V.
Giant
Beanstalk zo
.^^^ ggg'- "^'^
„e. Hen ^o^^'"' " ' . Ugn scram'. Dov/n
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Don
es'
.DOnoN ;;;,..
^''"^^°
r .'°Don
W--^
with
Don -"'^^
Ql.

-^-^\l^ot.-.es..P-WO.
ANOTHER CASTLE "FIRST" IN HOME
g v/'^"^MOVIES!
o adventurin
G
Enjoy your projector more with the greatest collection of "fairytale" cartoon
home movies ever filmed! Ingenious and enchanting . . . childhood memories
the youngsters will cherish . . . and delightful fun for adults! Wide selection
. . . professionally produced for all types of 8mm and 16mm projectors.

Cartoons
"Poss'in
.J Ca»"
o»^
..The Big Bad >W aaor
eS
th
ad
nb
..Si
Hors
..The Headless bo
m
a
S
k
..Imle Blac e lamb
Li«\

Castle Films are the world's most popular quality home movies, so, be sure
. . . buy Castle! Order today.
.

..Old rAo*ber
..Alodd-.n'slamp
"Jack Frost

See your
Photo Dealer
immediately
or send handy
order form

-/

To All Projector Owners!
Send TODAY for new 1946
FREE!
Castle Films Deluxe Catalog describing 150
thrilling home movies.
■—■—-ORDER
FORM— — -~|
16 mm.
8 mm.
Home
Movies
InSend Castle
dicated intheFilms'
size
and lengtli clieclted.

SO tt. Complete

100 It.

Sauge
Complete complete

"Jack
the
"SimpleandSimon"

30 ROCKEFELLER K.LAZA
NEWItQRK 2a

EIELD BLDG.
CHICAGO 3

RUSS BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 4

"Don Quixote"
Nome Beanstalk"
AddressCity

$215

$^75-Zone Sfofe_
Remlttaoce enclosed □ Ship C. 0. 0. □ Send Castle Films' Free DeLeie Catalet □
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PLOTS

TITLES
By

EDMUND

TURNER

FOR a reel composed of short subjects too brief to be screened
alone, this title is an appropriate caption. Often there are interesting things just begging to be interpreted in terms of
motion pictures that take on additional interest when a series
of such short subjects are joined together as one subject. Take
the subjects of flowers, vegetable gardening, antics of the family
cat and dog, or sequences of the children at play filmed over a
period of time and at different locales. Or perhaps a series of
local happenings — parades, fires, collegiate and school games.
Boy Scout doings, etc. Each item, of course, should be properly
identified and explained with subtitles.

ALREADY in many parts of the United States, the foliage is
taking on the glorious colors of autumn, beckoning cameras
and color film and challenging the cinematic artistry of the
movie amateur. Let this title caption your record of colorful
autumnal vistas. Inject continuity by having people in as many
scenes as possible. You might begin with an automobile ride
through the park or along the highway backgrounded by the
colorful foliage of shrubs and trees. Then, have the family get
out for a walk. Make closcups of feet shuffling through the
deep carpet of fallen leaves. Show the children vieing with each
other in a search for the most gaily colored leaves, pictured in
closeup, of course.

THIS title suggests a reel devoted to the everyday visitors to
one's home — a robin, squirrel, or one of the neighbor children
begging for cookies. Or perhaps the milkman on the route who
has won favoritism because he leaves cream and butter regularly! Then there's the paper carrier, the lady next door borrowing the inevitable egg or cup of sugar, and the postman. One
movie amateur, lately a cripple, used this idea to film an interesting reel of pictures as he sat daily in confinement at his bedroom
window. A gas station operator used the idea to film his regular
customers as they drove in for a fillup of gas.

SUGGESTED by this title is a movie continuity in which mother
or father goes on a shopping tour and after passing up all sorts
of "tested and proven" buys in the line of kitchen items, buys
all the new gadgets — trick bottle opener, novel dishmop, fishhook, and other things. What gadgets cannot be found on sale
can be concocted by the imaginative amateur in order to give
substance to the plot. Arriving home with all the new gadgets,
father — or mother — sets to testing them out, and with surprising results. As comedy is the intent of this continuity, "hoke"
it up plenty with gags for laughs. Also, the idea could be followed of picturing an inventor demonstrating his newly devised
gadgets a la Bob Benchley style.

'SAILINO.
OVER YOUR
. ." THE MOTION
NAILIKAI.Mi^»
COLORSAILING.
FILM BRINGS
A NEWMOVIE
THRILLSCREEN.
TO PERSONAL
PICTURES. ANsCO

Taking

a

Stem

10AD your movie camera with the
^ new Ansco Color Film. Enjoy the
pleasure that comes with making lifelike,
realistic motion pictures in all the

wm-mWJE

glowing beauty of truly natural color.
See for yourself — on your own movie
screen — how wonderful your color movies can be.

COLOR/
Your dealer has 16mm Ansco Color Film
in 50 and 100-foot rolls. And after you
see your first movies in living-ccAox,
you'll surely want to make color slides,
too. And you can !
For still cameras, you'll find this same
Ansco Color Film in 35mm cartridges,
120 (B2) and 620 (PB20) rolls, and
standard sheet sizes. See your dealer,
today! Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y.
A Division of General Aniline 86 Film
Corporation. General Sales Offices, 11
West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.
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• Continued from Page 586

New

. . .

with a convenient knob for critical focusing. Lamp is 300 watts augmented
with an effective means of heat dissipation with a minimum of Hght loss.
Also there is a pointer aperture to permit use of pointer with slides. Manufacturer isAmpro Corp., Chicago, 111.

aluminum. Screw holes are provided in
base to permit fastening to floor or
machine. Treadle is a diamond plate,
non-slip type. Switch is furnished with
heavy, approved rubber cord terminated
in non-shattering male plug. Switch is
high quality snap action type and can
be supplied SPST, either normally open
or normally closed as long as treadle is
held depressed; also it can be suppUed
SPDT. Power handling capacity is 1000
watts at voltages up to 220 AC or 32
N.
DC. J. Manufacturer is Electronic Controls, Inc., 44 Summer Ave., Newark,
Cine Lens Filters
Produced from precision calibrated
optical blanks with the color right in
the glass, instead of sandwitched in between, is the line of new Omag lens
filters which, according to manufacturer, will not fade or deteriorate under adverse conditions. The line includes the new Chroma-A filter for
shooting type A Kodachrome film out
of doors. In addition to individually
mounted filters, manufacturer also of-

e Takes 400 ft. 8mm. or 16mm. reels

See your dealer for a cepyl
You'll findPost
thesecolor
tipsphotographer
by noted Saturday
Evening
Ivan
Dmitri a big help in shooting better color.
19 color illustrations of subjects you'll
want to shoot. Also tells why new, improved G-E exposure meter can help you
make every shot count. 15C at your photo
dealer's. Central Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Super Rewind
Replacing their former model, Franklin Photographic Industries, Chicago,
111., announce their new Super Rewinds
with attractive streamlined design. Action is smooth and noiseless. Handle is
sufficiently long to insure ease of operation regardless of amount of film on
reel. A new type locking device on
reel spindle secures 8mm. or 16mm.
reels up to 400 feet capacity.
Another new product on the way,
according to the manufacturer, is the
President Editor complete with filmviewer, splicer and rewinds.

e The Color is in the glass
fers a Dural sunshade filter holder. The
filter discs, incidentally, are also available in pouch kits, made up for use
with either black and white or color
film. Distributor is Chess-United Co.,
Emmet Bldg., New York 16, N. Y.

e Foot switch for light control

GENERAL

®

ELECTRIC
flli-lWM-MI

Foot Pedal Switch
Of interest to the darkroom worker
is a new foot pedal switch for series
circuits — for enlarger, floodlight, or
flashing light in film reversal processes.
Switch is ruggedly constructed of cast

Sound Effects Records
Standard Radio, 360 No. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111., offers the advanced
and professional 16mm. filmer a hbrary
of mood music and sound effects records for both motion picture and sUde
film productions. Recorded on VinyUte,
these high fidelity discs afford a wide
variety of sound effects to bring real• Continiud on Page 641
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PERILOUS PARADISE
See the primitive life of
Zamboanga . . . witness
natives in ritual dances
...watch perilous adventure of the pearl divers.
Thrill ... as man meets
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25 West 45th Street, New York 19, N.Y.
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information

• Readers: This department is for your
benefit. Send in your problems and our
technical committee will answer your
questions in these columns. If an answer
by mail is desired, enclose addressed
st limped em elope.

"Cine Autocritic" exposure meter
tells you
how to film better movies

gives you a true report of the
brightness of your subject . . .
without influence from unwanted
light outside the camera range.
A DeJUR feature — honeycombtype light baffle placed in front
of the photo-electric cell — restricts
the light acceptance angle to that
of the average camera lens. It's
"camera-mated" to give accurate
Ught value.
Also: pre-set device "freezes"
film speed number for instant
reading . . . pointer indicates correct "/" stop. See the "Cine Autocritithe
c" , aristocrat of meters . . .
at your dealers. Black-and-white
or color movies. DeJUR-Amsco
Corporation, 45-08 Northern Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Mora of the Equipment You N««d
... for the t^ttutif Vau Wcmf

Fuzziness (F. Rhodes, Hamilton
Square, N. J.)
Q: From information contained in
two of your booklets I hate built a tank
and drum and have been having a lot
af fun reversing \6mm. positive film,
both Eastman and Du Pont, and I have
started titling my old films. Because it
was easier, I have been using Eastman
Dektol developer on both the first and
second development. Not knowing anything about processing, we made some
preliminary experiments on exposure and
development times. With this developer
and a correctly exposed film the best
time for the first development seems
to be 9 minutes at 68-70 degrees.
Our results have been very gratifying
to date. We seem to have avoided most
of the errors and difficulties mentioned
in the book, but we have encountered
one condition about which I find no
reference in your booklet. Perhaps it is
:i condition inherent with positii e film,
and then again it may be an error in
procedure. Close-ups look very good,
but objects taken at medium or greater
than medium distances appear fuzzy;
images aren't sharp and crisp. Incidentally, we find that in ordinary bright
sunlight, f 3.5 seems to be the best
exposure. If the sun is very bright with
considerable sky in the picture, F/5.6
is better. Does this sound right to you?
It is not quite in accord with the data
in your booklet.
A: Concerning your experiences in
film processing, any fuzziness that
occurs in the image is due to the photography, rather than to the developing
process. A stop of F 3.5 is quite wide
and you naturally will not get the depth
of focus you would when exposing at
a smaller stop. If the scenes referred
to were shot at F 3.5 then undoubtedly
your trouble lies here. We realize, of
course, that using the slower type of
film you must naturally use a wider
stop. If you wish a greater depth of
focus then it will be necessary to use
faster film in your camera so that you
may shoot at a stop of F^ 8 or smaller.
Sound Tracks and 16mm. (L. Gardner, Long Beach, Calif.)
Q: What type of first and second
developers should be used on a variable

mm

area sound track? A variable density
track? I have in stock Eastman's S.O.F.
No. 5 301 positive film and also Eastman fine grain No. 5 372 stock. What
is the approximate Weston rating on
such films? I would appreciate some
good formulas for first and second developers for sound tracks. Where can
I obtain a glow tube, or crater lamp
for recording a variable density track
as well as a lens system of quartz?
A. 1 : For a variable sound track development a developer of the type
recommended by Ansco in Home
Movies' book on reversal development.
For developing a variable density track
a developer of the type recommended
by DuPont in the same book. The kind
of second developer used is immaterial.
Any good
developer is all right.
D-72
is veryMQgood.
A. 2: With the average reversal development most positive stocks will run
Weston 6 to 8 in daylight and 2.5 to
3 in Mazda.
A. 3: You can make a better reversal
dupe than a negative reversal dupe.
However, if the work is done on the
best type of non-slip printer with precision control throughout all the processing steps, the results will be about
the same. Both methods have produced
excellent results.
A. 4: See answer to question No. L
A. 5 : If local radio stores do not carry
glow tubes try one of the larger mail
order houses such as Allied Radio.
Chicago, III.
Auxiliary
ton,
Ind.) Lens (L. E. Gearing, BlufO; / have a Revere Double 8 Movie
camera iiith an F /2.6 lens. Will you
please tell me what kind of an auxiliary
lens I will need on a titler for a 4"x3"
A: In ordering an auxiliary lens which
will enable
you 8mm.
to photograph
a 4"x3"a
card
with your
camera, specify
field?
4 diopter lens. With this lens in place
before your camera lens, set title card
lO" from auxiliary lens.
Fixed Focus Lens (Charles WoUman,
New York City, N. Y.)
Q: / would like to know if a fixed
focus Bausch & Lotnb f 2.8 lens is
adequate to meet general picture conditions? Is there any advantage in an
Fchange?
1.9 focusing lens to warrant a
A: Unless you intend to do considerable filming under adverse light conditions or you plan to do shooting outdoors at night or indoors with inadequate light, we •should
say onthat
Continued
Pageyour
638
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''THEATRE

NEW

BRILLIANCE''

for

your

color

movl

DeJUR "1000" - the first 1000-watt "8" - gives you giant pictures with

"never-before" brilliance and steadiness. Stays cool . . . can be reversed or "stilled"
. . . rapid rewind . . . 400 foot reel . . . over-size condensers . . . many other unique

^

USA

features for perfect projection. See the DeJUR "1000" at your dealer's.
DeJUR-AMSCO

CORPORATION, 45-08 Northern Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

DeJUR "Cine Critic" Exposure Meter — can be
preset for instant reading
MORE

OF

THE

DeJUR "Auto Critic" Exposure Meter — direct
reading, "camera-mated"
EQUIPMENT

YOU

NEED...

DeJUR "Versatile" Enlarger — light-tight, ventilated; multiple uses
FOR

THE

PICTURES

YOU

VJANT
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habits,

good

health,

good

fun

. . .

WINKY
THE

WATCHMAN

. . • a

new

16mm

sound

COLOR

movie

by

"Winky the Watchman" is a delightfully charming film which combines
lessons in care of teeth with entertainment acceptable to 60 year olds as well
as those only six. Although it is designed essentially to stimulate dental care,
its general nature is such that it can be fitted into any health program,
whether on teeth or general nutrition.
"Winky the Watchman" stresses only care and watchfulness. Boring,
detailed particulars are avoided. Attention to the film is thereby assured, and
the teacher may herself prescribe specific methods applicable in accordance
with individual programs and needs. You really can't appreciate "Winky"
until you meet him in person. In fact, he's so delightful that you can run
him as a straight entertainment film.
Running Time: Approximately 8 Minutes
Purchase Price: $100.00— l6mm Sound Only — Technicolor

PICTORIAL FILMS, Inc.
RKO Building
Radio City 20, N. Y.
Please send complete details of "Winky the Watchman"
ADDRESS
CITY

PICTORIAL
R. K.O. BUILDING

STATE.

FILMS,
Inc.
RADIO CITY 20. N. Y.
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The

only

S

mm.

camera
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with

ALL

these

features—

In no other 8mm. camera but Cinemaster II will you find the built-in combination
exposure meter and optical view finder that helps you get better pictures— makes
movie-making easier. It's exclusi\ e with Cinemaster II! Other sensational features:
minimized parallax for better close-ups . . . new improved motor, governor and precision gearing assuring perfect uniformity in any of three speeds . . . accurate focal
plane shutter . . . interchangeable lenses . . . hinged body for quick loading . . .
suitability for ever\' tvpe of film, in color and black-and-white. Compare cameras
at your dealer's— see why Cinemaster II is your buy!
UNIVERSAL CAMERA

CORPORATION

• NEW YORK • CHICAGO

• HOLLYWOOD

HUME

MOVIES

October*

194

li

• Here children's
blockstitlewere
Christmas
to compose toya main
for a used
holidayat

Titling

IS
To

Easy!

If YouVe

Just- Begun

Make

Movies,

Remember

Titles Are Important- And

Are

As Easy To Film As Pictures
B

y

W

IF YOU are one of those who says,
in effect, "If I could just aim and
shoot and thus make titles as easy

mental lenses — can be purchased from
any well stocked camera store. They
can be purchased from optical supply
houses, too. Many amateur filmers buy
inexpensive reading spectacles from the
dime store, remove one of the lenses,
and use it as an auxiliary for title making. Such lenses are made in standard
diopter sizes, plainly marked as to diopter rating and corresponding focusing
distance. What the auxiliary lens does,
in effect, is to convert your standard
camera lens to short range focusing.
When the camera lens is set at infinity
and the auxiliary lens placed in front
of it, it will focus sharply upon a title
or object set the distance corresponding
to the diopter rating of the auxiliary.
A 5 diopter auxiliary lens, for example,
calls for shooting at a close range distance of 8 inches. Thus, if you want to
photograph printed or typewritten title
cards, you can do so using the proper
auxihary lens on your camera. Not all
titles must be filmed at close range,
• Continued on Page 638

as pictures, I'd always title my movies!",
1 say, "Well, why don't you?"
The aura of mystery the beginning
amateur imagines surrounds the making
of titles is pure myth. A bugaboo. You
can make titles with your camera —
even without a titler and probably
without that extra Httle accessory we
term an auxiliary lens.
If your camera lens is in focusing
mount and will shoot objects as close as
2 feet, you can photograph titles approximately 7by 9 inches in size. At
a distance of 30 inches the same camera
will photograph titles 9 by 12 inches
in size without any gadgets whatever.
If your camera lens is fixed focus and
otherwise will not focus upon objects at
close range, slip an auxiliary lens over
front of it and you can shoot titles as
close as eight inches.
Auxiliary lenses are inexpensive, so
cost of this item need not deter you in
your aim to make titles. Such lenses —
also known as portrait lenses or supple-

O Dime store birthday cake letters make excellent title letters, give third dimension effect.

• No titler was needed for this m^in title.
Stonessetupwerefilmed
arranged
form hand
the wo'ds
the
with to
camera
held. and

• Signpost and markers in national parks and
other and
locations
travel
vacationoffer
films.ready-made titles for

• Typewritten
can be attractive when carefully arranged
over
a decorativetitles
background.
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in this respect, which is worth repeating here:
A trick should be used only
when it adds something useful to
the sum total which could not be
accomplished by unvarnished,
straightforward filming.
With this in mind, suppose we dig a
little deeper and try to find out what
"upside down filming" can accomplish
for story, and how it can help us make
better pictures. (From this point on, for
the sake of simplicity, we shall refer to
it as "reverse action.")
Note, first of all, that there are two
quite distinct kinds of reverse action
shots, giving substantially different effects. (A few borderline cases might
be considered as belonging to one or
the other, according to the circumstances.) The two categories of Reverse
Action are:
• In the movie, from which this scene was taken, the man jumps from the sidewalk to top of wall
with the greatest of ease. A champion athlete? Not at all! The magic feat was accomplished not
by the man but by the cameraman who made the picture — filming with his camera upside down. This
is just one of many interesting cine tricks to be accomplished by "reverse action."
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EMERSON, in one of his enduring
essays, suggests that if we are bored
with the world about us we might
well try looking at it upside down, between our legs. As he remarks, it is
amazing how different even the most
familiar things can appear when seen
from a new angle.

then turned end for end and projected,
will be perfectly normal in every way
except for one thing — everything in it
will happen backward. Articles in this
magazine have dealt with this, again
and again; so have most of the books on
substandard filming.

Similarly, if the world as seen through
the viewfinder of your cine camera has
taken on a too familiar look, try a Httle
upside down filming. In this case, fortunately, itis not necessary to go to
the g^'mnastic expedient of filming between your legs, since the camera, unlike the human eye, can itself be turned
upside down.
Nothing new is being stated when we
point out that a shot taken in this way.

shghtly different purpose. Not "tricks
for the sake of tricks" but "tricks for
the sake of stor)-." Tricks, as such, will
soon pall on most cine filmers; under
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However, here we have set ourselves a

the broader heading of "special effects"
they will continue to be useful as long
as the amateur continues to make films.
There has been too much space devoted
to tricks as an end in themselves. We
are going to tr\" here to show their place
in the movie maker's even,-day tool-box.
Last month, we laid down a principle

1 . The action is staged normally but
filmed in reverse. The result is
usually completely unrealtistic.
Mostly for comic effects, though
it has an occasional place in fantasy. Time and sequence move
backward, in reverse.
2. The action is staged backward
and is filmed in reverse. The result is usually realistic. Mostly
for melodramatic effects, which
would be to dangerous or too difficult to do normally. Time and
sequence move forward, normally.
In the first category, the effect is to
make motions go in an opposite direction; to reverse the sequence of a chain
of events, even though in real life they
wouldfore be
cause.irreversible; to put effect beAs exarnples of this, the following
may be cited at random:
An airplane taking off is filmed with
reverse action. The result is a plane
landing tail first.
A boy drops a bottle of milk on the
sidewalk, where it smashes to bits. Effect: A great pool of milk and broken
glass pulls itself together, takes on the
shape of a milk bottle, and leaps into
the boy's hand.
A child is filmed shding down hill
on a toboggan or sled, or down a play
slide. Effect: He sHdes up hill at great
A bonfire is filmed as it consumes
speed.
some rapidly combustible material. Effect: As the fire blazes, the quantity
of fuel in it grows constantly greater.
A diver is filmed going off the highest springboard available. Effect: He
makes a fantastic leap from the water
to the springboard.
A wrecking crew is filmed while
blowing up an old building. Effect: A
great heap of debris leaps into the air,
creating a cloud of dust, which settles

I
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A.

• Primarily suitable for 8mm. cameras, these are typical of gadgets used to
make upside-down filming more convenient. Left, a rigid strip of metal supports the upside-down camera and a mirror at 45 degrees. A '/i inch 20 thread
machine screw holds the camera, and the strip is similarly tapped to take the
tripod screw. Center, an ordinary cigar box with top and bottom removed
<erves as a reverse filming bracket for a light weight 8mm. camera. Quarter
oack to earth in the form of a perfectly
intact building.
A snowball (preferably soft) is filmed
hitting someone in the face. Effect: A
snowball bounces from someone's face
out of the scene.
Baby is filmed blowing soap bubbles,
which burst in the air. Effect: Soap
bubbles appear magically in the air, settle to the pipe, grow smaller and smaller,
then disappear.
Uncle is filmed blowing out great
quantities of thick cigar smoke. Effect:
A cloud of smoke appears in the air,
then is gradually sucked up by Uncle,
who then blows it back into the cigar.
So much for the first category. Now
for the second. The effect is to create
the illusion of action which would have
been more difficult or dangerous to
film normally. Time sequence is normal in the final result, but in the staging we put effect before cause. For
example:
We wish to have a character run down
by an automobile — too dangerous to
film normally. So we place the character suitably, with the car already jammed
up against him, then back the car smartly away as we film in reverse.
A character is stabbed with a knife —
too dangerous. So we start with the
knife already against him, and draw it
away as the camera records the action
up'^ide down.
The hero's head is rocked back by a
terrific blow to the chin. Not necessarily dangerous, but probably uncomfortable to film normally. So we start
with the hero's head tipped well back
and the fist against his chin. He pushes
the fist forward with his chin, the arm

inch holes, a nut for the tripod screw and a bolt or machine screw to fasten
the camera are all that is needed. No provision is made for a mirror to
turn the shot the right way. Fig. 3 shows how a heavy hinge, suitably bent,
drilled and tapped, forms a camera support for both normal and reverse
filming — the latter by simply flipping the camera over. Tripod mounting,
in each case, should be extremely rigid to insure absolutely steady camera.

is jerked back, and when filmed in reverse the effect is perfect.
A knife is thrown across the room and
sticks in the wall near the hero's head
— definitely dangerous action. So we
stick the knife loosely in the wall, with
an invisible wire or thread attached to
the handle. The scene is started with
the hero registering astonishment, then
moves backward as the knife is jerked
out of the picture.
Fish leap out of the water into the
angler's hand — Impossible normally — so

we stage it with the fisherman throwing the prey into the water, filming in
reverse.
A tray filled with dishes is thrown
a considerable distance to another character, who catches it intact — practically impossible normally. The first character throws the tray, filmed normally.
The second also tosses it, in another shot
which is filmed in reverse.
A man comes out of the water smoking a lighted cigar.
Impossible,
so 6y6
we
• Continued
on Page

• Pictured above, is the simplest type of gadget for the amateur to make to achieve reverse action
filming: a piece of strap iron, bent at both ends, is drilled and tapped at one end to permit mounting
itposition
on tripod,
and drilled at the other end to receive a 'A"-20 screw to hold the camera in upside down
as shown.
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, ECENTLY I returned from the movies with an indeUble
impression on my mind of the super-glamorous travelogue shown on the program. And there followed an
almost overpowering desire to heed the narrator's advice to
set off at once and see fascinating old Zamboanga.
Time passed, of course, and I regained my sales resistance,
but if someone had whispered, as I left the theatre, that "the
Zamboanga special is leaving right away," this article probably would have been written somewhere at sea instead of
within the confines of my office.
After returning to the land of reality, upon exiting from
the theatre, the thought occurred to me that this power
of the motion picture could become quite useful as a means
of exploitation for the movie amateur. Let us say that the
majorit)' of movie amateurs are members of some sort of
organization — a lodge, church group, or perhaps just a
nameless by-lawless group organized for the purpose of playing pinochle even,' Saturday night.
Whatever the function of the gathering, it is quite possible
that the need arises at least once each year to promote some
kind of entertainment-providing money-making venture, an
affair that requires plenty of advance publicity to put it
across.
Now suppose such a job was handed you as the elected
Would you reluctantly decline it or accept the
chairman.
"*
g^
the
responsibilities grudgingly in anticipation of a disagreeable
task? Well, if you consider the persuasive power of a travelogue, such as the one on Zamboanga I saw, isn't it just
possible that this same technique could be applied to a club
picnic, an excursion or a photographic tour by chartered
train for your fellow filming enthusiasts? Consider the
power of the screen to sell your proposition, to make you
the most successful enrertainment chairman ever to be assigned the rather thankless job.
No matter what form the affair takes, this interestg a movie
• Continued
on Page pre651
stimulating plan consists merely of preparin

QUEEN'S GARDEN at Bryce Canyon is pictured at right,
a camera study by Hal Rumel which offers an excellent
background for a main title for a travelogue on Bryce
or other travel films. Shoot at a distance of thirty inches,
a 1.25 diopter lens before your camera lens set
using
at
infinity.

• Preparatory to descending to the floor of Bryce Canyon for picture
and movie making, visitors assembled on veranda of Bryce Canyon
Lodge. Among the group was visitors from seven states.

• Picture making began with camera set up on the canyon rim. Here
opening shots were made. Thiriot watched over the movie makers, cautioned
them against excessive panning, advised on exposure settings.

Bryce

danyon

Filniinf
By

• Here a group of filmers have stopped along side one of the trails
to shoot a distant peak. Careful composition was constantly stressed
6S an aid to better movie making.

RICHARD

V.

Tonr
THIRIOT

ONE OF THE tendencies in filming pictures in unfamiliar
places is to stay within the narrow confines of the beaten
path. What results is that your pictures are little different from those of your friend or neighbor who also visited
the same place.
Take Bryce Canyon, for instance — that colorful, awe-inspiring national park in southern Utah. Viewed from the
rim, it is a breath-taking sight and most cameraists are content to get a few shots of the canyon from this point. As a
result, most people today are able to recognize pictures of
Bryce Canyon without a title or caption. What many of
these picture makers have missed are the less familiar but rare
and colorful vistas to be seen along the canyon trails and
from the canyon floor.
One of the several educational projects planned for readers
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by Home Movies was the series of personally conducted photographic tours
of Bryce Canyon on August 17 and 18
under the guidance of this writer. The
first tour took place Saturday morning,
August 17, when I led a large gathering of camera enthusiasts to Sunset
Point for early morning shots of the
canyon. Then the party proceeded down
colorful Comanche trail to the floor of
the canyon. Along the way the party
stopped for shots of such picturesque
landmarks as the Queen's Garden and
of the inspirational monolithic formation known as Queen Victoria.
Here are to be seen colorful rock
formations suggesting gigantic sculptures of pipe organs, bridges, castles
and even whole cities in miniature. And
to enhance the picture making, our enthusiastic party was blessed with the
familiar bright sunshine and deep blue
sky which has become a tradition at
Bryce.
At 2 o'clock that same afternoon,
another group of picture makers begun
the second of the scheduled tours. In
the party was just about every make
and model of cine camera and, oddly
enough, the number of 8mm. and 16
mm. cameras was just about even.
Nearly everyone was shooting color
film. In the group were visitors from
New Jersey, New York, Pensylvania,
Texas, California, Oregon and Utah.
The following morning, another
group gathered at Sunrise point prepared to follow the same picture making program as those who went along
on the initial tour the previous morning. Unfortunately clouds obscured the
sky and good pictures from Sunset point
were not feasible. We then proceeded
down the trail to floor of the canyon.
In the meantime, the sky cleared, and
by the time the cameraists reached the
floor of the canyon, the sun came out
bright and the sky was decorated with
thosp fleecy puffball clouds that add so
much to a vista in picture making.
Coming down with me from Salt
Lake City were Wendell Taylor, Gus
Liebelt and Mrs. D. H. Cameron, all
members of the Utah Amateur Movie
Club. We arrived Friday afternoon, preceding the scheduled tours, and brought
along a number of films which we
screened for visitors at Bryce Canyon
Lodge that evening. Purpose of this
screening of films was to afford an opportunity tospeak to the visitors about
the good and bad points of movie making as a prelude to the advice that was
to be given the following two days during the photographic tours.
Films screened were The Minor Miner
by Wendell Taylor; Family Affairs, by
Mrs. D. H. Cameron; and Week End
For Three, filmed at Bryce Canyon a
couple of years ago by this writer and
subsequently awarded a trophy in Home
Movies' annual contest. After the show,
• Continued on Page 6} 3
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O Incomposing
"Notorious,"
Hitchcocl<emphasis.
again demonstrates his rare, ability
for
each director
shot with Alfred
high dramatic

MOVIE
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w
NOTORIOUS

Directed and produced by Alfred Hitchcock. Written by Ben
Hecht. An RKO Picture. Starring Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman, and Claude Rains.
START with Ingrid Bergman and Cary Grant, add the
clever writing of Ben Hecht, mix together with the directorial
ability of Alfred Hitchcock and the result is bound to be an
entertaining motion picture. "Notorious," regardless of what
might be said about its cliche story, does provide a diverting
evening at the theatre. While it is hardly as good as expected,
considering all the talent involved, it is definitely a very slick
job of film making.
We have grown to expect that any motion picture bearing
the name of Alfred Hitchcock will be interesting and exciting.
Though "Notorious" doesn't compare to • some
of hison previous
Continued
Page 63}

• Recommended for study is the scene between Claude Rains and his mother in
the latter's
secret
servicebedroom
agent. when Rains reveals he has discovered Bergman is a U. S.
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• The novel entrance and modern ceiling height slanting windows are not the only
unique
innovations
of thisalso
"House
of Ideas"
featured
at recentfacilities
Indianapolis
Home
Show. The
living room
provides
convenient
projection
for showing
home movies.

E'S a little Indiana home that
THER
is never going to lack facilities to
entertain young and old. It is the
"House of Ideas" featured last May in
the 21st annual Indianapolis Home
Show and now nearing completion upon
its permanent site in Brockton addition,
a suburban development of that city.
This is truly a house of ideas because
incorporated in this five room, masonry
constructed house are a lot of new and
modern features that ordinarily would
be expected in more expensive homes.
And not the least of these ideas is a
built-in cabinet with a home movie projector at one end of the living room.
The projector cabinet is one of several
such compartments that fill the entire
wall space around the brick and marble
fireplace.
On the opposite page is a cutaway illustration giving a birdseye view of this
charming hving room, with the facihties for screening movies shown in the
shaded area. Here the cabinet door may
be seen in lowered position with the projector ready for showing films. To the
left are the reels of film — the home
owner's private film library — with each
subject neatly labeled and filed. On the
cabinet door may be seen the hsting of
films, catalogued according to subject
and complete with description as to content and footage.
With this setup, the movie amateur
cannot help but obtain the maximum of
pleasure from his hobby. So often it is
the endless trouble of getting projector
and films from a distant clothes closet
or cupboard and then locating and setting up the screen that keeps a movie
hobbyist from getting more pleasure
from his movies. With this modern
scheme made a part of one's living room,
the amateur need only lower his pro-
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home door
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the down,
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to• You
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the right,is which
a shelfthefor desk
the
projector which is bolted securely to it. Door swinging open on left reveals the movie film
library and alphabetical index.

jector into place, thread a reel of film
in the machine, and the show begins in
a matter of minutes. And without the
usual room light trouble, too, for the
snap switch controlling all room lights
is located on the wall within easy reach
of the projectionist.
Other utility features afforded at this
end of the living room are shown in the
photo of the interior: there's a built-in
desk with a built-in radio in the wall,
plus a telephone, typewriter, miscellaneous cabinets, book shelves, nooks for or-

naments and a "tack board" near the
telephone
for keeping 'phone numbers
and messages.
Leslie F. Ayers, young Indianapolis
architect, devised the motion picture facilities for the "House of Ideas" in response todemands from countless movie
hobbyists for home plans offering more
convenient means for showing films and
slides. Since the house was first exhibited
at the Home Show where it was inspected
by approximately 12 5,000 persons, many
have sought to reproduce the house.
W
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From other states hundreds of inquiries
have been received regarding various
new features and innovations of the
house.
The movie projector, which was installed by L. S. Ayers & Company,
Indianapohs department store which furnished the house, is securely bolted to
the cabinet door which serves as a shelf
when the machine is in position for
operation. When the door is closed, the
projector fits into a recess in the wall
which incidentally, is large enough to
accommodate a sound projector, such
as the Bell & Howell, should the hobbyist later go in for sound movies.
The pictures are projected on a screen
at opposite end of the room. Mr. Ayers
explained that the original plan for the
room called for installation of a roller
beaded screen in a cornice across end of
the room with a motor drive that would
enable it to be lowered or raised by the
turn of a switch at the projector base.
In this manner, screen is concealed when
not in use and eliminates the need of
getting screen from a remote locker
and setting it up each time movies are
to be shown.
However, in the event the home owner
does not want to go to this expense,
a piano or some other suitable article of
furniture may be placed permanently at the far end of the
room opposite projector and a
portable screen mounted upon it
when nteded. Facilities can also
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be provided for sound movies, such as
the speaker wires from projector to
screen permanently laid in conduit with
suitable connecting and outlet boxes,
and a built in speaker in wall, ceiling
or decorative cornice, Mr. Ayers explained.
Another novel feature of the living
room is its front splayed walls, a modern
architectural innovation which permits
the double-pane windows to slant outward under wide eaves of the low,
spreading roof. This paneled window
area reaches from floor to ceiling and
is 1 8 feet wide.
Such a large window area does not
mean movies cannot be shown in the
daytime. The windows in this room and
similar large windows in the adjoining
dining room are hung with heavy drapes
operated on pull-cords. Inside at the
base of the windows in the living room
and dining rooms are box gardens filled
with growing plants. Other plants in
pots on tiny window shelves lend additional decorative charm to the room.
The "House of Ideas" has all its rooms
on one floor. There is no basement. The
living room is 11 feet wide and 20 feet
long — affording a very satisfactory
screen area by virtue of the lengthy
throw from projector to screen. A wide

opening to one side joins this room with
the dining room, 9 feet by 8 feet 6
inches, making a large area when entertaining a group of guests for a showing
of home movies.
A buffet bar separates the dining
room from the kitchen. There is no wall
between the two rooms — just the bar
with two gaily colored upholstered stools
on the dining side, offering a convenient place to dispense refreshments between home movie show intermissions.
The kitchen side conceals the sink
and drainboards. Another slanting, ceiling-high window looks off the kitchen,
as well as the dining room, upon the
rear garden terrace. Off the kitchen is
a passage to the utility room. This large
room is lighted with large corner windows. One corner of the room serves as
a year-around spot to raise flowers indoors. The other contains a hobby bench
replete with an inviting array of tools.
It is also an ideal workshop for the
home movie fan where he may set up
his titler and editing equipment.
Also in the utility room is an automatic, oil-burning heater, electric washer and electric water heater, plus a spacious storage cabinet. Access to the utility room is also possible
froman the
• Continued
Page one641

• The lid is removed from the living room of the
"House of Ideas" and architect Leslie F. Ayres
shows the home movie projector (in shaded area)
ready for screening pictures. Roller screen may
be concealed in ceiling cornice at opposite end
of room, or a portable screen erected upon a
piano or other piece of furniture, as suggested in
the drawing by dotted lines.
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• When filming indoors, one location may call
for a different camera setup, lighting angle and
light intensity than that of another location. All
this must be determined well In advance if confusion and annoyance is to be avoided in filming
movies at parties.

IF YOU are sometimes puzzled at
whom to aim your camera and what
to have him doing, the approaching
holiday season can solve this problem
for you. Hallowe'en, Thanksgiving and
Christmas are bright spots on the remaining pages of 1945's calendar and
your cast for interesting movies is prearranged when people get together for
a party or a visit during the festive
days ahead.
As a rule no special direction nor
prepared shooting script are necessary
to make an interesting movie of such
groups. Simply picture them doin' what
comes naturally at a party and you are
assured of an entertaining film thu^
needs only a little skilful editing and
titling to make it screenable.
It should be remembered that when
kids, and grownups, too, get together
to have a good time, they do not want
an ambitious movie cameraist making a
pest of himself by intruding with his
camera and lights and interrupting conversations and games while an impromptu shot is being made. On the other hand,
the movie maker doesn't want to waste
film; so it is incumbent upon him to
prepare his filming project well in advance— to decide how much film he
wants to shoot, the scenes he wants to
film, and most important, his lighting.
Generally a party is a lot of people
and it is not usually productive of suc-

cess to try to shoot a lot of people all
at once. So plan to film them one at a
time in representative scenes and these
will add up to a lot of people in the
final screened result.
It will pay to keep everything as
simple as possible. This includes action,
location, lighting, the equipment you
use and the division made between long
shots, medium shots and closeups. These
things are inter-related and that's why
it is necessary to plan in advance. Let
us review the list once more.
Action.
Lighting
Location
Equipment
Division of Scenes
Let's take location, for example. If
we have an apple ducking sequence in
your movie, we are practically forced
to change our location to the kitchen
and to shoot at floor level. This new
location, if the kitchen is small, may

make it necessary to confine action to
only one or two people. The lighting
will have to be brought down to the
level of the action and may be comphcated by reflecting surfaces such as
the white front of a range or refrigerator in the background. This again may
call for a change in angle, in order to
avoid this lighting trouble. And whereas clamp-on type Hghting units may be
perfectly all right in some other location in the house, you may find that
there is nothing handy to fasten the
fixture to in your kitchen and not room
enough to move in chairs or ladders or
other supports. Therefore if equipment
does not include lighting stands, you
may have to borrow some if you find
such a shot essential to your movie. A
change in any one factor, you see, calls
for a change perhaps in all the other
factors.
I have tried several times to get party
action by using a pair of reflector pho-

• The same fundamental lighting that was used for this shot generally can be used for all other shot:incident to this subject, with slight modifications, perhaps, according to the demands of the scene.
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• Here is an effective closing shot for a
children's
party movie.
basic was
lighting
idea described
by the Theauthor
employed here — floodlights at either side of
the
camera
and
a
photospot
high
overhead.

tofloods fastened to a bar beneath the
camera on the tripod, so that one was
located just to each side of the camera
for over-all flat lighting. With this rig
I have attempted to move about following action wherever it might occur.
Frankly this is not always sa'risfactory.
It is difficult to keep correct exposure
especially when shooting in color, with
a moving camera. The difference between the camera (and therefore the
lamps) and the subject cannot be estimated with sufficient accuracy to get
uniform exposure. Also there is considerable trouble with wires getting
tangled or pulling out of receptacles or
with people getting mixed up with
them. A much more successful method
is to pick two or three key locations
where action is bound to occur, such
as the entrance to the home for the arrival of guests, the party table and the
game center, if games are played or
other entertainment is provided, and
after the photofloods have been set up,
take a dependable exposure reading with
your meter.
That also takes care of shooting distance too. You will further simplify
things by deciding ahead of time that
you will stick to the ideal distance for
each shot, instead of using a long shot,
medium shot, close-up technique which
is so valuable in establishing the general scene, the specific action and then
the intimate detail. At parties it doesn't
become so important. Therefore stick
to all medium shots on one location, all
closeups on another, etc.
The lighting you use and the equipment with which you get it are of
course closely tied together. You want
all the light you can get, therefore on
most home lighting circuits you will
use three No. 2 Photoflood lamps (see
"Triangle Lighting," Home Movies,
for July, 1946). That's the maximum
amount of wattage you can put on one
average home Hghting circuit. Plenty
of extension cords, some means of supporting the photoflood lamps, and a
definite, simple scheme for using them
are all essentials.
Probably the simplest way to light
any movie scene is to have enough light
on the main subject, balance the lighting, and be sure to expose correctly. A
party is no place for the average movie
amateur to worry about trick Hghting,
back lighting, background illumination,
diffusion, or any of the other lighting
controls that might be applied to more
leisurely filming. Therefore I'd use two
No. 2 floods right at the camera to

establish basic exposure and general overall illumination. I would use a third
lamp high to one side to give modeling
and sparkle to the scene.
An ideal lamp for this purpose is
a reflector photospot which has about
eight times as much intensity straight
ahead as the regular reflector photoflood lamp. It could therefore be used
at the same distance from the subject
as the lamps at the camera. Since there
are two lamps at the camera you will
have about one-fourth as much light
from the camera position as you have
to the side. This four-to-one contrast
is not too great for color film and is
perfectly
filming. adequate for black and white
Three pictures suggesting three different party filming ideas appear at
beginning of this article. In each instance, fundamentally the same kind of
lighting was used. Take the Hallowe'en
picture of the boy and girl ducking for
apples. Note that there is plenty of
general, over-all illumination from the
camera position. Also note that the
camera has been aimed at an angle to
the background because the background
i.; highly reflective and the light should
not bounce back into the camera lens.
Notice that a slightly more intense
light from the camera lamps has been
used high and to the right. The effect
of this can be seen especially on the

little girl's face. This lighting scheme
is practically trouble proof.
Notice, also, how it enhances the shot
of the little girl blowing out the birthday candles. Here the more intense reflector photospot has been used high
and to the left. Notice how it sets off
the subject from the confused and cluttered background. Since the intensity
of light on her face from the reflector
spot is so great and since light from
the camera position does not carry clear
through to the background, the background shows quite dark. Therefore it
is not a distraction. It is interesting,
too, to compare the background appearance in this shot with the apple
ducking scene. The same lighting scheme
produces a very different effect because
different locations were used.
A little child's party might wind up
with a closing scene showing him dropping to sleep. In the third picture, note
that contrast is about equal to that in
the candle blowing scene, but some
light has been used at the camera and
because of the high-walled crib, the side
light had to be used rather high and at
a downward angle.
Detailed discussion of all the things
that come up while shooting party action would include dozens of minor
points not covered here. But where the
purpose is simple,
your photographic
• Continued
on Page 641

• Animation keynotes almost every shot. Mrs. Seely carefully chose those
neon displays containing action both in pattern and in the changing colors.
Here, letters in theatre sign alternate in color and pattern.

• This series of pictures are frame enlargements from Mrs. Warner Seeiy's
16mm. tained
Kodachrome
Flashes,"a supposedly
and show the
results to subject.
be obwith a movie film,
camera"Night
in shooting
hard-to-film

Kodacliroming
There's Novelty, Action And
Animated

Neon

ieon
Color In

Signs — A Challenging

Subject For Any Movie Camera

By

movie camera
EVEN though your
lens is not faster than f/3.5 you
can film movies at night out of
doors. Garlanding the business section of
every American city and town is a colorful array of neon signs, some animated, yet all colorful and novel and
offering an interesting camera study
for the movie maker.
Now and again some filmer will make
a pot shot of a neon display just to
satisfy his curiosity as to how successful his camera will record it. But properly handled, neon displays can be made

lULIAN

JURCENS'

a very interesting full reel subject. The
scenes illustrated on these two pages,
for instance, are frame enlargements
from a reel of 16mm. Kodachrome
filmed over a period of time by Mrs.
Warner Seely of Cleveland, Ohio, as
she visited many cities throughout the
United States and the Caribbean. She
particularly sought out those signs containing action and her film is probably
one of the most complete and entertaining of its kind.
Movie cameras equipped with an
f 3.5 lens and a shutter of 8 as well

• Thisof series
enlargements
from Mrs.
film shows
the
cycle
action ofof frame
one animated
neon display.
The Seeiy's
cycle begins
with only
the orange and lemon illuminated.

as 16 frames per second will record the
majority of neon signs successfully. If
you have an f 2.5 lens you can film almost any kind of a neon display; and
with an f 1.9 lens the sky is practically
the limit. All the varying tones of red
photograph sharp and clear on Kodachrome with an f 3.5 stop at 16 f.p.s.
And if camera speed is slowed to 8 f.p.s.,
the orange and yellow as well as greens
and blues will register distinctly.
One should never attempt to shoot
from any great distance a neon display
containing a predominance of blue or

• Then the fruit becomes sunbursts with the trade name "Sunklst" lighting up.
There's animation, too, in the shafts of light emanating from the brilliantly
lighted fruit.

• This is a particularly interesting shot, vivid with a variety of color, in which
a winged cupid shoots arrows at a pair of neon-ringed harts. The text, too,
changes colors while other displays in the background blink off and on.

green. If yours is an f/3.5 lens, get as
close to the sign or display as possible.
A lens affording a stop of f/2.5 will
give the extra latitude of exposure necessary to record colors of blue, green,
yellow and orange without slowing
camera speed to 8 f.p.s. If there are
deeper shades of these colors in the display, or darker colors such as violet
and indigo, then it will be necessary to
shoot at either f/1.9 or at f/2.5 with
the camera speed slowed to 8 f.p.s. An
f/3.J lens will not record these deeper
colors in a neon display unless the camera speed can be reduced to less than
8 f.p.s.
It might be well to consider at this
point some pertinent facts regarding
color. If you were to hold a prism at
the correct angle in a window of your
room on a bright sunny day, all the
colors of the rainbow would be projected upon the wall at opposite side
of the room. White light, as you probably know, is made up of a mixture
of all colors, each of which possesses a
different wave length.
Violet rays have the shortest wave
length, red rays the longest, and the

This famous
Wrigley
sign range
in New ofYork's
Square is aanimation
familiar sight
to• Gotham
visitors.
Its wide
colors Times
and interesting
provided
one
of
Mrs.
Seely's
best
shots.
A
telephoto
lens
was
employed
with
camera running 16 f.p.s.

rest of the colors in between have wave
lengths graduated accordingly. The
prism has the effect of bending or refracting these light rays, each at a
different angle, and breaks up the
"white" light into its component parts.
Thus, red, having the longest wave
length, is easiest to record with color
films. Orange comes next, then yellow.
Assuming we are filming with a f '3.5
lens, we would use this lens wide open
with the camera turning at normal
speed to shoot a neon display predominantly red in color. Should orange or
yellow colors predominate, to record
them successfully it would be necessary
to reduce camera speed to 8 f.p.s. in
order to increase exposure so the colors
will register satisfactorily. This procedure will also do for green and blue, if
these colors are exceptionally brilliant
and the display is filmed at close range.
Using stops of f/2.5 and f 1.9 I
have made very successful shots of neon
displays using outdoor or regular type
Kodachrome. The use of Type A Kodachrome is preferable, however, and extends the latitude of a lens considerably for this type of filming.

• Here most text is illuminated, but the fruit designs become only an outline
inin the
pattern
of the they
display.
The words "Protect Your Health" are
blue.changing
Note how
distinctly
register.

Continuity, of course, is important.
With displays that have the pattern
of lights or the message in action, just
recording the complete cycle of the
action is sufficient to give continuity
to the sequence, providing the display
is handled in a series of long, medium
and closeup shots. Mrs. Seely's shot of
the Sunkist Orange sign, pictured at
beginning of this article, is a splendid
example of animated neon display. The
Dawson's and Spearmint signs, also pictured, are two more.
But it is possible to weave a bit of
a story into a film of this kind. "Nightlife In Neon" could be used as the title
of a film story of night displays contrasting several districts of a big city
after dark. Two couples from opposite
sides "of the tracks" could furnish the
center of interest with the camera recording the sights they see as they go
for a nocturnal walk.
Some unusual and beautiful cinematic
compositions can be achieved by shooting reflections of a sign in a still pool
of water — a water fountain or a pool
of water on the sidewalk after a rain,
• Continued on Page 640

• The final step in the animated cycle of the sign occurs when the words
"Sunkist
solid yellow neon. Displays of
this kind,California
while not Oranges"
numerous, flash
are on
morein spectacular.

• The above
16mm.Kodachrome
frame enlargements
are from
"Pulpwood Goes
War,"is
filmed
in 16mm.
by Bill Block
of Minneapolis,
Minn.To Film
an excellent example of the type of picture that can be made on the subject

Looking

For

of forests and forest products. Here, Block has documented the pulpwood
indutsry from the cutting of timber to the making of paper. In first picture^
a woodcutter is felling a tree. The felled and cut logs are then seen stacked

in

Idea

To

Film?

Good Ideas Are Everywhere — In The Everyday Things
You Use. Take Wood And Wood Products For Instance.
Here's A Field Offering Endless Filming Opportunities.
CURTIS
1 N IDEA and film are two elements
/I necessary in making a motion picII ture. Film is generally available
again, yet many amateurs are slow to
"get going" with their cameras; many
still need an "idea," they will tell you.
This in understandable, of course, with
the amateur with years of filming experience behind him and who now wants
to devote his movie making to serious
and more ambitious subjects. For him,
the documentary film probably holds
the most promise of reward and enjoyment. Ideas for documentary films are
almost endless. They are suggested by
countless objects, places and products

RANDALL

with which we all come in contact in
our daily lives.
Take wood for instance. Every day
we use the by-products of wood. Why
not make wood the subject of your
documentary? Play it up from any angle
you desire. The subject is hardly one
which can be handled in a single film
or even in two or three reels, but once
you begin to think about forests and
trees, of wood and its by-products, you
won't have any trouble slanting your
subject to fit your film supply, your
particular interests or your geographic
location.
If you are planning to camp out in

your state park on your next vacation,
use the trip as the peg on which to hang
your story. Not only will your film be
educational but it will serve to preserve
forever the beauty of your state forests
and the memories of a wonderful vacation during which you created something lasting and worthwhile on film.
Every state park has a forestr}' service
office. You might visit your Forestr)'
Bureau and find out something of the
way
operates to preserve America's
forestitresources.
No living American is unaffected by
the products of our forest resources.
When you begin to let the story of

ready for transportation. The logs are loaded on trucks and hauled to the
mill where a steann crane stacks them in huge piles. From here logs go to

wood percolate through your imagination, you are treading ground with which
your prospective audience is famiUar;
and once you, as an amateur movie
maker, are shown the signs and begin
to look around, you will find yourself
following a path of ever-increasing human interest.
The war made all of us paper conscious. Home Movies magazine noticeably decreased in size and content
because of the scarcity of paper. Housewives still treat a carton of Kleenex
with all the respect due the Kohinoor
diamond. And at the office, scratch
pads cease to be squandered with abandon. Necessary government restrictions,
conservation campaigns, waste paper
drives, etc., vitally affected our lives
for the past five years. It has been said
that, without paper, most of which is
made wholly from forest products,
America probably would have lost the
war in less than ninety days. It is certainly true that without paper there
could have been none of the magazines
devoted to our hobby of making movies.
A brief list of products derived from
wood will serve to suggest possibilities
for dramatic film stories of many industries. Inaddition to the paper prod-

mill where they are debarked and cleaned, fed into a pulverizer. Subsequently logs become pulp which is then converted into paper, wallboard, etc.

ucts every firm uses, most of them use
lumber, too. The textile industry derives its raw material from wood. Your
local newspaper eats up thousands of
pounds of paper daily as well as lumber in the publishing of its daily news.
Engravings are all mounted on wood
blocks. Millions of gallons of ethyl alcohol are manufactured from wood to
be used in synthetic rubber manufacture
as a commercial solvent, as motor fuel,
and in drugs, dyes, plastics and flavors.
From a ton of dry sawdust or wood
chips, scientists have shown how to
make a thousand pounds of wood sugar,
an edible mixture of glucose and other
sugars. An acre of forest land can produce more sugar for industrial use in
a year than an acre of sugar beets. Such
facts furnish incentive for ambitious
movie makers living within travel distance of such industries.
Such facts will aid the filmer in slanting his film story as well as aiding with
titling of the film, editing it and writing the continunity. Of all our natural
resources, wood is the only one which
can be regenerated to provide an everlasting source of raw material for mankind's needs. You, as film maker, can
tell the people why and how, make

them increasingly conscious of our greatest national asset. You can play a big
part in putting across in your picture
an idea of universal appeal and interest.
If your imagination has been stimulated, perhaps you are getting ideas so
fast you are confused. Since you will
have to plan a basic shooting schedule,
it is best to outline a story angle which
will involve the expenditure of a minimimi of time, effort and money. In
n>0st cases, the movie amateur can make
an entertaining documentary on wood
and forest products or conservation
without travelling far from home.
Look around you. What would you
do withot wood? Trace your movements since you woke up this morning
and write down all the times that you
used paper products when handling
everyday essentials. Take a typical day
in the "Life of Joe Doakes, American,"
and show how wood products are essential tohis work and comfort. As you
read the following continuity, write
down every additional thing you can
think of which add to your own personal standard of living.
Joe Doaks, American, crawls out of
bed at 7 a.m. to the sotmd of his paper• Contmufi on Page 6ii
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the movie amateur who wants to
keep busy at his hobby and who cannot
always have color film to work with
for one reason or another. This hobby
of making home movies began with
black and white film which remained
the only movie making medium for
several years.

• In a gambling casino, an ex-convict meets a young lady whose friendship is destined
toits spell
his doom
in "Conscience,"
a lAmm.
picture byof Parkchester
Cine Club, notable for
excellent
photography,
editing and
performance
cast.

Movie
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REFLECTING the maturity of a serious and energetic group of
movie amateurs is Conscience, a two reel 16mm. drama filmed in
black and white by members of the Parkchester Cine Club of
Bronx, New York. This organization, it may truthfully be said, never
has turned out a bad picture, for ever)' production undertaken by the
club has easily made the winners' circle whenever shown in competition.
Obviously the Parkchester group is fortunate to have within its
ranks movie enthusiasts who have given serious study to and have
consistenly practiced the methods of the professional. This is obvious
in the photography of George L. Kirstein, in the masterful direction
of Sol Stoller and in the histrionic abilities of an excellent cast recruited
from among members and friends of the club.
Contributing no small part to the success of Conscience is the excellent professional-like lighting and the special cinematic effects
achieved by members Henry F. Goebel and Irving Heitzner. The titling
is the usual excellent job which characterizes every Parkchester cine
production.
Jesse Geisler's absorbing story begins with an exterior shot of a
prison gate through which presently emerges a discharged convict.
He telephones and subsequently visits an old girl friend in her apartment. She is serving drinks, spills some of the liquor and goes into
the kitchen for napkins. In her absence the convict observes her open
purse on a side table, particularly the roll of bills within it. Before
the girl returns to the room, he robs the purse and quietly makes
his exit.
A gambler, he son finds his way into a gaming casino where he
meets another young lady, aids her in extending her winnings, and
subsequently is seen making the rounds of theatres and gay spots of
New York City. Here a skillful montage telescopes this phase of the
action within a few feet of film and the day's revelry ends with the
convict retiring to his hotel room.
Here he contemplates his lack of finances, decides to pull a little
job to refurbish his pockets with coin. Out on the street again, he
cautiously enters a jewelry establishment and in a matter of moments
he is dashing out of the building and running down the street. He
ducks into a doorway in time to allow a pursuing crowd to lose his
^Continued on Page 624

Since those early days of movie making when black and white film was
available only on spools of fixed lengths,
ready for use in the camera, black and
white has appeared on the market in
what is known as bulk quantities, i.e.,
rolls of 400 feet or more and unspooled.
Not all of this film is panchromatic
stock. Some of it is positive, which,
when exposed exclusively in sunlight,
has produced pretty fair results when
carefully processed.
The term bulk film derives from the
method of packaging it for laboratory
use — the roll of film, imspooled, is
wound upon a small wooden or plastic
core with a hub orifice made especially
to fit the spindles of laboratory' equipment. The core, having no sides, as in
the case of spools, offers no support to
the coil of film, so it becomes necessary to use added caution in handling
same, especially since the film must be
handled in total darkness or perhaps
with the aid of an appropriate safelight, when it is to be cut into short
lengths and wound upon spools for use
in the camera.
To prepare bulk film for camera tise,
it is advisable to add an opaque leader
which must be spliced to the end of the
spool of film. "While this operation may
sound easy, there are various difficulties which may be encountered that may
prove disastrous, or at least highly exasperating, unless a definite procedure
is established for performing this operation in the dark.
The simplest method is first to wind
the bulk roll onto a 400 foot projection
reel and then measure off the desired
lengths to fit your particular camera
and wind them on camera spools. Incidental y, prefer
I
to use a plastic projection reel on which to wind and store
the bulk film to avoid any possibiHty
of fogging. Unpainted metal reels and
storage cans have been known to fog
raw film stock stored for any length
of time.
Winding the bulk film onto camera
spools is a job for the dark room and
this calls for having certain equipment
to work with, for it is no simple matter
to handle film in the dark — especially
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to thread it into the slot of the camera
spool — nor to measure it to the desired
length.
The pictures on the right show the
equipment I use for this task — equipment which is easy for other bulk film
users to duplicate. Adjoining my splicer,
which is set up on a table between my
rewinds, is a gadget for measuring film
that registers the footage audibly as
well as visually. Details for construction of this device will be given later.
It also has the added feature of a film
cleaning device, useful, of course, on
all but raw film stock.

place the spool of new film inside the
container with a short length protruding through the slot, and apply the
cover. The darkroom light may then be
switched on and the splicing operation
completed. This is shown in the top
photo. The short length of raw film
protruding through the safety container
is mounted in the splicer and the emulsion scraped in the usual way. Cement
is applied and the length of opaque
stock on the right joined in a durable
splice. Before the film is removed from
the container, the spool is rotated to
wind the length of leader upon the

With the projection reel, containing
the raw film, on one rewind spindle, a
camera spool is mounted on the other
and end of the film threaded into it.
This is a ticklish job, finding that elusive slot, but it can be made easier if
end of film is clipped at either corner.
If the bulk film is positive, a red safelight can be used near the spool to furnish illumination while the film is being inserted in the slot. To measure off
the required amount of film, it is threaded into the counting device. As the
film passes through it, an audible click
is heard each time one foot of film is
wound upon the camera spool. Counting the clicks, I know when to clip the
film as the camera spool is wound to
capacity.
The next important step is to attach
an opaque leader about 5 feet in length
to the spool of film so that it may be
threaded into the camera in daylight.
This is virtually impossible to do in
darkness. The alternative, I found, was
to obtain one of the old fashioned film
cans that Eastman Kodak used to furnish with cine film years ago. This
metal container, finished a dull black,
has a slit on the side of both units.
Originally, it was intended as an aid in
loading film in camera in dayUght. The
spool of film, encased in one side of
the protective container, would be inserted over the supply spindle of the
camera. A length of film required for
threading would be drawn through the
slot at the side, and when threading
operations were completed, the container
would be removed and camera door
closed.
Such a device now can aid the bulk
film loader. In the darkness, simply

spool.
I find it a good policy to attach a
leader at both the beginning and the
end of each spool of film. Where an
end leader is to be used, the system of
using the safety container must be used
twice — one to place the leader on one
end and again to splice the leader on
the opposite end which then becomes
the lead end. In using this system, too,
it is possible to place identification on
the two leaders so that later it will be
possible to look at a spool of film and
tell whether it is the beginning or the
end — in other words, whether it has
been exposed or not, especially helpful
for double 8mm. film users. I cut a
V notch in the end leader and shape
end of the beginning leader to a point.

• As the bulK fnm musr ce spooled in tne dark, a means for
measuring
the which
film must
be both
provided.
is author'sfoottage
home
made gadget
affords
visual Here
and audible
counter.

There is one other precaution to observe in loading the camera spool. The
film must be wound with the emulsion
side in towards the center core. The
proper side can be determined in the
darkness by feeling with the finger tip.
The celluloid side feels glossy and highly polished, whereas the emulsion side
has a dull matte finish. So that the
film will unroll properly in the camera
the square hole of the spool must be
towards you. Then with the emulsion
side down thread the film over the top
of the reel and wind the spool (not the
handle of the rewind) clockwise.
Another minor point but still a
worthwhile practice is to keep the
opaque leaders wound in small coils
when not in use. The leader assumes a
natural curl of the small coil so that it
tends to hug the unexposed roll of
film more tightly when on the 100 foot
reel. This provides a little extra insur• Continued on Page 6tS

• Closeup of footage counter. Gears in back of panel couple
film sprockets with the veeder footage counter. Also in back
li a gadget that provides an audible click •aeh time a foot
of film It wound on eamara spool.

• After the bulk film is transferred to the camera spooled,
it should be protected by a five, foot length of opaque leader.
Shown here is method of splicing leader, using light proof
container for spool of film.
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Xhe 8mm Filmo Sportster Aveighs only 24 ounces. It
is little larger than the palm of your hand. Yet it is a
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Show Hollywood sound films — and your personal 16nim silent movies
— with Filmosound, the improved B&H 16mm sound-on-film projector. Brilliant screen pictures, 1000-%vatt illumination, coated lens,
undistorted sound at all volume levels. Write for illustrated, descriptive literature today.
Choose from 5,000 Films — Filmosound Library offers you
every type of sound or silent film, to rent or buy, for entertainment oreducation. Newest catalogs free to all users
of motion picture equipment.
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SHORTCUTS
$1 to $5 are paid readers for ideas for gadgets, movie tricks and short
cuts in movie making used on this page. Describe your gadget or idea
briefly and submit it with rough sketch or photo to "The Workshop
Editor," Home

Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.

Record Cutting
In cutting records for playing music,
sound effects or narration — or all three
— with your movies, the best quaUty
sound will be that recorded on the outside area of the disc. This is especially
true where the recording is done with
machines that cut from the inside of
disc to the outside and where the needle
is controlled by a lead screw as illustrated in the drawing. Thus, by utiUzing a larger disc, the recording can be
done in the area close to the rim. As
the cutting needle will move from the
inside toward the rim of the disk, it
becomes necessary first to make a test
run of the film to determine its running
time and amount of space the corres-

ponding recording will occupy on disc.
This is done by threading projector
with film, then starting projector and
recorder simultaneously with recorder
needle set at the extreme inside position. Amplifier may be left off, unless
actual rehearsal of recording may be
desired. When film has run through
projector, recorder is stopped simultaneously with projector, the space occupied by the trial cutting measured
and the cutting of the actual recording
begun the same distance inside the
record rim, allowing a quarter-inch
margin at the rim.
As illustrated in the sketch, the trial
run space was 2^ inches; therefore
lYz inches (2'y4 plus ^) were allowed
in setting recorder needle for the actual
cut. Greater fidelity in music, truer
"highs" and "lows" result where this
practice is followed. — /. P. Gray.
Reflector
If the problem of bulk prevents you
from carrying a sunlight reflector with
you on your filming expeditions, you
can make a roll-up model that may
be strapped to your tripod for easy
carrying. Secure a white window shade
40 inches in width and cut a piece about
32 inches in length, leaving the bottom
supporting stick in place. Tack the cut
end to a 40 inch length of broomstick
or wood dowel of equivalent diameter.
In the center of the broomstick, drill

OLD LI$HT WEIGHT
WOOPEN
LEG'
SPIKES IN TRIPOD
BOTH ENDS

SLAT
BOTTOM
OF SHRDE

a Ys inch hole about '/4 inch deep.
Drill a similar hole in the reinforcing
stick at other end of shade. These holes
provide for insertion of a supporting
brace, as shown in diagram above,
which serves to hold the shade taut,
ready for use as a reflector.
This brace may be made from the leg
of a discarded wooden tripod, or constructed from wood along similar lines,
providing for a sliding member that
may be extended, as required, and secured in place by a thumb screw. A
short nail or screw driven part way
at either end, engages the holes at top
and bottom. An additional brace may
be added, permitting the reflector to
be adjusted at various angles.
Where the shade's white surface is
insufficiently bright, shade surface may
be painted with aluminum or chrome
paint
to increase
reflection.
B. Wohler,
San Diego,
Calif. — Chester
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Pilot Light
An effective emergency pilot or
work light for threading projector or
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operating turntables may be provided
by an ordinary pen-flashlight and a
spring clothespin. Tie flashlight to
clothespin, as shown in drawing, and
clip to projector or rim of turntable
case. Another use is to illuminate face
of a watch or small clock used in timing records or in darkroom operations.
— Oscar Nelson, Inglewood, Calif.

practice with both 3 5 mm. and 16mm.
films for years and have never had a
splice break in printer or projector.
Scrape the emulsion in the usual
manner while film is mounted on the
splicer. Then, using a small piece of
fine sand paper folded, sand both
films to be spliced at the splicing area,
tapering down to a feather edge at the
ends. Then clip off the corners of each
piece of film, as shown in diagram, apply cement in the usual manner, and
join the films together to complete the
use FINE SfiNOPftPtH-HRlHtn
BVOB BOTH SIDES OF FILM
THAT COME TOGETHER IN
mnm the splice -clip
COPNERS & APPLY CEMENT

finished
SPLICE
SHOWIN&
FEflTHF/i EDGE SPLICE
&
Visualized Scenario
An advanced method for successful
making of scenario movies is to "Visualize" the script — sketching the important action on paper after a thorough
advanced study of the script as shown
above.
One need not be an artist to accomplish this visualization process. The position of each character with relation to
the camera and the action desired is
indicated in rough sketches on a sheet
of paper. Brief notes concerning the
action and camera position are penciled
in at the right so that when the time
comes to shoot a particular scene the
action layout, as previously visualized,
can be readily grasped in a glance at
the script without having to wade
through several lines of typewritten description.
Moreover, composition and continuity
are greatly improved when thus planned
leisurely in advance instead of under
the pressure of on-the-spot decision at
time of shooting the picture. — Werner
Heme, St. Louis, Mo.
Fanltless Splice
When you have tried all else in making firm splices in critical film work,
where the parting of a splice can spell
disaster, such as in printing and duplicating afilm, here is a method that
takes a little more time per splice, but
insures a firm bond between the two
pieces of film. I have followed this

splice. The result will be a smoother
splice than ordinarily obtained. Feathering the film edges, eliminates the usual
bulkiness of the conventional splice,
making for a smoother joint that passes
easily through projector or film printer.
— Neal Dodson, Cameron, Texas.
Kaleidascope
Any amateur can make trick kaleidascope effects in his movies and titles; also
make the kaleidascope for the purpose.
All that is required is a 5" tube approximatelyYz"
1
in (inside) diameter, and
three pieces of mirror cut to size to fit
inside, as shown in illustration.
For tube, an old discarded flashlight

FLASH-LIGHT CASE
5'//-

MIRRORS
LIGHT SOCKET TOP

-:7
case may be used, or a section
cut from
a cardboard mailing tube. Cut the mirrors to required length and width and
insert them in tube as illustrated above,
cementing them in place with glue or
adhesive tape. Another method is to
join mirrors together to form a triangle,
binding them with adhesive tape, then
insert into tube.
For 8mm. cameras with small lens
barrels, the top of an old electric light
socket may be fitted over one end of
tube to provide a means of attaching
and centering kaleidascope over lens.
For cameras with larger lenses, cut a
disc from stout cardboard the diameter
of the tube; cut a hole in exact center
to fit the lens; then cement this disc
over one end of kaleidascope.
To use, fit kaleidascope before the
lens and rotate it slowly while camera
is in motion. The effect produced will
be that of an object focused sharp at
the center, with duplicate images moving around it in a circle. — Veter Lindemann, Larchmont, N. Y.
Sturdy Tripod
Gadget
who'd
like may
to try
their
hand builders
at building
a tripod
be
interested in the plans given here for
a sturdy camera support which, while
no match for the commercial jobs for
style and beauty, is nevertheless everything required in a rigid camera support that will insure jiggle-free movies.
Moreover, cost is insignificant.
Three small "T" hinges, 3 or 4 5foot lengths of 1 •byContinued
2 finished
lumber,
on Page
630
CUT OUT
OFF HINSE
HEATt VPINDPlne

2" LONG
HACK SAW
CUT APPRO*.
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• A each
new item
that accompanies
University
of Southern
team
weel< ofendequipment
is this Houston
portable film
processing
machine. California's
Because of grid
this
high-speed automatic equipment, 14mm. movies filmed during first half of game can be
screened before the squad in the locker room between halves.

Qniokie

Movies

idopted

WHEN University of Southern
California's football squad rests between
halves during the conference games this
year, they will be shown movies — not

Bf

College

entertainment films, but a 16mm. account of their every action during the
first half of the game. On a screen set
up before the sweating squad sprawled

on the locker room floor, coach Jeff
Cravath will point out the moves of
various players which contributed to
what might be termed an error in progress of the team towards victory. Also,
good and weak points in the opposing
teams' defense can be pointed out more
vividly because the players will be able
to see, from the vantage point of an
unhurried camera, what they could not
see in the heat of scrimmage.
Taking a cue from the race tracks
which now employ 16mm. cameras to
record horse races against possibility of
post race claims of fouls and disqualification, coach Cravath has set up a
complete motion picture unit within the
athletic department of the college, not
only to photograph the games, but also
to process and screen the films within
the record time of 10 minutes or less.
Making this project possible is a compact, portable automatic film processing machine developed by the Houston
Corporation of Los Angeles. A war time
development for the armed forces and
later put to use by the race tracks as
well as applied to many industrial uses,
the Houston machine has a routine
processing time of 10 minutes, the quality of work being variable with the
speed
used.
It remained
for coach Cravath to
visualize its potential contribution to
the betterment of football. To back up
his views, a demonstration was held
during the university's last spring intersquad contest last May. Regular 16mm.
pictures were shot and rushed to the
portable Houston •machine,
to
Confirmed moved
on Page 631
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Sound

Cine

Blimp

Kodak

For

Special

CONTRIBUTING further to the stature of the Cine
Kodak Special as a versatile camera for professional 1 6mm.
cinematography is the "Professional Jr." 16mm. BUmp
of advanced design pictured at right. Constructed of
Dow Metal, it is styled to the contour of the Special
when fitted with the interchangeable film magazine.
Insulation of highly sound-absorbent material insures
completely silent operation of the camera in the production of sound pictures.
Professional cinematographers will find in this wel- 1
come accessory many exclusive features. There is a follow focus attachment which couples with a gear ring
O "Professional Junior" blimp, with cover removed, showing the gear
coupling for follow focus control. Note, too, handy hinged sun shade.
that attaches to the camera's lenses, making it possible
to control focus by the twist of a knob on side of blimp
attachment, making it possible for cameraman to focus
as the camera is advanced or moved away from the scene
lenses without opening the blimp. An added feature are
or subject being photographed.
pilot lights that illuminate the scale of lens calibrations
There is a viewing magnifier mounted on top of blimp
and the film footage indicator aperture. The blimp is large.
for focusing while camera is mounted in the blimp and
• Continued on Page 646
an arrangement for opening the camera reflex focusing
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AN SPER has taken to the
fORMm.
16m
motion picture to prove his
oft-repeated contention that to improve the quahty of the college athlete
of tomorrow, it is important to teach
him the fundamentals of sports before
he enters college. The average boy
graduating out of high school, Sper contends, isinsufficiently equipped with
the fundamentals of his chosen sport to
become the star athlete he hopes to be.
Sper, known to thousands of sports
fans and radio listeners as one of the

Blue network's former sports analysts,
is currently producing a series of instructional films on the fundamental;
of baseball. Instead of the usual educational type of film on this subject
embracing all phases of the game in one
reel, Sper's films will deal individually
with the best known techniques of each
player's position — one reel, being devoted exclusively to batting, another to
catching, still another to fielding, and
so on.
Interesting is the fact that Sper's
technique leans heavily on such cinematic tricks as animation, suspended
motion (giving the slide film effect on
the screen to allow prolonged study of
a detail or motion sequence) and slow
motion. The camera is never used at
lesser speeds than 32 frames per second.
For ordinary sequences, this slows down
action sufficiently to make it both interesting and more readily perceptible
on the screen. Some shots in his baseball films have been photographed at
speeds of 168 frames per second.
Sper uses a wide variety of cameras
in photographing his films, both 16
mm. and 3)' mm. Where a Cine Special
will best serve the purpose, this camera
is used. At other times, a particular ac-

O To provide analytical study of critical action in spoits techniques, Norman Sper often photographs
the action at camera speeds as high as 148 frames per second.

Teaching

Sports

tion will call for filming with the highly
maneuverable 3 5 mm. Akeley newsreel
camera. In the final analysis, however,
all films are released in 16mm. sound.
The first series of instructional sports
films to bring his work to the attention
of educators and sports coaches of the
nation are three single-reel subjects on
the fundamentals of swimming. Filmed
in 16mm. Kodachrome, much of the
material underwater, these films have
been acclaimed the best modern instruc-

With

IGirnn.

Films

tional films on the subject. Notable is
the way Sper has employed stop action
sequences to emphasize position of swimmer's arm in the crawl stroke, the position of the hand, and other important
points tending to improve the student
swimmer's
technique and prowess in the
water.
A third series will deal with football
and some of the material for this series
is currently being filmed, now that the
football season is underway, offering
the type of study of non-staged grid
action necessary in the comparative sequences of Sper's films.
Sper's association with athletics dates
back several years. During the football
seasons of 1941 and 1942, Sper's voice
was heard weekly by millions of radio
listeners. His football forecasts were
read in more than 5 0 metropolitan newspapers. For more than six consecutive
years, he hit better than 80 per cent
rating for selecting winning teams.
Forecasting results of the grid games
of the nation for the last Saturday in
October, 1942, for instance, Sper forecast the winner of 37 games, miscued
on 6, and two were ties — out of a total
of 46.
His proven keen analytical mind
where sports are concerned aptly fits
him for the goal he has set for himself: to produce the most thoroughgoing
instructional films on the fundamentals

• Here Sper analyzes the movements of players in a grid contest preparatory to training his camera
(at rear) upon the action. Shots thus made will go into his forthcoming series of instructional films
on the fundamental techniques of football.

of America's principal sports. Distribution of Sper's films, it is understood,
will be handled by Encyclopedia Britannica Films.
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hobby
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INCLEWOOD (Calif.) Movie Club recently held a combination club meeting
and outing for its members at Cabrillo
Beach. Unique feature was free distribution by club of a roll of film to each
member bringing his camera along.
Film gift had stipulation attached it
must be shot entirely during the outing
and entered in competition at the following meeting.
★ ★ ★
BROOKLYN Amateur Cine Club opened
its new season on September 18th with
a special program of four films offered
by Leo Heffernan. With this initial
meeting of the fall and winter season,
the Brooklyn club establishes new headquarters at 1218 Union Street, Brooklyn. List of equipment offered as prizes
in club's forthcoming annual contest
was also announced.
★ ★ ★

ROCKFORD Movie Makers mid-September meeting featured an illustrated lecture by vice presidents Paul Dahlman
and Algot Peterson with material supplied by Eastman Kodak Co. This energetic club meets weekly, on Mondays,
and invites interested amateurs to affiliate with the club. Initiation fee is
$1.00; dues $2.00 per year.
★ ★ ★
MILWAUKEE'S Amateur Movie Society
second and fourth "Wednesmeets daysevery
of each month at 8:15 p.m. at the
Red Arrow Club, 744 No. Broadway,
Milwaukee, Wise. Club's initial September meeting was devoted to a screening of members' vacation films. Closfilm exhibiof club's annual
ing
tiondates
were announced
as November 13 th
for 8mm. films and November 27th
for 16mm. films. First prize to be
awarded in each division will be a handsome silver trophy.
★ ★ ★
NEW YORK City 8mm. Motion Picture Club, at a recent meeting, screened
a test film, followed by a lecture, which
demonstrated how easily unusual ultra
closeups may be made with the aid of a
typewriter titler attached to camera.
★ ★ ★
SOUTHWEST 8mm. Club of Los Angeles, had as guest lecturer for its September meeting, Thomas Hunt of the
Bardwell-McAhster
Company, whose

movie

organmovies

series of articles on indoor lighting appeared recently in Home Movies. Various lighting setups were demonstrated
and a film screened to show the results
to be obtained with special lighting
equipment.

★ ★ ★

LOS ANGELES Cinema Club's September meeting was highlighted by the
screening, by Earl Shenck — one of its
members and a noted scientist, explorer,
artist and author — of his 16mm. color
film "Polynesia — A Tale of Tahiti."
Underwater scenes, filmed with infinite
patience, drew repeated applause from
members.
Closing
the club'sat
annual contest
was date
also of
announced
this meeting.
★ ★ ★
MINNEAPOLIS Cine Club opened its
1946-47 season with a dinner at the
Golden Valley Golf Club on September
17th. This ambitious club, which is
second to none in equipment, expert
operators and with the will to do, elected a new Clinic committee as follows:
Ralph Sprungman, Charles Beery, John
Flekke, Rome Riebeth, Charles Carroll, Earl Iberson, Carroll Michener,
Carroll
Davidson, and George Culbertson.

CLUBS

PORTLAND Cine Club has acquired a
new location for its monthly meetings
—the YMCA building at S.W. 6 Ave.
and Taylor St., Portland. This active
Northwest group usually meets on the
second Tuesday evening of each month
at 8 p.m. Portland movie amateurs are
invited to join the
★ ★ organization.
★
UTAH Cine Arts Club had as guest
speaker at its September meeting, Alan
Stensvold, president of the Society of
1 6 Cinematographers, who discussed the
commercial opportunities in the 16mm.
filming.
field
as well as various phases of color
★ ★ ★
LOS ber
ANGELES
8mm. the
Club's
Septemmeeting featured
screening
of
three films produced by members: "At
Christmas," filmed by club secretary
Sylvia Fairly, "Coast to Coast," by Herman Hack and "Reaping the Rain★ ★
drops," byL. B.★ Reed.
METRO Movie Club, of Chicago, at
its August 19th meeting, decided henceforth to award "Oscars" in lieu of cash
prizes in all future club film contests.
A trophy, it was contended, is more
lasting than cash, and in gracing the
winner's home is a constant stimulant
to continuing efforts in making better
movies.
★ ★ ★
WESTWOOD Movie Club, of San Francisco, had Leo M.
Kerkhofon asPageguest
★ Continued
635
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With the new Bardwell & McAlister Mult-Efex Titler you
can now make titles with that professional touch -the
way they do in Hollywood. Easy to make zooms, wipes,
double exposures, scrolls, flip-flops, swing-arounds, forward and backs, rolls, fadeouts and many other novelty
shots which hitherto, have only been possible for professionals. Easy to make process, trick, and special effects
with keyholes, hearts and diamond openings.
y
and mon

Now you can do a super-duper job of titling in your
own home which will, double the interest of your most

"

prized reels.
The Mult-Efex fits any type or model of movie cam*
era in 8 mm or 16 mm.
Comes with full directions which show you how to
get the most novel effects easily.
This Titler can also be used for tabletop photography
and special effects.
For sale by dealers everywhere. See it at your photographic supply store. Price for Standard Unit $28.00.
The Mult-Efex is the only titler which can be used
out-of-doors on a camera tripod. This adds to the number of special effects that can be obtained by using it.

BARDWELL
&
McALISTER,
Designers and Manufacturers
Box

1310

•

Hollywood

28

•

California

Inc.
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8mm.

Shows,
Films

SILENT

Clubs,
For

Schools

Home

and

Movie

Churches
Projectors

Flying With Music, 5 reels 16mm.
sound, running time 47 minutes, features Marjorie Woodworth, George Givot, William Marshall and ^'"illiam
Gargan combines music with lighr
drama and comedy in a story that has
its locale in the Caribbean. Socialite
W^ood worth, in love with a photograph,
pursues her idol by Clipper to a romantic Caribbean island. Accompanying her are four friends and a straight

America's Wonderlands is title of a
new World Parade release by Castle
Films, Inc. It is a compilation of outstanding scenic thrills of America
which includes sequences of almost
every important spot from Niagara
Falls to the Monterey Peninsula in California. Included are striking shots of
Yellowstone Park, Grand Canyon, Colorado National Parks, Yosemite, Mount
Rainier and the Columbia River country. Subject offers an interesting librar)addition for owners of home projectors.
It is available in two 8mm. and three
1 6mm. lengths including one sound
on film. Distribution is by Castle Films,
Inc., Rockefeller Plaza, New York, and
Castle distributors from Coast to Coast.

Ride 'Em Chico, one reel 16mm.
black and white or color, pictures adventure down Mexico way with Little
Chico who longs to become a Mexican
cowboy or Charro. Featured, also, is
Pavo, a wonder horse owned by former
Mexican president Camacho, displaying
a repertoire of tricks and demonstrations
of how he was so skillfully trained.
The reel includes sequences of colorful
folk dancing, festivals, a rodeo, trick
riding, rope spinning, etc. The one reel
black and white S.O.F. prints are $25.00
each; same in color, S75.00 each. Distributor isOfficial Films, Inc., 25 W.
45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

laced chaperon, ^'hen Woodworth arrives at the nightclub where the obj ct of her dreams is singing, she finds
instead of the dapper chap in the pho-

tograph, a fat, unattractive little guy
who hasn't resembled the photograph
in years. Woodworth then turns to the
plane pilot Marshall who has wooed her
during the trip. Distribution is by Post
Pictures Corp., N. Y. City.

Frisco Sal, 7 reels, 16mm. sound, is
a Universal Pictures production featuring Susanna Foster, Turhan Bey, Alan
Curtis, and Andy Devine. Story concerns asheltered Eastern girl who comes
to the Barbary Coast in search of her
brother. She becomes a singer and reconciles and reforms former deadly enemies. Subject is available for showing
to approved non-theatrical audiences
from Bell & Howell Filmsound Library',
1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Rental rate is $17.50.

A Little Bird Told Me is title of one
in a new series of Tiny Tot films combining actual and animated photographv and released by Official Films, Inc.,
2S'W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.
In this picture, little sister finds brother
in a jam, only because a little bird told
her. This little bird knows everA'thing.
There's a newspaper office in a tree;
a wise old owl the editor; and Walter
Finchell the reporter getting the scoop
on the brother in a jam. Two other
subjects completing this series are
Along Cattle a Duck, and Grandfather's
Clock. Subject is available in five standard sizes in both 8mm. and 16mm. and
one 1 6mm. sound version

Jack and Beanstalk is one of new
series of Fairytale Cartoons available in
both black and white and color and in
8mm. and 16mm., plus 16mm. sound.
Picture relates how Jack sells family
cow for beans. Mother scolds; beanstalk
zooms into the heavens; Jack climbs,
enters castle, hen cackles as she lays
clambJackhen,
Giant awakens,
eggs.beanstalk
golden
ers down
with the
the
Giant crashes, and in the end — Gold
for Jack's mother. Additional releases
in this series are Don Quixote and Simple Sitnon, based on stories known the
• Continued on Page €40
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EACH
SUPERB
PROFESSIONAL

CREATED

HOOSE

YOUR

TRIPOD

HEAD

TO
GIVE
JUNIOR"
YOU

SUPER
SMOOTHNESS
IN EVERY
SHOT

1 — friction typeaction.
head: 360*
pan unconditional
and 80° tilt
smooth-as-silk
5-year
guarantee! Large pin and trunnion assures
long,
dependable
level attached
for
precision
accuracy.service.
Comes "T"complete
with steel
rubber-gripped control handle.

2 — geared pan and tilt head made oi genuindt
DowMetal (magnesium). Weighs only S'/z lbs.
Worm-driven gears Government specification
bronze. Snap-on metal crank handles. You get
smooth,
steady
65° tilt actioa
control from
both 360°
rightpan
and and
left sidesi

"Professional Junior'' friction type removable head interchangeable with Geared Pan and Tilt
tripod
head. Top
Bothplate
fit "Professional
"Baby"
tripod base.
of each takes Junior"
16mm E.standard
K. Cine tripod
Special,base,
with "Hi-Hat,"
or withoutandmotor;
35mmall-metal
DeVry;
B & H Eyemo, with or without motor and 400' magazine, and with or without alignment gauge;
any type of 16mm hand-held cameras; Speed Graphic or 8x10 View, and other still cameras.
FREE Camera Equipment's new 8-page profusely illustrated catalog. Describes 15 superb products. Write for a copy today — yours without charge or obligation.
nUNK C. ZUCKCR
"Proiesaionai lunior" standard tripod
base:
utmost "spread-leg"
rigidity and design
swift assures
precise
height
adjustments.
for those
who wantA superb
the bestitripod
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''Conscience''— Movie
• Continued from Page 6i:

Of The

trail. All of this action is shown in
close cuts of running feet. The theft
of jewelry is not shown, merely implied.
Safely back in his room again, the
convict casually tosses the stolen jewelry
into a bureau drawer and affectionately strokes the back of a small good
luck charm which obviously holds a
strange power, according to the con-

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I
Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North
CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK
Buena Parle Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue
HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell FllmosounH Libra'v
716 N. La. Brea Ave.
Camera Craft
6764 Lexington Ave.
He-0443
Castle's
1529 Vine Inc.
Street
LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.
LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8fh Street
Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)
Raike Company
829 S. Flower St. (14)
OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone ID
bAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street
CONNECTICUT
HAKIFORD
Inter Church Press Corp
17 May St.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1221 G St.. N. W.
GEORGIA
DECATUR
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Box 223
IDAHO
BOISE
Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.
Williams'
1007 Main Photo
St. Service
ILLINOIS

BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.
Bolotin Camera Exchange
729 W. Roosevelt Road (7)
Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

Month

vict's belief, to get him safely into and
out of danger.
The convict whiles away the time
playing solitare, then takes to drinking
and when he awakens the next morning, he decides to take some of the stolen
jewelry and convert it to cash. Approaching the door of a "fence" in an
obscure building, the convicted is admitted. He displays the jewelry and

ILLINCI
Continued
CHICAGO— (Continued)
Walter
O. Gutlohn
19 S. LaSalle
Street In'.
(Zone 3}
Idfal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)
MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (I)
MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Boylston
Elder's Film
LibraryHM
739
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little BIdg.
Wholesome Film S«rvice. Inc.
20 Melrose Street
BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.
OUINCY
Sfanley-Winthrop's
5-7
Revere Road "Rent-A-Reel" Service
MICHIGAN
DtlROIT
Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street
ROYAL OAK
Hy-Wilde Camera Shop
1029 S. Washington at Harrison Ave.
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
Howard
Film
86 S. 6th St. Distributors
(2)
NEW JERSEY
PASSAIC
The No-Wat-Ka Co.
257 Main Avenue
ROSELLE PARK
Union County Film Service
128 Chestnut St.
NEW YORK
ALBANY
Hallenbeck
&
Riley
562 Broadway (7)
BALDWIN
Eastern Film Supply Co.
2 Westminster Road
BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,
7508 Third Avenue (9)
NEW YORK CITY
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

the buyer scrutinizes it carefully, finally giving the convict a handful of bills
in exchange. Thus refinanced, the convict sets out to entertain his new found
girl friend. They go to a country club
to play tennis and during a siesta and
over a couple of drinks, the girl suggests that she would like the man to
meet her folks. This the convict agrees
to do.
That evening, the girl and her family
await the man's arrival. At his knock,
the girl happily admits and introduces
him to her family — her sister, mother,

NEW YORK CITY— (Continued)
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)
Haber & Fink, Inc.
12-14 Warren St.
King 3rd
ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZoneService
10)
Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.
& Camera
55Mogull's
W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)Exchange. In
National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street
Nu Art Films. Inc.
145 West 45th Street
SOS Cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St. (18)
OHIO
CLEVELAND
Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road
Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue
DAYTON
DaytonHepburn
Film (8-16)
2227
Ave. Rental Libraries
OREGON
PORTLAND
Films
Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN
James
A.
Peters St.
41 South Fourth
RHODE ISLAND
WOONSOCKET
Yvonne's Photo Supply
557 Social Street
TENNESSEE
CHAHANOOGA 2
Grady Young Co.,
108 W. 8th St.
NASHVILLE
Churchwell's
510
DeaderickFilmosound
St. (3) Branch Library
TEXAS
DALLAS
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
3021/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)
VIRGINIA
NORFOLK
Tidewater
Movie
218 W. 38th St. (8)Service
VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON WEST
2
Elmer B. Simoson
816 W. Virginia St.
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Regardless of background

tone or color,

flesh tones are always correct and uniform
when exposures are determined with the
Norwood Director * Precise Exposure
Determination is vital with exacting Color
Film latitudes.

□

The First Exposure Meter using Three Dimensional Measurement of Incident Light. For Indoor and Outdoor use.

Cut out silhouette and place
this black unit over each of the
above pictures. The value of
Incident Light measurement
is immediately apparent.

PHOTOSPHERE
collects and measures Incident Light.

PH OTODISK
Used for lighting
Contrast Control
and correct foot
candletion.determinaPrice: $3.75
incl. Tax.

PHOTOGRID
Used for BrightnessPrice:
Range$3.75
Control.
incl. Tax.

PHOTO

Meter Price: $75. incl. taxwrite for
information complete
booklet. Sold
only
direct from the Photo Research Corporation.
Viilly guaranteed . . .
returnable in 10 days if not
completely satisfied.
HAVE
LIGHT
CORRECTLY

Designed especially for the exacting needs
of Hollywood Cinematographers, the universal acceptance by these experts of this
principle of Incident Light measurement
prompted manufacture of the Norwood
Director for all serious photographers.

RESEARCH

CORPORATION
15024 DEVONSHIRE STREET
SAN FERNANDO, CALIFORNIA

ON
THE SUBJECT
MEASURED
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before You fake fhef

VIEWING

GLASS

Now you con actually visualize your picture as it will look when finished — before
you take it! With the Harrison Viewing
Glass you can look at a scene in all its
varied colorings and interpret it in the
black and white of a finished print.
This new viewer is o piece of equipment
every photographer should have — to take
good pictures consistently. It has been
used OS standard equipment by all the
leading professional photographers of
Hollywood for over 1 0 years. It is available atmaticyour
dealer's, forfilm.
eitherStoppanchroor orthochromatic
in and
get your Harrison Viewing Glass today.

father and three other men. The men,
after a few moments of chit chat, suggest a game of cards. The convict immediately falls to palming and misdealing the cards, and to concealing extra
cards beneath edge of the table. During one of these sly manipulations, he
happens to look over toward the girl's
attractive sister and finding her staring sharply toward him.
Unnerved by the thought of detection, the man grows apprehensive, and
displays his nervousness by tugging
at his collar and wiping the sweat which
by now is oozing freely from his hot
forehead. Suddenly the sister, still staring at the convict, stands up abruptly.
Anticipating that she will speak out
and expose him, the convict jumps to
his feet, overturns the card table on
his companions and dashes from the
room. Descending the stairs two steps
at a time, the frantic convict dashes
out of the apartment and into the street.
As the family rushes to the window
to follow his flight, they hear the
screech of braked automobile tires, see
the convict struck down in the street
before their home. Turning away from
the window, the girl who had befriended him walks over to her sister, whose
sudden action had precipitated the convict's doom. The sister calls out to her:
"Edna, what happened?" And feeling
her way about the room, she continues,
"Where are you?"

Jio

Plus $I.3S
Ex. Tax 5
$15-9
STEVENS
MOUNTABLE TURRET
Made in fiio models to coniert your
BELL & HOWELL 8 or BOLEX L-8
into a versatile 3-lens camera. Mounts on
camera like a lens — witiiout any alteration.
Has exclusive, positive light-trap and indexing
features — fits standard 8mm. threaded lenses. —
These 3-lens turrets are sold with a free guaranteed lens-fitting service. We will fit up to
3 standard lenses on each turret, if required.
B i H model
1/2" Anate
lenses cost.
can be adapted to
either
at nominal
Order Today for Immediate Delivery
STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2404 Military Ave. Los Angeles 34, Calif.
RAY THELANS CAMERA CENTER, Inc.
Aluminum Sun Shade
1.00 Each
All sizes for 8mm • 14mm. Cameras
As Reliable As Professional Studio Equipment
4731 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood 28, Calif.

vie

0/

• From among the films submitted
for review by readers each month,
the editors select the best and award
a Home Movies' certificate for the
Movie of the Month. A special illustrated review of the film also appears
in the magazine. All films submitted
to the editors for review and criticism
NOVEMBER "45: No award.
DECEMBER '45: No award.
JANUARY '46: No award.
FEBRUARY '46: No award.
MARCH '46: "Escape." produced
by H. D. Atwood, Ajo, Arizona. An
8mm. Kodachrome picture, 250 feet
in length.
APRIL '46: No award.
MAY '46: "Zoo Album," produced
by John Kibar, Racine, Wise. An 8mm.
Kodachrome picture, 125 feet in
length.
JUNE '46: "Tussle Mussie," produced by Albert H. Duvall, Galesburg,
III. An 8mm. Kodachrome picture,
200 feet in length.

Edna takes the blind girl gently by
the arm and leads her away as she recounts her friend's queer actions and
subsequent death by automobile in the
street.
The clever twist to this story, of
course, is the revelation, held until the
closing sequence, that the attractive
sister who ostensibly had been watching the convict's card manipulations
was, in reality, totally blind. Considerable credit is due this young lady, not
identified, for her very excellent portrayal of the part.
The photography, accomplished with
a Victor and a Cine Special camera, is
excellent throughout. Excellent Hghting effects are brought into play numerous times to heighten suspense or
to concentrate on some important action or object. There is judicious use
of both floodlights and spotlights to
achieve the consistently adequate lighting of all interior sets. Outdoors, camera compositions and exposure are near
perfect.
Thus distinguished by a wealth of
cinematic art that makes Conscience
probably the best black and white amateur motion picture produce dthis year,
Home Movies adds further distinction
to the efforts of the Parkchester Cine
Club by awarding the picture Home
MovEES certificate for the Movie of the
Month.

the

M^ontlt

between January 1st and September
30th, are automatically entered in
Home Movies' annual contest, subject
to a second review prior to the final
judging.
Films receiving Movie of the Month
certificates during the past twelve
months are:
JULY '46: "This Is The Story Of
Alladin's Lamp," produced by Rich
Johnston, M.D., Ogden, Utah. A 16mm. production in black and white
and color, 400 feet in length.
AUGUST '46: "Tiny Town," produced by Edmund Turner, Detroit,
Michigan. A 16mm. Kodachrome picture 400 feet in length.
SEPTEMBER '46: "The Past Master," produced by George A. Valentine, Glenbrook, Conn. An 8mm.
Kodachrome
picture, 200 feet in
length.
OCTOBER '46: "Conscience," produced by the Parkchester Cine Club,
Bronx, New York. A 16mm. monochrome picture 700 feet in length.
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MUST"

for

people

with

2x2

slides

Fodeco — Trade Mark Reg.
J. S. Pat. Off.
Model No. 255 holds 510 2v2
paper mounts, 170 glass slides.
Buy Fodeco Viewer Slide Files and you get double convenience!
Protected, handy filing for all your 2x2 slides — p/u$ built-in
switch controlled electric viewer for instantly, conveniently "seeing"
them — all in one sturdy, compact, handsome uniti
Compare these 10 oufsianding Fodeco advanfages: all metal
welded construction . . . built-in viewing easel . . . built-in
felt cushions . . . special file illuminator . . . full width steel
compartments ... metal angle-setting rests within compartments
i . special light diffusing glass in viewer . . . removable
index cards ...

easy cabinet-like stacking . . . durable

library-brown wrinkle finish.
JUST 3 OF MANY
Distinctive, ingenious Fodeco Photographic Products. See them — buy them at your dealer's now

Only Fodeco Viewer Slide Files give you all these plus features
which mean extra utility, exfro convenience. See them — buy them
ot your dealer's now!

Fodeco
Pocket
Viewer

TECHNICAL DEVICES CORPORATION
ROSELAND
• NEW JERSEY
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FOCUSING
RING
For Revere and Keystone 8
Universal (Fixed) Focus Lenses

Wiith this ring an ordinary fixed focus camera lens
may be focused by the same principle as a lens with
a factory-made focusing mount. It retains unchanged all the advatages and characteristics of
your present lens, plus the following features:
• Provides instant change from fixed focus to any
distance down to one foot.
• Increases shapness of close subjects ... indispensable for indoor photography.
• Makes titling and extreme close-ups possible
without auxiliary equipment. Ring can be installed
in a few minutes — no alteration to lens or camera.
Precision-made, polished aluminum — mounts on lens
— looks like part of lens.
Ring complete with stabiliing spring, depth of focus
table, instructions

5
Inc.
Excise
.7Tax
$2
Specify camera and lens (f 3.5, 2.J or 2.j)
uhen ordering from your dealer or
Photo

Specialties
182 E. Jefferson Blvd.
Los Angeles, California

Co.

BIGELOW
PICTURE FILM
MOTION
COMPENSATED IN PROCESSING TO
CORRECT EXPOSURE ERRORS
Weston 25 ft. 100 ft.
Speed 8-8mm. 14mm.
Outdoor
8-3 ! $1.50 I $2.V5
$2.35 I $5.50
Du-AII . I 24-16
Aboie prices include processing.
California buyers please include sales tax
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE
- 24-HouR Processing Service —
The
snap motion
and sparkle
associated
with when
proessional
pictures
are yours
you use NEW COMPENSATED

,6449 Regent St.

Oakland f. Calif.

TITLE LETTERS
Buy from mfgr. and save. Used by amateur and
professional. No fancy package, just 225 pieces
of indestructible metal letters, numbers and
figures, soft white, give proper shadowing.
Complete with instructions for vertical setup.
Guaranteed $4.95 set delivered.
CALIF. PAT. LETTER SUPPLY
4823'/2 Oakwood Ave. Hollywood 4, Calif.

Looking For An
• Continued from Page 6 1 1

Idea

To Film

cased alarm clock. He throws back the
down comforter covered with rayon
made from wood pulp. He stretches as
he looks around his bedroom decorated
with wall paper. He reaches for his
glasses in their rayon-plush case. He
slides his bare feet into paper-insoled
slippers, and shrugs into his bathrobe
which is probably made out of cellulose fibre. Bringing in the camera frequently for closeups of these details
will make the story idea more dynamic.
His morning splash is blessed with
more wood pulp products. There's a
fresh bar of soap wrapped in paper;
the new razor blade; his toothbrush
with a plastic handle; the powder in a
paper container; the Kleenex and toilet
tissue. The fiber faucet washer is made
of paper; there is paper-backed linoleum on the floor; perhaps the shower
and window curtains are made from
wood pulp.
As Joe Dresses, he is probably putting on rayon socks. His shoes are composed partly of paper. His underwear,
his shirt and tie are apt to contain wood
pulp derivatives. His coat is lined with
cellulose acetate and the pockets are
crammed with business papers.
The morning paper holds his interest
as paper-packaged cereal, coffee and
eggs are served for breakfast. The sugar
came in paper; the coffee was filtered
through paper. Even the milk and cream
was provided in paper cartons. As Joe
Doakes admires the rayon tablecloth or
his wife's paper place mats, he removes
traces of his breakfast with a paper
napkin, and then outlines on paper his
plan of business for the day.
At the station, he trades his paper
money for a paper ticket. Glancing up
from his paper magazine (Home Movies, of course) he notes a well turned
ankle encased in wood pulp (rayon)
hosier>\ The card game on the train
involves paper, as do the car cards, billboards and the train's fibre signal cord.
From the station, Joe walks past show
windows displaying books, magazines,
toys, maps, and a host of other things
processed from forest products. At the
office, there are linoleum and Venetian
blinds made of wood. The walls and
ceilings are processed with sound-proof
fiber board.

All day long, Joe Doakes' business is
transacted on paper — his stenographer's
notes, letterheads, order forms, etc. Because of his telephone's paper condenser, Joe can talk to the operator. His
cigarettes and matches are made of
paper. Even the Scotch he brings out
of hiding to treat his clients is served
in paper cups from a bottle with an
ornate paper label.
At lunch again his food is set before

. .?

him on a rayon cloth. He selects his meal
from items listed on a paper menu, orders lamb chops done up with paper
"panties." The charges are recorded on
paper, he pays with paper money and
the cash register records the transaction on a paper roll.
If he is a thoughtful husband, Joe
may stop at the corner grocery for
supplies wrapped in paper — meat, frozen
vegetables, bread, etc. At bedtime, Joe
will turn in thinking that he is done
with paper, but he notices that the
bedside lamp has a paper shade and that
there is paper in the light socket insulation. Should he depart from this
papered world in his sleep, his death
will be recorded on paper. His insurance
will pay against a paper policy and even
the casket he will be buried in will employ wood pulp in its construction.
Get the idea, you amateur movie
makers? Now that you have a basic
story outline, set out to film it. But
first write your continuity w^ith all the
important camera angles carefully defined, especially those shots that bring
up close the various paper products or
wood derivatives pictured in Joe's daily
hfe.
A film such as this can show how
Mr. America enjoys all the aforementioned paper benefits simply because
the U. S. has the world's largest per
capita consumption of paper and paper
products. And it can be a lot of fun
making a film like this, first in planning it, then in searching out the many
locations, and finally in putting the
continuity on film.
Looking for an "idea" to film? "Well,
we've given you one here. Let's see
what you can do with it.
Black & White Film . . .
• Continued from Page 613
ance that there will be no light struck
film at the ends of the roll.
The film measuring device pictured
on page 613 incorporates a standard
16mm. sprocket with guide rollers
shaft.
16"upright
a 3 the
on on
was ispressed
which shaft
This
mounted
panel and extended through it. Here it
is fitted with a small 16-tooth gear.
The shaft is mounted in a bushing made
Ys" brass
hole intoa take
3 16"
by drilling
rod
which awas
threaded
nuts. The nuts space the 16 tooth gear
y/' away from the rear of the panel,
also secure the shaft bushing at front
of panel.
A larger 80 tooth gear was similarly
mounted in back of the panel and its
shaft was fitted with a one-turn, onecount Veeder counter in front of the
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Now ready! An Historical Record
of the New Volcano
PARICUTIN!
400 Feet of 16mm. Kodachrome
Results of SIX filming expeditions. Long
shots and closeups of crater activity,
destroyed village, air views, masses of
moving molten lava, Fiesta (exclusive),
closing with brilliant night shots. Edited
in chronological order, fully titled, supplemented with two page study guide.
A rare informative and educational film.
Shipped postpaid for only $80.00.
Money back if not satisfied. Send check
or draft (no money order) with order to
RALPH

E. GRAY
Mexico, D. F.

Apartado 2747
NOW

AVAILABLE
to

629
panel. A small wooden block was placed
beneath the counter and nailed to the
panel to give added support to the
counter after it was joined with the
gear shaft.
To provide the audible click that indicates the passage of one foot of film,
a short machine screw was inserted in
a hole drilled near rim of the 80 tooth

Another efficient film measuring and
parts.
spooling device was described in an
earlier issue of Home Movies. Illustrated in the diagram below, it con-

Technicolor Cartoons
Released by a Major Company
Also Available in
BLACK AND WHITE
13 One Reelers

MCTflL B»CK PLATC

HOME MOVIES MAGAZINE,
6060 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, California
Gentlemen :
I enclose 50c for which please send
me one of the new HOLLYWOOD
CINEMETERS.
Name
Address
City

Zone

State.

Musical

Charlie Chaplin
12 Two Reel Comedies
in

V
CAMERA SPOOL

ALL 16MM. SOUND
4/ Send for our latest catalog of
/ and short subjects.
♦'/ MAJOR COMPANY features, serials
E;(clusive 16mm. Distributors

SPRING METAL
flUDiaLB
FOOT ROE
COUNTER
CfiOSS-SECTION
£NV View

"Gives All The Answers!"
The Cinemeter is a sliderule type
exposure guide giving correct lens
opening to use, for all films under all
types of light conditions, both interior
and exterior.
Also lists shutter speeds of all popular cine cameras; gives latest Weston
and G.E. film speeds; gives instantly
the compensation necessary for shutters faster or slower than the usual
1/30 sec, and exposures at speeds
above and below normal.
Also included is a title exposure
scale; a depth of field scale for standard 8 and 16mm. camera lenses; and
formulas for figuring shim thickness
and auxiliary lenses.
PRICE
50c
Postpaid
USE C!?UPOM BELOW

Hal Roach Comedies
Famous Stars
25 Two Reelers
Varieties
with
Louis Jordan and His Band
8 One Reelers

FILM USERS
-PIANO REFLECTIONSBeautiful Music That Embodies Fidelity of
Sound and Photography Never Before Approached on 16mm. Film with the Artistry of
Arthur Koch, Famed Pianist.
CONCERTO — TALES OF VIENNA WOODS
POLANAISE — EMPEROR WALTZ
$7.50 each all four for $27.00
(Reels are approx. 100 feet)
We List Many Other Musicals
EASTERN FILM SUPPLY CO.
2 Westminister Road Dept. K Baldwin, N. Y.

HOLLYWOOD
CINEMETER

SUBJECTS

gear.
piece of onmetal
was soA mounted
back 2y4"xJ/2"x%"
of panel that
each revolution of the gear causes the
machine screw to strike it, making an
audible click. The photos show in detail the arrangement of the component

SOUND

The

^^ORT

MEASVRINO WHEEL

O Details above show method of mounting a
simple film footage counter on side panel of
worktable.
Footage measure Is Indicated by audible
click.
sists of a free spindle A, measuring
wheel B, and winder C. The whole assembly can be mounted on a side panel
underneath the rim of a bench top.
Thus, it is never in the way, never has
to be stored, and is always ready for
use.
The measuring wheel B is a perfectly round disc of wood surfaced with a
strip of rubber. Circumference, with
strip added, is exactly 12 inches. Thus
one revolution indicates the passage of
one foot of film.
Film from the supply spool on spindle A extends to this counter wheel,
passes over it and on to the camera
spool fitted on winder spindle C. Two
hall bearing rollers, suspended by short
metal arms, lend sufficient pressure on
surface of film to prevent slippage as
it passes over the counter wheel B. Ball
bearing rollers were used because they
offered the most resistance to friction.
Metal rollers, carefully lubricated,
would undoubtedly serve the same purpose adequately.
Recording of the footage is accomplished audibly as the counter wheel
revolves. A small pin, set into the rear
side of wheel, contacts a small piece of

COMMOHWEM.JH
^'^9 Seventh Avenue.

—

Now It's The
"Movie-of-the-Month-Club"
i-iollywood's newest movie sensation — the
MOVIE - OF - THE - MONTH CLUB!...
and a charter membership in this new and
novel organization, dedicated to the best
in home-movie craftsmanship and production is now available to you without cost!
Your membership card in this new club
really constitutes a "first Edition," and will
entitle you to purchase unusual HomeMovies not available to others.
NO OBLIGATIONS
NO DUES
There are no dues ... no obligations . . .
no responsibilities on your part. You receive a movie on approval every month and
project the film on your screen BEFORE you
decide whether or not you want to buy it!
MAIL COUPON
TODAYr
' ^^ No'th Wi'cox Avr-nue
CHARTER
P"^- MEMBERSHIP
^9-.V
Hollywood
28,iCalifornia
You
may enroll me as a member
of the that
'MOVIEOF-THE-MONTH-CLUB."
1 understand
you
will
send mo a new movie
on approval
every
month. I will return the reels sent me with 5 days —
or(8mm.—
pay for
them 16mm.—
at the $4.00;
special 16mm.
club members'
price
$2.00;
Sound— $5.00).
I have a ( ) 8mm., ( ) 16mm., ( ) Sound
projector. PLEASE CHECK SIZE!
NAME,.

(please print plainly)

ADDRESS..
CITY
AGE

Zone

OCCUPATION

State..
_ „
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SUPPLY

BALANCE

DEMAND

9
While we are shipping lenses every day, our possible production reduces only slightly, if at all, our
backlog of unfilled orders. The waiting line is now
longer than it has ever been.
So today, to satisfy the ever-increasing demand
for the world-famous
''GOERZ AMERICAN"
PRECISION PHOTO-LENSES
an American Product since 18??
our plant is working at full speed, yet under the
same rigid standard of highest accuracy, which
has been our motto from the start almost half a
century ago.
Rush shipments are in most cases impossible as
there is not sufficient overrun In the production of
any type of lens to build up any reserve stock. We
suggest, you assure yourself of the highest possible place on our waiting list by speeding in
your order through your dealer for the lens you
have selected. "First come — first served" is the
rule adhered to In fairness to everybody. You will
be repaid for your patience manifold If you let
yourself be guided by the following adages:
For making first-class pictures a
"GOERZ
lens will giveAMERICAN"
you a lifetime of
profitable satisfaction
The c. P. GOERZ AMERIC
AN
OPTICAL COMPANY
OFFICE AND FACTORY
217 EAST 34 ST., NEW YORK 14, N. Y.
HM-IO

V
Dnmask

YOUR

PICTURES

ACRf -COTE YOUR

LENSES

IMPROVES COLOR FIDELITY
BEHER SHADOW DETAIL
ELIMINATES FLARE
See your Dealer or wri»e
for somple ar>d details.
(NSTIUMIHTSJ HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF,
Pienttri in htatless, hard lens coating
Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional
I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and Wh!t* - - Kodachome
Price List on Reauest
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.

spring metal, as shown at D, causing
an audible click to be heard each time
the wheel completes one revolution.
The clicks are counted, as the film is
wound upon the camera spool, to determine amount of film being spooled.
Measuring, spooling and attaching
marked leaders — these, then are the essential steps in preparing bulk film for
use in your camera, whether 8mm. or
1 6mm. In a future article, we shall describe how you can process this black
and white film, which will shave additional pennies from the cost of your
hobby and at the same time increase
the fun and pleasure to be derived from
it. It is not always necessary to process
this film yourself, for many of the
sources also provide processing service.
Bt't invariably you'll come to find
there's a certain delight in doing the
work yourself, the same sort of fun thi
still photographer enjoys in developing
.ind printing his own snapshots.

CUT

HOME

MOVIE COSTS
with BLACK and WHITE fine
grain Semi-Orthochromatle
versiblelowest
Film lor cost.
finest resultsRe-—
16mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
100-ft. Roll only $2.50
Rating Seheiner 18
8mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
25' Dble. 8, only $1.25
VIS-O-PAN
Full Panchromatic
indoor — Outdoor
Exceptional Fine Grain
Double 8mm.— 25 ft $2.00
16mm.— 100 ft 5.00
Same
processing
direct.or sendincluded.
See yourday dealer
money
Write for prices for developing
and processing for 8mm. and
ICmm. filmsDept.
bought
12 elsewhere.
VISUAL INSTRUCTION
SUPPLY CO.
1757 Broadway. Brooklyn 7. N.Y.

Experimental
Cine Workshop
• Continued from Page 6ij

. . .

a small piece of scrap metal plate (about
6 inches square), and four bolts and
wing nuts. These are the low cost items
fcquired for construction.
Diagram A shows method of laying
out the metal plate or tripod base on
which the camera is to be mounted. To
arrive at the hexagon pattern of the
tripod top, draw lines AB and CD to
locate the center, ^'"^ith O as the fixed
center, draw largest possible circle with
a compass. Next draw line through cener from E to F. ^"ith center at E and
radius EO, draw arcs with compass
cutting the circle at points H and G;
repeat this operation with compass point
on F to locate points I and J. Then
draw lines to connect points EG, GJ,
JF, IH, and HE to form the hexagon.
After cutting the plate to hexagon
shape, the ntxt step is to prepare the
hinges for fastening thereto. Using a
hack saw, cut off ends of hinge pins
and remove same. Saw a slot out of
each hinge, as shown in diagram. This
is to allow the strap of the hinge to be
clamped against the tee of the hinge.
Insert the bolts and apply the wing nuts
which replace the old hinge bolts.
Next cut corners of hinges, as shown
at C, so they will fit together when attached to the hexagon plate as shown
at D. Then screw or bolt the hinges
to underside of hexagon plate and attach wooden legs to the hinges. A quarter inch hole in center of plate and a
'4 — 20 machine screw make the tripod
ready for attaching the camera. — Mak
Clements, Las Cnices, New Mexico.

AskVAPORATE
Your Dealer
CO., INC.
130
New W.York44thCitvSt.
ONE

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1801 Larchmont, Chicago
716 N. LaBrea. Hollywood
REEL COMEDIES

IN 16MM SOUND
BOB HOPE, JOE E. BROWN, BINS
^MO OTHER
STARS
JACK BENNY
AL JOLSON.
CROSBY.
Discount
Dealer
List Price $20 Each —
HOUSE
COMEDY
New York I?, N. Y.
130 W. 44th St.
# ^
#

on
tinctiEDITING
TITLES of dis■personalised
prompt
a word—
splice — 5ccatalog
to 8-l6mm.
Titles
FREE. ready
service.
Illustrated
and samples
THE END " titles 25c
3 different
PRODUCERS SERVICES
Hollywood 28, Calif.
6770 Hollywood Blvd.

REDUCED Q
ENLARGED T[ ^
TO o
Id
TO
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME
N LABORATORY
GEO. W. COLBUR
Incorporated
Chicago 6
164 N. Wacker Drive

I
lO

FOR YOUR SPECIAL STUDIO, LABORATORY
AND AMATEUR EQUIPMENT
OR MACHINERY, Write
MAC VAN MANUFACTURING CO.
3829 El Cajon Blvd., San Diego 5, Calif.
We reperforate 16mm. to double 8, 2c foot.

f

ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Home
Movies
Magazine
,
12 MONTHS FOR $3.00 IN U. S.
In Canada. $3.50 — Foreign, $3.50
SPECIAL OFFER: 2 Years for $5.00 in the U. S.
OME MOVIES
)60 Sunset Blvd.
allywood 28, Calif.
Send to
Address

_

City
State
□ New
□ Renewal
□ Gift
Send to
Address.

NO SUBSCRIPTION ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR

J

J
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Quickie Movies
Continued from Page 6i8

. . .

the field clubhouse. "When squad members retired to their dressing room midway of the game, they were amazed to
see first-half pictures flashed on the
screen. Cravath was thus able to point
out graphically imperfections which resulted in mid-season caliber play during
the second half.
Houston's portable 1 6mm. developing
machine has many uses sportswise other
than in actual contest. Whether in football, track, swimming, boxing or any
other sport requiring specialized form
of individual instruction, coaches will
be able
takes on to
the show
screen their
withinproteges'
a mattermisof
minutes after they are committed. This
type of visual instruction has been
proved many times more effective than
verbal instruction.
That the practice will spread to other
colleges throughout the country is a
foregone conclusion and staffs of cinematographers, formerly employed in recording grid games for post game study,
are currently exploring this new phase
that is destined to expand the scope of
their collegiate operations.
Promotion With
• Continued from Page 6oo

Major Company Hollywood
Films . . grand entertainment
for the whole family.
ABOUT FACE
A riotous comedy in which
the
hilarious
sergeams
of "Tanks
carry
on their famous fun feud.
Packeda Million"
with laughs!
S reels.
Running lime — 45 minutes,
HAYFOOT
The hilarious story of Dodo
Doubleday who rises from the rank of Private CO
Top Sergeant ia 24 hours.
s reels
Running time — 48 minutes.
FLYING WITH MUSIC . Sweet as its hit
songs, this colorful musical features laughs and
melody under tropical skies.
S reels
Running time — 47 minutes.
MISS POLLY
The story of a romanticminded bachelor-maid who tries to "reform" the
straight-laced leaders of the little town of Midville
5 reels.
Running time — 45 minutes.
THE McGUERINS from BROOKLYN . . .
A gay comedy about the adventures of two Brooklyn cab drivers who have made a fortune, and proceed to enjoy it.
5 reels.
Running time — 47 minutes,
SCATTERGOOD RIDES HIGH . . . Action
and comedy mark this Scattergood Baines story
of trotting champs.
7 reels.
Running time — 68 minutes,
CINDERELLA SWINGS IT . . . Another
in the series of films about Scattergood Baines,
Clarence
Kelland's
creation. ABudington
blend of music
and beloved
comedy. character
7 reels.
Runing time — 71 minutes.
SCATTERGOOD SURVIVES A MURDER
. Scattergood turns sleuth in this film of drama
and comedy against a typical, homely American
background
7 reels.
Running time — 68 minutes.
IT HAPPENED TOMORROW ... a
sprightly and engaging comedy about a newstoday. paper reporter who learns what will happen ahead
of time by receiving tomorrow's newspaper
9 reels.
Running time — 84 minutes.
These and other excellent new releases
are available at all the leading Film
Libraries — for rent or sale. For the
complete
list of Post
Pictures,
FUEE Catalogue
to Dept.
\ 4 write for

Movies

view of the event which can be shown
at your club meetings or in the homes
of the people you consider as potential
ticket-buying customers. Of course, the
method of preparing such a film will
depend upon the event to be pubHcized.
The most likely of all group choices
is a picnic. In that case your preview
should definitely include shots that picture the advantages of the selected picnic site with explicit directions as to
streets and highways to be followed in
going there. There would be entrancing
views of the shade trees, the lake foi
fishing or boating, the ball diamond
and the swings for the children; and
if it's an amusement park, shots of the
various rides and concessions should be
included. To add a convincing touch,
photograph an actual picnic in progress
at the site.
If yours is a river town and a boat
excursion has been chosen, just remember how Hollywood cameramen have
handled their river epics. Remember the
shots of eager people waiting on the
levee, or the steamboats coming around
the bend, and a well filtered, dramatic
view of the stacks belching smoke, the
paddle wheel churning the water and
the shore slipping away.
Suppose, though, it's your job to publicize some sort of stage production.
Now in the opinion of some, photographing such a thing in advance of
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SOUND
SILENT 16mm.

ON

ANY

PROJECTOR

For only $97.70 you may
have sound on your old
silent projector.
Plays
radio.

through

your

own

* A few minufes to attach to your
projector.
* Uses standard 16mm. film with a
sound track. Complete instructions
for converting your projector.
* Plug into your radio with the Vidiphonic Radiofilm Adapter ... or use
the Vidiphonic Soundfilm Power Amplifier & Speaker ... or your own
P. A. or phone amplifier.
FITS

ALL

PROJECTORS

7354 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 46. CAL.

AT
A dependable
ihat INSTANTLY
to filrr^ foot^ges,

LAST....
slide-rule type of calculator
solves all problems pertaininig
proiection and shooting time.

Trade Mark
Designed by a cinematographer-engineer, tiie
CINE-RULE is a necessary "must" in the equipn-ient of every user of motion-picture film.
Footage factors are shown in frames and feet.
Time factors are shown In seconds, up to one
minute and !n minutes, up to one hour!
SIMPLE TO USE — EASY TO READ
ELIMINATES GUESSWORK
For CAMERAS and PROJECTORS!
For SOUND and SILENT films!
For NORMAL and SLOW-MOTION speeds!
Cine-Rules are available in 3 styles:
16mm Silent 16mm. S.O.F.
8mm Single
Only $1.25 Postpaid

Box 1044 — Church Street Station
New York 8. N. Y.

its presentation would destroy the necessary element of surprise. But I disagree.
Every time we go to the movies we
invariably see a preview of forthcoming attractions, and it's certain that
these "teasers" have never discouraged
anyone from returning to see the advertised feature.
So, if your task is that of publicizing
a theatrical event, wouldn't the potential audience be interested in seeing how
the production is being put together?
By that I mean shots taken at rehearsal;
scenes of the artists and technicians designing and building the sets; and then,
with an emphasis on personalities, a photographic description of activity backstage— make-up being applied, costumes
being fitted and a montage of all the
cast checking last minute details.
To enhance the final production, your
preview might be more appealing in
color unless, of course, you feel that
black and white is your forte. Then,
too, if you want to add the personal
touch, you can augment your promotional movie with the proper mood music played on dual turntables, and with
commentary reaching the audience
through a public address system.
It may sound like a cliche, but any
good book on salesmanship will advise
to "strike while the iron is hot." So, as
soon as the film has been screened and
while the audience is "oh-ing" and
"ah-ing" at the thought of the coming
event which has been duly glamorized
by the splendor of your cinematography,
get out your tickets and sell.
Such a project could easily lead to
other ambitious filming assignments.
Not only would your promotional film
sell your club's outing or picnic, but
your cinematic ability as well. It would
bring your work out into the open before larger groups that easily might
contain individuals with a filming job
to be done. Very often an initial public
display such as this has led to assignments for the cameraman to produce a
Boy Scout film, a safety film for the
local police department, or a documentary of the city for the Chamber of
Commerce. You never can tell. But if
you can successfully put across your
club's project with movies, you've demonstrated beyond a doubt that you have
what it takes to make movies that sell.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
O 200' 8mm. Humidor Cans or Reels _29c
O 400' 14mm. Humidor Cans or Reels 35c
e Victor Model 40-B Animatograph Sound
on Film Projector, good cond., complete $315
e New B & H Splicers (add on unit) with
Scraper and Cement, all metal $13.25
• New Griswold Sound, Silent Splicer;
16mm _ _
_ $12.75
• Mew 16mm. Craig Motion Editor with
Splicer rewinds, mounted _ _$69.50
• Cine
& "C" Trades
Mount accepted.
Cameras,
motors,Special
lenses,Bayonet
accessories.
• one
100' side
16mm.film,
Panchromatic
B
&
W,
perforated
less developing $2.44
• Daylight
ICQ' Eastman
Pan or Agfa Finopan
loaded
_ negative,
$2.44
• 16mm. Professional Printer, complete $850
• Complete Lab & Cutting Room equipment.
• Lenses, large variety for all MM cameras.
• 33-1/3 & 78 R.P.M. Turntable, transcription
playback, complete in suitcase. Will play
back
12" and
16" recordings.
sound 19",
on film
machines.
50-60 cycle Fits
motor.all
16" tone aim. volume control switch. $47.50
• 16mm. Eastman Super X Magazine Film
with processing _ _ _ $2.95
• 14mm. Outdoor-Indoor Mag. Eastman, 8-14
• All Aluminum Collapsible Dolly for 8-1635mm. and still; new
$14.50
Complete Repair Department
• 8 and 16mm. FILMS EXCHANGED
Exchange, Inc.
49 W. 48thLL'S
St., New York, ^N. Y.^'T"
MOGU

^ NAIIONAI DlSI«lBUTOB
% MILLER OUT

LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED
SPOOLED for CAMERA or BULK
MODERN PROCESSING SERVICE
EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIE MAKER
FILM AND EQUIPMENT CATALOG FREE
SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
105 So. Wells St. Dept. B-610
Chicago 4, III.
YOUR

FILM REVIEWS
* DESPITE the fact that reviews of
amateur films have not appeared in
Home Movies for several months.
Home Movies reviewing staff has not
discontinued its free reviewing service.
Changes in staff coupled with limited
space, brought on by the paper shortage, obliged the editors to discontinue
publishing reviews temporarily.
However, this editorial service will
be resumed at an early date.

TITLE TROUBLES
ARE OVER
\Vrile tcxia.v for a KEE Ato-Z Sample Title Test
Kit. Make titles tliat are different . . . better and
tailored to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. & W. OUTFIT $4.50
A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. H New York 10. N. Y.
TITLE CENTERING GUIDES
"Makes Title Making Easy!"
Guides for almost every 8mm. and 14mm.
Cine camera. Be sure to specify make and
model of your camera. Price lOc each.
HOME MOVIES
4040 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
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Filming Tour . . .
• Continued from Page 603
Action-Edit
increased in'.erest in movie making was
immediately evident. After I described
briefly Home Movies' project which
was to begin the following day, a general discussion of movie making and
photography in general followed which
had the added feature of breaking down
the reserve of the visitors, most of whom
were strangers, and leading to new
friendships among those interested in
the same hobby.
While it is a little too early to make
advanced plans, Home Movies' editors
hope to repeat these tours again in
August, 1947. It is the opinion of the
editors that, while the result of such a
project is rather limited in scope, there
is much to be said in favor of personal
on-the-spot advice to filmers and in the
personal demonstration of good filming
technique, even though only a few of
the nation's movie amateurs are able
to participate in such events. Later,
similar projects may take place in other
parts of the country under the guidance
of advanced movie makers to be selected
by Home Movie' editors.
Movie Analysis
• Continued from Page 605

THE
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WITH
16mm

. . .

films, such as "Rebecca" and "Sus
picion," it still provides a wealth of
ideas in film craftsmanship which the
serious amateur can adopt for his own
productions.
Hitchcock is always imaginative in
his use of the camera and in his latest
film he doesn't let us down. In one o^
the opening scenes he demonstrates how
well the camera can tell the story once
it is loosened from its conventional
moorings. Ingrid Bergman is lying in
bed "the morning after" with the usual
hangover. Gary Grant enters the bedroom. He is shown from Bergman's
point of view and the shot is taken at
a sharp angle to accentuate her distorted
vision. As Grant approaches the bed,
the camera continues to keep to Bergman's point of view as she lies on her
back watching him. Panning the camera
and turning it at the same time to follow Grant, his screen image is shown
gradually turning over on its side until
finally it is upside down. The effect is
hilarious and an exciting bit of camera
work.
By thus having the camera directly
assume the point of view of one of the
actors, startling effects can be achieved.
Hitchcock does it quite frequently
throughout the film. A particularly interesting example took place at the
time that Ingrid Bergman, heavily
drugged by poison placed in her coffee,
is about to faint. What she sees before

YOUR
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MOVIES
STUDIO
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EDITOR

The CRAIG Projecto-Editor permits true Action
Editing — a smoothly animated viewing method allowing careful inspection of brilliant, ilickerless motion on its recessed miniature screen.
The film may be wound through fast or slowly, and
the action studied carefully. The exact frame to be
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MOVIE

AID

With the aid of AVAILABLE"
the CRAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR,
many an uninteresting collection of random "shots"
can be easily transformed into smooth running sequences . . . interest-sustaining continuities that
everyone will enjoy seeing.
For IGmm. silent and sound films. Complete with
400 foot senior rewinds and senior splicer mounted
on hardwood base.
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us tax
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her goes blurry and, at the same time
to heighten the effect, the figures she
sees become weird, wavering black silhouettes against a contrasting light
background. The "blur" is created by
the use of a diffraction disc before the
camera lens and the lighting change is
simply achieved by switching the set
lighting. Simultaneously that we see
these image distortions, Hitchcock has
also distorted the sound track. The
voices are made to sound with an abnormally high echo and hollowness and
become more of a jumble of sound rather
than actual dialogue. The important
thing is the dramatic effect achieved
and this Hitchcock admirably does.
The film is full of out-of-the-ordinary uses of the camera. Some are the
usual cinematic devices given a fresh
twist. There was a particularly interesting appUcation of the "zoom" shot. A
zoom shot, as you know, is simply a
dolly shot that proceeds from a very
long shot to a close-up. The instance in
mind takes place after Ingrid Bergman
has stolen the key to the winecellar
where certain scientific plans are hidden. A party is in progress at her elaborate mansion and she is waiting in the
entrance hall for Gary Grant to appear
so that she can give him the key. The
sequence opens with a long shot of the
hall taken from a balcony on the second floor. The camera then "zooms"
forward and downward toward Ingrid
Bergman and finally comes to a stop
on a huge close-up of her hand, her
fingers nervously clasping the key. The
camera has been simply used to establish the setting and tell the story.
One of Hitchcock's outstanding characteristics ihis
s ability to compose each
shot with high dramatic emphasis. The
scene in which Ingrid Bergman discovers she is being poisoned by chemicals placed in her coffee was interesting in this respect. In practically every
shot for this sequence, the screen image
is so composed that Bergman's coffee
cup is placed in the center of interest.
In this way the drama of the situation
is heightened and greater suspense is
created.
Objects, such as the "coffee cup,"
are frequently employed in other sections of the film. There is the continuous series of shots in which the "key"
plays a dominating role. In the party
sequence referred to before, champagne
bottles in an ice cooler are used to play a
very dramatic role. In another sequence
a bottle of wine which Gary Grant has
purchased to go with a dinner appointment with Ingrid Bergman is
given a part to play in telling the
story. The particular scene involves
Gary Grant's visit to the United States
Secret Service Office where he learns
the extent of his "mission" in South
America. Disturbed by what he has

been told he absent-mindedly forgets
the bottle of wine. This entire scene is
built around the wine bottle, both from
a photographic and structural point of
view. A scarf which Gary Grant has
loaned to Ingrid Bergman is given importance in the movie by the use of
close-ups and plays a part in developing
the plot.
The value of using such
objects is that, by means
motion picture is built
visual images rather than

commonplace
of them, the
in terms of
a lot of dia-

logue. Therea ismovie
nothing
to
slow down
and like
make"talk"
it dull.
Similarly there is nothing comparable
to story-telling in terms of visual images
to make a film "move" and to create
excitement and audience interest.
Regrettably the overall editing of
"Notorious," though skillfully slick,
does not compare to Hitchcock's earUer
films. However, some of the scenes are
interestingly handled. A good example
is the scene between Glaude Rains
and his mother in the latter's bedroom.
Glaude Rains, head of a secret Nazi industry in South America, has discovered
that Ingrid Bergman is a United States
Secret Agent. The scene involves Rains
telling his mother what he has just
learned. In the dialogue between them
this dramatic fact is brought out.
Hitchcock has composed this scene in
terms of editing by starting with a long
shot, working to medium shots, and
finally concluding on an extreme closeup.
All it involved was simple but effective cross-cutting between Glaude Rains
and his mother as they talk. In the final
close-up, Rains' head is bowed and as
he raises it so that we see his worried
expression he makes the dramatic announcement that Ingrid Bergman is a
spy. The cross-editing is cleverly paced
to build up the tempo to this climatic
point. The dramatic announcement is
matched by the dramatic camera angle.
It is a good example of how, by paying

FILM REVIEWS
★ DESPITE the fact that reviews of
amateur films have not appeared in
Home Movies for several months.
Home Movies reviewing staff has not
discontinued its free reviewing service.
Changes in staff coupled with limited
space, brought on by the paper shortage, obliged the editors to discontinue
publishing reviews temporarily.
However, this editorial service will
be resumed at an early date. Readers
are urged to send films to our editorial
offices in Hollywood for review and to
receive the special animated leaders
awarded meritorious pictures. All films
thus sent in for review are automaticin Home Movies Annual
ally entered
Amateur
Contest.
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attention to editing, a simple scene can
be made full of suspense.
When you see this film, you will undoubtedly discover other fine points of
film making. The important things to
perceive are the use of the camera and
how the film was further constructed
through skilful editing. In this way, in
your own productions, this knowledg
can be applied to making your own
movies better.
With

The

Amateur

Movie Clubs
• Continued from Page 620

. . .

speaker at its August 30th meeting,
who lectured on the practical uses of
the exposure meter.
^ ^ f
UTAH Amateur Movie Club members,
journeying to Bryce Canyon August
1 6th with Richard Thiriot, put on a
showing of members' films at the Bryce
Canyon Lodge that evening. Screened
were "Bryce, Queen of the West," by
Wendell Taylor, "Family Affairs," by
Mrs. D. H. Cameron, and "Week End
For Three," by Richard Thiriot.
^ ^ ^
CALESBURC (111.) Camera Club, at
its August meeting, elected Lester R.
Wilkinson, president; Albert H. Duvall, vice president; Frank A. Berquist,
secretary; and Leif A. Erickson, treasurer. Club meets at 1275 No. Prairie
Street on the 5 th and 20th of each
month.
★ ★ ★
SEATTLE Amateur Movie Club is planning a cooperative club production in
which all members may take part, either
as cameramen or technicians or enacting roles in the picture.
★ ★ ★
PHILADELPHIA Cinema Club opened
its 1946-47 season on September 10th,
gathering at Dairy Dell, Franklin Institute. William W. Chambers screened
"Alaskan Adventure," "Fish For Two,"
and "Glendenning Rock Gardens."
^ * *
PETALUMA (Cahf.) Cinema Club's
August 28th meeting was annual "Ladies Night" at which time the feminine
members of the organization conducted
a meeting during which films made exclusively bythe women members were
screened. Participating were Mrs. Hulda McFadden, Mrs. Payson Clark, Mrs.
David King, Mrs. Wilbur Larsen, Mrs.
George Ott, and Mrs. Louis Feinstein.
*
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Reveise Action
• Conthincd from Page 599

Camera

have him back away and slowly go
under water, filming in reverse.
We need a sunset, but it happens to
be more convenient or effective to film
a sunrise. So we select a suitable moment and film in reverse.
We desire a shot from the front of a
train, moving forward. Since we are not
allowed to ride on the cowcatcher, we
go to the rear observation platform and
shoot the desired footage looking out of
the back, filmed in reverse.
As will be seen, the second category
runs rather heavily to melodrama,
though occasionally comic effects are
possible. It will be noted, also, that the
amount of action which can be simulated successfully in reverse is usually
limited to a brief, swift moving
"punch," which is preceded and followed by normally staged and photographed scenes. Care should be taken,
therefore, to shoot enough angles, close
shots, reaction scenes, and the like, to
do an effective job of editing. For
smooth continuity, watch particularly
the matter of following through with
a reaction of the character to the event,
such as the head tipped back by the
blow to the chin.
giiiniiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

From a story point of view, there
are two approaches to the use of special
effects. One is to start out with a trick,
then fit story around it. The other, and
usually better approach, is to start with
a story, then study it to see what special effects can do to make the filming
easier or to make the final result more
impressive. For the application of Reverse Action in this way, read over
your story and ask yourself questions
like this:
Is there any action in it which would
be ludicrous and incongruous if it happened in reverse?
Is there anything hazardous or uncomfortable which could be simplified
by reverse staging?
Is there anything which could be
filmed more conveniently if its opposite action were photographed in reverse?
Reverse action is only one of the
basic devices for creating special effects. In compiling this series of articles, we have unearthed, so far, some
sixteen of these basic devices. Since they
may be further used in combinations
of two or more, the possibilities are almost infinite.
This being the case, the only way
we can ever hope to arrive at a clear
idea of the stor}' telling possibilities in
these devices is to take one at a time.
Reverse action is an excellent starting
point, since it can be done with any
camera, without modification or gadg-

Tricks

. . .

ets. Just turn the camera upside down,
and shoot!
Naturally, this does not exhaust the
possibihties, and the serious amateur
who wants the steadiness of tripod support will find it worthwhile to rig up
a simple adapter so that his camera may
be attached to the tripod in the necessary upside down position. For the 16
mm. camera, such an adapter is all that
is needed. The 8mm. fan has a slight
added complication, if he wants best
results. When an 8mm. shot is turned
end for end, the perforations will come
at the wrong edge. To bring them in
line, the film must be turned over as
well. This means that objects in the
scene will be reversed from left to
right, as though seen in a mirror. For
some things this will not matter; for
many, it will. Any signs, lettering, or
other written or printed material appearing in the scene will be reversed.
Furthermore, characters in the scenes
will not "look right." No person has a
completely symmetrical face. There is
always a difference between the right
and left half of the face, and usually a
considerable difference. Have someone
}ou know look over your shoulder as
you face a mirror and you are likely to
be startled at the strangeness of their
face when reversed from left to right.
Your own face as you see it in the mirror
even,'day is reversed, and substantially
different from the face which your
friends see.
Consequently, when you turn scenes
over, you are likely to find them vaguely dissatisfying, though you may not
be able to put your finger on the reason.
For anything except a few random shots,
therefore, it is worth taking the trouble
to correct this defect. Since the trouble proceeds from the fact that everything looks as though seen in a mirror,
the cure is to shoot it in a mirror placed
at 45 degrees in front of the lens, which
will reverse position of everything again,
bringing it right.
In the accompanying illustrations, we
have brought together a number of devices, most of which have been contributed byreaders of this magazine in
the past. Those which include a mirror
are for 8mm. cameras; the others are
1 6mm. accessories.
Although insufficiently stressed in
the past, ordinary mirrors are not too
satisfactory for this sort of thing, since
they give a double reflection — one from
the front surface of the glass, another
from the metallic coating on the back.
One reflection is much brighter than
the other, but wherever a brightly lit
area adjoins a dark area, a "ghost"
image will be plainly visible and disturbing. There are two ways to get
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around this. One is to select a good
piece of plate glass mirror and have a
low-reflectance coating placed on the
front surface, killing the secondary
image. The other is to use a first-surface mirror, which has the reflective
coating on the front, not the back, so
that there is no secondary image. Such
mirrors may be made by chemical silvering (as thousands of home telescope
makers have done) , or they may bs
aluminized by an electrical process by
companies specializing in this work.
Optical salvage companies frequently
offer small first-surface mirrors for as
little as 2 5 or 3 5 cents. For convenience
in working, the mirror should be large
enough to cover both lens and view
finder, but in view of the small size of
the 8mm. camera, no great dimensions
are needed to fulfill this requirement.
Incidentally, a first-surface mirror of
moderate size can often be reclaimed
from an old Graflex or other reflex
camera.
One other small problem in connection with 8mm. is created by the fact
that when the film is turned over to
bring the perforations on the correct
edge, the emulsion will be on the wrong
side of the base. If the focus of your
projection lens is at all critical, this is
likely to mean refocussing slightly as
the reverse action scenes pass through.
However, this is a small price to pay
for the fun involved. The perfectionist
could eliminate even this drawback by
shooting the reverse action scenes on
negative-positive and the normal scenes
on reversal film — a step undoubtedly
worth while if a considerable number
of reverse action scenes are to be intercut with normal shots.
This by no means exhausts the possibilities of reverse action, since it may
be used in combination with almost any
of the other fifteen Basic Devices, greatly increasing the range of effects which
may be had. However, we should be
getting ahead of the story, were we to
go into that now. Next month we will
take up Basic Device No. 2, Altered
Camera Speed, ranging all the way from
one frame every hour or so, used to
record the growth of plants, to the 64
frames per second for slow motion —
plus a consideration of what Reverse
Action and Altered Camera Speed can
do in combination.
Meanwhile, try some reverse action
on your next roll! Nothing pretentious;
just watch for a scene or a bit of action which you think might be amusing in reverse, and try it. Never mind
the gadgets at this stage. Try it first,
and when you see what it can do, you
will probably want to equip yourself
with some one of the simple devices
which we have illustrated, to make results better. Some of these gadgets will
reappear in connection with other effects.
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16 MM. SOUND PROJECTORS
AMPRO PREMIER 10. 750 waU lamp, 2" fl. coated lens,
12" speaker, 1600 foot capacity, case
$465.75
VICTOR
Model 40.B,
lamp, case
2" f 1.6 coated lens,
12" speaker,
1600 750
footwatt
capacity,
$425.00
BELL & HOWELL 179, 1000 watt lamp, 2" f 1.6 coated lens,
12" speaker, 2000 ft. capacity, case, Cordomatic reel $515.65
KODASCOPE
FS-ION, 750reel,watttwo lamp,
2" f 1.6 lens, 1600 foot $346.00
capacity, Cordomatic
cases
NEW KODAK MOVIE CAMERAS
Cine Kodak Eight Model 25. f 2.7
$ 52.65
Cine Kodak Eight Model 60. f 1.9
$ 84.00
Cine Kodak Model K. f 1,9
$ 97.70
Magazine Cine Kodak, f 1.9
$143.55
Cine Kodak Special, f 1.9
$468.20
PRINTERS
8mm Model L8BOLEX
f 3.5 $ 97.20 Albert Viceroy
$ 8.50
8mm Model L8 f 2.5 $105.64 Albe'rt De.Lux 4x5
$ 14,75
8mm Model LB f 1.9 $135.68 Cykon all metal 5x7
$ 24.95
8mm Model H8 no lens $200.00 Eastman No. 5
$
42.15
8mm Model H8 f 1.9 $365.50
Junior Printer $ 55.00
16mm Model HIS no lens $200.00 Paki
Eastman
No.
8
$
57.75
16mm Model HI6 Kern f 1.4 $383.75
16mm Model HI6
(Cabinet
Model)
$132.00
Wollonsak f 1.5
$256.25
Professional
"B" No. 2 $135.00
8 and 16mm Projector $331,00 Pake Model
NEW CAMERAS
Busch Pressman 2'/4x3'/a
$ 70.77
Speed Graphic 2i/4x3'/4 with Graphic Optar Lens
$159.35
Speed
Graphic
3'/4x4i/4
with
Graphic
Optar
Lens
$166.50
Speed Graphic 4x5 with Graphic Optar Lens
$166.50
Nu View Camera 4x5
$ 79.50
Grjver View 4x5
$ 74.50
Korona View 4x5
$ 45.00
Brand View 4x5
$ 79.50
Korona View 5x7
$ 50.00
Grover View 5x7
$ 81.50
Kalart focus-spot
$ 15.25
Graphlex side lighting unit
$ 15.40
Graphlex flashing unit with reflector
$ 25.00
Kalart Range Finder installed
$ 41.50
Cut film holders and film pack adapters available, immediate delivery.
Wo have a complete stock of enlarging lenses, timers, trays, foot
switches, safe tights, thermometers, etc. Write us your darkroom needs.

1 EAST

RENT

43rd

16MM.

STREET,

SOUND

NEW

FILMS

NEW ENLARGERS
21/4x31/4 Federal 219 f 6.3 lens $32.50
2i/4x3'/4 Sunray Arnold
double condensers 65.00
2'/4x3'/4 Federal 250 f 4.5 lens
double condensers 75.95
2'/4x3'/4 Kodak precision enlarger 86.65
2!/4X3</4 DeJur Versatile No. I 114.25
2'/4x3'/4 fSolar
Auto dbl.focuscond.
V/2" 149.50
4.5 lens
4x5 Kodak
"B" 114.80
Nationalprec.Coldenlarger
Light
175.00
4x5 Omega
Omega D.2
D-2 without
w/colorcol.head
187.95
4x5
hd. 172.60
5x7 model
Elwood SP2 professional 61.00
5x7 Solar Studio enlarger
model 57
72.95
5x7 Elwood SP2 de-lux model 99.00
5x7 model
Eastman"D"
auto-focus
257.60
5x7 enlarger
Elwood auto-focus
with lens 336.85
3mm. New Leitz focomat IB 175.00
35mm. Kodak portable
miniature enlarger
35.35
Prices subject to change

YORK

17, N. Y.

50c PER

REEL

Large selection of latest and finest features and shorts. All new
prints. Free catalog lists films with such stars as Fred Astaire,
Paulette Goddard, James Stewart, Carole Landis, Gary Grant, Robert
Donat, Randolph Scott, Victor Mature, etc.
UNION

COUNTY

FILM

130 CHESTNUT STREET

SERVICE
ROSELLE PARK, N. J.

HOW
TO REVERSE MOVIE
FILMForemost book on subject tells you how to build simple home equipment; gives
all formulas and complete instructions. Mailed postpaid for only —
VER HALEN $1.00
PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.
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You Con Moke A
Better

Splice

A splice that won't break with a
CRAIG

SPLICER

Craig Senior Splicer
... is used for all 8tnm. and 16mm. sound or
silent film— four simple operations without welting
film— gives you permanent splices— guaranteed to
stick— has cutter and a dry scraper. $10.95

Craig
Junior Splicer
... is easy to use— it's adaptable for either 8mm.
or 16mm. film. Complete with bottle of Craig
Safety Film Cement and water container. Mounted
on hardwood base. $3.95
CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
Lot Angelet
Son Francisco Seatllo
MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE FEATURE PROGRAMS
16MM. SOUND $4.95
16MM. SILENT $4.50
8MM. SILENT $3.50
SEND FOR FREE LISTS— Specify film size

Hollywood Hi-Speed
8MM FILM
Splendid for all indoor shots such as Birthdays,
Anniversaries, night street scenes, stage plays,
all sporting events, etc.
HOLLYWOOD HI-SPEED FILMS are fully panchromatic— use any filter, Non-Halation backing, marvelous latitude, fine grain.
25 R. 8mm. $3.00— Weston 32-24 or 24-14
Hollywoodland Studios
SOUTH GATE, CALIFORNIA
7946 Atlantic City
BEAUTY

PAGEANT

Gorgeous, glamorous, eye-filling beauties froTi
all over U. S. A. competing for Miss America
title, in beautiful COLOR MOVIES of professional quality. Silent with titles.
Black t White Color
8mm. — 180 ft
$15.00 $30.00
16mm. — 340 H
$25.00 $45.00
Send money order or check vKith order to:
BILL CLAUSER TRAVELOGS
1208 LINDEN STREET READING, PA.

Titling Is Easy .
• Con finned from Pa"-- so,of course, for, as stated before, it depends upon your camera lens.
Next to the photography composing the titles is probably the big stumbling block for the beginner. He sees at
once the need to purchase sets of titUng
letters, as well as title making equipment, but this is not always necessary.
One of the accompanying photos shows
a main title made with ordinary toy
blocks. The caption "Kid Play" arranged
in front of a background of toys introduced acharming family film of a
little child at play at Christmas.
The second photo shows a pleasing
subtitle in which candy letters, sold
by dime stores for decorating birthday
cakes, were used as title letters. Laid
over a decorative background they produced athree dimensional effect with
the aid of simple sidelighting. Other
amateurs have used alphabet soup letters
for titles, tinting them with water
colors or show card inks.
The third title illustration shows
what can be done out of doors when
imagination is called into play. The
filmer arranged small stones to form
the words
"Song touches
of the Land,"
addedthea
few
decorative
and filmed
title to caption a very interesting picture on farming.
As one travels about shooting movies,
he will find countless titles already prepared for him in the signposts and
markers erected in national parks and
near national monuments and landmarks. The fourth title illustrated is an
example. However, once begun, this
type of title should prevail throughout
the picture. Two or more styles of titles
should never be mixed in one picture.
Then there is always the typewriter
for lettering titles. Typewritten titles
definitely call for the use of a small
titler and an auxiliary lens, but such
titler, if not readily available from
dealers, can be built by the amateur
handy with tols. Such a titler consists
of a platform upon which to bolt the
camera, an auxiliary lens holder, where
the lens is not to be attached to the
camera lens, and a title card holder set
at appropriate distance ahead of the
camera. The usual size for typewritten
titles illustrated
is 2ys"x}y8"is or
title
an 3"x4".'
exampleTheoffifth
the
type of pleasing caption that can be
lettered with a typewriter. In this case
a grey mottled card was used for the
title which lent an interesting pattern
to the background.
The third consideration in titling,
especially when shooting at close range,
is the matter of parallax. Parallax is the
offset or difference in the position of
the lens as compared with the view-

finder. When focusing the camera at
close range, the view seen through the
viewfinder will not be the same as taken
in by the camera lens. Therefore, it
becomes necessary to use other means
for centering the camera lens on the
title card. There are various methods
for this, many of which have been described in previous issues of Home
Movies. Where a properly made titler is
used, usually the base for the camera
automatically insures correct aUgnment
of the lens.
Because of parallax, many amateurs
prefer to shoot their titles composed
with large letters on larger cards,
enabling them to photograph at a
greater distance which enables them to
align the title with aid of the camera
viewfinder. Titles such as "Song Of
The Land" and that of the signpost
can usually be filmed without fear of
the parallax bugaboo.
The fourth and last obstacle which
so frequently causes the amateur to neglect titling is the prospect of expending
a roll of color film that otherwise might
be used for pictures. However, with exception of the main title, for which
most amateurs can always reserve
enough film on their picture roll, all
sub-titles can be photographed with the
less expensive black and white film
which can be tinted after development
tc harmonize with the color film on the
screen. In view of the frequent admonishment tokeep sub-titles as simple
as possible, the black and white film
idea really is the logical one to follow.
Such titles, when tinted or toned, cut
in nicely with color film. The color is
not too brilliant, therefore does not
clash with the color film sequences.
Titling, as some very wise amateur
once remarked, is just like learning to
swim. Instead of hesitating, jump in,
and after you are in you will discover
titling is not only easy, but fim. So
instead of putting up with the jibes of
your friends for the lack of titles in
your films, jump in and try making
them
yourself
evening.pictures,
You'll find
it
as much
fun some
as shooting
too.
Information Please
• Conlinircd from Page S9F/2.8 lens should prove adequate for
all your picture making needs. We find
that too often amateurs will strive for
the very fastest lens possible, much the
same as a man brags about owning a
12 cylinder car. And we all know how
many who own 12 cylinder cars really
need them! If most of your filming will
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be outdoors, you will have little need
to use a lens stop larger than F/3.J.
Strong Ammonia (Rev. Kenneth Turner, Monett, Mo.)
Q: I have your booklet, "How to
Reverse Movie Film." Please advise me
further about using strong ammonia
mentioned on page 10 of the booklet.
says Charles Phelps Cushing
Does it have to be used?
A: Ammonia (or some equivalent) is
absolutely necessary in any good rethe New Weston
versal development procedure.
"Stronge ammonia" is generally a
28% solution. A weaker strength could
be used, provided the amount were inThe Master is an absolute must for color
creased sothat the same amount of acphotos . . . and for black and whites, too, if
tive ingredient was added to the developer.
they're going to be consistently good. Film's
Humidors (R. R. Knepper, Evanston, not easy to get, and I don't believe in wasting
Illinois.)
it. One shot is enough of 'most any subject,
Q: I am planning to use Scotch cel- with my WESTON. I can depend on it."
lulose tape cans as humidors for my
200 foot Bmm. reels. I have noticed See the new, compact Master II . . . the exposure-meter most professionals and amathat the lids of these cans fit quite
snugly, whereas the lids of regular huteurs depend on ... at your dealer's today,
midors on the market fit rather loosely. or write direct for literature. Weston ElecIs a loose fit preferable for the purpose
trical Instrument Corporation, 585 Frelingof admitting air and, if so, would punch- huysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.
ing afew holes in the Sotch tape cans
give enough ventilation?
A: Proper humidification of film requires afree movement of air within
the can, especially where humidifying
Weston
FX
solution of water is used. When film
is placed in an air-tight container bearing a moistened humidifying pad or
blotter, the moisture condenses on the
film and ruins the emulsion. If a humidifier is to be used, provide for a
loose covering of the can or holes for
IF IT'S ANYTHING
IN MOVIE EQUIPMENT
ventilation as you suggest.
WOLLENSAK
CINE TELE
PEERLESS
HAS
IT
PHOTO LENSES
Reverse Action (C. Newhouse, AusMOUNTS IN "C"
r\VK
MOVIE
DEPARTMENT
is
motion
picture
tin, Texas.)
Get
of your
16mm superb,
movie
cameramorewithout use
of tliese
fans'
heai'cn,
with
everything
you
need
to
plan,
critically sliarp and fully colorQ: Will you please explain how reviake
and
show
your
own
movies.
Here
you'll
find
corrected
telephoto
lenses.
2"
f3.5.
micro- focus mount
$44.90 [ the finest of new standard-mame equipment, along
verse action can be filmed with an
V
f4.5,
micro-focus
mount.
$73.
AO
8mm. camera?
\ with spectacular one-of-a-kind buys. 'Wonderful
GRISWOLD JR. SPLICER
i values, new and used. ...come in or send for our comA: To obtain reverse action on any
For 8mm and 16mm Film
\ plete catalogue TODAY!
film — 8 or 16mm. — the picture is shot
Griswold is preferred by motion
BRAND NEW MOVIE EQUIPMENT
with the camera held upside down.
picture cision
experts.
It's
a
real,
preinstrument. If you have I Natco Sound Projectnr, 16mm, 2" fl.6 lens, 750 watts . ..$479. 00
another splicer now. trade It In, II BolexlensH-16,
When the film is returned from the
turret camera
with 1" fl.9 Kodait coated $280.25
We'll allow
Bolex L-8 in8mnifocusing
camera,mount
f2.8 focusing lens
$139.00
Regularly
$15.00.youSent$2.00
«1 for
1 QCIt. j: Bolex
laboratory, it is turned end for end.
H-8 8nim turret camera, Va" fl.9 Berthiot Cinor $252.60
I
lens
Prepaid
For
Only
'
However, in the case of 8mm. film,
■I Revere
camera.f2.5f2.8Woiiensalt
Bausch &coated
Lomblens
lens... $$ 67.85
97.50
DAYLIGHT KODACHROME
Revere 8mm
88 8mmturretcamera,
it must also be turned over so that the
: Revere 8mm projector, 500 watt
$ 95.50
16mm MAGAZINE
This film is outdated but fully
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT (O.P.A. Class I)
glossy side is outside — so that the sprockguaranteed!
Here's
your
chance
to j Victor V 16mm Turret Camera, all speeds, critical focuset holes will match with the film shot
stock
up
at
a
big
saving.
Reguing, 1"Projector
fl.9 coated lens8nim
case
$108.95
lar price $5.17. <tO QC E: Universal
26.50
in the regular manner. This means that
Projector PC12.
PC500, 8mm
$$ 49.75
Our Price
^J.TJ :: Universal
B
&
H
Silent
Projector,
16mm
with
case
$
89.00
action filmed moving from right to
USED EQUIPMENT
R.C.A. Sound
Projector, 16mm, 750-1000 watts, 2" $337.00
lens, speaker
Peerless pays high cash prices I■
left will project moving from left to
I Bauerfl.6Selectone
Sound Projector, 16mm, 500 watts $295.00
for
usable
equipment.
Trade-ins
i
B
&
H
Academy
Sound Projector. 16mm. 750 watts $273.00
are always welcome Tell us what
right as well as in the reverse direction.
you have and get our bid.
j fftMriiiiiiniMMiiriiiiHitniiiiniitiinMuiuMniiinniiNiiiiMiNiMiiiiMMMMiMMniMiMinniiiiMrin
Also, that the image may appear slightly
EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
FILM RENTAL LIBRARY
out of focus on the screen because of
Peerless is supplying thousands of
COMPLETE SOUND PROGRAM
amateur raphersandwith everything
professionaltheyphotogthe thickness of the film and the fact
need i Treat your family to an entertaining sound proin photography. Be sure to get i gram, including full-length feature and short
that the emulsion on the "reverse acour
It's NEW
FREE! 1946-1947 CATALOG ;; Send
FREE Grand
LIST offorfeatures,
news, for
comedies.
parties! color cartoons, sports, travel,
tion" film will not be on the same
.\11
plicf:
plane of focus as the rest of the film.
.95 }
$4
IS
This is not true of course in the case
AIHE
of 16mm. film where it is only necesTOR
PEERLE
sary to turn it end for end. Sometimes
«
!MEW YORK,
138 EAST 44lh STREET
there is a slight difference in the framS
9
ing of some cameras so that the reverse
R /% action shots may have to be re-framed
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Bass is really "flying high" when it
comes to trading
cameras and photo
equipment. If you
want to swap or
sell, get "on the
beam" and write
to Charlie today.

President

179 W. MADISON
ST. _
CHICAGO
2, ILL.

Add
SOUND
TO YOUR SILENT FILMS
WITH A
RECORDING
FldelHone
/
DUAL TURNTABLE
For details, write
GEORGE K. CULBERTSON CO.
5133 Juanita Ave., Dept. H, Minneapolis 10, Minn.
8MM. TEMPTATION 16MM.
Featuring ModelsModel
from Agency
the Hollywood Fashion
Here are the most Beautiful Models you ever laid
your eyes on in gorgeous settings and unusual poses
that will thrill you. This movie is different, refreshing and has real eye appeal.
Special Prices for this Exclusive Production
124 ft. 16mm. $5 — 43 ft. 8mm. $3
Kodachrome, 124 ft. 14mm. $15 — 43 ft. 8mm. $8
We Ship C.O.D. Plus Postage
FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS (HM)
P. O. Box 2084
San Antonio 6, Texas

when projected with footage filmed in
the regular manner. These variations,
however, are quite unimportant when
compared to the thrill to be had when
reverse action movies are screened for
your audience. — (See Lars Moen's Article in this issue. — Ed.)
Film Speeds
(R. A. Garmes, San
Antonio, Texas.)
O: Translating speed ratings into
stops, what is the difference? How
would you determine by the Weston
rating ichen one film is a fill stop faster
or slower than another?
A: Film speeds are multiplied by two
to indicate one full stop in speed; divided by two to indicate one full stop
slower speed. Thus a film rated at Weston 24 is one full stop faster than Weston 12. Weston 12 is one stop faster than
Weston 6, and Weston 8 would be onehalf stop faster than Weston 6. Thirtytwo would be one stop faster than 16
but two stops faster than 8.
Title Cards (Roy Cheney, Springfield Gardens, N. Y.)
Q: I want to siiperivipose a title on
a Kodachrome outdoor scene. How will
I do this so that background for letters
will not shoiv in original scene? Do I
use a norftial exposure for the superimposed shot?
A: Would suggest that you first
photograph your titles with white letters
arranged on an absolutely black backNew Sound and
• Continued from Page 622

ground. A soft finish black card or a
black velvet background for the letters
is advisable. Then re-wind the film and
expose for your Kodachrome scene. This
will net you clear, sharp letters with
none of the Kodachrome scene showing
in the letter areas. However, it is important to caution you that your Kodachrome scene should be kept fairly dark
in color. In other words, there should
be no predominance of sky area, otherwise the letters which are superimposed
over this area will fail to show clearly.
Kodachroming
• Continued from Page 609

Neon...

for example. Starting in the early evening and concluding in the less crowded hours after midnight, a startUng
story can be built around the infinite
variety of electric displays advertising
products ahd services from the skylines
of America's cities and towns.
Kodachroming neon is a challenging
adventure for any movie amateur. It
calls for extreme caution with exposure
and camera speed; it means missing
some sleep. And some folks may think
you are nuts for trying to shoot movies
in the dark. But you'll be well repaid
in the entertainment value of an extraordinary home movie that, for sheer
interest, probably tops any other subject you can film.

Silent Films

world over to millions of children and
grownups. In color, the 5 0 ft. 8mm.
edition lists for $4.25; the complete
edition at $12.95. In 16mm. color there
is a 100 fot edition at $8.75 and the
complete edition at $25.75. The sound
edition in color lists for $37.75.

ries are Big Leaguers and Bird Dogs.
Subjects are available in either 8mm.
or 16mm. silent and in 16mm. sound
versions, one reel in length. Screening
time is approximately 10 minutes each.

DUPLICATES
8mm.
16mm.
to 8mm.
Black &(-0White
and Kodachrome
— No Finer Work Anywhere —
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
South Gate, Calif.

J4.25 plus 48c tax.
Send for literature.

SAVE DOLLARS!
Reduce film wastage
by 25%. Steady with
a CINE STOK. It
pays! Think! Then
ask your dealer or
write . . .
EFECO PRODUCTS
Oradell 1, N. J.

16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities
BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Incorporated
144 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago 4

Pinehurst is one of three new "Sportscopes" films announced ready for release by Pictorial Films, Inc., RKO
Bldg., New York City. It shows Byron
Nelson, erstwhile king of golf, in a
demonstration of the fine points of the
game. The two other films in the se-

Lifie Cycle of a Plant, one reel sound,
1 0 minutes, is a general study of a plant,
in this case the Lupin, from seed to seed,
including the processes of pollination
and fertiHzation. It is particularly recommended as a study film for high
school and college groups. Produced by
G-B Instructional, Ltd., London, subject is distributed in the United States
by Bell & Howell Company, 1801
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Larchmont Blvd., Chicago, 111. Subject
may be purchased outright for $40.00
or rented for $2.00.

DIAGONAL

SPLICES
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PLIABLE

Are Stronger... MORE
An Exclusive

Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc., announce that a new series of animated
cartoon films are currently being rushed
to completion and will be ready for
sale at an early date in both 8mm. and
16mm., silent and sound. New descriptive catalog of company's subjects may
be had by writing them at 6060 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Accent On Movies
• Continued from Page 605

Bell & Howell

Basic Editing
unit of the
B&H Add-aUnit
Equipment,
the
B&H Film Splicer Model 136
makes available to the amateur the same fast, easy splicing procedure offered by B&H
Laboratory Splicers. It makes
the strong, pliable diagonal
splice that means greater permanence and, with sound films,
quieter
passage
throughsilent,
the
sound
drum.
B&H ^ I6mm. sound,Forand1 6mm.
8mm. film.

. . .

car garage which adjoins the dwelling.
Other rooms of the house include two
bed chambers and a bath. The bath and
bedrooms also have splayed windows.
However, the corner walls of each bedroom also have windows five feet from
the floor level. This provides for the
artistic arrangement of furniture. Curtains and heavy drapes are hung at ceiling-high windows and plastic draperies
at the bathroom window.
"House
Ideas"of was
designed
andThebuilt
for a of
veteran
World
War
11 and his family by the architectural
firm of Ayers, Kingsbury and Ward. It
was constructed in the home show and
upon its permanent site by Bridges and
Graves Company, Indianapolis. The
home is probably the first significant
step taken by the architectural world
toward considering conveniences in the
modern home for the growing hobby of
home movies. The "House of Ideas,"
with its accent on home movies, will
undoubtedly establish a trend in the design of all modern homes of tomorrow.

Feature

Splicer
Rewinder-^r
Model
72 -M

B&H Film Splicer Model 72-L is a lowpriced splicer
that alsosplice
makeson the
exclusive B&H diagonal
I6mm.
sound and silent and 8mm. film. Complete with wood base, hand scraper blade,
water bottle, 1-oz. bottle of film cement.
AT YOUR FILMO DEALER'S NOW
B&H Add-a-Unit film editing equipment is
available
now youat your
Filmo See
dealer's.
he
can get it for
promptly.
him, or. . orwrite
toRoad,
Bell Chicago
& Howel!45.
Company, 7125 McCormick
^iU. 5-46
SINCE

FilmB&HSplicer
Model 72-L
B&H Rewinder and Splicer Model 72-M
consists of splicer like Model 72-L, mounted
on wood base with standard geared rewind and reel spindle. Takes 8mm. and
I6mm. reels up to 400 ft.
PRECISION. MADE BY

1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT
STUDIOS OF HOLLYWOOD AND THE WORLD

Superior

Design

-

Superior

^ —

;

FOR MOTION PICTURE

Construction
A
PARAMOUNT
CAMERA

Lighting

For

Party Pictures . . .
* Continued from Page 6oy
procedure can be simple, too, and cer tainly filming a party has the simple
objective of getting clear, sharp, welllighted pictures of people having a good
time.
The only thing not so simple is planning well in advance exactly what you
are going to do, where you are going to
do it and how you are going to accomplish it. That does require a little forethought. But once you have thought
your way through your lighting problems and have gotten your answers,
from there on out the job is quite easy.
Remember, plan well in advance,
keep the project simple, know what
equipment you are going to need, and
have it all in one place close at hand.
Don't get in the way of your party
guests to spoil their fun if you want
them to return to see the results of
your filming.

TRIPOD
Where results are all-important,
dependTripod
on Paramount
Camera
for
steady, satile
easy,
reliable, verperformance.
The Paramount is a deluxe, heavy-duty type tripod designed for wide
professional and critical
amateur application, from
workers using view cameras up to 8x10 to studios
producing 16mm. films.
FEATURES INCLUDE: Umbrella type center bracing to prevent accidental upset or
unexpected leg-spread; the simplest and most secure leg extension lock in use today;
unsurpassed smoothness in pan action; calibrated ring for panoramic shots; double
spirit levels for movie work; perfect tilt top safety lock; solid dura! extensions;
legs of seamless steel tubing; removable handle for easy carrying; beautiful finish
and precision manufacture throughout. Only the finest materials available are used
in the Paramount tripod.
If for some reason your dealer is unable to supply you, write direct. Literature
available.
Dealers — Ask today for liberal discount schedules.
Paramount
Machine
Products
1361 Newton Street — Los Angeles 21, California
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News
• Continued Of
from What's
Page 590

New

ism and add highlights to film productions. Recorded at 78 r.p.m. on 12 inch
discs, the records are sold individually
or are available as a complete library.
There are 15 3 separate cuts of theme
and background music in the two albums of mood music and 113 double
faced records in the sound effect series.

lOO

PROJECTO-SLIDE
PROJECTO- SLIDE COMPANY
542 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

AMATEUR
Clubs

16MM.

or Individuals

• Combines with regular lens
Wide Angle Lens
The Morton Wide Angle lens is an
auxiliary lens which, when combined
with your regular cine camera lens,
produces wide angle pictures. Lens
screws into front of camera lens, is
quickly detachable when its use is not
desired. The Morton lens has a built-in
lens shade and the barrel is satin aluminum finish. When used with any regular cine lens, the camera lens' f values
are retained. Distributor is Arel, Inc.,
4916 Shaw Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.

You are iny'ited to /o/n a
National Non-Profit 16mm.
Film Organization with a
9-point program of
benefits.
Professional Advice
Scripts for Amateurs
Tests of New Equipment
Contests
Exchanges of Equipment
Production Aids
Equipment procurement
guidance
* Prizes on year's best films
* Suggestions on best methods
for commercializing your films
for marketing.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Wire Of Write
UNITED
16mm
Society, Inc.
A Non-Profit Organization
7078 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

maximum height of 30 inches.
Pictured below with a standard Mayfield tilt-pan head mounted upon it,
the Mayfield Midget tripod will take
any make or model tripod head. List
price is $8.50 plus tax. Manufacturer
is Mayfield Co., Inc., 6600 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

• Puts spotlight at any angle
Dinky-Boom
A small size boom-light, carrying the
famous B & M Dinky Inkie spotHght
is offered by Bardwell & McAlister,
Hollywood, Calif. This accessory makes
it possible for the cameraman to multiply the number of lighting angles and
special effects which may be obtained
with the B & M spotlight. The DinkyBoom comes equipped with a 100-150
watt lamp in the spotlight. Boom has a
telescoping cross member with a friction disc at balance point and affords
the amateur and professional photographer all the facilities to be found in the
larger, Bardwell & McAlister studio type
light booms.

• For low angle shots
Mayfield Midget
Designed for rigidly supporting still
or cine cameras for low angle shots,
table top photography, etc., is the Mayfield Midget tripod, 12 inches in height
with three leg extensions, each in three
pieces, enabling the tripod to be used
at three different heights — the lowest
3 inches. Extension legs are also available in lengths of 8 or 12 inches, permitting the tripod to be extended to a

• Cabinet darkroom
cabinet,
Photo-Bar
A finely finished walnut
looking more like a home bar or radio
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cabinet, is the Photo-Bar, a functional
piece of furniture which also is a compact, portable darkroom. Opened up
as pictured above, it offers an eyelevel shelf for time clock and safelight,
a firm base for mounting enlarger, a
handy paper safe below the easle, towel
rack, handy box for graduates and thermometer, built
a
in drain, spacious well
designed to hold three trays next to
the easle, and ample storage space for
chemicals and trays. All may be placed
under lock and key for children's safety.
Manufacturer is Hi-Standard Mfg.
Corp., Sunrise Highway and Rockwood Ave., Baldwin, L. I., N. Y.

Malted Titleer
{all metal)
AND ACCESSORIES
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR CAMERA. No
fussy adjustments to secure alignment
Take it on your vacation — use indoors
or outdoors, on tripod or table. Makes
all types of titles, montage shots, portraits, ultra close shots, rear projection
shots, etc.
PROFESSIONAL ATTACHMENT will
make scroll titles, flip-flop, turn around,
push on or off, and many others.
Compact, light weight, instantly ready
to use. Write for free booklet with titling
information.
O.P.A. CEILING PRICES
Master Titleer, $11.10; Professional Attachment,
$5.50; Title Accessory Kit, $2.15; Title Color Kit,
$2.15; Titliner, $5.00; Auxiliary Lens Set, $3.00
Plus Federal Excise Tax.
HOLLYWOOD
3227 Vi South Figueroa Street

New;

• A quarter turn locks it!
Poly-Art Tripod
Designed and engineered with an eye
toward making all adjustments as simple and brief as possible is the Poly-Art
tripod and head. A quarter turn of the
handle locks both pan and tilt action
of the head; likewise a quarter turn on
a leg locks it securely. Pan head offers
a generous camera surface —
by
2 15/16" — insuring greater stability
for larger cameras. The head swings
full 360° and tilts 92°. Construction
is of non-corrosive polished aluminum
with the upper half of leg members
finished in black crackle. Height of
tripod fully extended is 60 inches. Collapsed length is 27 Yz inches. List price
is $3 5.00 plus tax. Manufacturer is
Poly-Art Products, Inc., 289 Pearl St.,
New York 7, N. Y.
President Splicer
Featuring dual action that trims both
ends of film simultaneously as it cements them to complete the splice is
the Franklin "President" splicer. Featured is an attached emulsion scraper
hardened by an original formula which
assures dry scraping for an indefinite
period without need for resharpening or
replacing the blade. High lustre stainless steel is used for all parts which
come in contact with the film. The

Gi^

TELEFILM'S

PRODUCTS
Los Angeles 7, California

''Lok-On"

Flange
|[ Used by Leading Hollywood 16min Editors
and Producers for Editing and Re-winding
It's Telefilm's latest I6mm. time saver! Sides are of heavy
gauge clear plastic. Kngravcd footage scale on inside surface
shows amount of film on spool. One side removable — so you
save lime by slippinj; on film without winding. Nothing ever
like it for winding short lengths of film into coils quickly,
without endangering emulsion surfaces. Outer side has spccially-madc locking device, allowing removal of film by
means of a simple lock. Core takes standard lab pack spools,
fits a standard 16 or 35 mm. rewind.
TRY IT 10 DAYS -MONEY BACK!
Ntay be purchased complete, 8 inch size ^ 17.50 or 9J/. inch
size $18.50, or the face side with spool may he purchased
separately at half above prices. Immediate di-'livcry. Use il
10 days then money back if not delighted*
TELEFILM

ihc.

[HOLLYWOOD 16mm HEADQUARTERS I
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,Calif.

GIVE

YOUR
Add

MOVIES
Titles

To

CLASS!
Them!

This book tells how to make titles, easily, simply.
Gives complete data on title areas, title distances,
information about auxiliary lenses and exposures.
Tells how to develop your own title films, about
the use of positive film for titles and offers complete plans for building your own titler. On sale
at camera stores everywhere, or mailed direct,
postpaid, for — n.oo
POSTPAID
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tPlEKTISHi;

RATES: 10c per word. Minimum ad $2.00. Add 5c per word for text in capitals.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
BASS SAYS: Cine values in unconditionally guaran• USED eouip-rent. Another Victor Anirnatophone
teed equipment:
model 24B S350.00; twelve 1600 foot reels $1.00
each;
Model B Dallte Screen 52"x70" $23.00; UnHERE'S A ditionally
REAL guaranteed:
BUY! . 100
. . Out-dated,
but unconcased record plaver and recorder 78 RPM $20.00.
ft. Kodachrome,
dayJENKINS AUDIFILMS. Lewlsbu.^g, Penna.
light, $6.86; 50 ft. I6nnm. Kodachrome magazine,
daylight $3.35; 100 ft. Super XX, processing not • NEW 1000 watt DeJur-Amsco 8mm. projectors
included, $2.94.
for immediate delivery. Reverses, Stills, Automatic
USED 35MM. PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS
rewind, DAYTON
FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn,
Morigraf spring-driven automatic camera, with six Dayton, Ohio.
200 ft. magazines, turret front for 3 lenses, equipped
• SURPLUS cameras. Scarce items. Still and
with 4 Apochromat color-corrected lenses in bayo- Movie.
(Coin).
Bargains! CAMERA GUIDE, 126-1 Lexington
net mounts . . . 28mm., 40mm., 75mm. F:2, and Avenue,
New York. Latest issue well worth 25c
150mm. F:2.5, all in focusing mount; adjustable
shutter per
fromsecond
80 to 215°, speeds 16, 24, and
new Victor and Ampro sound projecframes
$650.0030 • BRANDimmediate
delivery. Used sound projectors.
Bell & Howell Eyemo, 3-speed, with Cooke F:2.5. Write, tors,
wire:
WEST PARK FILM EXCHANGE, 3488
in focusing mount, and case
_$245.00 Tuttle Ave.. Cleveland
II. Ohio.
Eyemo Model 71-K, with Cooke F:2.5, 3" Dallmeyer • NOW deluxe 500 watt Universal 8mm. projecF:2.9,
6"
Dallmeyer
F:4.5,
with
hand
crank
and
tors
only
$63.00.
For
immediate
delivery. DAYTON
case
$425.00
FILM. INC., 2227 Hepburn. Dayton, Ohio.
German, all-metal, 400 ft. inside magazine Askania,
single frame, hand dissolve, direct focus thru film,
• MOVIE-MITE sound projectors now on sale;
also SVF Slide oroiectors. Order now for Chrlstwith
and 3" Tessar
F:3.5. andNew3 magazines.
$375.0099 mas.
FOR 2"IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY:
Revere 87 and
JENKINS AUDIFILMS. Lewlsburg. Penna.
cameras; Revere DeLuxe projectors.
•
BRAND
16mm. Address
"Movie-Mite"
LENSES . . . IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
jector. builtNEW
In screen.
Tenant.sound
1327 proAngelina St., Los Angeles 26. Calif.
63mm. Cine-Kodak telephoto F:2.7, choice
of adapter
$77.00
3" Kodak "Tele" F:4.5, in "C" mount $49.50
I" Dallmeyer
F:l.5
$81.00 • SHOTGUNS. TARGETWANTFD
PISTOLS AND RIFLES acNew
Berthiot focal
length combination for standard
cepted in trade on cameras, projectors, screens,
8mm. cameras,
angle '/z" 1" F:l.9.
focusing
mount, wide
complete
$132.40in editors, and everything photographic. If you have
equipment of this type to trade in or if you wish
AVAILABLE NOW . . .
to trade in your present photographic equipment
16mm. NATCO sound projector, 40 watt maximum toward
new merchandise soon to be received, you
amplifier output, for use with dual speaker, pre- will find our present allowances
than liberal.
amplifier stage for finest tone quality. 750 watt Write, describing your equipment more
and we will auote
our allowances by return mail. NATIONAL CAMlamp,
2"
F:l.6
projectioin
lens
two-case
unit
$479.00
NEW 16mm. Movie-Mite, sound one-case unit, Minn. ERA EXCHANGE, 86 So. 6th St., Minneapolis 2,
the smallest sound projector on the market, for
A.C. built-in
and D.C.,projection
2" F:l.6 lens,
2000 ft. reel capacity,
with
screen
$298.15 • WE need your discarded 50' 8mm. projection
RARE ITEMS
reels
and ESO-S
30' 8mm.
reels. Mail
them
postpaid;
willprolectlon
refund postage
and allow
Kodak
Pola-Screen,
"W"
mount
$10.30
4c
for
the
50'
and
21/2C
for
the
30'
in
trade
Craig Junior Editor for 8 and 16mm $ 9.95 raw film, large projection reels andreels
all other itemson
Craig Senior Editor for 8 and 16mm $25.50
in our new catalog (see ad in this issue).
Craig Senior 16mm. Editor, complete $69.50 listed
ESO-S PICTURES, 828-E West 39th Street, Kansas
We buy stocks
'em . for. .new
sell Cine
'em equipment,
. . . and trade
'em. City 2. Missouri.
Complete
all makes.
to buy 16mm. films. Projectors. CamBASS CAMERA COMPANY, DEPT. HM-IO, 179 W. • WANTED
eras. Bell and Howell Editor. Craig. Anythina
Madison St., Chicago 2. III.
photographic.
SAM'S ELECTRIC SHOP, 35 Monroe
• BOLEXcase,"8" counter,
with 1/2"$330.00.
FI.9, I" Filmo
F3.5. 6i/2mm.
wide St., Passaic. New Jersey.
angle,
D, 3 lenses,
• WANTED to buy. Used 16mm. sound films. Send
case. $310.00. Simplex Pockette "16", case, new,
list, prices.
veston, Texas.BEN MILES, 1414 -24th Street, Gal$77.50. Eastman
Cine Kodak
FI.9, projector,
3" F4.5, case,
case,
$95.00.
16mm. A,self I"winding
$115.00. Bolex 8-l6mm. projector, 2 lenses, case, • WANTED— Used eculpment. Bargain list on re$331.00. RCA 16mm. sound camera, amplifier, r.iert. PRFRS 41-B South 4th St.. Allentown. Pa.
Kodachrome footage 16mm. 24 soeed
tripod, dolly, cases. 3%" Cooke F3.3 $85.00. 3" of• WANTED
Columbia — River
and Mount Hood Oregon EARL
R.5 $60.00. 4" F4.5 $65.06. 3" Dallmeyer F3.5 HEDRICK-GRACE
FILMS, 1572 Grand View Avenue
$45.00. 3" Ilex F3.5 $45.00. 3" Tele Xenar F3.8 Glendale I, California.
$72 00. I" 8mm. Ilex F3.5 $21.00. Folding dolly
$15.00. Rewinds, splicers, reels, screens. Trades ac- • UNUSUAL Ho me Movies, Prepaid Discounts
cepted. Weston and G E exposure meters. CAMERA
Catalog Sc. JACK PROCTOR Melrose, Mass.
MART. 70 West 4Sth Street, New York.
• ROLLEIFLEX. latfst automatic model, compur
rapid, with Tessar 3.5 to 22 lens, with reflex lens, • REPERFORATION
ofRAany FILM
brara tb-~.. B & W
speed I to 500th second, adaptable for 35mm., com. or color film for CAME
ca—e^as. Pei-fo'atlons
plete with lens cover, case and strap. Best offer outiranteed. $2.00usepe--in 8mm.
100
ft
roM. Film sUt for
buys. W. A. BURKE, 227 W. London St., Lowell, single 8mm. cameras 50c additional.
Send all films
Mass.. Dial 2-1982.
insured, marked "reoerforate, " to ESO-S PICTURES
• BELL & HOWELL 70-DA with hand crank, backWest 39th Street. Kansas City 2, Missouri. '
wind, frame counter. 15mm. F:2.5 wide angle, I •828-EUNIVEX
owne's! COLOR film for your
inch f 1.9. 3 inch f 4 telephoto, 6 inch f 4.5. tele- single 8mm.camera
Guaranteed fresh stock—
photo Mayfair case, focusing alignment gauge. $2.25 per roll,cameras!
three
rolls for $6.50. Specify Out
Like new— pre-war price. JOHN PAHERSON. 539 door Color film or Indoor
Color film when orderPolk BlvW.. Pes Moines. Iowa.
ing. ESO-S PICTURES, 828-E West 39'h Street,
• BOOM lightstand $25.00. 10 ft. high, takes 750 Kpt^^s C'ty 2 Missouri.
watt spotlamp. Tripods $7.95. Heads $3.95, Dolly • EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 16mm. guaranteed fresh
$10.95, plus taxes. Quantity discounts. Sales Rep. positive
film. $4.00 each, limit 3 rolls per order. Will
wanted. READ PHOTO MANUFACTURERS, 1619 ship
C.O.D. or will prepay cash with order. ESO-S
Glendale Blvd.. Los Angeles 26, California.
PICTURES. 828-E West 39th Street, Kansas City 2.
Wr<;S0U''i.
• BARGAINS — Victor SOF Animatophone model
24 formerly $565.00 for $420.00; Kodak Home en- • MOVIE camera films— 100' 16mm. $2.50- 25'
larger
$7.00;$6.00;
1600 Castle
ft. reelsand$1.50;
Kodak films
Movie10%ViewHoiiHe 8^m ?i.?5 Free processing. ELIZABETHer 16mm.
Official
off PORT
PHOTO
*^ew Jcse'.
. SUPPLY, 106 Franklin St.. Elizabeth
rs». JENKINS AUDIFILMS, Lewlsburg, Penna.
• BRAND NEW (1946) low-priced soundie projectors! Complete information from CHARLES F.
FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
HUNTER'S
HOME MOVIES, 29 John, Rensselaer,
! ! ! TWO SMASH HITS ! ! I
New York.
• CAVALCADE OF MOVIES— the first film that
• VICTOR 16mm. sound projectors. Model 4IA, 15 records
30
old
time stars in scenes from their best
watt amplifier. Completely overhauled, good used remembered hits.
A priceless
collector's
condition, 90 day guarantee. $237.50 f.o.b. Daven16mm.
silent
complete
version, $12.50;
8mm. item
$6.50.—
po^. EASTIN PICTURES, Davenport, Iowa.
"Childbirth" — Modern technique — superb educational film for doctors, nurses and students. Hos• PROFITS IN HOME MOVIES— New book, covers
pital photography, 16mm. $10.00; 8mm. $5.50.
completely profits possibilities for amateur fllmers.
SHERWOOD PICTURES. 789 St. Marks Ave. BrookPrice postpaid $2.00. PENNSYLVANIA PHOTO
SUPPLY, 427 Fourth Avenue, Williamsport. Penn.
lyn 13. N. Y.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• EXCLUSIVE color movies— Boulder Dam. ZIon
National Park. Natural Bridge of Virginia and
Death Valley. Grand Canyon, and Petrified Forest,
100' 16mm. Kodachrome $17.50; 50' 8mm. Kodachrome, $8.50. Saintly Villian (story of the Praying Mantis) 100' 16mm. $18.50 , 50 ' 8mm. $9.50.
SUPERLATIVE
Montrose, Calif.PRODUCTIONS, 2364 Honolulu Ave.,
• THEATRES — Roadshows— Drive-ins! Ohio-Indiana
men interested in starting 16mm. or 35mm. theatres,
drive-ins or roadshow circuits, contact us for
projection
seats,Ave.,
etc. THE
Ohio.
TON FILM,equipment,
Inc., 2227films,
Hepburn
DaytonDAY-6,
e GORGEOUS
Girls:breath-taking
sparkling "Allure" and
"Sarong
Girls." two
films,
50 ft. $2.00; 16mm. 100 ft. $4.00 each.
Big 8mm.
1946
catalog many film bargains and sample dime.
AUDET.
6520-CC.8mm.
Philadelphia
38. Penn'a. $7.50.
e MISS Box
AMERICA.
$2.00. Kodachrome
16mm., 100 ft. $4.00. Kodachrome $14.75. Projection length sample. WAIKIKI HULA Kodachrome
$1.00.
Elmira,Catalog.
N. Y. 25c. WORLD IN COLOR. Box 392-C,
• 8-I6MM. films bought, sold, exchanged. New
1600' reels $1.75. 1600' cans $1.25. Combination
$2.50. Complete sound subjects $2.00 up. LiteraEnd title lOc.
INTERNATIONAL-HM, 2120
Strauss,ture,Brooklyn.
N. Y.
• 8. 16mm. bargains, sound, silent, rentals, sales.
Big Catalog. Kodachrome sample 20 cents. WARRINGTON FILMS. 1418 Knecht Avenue, Halethorpe
27. Maryland.
• LATEST releases Castle, Official, Pictorial 816mm. silent, sound films. Sales, rentals, exchanges.
Catalogue listing over 3000 films, accessories, etc..
2-3c stamps. REED, 7508 Third Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
• SOUND films rented by the week. Homes,
roadshowmen, churches, schools. New catalogs.
DAYTON
ton 6. Ohio.FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn Avenue, Day• 8MM.-I6MM. silent films rented by the week.
Shorts
and features. Low rates. New catalogs. DAY6,
Ohio.
TON FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn Avenue, Dayton
O HAM Team.
& Bud
are back!
America's
Slapstick
Available
in 8mm.
& 16mm.Greatest
silent.
Free list, SHERWOOD PICTURES. 789 St. Marks
Ave., Bklyn. 13, N. Y.
• BING CROSBY, Bob Hope, Shirley Temple and
others. One reelers 16mm. sound. Slightly used.
Perfect condition. $16.00. PICTURES IN MOTION,
Box 467 Randolph, Mass.
• FREE discount catalogue of all latest 8-l6mm.
Castle, Official, etc. — two 3c stamps. Sales, rentals,
exchanges. NORTH SHORE FILM DIST., 133 Main
St., Port Washington, New York.
• ABOUT 5000 feet sound war films from "Hitler's
invasionexcellent
of Austria to Germany's defeat." Sell
cheap,
kimer, New York. condition. BERNARD ELOW, Her• CHILD Is born by Caesarean delivery. Original,
authentic,
outstanding
home card
movietoday.
production.
ProSend 16,postal
PREFERRED
FILMS,ject it free.
Hamilton
Ohio.
• 8-I6MM.
"Blonde
Venus,"list"Hula
Honeys,"
etc.
Glamourmovies
photos.
Samples,
lOc. THOMAS
PRODUCTIONS, 5123 York Boulevard, Los Angeles
42, California.
• FREE catalog of 8mm. and 16mm. movie films
and
the asking!MailYourto
name accessories!
and address It's
on ayours
postalforis sufficient.
ESO-S, 828 E-West Street, Kansas City 2, Missouri.
0 FREE catalogs. New 8-l6mm. films in beautiful
Kodachrome or sparkling black and white. BRYANT
FILMS 264 Spring Street, Osslning, New York.
• TOP Quoted
cash forforusedentire
16mm.libraries!
silent-sound
subjects!F.
Prices
CHARLES
HUNTER'S FILMS, 29 John, Rensselaer. New York.
• HOME MOVIES: Rent— buy— swap 8/1 6mm.
silent and sound at money-saving rates. T)etails
for a dime. MIDLAND. Box 429. Oak Park I, III.
• SOUND shows $2.00 per day. Reduced prices
on fll.ms and eaulpment. Send for catalogue. JENKINS' AUDIFILMS. Lewlsburg. Pennsylvania.
• SOUND program rental $2.50. Silent, sound
films, special discount. ODEL FILM SERVICE, 138
Tehama St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
• GORGEOUS models ... A fine collection of
beautiful girls. Free lists 16mm. only. PIOUE PICTURES. Box 123. Station B. Brooklyn 16. New York.
• I6MM. sound film library, reasonable, to close
an estate. Sell all or part. BILLS FILM SERVICE,
Box 231. Calwa City, Calif.
• USED and new Castle films, 8-l6mm.. silent and
sound. Send for lists. ALVES PHOTO SERVICE.
Inc. 14 S'orrs Ave., Bralntree 84. Mass.
Continued on Opposite Paze
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FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• UNUSUAL 8-l6mm. film subiects. Big catalog
with sample film, lOc. NATIONAL FILM EXCHANGE, Broadway Station E, Toledo 9, Ohio.
• EXCITING
Stunts. film
Unusual subjects.Films—
Send Bullfights,
only dime Movie
for sample
and special list. EXCITING FILMS, I07I-B El
Centro, Hollywood, California.
FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• SOUND films. 400 ft. reels. $1.00 exchanged
plus postage. Castles Officials. Pictorial. No lists.
Comedys,
Musicals,Street,
Cartoons.
ELECTRIC
SHOP, 35 Monroe
Passaic,SAM's
New Jersey.
• SOUND films exchanged. No exchange fee.
Private individual, send for lists. EARL HARDESTY,
28IS Rose Avenue, Halethorpe 27, Maryland.
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No casn
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS,
Box 539. Brockton, Mass.
• SOUND films exchanged. No exchange fee.
Features and shorts. Private library. M. E. HARRIS,
4446 Paseo, Kansas City 4, Missouri.
TITLES AND SUPPLIES
• VEE CINE TITLER— "The Titler built like a prelathe." Furnished
for
scrolls, cision
zooms,
flop ups, completely
flop downs,equipped
turnarounds,
etc. Change quickly from vertical to horizontal
easel. Write for folder. H. A. FILIPAK, P. O. Box
132 Holyoke, Mass.
• 8MM. -Title your Vacation movies now! Movinq
backgrounds Zooms, Lap dissolves. B&W and color.
Send
sample 156
and Lincoln
information.
PAUL'SPenn.8MM.
MOVIE forSERVICE.
St., Easton,
• TYPE — Set Title Cards, black and white or color,
3c a word. Send for samples. SIOUX ADVERTISING SPECIALTY CO., 403 Call Terminal BIdg.,
Sioux Citf 12, Iowa.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FAMOUS SCENES FROM
THE MASTERPIECES OF

• Boasts efficient 'dry" scraper
splicer is mounted on a substantially
constructed cast metal base to which
are attached felt feet to protect table
finishes. Manufacturer is Franklin Photographic Industries, Chicago, 111.

Wm.

MACBETH
The Murder of King Duncan and
Lady Macbeth's Sleepwalking
Scene
(/4 16mm. sound film. Length, two reels.
Running time, 16 minutes.^

SAR Mark
CAEwith
The JUL
Forum
IUSScene
Antony's Funeral Oration
QA 16mm. sound film. Length, two reels.
Running time, 19 minutes.^

• MAKE $2.00.
money Information,
making movies.stamp.
23,000 WORLD
word "howIN '
book,
COLOR PRODUCTIONS, Box 392X, Elniira, New
York.
PHOTO FINISHING
• 6 or 8 exposure roll finished, giant size, 30c
Ask about our 16mm. and 8mm. titling servlr"
TKRIFTY PHOTO. Box 46. Southoate. Calif.
• ENLARGEMENTS: 3x4— lOc, 5x7— 20c, 8xlO--(0c.
Minimunn order $1.00. DBW PHOTO SERVICE, 72
San Benito Way, San Francisco, California.

Price: $37.50 each
RENTAL PRINTS ALSO AVAILABLE
Eastin Pictures Co.

FOR

IDEAS

SOUND

FILMING

• Erect it in your basement.
I

CHILDREN!

MOVIE PLOTS . . . SCENARIOS . . .|
MAIN TITLES ...
f
EVERY movie amateur needs this book-|
let! Contains more than 50 plot andl
continuity ideas; three complete seen-,
arios, and a host of art title cards for,
kiddie movies for only —
25c
POSTPAID
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiMiMiiiiriirJiiiir iiir mmiimiiiii
HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Gentlemen: Enclosed is 25c. Please
send copy of "50 IDEAS FOR FILMING
CHILDREN."
Name.
Address.
City
I Slate.

.Zone.

• IOWA

DAVENPORT

\
50

Shakespeare

Portable Darkroom
Tradenamed the "Blak-A-Zell" portable darkroom, a pre-fabricated unit is
now available for the cine and photo
hobbyist that may be readily set up
in home, garage or basement in 6 hours
by one man. Unit is completely wired
and fitted with plumbing, shelves, dry
racks, an 8 ft. stainless steel sink with
built-in print wash tank, "Filtair" air
filter, and space for an exhaust fan.
It occupies floor space of approximately
8 feet by 8 feet. Height is 7 feet 8
inches. Provision is made for enlarger,
safelights, and storage of chemicals,
paper, miscellaneous equipment, etc.
List price is $49 5.00 F.O.B. Hollywood,
Calif.; distributor is Alco Photo SupCity.ply Corp., 1 5 West 47th St., New York
Make-up Kit
Designed especially for use in photography is the Closeup Kit, a new
package of makeup cosmetics offering
correct texture and color for critical
black and white or color photography.
Kit includes moist rouge, beauty finish, rubber makeup sponge, eyeshadow,

Films
in\jColor
or Black
andt White
Silen
to Your
We'll make a profcssinnal production of your
silent I6mm. film, adding music, narration
and special effects. Finest color duplication in
the
Telefilm's skilledequipment,
technical staff
and industry.
finest sound-recording
plus
complete studio facilities, will put that enviable Hollywood touch in your film. We serve
industrial, amateur and educational film producers and some of America's largest companies. Write TELEFILM, Inc., 60.59 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood
and technical
details. 28, Calif., for prices

TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD 16mm HEADQUARTERS
JNC.
WRITE FOR
FREE
CIRCULAR

..jflnnS^
JIKSk rr

BULK FILM
PROCESS IT

^^1^^^^
YOURSELF
PanPanOrtho chromatic chromatic
Weston 6
Weston 24 Weston 114
100 ft. Single 8— $1.15 $2.35 $2.40
100 ft. Double 8— $1.95 $3.85 $3.95
100 ft. 16mm.
—$1.85 $3.80 $3.90
Since the above prices do not include developnot develop
get one your
of ourownlowmovies!
cost developinging,setswhyand
The set
consists of developing rack, tray, safelight and
set of prepared developing powders, together
with a simple step by step instruction sheet.
30 ft. single 8 set $4.20; 33 ft. Double 8 or
16mm. set $5.85. Show your nnovies two hours
after they are taken.
FROMADER GENERA CO.
Davenport 7, Iowa
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mascara, lipstick brush, eyebrow pencil, special cotton, a makeup blender
and a vial of makeup oil for highlighting and skin color-toning. Kit complete, with booklet on studio makeup
hints, lists for $3.65 plus tax. Manufacturer isNatalie Kelley, Box 607,
Hollywood, Calif.

THE TELEPHOTO LENS
FOR 8 & 16mm. MOVIE CAMERAS
THE LENS THAT CUTS
DISTANCE IN HALF!
PRICE $21.00
FREE dfsrriptite totdert art orailoMe.
Distributed iv
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.. Inc.
50 WEST 29TH ST.
NtW YORK I. N Y

16mm. Laboratory
The Fil mack Laboratories, 1327 So.
Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111., announce
the installation of additional equipment
and added personnel to their 16mm.
film processing and tithng department.
This company speciahzes in the production of 16mm. titles and special announcements insound for educational,
industrial and also non-professional
16mm. films.

PHOTO

OF A HOTCAKE

A hotcacke — a best seller — the album
everybody's
buying!
embossed
simulated leather
cover The
looks exp>ensive
— 40smooth
black when
pages open
(9'/2xn")
flat
and
— strong lay
plastic
binding rings — attractive cplors — black,
blue, brown, green, maroon — and a
popular price — just $1,501 At stores.
Free catalog of Amfiles for Reels
Slides, Negative, etc.
Kankakee, lllino

When

in Los Angeles
VISIT

WINTER

^
8M

AMBERTINT
FILM
Includes
machine processing.
Day- $2.25
light
spools,
readjto
load
&
shoot.
P'J
Calif, buyers include sales tax.
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
"The Wett'a Greatest Film Order House"
Seuthgate
California
Lowest Exchange Rates — Where Can You Beat It?
On All Standard Films — Castle, Etc.
Allowance Exchange Rate
Smm. Complete 1 $ 4.50
$1.00
1.00
16mm. Complete — silent...
4.00
7.75
16mm. Complete — sound... i 13.50
1.00
16mm. 100 ft. — sound.
6.50
OR — You May Swap at Club)
No Charge — (Join Our Swap
IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P. 0. BOX 539
BROCKTON 65, MASS.
Special Used 100 Ft. S.O.F. Subjects $3.50
1000 Foot Used Reels
1.00
Cut Home Movie Costs
I4mm. Reversible Outdoor v
Film
I
lOO-ft. Roll
$2.50
Smm. Reversible Outdoor Film ^.^^
25.ft. Double Same
8 day processing
$1.25 ' included
BETTER FILMS
742 New Lots Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y. CL. 7-1822
NEWEST SUBJECTS
from HOLLYWOOD
A postal card brings our Illustrated catalog of
B-I4mm. Color— B&W home movies. MOTHER
GOOSE TRIMENSIONALS, CAMERA JOURNEYS, MODELS and other exclusives.
PRODUCERS SERVICES
4770 Hollywood Blvd., Suite 18
Hollywood 28, Calif.
— HASELTON —
Home again with some beautiful 14mm.
Kodachrome of GLACIER NATIONAL PARK.
Any footage desired, up to 400 feet, at 20c a
foot.
I'll on
be inanother
my office
then off
trip. only during October,
Other subjects (excellent copies): Yosemite,
The Blooming Desert, Canadian Rockies and
Pasadena Rose Parade.
Guy D. Haselton
7934 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 44, Calif.

&

CO.

525 West 6th Street
around the corner from the
Biltmore Hotel
Telephone Michigan 3296
• Has reverse film transport
Slidefilm Projector
Model DP 300 identifies a new slidefilm and slide projector announced by
the Three Dimension Co., 5 00 No. Dearborn St., Chicago 10, 111. New projector features a 2 second change from
slide films to slide projection; it is no
longer necessarj^ to realign the condensers; pressure plates have been eliminated;
slides are automatically centered regardless ofthickness of the slide mount.
It also features a reverse slide film
transport that will not damage the film.
Tilting is by gear driven hand knob
and focusing is controlled with micrometer exactness. Lamp is 300 watt.
List price with 5 inch anastigmat lens
is $77.50. With case price is $86.00.
Coated lens is $6.00 extra.

Sound Blimp .
• Continued from Page 6i8
enough to accommodate the Special
with synchronous motor drive attached.
It has a leather carrying handle on the
top and a dovetail bracket is provided
to mount an erect image viewfinder
for follow action.
Camera Equipment Company, New
York, is manufacturer and distributor.

lens

* HARD
:
» PERMANENT
» CLEANABLE
modernize your lenses
a free brochure explains the value and
Importance of lense coating. Write usi
Increase definition! Diminish and
eliminate flare! Improve brilliancy and
faithful color reproduction.
CHEMOPTICS, the oldest glass coatfor the newest in
moderning laboratory
lens achievement.
SPEEDY REPAIR SERVICE ON
BINOCULARS & RIFLE-SCOPES
coatinB

(^HEMOPTICSiNc.
33 UNION SQ. WEST, NEW YORK 3, N.Y
=JiiiitiiiiiiiililliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinMiniiiiiiiilliniriiiiiiMiriiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiii
I Headquarters In New England |
I For Castle Films, Nu-Art Films, Official 1
I Films, Pictoreels, Soundies, New |
I
Hymnal Soundies 1
i SaUs, Rentals, Exchanges — Bargain Lists Free i
1
FRANK LANE AND CO.
I
i
5 LiHIe BIdg., Boston, Matt. i
I
"We Buy Your Films for Cash" |
riiiiiMiilililiiiiiriiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiriiiiiilinillllliMtliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiiiiih^

OLDI ISTIME
;
Anchor MOVIES
Avenue
Oceanside, L. I., New York
SILENT. SOUND — 8mm., 16mm., 35mm.
FREE CATALOGS— Dramas, Comedies, Glamour; "Movies March Along, 1896-1918" — 30
Stars; Ktrw Mtdical-Obstetrics Instruction Films.

60LEX is the favorife among critical movie makers everywhere. In fact, it is the most critical who demand 60LEX precision, appearance and performance. Wherever advanced amateur movie makers gather BOLEX becomes a topic of discussion. And, why not? BOLEX cameras are made in factories that hove manufactured precision instruments for over
130 years. In appearance, BOLEX is in a class by itself. Its handsome, leother covered outer case, with chrome plated
controls, make it stand apart from the conventional designs as a beautiful yacht does from a dory. But, what is more
important, it is precise in every detail; made with painstaking care in factories where craftsmanship is an art; where
workers have already spent fifteen years in producing movie cameras and expect to go on producing them for the rest
of their lives. BOLEX is not a product of mass production but rather a precision instrument, custom-built, for the most
discriminating movie makers all over the world.

KiRN-PA

ILLARD

SWITAR \" FjU LENS
Double - coated, producing brilliant movies even if filme<^
against tlie ligtit, automatic
depth of field scale, locking diaphragm slops, excellent definition, even at full aperture. These
are only some of the features
that make this lens the finest
yet produced fos 16mm movies.

H.8

H-16

The BOLEX Model H-16, for 16mm movie films, both color and black and white, and the BOLEX Model H-8 for 8mm (double eight) films, are identical in size and appearance. Both are of 100' capacity. The BOLEX H-8 is the only 8mm movie
camera made that tokes more than 25' at one loading. BOLEX H-8 may be loaded with 25', 50' or 100' rolls of double
eight film. Both provide automotic threading, parallax-correcting viewfinders, frame-counters, clutch which disengages
the spring motor for rewinding when making fades and dissolves, single (still) picture device, critical visual focusing
through lens and ground glass, and other special features found only in the BOLEX H models.

BOLEX Model L-8 is the cream of the small doubleeight field. The most beautiful in appearance and
the most precise in operation. It may be carried in
a side-coat pocket or a lady's hand bog. This camera
is equipped v^ith a constant speed motor and an
optical system with which it produces 8mm movies,
in color or black-and-white, which rival the results
obtained with BOLEX H-16.

L-8
BOLEX

AMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY, INC.
521 5TH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

,.1

Indoor

Movies

...easy, certain
-with

Type A Kodaclirome

and

a

low- cost ligliting outfit

Indoors is where you really "li\ e." Most of the
e\ ents you want to remember longest occur in tlie
home— parties, birthdays, family gatherings.
Capturing tliem in mo\ ies is sunple with Type A
Kodaclirome— color balanced for the light
produced bv inexpensix e Photoflood lamps. For
exposure, see Photoflood-Kodaflector exposure
card packed with Cine-Kodak Film.
Kodaflector— Kodak's twin reflector outfit— ups
No. 1 or No. 2 Photoflood illumination hv 700
per cent! More light . . . greater range . . . better
mo\ ies. If vou ha\'en't a Kodaflector, or your dealer
can't suppK' you, use two Reflector Photofloods—
in tandem ... at tiie same apertures recommended
for two No. 1 Photofloods in Kodaflector.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

Kodak

"For

just

a

moment

look

. . and

at

the

"Yes, for just a moment, let's turn toward the projector and see uhy Victor
is "the finest in l6mm Sound Motion

. . .

VICTOR

ANIMATOPHONE"

jector has the famous "straight line
beam' for more brilliant illumination
and the stationary sound drum for
truest sound fidelity.

Picture Equipment.'
First, the Victor
Projector has correct basic design . . .
""Now, turn around in your chair — watch
easily threaded, simple to operate and
the screen — you're about to witness
maintain, with handy controls. Second,
perfect l6mm projection. We're using
the Victor Projector has many excluthe Victor Animatophone — "the finest
sive safety features to protect your
in I6mm Sound Motion Picture Equipvaluable film. Lastly, the Victor Proment', attested by users everywhere."
o

VICTOR

KERS

OF

I6MM

/kNIM/XTOGRAPH
CORPORATION
A DIVISION OF CURTISS-WRtGHT CORPORATION
Home Office and Facfory: Davenport, Iowa
New York
• Chicago
Distributors Throughout the World
EQUIPMENT

SINCE

1923
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GIFT

Jor

cA

FOR

8MM.

MOVIES

(T\ertier
16MM.

AND

y^krUtma^

PROJECTOR

OWNERS

Christmas Subjects, Animated Cartoons and Comedies Professionally Produced In Hollywood For
Holiday Home Movie Programs, Available From Largest Producer of Home Movie Subjects.
NOW
V/ALT DISNEY'S
MICKEY

MOUSE

100 Ft. 16mm
50 Ft. 8mm

$3.00
1.75

Mickey's Orphan Child
1501 -A
Mickey's Lucky Break
1 502-A
Mickey The Gorilla Tamer 1 503-A
Mickey's Quick Exit
_.1504-A
Mickey's Kongo Killer
1 505-A
Mickey, the Nursemaid
1 506-A
Mickey's Bad Dream
1507-A
Mickey's Little Eva
1508-A
Mickey in Eliza Crossing the
Ice
1509- A
Mickey's Big Night
1510-A
Mickey's Royal Battle
..1511 -A
Mickey's Football Manglers 1512-A
Mickey in Horse Play
151 3- A
Mickey's Stinging Finish 1514-A
Mickey's Sky Battle
1515-A
Mickey's Airplane Antics 1516-A
Stop 'Em Flying
1517-A
Full Steam Ahead
1 51 8-A
Running Wild
1519-A
Mickey's Fly Trap
1 520-A
Pluto's Shower Bath
1521 -A
Wild West Mickey
1 522-A
Alkali Ike Mickey
1523-A
Ice Cold Mickey
1 524-A

WALTER LANTZ'S
OSWALD

RABBIT

100 Ft. 16mm
50 Ft. 8mm

$3.00
1.75

The Duck's Birthday
Doctor Oswald
Sniffs and Sniffles
The Fairyland Express
Adventures in Dreamland
G-Man Oswald
Bo Peep's Sheep
Oswald the Hunter
The Radiio Bug
Oswald the Bug Charmer
The Magic Wand
Remote Control
•
HOLLYWOOD

FILM

6-A
9-A
10- A
1 1 -A
1 2-A
1 3-A
14- A
17-A
18-A
19-A
21 -A
23-A

IN PREPARATION

XMAS
FANTASY
READY NOVEMBER 5th!
Our newest Christmas story film
about kiddies who gather about the
Christmas
tree asleep,
and await
arrival. Falling
they Santa's
dream
of the night before Christmas and
all the good things that Santa brings.
Available in both 8mm. and
16mm. silent and in 16mm. sound.
Write today for further details,
prices, etc.

Special
CHRISTMAS
SUBJECTS
' TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE
Entire poem CHRISTMAS"
completely enacted and
accompanied by verse titles. Not an"
animated cartoon. Order by number
(125-C).
400 Ft. 16mm
$12.00
200 Ft. 8mm
6.00
•MICKEY PLAYS SANTA CLAUS ",
Mickey Mouse and Pluto as street
musicians celebrate Christmas ev-e'
by singiing Carols on the street. They .
are called to a home to entertain a
rich
mistreats'
them. man's
Turnedlittle
out son
againwhoin the
snow,
Mickey and Pluto encounter a poor^
widow, make a merry Christmas for
her and her children.
200 Ft. 16mm
$6.00
100 Ft. 8mm
3.00
"CHRISTMAS CHEER "
The Three Monkeys — Meany, Miny
and Moe — make a merry Christmas <
for a poor family. Replace with
comedy
for which are
thesefamous.
inimitable'
cartoon characters
100 Ft. 16mm
$3.00
50 Ft. 8mm
1.75
"FAIRYLAND EXPRESS"
Oswald Rabbit is the star of this ani- '
mated cartoon fantasy that will delight grownups as well as Children.
An ideal subject for Christmas'
Programs.
100 Ft. 16mm
$3.00
50 Ft. 8mm
1.75

WALTER DISNEY'S
DONALD

100 Ft. 16mm
50 Ft. 8mm

$3.00
1.75

Donald the Auto Mechanic
91 3-A
Donald in The Ham Actor
914-A
Donald in Getting the Hook
915-A
Donald in Squeak, Squeak
91 8-A
Donald's Outing
1515-A
Donald in Ducking Out
1 552-A
Donald in Red Hot Bullets 1553-A
Donad's Buzz Saw Battle 1 554-A
Donald in The Smoke Eater 1555-A
Donald in The Rescue
1 556-A
Donald's Trained Seals
1 557-A
Donald in Off Balance
1558-A
Donald's Ice Capers
1 559-A
Donald Gets Ducked
1 560-A
Donald's Spanish Serenade 1561 -A
Donald's Fast Finiish
1 562-A
Donald Down Mexico Way
1563-A
100 Ft. 16mm
$3.00
50 Ft. 8mm
1.75
Donald Duck in Super Service. ... 1 45 1 -B
Donald Duck in Fast and
Furious
■.
1452-B
Donald Duck in The Fireman.. . 1 453-B
Donald Duck's Day Off..
t454-B
Donald in The Flying Trapeze.. 1 455-B
Donald The Skater
1456-B
Donald's Mexican Romance 1457-B
WALTER LANTZ S
MEANY, MINY
100 Ft. 16mm
50 Ft. 8mm

& MOE
$3.00
1.75

Free Air
Beauty Shop
Christmas Cheer
The Golf Robot
Beauty and the Beast
Shiip Wrecked
High and Dizzy
Pickled Herring
Red Hot Tires
The Auto Race
Midnight Spooks
House of Tricks

On Sale At Your Dealer Or Order Direct From
ENTERPRISES,

DUCK

1201 -A
1202-A
1205-A
1 206-A
1 208-A
1 209-A
1210-A
121 1 -A
121 2-A
121 3-A
1214-A
1 21 5-A

•
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It can happen Just Iik6 this only once
Capture the moment's charm and
spontaneity faithfully on film . . .
with Revere. With Revere you
enjoy that extra measure of professional-like sharpness, brilliance
and theatre smoothness. See
Revere Cameras and Projectors
now at your dealer . . . for the
best of 8mm movies in full natural
color and black-and-white.

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY
CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS
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Home
Movie
ilews of

Equipment
at's
Wh

TRIPOD

• Mcide for other cameras, too.

for movie or still cameras. Deluxe
head swings full 360°, tiltis 180'.
Simple twist of the wrist lock*
camera in any desired position.
The Swing Tilt Tripod is made of
aluminum-olloy ond chrome-plated
steel, telescopes into compact pack- ;
age weighing only 33^ pounds.^
Reversible, rubber or metal tipped
legs hold tripod firmly on any surface. Precision manufactured
Swing Tilt Tripod is guaronfeed for
lifeffme operation.

DAVIDSON
MANUFACTURING CO.
^
5142 Alhombra Ave.
los Angeles 32
Colifornio
7

•

Accessories

slate is the Cine-Slate, pictured above,
which enables the cameraist to quickly
place identifying data on his movie
films before or after each shot as a
means of identifying each take to facilitate editing of the film. Measuring 6x9
inches, the Cine-Slate can easily be carried with regular camera equipment
without adding bulk. Priced at $1.5 0,
it comes complete with stand, chalk,
chemically treated cloth, and detailed
instructions. Manufactured by Sherwood Products, Forest Hills, N- Y.,
Cine-Slates are also distributed by photo
dealers.

i

Smoothly, follow the action.

And

•

Cine-Focus
The Ambol Cine-Focus is a new splitimage type range finder adaptable to
the Bolex 8mm. and 16mm. cameras as
well as cine cameras of other manufacturers. Itis adaptable to either single
lens or turret front cameras, the rangefinder being mounted in one of the lens
openings of the turret by means of a
special mounting plate- Models of CineFocus are now ready for the following
cameras and lenses: Bolex H-16 with
Wollensak l" F l.S lens or Kern l"
F 1.4 lens; the Bolex H-8 with Wollensak y>" ¥ 1.9 lens; the Filmo 70D
or 70DA with T.H.C. l" F 1.5 or
Wollensak l" F 1.5 lenses, and the Cine
Kodak Special with Kodak l" F/1.9
lens. Other models are in preparation.
Distributor is American Bolex Co., Inc.,
521 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N- Y.

New Weston Meter
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.
announces its new Master II Cine photoelectric exposure meter which incorporates a pre-set type exposure dial permitting user to set his film speed and
f.p.s. camera speed in advance, making
it possible to read the correct aperture
from the exposure control dial without

• Features pre-set dial.
adjusting disc after a reading is taken.
It also affords a sharp-shooting viewing
angle providing the same scene coverage
as the camera lens. Other features include slim compactness; high-light lowlight scales for added sensitivity and
accurate readibility; plus the famous
Weston photo-electric cell which is said
to respond accurately to every color
value.
For Title Making

• To Identify your shots for editing.
\^Cine Slate
Offering the amateur the counterpart
of the professional cipematographer's

Prospect Products Co., 5 South Sixth
avenue, Mt. \'ernon, N. Y., offer a new
title making kit featuring a novel material tradenamed Satinglas. Kit offers
new type of titling letter and background material — glass fibre sheets in
5 colors plus black and white in panels
13 by 14 inches. Letters are 1 by 5 16
inches and stick to title panels or backgrounds without aid of pins or adhesives.
• Continued on Page 708
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NEWS

CASTLE

PARADE

FILMS

Vu YEAR

Momentous events of 1946! Filmed 'round the world as history
was made! The greatest and most dramatic news stories packed
into one thrilling reel of authentic movies — now yours to own and
treasure in future years. This tenth annual Castle Film, now world
famous, is a "must" for every home-movie projector owner. A
complete motion picture in ONE reel of ALL the year's most important events! Order yours now!
ORDER

FREE!

To All Projector Owners! Send TODAY for
new 1946 Castle Films Deluxe Catalog
describing 150 thrilling home movies.

Send Castle Films' "NEWS PARADE OF THE YEAR" (1946) in
the size ond ength indicated
16 mm. 2.75
Tim.
□ 100 feet. . .
8 1
8.75
n Complete . . 17.50
□ 50 teet . . . $1.75
□ Sound, Complete
□ CompletB . . 5.50
Name
City
Address

30 ROCKEFEllER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20

FIELD BLDG.
CHICAGO 3

RUSS BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 4

Zone

State
Remittinee enciosid □ Ship c 0. D. □ Send for Castle Films' FREE Deluxe Catalo{ □
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PICTORIAL FILMS, INC.
HM-II
R.K.O. Building,
Radio City 20, New York.
I PICTOREELS.
Please send me your catalog of PICTOREELS, the Flneit
in Reel Enlertainmenf.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
ZONE

STATE,

. for the discriminating

PICTORIAL
FILMS,
R.K.p. BUILDING
RADIO CITY

buyer

Inc.
20, N. Y.
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Will

you

shoot

the

turkey

CONSIDERING some indoor shooting of the family turkey dinner
this holiday season?

You'll keep the entire scene in sharp
focus — very important when the enlarged images are viewed on the screen.

Then be sure your movie camera is
loaded with Ansco Triple S Pan Film.

And Ansco Triple S Pan Film has a
long scale of gradation . . . from twinkling highlights ... to soft shadows.

It's fast!
It captures deep-down shadow detail at
practical lighting levels. It helps you
get scenes of "professional" brilliance.
Triple S Pan's great speed lets you stop
iown wher ?reat depth of field is needed.

Try it. You'll see a noticeable improvement in your pictures. Ansco, Binghamton. New York. A Division of
General Aniline & Film Corporation.
General Sales Offices, 11 West 42nd
Street, New York 18, New York.

?

ASK FOR

Ansco
8 and 16mm
TRIPLE

S PAN

FILM
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ELI

TITLES
By

EDMUND

TURNER

* WE HA\'E omitted the title plots this month in
order to bring readers a larger series of titles appropriate for the current filming season. Here on this
page are titles for holiday parties, Thanksgiving,
and Halo ween just passed, and there's also an appropriate title for your collection of shots on various
sports events of the year. Then there is a selection of
three "End" titles, so necessary to even,' complete
film. These titles are for use in typewriter titlers
and home made titlers with a focusing range of 8
inches between camera lens and title board.
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-SogVo"* \, reason

packeit

ki^ls

for

from

fun

$ix

to $ixtn-<3^e!
Sportbeams, News Thrills, SoutuUu,
Musicals — and many, many more.
Children never forget such a gift.
Every time they see it, it reminds them
of you. So give Official Films — the
gift you'll never regret because they'll
never forg'et!

Youngsters of all ages go for these
laugh-filled, fun-packed Official
Films. There's a home movie to please
every type of child!
And what a range of subjects to
choose from! — rib-tickling Cartoons,
Christmas Carols, Animal Adventures,
THE STRAY
Adventure!
saved
from
heroic St.
Real animals

totth

LAMB
See
eaglelambby
Bernard!
take part.

Npiu! CbriBttttaa Carols!
Now you can see as well
•■NOEL"
"COME ALL YE FAITHFUL"
as hear your favorite carols sung by a first-rate
"IT CAME UPON A MIDNIGHT
choral group. A delight
CLEAR " and "JOr TO THE WOULD"
■ HAKK, THE HEUALO ANCELS
you and your family will
SING" and "SILENT NIGHT"
want to repeat every
COMBINATION OF ALL
Christinas! Just the gift SPECIAL
SIX CAROLS. 16 mm. S.O.F. - itc
for church, school, or club ! <eupon for pricai.

Lm'
'n
Andy
HE sSLION
TAMERcome
Am'
'n
...... -^
ir screen
!
COAmoslife talks
on yourAndy
screen
into !
a lion.

—
fen
WmjTOrder
MAS NItaming"
GHT
•>

New 32-page
Catalog! Your
choice of over
230 silent and
sound films. The
ideal solution to

your
worries!
low.
Mail gift
coupon
be______low.

Nome . .
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You'll find what you want for fine
camera- work in the Keystone 8 — the
versatile 8 mm. camera! Every needed

y or *

1 ^^^^^fvicT^

feature — built with precision. Easy to
operate — no sprockets to thread, either.
Easy to own — low initial cost, economicad to use. Get the most picture-pleasure
for your money . . . with the versatile
Keystone 8. See it at your favorite dealer's
now. And look over the rest of the Keystone
line — 8 mm. and 16 mm. cameras and
projectors.

»OaV«N P;.'^'^„,e.ld of ,,.Comero.
'
'Ling '<>""•

MODEL K-8
f.2.5 lenj . . . $47.25
f.1.9 lens . . . 73.95
Tax Included

KEYSTONE

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

BOSTON,

MASSACHUSETTS
e
on
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Offers you EVERY feature
you could possibly desire
Yes, every feature that good 8 mm. films deserve
— brilliance of illumination, reverse pictures,
ease of operation, gentle treatment of precious
dim — in short, a smooth, satisfying quality performance isnow available through the new
A inpro 8 mm. projector.
All the engineering skill, experience and production "know-how" that have made Ampro
precision 16 mm. projectors a standard of
quality the world ovei^ have been used
to why
build this
this remarkable
new Ampro "8".
That's
precision
machine actually gives you the
finest in projection for 8 mm. films.
Many Special Features
Still Pictures for detailed study...
Automatic Safety Shutter . . . Reverse
Picture Operation . . . Fast Automatic Rewind. . . Full 400 foot reel capacity if
desired . . . 500 Watt Illumination . . .
Flickerless Pictures at Slow Speed . . .
Efficient Cooling for Forward or Reverse
Projection . . . Oilite Bearings , . . Automatic Reel-Locking Device . . . One Hand
Precision Tilting Control . . . Automatic
Pilot Light ... Centralized Controls...
Complete Range of Film Speeds . . .
Easy Threading . . . Quiet Operation
. . . Has 1" F1.6 Coated Objective Lens. ..
Especially adapted for Color Film Projection .. . Operates on both AC or DC
105-125 Volts. Complete with Lens, Lamp,
Carrying Case and Accessories.

HM-i 1-46
Send for Special Circular
Mail coupon today for
speci?l illustrated circular giving prices, detailed
specifications
and
tion of the
new descripAmpro
"8" and
accessories.
A General Precision Equipment Corporation Subsidiary

AMPRO CORPORATION
2835 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18,111.
Please send me full details on the new 8 mm. Ampro
Projector.
Name .
Address^
City
State .
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JUST
NEW

COMPLETED
GLAMOUR

IN TIME

FOR

KODACHROME

CHRISTMAS
RELEASE...

/n Z mm, and
16 mm, Kodachromel

One of California's m
curvacious starlets,

s, one ot iViiK^

cameraman to shoot

ad entertaining rele!5^K» the year! It is

"CRIMSON

caper:

color commercial Koi
entertainment, with

od's newest and most

red bandana fi^CEBv^chief, inspired our

Lois Lorraine. FilmeoWff^dl natural
CAPERS"

is wholesome,^5pSpleasing

g at Malibu in the briefest, brightest

bathing suit ever to

riMSON CAPERS"

professionally-made

that you will be proud to own and show!

Order yours today u

is a new and original

,.:idy coupon below to assure prompt delivery.
Breafh-Taking Beauty In
Glorious Natural Co/orf

GLAMOUR NEWSREELS
6411 Hollywood Blvd. . Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please rush me the new Glamour Kodathrome release CRIMSON
'
CAPBR5" starring Lois Lorraine.
(indicate quantity and size desired)
Send
8 mm (full 50 ft.) Kodachrome @ $ 6.00 ea.
16 mm (full SO ft.) Kodachrome @ $ 8.50 ea.
16 mm (full 100 ft.) Kodachrome @ $15.00 ea.
16 mm (full 100 ft.) Kodachrome @ $17.00 ea.
with sound
NOTE: California residents add sales tax,
(
) money order or (
) check is enclosed.
Name
AddressCity
Statestate
Zone
1^"Crimson
Capers" is so good,
we're
betting
you'll times!
screen it at
least two
hundred

Luscious Lois Lorraine - the starlet who
will leave you starry-eyed,
^Sensational "Red Bandana" swimsuit-<^esigned to meet an emergency, sure to stay!
Please Your friends at Christmas I
Here's the perfect answer to those "special" gift needs! Order "CRIMSON
CAPERS " for those friends who own
projectors
and you'll be the most popular
Santa
in town!
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more
other

ior

the

movie-maker

accessory

AMBOL

yet

developed.

CINE-FOCUS

SPLIT-IMAGE,

COUPLED

RANGEFINDER

"Guess-focusing" is now a thing of the past, and home movie
makers can at last reaUze a dream of many years' standing —
and that is, better movies every time the camera is used. With
the AMBOL CINE-FOCUS you simply look through the large, brightview^ing mirror and adjust your lens in the usual manner until the
image lines up exactly. Then, you go to work — and when you
show your finished productions on the screen, you'll be delighted
and your friends will compliment your photography.
As a precision-instrument, as a time-saver and a film-saver
the AMBOL CINE-FOCUS is the most useful accessory yet
offered the movie maker. Your pictures never need be out
of focus and you never need measure the distance from
camera to subject - AMBOL CINE-FOCUS keeps your shots
sharp and "runs the tape" for you — instantly. You're a
sure-shot in a split second.
The AMBOL CINE-FOCUS is now ready for delivery for
use on the following types of cameras: Bolex Model H-16
with Kern 1" F/1.4 or Wollensak 1" F/1.5 lenses; Bell &
Howell 70's and 70-D's with Taylor Hobson Cooke or Wollensak Lenses and Kodak Cine Special with Kodak 1" F/1.9
lens. Soon there will be models for additional makes. So
keep asking your dealer. The AMBOL CINE-FOCUS is fully
guaranteed, and is fully covered with patents pending. It
is beautiful as well as serviceable . . . and it will pay for
itself in the saving of film. Order your AMBOL CINE-FOCUS
from your dealer, or write for additional information. Price
$46.40 including excise tax. Write for literature.

AMBOL

XX

CINE-FOCUS

FIFTH

than

is another fine American Bolex product

AVENUE

a

NEW

YORK

17, N.V.

. .
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D«JUR "1000" 8inm.

NEW

DeJUR "1000" -the first 1000-watt "8" -gives you giant pictures with

"never-bef ore" brilliance and steadiness. Stays cool . . . can be reversed or "stilled"
. . . rapid rewind . . . 400 foot reel . . . over-size condensers . . . many other unique

^

features for perfect projection. See the DeJUR "1000" at your dealer's.
DeJUR-AMSCO

CORPORATION, 45-08 Northern Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y

DeJUR "Cine Critic" Exposure Meter — can be
preset for instant reading
MORE

OF

THE

DeJUR "Auto Critic" Exposure Meter — direct
reading, "camera-mated '
EQUIPMENT

YOU

NEED...

DeJUR "Versatile" En
larger — light-tight, ven
tilated; multiple uses
FOR

THE

PICTURES

YOU

WANT

HOME

MOVIES
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For
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History

Filniing

NOVEMBER

1946

Book

Ideas!

e Director C. Gerlach and st^r Carl Hammen (right)
did research and script writing on their 16mm.
picture, "Swamp Fox."

Historical Episodes Offer

Endless Cont-inuity Suggestions
Ambitious Amateur Films

IF YOU are searching for challenging
new filming ideas, turn to your history books. There's a wealth of colorful material hidden in the pages of
America's history books just waiting
to be filmed. If this suggests costumes,
lengthy research, and voluminous script
writing, remember that all these are
part of the fun of making a movie of
this kind and really, such chores are not
as difficult as might be imagined.
Such filming is not a one-man project, however; but it is all the more
interesting because it requires a group,
and therefore offers grand opportunity
to organize a number of movie amateurs
into an enthusiastic filming company.
As one example, the Mount Holly
Players, a group of young historical
movie makers in Cambridge, Maryland,
organized about six years ago when

For

a number of teen-age youngsters decided they wanted to find some means
of expressing their interest in, and their
desire for others to learn more of our
country's history.
They conceived the idea of making a
16mm. motion picture to be produced
entirely by local youths. The most
difficult problem was choosing the historical period and characters around
which a plot could easily be woven.
Their ultimate decision was to film a

• Many times, during filming, the script was subject
to changes and improvements.

version of George Washington's adventures as a major in the British army prior
to the American revolution. Setting for
the story was Williamsburg, Virginia.
Mt. Holly Players' producer-director
Calvin Gerlach, then sixteen years old,
wrote to Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.,
an historical organization, asking per• Continued on Page 704

• Young George Washington is portrayed by a young high school
student
"Redcoat Dispatch,"
for of
the local
most officials.
part in
Colonial inWilliamsburg,
much of which
it with was
the filmed
assistance
• Narration was recorded on disk. Later, disk and
film were combined to produce a composite sound
print. Shown here is Gerlach at microphone.
• Scene below occurs in "Swamp Fox" when a young Charleston miss
fights enemy
off theuniform
enemy for
single
handedMarion.
in order to get through with a
stolen
General
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Here

Ire

Of
In Home

Winners

Top
Movies

. HARRY W. ATWOOD of ^-

^' RALPH E. GRAY, Mexico City, is 1st Award
Film classfilmtor picturing
his entry "Typical
Times customs
In The
Kodachrome
people and
winner of awards, Gray uses a Cine Special, has
for more than IB years.

Iwards
1946

Contest

■
a model io
^^^^^^^^

Winner in Documentary
Tropics,"
16mm.
of Mexico.1600-foot
A consistent
been a movie hobbyist

.Ji^ HAROLD FLUCKE, Detroit, Michigan, movie amateur, received 1st Award in the
Family artist,
Films class
his 16mm.
Kodachrome
picture, live
"Santaaction
RidesandAgain."
An
outstanding
Fluclceforcleverly
incorporated
combination
animation
in several sequences of his picture.

r

KEN WEST of Vancouver, British Columbia, has been
M awarded 1st place trophy in the Sound Films Class for his
800-foot
16mm. Bolex
Kodachrome
film, sound
"Investment
used a 16mm.
and Auricon
recorder.In Youth." West

mv AiiidLcui

^ Continued on Next Page
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Your Own or Your First Gift Subscription ....
Each Additional Gift Subscription
(B* sure fo give postal unit numbers for addresees requiring them)

$3.00
2.00

TO
PLBABK
PImm und Gift Subscriptiin
t* tlM abov* fnm:

riTY, I'OSTAL TXIT NO.. STAI

TOPLEABB PBia
STBI
PluM wad Gift 8ukurlptlen
t« th« abov« frata:

CITT, POSTAL rXIT NO., BTAl

TO

MRd Gift
toPlus*
til* abovt
fnini Sub»riptiiin
;
I enclose $

iTv iMisTAi, rxiT NO., stah f
Jn payment for these subscription^
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TINY TOWN, Lloyd Bacon Trophy winner by
Edmund Turner, Detroit, Michigan.

RIDES AGAIN, 1st Award, Family Films Class, by
SANTA
Harold F!ucke, Detroit, Michigan.

TYPICAL TIMES IN THE TROPICS, Ut Award,
Documentary Films Class, by Ralph E. Gray,
Mexico City, Mexico.

ESCAPE, 1st Award, Scenario Class, by Harry W.
Atwood, Ajo, Arizona.

INVESTMENT IN YOUTH, 1st Award, Sound On Film Class,
by Ken West, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.

THE PAST MASTER, 2nd Award, Family Films
Class, by George A. Valentine, Glenbrook, Conn.

HOME
MOVIES'
More And Better Films Feature
1946 Annual Amateur Movie
Total

of

36

Entries

j

CONGRATULATIONS are in order
for 36 movie amateurs — winners
in Home Movies' 1946 annual amateur contest which closed September
30th. Of these, 11 are trophy winners
and 2 5 will receive Honorable Mention
certificates. The Lloyd Bacon Trophy,
top prize in the contest for the best
amateur motion picture regardless of
class, is sponsored and named for the
famed Hollywood motion picture director whose interests long have been
with the amateur movie maker. This
trophy was captured by Edmund Turner of Detroit, Michigan, with his 400

CONTEST
WIPERS
movie
hobby
that entries
in this
Home Movies'
contest nearlyin doubled
those
of year's
1945.
Contest With
Among the trophy winners were eight
16mm. films and three 8mm. films.
Receiving Recognition
Among the pictures receiving Honorable Mention awards were thirteen
16mm. and twelve 8mm. films. Soundon-film entries, for which division there
is but one award, were double those of
last year. Black and white films were
ft. 16mm. Kodachrome picture Tiny
away in the minority.
Town.
Tiny Town, the Lloyd Bacon Trophy
As in former years, the 1946 contest
winner, was described at length in a
was divided into four divisions: Family
review in the August issue of Home
Films Class, Documentary Class, ScenMovies. The action is entirely by aniario Class, and Sound-on-film. In admated puppets designed and made by
dition, recognition has been given for Edmund Turner who produced the picachievement
in photography, editing and
ture. The film is a truly outstanding
titling.
production, embracing as it does the
Now international in scope. Home
skill of its producer in making the
Movies 1946 contest attracted entries
puppets, building the many miniature
from Spain, Mexico, Canada and Chile.
sets, and finally photographing the acOf these, only one entry from Mexico
tion in stop motion a frame at a time —
made the winners' circle. The contest
a chore that engaged the better part
• Continued on Next Page
reflected a healthy note in the amateur
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Merle a""

2nd A^-ar^".^^,, UaVe
GENERAllOH,J_^";,^ Club, Sa
ass, oy "
ClHON^^^^f^A^a^eorMov-e

. DocumentarY
fUn>s Class,

monochrome,
by Parkchester
of Edmund Turner's spare time for a 16mm.
Cine Club, Bronx, New York.
Each tiny puppet was first designed
Documentary Class
onyear.paper, then carved from soft wood
1st place: Typical Times In The
with a razor blade. In some instances,
Tropics, 1400 feet 16mm. Kodachrome,
clay was employed in molding heads of by Ralph E. Gray, P. S. A., Mexico
figures or in making special adornments
City, Mexico.
and adding character touches. The sev2nd place: In One Generation, 1 reel
eral sets were constructed down to the
16mm. Kodachrome, by Utah Amatiniest detail. There's Ah Mee's hand
teur Movie Club, Salt Lake City, Utah.
laundry, the barber shop and the bank
3rd place: Wonders Of The Dunes,
next door, the fashion shoppe, and the 400 feet 16mm. Kodachrome with
theatre, just to mention a few.
theme music and narration on disc,
The story concerns a parcel of valuby Kurt Bohse, Chicago, 111.
able jewels delivered to one Dolly Wood
Family Films Class
as a prize in a nation-wide contest. The
1st place: Santa Rides Again, 200
picture opens with the Tiny Town exfeet 16mm. Kodachrome, by Harold
press, which carries the valued parcel,
Flucke, Detroit, Michigan.
winding in and out a beautiful valley
2nd place: The Past Master, 200 feet
in its approach to Tiny Town. The par8mm. Kodachrome, by George A. Valcel is delivered at the station, then by
entine, Glenbrook, Conn.
express to Dolly Wood.
3rd place: Christinas At Home, 150
Dolly decides to place the jewels in feet 8mm. Kodachrome, by Merle and
the local bank for safe keeping but she Leslie Williams, Los Angeles, Calif.
fails to reckon with a thief who, after
Sound On Film
following her to the bank, robs it and
Investment
In Youtlj, 800 feet in
escapes with the safe containing the
16mm. Kodachrome with sound on
jewels. There ensues a chase between a
film, by Ken West, Vancouver, B. C,
policeman and the thief that takes them
Canada.
ultimately onto the stage of the local
theatre where a magic show is taking
Honorable Mention
All Around The Toiin, 200 feet
place. The magician's trick wand proves
the thief's nemesis and results in his 8mm. monochrome, by Lon Wadman,
capture by the policeman. The jewels St. Louis, Mo.
are recovered and returned to Dolly
Apache Indian Camplife, 400 feet
Wood who rewards the officer with a
16mm. Kodachrome, by Tad Nichols,
kiss.
Tucson, Arizona.
Turner used a model E Cine Kodak
Calling Dr. Kildare, 150 feet 8mm.
and a Cine Kodak Special in filming
monochrome, by Dr. Macdonald
the picture. Photography is tops and Browne, New York City.
the titling, limited to main, credit and
Contact, 400 feet 16mm. Kodaend titles, is of the usual Turner exchrome with narration on disc, by J. E.
cellence. Turner, a commercial artist,
Klopfer, San Francisco, Calif.
contributes the title drawings which apDeath Valley, 400 feet 16mm. Kodapear in Home Movies each month.
chrome, byFrank Knaus, Los Angeles,
Winners in the class groups are as
Calif.
follows:
Devils Food, 375 feet 8mm. KodaScenario Class
chrome, by Merwyn C. Gill, Los An1st place: Escape, 250 feet 8mm.
geles. Calif.
Kodachrome, by Harry W. Atwood,
Family Affairs, 300 feet 8mm. Kodachrome, by Mrs. D. H. Cameron, Salt
Ajo, Arizona.
2nd place: This Is The Story Of Lake City, Utah.
F.•
O. 4
B. Hauaii, 400 ft. 8mm. KodaAladdin's Lamp, 400 feet 16mm. Monochrome and Kodachrome, by Rich Johnchrome, bv Robert H. Kluckhohn, Sposton, M. D., Ogden, Utah.
• Continued on Page 694
kane, Wash.
3rd place: Conscience, 700 feet in

CONSCIENCE, 3rd Award.
Scenario Class, by Parkchester
Cine Club, Bronx, New Yo-k.
HIS (S Class.ss.

Of ALAODIN'V^: Oqden.
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Idea

A Novel Means
Shots

Professional
By

1

Parade

mews

Movie

For

F.

Film

Of Presenting Your

By Intercutting
News
N.

Release

With
Scenes

BARBARIN

fi IVING increased impetus to the showing of films in
Iw the home are the many new projector owners who have
" come into the fold of home movie enthusiasts in recent
months. This is reflected in the increased activity of projector owners in building personal film libraries from which
they may draw upon for a full evening's program of movie
entertainment. Such home film libraries comprise not only
the hobbyist's reels of personally filmed movies, but prints
of
professional
releases such as Castle Films' News Parade
of the
Year.
In connection with this popuar film, which has been
released anually in both 8mm. and 16mm. since 1937, it
is interesting to note that many movie amateurs with a
flair for novelty and originality have followed the practice
of augmenting their prints of the News Parade with
sequences filmed with their own cameras of timely events
and topics which occurred during the year in their immediate vicinity.
Cleverly titled and edited, we find such footage cut into
the continuity of a News Parade film where its impact
will be both novel and surprising. For example, a scene of
President Truman delivering an important address to the
nation is followed by a scene, properly introduced by a
title, of Junior delivering his valedictorian address at the
high school commencement. A sequence picturing some of
the dramatic aftermath of World War II is followed by a
caption, "And here at home . . . ," then a home movie shot
is intercut showing local war heroes in a memorial day parade. The sequence of shots of the new American Cardinals
created in Rome might be followed by a shot of Junior
again in the robes of an altar boy or choir boy, preceded,
perhaps, by a caption introducing him as one of the youngest of the year's church dignitaries. A view of the winner
of the annual Miss America contest might be followed by
cuts from home movie footage showing little Mary Lou,
age three, in a one-piece bathing suit at the beach. The idea
is to tie in as much of your home movie footage as possible
with the professional's film record of the year's happenings.
Thus, your own movie efforts take on additional glamour
when presented along with the professional footage on the
same reel.
Movie amateurs, in reviewing Castle's 1946 edition of
The News Parade of the Year, will find opportunities galore
to supplement this film with their own personally filmed
sequences and thus enhance the screen interest of their own
movie making, 'k

• Photos above represent just a fev/ of the timely news sequences
that
will beJubilee
found ofin The
Castle
Films' "News
of The
1946"
—Golden
Automobile,
UnitedParade
Nations
MeetYear—
At Paris,
and
the
"Flying
Wing,"
revolutionary
new
type
of
fighter
plane.
Subject inwill16mm.
be available
in both 8mm. and 16mm. plus a special
version
sound,

• SeHing her goal as a screen career, Cathy Carter enlisted
aid of two girl friends, filmed a screen test in l&mm. Kodachrome as a selling medium for her talents.

IDmin.

Cathy
With

Carter
Home

Screen

Lands

Made

JASON

Studio

16mm.
W

0

• It wouldn't be a true screen test without a few bathing suit shots, so Cathy wrote a
scene andwhileenacted
it beside
camera
Pat Atwood
holdsa neighbor's
a reflector swimming
to even uppool.
the Here
lighting.EIrene Stein handles the

Test

That

Clicked!

Contract

Screen Test
0

D

B

I N

on Fifth Avenue" comes to your
"It Happened
WHEN
local picture
theatre, watch for a tall, stunning blonde
with an alluring voice, and when she comes on the
screen you can say to yourself: "^^ell, there's proof of what
a 16mm. movie can accomplish!" For this girl, Cathy Carter,
broke into the movies, and what is more, nailed down a contract, bymeans of a 16mm. screen test which she made with
the help of a few friends.
Every now and then, for the past several years the idea
has been discussed in this magazine, and the suggestion
made that i6mm. offers th? logical way to Hollywood
aspirants to interest the studios. Several studios have already
signified their willingness to view such tests and give them
every consideration.
So it was inevitable that, sooner or later, someone would
do it, and someone has. The soundness of the idea has been
demonstrated, and others can do it— provided, of course,
that they have what it takes, plus. One of the best ways to
find that out, of course, is to make such a test and see for
yourself.
Born in Hollywood, and the daughter of a Columbia
Pictures short subjects executive, it is probable that Cathy
Carter could have used her father's influence to break into

• Seventy per cent of the film consisted of closeups. so essential in a
screen test. Here camera operator EIrene Stein readies her Cine Speci
a closeup in the bathing suit sequence.

HOME MOVIES FOR NOVEMBER
the movies — but she didn't want to do it that way. She
didn't want to have it said that she hadn't done it on her
own merits, nor did she want to feel that any pressure had
been brought to bear in the matter. So, although it might
appear superficially that she had certain advantages which
not every beginner would have, these were more apparent
than real.
Despite the family connection with the studios, Cathy had
little contact with the movies, and grew up normally at
home as any girl might do. She entered University at
California at Los Angeles as a journalism student, but at the
end of two years she was definitely determined to be an
actress. So she switched to a dramatic school, and after
another two years felt that she was ready to do something
about it. But what? On every hand she saw for herself
the uselessness of "ringing doorbells" — of the endless interviews which led only to a vague promise that "we'll call you
if anything should come up."
She saw, too, that the studios, accustomed to judging a
finished result on the screen, did little without a screen test.
But how to obtain a test? Well, why not make one? The
obvious answer was to film the test on i6mm. Kodachrome,
since a sound film test was obviously beyond the means of
an amateur group.
Cathy worked out a script, and enlisted the aid of two
co-ed friends, Elrene Stein and Pat Atwood. The script was
simple. A few bathing suit shots, taken bsside a Hollywood
pool — for who could imagine a screen test without a bathing suit? Then, to show that she could act as well, there
followed a group of short dramatic scenes. Since no trained
director was available, scenes were filmed which Cathy
had studied thoroughly at dramatic school, and which she
could do smoothly and with professional ease. One of these
was a rather heavy scene from "The Land Is Bright," while
the others were lighter bits. The entire film was done in
black-and-white, and without sound, but it served the essential purpose of showing how she photographed standing,
sitting, walking about, talking, smiling, and so on.
The film was carefully assembled and edited, until it was
judged ready for use. Then the question arose: where should
she present it? She felt that the big major studios represented

• All three girls had a hand in editing the film. Many time saving accessories were provided to ease the cutting and editing task such as a
film rack, viewer, and a good iplicar.

671
a waste of time. They were looking at dozens of tests every
doy, and even a stock contract with them usually ended up
in anonymous obscurity.
About that time, Roy Del Ruth had signed a new contract
with Monogram as an independent producer. The studio was
small, but the productions would be big league. So she presented herself at the Del Ruth offices, and when they found
that she had a screen test ready and waiting, it was not too
difficult to persuade them to have a look at it.
All of this was done under the name "Cathy Carter,"
which she had adopted for screen purposes, and no one connected with the studio knew that she was the daughter of
a Columbia Pictures executive. The test was viewed, the
decision was favorable, and a contract was offered for two
pictures a year with Mr. Del Ruth, and for two more with
other Monogram producers. Before signing the contract,
Cathy revealed her identity, just to be sure that there would
be no "kick-back" later on.
The rest has been pretty straightforward. She has just
finished work in "It Happened on Fifth Avenue," a million
dollar production in which she has had opportunity to play
with such veterans as Victor Moore. Her role is a small one,
but extremely gratifying for a beginner. From now on, the
rest is strictly up to her.
So, if you feel that your place is on the screen — or, more
likely, if your girl friend feels that her place is in front of
a camera — well, what have you got to lose (except your
However, remember that the test cannot be made too
girl)?
good. Spend plenty of time planning it, shoot as many takes
as may be necessary to get a perfect result, and edit it
smoothly and effectively. On the main titles, place all pertinent information so that the test will be self-explanatory.
One Hollywood talent director recently issued the following suggestions for those interested in submitting home
made screen tests to his studio:
All tests should be filmed on i6mm. color film. No black
and white or 8mm. films will do. And where possible, they
should be filmed at 24 frames per second, although this
is not absolutely necessary. This was
suggested
because
** CotithiHcd
oil Page
692

• Cathy Carter obviously is satisfied with final cut of the film being projected here.
Laterstudio
it was
for critical observers, pronounced "perfect," then submitted
to
who screened
offered contract.
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Ski

Movies
Snow Time

Is Ski Time

To Get Your Camera
For Spectacular

And

Time

Into Action
Pictures

O Whether you use a tclephoto lens or not, you can get good action
shots
this byready
anticipating
cameralikeinstantly
for the the
shot. sl<ier's course and having your
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TO THE eager movie amateur, the first snow fall suggests
just one thing — ski pictures. If you have filmed skiing
activities before, probably you are already looking forward to deep snows and the gathering of the ski clans in the
nation's winter sports centers. If you just recently began
making movies, then you have your biggest thrill in store,
for probably no other activity offers opportunity for such
unusual action shots as the sport of skiing. Even if you do
not ski yourself, you needn't pass up the opportunity that
skiing — even just plain amateur skiing — affords for interesting home movies. For here is combined action, so essential
to movies, with colorful scenery.
A little planning beforehand, of course, will aid you in
getting better pictures, the kind that win prizes in your
movie club contests. Your film story can begin before the
snow falls. The characters in your story — or the principals
in your record film, if you choose — can be pictured reading
ski magazines, looking over ski equipment, etc. Then follow
with a few shots showing one of them peering out of a
window as if looking for snow; then a shot of snow falling
or of a weather forecast in the newspaper — "Snow tomorrow." Next, shots of skis being waxed and the preparation
of other equipment.
Here one's imagination and ingenuity can be called upon
to devise a comedy twist to the story that will give additional interest to the picture. Perhaps those who appear in
the film, after preparing their equipment, get ready to
retire, full of anticipation of the next day's activities.
An alarm clock transition is used here to indicate the lapse
of time between bedtime and the time of arising. The clock
is filmed in closeup at the retiring hour, then a lap dissolve
shows the clock set at 4 or 5 the next morning — the time
set for the skiers to awaken. Or, by a simple contrivance,
the clock can be filmed as the hands are turned rapidly to
the arising hour. This can be filmed at 8 f.p.s. to lessen

0 Keep your camera low in order to get in a fair portion of the sky for
conirasr and color. S.loi.t ac.oss t e slopes ins-ead of up or down — they look
steeper that way, give better action perspective.
the time consumed by the transition and at the same time
save film.
When the alarm goes off, the "comedian" of your group
gets out of bed fully clothed, grabs his ski equipment and
dashes out of the room ahead of the others. At intervals,
to this player — or "character," if you
can cut
later,— you
wish
showing
him consulting his ski instruction book
before buckling on his skis; before timidly starting to de-
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scend a small hill, etc. When more experienced skiers swish
by him in expert maneuvers, show him gazing in wonderment. Then, referring to his ski book again, he attempts to
imitate the experts. In the closing sequence of your film,
show this party making a successful run down hill, a big
smile on his face as he feels proud of his accomplishment,
then the surprise — a shot showing him plunging head first
into a snowbank. Climax this with a closeup of the skier
emerging from the snowbank and sitting upright. Disconsolate, he reaches for his instruction book, obviously to see
what it was that he did wrong. With a disgusted gesture,
he tosses the instruction book away as he struggles to his
feet in the final fadeout.
Intercut, of course, between these comedy relief shots will
be all the serious shots you have made of other skiers in
action. If there is a ski lift at the site, use this as a continuity
starting point for a series of sequences. Many, who have
never visited a skiing resort have only a vague idea how
a ski lift works. Here, then, is opportunity to picture the
apparatus in its entirety and at the same time provide a
background of action in which to film the members of
your party. Make a few shots yourself as you travel on the
ski lift, and if the line is a bit jerky in its operation, it is
suggested that you shoot at 32 f.p.s., altering exposure accordingly, inorder to smooth out the action on the screen.
At the summit, the skiers are ready for the long descent
and here will be opportunity to film the most spectacular
shots of your ski film. Let action accent each shot. Do not
make any shot too long. Change angles constantly, and
above all, include plenty of sky in each shot for the contrast
that the deep blue will give to the snow.
Skiers, in a group, coming over the crest of a knoll and
zooming past the camera make a spectacular shot. Likewise
the same action, filmed at 32 or 64 f.p.s. presents a highly
interesting slow motion study on the screen. Low angle

• Don't overlook
the many
possibilitiesthatthe shows
ski lifthowprovides
members
of your party
in a continuity
the, ski forlift filming
works.

• Note how backlighting, accomplished with aid of sunshade on camera,
enhances the beauty of this scene. Let panorama vistas like this backdrop the action of your skiers.

shots are always good composition highlights. Place your
camera low for several shots of skiers speeding toward and
then away from the camera.
In order to accent the steepness of a slope, shoot across
the side of the hill instead of up the hill or down. When
you shoot straight up or down the slopes, they appear to
flatten out on the screen. Still another beautiful shot is to
film skiers in action over virgin, unmarked snow with a
spray of snow flying after the skiers as they speed down
the slope and past the camera.
A morning's run on the ski slopes calls for a substantial
lunch. So get scenes of this activity after the skiers reach
bottom of the ski run.
Where a ski meet is to be held, still more action is in
store for the movie cameraist. You can make all those breath
taking shots of ski jumpers so familiar on the newsreel
screen. You can better the newsreel cameramen, too, by
shooting this action in slow motion, affording a rare study
of the skier's balancing technique as he glides gracefully as
a bird through the air.
Nor is there any reason to limit filming only to expert
skiers. The family in skiing activities offers endless opportunities for interesting movies. Such a film can begin, as
already suggested, with Dad as the fall guy who relies too
much on his instruction book.
Now just a few words about exposure. The brilliant sun
and white snow makes the light doubly brilliant and it is
very easy to miscalculate exposure and to either over- or
under-expose your film. Unless allowances are made for the
extreme brilliance when taking a meter reading, you are
apt to get an over-reading and as a result under expose your
film. Using exposure calculations other than that arrived
at with a meter, it is easy to over expose. Use your exposure
meter carefully for Kodachrome in bright sunlight. You'll
Continued onWhen
Page 707in
find f/ii just about right for this• condition.
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you may get blurred shots of trembling
tields and timber, flashes of dogs and
game scooting across the frame, and
many feet of action so far away that
ii will be all but invisible on the screen.
Certainly there is no rule against
shooting motion pictures in that fashion. In fact, th.re usually is a certain
breathless gambling interest in the newly processed film when you take it
from the box, thread it through the
projector, and shap the switch. What
will the screen reveal? Anything?
Everything? Nothing at all? It's a
gambler's game, this impromptu movie
shooting,
and its payment is of the same
kind.

• Almost never do you find a successful scene posed by circumstance. To film a good scene of
human activity, you must arrange it. Note, in this picture, how the cameraman arranged for the
mother and father to concentrate attention on the boy who is the center of interest. The parents are
comparatively motionless while the child remains in action.

Planning

Little

Pictures

Here's Sage Advice
Filmers Who

Makes

BIG!

For Amateur

Want- To Make

Better Movies
w

MOST of US are faced with at least two
choices about everything, and this
same disquieting situation holds
true for outdoor photography, too.
Our big questions here are:
1. Am I making a photographic report of my trip which will be of interest only to me? Or —
2. Am I making a photographic record which will be of interest to many
people in the months and years to come?
These are the questions to be answered when we include a movie camera in our field equipment. If your
purpose is No. 1 — to record scenes only
for your own interest — then you will
find little of value in this article.
Probably you will equip your cam;ra
with one lens, leave your tripod at
home, and take "off-the-cuff" shots
whenever the fancy strikes you. In
some cases you will, by the very natur:
of the scene, obtain a very striking and
dramatic picture; but most of the time
c:

e One important secret of movie
making
success for tlie
amateur
is the importance
of changing
camera tances
angles
and
camera
from subject In order dis-to
gain a fresh or more interesting
viewpoint. A single shot of a
subject
or on
action
growsso
monotonous
the soon
screen,
the professional method is to
break up the action into a sequence of changing viewpoints.
Mote here how the little girl is
Introduced in a medium shot
standing on the chair. Then she
is seated and the camera viewmovedby ina
closer.point
Thischanged
is and
followed
closeup of the child, with the
camera viewpoint again changed.
This technique, applied to ordinary home movie shots, gives
a professional touch to a film,
increases Interest twofold.

For the serious camera addict, though
— for the man who is as much interested in shooting with camera as with
gun — such candid photography is far
from satisfying. He can no more pop
a scene at random than he can permit
himself to shoot at a deer with a .22
rifle. He wants to be able to take pride
in his handiwork, both as a sportsman
and as a cinematographer. For him,
there may be some thoughts worth while
in this article.
W hether the subject is a hunting
trip, a fishing trip, or Sunday dinner at
Grandma's, the basic movie rule still
holds good: It takes planning to make
a picture.
Before the luggage is ever packed in
the car, the basic idea for your film
should be carefully thought out. Any
film is more interesting if it tells some
sort of a stor}'. Not a fiction story, a
la Hollywood, but the story of you and
your plans. Let your film have a begin ing, middlj,
a
a climax and an ending. It isn't difficult; only the planning
will differ from the off-the-cuff
method.
Your film may be long or short; it
really doesn't matter. And its ingredients should be onlv the true ones of
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your expedition. But arrange those ingredients inlogical order, and plan your
scenes for later editing. Always remember that the editing makes the picture.
Without editing, your finest camera
work will be unconnected scenes, arranged at random, jumbled in effect,
splotched with moments of inferior photography— out-of-focus spots, tail-ends
of film where red "flares" spoil the
color, takes which failed to show what
you wanted. With these things edited
out, your film can move smoothly,
with a flowing sequence of scenes unmarred by the faults which no cameraman can avoid. The editing, too, should
be planned at least partially before your
trip begins. Let's take an examph and
follow through the important steps.
You're going, with a group, to fish
in the mountains. So your film can begin right at home. Why not open with
an extreme closeup of the mountain
destination circled on a map. The name
fills the screen. Then cut to a shot
showing the entire group clustered beside the car, checking the map. The
man holding the map folds it up, steps
into the car, and the others climb in
after him, each man carrying a reasonable amount of equipment or luggage.
Scene three would be shot from a place
near the street, where the automobile
can be seen as it starts to roll, and can
be followed as it emerges from the
driveway and speeds off down the
street.
If the offical photographer doesn't
mind not appearing in the scene, he
can shoot the departure footage and
then join his comrades halfway down
the street. Or, to make the group complete for this first "establishing shot,"
someone else can be asked to "roll it"
when the time comes. The important
thing is that in these brief scenes you
will have presented your destination,
your party, your means of conveyance,
and the actual circumstances of your
start. When the fi!m is shown, you

won't have to preface it with inadequate
explanations of personnel and purpose;
everything will be clear on the screen.
!i one's journey takes him across
other states, it makes an interesting
scene for the cameraman to take his
place beside a highway road marker.
He can catch the oncoming automobile
in the frame and "pan" with it until the
machine is receding on the screen, and
in one corner of the frame is the highway marker bearing the highway number
and the state's name.
In mountainous country, it is well
worth the twenty minutes it takes for
the cameraman to be debarked at the top
of the mountain so he can photograph
the car as it comes winding up the
twisting mountain road. The time spent
in making the car twice climb the grade
will be repaid many times in added inter St for your film.
One secret of good pictures is this:
almost never do you find a successful
scene posed by circumstance. To get a
good scene of human activity, you must
arrange it, and by "arranging it" I
mean eliminating all aimless movement
and concentrating on the movements
which tell your story. For instance:
suppose you want a scene of a man building afire. Have you ever timed a camp
fire maker? It takes very little time —
when the camera is not running. When
it is running, and those 36 feet of film
are dashing past the lens every minute,
you suddenly realize that all you are
photographing are meaningless movements which tell nothing. The camera
will be exhausted of film by the time
the fire catches its first feeble breath.
So, save that shot while you analyze
your fire-maker's technique. Note how
he arranges the kindling. See what steps
he takes in One--Two--Three order
before the flame is ignited. Then plan
to photograph those steps, one at a time,
in a sequence of shots filmed from
different angles. A second great secret
of movie success is changing angles and

changing distances from the subject.
Make your changes follow a planned
pattern, too — one which adds clarity
.0 the picture. Again, an example:
The first shot, perhaps six feet long
(in 16mm.)
would the
be a camp
"Long area,
Shot" the
—
one
which shows
firesite, and the firemaker in the center
of the frame. You are starting your scene
as he walks toward the firesite with fire
materials in his arms. He kneels down
and places the materials in position.
Watch how he kneels and note how
his arms move as he places the materials,
becauseagain.
yon will make him do that
action
Now change your camera location
ro in front of the man, instead of to
one side, and come in to where the man
fills the frame. Both the man and the
firesite are much larger now. From
this new camera set-up, have the man
carry his materials in as before, kneel
as before, and arrange them as before.
This time, however, you start your film
'•-^liing just before he begins to kneel.
The camera records him kneeling and
going through his material-placement
procedure.
Again shift the camera position. Come
in closer, much closer, so that the fire■^ite fills the camera frame. This time
move to the other side of subject.
From a kneeling position have him repeat the material-distribution process
and apply ignition to the fire. Your
camera will roll until the flame is
bright. Then return to your original
position, roll the camera, and have the
firemaker rise from his kneeling position and go about his business.
Sounds like a Ipt of trouble, doesn't
ir? And it is a bit of trouble, but just
think of the results! When you get
that film back into your editing room,
you will have this sequence ready for
the scissors and splicing machine: (1)
The firemaker approaching and kneel• Continued
on Page ma702
ing; (2) the firemaker
arranging
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• Fig. I — Closeups are an important pari of every good movie. Good
lighting
will enhance
ettectlveness.
Here "triangle"
was used,
as
diagramed
in Fig. their
2 above.
Camera lamp
floods scenelighting
with light
y»hile
side light, elevated, is placed halfway along a line from camera lamp,
determined by measuring camera lamp to subject, then measuring an equal
distance at right angles from subject, placing sidelight at halfway mark.
Backlight, also elevated. Is placed directly opposite.

LIliHTlKi
How
Best

To Place Photo Lamps
Interior Filming

FilMILY
For

Results

M
"ORE FAMILY movies are spoiled by bad lighting than
by incompetent camera handling, ^'hen families and
friends gather together on Thanksgiving and Christmas to enjoy holiday festivities, the movie amateur is doubly

URODPS

taxed to make good pictures because of the hubbub that
invariably accompanies a gathering. So it behooves the movie
maker planning holiday movies indoors this year to give
some thought beforehand to the most important phase of
indoor photography — the lighting.
The use of lights in homes where there is a gathering
of people presents many hazards. Filming large groups calls
for abundant light, and setting up numerous lighting
standards and the use of reflector units clamped to chairbacks and other furniture, plus the maze of extension cords

R€4:LeCT0K
P-H0T05P0T

• Fig. 3 — Shown here is comparative effectiveness of the reflector photospot
and the reflector photofiood. Light from spot covers about same area as the
flood, but can be used three times as far away from subject. When lamps

are
used wellofback
subjects,
is less
chance
" details
in features
thosefromnearest
the there
camera.
These
photo'burning
lamps updiffer
from
regular photofloods in that they have reflector built in.
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• Fig. 4 — This diagram shows an effective lighting arrangement
for large groups. After selecting camera position, place camera
lamp far back as space and exposure limitations will permit. Place
one sidelight to illuminate one person or sub-group of persons, as
shown. group
Added
depth and
be gained
lighting
subNo. 2, farthest
from realism
camera,willa little
strongerby than
the rest.

does not present a pleasing situation for either guests or host.
Lighting indoor groups, therefore, must be simplified, and
this simplification can be achieved through use of reflector
photofloods and photospot lamps.
Still another thing to strive for is more natural lighting,
something that cannot be accomplished with a limited
number of ordinary photolamps placed at random. Light
units must be so placed that scene or subject will appear
to be lighted by the natural illumination source of the room
— overhead chandelier, wall brackets, etc.
Because the average cine camerist has but one lens — the
"regular" lens (one-inch for 16mm.; half-inch for 8mm.;)
with which his camera came equipped, large indoor family
groups require greater shooting distances; more coverage
from lamps. To get everybody in the picture, it is necessary
to pull back with the camera to get everyone in the picture,
unless one has a wide angle lens. This calls for moving back
the lights, too, so they will be out of camera range, which
also means that the volume of light falling upon the scene
or subjects is diminished proportionately. The remedy, of
course, is to pour more light into the scene by adding more
photolamps. However, where reflector photospots and reflector photofloods are used, the problem of lighting is
more easily solved. In filming small groups, very professional
results can be achieved with these lamps.
In previous issues of Home Movies I have discussed a
simple and rather recently perfected system of lighting
• Fig. 5 (right) — The advantages of using a camera lamp far back
is shown in the lighting effect accomplished in this group shot. All
three children are lighted equally well. If the camera lamp were
used right at the camera for this shot, the boy would be overlighted.
Thus, the farther away photolamps can be used from subjects, the
more even will be the general illumination.

• Fig. 4 — Diagram below shows position of lights and camera
with relation to subjects in making the picture at right. The sidelight
was
elevated
lighting
effect.well above the children's heads to give more natural
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indoor movie scenes. Readers may recall the discussion on
"Triangle Lighting" which involves the use of two reflector
photofloods and one reflector photospot in a pattern which
involves setting one lamp close as possible to the camera,
another high and to one side, and the third at the back for
backlighting, background illumination or effect lighting.
• Coiiliiiiivtl oil P'i;-n' 7oi>
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Selecting

The

Right

Developer

Understanding
Will Aid

Function

In Selection

For Home
H

• Whether
you an
are elaborate
a "kitchendarkroom,
sink" processor
one
possessing
your re-or
versal results depend upon use of a good formula
and a thorough
knowledge used.
of the working characteristics of the developer

THE MOVIE amateur, unschooled in
science and chemistry, about to
undertake home processing of movie
film, is often overwhelmed by the plethora of formulae which is offered him.
With developers running from D-7 to
D-93, it appears a difficult task to select
the right one.
The other items in the reversal formulae present no problem, since there is
only one fixer, one clearing bath and
a choice of only two bleach solutions.
But it is choice of developer that not
only often stumps the beginning home
processor, but often leads to poor results. The thing that must be remembered is that the amateur processor
works under entirely different condi-

Of

U

Developer

Proper

Reversal

tions than the professional with his
machine processing equipment, and this
is a big factor in choice of the developer to use.
The beginner will understand the
problems of processing better, perhaps,
if we look into the purpose of the developers used in the reversal process.
We know that film, on exposure, receives arecord on the emulsion of the
scene focused upon. This exposure produces achange in the silver halide contained in the emulsion which remains
fixed until the film is subjected to the
first developer.
Now reversal presents a different
problem than that of making a negative on one film, then printing and developing apositive for projection on
another. With reversal, we must make
a negative image, then remove it so
we can develop a positive image on the
same film. Therefore, reversal film must
be of a type which is adapted for this
purpose, i. e., it should have sufficient
silver in the emulsion to allow the
formation of a positive image of the
correct density for projection.
Should the positive image be too
dark it will require a 1000 watt bulb

• The amateur film processor must standardize his operations in order to
attain professional results. The test strip method is recommended as best way
to arrive at a standardized procedure. Clip short lengths from film to be
processed and develop these in a tumbler or graduate, each strip to be

Of The

Formula

Process

M
in the projector to get a presentable
picture on the screen. Similarly if the
density is not great enough, a 5 00 watt
bulb will make the pictures appear as
if the film had been overexposed. Therefore it becomes apparent that correct
density is a must for perfect screen
image quality.
To attain this desired condition in
the positive, the exposure must be "on
the button," and the film must be developed to the correct degree in the
first developer when making the negative image. Since density is dependent
upon the time of development, leaving
the film too long in the first developer
will produce a dark negative image and
a correspondingly light or thin positive
image. Conversely too short a time in
the first developer will produce a thin
negative image and, where total flashing is used, a dense dark positive.
It becomes evident therefore that the
amateur interested in home processing
must standardize his conditions to attain professional results. While this
might sound involved at first, it is
really quite simple. With electric exposure meters and the speed rating of
the film, the first variable — exposure —

The test strips,
given same development but at different time Intervals.
to determine
shown above, may be examined
sandwiched between glass, as
satisfactory. Developing time of this strip becomes standard
most processing.
whichall Isfuture
for
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can be readily standardized. Next, a
given developer at a definite time and
temperature will yield a standard density
and contrast. The temperature and time
can be established at a definite value
and held there. This brings us to the
developer as the variable of the amount.
Fromare the
of view
there
threeamateur's
methods point
of attack
to
lick the developer problem. First, and
best, is the test strip idea. Short lengths
of the film to be developed are put
through the process with the predetermined developer and other solutions being used, to determine the correct processing time. This method (as outlined
in my February '46 article) is one which
will render perfect results all of the
time. However it does require a little
extra effort.
Then there is the idea used by professionals and machine processors, viz.:
replenishment of developing solution. A
certain amount of new developer (made
from a little different formula than
the original) is added to the original
solution as each film is developed. Thus
strength of the solution is maintained
and the solution must be discarded only
when it is too old or so dirty that it
stains the film.
Finally there is the method, favored
by the amateur who processes only occassionally, namely making a fresh solution for each film developed. By this
means one is assured of clean, sparkling
films free from stain, with ideal blueblack tones so ideal for projection. This
eliminates all variables with respect to
the developer and if a meter has been
used to determine exposure, the correct
density will result for all scenes with a
definite predetermined time and temperature.
Before we consider any specific developing formula, let's analyze a universal developer formula and see what
makes it tick. Remember the film image
is contained in the silver halide and for
this image to become visual, we must
change the halide into black metallic
silver. The developing agent (metol or
hydroquinone) reduces this halide to
metallic silver under certain conditions.
That is, to achieve this result there must
be present an accelerator, usually an alkali such as borax, sodium carbonate,
ammonia or sodium hydroxide. The
stronger the alkali the more energetic
the developer and the less time is required toform the silver image.
Theoretically only two of these chemicals would produce an image but we
want long life solutions, and we want
some silver left on the film after the
first development to produce the positive image. Therefore a preservative
(sodium sulfite) is incorporated in the
formula. This prevents the developing
agent from being oxidized by air,
• Continued on Page 698

O The movie amateur with serious photoplay producing aspirations will find much
of Interest In cinematographic and editing techniques In "The Gig Sleep."

w
"THE BIG SLEEP"
Starring Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall. Directed and
Produced by Howard Hawks. Screenplay by William Faulkner,
Leigh Brackett, and Jules Furthman from the Novel by Raymond
Chandler. Music by Max Steiner. {Warner Bros.)
if RECOMMENDED for study by the serious movie amateur
is "The Big Sleep," an extraordinary example of action-packed
screen drama enhanced by skillful photography. Here is the
kind of action picture which you must see from the very
beginning in order to follow the plot and enjoy the suspense.
Roughly, six murders take place; Humphrey Bogart is severly
beaten twice; then Bogart, in turn, beats up one of bis adversaries, kills another, and causes the fatal shooting of still another. In between these hectic episodes — and there are some
breathing spells — Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall carry
on with torrid dialogue that is full of ribald double talk. But
through it all, the artistry of the cinematographer and skill of
the editor is obvious.
"The Big Sleep" is built up of a series of violent action episodes
which follow one another in such quick succession that one is
always kept engrossed by the sheer activity of what is happening
on the screen. You never know what is going to take place
next, just as Humphrey Bogart, as the private detective hero,
never is sure where the next bullet is going to come from.
This continual piling up of shocking incidents and strange
action is one of the secrets of the enjoyability and entertaining
quality of the movie. The other is, of course, the sophisticated
and "tough" dialogue. To maintain such a tempo for the length
of a. full featiire film, "The Big Sleep" is jam-packed with
changing scenes, odd characters, intertwining plots, and a host
of "bit" players. Characters keep popping up at the oddest times
and are disposed of by the simple device of having them shot.
Because this movie is one of incidents and one in which you
never know what is going to happen next, it lacks the familiar
dramatic suspense. For, in order to have suspense, the opposing
forces must be clear in the audience's mind so that it will sit on
the edge of its seats wondering if the hero will successfully
outwit the villain.
There are a few brief scenes in which •these
prerequisites
Continued
on Page for
703
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mounting a wooden block under base of
titler as shown in photo above. Block
may be attached by driving wood screws
through top of titler into block, but
first
it is
set to
a Y/'-IO
machine
nutnecessary
into the toblock
receive
the tripod screw. This may be done by
countersinking a hole in the block,
same size as the nut, and in the surface
which will go next to the underside of
titler base.
Mounting the titler on tripod by this
means insures a more rigid camera so
necessary for good ultra-closeup shots.
— Palmer McKhiney, Chicago, III.
$1 to $5 are paid readers for ideas for gadgets, movie tricks and shori

Bulk Film Winder

cuts in movie making used on this page. Describe your gadget or idea

A small hand drill may be pressed
into service as a tool for winding bulk
film on camera spools. As illustrated
below, the hand drill is mounted on a
block of wood attached to a base. Two
clips of metal, cut from a tin can, are
nailed over the drill to secure it in place.
Support for the supply reel is a length of
steel rod bent at right angles and set
into the wood base as shown. Another
right angle turn forms the spindle on
which the supply spool is mounted. A
washer soldered at the elbow keeps reel
aligned with spool below. A retainer
for the reel may be made from a cotter

briefly and submit it with rough sketch or photo to "The Workshop
Editor," Home Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
★
★★★★★★★
★
★★★★★★★
mounted on a wooden base as shown.
— /. G. MacKcnzk, Atlanta, Mo.

Constant Speed
To attain reasonable synchronization
between projector and recorder player,
it is necessary that both instruments
maintain constant speed while in operation during screening of the picture.
Few silent projectors are equipped with
constant speed motors. To overcome
this problem, I substituted a one-eighth
h. p. washing machine motor for the
regular projector motor, hooking it up
as pictured above.
I discovered that this motor maintained a constant speed under reasonable
load of 1760 r.p.m. By fitting a Y pulley l/'s" in diameter to the motor and
placing another pulley 1 Y^" on the hand
shaft of my Eastman 8mm. projector, I
obtained an approximate constant speed
of 16 f.p.s. Projector and motor were

Title Idea
Countless illustrations, such as the
full-page photos which appear in Home
Movies each month, can be used as
backgrounds for your home movie main
titles. Using a sheet of clear celluloid,
a bottle of white and a bottle of black
India ink and a pen, you can letter the
te.xt yourself.
For example, for your football film,
cut a football photo from one of the
popular magazines. Lay the sheet of
celluloid over the photo and letter upon
it with ink the words of your title.
If the photo background is dark, use
white ink. If the photo is predominanth' light, use India ink. The title completed, insert photo and celluloid in
your titler frame and photograph.
After use, the ink may be washed away
from surface of the celluloid and the
celluloid used over again. — George A.
Lazatti, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Shooting Ultra-closenps
Using a typewriter titler for shooting
ultra-closeups of flowers and making
nature studies on film, etc., is not new.
However, use of titler in this way can
be greatly facilitated if it is mounted
on tripod. This may be done by first

pin inserted in hole drilled in the J/^"
shaft.
Spindle for camera spool is made from
a short '74" carriage bolt. Head of bolt
is cut off and the square shoulder of
bolt is just right to fit the square
opening of the camera spool. This
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trimmed bolt is inserted in jaws of the
drill and locked.
In use, supply reel of bulk film is
placed on top spindle. Camera spool is
placed on spindle below, end of film
is threaded into slot and the camera
spool rotated 21 complete turns to load
25 feet of double 8mm. film on a standard 25 foot spool. — H. J. Holland,
Eggertsville, N.Y.
Changing Bag
To avoid those annoying light flashes
on margins of your color film, it is
imperative that film be loaded in the
camera in subdued hght or, if your
camera is an 8mm., double precaution
is necessary when it comes time to reverse the roll in order to expose the
second 2 5 feet of film.
When on distant locations, your jacket,
sweater or your shirt may be converted temporarily into a sort of changing bag. Button up the garment and
slip it over your head. Then open up
camera and shift or replace the spool
of film under the protection of this
light repellent hood. — /. W. Rhodes.
Jr., Norfolk, Va.
Projection Booth
Photos below illustrate how one end
of our den, intended for a cabinetbookcase combination, was altered to a
combination projection booth and cinema workshop. With the cabinet doors
closed, no change is noticeable, and appearance of the den is conventional.
However, all editing, titling and other equipment is within easy reach, so
that any cine task regardless of size can
be undertaken without a lot of fuss
and bother in getting out and setting up
equipment.
The central cabinet contains the
movie projector and a 3 5 mm. slide projector. The booth contains a lining of
sound-proof material. The projection
beam emerges from the visable orifice
and reaches the screen set up at oppo-

site end of room. This screen, which is
not shown, is reversed when not in use
and becomes a framed water color harmonizing with other framed pictures
in the den. — Don Kelleher, Charlotte,
N. C.
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move the carriage toward title card at
the desired rate of speed. — Robert
Ellison, Petalnma, Calif.

Less Projector Noise
An ordinary felt typewriter pad one
inch thick, obtainable from any typewriter or stationery store, can be used
for deadening the sound of a projector
when used on desk or table. The felt
pad placed between projector base and
table top acts as an absorbent for vibration and sound emanating from the maCalif. chine. — Robert f. Lanford, Glendale,
Zoom Titler
Using sections of track from a toy
train outfit, I have constructed a very
successful zoom titler. As may be seen in

photo above, the carriage consists of two
cars turned sidewise with the trucks and
set at right angles to fit the parallel
tracks. Tops of the cars have been removed and a wooden base for the titler
laid across the car chassis. My titler.
with the card holder removed, was
then mounted on this base.
The title to be photographed is set up
at the far end and properly centered.
To accomplish the zoom effect, I start
the camera turning when it is at the
maximum distance from the title, then

FIG. I

^

Fl(

Lamphouse Cover
Most projectors that employ a screwbase bulb as a light source have lamphouse covers that permit a great deal
of light to escape into the room whib
the projector is being operated. Especially isthis true of projectors that do
not have a built-in blower to accommodate high-wattage bulbs; they employ a low-wattage bulb and rely on
radiation of the heat to keep the lamphouse cool. The baffle cover shown in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 above, keeps light
leakage at a minimum and, at the same
time, keeps the lamphouse well ventilated, thus insuring coolness.
The cover described in this article
operates on the baffle principle and is
constructed of light gauge sheet metal
— the thinner the metal, the more radiation of heat, resulting in quicker and
• Continued on Page 706

all

pass

that

screen

tests

Note these outstanding
features of Kodascopes

Designed

by

Kodak

for brilliant

projection

of full-color

and black-and-ys^hite movies
startling increase in screen illuminaC INAMATEURS the world over will
tion, greater crispness and clarity, and
agree that every movie show is a
improved
color purity.
"screen test" of the projector — a test of
its ability to project bright, crisp picAnd chalk up another "plus" for these
tures of the desired size, at the desired
splendid machines — their remarkable
ease of operation! From threading to redistance, for a completely satisfying evewinding, every step has been simplified,
ning of movie entertainment.
Such capability is exactly what you
every one of the few necessary adjustments isfinger-tip easy.
can expect from Kodascopes Eight-33,
Most
important, your satisfaction with
Sixteen-10, and Sixteen-20. Judged on
one of these projectors is lasting satistheir outstanding performance records —
faction. All are designed and built by
on the ease with which they pass all
Kodak
to
one standard of quality and
screen tests — they are indeed entitled to
"star" ratings!
precision — the highest.
Thanks to their scientifically balanced,
The distinctive features of the "Eight)ertly designed optical systems em33," "Sixteen-10," and "Sixteen-20"
are listed at the right. A glance will tell
ploying powerful lamps and fast, highyou which projector will best satisfy
quality projection lenses, these projectors assure marvelous showings of your
your particular requirements. Because
full-color or black-and-white movies.
of the enormous demand, your Kodak
dealer
may not have all three models in
Furthermore, in the "Sixteen-10" and
stock at the moment. But be sure to
"Sixteen-20," all air-glass surfaces of
both the projection and condensing
keep in touch with him — more and more
Kodascopes are on the way, all the time.
lenses are Lumenized — resulting in a

Tailor-made
choice

Projection'^

of accessory

through

lamps

KODASCOPES SIXTEEN-10 AND
SIXTEEN-20 are both truly versatile performers. With either projector
you can show your movies just about
anywhere — in home, club, or auditorium. The standard lamp-lens combination of each is so efficient that often
it will provide plenty of illumination for
big pictures, on large screens, at greaterthan-average distances. But no matter
how large or small the screen, how long

and

EASTMAN

KODAK

CO.,

KODASCOPE EIGHT-33
A sturdy, low-cost 8mm. projector. Fast
//2 projection lens; 500-watt lamp, with
300-watt and 400-watt lamps also available; controls on centralized panel; fast
motor rewind; powerful, adjustablespeed A.C.-D.C. motor.
KODASCOPE SIXTEEN-10
A moderately priced 16mm. projector
for use in home, club, or auditorium.
Equipped with 750-waU lamp and either
2-inch f/2.5 or 2-inch //1. 6 lens. Four
accessory lenses and three accessory
lamps, including one of 1000 watts, extend range of possible screen sizes and
projection distances. Fast motor rewind.
KODASCOPE SIXTEEN-20
A remarkably versatile 16mm. movie
projector, with many unique operating
refinements, including push-button control panel, reverse and "still" projection,
thread light, Cordomatic reel in projector base, enclosed drive shafts. Fast
2-inch f/1.6 lens and 750-watt lamp are
standard. Five accessory lenses and three
lamps, including one of 1000 watts, provide many additional lamp-lens combinations for "tailor-made projection."

a wide

lenses

many additional lamp-lens combinations
to suit a full range of conditions.
The 1-inch f/2.5 and IK-inch f/2.5
lenses are for shorter-than-average
"throws." The 3-inch f/2 and 4-inch
//2.5 lenses enable you to project your
movies at greater distances — perhaps
from the back of a hall or auditorium.

or short the projection "throw," you
can give your movies the "tailor-made
projection" they deserve through the
wide selection of accessory lamps and
lenses available, which makes possible

Eight-33, Sixteen-10,
and Sixteen-20.

"Tailor-made projection" through these lenses . . .

The accessory lamps also have important functions. When less screen illumination isdesirable, a 400- or 500-watt
lamp will prove a happy choice. And for
clear, bright movies on a large auditorium screen, the 1000-watt lamp will
give you the extra illumination you need
to meet the requirements of the occasion.
ROCHESTER

4, N. Y.

. . . and these lamps — in combination to suit
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recently these two enterprising producers formed the company of Braatelein
and
wood.Drews with headquarters in HollyEd Drews had his beginning in picture making in the amateur field. Be
ginning with an 8mm. camera, Drews'
pictures proved consistently above average, for already he had his sights set on
higher goals. Eventually he traded in
his 8mm. camera for a sixteen and began earnestly more serious picture makpursuits.
Aningopportunity
came his way to work
for Eastman Kodak Company's film
processing laborator)' in Hollywood as
inspector of processed films, and here
he had opportunity to study the quality of photography of both the amateur and the professional, good and bad.
From here he graduated to Planet where
he
filmed the company's initial 16mm.
newsreel.

• Scene from Norwegian folk dance film produced in 16mm. color by Braatelein and Drews for
Sons of Norway. Subject will be given world-wide distribution.

IBmni.

Movie

Merger

Pays

Off

* TOMMY Braatelein and Ed Drews,
ers. With the reorganization of Planet
who paired up less than a year ago to Pictures, Braatelein and Drews left the
organization and merged their interests
produce 1 6mm. short subjects for Planet
and talents to produce their first 16mm.
Pictures, have moved steadily forward
film on speculation. The success of this
and are today well on their way as sucpicture led to other assignments and
cessful independent 16mm. film producijliMiiiiiniiiniMiMiiniiMiiiliiiiiilMMiHuiiiMiMiiiMHiiMiniiiiiiniiiiMiiMiliniillliiMiMiMiMiiiriiiiiHMiinnniliiiMMiinMiniiiiilriiitnriiiiMiiiiniiininilMiiiiiniHiiin

Braatelein, also a photographer, came
to Planet Pictures via the advertising
agency route. On staff of the agency
handling Planet's advertising, Braatelein eventually encountered Drews and
a mutual friendship developed that later
emerged a partnership in the production of Planet Pictures' short subjects.
Braatelein and Drews' latest 16mm.
film production is Noriiegian Folk
Dances, a 16mm. color sound film for
the Supreme Lodge, Sons of Norway.
Dance numbers are performed by
Leikar-Ring from Peer Gynt lodge, Sons
of Norway at Los Angeles, with a cast
• Continued on Page 697

iinateur
Builds (Canada's 1st ISnini. Studio
* Former
WHEREVER 16mm.
educational Stages
Feature Latest Innovations in Acoustical Treatment
films are mentioned in western Canada, the name of Roth G. Gordon is a
byword, for Gordon pioneered the
1 6mm. educational film in the Dominion, both as exhibitor and producer.
Gordon, an instructor in the Vancouver school system, took up movie
making when the first 16mm. cameras
were introduced to the public. He soon
saw the possibilities of augmenting his
instruction with filmed demonstrations
and set to work on his first serious
production. That was in the days when
black and white film was the only
medium. Today his Kodachrome photography is considered tops and he was
among the first to take up use of Commercial Kodachrome and prove its quallifications as the logical medium for
all commercial color film production.
Scores of his films make up a substantial part of the teaching film libraries of Canada's public schools and much
of Canada's future visual-aids material
will come from •Gordon's
Continued studio,
on Page for
697
684

• Roth Gordon (center) shows visitors to his new 14mm. studio in Vancouver, B. C, some of the new
acoustical treatment innovations applied to sound stage doors and walls.
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* MOST AMATEUR movie-makers
tend to think lowly of their movies
when compared to the 3 5 mm. professional product. However Lew Brandt,
while Assistant Director in studio productions, turned to amateur 16mm.
work as a means of really learning the
craft and technique of motion pictures.
At present he is production supervisor
at Audio-Pictures, Hollywood, one of
the largest 16mm. sound studios. His
past experiences in professional work,
from a Monogram "Western" to
Madame Curie plus his amateur moviemaking enables him to combine the
freedom and flexibility of 16mm. film
work with the recognized production
standards of the major studios.
As an assistant director in New York
3 5 mm. productions, some years back,
he realized that his knowledge of the
art was limited to his particular job.
He was determined to find out for himself what makes a movie "tick." Knowing that experience is the only teacher,
he decided to make his own 16mm.
movies at night and on his days off.
Despite his employment in professional work, his introduction to 16mm.
movie-making is probably typical of
most amateurs. A friend's Zeiss Movikon provided the means. A big parade
in New York furnished the subject
matter. His pockets loaded with film,
he spent the day rushing about, photographing the marchers from every and
all angles. In his excitement, he even
forgot such elementary matters as

• LewYorkBrandt's
first drivers.
serious 14mm. film was a documentary entitled "Taxi Mister" chronocling life of
New
City taxi

B

1 35inin. Pro Takes
y
EDWARD

changing the lens focus and diaphragm
opening. Nevertheless, when the film
came back from processing, he was
thrilled to discover that he had filmed
his own "motion picture."
After projecting it a few times, he

To

Sixteen
LARK

realized how much it lacked. Aside from
technically poor shooting, the film had
to be edited. After cutting it up into
its individual shots, he was stumped.
A professional editor offered help but
• Coiitiiincd on Piigc 698
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By
Max

Hakenp
For
HAL
KING
Factor Hollywood Make-up Studio

* THE MAKE-UP created for 16mm.
Kodachrome photography can be distinguished bythe same professional excellence which marks such make-up and
photography in Hollywod's color film
productions.
The principal reason why so many
amateurs fall short of this Hollywood
profesisonal excellence lies in their uncertainty about the make-up shades required for the shooting, and particularly how these shades must necessarily
often differ for indoor and outdoor
work.
Correct make-up colors for both indoor and outdoor Kodachrome filming
were definitely established for the amateur in a series of tests conducted very
recently at the Max Factor make-up
studios by the writer and researching
representatives of the Eastman Kodak
Company. Our final determinations
from these tests resulted in the sure
abiHty to command smooth and natural

I6inin. Kodachronie
Photography
skin tones, and an exceptionally high reproduction of rouge and lipstick tints.
degree of fidelity in the photographic
A major
make-up is
point
the amateur to remember
thatforwhile
the
basic complexion tone arrived at with
Pan-Cake Make-Up remains the same
for indoor and outdoor photography,
the cheek rouge and lipstick effects
stand in need of change for the two
different types of locale. For interior
filming the subject may be made up
with the same shade of rouge as that
used for outdoor shots, but for the
inside appearances the rouge should be
applied very delicately and with a great
deal of restraint. For exterior shots it
can and should be applied with more
color boldness.
For outdor photography the lipstick
used on femininte subjects should be
one shade darker than that used for inside Kodachrome filming. Following
are the make-up tint combinations
which should be applied to women to
be filmed with Kodachrome; all are reg• Hal King demonstrates on lips of Marjorie
ular society make-up shades, available
Saunders proper technique for applying rouge for
everywhere:
color film photography. For this the lipstick brush
• Continued on Page 701
is an essential tool, says King.
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Pass, Francis Sinclair, Herbert Erles,
Horace Guthman, Charles Ross and
Charles Benjamin all captured awards
with their films at the recently concluded Mineola Fair.
LA CASA Movie Club of Alhambra,
Calif., at its October meeting, inaugurated its fall series of special screenings
for members' vacation films- On the
initial program were Charlie Manahan's
"Summer Wanderings," and R. A. Battles' "Mexico." Incidentally, this club
owns and makes available free to all
members a complete title lettering set,
also photoflood reflector equipment. Another noteworthy feature is the club's
magazine and book exchange. Mr- and
Mrs. L. W. Lantz are librarians for current season and copies of Home Movies
and other photographic magazines may
be borrowed without charge.
★ ★ ★

• Amateur Movie Society of Milwaukee members Patricia Leuthner and Joseph Hoffman surprised club
o-sociates by biinging tneir wedding cake to the September meeting, cutting and serving it with
coffee. L. to R. are; Martha Rosche, Joseph Hoffman, Patricia Leuthner, Wm. Vogel, Mrs. DeLylia
Mortag and Richard Franzel.
MINNEAPOLIS Cine Club has instituted
a Film Clinic as part of its educational
program for members. Chairmanned by
Rome Riebeth, the clinic, with the help
of members Charles Berry, Charles Carroll and Earl Ibberson, conducted a film
criticism session at the club's September
meeting that contributed much to the
well of information on movie making
for all those present.
★ ★ ★
ST. LOUIS Amateur Motion Picture
Club's October meeting featured a
joint educational discussion by members Werner Henze, S- James Bialson
and C. E. Talbot on the subject of
making titles. Discussion was supplemented with the screening of a number
of films which demonstrated good and
amateur movies.
editing
bad points on ★
★ ★
UTAH Cine Arts Club members, at
their October meeting, were given a
preview of the handsome trophies to be
awarded members whose films make
the winners' circle at close of the club's
annual contest in December. George
Brignand secured the trophies and announced that they would be presented
to the winners at the club's
formallybanquet
in January.
annual

BROOKLYN Amateur Cine Club, which
numbers many consistent prize winners
among its membership, added further
laurels to its group when members Sam

UTAH Amateur Movie Club's October
meeting was highlighted by the surprise
screening by member Rich Johnston
( an award winner, incidentally, in Home
Movies contest this year) of a novel
color film demonstrating effects to be
achieved by split stage photography.
Titled "Nine Little Sisters," film shows
nine little girls in nine small windows,
each in a different routine but performed
by the same girl. Johnston later demonstrated how results were accomplished
with a special masking frame he designed which enables him to mask off
• Continued on Page 688

• Here is Minneapolis Cine Club s officers for 1944-47 season. Newly elected (reading from L. to R.)
Occasion
are Percy Hopkins, vice-president; Bill Block, president; and Glenn Thompson, vice-president.
was meating called to plan club's forthcoming Christmas program for members and families.
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CRAIG
THALMETAL

TRIPOD

From head to foot the Craig Thalmetal Tripod is a
photographer's dream come true! The head is a
famous Thalhammer Pan-Tilt with new exclusive
"Instant-On" plug (just fasten the plug to your
camera and you can mount or dismount in an instant
— no risky and unnecessary handling of your camera!).
A thumb screw lock holds the camera secure and a
slight twist of the handle locks the tilt position.
There's a full 360^ pan action and a tilt action of 125°.
The two-section legs are of sturdy, smooth-gliding
wood and aluminum with an extended height of 60"
and a closed height of 3 2". Exclusive Sure Foot Points
allow you to flip either rubber tread or double-pointed
•■nur grips into position.
The Craig Thalmetal Tripod gives you top quality
performance at an extra value price — only $19.75
compleie!

P\o9

p\og

prevent

SV^PP'"^

pan lock

COMPAHY
SUPPLY
MOVIE
CRAIG
ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
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With the Amateur
ContniinJ from Page 686

Movie

the camera's field of view in nine separate segments.
★ ★ ★
SOUTHWEST 8mm. Club, Los Angeles,
turned over its October meeting to the
ladies. Session featured films made exclusively bythe feminine filmers of the
club and was presided over by program
chairman Dorothy Wilson. Ethel Jeffers
conducted the technical discussion.
★ ★ ★
CINEMA CLUB of San Francisco, anticipating a growing activity of indoor
filming during the coming winter
months, scheduled an interesting talk
on fundamentals of lighting by member Eric Unmack for its October
meeting. Mr. Unmack had equipment
on hand with which he gave demonstrations of various types of lighting
setups and illustrated the lighting effects to be obtained with various kinds
of lights.
★ ★ ★

'Cine Autocritic" exposure meter
tells you
how to film better movies

gives you a true report of the
brightness of yoxir subject . . .
without influence from unwanted
Ught outside the camera range.
A DeJUR feature — honeycombtype light bafile placed in front
of the photo-electric cell — restricts
the light acceptance angle to that
of the average camera lens. It's
"camera-mated" to give accurate
light value.
Also: pre-set device "freezes"
film speed number for instant
reading . . . pointer indicates correct"/" stop. See the "Cine Autocritic", the aristocrat of meters . . .
at your dealers. Black-and-white
or color movies. DeJUR-Amsco
Corporation, 45-08 Northern Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

More of th» Equipment You Na«d
... for Iho Picturos Yea Want

SCHENECTADY
movie group, atPhotographic
its October Society's
meeting
chairmanned by Harlan M. Webber,
conducted a demonstration of new cine
equipment. Local photographic stores
responded with free loan of new cameras, projectors, exposure meters, lighting equipment, etc., and club members
had a holiday examining and testing
them.
★ ★ ★
OMAHA Movie Club, at its September
meeting, featured a gadget show in addition to the one hour school for movie
makers and the screening of three very
interesting travelogues filmed by members during the summer months. This
club meets at 7 p. m. on the 4th Friday
of each month at the North Omaha
Public Librar)'. At the September meeting, 6 new members joined the club.
★ ★ ★

NIAGARA Cinema Club, which conducts its meetings in the Buffalo, N. Y.,
Museum of Natural Sciences, opened its
fall season in September with the first
session in a well planned course on
movie making which will cover the
amateur field from "knowing your
camera" to the making and screening
of the story type of picture. Course will
extend over a period of 8 months.
★ ★ ★

TRENTON Movie Makers resumed activities inSeptember with a well planned
program of demonstration and47instruct
season.
ive sessions for their 1946-19
For the September meeting, Eraser
Rhodes demonstrated home processing
of movie film and developing of positive
film titles- Bringing his open tank and
drum equipment to the meeting. Eraser
developed titles as club members watched
the step by step procedure. At the

Clubs
club's October meeting. Dr. Walter
Clark, F.R.P.S., gave an Eastman Kodak
illustrated lecture on "History and
Principles of Color
★ ★Photography."
★
MILWAUKEE'S Amateur Movie Society,
at its October 23rd meeting, was treated
to the screening of a commendable 8mm.
Ansco-Color film, "Beautiful Colorado,"
made by Fred W. Kennert. As Ansco
does not yet manufacture 8mm- film,
Kennert purchased a roll of 1 6mm.
■*■ ★it re-perforated
★
Ansco Color, had
for
his 8mm. camera, and processed it.
HOLLYWOOD Production Club is title
of newest cine club in the film capitalOrganized during September, club held
its first meeting September 23 rd at
which time outstanding productions of
members were screened. W. S. Furman
is president; Wesley Steadman, vicepresident; Kathy O'Day, treasurer;
Chris Saunders, social secretary, and
Jeanette Keller, properties custodian.
Hollywood and Los Angeles movie amateurs interested in affiliating with this
club may communicate with president
Furman at 1937 Cordova St., Los
Angeles.

★

★

★

ROCKFORD (111-) Movie Makers report
progress on their project to acquire a
16mm. sound projector, also a new 8mm.
projector. Funds for purchase are raised
by special programs held each fall known
as "Past Presidents' Night" and conducted byformer presidents of the club★ ★ ★
PHILADELPHIA
Cinema
Club's October
meeting featured
interesting
pictures
made by member Fred A. Murray while
overseas in the armed services. Pictures
consisted not of battle or war scenes,
but carefully photographed studies of
the enchanting countryside and of the
inhabitants of ★ such
as North
' ★ places
★
Africa, Normandv and England.
SEATTLE Amateur Movie Club, at its
October meeting, inaugurated a new
system of judging and grading members' films put up for exhibition on club
programs- Aim is to encourage greater
membership participation in analysis of
films with idea this study will indirectly
aid them in improving their own work.
★ ★ ★

SHELBURNE FALLS (Mass.) Cinema
Club, recently organized, featured at its
September meeting a complete pictorial
record of the Welcome Home celebration given by Shelburn Falls in July for
the community's returned war heroes.
This motion picture represents the combined footage filmed by Dr. H. E. Oxman, Roger Smith, Clifford Avery and
A. E. Hume.
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IVben you buy that new
camera . . . enlarger. . . projector
BE SURE

YOURS

IS EQUIPPED

WITH A

Today Wollensak is turning out the largest number of lenses and shutters in its history. To help
you get your new photographic equipment sooner,
Wollensak is shipping practically all its lenses
directly to leading American manufacturers of
cameras and projectors. That means the equipment you and thousands of photographers are
waiting for can be completed faster.
You'll notice the name "Wollensak" on the
lenses of many of the fine new cameras, enlargers
and projectors arriving at your dealer's these
days. Some of this new equipment features a
Wollensak lens, even though the name "Wollensak" may not always appear on the lens.* In
either case, your Wollensak will contribute much
to your pleasure in your new equipment . . . help
you get more fun from photography. Be sure
your new camera . . . enlarger . . . projector • . .
are WoUensak-equipped.
*Your dealer can tell you which photographic equipment is supplied with Wollensak-made lenses and
shutters. Check with him before you buy.
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NEW

SOUl

^

Recent-

Releases

^

Latest

16mm.

11

for Road
and

News Parade Of The Year, 1946, is
Castle Films' latest film offering for
home projector owners and includes the
best in newsreel shots of the most important happenings during 1946. Golden
Jubilee of the Automobile, United Nations' meet at Paris, maiden flight of the
"Flying Wing," the army's revolutionary new type of fighter plane, Bikini bomb explosion, and the creation
of 32 new cardinals in Rome are just a
few of the world events appearing in
this annual news film. Other events will
be included as fast as newsreel footage
can be made available prior to film's
initial release date. Subject will be available from camera stores, photo dealers
and film libraries in the usual assortment
of lengths in both 8mm. and 16mm.
plus a special version in 1 6mm- sound.

8mm.

Shows,
Films

SILEIT

Clubs,
For

Schools

Home

Pictorial Films, Inc., RKO Bldg.,
New York, have acquired three new
musical subjects which they will shortly
release in 16mm. sound. Featuring the
United Nations String Quartette, the
releases comprise the following: (1)
Schubert's Andanta in A minor and
March Militaire; (2) Excerpts from
"Eine Kleine Nachtmusik," by Mozart;
and ( 3 ) excerpts from "Go Down
Moses," "Drink To Me Only With
Thine Eyes," and "Turkey In The
Straw." Subjects are 1 reel each and arc
especially recommended for school music
appreciation classes.

Paricutin, 400 feet 16mm. Kodachrome silent, is the only complete
16mm. motion picture record of the
growth of Mexico's modern volcano.
Filmed by Ralph E- Gray, P.S A., subject comprises the best footage of six
filming expeditions to site of the volcano since its birth in a peasant's cornfield. Included is every possible kind of
camera shot affording a comprehensive
study of volcanic eruption and the
manner in which a volcano grows, plus
scenes of the havoc wrought on vegetation and habitation in the immediate
vicinity. Picture is a must for educational libraries and geographic study
groups. Producer-distributor is Ralph E.
Gray, Apartado 2747, Mexico, D. F.

and

Movie

FILMS

Churches
Projectors

Miss Polly is a 5 reel 16mm- sound
version of a popular major production
featuring Zasu Pitts, Slim Summerville
and Elyse Knox. Story concerns Pitts,
a bachelor-maid who lives in a small
town, and Summerville, her handyman
and amateur inventor who, together,
try to solve a difficult lovers' problem
for two neighbor youngsters. There's a
battle of neighbors culminating in a
rollicking finale when Pitts and Summerville invade a wine cellar to sample
bottles which they believe will give
them needed courage. Other comedy
highlights are the attempt of Summerville to assist in the elopement of the
girl with his newly invented "jiffy
eloping
device,"
combination
lawn mower
and and
leaf his
raker.
Running
time is 45 minutes. Distributor is Post
Pictures Corp., 723 Seventh Ave.,
N.Y.C.

|Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii:ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
I'll Be Suing You, 2 reels 16mm.
sound, features comedienne Patsy Kelly
who meets with a minor automobile accident. Unfortunately for her, Eddie
Foy, an ambitious ambulance chaser,
appears on the scene. The situations
that unfold when Foy attempts to outwit the insurance company's doctors
furnishes much of the rollicking slapstick comedy. Distribution of subject
is by Commonwealth Pictures Corp.,
729 Seventh Ave., New York City,
N. Y.

I
"HOW TO OPERATE A
I
16MM. SOUND PROIECTOR
p C A concise fully illustrated booklet that is
i just the manual to place in hands of the be1 ginner-projectionlst. Illustrates and describes
S how to set up, thread, run and care for all
i makes of sound projectors. Available at
p special quantity rates to schools, church orp ganization, film libraries, etc.

|
|
i
g
g
1
p

[
VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS j
I i060 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif. |
ii[ii[ii{{iiiiiii![iiiiiii:;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii^

A Little Bird Told Me is title of one
in a new series of Tiny Tot films combining actual and animated photography
and released b)' Official Films, Inc.,
25 W. 4Sth St.', New York 19, N. Y.
In this picture, little sister finds brother
in a jam, only because a litth bird told
her. This little bird knows everything.
There's a newspaper office in a tree;
a wise old owl the editor; and Walter
• Continued on Page 711

IDEAL

for

GIFT

Christmas

A JOY

TO

USE

FOR

YEARS

/

EASY TO MAKE ZOOMS,
WIPES, DOUBLE EXPOSURES, SCROLLS,

Anyone can operate it and it comes with full directions
for getting the various novel effects.

FADEOUTS, FLIP-FLOPS, S WING-AROUNOS,
FORWARD AND BACKS, ROLLS,

Order one now from your photographic dealer and be
ready for Christmas. For sale by dealers everywhere. Price
of standard unit, with accessories, $28.00 (plus $3.15
Federal Excise Tax).

and many other novelty titles
With a Mult-Efex Titler, the home -movie fan can title
those vacation pictures with all the special effects which
the professionals of Hollywood use. With a Mult-Efex,
it's easy to make zooms, wipes, double exposures, scrolls,
flip-flops, swing -arounds, forward and backs, rolls, fadeouts and many other novelty shots which have only been
possible for professionals hitherto. With the Mult-Efex
accessories one can get process and tricks shots, and various
shaped openings like diamonds, keyholes and others.
This is the kind of a Christmas gift which will be a joy
to use for years.
Fits any type
or sixteen mm.
besides being
doors with a

or model of movie camera in eight mm.
, and can be used for tabletop photography,
the only titler which can be used out of
camera tripod for special effects.

For the professional or the amateur who makes movies, for
portraiture or tabletop photography, or any other type where
controlled light is necessary, this wonderful, inexpensive little
spot makes an ideal gift at any time. Thousands of them are in
use by professionals and amateurs alike. Operates with a 150 watt
globe; focuses from an 8 degree spot to a 44 degree flood, easy
to carry and set up on a tripod, or it may be had in combination
with the Dinky Boom. For sale at all dealers.

BARDWELL
&
McALISTER,
Designers and Manufacturers
Box

1310

•

Hollywood

28

• California

Inc.
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16min. Screen Test
• Coiithiiicd from Page 671

That

some studios have 16mm. sound projectors that do not have the 16 f.p.s.
silent speed.
No exaggerated makeup should be
used — just the usual face powder and
cheek and lip rouge. All scenes should

^

Clicked

be shot out of doors under natural light
and, as much as possible, in shade or
diffused light where there is ample
overhead or reflected light. This makes
for more naturalness in subject's expression, eliminates the squinting and

SOUND

TO

f

T^UoL

RENT

OR

BUV

ILLINOIS— Continued
URBANA
Bailey Film Service
404 N. Goodwin Avenue

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK
Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue
HOLLYWOOD
Bailey Film Service
2044 N. Berendo St. (27)
Bell & Howell Filnnosound Library
716 N. La. Brea Ave.
Camera Craft
6764 Lexington Ave.
He-0443
Castle's
1529 Vine Inc.Street

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (I)

ILLINOIS
BEKWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.
Bolotin Camera Exchange
729 W. Roosevelt Road (7)
Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake S;reet
Ideal Pictures Corp
28-34 East Eighth Street
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)

Many

SILENT

S^m^HU

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I
Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.
LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street
Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)
Raike Company
829 S. Flower St. (14)
CONNECTICUT
HAKIFORD
Inter Church Press Corp
17 May St.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filtnosound Library
1221 G St., N. W.
GEORGIA
DECATUR
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Box 223
IDAHO
BOISE
Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.
Williams'
1007 Main Photo
St. Service

wrinkles that invariably are caused by
strong sunlight.
If the aspirant is a skilled rider, roper,
tap-dancer, skier, swimmer, etc., he or
she also should be filmed in such action
with the camera placed to compose the
shot to best advantage of the subject.
When editing of the test has been
completed, look at it as objectively and
mercilessly as you can. Get the pro-

UBRAR/eS

HLM
WHERE

. . .

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Boylston
Elder's Film
LibraryHM
739
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little BIdg.
Wholesome Film Service. Inc.
20 Melrose Street
BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.
QUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's,
90
Washington St. Inc.
MICHIGAN
DblROIT
Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street
ROYAL OAK
Hy-Wilde Camera Shop
1029 S. Washington at Harrison Ave.
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
Howard Film Distributors
86 S. 6th St. (2)
NEW JERSEY
PASSAIC
The No-Wat-Ka Co.
257 Main Avenue
ROSELLE PARK
Union County Film Service
130 Chestnut St.
NEW YORK
ALBANY
Hallenbeck
Riley
562
Broadway& (7)
BALDWIN
Eastern Film Supply Co.
2 Westminster Road
BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,
7508 Third Avenue (9)
BUFFALO
Hans Untried
3104-06 Main St. (14)
NEW YORK CITY
Bell & Mowell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

m

/6/nmf\lMS

m^i^0

NEW YORK CITY — (Continued)
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Haber
& Fink.St. Inc.
12-14 Warren
King 3rd
ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZoneService
10)
Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.
& Camera
55Mogull's
W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)Exchange. Im
National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street
Nu Art Films, Inc.
145 West 45th Street
SOS
449 W.Cinema
42nd Supply
St. (18) Corp.
OHIO
CLEVELAND
Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road
Foto Center, Inc.
10104 St. Clair Avenue
DAYTON
DaytonHepburn
Film (8-16)
2227
Ave. Rental Libraries
OREGON
PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN
James
Peters St.
41 SouthA. Fourth
RHODE ISLAND
WOONSOCKET
Yvonne's Photo Supply
557 Social Street
TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA 2
Grady Young Co.,
108 W. 8th St.
NASHVILLE
Churchwell's
510 DeaaerickFilmosound
St. (3) Branch Library
VIRGINIA
NORFOLK
Tidewater
Movie
218 W. 38th St. (8)Service
WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2
Elmer 8. Slmoscn
816 W. Virginia St.

Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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AVAILABLE

HOW!

The

Sensational

NON-REWINDING

A Remarkable
for

SAVES

TIME!

SAVES

The NON-REWINDING
rewinding

The

REEL

SET

Movie

SAVES

removes

Advancement
Showings

PROJECTOR!

the need for film

at any time . . . eliminates the possibility of showing

film backwards
wound,

FILM!

Home

REEL

or upside down. Not only is film always correctly

but it is ready for reshowing immediately.

NON-REWINDING

REEL

SET

contains two scientifically

designed interchangeable reels, a special guard ring and a bracket.
400 ft. 16 mm reel sets are available now at $14.50 a set. 8 mm
and other sizes of 16 mm

will soon be available.

Easy to operate. Quickly attached. Prolongs life of both film and
projector 50%. Can
operations. No
reel or bracket.

be used in ordinary splicing and cleaning

friction of emulsion

Available

in limited quantities.

Ask your dealer for a demonstrati6n

MOTION
112 WEST

PICTURE

42nd

with any metallic part of

STREET

or write for information.

EQUIPMENT
•

NEW

CO.,
YORK

INC.
18. N. Y..
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prietor of four local movie theatres to
look at it, or anyone whose judgment
you feel is worth something. And unless
n't
It Should
Happen

to

a

Mermaid

rkUITE a long time ago a man named
II Mack Sennett lived and worked in
M Hollywood. It was nice work, too,
for he spent most of his time producing
pictures about bathing girls. The pictures had villains, who always had beetling eyebrows and generally featured
Colonna-ish mustaches — but nobody
went to see the villains. They were just
along for the ride. Everybody went to
see the girls.
So this summer a pair of enterprising
young men hauled off and made a sixteen millimeter picture in Kodachrome.
They called it Modern Mermaids, because it was all about a bunch of very
cute girls in very abbreviated bathing
suits who were engaged in a swimming
championship in Beverly Hills, which is
a small town on the outskirts of Hollywood.

So, anyway, Lewis and Burkett, the
two young men, made the picture and
now they'd like to do something about
it. They'd like to sell it to libraries and
other such parties and they'll sell it in
8mm. or 16mm. and silent or noisy,
whichever you want.
We recommend noisy because it has
some pretty good corn delivered by the
narrator.

And if you buy it in sufficient numbers you will make it possible for the
two young men to make more, which
they will probably ask you to buy. Sort
of a vicious circle.
Anyway, they have several others in
various stages — but none that feature
quite so much epidermis draped in quite
so attractive a fashion over nearly so
many blondes and brunettes.
So you'd better write to them — because Modern Mermaids really has more
curves in it than the Burma Road, and
is much more interestingly delineated
t which is a very fancy word) .
The young men are called Lewis Cr
Burkett and they get mail at 6018
Fountain Avenue, which is in Hollywood 28. Those months that they remember to pay the bill the phone number is Hempstead 1744.
P.S. Modern Mermaids is 400 feel longIt has Hrdda Hopper and Esther Williams in
/oo — but they don't do much. — Adi.

they agree that it is good, don't spoil
your chances by sending it out.
Assuming that it is good, the next
thing is to S3nd it to a studio. In this
case, it is probably a good idea to follow Cathy Carter's lead and send it to
one of the smaller companies. Unless
the studio in question has publicly stated that it will consider unsolicited tests,
Home Movies'
• Continued from Page 668

Contest

better drop the company a little note
first, asking permission to send it to
them. It will get more consideration
that way, and if they won't look at it,
you might as well know in advance.
For that matter, why limit yourself
to the Hollywood studios? There may
be a commercial film company, a 16mm.
studio, or the like, in your part of
the country. A little experience with
them wouldn't do any harm as a prelude
to Hollywood.

Winneis

Jones Beach, 200 feet 16mm. Kodachrome, by John A. Poppe, \'alley
Stream, Long Island, New York.
Little Jenny Wren, 150 feet 16mm.
Kodachrome, by Mrs. Warner Seely,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Killers of The Wasatch, 125 feet 8
mm. Kodachrome, by LeRoy Hansen,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Music To Remember, 100 feet 16mm.
Kodachrome with music on disc, by R.
C. Denny, Fresno, Calif.
'Nuts' The Rebel, 400 feet 16mm.
Kodachrome and sound on film, by
Laura Archera and Virginia Pfeiffer,
Hollywood, Cahf.
One Man's Horse, 125 feet 8mm.
Kodachrome, by Norman Fisher, Terre
Haute, Indiana.
San Juan — Colorado Riier, 1400
feet 16mm. Kodachrome, by Walter J.
Herz, Reno, Nevada.
Sunny Side Up, 150 feet 8mm. Kodachrome, byAl Londema, Salt Lake City,
Utah.
The Grass h Green, 150 feet 8mm.
monochrome, by W. D. Garlock, Los
Angeles, CaUf.
The Mildeu Sisters, 200 feet 16mm.
monochrome with sound on film, by
William J. Bornmann, Philadelphia, Pa.
The Night Before Christmas, 75 feet
8mm. Kodachrome, by Charles Clary,
San Fernando, Calif.
The TiTree Edit-dears, 65 0 feet 16
mm. Kodachrome, by John C. Sherard,
Kansas City, Mo.
There Ain't No Justice, 100 feet 8
mm. Kodachrome, by Sylvia Fairley,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Tussie Mussie, 200 feet 8mm. Kodachrome, bv Albert H. Duvall, Galesburg, 111.
Vacation In Southland, 3 5 0 feet 16
Kodachrome, by J. R. Boice, '^'armm. Indiana.
saw,
Variety, 500 feet 16mm. Kodachrome,
by George Kirstein, New York City,
N. Y.
Zoo Album, 125 feet 8mm. Kodachrome, byJohn Kibar, Racine, Wise.
Achievement Awards
Photography: Ralph E. Gray, Mexico
City, Mexico, for excellence of color
film photography in his award film

. . .

"Typical Times In The Tropics"
Editing: Utah Amateur Movie Club,
Salt Lake City, Utah, for fine editing
of its award film "In One Generation."
Titling: Rich Johnston, M. D., Ogden, Utah, for all around excellence
in the titling of his award picture "This
Is There
The Story
Lamp."
was ofnoAladdin's
award this
year for
achievement in sound. While numerous
recordings were submitted with films,
none was considered on a par with or
excelling the best submitted in previous
contests. Thus far, this award classification does not include the recording of
sound on film.
A brief description of the trophy
award films follow:
E.scape: This interesting story film
affords opportunity to backdrop every
action of its players with colorful scenic
vistas of Arizona. It is an excellent example of combining action with scenery
to produce a highly entertaining motion
picture. The story concerns two youths
who encounter a girl lying on the highway. Not wishing to be accused of
striking her down with their machine,
thev hasten away from the scene, only
to be observed and reported by a stranger. A chase ensues and in the boys' efforts to escape, they travel through
some highly interesting scenic spots of
northern Arizona. This film was the
Movie of The Month for March, 1946,
and at that time was erroneously credited to H. D- Atwood, Harry Atwood's
father, who assisted him in the production. The entire production was shot
with a model 60 Cine Kodak.

This Is The Story Of Aladdin's
Lamp: Previously awarded Home
Movies' certificate for the Movie of
The Month for July, this film demonstrates the excellent camera artistry of Rich Johnston whose specialty
is trick photography. It is in the titlis best demskillalthough
ing that Johnston's
trick
onstrated in this film,
photography is an essential part of
the picture itself. The story concerns
a lad out of funds and unable to
to dreambuy gas for his car. He turnssome
quick
ing about how to make
money, dreams of Aladdin's lamp. Fol-
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lowing a hunch in his dream, he uncovers alamp in his garden and when
he rubs it, as did Aladdin, money
leaps into his hands and pockets out
of thin air. Because of the excellent
titling of this picture, Johnston also
recoivas Home Movies' Achievement
Award for titling.
Conscience: Readers will recall that
this fine scenario picture was the Movie
of the Month for October and is describ.d at length in the last issue of
Home Movies. A group production of
the members of the energetic Parkchester Cine Club of Bronx, New York,
this picture closely approaches the professional story films in quality of photography, edi ing and acting. It concerns a rel ascd convict who quickly
returns to his old profession- He meets
a girl and is invited to her home where
he becomes involved in a card game
with her father and brothers. While
doubh dealing the cards, the convict
believes he is being watchad by the
girl's sister. Unnerved, he dashes from
the house and into the street where
he is struck down and killed by an
automobile. The sister he believed to
be watching him in reahty was totally
blindTypical Times In The Tropics: This
fine 16mm. Kodachrome documentary
marks the initial entry of Ralph E,
Gray into Home Movies' annual amateur contests. A renowned color cinematographer whose previous films
have received important recognition.
Gray has put all the skill and cinematic
ingenuity into his latest effort that
marked his previous serious efforts.
This film records the life and activities in various parts of Mexico as it
is today, and the pictorial record of
each state or locale in the republic
is treated as a complete sequence, adequately titled with explanatory captions. The picture documents the interesting life and occupations of Mexicans beginning with Mexico City and
surrounding towns and concludes with
colorful scenes of Mexico's fast growing "Riviera," Acapulco.
In One Generation: While this was
a club project of the Utah Amateur
Movie Club of Salt Lake City, Dr.
S. Kenneth Robbins must be credited
with producing the fine script and with
dividing honors with a fellow club
member, LeRoy Fletcher, on the camera work. This well photographed and
edited picture was described at length
in the May, 1946, issue of Home Movies.
It depicts the amazing short-span advance of dentistry from the horse
and buggy days to the present. The
continuity begins with a patient awaiting his turn in a dentist's reception
room who relates to the receptionist his
experience with dentists as a boy. Later,
the receptionist shows him through

DECO

Film
FOR

EJECTOR

Chest

16MM.

REELS

AND

CANS

You simply push a button and
the film wanted is Ejected.

A highly efficient and attractive film storage chest combining
many features such as:
10. Outside removable index.
1 . Push button ejection of film
selected.
11. Inside removable index.
2. Uniform recesses for stacking.
12. Recessed carrying handle.
13. De Luxe felt feet.
3. Compactness.
14. Full length hinge.
4. Portability.
5. All steel welded construction.
1 5. Durable baked opalescent rich
brown wrinkle finish.
6. Dustproof.
16. Capacity:
7. Safety catch.
Twelve 400-ft 16mm. reels
8. Key lock.
9. Extremely rich in appearance.
with or withou' cans.
PRICE $^-75

Where Every Employee Is An Owner
Interested In Serving You
110 WEST 32nd STREET
NEW YORK 1, N. Y.
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the doctor's laboratory and this gives
opportunity to picture the modern
dental methods of today. The makers
of this 2nd Award documentary film
have also been awarded the Achievement Trophy for editing.
Wonders Of The Dimes: Kurt B-ohse
again presents a thoughtful camera
study of the outdoors, this time in
documenting the famous sand dunes
skirting Lake Michigan on the outskirts of Chicago- Far from a post card
type of documentary, Bohse has a man
and his young son hiking through the
dunes as the continuity on which to
thread his artistically photographed

Why

are

QUICK-SET
Tripods
SO

MUCH

than

BETTER

all the

others?

There are so many reasons we
couldn't
forth in a hope
single toad set
likethem
this,
so we
prepared
beautiful newhave
brochure
that aansw
ers
this and many other questions
about tripods for you. Feature
by feature this booklet enumerates the fine points to look
for when you buy a tripod. It
takes
you "inside"
Quick-Set
to pointa
out how engineering features which
you
cai/'fseefrom
the
outside contribute
to the superior performance of QuickSet. It tells you which QuickSet to buy for your panicular
camera or photographic assignment. It's a brochure you
should read before you buy
any tripod.
Send for this
free brochure before
you buy any tripod.
QUICK-SET, INC.
1739 Dive ;e/ Parkway. Chicago 14, Illinois
Pleose send me without obligation a copy of your
deloiled brochure on QUICK-SET Tripods.
NAMEADDRESS,
CITY

-STATE-

scenes of the dune country. Bohse's
photography was a close contender for
the Achievement Award for photography. His work shows a fine feel
for camera editing, for pictorial composition and for getting screen appeal
into what might be termed static
shots. Opened by an excellent series of
main and credit titles, description of
the picture is given by commentaryrecorded on disc by Bohse and narrated
by H. Eugene Wells.
Santa Rides Again: Harold Flucke
of Detroit, Michigan, who produced
this fine film, is an artist and this accounts for the fine professional-like
animation which he combined with live
action in this picture. The story is of
a family at Christmas time. They are
hanging stockings by the fireplace; but
one girl, expressing her disbelief in
Santa, is reluctant to hang hers. After
the others have gone to bed, she steals
downstairs, hangs her stocking with
the others then falls asleep in a chair
before the fireplace. In her dreams a
gnome materializes from the hearth and
beckons the girl to follow him to toyland. Here she sees Santa at work and
an endless array of toys and dolls in action- She is awakened from her dream
the following morning when rest of the
family come down stairs to gather about
the tree for presents, and her happy expression indicates she now believes there
really is a Santa Claus.
The Past Master: George \'alentine,
of Glenbrook, Connecticut, who made
this entertaining 8mm. picture, might
be considered the Darryl Zanuck of the
amateur movie field. \'^alentine has an
uncanny knack for making truly entertaining pictures with sly^ twists in the
continuity that well might be conceived
by Hollywood's top scenarists- This film
was awarded a Movie of the Month certificate for September and fully described inthe September issue of Home
Movies. The story pictures a family man
who has perfected a machine that recreates the past in pictures shown on a
screen similar to a television receiver.
This idea afforded opportunity to intercut random scenes made of family activities at one time or another which

were combined with some additional
footage purposely filmed to round out
the story. Photography, editing and titling is Valentine's usual fine quaUty.
Christmas At Home: This charming
yuletide film was described in the December, 1945, issue of Home Movies. It
is the type of picture any amateur might
make: reading "The Night Before
Christmas" to Junior, tucking him in
bed, the arrival of Santa with his bag
of toys, and the surprise and joy of
members of the family as they open
their gifts around the tree the next
morning. Merle and Lcs Williams who
made this film have displayed a rare
talent for getting those important
touches of finesse into their film stories.
It is obvious that they are never hurried
in their work "and as a result their picture unfolds on the screen smoothly
and the story has genuine warmth and
sincerity.
Investment In Youth: This is the lone
sound film award winner. It is an excellent job photographically, editorially
and narratively. Beginning as a modest
record film of school activities for the
Inspector of Burnaby Schools in Vancouver, British Columbia, the initial 400
feet of material was later expanded to
800 feet and sound added with the assistance ofRoth Gordon, former 16mmamateur, now professional sound studio
operator in \^ancouver. The picture
shows activities of school children from
kindergarten to high school. It is intended as a record to be shown parents at
P. T- A. and other public gatherings.
West developed the sound track which
was combined later with the original
Kodachrome footage and a duplicate
print made.
Dearth of space in this issue prevents
any description of the 2 5 fine 8mm. and
16mm. pictures which received Honorable Mention certificates. To the others
who so hopefully submitted films but
failed to place in the contest, the editors of Home Movies extend their
thanks and sincerely hope that they will
again enter films in the 1947 competition.
Those whose cinematic skill and artistry- brought fame and attractive
trophies in this contest just concluded,
we hopefully look forward to seeing
again represented in Home Movies 1947
annual amateur contest which opens
December 1, 1946.
1947 CONTEST
* HOME MOVIES 1947 Annual
amateur contest opens December
1st, 1946. Virtually the same rules
will tionapply
in next
year'sEvery
competias applied
this year.
film
sent in to the editors for review
after December 1st will be considered eligible for the 1947 contest,
subject to re-review l?.ter.
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16iiun. Movie Merger . . .
• Continued from Piigc 684
of approximately 40 persons. These
were costumed in authentic Hardanger
style, typical of the citizens of the district by same name in Norway. Dance
routines were supervised by Ole Remrrien who has attended schools of dance
in Norway and is recognized as an outstanding exponent of this type of
terpsichorean art.
To insure synchronization of dancers
with the music, the Norwegian folk
tunes were recorded on a 16mm. sound
track. This supplied the music for the
dancers while the routines were being
filmed, being played back in synchronization with Braatelien and Drews'
motor-operated Filmo 70DA camera.
According to the {i-zoducers, their
production is the first of its kind ever
produced directly on 16mm. film. Subject will be made available for general
distribution to other Sons of Norway
lodges throughout the world and also
to interested educational film libraries.
Amateur

Showing

ino home

movies
Don't

tonight?
let a hurnoiit

spoil your

sfiow

Builds

1st IGmni. Studio
® Ccnlinucd from Page 684

. . .

Gordon has a sound studio, recently
completed in Vancouver, British Columbia, the first and only one of
its kind in western Canada. As demand for Gordon's films increased, the
need was apparent for a modern sound
studio where 16mm. films could be produced with modern equipment, insuring the ultimate in sound and picture
quality.
Colour and Sound Motion Pictures,
as Gordon's firm is called, has a main
studio 19 feet wide by 3 3 feet in length,
with a 13-foot ceiling. Gordon, with a
group of advanced sound engineers, designed a new departure in accoustical
treatment for the walls. Celotex panels
angle out from the walls and are separated by flat surfaces of equal area
alternated with them, a scheme that
offers an uneven surface for sound waves
to play upon and thus, in their peculiar
way, render better quality on the sound
track.
Gordon offers his studio facilities to
other producers, too. For single system
sound recording, he charges a flat rate
per running foot of film for recording
plus a fee for studio time and technical
assistance. Clients supply their own talent and props.
The studio houses its own sound
track processing set-up and is equipped
to produce a single system sound picture from script to screen. There's a
portable unit, too, for single system onlocation sound recording. This uses 12

Be sure it's G-E...
fo be sure of:
1. Greater screen brightness . . .
G-E Lamps are designed to take
full advantage of your lens system.
2. More uniform screen brightness
. . . thanks to differentially coiled
filaments on most popular sizes.
3. Uniformly dependable performance . . . because of precision
manufacture, rigid inspection.

projection
G-E lamp!
Plenty of high-wattage types
now available
Imagine this: your friends and
family watching the screen . . .
precious scenes, gorgeous color
whirring along . . . and then
BLACKNESS!
Don't let a burnout spoil your
show. Keep a spare G-E projection lamp on hand. Your dealer
now has plenty of these popular
size G-E Lamps for movie pro2 00- watt T- 1 0 75 0- watt T- 1 2
jectors:
3 00- watt T- 1 0 1 000-watt T- 1 2
500-watt T-10
See him today and get a SPARE
... so you'll be ready for emergencies. However, for some slide projectors and projectors requiring
lower wattage lamps, the supply
of lamps is still limited.
A A H

4. Constant improvements, as developed by G-E Lamp research
for better, clearer projection.

For beHer "still" pictures
Hceep asking for

•* No II

C

PS
LAM
E
GENERAL ^ ELECTRIC
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FOCUSING
RING
For Revere and Keystone 8
Universal (Fixed) Focus Lenses

volt, 60 cycles A-C power. There's a
75 0- watt portable gas engine generator
set available for delivering power by
cable to two synchronous motors for
double system sound work. The growing motion picture industry of Canada, therefore, has a substantial bulwark of assistance available in this modern and efficient studio. Manv local
35inm. Pro Takes
• Continued from Page 685

With this ring an ordinary fixed focus camera lens
n-.ay be focused by the same principle as a lens with
a factory-made focusing mount. It retains unchanged al tl-e
and characteristics
your present
lens,advantages
plus the following
features; of
• Provides instant change from fixed focus to any
distance down to one foot.
e Increases sharpness of close subjects ... indispensable for indoor photography,
awithout
Makesauxiliary
titling equipment.
and extremeRingclose-ups
possible
can be installed
in a tew minutes — no alteration to lens or camera.
Precision-made, polished aluminum — mounts on lens
— looks like part of lens.
Ring complete with stabilizing spring, depth of focus
table, instructions

5
.7Tax
$2
Inc.
Excise
Specify camera and lens (f 3.5, 2.5 or 2.7}
uhcii nrJcritt^ from your Jculcr or
Photo

Specialties
182 E. Jefferson Blvd.
Los Angeles, California

Co.

16mm. film producers have already
made it their working headquarters.
Thus one movie amateur's ambition,
sparked by the purchase and use of a
16mm. camera more than 20 years ago,
has become a reality and a distinct asset
to the educational future of the community of \'ancouver.

To Sixteen

when he saw the condition of the film,
all in unidentified strips with no means
of viewing, he threw up his hands in
despair. Lew Brandt, by then, was well
on his way to discovering that there
was a great deal more to movie making
than pressing the camera button.
Between his professional 3 5 mm. studio work, he would go out and shoot
his own movies. By handling the camera
himself and personally editing the results, he began to acquire an understanding of movie-making. Selection of subject matter offered no worry for he
turned to the people about him and
sought to photograph in a motion piclure their everyday problems.
He soon got a chance to use his
gained knowledge in a movie for a New
York City College Economics Professor. It was a documentary about taxi
drivers. The completed picture, after
editing, was called "Taxi, Mister?" and
widely used educationally. While making it, Brandt gained a knowledge of
ing.
telephoto lenses and slow motion shoot-

His next 16mm. movie was another
educational-documentary for Columbia
University. He was sent to Beaufort,
ACETATE
IS BACK!
South Carolina, to photograph a prime TRANSPARENT
itive religious service at the church,
SHEETS
and was equipped with a Filmo 70DA,
motor drive, 3 00-foot magazine ca• HEAVY!
pacity, and a Victor. The church was
devoid of electricity and 400 feet of
• DURABLE!
cable had to be strung up to provide
lighting. Despite the adverse conditions,
the film was hailed by the University
professors, and Lew Brandt had gained
some more practical knowledge of film
IT'S GOOD NEWS! Acetate sheets withstand concraftsmanship.
stant handling, double the effectiveness of photographs, keeps papers neat and free of smudges. 12
He kept devoting more and more
double
sheets
ate
bound into
this (24
new display
Amfile pages
Album. 8I/4XIO1/2")
24 additional
time to 16mm. movie-making, learning
loose black mounting sheets Included.
it from beginning to end and attaining
AMFILE ALBUM— Embossed cover of fine Duraleather. Plastic binding rings. Maroon, black, blue
a thorough knowledge of the ins and
or green. At stores, $4.50.
outs of production. He made educaFree Catalog of Amfiles for reeh, slides, etc.
tional 16mm. shorts for a fraternal organization, election trailers for political
AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. tfiKaKel?1iKs
parties, and became an early member
of the famous Association of Documentary Film Producers.
Coming out to Hollywood, he desired
OLD TIME MOVIES :
to further his knowledge of editing,
1 15 Anchor Avenue
I
j which he felt was the key to good
Oceansice, L. I., l-lew York
SILEMi. SOUND — 8mm.. i6r.im., 55mm.
movie-making. He worked in the stuFREE CM ALOGS—Dravias, Comedies, Glamdios as a professional cutter and then
our; "Moiicf March Alona, 1896- 1928" — jo
turned
again to assistant directing,
Stars; New Medical-Obstetrics Instruction Filnn.
working with such famous directors as

Sam Wood and Mervyn Leroy.
Now he has turned professionally
to 1 6mm. film-making because he feels
it offers greater production possibilities especially in the camera work and
story conception. With his experience
of 3 5 mm. standards, he is able to bring
to such work a skill and proficiency not
easily attainable. But he still owes a
major debt to his amateur 16mm. moviemaking days. For without the knowledge gained by actually photographing,
directing, and cutting his own films,
he would not possess such a thorough
understanding of motion picture technique.
Developer
•Selecting
Continued from Page
679

. . .

dissolved oxygen, etc., and lengthens
the hfe of the solution. Also it is necessary to restrain the action of the developing agent somewhat so that the
unexposed silver will not readily be attacked in the first development and
cause too much fog. This restrainer is
potassium bromide. Thus we see that all
developers boil down to four types of
ingredients, viz. reducing or developing
agent, preservative, accelerator and restrainer.
One thing the occasional processor
requires above all is long shelf life for
his stock solutions. Much of the thrill
and fun is taken out of home reversal
if one must spend half of the evening
preparing solutions just previous to
"doing a film." When the film has been
exposed we just can't wait to see that
image, and we want to get it with a
minimum of effort. Therefore stock
solutions which keep well in concentrated form are recommended.
Another desirable factor is a minimum of solutions. The less chemicals
the better, both from the point of economy and elementar>- fuss and bother.
In my own case I use only two solutions
— a developer and a bleach. Both of
these are made fresh from stock solutions just before use and are discarded
after each film has been developed.
(Unless I am doing two films the same
evening, then I use the bleach twice.)
With this system I never have to worry
about the strength of my developer
not being up to standard, nor do I
have to consider whether it will stain.

iSteo

stnij

ilome

illotitese

y***!'
**u
first gift subscrip
tion
$3.00

ro-

tfftsit

abtitttonal

s(((^

at tlie €triitmafi

These rates will be
withdrawn Dec. 10

ot

latest

Each additional gift
subscription . $2.00

I'l.hAHK I'lllNT

send 61ft
0>l«ate
the abeve
Inm: Suburlptlun

cm. POSTAL UNIT NO.. STATE

PLKAHB PRFNT
f^TREKT

CITT, POSTAL UNIT NO . HTATE
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send Gilt
the above
frem SukurlptloB
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CITT, POfiTAr, V-STT SO . STATE
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I tiM above from :
for subscriptions outside of the United States add $1.00 per year
for additional postage
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It is always at a definite strength and
will always give a definite density and
contrast at the proper time and temperature.
This formula is an old-timer and
while not at all suitable for the professional ormachine processor, I think
it ideal for the amateur who "rolls his
own." Due to the manner in which
it is prepared, the concentrated stock
solution has a long shelf life, also it
is easily compounded and quickly made
ready for use. It is the first developer
and the second developer in the reversal
process. I used it twelve years ago and
am using it today. During the interim
I have tried many other formulae but
have always gone back to the old favorite. However I have made one concession to the newer ideas, I now incorporate potassium thiocyanate in the
diluted developer just before use.
There is only one objection to it that
I know of, and that is it's smell. The
accelerator used is ammonia which, being volatile, makes its presence known
to your nose. If you are working in a
small unventilated closet you may not
be able to use it, or if your processing
is done in the kitchen with friend wife
in an adjoining room you may hear objections. However we all must suffer
for art's sake.
Assuming your developing tank holds
64 oz. of diluted developer solution the
following formula will provide for 400
ft. of film.
Stock Developer Solution No. 1
Water 125 F.
64 oz.
Metol
180 grains
Sodium sulphite (dess.) 7 oz.
Hydroquinone 1 oz. 107 grains
Potassium Bromide
'/4 oz.
Water to make
128 oz.
Stock Thiocyanate Solution No. 2
Potassium thiocyanate 1 oz. 60 grains
Water
1 6 oz.
Solution No. 3
Ammonia (concen. CP.)
oz.
To Use:
32 oz. stock soln. No. 1; 28 oz.
water; 4 oz. stock soln. No. 2; and just
before the developer is poured into the
tank for the film add Yz oz. soln. No.
3. All of these different solutions can
be brought to the right temperature
of 65° by regulating the temperature
of the make up water (28 oz.).
Develop 4 minutes at 65 degrees Farenheit for Positive and Ortho films.
Use the test strip method to determine
your own time for the particular pan
film, according to its speed. The higher
speed films will require longer developing times.
If the time from first development
has been longer than twenty minutes
add another '/4 oz. of the concentrated
ammonia just before use as a second
developer. The point is that ammonia

RENT

16MM.

SOUND

FILMS

50c PER

REEL

Large selection of latest and finest features and shorts. All new
prints. Free catalog lists films with such stars as Fred Astaire,
Paulette Goddard. James Stewart, Carole Landis, Gary Grant, Robert
Donat. Randolph Scott. Victor Mature, etc.
UNION

COUNTY

FILM

130 CHESTNUT STREET

SERVICE
ROSELLE PARK, N. ).

FILMS
IF YOU

WANT

TO THRILL

YOUR NEXT MOVIE AUDIENCE—
show them something "DIFFERENT." Not just dull, hum-drum subjects,
but unusual, attention-capturing films that they can see nowhere else!
Flash on your screen amazing and astounding shots . . . daredevil shorts
jam-packed with life-and-death action . . . rare and exotic scenes —
EXCITING FILMS! ! !
Whatever you want — in out-of-the-ordinary type of motion pictures,
you'll find EXCITING FILMS offer what their name implies. Breathsnatching
Bullfights,
facing
razorliketheir
hornsveryof
charging bulls
. . . with
Moviecelebrated
Stunt Men"toreros"
recklessly
gambling
existence in life-and-limb daredevil feats that will bring gasps from
your audience . . . Savage Beasts in action. Thrills galore.
AND FOR THE IMPRESARIO WHO DESIRES
TO CLIMAX HIS
SCREENINGS WITH THE ARTISTIC TOUCH
"PAR EXCELLENCE."
Special, newly-produced "Exciting" subjects starring the most beauteous girls
in all Hollywood. Prize pin-up girls in glamorous movies.
Just Mai This
™,i . Cou
« pon Send^^^p^
only^
10c
Film and Special Ust
To: EXCITING FILMS
107) El Centrol, Dept. A
Hollywood, California

Check: □ 8mm.
□ 16mm.

Inclosed find dime. Please rush sample film and Special list.
Your Name

-

-

Address
City

State
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leaves the solution and thus reduces
the activity of the developer. So the
longer it stands the less active it will
be. However the second development
time is not critical since with total
flashing you are developing to finality;
so an extra minute in the developer
will not unduly affect the image.
If you are processing in hot tKcather

Lighting Family
• CuiitiniieJ from Page 677

Groups

This triangle lighting method is further described and demonstrated in the
acccmpanying photo of the lad eating
the turkey drumstick. As reveahd in
the lighting diagram at right of photo,
one reflector photoflood is directed at
the boy from camera position — about
7 feet away. The second reflector photoflood was placed forward and to right
of the boy — roughly about 5 feet distant from subject — and set about head
height. The backlight, a reflector photospot, was set directly opposite the side
light, but elevated in order to throw
light down upon subject. A glance at
the picture will reveal how this arrangement makes it appear that the boy was
photographed with the natural light
fixtures within the room.
The second photo on page 677 illustrates still another lighting plan and
demonstrates the advantage of setting
the camera light relatively far back
from subject — back of the camera. Here
only one additional reflector flood, elevated, was used at the right. All three
subjects are lighted equally well and
the highlights on head and shoulders
of subjects, created by the lamp at
DUPLICATES

*

★

★

Quality
Color

Prints
FOR

★ INDUSTRY
★ HOLLYWOOD
★ U.S. ARMY
★ U.S. NAVY
and YOU!

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.
6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Anqeles 28
Cdlifornia

right, give the desired "natural" lighting effect.
Study this picture a moment and
you will see how good lighting has
enhanced composition. Note that the
eye travels immediately to the darkhaired girl in center of the group. There
is additional interest in the picture because properly placed lighting has
brought out clearly features of the other
girl and of the boy so intent on blowing bubbles. These may seem complicated and inconsequential factors, but
it is not hard to imagine the difference
in a similar scene lighted carelessly
with photo lamps placed at random at
either side of the camera without
thought of the all-important backlighting or modeling light source.
Those amateurs whose practice it has
been to hurriedly place one or two
photolamps in front of a subject and
then shoot, will find it time well spent
in making a few test shots on the next
roll of film, using the lighting methods
described above, ^"ith simpler and more
efficient photolamps, the lighting quality found in professional movies may
be approached or equalled. One factor

ii is a good idea to use an acid hardening fixing bath, when the film has been
through the five minute wash after
the last developer. Of course this means
another solution and a Httle longer processing time but it is worth it. Too, I
think it avoids apparent grain (really
incipient reticulation) to a large degree
and speeds up the drying time.

. . .
must not be overlooked, however. That
is the importance of patiently studying your lighting problem and applying
the correct use of lights to achieve the
desired effect.
You will have opportunity to demonstrate this improved technique in
shooting your holiday movies. Both reflector photofloods and reflector photospots will greatly simplify your indoor
lighting problems and will invariably
reduce the number of old fashioned
lighting units required for lighting indoor scenes. A glance at the diagram
(Fig. 2) will enable you to understand
the greater potency and utiUty of these
two photo lamps. This diagram shows
why reflector photospots are so useful
for lighting indoor groups as compared
CO reflector photofloods or regular
photofloods in reflectors. The light from
the spot covers about the same area
as the reflector floodlamp, yet it can be
placed about three times as far away
from the scene or subject. Since both
lamps have 5 00 watt photoflood filaments, the lighting level will be equal
when the area covered is equal.
Where lamps, such as the reflector
photospot, can be used well back from
the scene, there is less chance of "burning up" those subjects closest to the
camera. For example in making a dinner table shot, proper use of this lamp
N\ ill enable you to get light evenly distributed upon those seated at the rear
as well as at the front of the table.
We are all familiar with home movie
shots where features of those nearest
the camera are "washed out" when an
effort was made to pour enough direct
light into the scene so that those in
the rear would show satisfactorily in
the picture.
For your group shots — pre-visualize
your setting — and figure out what your
shooting distance is going to be. This
is an important first step — because your
lighting is governed by the area you
must take in.
In filming holiday movies, it will be
easier, of course to shoot all scenes in
one room or one location, say the living
or dining room. It will save time and
avoid confusion because there will be
a minimum of shifting the camera and
re-arranging the lamps.
For example: if the maximum aper-
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ture on your camera is f/ 3.5 — two reflector photofloods right at the camera will give enough light for a maximum shooting distance of six feet on
indoor color film. With fast black and
white film you can back up to 12 feet
or more. Some movie makers do sacrifice the vividness and realism of color
in favor of greater shooting range. But
there is solution to this problem, too.
Because reflector photospots have
nearly eight times as great intensity
straight ahead, as reflector photofloods
(or of No. 2 photofloods in good metal
reflectors) you can use a total of three
of them (two at the camera) to shoot
color from as great a distance (17 feet)
as you can shoot fast black and white
film with the other lamps.
With your lamps farther back, your
camera can be moved along the line from
camera-lamp-to-subject for long shot,
medium shot and closeup without moving lamps or changing exposure. This
makes for fast working which is more
important as the size of your group increases.
By means of good lighting, action and
the proper camera angle, attention can
be centered on one individual or upon
one or two particular persons in a certain group. In any movie scene, the eye
is directed to the most brightly lit area
or to the person or object upon which
light is concen rated. Therefore, when
making a shot of a dinner scene and it
is desired to concentrate attention upon
the host as he carves the turkey, light
him by centering the sidelight on his
face. Set another light to illuminate the
background directly behind him. This
same procedure may be followed in
concentrating attention in closeup and
medium shots of guests when they are
to be filmed individually.
The accompanying photos and lighting diagrams will suggest other lighting setups for your holiday movies. All
involve the use of reflector floodlamps
and reflector photospots, the new improved photolamps now on the market.
Makeup

ENTIRELY

NEW

ANIMATED

CARTOONS

52 NURSERY RHYMES— 50 ft. 16mm. EachReleased Weekly.
6 FAIRY TALES in Serial Form— 10 Chapters,
50 ft. 16mm. Each Chapter Released Weekly
12 AESOP'S FABLES— 50 ft. 16mm. EachReleased Monthly.
Sold in Programs ,

Program No. 7
NURSERY RHYMES
HUMPTY DUMPTY
LITTLE MISS MUFFET
CAT AND THE FIDDLE
iACK AND
JILL MICE
THREE
BLIND
THIS LITTLE PIGGY

6 Subjects on a Reel
or Individually
Now
In Production
Program No. 2
In Serial Form 10 Chapters
FAIRY TALES
JACK AND THE BEAN
STALK
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD
UGLY DUCKLING
HANSEL AND GRETCHEN
PUSS IN BOOTS
THE BRAVE LITTLE
TAILOR

Program No. 3
AESOP'S FABLES
THE LION AND THE
MOUSE
THE HARE AND THE
TORTOISE
THE GOOSE WITH THE
GOLDEN EGGS
THE DOG IN THE MANGER
THE FOX AND THE
GRAPES
THE BOY WHO CRIED
WOLF

ALL SUBJECTS AVAILABLE IN
KODACHROME AND BLACK AND WHITE —
SOUND OR SILENT
8MM. KODACHROME AND BLACK AND WHITE — SILENT
PRODUCED ESPECIALLY FOR THE 16MM. AND 8MM.
FIELDS. DOUBLE-BARRELED EDUCATIONAL
ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, HOMES,
DEALERS. LIBRARIES — EVERYWHERE
EDUCATIONAL.
ENTERTAINMENT FOR YOUNG AND
OLD.
16MM.

DISTRIBUTED BY
PHONE
NORMANDY
1 - 6 8 8 3

LOUIS
WEISS
4336 SUNSET BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 27, CALIF.

For

Kodachrome
• Cont'nincJ from l\inf bi^

. . .

Light-complexioned blondes, and
dark-complexioned redheads should be
made-up with Pan-Cake Make-up in
a natural No. 2 shade; olive face powder; Creme Rouge and Dry Rouge of
carmine shade; a medium red lipstick
for interiors and natural red for exteriors; brown or gray eyeshadow; brown
eyebrow pencil; black eyelash make-up.
Brownettes should use Pan-Cake
Make-up in Natural No. 2 or natural
rose shades, with experiment and observation establishing which is preferable; face powder should be olive shade;
rouge, both creme and dry, in carmine;

SATINGLAS
with

TITLES

Color - Sparkle - Style - Effects
and
Professional-like Hollywood
touch
Aglass
new fibre
type sheet
letter inand5 background
—a
Colors plus material
Black and
White, Backgrounds I2"xl4" — Letters I and
5/16" or high,
letters stick without aid of pins,
ijiues
adnesives.
COLOR TITLE KIT— G Barkgrounds in assorted
shades— 3(iU Letters Plus
and C.O.I).
Niuiieials. 3 Cnlors — $6.45
BLACK
AND
WHITE
TITLE
KIT— I T^etters
Blaek Satin.^las Backsrnnml and 120 Yellow
and
Numerals
—
$2.50
Plus
(".O.D,
B Backgrounds — $1.80
Order from .your Dealer or direct from
PROSPECT PRODUCTS CO.
5 So. 6th Ave.
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Satinglas by the Glasfloss Corp. Send for FREE
booklet of many other services available.

LBT'S

ADD

SOUND

to Your Silent Films
\J/.
^ in Color or Black and White
We'll make a professional production of your
silent I6nim. film, adding music, narration
and special effects. Finest color duplication in
the industry.
Telefilm's skilledei]ulpment.
technical staff
and
finest sound-recording
plus
complete studio facilities, will put that enviable Hollywood touch in your film. We serve
industrial, amateur and educational film producers and some of America's largest companies. WriteTKLEFILM, Inc.,60.W Holly,
wood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif., for prices
and technical details.
TELEPILM.iNc.
HOILYWOOD 16inm HEADQUARTERS
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SUPPLY

BALANCE

DEMAND

While we are shipping lenses every day, our possible production reduces only slightly, if at all, our
backlog of unfilled orders. The waiting line is now
longer than it has ever been.
So today, to satisfy the ever-increasing demand
for the world-famous
"GOERZ AMERICAN"
PRECISION PHOTO-LENSES
an American Product since 1899
our plant is working at full speed, yet under the
same rigid standard of highest accuracy, which
has been our motto from the start almost half a
century ago.
Rush shipments are In most cases impossible as
there is not sufficient overrun in the production of
any type of lens to build up any reserve stock. We
suggest, you assure yourself of the highest possible place on our waiting list by speeding in
your order through your dealer for the lens you
have selected. "First come — first served" is the
rule adhered to In fairness to everybody. You will
be repaid for your patience manifold if you let
yourself be guided by the adage:
For making first-class pictures a
"GOERZ
lens will giveAMERICAN"
you a lifetime of
profitable satisfaction
The C. P.
GOERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL COMPANY
OFFICE AND FACTORY
317 EAST 34 ST.. NEW YORK 14, N. Y.
HM-II

PICTURE
PERFECTION
IS YOURS WITH
ACRA-COTED
LENSES
You'll getcausepicture
perfectionlenses
beACRA - COTEO
ochteve—
* Better Shadow Detail and
Contrast
• tlimination of flare and
Scattering of Light
# Increased Color fidelity
See your Deoler for Details, or
write direct.
PIONEE«S IN HEATLSSS.
HAdO lENS COATING
■nil
INST(UM(NT5

6541 Santa Monica BUd.
Hollywood 36, California
Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional
\bMM. — 8MM.
Black and White - - Kodachrome
Price List on Request
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y.

for interior shots, medium red lipstick,
with natural red being used for exteriors; brown or gray eyeshadow; brown
eyebrow pencil; black eyelash make-up.
For brunettes use Natural No. 2 or
Tan No. 1 Pan-Cake Make-up; oUve
No. 2 face powder, creme and dry raspberry rouge; medium red lipstick for
interiors and natural red for exteriors;
brown or gray eyeshadow; either brown
or black eyebrow pencil; black eyelash
make-up.
All of the foregoing make-up shade
prescriptions are for women who are
to appear in Kodachrome photographic
studies. The make-up requirements for
men are even more simple. Men with
somewhat light complexions and hair
colorings should, for Kodachrome photographic purposes, have their features
accentuated with Pan-Cake Make-up
in Tan No. 1 or tan rose shades; Sum'r
Tan face powder; creme and dry rasp-

Planning Makes
CciinriiitJ from Pj^t 67 >

berr>' rouge; deep red lipstick. Men
with darker complexions and hair may
use all the make-up colors just mentioned, except that the Pan-Cake Makeup should be Tan No. 2.
For very obvious he-man reasons, it
is particularly essential that creme
rouge be applied only very lightly, and
that enough Pan-Cake Make-up is applied over this rouge so that a mere
suggestion of color is visible. But, the
average subject should not be so beUigerently he-mannish that he insists on
doing without rouge for these photographic purposes. Nearly every man
needs it. This is equally true of Hpstick
application. The lipstick should be applied very thinly, blotted down with
tissue, and finally touched with powder. Then very lightly moisten the Hps
with the tongue and, if the lipstick has
been applied delicately enough, all traces
of artificiality will disappear.

Little Pictures

lerials; p) the firemaker applying the
light; (4) the fire glowing in the camp,
with the campsite again in full perspective. Even by themselves, those
scenes will be interesting, but when you
edit them, you will have a real sequence
— the sort of thing that makes a movie
live and enables it to tell a story better
than any words.
You can cut your film as the firemaker starts to kneel. The second scene
will be cut as he kneels in the same position as in the first scene. Then when
they are spliced together at that point,
your screen will show a continuous
kneeling motion, starting with the full
camp in the background, and coming —
as if by magic — to a smaller area with
the firesite centered. It is as if you could
walk toward the firemaker as he did
his work.
Then the second scene can be cut
as his hands perform some task with the
materials. Cut the third scene at the
same place and behold! your camera
again brings you in closer, without a
break in the motion, to see exactly how
the materials are arranged and how the
light is applied.
Your fourth scene will show the firemaker on his knees, as we last saw him,
while the flames grow. He then will
stand and proceed with his work. You
will have had the sensation of entering
camp, seeing a firemaker start his work
and then, without even realizing it,
being brought so close to the scene that
you could count the number of sticks
in the kindling pile. This is the cutting
technique which makes a professional
movie seem smooth while an inexperienced amateur's seems rough and unconsequential. You'll forget the extra

Big . . .

work when you see the finished product
on your screen.
Naturally when in the field, or actually fishing, there will not be time to
"stage" your important shots. This
makes it even more essential to stage
the others. You see, a dramatic moment
when a fish is landed, or when you make
your big kill, is inherantly dramatic;
it is vitally interesting because of what
is being shown, rather than because
of any technique involved in shooting
or showing. But generally such shots
are poor photographically. How can they
be otherwise when there is no time for
preparation?
Thus, if your film is smoothly edited
and prepared through all the scenes
which set the stage for the big moments— the trip scenes, the camp scenes,
the scenes showing the start of the
actual hunt — the thrilling action shots
will come as the climax of your film.
Your audience will view the picture
with a deep sense of satisfaction, because it will be a satisfying picture
with a logical start, progression, climax, and conclusion. But if the entire
film has been made of hand-held, offthe-cuff shots, then the photographic
shortcomings will have had plenty of
time to irritate and annoy the spectators. By planning your entire film,
you set the stage for the scenes which
mean the most; you focus the spotlight
at the right time and in the right place;
and you achieve a truly dramatic effect.
If you plan to spend the money for
movie equipment, and invest your time
in taking pictures, it's only good business for you to invest the little extra
effort needed to make the film successful.
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Now, a brief word about the art of
cutting scenes together. There are as
many theories as there are cutters, but
many of them will agree on these points:
1. Try to avoid cutting from a far
object to a very close view of the same
object without changing angle to a considerable extent. If you don't, the larger
picture will appear to jump at you from
the screen.
2. In cutting on continuous action —
that is, cutting from a long shot of a
kneeling man to a medium closeup of a
kneeling man — make the distance of
travel across the screen equal in both
cases. If the man has crossed half the
screen in his action in the long shot,
allow him to continue across half the
screen in the closeup. This gives the
illusion of continuous motion.
In conclusion, don't "pan" the camera each time you press the button.
A good pan is a very difficult maneuver for an expert cameraman, and
it is usually fatal in results for a cameraman who works at other things for
a living. The two things which most
radically distinguish the pro from the
amateur are:
a. The pro puts his camera on a tripod for every shot, because he knows
that steadiness is the prime factor in a
good scene.
b. The pro pans only when there is
a definite reason for it— to follow action, such as a car passing along a
road, or to cover an area which has to
be viewed continuously on the screen.
The pro pans smoothly and slowly, so
the spectator will be unaware of camera
movement and will follow only the
movement of the object on the screen.
Circumstances may sometimes alter
these rules. But keep this thought in
mind whenever you go forth with your
movie camera to film: A bit of planning
beforehand can make a little picture
BIG!

Movie Analysis
• Continued from Page 679
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A similar scene takes place at the
very end of the picture. Bogart is waiting in a house for a gambler to show
up. The gambler's car pulls up and a
group of thugs pile out and surround
the house. We know the predicament
Bogart is in. How he successfully meets
it could have been played up for all
the suspense in the books.
HQwever both scenes were emphasized primarily from the point of view
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suspense are present. One is the sequence
in which Humphrey Bogart, after being
beaten, tied up and handcuffed, awaits
the return of the gunman. When the
gunman returns, we are certain it will

"POA^ T

"Lok'Ott"

New!

miNLM'S

Flange

Used by Leading Hollywood 16mm Editors
and Producers for Editing and Re-winding
It's Telefilm's latest i6mm. time saver! Sides are of heavy
gauge clear plastic. Engraved f<totage scale on inside surface
sfiows amount of film on spool. One side rcmuvable— so you
save lime by slipping on film without winding. Noihing ever
like it for winding short lengths of film into coils ijuickly,
without endangering emulsion surfaces. Outer side has specially-made locking device, allowing removal of film by
means uf a simple luck. Core takes standard lab pack spools,
fits a standard 16 or 35 mm. rewind.
TRY IT 10 DAYS - MONEY BACK!
May be purchased complete, 8 inch size ^17. 50 or Oyj inch
size 518.50, or the face side with spool may he purchased
separately at half above prices. Immediate delivery. Usc il
10 days then money back if nut delighted*
TEIEFHIW
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of the violence that occurs in each
of them.
Because of the great deal of seemingly
disconnecrisd action taking place, a
major problem was one of continuity,
to get each incident to flow smoothly
into the next one. The device most frequently used is the basic and simple
one of dialogue. Bogart will say, as he
gets into his car, "Let's drive over to
so-and-so's house." There is a dissolve
and we see the car pull up in front
of the house.
Aside from dialogue to let us know
where the actors are headed, such visual pointers as street signs, the names
on a business card, the name over an
apartment house button, and similar
devices, are frequently used — devices
which the amateur photoplay producer
may well imitate in his pictures.
Though the major emphasis is on
words to tell the story, there is one
rather long sequence in which hardly a
word is spoken and yet the entire situation isably presented and clearly told.
This is the sequence in which Humphrey
Bogart trails the bookseller-blackmailer
to his home. It is towards the beginning
of the story.
Following the other man's car to the
house, Bogart then sits back in his car
to watch and wait. Another car pulls up
and a girl leaves it and enters the house.
We see Bogart sleepily resting in his
car to suggest the passage of time. Suddenly there is a flash of light from the
house, a scream, and a bullet shot. Bogart sits up abruptly. We see two cars
leave hurriedly from the back of the
house. Bogart stealthily enters the house.
He discovers the blackmailer dead on the
floor and the girl, who plays Lauren
Bacall's
sister, drunk. He takes the girl
to her home.
While the re is nothing in this sequence that is really outstanding from
the point of view of editing or camera
work, it still is a good example of how
a story can be told without reliance
on words. As a matter of fact, this sequence is one of the most interesting
in the movie. It was undoubtedly helped
by the background music of Max Steiner to build up the proper dramatic
mood.
Another, though shorter, sequence in
which dialogue was practically dispensed
with was the one in which Bogart is
hiding behind his car and waiting for
his pursuers to come out of the house
in an attempt to locate and kill him.
First one man, obviously frightened,
comes out of the house. Bogart fires his
gun in the air. The man, scared, runs
away. Another man comes out but, to
protect himself, he has Lauren Bacall
walk in front of him as a shield. The
movie cross-cuts between Bogart hiding
and the man approaching with Bacall.
Good suspense is built up by clever editing here. Then Bacall points to where

she lyingly states Bogart is hidden. The
man forgets her as his shield and leaps
forward and fires his gun. Bogart rises
from his hiding place and kills him.
Even the few words of spoken dialogue could have been omitted, for while
v%'ords are of immeasurable value in
story-telling, it still is possible to make
a movie using little or no dialogue, and
without losing any of the drama.
These aspects of good screen drama
can be studied with considerable benefit by the serious amateur who likes
to produce scenario pictures — particularly myster)' and action dramas. Photography, lighting, cutting and direction represent definite advancements in
the field of motion pictures.
Filming

Ideas

In

History Books
• Continued from Page 66^

. . .

mission to use certain locations within
the grounds of Colonial Williamsburg
for filming important scenes in the
proposed story. Permission was promptly
granted and filming of the story began.
This initial movie making venture
was titled "Redcoat Dispatch." The
plot was simple: Washington, at the
age of 21, was ordered to carry, from
Williamsburg, a message of warning
to the French invaders of the Ohio region. Since history reveals that Washington took only a few men with him
on this important mission, the Mt.
Holly Players were enabled to produce
their picture with a small cast. Most
of the characters appearing in the film
are members of Colonial Williamsburg,
Inc. — tourists guides dressed the year
'round in Colonial costumes. Following
completion of "Redcoat Dispatch," it
was premiered in the Colonial Williamsburg Lodge before a large and enthusiastic group of restoration officials. Following this showing, the Players presented the film before several school
assemblies in cities and towns in Marj'land and \'irginia.
Following the success of this initial
effort, more historical films were produced, each more interesting and more
realistic in the reproduction of important events and characters in the
life of our nation. In 1943, Gerlach,
the group's director, began what was
to become the Mt. Holly Players' most
ambitious film effort — an episode of
South Carolina of Revolutionary war
days. For this the entire water front of
Charleston was reproduced in miniature.
With a group of 2 S persons, the company moved out to the swamps of
eastern Maryland and began shooting
"The Swamp Fox." Photographed in
1 6mm. Kodachrome, the screenplay was
based upon the life of Brigadier General
Francis Marion. The players were now
doing their best work — having worked
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together in several productions and having caught on with the serious aspect
of the pictures being produced. As a
result, script writing, costuming, direction and photography had greatlv improved since the group's initial filming
attempt, "Redcoat Dispatch."
Premiered in Charleston, "The Swamp
Fox" was later taken to Annapolis.
Maryland, where a screening of it helped
swell the State's fund for infantile
paralysis victims. George Scheer, Jr.,
author of an annotated biography of
General Marion, subsequently wrote to
the Mt. Holly Players: "You are doing
a splendid thing for many school people
and, in establishing profound, activated
interest in American background and
ideals, a very splendid thing for yourselves."
Shortly after outbreak of the war,
the Mount Holly Players company began to break up. Cameraman Robert
Hammen enlisted as a Naval photographer. He subsequently gave his life in
the service of his country when the
U. S. S. Indianapolis was torpedoed.
His brother who portrayed Genera!
Marion in the "Swamp Fox," becam?
Lt. (j.g.) Carl Hammen, U.S.N., and
was wounded in the invasion of Luzon.
Gerlach became a photo instructor
for the government's Information and
Education division in the Philippines.
Previously, while stationed in. Oklahoma, Gerlach gathered a group of high
school students together and filmed
"Disputed Territory," Mt. Holly Players' last film for the duration. All production on the picture was done during
Gerlach's time off from army duty.
Filmed in 16mm. Kodachrome, "Disputed Territory" was based on early
Oklahoma history, around close of the
Civil War. A high school student portrayed Ben Hackett, one of two-hundred deputy marshalls assigned to patrol
the Indian Territory. This picture also
assumed importance later in helping to
swell the national March of Dimes fund.
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make scroll titles, flip-flop, turn around,
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Now, the Mt. Holly Players are
together again. Currently, plans are being made for new and more ambitious
screen plays — films that will mark another step forward in the field of amateur historical film production. This
group once more has opened history
books in search of filming material.
Here they find no dearth of ideas — only
dearth of time in which to produce the
many ideas so abundant in history's
pages.
MOVIE CLUBS
* AVAILABLE free to established
amateur movie clubs is Home
Movies'
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silent films.
films and
are 16mm.
prize
winners and all are excellent examples of good amateur movie
making. Here is excellent program
material for your club meetings.
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Cine Workshop
• Continued from Pugc 68 i
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more efficient cooling. Length and
breadth dimensions are not given as the
proportions of your projector's lamphouse are the deciding factors.
To construct this lamphouse cover,
first start with the cover box. This
should be about 4 inches high to allow
1 inch between the baffles and a 1-inch
lap onto the projector lamphouse. It is
advisable to lay out a template and
construct it in one piece (allow for lap
seams for soldering). Paint the inside
with lampblack when fabrication is
complete before soldering the baffle
plates in place.
The baffle plates are made of the same
thin metal as the cover box and fit inside the cover box as shown in the
illustrations. They are stool-shaped to
facilitate construction and assembly.
The ends are bent over to the extent
of 1 inch — this is for both spacing and
soldering ease. They should also be painted a dull black before soldering in place.
Assembly of the cover is simple. The
first step is to turn the cover box upside down. Then, with the bent-up ends
pointing inside the cover, drop the top
baffle plate in place and place a drop
of solder on each corner. Repeat this
operation with the other two. Make
sure you assemble the baffle plates in
their proper order, as shown in the
illustration, to assure maximum ventilation and light stoppage. The last
baffle plate should be soldered a little
more securely than the other two that
are inside the cover for it is on the
bottom baffle plate that the whole cover rests.
The illustrations show cutaway
views of the cover and its component
parts and explain how the light is diffused. By the time the light reaches the
top of the cover, it is very weak in intensity. Exterior of the cover, when
completed, should be painted to match
the color of your projector. Don't
worry about not being able to produce
a "crackle" finish; the heat from your
projector bulb will do that very nicely!
— Johu M. Gregory, Jersey City, K. J
Spool Protection
Seasoned travelers who use 1 6mm.
cameras know the importance of carr\'ing both an extra 5 0- and 100-foot
camera spool, thus to be prepared when
only 5 0-foot spools of film are available.
However, such spools must be protected from damage, for a bent flange on
a take-up spool invariably means
jammed film in the camera and therefore ruined footage. To protect these
reels, therefore, especially if they are
to be carried in camera case or gadget
bag, place them in regular film boxes
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or better still, in 100-foot film cans,
obtainable from any laboratory.
— Stanley Jepson, Bombay, India

Now

Read

• • •

VIEWER
/ LENS
PRESENT
SLOT FOR
/6mm film
STRIPS
Embodies the slimness, ruggedness, sensitivity, selective viewing
angle, and the dependability of the
famous Universal Master II; but
also provides the following features
for movie makers:

CUT aWflY PORTION BETWEEN
DOTTED LINES TO PERMIT
EASY INSERTION OF/brnt^fllM

Film Viewer
A handy movie film viewer may be
had by making a simple alteration in
one of the Mickey Mouse Viewers
manufactured by Craftsmen's Guild for
viewing 16mm. film strips. This viewer,
as manufactured, provides for threading
the film through a single slot. By cutting
away one side of the viewer, as shown in
diagram above, film may be inserted
quickly from the side. The viewer costs
but a dollar and, altered as described
above, makes an efficient accessory for
examining your films when cutting
and editing them. — Eniil Greenfield,
Cln elanii, Ohio.
Ski Movies . . .
• ConiinueJ from Page 673
doubt about a reading for a scene in
which people appear, take a reading of
the back of your hand to insure proper
flesh tones and details in facial features.
Good scenic effects will result where
backlighting is used — particularly of
skiers zigzagging in the snow near the
camera. The sun playing upon the plume
of snow issuing from the speeding skies i
gives an interesting pictorial effect.
Remember, your ski picture need not
be filmed all in one day. Perhaps there
will be other trips to the ski run and
even better days, photographically
speaking, if you failed to find clear
skies on your first trip. However, keep
continuity in mind at all times, especially when filming on the successive
trips, so that all ski scenes ultimately
may be worked into a solid entertaining
continuity.

• Calibrated especially for cine' cameras.
• Calculator dial "pre-set" for film, type of camera,
and shutter speed... no manipulation while in action.
• Virtually direct-reading in use.
• Invaluable for black-and-white ... a "must" for color.
See the new Cine' Model Master II at your dealer'o . . .
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 626 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.
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Cine
ik Special,
fl.l'
lens, 2%" f2.7Kud Tele,
lens, adap;
ter 'case, tripod, L.N $523.80
CASH For Used Equipment.
Trade-ins accepted. Tell us wliat
you have and we will rush .vou our
hid.

PEERLESS

MOVIE
DEPT.
A GIFT FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY
NATCO
16mm
SOUND
PROJECTOR

Sclent if icall,v ilesigned to give professional performance. It
has 2000
2" fl.6
projection
lens.Ifimm.
7.">0 Watt
caparit.vt'liu-up
to
feetcoated
of soiuui
or silent
film.lamp,
Individual
controls, simplified film threading. 12" speaker. C^TO AA
Complete with carr.ving case
q>*»/T,UU
ALL NEW MERCHANDISE SOLD ON TEN-DAY FREE
TRIAL BASIS. FULL REFUND IF NOT COMPLETELY
SATISFIED

FILM RENTAL LIBRARY
YOU will find ever.vthinj; photographic at I'eerless. Shop at PeerComplete Sound Program
loss for all hard-lo-set merchan- length
Here's
evening
fun
for your
family and friei
Fvill
feature
and
short
runs whole
Wz hours
^A. OR
ilise.
on
1600
ft.
reels
^•t.TJ
FREE CATALOG— Send tor new Send For Free Llist of Features. Color Cartoons. Snorts. Travel.
1946-47 catalog with complete list- Xeus.
Comedies. For Adults and Youngsters, too!
in;; of our tremendous
ALL stock.
PRICES SUBJECT TO OPA AUTHORIZED REVISIONS

A
EII
dd Ct CAH
ES
STOR
I F
II Lt
IT H ll
P tt
138 EAST 44lh STBEET
•
IMCW YORK, M. Y.
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New . . .

Color kit with 6 assorted backgrounds
and 360 letters and numerals in 3 colors
retails for $6.45; black and white kit
with one background plus 120 yellow
letters and numerals is $2.5 0.

Buying, selling, or trading cameras and photo equipment is
You'll
my "goal."
make
"touchdown"a if you
deal
with me . . . highest prices and best
offers by return
mail.

KQUYWOODCAUFSmiA
m

MOVIUBE-OFto-the H-CL
JOI
THEN MONT
er memberdayl A chartable
ship is avail
are
cost! Thertoe ycu
without
no dues — no obligations
.
ry
on your part Eve
month we send you the
ning. YOU
rtaiased
homemost
rele
movie ente
PROJECT OUR FILMS
BEON YOUR
YOU EN
DECIDE
FORE SCRE
WHETHER OR NOT YOU
WANT TO BUY THEM.
Ycur Charter Membership in this club entitles
you to buy
spectacular many
movie subjects
not available to others
— so fill out the coupon
now YOUR FIRST REEL
WILL BE SHIPPED BY
RETURN MAIL.

MOVIE NEWSREELS DEPT. HM-II
SEND NO
1426 North Wilcox Avenue
MONEY
Hollywood 28, California
Er^oll rr^e as 'You
a member
MONTH-CLUB.
nnay sendof methe a MOVIE-OF-THEMovie Newsreel
cn approval every month. I will return the reels
within 5 days or pay for them at the special club
members price. (8mm. $2.00, 16mm. $4.00. 16mm.
SOUND $5.00). I have a □ 8mm., □ 16mm.,
□ 16mm. SOUND proiector. PLEASE CHECK SIZE.
Name
,
Address
City
Zone State..
Age
Occupation

Protect new prints — all brilliance and
life to old prints with the sensational
Gage Vite-A-Lize method of treatment.
Eliminate the hazard of first run
damage. Low Cost. Mail orders receive
prompt attention.
Repairing and Processing of Old Prints
exclusii e agents
IDEAL PICTURES CORP.
2408 West 7th Street Los Angeles, Calif.
DR. 8228
• HASELTON
•
If you are interested in I6nnm. Kodachrome of
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
— write me as early as possible In November.
I'm leaving
shooting
trip, early
I hope.In December for another
GUY D. HASELTON
7934 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 46, Calif.
Prompt & Efficient Camera Repair Service
Precision repairs on ALL makes of CAMERAS.
All repairs guaranteed.
Designers of Specialand Photo Equipment
Photo Apparatus for Handicapped Persons
Estimates given on all repairs.
NORTHWEST CAMERA REPAIR CO.
209 Loeb Arcade Milnneapolls 2, Minn.
Established Since 1935

m

179 W. MAOISON
ST.
CHICAGO
2. ILL.

LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED
SPOOLED for CAMERA or BULK
MODERN PROCESSING SERVICE
EVERYTHING FOR THE MOVIE MAKE?
FILM AND EQUIPMENT CATALOG FREE
SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
105 So. Wells St. Dept. B-610 Chicago 6, III.

• Uses both single and double 8mm. film.
Cinemeter II
Off the production line and now
available is the new Universal Cinemaster II 8mm. cine camera. This is
said to be the only camera that uses
both single 8mm. and double 8mm.
film. It is also the only cine camera
with a combination built-in exposure
meter and viewfinder. Camera provides
three running speeds, and is available
with either an f 3.5, f 2.5 or f/l. 9 lens.
Manufacturer is Universal Camera
Corp., 3 8 W. 2 3rd St., New York 10,
N. Y.
Film Conditioner
^/^,George Gage, 2408 W. 7th St., Los
Angfeles, announces the availability of
\'ite-alizing process for reconditioning
16mm. films. Pictures subjected to
\'ite-alizing treatment are said to be
conditioned against breaking from brittleness and from sticking in projector
gates, a frequent cause of scratching.
Process cleans film, provides an antifriction surface. Vite-alizing costs $1.00
per 100 foot reel. Special prices prevail
for longer lengths. Process is recommended by users for those with large
libraries of home movie films, and producer, distributors and exhibitors of
16mm. films.

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE FEATURE PROGRAMS
I6MM. SOUND $4.95
I6MM. SILENT S4.50
8MM. SILENT $3.50
Send for FREE Liits — Specify film slie
Send for Special
of New and Used
HomeHoliday
Movie listings
Equipment

USE
Safety
Fine
Action
Grain
OUTDOOR
More
Reversible
Film
Film
Ample
At Less
Cost.
Outdoor
QM AMBERTINT FILM $2.25
K. . light
Im-ludesspools,
machine
DaySpeed *
"M
ready professing.
to load & shoot.
Calif,
buyers include sales
tax. ^"
HOLLYWOODLAND
STUDIOS
"The West's Greatest Film Older House"
Southgate
California
TITLES
Your movies are more interesting when
expertly titled. Write for prices.
TITLE

TECHNICIANS

H
3964 Ames St. N. Department
E. Washington
19, D. C.
FOR YOUR SPECIAL STUDIO, LABORATORY
AND AMATEUR EQUIPMENT
OR MACHINERY, Write
MAC VAN MANUFACTURING CO.
3829 El Caion Blvd., San Diego 5, Calif.
We reperforate 16mm. to double 8, 2c foot.
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DA-LITE

CHALLENGER
SCREEN

C Takes <00 (t. 8mm. reels.
New Ampro Proiector
Ampro Corporation, 283 5 N. Wesrern Ave., Chicago 18, 111., announces a
new 8mm. projector. Features include
5 00 watt illumination, still picture projection, reverse operation, and flickerless pictures at low speed, one hand precision tilting control, automatic safety
shutter, rheostat control of projector
speed, 400 foot reel capacity and 1 inch
f 1.6 coated projection lens. Projector
operates on either AC or DC, 105 to
125 volts. Complete unit ready to use
includes lens, lamp, carrying case and
accessories. Deliveries are currently being made to dealers.

is already reaching new heights of popularity because of the superior light-reflective quality of its new Glass-Beaded
surface that makes pictures so much
brighter and clearer. Many other advanced features are also making a big
hit — such as the new stronger Octagon
Case and the fully-enclosed "Slide-AMatic" locking which eliminates all external locking devices and assures faster,
smoother height adjustment. Ask your
dealer for the new Challenger today.
Write for literature! Address Dept. 1 1 HM

LOOK

THE DA-LITE
TRADE MARK
AND

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., Inc.
2723 No. Crawford Ave., Chicago 39, III.

NEW
SHORT

ONE

• Combination picture and screen.
Pict-O-Screen
Something new and novel in projection screens is the Pict-O-Screen developed by Radiant Manufacturing
Corp., Chicago, which provides a beautiful framed picture for the living room
but also includes built-in projection
screen. Concealed in upper section of
the picture frame is a dust-proof screen

THE

OCTAGON
CASE!

REEL

SUBJECTS

1
k KHIf..l.(AN'l S< KKKN

FOR

><"

^

.„4 makes

Illustrated
Dances That Thrill"
"Night Club Girls"
"Dancing
OF BURLESQUEDolls"
produced and distributed by
Quality Pictures Co.
5634 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

PROJECTO-SLIDE
PROJECTO- SLIDE COMPANY
OR
542 FiriH AVENUE
NEW YORK 19.f N Y

7!0
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ni.idc ot t.imous H\ -Fleet glass beaded
material. There's an assortment of six
scenes to select from, all encased in
handsome antique gold or modern "pickled pine" finished frames. Further
details regarding sizes and prices mav
he obtained bv writins: manufacturer.

are now
Complete
16mm. and

open for
Service on
Smm. Title*
with

Cine-Pro Dolly

# New Backgrounds
9 Wide LeHer Selections
® Kodachrome Specials
• Film Editing
Ressonable Rites Begin
et JOc per Tkle
Send for vour copy of
"TITLES" ...just out. It's free!
DEPT.
PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNICIANS, INC.
ISi: Fiedmon[
Charleston 1. \V. \'a.

fens

*HARO
* PERMANENT
•: CLEMMBU
modernize your lenses
A free brochure explains the value and
i-^portance of tense coaling. Write us'.
Increase definition! Diminish and
eliminate flare! Improve brilliancy and
faithful co'or reproduction.
CHEMOPTICS. the oldest glass coating laboratory for the newest in
modern lens achievement.
SPEEDY REPAIR SERVICE ON
BINOCULARS & RIFLE-SCOPES

coating

CHEMOPTICS INC.
33 UNION SQ. WEST. NEW tORK 3. N. Y.
RAY THELANS CAMERA CENTER, Inc.
Aluminum Sun Shade
1.00 Each
All sizes for Smm limm. Cameras
As Reliable As Professional Studio Equipment
6731 Hollywood Blvd. Hotlywood 28, Calif.
16mm. and 35mm.
DE VRY SOUND PROIECTORS
immediate delivery
Complete stock of Smm. and I6mm. lenses
CAMERA MART. Inc.
lilO Cahucnga Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
ENLARGED
T ^\ REDUCED
TO
8
16
TO 8
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME j
GEO. W. COLBURN
LABORATORY :]
Incsrporated
IM N. Wacker Drive
Chicago ( |

Camera Control
A compact and etficient time-lapse
device for u.se with cine cameras is the
Cine-Matic which offers an interval
timer and camera control adaptable to
.several makes and models of both Smm.
and 1 6mm. cameras. Three switch combinations afford manual single frame
action, automatic action, and manual
scene action. Timing range is 10 seconds
to 10 minutes. Light control capacitv is
three No- 2 phototloods. Unit measures
-> ' j"x3 ' j"x5 ' ,". Manufacturer is Cine.Matic, 6 5 20 Florence PI.. Bell Gardens,
Cahf.

• Convenience in demountable head.

Ortenng the amateur movie maker a
portable unit for lights and camera tripod is the Cine-Pro Dolly, a compact,
folding accessory of lightweight aluminum that weighs less than 3 pounds.
Dolly has cups to receive tripod leg tips
and hold them .securely so that tripod
remains secure when dolh' is moved
during filming for trucking shots, etc.
The unique provision for lights provides
uniform illumination on subject or scene
when dolK shots are made. A turn of a
few thumb screws and the dolly mav be
quickly folded for storage or carrying

Thalmetal Tripod
Craig Movie Supply Co.. Los Angeles,
has resumed production of their popular
prewar Thalmetal Tripod. This moderately priced tripod now features many
new design and construction improvements. It is especially designed for use
with Smm. and 16mm. movie cameras.
It was especially designed to provide
the ultimate rigidity in camera support,
yet light and compact enough to be
easily carried with other camera equipment. Tripod also features the popular
Thalhammer head as part of complete
unit. Pan action is full .>60 and tilt
action is 12 5'^. Extended height of tripod is 60 inches; closed length is }2
inches. Patented "Sure-foot" points
provide gripping contacts for any type
of surface on which the tripod may be
used. Retail price is SI 9.7^ plus tax.
Manufacturer's address is 105 3 So. Olive
St., Los Angeles, Calif.

• For dolly and trucking shots.

For Projectors

with camera equipment. Removing the
quick demountable ball bearing rollers
and you have a rubber gripping tripod
base. Manufacturer is Cine-Pro Corp.,
3 6 W. :uh St., New York Citv 10.

An important new accessory for both
Smm. and 16mm. projectors is the NonRewinding Reel Set which eliminates
need for rewinding film after projection,
also insures tilm is properly rewound
ready for re-projection. Set consists of
2 scientifically designed interchangeable
reels, a special guard ring and a bracket.
Four hundred foot 16mm. reel sets retail for >14.U1; Smm. and other sizes
will be available soon. Distributor is
Motion Picture Equipment Co.. Inc.,
112 \V. 42nd St.. New York 18.

Tripod Screen
Initial photographic product to be
announced b\' newly formed .Aurora Industries, 2\'^ W. Chicago .\ve., Chicago
10, III., is a portable tripod screen of
new design embracing several exclusive
features. This screen is made in four
popular sizes and surface is the highly
efficient gl.iss beads. An easle t.»ble
model is also available. Company expects shortiv to announce a new line
of photographic lighting equipment.
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New Films . . .
• Continued from Page 690
Finchell the reporter getting the scoop
on the brother in a jam. Two other
subjects completing this series are Along
Came a Duck, and Grandfather's Clock.
Subject is available in five standard
sizes in both 8mm. and 16mm. and
one 1 6mm. sound version.

5338 HOLLYWOOD BLVD. I
HOLLYWOOD 27, CALIF.
HILLSIDE 8201
FREE PARKING
OPEN NOON TO 6 P. M. MONDAY
OPEN 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. TUE. through SAT.

QUALITY CAMERA FILM AT
MONEY SAVING PRICES
Weston 25 ft. 100 ft. 100 ft.
Speed 8-8mm. 8-8mm. 16mm.
Fotochrome Reg. 8- $1.25 $2.75 $2.50
Fotochrome x
32-20 $2.00 $5.00 $4.50
Fotochrome xx
100-64 $2.25 $5.25 $5.00
The above film is spooled, ready for
camera use, and includes time, temperature and electronically controlled
machine processing. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.
BULK FILM, NO PROCESSING
100 ft. 8-8mm.
400 ft.
8-8mm.
Weston 100 ft. or or
Speed 8mm. 16mm. 16mm.
Fotochrome Reg.
8$1.00 $1.50 $4.00
Footochrome x
32-20 $2.25 $3.75 $15.00
Fotochrome xx
100-64 $2.35 $3.85 $15.40
All the above prices supersede previous listings. All orders shipped same day received,
including C.O.D.
THE MOVIE SHOP
p. O. Box 3877
Kirkwood 22, Mo.

When

in Los Angeles
VISIT

WINTER

&

CO.

525 West 6th Street
around the corner from the
Biltmore Hotel
Telephone Michigan 3296

• FOR OUTDOORS
KIN-O-LUX #1
50 ft. 16 mm. %2.30
100 ft. 16 mm. %3.60
KIN-O-LUX #2
25 ft. double 8 mm. JI.65

Atomic Bomb is current Movie-ofthe-Month release of Movie Newsreels,
1426 No. Wilcox Ave., Los Angeles.
Film contains the outstanding motion
picture shots made by War Department
photographers and newsreel cameramen
of the second bomb test at Bikini. The
producers claim it is the first substandard film release devoted exclusively to
this event which may be purchased outright for use in either private home
showings or commercial exhibition.
Available in 50 feet 8mm. at $2.00; 100
feet 16mm. at $4.00 and 100 feet 16mm.
sound at $5.00.

•KIN-O-LUX
FOR INDOORS-OUTDOORS
#3
25 ft. double 8 mm. $2.40
50 ft. 16 mm. $3.75
100 fl. 16 mm. i6.00
• FOR INDOORS ONLY
KIN-O-LUX GOLD SEAL
25 ft. double 8 mm. J2.40
50 ft. 16 mm. $3.75
100 ft. 16 mm. $6.40

Crimson Capersfeatures Lois Lorraine,
one of Hollywood's new and glamorous
movie starlets, frolicking at famed
Malibu beach in Southern California.
Her fire red bathing suit backdropped
by beautiful scenic vistas makes an
interesting pictorial presentation. Filmed
with the new commercial type Kodachrome, the resulting prints are brilliant
in color. Fifty feet 8mm. version lists
at $6.00; 50 feet 16mm., $8.50; 100
feet 16mm., $15.00; and the 100 foot
sound version, $17.00. Distributorproducer is Glamour Newsreels, 6411
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Apples To You, 2 reels, 16mm. sound,
is a Hal Roach comedy featuring comedian Billy Gilbert in a musical satire on
the famous opera "Barber of Seville."
Feature is action packed with comedy
and music and includes a supporting
cast of familiar players. Commonwealth
Pictures Corporation has acquired exclusive 16mm. distribution rights to
this picture. Further details concerning
rates and availability dates may be had
by writing Commonwealth at 729 Seventh Ave., New York City, N. Y.

FOR THf MOST FOR YOUR
MOVIE MONEY IT'S KIN-O-LUX
Indoors, outdoors, for all around
versatility
quality
that price,
can't be
equaled at and
the aprice—
or any
it's the KIN-O-LUX FILM suited for
your need of the moment. Convince
yourself. Compare the ratings . . .
compare the price . . . then compare
the results. That's all! You'll return
again and again for . . .

FILM

105

WEST

40 ST., NEW

YOr.K

/

Ifl, NY.
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FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

CLASSIFIED

ADHiltTISIK

RATES: 10c per word. Minimum ad $2.00. Add 5c per word for text in capitals.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
BASS SAYS: Cine values in unconditionally guaranteed equipment:
JUST ARRIVED! New 16mm. Kodascope Model
Sixteen-IO
proiector. 2" lumenized F:2.5 lens, without case, $91.10.
HERE'S A REAL BUY! . . . Out-dated, but unconguaranteed $2.94.
100 ft. Super XX film, processingditionally
not included,
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY: New Revere 87 and
99 cameras; Revere Deluxe projectors, New Bell
& Howell Sportster, Cooke F:2.5 coated lens, $99.69.
LENSES — IMMEDIATE DELIVERY — 63mm. CineKodak telephoto F:2.7, choice of adapter, $79.80;
3"
Kodak F:l.5,
'Tele' $81.00;
F:4.5, InNew"C"Berthiot
mount,focal
$49.50;
Dallmeyer
lengthI"
combination for standard 8mm. cameras, wide
angle 'A" and I" F:l.9, in focusing mount, com$132.40; 1/2" Berthilot F:l.9, In focusing
mount, plete,
$52.50.
AVAILABLE NOV/ . . . New 16mm. Movle-Mlte,
sound, one-case unit, the smallest sound projector
on
for A.C. and
2" F:l.6
lens,
2CO0theft.market,
reel capacity,
with D.C.,
built-in
projection
screen, $298.15.
RARE ITEMS:
Kodak Editor
Pola-Screen,
mount,
$10.70;
Craig Junior
for 8 "W"
and 16mm.,
$9.95; Craig Senior Editor for 8 and 16mm., $25.50;
Craig Senior 16mm. Editor, complete, $69.50.
We buy for
'em, new
sell 'em,
trade 'em.allComplete
stocks
Cine andequipment
makes.
"BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Dept. HM-II, 179 W.
Madison St., Chicago 2, III.
• FILMO
D, magazine
I" F3.5, Pockette
overhauled,
$185.00.
Simplex
16mm. repainted,
Camera,
case, new, $77.50. Eastman B, automatic threading
projector, case, $115.00. New 8-l6mm. Griswold
splicers, $16.50. New single and double hub 16mm.
measuring machines. New Craig 16mm. Projecto
Editor, $69.50. Marton film strip and 2x2 s'lde
projectors $27.50. Dlnky-lnkle spots on 4 section
stands $21.00. 3%" Cooke F3.3 C mount $85.00.
4" Bausch & Lomb Tessar F4.5 C mount $65.00.
2" Dallmeyer FI.9 C mount $85.00. 3" Dallmeyer
F3.5 $45.00.
I" 8mm.
F3.5 Weston
$21.00. Master
New G.E.II,
exDOSure
meter,
case, Ilex
$28.45.
$29 67 Folding dolly $15.00. We buy from your
lists. Trades accepted. CAMERA MART, 70 West
45th Street New York.
LIFETIME
all — cowhide
new, light
4•X 40A Field
Glassesgiftin tor
sturdy
case,weight
with
2 straps, only $19.00 plus $3.80 Fed. Tax. {Add 45c
sales tax In California). Many other fine values —
send us your wants in binoculars and photo goodi.
MARSHUTZ OPTICAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALISTS since 1887, 418 West 6th Street, Los
Angeles 14, California.
• I6MM. Magazine Pockette, I" Kodak f:l.9 lens
—Parallex
3" Hugovlewfinder
Meyer f:4.5
Telephoto
lens.F.P.S.
Adjustable
speeds—
8-12-16-24
Case,
Thalhammer Tripod and Pan Head, Film, $185.00.
Can furnish purchaser of above with brand new
Keystone A. 82 750 watt projector If desired. PROVE NrZ^9TunTerPI^^
e I6MM. Sound Machines for sale, RCA, Bell &
Howell, Victor, DeVry, also 16mm. complete film
programs rented reasonable. 16mm. machines with
film programs rented weekly basis. 35mm. Sound
Prints for sale outright. MUTUAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY, INC., Springfield, Illinois.
• BELL & HOWELL Fllmo 70 Camera, hand crank,
backwlnd, mask slot with over 25 split stage masks,
two veeder footage counters, wlpeoff fan, does
laps and fades, vignette, filters, case, etc. Value
over $700.00, sell for $525.00. Write Box 1100,
HOME MOVIES.
• IMMEDIATE delivery: New— Used— Am pro.
Holmes, Victor, Natco, DeVry sound and silent
projectors, cameras, films, projection lamps, Griswold and Craig Splicers, rewlnders, reels. Camera
films. Write for large list. ZENITH, 308 West 44th.
New York City.
• BRILLIANT Taylor Hobson-Cooke Special f:l.8
movie9 Xlens
fully coated
$78.00.
Zeiss
12 Maxlmar
cameratype
with"C"
Xenarmount
f:4.5 coated
lens and companion Zeiss Mlrax entarger. complete outfit $98.00. H. RODDICK, 7 Midland Gardens, Bronxvllle, New York,
• BARGAINS — Victor EOF Anlmatophone model
24 formerly $565.00 for $420.00; Kodak Home enlarger $7.00; 1600 ft. reels $1.50; Kodak Movie Viewer 16mm. $4.00; Castle and Official films 10% off
list. JENKINS AUDIFILMS, Lewisburg, Penna.
• KEYSTONE 1946 8m.m. camera, brand new with
factory guarantee. MacVan backwlnd and frame
counter Installed. Equipped with Wollensak f:2.5
'/2"
operation.
$78.00
postpaid
ESO-S.lens;
828--E2-speed
West 39th,
Kansas Ciry
2 Missouri.
• VICTOR 408 12 In. Speaker good condition,
$375.00. Ampro UAB 12 in. speaker, factory rebuilt $390.00. Natco— 12 In. speaker used 3 times
$410.00. FLOYD YOCUM, P. O. Box 112, Orange.
Texas.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• CANADIANS. Send for free catalog of Home
Movie Supplies. DeVry sound projectors. Arrow
Film Library. CADWALLADER'S, 996 Weston Road,
Toronto.
• FOR SALE — Late model Fllmgraph never used.
Practically any back Issue of Home Movies — Movie
Makers—
copies one
THE CAMERA
57 South 5Jackson
Street,dollar.
Frankfort,
Indiana. SHOP,
e NEW 1000 watt DeJur-Amsco 8mm. projectors
for Immediate delivery. Reverses, Stiiis Automatic
rewind. DAYTON FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn,
Dayton, Ohio
• PROFITS IN HOME MOVIES— New book, covers
completely profits possibilities for amateur filmers.
Price postpaid $2.00. PENNSYLVANIA PHOTO
SUPPLY, 627 Fourth Avenue, WII llamsport, Penn.
• SOUND for your silent projector. Priced for any
budget. Send
for details.
EXCHANGE,
210 Second
Avenue. LARRY'S
Albany 2, FILM
New York.
• CAMERAS — Movie Projectors — Enlargers — Big free
catalog. CAVALIER CAMERA, 1822 Center Avenue, Pittsburgh 19, Penna.
• BRAND-NEW (1946!) extraordinarily low-priced
sound
projectors;
CHARLES F. HUNTER. 29 John,
Rensselaer,
New York.
• LENS—
4" Beir"&~Howell
Telate 2714
f:4.5—2ndC mount
new,
$75.00.
Address: TENANT,
Street]
S. E., Apt. 4, Washington 20, D. C.
• NOW deluxe 500 watt Universal 8mm. projectors only $63.00. For Immediate delivery. DAYTON
FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn, Dayton. Ohio.
• MOVIE-MITE souna projectors now on sale;
also SVE Slide projectors. Order now for Christmas^ J_ENI<J_f^^ S. Lewisburg, Penna.
• NEWPostpaid.
100' 16mm.ESO-S,
camera
spools
cans Kansas
3 for
$2.00!
828-E.
Westwith39th,
City 2, Missouri.
WANTED
• SHOTGUNS, TARGET PISTOLS AND RIFLES accepted In trade on cameras, projectors, screens,
editors, and everything photographic. If you have
equipment of this type to trade in or If you wish
to trade In your present photographic equipment
toward new merchandise soon to be received, you
will find our present allowances more than liberal.
Write, describing your equipment and we will quote
our
by return mall. NATIONAL CAMMinn.allowances
ERA EXCHANGE, 86 So. 6th St., Minneapolis 2.
• ESO-S needs your discarded laboratory 8mm.
projection reels! We allow (In trade) 4c for 50'
and NEW
2'/2C 1947
for 30'
sizes catalog.
and refund
Ask
for
32-page
ESO-S,postage.
828-E West
39th,
Kansas City
2, Missouri.
• WANTED: 16mm. Filmos, Cine Specials, Moviolas, Printers projectors, accessories. 35mm. Arrlflex. Bell & Howell, Mitchell, Eyemos, Clneflex
cameras, lenses, moviolas, accessories. Buy — Sell—
Trade. CAMERA MART, 70 West 45th Street, N. Y.
• WANTED to buy 16mm. films. Projectors. Cameras. Bell and Howell Editor. Craig. Anything
photographic.
St..
Passaic. NewSAM'S
Jersey.ELECTRIC SHOP, 35 Monroe
• WANTED: 8mm. moose, bear, deer duck hunts,
trout, northern and muskie fishing plx. M. MICHAELSON, 4035 Blalsdell 8, Minneapolis, Minn.
• WANTED: Critical Focuser and other additions
for
16mm. sound
camera.Pennsylvania.
SMITH'S RADIO
LAB. RCA,
705 Croton,
New Castle.
• WANTED — Used equipment. Ba'gam list 01. -eouett. PFTERS. 41-B South 4th S' Allentown. Pa.
• UNUSUAL Home Movies, Prepaid, Discounts.
Catalog 5c. JACK PROCTOR, Melrose, Mass.
CAME.RA Fil.M
• REPERFORATION any brand 16mm. b&w or
color film for use In 8mm. cameras! Perforations
guaranteed. $2.00 per 100' roll. Mall films Insured,
marked City
' Reperforate"
Kansas
2, Missouri.to ESO-S, 828-E West 39th.
• "NEGRO"free!titling
processing
Black film,
lettersspooled
on whitedallte-loadlng,
background
will project white-on-black! Double 8mm. $1.1516mm. 828-E
(100'), West
$2.55.39th,
Deduct
orders.
ESO-S.
Kansas10%Cityfor2,3-roll
Missouri.
e MOVIE
films— processing.
100' 16mm.ELIZABETH$2.50; 25'
double
8mm.camera
$1.25. Free
PORT
PHOTO SUPPLY. 106 Franklin St.. Elizabeth.
New Jersey.
• COLOR film for single 8mm. Unlvex, Revere
and B & H! Guaranteed fresh! $2.25 per roll; three
rolls
$6.50! ESO-S, 828-E West 39th. Kansas City 2,
Missouri.
• EASTMAN
400' rolls
16mm. ESO-S,
guaranteed
fresh
positive
film, $4.25
postpaid.
828-E West
39th. Kansas City 2, Missouri.

HITS
HITS •• HITS
• HAM &Road
BUD Show
series—
MidnighttheAt Harem.
the OldTops
Mil'—
Raskey's
—
Ham
Slapstick Comedy. 16mm. In $10.50;
8mm. $5 95.in
Cavalcade of Movies — 30 Old Time Stars In scenes
from best remembered hits. 16mm. $12.50; 8mm.
$6.50. Childbirth
— Modern
superb
educational film for
doctors,Technique
nurses —and
students.
Hospital Photography. 16mm. $10.00; 8mm. $5.50.
lyn 13, II. Y.
SHEPWOOD
PICTURES. 789 St. Marks Ave.. Brook• HOME MOVIES— lists 3c; Projection Kodachrome
sample 'Allure" — SI. 00; Magna-<ue opaque projecSoundle "Strip
Polka"—
Victortor—$4.00;
Sound Projector;
Beautiful
color$7.50;
slides New
— sample
35c.
FILMS. 3C08 5:h St.. SE, V/ashingtonGALLOWAY
20, D. C.
• BOLEX 8mm. owners attention! 100 ft. rolls
Ansco-Color double 8mm., $10,751 Deluxe Sepia
100 ft. rolls double 8mm., $6.00! EiO-H De uxe
outdoor film, 100 ft. rolls double 8mm. $5.i0!
Postpaid. EiO-S, 828-E West 39th St.. Kansas City
2, Missouri
• GORGEOUS
Girls: sparkling Aliure"
ana
"Sarong
Girls,"
filrns,
50
ft. $2.00;
I6nnm.two100breatti-taking
ft. $4.00 each.
Big 8mrn.
1944
catalog manv illrn barga ns and sample dlrne.
AUDET, Box 6520 CC. P^II v^eip'-ia 33 Penna.
• NEWEST exclusive 8-l6mm. Hollywood productions; color and B & W. Trlmenslonal nursery rhymes
— Camera journeys — Model motion siudles — other
novelties. Request free catalog. PRODUCERS
SERVICE, 6770 Hollywood Blvd., Suite I8A. Hollywood 28, California.
•
"MISS
America Pageant"
Authentic!
ft., $2.00; Kodachrome,
$7.50; 16mm.,
100 8mm..
ft.. $4.00;50
Kodachrome, $14.75; Two-scene Kodachrome sample.
"Walklkl Hula," $1.00; Catalog, 25c. WORLD IN
COLOR Box 392-C. Elmira, N. Y.
«P 3-ioMlvI. films bought, sold, exchanged. New
1600' reels $1.75. 1600' cans $1.25. Combination
$2.50. Complete sound subjects $2.00 up. Literature.
p. coklyn,
End
title N.lOc.Y.
INTERNATIONAL-HM. 2120 Strauss.
• LATEST releases Castle, Official, Pictorial «16mm. silent, sound films. Sales, rentals, exchanges.
Catalogue listing over 3000 films, accessories, etc..
2-3c stamps. REED, 7509 Third Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
• SOUND films rented by the week. Homes,
roadshowmen, churches, sctiools. New catalogs.
DAYTON FILM, INC.. 2227 Hepburn Avenue. Dayton 6, Ohio.
O 8MM.-I6MM. silent films rented by the week.
Shorts
and h
features.
Low rates. New catalogs. DAY6,
O
.
TON FILM,
INC..i
2227 o
Hepburn
Avenue, Dayton
O CHILD is born by Caesarean delivery. Original,
authentic, outstanding home movie production. Proect it free.
Send28,postal
card today. PREFERREl'
FILMS,
Hamilton
Ohio.
•etc.8-I6MM.
movies
"Blonde
Venus."list"Hula
Honeys."
Glamour photos. Samples,
lOc. THOMAS
PRODUCTIONS.
5123 York Boulevard, Los Angeles
42,
California.
• WE BUY or Swap 16mm. sound and silent film
in good condition. Used equipment taken In trade.
What
Mass. have you? CINECRAFT, 10 Beach St.. Boston.
• FEATURE
8mm. $14.75.
show, "Midnight
Fantasy."
$2.00
rental; length
purchase.
Unusual! Entertaining! Mystifying! ESO-S, 828-E West 39th. Kansas
City 2, Missouri.
• NEW film productions monthly trom Hollywood
Home Movie Headquarters. Write for free list of
these unusual 8mm. -16mm. subjects. BAILEY FILMS,
Dept. II, Box 2523, Hollywood 28.
O EXCITING
Stunts. film
Unusual subjects.Films—
Send Bullfights,
only dime Movie
for sample
and special list. EXCITING FILMS, I07I-B El
Centro, Hollywood, California.
• HOME MOVIES: Rent— buy— swap 8/l6mm.
silent and sound at money-saving rates. Details
for a dime. MIDLAND, Box 429, Oak Park I, 111.
e SOUND shows $2.00 per day. Reduced prices
on films and equipment. Send for catalogue. JENKINS' AUDIFILMS, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.
• SOUND program rental $2.50. Silent, sound
films,
discount.N. ODEL
FILM SERVICE, 138
Tehamaspecial
St., Brooklyn,
Y.
• FLORIDA Color Shorts. 16mm. only. 100 ft.
Kodachrome $15.00. Write for list. WURTELE FILM
PRODUCTIONS, Box 5504, Orlando, Florida.
• UNUSUAL 8-l6mm. film subjects. Big catalog
with sample film. 10c. NATIONAL FILM EXCHANGE, Broadway Station E, Toledo 9, Ohio.
• TOP Cash for used 16mm. silent-sound subjects.
Prices Quoted for entire libraries! CHARLES F.
HUNTER, 29 John, Rensselaer, New York.
• FILMS bought, sold, rented, exchanged positive
film, camera spools. Catalogue and free end title
lOc. EDDY FILMS, P. O. Box 335, Elmhurst, Illinois.
•and PEP16mm.
up your
movies
8mm.
and show
sound.gorgeous
Write mode!
for list.
CAMERA
CIRCLE, INC., 126 Greenwich St., New York _6;
C HOLLYWOOD Films! Sample and catalog lOc.
STONE, Lunneburg 8, Mass.
• ConliiiiieJ oti Opposite Page
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FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• GORGEOUS models ... A fine collection o.
beautiful girls. Free lists \bmm. only. PIQUE PIC
TURES, Box 123. Station B, Brooklyn 13. New York.
• UbEL) and new Castle films 8-l6mm., silent anc
sound. Send for lists. ALVES PHOTO SERVICE
Inc.. 14 Storrs Ave., Braintree S-t, Mass.
FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
400 ft. reels. $1.00 ochanqe-J
• SOUND films.
plus postage. Castles Officials. Pictorial. No lists.
ELECTRIC
Cartoons.
Musica;s.Street.
Comedys,
New Jersey.
Passaic.SAM's
SHOP. 35 Monroe
• EXCHANGE your 400 ft. 16mm. silent films, 2
for $1.00 plus postage. JOVIN PHOTO SERVICE,
31 Boylston Street, Acushnet. Massachusetts.
cas;
• FIRED of your films? Swap ihem! NoR. IRI^
plan. HARVEY
swap
our
for
Send
charge.
Sox S39. Brockton. Mass.
TITLES AND SUPPLIES
CINE TITLER— "The Titler built like a pre• VEE cision
lathe." furnished completely equipped for
scrolls, zooms, flop ups, flop downs, toturnarounds,
horizontal
quickly from vertical
etc Chanqe
W.ite for folder. H. A. FILIPAK. P. O. Box
easel.
132, Holyoke, Mass.
e TITLES of distinction ready to splice 5c a word.
Prompt service. Illustrated 8-16mm. catalog and
25c.
titles Hoi
End" Blvd.,
3 different
free.SERVICE,
samples
PRODUCERS
6770 "The
Hollywood
lywood 28. California.
PHOTO FINISHING
• PHOTO enlargements from your I6mrri. movie
3'A"—
size aprints
albumdepends
sparkling
films—
Excellence
of quality
good 21/4"
deal < on
the
sharpness of the frame selected for enlargement.
Select yours carefully and send three frames, we
will print the middle frame. 3 glossy prints $1.00
minimum order $2.00— Allow ten days for delivery.
SUPERLATIVE PRODUCTIONS. 2364 Honolulu Avenue, Montrose, California.
O 6 or 8 exposure roll fmished, giant size, 30c
Ask about our 16mm. and 8mm. titling service
TKRIFTY PMnTO Ro» 46 Soiithpate Calit
LABORATORY SERVICES
• FOREIGN and Domestic film of all types processed. Duplications of sound and silent film.
Inquiries invited. Free price list. HUGHES FILM
SERVICE. 2550 University Avenue, Madison. Wise.
STUDIES IN BEAUTY
Here is a rare collection of Hollywood Models
in a series of artistic movies that are rich in
beauty and unexcelled in photography. These
reels were filmed and printed in Hollywood
especially for Home Movie projector owners.
The color editions are simply too beautiful for
words.
ARTISTS PARADISE (Reel No. 5)
Fcatiiriii}i Scicii S/jiiju'ly Sinus
If you're an Artist you'll want to paint every
Gorgeous Model In this movie and when you've
finished
have a(Reel
Masterpiece
FIGURE you'll
FACTS
No. 2) Of Beauty.
featuring The HoUyiiouit Figure F/ic
You
to figureflgu.es
long toaddfind upIt'stoa fact
that won't
these have
curvaclous
real
perfection.
EYE CATCHES (Reel No. 31
Featuring Lev Bush (Blonde) tinJ Virginiii
Bates (Brunette)
These two beauties will not only catch your eye
but will hold it. You"ll not want to take your
eye
off ofvisions
them ofanda tantalizing
when you doblonde
you'flandhavea
lingering
shapely brunette.
TEMPTATION (Reel No. 1 )
Featuring Models From The Fiollywood
Fashion Model Agency
Here are the most beautiful models you ever
laid your eyes on in gorgeous settings and
unusual poses that will thrill you.
SPECIAL PRICES FOR
THESE EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTIONS:
Black and White
100 ft. 16mm. $5, 50 ft. Bmm. $3
Beautiful Kodachrome Color
100 ft. 16mm. $15, 50 ft. 8mm. $8
We ship C.O.D. plus postage
FINE ARTS FILM PRODUCTIONS (HM)
P. O. Box 2084
San Antonio 6, Tex.
DtJPLICATKS
8mm. to 16mm. to 8mm.
Black & White and Kodachrome
— No Finer Work Anywhere —
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
Southgate, Calif.

Sn^orma

tion

...PIEISE
• Readers: This department is for your
benefit. Send in your problems and oiir
technical committee iiill ansivcr your
questions in these columns. If an answer
by mail is desired, enclose addressed
stinnj)ed cnrclopc.

Filming Upside Down (T. E. McCarthy, Burlingame, California)
Q; Recently I experimented with
some trick shots by filming with my
camera upside down. When the film
was returned from the processor's, I
cut out the scenes filmed upside down,
reversed them end for end as you have
so often advised in Home Movies, then
I spliced them back into the reel. When
the film ivas projected, I found that at
the point where the trick sequence was
spliced the film skipped a half frame,
requiring re-framing of my projector.
When the end of the trick sequence was
reached, it became necessary to re-frame
the film again. Please tell me what
caused this to happen.
A: The fault lies with your camera
in that the film aperture is not properly
spaced in relation to the sprocket holes
on the film. The result is, as you will
find when you inspect the film, that
the sprocket holes are not centered on
the frame lines on the exposed film.
Consequently, when the film exposed in
your camera is turned end for end, the
displacement between the sprocket hole
and frame line is increased, causing the
jump during projection.
Toning
Illinois) Film (William Young, Peoria,
O." How is a film toned, and what is
the
exact difference between toning and
tinting?
A: Toning colors the emulsion while
tinting colors the celluloid base. Thus, if
a film were toned blue and tinted yellow, the dark portions would be blue
and the light portions yellow. Toning
solutions can be purchased in prepared
form, and the film is immersed until
the desired coloring is obtained. In tinting, a small amount of ordinary dye
is diluted in distilled water and the film
is immersed until the desired color results. Some dyes work better than others so tests are always recommended.
Bleach Life (Wallace Irwin, San Francisco, California)
Q; Why do some luriters recommend
using a bleach and clearing bath only
once or twice ivhile others say these
can be used indefinitely?
A: Scm; home processors use bleach

THE TELEPHOTO LENS
FOR 8 & 16mm. MOVIE CAMERAS
THE LENS THAT CUTS
DISTANCE IN HALF!
PRICE $21.00
FREE descriptive
tolderstuart availaiU.
Distributed
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO., Inc. □
so WEST 29TH ST
N EW YORK 1. N. Y.

WRITE FOR
FREE
CIRCULAR

BULK FILM IT
PROCESS
YOURSELF
Pan- Pnn.
cliromntic chromatic
Weston
Ortlio 6
Weston 24 West n n4
100 ft. Single 8— $1.15 $2.33
100 ft. Double 8— $1.95 $3.85
..$3.95
100 ft. 16mm.
—$1.85 $3.80
..$3.90
$2.40
Since the above prices do not include developnot develop
get one your
of ourownlowmovies!
cost developinging,setswhyand
The set
consists of developing rack, tray, safelight and
set of prepared developing powders, together
with a simple step by step instruction sheet.
30 ft. single 8 set $4.20; 33 ft. Double 8 or
16mm. set $5.85. Show your movies two hours
after they are taken.
FROMADER GENERA CO.
Davenport 7, Iowa
FILMAR
TITLE LETTER SET
$4.95 delivered
Offered by the manufacturer direct to you.
Our letters are being used by amateur and
professional, have been in use many years.
Shipped in an inexpensive package to save
you Set
moneyconsists
and on ofa money
back guarantee.
225 pieces,
(caps, lower
case, punctuation, stars, bars etc.). Caps
are
case Ye",
lacquered lower
soft-white.
The standard
material thickness,
is white
metal. Complete with Instructions for vertical set-up, you will find these letters give
perfect shadowing. AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS
GIFT.
CALIF. PAT. LETTER SUPPLY
48231/2 Oakwood in Ave.
4, Calif,
Calif, add Hollywood
tax

Add
SOUND
TO YOUR SILENT FILMS
WITH A
RECORDING
Eidelitone
^
DUAL TURNTABLE
For details, write
GEORGE K. CULBERTSON CO.
5133 Juanita Ave., Dept. H, Minneapolis 10, Minn.
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and clearing baih only once or twice
to save time and to avoid dangers accompanying over-exhaustion of the
chemicals. You can usually tell when the
chemicals are approaching exhaustion
point when it takes longer to clear and
„leach the film.
Mich.)
Tele-lens (F. D. Moriarty, Flushing,

V
Make

BETTER

COLOR

Pictures

• For the first time, the natural
color photographer has a reliable
standard for measuring the color
content of light — and controlling
it. Harrison Color Charts also
give a complete explanation of
color temperature and show
graphically the color content of
light at every degree of color
temperature where changes affect
your photography. Only 25c
at your photographic dealer's.

NATIONAL DIS1
lU MILLER OUTC

C'

1946 Atlantic City
BEAUTY PAGEANT
Gorgeous, glamorous, eye-filiing beauties from
all over U. S. A. competing for Miss America
title, in beautiful COLOR MOVIES of professional quality. Silent with titles.
Black & White Color
Pmm. — 180 ft
$15.00 $30.00
lAmm. — 360 ft.
S25.00 $65.00
Dealer discounts available.
Se.Td money order or check with order to:
BILL CLAUSER
1208 LINDEN STREET

TRAVELOGS
READING, PA.

FOR SALE
Kii=Uiiaii
Lfn>.
ridrfeain
prins. f," Telt^piii't-i
1.4,'..
-Vew
C'hrunie;Chrome.
2'^ Tclephmo
Wide
angle
Bell and f.2.7.
Howell Black:
Clear rewind
ISDim. with Splicer $30.00. 16min. Step Printer
• Eastman I Sell or swap photo for 10c Coin. 16mm.
SounJiesTiller
(.N'ew$30.00
Prints)
lirown
New. $6.50. Free lists. Bolei
ELECTRIC Passaic
SHOP New Jersey
35 MonroeSAM'S
Street

CUT

HOME

Rating Scheiner 18
8mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
15' Dble. 8, only $1.25
VIS-O-PAN
Full Panchromatie
Indoor — Outdoor
Exceptional Fine Grain
Double 8mm.— 25 ft S2.D0
16mm.— 100 ft. 3.00
Same
processing
See yourday dealer
or sendincluded.
money
direct.
Write for pirres for developing
and processing for 8mm. and
Ifimm. films h luglit elsewhere.
Dept. 12
VISUAL INSTRUCTION
SUPPLY CO.
1757 Broadway. Brooklyn 7. N.Y.

Q; /« u%ing a pair of binoculars as
a telephoto lens, how are the binoculars
focused? Should they be opened full
length, or first focused to the eye before
placing before the camera lens?
A: The binoculars should be first
focused on the scene and then placed
before the camera lens, which should be
set at infinity, if same is in focusing
mount.
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY
THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24,
1912 AND MARCH 3, 1933
Of HOME MOVIES, published monthly at Los
Angeles, California, for October I. 1946.
State of California. County of Los Angeles, ss.
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
C. J. Ver Halen, Jr., who, having been duly
sworn
according
deposes
and says
that
he Is the
owner oftothelaw,HOME
MOVIES
and that
the following Is, to the best of his knowledge
and belief, a true statement of the ownership,
management (and If a daily paper, the circuetc., of inthetheaforesaid
publication
for
the date lation),
shown
above caption,
required
by the Act of August 24, 1912. as amended by
the Act of March 3, 1933, embodied In section
537, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business
managers are: Publisher, Chas. J. Ver Halen,
Sr., 9014 Larke Ellen Circle. Los Angeles 35,
Calif.: Editor, Arthur E. Gavin. 2230 E. Glenoaks Blvd., Glendale 6, Calif., and owner,
Chas. J. Ver Halen, Jr., 9024 Larke Ellen Circle.
Los Angeles 35, Calif.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its name and address must be stated and
also immediately thereunder the names and
addresses of stockholders owning or holding
one per cent or more of total amount of stock.
If not owned by a corporation, the names and
addresses of the individual owners must be
given. If owned by a firm, company, or other
unincorporated concern, its name and address,
as well as those of each Individual member,
must be given.) (Partnership) Chas. J. Ver
Halen. Sr., 9014 Larke Ellen Circle, Los Angeles
35, Calif.; Chas. J. Ver Halen, Jr., 9024 Larke
Ellen Circle, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding
I per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: (If there are
none, so state.) None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders. If any, contain not only the list
of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company but
also. In cases where the stockholder or security
holder appears upon the books of the company
as trustee or In any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee Is acting. Is given; also that
the said two paragraphs contain statements
embracing
affiant's full knowledge
and belief
as
to the circumstances
and conditions
under
which stockholders and security holders who
do not appear upon the books of the company
as trustees, hold stock and securities In a
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe that
any other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or Indirect in the said
stock, bonds, or other securities than as so
stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the twelve months preceding
the date shown above is (This information is
required from publishers of daily, weekly, semiweekly and triweekly publications only.)
C. J. VER HALEN, JR.
(Signature of editor, publisher,
business manager, or owner.)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this llth
day (SEAL)
of October, 1946.
G. T. EVANS, JR.
(My commission expires Aug. 8th, 1949.)

MOVIE COSTS
with BLACK and WHITE fine
grain Semi-Orthochromatie
Reversiblelowest
Film for finest
cost. results —
16mm. Reversible
Film$2.50
100-ft.Outdoor
Roll only

CAMERAS
MOVIE EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - RENT
Latest color supplies
For the Professional
and Amateur
Repair Service
L. A. Camera Exchange
MU-9175
Downtown L.A.— 922 S. Olive
HO-5882
Hollywood — 1438 N. Cahuenga

Rent ZENITH

Film

New Catalogs now available. Specify
8-16 mm. silent or 16 mm. Sound.
Zenith TITLES will please you, made
to order in Bl. & W. or Color.
Zenith

Cinema Service
3252 Foster Ave.,
Chicago 25. III.

Cut Home Movie Costs
l&mm. Reversible Outdoor
Film
100-ft. Roll
_ $2.50
Smm. Reversible Outdoor Film
25-ft. Double 8
- $1.25
Same day processinfi included
BETTER FILMS
742 New Lots Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
CL. 7-1822
- '•iiniinnNiMiuriiiiiiniiiMiMinniiiiiiiuniiiiiMiiniiniiiinMiininniMMiiniuiiiinr
I Headquarters In New England \
I For Castle Films. Nu-Art Films, Official |
i Films, Pictoreels, Soundies, New |
I
Hymnal Soundies
|
E Sales, Rentals, Exchanges — Bargain Lists Free r
I
FRANK LANE AND CO.
|
i
5 Little BIdg.. Boston, Mass. i
=
"We
Buy Your Films for Cash" =
.TiinuiliiNMliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiinininiMiiiiilMKiiiiMiiiilinininiiHiriniinitiiiiiM^
ONE REEL COMEDIES
BOB HOPE, JOE E. BROWN, BING
,
ON,
Y
CROS
D BYOTHEALR JO
AN
STARLSS. JACK BENN
nt
er
e
ou
0
ch
ic
al
st
sc
Li Pr
$2 Ea — De SOUDiND
.
COMEDY
HOUSE
16MM
130«
W. I
44thN
St.
New York 19. N. Y.

fiOlEX MODEL H I 6 (Model H-8 it ideniical)

KERN'PAILL

ARD

5WITAR \" Flu LENS
Double-coaled, producing brilliant movies even if filmed
against the light, automatic
depth of field scale, locking diaphragm stops, excellent definition . . . even at full aperture.
These are only some of the features that moke this lens the
finest yet produced for 16mm
movies.

In the vernacular, BOLEX is the "Cat's Whiskers", which is just another way of
saying again that BOLEX is "Tops". The mechanism of BOLEX cameras is correct
in every detail. When anything is correct it is more than precise. Precision might
be obtained under mass production methods but correctness of manufacture in each
individual piece of apparatus may not. Interchangeability of parts is possible in
mass production but absolutely correct fitting and functioning is not. To achieve
this, special attention must be paid to each piece of apparatus; gears fitted under
magnifying glasses; the tolerance of cams measured with micrometers, and many
other operations must be performed with the care used by watchmakers to achieve
correctness. It is in this manner that all BOLEX products are produced. Craftsmen
working in factories where their fathers started over 130 years ago, produce correct
BOLEX cameras and projectors. That's why we can say, unreservedly, "BOLEX is
the Cat's Whiskers" or BOLEX is "Tops" in quality, performance and appearance.
BOLEX Models H-8 and H-16 provide automatic threading, parallax connecting
viewfinders, single frame (still picture) mechanism for animation and "stills", clutch
to disengage mechanism for rewinding by hand-crank for making dissolves and
superimpositions, turret head for three lenses, critical visual focusing through lens
and ground glass and adding and subtracting footage indicator, augmented by an
audible footage counter. These are only some of the features which are exclusively
BOLEX. The BOLEX H-8 is the only double eight which provides for using 100'
spools of film^ . . . and it is the only "professional" eight on the market.
BOLEX Model L-8 is the cream of the small doubleeight field. The most beautiful in appearance and
the most precise in operation. It may be carried in
a side-coat pocket or a lady's hand bag. This camera
is equipped with a constant speed motor and on
optical system with which it produces 8mm movies,
in color or black-and-white, which rival the results
obtained with BOLEX H-16
The BOLEX L-8, with locking variable speeds, 12,
16, 24 and 32 frames per second, is here.
Write for our new illustrated 64 page catalog.

BOLEX

ASK

THE

REEL

All-gear drive means

just that — in Filmos

Projector reel arms may
outside. But

look alike — from the

inside, in Filmo Diplomat

and

Filmo-Master 400, you'll find no chains or belts
to slip, wear, and need periodic replacement.
Instead, in both 8mm

and 16mm

Filmos, there

are trains of precision -cut spur gears — all -gear
drive. Flickering is banished by the smooth,
positive power flow. Even the fast power rewind
is driven bv silent, encased gears.
That's what

ive mean

by Precision-Made

This reel arm design is just one of many reasons
ivhv Filmos are so widely preferred bv those who
vnow projectors best. During their manufacture
md assembly, Filmo projectors must pass hunIreds of rigid inspections and tests. Bell & Howell
•ngineers make certain that, at every point, vour
Pilmo will operate with A\ atch-hke accuracy.
And that's why all Filmos can be lifetimeUtaranteed.
See the 16mm

Diplomat and the 8mm

Filmo-

Vlaster 400, with matching Filmo Cameras, at
our dealer's — or write Bell & Howell Company,
125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45; New York
10: Hollywood 38; Washington 5, D.C.; London.

theJ.

Sound Movies in your own home —

films will have finest picture bril-

with films that encompass the world

liance, truest sound fidelity with a

of music, travel, sport, news

and

Victor Avitnatophoue, the choice of

comedies — will distinguish your en-

educators, industrialists, and Govern-

tertaining from the "run of the mine."
Your guests will enjoy scenes from

ment agencies. It's the choice, too, of
smart amateurs to show their own

the thousands of films now available.

homemade

Plan a "Movie Night" once a week
and use a Victor Projector.

and use the Victor Aiiimatophoue

%

readily vouch

Scenes from these exciting

VICTOR

movies. Those who know

for its superiority.

Ask for a demonstration!

JXNIM/ITOGRAPH

CORPORATtON

A DIVISION OF CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION
Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa
New York • Chicago
Distributors Throughout the World
l-l
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Christmas

A

brand new 1946 Xmas reFantasy"
ease. This new holiday short

subject
well
and

There

is both fantasy

was created and directed by NEIL McGUIRE,

known
short

subjects

and reality in this delightful

mas film. Professionally

produced

and

to both

young

and

artist

director.

Christ-

photographed

in Hollywood — this picture will bring joy and
cheer

Hollywood

Christmas

old alike.

ORDER

NOW

200 ft. 16mm

Kodachrome — Sound. $37.50

200 ft. 16mm.

B&W— Silent

$12.00

200 ft. 16mm

Kodachrome — Silent.. 35.00

100 ft. 8mm. B&W — Silent

6.00

200 ft. 16mm.

B&W— Sound

100 ft. 8mm

15.00

HOLLYWOOD
FILM

ENTERPRISES
INC.

6060 Sunset Blvd.

- Hollywood 28, California

Kodachrome

15.00

afHOLLYWOOD
$
FILM ENTERPRISES INC.
Hollywood 28, Cslif.
Please ship "Chris mas Fantasy" in mm. priced
Remittance Enclosed □ Ship C.O.D. □
Name
Address
City
Zone No
State

ADVISORY

.
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Revere

adds

to your

pleasure

Capture it all. The tree a-glitter with magic,
ringed by an island of treasures. Children wideeyed, tingling ... all the holiday's joy.
Is there another time with so many opportunities
for memorable movie-making as Christmas?
On this, as on every glad occasion, depend on
Revere to capture the scene faithfully in brilliant
natural color or black-and-white. See Revere
8mm Cameras and Projectors now at your dealer.
REVERE CAMERA

COMPANY,

CHICAGO

16
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"FAIRYTALE"

CARTOONS

Enjoy your projector more with the greatest collection of "fairytale" cartoon home movies ever filmed!
Ingenious and enchanting... childhood memories the
youngsters will cherish . . . and delightful fun for
adults! Wide selection . . . professionally produced
for all types of 8mm and 16mm projectors. Castle
Films are the world's most popular quality home
movies, so, be sure... buy Castle! Order today!
"SIMPLE

"NEWS

PARADE

we
Big fair!
Simon! TakesSimple
his duck!
Meets Pieman!
SIMON" Samples pie! Simon chased!
Escapes with duck!
Riot on fair grounds!
Duck wins prize! Not
so Simple Simon! Exciting...and great fun!

"JACK AND
THE BEANSTALK"
Jack sells cow for
beans! Mother scolds!
Beanstalk zooms!
Jack climbs! Enters
castle! Hen cackles . . .
golden egg! Giant
awakens! Jack and
hen scram! Down the
beanstalk! Giant crashes! Plenty of gold!
Plenty of thrills!

Momentous events
of 1946!YEA
Filmed
R"
OF THE
'round the world as history was
made! The greatest and most dramatic news stories packed into one
thrilling reel of authentic movies—
now yours to own and treasure in
future years. This tenth annual Castle Film, now world famous, is a
"must" for every home-movie projector owner. A complete motion
picture in ONE reel of ALL the
year's most important events. Order yours now!

^^2^

A// f/iis in ONE Fi/m.'
Atomic Bombings at Bikini! • Great Turf
Classic! • War's Aftermath 'Round the
World! • 32 New Cardinals! • Atlantic
Airliner Crashes! • Paris Peace Meeting!
Golden Jubilee! • Year's Air
toAuto's
change)
Progress • Nuremberg Verdicts (subject

"AMERICA'S

LANDS"
DERRocky
WONFalls,
"Visit" Niagara
Mountain National Park, the Yellowstone, Crater Lake, the Yosemite,
and other scenic wonders of America. An inspiring travel film that is
both educational and interesting . . .
the high spot in an"C
evening
HIMP of home
movies!
"DON QUIXOTE"
Don Q reads romantic
tales! Knights of old!
Don gets ideas! Fights
windmill! Faces dragon! Fair maid in peril!
Maid not so fair! Don
through with romance!
Go adventuring with
Don Q'

A howling thriller!
THE AVAstonishing
IATOR"
"Shorty" goes flying . . . walks on
wings in mid-air . . . does stunts on
stJTits . . . repents when pilot starts
stunting!! Surprising and uproarious climax ... a new high in monkey shines!

OTHER "FAIRYTALE'^ CARTOONS
"Puss in Boots"
'Little Black Sambo"
'Mary's Little Lamb"
"Dick Whiftington's Cat"
'The King's Tailor"
"The Big Bad Wolf"
'The Pincushion Man"
"Sinbad the Sailor"
'Old Mother Hubbard"
"The Headless Horseman'
'Jack Frost"
"Aladdin's Lamp"
30 ROCKEFEUER PUZA
NEW YORK 20

RUSS BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 4
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"FOOTBALL

OF 1946"
Exciting highlights from the
greatest college gridiron
events! Thrill-packed plays
and dramatic moments
from the perfect vantage
point! Here is the hest in
collegiate football, all in
ONE film eagerly awaited
Iby thousands of fans from coast to coast. Get your
lorder in now!
ALL THIS
IN ONE film;
Army-Navy
Yale-Harvard
Northwett«rn-Ohio Stale
Noire Dame-Iowa
Mlineit-Piltsburgh
Cornell-Dartmouth
California-Stanford
Georgia Tech-Duke
(subject to change)

To All Projector Owners!
Send TODAY for new Castle
Films DeLuxe Catalog describing wide variety of
thrilling home movies.

"IHl

PARADE

NIGHT

BEFORE

Now it comes to life . . . the famous poem that millions of children know and love! Will rekindle
theTMAS'
Christmas
CHRIS
' spirit in older
people, and heighten the youngsters' enjoyment of the Yuletide. A wonderful combination of studio photography and animated cartoon. A Castle Films classic!
ORDER

FORM
16 mm.

8 mm.
Send Castle
Film's inHome
Movies
indicated
the
size ond length checked.
"The NIgbt Before Christmas"
"Football Parade of 1946"
"News Parade of the Year"
"America's Wonderland"
"Chimp the Aviator"
"Simple Simon"
"lack t the Beanstalk"
"Don Quixote '
Remittance Enclosed □
Ship C. 0. D. □
DeLuxeCastle
Cataloe
Send
Films' FREE□

Nor
Address.
City

50 Feet

Complete

100 teet

$550

_2one_

Complete

Sound
Complete

$275

.Sfaie.

HM-12

COMPLETELY
AMAZINGLY

No

NEW!

EASY-TO-USE!

Finger-Fumbling

No Bending
HI
Locks

or Breaking

of Film

Film in Automatically

Releases
HERE'S HOW

Film Automatically
YOU

USE THE EXCEL SELF-THREAD

REEL

At last ... a reel that^s truly simple to use — 1
new, improved EXCEL Self-Thread Reel.
EXCEL Self-Thread Reel eliminates the awkwi

IPloe* Hm Mm sidawit* in lh«
Now prMs Aim down. It
• (lot. It tokei only on* hand I
JL% loltot only on* fWigarl
TWf off rfc*r» h t« h.

Reel comes In
eadmm
SXCEL
400 Self
ft. -Thr
16
90c
200 ft. 16mm .
. 60c
200 ft. 8mm
60c

three
Retail
Retail
Retoil

popular sizes:
Price
Price
Price

et your EXCEL Self-Thread Reel At Your Nearest
Dealer Today ... or Use This Handy Coupon
EXCEL MOVIE PRODUCTS, Inc.
4234 Drummond Place • Chicago, III.
Pleaee send me:
400 ft. 16mni reels at 90c each.
200 ft. 16inni reels at 60c each.
.200 ft. Smin reels at 60c each.
■Send C.O.D.

fumbling and broken film ends of old-fashione<l rrf
You simply slide the film into the slot side\^
that's all there is to it! No moving parts. No spring
or clips to manipulate. Invisible jaws grip the fil
instantly, surely, hold it firmly for winding . . .
lease film immediately without pulling or snaggii
when film is rewound. There's nothing like it anj
where . . . nothing so simple, so foolproof, so safe
film! Completely new in operation, the EXCEL
Thread Reel loads and unloads in a second — ea«
than any other reel ever made.

MOVIE

PRODUCTS,

INC.

I

Thflll to lh« efForh of well■Ml
frolneci young tiart at they try to pound ovt o
future with right crosses and left jabs. Real action
shots that give you ringside seats to thrills and
excitement)
There's atplenty
of fun
reol human emotion
you see
somehereboys. .win. and
...
others lose. A bong up film for everyone in the
fomily. 16mm or Bmm.

.r* Bom,/ . °".f«»*/in9 n.^, '"' <«fffc«/? t ^»
"^^^^^^^^

of •"«»"*•

BRAND

NEW..

3»

These three sport films mark

the beginning

film library con-

best equipped film developing laboratories,
EXCEL Home Movies will be bigger and

taining awide variety of newly produced

belter than ever . . . with exclusive educa-

subjects: Westerns, cartoons, sports, comedies.

tional and entertaining films for the whole

of a new improved

EXCEL

Expertly edited and processed
craftsmen

by skilled

in t>nt' t)f the biggest, newest.

family. Watch

for the coming

EXCEL'S

Home

new

Movie

releases of

subjects.

See These and Other EXCEL Films at Your Nearest Dealer Today ... or Use This Handy Coupon

EXCEL MOVIE PRODUCTS Inc.. 4234 Drummond Place. Chicago, 111.
Please send nie:

Golfing
V
<i, Snead
n IdSamstrokes
with
Bowling Champs
Golden Gloves
MOVIE
4234

products;

Orvmmond

Natm

• Chicago 39

ft.
□40010.50
□ 10.50
□ 10.50

Remittance enclosed □

200 ft.
□ 6.50
□ 6.50
□ 6.50

100 ft.
□ 3.25
□ 3.25
□ 3.25

CO. D. □

200 ft. 100 ft. 50 ft.
□ 6.50 n
□ 6.50 □
6.50 □
.411 Footage

3.25 □ 2.25
3.25 □ 2.25
3.25 □ 2.25
Approximate
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Split-image type rangefinders have been proved successful, and
now, almost indispensable on all high quality "still" cameras. Novr,
for the first time, the Ambol Cine-Focus Split-Image, Lens-Coupled
Rangefinder offers movie fans the same convenience and same accuracy of results.
Together with your picture-taking skill, the Cine-Focus provides
needle sharpness in every detail. Without guessing, measuring or
squinting, you can be sure of hairline focusing in every shot. You
simply look through the large viewing window of the Cine-Focus,
adjust the lens in the usual way until the image lines up exactly —
yes, it's as simple and easy as that. Moreover, it con be used with
utmost speed regardless of the angle at which the camera is held.
The Ambol Cine-Focus is now available in models lor Bolex H-16
equipped with Kern 1" f/1.4 or WoUensak 1" f/1.9 lenses; Bell &
Howell 70's and 70-D's with Taylor Hobson Cooke or Wollensak
lenses; Kodak Cine Special with Kodak 1" f/1.9 lenses; Filmo
Sportster, Revere and other cameras. It is easily attached to the
camera for which it was intended, and is fully guaranteed. It is a
motion picture camera accessory that means more to the amateur
than any other yet developed. For real definition and beauty in
your work, equip your camera with a Cine-Focus. Yes, you do it
yourself — not necessary to send it to us or camera repair shop.
See it at your dealer, or write for literature.
AMBOL CINE-FOCUS is another fine American Bolex Company product.

S21

FirTH AVENUE

NEW

YORK

17.

M. V.

HOME

MOVIES

Your Own mr Your First Gift Subscriptiom ....
Each Additional Gift Subscription
(Be sure to give postal unit numbers for addresses requiring tfiem)

$3.(
2.

TO

send Gift
tePlesM
th« above
froia:Substriptixn

CITr. POSTAI. trXIT NO., STi

TO.
PLEASE PI
PluM und Gift SubMTiptlon
te the above from:

CITY. POSTAL UNIT NO., STAI

TO
PLEASK i niNl

Pleau und Gift Subscription
to ttie above from :
/ enclose $_

ITT. POSTAL UNIT NO., fTATl
in payment for these subscriptions

i
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FILMS

Presents.

If you're fascinated by
current events ... or football ...
or adventure ... or travel ... or music,
Official Films ofFers just the film hwe^
you're seeking. Select your favorite
home movies from these farancf new
Official Films releases:
TOUCHDOWN THRILLS OF 1946-This film's
a special treat for football fans. Sec the
most thrilling highlights of a great football season. See your favorite All-American
stars make the plays that made thetn famous .. . and thrilled you! . . . and see the
high spots of that annual classic, the ArmyNavy game.

RIDE 'EM CHICO
... A complete
movie story of
Little Chico, the
would-be cowboy, and Pavo,
the wonder horse. Lots of dancing, trick roping and riding —
against a beautiful Mexican
background! 16 mm.
sound — b.& w.— color.

rr
NEWS REVIEW OF 1946— the most exciting
history-making events of the first year of
Victory . . . recorded for your film library
. . . complete in one reel. See these thrilling ; ,
events in Official's NEWS REVIEW
(events subject to change).
U. N. MEETS
NUREMBERG TRIALS
BIKINI BOMB TESTS RIOTS ABROAD
PARIS PEACE CONFERENCE
WORLD SERIES
NATIONWIDE STRIKES FOREST HIllS TENNIS FINALS
U. S. CARDINALS IN ROME
COLLEGE SONGS AND CAMPUSES
...An liesteye-filling
of America's
college and tour
university
campusesloveset
against a beautiful background of college songs. Great for undergraduates as
well as old grads! Included are Yale,
Princeton, Cornell, Syracuse, University
of Pennsylvania, Fordham, Stanford and
Purdue. 16 mm.— sound— b. & w.

ize. S.O.F--100^
harmon16M
M.-

rprri New 1947 catalogs of over 230
1 n L L ■ subjects
sportbeams,
musicals,
SmikJm. . . cartoons,
, adventure,
classics,
etc. Mail coupon today!
It mi
HM-;2
1946
» yo.r
1 7.50
mills

lOUCH.

• « w..

^"iifGnoNGr; 511946
SuSfoocit
UHomsjiuif

cirr.
0.0.
O
ABOUtSJ. . .
25 West 'i'^th Street. New Yorh 19, N.Y.

-'00 F(..

liiilOO |C010«-

STATt.
"'''"''^^^^^^^^^^^

olologi

THE
IDEAL

for
A JOY

GIFT

Christmas
TO

ap preeiate

USE

a

FOR

YEARS

MUiji^

EASY TO MAKE ZOOMS,
WIPES, DOUBLE EXPOSURES, SCROLLS,

Anyone can operate it and it comes with full direaions
for getting the various novel effects.

FADEOUTS, FLIP-FLOPS, SWING-AROUNDS,
FORWARD AND BACKS, ROLLS,
and many other novelty titles

Order one now from your photographic dealer and be
ready for Christmas. For sale by dealers everywhere. Price
of standard unit, with accessories, $28.00 (plus $3.15
Federal Excise Tax).

With a Mult-Efex Titler, the home- movie fan can title
those vacation pictutes with all the special effects which
the professionals of Hollywood use. With a Mult-Efex,
it's easy to make zooms, wipes, double exposures, scrolls,
flip-flops, swing -arounds, forward and backs, rolls, fadeouts and many other novelty shots which have only been
possible for professionals hitherto. With the Mult-Efex
accessories one can get process and tricks shots, and various
shaped openings like diamonds, keyholes and others.
This is the kind of a Christmas gift which will be a joy
to use for years.

Fits any type
or sixteen mm.
besides being
doors with a

or model of movie camera in eight mm.
, and can be used for tabletop photography,
the only titler which can be used out of
camera tripod for special effects.

For the professional or the amateur who makes movies, for
portraiture or tabletop photography, or any other r>'pe where
controlled light is necessary, this wonderful, inexpensive little
spot makes an ideal gift at any time. Thousands of them are in
use by ptofessionals and amateurs alike. Operates with a 150 wan
globe; focuses from an 8 degree spot to a 44 degree flood, easy
to carry and set up on a tripod, or it may be had in combination
with the Dinky Boom. For sale at all dealers.

BARDWELL
&
McALISTER,
Designers and Manufacturers
Box 1310
• Hollywood 28
• California

Inc.
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\
'a moderate

priced

16 mm.

sound

projector

An economical, compact projector for those who desire
high quality 16 mm. sound projection — where such features as still pictures, reverse
operation, and the combination of sound and silent speeds are not required.
The "Century" is of extremely simplified design to bring it within the price range of limited
budgets — yet it incorporates these basic Ampro
features that make for unusual ease of threading
and operation — for efficient, brilliant projection
and superb tone reproduction — and for long
years of satisfactory service even under adverse
conditions. Tliese features include: Centralized

Amprtt
Corp.,
Chicago Itt^
Illinois

Panel Control, Easy Threading System, Fast Automatic Rewind, Triple Claw Movement, Centralized Lubricating System, Rotating Sound Drum,
and many others. The "Century" is adapted for
use in homes, classrooms, average sized auditoriums and by industry.
Write for complete information — prices,
specifications and full details on Amprosound
"Century."
•• 16 mm.
HM124(i
AMPRO CORPORATION
2835 N. Western Avenue, Chicago 18, Illinois
Please send Projector.
me full details
new Amprosound
"Century
Sound-on-Fiim
I am onalsotheinterested
in:
*'2
X
2"
Projector
r~| Amproslide
Dual Purpose Projc tor
Amproslide Model "
]
I
I I Anipro 8 mm. Silent Projector.
Na
Address_
City

A General Precision Equipment Corporation Subsidiary
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I PICTOREELS.

. for the diseriminating

PICTORIAL
FILMS,
R.K.O. BUILDING
RADIO CITY

buyer

Inc.
20, N. V.
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7
PROJECTION
SCREEN
Beautiful
Brilliant

Oil Painting
Projection

Screen

PIcFolcREEN
U.S. PATENT APPLIED FOR
AN INVISIBLE
PROJECTION SCREEN
This modern projection screen
is concealed behind a beautiful oil painting — always ready
for instant use. Pull a concealed cord and presto — a
second later, you have a modern projection screen ready for
slides or movies.
Use Pict-O- Screen Everywhere

Costs

But

Little
Picture

More

Than

The

Itself.

A remarkable new innovation ... a beautiful practical gift for
any home. A modern projection screen concealed behind an exquisite reproduction of an oil painting. Your choice of six
different pictures including landscapes, floral and marine subjects— each reproduced in full color by a special process with
raised brush stroke effect. Each picture has been chosen for its
lasting beauty and appeal . . . each has been painted by an outstanding artist. You have a choice of hand finished frames . . .
in Antique Gold or Pickled Pine finishes — suitable for any
home, office, school or institution. Complete framed pictures
measure 33" x 40".
The projection screen, cleverly concealed, is always ready for
projection of your slides or movies. A slight pull on the concealed cord and the screen is lowered into position . . . easily
. . . gently . . . with a feather touch.
The New Pict-O-Screen has the famous Radiant Hy-Flect
Glass Beaded screen surface that makes all pictures look better !
You will enjoy brilliant, crisp black-and-white pictures . . .
thrill to full, rich, natural Kodachrome slides and movies.
And the best news of all — the price complete . . . including
choice of painting, selection of hand finished frame, concealed
Radiant Hy-Flect Glass Beaded screen and lowering and raising mechanism . . . ready for use — is but little more than the
regular price of the picture itself .
Radiant Manufacturing Corporation
1205 S. Taiman Avenue, Chicago 8, III.

Today!
/Mo// Coupon
Radianf Manufacturing
Corporation
I
1205 S. Taiman Avenue, Chicago 8, III.
Gentlemen: Please send me complete information and
specifications on the new Radiant Pict-O-Screen.
Your Name
Your Address^
-StateCity
_Zone_
My Dealer's Name_
Address
L.

.J
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Lana Turner and Director of Photography Ray June, A.S.C. He uses The Norwood
Director exclusively in his productions. Photograph courtesy of M.G.M. Studios.

'7^'Hec(A^acccUHt^i^^7Heten^,
. .mm
for the
EyCimnEEDS
OF HOLLfWOOD CINEMillOGyfllEIIS • NOW IN PROOOCTIOH
TO OIVE YOOO

PICTUOES

TOE SAME

POSITIVE

PHOTOSPHERE
Collects ond measuies
all incident light. The
Photosphere
pointed difectly istoward
the camera lens.
PHOTODISK
For Lighting Contrast
Control and direct
Foolcandle measurement.cluPrice
ding tax. $3.75 in-

PHOTOGRID
For Brightness Range
Control. (Used with
Universal Model
only.) Price S3. 75
neluding lax.

EXPOSORE

DEIERMINAIION...

1. Solves every litihting problem with its
interchangeable accessories.
2. Correctly measures all incident liftht —
all the liiiht falling on the subject to
be photographed.
i. Rotating Head facilitates readings from
any angle, with the Photosphere always
pointed toward the camera lens.
4. Calibrated in Footcandles for direct
readings
light intensity when used
with the of
Photodisk.
5. One simple
Computer
provides
exposures for either
incident
or reflected
light measurements.
6. For Indoor and Outdoor use — equally
valuable for portraits or landscapes.
7. For Still Photos and Motion Pictures —
the Universal Model is readily used for
both — the Cine Model is especially convenient for Motion Pictures.
8. Photography.
Assures optimum exposures for Color

Meter Price: $75. incl. tax — write for complete information
booklet. Fully guaranteed — returnable in ten days if not
completely satisfied. Available at better dealers, or direct
from Photo Research Corporation.
LET'S

HAVE
LIGHT
CORRECTLY

ON
THE SUBJECT
MEASURED

PHOTO RESEARCH CORPORATION
1S074 DEVONSHIRE STREET
SAN FERNANDO. CALIFORNIA -
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OeJUR "1000" 8mm. MO

NEW DeJUR "1000" - the first 1000-watt "8" - gives you giant pictures with
"never-before" brilliance and steadiness. Stays cool . . . can be reversed or "stilled"
. . . rapid rewind . . . 400 foot reel . . . over-size condensers . . . many other unique

^

features for perfect projection. See the DeJUR "1000" at your dealer's.
DeJUR-AMSCO

CORPORATION, 45-08 Northern Boulevard, Long Uland City 1, N. Y

DeJUR "Cine Critic" Exposure Meter — can be
preset for Instant reading
MORE

OF

THE

DeJUR "Auto Critic" Exposure Meter — direct
reading, "camera-mated"
EQUIPMENT

YOU

NEED...

DeJUR "Versatile" Enlarger —tilated;light-tight,
multiple uses venFOR

THE

PICTURES

YOU

WANT
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• Harold Flucke. combined shots of natural activities of his daughters on
Christmas eve with sequences of shots made of an animated display of
Santa's workshop to produce "Santa Rides Again," a highly entertaining
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FOR THE first time in five years,
making movies will be an all-out
activity of movie amateurs this
Christmas. With plenty of film available again, cameras and lighting equipment are being dusted off for what
will be, for many cine amateurs, a return to active movie making again.
If there is any hesitancy at all, it
will be because a concrete picture idea
has not jelled in the mind of the filmer.
With all the potentialities that the holidays offer, most movie makers will

4 6

holiday
picture.received
Photos are
fromin Flucke's
8mm. Kodachrome
picture, which
a 1stenlargements
Award trophy
Home Movies
1944 annual
contest. Subtitle^s were skilfully superimposed over scenes.
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Gift Wrapping, Tree Trimming, Stocking Hanging And,
Of
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Play Are
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The

Yuietide
C
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want their Christmas film to be something more than a string of snapshots.
Well, why not take an idea or two
from the movies of the many filmers
who already have fine Christmas films
to their credit? There's no reason to
hesitate to borrow from these films at
all, and the makers would be delighted
to know that other amateurs found inspiration inthem.
One of the outstanding and most recent of Christmas films is Santa Rides
Again, by Harold Flucke of Detroit,

Movii;

Activities
Continuity

I N
Michigan, which was a trophy winner
in Home Movies' 1946 annual contest.
This
is a simpleIt story
Flucke's
family
at Christmas.
beginsof with
a sequence
of atmosphere shots in closeup: Hands
wrapping gifts; trimming the Christmas
tree; hanging stockings over fireplace,
etc. This dissolves to scene of Flucke's
three teen age daughters before the
fireplace. Two are hanging up stockings
and urging Joann, the youngest, to do
likewise. Joann, the skeptic, declines,
• Coiif hilled on Page 768
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Don't Get Caught With A Shortage Of Lights When Movie Opportunities Beckon On

The

Holidays

B y
M

• Note how the well lighted background plus ample front lighting accentuates every detail in this scene. The tree was purposely placed away from
the wail to permit wall to be lighted without shadows.

[ORE CHRISTMAS movies fail through lack of adequate lighting than for any other reason. So many
movie amateurs never film indoors except when the
holidays roll around, they acquire no real experience in
the fundamentals of indoor lighting. Actually there is
more to lighting indoor scenes than merely placing photofloods at either side of the camera and shooting at the
limited aperture they afford. More than one Christmas
movie falls short of success simply because the thrifty maker
did not appreciate the vast difference a nominal expenditure for additional photo lamps would make in the lighting.
So many amateurs, too, buy photo lamps in terms of
"how many will be needed in order to shoot indoors with
my lens?" — meaning at the widest stop, of course. But
good exposures do not always result from shooting at the
widest stop, especially indoor scenes where there is considerable depth. So the logical thing is to use more lighting,
making it possible to shoot at a moderately normal stop,
thereby increasing detail as well as securing ample lighting
on all subjects and objects within the scene.
The Christmas tree, for example is difficult to photograph
so that it will show up on the screen with all the beauty
we see with the eye. The green color of the tree absorbs
considerable light and unless one takes care to throw illumination on the background, the tree may become lost in the
shadows except in very close shots. Long and medium shots
will be underlighted unless there are additional photofloods
to throw additional light from the sides and perhaps from
overhead. So, next to a supply of film, the next important

• Here is a scene any cinefilmer can easily duplicate. One photoflood is
placed in the fireplace and concealed by the logs. The flood lamps are
placed scene.
far back at the left to give a natural low-key lighting effect to the
overall
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item is an adequate supply of photo lamps. If you choose
the No. 1 or No. 2 photofloods be sure you have regular
reflectors for them, for photoflood lamps do not deliver
peak volume of light unless aided by suitable reflectors.
If you prefer, instead, the newer reflector photoflood and
photospot lamps, reflectors are unnecessary. These lamps,
of radically different design, have reflectors built into the
lamp and you save the cost of supplemental reflector units.
These two lamps are more fully described in my October
and November articles in Home Movies.
With film and lighting equipment on hand, your story
idea demands attention next; and with this fully decided
upon, you are ready to begin your holiday filming adventure. Most indoor scenes will fall into the category of
medium and closeup shots, so three No. 2 photoflood lamps,
or their equivalent, should be ample for average indoor
shots with color film.
Shoot closeups with one lamp right at the camera, as
near the lens as possible. Use a second lamp as a toplight,
directly above your subjects, and a bit to the rear. Set
the toplight only three fourths as far away from subjects
as the camera lamp. Use a third lamp aimed at the background, and about as far from the background as the
camera lamp is from subjects.
For example: with the camera lamp five feet from subjects, the toplight would be placed about three and a half
feet above their heads, and the background light about
five feet from the background.
For longer shots place two lamps at the camera and use
one lamp for a toplight or background light. In this case,
your single toplight will have to be just about half as far
from subjects as the two lamps at the camera. (Five feet
overhead if camera lamps are at ten feet). Used on the
background, the single lamp is placed three fourths as far
from the background as the camera lamps (seven feet and
ten feet respectively).
We are arbitrary, about positioning these lamps for a
good reason. Things usually move fast in the home at
Christmas time. You will best succeed with a good, workable lighting set-up determined in advance, so that you
can set your lights more or less permanently and shoot
without thinking about them or "fiddling" with them further. And this arrangement gives enough sparkle and contrast to do justice to the brilliant colors of the Christmas
scene.
In all cases, base your exposure on lamp (or lamps) placed
at the camera and let the effect of the toplight and background light fall where it will. If you keep to the simp'e
ratios suggested in positioning these other lamps, you should
get consistently good movies.
The gaily decorated tree, with gifts piled beneath, and
with the children playing about it with their new toys,
usually constitutes the "big scene" of typical Christmas
movies. The dark foliage of the tree, absorbing a great deal of
light, calls for special care in placing lights so that the
tree will stand out from the background. If the tree is a
small one, adequate illumination for it can be provided
from the same lighting units which are employed to light
up the subjects in your scenes — the children and others.
Another important scene will be the Christmas dinner
with guests and family gathered around the festive table
on which the golden brown turkey is center of interest.
Few dining rooms of average homes are sufficiently large
to provide the camera latitude that would enable a filmer
to take in the entire dining scene, even when a wide angle
l^ns is used. So, the procedure to be followed is to shoot
the scene in a series of seperate takes which will include
three or four persons in each shot. Here the photo lamps
may be kept close to the camera providing one photoflood
• Continued on Pa^e 771
737

Kwing Galloway
e A typical dinner table scene in which the main light source is a No. 2
phototlood, in shallow reflector, directly over the table. Other photolamps
are placed at each side of the camera and slightly above camera elevation.
• Pictured below are two reflector photofloods employed to illuminate a
closeup. These lamps have reflectors built in, requiire no extra reflector
equipment.
photospot lamp is of similar design but concentrates light The
in a reflector
narrow beam.
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great deal of fun in the making. And they can
still retain the important value of being important
family movie records that afford so much enjoyment in later years.
In the usual desire to get as much as possible
onto one roll of film, there is the tendency for
many amateurs to make a half-dozen brief shots
of entirely unrelated subjects. Perhaps the filmer
will photograph his wife coming out of the house;
his children playing in the park; a beautiful view
from the hilltop he happened to be driving over;
then perhaps the children skating in the street,
and so on. The result is a jumble of shots that
becomes no less haphazard when projected on the
screen.
The way to avoid this is to stick to one subject
at a time and it should be simple enough to be covered fully in the amount of film you wish to shoot.
If you intend filming a fishing trip, for example,
it is impossible, of course, to get more than a few
highlight flashes on a single roll of film. However, with the same amount of film it is possible to

• These limm. frame enlargements show how reversing
camera angle and building progressively from medium
to closeup shots heightened interest in a simple
movie of children painting pictures in the garden
of their home.
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adequately cover one particular aspect of that
trip. Perhaps the early morning preparation, or
a little of the fishing itself, or packing up for the
trip home after a happy day. The more film, the
more you can cover. The tendency to try to get
too much in a given exposure should be avoided.
It takes experience, but once you learn to estimate
how much footage is needed for a particular
subject, much of the problem is licked.
Whatever subject-matter is selected, there is
nothing so engrossing as an activity. So instead
of having the children, for example, just standing
in front of the house or walking down the street,
as you film them, give them something to do.
Perhaps they like to draw, or build with an erector
set, or make soap bubbles.
Another thing to keep in mind is that every
movie should have a logical beginning and end.
Let us take the subject of a child making soap
bubbles. This activity really begins when he gets
the soap and water in a glass and thoroughly mixes
the solution. It ends when he has finished blowing
bubbles. But even if you don't care to shoot all
this "business," it still is possible and, indeed,
necessary that it be given a cinematic beginning
ind end. For example, you can open with a closeup of the child mixing the solution with his bubble
pipe. Then end with a similar close-up of the
child blowing a huge bubble that bursts right
before the camera's lens. This form of visual beginning and ending will be explained in more
detail further on.
Now that the subject matter is selected and an
activity devised, it would be wrong to assume that
the next step would be to mount the camera on a
tripod at a "long shot" distance and then press
the button until the film is all used up. This
would only make for monotony, for the eye would
tire of seeing the same shot on the screen indefinitely. For variety a continuing change of viewpoint is necessary.
Let us say we start off with a long shot to
establish the setting and show beginning of the
action. Perhaps you will have the child walk over
to the sand box in which he is going to play.
' Then move the camera closer for a medium shot
of him sitting down; then another medium shot,
from a different angle, of him beginning to play
with the sand. Move in for a close-up of his
face; another close-up of his hands. Keep changing the camera's point of view and its distance
from the child and the angle of the lens. Keep
the shots comparatively short — between five and
ten seconds, depending upon the action and subjt'ct matter.
Suppose we started out with a hundred feet of
I 6mm. film. By filming a number of interesting
md purposely varied shots, we now have material
for an unpretentious but attention-compelling
little "short." It is only the makings, however,
because it still must be edited in order to put some
sort of order into the collection of shots.
Because subject matter of such a film is usually
quite simple, the editing should be kept that way,
too. And the best and simplest way of giving
• Continued on Page 760
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"CLOAK AND DAGGER"
Starring Gary Cooper, Lilt Palmer and Robert Alda. Directed by
Fritz Lang. Screenplay by Albert Maltz and Ring Lardner, Jr.
Photography by Sol Polito. (Warner Brothers).
'k HERE is a picture replete with examples of the kind of
photography and film editing that make for high drama in motion pictures, affording the serious movie amateur excellent
study of the professional techniques which may be applied in
the production of his own photoplays.
Cloak and Dagger is a spy melodrama that reveals some of the
exploits of the men who made the Office of Strategic Services
determining
factor
in the
the war.to
It(O.S.S.)
is chockthe full
of dramatic
action
thatAllies'
movessuccess
from inFrance
America, thence to Switzerland and concludes in Italy.
In a detached study of the production techniques of this picture, the skill of director Fritz Lang, in carefully planning both
action and the photography, is obvious. The very opening of the
picture presents an excellent study of the elements that go
together to make for suspense, and illustrates how well-planned
photography and excellent cutting achieved the story emphasis
desired. Here is a description of the scenes in this sequence as
noted at time of reviewing the picture:
1. Long Shot: German sentries patrolling a bridge over a railroad at night. A superimposed title places the action in
France. The camera tilts down as a train passes under the
bridge.
2. Close Up: A man hiding near the train
cars as they pass. Obviously he is a spy.
3. Med. Shot: The spy counting the train
background.
4. Full Shot: Inside a cafe, the spy enters
the bar, the camera panning with him.
to the Up:
spy. The bartender jerks his thumb
5. Close

tracks counts the
cars. Train in the
and walks over to
upward as a signal

6. Med. Shot: The spy walks to the door of the cafe and leaves.
The bartender walks over to a cafe table, the camera panning with him.
• Continued on Page 776
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Many Important- Cinematic Effects Are Obtained By
Shooting At 8, 24, 32, Or 64 Frames Per Second
By
rjONTINUING from where we left
I off in the October issue, we arrive
\J at the second basic device for the
creation of special effects — altering
camera speed. In the previous article,
we described what reverse action could
contribute to 8mm. and 16mm. films.
Here we study in detail what alteration
of camera speed can bring in the way
of new effects. The number of such
possibilities is surprisingly large, since
wc are dealing with camera speeds rangmg from one frame per minute, or even
less, up to 64 frames per second. The
top limit is fixed by the construction
of the average camera; the bottom limit
is fixed by the degree to which we wish
to "condense time" only; it could be
one frame per hour, or even one per
day, if there were any reason for such
a tempo.
From 64 frames down to 8, the possibilities are fixed by the construction
of the reader's camera. Below that, it is
a matter of patiently clicking off single
frames at suitable intervals, or of employing aspecial piece of "time-lapse"
equipment which will make the exposures atthe intervals desired. For this
reason, some of the effects which we
shall discuss this month are not quite
IS completelv universal as the reverse

LARS

MGEN

action shots described last month
However, so many modern cameras do
have some degree, at least, of speed
variation, that a thorough consideration
of the effects obtainable by this means
seems worth while.
Looking at the matter first in a broad,
general way: what does variation of
camera speed give us? First of all, of
course, it gives us a wide degree of control over the length of time required for
my given action to take place on the

• Nearly
cine
camera every
affords modern
several
operation speeds, easily
selected by t^e turn of a
dial, as in the case of
this
Cine InKodak
magazine
C'smera.
addition,
many
cine cameras provide a
single
lever orframe
a handexposure
crank or
both which are necessary
in time lapse cinematography.

screen, or, putting the same thing another way, it enables us to slow dow^n
or speed up the rate of movement on
the screen. We can accelerate movement so slight that it is imperceptible
until it becomes visible and interesting;
we can slow down movements too rapid
for the eye to perceive until they are
slow enough to be studied at leisure.
So commonplace has this become that
we are likely to forget just what a
magical power this is. The Germans

• In the production of vocational instruction films and films for time and motion
study, the variable speed cine camera plays an important part. Mechanical and
assembly operations filmed at ultra speeds of 32 or 44 f.p.s. provide a slow
motion study of such operations on the screen.

have a name for this sort of thing which
is somewhat more descriptive and suitable than any which we possess; they
call it the "Zeitlupe," or "time magnifying glass".
Along with this property of expanding and contracting time, and with it
the speed of motion, goes a lesser but
often useful property — the fact that
the length of exposure changes when
we alter the camera speed. This offers
fewer possibiHties in relation to special
effects, but must not be overlooked
in calculating the correct exposure.
As was pointed out in the October
issue in relation to reverse action,
camera speed may be altered for two
quite distinct purposes:
1. Motion takes place at a normal rate,
and by varying camera taking speed
we make it appear on the screen to
be faster or slower than normal.
2. For practical reasons, motion is
staged at a rate faster or slower
than normal, and camera taking
speed is varied so that on the screen
the result appears normal.
In other words, variable camera speeds
may make the normal appear abnormal,
or the abnormal appear normal. As we
get down to specific cases, we shall see
how this works out in practice.
The principle of variable speed is
simple, but may be worth restating
briefly for the sake of any who may
be encountering it for the first time:
If a scene is photographed and projected at the same rate of speed, action
on the screen will obviously proceed at
a normal tempo; for example, an action which takes one second in real life
will take one second to photograph and
will be projected on the screen for one
second, duplicating exactly the original
tempo. Suppose, however, that we reduce camera speed to 8 frames per second. The action which occurs in one

second will extend over 8 frames of
film. If we now project this bit of film
at the nor^nal rate of i6 frames per
second, an 8-frame bit of action will
pass through the projector in one-half
second, so that the real life action which
took a full second will take place twice
as fast.
In the same way, if we speed the
camera up to 32 frames per second, the
one second bit of action will be photographed on 32 frames. This will take
two seconds to pass through the projector so that everything is slowed
down to half speed.
All of this, of course, is based on the
assumption that projection speed is held
constant at 16 frames per second, and
at this point the novice frequently asks:
"Why couldn't we get the same result
in a simpler way by merely slowing
down or speeding up the projector?"
The answer to this, with some qualifications, isthat one could, but that
there would be more drawbacks than
advantages. For one thing, when we
drop projection speed below about 12
frames per second, we begin to get a
strong flicker, which quickly becomes
obnoxious, and when we drop it a bit
farther, we lose all continuity of motion, and see merely a succession of
stills. Moving in the other direction,
action can be speeded up by racing the
projector, and the only hmits are the
strength of the film and the amount
of wear and tear which the mechanism
will stand — but the result will be to
consume three or four times as much
film for the same amount of screen
action, with no attendant benefit whatever.
So, from all points of view, including
minor drawbacks not worth enumerating, there is everything to be gained
by keeping projection speed constant
• Continued on Page 761

• The, above frame enlargements illustrate a time
lapse study of the opening of a cluster of gladiola
buds. Filmed v^ith a 16mm. Cine Kodak, a home
built interval timer activated camera and lights
momentarily at intervals of several minutes over a
period of 24 hours. On the screen the scene ran
but a few seconds.
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• Concrete examples of Story Board drawings are shown here, as they were wise unaltered. In the accompanying article will be found an analysis by
used by Larry Lansburgh in planning the opening sequence of "Run, Sheep, Lansburgh of the alterations in the plan made during shooting. The ambiRun." The drawings have been copied for better reproduction, but are othertious amateur will find this practice helpful in planning serious films.
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PLANNING movies in advance by
means of simple sketches has been
advocated in Home Movies Magazine on several occasions. Since an
ounce of practical demonstration is
assuredly worth a good many pounds of
theorizing, it is gratifying to be able to
present this month a concrete example
of a successful i6mm. producer who
puts visual planning to effective use.
Larry Lansburgh, who recently sold
his third i6mm. production, "Run,
Sheep, Run," for national release, firmly believes that thorough planning
makes for smoother, more effective
films — and not only does he preach it.
but he practices it himself. In the accompanying illustrations are shown several of the sketches used in planning the
sequence of "Run, Sheep, Run,"
opening
also
enlargements from frames of the
sequence as cut for release, offering
an opportunity for illuminating, direct
comparisons.

Professionals, Larry

Story Board Sketches

ning His Latest Documentary
By

mum

lASON

In Plan-

Film, "Run Sheep Run"
WOODBINE

Lansburgh's belief in the value of
story planning well in advance of shooting is no accidental matter. For ten
years at the ^'^alt Disney Studios in
Hollywood, he has been seeing daily
demonstrations of the utility of what
is known in Disney parlance as The
Story Board. Animated cartoons are
expensive to make, extremely expensive.
Furthermore, their cost mounts not in
terms of scenes but in terms of frames.
In the case of live action, letting the
camera run for another ten seconds on
a scene, or taking a ten second shot
from another angle, may cost only a
little extra film stock — perhaps a few
dollars at most. But in the case of a
cartoon, prolonging a scene for ten
seconds, or adding a ten second scene,
may easily involve five hundred dollars
worth of additional drawings. So it is
just as well to be sure that the footage
in question will actually be useful.
In a word, animated cartoons demand

planning of a detailed, concrete nature
rarely found in live action studios. For
this reason, the Disney Studios long
since adopted the Story Board. The
board itself is nothing more or less than
a large panel of cork wallboard, but it
comes to life when the producing unit
attaches to it the scores, perhaps hundreds, of sketches which provide a visualization ofthe picture to come. The
sketches, rough at first, make the stor^concrete and definite. Here any weaknesses in the continuity or any vagueness in the plotted action may be seen
before actual animation begins. As work
progresses, the drawings become more
finished and more detailed. They may be
put on a slide-film and projected in
sequence. By almost imperceptible
stages, the drawings become more numerous, more in-between steps are
added, then animation begins and the
Stor)' Board becomes a picture.
So when Larry Lansburgh decided to
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make some i6mm. color films on his
own, the use of a Story Board was
merely "doin' what comes naturally."
However, he was fully aware of the
many differences between live action
and cartoon production. In a cartoon,
everything is under complete control.
Backgrounds may be anything which
can be drawn or painted. Actors behave
in a completely predictable manner.
There are no lighting problems, no vagaries of the weather. In the case of a
live action picture made in a Hollywood studio, with a budget which may
run into the millions, there is an approximation of this degree of control
over the settings, characters and conditions.
However, Larry Lansburgh was interested in the documentary type of film,
made in real settings with human and
animal characters who were not professional actors. Furthermore, hs would
be operating as a one-man production
unit. Consequently, the degree of control which he could exercise would be
largely a matter of selection. That
limitation did not blind him to the fact
that the Story Board method had a lot
to offer, in its proper sphere.
"Naturally," says Lansburgh, "it
would be a waste of time in many cases
to make sketches covering all the scenes
in a picture, especially if that picture
is of a type in which a lot of the action
is more or less unpredictable and must
be taken as it comes. But most pictures
have at least a fair portion of material
which is staged, and which is under the
control of the producer to a reasonable
degree. Common sense will dictate the
choice of sequences which are worth
planning in detail.
"Particularly important, to me, are

• "Having charted my important scenes
on
says Larry
no paper,"
lost motion
when Lansburgh,
it comes "there
time tois
shoot the scene. Atter setting up my
camera, I need only refer to my story
board to pick up the action continuity
as it was planned when the story was
originally plotted."
the beginning and end of a picture. If
the opening is smooth and arouses the
curiosity of the audience, and if the
ending has a good wallop, the success
of the picture is already half assured,
and you have a good framework within
which to fit the remainder.
"Once the amateur has learned to
shoot a scene which is in sharp focus,
is correctly exposed and well lit, the
quality of his pictures will depend
pretty largely on how much time and
effort he puts into the script before
shooting, and how much toil goes into
the cutting and editing after shooting.
The filming of the scenes may actually
be the briefest period of all, and perhaps even the easiest.
"Of course, the ability to shoot a
good scene, to get the most out of the
camera and the film is essential. These
things should be learned so well that
they present no doubtful moments when
production begins. But there is a huge
difference between good scenes and a
good picture. Scenes, no matter how
good they are, are only building blocks.
In the editing stage, we must fit those
building blocks into a neat structure,
and how well they will fit depends in a
large
them. measure upon how well we planned
"In the case of 'Run, Sheep, Run,'
the story to be told was that of the
skill and ability of the sheep dog in
handling flocks of contrary-minded.

• The twelve photos shown here were enlarged directly from the final cut
version
of "Run,
Sheep,
correspond
the
story covered
in the
StoryRun,"
Boardanddrawings.
The to
top therow,same
fromportion
left to ofright,

wool-bearing animals. One way to do
that — and the obvious way — would be
to make a lot of shots on different
ranches of various breeds of sheep dogs
at work, assemble these into a continuity of sorts, then put over it a
running commentary of the newsreel
type in which an all-knowing and impersonal commentator would explain to
the audience the amazing feats which
they were seeing. Audiences, which like
to discover things for themselves, would
be unimpressed and not very interested.
"Since people are more interested in
specific than in vague generalizations,
I decided to narrow it down to one
breed of sheep dog, and one individual
of that breed. I heard of a Border Collie
who was Western Champion, belonging
to Jim Palmer, a sheep man of Dixon,
California. I wrote to Mr. Palmer. He
was none too enthusiastic at first, but
when he became convinced
want• Coii/iiiiicJthat
OH IPage
774

.hows first four scenes in film. In second row, second, third and fourth
pictures are from same scene, the camera panning over to follow movement
of sheep. The same is true of second and third photos in bottom row.
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IEROY FUNK had come home to Roxborough, Pennsylvania, minus both legs. He had lost them in an encounter with a land mine in the battle for Luxembourg.
Roxborough's citizens are not the kind to accenpt a hero's
return to its community with passive indifference, and
the fact Funk had given his legs in his country's fight
against Naziism implied a community debt not easily
squared in terms of dollars and cents.
In addition to all the difficulties Funk faced in returning to civilian life, there was also the problem of housing
shortage and it was here that Roxborough's citizens decided they could assist most. They decided to build and
give to Funk and his family a brand new home, completely
furnished and mortgage free.
I learned of this in a casual talk with Harold C. McCuen,
editor, of Philadelphia's Suburban Press. It was McCuen
who was heading the community drive to raise funds for
the purchase of a home for Roxborough's most badly
woimded veteran. I had just purchased an Auricon sound
on film recorder and suggested that a promotional motion

• In this scene Pvt. Funk displays one of the artificial legs which, with
the added assistance of two canes, enables him to walk. Thus rehabilitated,
Funk returned to his home town prepared to resume civilian pursuits.

picture might step up citizens' interest in the drive. I
volunteered my services and use of my equipment to produce such a film, which McCuen readily agreed would give
impetus to the drive. Moreover, he promised that his newspaper would underwrite the production, paying all film
and laboratory costs.
Alaking such a film at once posed a problem. It was to
be in sound and completed within two weeks. I wasn't
sure that weather and laboratory schedules would enable
me to accomplish what I had promised. Nevertheless I set
to work at once. A stor^' idea for the film was suggested
by my mother who also is active in photography and who
shared my enthusiasm in the project. The story was put
way.
into script form and within two days, shooting got underMy mother
and I went
to Private
home with
with our
cameras,
and while
she made
stills Funk's
and assisted
the
scene setups, I filmed the shots called
for in our
script.
• Continued
on Page
770

e Here is the happy Funk family in their new home purchased with funds
donated by citizens of Roxborough, Pennsylvania. Drive was given impetus
by combined efforts of cinematographer William Bornmann and Harold
McCuen, local newspaper editor, in producing a fund-raising movla.

FIRST SNOWFALL by Hal Rumel, Salt Lake City, offers
a timely photo background for a main title for your
winter movies. For Kodachrome or Ansco Color, a desirable tint may be added to the picture by laying a
sheet of colored cellophane over it and then a panel of
glass over the cellophone to keep it even and eliminate
unwanted light reflections. Title text may be composed
of block letters laid over the glass, or by lettering text
on glass with white ink.
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— Two rows of strobo dots are shown on
urntable at A. Appearance of dots when
is78 turning
r.p.m. atat C.exactly 33'/3 r.p.m. Is shown

• Fig. 2 — Application of strobo dots to edge of turntable Is shown here. There are
two
one for the
33'/idots.
r.p.m. speed and the other for 78 r.p.m. speed. Small neon glow
lampsrows:
Illuminate

IPPLIOITIOI
A Simple And

Dependable

Synchronizing

Projector And

OF
Method

STROBOSCOPES
For

Turntables

terme
em ofa
S MIGH
dot"
methTod, befor
thed the
syst"polk
THI
e
ation
oscop
strob
appHc
we shall describe here involves use of dots instead
of the conventional segmented disc. The
application of permanent stroboscopes
to both the projector and record playing turntables is the movie amateur's
most satisfactory means of synchronizing both pieces of apparatus for the
exhibition of movies with uncoupled
• Fig. 3— (left) Dotted strobo disc applied
to sprocket
of projector.
There's
a row E ofshows
dots
for
both sound
and silent
speeds.
dots as seen at 16 f.p.s. and F at 24 f.p.s.
Diagram below shows method of assembling
neon glow lamp to Illuminate projector
stroboscope.
STROBO Vise

TO CUKtttNT
SUPPLY
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sound. Vt'ith aid of the stroboscope it is
possible to adjust speed of projector and
turntable so that a recording played on
the latter will keep pace, if not remain
in exact synchronization, with the action
on the film as it is projected.
The amateur is thus enabled to provide sound accompaniment for his films
of background music, commentary and
even lip-synchronized dialogue without
the added cost of having this sound recorded on film. Moreover, he does not
have to purchase a sound projector,
although the additional cost of turntables and amplifier must be considered;
but in many cases the amateur interested in sound will build or assemble his
own soimd-by-disc equipment.
The use of the stroboscope for syncing
projector and record player, while not
new, is not sufficiently well understood
by the average movie amateur, and the
result has been that he has not taken
advantage of the simplest means available to him for adding sound to his
8mm. or 16mm. movies.
Older readers whose movie appreciation began in the days of silent films
will remember those movie scenes in
which the wheels on moving wagons
and automobiles appeared to roll in reverse and sometimes stand still. It was
amusing then to hear the many theories
expounded for this phenomena. Here
probably was the first public demonstration of the stroboscopic principle,
and it best serves as an example in explaining the principle to the reader who
may be unfamiliar with it.
To illustrate, let us take a wheel with
sixteen spokes and time it to make one
• Continued on Page 766
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Your

Ohristnias
Here's A New
Filming

By

• "The children were nestled
all
their beds
. . of."
You snug
can insubstitute
a shot
your kiddies for this scene.

• "I sprang from my bed to see
what was the matter . . ." And
you cantercut ienact
t in thethisfilm.scene, then in-

amateur, with small children, who
I^HE
in an area likely to be warm at Christmas
lives MOVIE
time with none of the traditional atmosphere
of the Yuletide, ought to plan now to add a film
to his collection that will aid in creating some
illusion of the real Yuletide season. Those who
dwell in the north remember how, as children,
they wondered, when Christmas happened to be
unseasonably mild, how old Saint Nick would
ever manage his sleigh without snow! After all,
it is not only in the southern states that these
un-Christmas-like days occur around the 25th
of December; we've had them in southern New
England and in ths middle west. Therefore, if
you live in a warm climate, or one that can be
unseasonable all this month, how pleased the kids
would be if you could show them a movie on
Christmas Eve which would send them to bed
sleighedcan operate,
with the feeling that Santa's
• Continu
on Page 77}

Story

Idea For Holiday

That Calls For Very
Little Shooting

WILLIAM

B.

LAUB

-MCAL secc~- ■■: ;•■ -^'.-ts disc

FiG 3 - MAGNE^iC
ouND reccr:!N': mcthgcs for
MOTION P.CTjRES
• This diagram shows schematically the three
principle methods in use today for recording
sound. Magnetic recording on motion-picture film
is the latest development of the three.

• Here is shown details of newest type recordingplayback head developed for magnetic sound recording, which also incorporates a pickup or
monitoring head.

Siinnd

Magnetic
New
Promise

Deyelopments
Practical
8mm.

and

In

Magnetic

Sound

Home

Recording

16mm.

Films

of

important features of
of the
E 60th
ONthe
annual convention of the
Societ)' of Motion Picture Engineers held in Holl) wood the latter part
of October, was the demonstration byMarvin Camras, Armour Research
Foundation, Chicago, of 16mm. film
with magnetic sound track. This demonstration carried implications which
probabh' were not full)' appreciated b>'
the distinguished assemblage of professional film men, implications which, if
developed along present plans, spell
simple, low-cost sound in the near
future for 8mm. as well as 16mm. home
movie films — sound which the amateur can record himself.

one edge of 16mm. film and later magnetized by a typical magnetic recording unit. The success of this initial
experiment led to tests with 8mm. film
which also proved successful. The
magnetic sound track, of course, requires no processing. It can be played
back immediately after recording.
While the Armour Research Foundation makes no promises, it is generally recognized that low-cost sound

Camras, one of the leading research
engineers in the field of magnetic sound
today, has designed and perfected a
wide range of magnetic recording and
playback equipment for the Armour
foundation, some pocket-size, which
was treated in an article in an earlier
issue of Home Movies. Since then, it has
been discovered that almost any material, given a coating of fine metallic
emulsion, becomes a medium on which
to record magnetic sound. It was a
logical steD when a narrow ribbon of
the metallic material was applied to

• Armour
ation, Research
Chicago, whoFoundlong
ago contributed important
ne^' developments in the
field of magnetic sound,
are responsible for the
further development of
successful magnetic sound
on film. In this picture
the Armour - developed
magnetic wire recorder is
shown in use in recording
sound for silent 16mm.
motion pictures.
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• Magnetic sound now may be applied successfully to 35mm., 16mm. or 8mm. film. Above diagrams show area of each type film to which the
magnetic recording emulsion is applied.

On

Film

for 8mm. and 16mm. home movies is
just a question of time during which
an appropriate recording and playback
unit will be perfected that can readily
be coupled with home projectors. The
Foundation does not produce equipment, except for its own experiments;
is not a manufacturer. Its function is
to explore and develop, licensing qualified manufacturers to use its methods
and patents. Who will be the first 8mm.
or 16mm. projector manufacturer to
apply for such a license is anybody's
guess, but magnetic sound on film is
a reality and certainly a big bet for the
future not to be overlooked.
Here is one of the possibilities offered by the Foundation's latest magnetic sound developments: a movie
• Cviilhiual on PuS'' 77-

• Jackie, survivor of an automobile accident,
is ejtannined by the family doctor who finds the
lad hopelessly crippled. Lad spends remaining
days in chair beside window where his observations motivate the story of "Streetcar To Heaven."
• A familiar figure to the boy is this old man
who boards bus in front of his home. Once he
overhead man ask bus driver for "transfer to
Evans" which he construed as "transfer to heaven."

MOVIE

OF

THE

THE initial Movie Of The Month of
the 1946-47 season sets the pace for
contenders in the scenario class in
Home Movies' 1947 annual contest.
Sfreetcar To Heaven has many attributes
that distinguish it as an outstanding
amateur effort. There is the excellent
story, the exceptional photography and
lighting and the obvious competent direction, all of which made this 600foot 16mm. Kodachrome picture an
ion hforaward.
this months' Movie
selectMont
easy
Of The
Filmed by Arthur H. Smith of San
Francisco, the story opens with Jackie,
a lad of 4 years, playing on the sidewalk near his home. Observing a kit-

ten crossing the street, his natural inclination toward pets impels him to run
into the street after it. An unseen car
bears down upon the boy and the driver
is unable to avoid striking him down.
Jackie is rushed to the hospital where
his life is saved with difficulty, although
he will be permanently crippled. The
doctor advises Jackie's parents that although he has survived the operation,
the lad has only a short time to live.
Jackie is removed to his home and
is able to sit up in a chair near a
window. He comes to know the many
people who pass his window daily. One
day a funeral procession passes by and
• Conthiuctl on Page jji

• Smith rehearses the accident scene while his cameraman, Robert Callander, stands by ready
for the
take. The where
successserious
of Smith's
again demonstrates
the wisdom of employing a
staff
of assistants
amateurpicture
productions
are undertaken.

•body.
Skilful lighting added effectively to
this pathetic scene of Jackie's parents
watching life ebb from boys' crippled
• Arthur Smith employed a slate consistently to
markediting.
each take for easy identification at time
of
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two stops larger opening than that
called for at 16 f.p.s. under the same
Ught conditions. — Ernest Richards,
Vancouver, B. C.

Daylight Screen
An effective screen for projecting
pictures in daylight can be had by

$1 to $5 are paid readers for ideas for gadgets, movie tricks and shorl
cuts in movie making used on this page. Describe your gadget or idea
briefly and submit it with rough sketch or photo to "The Workshop
Editor," Home
★

Movies, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.

★★★★★★★
In order that the screen, when not
in use, remain concealed, I fixed the
screen roller and housing in vertical
position behind one or the draperies of
the alcove, as shown in the illustration.
When the screen is used, it is merely
drawn across the alcove opening and
secured at the opposite side. The
draperies at either side of the alcove
lend th; appearance of a real stage.
— Dr. /. U. Dupout, Ottawa, Canada.

Concealed

Screen

A bay window alcove offers a convenient spot for the permanent instal ation ofa home movie screen. Also,
it affords a new departure in screen instal ation inthat the screen roller and
housing may be mounted vertically
instead of horizontally, as shown in the
illustration above which shows how the
installation was made in my home.
Purchasing a large 6 by 9 foot springroller blind from a second hand store,
I painted one surface with white tire
paint which remains pliable and does
not crack and peel off. Then I masked
off the edges in the conventional
manner using ordinary black shoe dye.

Changing Speeds
Most movie amateurs so seldom have
occasion to shoot at speeds other than
the standard i6 frames per second, that
they do not carry with them data
enabling a quick calculation of the exposure change necessary when there is
a desire to shoot a scene at 8 or perhaps
32 or 64 frames per second. Changing
camera speed means changing the exposure, too. Reducing to half speed,
or 8 f.p.s., means twice as much light
will reach the film and therefore it
becomes necessary to close the lens
diaphragm one full stop.
If the camera speed is to be increased
to 24, 32 or 64 f.p.s., the lens diaphragm must be opened up to allow
for the decreased light that r2aches the
film through the shorter interval the
shutter remains open at the increased
speed. Thirty-two f.p.s. calls for the
next larger stop; 64 f.p.s. will require

building
a shadow
12" x 12"
x 12"
from packing
box box
material,
as shown
in diagram, and pasting a sheet of white
typewriter paper inside for the screen.
Such a screen is especially helpful in
projecting films during editing where
such work is carried on in a normally
lighted room. In place of the specially
constructed box, it is possible to use
a corrugated packing box of similar
dimensions. Paint inside of box flat
black to reduce light reflection and
increase efficiency of screen — Donald
Bonacci, Bronx, N. Y.
Title Developer
An efficient tank for developing
short lengths of title film may be made
from a discarded fluorescent lighting
tube. These are easily obtainable whereever such lighting is used. Obtain one
that is undamaged and 1^4" in diameter which is adequate in size for a
strip of 1 6mm. film plus the film support. This latter may be an ordinary
length of wood dowel. The strip of
film is secured to the dowel as shown
in illustration below. A four foot tube
of the diameter stated will hold i-i, 3
quarts of solution.
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One end of the tube must be cut off
and this may be done by etching a deep
line around surface of the glass with a
three cornered file or glass cutter.
Tapping the end lightly will cause it
to separate. Any uneveness or ragged
edges may be smoothed with a grindstone.— L. E. Riiikcr, Portland, Ore.

Fox Camera Notes
For convenience in making quick
notes of footage, focus, and other data
while shooting, I attach a strip of adhesive tape or Band-Aid on the back of
my camera as shown in photo. With indelible pencil I mark upon the tape such
data as length of a scene, where same is
to be backwound for re-exposure
etc., and where identification notes are
made for particular scenes, the tape
is removed from the camera and placed
on the film box after the film is removed from camera. — Francis S.
Kalinoii'ski, Mitchell Field, N. Y.
Lens Adaptors
It frequently happens that when
an old camera is exchanged for a new
one, difficulty is encountered in
fitting old and favorite wide angle and
telephoro lenses to the n^w camera
when lens adaptors are required. Lens
mount adaptors may be purchased, but it
is aways desirable to test them for
precise accuracy and fitting. I recently
had to do this and thus worked out a
system which may be of value to others.
First, one must be aware of the
fallacy that, because results appear
fairly sharp when exposures are made at
say, f/8 at infinity, the lens is correctly
fitted at the focal length distance. At
infinity there is sufficient depth of
focus to cover up slight errors. Also, do
not depend too much upon tests
achieved by focusing upon a strip of
ground film in the camera. Experiments have shown that such tests can be

misleading and that only actual exposures on film give accurate results.
When I encountered this trouble
recently, I suspected my lens mount
adaptor, so had another one turned of
brass on a lathe but two threads shorter
than the original which would bring the
lens the equivalent distance of two
threads nearer the film plane. I then
set up my titling board and made a
series of exposures at a distance of 1 8
inches, setting the lens mount for this
distance and using a page of fine printed
matter as the subject.
Keeping the distance setting at 18
inches and the aperture wide open at
f 1.9 (this is an important factor as
stopping down increases depth of focus)
I made a series of exposures as follows:
(A) mount
adaptor screwed in full;
(B) unscrewed '/j revolution; (C)
unscrewed 3^ revolution; (D) unscrewed revolution (E) unscrewed
one full revolution; (F) unscrewed 1 '/4
revolutions; and (G) unscrewed lYz
revolutions. Each exposure was properly
identified.
The results on developing the film,
showed that position (F) gave the
sharpest exposure. As there were 32
threads to the inch in the mount adaptor,
I had the orginal mount filed down to
correspond with the (F) position as
determined with a micrometer gauge.
— Stanley Jepsun, Bombay, India.
Projecting Color
To add color to your black and white
movies when projecting same, make a
color filter, such as diagrammed above,
and place same over your projector
lens. Cut a short section from a cardboard tube of proper diameter and affix
over one end rings cut from colored
celluloid or cellophane, as shown. For
a white instead of muddy yellow light,
use a blue ring around edge of light
beam, trimming ring from inside for
proper shade of blue. For a deeper tone,
make a larger ring that covers more of
the lens area, but leaving the center
clear.
Using this gadget, the high lights in

CARDBOARD TUBE

CARDBOARD

y\ \ 1\ nj
1 Mil
// ^^ ^
\1 / 1111 //' 1
/ J 1 1/1
LEAVE
\^ =^ BLUE RING
CENTER
/ III
CLEAR
-^^^ SMALL
LARGER RING ANY
COLOR
DESIRED
FOR TONING
PICTURE
1

your black and whi:e scenes are barely
affected but the shadows will take on
the tone of the cellophane ring used
over the lens. It is important to keep
the cellophane totally free of finger
prints, otherwise diffusion will result.
— 'Neal Dodson, Cameron, Texas.
Trick Effect
In 16mm. film I am now producing,
I needed a shot of an old covered wagon
making its way across the desert.
Obviously, I could not obtain the use of
a real wagon in the proper locale so
I resorted to the use of a model and a
special miniature setting as sketched
above.
Model of the wagon was made of redwood and a faded white cloth was
stretched over the top to simulate
canvas. meter
Theand had
wheelsnarrow
were 1/^"
diametal inbands
soldered on the rims for added realism,
As the camera would pick up only the
back of the wagon this part received
most attention to detail.
In the scene the date 1849 appears
on the screen in large white figures
superimposed over the covered wagon
moving slowly away from the camera.
This was done by cutting out the
numerals from a sheet of white paper
and pasting them on a panel of clear
glass shown at T in diagram. Glass panel
was 8" X lO" in size and set 30" from
the camera, supported on a counterbalanced plank as shown. As the camera
recorded the scene,
the crank
W was
• Conlhincil
on Page
779

SIDE VIEW or LAYOUT
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•k LLOYD
CHRISTIANSEN,
a shop
formerin 1934
Vancouver,
movie
amateur
was N.
operating
a radio repair
when he Washington
became interested
in l&mm. experimentation, was among first amateurs to build a sound-on-filmrecorder. Coming to Telefilm's labs in 1940, Christiansen has developed most
of company's equipment including film printer of advanced design.
"oyer
;„ u '^'ousP^otog?;p,^,-*--n"'Vda
f//ms 1, °" ♦he th;;^ • ""^Pany,
of aX^r^ir^'^

•* JERRY COURNEYA (extreme right) recently returned to Hollywood from & weeks cruise in Mexican
waters
aboard
Errol Flynn's
yacht, the Zaca,
wherein
he served
as official
cinematographer.
Filmed
16mm. Kodachrome were the marine explorations
by Flynn's
fatherAmerica
and thejunglelands
archery expeditions
into
various
Central
by that expert
with bow and arrow, Howard Hill (left in picture).
Currently Courneya is cutting and editing the
thousands of feet of color film which is scheduled
toKodachrome
be releasedandsoon35mm.
as short
subjects in both 14mm.
Technicolor.

if PAUL HOEFLER, pioneer world traveler, lecturer and 14mm. cinematographer,
has been engaged by Western Air Lines
to
produce
series films
of 23 minute
16mm.
sound and a color
on Western
America. Shown here with his wife and a
group of Blackfeet Indians which took
part in one of his productions, Hoefler
recently returned to Hollywood with 9000
feet of 16mm. Kodachrome from which
he will edit the first short subjects in tte
series.
Hoefler,
one of handles
the West's
important
16mm. nowproducers,
the
camera on all his productions. Odd photographic setup in lower right corner is
a multiple camera bracket for holding
two to fourmensional Leicas
slide films. in making three di-
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Closeups

Donald Manashaw, Hollywood, recently
demonstrated the versatility of his new
1 6mm. optical printing equipment when
he produced for a client a four foot
scene from a single frame of i6mm.
Kodachrome, a rare night shot, incidentally, photographed with a Cine
Special by prolonged exposure. Cameraman had exposed but three frames. The
better of the three was selected by
Manashaw who made the full length
scene by repeating printing of the original. Dupe is notable for fidelity of color
and sharp detail.
★
less Davis is cinematographer for
Hawthorne-Gray Productions, recently
formed i6mm. producing organization
in Hollywood. "Escape To Death Valley" and "Beach Capers"
are his latest.
★
Paul Sprouck, Technical Films, Hollywood, has completed photography on
six test shorts, using puppets, for possible television use by Coca Cola and
Planters Peanuts companies.
★
R. H. Mayfield, coordinator of audiovisual education. El Paso, Texas, schools,
is laying plans for producing school
systems' own i6mm. educational films.
One group of students is already successfully producing slides on historical
subjects.
★
Mary L. DeCive and Margaret Cussler
have returned from the Hopi Indian
reservation where they spent seven
months producing a i6mm. Kodachrome
documentary on the Hopi Indians. They
also recorded interviews, chants and
folksongs of the tribe which will be
incorporated into sound track of the
finished picture.
*
N. Y. State College of Agriculture carried off major honors in recent i6mm.
motion picture contest sponsored by
American Association of Agriculture
editors. College received top award for
best color and sound film. Pennsylvania
State College was given awards for ist
and 2nd place for best produced i6mm.
silent-color subjects.
★
|an W. lacobsen, sound engineer with
Norsk Film Co., Oslo> Norway, arrived
in Hollywood recently with over 4000
feet of 35mm. film which he had shot
en route to America. Plans are to release
edited footage in 16mm. While in Hol• ('.i)ii/hun'(l on
78}

•an The
new, Improved
Maurer
"Professional
lAmm. Silent"
camera which
improved
erect-image
viewfinder,
interchangeable
film magazines
of a features
variety
of sizes, and built-in dissolving shutter.

Hew
'Tro-16"
Cameras
RECENTLY in Hollywood, 1 6mm. cinematographers whose
knowledge of two new professional i6mm. cameras had been
limited to what they had read and seen in the press, had opportunity to actually touch them and inspect them at first hand.
Late in October, the Mitchell Camera Corporation held open
house at its spacious new factory in nearby Glendale. Here six
of the new tripod-mounted cameras were on the floor for guests
to admire, fondle and dream about. One, threaded with film, was
placed at disposal of visiting cameramen, some of whom made
"test shots" of a bevy of bathing girls backdropped by appropriate stage scenery.
Said to do everything the standard Mitchell 3 5mni. camera
will do, the "Mitchell 16" features "rack-over" mechanism
which permits focusing through photographing lens without
disturbing lens position, also an excellent erect-image focusing
telescopic viewfinder which provides five and ten power magnification when desired. Movement of exclusive Mitchell design
features two needle-type register pins and affords high speed as
well as normal speed work.
Built in hand dissolve is standard equipment
and incorporates
• Coiithiiied
oil Pcigc 777a

• Mitchell Camera Company's long heralded "Mitchell 16," which, it is claimed,
will
"do everything
that the also
Mitchell
camera
will do." viewfinder;
Outstandingwillfeature
isoverdouble
registration
sports35mm.
excellent
erect-image
rackfor through
the pins;
lens viewing.
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FILMO

DUO-MASTER

The

All -New

for Homes

9 Duo-Master
High -efficiency 300- wa ttlUumination.
Maximum brilliance! Rhodiumsurfaced, large-diameter reflector;
B&H prealignment gauge.
Adjustable Condensers. Brighter pictures, whatever focal length lens
you use. Easily cleaned.
New Slide Protection. Heat-absorbing glass filter, plus slotted slide
carrier, permits a slide to be left in
place indefinitely — and safely. Filter
has no darkening or detrimental color

features

Bell & Howell
and

assure

Medium-Capacity

finer

effect on the pictures on the screen.
Cool Operation. Natural draft ventilation and triple-walled lamphoase
keep the projector comfortably cool.
Si(fe-operated sUde carrier eliminates need to reach over the top,
through lamp heat.
Drop-out Lamp Replacement. Basedown lamp can be removed quickly,
while hot, without being touched
by hand.
Interchangeable Lenses. Coated high-

Slide Projector
Halls

projection
definition lenses available — 3J-^, 5,
inches in focal length.
AC
volts.or DC. Operates on 105 tc 125
Quick, Accurate Slide Seating. Easyloading, side-operated sUde carrier
takes 2"x 2" slides, paper- or glassmounted.
Stays Where You Put It. Won't "jump
off the screen." Enough weight, and
rubber feet, anchor the Duo-Master
to the table.
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4

Here's

Your

First

Postwar

Filmo!

It's the slide projector you've been waiting for . . . precision engineered with all the skill and "know-how"
for which Bell & Howell are famous.

Refinements

and features are those you have asked

for. Together, they give you a slide projector that is
really simple to operate, really cool, and that projects
on the screen everything you've captured in your film.
The

Duo-Master

really protects your slides, too.

Leave a slide in place indefinitely if you wish — it will
not be damaged

by heat.

Filmo Duo-Masters

are in production now. You'll be

seeing them soon at your Bell & Howell dealer's. When
you see them, you'll be mighty glad you waited!
For illustrated booklet write to Bell & Howell Company, 7125 McCormick
New

York, Hollywood,

Road, Chicago 45. Branches
Washington,

in

D. C, and London.

OPTI-ONICS — products combining the sciences of OPTIcs • electrONics • mechanlCS
Above: Filmo Slide Master — for auditoriums and larger halls. It's still
new in superior 2" x 2", 1000-watt
projection performancel

Precision-Made by

Bell

^

Howell

Since 1907 the Largest Manufacturer of Professional Motion Picture
Equipment for Hollywood and the World
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With

Late

the

amateur

news of the act'iYities of groups
ized to advance
the
hobby
of amateur

PETALUMA (Calif.) Cinema Club was
host on October 2 3rd to members of
\ allejo Movie Club. The program, preceded with an interesting demonstration
by George Ott of his versatile new home
made titler, consisted of the showing
of films by Bob Ellison and Bill MiUmeister.
★ ★ ★
LOS ANGELES 8mm. Club's November
meeting was given over to election activities when J. R. Hornaday was elected
president; Bion B. \ ogel, vice-president;
Harold E. McEv;rs, Secretary; and
Robert C. Beazell, treasurer. "Christmas at Home," Merle and Leslie Williams' trophy winner in Home Movies'
1946 contest, was screened.
★ ★ ★
UTAH Amateur Movie Club, at its November meeting, had an impressive affair of re-awarding the trophies awarded
by Home Movies to the club for its
film "In One Generation" which
placed First in the Documentary Films
Class, also garnered the Achievement
Award for best editing.
★ ★ ★
METROPOLITAN Motion Picture Club,
New York City, screened five impressive
16mm. films at its November meeting.
Included were "A New Song On The
Mesa," by Edmund Shaw; "Song Of
The Open Road," by Charles H. Benjamin; "El Rancho," by .Mrs. Mary Jessop; "Spring Is Here," by Harry Groedel;
and "Pointless Foray," by George
Mesaros.
★ ★ ★

movie

organmovies

poration and Carl F. Forbes of the Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. Members of this
organization which, incidentally, is a
leader among clubs in showing movies
to shutins, made a total of 13 such
showings during the month of October.
★ ★ ★
OKLAHOMA City's Movie Makers Club,
which disbanded during the war, has
been reactivated and at its October
meeting the following officers were
elected: F. L. Glasgow, president; F. P.
Kaspar, vice-president; and Miss Mary
Francis, secretary-treasurer. Notice of
revival of club was publicized by placing announcement cards in show windows of all local photographic dealers.
★ ★ ★
PHILADELPHIA Cinema Club, meeting
for the first time on November 12th
in its new club quarters in the Franklin
Institute Planetarium "Little Theatre,"
had as its guest Mr. F. Carroll Beyer
ol the Ansco Company who demonstrated Ansco Color film, embracing
correct exposure and home processing of
Ansco's color film for the still photo£;rapher.
★ ★ ★
PASADENA (Calif.) Movie Club honored the ladies of the club on their
regular executive meeting November
6th with a turkey dinner and an inter-

(]LII6S

esting programbyofpresident
members' Milton
films which
were screened
Miller
and vice-president Don Barnes. This
club's meetings are held third Wednesof each month in the Pasadena Publicday Library.
★ ★ ★
SEATTLE Amateur Movie Club, at its
November meeting, completed story
plans for its forthcoming film production, appointed a production staff, and
set its next February meeting date as
date for the premiere. Clyde Huntley
was chosen for the leading role; Anchor
Jensen will direct and Charles Grinnell
will do the photography. Plans call for
every member of the club to take
part in the production, either as members of technical and production staff
or as thespians.
★ ★ ★
KENT (Ohio) 8mm. Club members entertained their wives at a covered dish
supper on November 6th in the Pavilion
at Derby Downs, scene of the annual
Soapbox Derby. Feature picture of the
evening was "Hot Water," filmed in
Kodachrome by Earl Cochran of Colorado Springs, Colo. Organization would
like to contact other cine clubs interested in loaning films for showing on
its future club programs. Secretary is
Fied A. Hager, 1676 Brown St., Akron
1, Ohio.
★ ★ ★
LOS ANGELES" Southwest 8mm. Club
has a novel method for scoring its members for movie making
awards.on AsPagefilms
• Continued
787

OMAHA Amateur Movie Club has completed plans for two "get-acquainted
sessions" during December. The first,
to be held at the \'.F.W. Clubhouse
on December 6th, will have as guests
members of the Lens and Shutter Club
and Omaha Camera Club. Th; second,
to be held on December 27th, will be
the organization's annual Christmas
party for members and their friends.
This will take place in the club rooms
in the North Side Public Library.
★ ★ ★
MILWAUKEE'S Amareur Movie Society
devoted its two Novimb^r meetings to
its annual exhibition of films. The November 13th exhibition was d;voted exclusively to 8mm. films while at the
November 27th meeting, 16mm. films
were screened. Guest judges were Charles
C. Kruse of the Atomic Research Cor-

" El er)/foJy shous up ut iiici/ifi'^s tiou that uc ;^iic dishes auay!"
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GEA
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pod

GEAR DRIVE HEAD
Crank action from either side
control] tuper-smootfi 360° pan
65° tilt action. Removable liead
ol DowMetal weiglis only S'A
lbs. Built-in spirit level Gov't
tpec. bronze worm gears. Allmetal cranks. /

STANDARD BASE (LEGS)
For both Gear Drive and Friction
type heads. Rock-steady, compact and light. Permits shooting
heights
of 72"knobs
high on— 42"
Fluted lock
each low.
leg
for positive easy wrist-action adjustments. Non-warping wood
legs haverings.
metal spur feet and
tie-down
* S-L-O-W, super-smooth panning or dynamic action shots are achieved
only when the camera itself is kept rock-steady. A rugged, sturdy and versatile tripod is the only answer. That's why "PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR"
tripods, designed by professional craftsmen, precision made of the finest
materials are the finest available. Interchangeable, both the Gear Drive
and Friction type heads can be used on our Standard Base (Legs), "Hi-Hat"
low-base adaptor and Baby (all-metal) tripod.
FRIGTION TYPE HEAD
Super-smooth
360° knobs
pan -80°
tilt action. Tension
allow
positive adjustments and control.
DowMetal head weighs only Vh
lbs. Built-in spirit level. Extra
sized trunnion (main
insures long service.

•k All leading professional studios and newsreel companies use "PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR" tripods. These tripods handle all 16mm movie cameras and 35mm hand-held
type movie cameras even when equipped with motors and over-sized film magazines;
and fine "view" still cameras. Before purchasing any tripod see "PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR" models and compare. Complete details about our tripods and other camera
accessories in an S-page catalog sent free. Write today!
Tripod Heads i%re Unconditionaill^ diaranteed
3 Years. Order yours noiiv for immediate delivery

FRANK-ZUCKER

CABi£ ADDRfSS: CI NEQU I P

r^AMERA
EQUIPMENT
Vfi^
1600 BROADWAY NYC \
CIrcle 6-5080
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Garner, champion of the trampoHne,
johnny Robinson, horizontal bar expert,
plus some kiddi:s in a 60 second mat
bout. Produced and distributed by
Hawthorne-Gray Productions, 7078
Hollywood Blvd., HoUyv.'ood, subject
ii available with narration in either
English or Spanish. Sale price is S8 5.00.

Football Parade Of The Year, an annual Castle Films release, is again to be
available featuring highlights of the
most important gridiron gam;s of the
1946 season. The review this year will
probably include action scenes from the
Army-Navy, Yale-Harvard, Northwestern-Ohio, Notre Dame-Iowa, IllinoisPittsburgh, Cornell-Dartmouth, California-Stanford, and Georgia Tech-Duke
games. This list is subject to last minute
revisions by the producer. Subject will
be released in 2 8mm. editions and 3
16mm. editions including one sound
version. Castle Film's new 1946-47 catalog is off the press and being distributed through dealers. It contains illustrations and descriptions of 18 new
home movies subjects including animated cartoons which are to be released at intervals each month until
April 1947.

Beach Capers, one reel, 16mm. sound
and color, is a veritable three-ring circus
featuring the "muscle" men and women
that frequent Southern California's
bathing beaches and display thsir prowess in acrobatic, tumbling and contortionist feats. There are Russ Saunders
and his Canadian Aces in a whirlwind
leeterboard act; Diane Robinson, one
of America's ace contortionists; Jimmie

McGuerins Frcm Brooklyn, 5 reels,
16mm. sound, features a star-studded
cast including William Bendix, Grace
Bradley, Arline Judge, Max Baer, Marjorie W'oodworth and others. Story concerns Bendix and his taxi-driver pal Joe
Sawyer in a merry mixup of wives and
girl friends, with all getting in and out
of embarrassing situations that gives
the picture a merry pace and many a
laughable moment. Running time is
47 minutes. Subject is available from
Post Pictures Corporation, 723 Seventh
Ave., New York Citv 19, N.Y.

Aesop Fables is one of the three new
animated cartoon film series produced
in I6mm. color for release in both 8mm.
and 16mm. by Louis Weiss, 4336 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Cahf. Included in the
Aesop Fable series will be Lion And The
Mouse, Hare And The Tortoise, Goose
With The Golden Eggs, Dog In The
Manger, Fox And The Grapes, and The
Boy Who Cried Wolf!

and

Movie

t

FILMS

Churches
Projectors

* ,t ^

*t

Christmas Carols, released by Official Films, Inc., IS \V 45th St., N.Y.
City, is titl; of a series of three 100
foot sound films (monochrome) which
may be purchased separately, if desired.
Each reel consists of two carols, as follows: Come All Ye Faithful and Noel,
If Came Upon A Midnight Ckar and
lay To The World, and Hark The Herald Angels Sing and Silent Night. Price
per 100 foot reel is S9.00. Also offered
IS a combination reel which includes all
six carols, available at S2 5.00. Additional musical films now available
through Official Films and associated
dealers are: College Songs And Campuses, a16mm. sound subject with special
appeal to all age groups that includes
shots made on 1 5 beautiful college
campuses of the country; also, St. Louis
Blues with Alvino Rev and his orchestra.

Escape To Death Valley, l6mm. Kodachrome, screening for 10 minutes,
pictures all the beauty of the famed
desert area in Southern California. The
colorful scenes are swiftly paced with
none of the overly-long scenes so often
found in pictures of this type. The narration describes the rugged canyons and
ghost towns; the breath taking beauty
found at each turn in the road, and
• Continued on Page 779
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MAIL ORDERS
GIVEN
SPECIAL ATTENTION
FOR CHRISTMAS
DELIVERY

FOR
I.^MEDIATE
DELIVERY
ORDER
SHIPPED

CAMERA

86 S. SIXTH STREET

95

NATIONAL

16MM. SOUND FILMS
COMPLETE FEATURES
Custer's
Last Burma,
Stand, 790 reels
minutes
$ 79.50
Bombs Over
99.50
The Singing Cowgirl, Musical Western
6 reels
99.50
Regular Fellers, 8 reels from the popular comic strip
99.50
Lone Star Marshall, excellent western,
6 reels
75.00
When a Man Rides Alone, Western,
6 reels
75.00
Joe Louis Heavyweight Fights, 4 reels,
48 minutes
45.00
Timid Ghost, 2 reels of Comedy
35.00
PROJECTORS
Excel 16mm. motor driven projector,
Eastman 500 watt Kodascope, model
"B", self threading with Walnut case,
reverse, "still" automatic rewind 95.00
Agfa 16mm. projector, brought from
Germany, a precision built machine 95.00
Eastman
"C" rewind,
Kodascope,
motor 39.50
driven, model
automatic
200 watt
Keystone 16mm. projector, 750 watt 69.50
Irwin 16mm. projector, 100 watt, motor
driven
.
1950
$ 13.

MOVIE CAMERAS
Ditmar 8mm. camera F 2.8
Steinheil, uses standard
film, 16 and 8 frames per
second, excellent
$ 59.50
Eastman 16mm. model "B"
3.5 lens,
camera,
cost 100'
capacity, Foriginal
49.50
$85.00
Seimens 16mm. magazine camera, F 2.8 Busch lens, 816-64 speeds, and single
frame, 3 extra magazines.. 59.50
Victor model V. like new,
with 1 .5 Wollensak lens,
and case, turret front, critical focuser, variable speeds 169.50
Victor model V. like new,
with F 2.9 lens, and case
turret front, critical focuser
variable speeds .
139.50
Bell Howell 70-DA with positive viewfinder, case, 1 in.
1.5 Taylor, Hobson, Cooke
lens
375.00
Universal Cinemaster, 8mm.
equipped with F 2.5 lens,
coated and case, new
69.50
Coated telephoto lens for
above, $26.07 additional.
QRS DeVry 16mm. camera
equipped with 3.5 lens,
100' capacity
49.50
Bell & Howell 16mm. magazine camera, made for
army use, operates on 24
volt, variable speeds, 3.5
lens
49.50
Brand new Bell Howell straight
"8" 8mm. camera, with
' 2 inch 1.9 lens and case 74.50
Film for above, $1 .55 per roll
including processing.
Brand new 8mm. Bell Howell
straight "8' camera only.. 19.50
35mm. Bell Howell Eyemo
complete with lens
99.50
Eastman model "A" camera
hand driven, 100' capacity
1.9 lens, like new, original cost $225.00
69.50

LENSES
8 OR 16MM. CAMERAS
Carlinch Zeiss
world's cameras
finest, 3S 135.00
F4 forSonnar,
8 or 16mm.
85.00
Hugo
Meyer
Plasmat,
2
inch
Pan Tachar Astro Berlin, 3 InchF F1.51.8
Carl ZeiSs 40mm. (practically 2 inch) 135.00
79.50
Biotar, coated, F2
Bell & Howell Telate, 2 inch F 3.5, 99.50
59.50
Bell & Howell 6 inch Eyemax, F 4.5
Hugo Meyer, convertible plasmat, 21/2
inch F4 4.5,
F8. 4% inch F 6.5$ 69.50
85.00
Kawee
inch31/2F inch
4.5
Luxor one inch F 1.5
39.50
Dallmeyer I inch F 1.9, fair condition 39.50
Schneider Xenon, one inch F 1.5 79.50
Dallmeyer I Inch F 2.9, focusing mount 49.50
Taylor Hobson Cooke, I inch F 1.5 135.00
Britar 11/2 inch F 2.7
45.00
Wollensak I inch F 3.5, fixed focus . 29.50
Eastman 4 Inch F 2.7
79.50
Berthlot,
1/2 inchF 2.7FI.9,
Eastman 9mm.
widefocusing
angle, coated 52.00
for Eastman model 90 Magazine 8mm.
camera, new
38.90
Eastman 38mm. F 2.5 for above camera, coated new
56.40
Bell & Howell Lumax I inch F 1.9.
coated, new
86.33
Eastman I inch 1.9 lens, no focusing
mount
25.00
Apos 11/2 inch F 3.5 for 8mm. cameras 22.50
Bell & Howell Ansix, I inch F 2.7,
focusing mount
65.00
Bell & Howell Wi inch F 3.5 for 8mm.
cameras
33.50

Write for our Complete
Photographic Equipment
Catalog just off the press!
EXCHANGE

MINNEAPOLIS 2, MINN.

TODAY
TOMORROW

(Continued)
UniversalPROJECTORS
8mm. 500 watt proiector,
new,
1.6 lens
69.50
Rev-e 500 watt 8mm. projector, new,
with case
132.00
SOUND PROJECTORS
Carl Zeiss 16mm. sound projector, no
speaker or amplifier, but has sound
head
$ 75.00
Victor model 24, 1000 watt, 16mm. sound
projector, 2 case runs silent or sound 245. CO
Holmes 16mm. Arc projector, low intensity, complete with speaker, amplifier - 595.00
Ampro 1000 watt C special, 30 watt amplifier, 2 case unit
395.00
Victor, latest model 40-B, two case,
like new. list price $465.00
295.C0
Victor model 41, single case, excellent
condition
275.00
Bell & Howell two case model 120, excellent condition, original cost S640.G0 375.00
Universal 16mm. sound projector complete
amplifier
no speaker
Brand new withEastman
latestbutmodel
16mm. 125 00
sound projector,
complete
with
autorecord &changer
Brand newmatic Bell
Howell latest model 395.00
179 with cordamatic
579.00
Brand new Natco 16mm. sound projector, 2 case with microphone 489.00
MOVIE ACCESSORIES
Revere genuine leather sheath case with
neck strap
$ 4.60
Keystone genuine leather sheath case . . 5.50
Eastman magazine model 90 case, genuine leather
6.50
Revere& genuine
leather eveready
case . 6.50
Bell
Howell sportster
or companion,
leather case
9.50
Keystone, genuine leather sheath case . 7.95
Eastman 16mm. magazine compartment
case
31.40
Eastman model 33 projector case, made
by Eastman
8.55
Eastman model 70 projector case, made
by Eastman
10.25
Revere& projector
case, titler,
beautifully
Bell
Howell 8mm.
mademade
by 12.50
Bell & Howell
29.50
Eastman 8 or 16mm. titler
8.40
Eastman focusing finder, for magazine Eastman camera
22.40
Bell & Howell lens cleaning kit, for
coated lenses
1.95
Franklin 8 or 16mm. Super film splicer 6.95
Franklin President splicer for 8-16 sound
or silent
13.50
Besbee
Efectograph, gives new outlines 8.95
for movies
F&R 16mm. action editor
10.50
Craig
400' senior rewinds, each 8 or 5.95
16mm
Craig
400' junior rewinds, each 8 or 2.50
16mm
New Shutterbug pan and tilt top for
all tripods
2.95
Albert P.oyal tripod and head
21.50
Testrite movie tripod with pan and tilt
head
9.95
Newcans,Belleach
& Howell 8mm. 200' reels or
55
New 400' steel 16mm. reels, 10 for . 2.00
New 2000' Bell & Howell 16mm. reels . 4.25
New 800' steel reels
1.45
Bell & Howell editor consisting of diagonal splicer, one geared rewind,
and post
13.70
New Craig
motion
editor
with
400'
rewinds and splicer, 16mm
61.50
New <5x60 glass beaded tripod screens 33.00
New 52x70 glass beaded tripod screens 39.50
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Technique For Home
Continued from Page 739

Movies

order to a series of shots like these is
to edit them in accordance with the
camera's distance from the subject. For
example, we could start with a long
shot, cut to a medium shot, and end up
on a closeup. Or we can reverse this

^

arrangement and start with a closeup
and work to a long shot. There are
other patterns such as starting with a
closeup, then cutting to a medium shot,
then to a long shot, back again to a
medium shot, and end on a closeup.

SOUND

y^f^

/

ffLM

U

WHERE

OR

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM
Evans Motion Picture Co.
2107 5th Ave., N. (3)
Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North (I)
CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK
Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue
HOLLYWOOD
Bailey Film Service
20+4 N. Berendo St. (27)
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
714 N. La. Brea Ave.
Camera Craft
6764 Lexington Ave.
He 0443
Castle's
1529 Vine Inc.Street
LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.
LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. eth Street
Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)
Raike Company
829 S. Flower St. (14)
CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD
Inter Church Press Corp
17 May St.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1221 G St., N. W.
GEORGIA
DECATUR
Popular Pictures Company
P. O. Box 223
IDAHO
BOISE
Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.
Williams'
1007 Main Photo
St. Service
ILLINOIS
BERWYN
Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.
CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.
Bolotin Camera Eitchange
729 W. Roosevelt Road (7)
Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street
Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street
Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)

Many

. .

TO

RENT

BR
BUV

8mm

This, too, can obviously be reversed. By
sticking to such simple editing arrangements the film is given a visual beginning and an end that will be clear
and logical when viewed on the screen.
The particular editing pattern that
you select depends, of course, upon the
subject matter, the shots you have
taken, and your own personal fancy.
Since you have all the necessary shots.

SILENT
Allies
AND

l6mm^\\.\hS

ILLINOIS — Continued
URBANA
Bailey Film Service
404 N. Goodwin Avenue

NEW YORK CITY— (Continued)
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.
Haber & Fink, Inc.
12-14 Warren St.

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
Stark Films.
537 N. Howard St. (I)

King 3rd
ColesAve.Sound
340
(ZoneService
10)
Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
Don Boylston
Elder's Film
LibraryHM
739
St., Dept.
Claus Gelotte. Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens
Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little BIdg.
Wholesome Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose Street
BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

& Camera
55Mogull's
W. 48thFilms
St. (Radio
City)Exchange. Im
National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street
Nu Art Films, Inc.
145 West 45th Street
SOS Cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St. (18)

Stanley-Winthrop's,
90
Washington St. Inc.
OUINCV
MICHIGAN
DfcTROIT
Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street
ROYAL OAK
Hy-Wilde Came'a Shop
1029 S. Washington at Harrison Ave.
NEW JERSEY

PASSAIC
The
No^Wat-Ka
257 Main
AvenueCo.
ROSELLE PARK
Union County Film Service
130 Chestnut St.

NEW YORK
ALBANY
Hallenbeck
Riley
562
Broadway& (7)
BALDWIN
Eastern Film Supply Co.
2 Westminster Road
BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,
7508 Third Avenue (9)
BUFFALO
Hans Untried
3104-06 Main St. (14)
NEW YORK CITY
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

OHIO
CLEVELAND
Clneshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road
Foto Center, Inc.
10004 St. Clair Avenue
DAYTON
DaytonHepburn
Film (8-16)
222/
Ave. Rental Libraries
OREGON
PORTLAND
Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN
James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.
RHODE ISLAND
WOONSOCKET
Yvonne's Photo Supply
557 Social Street
TENNESSEE
CHAHANOOGA 2
Grady Young Co.,
108 W. 8th St.
NASHVILLE
Churchwell's
510 DeaderickFilmosound
St. (3) Branch Library
VIRGINIA
NORFOLK
Tidewater Movie Service
218 W. 38th St. (8)
WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON
2
Elrner 8. Simoson
816 W. Virginia St.

Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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the final editing scheme can be planned
after the film has been shot and processed. Then you can arrange and rearrange the shots in any order you prefer best. If possible, though, it is best
to conceive beforehand just how the
film is to be edited, for then camera
angles can be planned accordingly.
I had occasion recently to follow this
practice when I visited my sister and
her family, taking along my i6mm.
Filmo. She had long urged me to make
some movies of the children. When I
arrived at her home, her husband, who
is an artist, was busy in the garden on
a portrait of one of his young daughters.
This suggested a theme for the movie
shots I had been summoned to make: I
would reverse things and have the children do the painting.
Giving them dry brushes and another
framed painting to work with, I told
them to move the brushes over the
painting exactly as their daddy had been
doing. How they loved it! I didn't have
to worry about their becoming camera
shy. They were so absorbed in what
they were doing that they paid no attention to me.
Using a one inch lens, I began by
making a long shot that included the
setting, the children, and my brotherin-law "posing" as their model. I moved
a little closer and made some shots with
him in the foreground. Reversing camera position, I made a shot with the
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Now

Readv,

Embodies the slimness, ruggedness, sensitivity, selective viewing
angle, and the dependability of the
famous Universal Master II; but
also provides the following features
for movie makers:
• Calibrated especially for cine' cameras.
• Calculator dial "pre-set" for film, type of camera,
and shutter speed , no manipulation while in action.
• Virtually direct-reading in use.
• Invaluable for black-and-white ... a "must" for color.
-See the new Cine' Model Master II at your dealer's . . .
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 626 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

Weston
UNIVERSAL an'd CINE' Models

^0 JCRAP/NG;

1 6
UTT
There's new speed, ease and permanence in splicing ALL 16 mm
LEKTRA SPLICEMASTER "16". In three quick steps . . 15 seconds
butt welds a splice that's stronger than film itself. (1) Trim both ends
taneously on built in trimmer. (2) Clamp film into position, press
Current cuts off automatically . . splice is finished. (3) Trim edges
on built in edge trimmer. No scraping to weaken film. No messy
soaking or cementing. Splicemaster makes a true flat weld that passes
all critical film gates. Built in editing light. Hammertone finish
aluminum base, steel fittings. 110-115 Volts A.C. 50-60 cycle.
Built in self compensator for line voltage fluctuations.
Gives long years of dependable service. Weighs 5 lbs.
Measures 9" x 5'/;" x 4". Guaranteed one year . . $29.50
(slightly higher west of Rockies)
AT YOUR DEALERS
OR WRITE
LSKTRfi

LflBORRTORIES.

30 East 10th Street

inc.

Nev^ York 3. N.Y.

|C A
NO CEMENT! G!
NO OVERLAPPIN
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exposure

meter

Get more from your camera
on every shot. New, improved
G-E exposure meter gives you
correct exposure fast. Easy to
use. Lighter. Sturdier. New,
easy-to-read dials. Plus accuracy that makes G-E "the
choice of experts." A grand
gift. Ask your photographic
dealer for the new G-E meter
... 3 meters in one! General
Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

GENERAL

®

ELECTRIC

children in foreground and their father
in the background.
Turning my attention to the children
themselves as they worked at their
"painting," I shot over the chair on
\ which the canvas was propped, directly
1 into their faces for an intimate closeup
; study of the children. I reversed my
position again and shot over their heads
and into the canvas to show their hands
at work. Going to each side of the
children, I made low side-angle shots.
With a two-inch lens, I made a large
close-up of each of their faces to catch
their intense expressions. Finally, in
conclusion, I took a shot over their
heads and toward the painting; I dollied
the camera forward until the lens
touched the canvas. This last shot, with
everything going out of focus as the
camera approached the painting, would
serve as the closing shot of this little
"short."
All in all, by keeping the footage of
each shot down, I ended up with fourteen different views. Though I had no
definite idea how I would edit the film,
except for the final shot, I discovered
when the film came back from the processors that there was hardly any editing necessary. Because of the simple
order in which the shots were made,
all seemed to fit perfectly just where
I they were.
The only important change made was
to inter-cut the close-ups. In the midst
of side shots of the children, I cut in

Special Effects Via Varied
* CutithiiuJ from Puxf 741
and varying the camera speed to obtain
special effects. (In the case of sound
films, of course, projection speed cannot
be changed without altering results of
! the sound track) .
Time Condensation: For convenience,
the matter of camera speeds may be
considered under three headings: timecondensation, below-normal speeds, and
above-normal speeds. Time-condensation
is, toitbeis sure,
"below-normal"
speed,
but
more a convenient
to consider
it separately. The distinction is as follows: in time-condensation shots, the
camera comes to a full stop between
frames; in below-normal speeds, the
camera mechanism moves continuously,
however slowly.
Time-condensation should not be
confused with animation, a basic device which will be discussed thoroughly
later in this series. Time-condensation
speeds up movement which already exists in the object photographed; animation creates the illusion of motion in
something which is actually inanimate.
In time-condensation we merely allow
time to elapse between frames; in animation, we ourselves alter the subject
between frames. In time-condensation.

with the close-ups and then back to the
medium shot. But except for these two
close-ups, the overall editing was the
simple one of a progression from a long
shot
to a close-up accomplished at time
of filming.
There is just as much movie making
skill required in filming a short film
such as this as in making a multi-reel
picture. In fact, filming impromptu
"shorts" off the cuff, so to speak, is
excellent training for more serious
movie making. In story films the skill
of the cameraman is often concealed in
the drama that unfolds on the screen.
Similarly in travelogues, the beauty and
interest of new people, lands and customs becomes so absorbing, the skill of
the cameraman and of the editor is forFiowever, with home movies that
picture
gotten. our families and friends and the
everyday natural activities of people of
interest perhaps only to those in our
immediate family, there is need for similar cinematic skills. And successful
achievement will follow where the camera is carefully and skilfully used rather
than in the familiar hit or miss fashion.
Family movies, the true home movies
for which most of us originally acquired cameras, will be enhanced by
careful composition, by choice use of
camera angles and, in editing, by the
professional pattern of progressive
building toward revealing closeups of
the subject of interest.

Camera

Speeds

. . .

the resulting speed depends on length
of the time intervals between exposures;
in animation, it depends solely upon
how much we have altered the subject,
oi moved it, between exposures.
Time-condensation shots used to be
known, in the days of hand cranking,
as "one turn, one picture" shots, for
the reason that the crank used to be
placed on a special shaft, which resulted in the exposure of one frame only
for each turn of the crank, instead of
eight frames per turn on the normal
shaft.
On the modern spring motor driven
sub-standard camera, the single frame
may be exposed in several ways. The
most convenient, naturally, is to use
the single frame button, if the camera
is equipped with such an attachment,
as many are. If the regular release on
most cameras is tapped as lightly as
possible, only two or three frames will
be exposed. This is not as reliable or
uniform as the use of the single frame
button, but many amateurs have obtained eminently satisfactory results in
this way. Some cameras offer the possibility of disconnecting the motor and
cranking one frame by hand. This is
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perhaps better. A little practice is needed to obtain a steady and uniform rate
of speed in cranking, but the cinematographer knows exactly how many
frames have been exposed. In the case
of the first two methods, exposure will
be normal, or very near it. In the case
of hand cranking, it will be necessary
to do a little timing to determine the
speed of cranking; if it requires onehalf second to make one turn of the
crank, for example, the exposure will
be one quarter of a second.
Time-condensation may be used for
many purposes, but of these one stands
out head and shoulders above the others
— making plant growth visible. Every
home movie maker should film at least
once the opening of a rosebud, or something similar, for the accelerated screen
result is one of the authentic thrills of
sub-standard movie production.
The method is basically simple. The
camera is focused upon the subject as
usual. Then single frames are exposed
at suitable intervals. The only fresh
problem is that of the interval to be
allowed between exposures, and determination of this is not difficult.
Let us say, for purposes of illustration, that we wish to film a rosebud
over a period of ten hours. How long
do we want the action to take on the
screen? If we speed things up so that
it is all over in five seconds, say, the
scene will be on and off the screen
before the audience can appreciate it.
If we stretch it out to ten minutes,
the result will be boring and monotonous. So suppose, as a first try, we make
it one minute — short enough to retain
interest, yet long enough to give the
spectators a chance to appreciate the
full beauty of the graceful movement.
One minute of projection time is 60
seconds, and in 60 seconds we need
60 X r6 frames, or 960. This means that
we must take 960 frames over a period
of ten hours, or 96 per hour. This works
out at one frame every yjYz seconds,
which means that it will be close
enough if we make one exposure every
3 5 or 40 seconds.
In cases where it may be more convenient, another method of computation may be used. We want to reduce
ten hours of action to one minute. Ten
hours is equal to 600 minutes. To reduce 60 minutes to one means that we
must film at i / 6ooth of the normal
rate. Now, i 6ooth of 16 is 2/75ths;
if we take only 2/75ths of a frame for
each second of elapsed time, we want a
complete frame each 37/2 seconds. The
answer is the same; circumstances will
determine which method is the more
convenient in a given case.
All that remains, then, is to expose
one frame of the flower each 3 J or
40 seconds, and at the end of ten
hours we will have our desired one
minute of accelerated action. If we are
filming in the open air, the hght will
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You CAN get the one and only

vary during the ten hours, but the
change will be gradual and usually
not at all disturbing. (In the case of
animation, the hght usually must be held
constant.) If the action continues beyond one day, it may be necessary to use
artificial light.
Naturally, such shooting over extended periods of time can become pretty
tiresome, and it may be necessary to have
an assistant who will take over in alternate shifts. If there is any intention of
doing more than one or two of these
time-condensation subjects, it would
probably be desirable, in the interests of
continuing sanity, to rig up or purchase
some sort of automat to do the job. Instruction for constructing such devices
have been published frequently, and are
not unduly complicated. They are
also available commercially.
Aside from plant growth, many interesting subjects lend themselves to this
treatment — the frosting over of a window, the formation of crystals, the
freezing of a pond, the melting of a snow
man in the sun. A special case, and a
rather interesting one, is the use of timecondensation to record the construction
of a building from excavation to completion. This was done in New York
when the Paramount Theatre Building
was erected, years ago, so that the whole
operation could be shown on the screen
in about ten minutes with startling

effect. For this, the camera need not be
left permanently in place if a tripod is
anchored securely in a suitable spot, with
means for insuring that the camera goes
on in exactly the same position each time.
Very beautiful effects can often be
obtained by setting up on a slow moving
cloud formation, usually with a sky
filter, and taking one frame every second
or two. The resulting majestic cloud
patterns are beautiful in themselves, or
can be used as effective title backSmooth and impressive time-lapse
grounds.
shots may be made in a similar way. To
show the passage of time from day to
night, for example, we may set up on a
distant view of a village in the afternoon
and take frames at intervals until night
has fallen and the streetlights are illuminated.
Below-normal Speeds: Under this
heading we are mostly concerned with
8 and 12 frames per second, since these
are the subnormal speeds available most
frequently on home movie cameras. If
we film at 8 frames per second, action
on the screen will be doubled in speed;
at 12 frames, the increase will be only
one-third, which is not too noticeable in
most cases.
The accelerated movement produced
by below-normal filming speeds is chiefly useful for the production of comedy
and melodramatic
effects. Comedy

QUICK-SET
TRIPOD
Your dealer may not be able to give you
immediate delivery — even though we are
delivering more QUICK-SET Tripods
than ever before in our history. But you
cati get the QL'ICK-SET you want with
only a short wait. There are many Tripods
on the market but many leading photographers insist that there is none that measures up to QLICK-SET'S all around quality. Send for this brochure . . . learn the
many reasons why you should insist on
QUICK-SET and accept no substitute.
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• From among the films submitted
between January 1st and September
for review by readers each month,
30th, are automatically entered in
the editors select the best and award
Home Movies' annual contest, subject
a Home Movies' certificate for the to a second review prior to the final
Movie of the Month. A special illus- judging.
trated review of the film also appears
Films receiving Movie of the Month
in the magazine. All films submitted
certificates during the past twelve
months
are:
to the editors for review and criticism
JANUARY '46: No award.
FEBRUARY '46: No award.
MARCH '46: "Escape," produced
by H. D. Atwood, Ajo, Arizona. An
8mm. Kodachrome picture, 250 feet
in length.
APRIL '46: No award.
MAY '46: "Zoo Album," produced
by John Kibar, Racine, Wise. An 8mm.
Kodachrome picture, 125 feet in
length.

QUICK-SET, INC.
173? Diverse/ Parkway
Chicago 14, Illinois
Please send me withoijt obligotion a copy of your
detailed brochure on QUICK-SET Tripods.
Name
AddressCify
_Stote_
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JUNE '46: "Tussie Mussie," produced by Albert H. Duvall, Galesburg,
III. An 8mm. Kodachrome picture,
200 feet in length.
JULY '46: "This Is The Story Of
Alladin's Lamp," produced by Rich
Johnston, M.D., Ogden, Utah. A 16mm. production in black and white
and color, 400 feet in length.

AUGUST '46: "Tiny Town," produced by Edmund Turner, Detroit,
Michigan. A 16mm. Kodachrome picture 400 feet in length.
SEPTEMBER '46: "The Past Master," produced by George A. Valentine, Glenbrook, Conn. An 8mm.
Kodachrome
picture, 200 feet in
length.
OCTOBER '46: "Conscience," produced by the Parkchester Cine Club, 1
Bronx, New York. A 16mm. mono- ;
chrome picture 700 feet in length. '
NOVEMBER '46: No award.
DECEMBER
"46: "Streetcar To
Heaven," produced by Arthur H.
Smith, San Francisco, Calif. A 16mm.
Kodachrome
picture 600 feet in
length.
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effects are gained mostly by exaggerating normal speeds; many types of action
become awkward and ridiculous when
their tempo is increased. Effects of melodrama are mostly obtained by faking
action at moderate speed and using the
camera control to accelerate it to normal. The reason for this may be convenience, greater safety, or a number of
other considerations. In a fight scene, a
terrific punch to the jaw may be faked
at moderate speed, and when accelerated
becomes a terrific "sock." A car "speeding" down the road at 3 5 m.p.h. may
be made to appear to be doing 70.
One of the favorite amateur shots of
this type is to set up the camera with a
good view of an intersection in the center of town and film at 8 frames per
second. As a result, pedestrians will dash
along the sidewalk like mad, traffic will
roar through the streets; and the general
tempo will lead to many comic effects.
Many of the effects described last
month under Reverse Action can be
most effectively obtained by filming
in reverse at 8 pictures per second.
In filming slowly, the exposure given
each frame is increased. At 8 frames, the
exposure is about 1/1 5 of a second; at
12 frames, about 1/25. This means
stopping down a full stop at 8 frames
per second, and half a stop at 12 frames.
Conversely, we may keep the aperture normal and use less light — half
as much at 8 frames, three quarters
at 12 frames per second.
This fact may be taken advantage of
when scenes must be filmed in rather
poor light, as in dimly lit interiors.
Stage any necessary action at a very
deliberate tern,po, and film at 8 frames
per second.
In rare cases, it may be desirable to
alter camera speed during a shot, so
as to accelerate the sudden take-off of
a car, for example. However, it is difficult to alter speed and diaphragm
smoothly at the same instant, and it will
usually be possible to change to a different angle of focal length at the critical
moment, breaking the shot into two,
one filmed at normal speed and one at
8 frames per second.
Above-normal Speeds: Speed for
giving "slow motion" effects vary on
different cameras, but may include
such rates as 24, 32, 48 and 64 frames
per second. We shall consider these as
a group, merely remarking in passing
that when we want a real slow motion
effect on the screen it is well to use 64,
or at least 48, frames per second for any
strongly marked result; 24 is chiefly
for shots to be sychronized with sound,
and gives no marked deceleration; 32
produces an appreciable effect in cases
where we want to retard speed without
making it really slow.
Perhaps the most popular use of
slow motion is the filming of sports,
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dancing, animals, feats of skill, and the
like, to be screened at a rate which permits us to appreciate fully the beauty
and skill of the movements involved,
or to study them with a view to improvement and correction. This method
has been used by athletes, coaches, trainers and others for study and improvement. A closely related field is that
of motion-study in industry, using slow
motion to analyze a worker's movements in handling this or that machine.
More important in dramatic films is
the use of slow motion to create a
dreamy, graceful effect of fantasy. In
comedy or dream sequences, characters
may be made to appear to float through
space with the greatest of ease by simple use of slow motion.
Equally useful on frequent occasions
is the employment of slow motion to
prolong a scene which would otherwise
be so short that it would be on and off
the screen before the spectator could
appreciate it. An example is the swift
flight of a bird. The filmer has no control
over the speed with which the bird
flies, and if he shoots at normal tempo,
the entire scene may occupy only two or
three seconds and be extremely disappointing. Byfilming the same action
at 32 frames per second, or even more,
the action may be stretched to six,
eight or ten seconds, with far greater
effect. Since the spectator does not
know the speed with which the original
action took place, he will not usually
be conscious of the fact that trickery
has been used.
Another valuable purpose which may
be served bv above-normal camera

speeds is the smoothing out of uneven,
bumby camera movement. When filming
from a vehicle, for example, where the
camera will be bounced about more or
less, the use of 32 or more frames per
second will do much to smooth out the
rough spots.
Similarly, if you cannot resist making
a panning shot of an expanse of landscape, set the camera for 32 or 48 frames
per second, then furget thh fact and pan
at what seems to you about the correct
rate of movement. Since the amateur invaribly pans twice or three times too
fast, the slow motion effect will bring
things down to about the right speed.
Being just the opposite of belownormal speeds, above-normal speeds
naturally demand increased exposure.
At 3 2 frames, we must open up a full
stop; at 64, two full stops. This fact
may be taken advantage of in those
occasional cases where there is too much
light, such as filming an eclipse of the
sun, the interior of a fiery furnace, an
arc lamp, or the like.
A rather special case is that of filming titles with fades made by closing
down the diaphragm. Say that the correct exposure at normal camera speed
is f 16. Since our smallest stop is usually f 22, it is obvious that we cannot
get much of a fade by closing down by
f 16 to f 22. A simple solution is to
set the camera at 64 frames per second,
permitting us to open up at f 8 and
from f 8 to f 22 we can make a
quite acceptable fade, finishing, of
course, by clapping our hand or a lens
cap over the lens to provide a complete black-out at the finish.

Application Of Stroboscopes
• Continued from Page 746
complete revolution per second. If we
photograph this action with a cine camera operating at 16 f.p.s., what happens?
The answer is obvious: the wheel will
appear to stand still because both the
wheel and the camera shutter are turning
at identical speeds. Every time the camera shutter opens and closes, the wheel
advances the distance of one spoke or
1 16th of a turn, so that when the
camera shutter opens again for the sucseeding exposure, the wheel spokes appear to be in the identical position they
were for the first exposure and obvious1)- there has been no action. Actually,
of course, what action took place occurred during the interval the camera
shutter was closed.
Now if the wheel is turning slower
than one revolution per second and the
camera shutter speed remains at 16
t.p.s., the action of the wheel when
projected will appear to be running
backwards. Conversely, speeding up the
wheel would produce the opposite effect

. .

— make it appear to be moving forward.
A similar effect may be achieved without photography by providing a flashing
lamp to illuminate the rotating wheel
and observing the result at first hand.
The effect can be more easily studied if
you have an electric fan in your home.
Turn it on with the room lights lit, then
as you switch off the power you will
observe the fan blades apparently moving forward, then suddenly reverse
the apparent direction of travel as
speed of the blades diminishes. This phenomena used to be credited to various
causes, from optical illusion to growing
pains, until a Dr. Harold Edgerton saw
its possibilities and put it to practical
use. It first came to general public
attention as a means of setting the speed
of spring motor driven phonograph
turntables.
So much for the principle of the
stroboscope. It will be seen, then, that
any rotating object bearing an equal
number of spokes, segments, serrations.
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or dots will, when viewed in the light
of a flashing lamp (in this case a lamp
powered by alternating current which
provides pulsations imperceptible to the
eye), appear to be moving forward,
backward or remain stationary, depending upon its speed of travel in relation to the flash interval of the lamp.
We see, then, how this principle
can be applied to govern the speed of
the amateur's projector and of his turntables. Placing a suitable stroboscope
pattern on one of the moving parts and
illuminating it by a flashing light, speed
of the equipment may be adjusted and
held constant.
The familiar stroboscope pattern is
that of a disc divided into an equal
number of segments or spokes. However
this type stroboscope is not always the
easiest for the amateur to make and
sometimes is impractical of application
on some types of equipment. In preparing to mark off a disc into segments, the first step is to measure its
perimeter and place a dot indicating
the center of each segment. I found it
more practical to use the dot alone.
In the case of my turntables, I placed
the dots on the rim of the turntables
making them large enough for easy
observation and painting them white.
For my projector stroboscope, I also
used dots instead of segments.
The dotted rims of the turntables
are pictured in Fig. 2 and it will be
noted that there are two rows of dots —
one for 78 r.p.m. speed and one for
33 1/3 r.p.m. These are more clearly
illustrated at A in Fig. 1. When the
turntable is turning at exactly 33 1 3
r.p.m. speed, the dots will appear as
shown at B, neither moving to the left
or the right while the turntable is in
motion. Increasing the turntable speed
to 78 r.p.m., the strobo dots for this
speed appear to remain stationary while
the 33 1/3 speed dots appear as a
blurred streak.
Fig. 3 shows application of the strobo
disc to face of film sprocket of the
projector. Here two rows of dots are
also used — one for 16 f.p.s. speed and
the other for 24 f.p.s. In cut D of this
illustration the disc is shown stationary. At E it is shown revolving at
16 f.p.s. and at F at 24 f.p.s. — exact
speed being indicated by the apparent
static position of the respective circle
of dots.
The recommended light source for
illuminating such stroboscopes is the
small neon lamp such as used in electronics. These are readily available from
your radio supply house. This lamp
has the inherent property of flashing
on and off more perceptibly than the
ordinary incandescent lamp and therefore renders more effective observation
of the stroboscope. When powered with
alternating current it flashes on and
off completely with each voltage change
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AND ALL of 'em synonymous with
you-know-what. That's right! Corn
That's Hollywood Holiday, the latest
of the Lewis and Burkett epic produc
tions. It's the saga of a country girl
who wins a trip to Hollywood, visits al
of the hot spots, but finally has to return to tend to the cows and critters
During this process all of the girl comes
out of the country and quite a bit of the
country comes out of the girl.
But she does see Hollywood. Columbia Square, N.B.C., Grauman's Chinese,
and many other spots are visited, in the
company of a commentator whose title
should be Kernel — for he really shucks
it.
Too, it could be called an all-star
production for it has Skelton and Hayworth and Robinson, not to mention
Boyer and Coddard and Burgess Meredith and a pair of promising bit players
named Hope and Rooney. Likewise a
few assorted Earl Carroll girls prance in
to the most beautiful lens in the world.
It's a pretty good little picture, and,
so help me, it actually DID get some
laughs from the pre-view audience the
other night. And pre-view audiences
are notoriously hardboiled.
Vital statistics department: Buy it
in 8 or 16; silent or noisy. It's in Kodachrome, and it's 400 feet from end to
end.
So you can get in touch with Lewis
and Burkett at 6018 Fountain Avenue
which is in Hollywood 28. (There
really is no such town as Hollywood
but the Los Angeles post office grins
and bears it because the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce is just like
every Chamber of Commerce. They're
corny, too. )
PS. I have a personal reason for wanting
you to buy it. For I wrote most af it. NO!
Officer! Please don't hit me with that
rubber hose again! I'm guilty! And I'm
GLAD!
(Advertisement)

per cycle which is two times per cycle.
In the case of 60 cycle A.C. current
this would be 120 times per second.
Thus, if a disc with 120 dots is revolved so that the dots appear to stand
still when viewed with a neon lamp,
its speed will be found to be one revolution fvsr second or 60 revolutions per
minute. If, instead, 30 equally spaced
dots are used on the stroboscope, the
speed will be 2 r.p.s. or 120 r.p.m. For
example:
F2

R.P.S. = Lines
R.P.M.

F2
Lines

60

where:
F — frequency,
"lines"
—
number
of lines (orand
dots)
on disc.
The formula for the dot stroboscope designs illustrated is quite simple:
NL
ST
F
FPS

=
=
=
=

Number of lines
Sprocket teeth
Frequency
Frames per second

Ideas For Youi
• Continued from Page 735

Christmas

saying, "Go on, there isn't any Santa
The three girls then extinguish the
lights
Claus!"and go upstairs to retire, but in
a little while, Joann returns with her
stocking and hangs it over the fireplace
beside those of her sisters'. Then she
sits awhile in the armchair beside the
fireplace and presently falls asleep and
dreams. A little gnome materiaUzes
from the hearth and beckons Joann to
follow him, and thus begins the sequence picturing her dream. (The little
gnome, incidentally was done in animation by Mr. Flucke and then superimposed over the live action scene in
the best professional manner. Less
skilled movie amateurs could find a
suitable alternative for this where the
same trend of continuity was desired).
Joann is led to Santa's home in the
north, a gaily lit cottage with many
windows. Joann approaches and through
the windows sees Santa's workshop
turning out an endless array of toys
and gifts. In a corner is old Santa himself, poring over his huge book listing
the wants of children who have written
letters to him.
The scenes of Santa's workshop had
been filmed several years before when
the Chevrolet Company in Detroit set
up a pretentious animated display of
Santa and his workshop. The display
was skilfully filmed from a number of
different angles and these scenes, intercut into Flucke's Christmas story

F2
FPS
(

)
ST
=
WithNLthe exception of sound on film
projectors, few if any 8mm. or 16mm.
silent film projectors provide any means
for maintaining speed of film past the
lens at exactly the same rate it travelled
in the camera, rheostat controls not
withstanding. Where a rheostat is provided, speed of the projector may be
set at approximately 16 f.p.s. as judged
by the eye. But to be sure of the exact
speed, the stroboscope is essential both
as a means of checking and for holding
the speed at a predetermined level. Constant observation of the strobo disc is
necessary' as the projector is operating,
and with some machines, it becomes
necessary to make an occasional adjustment as current fluctuations cause
the machine to lose or gain speed.
Turntables, on the other hand, which
usually are provided with a governor
or a braking device, will invariably hold
their speed once it is adjusted by means
of the stroboscope.

Movie
film, have every appearance of having
been specially staged by him for his
picture. Other amateurs may find similar opportunities in the large animated
window displays maintained during
pre-Christmas days by department stores
in ever)' large city, although how to
film these, with the large crowds
gathered around, certainly could pose a
problem. It is suggested that such shots
could be made about midnight, with
the store cooperating by leaving the
lights on longer to accommodate the
filmer.
At 7 o'clock the next morning,
Joann's sisters and father and mother
come downstairs and find Joann still
asleep in the chair. "Merry Christmas,"
they call out and awaken her, then the
three girls examine their stockings, now
bulging with gifts and good things to
eat.
Next the girls examine the gifts and
toys left for them under the Christmas
tree. Joann finds a new pair of ice
skates which make her extremely happy.
The picture concludes with Joann
lighting a candle on the mantle, while
a statuette of Santa nearby winks at
her as the picture fades out to the end
title.
All of these scenes consisted of ordinary activities familiar to everyone at
Christmas. They required no special
acting, save perhaps for Joann, and the
continuity was simpl)- the natural progression of events in any household at
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Christmas time where there are children.
George P. Engiedrum of New York
City also has made an appealing Christmas film in which a father and his two
children take part. The story is simple,
merely picturing the natural activities
of two small children anticipating the
visit of Santa. The picture opens with
the little girl looking at a calendar.
She observes that Christmas is but lo
days away and decides she ought to
write a letter to Santa.
She gets paper and pencil from the
writing desk and begins her letter. Her
little brother enters the scene and
watches her inquisitively. "What shall
I tell Santa to bring you?" she asks
little brother. He recites his list of
wants, then the letter is signed and
sealed. Its mailing is implied in the
lap-dissolve which introduces the next
sequence.
Here we find the two children on
their father's lap listening to a story
which he reads from a book. The children fall asleep, then the father nods
and follows them to dreamland. Another dissolve at this point introduces
the dream: We see the family trimming
the Christmas tree; the kiddies looking
up the fireplace chimney in anticipation of Santa; then Santa's arrival and
distribution of gifts and toys to the
children in person.
After Santa leaves, the children are
shown playing with their toys. The
boy asks: "And what did daddy get?"
and the camera pans to show daddy
asleep on the floor beside a toy train
circling its track.
There is another dissolve here, back
to scene of the trio asleep in the chair.
The father awakens first, then awakens
the two children and hustles them off
to bed, and the picture ends.
This is a simple continuity that any
amateur could film. The opening and
closing sequences could be photographed
after Christmas. The lap-dissolves,
which do so much to smooth continuity,
are not essential; a similar transitional
effect being possible, for those unable
to make dissolves, by utilizing double
fades instead.
Leslie and Merle Williams, of Los
Angeles, also have an excellent Christmas story film to their credit which,
incidentally, was also an award winner
in this year's contest. Their picture
opens with Mrs. WiUiams reading "The
Night Before Christmas" to her little
boy at bedtime. Before going to bed,
the lad hangs up his stocking by the
fireplace, then assists his father and
mother in hanging up theirs. Little human touches are injected in this sequence
by having the boy choose between his
parents larger and smaller stockings.
Father and mother then escort the lad
upstairs, tuck him in bed and tenderly
kiss him good night.
The Williamses use a simple dissolve
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here as a transition between the concluded sequence and the next which
serves to indicate a lapse of time. The
new sequence introduces the arrival of
Santa Claus. It begins with a fadein
on a wall clock, showing the time to be
midnight. Santa enters the room near
the tree, and sets down his bulky bag
of toys and gifts. He takes sonny's note
from stocking and reads it, then fills
stocking with toys and other good
things. Other toys and gifts are laid
beneath the tree.
Santa then spies a plate of cookies
and a glass of milk which the boy had
thoughtfully set out before retiring.
These he consumes. Santa then exits
from the room and another dissolve admorning. vances the action to the following
The scene is the parlor with the shimmering gift-laden tr^e in the background. Sonny bounds into the scene
and examines his toys and other gifts
one after another.
Following this is a brief sequence
showing the boy and his father playing
with some of the toys on the floor before the fireplace. Another transitional
effect and a title at this point intro-
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Hom3 For A Hero
• Continued from Page 744

duce the family later in the evening.
Father kindles a blaze in th; fireplace
while mother lights candles on the
mantle. Then the three form a group
about the piano and sing Christmas
carols, the camera fading out on this
scene to conclude the picture.
It will be noted that all scenes comprised the ordinary activities of members of the family, yet by photographing them with sequence arrangement
and continuity in mind and by editing
them according to a predetermined plan,
a charming story-telling film resulted.
The idea for your yuletide movie also
might easily be found in the simple
theme of "Christmas at home," in the
ordinary, homey activities of all members of the family, then carefully
filmed and edited to present an interesting story on the screen. Christmas
movies are essentially record films of
family activities on the holiday. But
they should be more than just record
films. They should have interesting and
logical continuity. The films described
above illustrate three good examples.
A careful study of the continuity outlines should enable the reader to plan
this year's Christmas movie and film it
with equal success.

. . .

The shooting was completed in one
afternoon. I then arranged for Pvt.
Funk to come to my home the next evening so that I could record his voice for
the sound track. Leonard M. Proper,
assistant district attorney was also present and his statement concerning his
support of the project was also recorded
for the picture. The following day all
necessary titles were shot. Three hundred feet of 1 6mm. film had been exposed up to this point. It was sent to
the processing laboratory together with
a letter explaining the urgent need for
prompt processing. The laboratory'
happily cooperated and the film was
returned within three days.
I made a rough cut of the film and
screened it for \Ir. McCuen. This gave
him the necessary cues for the commentary' which he was to write for the
film. Incidentally, about 100 feet of
stock shots I had taken of Roxborough
were assembled as an opening for the
film which allowed time for a brief
introduction by the commentator. In
this he told how Pvt. Funk had been
wounded and spoke of the community
and of the people in it to which Funk
was now returning as a private but
disabled citizen. Appropriately enough,
the picture was titled Home For A Hero
which was suggested by one of the
several editorials which appeared in the
Suburban Press supporting the "Home
For A Hero" fund drive.
With the narrator's script written.

we prepared to record the 400 feet of
film we now had assembled. A local
veteran, who had considerable experience as both writer and narrator on
army training and recruiting films,
volunteered his services as narrator. At
the time, raw film stock was extremely
scarce. In order to record the sound
track I had to splice together a dozen
or more short ends of film which I
managed to scrape up from various
sources.
The sound track recorded, the film
was sent to the laboratory' for processing. They hurried the job through in
six hours. Deadline was approaching
fast. After the sound negative was delivered to me, the next step was to
match it with the picture and get it
ready for making the combined print.
This work was done by another Philadelphia laboratory' and the finished print
was delivered to me two days later.
Thus the film was ready for its premiere
exactly two weeks from the day the
idea was conceived in that casual talk
y>'ith the newspaper editor.
During the time the film was being
produced, it was widely publicized by
the Suburban Press and when it was
ready for release, there were already
many screening requests booked. Home
For A Hero subsequently was shown to
large audiences in schools, to churches,
fraternal and civic organizations, and
at several private gatherings of professional men in the communirv. At each
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showing, a collection was taken up or
a lump sum was donated by the group
sponsoring the showing. As a result of
the exhibition of this film, other donations came in by mail from people who
were not prepared to contribute the
desired amount when present at the
film showing. The drive brought in a
total of $8,000.00.
Continuity of the film was relatively
simple. The picture opens with a series
of atmospheric shots of familiar places
in and around Roxborough and is accompanied byopening remarks of the
narrator who tells of Funk's early life
there, how he went away to war and
had returned a disabled hero. Then the
committee behind the "Home For A
Hero"
project
and the
Funk
introduced
here are
as shown
he enters
sceneis
and greets the committee.
Then Funk's return home is reenacted. We see his wife and two kiddies
in their modest apartment as Mrs. Funk
reads a letter from her husband stating
he will soon be home. At last the anticipated dayis at hand and the children
eagerly watch at the window for their
father. Presently he is seen approaching,
walking as rapidly as his artificial legs
and the use of two canes will permit.
The door is flung open and the kiddies
rush into his arms. Mrs. Funk embraces
and kisses her husband and escorts him
to his old chair in the parlor. After a
period of romping with his kiddies, they
are hustled off to bed and Mrs. Funk
brings her wrist watch to her husband
to repair. Here the commentator recalls that Pvt. Funk was an expert
watchmaker before going into service,
a pointed reminder that Funk was again
available for this sort of skill.
Later we see the Funk family leave
their apartment for a walk. Outside on
the sidewalk Funk is greeted by friends
and neighbors glad to see him home
again. The picture concludes with a
closeup shot of Funk speaking to the
audience. He extends his thanks for the
fine welcome given him by citizens
upon his return home and expresses
gratitude for the "Home For A Hero"
project which they have undertaken in
his behalf.
About three months ago veteran
Funk and his family moved into the
brand new home bought and paid for
by appreciative citizens of his community. He has been more than generous
in his praise to Mr. McCuen and this
writer for the sound film which did
so much to stimulate community interest inthe "Home For A Hero" drive.
Producing the picture was something
of a revelation. It demonstrated again
what can be done by movie amateurs
everywhere when faced with a community need, be it assistance to a
worthy veteran, or a money raising
campaign. Such films, whether sound
or silent, are one of the best promotional mediums.
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Lighting For Xmas
Continued from Page 757

Movies

in a reflector is placed immediately
above table as a floodlight — out of
camera range, of course.
The following are brief suggestions
for lighting and photographing typical
Christmas indoor action:
Trimming the free: This can be a
colorful highlight of your movie if
hghting is properly handled. Introduce
the sequence with only a brief long or
medium shot with plenty of light on
wall back of tree. Then move in for
closeups of the person or persons trimming. Bring your lamps in close, too;
set one at camera height, the other
somewhat higher.

Where men are MEN and camera equipment
just Can't Fail - There's where you'll
surelyin find
P0DS
Read
LIFE X.^*^"/^
Magazine the storyT RofIthe
HARVARD University- U. S. Army sponsored expedition to climb Mt. St. Ellas.
Read how seven men and one woman
scaled the sheer icy pinnacle of this
18,008 ft. Alaska peak.
See for yourself, how humans on footwithout oxygen masks-chopped and
climbed up the almost perpendicular ice
fields to the top - testing under severe
Arctic conditions, food, clothing, sleeping
and camping equipment, cameras and
tripods.
Of several makes of tripod taken on the
expedition, Swing Tilt was the only one
carried to the top and brought back home.
It was used with movie and still cameras.
It was battered by rocks and ice. It was
soaked in the sea and drenched by rain.
It was frozen by sleet and icing fogs. It
was jammed into sand and glacial mud,
abrasive as emery. It did its task well
and is still in good working order.
The Swing Tilt Tripod is a thorobredlight, trim, tremendously strong, quick
and easy to use, beautiful in design.
Your camera deserves a Swing Tilt Tripod.
See one at your Dealer's -Today.

DAVIDSON MANUFACTURING CO.
5142 Alhambra Ave., Los Angeles 32, Calif. U.S.A.

Unwrapping presents: This may have
to be specially staged with re-wrapped
gifts, but make it one of the important
scenes in your Christmas film. Shoot
each individual in closeup, rather than
in group and show the gift in a brief
closeup, too. Follow the triangle lighting plan illustrated on page 676 of
November Home Movies.
Emptying stockings: If stockings
were hung by the fireplace and filled,
the childrens' happy exploration of their
bulging stockings will furnish highlight
shots for your film. Follow the same
lighting setup as for the closeups of
persons unwrapping presents, as described above.
Playing
with
toys:interesting
If there's floor
an electric train or
other
toy
received for Christmas, make a detailed
study of it in closeup. Set one light low
and far back, and another light fairly
close but elevated about three feet.
Kitchen act iii tics: Let mother share
the spotlight in this Christmas film.
Take your camera and lights into the
kitchen and show her removing the
turkey from the oven or preparing some
colorful delicacy for the table. Remember to keep a strong light high to impart
effect of natural room light falling on
the scene. Augment this with the usual
lighting units as prescribed for triangle
lighting.
An impressive closing for any Christmas movie would be to conclude with
scenes of the family singing Christmas
carols. Have them gather around the
piano, if there is one in the home, and
place lighted candles prominently near
or on the piano for the symbolic effect.
Follow a low key lighting plan by setting your front lighting unit or units
far back, and use a reflector photospot
lamp to throw light on faces of the
singers as though illuminated by candlelight. Ifthe piano is not available, family and guests may gather near the tree.
This should be a medium closeup.
Now a word about determining exposure. An ample supply of Ughts alone

will not insure good pictures. It will be
necessary to take one of the several
dependable means for arriving at correct exposure. Number 1, and the
method to be preferred, is to use a photoelectric exposure meter. Such meters indicate correct exposure at a glance, are
almost infallible and save time. For the
movie amateur who does not own a
meter, the exposure data imprinted on
the corrugated jacket, with which each
new General Electric photoflood lamp
is encased, may be followed.

Magnetic Sound
• Continued from Page 748

. . .

amateur using 8mm. film, after editing
and titling his picture, could then have
the metallic emulsion applied to a narrow area on either edge of the film, then,
running it through a magnetic sound
recorder, record synchronized sound on
the film.
There is still possibility that the
slower rate of travel of 8mm. film may
limit the frequency range, but within
the short space of a year, the effective
range of magnetic wire recording has
been boosted from around 5000 cycles
to over 6000. Thus it is now possible
to obtain satifactory magnetic recordings of music, something that was not
possible a short time ago when it appeared that magnetic sound must be
limited to the field of speech and sound
effects.
Another probable advantage over the
magnetic wire recording system so
many amateurs have anticipated, is that
a separate recording-playback unit will
not be required, eliminating the bugaboo of mechanical or other type of
coupling with the sound projector. Undoubtedly the magnetic sound heads for
future home movie projectors will be
as compact and efficient as the sound
on film heads of modern sound projectors and, of course, will operate as an
integral part of the unit itself, whether
demountable or a part of the original
machine. The magnetic sound track,
now being on the film itself, would
no longer require a separate pickup unit
for the sound medium.
The diagrams on page 748 illustrate
the principles of this new sound recording medium. Fig. 1 illustrates the
three methods now in use for recording sound: sound on disc, sound on
film, and magnetic sound.
Fig. 2 illustrates principle of the
latest type magnetic recording head
which in reaUty is a combination recording, monitoring and playback unit.
The recording can be monitored while
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it is being made. All or part of the
sound track can be erased and a new
record put on or edited in the usual
manner.
Fig. 3 illustrates the various methods of applying the metallic emulsion
to films of various widths. With 3 5 mm.
film, the recording area would be the
same as for the present sound films.
For 16mm. films, the area would occupy one edge of the film, perforated or
otherwise. The perforations, incidentally,
reportedly make no difference in the
recording as they would in the case
of a sound track photoelectrically applied, as at present. Two applications
for 8mm. films is also shown, indicating that the recording medium may be
applied with equal success to either
edge of the narrowest of home movie
films. Aso illustrated is the application
of the medium to paper tape. This
principle already has been explored by
the Brush Development Company, wellknown electronic engineers.
At the S.M.P.E. convention, Marvin
Camras actually demonstrated magnetic
sound on 16mm. film. He ran a film
of this size with a magnetic sound
track on a projector fitted with a conventional magnetic sound head which
gave a hundred per cent performance.
S. J. Begun, of Brush Development
Co., who also demonstrated his company's magnetic sound recording
achievements at the convention, revealed that, with a magnetic wire speed
of only two feet per second, it has been
found possible to cover a range up to
65 00 cycles; and that with a paper
tape speed of eight inches per second,
frequencies up to 5 000 cycles can be
handled. With the coated material it is
now practical for low fidelity applications to record sound tracks in close
proximity, according to Begun.
It would appear from these developments, then, that the home movie amateur's hope for practical, economical
sound for his personal films cannot be
fnr distant.
Your

Christmas

• Contiuncd from Page 747

Story . . .

snow or no snow, and that old St. Nick
surely can come through! Even if you
live in an area likely to see snow, plan
now — before Christmas — to make such
a movie; you'll get that much more
enjoyment out of the happiest of seasons.
At the risk of seeming to promote a
professionally produced home movie it
is necessary to suggest that a new film,
now available in photographic stores,
be used as the basis of your own personal Christmas movie.
This new film is a picturization of
the famous poem "The Night Before
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our plant is working at full speed, yet under the same rigid standard
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STUDIES IN BEAUTY
Here is a rare collection of Hollywood Models
in a series of artistic movies that are rich in
beauty and unexcelled in photography. These
reels were filmed and printed in Hollywood
especially for Home Movie projector owners.
The
words.color editions are simply too beautiful for
ARTIST'S PARADISE (Reel No. 5)
Featuring Seven Shapely Sirens
If you're an Artist you'll want to paint every
Gorgeous
Modelhave
in thisMasterpiece
movie and when
you've
finished
FIGURE you'll
FACTS a(Reel
No. 2)Of Beauty.
Featuring The Hollywood Figure Five
You won't
to figure,figures
long toaddfindupit'stoa fact
that
these have
curvacious
real
perfection.
EYE CATCHES (Reel No. 3)
Featuring Lee Bush (Blonde) and Virginia
Bates {Brunette)
These two beauties will not only catch your eye
but will
You"llwhennot you
wantdo toyouTI
take have
your
eye
off ofholdthemit. and
lingering visions of a tantalizing blonde and a
shapely brunette. (Reel No. 1 )
TEMPTATION
Featuring Models From The Hollywood
Fashion Model Agency
Here are the most beautiful models you ever
laid your eyes on in gorgeous settings and
unusual poses that will thrill you.
SPECIAL PRICES FOR
THESE EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTIONS:
Black and White
100 ft. 14mm. $5, 50 ft. 8mm. $3
Beautiful Kodachrome Color
100 ft. 14mm. $15, 50 ft. 8mm. $8
We ship C.O.D. plus postage
FINE ARTS FILM PRODUCTIONS (HM)
P. O. Box 2084
San Antonio 4, Tex.

York

16, N. Y.
HM-12

-the-Mo
Film-of
ofntone
a BONUS
receive
ClubJoinand the
film with every four purchased at
the retail price.
Charter members will receive
"News
Review of 1946" as their
first bonus.
may enroll in any one of
fiveYougroups:
8mm. Short 8mm. Feature
14mm. Short
14mm. Feature
14mm. Sound, complete
You may cancel your membership at any time. Your only obligation isto buy four films within
a period of one year.
Give a charter membership for
Xmas. Sand card for complete
details and membership form.
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EXCITING

IFILMS
. . . give your audiences movie shows
that startle, amaze and thrill them! Films
that are exciting. EXCITING FILMS.
No more sawing-log slumber through
your prized picture shows. Your friends
will learn an invitation to your "shows"
don't mean an invite to a secret snooze
session. If a guest closes his eyelids during
an EXCITING FILM you know his eyesight
isn't failing — it's already flunked!
Our advertising budget hampers the enthusiastic description we would like to tag
on the TERRIFIC subjects produced just
to set your most blase audiences to wild
clamoring.
made all
it mighty
for you to But
readwe've
in detail
about cheap
them.
Most things are so expensive nowdays that
you break a dime — and the first thing you
know, close
theten cents
whole and
dime'syougone!
But just film
inget sample
and a list of HEADLINE subjects.
It will take you just thirteen seconds to
fill out the form below.
We're waiting for you to mail it.
lust Mail This Coupon NOW!
Send only
- _
for sample
^ ^rC
Film and Special List

Christmas," known to millions of children, in which Santa fHes through the
skies and onto snow-covered rooftops
in his sleigh drawn by eight tiny reindeer. Every well-known verse of the
old poem comes to life in this film. Its
unusual value to the movie amateur
who wants his own personal Christmas
film lies in the fact that he can substitute his own personally filmed shots for
some of its scenes, intercutting them
with the scenes in the professionally
made picture. The results should be
startlingly interesting to his own children and rather amusing to adult friends
of the family!
For example: the poem begins, "T'was
the night before Christmas, and all
through the house — not a creature was
stirring,
not even
mouse."room (your
Your house,
youra living
mouse, if you have one!) can be shown
at the very start of the film in place
of the professionally filmed scenes.
"The children were nestled all snug
in their beds, while visions of sugar
plums danced in their heads!" SubstiStory Board Planning
• ContiiiHCit from P^gi 743

FREE PRICE
'inscriptive $21.00
folden oft n>ovailohlt
Diitrihuted ty
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.. Inc.
so WEST 29TH ST.
NtW YORK I. N.Y

"The Night Before Christmas" is
available in both 8mm. and i6mm.
from camera and photographic stores,
or prints may be had direct from Castle
Films, Inc., New York City. If you
want to add a film to your home library
that will be something just a little
different, try this idea for your 1946
Christmas movie. Like the ageless story
upon which the film is based, your
movie will prove of lasting interest too,
one that may be shown over and over
again each year.

. .

ed to present a truthful and accurate
picture of this wonderful breed, which
has been a faithful ally of man for more
than a thousand years, he was all cooperation.
"Since I wanted to present accurate
information about the Border Collie,
there had to be someone in the picture
who knew about sheep dogs, and furthermore, someone whom the audience
would accept as an authority on the
subject. The logical choice was a sheep
man, whose work with the dog would
show that he knew what he was doing,
and when Mr. Palmer agreed to do this
himself, I had the perfect 'actor' for
the part.
"Still, I didn't want Mr. Palmer to
stand in front of the camera and deliver alecture on sheep dogs, their care
and training. After all, I wasn't making
an instructional film for dog trainers.
So there had to be an Audience Viewpoint Character; someone who was inthe dogit.but
wouldn't
too muchterested inabout
What
better know
than

THE TELEPHOTO LENS
FOR 8 & 16mm. MOVIE CAMERAS
THE LENS THAT CUTS
DISTANCE IN HALF!

tute yoitr children, asleep in their beds
. . . and there you have the idea!
Even you can come into the picture!
Remember the verse that begins . . .
"When out on the lawn there arosj such
a clatter, I sprang from my bed to see
what was the matter!" What's the matter with doing this scene yourself?
Surely the kids will get a bang out
of this home movis when they see themselves and their own parents in it, not
to mention Santa Claus apparently
housetop!
stopping his sleigh right on their own

a typical small boy, recently arrived in
the neighborhood? Such a lad would
have boundless curiosity and no shyness
about asking questions. Furthermore, in
explaining matters to a small boy, the
rancher would naturally put the information in a simple and untechnical
form.
"So far, so good. The film naturally
divided itself into an Introduction,
which would bring together the rancher
and the small boy, and the story proper,
which the rancher would tell to the
lad. There remained only the question
of an ending, which would give the film

a bit of a lift at the close. Otherwise,
there would be a tendency for the narrative to trail off into a rather flat
finish. Since the film as a whole would
be rather serious, however interesting,
a touch of humor at the end seemed a
good idea. I found the answer in a statement by Mr. Palmer that it was easier
for a dog to handle a large herd than
onh' a few sheep. That suggested a
little fable for him to tell the boy about
a mythical sheep dog who could herd
a single sheep. To give this the exaggerated comic quality which was desirable, Idecided to do this in animation. Then a brief return to Mr. Palmer,
whose confidential wink at the audience
would let them know that the tall tale
was all in fun, and give them the pleasant feeling of being in on a little secret.
"By that time, the plan was pretty
clear. The introduction needed careful
planning, and so did the close. The use
of a Story Board for these sequences
would insure a smooth fit of picture,
lip movement,
narration,
music,
mation and the other
elements.
So I anilaid
out a Story Board first for the introduction, and if you will compare the
reproduction here with scenes of opening of the picture on the page opposite
it, you will see how helpful it was.
"You will see that the first shot is
simply a closeup of the sheep man
against the sky, waving his arms about.
It seemed a good idea to use a touch of
curiosity appeal at the beginning, letting the audience wonder what the man
is doing, and find out only when the
small boy does. The second and third
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sketches introduce the small boy and
bring him up to where he is watching
the man. When I shot this, a convenient
gate and the general layout made it
more practical to bring the boy in from
the left instead of the right — you will
note that the sketches are marked 'reverse'— and to combine the two scenes
into one. The next shot, the closeup
of the small boy, was made as planned.
The same is true of the two-shot which
follows, except that it was reversed to
match previous scenes. Ditto the medium shot of the two.
"In the next shot, we depart from
plan slightly for the sake of best effect.
The Story Board calls for a close shot
of dog and sheep, then a long shot
from behind the rancher. In shooting
this, it proved more effective to start
with the long shot from behind the
rancher, then pan away from him, following the flock, then back to him as
the sheep are herded in the other direction. In this way, we establish clearly
the relation between the signals given
by the rancher and the instant response
of the dog. Then I made an added shot
— a closeup of Mr. Palmer in which we
see his face instead of his back — to
establish, a bit more personally, the
narrator who is going to be talking
throughout the rest of the picture. The
boy and Mr. Palmer then walk over
and sit down. Nell, the sheep dog, joins
them, and the picture is under way.
"Offhand, it might appear at first
glance that the number of changes made
from the Story Board indicate that it
had little value. Such an impression
would be erroneous. When it came to
making the scenes, I had an absolutely
clear-cut idea of what I wanted to show
in them. Furthermore, it was easy to
show Mr. Palmer what I had in mind.
As regards the changes — well, it's a lot
easier to make simple changes in a
concrete plan than it is to start off with
no idea of what you are going to do,
and try to choose among a score of possible ways of making a shot. Narrative
can be planned so that the characters
will have the correct lip movements in
each scene to fit any titles or voice
which may be added later.
"You don't need to be an artist to
make a Story Board. No matter how
crude the drawings, they will answer
the question: 'What am I trying to
show?' And if you can't make them,
it is doubtful whether the story is clear
enough in your own mind to be ready
to shoot.
"When you have made a Story Board
for your picture, don't stop there. Study
it. Look for flaws. Think of the continuity from scene to scene. Is each
scene necessary, and is its presence justified? Has anything been left out? Should
you add a few extra 'neutral' shots for
later cutting convenience? Don't hesitate to rip the Story Board apart, making new drawings, altering the sequence.

Are

YOUR

from

REEL

Films

Safe

Damage?

Films can be damaged beyond repair
by reels which corrode, allow sideslip ing, or saw on film edges. Avoid
these dangers to your often irreplaceable films by using Bell & Howell reels.
B&H reels are of rust-proofed spring
steel, rigid yet so resilient that they
will not take a set. They have no
sharp edges to cut film or fingers.
Their B&H "touch-threading" bubs
eliminate hunting in the dark for a
slot. Their film-footage calibrations
are another convenience feature.
HUMIDOR CANS
Give Added Protection
B&H humidor cans for these reels
are equally well built. They are rustproof, and are easy to open without
a prying tool. Heavy ribs add to
their rigidity. Satin surface permits
writing anywhere. Built-in humidifier pads have exclusive tell-tale disc
to indicate when pad is dry.

Tell-tale disc shows
in moist pad . . .

: . . matches color of
dry humidifier pad.

All Capacities Available Now
Your Filmo dealer will soon have B&H
reels and cans in all capacities for
both 8mm. and I6mm. film. Place
your orders with him now or write
to Bell & Howell Company, 7148
McCormick Road, Chicago 45.

PRECISION-MADE BY;

SINCE 1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT FOR MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS
OF HOLLYWOOD AND THE WORLD

"Here's
The

Gift Your

Whole Family
Will Enjoy
-A

NEW

CHALLENGER
xpoR a perffft climax to Christmas
Day festivities — show movies and
slides on a new Challenger Screen! Its
Glass-Beaded surface will give your
pictures new brilliance and beauty.
To avoid disapjjointment get your

SCREEN"

Challenger at your dealer's today!
DA LITE SCREEN COMPANY,
.^723 NORTH CRAWFORD AVENUE, CHICAGO 39, ILL
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HIGHLIGHT

and

FShooting
the

The Morrison Filter Selector, when used
with the Harrison Viewing Glass, enables
you to see — before you take the picture
— the control that filters will give to the
highlights and shadows in block and

or doing anything else which seems desirable. After all, it's a lot cheaper and
easier to make changes on the Story
Board than it will be later on during
Larry Lansburgh comes by his fondproduction."
ness for planning and blueprinting logically. His father, G. Albert Lansburgh,
was a noted architect, who designed the
San Francisco Opera House and other
large buildings throughout the country.
He started as a messenger boy at the
^'alt Disney Studios, just ten years ago.
Since then he has worked in every department, and was fortunate in being
selected by Disney as a member of the
group which flew to all parts of South
America to gather material for a series
of pictures. Disney wanted some 16mm.
shots filmed in color, and delegated the
job to Larry Lansburgh. Some of this
footage was used in "Saludos, Amigos."
On "The Three Caballeros," he received
credit as associate producer.
Four years ago, realizing the possibilities of 16mm. color film production, he

obtained Disney's permission to do some
pictures on his own, in spare time, vacations and leaves of absence. The first
result was a story of war dogs — dog
training being his other hobby — which
Warner Bros, blew up to 3 5mm. Technicolor and released as "Rover's Rangers." His second, not yet released, was
made in Mexico around Pavo, a remarkable horse belonging to Camacho, the
Mexican ex-president. His third is "Run.
Sheep, Run," being released by Ideal
Pictures Corp. His fourth will again deal
with horses, but completion of this must
await his return from Ireland, where he
is now filming material for a film dealing with Irish fairy tales which Walt
Disney plans to make.
Although Larry Lansburgh is a profes ional, inthat he holds an executive
oisition in a cartoon studio, in making
his 16mm. productions he is in the same
position as any advanced amateur, using
about the same equipment and relying
just as fully on his own resources — ingenuity and careful planning.

white photography.
Eoch Harrison Filter Selector set consists of five Selector Glosses. These five
cover the complete range of the populor
filters. See them at your dealer's today.
Sci4juL*Uf, the. Sltadoupi

5338 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 27, CALIF.
HILLSIDE 8201
FREE PARKING
OPEN NOON TO 6 P. M. MONDAY
OPEN 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. TUE. THKOUGii SAT.

Movie
• Continued Analysis-from Page 739

^^Cloak

7. Med. Shot: The bartender indicates
to the two men sitting at the cafe
table that the spy has just arrived.
The two men quit the table and
go to the cafe's rear door, the camera panning with them.
8. Med. Shot: The spy hurries up the
rear stairs and goes to one of the
rooms. After knocking on the
door, it is opened by another spy
who greets him.
9. Med. Shot: Inside the room, the
two spies go over the fireplace
where the fire logs are carefully removed.
10. Close Up: A radio is extracted from
the hiding place and put on a table.
The action develops from this point
with the two spies attempting to send
a radio message to allied headquarters.
They are interrupted by the two men
from the cafe. A fight ensues and the
spies are killed.
Those who already have seen the picture will recall how well this sequence
of shots was edited. It is a particularly
fine editing study for the serious amateur, for it demonstrates what has so
often been said about cutting action
scenes to the last minimum frame. In
this suspense-building sequence, each
shot is held just long enough to suggest what is to follow in the next. The
next scene takes up the thread of action
without expenditure of a single unnecessary frame of film, and presently,
through the fast pace, we are brought
to the climax of this particular action
— the murder of the spies who have
been shadowed and surprised in their
hideout.

and

Dagger

Another exciting sequence occurs
later in the picture after Gary Cooper
has joined members of the Italian underground movement. Cooper and his
companions are riding in the back of
an enclosed motor truck and there is a
heavy rainstorm in progress, making it
difficult to see the road ahead. Suddenly the truck is stopped by a German
sentry and other soldiers gather around
as the sentry examines the driver's credentials. Apparently in good order, the
driver is told to proceed. The motor is
no sooner started than it backfires and
stops. The driver gets out to lift the
hood and search for the trouble. There
is terror inside the van as Cooper and
his fellows expect their discovery
momentarily. One sentry Hfts a flap at
the rear of the truck and searches inside with a flashhght. Forttmately
Cooper and his pals are well concealed
behind packing boxes, but the interminable waiting for the motor to be
started again makes detection always
possible. Relief comes when the driver
tries the starter again, the motor hums,
and the Germans wave the truck away.
This sequence was given the maximum of suspense-inducing potentials
by the clever intercutting between shots
of the prying sentry with the flashlight and the worried driver attempting
to start his stalled motor, and of Cooper
and his companions crouching behind
the packing boxes in the truck.
This sequence was dependent not so
much upon the writers of the screen
play for the suspense achieved, but upon
the director's skill for planning the
shots for successful intercutting and
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in planning the effective photography.
It is this type of sequence which the
amateur photoplay filmer may reproduce with the same elements — good
photography and skillful cutting.
Another sequence, crammed with excitement and suspense, is that in which
Cooper has a hand to hand encounter
with a member of the German Gestapo
in the hallway of a public building.
Tension is suddenly heightened when,
after Cooper has finally subdued his
adversary, a child's hard rubber ball
comes bouncing slowly down the steps
leading into the hallway. At first it
sounds like the footsteps of a person
descending the stairs and we wonder
what Cooper will do next to avoid detection and to find means of escaping
the building. His fears, of course, and
those of the audience, too, disappear
when the bouncing ball appears at the
end of the stair with a little boy in pursuit of it.
The effectiveness of the concluding
shots of this dramatic sequence is largely attained by the use of contrasting
elements such as the child who recovers
the ball and the band of native musicians playing a romantic melody outside on the otherwise peaceful Italian
street. The sense of ruthlessness and
horror of the fight that has taken place
between Cooper and his foe is greatly
increased by this contrast.
The dramatic episodes in this picture
are moments which will be re-enacted
over and over again in the memory of
those who see Cloak and Dagger, they
are that powerful. And in the final analysis, itwas the skill that went into the
production of this picture that made
these episodes great; the direction, the
photography and the editing, all three
were skilfully coordinated to make a
highly successful motion picture.
New

Pro-16

COATED*

LENSES

ARE OBTAINABLE

FOR YOUR.^

EASTMAN MODEL 20 or 25 MOVIE CAMERA
MORTON COATED
WIDE ANGLE LENS

a
m
4

R
Affochei tat
and quickly to
practically alt
8MM Mavit
Cameras.

The MORTON Coated TELEPHOTO LENS and the
MORTON Coated WIDE'aNGLE LENS make an
Ideal gift for Christmas, or ot any time.
The MORTON Coofed TELEPHOTO LENS, to get that
far-away scene closer and with the assurance that
^ the picture will come out just os clean and crisp as if
you were "right-up-there" yourself.
The MORTON WIDE ANGLE LENS, to get four-times_ the-area of that favorite picture. Just the thing for
interior movies to~
~'
— - M—
MORTON COATED
TELEPHOTO LENS

COATED LENSES conserve and use ALL fhe light
rays. They increase clarity of image, reduce stray
reflections, flore ond ghost images. MORTON
Coated LENSES have been proven best by tesfl
Available at your dealer . . 1

a6 SOUTH SIXTH ITIIKT

COMPANY
MINNEAPOIIS }. MINNESOTA

SPECTACULAR
SHORT

SUBJECTS
FOR

SALE!

16mm. Sound Kodachrome — $85 each
(ALSO AVAILABLE WITH SPANISH DIALOGUE)

Cameras
• Continued from Page 753

First in a series of ten minute entertainment films produced with
top flight Hollywood writers and cameramen.

graduated segment and miniature shutter. Film magazine with f rictionless light
trap is readily removable. There's a
4-lens turret with positive lock and
trigger release.
Weeks later, at the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers' convention at the
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, J. A.
Maurer and his sales manager Henry
Morley displayed the newest Maurer
Professional i6mm. camera which now
features dissolving shutter as standard
equipment. This camera also features a
radically improved erect-type telescopic
viewfinder that gives a clear sharp image
approximately 2V4X} inches. Finder is
automatically adjusted for parallax by
operation of focusing image of subject
on the ground glass finder. Other features are: motor, spring and hand drive

BEACH CAPERS
* See Russ Saunders and his Canadian Aces in their whirlwind teeterboard act
* See Diane Robinson, one of America's ace contortionists
* See Jimmie Garner, champion of the trampoline
* See Johnny Robinson, California State champion, headed for national
laurels, go through his paces on the horizontal bars
* A veritable three-ring circus of acrobats, tumblers, contortionists, movie
stunt men.
ESCAPE TO DEATH VALLEY
* The secrets of America's least known "well known" spectacle of nature
* Thrill to Nature's unpredictables: Bad Water, Telescope Peak, Golden
Canyon, Red Cathedral, Ubehebe Crater, Dante's View.
* Take the trail of adventure to the lowest land surface in the Western
Hemisphere — the world's mightiest inferno.
* YOU HAVEN'T SEEN AMERICA UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN "ESCAPE TO
DEATH VALLEY! "
HAWTHORNE
GRAY
PRODUCTIONS
Member of United 16mm. Society, Inc.
7078 Hollywood Blvd. HOIIywood 2861
Hollywood 28, California
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permitting camera to be used at any
location and for a wide variety of photographic purposes; gear driven film
takeup insuring efficient takeup of film
when winding back to lap-dissolve;
improved claw mechanism that also
serves as registration pin; 240° shutter;
three lens turret; and viewing microscope.
Movie Oi The Month
• Continued from Page 749

HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA
MOVIUBF-OFto-the H-CL
THEN MONT
JOI
er
A
day!
chart
ship is availablememb
to eryou
without cost! There are
no dues — no obligations
on your part. Every
month we send you the
most
homeasedng. YOU
movie enter
reletaini
PROJECT OUR FILMS
EN BEON YOUR SCRE
FORE YOU DECIDE
WHETHER OR NOT YOU
WANT TO BUY THEM.
Your Charter Membership in this club entitles
you to buy many spectacular movie subjects
not available to others
■— <o f'M
the coupon
YOURout FIRST
REEL
WILL BE SHIPPED BY
RETURN MAIL.

MOVIE NEWSREELS DEPT. HM-12
SEND NO
1426 North Wilcox Avenue liilrtWCY
/viwnci
Hollywood
Enroll me 28,as California
a member of the MOVI E-OF-TH EMONTH-CLUB. You may send me a Movie Newsreel
on approval every month. I will return the reels
within 5 days or pay for them at the special club
members price. (8mm. $2.00, 16mm. $4.00, 16mm.
SOUND $5.00). I have a □ 8mm., □ 16mm.
□ 16mm. SOUND proiector. PLEASE CHECK SIZE.
Name
_ _
_
Address..
Zone —State.
Clty..._
Age
Cccupaticn

SOUND PROGRAMS $4.00
NEW PRINTS - L.\RGE SELECTION
Bronxville Film Center
34 Palmer Ave., Broxville, N. Y.
Free Catalog
Projectors - Equipment - Accessories
YOUR

TITLE TROUBLES
ARE OVER
Write >rake
today titles
for athat
FREEare A-to-Z
Title Test
Kit.
differentSample
. . . better
and
tailr.red to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. & W. OUTFIT $6.30
A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. H New York 10. N. Y.
14mm. and 35mm.
DE VRY SOUND PROJECTORS
immediate delivery
Complete stock of 8mm. and 16mm. lenses
CAMERA MART, Inc.
1610 Cahuenga Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
Cut HOME MOVIES
I6mm. Reversible Outdoor Film
"^ '■
Roll Outdoor$2.50
lOO-ft.
8mm. Reversible
Film

Costs

$1 .25''Included
25-H. Double
Same8day processing
BETTER FILMS
oept hm
742 New Lots Ave., Brooklyn, N Y.
CL. 7-1822

At closing session of convention,
Maurer and Morley demonstrated camera in action before interested group of
professional cinematographers. A roll
of 1 6mm. Kodachrome film shot with
camera inside hotel a few days before,
also was screened to demonstrate sharpness of detail and steadiness of film
travel achieved by the Maurer camera.

. .

his mother explains that the person who
died must have been very rich, because
of the many cars in the procession.
Jickie then wonders how poor people
get to heaven when they die.
One day, a very old man with whom
Jackie has become acquainted, passes by
and Jackie calls to him and asks if he
is poor. The old man smiles and nods
and Jackie tells him not to worry, that
he will go to heaven just the same. The
man thanks the lad and tells him "It
won't be long now."
Jackie wonders about the man's remark and when the bus stops near-by
to take on the elderly gentleman, Jackie
hears the man ask the driver if he can
"transfer to Evans." The boy misunderstands the question and later tells his
mother that the old man asked for a
"transfer to heaven."
"Is that how poor people get to heav— by streetcar?" the lad
asks en,
hisMommy
mother.
"Maybe they do, Jackie," she replies,
concealing a trace of emotion.
The dreaded day arrives when Jackie's
life is ebbing fast. His parents have
complied with the boy's one great wish
and have arranged with the driver of
the bus, so familiar to Jackie, to join
with the parents in their watch over
the boy in his final hour. Still conscious,
Jackie gives his "fare" — a handful of
pennies — to the driver and asks for a
''transfer to heaven." The driver
nunches a transfer and gives it to
Tickie. The lad holds it uD feebly to
«how to his mother in what is to be his
final fesfiire of happiness. Then the
wearv little hanH droos on the ^""d cov"•■s. The rinv fingers, now stilled, relax. rel<>a«ing the transfer.
Smith has stat^ed that a showing of
his film invariably brings forth the
inevitable auestion: "Where did vou get
»^he storv?" He contends it was literally dreamed
the idea actually originri-irip
in aup,dream.
In further reporting on the produc-ion of this picture. Smith srir°s that
iinr1<>rrr>ok a ser^rch pxtcn'^ing over
-> rieriod of a year for the ns^t bov to
"orrrav the role of Tackip. Once tV>is
k'-v actor was located, shooting of the
picture occupied five successive *»nndays from 1 0 a. m. until 3 p. m. When
tvping the final script revision, each

page of the script was devoted to a
single scene. The pages were then bound
together in a looseleaf notebook. This
made it possible to allow more space
for planning diagrams and for notes
by the script clerk, and also permitted
removing and working with a single
page of the bulky script when only
one scene was to be shot.
After the shooting script was completed, a scene plot or schedule was
then prepared which grouped together
those scenes which could be filmed at
approximately the same location on the
same day. Where there were shots that
required special attention, as when a
lap-dissolve was to be made, this data
was also indicated as a guide to the
cameraman, especially when the two
lapping scenes called for different locales. An example of scene plot description follows:
SCHEDULE
August 11th
FilmSunday,
Shooting
Roll Set Order
Scene Numbers
1 (Ext)
B
I 5-7-9
2 5-4-10-12-2;
3 23 plus 24 plus 25
I (Ext)
D
64 171-2
3 (Int(

A

5
87

1}
45-47-49
46-48-50-52
plus 53

The word "plus" indicates a lap dissolve.
Supplementary script pages were also
devoted to descriptions of costumes
and this indicated the scenes related
to the various costurrie changes. Other
descriptive guides included a list of
important properties to be used in the
The subtitles, which were typewritpicture.
ten, were typed on light blue paper for
harmony with the color film. Only the
main and end titles were given the
flourish and added color of a handlettered job.
"My staff," said Smith, "consisted
of producer-director, cameraman, a
cameraman's assistant who handled the
slate and light control panel, and a
script clerk. Lighting of interiors was
accomplished with five No. 2 photofloods in reflectors plus a 5 00-watt spotlight. Another important item of equipment was a home-made dolly for the
camera.
"The camera used was an Eastman
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Cine Kodak Special. Lens equipment
consisted of a one-inch f/1.9 and a
63mm. f 2.7. Film used was regular
Kodachrome for the exteriors and
Ansco Color, indoor type, for all interior shots. The only reason that two
different color films were used is that
I had to buy what I could get and
it was not possible to obtain enough of
either Kodachrome or Ansco Color at
the time to round out the compktc
production."
Smith has skilfully arranged a fitting
background of mood music to accompany the screening of his film. Selections include "None But The Lonely
Heart," and "Little Boy Blue," sung
by John McCormack — the latter accompanying the touching scenes that
conclude the picture.
"It is not at all unusual," said Smith,
"for
audiences to of
be moved
by
the combination
music to
andtears
screen
action in the closing sequence."
And when a motion picture moves
an audience to tears, according to
Hollywood, its success is assured.
New Films . . .
• Continued from Page 758
some of the animals to be found in this
arrid land. Subject is also available with
narration in Spanish. List price is $8 5.00.
Distributor is Hawthorne-Gray Productions, 7078 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Pictorial Films, Inc. RKO Bldg.,
New York, anounce that they have acquired world-wide distribution rights to
a series of 16mm. musical films, featuring th? United Nations String Quartet.
The three subjects are as follows: 2
Schubert compositions, Andante in A
minor and Marche Militaire; excerpts
from "Eine Kleine Nachtmusik" (Serenade) by W. A. Mozart; and excerpts
from "Go Down Moses," "Drink To Me
Only With Thine Eyes" and "Turkey
In The Straw." Films are 1 reel each,
running time approximately 8-10 min.;
suitable for showing in motion picture
theatres in the 3 5 mm. version and available as well in 16mm. for music appreciation courses in schools or for pure
musical enjoyment at home.
Experimental
Workshop
• Continued from Piifie 751

. . .

drawing the glass panel down and out
of camera range while crank V,
turned by an assistant, moved the
covered wagon forward away from the
camera over the miniature set. A painted
flat, made of wall board, back-dropped
the whole setting. — Owen Wilson,
Maywood, Calif.

HASH!
lli: CAMKllAS
BOLKX MOV
FOU CIIKISTMAS
Dl^LIVEUY!
Immediat'e Delivery
BOLEX H-16
REVERE 8mm.
PACKAGE
MOVIE EQUIPMENT
IlEVKKE 8nini CAMERA.
Even
though
only a short
while beforeit'sChristmas
you
Mniifl
88, t3.5 Wol- $ 65.00
lensak lens
can
still
get
this
Bolex
Movie
Leather
Ciirrying
Case
4.95
Outfit
in
time
to
make
the
ItEVKRE Smin TURRET
season's finest gift. Wire,
CAMERA,
Model f2.8
99,
3 lens tnrret,
phone, will
or do
write,
eoated
Peerless
the air
rest. mail.
Leather lens
Carrying Case$1 10.00
8.95
List
Packa.se
REVERE TOR.
SmniDeLuxe
PROJECPrice
Model
S.5, fl.6 coated
lens,
Bolex
H.I6 $265.00
,100 watts
$120.00
Camera
Frame
17.50 $265.00
Deluxe Carrying Case.. 9.95
17.50 \ COMPLETE
I" fL5 Counter
Dall73.80
81.80
Lens 81.80
2" meyer
sakf3.5Tele.WollenLens 44.90
4" f4.5 Wollcn- 73.80 28.00 1
sak Tele. Lens
Ambol
1 1.95
Deluxe Trinnd
Leather 43.20
YOU SAVE
15.00 25.00
45.00
Griswold
Splicer
$547
Case
$586.20
$547.95
J
Any
item
may
be
purchased
separately
AMBOLTRIPOD
TRU-PAN
$38.25 '^2,55
Bolex L-8. f2.8 Lens, 4 Speeds, case
Bolex
H-8
"2"
fl.9
Cinor
Lens
$317.60
Reduced trom $43.20
\ 1 """< COMPLETE
PILM RENTAL
LIBRARY""
""""""'a
Snmntli pan and tilt actiim. ■-1
PROGRAM
I*recision- machined oonst ruction, I Treat your family to aSOUND
adjustable
incluilini; full-lenEth featureChristmas
and short.program,
all
types of weight
cameras. cnntrnl r\f\fnr == Send
f'lr FREE LIST ot features, color cartoons, i
= sports, travel, news, comedies. Grand for parties:
ind'xirs
outdoors.
Keversibleand tips
for "seTXX'^*'
TllMtlMIMItMIIIIMIllMMMIMIIIIMUIItllllinnMIMMIMniMniMnitHIMItllUMMIIMUIMIMIMIUMi :
FREE— NEW 1947 CATALOG! Ask tor our LATEST CATALOG just off the
press. It's full of latest available$4.95
equipment
Liitis Als.i FIIKK- -•■An Ev.' For Pictures," 1)V
Lootciis
P
t t If L L
138 £AST 44th STBCET

MOVIE

9

%l
STORES
MEW YORK, H, Y.

NEWSREELS
PRESENT
Sensational Home Movie . . .

ATOMIC
IN
SPECTACUUm

0M6
AmXH
AMAZINe

THE MOST THRILLING HOME MOVIE EVER RELEASED!
Authentic
of the Army
world'sandmostNavy
deadly
in action . .breathtaking
. chosen fromscenes
the official
files weapon
of the
devastating "Able" and "Baker" day Atomic bomb explosions at
Bikini Atoll. A MUST for every library and projector owner. Available now in both 8 M.M. and 16 M.M. silent or 16 M.M, sound
on film. ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER TODAY!
National distributor: The MILLER OUTCALT CO.
If not at dealers
MAIL
I 1668THE
No. M'lLLE
Van Ness
Ave.,ALT'co
Hollywo
" od 28, Calif.
R'oufc
IrfoPlease
send at once
the following ATOMIC BOMB reels
COUPON
Enclosed
\ TODAY
,I postpaid.
□□ 50100 ft.ft.8 16M.M.
M.M.$2.00
$4.00 $5.00
□ Money Order
100 ff. li M.M,
S.O,F,
NAME.
□ Send C.O.D.
II CITY
STATE.
ADDRESS.
MILLER OUTCALT
•IN rwf iivfsr wf stu TMf sfsr
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FOCUSING
RING
For Revere and Keystone 8
Universal (Fixed) Focus Lenses

information

mm

is best to discard the bleach solution
• RrAULKb: T/j/s dc l>ayl incnt is fur \uiir
benefit. Send in your problems and our
techniiai committee will answer your
questions in these columns. If an answer
by mail is desired, enclose addressed
stamped eni elope.

after an evening's turn at home processing. The average bleaching formula
is quite inexpensive and it is far cheaper
to mix a new batch for each processing
job than to risk staining a valuable roll
of
film.
Neb.)
Formula

With this ring an ordinary fixed focus camera lens
may be focused by the same principle as a lens with
a factory-made focusing mount. It retains unchanged al the advantages and characteristics of
your present lens, plus the following features:
« Provides instant change from fixed focus to any
distance down to one foot.
e Increases sharpness of close subjects ... indispensable for indoor photography.
• Makesauxiliary
titling equipment.
and extremeRingclose-ups
possible
without
can be installed
in a few minutes — no alteration to lens or camera.
Precision-made, polished aluminum — mounts on lens
—looks like part of lens.
Ring complete with stabilizing spring, depth of focus
table. Instructions

5
.7Tax
Inc.
Excise
$2
Specify camera and lens (f 3.5, 2.5 or 2.7)
iL'hcn onlering from your dealer or
Photo

Specialties
182 E. Jefferson Blvd.
Los Angeles 11, California

Co.

EXCITING
FILMS
If you invite friends over to sleep, okay.
Give them a bed. Don't invite them over
for "entertainment" — then put them to
sleep . . . with movies th^t inspire nothing
but the "yawns."
"How'dja like my movies?" you dare
ask afterwards? And the guest has to muscle his pan out of a pained expression before he lies.
It's
just as easy And
to give
show. ACTUALLY!
next them
time, aif real
you
want to really ENTERTAIN . . . (see page
774, "Exciting Films" ) .
For Fun at Hom<
16mm SOUND
movies
FEATURE PROGRAMS
Complete with Short
Send Today for NEW 1946-47 Catalog
Free!
5
...f
RENTAL
D ' dC
^ CC K.
Rt I V3
266 MainLIBRAR
StreetY
Hackensack, N. J.
50 IDEAS FOR FILMING CHILDRENl
A booklet chuck full of continuity ideas|
applicable to holiday movie making.
25c prepaid
HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.l

Scratched Films ( Thomas Irving,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin)
Q; Some of my films ivhich are over
a year old have numerous scratches on
them. I have examined my projector
very closely but I have discovered nothing in the film gate which cotild have
caused the scratches. The scratches in
question seem to be too fine to have
been caused by the film gate and they
do not run for any greater length than
six or eight inches. What could have
caused them?
A: Your trouble seems to have been
caused by dirt particles on the film. As
the film turns on the takeup spool
small particles of dust between layers
of the film tend to scratch the film's
surface as each layer of film is pressed
against the other.
Best remedy is to clean your film as
often as possible with a good liquid
film cleaner.
Damaged Film
Ardmore, Pa.)

(Samuel Del Pazzo,

Q; / am sending you a section from
one of my films on which the emulsion
seems to have softened and run while
the film luas stored. Can you tell me
what caused this to happen?
A: You have neglected to state
where this film was stored, but evidently itwas near heat, for the damage
was caused, not by moisture alone, but
also by excessive heat. You may have
moistened the humidifying pad too much
and then stored the film in too warm
a place which only served to hasten the
condensation of the moisture contained
in the humidifying pad.
Cine films should be stored in a cool
place, preferably dry or at most only
moderately humidified.

Ferris, CovBichromat
ington,eKy.) Bleach (Bud
O; Is there any danger in using
bichromate bleach over and over again?
What is the average life of such a solution?
A: Bichromate bleach may be used
over and over again as long as it retain'sufficient energy. But the older it gets
the more danger there is that it will
stain the film yellow. For safety, it

(Howard Hunt, Omaha,

O: What is the best formula for
developing positive film titles?
A: Probably the most popular is
D-72. Used full strength at 65 degrees
for 3 minutes, it will give highly satisfactory results providing, of course,
film was correctly exposed and there
was good contrast between title letters
and title background.
La.)
More leans,
Detail
(Lee Hunt, New

Or-

O; Hoiv can I get more detail, especially in the faces of my subjects,
when I am filming with Kodachrome?
A: Use of a sunlight reflector to
reflect added light into the shadows
is the best remedy for your problem.
A reflector may easily be made from a
large sheet of cardboard or wallboard,
then cover with tinfoil, silver leaf or
aluminum paint. In the absence of such
a reflector a large piece of white paper,
a white sheet, or piece of bright tin
will serve the purpose.
Filming For Profit (G. E. Holt,
Lynn, Mass.)
Q: I have wanted to break into
\6mm. eudcational or industrial film
production, but I don't know just how
to start. Can you offer any suggestions?
A: In spite of tremendous competition lots of amateurs are getting a foothold in commercial movie making with
their 1 6mm. cameras. Far be it from us
to discourage any serious and competent amateur who aims for this field.
If you can deliver the goods, we would
suggest that you look about for local
firms whose product or services could
be successfully exploited with movies.
Go to such people and show them your
work; then outline your plans for a
picture for them. Better still, make a
short movie of their product or services and screen it for them. A sample
of your work is your best recommendation.
N. Y.)
Big Bulb (Ted Kirsch, Brooklyn.

O; My Univex projector uses an
8- volt 40 watt bulb. Is it possible for
me to increase projection brilliance by
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fitting it with the larger P-8, \\5-volt,
125 ivatt projection lamp? How can
this he done? Would such a large lamp
scorch the film?
A: Yes, it is possible for you to replace the smaller bulb with a larger one
in your Univex projector. It will require
fitting your projector with the proper
receptacle for the 125 watt bulb which
is a double contact lamp instead of
single contact as with your present
bulb. Also you will have to re-align the
reflector as well as adjust the new lamp
to insure that filament is lined up
properly.
There should be no danger of scorching the film as long as the film is kept
in motion at the regular speed. To attempt still projection would of course
result in blistering the film. You may
find it necessary to provide a means for
greater circulation of air through the
lamphouse to keep the large bulb sufficiently cool.
Wide Angle Lens (J. H. Grey,
Washington, D. C.)
Q: Which lens would you advise
using for shots to be made from the
observation platform of a moving train?
A: For the slow motion shots, the
wide-angle lens would be the best, as it
will give a better impression of faster
movement of the train due to the wider
angle, which will cause perspective to
recede faster.
Use of the regular or telephoto lens
would give the effect of slower motion
of the train.
Projector and Printer (Victor Hodges, Cleveland, Ohio) .
Q; Please tell me hoiv I can use my
projector as a printer to make duplicates ofmy 1 6mm. fihiis. Hoiv can 1
determine how much exposure to allow
when vraking dupe shots this way?
A: A very practical method of converting your projector to a printer appeared on page 8 1 of the February,
1941, Home Movies, also in several
subsequent issues. It is necessary to rig
up a lamp of low wattage and to enclose it completely so that no light
will reach the raw film stock except
at the film gate. Another method involves using the projector with the
regular projection lamp removed and
a low wattage lamp substituted; but
this is applicable only where design
of projector allows no stray light to
escape to the supply spool of raw film.
The amount of exposure may be determined bymaking a few test strips,
running them through projector at
various speeds or by adjusting the density of the printing light.
Extraneous Noise (J. B. Brown, Los
Angeles, Calif.)
O: When playing phonograph records with the projection of my home
movies, the playing equipment seems

Available

Now

THE

Eidelitone
DUAL TURNTABLE
Custom designed for amateur movie makers
and precision built to professional specifications, the FIDELITONE Recording Dual
Turntable complements your silent films with
recorded music, sound effects and narrative.

See your dealer or write for literature.
GEORGE
K. CULBERTSON
COMPANY
5133 Juanita Avenue, Dept. H
• Minneapolis 10, Minnesota

THREE
m M

WM

DUPLICATES

★

★

NEW
SHORT

ONE

REEL

SUBJECTS

★

Quality
Color

Prints
FOR

★ INDUSTRY
★ HOLLYWOOD
★ U.S. ARMY
★ U.S. NAVY
and YOU!

'Dances That Thrill"
"Night Club Girls"
OF BURLESQUEDolls"
"Dancing
produced and distributed by

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.
6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28
California

Quality Pictures Co.
5634 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California
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fo pick up interference from the projector icbich is aviplified through the
speaker. Can thin extraneous noise be
remedied?
A: If the trouble is strictly electrical
intereference caused by the projector
motor, your local radio man can install
interference eliminators on your projection machine that will solve your
problem.
Single Frame Exposures
(B . N .
Strr-mberg, San Francisco, Calif.)
O: / have a Bell & Hon ell Companion Smtn. camera. Can you tell me uhat
is the rated exposure at single frame
speed tcifh this camera? I want to make
a film using stop motion and I don't
want to make a lot of experiments to
determine the right exposure.
A: When using the single frame release on your camera the exposure obtained is 1 2?th of a second. Thus,
to calculate the correct lens opening to
be used, find the proper exposure established for 1 2 5 th of a second under
orevailing or desired light conditions and
for the film you expect to use.

PHOTO OF A HOTCAKE
A hotcake — a best seller — the album
everybody's
buying!
embossed
simulated leather
cover The
looks expiensive
— 40 black pages (Q'/zxll") lay flat
and smooth when open — strong plastic
binding rings — attractive colors — black,
blue, brown, green, maroon — and a
popular price — just $1.50! At stores.
Free catalog of Amfiles for Reels
Slides, Negative, etc.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY
always use the

N. J.) Screen (Willis Hart, Avon.
Yellow

^t'*"NEST*N",8"„7ll.*
S^ORT SUBJECTS

Hal Roach Comedies
Famous Stars
25 Two Reelers
A]

Musical

Varieties
with
Louis lordan and His Band
8 One Reelers
Technicolor Cartoons
Released by a Major Company
Also Available in
BLACK AND WHITE
13 One Reelers
Charlie Chaplin
12 Two Reel Comedies
in
ALL 16MM. SOUND
Send for our latest catalog of
MAJOR COMPANY features, serials
and short subjects.
Exclusive 16mm. Distributors

V'^9S.v«nthAv«nu«.»*«
M A M '' ^ ^

O: Ahouf fil e years a'zo I bought a
crystal beaded screen uhich has since
turned yellotv with age. This has reduced its efficiency and I would like to
know if there is any thing I can do to
restore the screen to its former whiteness.
A: This fault cannot be remedied bv
washing. One recommended method is
•"o place the screen in sTong sunlight
^or <^everal days to bleach out the discoloration.
Colored Titles (Phil Price, San Leandro, Calif.)
O; When I hut a sheet of cellophane
ni er large black and white illustrations
in order to use them as backgrounds for
Kodachrome titles, I am troubled by
fhe cellophane reflecting light back into
he camera lens.
A: Use of cellophane can be successful iflights are properly positioned.
Still another method which may prove
more successful is to place cellophane
over light reflectors so the photofloods
will cast colored light on the illustrations. In either case, vou can be sure to
make allowan'-e for lessened density of
light on titles bv increasing your
exposure.
Processing (S. C. Thompson, San
Antonio, Texas) .
O; Which gii es the best results in
the reversing of home movie film: the
closed tanks and spiral spool similar to
the Sfcinman systetn or the open reel
and drums? Also advise how I can reduce \fmm. film to Smm.
A: Open reels and drums are pre-

Trade Mark
A revolutionary slide-rule type of calculator
fhat INSTANTLY solves all problems pertaining
to film footages, shooting and projection tinne,
editing,
titling,
special and
effects,
etc.
For All
CAMERAS
PROJECTORS.
For SOUND and SILENT FILMS.
For NORMAL and SLOW-MOTION Speeds.
Simple to Use — Easy to Read
Cine-Rules are available in 3 styles:
16mm. Silent
16mm. S.O.F.
8mm. Single
ONLY SI. 25 POSTPAID.

7946 Atlantic City
BEAUTY PAGEANT
Gorgeous, glamorous, eye-filling beauties fro.Ti
all over U. S A. competing for Miss America
title, in beautiful COLOR MOVIES of professional quality. Silent with titles.
Black & White Color
8mm. — 180 ft
SI5.00 S30.00
14mm. — 360 ft.
S25.00 S65.00
Dealer discounts available.
Send money order or check with order to:
BILL CLAUSER
1208 LIND5N STREET

TRAVELOGS
READING, PA.

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE FEATURE PROGRAMS
I6MM. SOUND S4.95
I6MM. SILENT $4.50
8MM. SILENT S3.50
Send for FREE Lists — Specify film size
Send for Special Holiday listings of New and Used
Home Movie Equipment

I n e m a service
71 DEY ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

^iso

itnit

^ome

iKtobtesi

Your own or your
first gift subscription $3.00

T0_

tiitit

atibtttonal

gifts!

at t^e tftviitmai

These rates will be
withdrawn Dec. 10

of

3^tti

Each additional gift
subscription . $2.00

VVMABK PKINT

PItaM MHd Gift Sukscription
to tha above from:

crrr. postal unit no., state

TOPLK.\aK TRIN-T
■<TRE1!T

CITT, POSTAL UNIT VO.. STATE
Pl«as« Mnd Gift Subscription
to the above from:
T0_

PLEASE PRIXT
•^TREBT

CITT. POSTAL UNIT XO . STATE
Ploau send Gift Subscription
to tho above from:
for subscriptions outside of the United States add $1.00 per year
for additional postage

I
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ferable for amateur use in processing
home movie film for two reasons: 1 —
because it is simpler than the other
method and, 2 — because it is possibl:
to keep a visual check on the film dur
ing process of development. In addition to this the reels and drums permit
more thorough agitation of the film in
solutions and with most equipment of
this type, less solution is required.
To reduce 16mm. to 8mm. special
optical reduction printers are required.
It is possible to build such equipment,
but unhss you would have continued
use for it, you would probably save time
and money by sending your 1 6mm.
films to one of the several laboratories
specializing in reduction prints, such
as George Colburn in Chicago.

CLIMBS Hi/®
There's "gold in
them that hills"
when you sell your
camera or make a
trade with Bass.

1

Send him your stuff
today for top
prices,
Presidenf
c N Ic*« e

Closeups . . .
• Continued from Page 753
EXCITING

lywood, Jacobsen will explore the
16mm. field. Jacobsen got start in motion pictures via amateur movies, and is
credited with many experiments in sound
for amateur films.
★

FILMS
. . . flash on the screen a picture that jerks
your audience to WIDE-EYED attention!
You don't have to give them a hot-foot to
make them sit up in their seats. They'll
keep their
eyes on.open — if there's anything
worth
focusing
But jerky shots of fidgety-fingered,
grimacing relatives won't do it. Trite tripe
they can sleep through at any neighborhood
theatre misses the click.
You've got film
to give
OUT-OF-THEORDINARY
fare.them
If you
want their

Edward and Gary Kovacs have formed
Hollywood Screen Test Corp. with offices in New York and Hollywood and
will specialize in 16mm. screentests plus
3 and 6 minute musical shorts for cine
juke boxes.
★
Society Of Sixteen Cinematographers,
•t a recent meeting, passed a resolution
that, upon written application made by
five or more non-resident S.S.C. members, charter for a branch chapter to the
organization will be issued. The first
such chapters will probably be established in New York City, Chicago, Detroit and San Francisco.
★

eyes and mouths to fly open simultaneously .. . (see page 774, "Exciting Films").
RAY THELANS CAMERA CENTER, Inc.
THELAN'S PROFESSIONAL
TRIPOD $5.35
With PAN-TILT HEAD $11.52
As Reliable As Professional Studio Equipndent
4731 Hollywood Blvd. hollyv^ood 28, Calif.

*

8 ENLARGED Tj ^\
REDUCED ^> j
TO
ID
TO O
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME
GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Incorporated
IM— N.._.„Wacker
Chicago t
— ,_. Drive
— ,
GUY D. HASELTON
An excellent selection of 14mm. Kodachrome of
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
— any length from one scene to 1000 feet; 20c ft.
"The Blooming Desert," "Yosemite" and "Canadian Rockies," each 400 feet, $40.00. Or individual scenes, any footage, at 20c ft. "Hummingbird Homelife,"
black
400 feet, $18.00;
in sound,
$24.00.& white, titled,
7934 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 44, Calif.
ONE REEL COMEDIES

N,D BING
MME .E. SO
BROWUN
BOB HO, PE,16JO
BY ALR JOLSON, JACK BENNY
«IN
CROS
AND OTHE STARS.
List Price $20 Each — Dealer Discount
COMEDY
HOUSE
130 W. 44th St.
New York 19, N. Y

Jacic Winter, i6mni. cinematographer, is
enroute to Orient where he will film
material in Indo-China, Burma, India,
Persia, Egypt, North Africa and Portugal for 6 short subjects for theatrical
release. Photography will be in 16mm.
Kodachrome and will be blown up to
3 5mm. Technicolor for theatrical release
★

prints.
Ted Phillips, Burton Holmes' chi?f cinematographer, has returned from the
Pacific Northwest and is closeted in his
Hollywood penthouse editing footage
previously
for Holmes' lecture film
on
Rio de shot
Janeiro.
★
Robert Johnston, writer, lecturer and
1 6mm. cinematographer, is currently
presenting his latest Kodachrome travelogue "Pirate Treasure of Cocos Island"
in a number of Los Angeles department
store auditoriums. Eventually Johnston
will lecture with the film in every important city in the United States.

You Con Make A
Better

Splice

A splice that won't break with a
CRAIG

SPLICER

Craig Senior Splicer
... Is used for all 8mm. and 16mm. sound or
silent film— four simple operations without wetting
film— gives you permanent splices— guaranteed to
stick— hat cutter and a dry scraper. $1 5.00
Craig

Junior Splicer
... is easy to use— it's adaptable for either 8mm.
or 16mm. film. Complete with bottle of Craig
Safety. Film Cement and water container. Mounted
on hardwood base. $4.50
CRAIG iMOVIE SUPPLY COIMPANY
Loi Angelei
Son Francisco Seattle

FOR
SALE
Full length
Kodachrome Travelogues
8 m m 13e, 16 m/m 13 Vie,
per 1 6 m m ft.
White Mountains & Atlantic Coast, Glacier
Park & Yellowstone, New York and Pennsylvania, It's Tulip Time in Holland, Cape
Cod & Nantucket, Colorado, The Adirondacks, Florida, California, Chicago, Death
Valley, Switzerland, Germany, Austria &
Czechoslovakia, Hungary & Italy, Hawaii.
Aboie subjects can also he
rented from our library.
ZENITH CINEMA SERVICE
3252 W. Foster .\ve. Chicago 25, Illinois
^HHH|H^^^^^B USE
Mnre
.f^
r ■«<■ Fine
nKj|^^^^8B^^^^H||
Reversible
OUTDOOR »^
■PPIspMMJiPRIHBPni
Grain
Action
Film
HW^, ^^^tjMHJH
Film
^^^
^^^
At Less
Sneed
^■ly iTr.^S^^^n Ample
Cost.
QM
AMBERTINT FILM 05
■^ ■ 1^ Calif.
Includesspools,
inacliine
processing.
Day- ^ V'^
*
ligllt
read.v
to load
shoot.
bii.V'.rs
inciiide
sales& tax.
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
•■Tii8 West's r.icatest Film Order House"
Southgate
California
TITLES
Your movies are more interesting when
expertly titled. Write for prices.
TITLE

TECHNICIANS
Department H
39M Ames St. N. E. Washington 19, D. C.
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CUT

HOME

MOVIE COSTS
with BLACK nnd WHITE (Ine
grain Si-inl-OrthnchromatIc
Re.
versible
Filmlowest
for finest
cost. results —
16mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
100-ft. Roll only $2.50
Rating Scheiner 18
8mm. Reversible
Outdoor Film
25' Dble. 8, only $1.25
VIS-O-PAN
Full Panchromatic
Indoor — Outdoor
Exceptional Fine Grain
Double 8mm. — 25 (t $2.00
I6nim.— 100 ft 5.00
Same
processing
included.
See yourday dealer
direct.or send money

is ilie new Splice-Master I6nuii. tilm
s'llicer which do.'s away with necessit\
ot scraping fi'm emulsion and the use
of cement. Splice is produced by means
ot an el 'ctrically produced butt weld
In a space ot ten seconds. An automatic
timer, directly incorporated within the
sohcer, cuts the electric current when
the splice is completed. It operates on
110-115 volts A.C., 50 or 60 cycles.
Manufacturer is l.ektra Laboratories,
Inc., 30 K. 10th St., New York City.

W'l
liir prU'os for
I'tir 8nim.
developinK
iiiuilU'piiii't'ssiiiK
and
Iflimn. flluis h<iuj;ltt oIst'VvluTe.
Dept. 12
VISUAL INSTRUCTION
SUPPLY CO.
1757 Broadway. Brooklyn 7, N.Y.

DIET'S

ADD

SOUND

1^ to Your Silent Films
in Color or Black and White
We'll make
of your
silent
I6mm.a pru(c^^ionaI
tilin, .uJilinj;pnnlui
music,tinnnarration
and special effects, Finest odor duplicati-tn in
the industry. Telefilm's skilled technical staff
and finest sound-rccordinj; cquipmeni. plus
ctmiplctc studio facilities, will put thji enviable Hollywood touch in your film. We serve
industrial, amateur and educational film provlucers and stuiie of America's larj^csl companies. Write TKLKFILM. Inc.,60,V; Holly,
wood Blvd.. Hollywood 28. Calif., fur prices
and tci.hnical details.
TELEFILM
JNC.
HOUYWOOD I6mni HEADQUARTERS

DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
Make Big Money
Selling

our

23 New 16mm. Sound
Specialties
Send $10.00 for sample print and our
free wholesale price list.
STANDARD PICTURES CORP.
Universal City, Calif.

• Streamlined; low-priced.
Low Price Projectors
Back, in the low-price field ag.iin with
two I6mni. silent film projectors is
Excel Movie Products, Inc., 4230
Drumniond Place, Chicago. The two
new models are known as P-46 and
P-130. The P-46, .selling at $39.95 is
the bargain projector. It provides an
image equal in quality to projectors
selling at twice the price, according to
the manufacturer. Standard equipment
is 100 watt lamp which is interchangeable with one of 200 watts. Takes 400
loot l6mni. reels.
The P-130 is streamlined in design,
compact and lightweight. Screen image
is sharp, bright and steady. Precision
adjustments afford accurate framing
of image, ease in threading, quick, change
in projection speed. 300-watt projection
lamp is standard equipment.

• Slip end of film in side-slot.
Easy To Thread
Something new in projection reels to
take the cussing out of threading is
Excel's njw Slide-Thre.id reel. Featuring
slots on either side with patented film
grips in the hub, the film is secured and
started on reel by merely pushing it into
reel slot and giving the reel a spin. No
reaching down into the reel with fingers,
etc. Available in a number of footage
lengths, supplies will be available in
photographic stores early in December.
Manufacter is Excel Movie Products.,
Inc., 4230 Drummond PI., Chicago 39,
111.
Film Conditioner
\'iie- A-Lize, announced in this column last month as a new conditioner
and protective treatment for motion
picture films, was erroneously quoted as
costing $1.00 per 100 foot reel. The
correct price for the service is $1.00 per
1000 foot reel of film. George Gage,
2-^08 W. 7th., Los Angeles, Calif., is
exclusive agent for product.

Disfinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Anaateur and Professional
I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - - Kodachrome
Price List on Request
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York. N. Y.

Screen Insurance
16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities
BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER
CEO. W. COLBURN
IncorporatedLABORATORY ^
IM N. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6/

• Splices film without cement.
New Splice Maker
Designed for simplest possible operation, requiring only that the two ends
of film to be spliced are cut, clamped
in position, and a push-button pressed.

In the event of failure, not due to
accident, misuse, abuse or alteration, the
manufacturers of Radiant projection
screens will repair or replace, through
accredited Radiant distributor and
dealer channels, any defective parts. This
• ContiiiiiCil oil Pane 7'^<'
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TIMELY
By

EDMUND

TURNER

^ HERE arc main titles for your Christmas movie,
plus subtitle backgrounds and an appropriate end
title — all in color. Of course, those who shoot in
black and white can use them too. Especially made
for use with typewriter titlers, they should be
photographed from a distance of 8 inches. Most
cameras will require a supplemental or auxiliary lens
for this limited shooting range. This should be 5
diopter and placed close to camera lens.

pirture^ be^n with
...and Sb doe? our^!

TITLES
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Picture
perfection
15 YOURS WITH
ACRA-COTED
LENSES
You'll
get
picture
perfectionlenses
becouse ACRA - COTED
Qc^iieve —
• Better Shadow Detail and
Contrast
• tlimlnation of Hare and
Scattering of Light
• Increased Color fidelity
See your Deoler for Details, or
write direct.
PIONEESS IN MEATLESS.
HARD lENS COATING
4

warranty, in writing, is now included
with every new Radiant screen as part
of the Radiant Screen instruction book.
This warranty, according to the manufacturer, ispredicated on the scientific,
precisioned and controlled production
of its screens and the "Hy-Flect" glass
beaded screen surface and guarantees
its product to be free from defects in
material and workmanship.

iTilill
INSTRUMiNTS
imiii
&S4I Santa Monica Blvcj.
Hollywood 38, California

Protect new prints — add brilliance and
life to old prints with the sensational
Gage Vite-A-Lize method of treatment.
Eliminate the hazard of first run
damage. Low Cost. Mail orders receive
prompt attention.
Repairing and Processing of Old Prints
exclusive agents
IDEAL PICTURES CORP.
2408 West 7th Street Los Angeles, Calif.
DR. 8228
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
Mofion Picture and Still
Art Royce Photo Supply Co.
8920 W. Pico
Los Angeles, Calif.
BR 2-2235
, iiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiMiniiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiinniiifiiMiiiiniiiMMMiMiiu
\ Headquarters In New England i
\ For Castle Films. Nu-Art Films, Official 1
I Films. Pictoreels, Soundies,
New |
Hymnal Soundies
|
Sales, Rentals, Exchanges — Bargain Lists Free |
FRANK LANE AND CO.
1
5 Little BIdg., Boston, Mass. |
"We Buy Your Films for Cash" 1
.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiih?:

are an automatic snap-action, self-centering slide carrier, quick tilting adju'-tment, novel lift-off case design that
leaves unit permanently attached to
case base, and a 5 -inch I 3. J lens, which
may be had coated at shght additional
charge. Operation is on 105-1 2 5 volts
A. C. or D. C.

I

• Pistol grip for cine cameras
Cine Grip
• Has A.S.A. film speed scale.
Hickok Meter
New structural and operating features are claimed for the latest model
Hickok Duplex exposure meter. It is
enclosed in a shatter-proof, unbreakable
plastic case. It is also furnished with
a new dial for readings up to f 32,
and includes the new A.S.A. scale of
emulsion speeds in addition to the standard Weston scale. These new features
together with higher light sensitivity,
single direct-reading dial and a shockproof movement make the Hickok an
ideal meter for either still or cine
camera enthusiast. Manufacturer is
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.,
10596 Dupont Ave., Cleveland 8. Ohio.

Offering a handy accessory of improved design to owners of movie
cameras is the Cine Grip, shaped like
a pistol grip and readily attachable to
camera at the tripod socket. Use of grip
is said to insure steadier pictures while
at the same time affording a more comtorcable means of carrying camera thus
minimizing possibility of dropping tht
instrument. Made of solid metal and
finished in wrinkle lacquer, price is
i2.00 plus excise tax. Manfacturer is
Hollywood Cine Products, 3227^ So.
Figueroa St., Los Angeles 7, CaUf.

ROTECT YOUR HOME FROM
TUBERCULOSIS

• Ampro's lightweight.
• One machine takes slides or strips.

BUY

ICHRISTMAS-SEALS

Dual Purpose Projector
.Model 3 0-D AmprosHde projector,
recently introduced by Ampro Corporation, Chicago, offers ready projection
facilities for either 2x2 slides or 3 5mm.
film strips. No additional units need be
installed or removed when shifting from
shde operation to strip film operation.
Among the features of this new projector

Ampro's
"Century-10"
The "Centur\io" Amprosound projector isa new, Ught and compact machine designed to provide utmost in
16mm. sound-on-film projection where
features such as still pictures, reverse
operation, and the combination of silent
and sound speeds are not desired. Some
ot the features are: fast, automatic rewind, 1600 foot re;l capacity, easy

HOME MOVIES FOR DECEMBER
B I G E LO W
PICTURE FILM
MOTION
COMPENSATED IN PROCESSING TO
CORRECT EXPOSURE ERRORS
Weston
25 ft. 100 ft.
Speed 8-8mm. 14mm.
Outdoor
1 8-3 1 $1.50 1 $2.95
Du-AII .
1 24-16 1 $2.35 1 $5.50
Abo ve prices inchide processing.
California buyers please include sales tax
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE
— 24-HouR Processing Service —
The snap and sparkle associated with proessional motion pictures are yours when
you use NEW COMPENSATED

4449 Regent St.

Oakland 9, Calif.

787
threading system, quick-centering tilting knob, centralizing panel control,
rotating type sound drum, curved film
guides before and after sound drum
and a 12 inch permanent magnet dynamic speaker. Projector op;rates on
60 cycles A.C. only, 105 to 125 volts.
Manufacturer is Ampro Corporation,
2835 No. Western Ave., Chicago 18,
III.
Movie Clubs . . .
• Continued from Page 7j6
are screened throughout the year, points
are awarded. At closing session of the
year, suitable trophy is awarded member with highest points. At close of
last meeting, Jackie Baker was in the
lead with S entries screened to date
which have net him a total of 19 points.
Next contender was Merle Williams
with } entries credited with 8 points.
★ * ★

READY FOR YOUR CAMERA-PROCESSING INCLUDED
jndarH
ptandarf* dayl'Kht
lr>;
5 of
;ston
'24 fresh
amig HIstock
tullyonpanchromatic
Gue
WESTON
theatre-like
proces;vt I00ft.l6mr
spools
OUTDOORS
0 quality. Scientifically
so It. 16mm
WESTONI7 25 ft. 8-8
1.95
1.69
3.19
OK TITLES It."
OUTDOORS
$2.89
$1.75
WESTON
1.95
2.89
5.19
INDOOR 1624 $1.49
WESTON 64
3.09
5.49
INDOOR 40
2.25
REVFRB
Sinp'e
8 Film . . . $1.25
S1.49
UMVtX 8 mm Film
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Steady reorders -stfrom(o coast
satisfied
prove costhe
lity
of
Superior
Film.
Fu'l tone
e-fresh
stock-plus
money-back
rantee.
Send
tr
al
ordertodayfor
trst. Catalog of movie accessories
nd equipment FREli. Write today I
^SUPERIORBULKFILMCO,
105 S. Wells Street

SATINGLAS
TITLES
Color - Sparkle
Style
A new type letter and background material — a
glass fibre sheet In 5 Colors plus Black and
White, Backgrounds I2"xl4"— Letters I and
5/14" or high,
letters stick without aid of pins,
glues
adhesives.
COLOR TITLE KIT — B Backgrounds in assorted
shades — 3B0 Lelters and Mumerals. 3 Colors — $6.45
BLACKBarkKround
AND WHITEand TITLE
KIT— 1 Letters
Black Satinglas
120 YelUnv
and
Numerals— $2.50
fi Backgrounds
— $1.80
Order from yi>nr T>ealcr or direct from
PROSPECT PRODUCTS CO.
5 So. 6th Ave.
Mt. Vernon. N. Y.
Satinslas
Corp. available
Send for FRKE
bookleth> oftliemanyClasfl-iss
other services

CAMERAS
MOVIE EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - RENT
Latest color supplies
For the Professional
and Amateur
Repair Service
L. A. Camera Exchange
Downtown L.A.— 922 S. Olive MU-9175
Hollywood— 1438 N. Cahuenga HO-5882

OLD TIME MOVIES i
1 1 5 Anchor Avenu*
i
'^i^ O-.e^nside, L. I., New York
SILENT,
SOUND —— 8mm.,
hREE CATALOGS
Dramas, 16mm..
Comedies,SSmm'.
Glamour; "Movies March Alonn, 1896-1928" — 30
Stars; New Medical-Obstetrics Instruction Films.

^

Sim jovAy m your
COPY OF m lATlST PHOTO-TICH TITlt LISTINGS.
PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNICIANS, INC.
P. O. Box 3163 Charleston 32, W. Va. ^

CHICAGO'S Movie And Slide Club of
Palmer Park elected new officers for
the coming year as follows: George D.
Douglas, president; John Udelhofen,
vice president; Louis Panazzo, treasurer;
and George B. McBride, secretary. Club
is now entering its third year and is
affiliated with Associated Amateur Cinema Clubs.
★ ★ ★
SCHENECTADY Photographic Society's
movie group, at its November 20th
meeting, had James W. Moore, nationally known amateur movie consultant,
describe methods for selecting winning
films in contests. Moore screened and
discussed films made by members, pointing out the good and the bad points
that make or break a picture in a
contest.
★ ★ ★
INCLEWOOD (Cahf.) Movie Club, at
its November meeting, judged the Long
Beach Cinema Club's 1946 contest
films as guest-judges, a new innovation
begun this year by the Long Beach Club.
Also of interest is the fact that the
Inglewood Club has followed the lead
of some of the larger clubs and has
agreed to open its meetings to the showing and discussion of 3 5 mm. Kodachrome slides made by its club members.
Slide showings will be limited to three
meetings per year.
★ * ★
ISLE OF WIGHT Amateur Cine Society
conducted its annual film competition
on October 2nd at which time competing films were judged by Dr. F.R.B.H.
Kennedy, Mr. F. W. Beken, and Mr.
A. D. Turner. First award went to
S. R. May; second to G. J. H. Moon,
and third to L. W. Jennings. A pubHc
showing of films is planned for the
winners.

AskVAPORATE
Your Dealer
INC. St
130CO..
W. 4A»h
New York City

When

BELL i HOWELL CO
1801 Larchmont, Chicago
716 N. LaBrea. Hollvwood

in Los Angeles
VISIT

WINTER

&

CO.

525 West 6th Street
around the corner from the
Biltmore Hotel
Telephone Michigan 3296

Hollywood Hi-Speed
8MM FILM
Splendid for all indoor shots such as Birthdays
Anniversaries, night street scenes, stage plays,
all sporting events, etc.
HOLLYWOOD HI-SPEED FILMS are fully panchromatic— use any filter, Non-Halation backing, marvelous latitude, fine grain.
25 Ft. 8mm. $3.00— Weston 32-24 or 24-16
Hollywoodland Studios
SOUTH GATE, CALIFORNIA
•Home
Movies'^OF 1946"
AMERICA
i Featuring"MISS
Miss Marilyn
Buferd, National
ContttI Winner
"MISS AMERICA
1946"
' Featuring
all 48 AtlanticCONTESTANTS
City Btauty ContettOF Entrant:
WORLD IN COLOR PRODUCTTONS
I 108 W Church -St
Erm.r
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RATES: 10c per word. Minimum ad $2.00. Add 5c per word for text in capitals.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• BASS SAYS: Cine values in unconditionally guaranteed equipment!
JUST ARRIVED! New 16mm. Kodascope Model Sixteen-IO
proiector,
lumenized
without
case $91.10New 2"lAmm.
KaystoneF:2.5A-82lens,projector,
750
watt
2
''
F:I.A
lens,
S96.35.
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY: New Revere 87 and
99 cameras- Revere Deluxe projector; New Bell &
Howeii Sportster, Cooke F:2.5 lens, $99.69.
LENSES— IMMEDIATE DELIVERY! 63mm. Cine-Kodak
telephoto F:2.7, choice of Berthiot
adapter,focal
$79.80;
I" comDalllength
meyer
bnatiionF:l.5,
for $81.00;
standardNew8mm. cameras,
wide angle
Vi" and i" F:l.9. in focusing mount, complete,
$132.40; '/j" Berthiot F:l.9, in focusing mount,
coated, "C"
F:l.9& chemically
I" Lumax
$52.50;
mount $86.33;
4" Bell
Howell Telate F:4.5, m
C"
mount,
$98.94;
35mm.
Fairchild
F:3.5,
to fit all
standard 8mm.. cameras, 039.50.
AVAILABLE NOVV— New 16mm. Movie-Mite, sound,
one-case unit, the smallest sound projector on the
market,
for A.C. with
and D.C.,
F:l.6 lens, 20O0
reel capacity,
built-in2 ' projection
screen,ft.
$298.15.
"K ',
Model turret,
MovikonRevere
Zeiss$150.00;
8mm. case,
USED CAMERAS—
Sonnar
F:2 lens, with
Wollensak F:2.5 coated lens, combination carrying
case, $77.50; Unlvex Cinemaster, Wollensak F:l.9
lens in focusing mount, case, $57.00.
RARE Craig
ITEMS:Junior
KodakEditor
Pola-Screen,
$10.70;
for 8 and 'W"
16mm., mount,
$9.95;
Craig Senior Editor for 8 and 16mm., $25.50; Craig
Senior 16mm. Editor, complete, $69.50; New Bell &
Howell Filmotion Editor, 8mm., complete, $118.00.
We
buy 'em,
. . .for
sell new
'em, Cine
. . . and
trade 'em.
Complete
stocks
eauipment,
all
makes. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, DEPT. 179 W.
Madison St., Chicago 2, III.
• A Field
LIFETIME
all— cowhide
new. light
4x40
Glassesgiftin tor
sturdy
case,weight
with
2 straps, only $19.00 plus $3.80 Fed. Tax. (Add 45c
sales tax in California). Many other fine values —
send us your wants in binoculars and photo goods.
MARSHUrZ OPTICAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALISTS since 1887, 418 West 6th Street, Los
Angeles 14. California.
• IMMEDIATE delivery: New— Used— Ampro,
Holmes, Victor, Natco, DeVry sound and silent
projectors, cameras, films, projection lamps, Grlswold and Craig Splicers, rewinders. reels. Camera
films. Write for large list. ZENITH, 308 West 44th,
New York City.
• LENSES wanted! Top prices and spot cash for
all types of standard lenses such as Zeiss. Goerz,
Steinheil. Cooke, Wollensak, etc., etc. Mail lens
for examination
state& your
asking INC.,
price. 321
Imme-S.
diate service. and
BURKE
JAMES,
Wabash Ave., Chicgo 4, III.
• KEYSTONE 1946 8mm. camera, brand new with
factory guarantee. MacVan backwind and frame
counter installed. Equipped with Wollensak f:2.5
'/j"
operation.
$78.00
postpaid
ESO-S,lens.
828-E 3-speed
West 39th.
Kansas City
2. Missouri.
• I6MM. camera blimp & accessories, $85.00.
35mm. silent Holuies projector, $20.00. Cine Kodak
Magazine.
$110.00.9165
2" Sunset,
Cine Special
HUBBARD HUNT,
Hollywoodlens.46, $35.00.
Calif.
• NEW Plexiglas developing rack. No more rust■ng-repaintlng-or spoiling of solutions. Holds 23
feet 16mm. Only $2.50. ALLIED ENTERPRISES,
2416 Hadley St., St. Louis 6. Mo.
• CANADIANS. Send for free catalog of Home
Movie Supplies. DeVry sound projectors. Arrow
Film Library. CADWALLADER'S, 996 Weston Road,
Toronto.
• PROFITS IN HOME MOVIES— New book, covers
completely profits possibilities for amateur fllmers.
Price postpaid $2.00. PENNSYLVANIA PHOTO
SUPP LY. 627 Fourth Avenue, Williamsport, Penn.
•capacity)
BRAND-new
Excel$24.95!
I6m,m.Cash
silent,
lOOw (400'
proiectors,
or terms.
Free
circular. CHARLES HUNTER, 29 John Rensselaer,
New York.
• 35MM. Eyemo, Bell & Howell movie camera for
sale 1.8 F 28mrr. Astro, 2.5f 47mm. Taylor-Hobson
Cooke a-d f2.3 75mm. lens. ARIE J. OLIVER, Hull.
Iowa.
• NEW 1600'
$1.75.films
1600' bought,
cans, $1.25.
bination $2.50.reels.
8-l6mm.
sold,Comexchanged. Literature. End title lOc. INTERNATIONAL
HM. 2120 Strauss. Brooklyn, New York.
• SOUND for your silent projector. Priced for any
budget. Send
for details.
EXCHANGE.
210 Second
Avenue. LARRY'S
Albany 2. FILM
New York.
• CAMERAS — Movie Proiec+ors — Enlargers — Big free
catalog. CAVALIER CAMERA, 1822 Center Avenue. Pittsburgh 19, Penna.
• MOVIE-MITE sound projectors now on sale;
also SVE Slide projectors. Order now for Christmas. JENKINS AUDIFILMS. Lewisburg, Penna.
• NEWPostpaid.
100' 16mm.ESO-S,
camera
spools
cans,Kansas
3 for
$2.00!
828-E.
Westwith39th,
City 2, Missouri.

WANTED
• SHOTGUNS, TARGET PISTOLS AND RIFLES accepted in trade on cameras, projectors, screens,
editors, and everything photographic. If you have
equipment of this type to trade in or if you wish
to trade in your present photographic equipment
toward new merchandise soon to ba received, you
will find our present allowances mora than liberal.
Write, describing your equipment and we will quote
our allowances by return mail. NATIONAL CAMMinn. ERA EXCHANGE. 86 So. 6th St.. Minneapolis 2.
• WILL pay top prices for still cameras such as
Contax, Leica, Rolliflex, etc., also Cine cameras
and all types of photographic lenses. Send full
description or mall in for examination. We acknowledge immediately. PHOTO LENS CO., 140
W. 32nd Street, New York City.
• ESO-S needs your discarded laboratory 8mm.
projection reels! We allow (in trade) 4c for 50'
and 2'/2C 1947
for 30'
sizes catalog.
and refund
Ask
for
32 page
ESO-S,postage.
828-E West
39th,NEW
Kansas City
2, Missouri.
• WANTED — 16mm. sound cameras, recorders, film
and disc. 35mm. Arriflex. Eyemo, DeVry, Mitchell,
Bell & Howell and all accessories. CAMERA MART,
70 West 45th Street, New York.
• WANTED — Used equipmant. Bargain list on recuest. PFTEBS 41-B Soath 4th St., Allentown, Pa.
• UNUSUAL Home Movies, Prepaid, Discounts,
Catalog 5c. JACK PROCTOR. Melrose, Mass.
CAMERA FILM
• REPERFORATION
16mm.Perforations
b&w_ or
color
film for use in any
8mm.brand
cameras!
guaranteed. $2.00 per 100' roll. Mail films insured,
marked
' Reperforate"
to ESO-S, 828-E West 39th,
Kansas City
2, Missouri.
• BOLEX 8mm. owners attention! 100 ft. rolls
Ansco-Color double 8mm., $10.75! Deluxe Sepia
100 ft. rolls double 8mm., $6.00! ESO-H Deluxe
outdoor film. 100 ft. rolls double 8mm. $5.50!
Postpaid.
ESO-S, 828-E West 39th St., Kansas City
2, Missouri
• "NEGPO"free!titling
processing
Black film,
lettersspooled
on whitedalite-loading,
background
will project white-on-black! Double 8mm., $1.15;
16mm. 828-E
(100'),West
$2.55.39th.
Deduct
orders.
ESO-S.
Kansas10%Cityfor2,3-roll
Missouri.
• MOVIE
films- processing.
100' 16mm. ELIZABETH$2.50; 25'
double
8mm.camera
$1.25. Free
PORT
PHOTO SUPPLY, 106 Franklin St., Elizabeth,
New Jersey.
• COLOR film for single 8mm. Univex, Revere
and B & H! Guaranteed fresh! $2.25 per roll; three
rolls $6.50! ESO-S, 828-E West 39th, Kansas City 2,
Missouri.
• EASTMAN
400' rolls
16mm. guaranteed fresh
positive
film,City
$4.25
39th.
Kansas
2. postpaid.
Missouri. ESO-S, 828-E West
FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• NEW!
Miss America
of 1946."
8mm..
50 ft.,Sensational!
$2.00; Kodachrome,
$7.50. 16mm.,
100
ft., $4.00; Kodachrome, $14.75. Kodachrome projection sample.
Hula,"
Catalog,
York.
25c.
WORLD
IN "Waikiki
COLOR, Box
392-C,$1.00.
Elmira,
New
• ADVENTURE — SCIENCE — OLDTIME MOVIES
20 smash "HITS" available in 8 and 16mm. listed
In big new 1947 catalogue. Send stamp for your
copy of these exclusive "HITS" from SHERWOOD
PICTURES,
the St.'HOUSE
OF HITS."
SHERWOOD
PICTURES. 78?
Marks Avenue.
Brooklyn
13, N. Y.
• KODACHROME from the ends of the earth.
Panama, Hawaii. Norway, Gibraltar. South Seas,
Africa. Projection length sample $1.00. Film Sample
and list for dime. BRYANT FILMS. 264 Spring
Street. Ossining. N. Y.
• CHILDBIRTH— Modern technique. Superb educational film for doctors, nurses and students. Hospital photography.
i6mm.789— $10.00,
8mm.Avenue,
$5.50.
SHERWOOD
PICTURES,
St. Marks
Brooklyn 13, New York.
• EXCITING movies! Glamorous Hollywood dance'-s,
Girls,"
Thrillers
and lists
Daring.
Send 'PIn-Up
dime for
sample
film ofandDanger
special
unusual pictures, all types. EXCITING FILMS, 1071
El Centro Street, Dept. B, Hollywood 38, Calif.
• GORGEOUS
Girls: sparkling "Allure"
and
"Sarong
Girls,"
films,
50
ft. $2.00;
16mm.two100breath-taking
ft. $4.00 each.
Big 8mm.
1946
catalog many film bargains and sample, dime.
AUDET. Box 6520-CC. Philadelphia 38. Penna.
• LATEST releases Castle. Official, Pictorial 816mm. silent, sound films. Sales, rentals, exchanges.
Catalogue listing over 3000 films, accessories, etc..
2-3c stamps. REED. 7508 Third Ava.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
• SOUND films rented by the week. Homes,
roadshowmen, churches, schools. New catalogs.
DAYTON
FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn Avenue, Dayton 6, Ohi».

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• 8MM.-I6MM. silent films rented by the week.
Shorts
and features. Low rates. New catalogs. DAY.
6,
Ohio.
TON
FILM, INC., 2227 Hepburn Avenue, Dayton
• CHILD is born by Caesarean delivery. Original,
authentic, outstanding home movie production. Prolect
Send32.postal
card today. PREFERRED
FILMS.it free.
Hamilton
Ohio.
• 8-I6MM.
"Blonde
Venus,"list"Hula
Honeys,"
etc.
Glamourmovies
photos.
Samples,
lOc. THOMAS
PRODUCTIONS,
42,
California.5123 York Boulevard. Los Angeles
• FEATURE
8mm. $14.75.
show, "Midnight
Fantasy."
$2.00
rental; length
purchase.
Unusual! Entertaining! Mystifying! ESO-S, 828-E West 39th, Kansas
City 2. Missouri.
• I6MM. sound films. Complete subjects, good
condition.
per 400'
up. Write for
list
of
over 100$1.95
available
titles.reel.BLACKHAWK
FILMS,
Dept. HM3, Davenport, Iowa.
• 16MM. home movies, silent and sound. Write
for free catalogue. Special club plan. HANIK
FILM RENTAL CLUB, 2102 Jenkins Arcade, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.
• ADD sparkle to your shows. Beautiful models
in new, daring subjects. 100 feet 16mm., $5.50.
Immediate delivery. NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE,
71 Dey Street. New York 7. N. Y.
• SINGLE perforated Plus-X-Reversible for single
system sound. Expires June. 1947. 1,000 feet in 200
foot rolls. $10.00 per roll or $45.00 for lot. JACK
HARTLINE. 1439 Estes. Chicago 26. Illinois.
• G9RGEOUS
models
... AFree
finelistcollection
beautiful
girls and
burlesque.
8mm. ando'
16mm. only. PIQUE PICTURES, Box 123, Station B.
Brooklyn 16. New York.
• MERRY XMAS— Happy New Year professional
title.
Just the thing for your holiday program. 8 or
Illinois.
16mm., 25c. EDDY FILMS, P. O. Box 335, Elmhurst,
• HOME MOVIES: Rent— buy— swap 8/l6mm.
silent and sound at money-saving rates. Details
for a dime. MIDLAND, Box 429, Oak Park I, 111.
• NEW movie rental library. Latest 16mm. films.
Write for our catalog. OWEN FILM COMPANY.
Stone Mountal-i, Georgia.
• SOUND shows $2.00 per day. Reduced prices
on films and equipment. Send for catalogue. JENKINS' AUDIFILMS. Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.
• FLORIDA Color Shorts. 16mm. only. 100 ft.
Kodachrome $15.00. Write for list. WURTELE FILM
PRODUCTIONS. Box 5504, Orlando, Florida.
• UNUSUAL 8-l6mm. film subjects. Big catalog
with sample film. lOc. NATIONAL FILM EXCHANGE, Broadway Station E, Toledo 9, Ohio.
• PEP16mm.
up your
gorgeous
movies
8mm.
and
and show
sound.
Write model
for list.
CAMERA
CIRCLE, INC., 126 Greenwich St.. New York 6.
• USED and new Castle films. £-16mm., silent and
sound. Send for lists. ALVES FHOTO SERVICE,
Inc., 14 Storrs Ave.. Braintree 84. Mass.
• USED— new. silent 16mm. subjects, excellent barrented,St..exchanged.
FILM
SERVICE.gains.138Sold,Tehama
Brooklyn 18,ODEL'S
New York.
• EXCLUSIVE home movies. Famous films. Write
City.
for free list. HOME PIX, 1674 Broadway, New York
• 8MM. Comedies and full length features. 2c
per foo*. Send $1.00 for 50 feet. Sample. COPE
STUDIO. 5896 Sc. FIgueroa, Los Angeles 3. Calif.
• 8MM.-I6MM. films, equipment. Bargains. TOWERS. 935 North Fortieth. Philadelphia 4.
• HOLLYWOOD Films! Sample and catalog lOc.
STONE, Lunneburg 8. Mass.
FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• WILL swap b'-ano-new I6mm. silent and sound
subjects for used ones I desire. No charge! What
have
New you?
York. CHARLES HUNTER, 29 John, Rensselaer,
• EXCHANGE your 400 ft. 16mm. silent films. 3
for $1.00 plus postage. JOVIN PHOTO SERVICE,
31 Boyls+or Street, Acushnet, Massachusetts.
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge.
for ourMass.
swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS.
Box I39. Send
Brockton.
• SWAP— Printing for 16mm. silent films. State
titles, length, what you want? CHANDLER PRESS.
Route I, Box 85-HM, Toppenlsh. Washington.
• SOUND films exchanged. No exchange fee.
Features and shorts. Private library. M. E. HARRIS,
4446 Paseo Kansas City 4 Missouri.
LABORATORY SERVICES
• I6MM. Color enthusiasts — we correct too dark,
light, red, blue,
film $1.00
on precision
equipment.
Send oronegreen
foot and
for sampleoptical
test
order.
MANASHAW
FILMS, 6650 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood
28. California.
• 6 or 8 exposure roll finished, giant size, 30c.
Ask aboutPHOTO.
our 16mm.
andSeuthpate.
8mm. titling
THRIFTY
Box 46.
Calif.servica* Continued on OppotiU ftgi
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TITLES AND SUPPLIES
• TITLES 16mm., 8mm. Kodachrome and b.&w.
Custom designed ready made stock titles. Also
ultra-attractive title card sets, hundreds to choose
from. Send 25c for prices and lists including
samples. Let us do your titling in a professional
manner. SUPERLATIVE PRODUCTIONS, 2364 Honolulu^
• VEE CINE TITLER— "The Titler built like a prelathe." Furnished
for
scrolls, cision
zooms,
flop ups, completely
flop downs,equipped
turnarounds,
etc. Change quickly from vertical to horizontal
easel. Write for folder. C. J. FILIPAK, P. O. Box
132, Holyoke, Mass.

GIVE
HIM
BOOKS
FOR CHRISTMAS
What better gift than a book to help
the movie maker with his hobby? These
books answer the hundreds of everyday questions on this fascinating hobby
of making movies —
How to Reverse Movie Film $1.00
Here is the only complete book on the subject
of home processing movie film by the amateur.
Describes each process fully and tells how to
build the necessary equipment. Includes standard formulae by the major film manufacturers.
How to Title Movies
$1.00
The most complete book on the subject. Includes
plans for constructing a home-made titling
stand. Fully Illustrated. Contains lighting charts,
diopter lens chart, data on shims for titles and
ultra close-ups. Exposure,, tricks effects, and
developing completely described.
50 Ideas For Filming Children 25c
Full of new and novel ideas on how to make
Interesting pictures of children from the earliest
cradle, days up through graduation. Gives plots
and scenarios. Ideal for the person who wants
to make DIFFERENT pictures of children.
50 Ideas For Vacation Films 25c
Tells what to do and what not to do in taking
movies while on vacation. Describes what to
look for, how to photograph best effects, sugfor continuities,
map Inserts
and titles.gestions Tells
how to comedy,
edit a vacation
film
for best results.
HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28. Calif.
ir
■k
ir

Studio, Laboratory and Amateur Equipment.
Precision Optical Work, Lenses and Prisms,
Front Surfaced Mirrors, Ground Glass.
Backwinds and Three Lens Turrets installed
from $32.50. Reperforating 16mm. to 8mm.,
2c ft.
MacVan Manufacturing Company
382? El Cajon Blvd. San Diego 5, Calif.
DUPLICATES
8mm. to 16mm. to 8mm.
Black & White and Kodachrome
— No Finer Work Anywhere —
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
Southgate, Calif.
Prompt & Efficient Camera Repair Service
Precision repairs on ALL makes of CAMERAS.
All repairs guaranteed.
Designers of Special
and Photo Equipment
Photo Apparatus for Handicapped Persons
Estimates given on all repairs.
NORTHWEST CAMERA REPAIR CO.
209 Loeb Arcade Mllnneapolls 2, Minn.
Established Since 1935

ASK FOR THE I. C. PRODUCTION
16mm. Sound with Natural Color
II
SIN OF OUR SKIN
Phillip Chandler Gates, Associated Producer
Directed and Photographed by Lawrence Raimond
Your Dealer Should Have IT . . or Order from
GRIFFITH I. C. PRODUCTIONS
1938 BEDFORD ST.
Los Angeles 34, Calif.
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Aeeessorles for ultra
closeup filming: 24.
Action
.Action closeups:
in static 267.
scenes: 406.
.\id in editing: 170.
.\id for poorly exposed film: 303.
.Maska. filming along highway in: 14.
.\nialeur620;elub686.Section: 148; 210: 278; 348: 116:482; 552:
.Analysis of professional pictures (department) "The
Spiral Staircase. Aug. 465; "The Stranger" September. 543; "Notorious"
November
679. October. 603: "The Big
.ingles,Sleep"
low: 192.
Animation for the beginner: 4-59.
iqua-rheostat of: 549.
.Arrangement
color: 266.
Automatic wipe for Keystone 8: 134.
B
Background for titles: 273.
Backlighting: 328.
Backyard wildlife
18.
Basement
theatre: filming:
197.
Binder, home made: 332.
Bird filming: 459.
Black
& White
Blackboard
titles:title26. backgrounds: 386; 522; 658.
Blending action and color; 536.
Bryce Canyon filming: 398; 602.
Bryce Canyon filming tour:. 602.
Built
in projector
Bulk film
film,
pointersin680.
on"House
using: of613.Ideas": fi04.
Bulk
winder:
Cabinet,reel:
dual204.purpose storage: 27.
Cable
Camera speeds, variable: effects of: 740.
Cameras,
Car cameraprofessional
support: 271.l*^mm. : 753.
Car.
Care filming
of film: from
16. the: 340.
Cement
spreader.
170. 205.
Centering gadget Film:
or titles:
Centering titles: 27; 205.
Changing bag: 681.
Chemistry
of title 336;
developing:
Children, filming:
738. 264.
Christmas, lighting f'^r mivies of: 73n.
Christmas
m'^vies'385.735; 747.
Cine
Cine Boundup:
Special deluxe:
20.
Circus filming: 391.
Classified advertising (departmenti: 54; 112; 174; 238:
442; 16.510; 576: 644; 712.
Cleaning306:film:
Closeups: 267; 346; 414; 75:^.
Club
262.
Color project:
cinematography:
536.
Colored
title letters: 142.
Colored title backgrounds: 33; 114: 126; 184: 316:
Comics,452;etc.588.for story Ideas: 337.
Commercial
film 484;reviews:
28; 692.
88; 150; 212; 280;
350; 416:
554; 622:
Continuities, short: 33: 114: 126: 184: 248: 316; 374 :
452;
306.
Continuity ideas: 744.
Continuity in editing: 326.
Continuity in movies: 135; 138.
Continuity of odd shots: 13.
ContinuityIn planning:
Contrast
titles: 75. 738; 742.
Control
panel
for 142.
toy projectors: 474.
Counter, footage:
Creative editing: 258.
l>cveloper. the right 671.
Documentary
film of264.a newspaper 460.
Developing titles:
D.vnamlc symmetry of color: 266.
E
Ease in transporting a sound projector: 303.
Easy
developing:
198.
Easy titling: 597.
Editing: 194; 259; 326; 396.
Editing aids: 82; 170; 548.
Editing
film shots:
shot while
Editing odd
13. in service: 268.
Effects, special title: 272.
8mm. on 16mm. projector: 143.
*mm. reel capacity increased: 334.
Elimination
"f projector
Emergency
film
reel:372.477.hum: 111.
Emulsion remover:
Experimental Ciine Workshop (department' : 26 82; 142;
204 control,
: 272: 340;
408: 476; 470.
548; 616.
Exposure
new approach:
Exijosure meters:
529.
r
Fading control: 82.
Fading glass guide: 477.
Film cleanor:
1'": 548.
Film
marker:
Film
moistener:303.80t.
Film
storage:
549.
Film viewer: 707.
Filming
ideas
In everyday
thlnts: 810.
Filters,
mounting;
83. of: 323.
Floiver film,
analysis
Formulas for developing, selecting: 678.
Foreign
filmsturret
processed,
getting: 203.
Four lense
Frame
counter:
476.for Cine Special: 20.
Frame
enlargements.
Free movie
shows: 72. 8mm.: 841.
Fu7i eliminator, projector: 40*.

'.Jadgei for tilting titles: 408.
'Gadgetscleaner:
to modernize
Oate
113. old projector: 196.
Historical filming ideas: 665.^
Home processing: 400.
Home theatre in attic: 402.
Increasing projector wattage: 83.
Ideas for filming from history: 665.
Indoor reflector:
lighting: 200;
Indoor
272. 260; 328; 394; 538; 606; 674.
Information
Please:
Insect filming:
270. 526: 593; 713; 780
Interval timer, building an: 78.
Kaleidascope.
for making:
617
Kodachroming diagram
neon signs:
607.
r.abeling film ends: 273.
Labeling reels
and 681.
cans: 205.
f.amphouse
cover:
Lecture filming:
76.
Lens cap: 476.
Lenses, accessory: 71.
Library listings (departmenti: 28: 90; 1.52 : 214- '>8'>Light 352:
unit 200;
for indoor
shooting136 676; 7:(G ' ' '
486;
556; 328;
625;
692.
Lighting:
260;
394;
606;
Lighting,
for Christmas
movies:
736
Lighting
unit.title:
Two 170.pliotoflood: 40!'
Liner-upper,
Lip synchronized sound: 23.
Magnetic sound on film: 74S
Maurer
camera: 396.753.
.MechanicsPro-16
of editing:
Medical filming: 333.
Meter conversion: 476.
.Mexico, filming in: 106: 530.
Mitchell
Pro-16
753.
Modernizing
your camera:
old projectir:
197.
.^fovies
for better
teeth:
22.
Movie of the Month: Mar. 132
"Escape": , .uav.
May. zo,
257 "Zoo
aoo
Album":
July 404.466.
"This"Tiny
is the Storv "of Alladin's
Lamp": August
Town";
September
.■)40, Thescience"Past
"StreetcarMaster":
to non.
Heaven"Ociober,
719 612 "ConMovies that
used sell,
in making:
promotion:
Movies
137.
Multi-phoioflood unit: 204.
N'azi 8mm. film: 168.
N'eon
sign kodachrome:
606.
New Sound
and silent films
(departmenti
28' 88; 150;
212: 280; 350; 416; 484;
554: 622; 692
182: 250;
-News of314;What's
382; New
450; (department):
518;461.586; 654;6; 62781 122- : 758.
-Newspaper documentary:
News Parade film, idea for: 669.
Noise filter:
absorber273.for projector: 303
Noise
Novelty in titles: 82.
Odd shot continuity: 13.
Off-duty
films made462. in Hawaii, editing- 260
Outdoor lighting:
Pan
and correction:
dolly shots: 339.
406.
Parallax
Parlor showmanship: 544.
Party
lighting:
606.
Photoflood switch box: 477.
Pilot light, emergency: 616.
Planned filming: 674.
Positive
titling,193.contrast in: 75.
Process shots:
Processing, easy: 198.
Processing foreign
brand films: 203.
Professional
Professional cameramen:
movie making:752. 534.
"rojection
booth, built
in: home:
681. 605.
Projector built
in new
Projector
light in.shield:
409.
Projector
noise
eliminator:
■'roiector-spotlight : 273. 681.
"rojector stand: 143.
Projector
increased:
Promotion wattage
with Movies:
600. 83.
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Hear
projection:
193.
Record
card of tip
projection:
Record rutting,
on: 616. 434.
Recorded sound effects: 202.
Reel bands: 204.
Reel
storage463;
cans:616.303.
Reflectors:
Reflector, readjmade: 26.
Remote
for Filmo
cameras: 542.104.
Remote control
control for
Revere 8 cameras:
Reverse
camera
remote
control:
543.
Reverse action : 598.
Reviews of amateur films: 48: 88; 104.
Scenario, for Christmas: 73S.8
Scenario,
planning a:a; 81.138.
Scenario, shooting
Scenes,
sound
andin song:
469.
Scenic
Alaska:
Scratch shooting
preventive:
273. 14.
Screen test on 16mm.: 670.
Screens, cleaning soiled: 409.
Sequence shots:
in movies, logical: 674.
Sequence
Ski Filming: 672.475.
Slitter, 23;
film:271;341.74.S.
Sound:
Sound, adding: 271.
Sound effects, recorded: 202.
Sound, magnetic: 748.
Sound,
for: 7^6.
Splice, stroboscopes
emergency: 113.
Splice,
faultless:
617
Splicing, good: 141.
Spool Protection, extra. 706.
Spotlight,
use of:
200.
Stereo movies,
Stroboscopes:
746.new angles on:: 367.
Stereoscopic applied to home movies: 132.
Storage container
cabinet, dual-purpose:
Storage
for film:135.170. 27.
Story telling
in movies:
Studying
professionals
Successful themovie
club : 262. technique: 464.
Superimposed
titles
(iteml: 26.
Symmetry of color: 266.
Synchronization between projector and recorder; 680.
Synchronizing with stroboscopes: 746.
Telephoto tenses: 71.
Telescopic finder for Cine Special: 20.
Telescopic and
magnifier
Television
16mm.:for191.Cine Special: 2".
Tempo in editing: 326.
Temporary
splicing:
Test strips, advantage549.of: 80.
Three dimensional
custom builtmovies,
featuresexperiment
for Cine in:Special.
Three
132. 20.
Tim lapse photography: 78.
Tips
splicing: 204.
141.
Title onalignment:
Title backgrounds (department) 33; 114; 126; 184; 248;
316; 286; 452; 588; 658; 785.
Title backgrounds
with588.continuities: 33; 114; 126; 248;
316: 386; 452;
Title cards: 113.
Title centerer (item):
26; 549.
Title
Title developing:
dissolve: 341.264.
Title photography:
idea for winter75. moviei*: 27.
Title
Title letter source: 204.
Titler.
home made: 143;
Titler from
improvement:
205. 341.
Titles
blocks: 143.
Titles in .vour films, aid of: 331.
Titles, scroll:
341.
Titling:
140; 596.
Tilt
top
projector
Tour
through Bryce
Bryce stand:
Can.von:340.movie:
602. 428
Tour through
Canyon,
Triangle lighting: 394.
Trick
gadget, 404:
8mm. 532:
wipe 598.
off: 134.
Trick effect
photography:
Tripod, plans for building sturdy: 617.
Tripod, steady: 548.
Tripod-unipod : 204.
fltra closeup filming: 24 : U270; 280.
fltra closeupfilming:
centerer:408.82.
I'nderwater
Unit, light, homemade: 136.
fpside down shots: 40S.
fsing
film:title
613. letters 113.
Using bulk
movable
Varied camera speeds 740.
Tiewing
Viewing device,
glass: making
143. a mechanical : 472.
Visualized
scenario,
Volcano filming: 392.(item): 617.
W
Wide
angle
lenses:
71. filming: 18.
Wild
life
in
backyard,
Winners in 1946 Contest: 667.
Z
Zoom titler: 681.
PROFESSIONAL I6MM. SECTION
30; 85; 144;Achievement
206; 276; in:
344; 550.412; 480; 550; 618
Animation,
Army
to
I6mm.
movie
making:
Camera Adventurers: 343; 551. 344.
Canada's 16mra. studio: 684.
Charge forthe16mm.
(^becking
ponies:services:
85. 207.
Closeups 31; 84; 144; 206; 276: 551.
College heads
use of own
quickie
movies:
Cooley
16mm.
studio:618.
Cortez trail filmed
in 16mm.:
32. 145.
Documentary films, authenticity in: 206.
"Duffy's
Tavern" premiered
16mra. Kodachromer:
481. in 16mm.: 30.
16mm. movie merger pays off: 684.
16mm. world film distribution. MOM: 345.
Filming
in Brazil:
85. 412.
FollTw focus
attachment:
C-ettlne
an
"impossible"
shot:films:
412. 30.
Jack
McCoskey
Colonial
MakeupPro-16mm.
for 16mm.joins
photography:
New
Society:
480. 685.
Organizingin duplicate
16mm.: 145.
Quality
prints: 276.
Religious
film producer,
world's144.largest: 277.
Bi'snkel, filmer
of Eskimos:
35mm. pro to 16mm.: 685.
Sound Blimp for Cine Kodak Special: 618.
Sport l«achlng
Traffic
film by with
college:16mm.:
413. 619.
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A CTUALLY, there is nothing at all secret about the superiority of Bolex
r\
motion picture cameras. The superiority is obvious from the outside clean through to the inside. It shines in the beautiful appearance of the chromium trimmed case; it glows in the amazing, precision
mechanism nestled inside that case, and it proves itself definitely in the
finished productions that you view on your screen.
Into the construction of Bolex goes no secret formula, there are no magical
phrases, and no mumbo-jumbo. Rather, there is the accumulated experience of more than 130 years of precision workmanship in the worldfamous Paillard factories. There is the proud craftsmanship inbred in men
to whom mediocrity is only a word in the dictionary. And then, too,
there is the insistence upon materials of the finest quality . . . exacting
minuteness in every phase of construction. As a result, the fame of Bolex
cameras is now universal . . . the performance hailed in every civilized
land in the world. To be a Bolex owner is now a proud distinction . . .
and tens of thousands of Bolex owners are numbered in that honored
group. And wherever people gather to witness the results of Bolex, there
you will find plaudits for productions given to no other camera in the field.
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Bolex Models H-8 and H-16 provide automatic threading; parallaxcorrecting viewfinders; single frame (still picture) mechanism for animation and ""stills" ; clutch to disengage mechanism for rewinding by handcrank; turret head for three lenses; critical visual focusing through lens
and ground glass; adding and subtracting footage indicator, augmented
by an audible footage counter. These, and many other exclusive Bolex
advantages are the result of superior design, superior planning, superior
workmanship and superior materials. Visit your nearest Bolex dealer and
let Bolex superiority prove itself to you.
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BOLEX
AMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY, INC.
521 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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N.
o doubt about it — this will be a merry Christmas indeed for the thousands of movie makers
who

look to the holiday season for their finest

movie opportunities of the year.
Cine-Kodak

Film is becoming more and more

plentiful. Cine-Kodaks

and Kodascopes are begin-

ning to reappear on dealers' counters. And many
types of helpful Cine-Kodak accessories are once
again available.
T)'pe A Kodachrome, color balanced for use
indoors under Photoflood illumination, is the
indoor season's film favorite. Kodaflector or
Kodaflector Senior — both marvelously efficient
reflectors — and low-cost, brilliant Photoflood
Lamps No. 1 or No. 2 will supply the light. And
every Cine-Kodak Film carton contains a guide
explaining Photoflood use.
Better get set iox your Christmas movie making
. . . check your film and equipment needs for a
truly merry movie Christmas. Plan to see your
Kodak dealer — tomorroiv.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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